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TE.SS N0.55:

IR. GEORGE KAKURU - SWORN IN

COU 'Sl•L

Would you state your name please?

KAKURU:

My name is George Knkuru.

COUN EL:

llow old arc you'!

KAKURU:

I am 32 years old.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

KAKURU:

I am a soldier.

COUNSEL:

Where do you work?

KAKURU:

I am with the 7th Battalion Jinja.

COUNSEL:

Since when did you become a soldier?

KAKURU:

I became a soldier in 1979 during Liberation War.

COUNSEL:

Before 1979 where were you and what were you doing?

KAKURU:

I was working with Uganda Tea Authority.

COUNSEL:

As what?

KAKURU:

As a Field Assistant in Tea Estate.

COUNSEL:

Had you been trained to be a worker in tea? How did you come to go
to work in tea, Tea Authority?

KAKURU:

I joined as a clerk then I was trained as Leaf Officer at Rwebitaba.

COUNSEL:

You mean you had been at school before?

KAKURU:

Yes, sir.

COUNSEL:

Which school'!

KAKURU:

St. Charles Lwanga Kasasa.

COUNSEL:

And you stopped in which form?

KAKURU:

In S.4.

COUNSEL:

S.4?

KAKURU:

Yes.
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KAKURU:

Yes. Sir.

COU SEL:

And what was your

KAKURU:

\\hnt

ld1 r.

o, as a recruit.

KA.Kl Rl
COU ' EL·

a profi

part of UNLA'?

Sta tion

or where were you stationed?

.
• then we went back to the training
w take basic
After hberauon
• wing
•
1
•
•
bas'
aining
After
army
basic
trammg
was
p steel at
trammg, army
ic 1r
•
Bugolobi.
Now you are telling us

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you have a long stay in Bugolobi?
you are in Jinja.

KAKURU:

That was during 1980.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Subsequentlyyou were tr.ansferred somewhere else?

KAKURU:

No after elections there were some problems within the UNLA.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

.

KAKURU:

Then some of us were arrested. some escaped and went to the bush.
You know after elections when Mr. Museveni went to the bush, mostly
soldiers who were from South and Central, we had conflicts with the
Militia they brought from the Nonh. So whoever was found within
Kampala and they suspectedyou to be coming from maybe mainly from
Nyabushozi that is what they used to tell us anyway. Vle were
arrested.

COUNSEL:
:n~ly

KAKURU·

where do you originally come from? Where do you come

From Mbarara
District.
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COtN:EL

Which county?

KAKURU

County N)abushozi.

COU

• yabushozi?

EL.

KAKURU:

Yes.

COU 'SEL:

Nyabushoz·, is
• boardcring \\ ith MasakalRalcai?

KA.KURU:

Masaka/Rakai.

COUNSEL:

~foyou say after elections there were problems which problems please
1 you know?
•

KAKURU:

Immediately h:fore the elections there was a problem with then who
was the President. After announcing that Oyite Ojok. should be
tr~_ferred and he was made an ambassador; that was President
BlllalSa . The~ the conflict started. There was a militia group which
was stationed m Lira and Gulu. They were brought at night and they
~ere brought in barracks like Makindye, Bugolobi and LubirL Early
m the morning that is when we heard the announcement that Binaisa is
toppled and then there is a Military Commission.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

Now there was a decision by the then Chief of Staff, the late Oyite
Ojok that as Bantu tribe. mostly the soldiers. The first intake of
UNLA mostly composed of Banyankole and Baganda, because when
they were recruiting during Liberation War, the war started from West
and here. So, I think by then Oyite Ojok had no time to recruit from
the North because he started from Mutulcula, then after the fall of
Kampala that is when the late Oyite Ojok recruited the militia in North
and it was there as militia not the army. But when they wanted to
move Binaisa that was when they brought in the militia here. So to
balance the strength we were told to pack our things, that we were
transferred to Kitgum, to Bombo, Moyo. Then we were not interested
in going there to be frank, so some of us started refusing and it was

;:e basic

ttti at

some problems there.

bu h.

COUNSEL:

Between who and who?

KAKURU:

Because we said these people were militia they were not the army men,
they had no number and we asked how did they come to take over us
and how can we mix with militia when they are not army men when

from
v.ere

they do not have the army numbers?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

But then because the people who were behind the militia group were
the bosses of the anny then they had the upper hand. But then
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eventually within the barracks there were some confusion as to who is
the arrny rnen? Who sh~uld have the powerful hand? 1 0 who is the
cornrnander'? To who he 1s not.

COUNSEL:

So there wa,; that confusion: so you did not know the command.
commanding who and who as not?

KAKURU:

Yes

COUNSEL:

Thal was the time when you were at Bugolohi?

KAKURU:

Yes, sir.

COUNSEL:

You say that was which year?

KAKURU:

That was 1980.

COUNSEL:

1980?

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

who is

co

C

So what happenedwere you transferred to somewhere else?
Mainly they transferred Makindye and Lubiri beca1:1s~
Bugolobi by then
was called B. Coy, we were the people prov1dmg guards to the
Chairman of Military Council and the Vice Chairman so we escaped
that transfer.
Now you said after the elections there were some problems, which
problems?
Now during the elections we were told that even we soldiers will have
to go to the polls. But then we were strictly told to go to Bugolobi
Radio Station where we were going to give our votes and then we were
told in which box to vote, but then we also decided to - some to go to
other election and to electoral positions and others went home. For
example myself I voted in my home area.

COUNSEL:

Then after the elections you came back?

KAKURU:

I came back by the time they were announcing the elections here after a
week or two. Then they told us that those who went home for
elections should write their namesdown. We did so -(lnterruption)-

COUNSEL:

Youmeanthosewere your commanders?

KAKURU:

Yes, that ~as our Commanderwho was the O/C of Bugolobi, by then
he was a Lieutenantcalled Kenneth Odora.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

Then after that we had to

•
.
go to an mterv1ew at Makindye at the office
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COl' T~EL:

eh

of the battalion Commande b
Okello. It was 15th Batt 1·r y lhen he was Lieutenant Colonel Bazilio
•
a ion by then
Yes?

KAKURU·

Then after that everybod
refused.
Y was told to write a statement and then we

COUNSEL:

Did you get to know what the purpose of this interview was?

KAKURU:

Of course we knew it b
Bugolobi Radio S . ' ecause we refused to go in the polling station at
tation. And they asked us as to why we intended to
go to Mbarara or elsewhere to vote there. What was our intention not
:o vote at Bugolob~with others was because all B. Coys were supposed
0 vote at Bugolob1but some of us decided and went home and we had
no pemussion to do that.

COUNSEL:

So you were interviewed for disobedience, that is for moving without
perrmt to your area?

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL;

Yes?

KAKURU:

And he termed it indiscipline.
Commanding Officer.

COUNSEL:

You said that you had even been told how to vote?

KAKURU:

Of course.

COUNSEL:

What did they tell you?

KAKURU:

They told us that we in the army we are going to vote but we have our
special box. So I do not know what was that special box because I did
not wait to see it. But then we also decided; no, if the boxes are two
or four we have to go and vote as others not that special box meant for
soldiers. So we decided to go and vote with others at home.

COUNSEL:

When you say these matters you should be serious because there are
laws governing the elections as they were. Who told you that you were
to vote in a certain box, the Returning Officer, Chairman of the
Electoral Commission?

KAKURU:

No our Commanders.

COUNSEL:

In particular in this one who was your Commander?

KAKURU:

Lieutenant Kenneth Odora.

COUNSEL:

Is he the one who told you that?

r
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That is what he told us the

KAKURlJ:

No Bazilio himself, the Commanding Officer.

co

So after being charged with this indiscipline what happened to you?

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

They told us to write down a statement of how we went home what we
did there andhow we voted if at all one voted.
'

K

You mean you were even to disclose whom you had voted for?

C

No, in a way where, in what box or what then automatically that you

C

COUNSEL:.
KAKURU:

will have to disclose what you did.
•

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

?

So, on your refusal what punishment were you given.

We did not refuse although we did not refuse openly but we tried other
means to seek advice from other people who can help us and we found

that we were noted so we escaped.
COUNSEL:

When was that?

KAKURU:

That was during January, 1981.

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

Now when you escaped; where did you go?
Some of our friends were arrested and taken to Mbuya and some of us
managed to ask pass leave and we got it through bribing the clerical
department, because they had the upper hand of getting the stamp of
the Commanding Officer. Once it is stamped although it is signed by
anybody, so long as it bears the stamp of the Commanding Officer. So
there I got 14 days to go home and then I went home.

COUNSEL:

To Nyabushozi?

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you settled in Nyabushozi peacefully?

KAKURU:

Not peacefully bec~use in my home area I decided to go to my Uncle's
place, because fearmg not to bring problems to my people. So when I
reached at my Uncle's that is in Kashari County, Lubaya, then I had a
~i=
knew me thoroughly well that was Mr. Makatu. who was the
h ? H ?f UPC Mbarara. He started saying that ''Why is this chap
heere.
h ?"e isEan army man ' he is suppos ed to b e •m the barracks wh'-' is
ere•
ventually he brought
'
J
some Tani.anians still at Simba·
some army men, by then there were
'

COUNSEL:

Mbarara,
yes?

KAKURU:

Then they alleged that I am recrui •
•
collecting some funds, so had tmg guenllas from Mbarara and I am
I
Mbarara.Then I went t M
to run away also for my life from
0
uncle.
awogola Sembabule where I had another

1038

cou

H

Please, please be a b"
1l - lake car b
speed shoulu also alto I
c ccause they arc recor<.lin<>
this your
to r
d
o
•
J anuary 1981 or in Pcbw t ll~lll
,,1
ccor • So this was in which month,
ruary. When was that?

KAKURU:

That was in March.

COUNSEL:

In March'/

COUNSEL:

So while these pea 1
. .
. .
P e were mtcrv1ewmg you you managed to escape
from them or?
'

KAKURU;

No we understood •11 I1 r , 1
c,orc t icy came to the home because when the
UPC men were meeting at the Gombolola Headquarters one member
wl_,owas a UPC hut a friend of my uncle came and said "Please tell
tlus boy to go aw~y because he might be arrested and he might get
problems, so tcll l11mto go away before these people can come".

COUNSEL:

So you escaped to Mawogola?

KAKURU:

Mawogola.

COUNSEL:

That is Masaka District'!

KAKURU:

Yes Sir.

COUNSEL:

Did you know anybody in Mawogola where you could be'/

KAKURU:

There was an Uncle of mine also and he is still there.

COUNSEL:

Who is he?

KAKURU:

He is called Mr. Frank Ruteteriya.

COUNSEL:

Of which village?

.KAKURU:

Rugushuru.

COUNSEL:

Rugushuru?

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you settled peacefully there?

KAKURU:

Yes Sir, for sometime.

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

• then.?
Did you have kitambulisho or "d
I enttty

No, when I reached that place, I managed to get this graduated tnx
ticket.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

l039

We rnanocu~rcd and got 1he uckcts by pa)mg money

KAKURU
COU SEL
KAk'URU

COU SEL

KAKURU·

COUNSEL
KAKURU:

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:
COUNSEL:
KAKURU:
COUNSEL:

can ha~ e sornetl11ng to adenufy :>ou?

So

that

you

Yes. Sir

"ou do to earn a Iiving'?
Now. what d Id J
hvin there \\as a ranch nearby of Mr-.Kasozi. v.ho was
Then 10 cam a
nager of Masaka Growers Co-operau" e Umon
then the Secretary
a
her a neighbour and a friend. he took me to
and my U~cle being 8 r~~ g for a Manager to look after his farm.
Mr. Kasoz1 who was 1oo in

t

Did you get the job?

I got the job, sir.

When was that?
That was early 1982.
So you got a settled life?
Yes. Sir.

Now, then what happened?

KAKURU:

Then at around August there were some problems in Masaka Growers
Co-operativeUnion. That much I cannot tell what happened, but;

COUNSEL:

August 1982?

.KAKURU:

According to sources from my boss's home, after he had ran away,
there were some problems within the Union, because I understand and I
know that my boss belonged to DP and there were some UPC men who
wanted to take the post. So there was a problem there: and my boss
they wanted to arrest him, he ran away, they got hold of the Chief
Accountant, by then Mr. Katongole, and who was Transport Officer,
Mr. Mukasa. Then they started hunting for Mr. Kasozi looking
everywhere, that is when they came to the farm.

COUNSEL:

So they came to the farm where you were a Manager?

KAKURU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Who came?

KAKURU:

The anny
and two gentlemen· • one called Mr. Katerega and one
called
Mr. men
Kasule.

COUNSEL:

Kasule?
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('Otr

El:

KA,Kl'RU·

CHAIRMAN:

Ht)W did '

) ou lcnow this v
• ....aterega d
Wh
an Kasule?
en we reached M
•
lhe Commandin, 0 asaka, 1 heard them
•
through Lukay \ fficer and before w
calhng them in the office of
from Lukava. a ecause they came wi~hr:~ched ~hebarracks we passed
e vehicle of a certain Hajati
Docs it mean the
se people came
.
to the farm and took you?

KAKURU:

Yes. sir.

CHAIRMAN:

They arrested you? y
ou were under arrest or what?

KAKURU:

After looking for Kasozi after i
'

COUNSEL:

There was some k" d Of
m

..
nqumng so many things, they took me.

search conductedat the farm?

KAKURU:

When they reached at the fa th
Kasozi and they de
ded rm ey asked me the whereabouts of Mr.
the documents concerning DP and UFM.
man

COUNSEL:

Did you produce the documents?

KAKURU:

1 did not have them, even I did not know what was happening to UFM
and_DP because me I was a mere employee, I did not know what goes
on m Mr. Kasozi's home.

COUNSEL:

Now, did they carry anything after the search?

KAKURU:

They found nothing except they found about 15 drums of diesel and by
then Mr. Kasozi was trying to renovate his farm after he had already
bought it from the sons of late Kalevu. So it was under renovation of
the valley tanks and what not, and we were hiring trucks from Kisozi
Ranchers so that we can provide them with our own fuel.

COUNSEL:

Did they take anything?

KAKURU:

But when they saw that diesel, they said that "Oh, we have seen this is
the training place for guerillas and you are the fuel suppliers", and they
said, "You are fit to be a training officer". So they carried me and
they looted the house, of course.

COUNSEL:

What did they take from the house?

KAKURU:

There were some furniture, radio cassettes, money, spray pun1ps and
some goats.

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

you mean they had come on a vehicle or on bicycles?
They had a 504 Estate and a Tata Tipper•
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Had you seen these vehicles before?
COl T SEI

KAKURU
COUNSEL

KAKURU.

MR. KAWA NGA:

KAKURU:
MR. KAWANGA:

KAKURU:

No.

said you passed through Lukaya'?
So, from Mawogo Ia You
B the time I was taken in. I was beaten, 1 did not ~now the way but
y
ed at Lukaya and they had tea m a certain hotel.
what I know we stopp
J was left on the Tata but l could see.
You were beaten?
I was beaten, of course.

Badly or?

Yes, badly because I bad to answer.
So they beat you because they bad failed to find your master?

COUNSEL:
Yes, and they wanted more information concerning him and UFM.

KAKURU:
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

So at Lukaya, what did you observe?

They took the spray pumps and some mattresses to Hajati' s place
because I heard them talking, which meant that was Mr. Katerega' s
place.

COUNSEL:

Why?

KAKURU:

Because when they were taking me to Masaka, Mr. Katerega we left
him at Lukaya we went with Mr. Kasule.

COUNSEL:

So the furnishing was off loaded at Lukaya and taken to you said,
Hajati?

KAKURU:

Some at Lukaya, some were taken to Masak.a. We went with t}lem to

Masaka.

COUNSEL:

Yes,but this time had they identifiedyou as one of UNLA people?

KAKURU:

No, I was identifiedat the Officers' Mess.

COUNSEL:

So, fromthere they took you to?

KAKURU:

Officers's Mess.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Excuse
people
had
• Lukaya, they are having some
tea, whyme,
do tbese
you not
.
ff sto
th Ppcd
. 10
e tipper?
1urnpo

KAKURU:

I wu tied handsand legs.
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Yes.
COU

EL.

KURU

So they took you
•
T
own?

to

Officers' MCSS, where is this Officers' Mess? In

It was in Town.

COU SEL:

What happened there?

KAKURU:

Then at the Officers' Mess
Officer, Captain Nambale.
I found there, the then Commanding

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

The adjutant was Lieutenant Mugisha.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

And the second in Command Lieutenant Odur.

COUNSEL:

Had you known these people before?

KAKURU:

Yes, because as the first intake of UNLA most of the Commanders we
were together in liberation.

COUNSEL:

So these were known to you?

KAKURU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

They also knew you?

KAKURU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

N~~, what happened?

KAKURU:

Before I deserted the army I was with Odur at Bugolobi because he was
sleeping in Bugolobi at the flats but then he was stationed at Mbuya.

COUNSEL:

Odur, that is Alfred Odur Captain or Lieutenant?

KAKURU:

By then he was a Lieutenant, maybe this time he is a Major General, I

do not know.
COUNSEL:

Do you have ranks?

KAKURU:

For us we have ranks as you have ranks also.

COUNSEL:

Is he still with you?

~U:

I do oot know because we still have some who are in the organisation.
some are at Kirinya those who surrendered just recently in Comer
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.......• • -

•• •.f'o~"" '

' •

'

-

CO(. .... El..

h»J,pc:ocd-

the dd1uls.

the

C

diet

CO "'-SEL

KAK L"Rt;

COU SEL
KAXL"RU

Yes

after cbceom,neod•ngofficer asked me v,.rhcrc l
commg
AJJY-"aY
menhe badthe infonnauon I.hat I \1,-as the Tnurung Officer of
from bul ~Y
be ~ dlat "'hen I desened the 8ml) I Jomcd
U~~ So be askedme where Mr. Muse~eni v.'"35. v.:herc .. yira
:S and~•
J said J did not lcnOWanybodY that is v.hen the v.'ailll-up
started

DR MAKUBUYA:
KAKURU:

yes, mefirst course of the warm-up?
1be first course of warm-up is t,eating, burning you with cigareue.
using these pim to prick any part of your body where _they feel it can
pain you and then you just put out your tongue. they pierce anyv;here
BecaLISC
first they undress you, you remain naked so any pan of your
body they feel it can warm you up then they try it.

You mean cigaretteS by giving you to smoke cigarette or what?
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

No, they just light cigarette then they start burning on your body, put it
on your body.

Then, is that the first course or that is the entire exercise?

KAKURU:

Anyway that was I think the first course. Then they brought some
slashers they told me to lie down so they started beating me with
slashers.

COUNSEL:

Slashers are made of metal?

KAKURU:

Metal.

COUNSEL:

!~ec,

KAKURU:

nowd,you told us that this was in the Officers, Mess was this
ng up one by Officersor by Juniors?
•

Of courseyou know officers ha

•

escorts
andusually at Officers, ve tbeu escorts and so some of the
duty.
Mess there are some RPs who are on
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COUNSEL:

Sof those
•
. were the o nes
• the exercise under the orders
o t I1eir
Commanders? who were domg

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, then after that?

KAKURU:

But even Lieutenant Od ur intervened
•
physically.
and also gave me his warm-up

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

Then in fact I fell unco . •
•
eventually I found m lf~sc1ous 1 did not know what happened but
yse m quarter guard.

COUNSEL:

At what time did you realize you were at a quarter guard?

KAKURU:

It was during the night.

COUNSEL:

And at about what time had you been arrested at the farm?

KAKURU:

. At the farm it was around mid-day.

COUNSEL:

So at the quarter guard were you alone?

KAKURU:

When I regained consciousness I found I was in a cell with so many
detainees.

COUNSEL:

And you did not know them?

KAKURU:

I did not know them, but then it happened that I was so near an old
man who was very weak. When I gained consciousness he had started
asking me and he is the one who told me that when they were through
with me they said "We have brought a Training Officer of UFM", they
were referring me to the other Mzee because he was also alleged that
he was a Financial Controller of UFM.

COUNSEL:
K.AKURU:
COUNSEL:

Now this was - you do not remember exactly the month'? Was this
September or August?
That was September.
This old man; did you know him as you were a trainer of the UFM as
alleged?

KAKURU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did you manage to talk to him?

KAKURU:

Yes, I managed to talk to him because he asked me where_ l was
coming from, where they had arrested me from. When 1 told him then
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cd from Valla Maria, Kalungu 1dc
at he "'as arrc t
11·
he also lOld me th
end of Mr.Kasozi and he went on te an me
and he told me he was a f~t
Member~ of Masaka Growers Cothat he \\AS one of the 1::.xecutl\e

opcrau, e Union.
COU 'SEL.
KAKURU:

COU SEL.

K.AKURU:
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

You did not bother about finding out the name?

He told me his name later on
Why do you say? Was he

•
10

t.h the w·as Mr. Ponsiano Kafuuma.

a

g

ood health how was he?
•

• fiarst t"me
So he wac; weak and he
I found they had already beaten him
i
•
was an old man.
? Wh t were the conditions confined in this? Were
So what happen ed •
a
.
.
· )
.d
·ere
man"'
was
it
bemg(Interruption
they. you sa1 you "
J •

Of course we were in one cell confined there many. there was no fooct,
.,;r as you know quarter. guard: the doors are
there was no enoug h =
. of
steel and what not. so the life there is complicated. whe~e you ur~nate,
where you do what is there near you. so the place 1s complicated
kabisa.
Now. this man you say to you it appeared he had been beat~n. he was a
weak man, old man, was there any medical attendance given to him
special?

KAKURU:

No, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So, what happened to him?

He started telling me about how these people were alleging he took
posho to the bushmen and how they were saying that he is the one
collecting money from Masaka to take to Kayira' s men. He said for
me I am innocent but then the struggle will continue. That old man
was straight forward; he said "Me I wiil die but then not all Ugandans
will die." He said, "You, you young men be strong do not fear, for us
we are old men we have no way and our way is near to end but you
who are young you suffer and what not but do not give up." Such
words as you know old men say when they - if he is determined to tell
you.
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

So what happened to this man, you happened to be out? We shall find
out when you came out, did you come out with him or what happened?
No, next morning he was called in with me. First there were some two
men, there was a man I do not remember his name he was a Trade
Development Officer from Rakai.

Ssekibaala?
No, that was the Chairman of District what Planning Committee I do
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not know, that
husmess
•
wasMMr • Ss ek"h
man called
I aata and there
so they w
r. Kumi Lukw
was another man a
and usualler~ntakenfirs_tto have wa~:
They were brought together
guards ar/ k"UNLA it was a routine t~ and ans~er some questions
come t
ta mg the new posts wh
at when m the mornings the
. o greet you and greet".• en they are relieving others they
morning greetings, so they w mg you was to beat you. That was
answer some ,,ew questions ent
• morning
- greetings and
Th out to get their
to go out with this Mzee. •
ey were beaten and then I was ordered
COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

When we went to the office of in .
whom I do not know h"
telhgence, we found there a Corporal
1sname.
•

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

And the RCM came m
• with
• Lieutenant
.
Mugisha.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

Then the RCM told Mr • Kafuuma that •1t •1s high
• time he should talk
sense.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were you given morning greeting as well?

KAKURU:

Of course that one was there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

It is a routine?

KAKURU:

It is a routine, once they call you outside in the morning you are
prepared to have it.

COUNSEL:

Now, knowing this routine what about if you keep quiet they call you
and you do not answer?

KAKURU:

They call you, and have to go because they are there standing they say:
you, you, you; they do not call names. They just pick on faces and say
you come, you come, you come and they go, you follow them.

COUNSEL:

So, in presence of Lieutenant Mugisha?

KAKURU:

The RCM told the Mzee that it is high time you should talk sense
otherwise you are going to get what you want.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you know you are using a lot of terms with the Commission.
maybemyself I do not know, RCM all these RSM, what are those?

RCM,that is Regimental Sergeant Major. The one who is in charge of
the barracks and the junior NCO's is the next man to the
Commissioned Officers. So he is the head of the junior officers and he
is the one who is heading the barracks.
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('()l

Th<"'., al. 'i<CM•
ou. \\ c call 1hcrn W "''"" Ot!iocr c1..,
J am celling
..~• the one
RCl"I
I.
• ,c, °..,er wh111 )'l'll wam it you di) n I
are 0"-'OI08
Id him that "vou
.;

EL

So. he co "

COL' SEL

talk sense?
.
h t thl·rc wu, n wiine.,, "ho sa"
and he went o n telling him t a
Yes.
. the hush.
Kafuuma 111

KAKURV.

COU SEL·

KAKVRU:
COUNSEL:

Yes.

pn)duct' that wi1ncss.
ked them ·r
• t11C)' c·m
•
.
'
,
prodUl:
c
a
wu
nes.;
l
demanded t1te)

Mr. Kafuuma as
Then
You mean Kafuuma

KAKURU:

Yes. Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes. continue.

KAKURU:

Then Lieutenan t order ed so m ehod)'.

COUNSEL:

Mr.

another

soh.licr to hring the

witness.
Yes.

KAKURU:

So they brought a boy who was in tattered clothes he was not a
detainee with us·

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

And he was not m
.
• uni·fiormto be a soldier but then they
brought him
h
that e 1s
. .
• conu·ng from the bush and they started
asking the boy that

"doyou know this Mzee?" He said, "Yes, this 1s the man who brought
us posho in the bush!. "
COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:
And at the same time Mzee Kafuuma demanded to ask some questions
to
the boy.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

DR. MAKUBuYA:

Then Kafuumaasked the boy why did he go in the bush and what he
was doing in UNLA. Then when he asked those questions, Lieutenant
Mugisbasaid that was enough he ordered the boy to go outside.
Did the boy answer?

KAKURU:
No, he COuJd
not answer.
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COUNSEi-#

Yes.

KAKURU:

Then the RCM orderects

COUNSEL:

Yes .

.KAKURU:

Then Kafuuma was told to tak
.
under
pants but they were long on
e off his
trousers. He remained w·th
.
S
1
hIS slasher. One stood on the o es•. o two RPs were told each to get
so the RCM ordered th
ther side, and another on the other side
e game to start.
'

COUNSEL:

Lieutenant Mug·isha was present at this?

KAKURU:

He was there seated.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

• ome slashers to be brought.

KAKURU:

Tlhendwhen they started, they first concentrated on the buttocks when

b oo came they started beatmg
• anywhere and as caning went on
' Mr

Kafuuma could put there his hands they beat them. That is whe~ the;
broke the hands.
COUNSEL:

Was he crying?

KAKURU:

Ah,. of course. At first he was not crying but then when the pain grew
terrible he had to cry but not as a child but of course at least he shed
some tears.

COUNSEL:

Yes, please continue.

KAKURU:

Now, at this time the RCM saw that he cannot get anything from
Kafuuma so he ordered the boys to stop. Then he told me also to take
off my trousers. When they had started beating me, then they heard a
vehicle coming in the barracks. Then he went to the window. he saw it
and then he saw that it was the Commanding Officer coming in the
barracks. He told the boy to stop, they stopped beating me.

COUNSEL:

Commanding Officer, who was the Commanding Officer?

KAKURU:

Captain Nambale.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

So I was told to carry Mr. Kafuuma back to the cells.

COUNSEL:

How was Kafuuma then?

KAKURU:

Kafuuma was badly off, he only could drag legs but I_just put him on
my shoulders started taking him but he was only dragging the legs. He
was so badly off he could not stand up.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
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ack w the cells.
so we we n( b

KAKURU·

h d outside and they found that the
You said a vehicle was ;ar hale had come. did he come to the
Commanding Officer. Mr.
am before you dragged him outside?
scene where K afuuma was beaten,
.
h d assed it had to - that we were on the
•
ft er the vehicle a p d went
, .m the b arrac k s So ..1or the.....
No • sir
A
•
h
hicle passe
'"
quarter guard so t e ve
h . hoss so they left they said you leave
• tO see t e1r
•• •
they were hurrying
k
the cell so we were taken back to the
these people. take them hac to
cell.

DR LlJYOMBY A:

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:
KAKURU:

Yes.
h
the commanding Officer came to the cells
Then at around 10. 3o t ;re.
when he saw the state we were in
11
and when h~ enteredh t e ~e :~fimma was in he started apologizing t~
people bleeding and t e st a e
us.
That what?
detamees
at
That he dt'd not kn OW thi's ' he was not interested in beating
.
.
.
that
he
is
going
to
see
that
1t
stops.
d1sgu1smg
the quarter guar d and
like that.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

Then he promised Mzee Kafuuma that he is going to bring a doctor
who will treat him.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

So the old man remained there for two days bleeding, with no help and
of course we had no food. We were not used to be given food.
Because I remember one soldier who knew me brought me a bunch of
this "sijuhi bogoya" but we used to share even its peels. Even you
could eat half and one eats the peels so that we can share everything, so
we did not throw anything away.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you mean that in spite of the Commanding Officer prom1smg
Kafuuma a doctor, no doctor ever came in?

KAKURU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Continue please.

KAKURU:

Then during the night nearing the third day, Mr. Kafuuma was badly
off during the night. And I remember from time of beating he was
lying upside down because he could not lie on his buttocks. So, I think
he developed some fever, he told me to help him, I just sat in front of
him, I brought his chest across my thighs to support him.
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C

COUNSEL.

KAJ(URU

Yes

7:1en he staned askin
g some Water but I t Id •
~atcr in bee;rsc, so I said please do not: ·ru::hunthat water will make
.
.
llns but I refused
.
n water and we bad some
1t rruglu bring more hann
to give him water because I fca cd hat
rosary f ram ...
,_
• Then he mSlructcd
•
uc. trousers that h
me to look rfor t his
e warnedto pray.
him more w

cdl

m.
lO

COUNSEL:

My Lord here we had h
understand my Lord we ~/~et w~t~ses from the Railways but I
cenain journey we have to rru:e sitting in the afternoon because of a
the next Wednesday?
' should we now tell them to go until

CHAIRMAN:

I think they can go.

COUNSEL:

Thank you my Lord, okay please.

.KAKURU:

He instructed me to look ~ h"
him so that he ma ra
or ts rosary f~om his trousers to give it to
because I did not ~p \ So he started his prayers but me I kept quiet
he told me that h ow o'!' to follow the rosary. So, after his prayers
e was dymg Then he told me to call Ssekibaala who
~ on th e far eDd of the cell but also Ssekibaala was very weak
. use he also had had the beatings. Then Kafuuma tried to raise his
~~ce and told us, in fact everybody in cell heard it because he said
ary, mother of Jesus. help these sinners, forgive them because they
do_ not know what they are doing", and he told me, "My son, I am
dymg but I have forgiven them, they do not know what they are
doing." }nose were the last words anyway.

COUNSEL:

And he died.

KAKURU:

Of course after those words I felt he was growing cold on my thighs so
that is when I knew he was dead.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Could you repeat the words, his last words please?

KAKURU:

They are "Mary, mother of Jesus, I forgive them because they are
sinners, they do not know what they are doing," then he told me "My
son, I have forgiven them, please, they do not know what they are

at
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r

doing."
COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

And by that time it was almost in the morning so we put him on side.
We waited for the guards to come and open. Then at around 7 .30. the
morning guards came to relieve the late ones, of course they had to
come and know how many we are in, so we reported the death of Mzee
Kafuuma. So we were ordered, me and another soldier called Matte,
to carry the body to another empty cell.

COUNSEL:

Who is this Matte, he was also a soldier?
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COU SEL.
KAKURU·
Yes.

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

•
1I c n.·movaI ~)f • Mr · Hina.isa they had arrcsh.·d Mr ·
I know. During ~
1 M·1kindvc. if ~nmc can remember. and this
Njuba at quurtl'T gu.m.J_/~1 • NJ'til;a to escape so after Mr. Njuha had
• I1 0 tl •rs allowcu '" r •
bov
• •
de:-.crtcd and went
~. wtt
•
.le• bo
·s also were 1mn 1e·d . So this hoy
.
.
csc.1ped these
) d I • ,.. 1hcn arrested agam, so, they knew hun
home:-in Masaka an tc.: \\ ,ls
also.

COUNSEL:

So you put the hody to?

KAKVRV:

To an empty ceII So mewhere within the quarter guard.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKVRV:

So we were told not to say that he was dead because of the heatings.
We were told that when the Commanding Officer comes, we would tell
him that it is fever. Then at around 11.00, the RSM brought two army
blankets.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Clarification please. Who instructed you not to say that Kafuuma died
from beatings?

KAKURU:

The RSM.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you know his name?

KAKURU:

No, sir.

KAKURU:

Then me and Matte again were called to go and tie Mr. Kafuuma in
those two blankets.

COUNSEL:

You mean when you were in the cell they gave you blankets?

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

No, these ones were brought especially to put the body.. Then after
that we carried the body outside where we found an army landrover
waiting, then we were told to put the body on the Land Rover and go
back to the cells.
And you do not know where they took the body, eventually they left?
But before we went in I heard the RCM saying that they were taking it
to the Officers' Mess.

Yes.
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And I think th

at was th
ow about Mzee K e end of me and Mz
.
then after about t\\
afuutna•s death F cc Karuuma. that is what 1
o days We Were br~u;r Us ~e remained there and
\\'ho and \\ho?
t to Nile Mansions
kn

COlr SEL
KAKURU:

COUNSEL.

Me and Mt
ate, Mr. Ssekibaa
Trade Development Offi
la, Mr. Kumi-Luk--wago and th lb
worki
•
icer brough b
e o er
ng in the Vice-President'
t Y Mr. Wanyama who was
0
s ffice.
How did you know "'
nanyarna?

J(AKURU:

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

When he was coming to tak
.
th
\Vanyama_
e us •s way, he introducedhimself as 1r.
So?
After reaching Nile Mans·
N b 2 16 th
ions we were taken to the balcony of Room
um er
• en we found there Mr. Peter Owili.
\\'ho is Peter Owili?

KAKURU:
I do not know. but what I know he was working in the Vice-President's
Office in Intelligence Department. Then after a day I was called, me
panicularly. that I was gomg to be interviewed by the Chief of Staff: I
was taken to Room Number 211. On reaching m Room Number 211,
the people who were escorting me were told to bring me to the
Conference Centre, Committee Room 'C'. \\'hen I was brought in the
Committee Room. I found there the Vice-President himself, Mr.
Kirunda, Oyite Ojok. Peter Owili and Wanyama.

COUNSEL:

The Vice-President, you mean M:ee Paulo Muwanga?

KAKURU.

Paulo Muwanga.

MR. KA W ANGA:

What time was this?

KAKURU:

It was during the morning hours.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

ht there to co-operate with the
Then I was told that I w: ~ro~g so that I can solve the problem
government: to ~el_p my. mo e~:'t .there are some bandits who are
which everybod~ is facmg.
f the people who can give the clear
troubling the nation. and 1 am _one OS I was asked if I can give hand
• h • fonnauon.
o. •
picture and the ng t m
h. gs but to give clear and proper
romised so many t m •
and I w~ P
• the banditry activities.

informauonconcerning

DR. MAKUBUYA:

this?•
Specifically. who was as k •mg vou
.
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The\

KAKl Rl'
COL1'

COUNSEL

President

Yes.

EL

KAKllRP

1ce

lh

1 do n

l

kno\\ anything concerning

the bandit,

Then I lold them ath
lhat me I cann t commu m) self telhng them
and I \\ent on telhn,s t em
.
I ,_ d th
tha ·
v· 11ra is or 1u. c\em, and
asl!\.eh cm I t 1f at
lhat I Imo" " h ere Ka .J
1 we you lo the place \\ here they arc, w ere \\ 1 I I take
all
)
ou
SB)
,. ou'> Then t hcy saJ.d I ha\ e refused to co-operate - "Take him awa~..
"' •\\'8...'- th e fima I o rder . J "as then taken back to my bakon) where
that
"e "ere ta.ken later on to Karek-a.
.?
Did llle) ask ) ou about ) our emplo) er Kasoz.1.

KAKPRU:
COUNSEL:

Yes. proceed.

KAKURU:

Then at Kireka. we staved there for a week and after a week they read
names of about 18 pe~ple where I was among .. and \~e were given
decemion orders and we were taken to l 1pper Pn~on Luzira.

COUNSEL:

Jn Kireka, where were you specifically put - I mean. you said you \\:ere
taken. who were taken?

KAKURU:

\Vanyarna and the group who used to stay in the Vice-Presideru's
Office.

COUNSEL:

Yes. but whom did they take?

KAKURU:

Our group.

COUNSEL:

From Masaka?

KAKURU:

Yes. and some people we found in the balconies they were alleged to
be UFM men; and there was another group of Kasozi. the man \\ ho
used to terrorise Kampala in car robbery.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Kasozi or Katongole?

KAKURU:

Sorry. Katongole.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

Then we stayed in Kireka at the Quarterguard: there is a small room
which is almost 14' x 10' I think: we were huddled there but we were
naked. We had about five girls in All naked?
Yes, they were called Mr. Katongole's wives. and we had Mr. Kibuuka
who was the Personnel Manager of Spear Motors. and Mr. Oguti who
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COl

EL.

KAJ(URU.

CO

SEL:

Yes.
Almost a \\ eek.
What were the co d" .

n tt10ns there?

KA.KURU.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

KAKURU:

The cond·
•
.
n1ons were terrible
Rn)1hmg to eat d
because all that
•
staned
fti ~ . an we were so man , .
penod we could not get
su ocatmg - you knO\\ . - the cond·
) m •that small room• So, some
ltlons were unbearable.
Do you meanvou
.
•
\\ ere not given food ',or a whole week?
Yes. Sir • Ex•'ept
•
·'"
one day we h
happened lo see those girls akedad a chance because these guards
come and bring water +1
n
~d they called one saving "'-•ou
b
..
or your f ds.
.1
arracks. what thev did to h I nen . so they took her to the
chance of getting a Jem•can
do not know. but then we got that
•
o water. so. one was able to get a drop -

r

#

COMMISSIONER: She came back with the jerrycan?

KAKURU:

She came back with the jerrycan - naked!

COUNSEL:

Was it at night?

KAKURU:

It was at night.

COUNSEL:

So, eventually you were taken to Luzira?

KAKURU:

To Luzira; that is where we stayed up to 1985.

COUNSEL:

You stayed there up to 1985 from 1982?

ICAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When were you released in 1985?
In 1985, when problems of Obote and Lutwa staned. that is when
Obote decided to release the soldiers ro go and fight. So. I was among
those who came out with Captain Ageta.

OOUNSEL:

Would you please tell us the details of how you were released?

.KAKURU:

We were released at night, it was around ten o'clock and we saw by
then the Commissioner of Prisons: Byabazaire. we saw Colonel
Oketcho, we saw Major Odwori who as the Commanding Officer of
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last or d ers lo lll() ve to the hattlc hl•kl.
escaped and went to the hush.

COUNSEL:

You mean you did not pay hack for your release?

KAKURU:

Yes,

COUNSEL:

You went with even the money they gave you'!

KAKURU:

Sir.

No, they had not given money, but we went with our gum, anyway _
we had the guns and a lot of ammunition to guard us on the way. Not
all of us went; very few who were interested and then others alter the
fall of Kampala we found them in the re-organisation. I think that is all
I can give, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

We have evidence about late Kafuuma - those who saw his body hcfore
he was buried said that one of his jaws appeared to have been smashed
and that one eye had been plucked out, was missing, now. hy the time
you wrapped his body in the blankets what was the state of his hody'?

KAKURU:

CHAIRMAN:

KAKURU:
COMMISSIONER:

KAKURU:

My Lord, the state of his hody, only the hands - the legs were broken
"kabisa" and some of the bones of the hands were protruding. But the
jaw and the eye I cannot tell, because that one - it is out - maybe, after
they had taken the body to the Officers' MessYou did not know whatever happened thereafter. hut I just want you to
tell us what the body was like at the time you wrapped it up.
The time I wrapped it up, the upper part of Mr. Kafuuma was okay.
But the arms were broken'!

The arms were broken and the legs.
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K

COU EL·
l(AJCURU:

COUNSEL:
and

JCAKURU:

us
are
COUNSEL:

While at Kas"'·
fam1 of
IJJag1rwa, Masak
)'Our ma...,terK
. ·a Barracks
aso21?
, Were you asked
Ye s·
about the
s. , ir; anyway I l
Mr. Kafuuma J was :~e forgotten, but that d
to dodge them and tell k~d how many anunals ay when 1 was Lakenwith
evening they brou h t em a Wrong numbe Were on the fann. I tried
g t the Y.hole herd in th br,but then eventually m the
H
e arracks1
ow many animal
•
s, to Your kn 1
ow edge were there?
They were about three hunct
of them brought to the barra::. and fifty something; so, they were all
How did you know lh

at they were brought?

KAJ{URU:

I saw them.

COUNSEL:

But these were an·

KAKURU:

No, no. me who was the man
t
.
knew. I knew the b d
k ager or a _long time. looking after them, I
ree - I now the animals I was with.

COUNSEL:

I see.

KAKURU:

And me I was born •m cows. so you cannot say I will see somebody's
cow and say it is mine.

COUNSEL:

I see. You do not know the reason obviously why they were bTought-

ima 1s and animals resemble how do you -

the animals?

KAKURU:

I know the reason because when I was being interrogated by the
Commanding Officer, the other gentleman who is called Kasule said;
"Sir, if you see the place it is a real training wing, and that is the place
for guerrillas, and even the animals are helping the guerrillas with milk
and meat. So, we should bring those animals and these people who
have escaped should suffer". So, I think that was the reason to punish
the guerrillas, I think.

COUNSEL:

To deprive them of food?

KAKURU:

Yes.

Dll. MAKUBUYA:

It says here from a previous witness that when you were in the
barracks you tried to convince the RSM to get some treatment for Mr.

Kafuuma,was that so?

Yes, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

And then?
e there was no answer, exceptthe RSM replied
There was no respons ,
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•
• the hush had wekmedicine.
what?.
e playmg.
m
.
s telling us that we a~ . f om the bush? So. we ept qutet.
to u
et medicine r
Do we expect to g
.
DR. MAKUBlJY

KAKURU:

ftnd Rover commg and
h"ng
about n ,.....,.
. somebody
I
k
there
was
somet
h
wanted
to
go
to
hospital,
I t h•m
.
~O r tl1ose w o
. and you
'"rom
there calling
,,
h d out
been taken a Ire,adv, • again trom another wnness; do
said that they a
you remember that?
_
Rover I do not know who was m but
• There was 8 I~and
h · ha
.J remember it.
. ··ct the cell you can hear w at 1s
ppening
- you see - when you are mds1Re vcr reached at quarter guard they asked
o to the amures,,· to t h e h ospua.
. I, b nng
·
outs1de. So, when the Lan
"We want these wafungwa to ~~- "No they have already been taken,
" Th n these guards sa1 ,
•
d
"N
them.
e k •" butt h en ,•ou could not shout an say
o, we are
these ones are o a)
·11g'et the wann up.
here" once you do It you w1

DR. .MAKUBUY A:

I see. okay.

MR. KA \VAN GA:

and took you up to the
You talk of Kasule who came to ? arres t '-'OU
.;
Offi1cers•, Mess , who is this Kasule.

KAKURU:

• man I d o not kn ow him • but what I know
he- used to be at
This
. of him.
.
the park and use d to be a man who called himself mtelhgence of UPC
.
and what not; I thl.nk he was a muvanve
- -J sort of. but then very strong m

UPC.
MR. KAWANGA:

Have you ·ever seen him again; do you know where he is?

KAKURU:

No. because since I was released and I went in the bush and I came
out. I have never stayed in Masaka.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. now after you were being detained in the cells and all those~
tortures - at one incident you talk of the Commanding Officer coming
into the quarter guard;

KAKURU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, did he at any other time come there to check on the condition?

KAKURU:

Yes, usually he used to come on Mondays, \Vednesday and Fridays;
but then whenever he comes it is the same story to apologise and ay;
"I will bring food, they are going to bring food" and you wait for food
until next Wednesday when he comes and says~ ''No, no, I will ~ee.
they are going to bring food".

MR. KAWANGA:

KAKURU:

Do you think this was deliberate to give you mental torture or he was
incapable of doing anything about it, why do you think he was doing
this kind of thing?
Anyway, I think it was mainly to torture us.

MR. KAWANGA:
Now, you said that during the second time of the torture of Kafuuma,
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Lieutenant M ug1sha
.
was h .
KAKlJRlJ:

MR. KAWANGA·

KAKURU:
MR. KAWANGA:
KAKURU:

the

ar

in

Yes.

p ys1cally present?

•

\\'as he presem
Kafuuma?
throughout the whole torture

period

of you and

No, after they had
carry
Sloppedpeople to b
on and he went out.
eat Kafuurna,he told the RCM to
So, he must have known abo

h
ut t e torture of Kafuurnaup to his death?
That one obviously he was there
.·
now!
phy5 ically as l am sitting with you

MR. KAWANGA:

So, he was in charge of the operation?
.

KAKURU:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

I see • Apart from Lieutenant
•
Od
• •
Mess, was he in an
. ur g1vmg you warm up at the Army
y other way involved in your stay at the barracks?

KAKURU:

MR. KAW ANGA:

::

t:ecl did not. see him in the cells; I usually used to see Mugisha
e ommandmg Officer.

Now •. this questio~
• which
• I am going to ask -(Interruption) - the
quest~o~ I would hke to ask this witness, Mr. Chairman, with your
penru~s1on Is to seek his opinion, because. at least, for once I have met
a soldier who has been to school, who has been in UNLA then has
been in p~ison, then is now in NRA. I want to know. this ~estion of
~eople bemg tortured in barracks, is it a military culture? You know.
It has been so much around in Uganda that we come to think it is part
of the military culture; is it?

KAKURU:

No, Sir, I do not think so.

MR. KAWANGA:

Why do you think it happens; it has happened during the Amin days,
and a liberation war came and we thought we had learnt from the past
and we did not; why do you think it came and continued?

KAKURU:

During Amin' s regime I was not there I cannot commit myself there;
but I think the people who were in the regime they are the people who
ran away, and they are the people at the same time who came back in
1979. So, at least, somewhere somehow they have their old
mentalities.
That is why this thing of torturing people in military
barracks, doing havocs continued. Otherwise, I do not think it is a
culture of the military that people should be tortured in military
barracks: I do not think it is human.

MR. KA WANGA:

Well, but perhaps it is an element of interrogation and investigation,

that you cannot get the truth unless you beat somebody?
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my elf, my I .ord
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,
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but at the

you ,c 11c kceplflg ,.~ad memories of torture anl} an
r have '"
""me I unc July you rhal you
•111ar
g 011 your larnil In your ubmmaon you
1
'-adly
hc:ircn,
l
Y
•·cd you to give lum omc water
old man 1'
M
K·,tuurna •,,.,,.
rhal at one 11111c r
•
l1y did you lcel so?
~a•d
od for turn, w
Cor1gratulnlc

bur II could not be go
KAKPRII·

after M )mel) ody has been beaten and 1I
Accordmg to my cxpcr1cncc,b - nt time I hove ever seen people dym'
you grvc him warcr he nught h c
u give him water he collar~cs. So,
after hcmg beaten so bo d ly • t c~ yo so I tried to tell him that. maybe, 1f
J still had hope that he can s:rv;v~, us wait, at least, to re 161 so that he

I give hm1 wa

tcr he will die. .e
. .
• . h . tt at mayhc he will 1ivc.

can hve, hccausc I had

opc

I

•

DR LlJYOMBYA:

That is all I have.

COUNSEL;

.
said that this Kasule was loitering at the
Sorry• just one question; you
• h par k',.
park; wh1c

KAKURU:

of him ' J used to - before I was arrested
N0 , • rding to w hat I k no W
, acco
th offices of Union to seek help from my boss,
when I used to go to e
h.
1 ed
•
h'
or J had somet mg to t eII him concerning the farm, t 1s man us to
see him near the park.

among hundred

COUNSEL:

•
K a_
sule
Now, the next question, ass~mm¥
? is brought
people are you in position to 1dent1fy him.

KAKURU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very sorry to ask you this question b~cause y~u might have talked
about it, but did you at any time ever discuss with late Kafuuma why
he thought he had been picked up?

KAKURU:

When we were in the cell?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KAKURU:

Yes,

MR. NAGENDA:

He said it, it is on evidence? Thank you I will find it in the evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kakuruthank you for having come to give us your evidence. you
may go back to your duties now.

KAKURU:

Thankyou Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Sir.

Counsel, I think it is now a quarter to three and some people must,
maybe hungry now. So, we should adjourn for lunch and since there
will be other business this afternoon we shall not resume thereafter this
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afternoon
\\'ed

a m.
COUNSEL;
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

•

So
, • t 1ic Commission is ad

nesday whatever the d

~ourncd to resume here next
ate may he - 25th of Fchruary, 1987 at 9 .30

Thank you my Lord.
Fellow Co
• ·
mm1ss1oner Counsels Lad"
we should now open 'th
. '•
•es and Gentlemen, this morning
Conun1ss1on
• • • of Inquiry
. eTI
sess10n
Pebruary, 1987 of th"1s
,. of the 25th
.
Counsel before we sta~
ierc arc f~w thin~s I would like to say first
Law Soc1ety
•
• be• h • •At I 1.00 this
will
. mommg I am informed that the
Excellenc , th
. avmg a meeting to which they have invited His
C
• 5 _) e President to give an address, now members of this
• ~mmis ion who are l~wyers and there are three of us, I think would
Itke to go to that meetmg. Secondly, since all the three Counsels we
have are lawyers, I do not know whether they would like to go ~r at
least leave one of them to continue since three members of the
Co~issio~
are not lawyers they could actually continue with the
session while the lawyer members go to attend the other function
What is your view on this Counsel?
Well My Lord Chairman, the meeting scheduled at l 1.00 is quite an
important meeting to the Legal profession to. which we belong,
certainly all of us would like to attend that meeting.
Very well then, in the circumstances we shall hold this session only up
to 20 to 11.00 then we shall adjourn until 2.30 p.m this afternoon.

COUNSEL:

Very well my Lord.

CHEBORION:

My Lord Chairman.
gentlemen
Commissioners
and Lady
Commissioner, this morning we are continuing with the evidence
relating to the violations of human rights in the Uganda Railways
Corporation.
Witness this morning is Sebastian Mugote.

WITNESS N0.56: MR. SEBASTIANOl\lUGOTE - s,voRN
IN

COUNSEL:

Can you state your name please?

MUGOTE:

SebastianoMugote.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MUGOTE:

I am 49 years old.

COUNSEL:

Wheredo you work?

MUGOTE:

1 am workingwith Uganda Railways.
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COUNSEL
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL.
MUGOTB·

As a what?

• pcctor from 1979 to date.
As a tram ms
•
ccor in 1979, what were you do111e?
Before you became a cram mspe
• as a cickel examiner in Nairobi and I came
From 1964 I wa.<1
workmg
hack here in I 977 ·

COUNSEL:

• • for the job you arc doing?
Did you have any trammg

MUGOTE·

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

What training?

MUGOTE:

first o ( a 1956 • r went to Nairobi in the training school where I
passed coaching'' and goods account.

r had

COUNSEL:

Slowly please.

MUGOTE:

Jn 1956 J went to the Railways Training
coaching and goods accounts.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUGOTE:

I became a clerk - (Interruption) -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Counsel to interrupt, what is the number of this witness please?

C~UNSEL:

This is the 56rd witness my Lord Chairman. Yes?

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

School where I passed

I qualified as a Clerk having passed those examinations. I worked at
Namasagaliafter one month. I was transferred to Nairobi - long ago I
worked at Namasagali for one month then I was transferred to Nairobi
goodshed where I worked for a year as a Clerk. After that year I was
selected to go and take a course as a guard in charge of a train, Where
I took four months coaching and goods account'-. I passed balance
sheet, trains working, accident, calculations of train load.
So in J979 you had already attained the position of a train inspector'?

That is correct.
Where wereyou stationed?

J, at Kampalastation.

COUNSEL:
And what were your duties as a train inspector?

MUGOTE:
My_duty as a train iru;pectorwas to inspect TT's cash driver guards
• h
'
·
'
era, Jn t e case of delays of trains. Rcpon to the office the

station mast
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s1tt1ng capacit} of

COl

SEL

MUGOTE
COU SEL

MUGOTE
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

.,

your ·work Clltailed

,·

mO\ ing

.

es as Witnessconcerned.

.
in

the train.

C'orrect
True.

'ov.. on 22nd of D

I "as coming from Kas

her

ecem

• 1981 where were you?

esc passenger train working as a train inspector

Yes.
On my arrival at Nkonge_Station- (lmerruption)
On lhe 22nd of December 1981.

MUGOTE:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

Continue please.

MUGOTE:

.
l)aSsengers in the coach

On arrival at Nkonge Station I was told that I was to be arrested when I
go to Kampala. The one who told me that one was a driver called John
Ngwerisa.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you the reason?

MUGOTE:

He said it was a Government matter which he could not disclose .

COUNSEL:

What did you do when you were to be arrested?

MUGOTE:

He advised me not to come to Kampala. but me having no knowledge
of any trouble or anything wrong with the Government I decided to
come to Kampala and I did so.

COUNSEL:

Maybe before you come to Kampala what had you gone to do in
Kasese?

MUGOTE:

I was on duty as a train inspector.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so you came to Kampala?

MUOOTE:

Definitely yes.

COUNSEL:

And you reached Kampala?

MUOOTE:

When I reached Kampala I went off at the signal because my fir~t born
son came and met me at Bujuuko telling me that "on amval at
Kampala, you will be killed". So I decided to go off at signal in order
to see my family before I am killed.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
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Ml GOTf

h
J found a number of people in m) hol.lsc
When I reached l ere children ~ere there.
,ncludmg ID) v. ife and ID)

COUNSEL

Please menuon the number and the names of those people ) ou found tn
your house.

MUGOTE

'Well. J cou Id call all

DR LUYOMBYA.

Claritica11on.
signal?

MUGOTE.

nl)'

12 children.

The witness talked of getting off at the signal. What is

• th.mg placed to prevent .the train from entering
Tha 1 • nal is a certain
sig
• the tram to come . m . or to. stop the train .
11
h tation· just to a ow m
IBecause
e s
•H •.
·1
v.hen u
is put one m1 e from the station. It ish m . horizontal,
h
•
•
•
the
train
to
come
m;
t
at
1<;
w
at
we
call the
11
5
is lowered 45 H a ov.
ff
signal which is placed at Katwe where I went o •

COUNSEL·

So you walked from Katwe to your house?

MUGOTE:

Definitely yes.

COUNSEL:

Where is your house?

MUGOTE:

My house is at Nsambya Railways Quarters.

COUNSEL:

Has it got a number?

MUGOTE:

Definitely yes. 208/2.

COUNSEL:

So when you reached at home, you found a number of people?

MUGOTE:

My family and my wife was crying.

COUNSEL:

Apart from your family, were there any other people?

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

They were there but; but now I cannot recall them because by that time
I was looking blue I could not recognize.
Can we then know the name of your wife and your eldest children?
My wife is called Anna Mugote.
And the eldest children, the eldest two.

MUGOTE:

Peter Mugote.

COUNSEL:

Then?

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

Can I say all names of my children?
No, the eldest two.
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MtJOOTE
('()U

EL.

MtJGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MtJGOTE:

COUNSEL:

Th

e second one is Ted . •
) 1~1ugotc.
Now, When you found ll
lese people at your home

....

'-'l CS.

What happened When
followed?
you found them: what d'1d they

say, what

As far as I had been told th
arrested, they had alread k at the husband or the father would be
arrested, so they were . y . nown that some of my fellows had been
.
.
on and When I arrivedJUSI
• mh a fonn not und erstandmg
what .is gomg
because thev
never expecte
mdt e house they were surprised to see me
J
so.
Yes.

MUGOTE:
So, when I Went in, I told them that we should pray We knelt down,
my daughter led in the prayer.
•
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUGOTE:

What time was it?
Definitely it was roughly 17.30; if I am not wrong.
Clarification please. You said that when you arrived at home, you
found people looking miserable and did they tell you that some of your
friends had been arrested?
Me having been informed at Nkonge that some of my friends had been
arrested and I should not come I definitely knew these had already
known what was going on in Kampala.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Can you please name some of those friends of yours that had been
arrested.

MUGOTE:

The late Rwabihigi.

COUNSEL:

You mean Rwabihigi?

MUGOTE:

Rwabihigi.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you may.

MUGOTE:

R-w-a-b-i-h-i-g-i.

COUNSEL:

Who else was arrested?

IWGOTB:

Thi ·s the one I had heard that he was arrested by that time. Batuma

COONSBL:

Let me give you a full spelling, can I spell for you?

sI
K". b
was at accident site working there with Mr. ttlm o.
How

did you know this since you hadjust come from Kasese?
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To know w 110 ,

MUG<>TE:

Nn.

COUNSEL.

Baturna?

MIJGOTE:

COUNSf.:L.
MUGOTB:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Rwuhihigi7

Batuma

.
ed me at Nkonge had known the J>Coplc
Yes, rhe hrother who •~f~n:" Batuma, s~empiga. Mutenga are wanted .
. Mugote RwatHh1g1,
rhat you,
'
So when you prayed what followed?
When J did what?
• h our family and prayed; what followed?
When you knelt down wi 1 Y

our prayers, I saw a group of four police men
Before we compIeted
coming down towards my house.

COUNSEL:

You saw them you were in the house or you were outside?

MUGOTE:

I was in the house.

COUNSEL:

How did you see then when you were inside?

MUGOTE:

Through the window, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

When they came they found us praying, they were being led by
Corporal Oleke.

COUNSEL:

Who was Corporal Oleke; and how did you come to know him?

MUGOTE:

Oleke was a police, he was in uniform and I had known him because he
had been working with me at the station.

COUNSEL:

Which Station?

MUGOTE:

Kampala Station.

COUNSEL:

You mean Kampala Railways Police Station?

MUGOTE:

Definitely yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

So he is the one who was •m charge o f the four anned pohcemen.
.
Wereall these policemenin uniform?
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M(JOOTE:

Definitely Yes.

cotJNSEL:

And all of lhern ,
"'ere annec17

NtJGOTE:

Three were armcct.

coUNSEL:

Mt]GOTE:

How were they annect· .
• WtthWhat?
With guns.

COUNSEL:

Yes continue.

M1JGOTE:

Then they came to m h
req~ired to the Railw{ys ;us!~• they. sat, Oleke told me that I
O tee Statton
family b
•
was
- ye, and I walked off 1
• 1 JUst said a word to my
the Railways Station.
• stood up, I wem Wllh them out up to

die J)e()pJe

•-arewanred

police men
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

My friend that time was not
.
.
shot.
a lime of asking, otherwise I could be

COUNSEL:

You mean you we
h
.
.
re not s own any, nothing, and was there an.
explanation given as to why you were needed?
~

MUGOTE:

Jed by

i;,ec::aw;ebe

Now' Mr. Mugote you as an Ins
. .
ask for a warrant of a
be
pector, a tram inspector· did you not
rrest fore you could accept to be a;rested?

They never t~ld me anything, the only word they had said; "You come
out go to station you are required".

COUNSEL:

So you were just ordered?

MUGOTE:

Definitely yes.

COUNSEL:

Was there any amount of force used to effect this arrest?

MUGOTE:

There was no force because I never resisted.

COUNSEL:

So when they had ordered you out; where did you go to'l

MUOOTE:

We went to the Railways Police Station.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

And on arrival I was pushed in the cell.

COUNSEL:

You mean you never made any statement, no entry was made?

MUOOTE:

No.

COUNSEL:

Who pushed you in the

MUGOTE:

cell?

Those po I•ice men who brought me from the home.
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COUNSEL

You mean Corpora I Oleke and his men?

MLJGOTE:

Ddimtely yes
So they never too k you to the counter, they took you
cell?

COUNSEL

lraight to the

to take off my shoes, give them rny identity tard
They only told me
h pocket and I was pushed m the cell
and whatever I had m I e

MUGOTE.
COUNSEi.

What did you have m t he pocket apart from the identity card?

MUGOTE.

rn..
J had only a han dk erehief because my pocket money I had given to -..
,
wife includingmoney

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

Yes. sir.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Clarification please. Is there a cell at the Railways Station?

MUGOTE:

That cell is what we call in Luganda "ekomera",
if I am not in a proper English.

that is a word to cell

DR. MAKUBUY A:

There is a prison there?

MUGOTE:

Yes, there is a prison there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is that normal for Railways Stations to have prisons?

MUGOTE:

Yes, there are sometimes prisoners and they must be kept there Until
they are taken to court.

COUNSEL:

So you were put in the cell?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
Can you explain to this Commission how long you stayed in the cell
and what conditions were prevailing there.
MUGOTE:
During that time I heard Mr. Oleke, the Corporal calling fakind)e,
Makindye, Makindye come for the prisoner but it was in \ ain. he ne,er
got anybody in Makindye.
So I slept in the cell at the Rail\\a)
Station, Kampala.

COUNSEL:
Please we have not understood that. You mean before you were put in
the cell, Corporal Oleke made a telephone call?

MUGOTE:

I was in the cell; but the cell is not very far away from the counterand
I heard what Mr. Oleke was calling.
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COIJNSEL·

So ) ou stayed in the cell?

)ftJGOTE:

Definitely yes.

COUNSEL·

How big was this cell?

lf(JGOTE:

you come and collect him, I have

A small cell of something like 6x6.

COUNSEL:

You mean 6ft. by 6ft?

lf(JGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many were you inside the cell?

MUGOTE:

During that time I was alone.

COUNSEL:

So, you stayed in the cell for how many days, hours or days.

MUGOTE:

I was pushed in the cell around 19.00 hours and they brought me out
from the cell at 8.30 a.m. the following morning.

CX>UNSEL:

So you stayed there the night?

IIUGOTE:

Yes.

<DONSEL:

Were you given any supper?

MUGOTE:

• •ce and the police
officer
My family brought me a bonle o f orange JUI
take
tha
who was on duty' who was Mr. Waswa, allowed me to
t

orange juice.

<XJUNSEL:

you mean Mr. Waswa was on duty?

IIUGOTE:

Definitely yes.

What is his other name?
. I know only Waswa that is all, Sir.

I do not know bis other name,
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Is he still there?

COUNSEL.

No.

MUGOTfr
COUNSEL:

Now you
morning?

S tayed

up

10

the next

morning,

what h.ippcned the

IICll.t

MUGOTE:

They came W ith a Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Who came?

MUGOTE:

"
e had two huttons, two were pnva 1c,
Army men. Th ey were ,our. on
one was in a civilian clothes

COUNSEL:

~
'I
I•
you mean three were •m um·~om1 and one was a J1cutcnam.

MUGOTE:

I do not know what they called them.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean by two buttons?

MUGOTE:

On their uniform, sir.

COUNSEL:

I do not understand, whether you mean pips or·

MUGOTE:

You see, I do not know these ranks the stars I should say.

COUNSEL:

You mean stars on the shoulders?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So, he was a Lieutenant?

MUGOTE:

I think so.

COUNSEL:

They were putting on which unifonn, military police or regular anny>

MUGOTE:

Military.

COUNSEL:

You mean they had red belts and red berets?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

.

COUNSEL:

,,

So these three soldiers and one in civihan came. were they armed

MUGOTE:

One was armed.

COU SEL:

With what?

MUGOTE:

With a gun

COU SEL

Yes
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come in the ,1ff~
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•
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On arrival at ...
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,n c1vi1111n
•
Was ntso a

.

,v1ak1ndyeh, '
c \\as the fir st
So , hccause he sla
man
• lo i;lap l\lc
• • ppcd you .
•
I th.
.
' ) ou concluded he w· ..
mk I am right s·
as a soldier?
..,tr.

Please continue

• yes, they found M

r. Olcke i

I

Yes, and th
.
n t le office:
en he said "1 I
respond·mg, this is Mu• • ea led you during la,;t ni
you and you take h" g01 c whom we arrested·
ght, you were not
im as you wanted."
• • we arc handing over to
He was addressmg
• the sold' ?
• 1ers
That is right.
Yes?

Then that one with star asked me "
Yes". He said "Ok
.
• Are you Mr. Mugote?" I said,"
•
ay' get mto the Landrover"
•
Did you by any chance gain coura e a d k
to get in the }androver?
g n as why they were telling you
I jus; tell you I co~ld not have that courage because the way how those
peop e were lookmg at me it was terrible and my bemg
• courageous
cou Id h ave meant another thing altogether.
Mr. Mugote.

Yes.
I have myself travelled in trains and I know how serious train
inspectorsare. They have a lot of strength and courage in them, I do
not understand why at this particular time you would not really ask
why you were being arrested and taken. At least you would have
asked that 'what is happening and why am I being arrested? What
really made you fear so much?

In the train as you have mentioned the work dealing with passengers is
much dealt by ticket examiners. We, as inspectors we go through
whenever there are some obstacle and find some mistakes. We do
check their cash and find that passengers are in the possession of
tickets. Again the way how we talk to the passengers is a brotherly
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ommg so harsh because those who arc
rt of not b ec
t·ed
our
wav and a so
h' k that I could have app I
that know1....
,
I do not t in
h
'""&c
n,asters.
lk
passengers Sir. Becau~e t ose people had co
• I a )ways ta to
b • r d b y some people ~
wJ11ch
.
1 do
.
• of arresu. •ng me after emg 1e
with the mtenuon
frne of talking to them as I talk to passeng
not think there was any I
ers,
Sir.
So you were threatened to that effect?

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

That is correct.
Yes, did you get on to the Landrover?
Yes, I went on to the landrover.

COUNSEL:

you got on to t h e vehicle· , was it a pick-up or it was not?

MUGOTE:

• k - up covered with a tarpaulin.
It was a P 1c

COUNSEL:

Did you sit in the front cabin or behind?

MUGOTE:

I sat behind.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

Being guarded by an army man who was armed properly.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

They drove me up to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

So when you reached Makindye, did you reach Makindye or where did
you drive to?

MUGOTE:

I was driven to Makindye Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when you reached there?

MUGOTE:

I went off from the landrover (facing a certain gallery). When I went
off from the car, that man who was in plain slapped me but I dodged
him and he became annoyed because he never got me properly.

COUNSEL:

You mean when you got out of the landrover somebody tried to slap
you?

MUGOTE:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

For what reason, did you know the reason?

MUGOTE:

I did not know.

COUNSEL:

How was he dressed?
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O)UNSEL·

I said in Jllain .
In plain clothes?

M(JOOTE.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So he tried to &la

a,uo<>TE:

Yes.

(X)(JNSEL:

M(IOOTE:
COUNSEL:
M(JGOTE:
COUNSEL:
Ml}OOTE:

ex>UNSEL:

J)

You and You d

·

Then what happened

He said "hi b
Yes.

after You had dod ed .
g him?

"

aya Sana ; tha1 is II .
ic language he u~oo in Sw1J11r1

·

Then he ordered his bo .
ys to lake rnc lo the office.
Continue please.
In the office J met Mr B
.
was there. '
• a1uma already in the office, Mr. Rwab1h1g1
Had you known Rwabihigi before?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

a>UNSEL:

How did you know him?

MUOOTE:
did

Odgcd h11n'1

He was my Acting CTM, by that I mean Chief Traffic Manager.
Before becoming a Chief Traffic Manager, he was ATS Cadet in
Nairobi where I was working. So 1 had known him vv:y well.

OOUNSEL:

What of Batuma, had you known him'!

MUOOTE:

Mr. Batuma by then he was working as Assistant Traffic
Superintendentand we had joined Railwayswith him on the same day.

COUNSEL:

So you met these people?

MUOOTB:

Yes.

a>UNSEL:

you said in which place?

IIUOOTB:

In the office, Makindye.

COUlfl&L:

What was happening in this office?

IIVGOTE:

Therewere a lot of weapons there. Sticks and a lot of it and I found
theseBatuma,Rwabihigi had already been tortured.
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. had already been tortured when you had jUst.
How did you 1cnow they
COUNSEL:

reached there?

.
ood coming out from their noses.

Because they were some bi
MUG()TE:

You mean they were bleeding?
corJNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

Yes.
. how Rwabihigi was bleeding and how Baturna
Can you briefly explam
f the body?
was bleeding, where, what parts o
...

MUGOTE:

First of all Rwabihigt

Some water was coming from his

as seated like that and he was really
•
arts when he w
pnvate .P
had _ (lnterroption) unconscious.

COUNSEL:

was urinating.

Batuma

•

Please, Mr. Mugote,

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

_ here we say everything frankly.
When you say some
. .
?
We d ono t
water coming out, you mean he was unnatmg or.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUGOTE:

Batwna there was some blood coming from his leg and some blood was
coming from just near his head here, near the mouth. So, they asked
me "Do you know these people?"

COUNSEL:

What was your reply?

MUGOTE:

I said "I know them."

COUNSEL:

Who asked you?

MUGOTE:

Those Askaris who were in the office, were about eight.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification, you said Rwabihigi was unconscious?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What do you mean exactly?

MUGOTE:

He could not talk to me and he was lying as I told you. He was
just
lying that gave me a knowledgeof being unconscious sir. Becausethat
was not his normal position of lying and urinating sir.

COUNSEL:

So, continue please explaining what was happening in this office and
what happened to you and what not.
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COUNSM •

Mr. Mugorc.

Ml1GOTE:

Yes.

COlJNSFI:

It seems the C
. .
W"
Mr Muo 0 1 • llllllll11,s1n11cr<•
•
•
o
c 111c1dc111111ty
11 " .. re 1101 gctt"mg you: you arc too fa t
lo refr • ·fI
tave 1101hccn s • ••
.
• •
.
cs your rnernnry
ccmg you, plca.,c ,r you want
mform us so that we m· on any documents which you have please you

.,y !,cc whether it is necessary or not.'

MUGOTE:

CHAIRMAN:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

Yes, please I w·1s
•
•, not aware of that• Sir.
Can you'! I think Counsel o .
was ii prepared and . • / u should have what document is it'? When
you do not read ,. so on You should have made it to - it i!. hctter if
'
rom
1 you do then the rules of
prcct.,xlurc which
. , a document • b ut ·t·
We ,o 1low at IC""t
document it is.
...., you Iiavc to 1et us know what
The documents arc with me here.
Can we have a look at these
.
• d ocuments; mayb c b etore
we can return
fhernlo YlU
d
1·r
<
you nee them to refresh your memory? What arc these
documents Mr. Mugotc?
That document is the one which I made when this Government came in
power. Thinking that I should present them to some officials in the
CPS.

COUNSEL:

So you made these documents yourself?

MUOOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen and Lady Commissioner. since these
documents were prepared hy the witness himself, 1 do not see whether
he can be allowed to refresh his memory on them.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes he can. Counsel you know what kind of documents the witness
can refer to, to refresh his memory.

COUNSEL:

Yes, myLord. So, continue please.

MUOOTE:

To those questions which they had given l replied that \ did not know
anythingconcerningthose question.

COUNSEL:

So, that was your reply?
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MUGOTE:
COUNSEi •.

CHAIRMAN.

Yes, Sir.
at th e
• 1an Gent Iemen and Lady Commissioner. since
.
My 1;-ordCl
_ 1~•m •- n ou had intimated that we w~uld adjourn at
20
opening ol t~•s Sessio
~
OO, and J think for the lime bemg we may
20 1 1 1
to 11.00. It 1s now
.' ry on with the other matters.
have to adjourn so that we car
•
·er we shall adjourn now and attend the Law Society
Yes as I said earh
this session this afternoon at 2.30 p.m. Mr
•
We shall resume
••
"II
·
·
fi
unction.
•
fi
•
Mugote you have not m1shed your evidence you w, continue giving
•
your evidence
at 2 •30 P· m • this afternoon.

MUGOTE:

Thank you very much my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

• • rs and Counsels since we adjourned
Fellow Comrmsstone
.
f h the same time
•
•
e
a
bit
delayed.
The
function
o
t e Law
this mornmg, we wer
- Society
•
d
only
able
to
resume
the
afternoon
session
now at
meeting an we are
3.00 o'clock.

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL.

MUGOTE:
CHAIRMAN:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen and Lady _Commissioners, we are still
• • wt"th the evidence of Mr. Sebastiano Mugote. Mr. Mugote .
contmumg
Sir.
When we adjourned this morning you were telling us how you were
told at Makindye that "you are dealing with bandits"
You had founcl
Mr. Batuma and Rwabihigi in the office, can you please continue from
thi>re?

Thank you my Lord. When I met these people I had told you that I
was asked as to whether I knew them. I think that is correct. I
accepted having known them because they were also my fellow workers
within the Railways. After that they started beating, pushing me from
one door to another door. From one wall to the other wall asking me
whether I can accept that I was dealing with Museveni's bandits.
It is true that you are allowed to refresh your mind with your notes, but
if you remember these things without reading, please do so. We are
not going to the minute detail, you may forget an hour or so do not
worry, but as far as you can, please speak from your memory.
Thank you my Lord.
That is correct if I may perhaps add a little. Mr. Mugote you are not
giving a prepared speech, this is evidence. You are supposed to give
evidence orally from what you remember.
You do not have to
remember everything, in fact you are not expected to do so. What you
can only remember you say so. Could you give evidence from what
you remember rather than reading a prepared statement.
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MUGOTE·

Rv

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

d"

., rea mg this staternho II•
• ., ....m I was
.
w~ going on. That . JU~treminding that as could lead me
d w
ocuments b
•s why I w
•
Ut l can acecpt th I • as trying to refer from my
remember, Sir.
at can give you whatever I can
Okay, continue.
Okay. When I was asked a I
replied that I know th .s had said that do you know these people, I
dealing with bandits. ~';;;m Then _theysaid you arc the ones who are
me from one door to
h that time they Marted beating me, pushing
After beating me for~
er door: asking me whether l could accept.
office we went do
a ut 30 minutes, they took me out from that
•
wn to the god
J h
.
(Interruption)_
own. n t at godown there is a very -

COUNSEL:

10

gokicking
. t:1e godown, how were you being beaten? Were they
s~efo~e
appmgyou
you,
you?

MUGOTE:
_They had this son of kiboko. I do not know how I can term it in
English but I can speak in another language this is "ebikoba oba
eTlkoba ez'envubu ze baali bankubisa". If this is correct to you.
CHAIRMAN:

MUGOTE:

me

Yes, could you have it translated for the purpose of record because
proceedings are in English.
This is a buffalo sort of skin which is taken away from the buffalo; but
it is very heavy that is what they used to beat me with.

COUNSEL:

i;

MUGOTE:

It should be buffalo this is kiboko.

COUNSEL:

We know that kibokos are made from hippo skin maybe?

MUGOTE:

No, those skins are very hard they cut from the ldboko.

COUNSEL:

So they were beating you?

MUGOTE:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

Did they cause any injury to your body?

MUGOTE:

Oh, yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any signs?

MUGOTE:

• you some o f th e scars on my hand here.
I can show

COUNSEL:

Please do

MUGOTE:

Can I come

it buffalo or hippo skin?

bur

are
t

so.
there, sir?
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COlJNSI I

Yes

MUGOTE

•
These arc the cuttings
on my hand which are still existing.

COUNSEL.

Did they beat you on the back and the other parts of the body?
- (Interjection)
These are S cars of which you meant be
beca _ I be&
•
~don But those of the back cannot
s~n
use I have
your pa
•
~ r and five years so I have regained some. And
1
stayed
_overh~ohw
had
pam
w 1c w:upushed here to force me to speak, another nCCdtc
was pushed in my private parts down here.
Oh yes

MlJGOTE

.

• ?

COUNSEL;

Say the part please, was it pushed m your penis.

MUGOTE:

was pushed along there.

COUNSEL:

With a pin?

MUGOTE:

Yes - not to my penis.

CHAIRMAN:

"To my penis", I do understand it, penis.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUGOTE:

Clarification, Mr. Mugote when you say that a pin was pushed into
your penis, do you mean to say that you were stripped during the
beating?

I think you have got to know all the way along my evidence. If I mean
to say a pin was pushed into my skin, which is on top of my - you
understand me, sir. This is how the penis is, this is the skin.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

A pin was pushed into you finger, middle finger?

MUGOTE:

Not middle this one, yes, at first in the finger, yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes, and another finger.

MUGOTE:

After one, another one was pushed here just on the lower pan of the
skin. You get me Sir.?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which skin?

MUGOTE:

Of the penis.

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Mr. Mugotewhat the Commissionwants to know is.
Yes.

Beforeyou were pricked with the pin, did they remove your clothes?
By the time I was being beaten the cloth could not be seen becauseI
was left with a pyjamas, underwear. So the penis was just within me,
outside, sir, even the cover, I had a Kaunda, it was also removed.
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DR, LUYOMBYA:

·~

I ha,-c
°'nd l
needle

r.tUGOTE:
DR, LUYOMBYA:

MlJGOTE:
OR. LUYOMBY A:
MUGOTE:

• ..,

Corrcct

MUGOTE:

.KAKWENZIRE:

I.

g t le heating?

ts Just a half way this man
So your penis

w

• as dangling outsid~?

As you have said Sir.

Yes.

CQµNSEL:

er-wear durin

•
Sir,

e Underwear?
Do you not sec that
•
comes out?
When the Underwear . .

MUGOTE:

MUGOTE:

an Und

riven through th

Yes.

into
the

.
re in

Was the pin d ,

DR. LUYOMBY A:

COUNSEL:

u

So you we

Now, Mr. Mugote as th
..
• to Mr Bey were giving you th'1s krnble
. . treatment what
was happemng
• atuma and Rwabihigi?
Batuma and Rwabihig1 were t . .
already been badl b
s aymg m the comer because they had
only in the come/ the:~en and they could not be moving. They were
So what happened?
Then we were removed after receiving the third man, Mr. Mutcnga
came to that office .

I want to take him back to a pin. I want to know what kind of pin was
it; a small pin, was it a needle, was it a special torture pin? What size?

MUGOTE:

You s~ it is not easy to clllSsifyhow and.what son of pin is that but as
far ail saw it, it was a piri.

.KAKWENZIRE:

Was it a small one we are used to see or?

MUGOTE:

No there are some pins which they are small but are very long and that

was my first time of seeing it.
KAKWENZIRE:

We would call it a torture pin, this way?

MUGOTE:

I could ca11it if you can acceptme.

COUNSEL:

M

Mugote maybe you have mentionedabout this pi_n~hich was

pr~~kedinto ~our hand and your penis, ~o:n~o;;!;•\:~'. ~•~;: {~:
0
estimation was it one centunetreor was I
•
was it?

MUGOTE:

• you the length as far. as I was not in a position
Definitely I cannot give
to measure i·t but that one of a finger was a bit long.
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• eh 1wo inches?
Can "'e sa) one m
•

cotrNSEL.

No,

MUGOTE.

I

It

11 wi1-~

almost one inch. Because

1t

wctu ~

"'ent through your finger''

KAKWENZIRE.

ore detat•1s a bout thLc. pin torture. had you grown '""
,
·eak h~· that ume or "ere
) ,o u held do" n by some people so that thts
"
•
bodv?
•
be
inserted
m)
our
pm can
.,k

r want to gel _m

• g as there \lrere seven
•
h O J was tumtn
't ou see w ~
was \'e , health\' and very fat so
during _that tune _I to en;ble me toget mor: pain
as
to pmmethat
thn.fi1ng
wanted
to co
1rm. I can exercise it here tf you

soldiers
me·
bod·around
.
some
y Just knelt
and I ~y What they
·want me to do.

Jn other words you were stand' mg..,

MUGOTE:

J was standing.

KAKWENZIRE:

• •
?
Were you not res1stmg.

MUGOTE:

How?

KAKWENZIRE

You know to resist especially if you imagine that a piercing takes time,
were you not struggling?

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

You just imagine yourself, how you could resist when these people arc
with you.
Mr. Mugote, please answer the question.
No, the answer is just I just did not resist because I was under their
power.

COUNSEL:

You mean you had been overpowered'>

MUGOTE:

Definitely.

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

!\\JG

OR

Yes

MUGOTE.

KAKWENZIRE:

be thal long.

far as the side

COUNSEL·

MUGOTE:

"t ~Gnnot
"""""

I

How were you overpowered, did they tie you. put ) ou down or they
had beaten you and you had become very weak?
They never beat me or they never tied me but as long as l was in that
office, which was full of blood, full of weapons which were killing
people and I had seen how they had started beating me, definitely I
could not resist because I had no anywhere I could JUst make myself a
resistance.

COUNSEL:
So you mean you were threatened and you succumbed to all the.se?
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,WOOTE:

Yes I
• accepted
WhateverI
becauseb .
I think the ~a::,ttd to <ioasett~gtaken there I
....
was a shoot. &etWhatthey'wa~t~•Ullder their rncrey•
.DJl.LUYOMBYA:
lYff
M
- . If 1 couId say no,•
• ugote, the f,
you are J·us1
. ,ict the C
.
standin
ornrn,s•
Your Penis, then g Up and sornehStonerWants it is
held down or ft a1~ra1tendency. Odycomeswith a . really absurd ,r
IXed tn sorneotheris for Youto jump
to driveit into
MUOOTE:
Would
way.
'unless you are
You allow
Possible?
me to cornea d
n stand and sh
....
ow Youhow I was if
COUNSEL:
~~~ Mr
'
Co
. . • Mugote, bet
mrn1ss1onWhat
ore You stand
Yourreact·
• can yo
.
ton was to this
u explain to tbe
MUOOTE:
I felt as if I wa
.
tonure, howdid you r--?
snot tn th·
-•
and a pin across the
is world becausem
.
that I was going Th lower skin of my penis .y puttmgsomethinghere
• ose I th'nk
.
, ll reallyg
I could not underst
d
• were the signs f
_aveme a feeling
an •
o reachingthe point that
CHAIRMAN:
Mr. Mugote.

c!;.t

me.
JUSt knelt
--they_
do.

MUGOTE:
CHAIRMAN:

time,

are

MUGOTE:
CHAIRMAN:

MUGOTE:

eir

CHAIRMAN:

Sir.
What is your mother tongue, is it Luganda?
Lusoga.
Lusoga, but it is similar to Lu and
.
yourself better in Lusoga or wh!t? a, do you thmk you could express
I can explain in Lusoga or Luganda.
No, are you comfortable in English which you are spealdng now?

MUOOTE:

Yes; '1think there is nothing wrong with that sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

Maybe my Lord, let me put this question, I think the question which
the Lady Commissioner is putting to you is not that you were running
away from the custody of these military people, but I t}link v.hat you
are being asked is that when the pin was driven into your pems. \\hat
was your reaction, did you just keep quiet? Did you cry or did ) ou
jump about because of the pain? Not because you are running a\\ a)
from these people, at least answer that question.

MUOOTE:

Thank you very much I have just got you now. When these people
came to approach my penis and my finger. definitely l cried and I
jumped. That is automatic beca~se I could not_just tand as ifl v.as n t
feeling any pain. I jumped. I cned as I was with them.
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th.

.

Did one

of the men in that room hold You
• kcd
h
r
wit your h.tnd

on is.
• 'nto it or he just pnc
Juat to clarify
and
drove the pin I

DR LUYOMBYA:

finser down
swinsins around?

. th's and they pinned me. After pinninn
ught hke 1 '
hcd
-"<>
No my finser was ea
• knelt down and approac
me, brought
he came down,
·s
me there
th lower skin of my pcm •
another pin across e

MUOOTE:

• that pin into it?
Did he hold your penis to drive

DR. LUYOMBY A:

MUGOTE·

.
cannot just push at it without drawing to pushing
Yes, automatically h_e tes he pulled that pin.
it. Then after five punu •

COUNSEL:

•
two pins into your body or through Your
So, after they had driven
body, what happened next?

MUGOTE:

Mr. Mutengawas also brought in the office.

COUNSEL:

Who was Mutenga?

MUGOTE:

• • w1
'th'n
Another v1ct1m
1 that , that he was among with us collaborating.

COUNSEL:

Please explain how you had known Mutenga, before.
naa I had known him because he was also
Mute.-o
.
working with me and before becoming a tram
working with me and before becoming a train
working as a guard at Tororo and Jinja. Those arc
knowing Mutcnga.

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

MUOOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

.a train inspectot
mspector he was
inspector he was
the days I staned

So, he was brought in, what happened next?
He was brought in they asked him whether he had known us. He said,
"yes" by then Mutenga was coming from the CPS and they stancd
asking him questions of knowing us and knowing what we were doing
with Batuma, Mutenga and Rwabihigi. I was during that time in the
comer; just lying in the comer when Mutenga came in. So as they left
me they went to Mutenga and gave him a lot of questions.
When you say Mutenga was from CPS. you mean he had heen arrested
before, to your knowledge?
Yes.
Had you known of this?

1

was told at the Police Station that your fellow, Mutenga was arrested
and was taken to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

You werejuat told?
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KAKWENZIRE.

MUGOTE:

to~

KAKWENZIRE:
MUGOTE:

Sorl) to interrupt hut h •f
t •
c ore Mutcng
b
.
)etng tortured, did You
a Wal. rought 1n when you were
h•
not make any
f
.
anyr ing when you were expe • • con ess1ons?
. Did you not say
absolutely?
rtencmg that pam, you kept quiet
I told the one Who was d .
of my joh, hut I d
oing that 'you are killing me my son because
food. But because if not ~nbowanything concerning bandits or taking
•
my Jo , you are killing me'.
Now, were you left i
.
n a corner with the pin still in your body?
No, that pin had already been removed.

KAf{WENZIRE:

:es, now why were you saying they were killing you because of your
Job?
MUGOTE:
This was being spoken when the pin was still in and I was still with
him torturing me.
KAKWENZIRE:

I mean why were you saying that?

MUGOTE:
Because I was giving them the fact, they are killing me because of my
job, not because of interfering with this and that as they had said.
J(AKWENZIRE:
MUGOTE:

But of course, those who were torturing you were not after your job?
No, the people who reported me that I was a bandit are the people who
were after my job.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who are they?

MUGOTE:

They are within the Railways.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who are they? What are their names?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Mugote.

MUGOTE:

Sir.

COUNSEL:

you have brought a new matter that you told those peo~le who were
tortunng
• you, that they were killing you because of your Job.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you have said you had been reported by some people within the

Railways?
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

Yes.
lease state the names of these people who had reported

Now,andcanhow
youyou
p came t o know that they had reported you.
you
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MUGOTE

COUNSEL.

ho was beating me had a letter Which he
Because one of the UNLA wl tter was written by orne of Your fellov,,
·
· • banchta
was reading to me that this
ncf'te and you are colla bo rating
wu,1
workers that you are a bath~ names, but he was holding a letter. Th~
but he refused to d1scl;s;hat I think and r was correct becaut.e When 1
Is why J came to kn~
proved that this was a per onal grudge
was being relea.r;ed It was
between me and my fellow workers.
• t 5 us
ted that, that letter might have been wriuen
You mean you JUS
pcc 7 Did the per.son who was reading the letter
by one of your work mahtes as the person who had signed tht letter'!
mention any name as w O w

MUGOTE:

• on that day but as long as Ileased
go giving evidences, I
He did not mention
•
h
ome
names
were
re
•
will reach to a point w ere 5

COUNSEL:

Okay, please continue.

MUGOTE:

So, as Mr. Mutenga came in, he was also asked qu:5tio~.
After being
question
,
ey
•
.
• eel th started beating him he took off his shirt and then we
were driven back to the godown for a secood beating.

COUNSEL:

You mean you had been taken to the godown before?

MUGOTE:

Yes, I was there before.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

And then when Mutenga came we were taken the second time.

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

What was in this godown, were you taken there to be kept as goods or
there were some things special about this godown?
This godown is a seven feet ditch in a cenain room where you find a
lot of things which can kill you without knowing because they throw
you there from top, you fall c:!ownand they follow you there, after
following you there, they stan beating you there. When you can be
lucky enough - (Interruption) Mr. Mugote, please go slowly.

MUGOTE:
Thank you. That godown is a 7 feet ditch which· is one of those
houses. In that godown there are a lot of things andwhen you are
being pushed there,

COUNSEL:
Excuse me Mr. Mugote, do not say when you are, say this and this
happened. This is what happened to you at the Railways?
MUGOTE:
We were taken in the godown with Mutenga, Batuma, second time and
I was dropped in that ditch where I was followed by two anny men.

COUNSEL:
You meanthis godown is a son of an underground store which the
entrance to it is from the top?
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Yes
How htg is th IS. 80UOWII

I did not tak
c care be

and What of the
VL'11tilat1on?

not easy for me to knc11uscal that tm,c whcr
.

.

o,MM)SIONER;

ls ll hghtcd'l

~TS·

No light.

ow

the length, the wid:1:1c111gpu5hcd there, It WH
-

ctJMMISSIONER. It is a dark place?

being

we

or
a

,.uac>TE·

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So you d'd
t not know how h.ig •tt was'/

MtJGOTE:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you reached there. what happened lo you?

DR, MAKUBUY A:

Are there steps leading to it?

MUOOTE:

yes. there arc some steps leading to it.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And you were pushed down the thing?

MUGOTE:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed.

MUOOTE:

Then there we were beaten; l was put a certain stick across my neck,
then one of the askaris stood on it on the other side, then l told him
"my son you are killing me for no reason, I have told you that l do not
know anything" then that askari told me: You speak that you know
anything concerning the bandits" I said; "1 cannot ~peak something that

I do not know".

DR.LUYOMBY
A:

Clarification. You were pushed down the steps and you go into a dark
room; how could you identify that two men followed you. and how
could they fish you out in that dark room'!
After falling into that ditch, people followed me. although tt b dark but

MUGOTE:

still you can know that people are following you, Sir.
You mean through the entrance where you entered some light would

COUNSEL:
MUOOTE:

DL LUYOMBYA:

come in?
No, we entered when it was dark.
How could you tell. was it hy footsteps or?
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MUGOTE:

ste s there leading down, but when me myself
1 had said that there are Pi rune on the steps and found me lying
ed that these peop e c
was PUsh
•
h e
down on the floor down t er .

f<AKWENZIRE:

d rolled on the steps or you dropped down the
So, you were pushed an
seven feet?

MUGOTE:

1 dropped from that s1 e

KAKWENZIRE:

Seven feet?

MUGOTE:

That is right.

KAKWENZIRE:

And there was no mJury·

MUGOTE:

I had no injury•

KAKWENZIRE:

was there light in the godown?

MUGOTE:

No, we entered when it was dark.

COUNSEL:

So, you were able to see that people were following you?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you know that they were soldiers who were following you?

MUGOTE:

They are the people who had visited me first!

COUNSEL:

How did you recognise them? Since it was dark.

MUGOTE:

I recognised them because they were beating me and after beating me
they put me out from the go-down and they took me to the office.

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

CHAIRMAN:

"d these feet up to down there.

• •

?

I see, so they followed you th~re, beat you up and took you back?
Yes, Sir.
Mr. Mugote, this must be an assumption. The place is dark, you see. I
could say it is a natural assumption that these who were beating you
must have been the ones who were following you; ~use
it was dark,
you were not able to see them - is that not so?

COUNSEL:
My Lord Chairman, I think the witness has said that after they had
?eaten him, these very people who were beating him took himup. So,
it followed naturally that those who were beating him - (Interruption).
So, Mr. Mugote, can you explain to the Commissioners how you .got
out of this go-down?
MUGOTE:
One man got hold of me coming out from the ladder because there
were some ladders leading to that godown.
'
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COMMISSIONER:

Steps.

MUGOTE:

Steps, that is right I
I came up with hi~. mean to say. When I was commg
• one held me and

COUNSEL:

You came with h'
un up to the up.stairs?

MUGOTE:

Up to the up-stairs and th

COUNSEL:

So, when you reached

MLJGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And found out that they had bee th
n e ones who had been torturing you?
Definitely yes.

MUGOTE:

en we went to the office.

up you recognisedthese people?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I am not quite clear of really what w
.
darkness. Were you the only .
. ent on m that go-down in the
prisoner m that go-down at that t'une.?

MUGOTE:

I had said earlier that we went th
.
Batuma and Mutenga - that
th ere a se~nd time three people; me,
was e second tune.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

All at the same time?

MUGOTE:

That is right.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Then you were three prisoners inside there?

MUGOTE:

Yes, inside there.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Then you claim that you were tortured there?

MUGOTE:

Not claiming but I was.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Right; did these people fish you out personally and started torturing or
they were just swinging their lashes haphazardly or?

MUGOTE:

I do not actually understand what you are trying to explain to me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, this is a dark place and you are three prisoners there and some
men have followed down into that dark place; I would like you to
clarify exactly how they managed to fix each of you in that darkness, or
were they throwing blows indiscriminately and you were caught
haphazardly; I would like that detail.

MUGOTE:

My Lord, you will agree with me tha~ th~e people it was their job of
beating people in that room, so - (InterJecUon).

CHAIRMAN:

M Mugote you tell us what happened to you, not really repetitions
w~ich you c~e to know about. Tell us what happened to you.
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tUGOTE:

DR. LUYOMRYA:
.MUGOTE.

COUNSEL:

_ .
ditch from up there. these people
, ,1nr,
mto t 1ia 1 came
One presse d a st1c
. k•
ft
J'ust
said
th.tt
a
er
gl
''C>
1
10 me.
11cm
d
cwo
oft
followed us there an
acrl1ssmy ne.:k • 'ck?
Were you lying dlnm. hc prcssed
• th IS Sll •

• e'• So • when I was
lying. down
d b)' t11at um
.
,
st
Yes. Vl'U cannot an
eck and chat is the time I said; you
•
•
ross my n
.
definitely a suck came ac ••
, 5 just beating my buttocks. I think
are killing me' and another one ,,a
s·
·n
to
vou
I
that is what you want to exp at
~
' ir.
• an Gentlemen and La d)' Commissioner.. Mr. Mutenga
My Lord eh airm • .
·a
maybe he will clarify on some of
will be coming to give ~"1 ence. . d. him My Lord Chairman I
•
the witness menttone
•
'
th~e matters smce
to how this was being done will have to be made
thmk_theconc~us1onasWh t we know is that this man was put in a dark
by this Comm1ss1on. tha e beating was done! How this was being
1 ce and when he was er
.
P
a
.
h
.
t
be
able
to
explain
apart
from
speculating
done defirutely. e ma) no
.
h
•
B I think if we believe that beatmg was done, t en we
here and there. ut
·
·11 1 ·
"fy wh o made the beating'• The other. witness
w1 on. y give
are to •1dent1
.
· experience
·
his
and I do not think he will be g1vmg the expenence of
this witness.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Perhaps, he can still clarify whether since they have been pushed into
this go-down and they were three people, can he say whether he heard
the other ones also being beaten.

MUGOTE:

Yes. they were crying.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

They were crying?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

This dark hall; was it big enough to hold other people; were there other
people found there, could you sense presence of other prisoners inside
the hall?

MUGOTE:

As we went three, it was not at that material time as you look at it, for
me to find out whether there were some there, because we were being
pushed there and as we went we were being punished .. So, it was not
very easy for us to exercise or to find out whether there were some
other prisoners there.

KAKWENZIRE:

I believe that even if it is dark you can have an idea of how big this
room was; when you were being pushed, did you feel yourself bangmg
a wall or you felt it was a big place and you had so much space - was it.
a narrow go-down or fairly a large one?

MUGOTE:

After going through that gate, I managed to fall in the other comer and
my fellow people also fell somewhere. So, I do not think I was m a
position to try to look and see how big that ditch was because. in fact.
you can see the situation that time could not allow me to find out hO\\'
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hig the room was.
You know. l imagine when
away from whoever .
you are being beaten
would he hash'
~s assaulting you. 'So 'f . you always try to back
• mg against ' 1 It was a small ooe you

co~tMlSSION l:'R

But he was lytng down!

kAKWENIIRl:

Oh, you were lying down?

Ml'GOTE:

Yes.

coUNSEL:

My 1.ord Chainnan, Gentlemen and La
. .
d.owns m Makindve have be
.
dy Comm1ss1oner.these goJ
en mentioned by
b
.
1s ffi) humble wish that mayb h C
. ~ num er of witnesses. It
and visit these sites so' that it~:n em;mmissio~ ~hould get opportunity
would be tortured in such a place.
e an opm1on of how somebody

DR LUYOMBYA:

Before we leave this go-do
•
.
.
wn, you said that a stick was thrashed around
}Our neck and ~en you cried that 'you are kllling me' would you
regard yourself Just lucky that that stick was not thrashed somewhere
else or? I cannot quite imagine somebody bemg exact and get that stick
to fix your neck.

MUGOTE:

You want me to explain how that man got the stick-

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Around your neck, if you can.

MUGOTE:

Okay, thank you very much; I will exercise by giving you - this is the
person quite fallen there, now this man comes with a stick across; now
what expression do you expect me to tell, my Lord? This is what
happened, I fell and I was lying on the floor then somebody came with
a stick and put it across my neck; that is the time I cried.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you say a stick, maybe, you mean a log?

MUGOTE:

It might be in that language my Lord.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was it heavy?

MUGOTE:

It was short of about four feet, and not very big but in a form of this
issue.

KAKWENZIRE:

Very heavy?

MUGOTE:

I said of this issue.

KAKWENZIRE:

yes, was it very heavy?

MUGOTE:

yes, because they h a

KAKWENZIRE:

Then you cannot call it a stick

d meant to use it• that is wh) it \\ as m that -
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MUGOTE:
KAKWENZIRE:

MUGOTE:

A log.
A k)g: I think :t log s. 11ouId he of ahout ten feet.

KAKWENZIRE:

Nl ' • it can he short. hut a stick -

.MUGOTE:

Thank you .

CQllNSEL:

Okay. Mr. Mugotc, m)\\'

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COVNSEL:

And taken where and what happened next?

MUGOTE:

after that a
~w~t~a ak b Ck to that office where we were before:
,
• army man came and told those people
that leave them, talce
certain
.
them to the gate Cell' by that I mean there 1s a. gate and near the gate
there are some Cells there · So ' we were pushed mto that - all of us now
four, that time.

COUNSEL:

you mean you and -

MUGOTE:

Rwabihigi, Mutenga and Batwna.

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed.

MUGOTE:

So, we stayed there without knowing what is going and after 30 minutes
my wife and the wife of Mutenga wanted to come in.

COUNSEL:

What time was this now?

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

)'OU

were brought out of this go-down;

I could not recall the time because by that time I had no watchNo, you could not this; was it eveniI\g, was it morning?
It was evening, yes.
Can we say six p.m, can we say Roughly six, yes.
So, what happened?

MUGOTE:
My wife and the wife of Mutenga came with Batuma's wife looking for
us. When they were at the gate, there was a certain soldier whom ilie,
used to call Kadogo, he was on the gate. They asked that one that, we
are looking for our husbands'.
COUNSEL:
How do you know this that they were asking these people. you were
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somewhere and tl
when h
1ese people were . Ih
l'k
t ey reached where you ,
at e gate? Just say what you did
I e that, what you experience/re,
and what you talked - of something
MUGOTE:

This gat • •
•
e is Just very closely to the cell.

COCNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So, after my wife asking the s . ,
do you want?' And th ' . Y aid, they are there, they are dead what
•
ey said· 'w
'
not! They allowed the t ' e want to see whether they are dead or
your husbands' when m o come. near the gate and they said; 'those are
husbands'
Then th we were lymg down; and they said· 'those are our
Mutenga's wanted toegy·asked them 'what do you want'?' My wife and
ive us some food The
'd ,
h
but what you can do you
d
•
Y sa1 no, t ey cannot eat
My wife went with M t go ,an buy them soda and you bring it here',
brought those f,
b u enga s, they bought four bottles and when they
Kadogo brought ouusrth
o~tles bthey gave them to that Kadogo and that
e ,our ottles of soda.
1 think for clarity of the record

'

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Your wife did not go with Mutenga but Mutenga's wife.

MUGOTE:

I said Mutenga' s wife; then we three; me, Mutenga and Baturna
managed to drink, but our fellow prisoner Mr. Rwabihigi was unable to
take that soda.

COUNSEL:

Did he say why he was unable to take it?

MUGOTE:

He could not speak to us.

COUNSEL:

From your observation, what really stopped him from taking it?

MUGOTE:

He had gone out of his life control because he was only crying and he
only just lay down, because we, as we saw our wives. we managed to
sit but himself could not.

COUNSEL:

You mean he could not sit because he had not seen his wife?

MUGOTE:

No, it is because he had been badly tortured.

COUNSEL:

I see. What followed next?

MUGOTE:

Then those left us, we were left in that cell and then later on inside the
cell there was somebody called Okello; this Okello exactly l did not
know what he was doing in the cell but he said 'you men go to Room l.
and we went to Room l.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where was Room 1?
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Room 1.
s there was
I chosece11

n
?
divided
into
rooms.
The cells were

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

There was Room 1' and other Rooms?

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

Yes, and other rooms·

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was Okello a prisoner there also?

MUGOTE:

He was a prisoner.

COUNSEL:

Continue please.

MUGOTE:

tayed there untI-1 morning , in that cell we were
h' hnot beaten, -~ ...1
So, we s • th IOok us for another statement w 1c was_recordoi
in the
morrun~
ey - we were returned back in the cell by
some
intelhgence

COUNSEL:

you mean m
• that Room 1' you stayed alone the four of you?

MUGOTE:

yes· then our fr 1en
• d 1·ust went out for a short call, Mr. Rwabihigi,and
he was
' unable to come back·' he fell just near the wall.

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Let us get that straight, Mr. Mugote; now, you say you were put in
Room I.
Yes.
Now, this is where you stayed the night Yes.

COUNSEL:
And you said your friend went out for a short-call; was this at night or
was this when?
·
MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:

It was around - I cannot exactly recall, because when we were in that
room everybody was just - no one could tell that I am going out that
15
when you fell to say the time, but I cannot just tell you the time exactly.

But, at least, you must be able to l'Stllllate whether you had been put ID
that cell at what time and then he went out to ease himself at what time.
I had originally told you that we slept in that room, for the next
morning we made our statements -

COUNSEL:
Yes, but when did he go to help himself?
MUGOTE:

Mr. Rwabibigi never made a statement because he was unable to speak
and was unable to go up, so they left himthere and they went -
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUGOTE:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

MUGOTE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

MUGOTE:
d

DR. LUYOMBYA:

-MUGOTE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Let me take
Rwabihi • you hack a little bit Yo
.
gi was too weak to ·
•
ur wives hrought some sodas
sit up and drink the soda.
•
•
Yes.
Then a cenain Okello orders
go to Room l?
• you to go to Room I, did Rwahihigi also
Rwabihigi never went tO R
• d there •m that open space
- b ut then we three p 1 oom l • he remame
eop e who went to Room 3
Room I.
I

Room 1, I meant Sir.
And who went out at night to ease himself'?
No, no, that is out; that one remained there and it is we three people
who went to Room 1; and the following morning we were told to go
and make statements.
But you said that somebody at night or some time during that night
when you stayed there, went out to ease himself.

MUGOTE:

No, that is withdrawn.

COUNSEL:

You mean you are withdrawing what you saw or it did not happen?

MUGOTE:

You see, when there is a lack of tongue I think this can be done. When
I spoke that someone went out, I had declared to you that we three went
out for statements, I think that is where I went astray.

COUNSEL:

So, you stayed in Room 1, three of you without Rwabihigi?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did Rwabihigi join you later on?

MUGOTE:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now• during that night did anything happen?

MUGOTE:

There was nothing in the cell.

COUNSEL:

you stayed well and nothing happened?

MUGOTE:

In the cell in our room there was nothing.

COUNSEL:

You mean so meth ing happened in another room?

MUGOTE:

Yes.
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Can you explain what happened?

COUNSEL.

ing which J cannot justify what it was.
There were some cry

MUGOTE.

I sec. So, the next day -

COUNSEL.

•

DR. MAKUBUYA:
MUGOTE.
COUNSEL.

MUGOTE:

?

Were they human cries.
Yes.

ou came out and you were taken to make staterne
.
k.
nts,did
they ask you some questions while you were ma mg these Slatem,.,,..
•
?
-, ....,
and who was domg so·
The next daY Y

Those , the formal ones, who started giving
.
hus questions were the very
ones who were asking us those_qu_est1onst at; we brought food frorn
Kabuga, maize, beans for bandit~ m Kampala; ar~ we acceptingthat?
And we said; 'no,', we never earned food for bandits.

COUNSEL:

So. they were writing these down? Continue.

MUGOTE:

And then after that we were told to go back to the cell. We wentback
On that day -

COUNSEL:

Before you continue, when they had made this statement, did they read
them back to you so that you would sign them; or what happenedafter
they had finished taking the statement from you?

MUGOTE:

After finishing the statement, then you sign.

COUNSEL:

You signed?

MUGOTE:

We signed.

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
KAKWENZIRE:

MUGOTE:
KAKWLNZIRE

MUGOTE:

KAK

1U

co
M

co

M

You did not know what they had written.
They do not give you a chance.

C

Continue, please!
Excuse me Sir be"
•
.
.
'
, iore you contmue you have Just said that - v~u \\ere
saying th b
'
•
•
- ey rought food from Kabuga to Kampala for bandm
Yes.
I am •
su
wondering, were the bandits in Kampala or you were
• ppos to take food from Kampala to the bandits?

-:::t

We did not know
I
.
loading "100 d f
exact Y what they meant because the} said. we \,ere
one
organizing •.rom Kabuga Wit• h Bukenya and Rwabih1g1 \\as ,1,,.
we
• maize, beans at Kabuga.
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C

"- \KWENZIRE:

tUG0TE
COUNSEL:

Where is Kabuga?
~abuga is just 275 k.
JUst next t0 K
ilometres from he
amwenge.
re, towards western Kasese line

When they said you
Kab
?
took food from K b
.
uga.
a uga, did you understand this

MUG0TE:

Yes, I did.

C0CNSEL:

Why? Sor

MUG0TE:

'

ry' you understood it as being a place of its type.

No, it is a place of existence
Rwabihigi.
' where Kabuga was a home of the late

COUNSEL:

Is that all you know about Kabuga?

MuGOTE:

I had stayed in Kabuga in 1967 h I
construction line.
w en was working as a guard - on the

COUNSEL:

When they told you that you were taking food to Kabuga bandits did
you understand this?
'

MUGOTE:

I understood it and I denied that I never took food.

COUNSEL:

Now, let us go back to Makindye. They brought you out to make a
statement.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

This would have been on which date, was it 23rd of December, 1981?

MUGOTE:

I cannot remember the date but I refer to my written - whether you can
allow me -

COUNSEL:

You can refresh to your memory to find out the date -

MUGOTE:

Which one?

COUNSEL:

Which date you were brought out to make this statement: If you cannot
get it, we can find it this way.

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

On 28th I made a statement - 28th December, 1981.
Now, let us get the dates clear. You were arrested on what date?
on 22nd December, 1981.
You stayed that day in the police?
1 stayed only one day in the police -
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f D cember, t 981 , you were taken to Malcj d
e
n Ye, Is

Yes, on the 23rd o
that correct?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

• Room Number One. Is that correct?
Then you stayed m

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

So on the 24th you were brought out to make a statement?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now after you had made this statement,
th' what happened? Was there
anything that happened before you made IS statement?

MUGOTE:

On us?

COUNSEL:

Yes, to you and maybe to your friends.

MUGOTE:

We were in the cell as I had told you, that was in the Quarter Guard.
Then we were being put out to give statements. They Wantedus to give
statements three times. The idea, I do not know!

COUNSEL:

Who wanted you to do this?

MUGOTE:

Soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Did you make statements written?

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

I had told you that on the 28th I ma.de a statement.
No, but, first of all, before we reach 28th, we are on 24th when you
were brought out.
On the 25th there was something - was it Okay, Mr. Mugote, let us get it this way.
Yes.

COUNSEL:
When you were brought out, after you had made this statement, what
happened to you?
MUGOTE:
When we were in the cells!
COUNSEL:
Anything that followed?
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

We were there.
Yes.
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MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You just stayed there.

MUGOTE:

We were staying there.

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

ere

MUGOTE:

Were you put back to the cell or what happened?
We were being put in the cells.
Did anything happen to you or to your friends?
One day' a certam soldier came and lined us up with his
Thal
man was called John. He was a Munyankole and he as~
to lie
on ou~ l7gs. At the time he wanted to spear us, a certain soldier
and sat~ you are not on duty here. Why are you coming here?'

~W:
ive

COUNSEL:

You mean this was on the 24tht

MUGOTE:

The 25th.

COUNSEL:

This one was on the 25th.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So 2'Uh,after making a statement, there was nothing eventful. ls that
right? So on the 25th - at what time did this soldier come?

MUGOTE:

It was at about 15.40 as far as I can recall.

CHAIRMAN:

But we are not used to railway time. Could you tell us the time in the
ordinary language?

MUGOTE:

At 4.30.

COUNSEL:

This was 4.30 in the afternoon?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you came out and you say, a soldier called John came with a spear
to spear you.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you know he was John?

MUGOTE:

call him and that man who came to rescue us called,
They used to
d . h ?'
'John, you are not on duty, what are you omg ere

OU

COUNSEL:

Did you come to know bis other name?
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MUGOTE:
COUNSEL.:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

No.

How d1.d you know he was a Munyankole?
take me time to understand this!
Ugh. does .t
1
How did you come to understand this?
I can understand a Musoga, Munyankole.

COUNSEL:

Okay. okay. Now, please, explain to the Commission what foHow
after he had attempted to spear you and you were not speared.
e(!

MUGOTE:

That man was driven out and we remamed there with that soldier. lie
brought a Bible.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Before we go to the Bible, now you had been in Room one and on th
25th this Munyankole soldier-. John - came. Where did he ~nd you_ i~
Room one or where was he gomg to spear you - at what particular spot?

MUGOTE:

you see in that Quarter Guard there is a space just near the road; it is a
very big space. They used to call us around three o'clock. We gather
all of us there and the askaris used to come and start saying, and stan
picking anybody whom they think they know; 'Wewe olifanya hi.
Wewe olifanya hi.' So, at four o'clock, we used to assemble at that
space. It is a very big space before joining the cells.

COUNSEL:

So you had assembled here on routine!

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What followed after this?

MUGOTE:

After that John had walked out, that soldier brought a Bible, he was
calling himself a son qf a priest. He said; You gentlemen - you old
people - try to speak the truth so that you can be released; v.1thout
speaking the truth, you will die here.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

Then he was trying to read some verses from the Bible; nobody of us
could answer him.

COUNSEL:

What followed?

MUGOTE:

At five, we were told to go back to our cells.

COUNSEL:

You were still in your Number One?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

This time how many of you?
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M
C

Ml GOTl

We Were three
The original thrcc!

MllGOTE:

Yes

COl 1\SEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

Then before

COl NSEL:

MUGOTE:

.
going back, Mr

. .
• Rwab1h1gihad d' d

How do you co
tc where he was detained
b k
me to make h
ac • to the cell·
t at statement all
dead?
, you mean to say that you h of a sudden before going
ad already seen that he was
W_hen we left the cells for th
lymg across and against the ::1~~embling place, Mr. Rwabihigi wa'i just

COLNSEL:

Where was he?

MUGOTE:

He was not in a roo

COUNSEL:

In the corridor?

MUGOTE:

In the path.

COUNSEL:

On the way?

MUGOTE:

Between - these are - cells and he was between here - the corridor.

COUNSEL:

He was in the corridor?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So that is where you had left him the day before or you found him
there?

MUGOTE:

I can recall that, when we left the office and were brought to the cells.
Rwabihigi remained in that corridor. It is we three who went to Room
One and Mr. Rwabihigi remained there until he died.

COUNSEL:

So, on the 25th when you were coming out, you found him there?

MUGOTE:

was he in another room?
.,. 11·
.
m ... a he was Just m the path.

We found him there but we could not certify whether he was dead

COUNSEL:

You saw him?

MUGOTE:

Yes, we saw him.
Now' on your way were you looking at him. what do you think his

COUNSEL:

condition was?
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MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

He was badl}' off kabisa.
vou move to see whether he was still breathing?
D.d
1 because the way how we were being PUSheo
We could not move .
"bl one
' driven
r.
the
cells
.
away Jrom
, is a tern e
This was on the 25th.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

hen you came out, you were put on your routine OUts
de
S
Yes. o. w
k • h
th h had
I
died. •
then, when }'OU were going bac , 1s w en you saw at e

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now can you explain how you found out that he was dead?

MUGOTE:

Because, by the time we passed, he was just still there, but, whenwe
went back, we found that he had already - as a dead body, if you look
at a dead body, you cannot fail to know. Because he had already
thrown his legs there; his arms were there. But we could not reachhim
because we were fearing also.

COUNSEL:

But this was a corridor and you were passing there. How can you say-

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Well, if you pass there. you do not mean to say that you can go and
touch. We were being driven; 'kwenda, kwenda, kwenda'.
We would like to know how wide this corridor was.
Unless you look at it by yourself, I cannot say how wide it is. It is a
corridor between the two cells.

COUNSEL:
Can you say whether it was as wide as between the end of this deskmi
these tables?
MUGOTE:
COMMISSIONER:

No, this is too big; I can say from here to here.
Was it about three feet?

COUNSEL:
S~, certai~y, Mr. Mugote, a person who was lying on a three - feet
wide corridor, must have thrown his hands across the comdor or
somehow he should have covered almost the whole corridor Is that not
true?

MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Yes.
And did you jump
O\

,
.
er say his hand leg or something?

We passed - as he was
·
assedthat s·d
punmg down his legs and his arms, we P
l e.
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C

itJGOTE:

You did not get t'
ime to stop?
How!

cotJNSEL:

Because he was Y
our COilea .
to see What was h
.
gue m work·
apperµng to him!
• you would have taken interest

MlJGOTE:

Can I tell you one th.
place and you s
mg that Whenever you
ahasajja baabo ~~es,~ two army men COmin~et;bout five people in a
these people - three :·
Can you remember thatY:: you say; 'Halo,
You tell your friends 71 men -are approaching you ~ spoken when
How could
• a o, the men are co •
you are five!
.
you expect us to be •
mmg. We better go awa •
bemg driven from the assembl I m a position to tackle when we ~;

y.

.-

COUNSEL:

Now do you mean

MlJGOTE:

That is obvious.

COUNSEL:

Okay. You passed Mr Rwabih" .1
that he was dead. What. followed~ on the 25th and found out for you

MUGOTE:

We went there two of us _

cHAIRMAN:

I am sorry to interrupt here. I think, let us have the witness tell his
st ory• H~ can_be asked to clarify things he has omitted out and which
need clanficatton. I think, he is just confused if he is asked and is
dive_fted from a particular thing and so on. Witness tell us what
happened there-after up to the end. Counsel and the Commissionerscan
ask you questions to clarify what you have omitted or what we would
like to know.

MUGOTE:

I continued. We stayed there until when it was -if you could allow me
to recall the date from my paper here - on 20th January, 1982, at 0800
hours a.m. We were called together with Batuma, Mutenga to the
office where we were told that the Commission of Inquiry had finished
its job into our case, where they have found there was personal grudge.

d

a

CHAIRMAN:

you were running to the cells.

Sorry, Mr. Mugote. You are taking us back to the 20th; I thought we
were already on the 25th.

MUGOTE:

It is January, 1982.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, I see, January, 1982.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

th ta ain' You were called out and informed
Sorry, could Y?U.repeat. a . g had found out th?t your conditions were
that the comnuss1on of mqurry
.?
based on grudges. 1s it.
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MUGOTE:

Thal is right·

COUNSEL:

Continue. please.

MUGOTE:

And then the_\ • gave us our release letters. where
M kithey told us that We
ven.•
one
week
to
that
office
at
a ndye. On reponi·ng
e
couId report
•J
day which \Vas 7th of February -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, could you go a little mo_reslowly, please, we would like to take
some notes of what you are saymg.

MUGOTE:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

12th February, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Continue, please!

MUGOTE:

Was the closing day of reporting.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

A certain soldier UNLA - whom we did not know his name asked us
that; 'Do you know the following'?

KAKWENZIRE:

This is at Makindye office?

MUGOTE:

That is right. "Opolot," by then he was Acting as Chief Traffic
Manager; Odeke - He was Acting as Assistant Traffic Manager; Odwori
- he was Acting as a Ticket Examiner; Emalu - he was working as
Senior Personnel -

KAKWENZIRE:

Manager.

MUGOTE:

Senior Personnel.

KAKWENZIRE:

Senior Personnel what?

MUGOTE:

Officer.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

MUGOTE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

Ben Orweny - he was Acting Assistant Traffic Supermtendent''.
agreed that I knew them.
~en you talk about reporting day, did the three of you go together?
Did you go alone or what?
No, we were going three of us.
Together!
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MlJGOTE:

COUNSEL:

..

So What followed ft

DR. MAKUBUY A:

a er Youhad said you kne
We could not ask
w these people?
they said, 'okay· tbem a question; we on! .
•
y said, we know them; and
You can go.

MUGOTE:

You can go.

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

'

Yes.

So you went away.
We Went out after • ·
s1gnmgour release letters.
Do you have a cop f th
y o at release letter with you here?
I gave that copy to the office
remained with one copy.
r who took my statement because I had
Yes!
On the 20th of January, 1984, _

DR. MAKUBUY A:

That is two years later.

MUGOTE:

I received a letter from Mr. Odwori.

COUNSEL:

To wltat effect?

MUGOTE:

One day there was his sister wanting to travel from Jinja to Kampala
without a ticket. I told that lady that there is nobody to travel without a
ticket. 'You go and buy a ticket'. Now Mr. Odwori wrote to me that I
was mistreating his sister. I told the sister that Mr. Odwori and others
who are in the letter were behind my arrest.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, a letter from Mr. Odwori, the witness has mentioned, is here,
the request is that it be exhibited.

COMMISSIONER:

May I have a look at it first?

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Mugote, this is a photostat copy.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Is this what YC?U
received or this is what you have had?

MUGOTE:

• ·na1one was misplaced because I just told you that the original
T h e ong1
.
·
s h th
had b een handed over to someone m Room 9 .m C.P. w en ese
people were trying to set up our case. We were given -
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CHAIJtMAN:
MUGOTE:
CHAIRMAN:
MUGOTE:
CHAIRMAN:

th t IJid you receive the original?
No, no let us not go into a •

1 receivedthe original•
Where is it?

The original is with Room 9.
How did you get this photostat copy?

MUGOTE:

1 got some from the original one.

CHAIRMAN:

you copied it before!

MUGOTE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN;

It is a very long letter; you need to have a very good eye sight; the
photostat copy is a poor copy•

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I think, it can be received as a secondary evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

It is not the original. So, when you received this letter, Mr. Mugote,
what happened?

MUGOTE:

In that letter, it told us that I was lucky not to perish - we were lucky
we three, not to perish in the cells, if we had not paid money.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MUGOTE:

That statement also gave me a feeling how did he come to know that we
gave money and not perish!

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MUGOTE:

On 9th May, 1984, me with Batuma, Ssempi.ija -

COUNSEL:

Continue please.

MUGOTE:

COUNSEL:

Kitakuule; we were called to the Central Police Station. Kampala. in
Room 47. That we had a meeting with bandits between Kawolo Stauon
and Sseta.
You mean you were told this in Room 47?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

By who?

MUGOTE:

By Olaka.
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C

Who was Olaka?
MLIGOTE:
col

'\,\l

I :

1UGOTE:

COL'\SEL:

Yes!

MUGOTE:

That two po! ice offi
Kawolo and· M
icers from Kawolo Statio .
charge of b • d" r. Abel Matovu Mugerwa h n, 0.C. Police Stauon
an itry Within that area.
w om they said he was m-

cor.::--:sEL:

Continue.

MUGOTE:

n

He did introduce h"
in1self?

,MUGOTE:

; the

we

at room.

He told us that he w .
as tn-char
B
.
ge and that is all
ut his name· did h
,
e say m
• y name is Olaka nd .
Yes, he did.
a ; in-charge of this?

C0~1\IISSIONER:

gore.

In-charge of th

That we planned to attack Mukono Police Station.

COUNSEL:

This is what he was telling you!

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, summarise please

MUGOTE:

He now gave us 15 pages to make our report; each of us

COUNSEL:

Did you write the report?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then what followed?

MUGOTE:

I handed it over to Mr. Olaka.

COUNSEL:

What did you state in this report?

MUGOTE:

They wanted our story from the childhood; how \\'e were educated; how
we joined Railways; what we have been domg until that ume of\\ ntmg.

COUNSEL:

Did you state these?

MUGOTE:

I did.

COUNSEL:

Is that all you stated?

MUGOTE:

I stated all from my understanding as a childhood: my education.
school, where I attended. the training. the JOb l started working upon
until that present time.
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.

•
?
cted with banditry.

COUNSEL:

Did you state anything conne

MUGOTE:

On this I had learnt that I had no any meeting.

COUNSEL:

Or you stated that ),ou did not have any -

MVGOTE:

• or any meeting with these people
I did not have any connection

COUNSEL:

What followed after you had made these reports?

MUGOTE:

We were told to go back.

COUNSEL:

Did anything happen to you after that?

MUGOTE:

No.

COUNSEL:

So that was the end of your incidence?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

co

M
C

COUNSEL:

Maybe I will take you back to one incident or one date before you left
Makindye. Do you remember what could have happened on the 8th of
January, 1982? First of all, maybe, if you r~member that ~at~, can you
tell us where you were on 8th January, 1982. Were you still m - where
were you?

MUGOTE:

In January, 1982?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

I think, I -

COUNSEL:

Now, maybe, I will bring you closer; do you remember an incident
whereby 13 prisoners were removed and taken to Namalere Forest and
shot?

MUGOTE:

Not Namalere please.

COUNSEL:

Which forest was it?

MUGOTE:
It was in Namanve, because they went and told my wife that 'your
husband is lying at Namanve forest'. Where-my wife went to identify
whether I was there.
COUNSEL:
You mean, this information was passed to your wife?
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

Yes.
You were not aware of it.
About the place?
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COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

of

you
1ere

The 13 prisoners were r
ed f
.
up as I told
fr
emov
rom our Imes; because we used to line
'
you, om three hours - 3.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Where was this?

MUGOTE:

At Makindye.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

Oketa• the one who was m
• charge of removmg
. those people.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you remember the date? What date was it?

MUGOTE:

I cannot remember the date.

COUNSEL:

You may refresh your memory in your - If you cannot remember the
date and you cannot find it, please, say, you do not remember. And
you tell us what happened on -

MUGOTE:

I remember, not exactly the date, but I remember one day when we
were lined up, a number of 13 people were removed from us and were
put in a car; and that was their end of being seen with us.

COUNSEL:

You never saw them?

MUGOTE:

No, I never saw them.

COUNSEL:

Did you hear what might have happened to them?

MUGOTE:

When my wife came after some time, she told me that she had gone to
Namanve where they found 13 people and they were expecting my body
to be among the 13.

COUNSEL:

So these 13 people who were taken from amongst you never came back?

MUGOTE:

No.

COUNSEL:

And your wife told you that they had found, how many people in
Namanve?

MUGOTE:

She said a number of 13.

COUNSEL:

A number of 13 people. Now, can you tell the Commission, maybe,
what treatment you received while you were in Mak.indye; were you
getting sufficient food; were you getting water to drink and to bathe;
were you able to wash your clothes?
Please, briefly, tell the
Commission the conditions that you faced while in Mak.indye.

MUGOTE:

The question of taking bath, that was out; the question of eating well,

Jeft
l

The 13 prisoners_

nt
Ld

r
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t
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bring
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nough for us; they . something I cannot talk, because those g _was
e
·1 t that JS
• .
to11
not there. Tot e , der· and our urine was a1most mixing up. So ets
had gone out of ~r eiI was unhealthy.
the
whole picture oft e c
Out

COUNSEL:

So you say, the conditions were not good

MUGOTE:

As you have sa1·d, Sir •

COUNSEL:

• pin that was pricked through your penis· h .
Now, what about this .
wa ?
' asit
affected your manhood m any y.

MUGOTE:

No, I am still very strong.

COUNSEL:

You are still strong!

MUGOTE:

Yes.

CHAI

cou

CH

MR. TABU JOGO:

Mr. Mugote, I have one or two questions to put to you. _A_m
I rightto
say that _ you said, in the godown there were so many k1lhng devices?
This is at Makindye.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

MR. TABU JOGO:

Could you name these killing devices to this Commission?

MUGOTE:

As I was put at that stake, I think it was termed as a log; it means that
there might be other types of killings which were used for killmg.
Because if that thing was painted there, -

CHAIRMAN:

No, no, Mr. Mugote, that is wrong, that is not the answer.
what you know, do not make deductions.

MU

co

Tell us

M

MUGOTE:
I can only say that log is what I saw; and it is which was put across ID)
neck.
COUNSEL:
MUGOTE:

I see. That was the only thing you saw?
That is the one I saw.

COUNSEL:
So you only saw one killing device which was a log.
MUGOTE:

That time, I saw that one.

COUNSEL:
Okay. Another time, did you see another thing?
MUGOTE:
No, I did not go at the third time.
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C

M
C

COL!'.SFl:

I sec
C

.MUGOTE:

That is all m L I
Y ore • My Lord Chairman Gentlemen and Lady
onunissioncrs, that is the end of evidence from that witness.
• •

Point of information C I
Jui)• 5th 1982
• an read you another letter which I received on
'

• CHANGE OF DESIGNATION.

CH·\IRMAN:
Mr. Mugote, what is it? Is it still about Makindye or about your MUGOTE:

No. it is after coming out; now I am in the Railways· but still there is a
sort puzzling me.
'

has it

CHAIRMAN,
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:
t to

ces?

at

MUGOTE:

M~ Lord, maybe, it requires explanation; I may not understand whether
tt 1s relevant or not relevant. There is a change of, I think he was a
certain officer; and then changed to another officer; I think subsequent
to his being in Makindye. Maybe, he wants to explain something; I do
not know
If it is about your job, quite well, that is what is relevant.
briefly what that letter says.

Tell us

This letter was transferring me from my original work as a Train
Inspector to a job of a Yard Supervisor. Because they wanted this job
of Inspector to be occupied by some people; but after coming from
Makindye we were re-instated to that job. Where again they felt, it was
not good for us again to continue working as Train Inspectors. That is
why they changed us from the Train Inspector to a Yard Supervisor.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that after your imprisonment at Makindye you were
demoted?

MUGOTE:

Not demoted, but a change of designation.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Mugote, what has this got to do with -

MUGOTE:

There are some material there.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, is it in this letter?

MUGOTE:

You try to drive at that properly, you will find it, Sir.

CHAIRMAN;

Mr. Mugote, give us first-hand evidence, not what opinions which you
may gather from what you heard.

MUGOTE:

This is not forming Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

It is for what you heard.

MUGOTE:

Yes.

g:-

s

Let us have a look; let us see what is relevant; give it to Counsel first.
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The source o
CHAIRMAN

f which canno1

he t,rourht here.
.

• . • ·uc of Tram Inspector to Yard Su

MUGOTE:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
MUGOTE:

• us from this iss
Pc.rvi\o
By changing
•
t,
there was this Jetter is addressed to who? Mr. Aron Mutcnga,
Excuse me,
l the same letter.
Mine got lost but we go

Ml

cc
M

. this is addressed to Aron Mutenga.
No, no,

C

DR. MAKUBUYA:

• same •
Yes, they are thc •

M

MUGOTE:

CHAIRMAN:

MUGOTE:

•
ming to give evidence, you
t cannot
. read it on h'IS
M Mutenga IS co
If r. This is
• not your letter • your name 1s no mentioned here.
behalf.
Okay, we can withdraw that.

COMMISSIONER:

•
Can the witness
make the point without referring to this letter·' if he has
a point to make?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, if he has any relevant point to make; do not refer to this letter.

MUGOTE:

Let me give you another incident. On the I st -

COUNSEL:

Mr. Mugote, please, you should not take this Commission to a distance.
Just state exactly how, maybe, your rights were violated; what
happened to you apart from what you have said; if you have something
more important.

MUGOTE:

COMMISSIONER:
MUGOTE:

On the 1st November, 1984, a letter was written by the Railways Police
Commandant, Kampala; which was sent to the Inspector General telling
him that Mugote, Sempiga, Mutenga, Iga, Mukubwa, Sscbaduka had
again increased the banditry activities in the Railways.
Where is the letter?
I handed a copy to the people who took my statement

COUNSEL:
As a result of that letter which you got - I do not know how you got
that let~er; because it was written to the Inspector General of Police by
the Police Commandant. How did you get a copy?
MUGOTE:
There were some people who knew us as I read the names: and they got
that copy.
COUNSEL:
Now what was the effect of that?
MUGOTE:
COUNSEL:

They were trying to seek
. .
•
perm1ss10n to return us to Makindye.
Were you returned to Makindyc?

l 11O

C

MlTGOTE:

cot

I\Sl'L:

l\1UGOTE:
COl !\SI 'L:
Mt'GOTE:

cot NSl L:

n hi.::
KAKWFN/JRI

No.

Did anything h·i .
• ppcn apart from lhat'I
No.
So that ended like that'?

Correct.
I s_ee My Lord Chairman G~ I· .
. .
evidence from this \\'t1 .. .' Tent cmcn and Lady Comm1ss1oncrs,that is
•
ncss
hank you.
The \\ itness seems to be i r . .
in causmg him disc t: mp •cat_mgsome people who were alter his joh
But so fa h h ' om ort of bemg arrested and detained in Makindye
r e as not come out w·11
1 1 an_yth.mg to go by; he says that
when they were b •
.
1
emg re eased from Makmdye they were informed that
some people had maliciously implicated him .Is that correct? But you
were
told who did; instead you were asked - do you knov.· so and so
nd notnd
a ~o a so? In your mind, did you connect those names which were
mentioned by the offic ,
.
er w110 re 1cased you? Did you automat1cally
conclude that those names - how many names were they?

MUGOTE:

Five.

KAKWENZJRE:

Five!

MUGOTE:

Yes.

ranee.

what
thing

oJice

Hing
had

KAKWENZIRE

MUGOTE:

got
by

Did you in your mind conclude that those five names were the very
people who caused your arrest and subsequent torture·>
How would you want me to conclude? Because if I was asked and after
asking me. I said, I know them. Where I come to understand as that
some might be hired - is that this letter written by Odwori; because he
tells you, that I had said something at Jinja; whereas I had not said
anything. I only refused the girl to travel without a ticket; that was all.
But when he wrote me a letter, he went on quoting. the Vice Chamnan
of UPC, Jinja; telling him that I was telling him that it was Odwori and
another man who took us to Makindye. How does he come to know'?

KAKWENZIRE:

That is what I was coming to ask you. Now are we to hclieve.
especially, I take it that these other people who were mcnt ioncd to have
heard you making these allegations at Jinja. mayhe. will come forward
and say. they heard you.

MUGOTE:

Because they were mentioned there?

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes. Now why should you - having read this ktler - I do not know
how I can put it to you properly; hut it would seem as 1f there was no
other intention of writing this letter l'Xccpt to exonerate h11nself fn)tn
the guilt. Now he was only exonerating himself from that because you

Ol

II Il

, ,uchcd it.
had vcrba II) 1l
MlJGOTE:
"- \J..:\\'rN/IRE:
r.fllGOTE:

h.Ah.\\TN71RE.

did iL I on)'I
But I 11,,ver
..

. ,f.tiscd
the ticket less travel.
•

tt:

Ml

l ,1·eve that you never said anything .
So you arc as k"ing us• to 1C I
• •
• why to say?
I nc\'er sat·d • Because.
travel free.

The question

was to heln
,, her o
1

, -, Because }•ou knew·• in your mind you had
. linked thos
.
S 0 to me it is only natural that tn a mon-. · e
·uffermg •
.
• Cnt of
with your s
. . thing. it looks to me so possible that you ea h.
• )'OU can s,1y ,my
. .
n it
anger
.. ·d so much suffermg.
at the man who cause •
Why to

S,l) • . .

KA

K

11

MUGOTE:

.
, er I never said it is me who wrote: it is he hitn<;elfWh
But in that lctt . t. ted and if it was me not paying the money h o
te that I m1s rea
, '
.
. ? I-I
.
, ow
wro
'
•
f
oney
come
m
this
question.
ow
did
he
know
that
does a quesllon o m

M

K

1 paid money?

KAKWENZIRE:

• le deductions to make because at that time. actual[v
These arc s1mp
J• 1
was common place -

MUGOTE:

For th at p01·nt of view • he could have said, do not .try . to refuse m)'
people to travel without tickets other than mentioning the word
'money'.

KAKWENZIRE:

As a matter of fact he is saying that it is you who said

MUGOTE:

No; I never said.

KAKWENZIRE:

He is quoting you.

MUGOTE:

That is very wrong.

KAKWENZIRE:

And if you had not had the money and influence. you would have -

MUGOTE:

Can he clarify how much I paid?

KAKWENZIRE:

MUGOTE:

KAKWENZIRE:

MUGOTE:

KAKWENZIRE:

-

1

He could not clarify; but also can you clarify that you never said to
him?
I never said; because me I only refused the passenger on!:} that B\'
trying to emphasise, because those people mentioned were in power and
they arc still in power; he wanted to let them know that I have
mentioned their names yet I had not.
In your judgement. you think this is evidence to go b) to believe that
Mr. John Odweri is guilty because he wrote this letter?
I do not know.
But he was informed.
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MUGOTE·

MUGOTE.

By \\ho?
By tho e \\ho h,..,...,
th u
.......
u you
k.
e PC Vice Chairrnan maJ.~mgthese statements
He was mformed by
, In.Ja.
Did I put that m writing?

1'..\h \\ ENZIRE.

~tUGOTE:

And there were o h
asto d
l ers \\'ho were
un ed to hear you saying so. around; who were left dismayed and
Those are only words ,
) ou hear· som
~ r. mouth. But I assure ,'
e people could put some words in
refusing them, the ticketles ) ou, I never said anything apart from
s to travel.
You

K \K\\'E'\ZTRE:

MLGOTE:
KA.K\\ "E'\ ZIRE

·r •

1

tt \\ as a common practice to allo\\ a relative to

No. 1t 1s not.
m) ticket

KAk'"\VENZIRE

~Iaybe the leading Counsel finds this 1s satisfactory evidence.

DR MAKUBUYA:
KAKWENZIRE:

MC"GOTE:

d ro

By
and

chat

It would seem as
travel freet).

MLGOTE:

COUNSEL:

ve

Were you also not actin
g out of some revenge?
What revenge?

u

1
n ess you are given a free voucher. Even me I have got

';ell. Lad) C~mmiss1oner, I think people will give evidence here: it
would be I thmk to you to assess the value of such evidence; but
accordmg to him. he thinks It is of some significance
Yes, he is entitled to his endence.
I ~ink the witness has to look for. if he is really going to make us
believe that John Od\l,eri had a hand m his arrest. I suggest. he looks
for more evidence than this one.
I am not trying to force you but I put it in my way that It is you to look
at it because you are governors and you know once somethmg has been
put to you. I may think it is correct. in your judgement you are allowed
to do so. it may not be correct. So I am not pushmg you that it 1s
correct. But I just brought that letter to the effect that he wrote to me.
if you find that his writing or what he quotes are not relevant or have
not got any material. There is nothing wrong madam.

KAK,VENZIRE:

You realise - I mean - you want us to go along with you to behew -

CO"CNSEL:

My Lord Chairman. Lady. Gentlemen Comm1ss1oners. I think this
endence which may come before us. maybe of different ~dnds One
maybe a direct evidence. express endence. somebod~ sa~ s. l sa,,: the
other maybe documentary. this was written b~ so and Sl1; anmher one
maybe fr~m circumstances So it is from this k.md of e, 1dence. that we
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alee a conclusion on one incident or the

I h required to m
d I h" •
Other
sha I e
nk the witness is conccrne • l mk 1t is of Val
But_a~far as. I th~cte.rminelater whether it is of value to us or not.Ucto
us; it is for us to

.

CHAIRMAN

DR. LUYOMBY A

tc this and I cannot go more than my fell

l thin~ ~ apprhec1a
that we have to receive - to winnow the evid ow

Conu111ss1oncrere
ff
and select the gram from the cha •

ence

from the 25th of December. 1981; this is Wh
S
The witness took uck
. comr den
to the cell; and on that day he saw his
they were taken ba
d •
•
a e
. . . who at that time, appeared dea m a corridor. And fro~
Rwab1h1g1k • to the 20th January, 1982, almost a month. Is the
there .he too
us t between that period
. th at occurr ed to the witness re
. "fi
anyth~ngs1gnt icldanlike
to tell this Commission during that spell of timeo;
the witness wou
-

MUGOTE:

.nk there is anything there. I have been quoting everything·
I •do· not hth1t as happening until. I reached on t hat day of 20th.
'
g1vmg w a w

DR. MAKUBUY A:

- bout this death of Rwabihigi in Makindye, did you know before
Agam a
b"h· •' b d ?
you left Makindye what happened to Rwa l 1g1s o y.

MUGOTE:

No, 1 did not know. After we came from the cell, we were told that the
body was taken to his home.

DR. MA.KUBUYA:

Did you see it on the following day, for example?

MUGOTE:

The body?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

MUGOTE:

The body was removed from the corridor to where, we did not know.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And you had nothing to do with its removal?

MUGOTE:

How?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

There is this mention of Mr. Odweri who was Ticket Examiner; and
there is some argument of whether you denied his sister to travel
without a ticket and so on. Did you know Odweri' s sister?

MUGOTE:

I did not know her. When she came to me that 'I am a sister of
Odweri', I want to go to Kampala without a ticket.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Somebody claimed to be his sister?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And you just said, I am sorry, you need a ticket.

MUGOTE:

Yes; you need a ticket. Because we have got one we call free vouchers
and; T.T.Os; card pass; life pass.
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MUGOTE:
DR MAK
MUGOTE:
DR. MAK
MUGOT

MUGOT

DR

I R. MAKLlBllY A:

Were you a

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA·

Meaning_

iUGOTE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

personal friend of Od .
wen?

Odweri was in Ken b
ya efore when I was at Nairobi.
So personally yo h
.
u ave nothing against him?

MUGOTE:

I have nothing exce t h
P t at I refused his sister.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Somebody who claimed t0 b

MUGOTE:

DR MA.KUBUY A:

e

.

.

e his SISlerwhom you did not know.

Yes. even if she could b h. .
e is sister whom I know, she could not be
g I\• ,en a ch ance to travel free.
i see. Okay, I think this interesting document here talks about money
havmg been paid - yo thr
.
.
u
ee people havmg been lucky - because you
paid money for your release otherwise you would have perished.

MUGOTE:

That is right.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Do you know anything about paying money for your release?

MUGOTE:

This is what is paining me.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you pay any money to be released?

MUGOTE:

I never paid money. The Commission of Inquiry took its job and we
were released. Now, how does the question of money come in?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see. Of course, the other thing is this Commission of Inquiry; did you
appear before any Commission of Inquiry?

MUGOTE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

They never approached you in -

MUGOTE:

They never approached us; it is only the statements we made.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where did you make these statements?

MUGOTE:

In Makindye.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were they given to the Commission of Inquiry?

MUGOTE:

I do not know.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
MUGOTE:

What Commission of Inquiry are you talking about anyway?
This was stated in our release.
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Jt IS

DR. MAKUBUYA

•

I 11

your release?

Yes.

MUGOTE:

DR.
tl•oned

e you men
Then of cours
an
asscmbly d put on a car
car?

DR MAKUBUYA:

J 3 people who were rcrnoved fr
Can you give me more details ab 0 111
out lhis

MU

MUGOTE;

. car was driven away from Makindye.
This

D

DR MAKUBUYk

What type of a car?

M

MUGOTE:

It was black behind - I do not know what I can call it;

I did.not

D

recognise the name of the car.
D
DR. MAKUBUY A:

Type - Land Rover·, Mercedes Benz or what?

MUGOTE:

It was a Land Rover.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who was responsible for picking out these 13 people?

MUGOTE:

The one in-charge was Oketa as we heard his name; the rest we could
not know but this Oketa was very well known.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Have you reported these matters to the police? You mentioned that you
had written up these statements in an anticipation of pursuing this case.
Have you taken these problems to the authorities?

MUGOTE:

Those have already been written before this Commission, of course, we
did not know whether there will be a Commission of Human Rights I
took these to Room No.9 first where they read those papers; after the}
had read them they sent me to No .15. In No. 15 I handed all my papers
to a certain army man whom I did not know his name; but he was in
No.15 who assured me that in one week time he will be able to give me
how this case will go. When I went there, he just told me that that 1sa
case for the police. Then I told him, can you return my papers? He
said, the papers are misplaced.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
My friend, you are talking about Room No.9· Room No.15. of what
building?
'
MUGOTE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

C.P.S, the Central Police Station.
When did you send these papers?

MUGOTE:
They were sent in May, 198 .
6
DR. MAKUBUY A:
MUGOTE:

In May, 1986?
Yes.
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pR \IAKUBUYA:

were still waiting "
,or a rcpt f
Y rom Room 15?
R00 m 15 told
me
that
I· .
•
t h at . case• Th at .is the t. 11sis a Po1·ice case· h h
rephed that the
time I asked hi • • e as nothing to do with
papers were misplaced~ to return my papers. And he

MVGOTE:

DR MAkCBUY A:
MUGOTE:

d nor

DR MAKUBU\:

Apparently you

~

And that is all you h
ave done about the case so far?
.
Until when we h
•
eard that they have formed . . .
I see· th k
an mquiry m human rights.
. an you.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Mr. Mugote, where is Mr. J 0 h O
.
n dwon now?

MUGOTE:

He is in Kampala.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Is he still working in the Ra1·1ways?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

As what?

MUGOTE:

As a clerk.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And he is stationed at the Kampala Station?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What would you like this Commission to do?

MUGOTE:

In connection -

DR. LUYOMBY A:

With Odwori and that letter assuming that the photostat copy is a true
copy?

MUGOTE:

I think it is you to decide; not me to decide for you, Sir.

KAKWENZIRE:

I find your testimony inadequate in many places. I do not doubt that
you were arrested and imprisoned; but where you were stretching your
imagination to bring in people who caused your arrest, there is a lot of
gaps to be filled in if it is to make sense to us who were not there. For
instance, I would want you to say, if you believed these people wanted
your job; we would like to know who of the five wanted your job; why
they wanted your job; and whether they got your job? Was John
Odwori aspiring for your job?

MUGOTE:

Yes.

OU

e.

e
I

KAKWENZIRE:
COUNSEL:

What makes you to believe that he was aspiring for your job?
My Lord Chairman, the problem we are going to enter into - because,
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h.
and there which have alreact
ere further we ask h.tm a bout Whyydi been,
t,e these speculatwns
.
• The
ma~t, made by a w1t~ess.h best we can conclude is that this had they
ma) e.
J think t e
ed h
PPcn
want this - in fact,
to Makindye: he was tortur
t ere; rnaybc e(!
him: he was taken_ that fact happened. Then we stop ther .the
t~ople are not k~own.
th bu;ople who committed the atrocities agai~~ ~e
1
~ ay try to estabhsh e_~ 1 would rather request that we just leave ~1lll
1 th1
b)' speculating. So
which Wehit at
1u sion on availableb evidence
•
ke
a
cone
d
•
h
.
ave
that and then ma
, 'led to connect any o Y m t e Railways
.·
we
have
1a1
W1th
We may say.
.
the arrest Of this witness.
• d ends when he brings his case; it depends
Leading Counsel' it dep Does he want us to really see that he won
what he wants us to ot. identify who caused it? And if he wantsas
d
he wants us o
.
.
d
to
torture . or
h
t more thinking mto 1t an more research into "t·
us identify, could e ~utantial thing to go by some substantial eviden~'.
and produce somethsusentality of people who normally bring casest'
because I know e m
o
know -

KAKWENZIRE:

• ·oner ' the problem is that. the
My Lady Comm1ss1
h Commission
A d h' . of Inquit\:
.i
was set up to fimd Out violations of. human ng • ts. h' n t 1s 1s a witness
who heard about this; and he thmks_ by takmg im to Makmdye for
reasons not known to him·, and for bemg
.
tortured, taken to godown and
, rth was violations of human nghts. And we may conC:ludeeven
so ,o
. 1 .
f h
.
with his evidence that there were v10 ation o
urnan tights in
Makindye. As to who was responsible - that maybe a different
question. We may come to conclusion that _the _Co~anding _Officer
who was in-charge of that prison at that material time 1s responsible for
having committed the violations of human rights; without pin-pomtmg
that this particular witness was actually taken there by so and so. That
is what I am trying to; he may not know what use his evidence maybe;
it is for us I think to decide of what use this evidence is .

COUNSEL:

..

CHAIRMAN:

MUGOTE:

Commissioners, any more questions? We leave it at that. Okay, Mr.
Mugote, thank you very much for having come forward to have given
us your evidence regarding your detention and your experience in
Makindye. I think a point has been made already by one of the
Commissioners that it is - you have given the facts of what happened to
you during your detention; but we will draw our own inference from
that evidence. Thank you.
Thank you very much, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

0

~nsel, .I _do not know what are your plans for the remainder of the
ay, but it is now 4.55 p.m. I do not know whether you intend to call
another witness?
;

COUNSEL:

rd
My Lo _Chairman, I pray that you adjourn the session for today; we

shall continue with this
.
case tomorrow· ' there are many other witnesses
to come.
CHAIRMAN:

Counsel,

th

an1cyou very much.
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The session is adjourned, we shall

resume to111or
row at 9 30
• a.rn.
CH \IRl\t ·\N

th

COL'NSFL:

Fellow Co1111111·s
,•
s1oners L
now goin
' egat Coun I
.
g to start today's
.
se s, Ladies and Gentlemen we are
session 0 r 26th
•
M,) Lord Chairman G
February, 1987 at 10.00 a.m.
1
~Ontinue With the evi,den;; ~:~e_n and Lady Commissioner, we still
m the Uganda Railways C
att~g to the Violations of Human Rights
Haran Mutenga.
orporation. The 57th witness this morning is

it:
Ce;

to

COUNSEL:

WITNEss N0.57: MR. HARON MUTENGA - SWORN IN
Can you state your names please?

MUTENGA:

Haran Mutenga.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MUTENGA:

52 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

I stay in the Railways quarters at Nsambya.
What do you do?
I work as a Yard Supervisor in the Uganda Railways Corporation.
Since when have you been working as a Yard Supervisor?

MUTENGA:

Since 1986.

COUNSEL:

And where have you been stationed?

MUTENGA:

I came in Kampala 1111979.

COUNSEL:

Before you became a Yard Supervisor in 1986, what were you doing in
Kampala from 1979?

MUTENGA:

I was working as a Train Inspector.

COUNSEL:

So you worked as a Train Inspector up to 1986 when you became a
yard Supervisor?

MUTENGA:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

d • '>
Now, as a Yard Supervisor' what are your ut1es.

MUTENGA:

• wh'ich leave the station and those which come into the
I look after trams
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station

COUNSFL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

On 23rd of Decemb er • l 981 , were you on duty?
DR.LUY
I was not on duty on that day.

MUTEN

Where were you?

COUNS

r was at home b ut on that day I went to collect my salary.
You went to collect your salary from where?

COUNS

From the Chief Traffic Manager's Office.

MUTE

COUNSEL:

Did you get your salary?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then what followed?

MUTENGA:

As I was coming downstairs I met a friend of mine called David
Kirunda.

COUN
MUT

COUNSEL:

What happened when you met your friend David Kirunda?

MUTENGA:

As I was still conversing with him there came a policeman by the name
of Okiria. That Okiria told me that I was wanted at the Police Station
in the Railways Police Station. I went with him up to the Railways
Police Station.

COUNSEL:

Before you went to the Railways Police Station, did Okiria tell you why
you were wanted at the Railways Police Station?

MUTENGA:

He did not give me the reason why they wanted me, he only told me to
go with him.

COUNSEL:

Did you know Okiria before?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I knew him before as a Policeman.

COUNSEL:

Where was he stationed?

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:

MUTEN

MUT

cou

M
C
He was stationed at Kampala, he was residing at Railways Barracks at
Nsambya.
So you accepted to go to the Railways Station.
what happened?

Did you reach there and

th
At e Police Station I met a gentleman dressed in civilian clothes and
ano~her gentleman called Wabwire whom I knew. When I reached the
Police, Wabwire told me that this gentleman has come from the Nile
Mansions and he wants you.
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pR I lJ'\ 01\fBYA
~fl1Tl NG\:

COl'NSEI:
MUTFNGA·
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

Clarification. What did Wab .
Wiredo, what was his work?
He was a Police man w·th
1
two stars.
Did you know Mr Wab . ?
•
wire.
Yes, I knew him as an Offi .
.
icer m the Railway Police Station.
He was stationed in which station?
st
He.
~as.
ationed at
Kampala Railway Police Station and he was
residing m Kampala
Barracks.
What was his position in the Railway Police Station?
I do not know the ranks but what I know he had two stars.

COUNSEL:
What I want to know, was he in charge of that station or something like
that?

David
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

name
ation

MUTENGA:

ways
COUNSEL:

why

e to

So what followed when Wabwire told you all that?
After telling me that, he introduced me to the gentleman from the army
and the army man told me that he had come from the Nile Mansions, he
wanted me.
You mean he introduced this man in civilian as an army man?

MUTENGA:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what followed?

MUTENGA:

at

He was not the one in charge of that police station.

There was a van parked outside belonging to the police, they told me to
go with them into this van and we took off.

COUNSEL:

You took off for where?

MUTENGA:

Up to Nile Mansions.

COUNSEL:

What followed when you reached Nile Mansions?

MUTENGA:

When we reac h ed NI.le Mansions I together with the army man left the
van and we went upstairs.

COUNSEL:

•
?
you mean you wa lk ed on your own when you reached Nile Mansions.
How did you go?

MUTENGA:

•
n my own together with the army man. And we went to
I was wa lk mg O
b
erlv
• her 112 or 102 ' I do not remem er prop J.
Room e1t

d
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\\'l'tl'

\Vt·

WH 1"111g
1,·

Wl'l"l'

l\llJ rt·NGA:

Dtd ) tlll

. , thi~

,11110
111

1i.:.1d1ng

y1lll

,.

"'}\)\\

•

l1lgl•(\l('I

1hc niom

01

you

wc1e

hcint \c\l/

•

, "lwrc vou wnc g,,ing?

C'O

•

Ml

l did mlt !mow where we were going.

COl'NSFL:
l\tllTf<'NGA:

COllNSI L:

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

S1l \'Oll

\\l:

·rl' twin••
iakcn'l
' O

Thal is right·
. imsition of this room clearly. You say that it was
I et us get tlH.: •
••
.1 •
•
... • ficing this room. ii you cntcrcu It at all'?
I 12. Wlll:rc ,,,1s i 1 '
,
- sions we branched
As you enter N 1le M ' 111•

off

to

1{)

2 or

the left.

Yes. you entered, what followed?

MUTENGA:

We met two gentlemen m the room.
me to produce my Identity Card.

COUNSEL:

Did you know this gentleman?

MUTENGA:

I did not know him.

COUNSEL:

How were they dressed?

MUTENGA:

He was dressed in civilian clothes.

COUNSEL:

So when they asked you for the Identity Card. did you give it and what
followed?

MUTENGA:

I gave it to them and they recorded what they wanted m their book then
they returned it to me. Later he spoke in Swahili tellmg the man who
had brought me that "Weka hi chini ya ulinzi" meamng that take him
and lock him up.

COUNSEL:

Did you understand this word "Weka hi c/zini ya ulin::.i"?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I understood it.

COUNSEL:

Did they explain to you why they were putting you in?

MUTENGA:

They did not explain to me. From there I was taken to a nearb) cell
belonging to the Police which is near the Nile Mansions

COUNSEL:

When you were told to be put in "chini va uli11::.i". you were taken from
that room to another place?
•

MUTENGA:

Yes, downstairs, we left Nile Mansions.
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One of those two gentlemen asked

on the other side there is a

small police cell and I kn
COU ' EL:

MUTENGA:

You mean you came l

.

ow II very well.

d
.
. .
o un er this butldmg or where?

There is a police post
.
corner somewhere. on a certain comer on this very building but in a

COUNSEL:

Now, when you were being brought from Nile Mansions to this
Conference Centre, were you alone?
.MUTENGA:
lO~ or

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COLNSEL:

asked

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

What I want to know, were there other people who were also arrested?
There were no other people, J was alone,
Did you reach this room and then what happened?
When I reached that room, I was asked to produce my Identity Card and
to take out all things which I had in my pockets.
They had taken your Identity Card. Do you mean they had returned it
to you?
Yes, they had returned it to me.

COUNSEL:

Okay, what followed?

hat
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

ho

J

h
.
.
.
o roug t me from the Railway Police Station.

MUTENGA:

MUTENGA:

en

l was with the man wh b

They registered my names in their register and the man who brought me
went back, he left me there.
So you remained alone or with whom?
I remained there together with some other prisoners about two or three
whom I met there. On that very day on the 23rd when I was arrested
there was a party going on outside Nile Mansions. During that night,
two men were brought, who were drunk from the party, and they
started shouting. At 1.00 a.m a Land Rover came and took us away all
of us were taken to C.P.S because the other two men were shouting
while the party was still going on.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Clarification. Is the witness sure that the men who were brought into
the room were got from the party?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I am sure because one of them came while he was holding a bottle
of beer.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Mutenga, you did not know where these people came from unless
they told you.

MUTENGA:

The way they were talking, those people who were in charge. in a
language which I could understand, I knew that they came from the
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p:11t)'
COlJN.',I I.

, ' k·1vc
that :ilolll'.,
Wl' 111,1)
'
'.,.,
11ll'I
in
that
pol1<..:c
posl
yn11ll, u
( )kll)

()id ym1 know any of lhcsc J)ri<,
1
~

11Cri;

COUN

MU'IP..
~llJTl NCi\:

COUNStl.:
MlJTENG/\:

COUNSl•L:
l\1UTI NGA:

COUNSEi:

I did nol know any of them.
Even thl'/iC two men w 110

1 du.J not know

were brought in you did not know them'/

tlll'lll

Ahout whal t ,me were you taken to C. J>S?

Between twelve n11d night and 1.00 a.m
So you had been in the cell right from when you were put tn up to this

tune?
MUTENGA.

Yes, all the time I was in this cell.

COUNSEL:

While in the cell, did anything of significance happen?

MUTENGA:

J do not remember anything happen which is significant.

COUNSEL:

Okay, when you reached C.P.S, what followed?

MUTENGA:

When we reached the C.P.S, we came out of the vehicle and I was
taken into one of the room where again I was asked to produce my
identity card.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the room number?

MUTENGA-

I do not remember the number of the room but it is the first room as
you enter C.P.S.

M

COUNSEL:

On which floor?

MUTENGA;

Right away as you enter the C.P.S, the room is on the right hand side.

COUNSEL:

It was at night at around between mid-night and 1.00 a.m.
meet any policeman at the counter?

MUTENGA:

Yes, there were some police men at the counter.

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

Did they make any entries on your arrival?
They did.
Did they state anything?
I did not state anything.
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Did you

C

COl 1\Sl'L:

Now, what were the

··

•

Y Wrttmg tf you did not say anything''

MUTENGA·

They wrote Illy nam • I h
.
llte 111
.
cs m e register and my property such as shoes and
oncy w111chI had.

COl NSr:L.

Did they do this to y

MUTENGA:

Yes , they did the same thing.

COUNSFL:

Then, what followed?

MUTENGA:

We were taken and J k d
·
.
oc e up m a cell. The followmg day at around
3
s. o a m , two gentlemen came, one was in civihan clothes and another
one was dressed in UNLA uniform. They sent a policeman to come for
me and I went to them. They told me that they had come for me and
tha~ they were going with me. The policemen asked them to sign in the
register book. They signed and then my identity card was returned to
me.

h f .
our ot er nends you had been taken together with?

COUNSEL:

What of your money?

MUTENGA:

The money was not returned to me.

COUNSEL:

How much was it incidentally?

MUTENGA:

It was about Shs .480.

COUNSEL:

So tpese people said they were taking you.
were taking you?

MUTENGA:

They did not tell me when we were still there, but when we had
boarded the Land Rover they told me.

COUNSEL:

Were they taking you alone or with your friends you had come
together.

MUTENGA:

I was being taken alone.

COUNSEL:

So, what followed?

MR. NAGENDA:

He had just said they told him where they were talpng him. Can he tell
us where they were taking him?

MUTENGA:

In the Land Rover they told me that they were taking me to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did they take you to Makindye?

MUTENGA:

Yes, they drove towards Makindye and we reached Makindye.

COUNSEL:

This was at what time; approximately
Makindye?
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Did they say where they

at what time did you reach

MUlTNGA:

. d at about 9.00 a.m. When we reached M
We reached Makin ye dressed in army uniform took Ille t akinctye
the gentleman who was
o a cetta1~
office at Makindye.

DR LUYOMBYA

.
Whereabout m Makindye? Makindye is a large
Clarificatl<~'.;akindye
Barracks?
area. Do
you mean

MUTENGA:

In that office I met some of my friends whom I knew.

COUNSEL:

reached Makindye you were taken to an offi
You mean whepn~;~ you knew there?
tee at\<!
you met some

MUTENGA:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

MUTE

Who are these people you met?
MR.

MUTENGA:

I met Sebastiano Mugote and Mr. Batuuma.

COUNSEL:

Was that all?

MUTENGA:

Yes, but later on they brought another one whom I knew.

COUNSEL:

Who was that?

MUTENGA:

Mr. Rwabihigi.

MU

COUNSEL:

How had you known these people? Had you known them before?

co

MUTENGA:

I was working with them and I am still working with some of them.

COUNSEL:

So you were all in that office, what happened?

MUTENGA:

At the time I arrived in that office, they were taking down a statement
from Sebastian Mugote while beating him and it is the same thing wluch
happened to Batuuma.

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:

M

co

Who was taking the statements and beating?
They were army men dressed in uniform.
What of you two; Rwabihigi and you, what was happening to you in the
meantime?
th
At e time I arrived in that office they told me to sit down. I sat down
th
and ey asked me whether I knew the others whom I met there. 1
answered that I knew them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. When you say "Abo bonna mbamanyi" that means all of
~em but you have only mentioned two people were there other people
m the r
th •
'
oom at is why you are saying all of them?
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M

C
M

C

Those are the two who were there.

statement
g which

COL NSI'l:

Mayhe. did you know th .
.
esc soldiers who were beating these people'?

MlJ'lFl\'G A.

I did not know them.

COlNSFl:

Yes. contmue, you were seated down.

MUTFNGA

They asked me abo t t
me was th t d
u wo or three questions, The first one they asked
people b _a . 0 you know that you have been conspiring with these
h, nngmg food and taking it to bandits? The second question
w;\t ~t do you know that you have been holding meetings in the home
o t e ate Rwabihigi at Kabuga?

MR NAGENDA:

Clarification
. . • at that time was not late
b
• I am sorry but Rwab1h1g1
ecause he was brought in. What do you mean by the late Rwabihigi.

COUNSEL:

He is now dead, my Lord

MUTENGA:

What I mean he is now dead.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what was the third question.

MUTENGA:

The third question was that do you know that you had planned, all of
you had planned to set fire on Kampala Railway Station?

COUNSEL:

Yes, what was your answer to the first question that you were taking
food to the bandits.

MUTENGA:

I denied the allegation. I told him that I have never taken any food to
any bandits in the bush.

COUNSEL:

Was that the truth?

MUTENGA:

That was the truth.

C0UNSEL:

What was your answer to the second question that you were holding
meetings.

MUTENGA:

I have never held any meetings in the home of Rwabihigi and I did not
know his home at all, I had never gone there.

COUNSEL:

What was your answer to the third question.

MUTENGA:

I told them that we had no plan to set fire to the Railway Station and I
asked them how could we set fire on the Railway Station. we had no

u in the

at down

I

devices to do so.

aJJ of
people

COUNSEL:

When they said you had a plan. did they mention whom you were
planning with?
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an . meetings in the home of Rwabihigi anct .
1 dtd %1

I have nc,·er held . 1f I had never gone there.
.. h ,me at a .

knOW !llS

cocNSFL:

MUTFNG:\:

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:

MUTENGA:

l

.

'er to the third question.
What wa•s y'our ans\\
to the Railway Star
d nO plan to set fire R
.I
ton an
1 told them that we ha
Id we set fire on the a1 way Station, Weh d I
actno
asked them how cou
devices to do so

COUN

•d you had a plan, did they mention whom Yo
When they sai
u Were
planning with?
..Ysetf
Id me that a11 of us who were
.h. .there had a plan. ..
,v1
They to
Batuuma and Rwab1 1g1.
,
Sebastian Mugote,
)'• man who was taking down the statement is the one Whofitrst
The arm while
• I was still down. After that they
. took all
. of us to the
beat
me
known
as
Godown
and
I
thmk
that
1s
where they
place popular1Y
tortured people.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. You were seated during the interrogation.

MUTENGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And then you were beaten. Were you still sitting down, were you
made to lie down or which part of your body was beaten?

MUTENGA:

While I was still sitting down he told me that if you do not acceptI
am going to beat you and pointing the muzzle of the pistol in my face
and there is still a scar.

COUNSEL:

you mean he was just pointing it and it made a scar on you?

MUTENGA:

He used the muzzle of the pistol to hit me on my forehead. He
wanted me to accept the allegatio~ that was labelled against me but
when I refused his friend told him that you take them to the Godown
they will see.

COUNSEL:

MUTEN

DR.L

MUT

cou
MU

co

Was that all they did to you in that office or was there any other
beatings they did.

MUTENGA:
That is all they did to me while at the office but afterwards I was
taken to the Godown where more beatings were done.
COUNSEL:
Where~~ this Godown to which you were taken? Was it within that
very hmldmg where the office was or it was in another place?
COUNSEL:
The Godown is on another building which is about 20 or 30 ya
rds
away from where we were.

MR.NAGENDA:
Clarification. By the tim th
{
Rwabihigi arrived?
e ey took you to the Godown. had :N
1 r,
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MU

co

C

MUTE~GA:

COUNSEL:
MUTfNGo\:

DR LUYOMBYA:
f)

~elf.
MUTENGA:

ho first
to the
re they

e you

Clarification please. Can you tell us exactly how you were led into
that Godown?
They just pushed us like one who is pushing a cattle which is going to
be slaughtered and we were at gun point. And at the gate leading to
the Godown there are some steps, we were not allowed to go down
steps but we were pushed down and it is about 7 ft. from the top.

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you get any injury?

MUTENGA:

Yes, we got some injuries.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Mutenga, the Commission would only like to know what
happened to you alone; as for what happened to your other friends
who ~re still alive we shall get that direct from them. What injury did
you get when you were pushed 7 ft down.

MUTENGA:

I got pain in the chest.

COUNSEL:

Were you knocked by the steps, were these steps concrete or they
were wooden?

MUTENGA:

They were wooden steps.

COUNSEL:

Now, describe how this Godown looked like. How wide it was, was
it lighted?

MUTENGA:

I cannot exactly know how wide it was but there was no light at all.

COUNSEL:

Maybe you did not know that it was possibly, can we say as spacious
or you could not know it was spacious at all.

MUTENGA:

At that time one could not imagine after having been beaten.

COUNSEL:

On the floor which you fell, was it concrete or it was of soil?

MUTENGA:

It was cemented.

ther

ds

\Vhile we were still in the Godown we were beaten very severely. In
tbe Godown they used about three devices, the first one is a whip
made out of the skin of a hippo.

So you were pushed and you fell seven feet down?

., but

own

Yes. you were taken to the Godown.

COUNSEL:

cept I
• face

He

th
By e time I wa<,first taken to the Godown Rwabihigi had not been
brought.

r.
1129

cot

1

NSFl:

G Od owns. was it by the same Peopl c \Vh

I?
were in these
• were different peop e
•S
or these
heaten you up
o

)'OU

o haq

"ere rhe same people.

MlTTENGA:

TheV
• ''

Did you get any
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA
MR. NAGENDA

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

. .

•

MUTENGA.

?

, from these beatings.

tnJUr}

COUNSEL·

hi which contained an iron inside I bled.
As they used a w p
.
s started to tell us about the three different ki
nd
Actually the witnC:as interrupted. Could he please tell us?
s of
devices before he
.
whip made out of the skin of a hippo the
They were usmg a
.
Y Were
.
. n and then a stick.
usmg an 1ro
were beaten with a stick and then a skin of a h'
You say that yo~ Since there was no light how did you know lbPPo
whip and a meta •
a out
this or how did you see?

Can you now estimate how wide this Godown is?

MUTENGA:

As I said they were beating me severely I could not really manage to
know the width or the length of the room.
What of your friends, were they also being beaten?
people whom you found in the Godown?

MUTENGA:

There were no other people.

COUNSEL:

What else did you see in the Godown.

MUTENGA:

I noticed a skull in the Godown and they told us that if we do not
accept we shall be the same.

COUNSEL:

MUTENG

COUNSE

MUTE

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL·

COUNS

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA.

MR.NA

You could see! From that light could you see the whole room?
Yes.

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL.

·ng to that Godown is wide enough and when they 0
The door Iead I
Pen
'ght
comes
through
so
one
can
be
able
to
see.
l
the door the 1

MUTENGA:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

MUTENGA:

Clarification. When you were being beaten,
Godown open so that you could see?

COUN

Were there other

MU

was the door of that

M

It was open it was not closed.

M

How many men beat you?
Two men beat me.
Of the three types of wh.
describe?
ips which one was used on you, can
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you

MU TEN<.,\.

COUNSll:

Of

Do you say it was as thick as this microphone?

MUTfNGA:

Yes.

COLNSEL:
MUTENGA:

There was a lot of ~
b .
Orce emg used when they were beating you?
Yes a lot of force was used.

COUNSEL:

Did you sustain injuries?

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

open
MR. NAGENDA:

The whole of my back was bleeding blood and some of th,_scars can
be seen.
If they can be seen please the Commissioners may wish to see them
because to use a metal like that on a person certainly the scars must be
seen. If they are on the back you can remove your shirt if you do not
mind. Please show them.
The thing is that he does not look there but the scar is still there.

COUNSEL:

After this torture which took I am sure some time, how long did it
take maybe in the godown?

MUTENGA:

We could stay in the godown for about 30 minutes or an hour and
they take us back to the office to make statements.

COUNSEL:

So you "were taken to the office to make statement?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were you taken back to the office to make statement. Did you make
any statement?

MUTENGA:

All they wanted us to say was that we were bandits.

COUNSEL:

Did you make any statement?

MUTENGA:

I made a statement but half way because I did not accept their
allegations.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you mean to say that your friends in ~our hearing d~d actually
make statements accepting what they were bemg told to say.

MUTENGA:

A
b:t :;

KAKWENZIRE:

•
odown being beaten you say there were two
When yo~ were m theldg assume that your other friends those two
men beatmg you shou we

to

t

It was long hut It was of th"1s size.
.

were being beaten I could not hear what my friends could say
statement was not finished it was recorded half way.
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0

eople beating them or the two Were b"··t·
f them had other P
"" tni,
?

C,

everybody.
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

men who were beating him.
Each one of us had two
cnts when you had to come from the god
You made these statem
own?

MUTENGA:

.
ere taken to godown we had to go back to the offic
Each ume we w b t whenever we refused to accept the alle ~ to
make statements iack to the godown
gattons
they could take us

CHAIRMAN

. d that they were taken down more than once ho
He repI1e
'
w rnany
times were you taken?

MUTENGA:

n to godown three times.
We were take

COUNSEL:

h

• ?
And every time the same treatment was appenmg.

y
The last time we were in the godown we were unable to speak
:;·we were unable to stand we were completely exhausted.

COUNSEL:

On which time did Rwabihigi join you?

MUTENGA:

Rwabihigi joined us when we had gone to the godown on the second
occasion.

COUNSEL:

So on the third occasion you were taken with him down?

MUTENGA:

He was not taken down but in the office he was asked whether he
knew us. I did not hear what he replied.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. These three times you were led out to the godown, was
it on the same day, were they different days?

MUTENGA:

That was on the same day the day we arrived at Makindye.

COUNSEL:

This was on the 24th is it not?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

MUTENG

coUNS
MUTEN

COUNS
MUTE

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

coUNSE

On the third time when you were brought up, what followed after ,ou
had become so weak?

MUTE

DR.L

cou
MUT

cou
MU

co

When we left the godown the third occasion we were taken to cells at
the quarter guard.
This was now approximately what time?
This was between 2.00 p.m. and 3.00 p.m.
Yes, what followed?

C
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~HI 11 '-.;L-;\:

We were left th, .
ere in Cells.

('()l'"\Srl:

\\'horn did you 1..

,n

TTNG ·\:

t

ns

0

COl'NSfl:

Was he in the cells yo
u were put in?

MUTFNGI\:

He was not in the c II
corridor.
e where we were put in but he was in the

COL'NSFL:

What was he doing in the corn·ctor?

l\fUTENGA:

He was lying down He had b .
not tell that that was Rwab"h•
. nuses all over his body and one could
1 1g1
we knew.

COUNSEL:

Was he dressed or he was undressed?

MUTENGA:

He was dressed but his clothes were full of bl00. d

DR LUYOMBYA:

Try to question him again.

COUNSEL:

The s~~o~d time you were brought out of that godown that is when
Rwab1h1g1was in the office and he was asked whether he knew you?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then you were brought out of the godown back to office but
Rwabihigi was not there and you met him in the cell in the Quarter
Guard?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

The time Rwabihigi was brought to office and shown to you. was he
in the same state as you found him when you met him in the cell?

MUTENGA:

He was in the same state.

COUNSEL:

Was he walking or could he stand?

MUTENGA:

The time we met him in the office he was seated down I could not

speak

econd

er he

was

OU

at

.

cave behind, you said th
•
rce of you were taken?
When we ea
rnc out of h
Rwabihigi he was
t c godown the thir .
Rwabihigi was th, not around. But whe d lime we did not see
ere.
n We entered into the cells

know how he was brought.

COUNSEL:

re locked in the cell ' were you all put in one cell or
So you say you We
each one was put in a separate cell?

MUTENGA:

We were put in one cell the three of us.

COUNSEL:

What followed?

•
I 133

MUTFNGA:

pm my wife and that of Mugote b
4 00
On the 24th at abWout
re able .to take the sodas but when we rought
~~
O~r
us some s
d hee~could not take it..
e<}
Rwabihig1a so a
ffi d him when he was lying down or he h·
You mean you o ere
ad sat

COUNSEL:

down?

MUTENGA:

.
in down. We asked our fellow prisoners to take •
He was .c;t11lIy g
d ·n1c it After taking the soda w
htll\
one s~a but he could not n
•
e rernaine<}
MUTEN

in the cell.
. n any food or anything at all?
You were not give
they brought posho but we were unable to
•
At about 3 .00 Pe·mstill
· in a bad state except our other fellow prisoeat it
because we Wer
ners
ate it.

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

In these Quarter Guard cells were there other prisoners?

COUNS
MUTEN

COUNS
MUTE

COUNSEL:
yes, there were many prisoners.

MUTENGA:

They were in other cells?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUTENGA:

So after you had taken the soda and returned

COUNSEL:

into cells, what

followed?
MUTENGA:

Every day at 6.00 p.m. we were led to go for a parade to be counted
After counting us we went back to the cells.
•

COUNSEL:

This was on the 24th?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So at 6.00 p.m. on the 24th you were counted?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So at 6.00 p.m. on the 24th you were counted?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then?

MUTENGA:

When we were going for a parad R
• • •
the corridor he could t
e, wabihig1 was still lying there in
back to the cells and no leven crawl to enter into the cell. \Ve went
we sept.

COUNSEL:

Slept up to morning?

MUTENGA:

•

Yes .
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C

C()l '\ ,1 L:

MUTT'\<..,\.

COl

~El:

MUTENGA:
COLI\SEL:
eat it

~fl.;TENGA:

ner~
COLNSEL:

What happened in th
.
e morning?
As usual on the 25th D

ecember we
fi
•
Went or the parade to be counted.
When you were gain to
corridor?
g be counted, did you meet Rwabihigi on the
Yes, we met him in the corridor.
Did he look as he was I00 k.
tng the day you had seen him?
Yes, he looked as he had looked the day before.
So you went to be counted, then what followed?

MUTENGA:
~~e;

~~~g counted we Went back to o~r cells.

Between 10.00 a.m.
_a.m. some of our fellow pnsoners came and infonned us
that our fnend had died and the same fellow prisoners infonned us
that they were the ones who lifted the dead body and took it to the
place where they usually took the dead bodies.
COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

Did they mention the name of the place or the site?
They told us that they took the body to a certain building where dead
bodies were kept at Makindye.

COUNSEL:

After receiving this sad news, what followed?

MUTENGA:

We tried to contact some soldiers who were around and eventually
they told us that the dead body had been taken to Mulago.

KAWANGA:

What date was this?

MUTENGA:

This was on the 25th my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Ever since you got that information you have never seen Mr.
Rwabihigi again, is that true?

MUTENGA:

That is true, I have never seen him again up to now.

COUNSEL:

What happened to you after this incident?

MUTENGA:

From 25th December up to 20th January the following year we were

ed.

still prisoners at Makindye.
COUNSEL:

What happened on the 20th January?

MUTENGA:

On that day we wer~ call~ b

commission of enqmry ha

no case.
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from the cell and we were informed that a
set up and they found out that we had
een

COUNSEL:
MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

Who coldyou?

ested me W ho later on I learnt to
. be Mr. Okaka
leman
who
arr
.
M
nsions
as
well
at
Makmdye
is the ne
nt
The ge
• Nile a
&
0
had an office in
ho signed the release 1orm.
who
d he is the one w
who told us an
.
ission
of
Jnqmry
had found that You
that the CO mm
This man told you , members of this - maybe before we come to that
had no case, had any
ore about this gentleman Okaka, who was
.k to know m
·
h
1
_ we would 1 e _
working in Nile Mans10ns, ave you seen
he.? You have said he was
him after that?
him again after our release.

MUTENGA:

I have never seen

COUNSEL:

Might you have learnt wher e he could be?

MUTENGA:

I cannot tel1.

COUNSEL:

I suppose 1•f he was brought before you could you be able to identify
him?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I can be able to identify him.

COUNSEL:

So you say that he informed you that a Commission of Inquiry ever
came to you when you were still in prison?

MUTENGA:

One of the members of the commission called me and he took me to
his office.

COUNSEL:

Mention his name if you know it.

MUTENGA:

He is called Joseph Kitui but unfortunately he was killed on the 9th
October, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when he came for you what did he say?

MUTENGA:

He told me that a commission had been set up to inquire into our case
and that they would visit my home and my offices to carrv out
investigations.
•

COUNSEL:

Did they do this?

MUTENGA:

Yes, they did it.

COUNSEL:
Did you, maybe, come across their findings?
MUTENGA:

I knew of some of their findings.

COUNSEL:
Was there any document or something which is written?
MUTENGA:

I have a photostat copy of h ·
.
many pages.
t eir findings but in part because there were
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co
CH

Ol '\SI L.

CHAIRMAN·

Mx Lord Chainn,m gentle
document is a photo' t
men a nd lady Commissioner, although the
s at copy I request that it be exhibited.
What is being shown to the
. .
11th January, 1982 f
Commission here is a I00 document dated
Intelligence Office 9 ~om a person called Joseph Kitui, Military
the I.O Military l~teltl_1Battalion, Makindye, Kampala, addressed to
• a photostat copy of igcnce' Makindye, 9 th I'>atta 10n,
is
Kampala. It
1
th
Joseph Kitui to the I.O. ~/;rort
~t _appears to have been made by
as the witness appea
I pp~ar~ 1l is a complete document not parts
the concluding paragrs toh lave tnd1cated in his evidence. The report in
rap states as follows:
"As far as my tnvestigatio ..
investigation above i t
n 18 concerned I am referring this
s rue and correct to the best of my knowledge."
Finally _the report will be adrn,.tted
proceedmgs of trial.
in evidence in this part of the

Iify
COUNSEL:

Mr. Mutenga, after this - (Interjection) -

MR. NAGENDA:
Is it Mutenga or Mutenga?
name please?

ver

{Q

MUTENGA:

Mutenga.

MR NAGENDA:

Mutenga?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

th
MUTENGA:

t

Can we get that correct,

h ·
w at 1s your

After this report had come, you state what followed after the report
had come, maybe you may repeat that?
After the report had come out the man I mentioned who arrested me
called me. When he called me he told us that the report has already
come out you have no case at all. On the same day he gave us release
forms.

COUNSEL:

Do you have a copy of the release form?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

G:HAIRMAN:

Counsel, I suppose you would like to have this release form I think
you will need this. it is a photostat copy?

COUNSEL:

Yes. my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

It is dated 20th January. 1982 it has been shown to us here. It says
"To whom

.

• may concern.
It

•

Sebasuano Mugou.
ersons have
b
a ove p
•
pending interrogation

Re·. Release of Mutobera Matuma.
h
a
This
is
to
inform
)
ou
that
t
e
1
Hbaro~ ~ouut:~~s~odv from ~4th December. 19"2,
een m
• .
bo
h ' h d planned a go,·ernment sa tage.
that t e) a
~
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. ..
. lfticL' hns found the allegation hasc 1
.
I ·oursc ol t 1us. 111c.::
i
I d
( on
J)unng t 1c L • . , . . therefore rclc,1scl an arc asked 10 ., 0 1
id••c
1
he)
.ire.::
.
I
.
,,
lack
persona I gn o •
, . mid keep rcportmg 10 t 11s office for
• d t ics t,ut the:, s1ll
.
. 1. I
one
llll their
u _•
: . Your coopcratton ts ug 1ly apprccia
I
further
noocc
.
I
11·
led
week untt
.
C ,mm·in<lanl I thmk. nte 1gencc Battar •
,.
d r 9th Batta 1wn - (
•
.
.
ion
.s,gne ,or
.' Q 1• Gu·,rd and there ,s a hand wrmcn rema k,
d th·tt ,s uar c.::r •
1982
r s
Q. G uar - • • R 11tcd on 29th January,
• reported 5th.
. th • bottom.
cpl
1982 R
•
,1t ~ , I 982 reported l 2th February,
• cportmg closed 12th
f'ehm,ir) •
• s·
d apparently hy the same officer who had
rebruary. 1982. • ,gnc
to
sign it.

COUNSEL:

MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

·ou kept on reporting as it has hcen stated in Your
Mr. Mutenga, )
release fom1?

Yes.

COUN

MUTE
COUN

cou
CH

Every time you reported what happened?

MUTENGA:

1 used to go with that form and it was endorsed and signed.

COUNSEL:

You used to go with your friends or alone?

MUTENGA

I used to go with my friends.

COUNSEL:

Then on the last day of your reporting, what happened, what dtd they
tell you?

M

On the last occasion they told us that that was the last occasion that we
should never report again.

C

MUTENGA:

COUNSEL:

After your release did you resume your duties?

MUTENGA:

Personally I did not go back straight to my duties I remained at home
being treated for a month.

COUNSEL:

Were you being treated for the injuries you had sustained or for
another disease?

MUTENGA:

I was being treated for the injuries I sustained.

COUNSEL:

Did you heal subsequently?

MUTENGA;

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So after this, did you resume your duty as Train Supervisor?

MUTENGA:

At that time. I was wo r k"mg as T ram
- Inspector but I was unable to go
back as Tram Inspector_

COUNSEL:

You joined as what?

MUTENGA:

I was transferred to another section of the yard.
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COU1'SEL:
HITE GA:

This was..•• norma1 transfer?
It was not a normal transfer.

COU 'SEL:

But all the sa

MUTE GA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. If it is n
he means by th. W ot ~ normal transfer surely we must know what
is.
hat kmd of transfer was it?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman G tl
d 1 . th
' en emen and Lady Commissioner maybe if we
e ve m at field again we might go to a lot of details. '

CHAIRMAN:

No, he
. put it on yourself • Does he know? Let us not have a hearsay
let him tell us if it was not a normal transfer, why 1s
. 1t?
. If 11
. was not'
a normal transfer, why is it, does he know it of his personal
knowledge?

MUTENGA:

This transfer had not taken place before we went to Makindye but
after our release from Makindye it is when they wrote to me
informing me that I have been transferred to the Yard.

CHAIRMAN:

Why do you say it was not a normal transfer?

MUTENGA:

If this transfer had occurred before I was 'taken to Makindye I would
consider it to be a normal transfer.

CHAIRMAN:

No, that is an opinion because you do not have evidence. Do you
have evidence to tell us why you said the transfer was not normal?
Not your opinion, not what you think, not that you were released from
your detention at Makindye, is there evidence?

me you were transferred?

MUTENGA:

I do not have a written evidence.

MR. NAGENDA:

Maybe we do not want to say you would not say what you want to
say. Before you were taken to Makindye you had a post in the
Railways Corporation?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

And you have already told us the post you are holding?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUTENGA:

After your release from Makindye you were given another post in the
Railways Corporation?
Yes.
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•

MR. NAGENDA;

MUTENGA:
MR NAGENDA:

MUTENGA:
COUNSEL:

• h you were given of the same level or it -18a
Was the post wh ,c
demotion?
h was no promotion or demotion.
It was of the same level t ere
nsibility the same? Demotion, you are not talking about
Was the respo
.
·sting you so that you te11us clearly Wh
we are JUStasst
.b. .
at
salary here,
us
Did it carry more respons1 1hty or less
you want
to tell
•
sed to carry before you were taken o
·b·1·
respons1
1 1ty than you u
1
Makindye?

It was another job.

M
Did your arrest have any other defects, let us
Okay,. M~. utenga. oblems to your family or anything you may
say, did 1t create an~ pr
. . ?
wish to mention to this Comrmss1on.

MUTENGA:

My arrest affected my family·

COUNSEL:

How?

MUTENGA:

Because my job included travelling here and there an? I used to bring
food for my family but after my arrest I could not do it.

COUNSEL:

Anything more?

MUTENGA:

The new job which was given to me in the Yard was a job I had never
served in before.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen and Lady Commissioner, that is the
evidence we have from this witness.

CHAIRMAN:

If there are no any questions from the Commissioners, I propose that
it should be postponed. Let us have a short break now. Sorry,
Commissioner Nagenda says he will not be here for some time after
break, so he would like to put two questions to the witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you by any chance a Christi:i.n?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I am.

MR. NAGENDA:
MUTENGA:

MR. NAGENDA:
MUTENGA:

You mention the 25th December in prison on which your colleague
Rwabihigi died?
Yes.
But apart from this, did you have any Christmas celebrations?
There were no Christmas
1b •
in the cells.
ce e rations apart from saying our prayer~

MR. NAGENDA:
I am very sorry to hear it, and also very sad to hear about all your
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M

other sufferings when . f
You are completely • in act we havc a report .infront of us saying that
••
innocent and 1
.
po 1lticat nature that • b
a so saying that your charges were of
is
Y
the
Inv
f
•
Decembcr and 20th J
es igating Officer. Between the 25th

anuary wh
tortured, were you beat
e.nyou were released, were you again
en up again or not?
MUTENG-\:

I remember one day two .
to be asked how the' tw P~•sonersand we were taken out of the cells
were beaten severely 2i prisoners had escaped. On that occasion we
strokes each of us and we were refused food
and water fo; three d
ays.

MR NAGENDA:

That is the onl

MUTENGA:

My Lord, this depended
.
used to come whe th on circumstances, sometimes the army men
two strokes.
n ey were drunk and they used to beat us one or

MR. NAGENDA:

It was unfortunate D'1d
that y
•
you ever get any treatment for these beatings
ou got, were you treated in hospital?

• let us
'OU

may

bring

never

the

IS

that

MUTENGA:

r

Y •me you were tortured?

Y~s, I was treated in the hospital but mostly I used money to go to
private doctors such as Dr. Ahmad on Entebbe Road and Dr.
Muguma.

MR. NAGENDA:

This was after you came out of prison?

MUTENGA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was it very expensive?

MUTENGA:

It was expensive but I do not remember how much I spent.

MR. NAGENDA:

Am I right in· enquiring if there is any way you would like to be
refunded this money by the State?

MUTENGA:

That is possible if I find the receipts which were issued to me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much Mr. Mutenga, indeed I do not say that we shall
be able to do it but it is on record.

MUTENGA:

Thank you too.

CHAIRMAN:

As I said earlier, let us now have a break for 20 minutes and we
resume here at 11.55 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

Right now we should resume the session after the break. There are
two Commissioners here, we shall continue; the others can come later;
since this is a continuation of a session in which there was a quorum
in the beginning. Let us proceed.

rry.
after

gue

rs
When we adjourned for a break this _m~ming, ~e witness ~d
completed giving his evidence and Cornm1ss1oners wished to ask h101

ur
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KAKWFNZIRE:

tions to clarify his evidence.
some ques
•
s has forwarded to us exhibits of some
h written docu....
,..ents
The w1tne_s. kn
from the witness how e got the copy of h
I would hke to ,ow
Mr Kituyi.
te
intelligenceofficer s report,
.

MUTENGA:

MUTENGA:

KAKWENZIRE:

rsonally

So, after my release, he came to

I knew Mr K1tuy1hpte
he was one of the Commissioners; and he ttnle
d informed me t a
f h
od
an
- he asked me whether I wanted the co?y o t e proceedings
me that
.
Th n I told him that I wanted it.

and the findings.
KAKWENZIRE.

•

Did you come to know Mr • Kituyi when you went to Makindye0 r
before you went to Makindye?
I knew Mr. Kituyi before I went to Makindye.
He states in his report - and actually t~e same con_iesup in your letter
of release _ that your arrest had something to do with. people
. who
. were
against you on personal grounds. . Now my .question 1s, since you
knew Mr. Kituyi personally and smce for him to arrive at such a
conclusion he must have had his own informers who led him to
believe that some people were against you and your colleagues
because of the job, did he, at any one time, hint to you who these
people were?
He did not.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now, when you got that letter of release and you read in it -just as I
have read that your case had to do with personal grudges, could you
not make a simple request as to the nature of your problems? Surely,
if somebody has caused you - or a group of people have caused you so
much suffering, so much beating, you would naturally be interested to
know who they are, especially when those people in authority also
come out in writing and say, 'Your problem had something to do with
people who are against you. Coul~ you not make some effort to find
out from the officer - the officer - who wrote a letter of release and
from Mr. Kituyi or from your colleagues at work for that matter?

KAKWENZIRE:
MUTENGA:
KAKWENZIRE:

KAK

e

MUTENGA:

MUTENGA:

MUTEN

MU

KA

M
K

I tried to find out but I could not get anybody to tell me the truth that,
'So and so is the one who implicated me'.
What did Mr. Kituyi tell you?
Before Mr. Kituyi died, he did not tell me anything about it.
~o in_ other words, are there any clues you can indicate to our
mves~igators to get at the source of the problem; because, if you are
handling a case like this, it is not enough to know that you were
beaten· but we also w t
kn
·
th
.'
an to
ow who caused your suffering so at
~e nght approach is taken to law. Do you have any clues you can
gh1ve,at least, to our investigators how they can get about the root of
t e problem?
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\HJTE. 'GA:

KAKWENZIRE:

ette.r
\lere

So you realize that ,
establish the root c~usv.eeofas
Co~issioners. we have a problem to
can d o •is JUst
·
your
impnsonment
•
to put it
and torture What we
Maki d
on record Doe h •
•
. ~ ye who could lead us f~ . s t e witness know anybody in
mahc1ous literature on pea I; _r instance, to know who wrote such
That is where we would b ~ with the mtentlon to have them killed?
kno,, •mg
· very well that the
e interested·• Who was wntmg
•• such reports,
who could help us - w:o could lead to death. Is there anybody
Makindye?
m we could summon, somebody in

MLTENGA:

I do not know anybody in Maki
.
.
arrest me can be traced I h" ndye but, if this Okaka who came to
Commission.
' t ink, he can be of great importance to this

KAKWENZIRE:

And lastly ' does your fnend
•
- the late Rwabihigi - has a family?

MUTENGA:

He had a wife· unfortu
•
delivering a b~by.
nate1y she died in January, 1985, when she was

KAKWENZIRE:

Did he leave children behind?

MUTENGA:

He left about 3 or 4 children.

KAKWENZIRE:

~o you _know of any next of kin who could come and give us some
mformat1on?

MUTENGA:

Yes, I know of one who works in the Rilways who can come forward
and testify.

KAKWENZIRE:

What is his name?

MUTENGA:

He is called Kaawa.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Kaawa is coming as a witness.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Mr. Mutenga, you told us that, after he had been released, the man
who came to arrest you is the one who came to release you and he
signed your Release Orders; and later you learnt that his name was
Okaka. How did you come to learn that he was Okaka?

)OU

.... a

I

I tried to find
have bee
_o_utthe clue but I fail d·
n poht1cal· hut d'd
e • I thought at first that it could
was not CH• her UPC• or a IDP1 not
•
-m poht1ca\
••
T participate
activities: I
from
my
nat
•
hen
I
tho
h
•
b
Ure of work h
ug t it could have developed
JO : but I also failed.
ecause many people wanted to take over my

OU

Y,
so
to

MUTENGA:

When we were still in Makindye, we could go there and cordially
speak to army men and we used to ask them who such and such was,
what are his names; and they could inform us that he was called soand-so.
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1cnowsomething about his rank?
come
to
Did you also

COL'!\.SH.

. full lieutenant.
He was a
t Kituyi 's report?
. You come to ge
i)'
how
did
Sccond
.

MUTFNGA:

COL'NSEI:

red that question.
Jready answe
I have a
.. . was later on killed, sorne ti e
111 in
And you sa1"d that Joseph K1tuy1
June, 1982.

MUTENGA:

COLSSEL:

MUTENGA

October, 9th.

COUNSEL:

9th October, 1982.

MUTENGA

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And he was killed in Nsambya.

MUTENGA:

Railway Barracks.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Railway Barracks.

MUTENGA.

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA;

Was he staying in Nsambya Railway Barracks?

MUTENGA:

No. He was staying near Nsambya Trading Centre.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

DR.LU

•

MUTE

MUT

co
Other than staying there, was he connected with Nsambya Barracks or
with Railways?

MUTENGA:
That day which was an Independence Day, there were some shootings
in Railway Barracks - Railway Quarters. He had gone there to find
out the source of the shooting. I was infonned that, when he arrived
where the shootings took place, h.e asked them the reason why they
were shooting so wildly. Then those men who belonged to the Special
Force shot him before he drew his pistol and he died on the spot.
DR. LUYOMBYA:
It appears to me
he had opted to
Commissionand
near the Railway

that Kituyi was sympathetic with your suffering, and
tell you while you were in prison that there was a

he would investigatethe matter; and he was staying
Barracks.

Now, from the time you were released m

January, 1982,and the time of his death - on October 9th, 1982 - did
you have
a chance
of meetinghim and trying to establish who really
were
behind
your arrest?
MUTENGA:

At one time, I contactedhim and asked him who wrote a letter against
us and
he told me
be did
Then I asked him the people
he
approached
when
h not know them.
.
replied that he did

approachedd •
unng

e was carrying

h' not know them.

out his investigations.

He

That the people whom he

is investigations did not disclose who wrote the
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letter against us
DR I UYOMBY A:

MUTENGA:

DR LUYOMBY A:

But in his report h
went the
• e had mentioned th
'
problem was personal.
at, as far as his investigations
As far as I
.
remember duri
railway, I had no grudge ·ag ?g all that time I was working for the
see tha~ my name was inclu:~:t my superiors. I was also surprised to
at Makmdye.
among those people who were reported
Lastly. do you know Ok

,
aka s whereabouts?

MUTENGA·

The Government was to led .
10 1985
Mr Okaka.
PP
, I cannot tell the whereabouts of

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Mutenga, thank you for
.
come forward to give
.your evidence - thank you for having
go now.
your evidence to this Commission. you may

COUNSEL:

M~ Lord Chairman, Gentlemen
. .
Witness is Mr James B. h
and Lady Commiss1oners,our 58th
•
1s anga Katungi.

WITNESS N0.58: MR. JAMES BISHANGA KATUNGI
SWORN IN
-

ks or
rings
find
ived

they
ial

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KATUNGI:

My Lord-

COUNSEL:

Excuse me! May be, before that - can you state your names, please!

KATUNGI:

I am James Bishanga Katungi.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KATUNGI:

My Lord, before I answer that question, I would like to make a
request. The request is I would like to give my evidence in camera,
my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, do you know anything about this? Would you find out!

d
a

Mr. Katungi, we have a Legal Counsel who is adducing your
evidence. Your request has taken us unaware and we do not seem to
be aware. I wonder why you did not inform the Counsel about this.
So we shall now have a short adjournment while the Counsel finds out
from you why your evidence should be in camera; and, if so, we will
have to consider whether it should be in camera.
KATUNGI:

My Lord, I made my request earlier through a gentleman I cannot
identify now.
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d the proceedings for five minutes

CHAfRM-\N

KATL1NGl·
CHAIRMAN

id we- shall suspen able you to get the advice frotn·ten
As. I sa. five
•
• tes
the
minu
• -. to en

minutes,.
Commission.
CounsellO the

Thank:you. m)' Lord.
he consulted Yo,
el has adv1·sed us• • I think, after·ct
L'atungi.
Couns
Id
like
to
give
the
ev1
ence
f
f\r.n.
h·hyouwou
. in camera.
1
the reasons for w ,c se reasons on record. But,
think, we shall
1 will not repca~ ~he.th . although we have powers under the Leg
·onsider your oPinion. at.• camera or ·m pubi.ic, depend'mg on tha1
c
d either m
. h
b
·
e
Notice to procce
h reasons which ave een given to u
ider that t e
. .
.d
.
s,
reasons. we cons.
d not 1·ustifyg1vmg your ev1 ence m camera
have given, o
bl.
.
which you
Id ive them in pu ,c.
We feel that you shou g

CHAlRM

What is your reaction to that?
KATUNGI:

My Lord -

COUNSEL:

there
th1•nk what he does no t want maybe is that those gentlemen
.
Iwrite what he says,. 1 th'nk
they
can
decide
not
to
wnte;
but,
for
our
1 .'
records, the recording continues.

CHAIRMAN:

Id mean excluding everybody else; that is what
th
Cou?sel . at wou eans Mr. Katungi, let us get things straight.
hearmg dmthcameradm'in ~amera' rightly so. Now this means that
You use
e wor
'
members
of
the
public,
members of the press .
everybody eIse .
should be excluded from hearing your evidence.

co

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you wish to exclude everybody or do you only wish the members
of the press to be excluded?
CH

KATUNGI:

My Lord I would like to talk to the Commission
members of the public and without the press.

CHAIRMAN:

For the reason you have informed us through the Counsel.

KATUNGI:

My Lord I do not know what reasons the Counsel has told you!

CHAIRMAN:

He has told us what you told him.

KATUNGL

CHAIRMAN:

only without

Presumably, but I feel I have important
information
for the
Commission which I feel, at this stage, should not be for the
consumption of the public or the press.
Have you informed the Counsel there is that information?

COUNSEL:

Y?u see, my Lord, the problem is that this is a self-assessment of a
witness' evidence
0
•
many people actually have come here to gl\ e

s
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·.

very serious evidence .
~uestion of his thinkin~ ~:t f~cth agai~Sl very high people. So the
n_sto be accorded the . e as evidencewhich is so serious that it
arise M . .
circumstances O f
' •
) view, I think . h
a camera, I think, docs not
proceed.
' is t at he should either proceed or not
CHAIRMAN:

there
r our

KATUNGI:

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. K.atung·
1, we agree With th C
repeat what he has al d
. e ounsel's view. I do not want to
have given us very r~ Y sai_d. Other witnesses have come here and
'th
serious ev1de
I d0
w, yours because w h
nee.
not know how I can rate it
equally serious or verye ~ve not heard it; but their evidence was
us for wanting to • serious. And the reasons you have informed
•
give your evide
·
.
.
su fficrent for that pu
.
nee rn camera, I thmk, 1s not
people from hearing yrpose; _is not sufficient for us to exclude other
our evidence
. to which
.
people are entitled. Althou
h
• This
. . 1•s a Publ.1c Inqutry
sit in camera _ that is in g_ we a~e enJomed - we are empowered - to
doing so· but th
private, if we consider there are reasons for
'
e reasons which have b
·
·
Counsel we cons·1d dO
. .
een given to us m your case by
er
not Justify sitting in camera.
My Lord, I am of strong
• ·
h
..
Id b • •
opiruon t at my g1vmg evidence in camera
cou
e m the best interests of your Commission and of this country·
and I would appeal to your Lordship to grant me that request.
'
Yes, Mr. Katungi, that is a subjective case. It is for the Commission
to rule whether you should or should not give evidence in camera.
Your request has been communicated to us, through Counsel, and
Counsel had advised us and we have accepted his opinion.

COUNSEL:

Let me have another meeting with him just for five minutes, then I
will come. Maybe he is insisting too much; let me have another five
minutes with him.

CHAIRMAN:

You had better do so, Counsel, because for us to decide whether
evidence should be in camera, we must be given all the reasons. You
say, 'I fear this', you must give us a reason for your fears, the basis
for that fear; not just what you think - not a subjective test. Then we
have to weigh the reasons and give our opinion on it. The mere fact
that a witness may insist, does not necessarily mean that his evidence
should be in camera. It is the Commission which ~~ to decide. So, I
think, you have another discussion with the Counsel: We give you ten
more minutes for that purpose.

rs

ut

Learned Counsel, I see that you are back now, so is the witness. what
is the position?

COUNSEL:

I still require more time, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Ri ht

Let us do it this way. It will save more_time; I do not think,
g
Id be sitting here just wasting time. It is about five past one
we s ou .
. bout lunch time. If it is possible to have lunch
?ow' ~htch is a
Id have lunch and then come back for this
nnmed1ately '. we couTh'
ould give you sufficient time to find out
witness's evidence.
is w

h
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.

the witness, I think, and for us too and fo
r Yo
the position will be.
u

• fi rrnauon from

,norc in o

to inform us what

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

CHAIRMAN:

KATUNG

Yes, my Lo rd •
hall adjourn the session now; we shall resume h
Jn that event, we s
ere
at 2.00 p.m. this afternoon.
. .
Counsel Ladies and Gentlemen, we should resu
Comm1ss10ners,
• '
.
.
h t
h
rne
.
ession now. Time 1s past w a we ad allowed f
this afternoon s
or
ourselves.
ou remember, when we adjourned earlier th
•.
Now, CounseI, as Y
.
1s
d
to
resolve
the
problem
of
a
request
of
this
witnha
We
aft ernoon,
-~
. to be heard in camera. Would you let us know what thc
wanting
position is?

COUNSEL:

Yes, I know.

COUNSEL:

He is going to give evidence in the normal way.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, fine. Let us proceed.

COUNSEL:

You are Mr. James Bishanga Katungi.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And you are the Chief Personnel
Corporation.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

You are aged 49.

COUNSEL:
KATUNGI:
COUNSEL:

Manager,

Railways

Yes, my Lord.
You reside at Aldi Bua Road, Nakasero in Kampala.
Yes, my Lord.
For how long have yo b
•
u een m the Railways Corporation.
Since 1964.

COUNSEL:

Since 1964 th •
.
. .
' at is quite a Ion period.
trammg for the J·ob of ra1·1ways? g

COUNSEL:

KATU

KA

KATUNGI:

KATUNGI:

Uganda

COUNS

rouN

Well, my Lord, the witness is going to give evidence

CHAIRMAN:

KATUNGI:

COUNS

Yes, my Lord.
Where did yo h
u ave the training?
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C

Did you have a fonnal

I Went for trainin .
.
Railways Head g 10 Nairobi, Rai!wa
.
Nations.
quaners, a training whic: Training _schooland at the
was organizedby the United
couNSFL:
KATUNGJ:

COUNSEL:

I see.
So your
.
Comm1·ss1·on.
original employer was the E
ast African High

KATUNGI:

No it was East Afric

COUNSEL:

East African Railways
High Comnu·ss1on.
·

KATUNGI:
COUNSEL:

ays

On your completion of train.
tng, what did you quality as?
A Clerical Officer, .,,.
•
.
• = at that time d 1 .
pro~ottons, through training
;n. di~ progress through normal
position.
an interviews up to my
present

R ·1
an a, ways Corporation.

c

.

orporatron which was under the East African

Yes, as at that time.
Then it was under the East African Community.

KATUNGI:

You are right, Mr. Chairman.

COUNSEL:

And subsequently under Uganda Government.

.KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been in this present position which you hold?

KATUNGI:

Since 1973.

COUNSEL:

That is to work in the Personnel Department.

KATUNGI:

No, my Lord, I was holding a position of Head of Personnel
Department.

COUNSEL:

I see. Since seventy. -

KATUNGI:

Three.

COUNSEL:

Well, in 1973, that was under the East African Railways Corporation.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

When it became

KATUNGI:

Before it became Uganda Railways Corporation I was called Regional

uganda Railways Corporation.

Personnel Officer•
COUNSEL:

I see!
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what did you become?

KATUNGI:

•ct as a part of the East African Railways Corporation.
Because Ugan aw

COUNSEL:

. you h ave some people under you' say assistants and so on and so
Did

cm

forth?

KA'

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Would you mention some!

co

I have Mr. Nicholas Luwaga who is a Principal Personnel Officer; I
have Mr. Joseph Emalu who is a Senior Personnel Officer; I have Mr.
Ben Mayanja also a Senior Personnel Officer and some other officers
below them.

KJ

COUNSEL:

Now in 1980 are there some officers who were working in your
department who are no longer working with you?

r

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Would you mention them!

KATUNGI:

One of them is Mr. Augustine Ssentamu who was my assistant. He
was forced to leave this country into exile in 1981.

COUNSEL:

Do you know circumstances under which he was forced to leave the
country?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.
country.

COUNSEL:

Did he hand over?

KATUNGI:

He did not, my Lord. He went, first of all, under the pretext of going
on leave and did not return.

COUNSEL:

At the moment, do you know where Mr. Ssentamu is?

KATUNGI:

He is in Nairobi, at present, my Lord. Sorry, my Lord, in Kenya.

COUNSEL:

What is the difference?

KATUNGI:

I recall that his last contact was given as Thika, not in Nairobi, he is
somewhere in Kenya.

COUNSEL:

I see! You do not know whether he is employed or not.

KATUNGI:

I gather he is teaching in a certain school.

COUNSEL:

Is he working under I.C.I.P.E.?

KATUNGI:

I do not know what 1.C.I.P.E. means, my Lord!

His life was threatened and he had to leave the
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lntemat1on.il Cent
I

coliN.SEL •

fr

OUr

nm not quite sure

.
Ystology and I~eology

• my l.ord.

You nre not sure N
.
want to t II h
ow• 111 1981• are h
.
e t IS C'nrnnussion?
t ere some mc1dc11L<;which you

Yes,

.:-er.l

er of Insect Ph

Illy

Lord

cotl~SEL·

Yes, please!

KATl'NGJ:

I recall that, in nineteen -

OR l UYOMBYA:

Please Counsel. you had asked .
used to work with b 1
!um to name some people whom he
mentioned one.
u are no longer working and he had just

COUNSEL:

KATUNGI

COUNSEL:

KATUNGI:

COUNSEL:
KATUNGI:

Is there any other one in

your depanment who is no longer there?
Certainly. My Lord Alth
the} left after 1980 b ough I may not be able to recall whether
example M J
h • ut. certamly• there are some people. for
not quit~ s r. onat an Kabusas1 who retired from the service. I am
f
ure ~he ther It was before or after 1980; but that one was
one o our _senior officers in my department. I hope. my Lord. you
are not talkmg about the Corporation as a whole!
No, no. no. I will come to that but I was first talking about your
department. Now, on 22nd December. 1981, what happened?
At a~ound 11.00 a.m., a group of soldiers entered my office. After
~reetmg me, one of them who appeared their leader said to me.
Where are these people?'
Yes!

I did not know what sort of people he was talking about. So I asked
him. 'Which people!' He took out a piece of paper and gave it to me.
On that piece of paper there were names scribbled on it: the
handwriting was so bad that I was able to read two names:- That of
Mr. Rwabihigi and Mr. Mugote. As I was struggling to read the rest
of the names, the army officer asked me whether I was Mr. Joseph
Emalu. I told him I was not. I explained that Mr. Joseph Emalu was
one of my assistants. He asked me where they could find Mr. Emalu
or Mr. Muchwa. My Lord, I wish to point out that. at that time. Mr.
Emalu was Chairman of Uganda Peoples' Congress Workers - I have
forgotten the exact name of -

COUNSEL:

Branch in the Corporation.

KATUNGJ:

Yes the branch but this was a UPC branch in the Corporation. Mr.
Muchwa was at that time the Vice-Chairman. I told the army officers.
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'f tl cy arc in their offices'. 'J he arrny <>lfj,.
, find out • I
•
M .
-.er toJI
Let me
• • As we started . rnovmg,
. rn(
1
t·1kc them t 1crc.
.
h r. brnalu cntcrcu
me to •
•
, the army off 1cers w o were with rn.
Y
f , • f told tum 11i. 11
•
·
c Wer
o l1<;c.
tl
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w·mtccJ
to
meet
tum
m
connection
,
..
·,th
1
• 1· J11
·111· am
ic
•
.,., Me
asking• •or' d 'some O tlicr people. Mr. Ernalu looked at the p·lf!Ce rf
Rwah1l11gian
Offic.:crhad given me earlier and said that h 0
, • 1h'1t the army
.R
h'h' .
e tor,
p,1pcr
• uld not, n:au., o 1t1c·r ll'lrncs
, • other than of h wa If 1g1
M and Mugote·, hllt
co wa..o;sure• t I1.1• t the other
names arc t osc o
r. Baatuma, "If,
he
.
Mutcnga and Mr. Ssernp1gga.
li

COUNSEL:

• tliat , although you could not read the names -just the
You arc saymg
names that were meant.

KATUNGl:

Yes, my Lor d • He went further to say that Mr. Rwabihigi was in the
office and would certainly know the whereabout~ of those people. He
asked the army officers to follow him and they_did. When they left my
• I got concerned as to what was gomg
O ffiICC,
h on; so I · rang Mr.
Rwabihigi to find out, in case, he knew_ w at ~as taking place.
Unfortunately, his line was engaged. I decided to rmg the Managing
Director -

CHAIRMAN;

Sorry to interrupt you! I did not get the name of the person you rang
properly. What was his name?

KATUNGL

COUNSEL:
KATUNGI:

COUNSEL:

Mr. Rwabihigi. The Managing Director's line was also engaged; so I
decided to walk to his office. On arrival, I was told by his Personal
Secretary that the Managing Director was actually not in the office at
that time and that he had gone to the Ministry of Finance for a
meeting.
The Secretary pointed out that the Chairman of the
Corporation - Mr. Stephen Okello Ojok was in the Managing
Director's office.
Yes, continue.
So I decided to go and brief the Chairman. I went in and as I had
started briefing him, Mr. Rwabihigi entered the M.D 's office,
accompanied by the army officers I had seen earlier. The leader of the
army officers apparently knew the Chairman and it was also apparent
that the Chairman also knew him and some of his men. They
exchanged greetings As acquaintances.

KATUNGI:
As acquaintances
understand.

and in a vernacular

_ a language

I dtd not

COUNSEL:
But you have been in Uganda, did they speak Luganda, Lunyankole,
Lusoga or Luo, Eteso?
KATUNGI:

rd
My Lo • Lunyankole is my mother tongue, certainly I would not
hav~ c~lle~ that a language I did not understand. It 1s not eas) for me
to d1stmgu1sh between Acholi and Langi or Kumam; but I can eas1l) -
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C

K

not _quite easil

talking Ate so. Y, but J can - WJlh 5
• ome difficulty tell if someone is

COUNSEL.
KATUNGI

yes. but this w
In my view

I know

t h at

-JUst !lie

COUNSEL.
KATUNGI:

!lie

in

,

ge they were using

n was

not Ateso and 1-,

was not anyway other vcrnacular'5

I know Stephen speaks L
uo. Is that not true?
Yes, he does, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

So is that the la

KATUNGL

I would not confirmth
at, my Lord .

COUNSEL:

I see! Incidentally

e. I-le

left mv
g 111;
place
fanagin~

as not the langua

-

nguage they spoke?
• It

.

could have been L
uo.

did you mean W , you said, 'Leader'. Wh
,
. hey dtd you th·nk
y you say, leader' what
I

KATUNGI:

one was a Ieader?

'

My Lord he was th

he w

.

e one who was talk.
mg to me most of the time and
rest of the officers he was walking

'th as wearmg a pistol, unlike the

you rang

w1

.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a uniform -

Ona!

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

ce at
or a
the

COUNSEL:

With things on the shoulder.

KATUNGI:

I recall, yes' there were certain thi
•
•
uniform for an officer in the armngs on his uruform; but, cenatnly a
army _
Y• 1 am not quite conversant with

COUNSEL:

Ranks.

COUNSEL:

Very well.

KATUNG!:

A private and an officer.

COUNSEL:

Very well, proceed.

KATUNGI:

So, after the soldiers exchanged greetings with Mr. Okello Ojok, l,'lr,
Rwabihigi intervened and told the Chairman - Mr. Okello Ojok - that
the anny officers he had come with had arrested him and they wanted
to take him away; but that he had pleaded with them to allow him to
call on the Managing Director before leaving the Railway prerruses;
and they had agreed and that is why he had come to the Managmg
Director's office.
Mr. Okello Ojok told Mr. Rwabihig1 that,
unfortunately, Mr. Ateker Ejalu - who was the Managmg Director at
that time -was out of the office, attending a meeting m the Ministt) of
Finance; and that Mr. Rwabihigi should have no cause for alarm Mr
Okello knew the officers concerned and he was sure they would
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COUNSEL;

Please, repeal I

KATlJNGI:

Telcr1honc Number 5890 I.
think, that is the num I,er.

If you can allow me, I can check h

COUNSEL:

Please. check, check. Is it 5890 I'!

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord. So they left with Mr. Rwahihigi.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Could you repeat the name of the contact?

KATUNGI:

•

Ut,

I

Lieutenant John Aman, telephone number 58901 and that they
-•
•
N
- dcpanure,
Were
going to Makindye M1htary
Po 11_ce.
ow, . a fter their
asked Mr. Okello Ojok to get 1_ntou~h wit~ Mr Ateker LJalu1.
Managing Director. The_ Managmg Director s Secretary made this
possible and Mr. ~kello 0Jo~ spoke to Mr. EJalu on telephone. MoM
of their conversation was m the vernacular but, afterwards, Mr
Okello told me that Mr. Ejalu was on his way back to the office·
When Mr. Ejalu arrived, he told us that he had got in touch with the
then Vice-President and Minister of Defence - Paulo Muwanga _ who
had promised him that he will not allow matters to get out of hand 1
urged Mr. Ateker Ejalu - that Managing Director - to get in touch
with the Railway Police. The normal procedure was that security
offices after the Corporation would normally deal with the
Corporation through the Railway Police.
The Managing Director
promised he was going to do so.

COUNSEL
KATIJNGl·
COUNSEL
KATUNGl·
COUNSEL
KAT\J Gl·
COUNSEL·

KATU 'Gl:

COUNSEL·

The following day - 23rd December, 1981, I learnt that Mr Mugote,
a Trains' Inspector, Mr. Mutenga - a Trains' Inspector, had also been
arrested. Mr. Mutenga was arrested from the Railway Station; Mr.
Mugote was arrested from his house. These arrests involved military
personnel, Special Branch personnel and Railways Police On the
25th December, 1981, I learnt that the body of R wabihigi was lying at
Mulago Mortuary. My Lord, I think, I forgot to point out earlier that
Mr. Rwabihigi was, at the time of his arrest, Acting Chief Traffic
Manager of the corporation.
COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATUNGJ:

My Lord, in the course of our discussion, with the Chairman -Mr.
Okello Ojok - and Mr. Ateker Ejalu, the Managing Director, and later
on Mr. Joseph Emalu who was my assistant and a Chairman of UPC
Workers' Council, I was made to understand then that the arrest of tht:
officers I have just mentioned was in connection with an allegation
regarding movement of Museveni's guerrillas and food supplied for
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KATU 1 Gl

COU SE
KATUN

cou s

KA1'U

cou

those guerrillas

On the 20th Januar . 1982
lord, I think \• . • M_r.Mugorc. Mutcnga and Mr Baaruma Mr. Raatuma \l.,is
... •alsohad
c.irher
forgoucn
to •mention Mr. Baatuma,
•1rre
·1 d
I 2
the line Wh•
•
•
s
e
on
I tc 3rd of Dcccmher, 1981, from
1
ere te had gone to It d
.
them• that is M 8
a en an accident. so that three of
the .....,Othc)f 1anuary
r. aaruma.
on
1982 Mugote and Mutenga - were released
·
11d
Makindye Militar , •
. • A they came with a letter issued by
)_ Intelligence
that
they had
been
•arrested in conncct1on
with c
•Unit, stating
.
.
.
11cgatmns which allcgat1ons had
been found Io h c ",alsc• and tl ena,n
a
t I
II
.
made h ecause
• • of• personal
• • grudges.
ta I tese a egat1ons had apparently hcen
Illy

COl'NSIL:

Do you have a cop)· 0 f tJ
tat 1etter or dtd you see the letter yourself?
Yes. my Lord.

K.-\TUNGI:

-ere
. 1

COUNSEL:
Do you have a copy of the original?
KATUNGI·
I have just handed over a copy to the Counsel. my Lord.
COLNSEL:
Is this the letter - copy of the letter - you are talking about?
KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:
My Lord it is already an exhibit somewhere a similar letter has been
exhibited; but that is an exhibit from him. When did they produce
this letter to you?

KATUNGI:

COUNSEL:
KATUNGI:

My Lord that letter was produced to me through the Chief Traffic
Manager.
When?

Do you remember the date?

My Lord this came to me under a covering letter dated 22nd January,

1982.

COUNSEL:

So it was after 20th January.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally, you mentioned these people who were a~rested; you ha~e
told Us the office of Rwabihigi but apparently you did not tell us t de
offices which the officers were ho Id•~ng w h en the"'
J were arreste .
Would you, please, tell us these offices.

KATUNGI:

I did mention them except th at .of Mr . Baatuma, my Lord.
Baatumawas Actl·ng Traffic Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

when these people were arrested, wh~t happened to their
So,
.
'bTties in the Corporatton?
posts or to their respons1 I I

•

Right.
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Mr.

KATUNGI:

At that time, my Lord, the substantive Chief Traffic Manager was on
leave; Mr. Rwabihigi was Actmg m his place as Chief Traffi
Manager. Following Mr. Rwabihigi's arrest, Mr. Ernest Opol~~
became Acting Chief Traffic Manager.

COUNSEL:

I see! Who was on leave? Who was the substantive holder of the
post?

KATUNGI:

Mr. Charles Karamagi.

COUNSEL:

So now, when these people were released from prison, did they
resume their duties?

KATUNGI:

They did - my Lord.

COUNSEL:

No, no - sorry. Now you have told us when Rwabihigi was taken,
you have told us who replaced him. How about other positions of
these officers? The arrested persons?

KATUNGI:

Mr. Chairman, I am not in a position to name those who replaced the
others; but, in that field, there are a number of officers; so they were
able to play the role of the arrested officers.

COUNSEL:

Would you say from that letter - you look at this letter, would you be
able to tell us whether the post of Mr. Baatuma was taken over by
somebody?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

The name is shown on that piece of paper.

KATUNGI:

Well, the position of Mr. Baatuma was taken over by Mr. Christopher
Odeke.

COUNSEL:

That is as per recommendation contained there.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel do you intend to read this?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

C. <\IRMAN:

Let us have this for the purpose of record. Let somebody read this
letter because it will be easier if we have it on record there rather than
file it somewhere else and people have to look for where it is. Read
the entire letter so that it goes on record.

COUNSEL:
"Chief Traffic Manager,
P.O. Box 7170
Ref. T.262
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The Managing D1rector
ACTING APPOINTMENT

-

. .
C. ODLKb A.T.C. GROUP R/A

As you know Mr · Baatuma As •
b '
SIS t ant Traffic Superintendent Group
R/ A was on 23rd D
,11·1
ecem
er,
1981
. d hy country security
• forces
\\ 1 e on duty at th •
. • arreste

.
between Kasambya and Nkonge
sectton.
Since thene •site
,.. of accident
.
.
,
tn,ormatton
has
,
come through his wife that he is
d etamed in one of th
time of his arrest he country s ~ecurity cells around Kampala. At the
• • e was on actmg appointment
•
to one of the group R ·S . & posts in the d
remained vacant. no cpartment' s head office. That post has since then
•
one can tell whe h • l'k 1
the detention; even then hi
~ e is I e Y to be released from
was acting prior t h"
s assumption of the duties of the post he
then, I require so;eo:e at:est wiH be subject to your approval. Up to
which is very bu
d . munedi_atelytake over the duties of the post
sy an important m the department.
Some one is the abov
d
•
covering the d t'
e-name assistant. officer who is currently
with the
J' ~ ies of the vacant post; he is the only assistant officer
. t . qua ities on the post and seniority according to the Seniority
L is
h Sgiven to you in my Ietter un der the same reference above dated
4t
epte~ber, _1981. My earlier communication of Mr Odeke to
transfer his services to the M'1mstry
•
• • • •m another file is
of Rehab1htat1on
cancelled

the
\\ere

u be
by

Please advise.

ASSIST ANT CHIEF TRAFFIC MANAGER."
Now you have told us on the 22nd you received a letter advising you
that these people who had been taken to Makindye had been released.
Is that so?

her

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And, from the Chief Traffic Officer, did you get a copy addressed to
the Manager? Did you receive this copy - this is a letter - addressed
to the Managing Director from the Chief Traffic Officer?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord, the letter was from the Chief Traffic Manager.

COUNSEL:

And that letter was advising that the people who had been released
should not resume their duties as they were doing before.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

My Lord, I want to exhibit that letter.
Yes, it is fairly short if we want to have its contents on record -the
previous one. Incidentally this is a different letter from the one which
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Counsel has just read.
COUNSEL

Mr. Katungi you have said you received this copy of a letter after the
people who had been taken to Makindye had been released.

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL

And it reads:
"From the Chief Traffic Manager,
Date: 22nd January, 1982.

CONFIDENTIAL

To the Managing Director, Kampala.
Arrest, detention, release of Mr. Mesusera Baatuma -C.No.62205
ATC Group RA;
Mr. Sebastian Mugote - C. No.6262211; Trains' Inspector RBl
Mr. Aron Mutenga; C.No.59577 - Trains' Inspector RBl.
The reasons of the arrest and subsequent detention of the above-named
employees of this Corporation late in December, 1981. were given by
the arresting and detaining authorities in their Release Letter Ref:
UNLA.KM.Cll dated 22nd January, 1981, attached herewith for your
action. In the circumstances, I do not see it advisable and for the
interest of other traffic employees the Corporation and our own
interest and security to have each of them returned to continue his
service to this Corporation in their former offices. My concern does.
however. not dictate terms to you and does, however. not object to
your decision to their being allowed back to the services of this
corporation.
I must at this juncture take this opportunity of reminding you of the
recent rumour mongering which preceded their arrest and subsequent
detention in this department. As regards to Mr. Baatuma. the fact is
he has for many years rendered his services to this corporation in the
Personnel Department and had had little experience is the operating
department. Should a decision be reached to allow them back. then l
recommend him to be taken back to his former deparonent. In the
case of the other two, I promise to have them absorbed in the yard
duties; as I foresee that their return to their former duties \\ 111not be
in the interest of this Corporation. Staff Regulation H: 1 has the
answer to the reason given in their release letter.
Sgd:
H.E.O. OPOLOT
CHIEF TRAFFIC MANAGER"
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Now m ay I ask you!

y

Corporation; unfortunate! ou told us your present position in the
ask you the nature of
y' maybe through an over sight, 1 did not
your work• What ts• the nature of your work in
t he corporation?
KATUNGI:

My Lord, my work is that 0 f M
nutshell my dut"
anagement of Human Resources; in a
'
ies encompass thi
I"k
.
promotions, salar admi .
•.• _ngs •. e recruitment, training,
st
housing discipl' y
~• ration, mdustnal relations, welfare and
'
me, security and personnel policies.

COUNSEL:

It includes the transfer of personnel?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And does it mean th at the various
•
departments requmng transfers
would route their requests or recommendations through you?

KATUNGJ:

Yes, my Lord, but not in all cases; but in case of senior officers, yes
my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Would you not say that this kind of procedure was not the normal
procedure?

KATUNGI:

Which procedure, my Lord?

COUNSEL:

Well, the Chief Traffic Officer just recommending directly to the
Managing Director or does it mean the letter to a Managing Director
would be routed to you for action?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

I see. So, these letters came and you made a reply?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And would you say this is a true copy of the reply you made?

CHAIRMAN:

Reply to what, Counsel, to the last letter?

COUNSEL:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Regardiang the three people?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

y

February
COUNSEL:

·s letter it is a short one dated 25th of

C nsel we h ave see n thl
•
es, ou 1982,.could you read it in the record please?
,

Yes, my Lord:

"CONFIDENTIAL
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25th February, 1982

Ref. STI/3/C Com

The Chief Traffic Manager,
ARREST. DETENTION, RELEASE
MUGOTE AND MUTENGA

OF

MESSRS

BATUMA,

Reference to your letter ST 62211 and ST 48 dated 22nd January
1982 and 16th February, 1982 respectively. Since the above named
are no longer required to report to Makindye, the~ should resume
their normal duties on which they were employed pnor to their arrest
in December, 1981 as directed by the Intelligence Officer. Furthermore the period of their detention should be treated as a special leave
with pay".
That was your honest decision?
KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Perhaps, you see in this letter you mention - (Interjection).

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Counsel, I am being advised here that you did not read the
particulars of the author of the letter.

COUNSEL:

Sorry, this letter of 25th January 1982 was signed by J.B. Katungi for
Managing Director. And that is you?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

_COUNSEL:

You see, in that letter you seem to mention a letter dated 16th
February, 1982, I had not seen that, but is this a copy of the letter?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And that letter mentions an enclosure; do you have the enclosure
which was on it?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Please give it to me.

KATUNGI:

You already have it my Lord.

COUNSEL:

I see.

KATUNGI:
COUNSEL:

KATUNGI:

It is the one from Military Intelligence, Makindye.
I s~e. Now, on the 25th the same day you wrote the other letter
which I have read to the Commission, you also wrote another letter
reference MD PS/6/2 CON to the Chief Traffic Manager;
Yes, my Lord.
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COUNSH ..
Would you say !hat is the copy of the letter?

k:AlllNGI.
CHAIRMAN·
a?).

llamcd

Yes, my Lord
Counsel, could you aga
d
.
• hat it• inay go on record.
Jn rea this letter for record purposes please.
sot

COUNSEL:

<'Sllme
&rrl,st

"CONFIDENTIAL

rtherle.a,e

REF:MD PS/6/1 CON
25th February, 1982
The Chief Traffic Manager,
Kampala.
ACTING APPOINTMENT - MR. C. ODEKE ATS GROUP RA
REFERENCE YOUR ST 262 DATED 4TH JANUARY 1982
In this connection I have already been advised of the fact that Mr.
Batuma had to resume his normal duties on which he was employed
prior to his arrest in December, 1981. In other words Mr. Batuma
resumed his acting appointment. In the circumstances I regret, I am
unable to appoint Mr. Odeke to act in the place of Mr. Batuma.

the

for

Sigd.
J.B. Katungi
for: MANAGING DIRECTOR"

th

So it seems the position was that after these people had been set free
from Makindye, you as a person in-charge of personnel you ordered
them or you decided that they resume their duties as before?

e

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And this is supported by the communication as exhibited here?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

was this decision resisted?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

How?

KATUNGI:

• f Traffic Manager's lener
·11 bserve from eh te
. thof
My Lord, you wt o
Cl . f Traffic Manager was saying at
22nd January, 1982; that the 1,1e d by Military Imelligence he was
.
y
1 had been c eare
although these peop e
t O back to their former dunes.
ou
Of the view that they should no gCh1'efTraffic Manager's letter of 4th
will also observe, my Lord ' from

I 16I

January, 1982, that the Chief Traffic Manager - I think I should Sa)
Actmg Chief Traffic Manager, my Lord - was rather 1n a hurry '
make an acting appointment which was absolutely unusual.
So• theto
.
re
was as can be seen, resistance from the then Acttng Chief Traffic
Manager.
COUNSEL:

So. what happened?

KATUNGI.

On the 27th May, 1982. I was addressed by the then Managing
Director to the effect that the Board of Directors had decided that the
officers who had been detained and released should not go back to
their former duties - (Interjection).

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, I did not get the date of the letter; could you say it again
please?

KATUNGI:

27th May, 1982 my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry, what was the name of the then Managmg Director,
because I missed it?

KATUNGI:

Ateker Ejalu.

COUNSEL:

Could you please give me the copy of that letter?

KATUNGI:

I thought I gave it to you, my Lord.

KATUNGI

CHAIRMAN:

Well, we have got this through the Counsel, but there is no letter here
signed by the Managing Director yet.

COUNSEi

COUNSEL:

Well, I do not have it myself here.

KATUNGI:

I have no copy, my Lord. Excuse me my Lord, I can see a blue copy
of that table, it should be the one - green rather.

KATUNGI:

COUNSEL:

KATUNGI:

COUNSEL

Sorry, I have been looking at white copies, very sorry. On the 27th
you received a letter and the subject was; the staff who were detained
on security grounds at the end of last year up to early this year, signed
by Ateker Ejalu. This is the copy of the letter?

CHAIRM

CHAIRh'

COUNS

Yes, my Lord.

KATU1
CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, it is a short letter could you read it for record purposes; read
it out.

COUNSEL:

Yes, my Lord.
Ref. MD PS/9 CON

27th May, 1982.

The Chief Personnel Officer,
Kampala.
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com
CHAI

S,l\

•

h~
lo
- '- there

Traffic
I have been directed b
d
y the Board f 0·
e erre to above to equivalent
~
irectors to transfer all the staff
P0st1ng elsewhere.

r ~

Would you please eff
.
ect the Board, d . .

ging
the
acl to

appropriate transfers of staff

~

.

s ec1s1onmunediately and make

to eel gaps left by the exercise?
I look forward to your action/ad .
vice soonest.

Ateker Ejalu
MANAGINGDIRECTOR

again

Mr. Katungi, you see
h
Commission; you w~r~~ ::: worked for the East African High
Organisation; you have worked East Afncan Common Services
have worked for Uganda G
for _East Afncan Community; you
overnment m the Railway Services - right?

tor.

I
ere

PY

l(ATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

This communication from th M
.
.
decision had b
e anagmg Director is to the effect that
een made by the Board of Directors, correct?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

You do not know whether it was made or it was - well, whether what
he was tellmg you was true or not - that you are in a position to tell?

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel -

COUNSEL:

I am not cross examining.

CHAIRMAN:

No, what I am saying is that, I think the question should be put
differently; does he know whether? Do not suggest the answer to
him.

COUNSEL:

Do you know whether what the Managing Director communicated to
you was correct or not, that a decision had been by the Board of
Directors?

KATUNGI:

My Lord, J was perplexed by the contents of this letter, my Lord. In

th

- (Interjection).
CHAIRMAN:

No, Mr. Katungi, the question is very simple, you_ may exp;ain
afterwards but answer it first. Do you know whether this was true.

COUNSEL:

You see, J will come to what I want.

CHAIRMAN:

That is easy; is it not? It is a simple question.
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KATU

Gf·

'ot easy in the \\ay

It

is put, but I would like to say -

CHAIRMA '.

No, it is easy: whether you know or you do not know, that is all!

KATUNGI:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Very well Now, you see, you h:1ve b~~ wor~ing for such a long
period and you have been in a semor pos1t1on- m fact, a depanmeru
of your Corporat10n for a considerable time; you were a Regiona1
before the break up of the East African Community; correct?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Is it not actually the practice that members of Board of Directors,
actually. get papers from staffs of different departments for discussing
intheir meetings?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Well in such a case of staff as you told us - the function of vour
offic; - was it not you to write to the Board of Directors sugge~ting
this position, through your Managing Director?

CHAIRMAN•

Counsel, I am sorry, I do not know why you are pers1stmg to proceed
this way. You are putting a question in a way which you know it will
not do.

COUNSEL:

Much obliged, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

KATUNGI:
MR. NAGENDA:

KATUNGI:

That is suggesting an answer; that is not the thing to be done in
examination Very well, my Lord. The question is; who should have written the
recommendation to the Board of Directors about these changes?
I should have been a party, my Lord.
Just before we go on, I would have to lose what the witness was going
to say about three minutes ago.
He confessed to a degree of
perplexment over something, and I am intrigued to kno\\ what that
was, regarding this letter.
I will explain it my Lord. I was perplexed in the sense that earlier on
in March, 1982, the Managing Director had tabled to the Board
Memo.No.12 headed "OBITUARY" that is to say that the e\'ents of
December 1981 had been reported to the Board of Directors through
this memorandum. The Board of Directors had noted the contents of
the memorandum with regret and had, actually, sent condolences to
the bereaved family of Rwabihigi. Now, normally. the Board of
Directors would not concern itself with internal postings of staff in the
Corporation. Further more, there is no way a matter like this could
have cropped up at the Board, except under three possibilities. One,
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'

'

could have been tl
lrOUgh
B
a party -either I
a Oard membe
discussed With the ~:uld . have Written ritto:hich I would have been
of course, be raised,nagmg Director or
yself or I would have
meeting; or it could h by any mcmb~r
~atter of this nature can,

o:

this particular case l ;ve cropped up Under e Board at the Board
n.g fllr ~uch a Jong
f.a.:-t~a depamnem
were a Regional
• ,:\irra:t?

ard of Directors
" for discussin~

in the first place

I

I

e reason for such a d

coUNSEL:

. .

y the Board and what

ec1s1on

Well, you mentioned
12?
report Number 12, is it a c

f
opy O repon Number

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

coUNSEL:

w w ether I ·n
who had died and - that these
read it but it is praising people
and they are doing their job r peop e I understand have been released
p operly. Can I proceed my Lord?

CHAIRMAN:

In fact, I do not kno

Now yet Counsel

glance.

ction of your
wrs suggesting

mg to proceed
u know ir will

~ d o~n_dIt rather difficu\t~atters arising. Now, m
ec1s1on had been taken ~ convince myself that,

would have been ;h

h

w;

' we are still looking at

- we

d

o not have a quick

COUNSEL:

I see.

CHAIRMAN:

What he referredto is reportnumberwhat?

MR. NAGENDA:

Report Number 12.

CHAIRMAN:

Which is titled "obituary" I think relates to
the death of Mr.
Rwabihigi -

COUNSEL:

And also talks about the other people.

<

be done in

written the
ges?

was going
degree of
what that

lier on
e Board
vents of
through
nts of

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. Counsel, this report is about a page and a quarter; could you
give us. the _gist of it so that it goes on record? I will paraphrase it
here might talce me too long; this is headed Uganda Railways
Corporatwn, Confidential and it is from the Managing Director - is it
Managing Director's report No.12 to the Board of Directors? Its
heading is Obituary. It reports the arrest of the three personnel of the
Railways who have already been mentioned in the evidence of this
witness, more particularly the arrest of Deziderio Rwabihigi - his
detention at Makindye, the arrest by military personnel and it is report
that by 25th December his body was found in Mulago; and then goes
on to state how Mr. Rwabihigi worked in Railways, what he did and
he was reported to be very intelligent, clear headed and a keen officer,
with A University Degree; and then be joined the East African
Railways Corporation, then under the East African Community, and
then towards the disintegration

a

fin the
s could
One,
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of the Community he resigned on his own accord in March 1977
•
Ch.1ef Traffic Manager
anct
he was re-engaged in January, 1981 as ~ss1stan~
_ at the time of his arrest, he was Actmg Chief Traffic Manager in
place of Mr. Charles Karamagi who was currently on_leave. The~ it
goes on to say that his death has been report~ to vanous government
departments, and concern was expressed by his other thre~ co-detainees
namely Messrs Batuma, Mugote and Mutenga. In a gist that is the
content of the report.
COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

Maybe they resumed their duties.
Well, the last line said; the return of these other three, I quote: "their
safe return has eased the tension amongst the staff, the foregoing is for
the information of the report" - (Interruption) -Well, they were released
from
Makindye on the 20th of January, 1982 and have been allowed to
resume duty after a week's rest; they came with a letter from the
Military Intelligence Officer, Makindye headquarters which states that
they had been detained, quote: "pending interrogation that they had
planned a government sabotage; during the course of this, the office
has found the allegation based on personal grudge. The people,
therefore, are released and asked to go back on their duties, but should
keep reporting to this office after every one week till further notice."
Well, this is quoting this letter which we have already had twjce on
record.

COUNSEL:

So, definitely he was adopting - well, obviously since this was a
directive from the Managing Director, you complied by this letter?

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord, half heartedly.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, if it is short could you read it please?
time.

I think it may save

COUNSEL:
"Ref. MD/PS/9/CONFIDENTIAL

7th June, 1982.

The Chief Traffic Manager,
Kampala.
THE STAFF WHO ARE DETAINED ON SECURITY GROUNDS
AT THE END OF LAST YEAR UP TO EARLY THIS YEAR:
The Board of Directors has directed that staff referred to above be
transferred to equivalent posting elsewhere.
The circumstances are
hereby order the following postings;"
So, you give the postings for Batuma, Mugote, Mutenga and you say;
"The above postings must be implemented immediately, and I would
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like to have your recomm d .
en at1ons as
.
se.
appropriate for filling gaps left

b Y tbe exerci

Signd.
J.B. Katungi
for: MANAGING DIRECTOR"

quore "the1r
.
~oi~ is for
ere released
aJ.lO'\\"ecf

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Now' following that ord
from one of the officers c:n:~:~eived

KATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And that in a nutshell th·
' is recommend~fion was from the Chief
. Traffic
Manager dated 5th July
1982
to appoint Mr. c. Od;ke
sug~estmg that the acting appointment RA.
to AsSistant Traffic Superintendent Group

K.ATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And that is replace Batuma?

K.ATUNGI:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you read this please?

COUNSEL:

Very well; the subject:

was a

er?

a recommendation, I suppose

to

r from the
scares that
they had
the office
e people,
UC should
orice ...

twice on

KATUNGI:

ACTING APPOINTMENT - MR. C. ODEKE ASSISTANT TRAFFIC
SUPERINTENDENT GROUP RA

y save
Your letter No. MD/PS/Confidential dated 7th June, 1982 refers.
Following the changes, the Board of Directors directed in your letter
quoted above, the post of Traffic Superintendent Operations which was
filled by Mr. Baturna has fallen vacant, and it is very important
process.
COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners and Lady
Commissioner. This morning we are continuing to receive evidence
regarding arrest, detention and subsequent disappear~ce of Ro_~e
Nakazibwe Mbuga. Our next witness, the 59th Witness 1s Mr. KasaJJa

Byenkya.
be

are

Jd
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\VITNESS N0.59:
S\VORN IN

MR. BURHAN KASAJJA BYENKy A _

COUNSEL:

Can you state your name please?

BYENKYA:

My name is Burhan Kasajja Byenkya.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry the first name?

BYENKYA:

Burhan.

MR. NAGENDA:

Burhan?

BYENKYA:

B-u-r-h-a-n Kasaija Byenkya.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

BYENKYA:

I am 42 years old.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

BYENKYA:
COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

I live in Kamwokya, Tuffnel Drive but presently I am temporarily
staying at the Law Development Centre, Kampala.
You mean you have lived in Kamwokya for how long, since when?
I have lived in Kamwokya since 1972 to the present date.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

BYENKYA:

I am a Police Officer.

COUNSEL:

Of what rank?

BYENKYA:
COUNSEL:
BYENKYA:

I am a Detective Superintendent of Police.
When did you join the Police?
I joined the Police in 1967.

COUNSEL:
You joined at what rank or you joined as a regular Police and started
from the lowest rank?
BYENKYA:
I joined at the rank of Cadet Assistant Inspector of Police.
did not join at the regular rank.

That is. I

COUNSEL:
Di? _you have any training and if so can you give the details of the
trammg you have received to the Commission?
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\Vhcn I joined the p 1. •
N
o ice I wem t

agum where I spent a
.
or trauung at the p I
Trammg covering .lhc •. penod or one year und •
_oice College,

couNSEL

BYENKYA

coUNSEL

various aspects of th • p 1·
crgoing the _Po.lice
e o ice force and d
I

Y nu mean vour r· .
..
.
trst training
.
that true?
was Ill Naguru Police

iJy

Training School. is

That is right my Lord.
Now can you state subsequent t . .

one?

sYENKYA

1sc1pme

rammgs because

•

I have attended quite a nuinb

•
m some other countries.

f

h

• you ave Just stated

..

er o trammg

courses both here locally and

coUNSEL:

Please state tbem give the deta'I TI .
', s. ,at ,s why I was going back

sYENKYA:

I may not be able to remember the e
able to say that, 1971 I attended ax:ct dates but I thmk I shall be
Nairobi, Kenya Police We we h
r ourse lastmg two months in
,
re t ere ,or two months a d I
b
for a senior course in 1973 for th
.
'n
went ack
e same period,

COUNSEL:

Were these courses for any specialized field in Police?

BYENKYA:

These courses were specialized in investigation of security matters
111
the state. That is, as I said I am a member of Uganda Police Special
Brahch and all these courses were related to (interruption) _

MR. NAGENDA:

No you did not say so.

COUNSEL:

You did not mention that you are in Special Branch, but we are coming
to it, you may continue.

BYENKYA:

I am sorry I have not said that, your Lordship, but all these courses
were related, very relevant to the job I am at1ached to, that is Special
Branch in the Police Force. I also attended anolher administrative
course lasting one month. That is in 1980, we had a British 1raining
team which came to assist Uganda Police Force and I was privileged 10
be one of the members who attended that course. This was a general
Police Administration Course. It was not specific for Special Branch.

COUNSEL:

Now.

BYENKYA:

I was still continuing your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

You may please.

BYENKYA:

for another course in the United Kingdom for one
~o~(i1~ J ~,::n~as
a' Senior Intelligence Officers course very much
related to Special Branch work.

COUNSEL:

fn which month did you go for !his course?
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BYENKYA;

I am afraid I cannot remember the exact month.

COUNSEL.

Was it at the beginning or towards the end of the year?

BYENKYA;

I remember it was towards the end because we came back frorn h
•
• must h ave been towardst the
at
course immediately before Christmas,
so it
end of the year.

COUNSEL:

Now, in 1981 before you went for this course where were You
stationed?

BYENKYA:

I was stationed at Special Branch headquarters, Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Might you, to your knowledge remember, whether you were in the
office on the 12th of June 1981, were you on duty?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry to interrupt Counsel, I think there is something important a
background information which you did not get. Now Officer, what
was your education before you joined the Police as a Cadet Assistant
Inspector of Police?

BYENKYA:

I joined the Police force after having completed my Ordinary Level
Education, that is after having attained a School Certificate Education.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where? •

BYENKYA:

I attended Kabalega Senior Secondary School in Masindi.

COUNSEL:

You said you attended Kabalega from which year to which year?

BYENKYA:

I was in Kabalega Senior Secondary School for four years.
from 1959 - 1963.

COUNSEL:

Then after that?

BYENKYA:

After that I went to Nairobi for a brief course in civil aviation, which 1
did not complete. I came back and joined Uganda Police Force m
1967.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, why did you not complete this course, this civil aviation'>

BYENKYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

That is

I lost interest somewhere in that course. Another reason why perhaps I
did nqt complete, I was not able to fulfil the science requirements they
wanted for one to proceed with the same course because it ,vas mamly
technical and I lacked one subject which I did not do very well.
Just a brief clarification point here, you left Kabalega 1963 then you
stayed in Nairobi for a brief course in Civil Aviation then vou joined
the Police. But there seems to be a gap of four years bet~een 1963
and 1967.
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l

I was in Nairob· '
'
' ,or. one year, the wh
trans,erred
the services·
0 1e 1965 a d h
•
was still in exist
•mce at that tim h n t en I came back. I
within the Com.cnce_and the civil av1ate t e East African Community
muntty
ton was one 0 f h
another depan
• so I was adv· d •
t e departments
ment and I • ·
ise to transfe
a bout two years
Joined Custom O
r my service to
•
s epartment for a period of

tha.r
the
COVNSEL:

Let me now tak
e you back t h
remember where you
o t at date of 12th Ju
were on this date?
ne. 1981. do you

BYENKYA:

I remember on the 12th J
duty • I received
·
une, 1981 one evening
• I was at home aft
a teleph
General of Police requirin o;: call from the office of the Inspect::
I did not have transport of
to report before the Inspector General
me. A patrol car was sent 7y own so I requested a car to be sent fo~
~eneral of Police in his offic~ra~; ~d I reported before the Inspector
his office he wanted t kn
o ice Headquarters. When I reached
Ntambi. This Ntambi a~ th t"": about somebody' an officer called
area. He was a Regional S a _tl~e was an officer in charge Kampala
area.
pecia Branch Officer in-charge of Kampala

m the

a
What
istanr

eveJ

The Inspector General wanted
kn
.
material time. He corn l .
~o ow where this officer was at the
been alleged to have reie::~d m my pres~nce that, Mr. Ntambi, has
Central p 1·
.
a woman prisoner who was detained at
o ice Station. He also said that the Vice President then Mr
Pau l M uwanga
'
.
' was very b"itter about the officer who released
that•
~~m~ prisoner and that is why he had called me to bring forward Mr
am I so that h~ can explain the circumstances leading to the releas~
0 f that woman prisoner from the cells.

n.

is

COUNSEL:

Maybe before we get what followed after that, you said you were at
home, you mean you had not gone to office or was it not a working
day?

MR. NAGENDA:

Soon after duty he said.

COUNSEL:

What time was it when this car was sent to you?

BYENKYA:

It was between 5.30 and 6.00 when they called my house.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification,

what was the name of the Inspector General of Police

please?

BYENKYA:

The Inspector General of Police at that time was Mr. ukoth Ogola.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so could you explain to the Commissioners what followed after
the Inspector General of Police had told you this?

BYENKYA:

Perhaps I would like to explain to the Commissioners tha~ why the
Inspector General called me in particular I was based at Special Branch
Headquarters and I was at that time ranking number three and perhaps
having been unable to trace the other two, they called on me. That was
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the order of hierarchy at the Special Branch Headquarters.
MR NAGENDA:

Excuse me, what do you mean perhaps not having been able to tr
the other two. Are you saying they had not traced the other tw ace
0
therefore they called you in as this is just your thinking?
and

BYENKYA:

That is right your Lordship.

MR. NAGENDA:

What do you mean?

BYENKYA:

He could not trace the other two.

COUNSEL:

you mean you learnt that he had tried to get the other two and how did
you learn this?

BYENKY

COUNS1

BYENKYA:

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

BYENK

Well at that time, that evening hours many officers
tend nonnauy after
. .
office hours to go to some social places and 1t 1s normally very difficult
to trace them immediately after office hours. Because normally whe
they cannot trace the officer in-charge they will always look for th~
man next to him.

COUN

CHAil

cou
Now, you said you were number three, who was number two and who
was number one, in this Special Branch.
I think Mr. Banturaki, the late Mr. Banturaki was number one at that
time and since the situation was a bit awkward at that time in Special
Branch Headquarters because most of us were of the same rank. The
late Mr. Banturaki, myself and a few others were all in the same rank.
So, Mr. Banturaki because of being senior he was automatically incharge of the branch and at that time. There was nobody specific as
number two and whoever was available acted
number two.

BYE

C01

BY

as

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry I do not understand this at all. You are quite certain you
are number three because you told us, you have also told us who was
number one. Do you mean if number four was there he was
automatically number two?

BYENKYA:

I beg your pardon?

MR. NAGENDA:

No, because you said you were number three, you have told us who
was number one. It would seem reasonable to think there was number
two unless you are saying everybody else who was there· at that time
became number two automatically.

BYENKYA:

This is how it worked because we have section and this order of
hierarchy depends on what section one maybe leading at that material
time and I was heading one section which in order of hierarchy would
rank me number three.

COUNSEL:

Was there any other person apart from Banturaki who was heading
another section and would be ranked number two?
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0

B

1n·ENKYA:

There were quite other offi
0 ffi
tcers o f the same r k icers
W but as• I sa,.d there were very very few
•
an •
e were
.
time so other officers wh
very few superintendents at that
Iower ranks than ourselve. o were head·mg some departments were of
s.

cocNSFL:

When the Inspector General
known as Mr. Ntambi h d
called you and mentioned one Officer
a you known Mr. Ntambi before?

BYENKYA:

Yes, I had known Mr Ntamb· h·t
a Police Officer like m self 1 core. In the first place Mr. Ntambi is
for a long time so I h k ' secondly we have been in the same branch
a nown lum for quite a long time.

J

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

ho

e

Cou~sel he had already said that he said that Mr. Ntambi was a
Regional Offic~r for. Specia~ Branch m-charge of Kampala Region.
Well perhaps his specific station maybe that is what he can tell us.

COUNSEL

That is what I wanted to know my Lord.

BYENKYA:

Perhaps what Counsel wants is specific station where Mr Ntambi was
stationed. He was stationed at Central Police Station this 1s the office
for the regional Special Branch Officer, Kampala

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

Thank you. Now on this particular date after the Inspector General had
explained to you that Mr. Ntambi has released one lady prisoner, what
followed after this message?
The Inspector General required of me then to find Mr. Ntambi and
bring him forward so that he can explain. Since it was very late m the
evening I promised that I was going to try and trace Mr. Ntambi that
evening.

COUNSEL:

Did you do this?

BYENKYA:

When I left the Inspector General's office I went to Mr. Ntarnbi's
house on Tagore Crescent.

MR. NAGENDA:

What Crescent please? Tagore?

BYENKYA:

T agore, 1·t ·s
1 in Kamwokya and inquired from the children
· hl found
around and I was informed that Mr. Ntambi had gone to his ome on

at

al

So you had known him for a long time? Did you know where he was
stationed?

Entebbe Road.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you inquire from?

MR. NAGENDA:

His children just said so.

BYENKYA:

• a num her of young children l do not know whetherf
There were quite
his children or they were hving in the boy's quarters hut it ,, as one o
the peep Ic I r,oun d m the house • young ch1\drcn"
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COUNSEl
BYENKYA

COt:NSEL:
BYENKYA:

Yes, continue.
Having failed to trace Mr. Ntambi that evening and realizing th
gravity of the whole matter I decided not to trace Mr. Ntamb1 funhc:
that evening. I went back to the l~tor
Gene_ralof Police explainco
h w I had failed to trace Mr. Ntamb1. I promised that the folio...,,
m~ming I was going to do my best to find Mr. Ntambi as he had go~!
to his home which I did not know.
What time did you go back to the Inspector General to infonn him You
had not found Mr. Ntambi?
I am not quite sure of the time but it could have been anything between
7.00 and 7.30.

COUNSEL:

You mean 7.00 and 7.30 what a.m. or p.m.?

BYENKYA

p.m.

COUNSEL:

Yes. and the Inspector General was in office waiting for you?

BYENKYA:

That 1s correct.

COUNSEL:
BYENKYA:

COUNSEL:
BYENKYA:

COUNSEL:
BYENKYA:

So the next morning did you go back to try and carry out this duty.
When I went home I made arrangements for a vehicle because I knev.
Mr. Ntambi's home on Entebbe Road so I decided to go and see him
very early m the morrung fust thing so that I bring him forward so that
he can explain the circumstances about the release of that lady pnsoner.
Yes.
I went to his home on Entebbe Road, I arrived there \ ery early in the
morning. It was about 7.00 a.m. in the morning I found him just
getting up and then I told him that I wanted to take him along with me
to Kampala because we had some _urgent duty to perform.
Continue please.
I told him we had an urgent duty because I did not want to alann him
and to alarm his family at that time. After he had dressed we entered
the vehicle and we drove back to Kampala. I noticed h~ was gettmg a
bit uneasy as we approached Kampala because he \\as• not quite sure
about the type of job we were going to do. So I told him. I said my
friend I think there is a problem. Then I asked him 'do you remember
any lady prisoner whom you have released by an} chance?· Then he
did not know immediately. I explained to him what had transpired the
previous evening with the Inspector General then he remembered the
whole story and briefly related to me what had actuall) happened with
regards to the release of that woman prisoner

COUNSEL:
~o, in your explanation to him of what had transpired did you also
mfonn him that the Inspector General had said that the \'ice President
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coUNSEL:

What was his reaction t0 th· .
is message?

aYENIO'A:

Well he only explained t l
I •
< me what had h
re atmg to the release of that lady.
appencd the previous evening

aYENKYA:

As we continued driving tow d K
had explained if he had any dar
ampala .1 suggested to him that as he
b f,
ocuments which w Id · .
e ore the Inspector General of p .
ou assist him to prove
0 1
released this lady but it was a e
ce that ~e had not maliciously
collected these documents so tt~u~ne case,_ it would be better if he
th
General of Police he should be full Y e time we get to Inspector
accepted and on our wa
Y armed with these documents. He
Station. He picked so ydwe went through his office at Central Police
General's residence. me ocuments and then we drove to the Inspector

!

,.
knew
him

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

that

ner.

the

·ust
me

Now, maybe. befo~e we move to the Inspector General's residence,
w~at explanation did Mr. Ntambi give you regarding the release of this
prisoner?
When I told him about the whole story he told me that on the previous
day some intelligence officer from the Nile Mansions had come to
Central Police Station and approached him with the request for him to
release _to them a certain lady prisoner. He also explained to me that
since they did not have any authority, he doubted their story and
requested them to go and bring any written documents to show that this
lady was required by the Office of the Vice President at Nile Mansions
and these officers went back and eventually came again with a written
chit purported to have been signed by one Peter Owilli who was then in
the Nile Mansions as Intelligent Officer. And on that strength he
released this lady to them, he handed this lady to these officers and
they went away with her.

COUNSEL:

Okay after getting the documents from Mr. Ntambi's office you said
'
you proceeded
to the Inspector Genera l' s res1'd ence.?

MR.BYENKYA:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

Now why did you decide to go to his residence and not to his office?

BYENKYA:

.
earl in the morning and we did not expect
Yes because it was very
Y.
d c·ded that we better check
• th office at that time so we e 1
b
him to e m e
d h •f he is not there then perhaps from
th
t
at his house the firS
ing an t ~:r~ he might be. He could have been
there we shall be able to know w
in his office or perhaps elsewhere.
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COUNSEL:

y 011 mean you could not wn1t up
ollin: and you gn to hu; offrcc'!

BYl:NKYA:

The 111a11cr
w:1s very 111gc111
I thi11k I could 1101w:ill.

COUNSEL:

So did

BYHNKYA:

We reached his residence and we found him ready drci;scd and he w~
standing outside and as soon as we :irrived he entered hiu car aru1he
asked us 10 follow him up lo the Nile M:msions.

y1)U

tu

8.00

a 111

lur

hi111 to

report lo

coUN

reach his residence :i11d if so wh:i1 followed'!

COUNSEL:

Yes'!

BYENKYA:

When we reached Nile Mansions we followed him in one of the rooms
in Nile Mansions hotel, where we found some military oflkcr 8 arvl
some intelligence Officers in the suite,

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

Now do you remember the room you went to, the number of the room
you went to Nile Mansions'?
I cannot remember the number of the room.

COUNSEL:

Which floor was it?

C

BYENKYA:

I am not quite certain but I think it was floor number two.

B

COUNSEL:

So in this room you found some military personnel and other people in
civilian?

BYENKYA:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

What followed?

BYENKYA:

Immediately we arrived the Inspector General of Police explainedto
some chaps we found there that this is Mr. Ntambi who was reported
to have released the lady prisoner and then people started firing
""estions left and right as to how Mr. Ntamhi released thb lady and
he was trying to explain the circumstances leading to the release of thtS
lady.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
He explained the whole story as I have already narrated and he also
produced the written documents to prove his case and after sometime1
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think I was allowed
remain behind.
to go away and Mr
Ntamb'i was requested to
S
coUNSEL:

o you mean you asked
away or how did
to go away so that
asked to go away? you go away? Were you could be allowed to go
·
you told to go away or you

BYENKYA·

After realizing that I had
.
I was allowed to go away.no business to do at the N"l
.
1 e Mans1ons
I think

cocNSEL:

Now, you went away d"d
1
after this? What d'd
you follow this case agam?
• What followed
1 you do?

BYENKYA:

COUNSEL:

The whole
of that day I did
. n t t II
·
morrung I got concerned I want~ o ow the case but the followin
come back from the Nile M . to know whether Mr I Ntambi hj
office and I was told he
ans10ns so I tried to get in touch w1'thh"
.
never reported • h"
1s
previous day and then I tried to t
m is office the whole of the
General to find out what m· h h allow up that case with the Inspector
I
al
.
ig t ave happened t M N
•
was. so gettmg worried if Mr Nt
. . o r. tamb1. Because
Mansions perhaps I would b • amb1 did not emerge out of Nile
picked him from his h
e answerable because it was me who
ouse. So when I
h
General, he told me Mr N b:
approac ed the Inspector
overnight and they were ~tillt~ i_~ad .been kept in Nile Mansions
later that afternoon that
:umng .mto the whole matter. Then
explained what h ,
same y I thmk Mr. Ntambi appeared and
seated .
. appened, how he was kept there for the whole night
b
m a chair and he also explained that perhaps it would not have
. een . very easy for him to get out until eventually he was able to
~dent1fy one character to whom he actually handed over the lady That
1s when they allowed him to go.
•
Did he mention the name of this character?

BYENKYA:

No he did not. I do not remember him mentioning the name to me.

COUNSEL:

Now you as a Special Branch Officer by then and as a Police Officer
had you ever witnessed cases whereby prisoners had been released
maybe under similar circumstances like this?

BYENKYA:

Yes at that time it was very common. We had various intelligence
organs operating at that time and they would arrest some people take
them to the police, detain them and they would always write in Police
Books to say either these are - this is Vice President's case, Military
Intelligence Case or that kind of thing and normally they would come
back and demand the prisoners they deposited in the cells and I think it
was in order always to hand such a person to them.

e was
d he

ms
and

om

m

COUNSEL:

No. Well my question was to lead to another question that was this the
procedure to be followed whenever a P~lice Officer ~o~ld release a
prisoner he would be taken to Nile Mansions for quest10rung? Would
it happen or this was a . speci~ cas; and maybe you have some
explanation to make regardmg this case.
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Well somettme it would be very difficult to know from an offic f

•
er hrotn
an,_.police stntion having handed over a prisoner
to know exactly
J
b
•
w ere
this prisoner was being taken ccause m some cases they woutu
disclose to you where they wanted to take a man. So I do not thi~~t
\\OS a normal procedure that every person released from the p . tt
• Mans1ons.
•
0tce
1
Station would be taken to Nile

MR. NAGENDA.

No I think as I understand what the Counsel meant was it usual f
Polic~ Officers to be taken to Nile Mansions after they had releas:
prisoners?

BYENKYA:

Well it was not normal it depended on the circumstances under Which
prisoner was released and it also depended on how wanted that prisone~
was.

:\1R NAGENDA:

You mean it happened quite a few times in your experience?

BYENKYA:

I do not quite remember before Mr Ntambi's case when somebody was
taken to Nile Mansions I think Mr Ntambi's case was the first unique
one which I can remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

You say it was the only case you can remember of a Police Officer
being taken to Nile Mansions after releasing a prisoner?

BYENKYA:

Well that one is the only one I can remember.

COUNSEL:

Now when you mention that sometimes prisoners would be booked in
and say this is Vice President's case, what do you mean by that?

MR. BYENKY A:

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

COUNSEL:

What I mean is actually when a Police or when the Police arrest a
suspected criminal they would always enter in the police books the
nature of crime this person is suspected to have committed. The)
would also enter the name of arresting officer and perhaps sometunes
they would even write the progress of investigation.
But some
prisoners who are brought in the Police Station not on any crunmal
allegation initiated by the Police I think they would have to find an
explanation to put in the Police books because the Police would always
demand that when a person is detained in the Police cells somebod)
must put down where, who is responsible for the arrest of this person
and why and normally they would say this is a security matter bemg
handled by Vice President's office or President's office or whatever
Now, were such cases common cases like security matter handled by
President's office or Vice President's office or Vice President's case.
were they common cases?
Yes, they were very common in the Police because every other person
they would arrest should end up in one of the Police Stations around
Kampala.
Do you remember a few of them you could giYe their parties to the
Commission?
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sYENKYA.

USuaJ

for

released

Which a
Prisoner

COUNSEL:

BYENKYA:

ed

lil

a
the

St

ey

Since I was not stationed .
responsible for locking u in any of these Police Stations which were
•
P people I ea
used to monitor these case .
' . nnot remember exactly but we
s m our daily
·
•
Branch Headquarters becau
routine meetings at the Special
•
se some of th
ffi
various stations would com
.h
ese o •cers who are based at
•
e w,t compl • ts beca
complaints that cells are filled u
.
a,~
use we would get
know from the Special Bran h PHWtth detainees and we would like to
come into the cells and lh c ffi eadquarters how these people have
• as to how people
are being arrested lockedese o . 1cers would expJam
P rest·dem ,s offiice or' President's
up m
officells and
h under the cover of Vice
tee or w atever.
So, y~u say that if this Commissiop was interested in knowing these
cases_It w~uld be able to maybe trace them through the minutes of your
meetings m the Special Branch, is that possible?
The ~utes
of ~ur meetings were not giving specific cases, they were
not g1vmg specific cases and in the minutes of our Special Branch
meetings there are certain known security matters we do not put down.
There are matters which are discussed by way of passing because these
minutes are always sent to the President's office, to the Vice
president's office and to the Minister of Internal Affairs and these other
responsible offices so a thing like that unless you had a special case.
But normally we would say well the Police cells are filled up with
prisoners and we did not have a proper explanation.

COUNSEL:

Now while in this room in the Nile Mansions did you see the said lady
priso~er whom the Inspector General of Police had mentioned to you?

BYENKYA:

No 'I did not see her.
ended.

COUNSEL:

And did you know her by any other means?

BYENKYA:

No. I did not know her.

COUNSEL:

Was there any lady in this office?

BYENKYA:

Which office?

COUNSEL:

In that office where you took Mr. Ntambi.

BYENKYA:

In the room?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

BYENKYA:

No there was no lady at that time.

I did not see her in the room where I really

y
At least I do not remember seeing

any lady in the room.

MR. NAGENDA:

•
about this lady who had been
•
•
while we are talking
.
to him were you at
Clanficatton,
b" when you were talking
d d'd you
released by Mr. Ntam I,
f this lady. In other wor s I
. . hi the name o
any time g1vmg m
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know the nartle of this lady?
BYENKYA:

No. I did not and the Inspector General did not disclose the nam

• question.
•
the lady m

e Of

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, G~ntl~men and Lady Commissioners, that is the
evidence I have from this witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

I do not think it is a very important matter but there is one Whi h
• question
.
want to clear up in my mind. This
of th e fact that youc I
number three and the late Banturill was number one, m this hierarch
where would have Mr. Ntambi been or does he not come in thrs
numbering system?

BYENKYA:

Well I think I am not quite certain but I think 1981, Mr Ntarnbiw
still an Assistant Superintendent, automatically he would be below us.as

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he not the officer-in-charge of the Region?

BYENKYA:

He was, yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

So would that make him number one in this hierarchy.

BYENKYA:

No it would not because the Region is answerable to the Special Branch
Headquarters, automatically he would not be number one.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said that you were worried when Mr. Ntambi did not come out
overnight because you might be implicated in his disappearance did you
not?

BYENKYA:

Yes, I did.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you also have been worried for Mr. Ntambi's sake as a
colleague whom you had known for a long time?

BYENKYA:

Well I think I got concerned and worried because I had sensed from the
Inspector General's reaction the previous evening that the matter m
question was really serious and there were two perhaps options at that
time which could have befallen Mr. Ntambi in my imagination. One
could have been Mr. Ntambi would also have been kept in Nile
Mansions, tortured and perhaps ended up.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, I know. What I am trying to say if you were probably also
worried not just because you. would be implicated in his disappearance
but because he was a colleague and he might be tortured.

BYENKYA:

Yes, first of all Mr. Ntambi was a colleague as you have said.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, well it is a very simple question, were you so worried about him
as a colleague? Because the way it comes across at the moment if I
must spell it out, is that you were worried because you might be
implicated in his disappearance. I am just trying to find out whether
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BYENKYA:

you were also worried f
M
rom r. Ntambi as such?
I was worried ti
or two reasons.
colleague.
One for Mr. Ntambi being my

MR. NAGENDA:

Exactly.

BYENKYA:

And an associate for a long time.

MR NAGENDA:

Now, fine I just wanted that b
callous. Now you have me _to e on record .otherwise it sounded very
which I understand yo
ntioned that the Vice President had cases by
this true?
u mean that the •Vice President had prisoners, is

f

LS

the

hich I

Was

us.

BYENKYA:
MR. NAGENDA:

BYENKYA:

This element of Vice President and President's -(Interruption) No,. no. Please answer my question you have said that the Vice
Pr~ident had cases, does this mean that the Vice President had his own
pnsoners?
~at

used_to happen was, intelligence officers could bring up prisoners

m the station and they would enter them on record as cases from the
Vice President's office.

eh
MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, did this mean to you that these people were Vice President's
prisoners or did you think that the intelligence officers were actually a
sort of lying that they were their own prisoners?

BYENKYA:

I am saying neither. What I am trying to say your Lordship is, in the
Vice President's resident's office there was a unit of intelligence which
was handling that kind of matter. So, I am not saying that the Vice
President personally was involved in this arresting people and bringing
them in the station, but it is this intelligence unit operating under the
direction and charge of the Vice President which was responsible.
Okay, so what you mean is that these were prisoners brought in from
the Vice President's office.

Ut

u

a

MR. NAGENDA:

BYENKYA:

Exactly.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay and you are therefore also saying, I think you went on to say that
there were prisoners who were brought in by the President's office?

BYENKYA:

There were quite some yes•

MR.NAGENDA:

• ed?•
And Internal Minister's office, I think you also mention

BYENKYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

.
h
I nly mentioned about the Minister of Internal
No, I did not say t at. fr o the Special Branch Headquarters which we
Affairs on the reports om .
.
discuss every morning. We give hlffi a copy.
Now are you, therefore, saying that of
•
• not
Yes sor ry ' You to Id us that
them the prisoners who were brought m
offices as you understand
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by military intelligence or Spe~ial Bfr~nchh_
or what~ver that the Only
category of prisoners you c~n thmk. o 1~t 1s connection came from the
president's office and the Vice Presidents office.
BYENKYA:

No, there were quite other prisoners who were bei~g brought by
military intellig~nce offic~rs and these wou!d not f~II 1~ any of these
two categories either President s Office or Vice Presidents office.
0

MR. NAGENDA:

Of people who came in directly from Mi~i~ters including the President
and the Vice President are there other Mm1ster whose officers brought
in prisoners who were marked down as such on the charge sheet?

BYENKYA:

No. I do not remember any.

MR. NAGENDA:

So just President and Vice President?

BYENKYA:

Yes your Lordship.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now we have it in evidence from one of the witnesses who came to us
that in fact this prisoner had been talked about as Muwanga' s prisoner
did you hear this term used at all in connection with this witness?

BYENKYA:

No I did not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you hear this term used regarding any other prisoner?

BYENKYA:

No, not at all.

MR. NAGENDA:

If you went and looked in the records, I believe records are kept m
Special Branch and other departments to your knowledge do any of the
charge sheets bear this title, Vice President's prisoner.

BYENKYA:
MR. NAGENDA:
BYENKYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

BYENKYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps I would like to state before this Commission that this should
not be actually regarded as charge sheets as such.
Okay.
These were ordinary day to day records; that is station diary, lock up
register and this kind of thing.
Okay, remove charge sheet. In any of these places where prisoners
were entered to your knowledge was there any entry which said Vice
President's or indeed President's prisoner.
I cannot say precisely here because as I said I was stationed· at Special
Branch Headquarters and in Special Branch Headquarters we do not
handle that kind of records so the whole matter was at Central Pohce
Station and other places so I do not know whether you would get that
kind of information.
You see a Special Branch Officer told us that he himself had actually
seen such entries, which suggest that either he was being very
inquisitive in other people's affair or that it was possible for a Special
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er t~r the onJv
n came from th~

Il£ brought by
m any of these
I's office.

sYENKYA:

Branch Officer to see th
.
ese entries d.d
.
.
' • you ever see any such ent ?
It 1s possible for a S .
ry •
d
d.
.
pec1al Branch 0
epen mg -(interruption) fficer to see th
ese entries

MR,NAGENDA:

Excuse me Mr. Byenkya did

sYENKYA:

No I have not seen any.

MR NAGENDA:

Thank you.

MR KAWANGA:

This is from your general kn 1 d .
of high standing now can yoowel ge, you are a Special Branch Officer
.
'
u P ease assist
t kn
agencies that were operating alon .d
us O . ow other security
knew of?
gsi e your Special Branch that you

BYENKYA:

I can only remember we had NASA at that time.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

BYENKYA:

And there was another - (interruption) _

CHAIRMAN:

We are supposed to be ignorant of these things unless we are told what
did NASA mean?
'

BYENKYA:

I do not know what it meant but that is what it was normally called.
But I think it was called National Security Service Agency.

you yourself see any such entry?

g che President
ftker~ brought
e sheet?

came to us
's prisoner,
mess?

(

• should

MR.KAWANGA:

Yes?

BYENKYA:

We also had other sections operating under the name of Military
Intelligence and of course we believed that people who were claiming
to be operating under the name of NASA at that time were from the
President's Office, but then we were not quite certain as under what
organisation the people operating under Vice President's office, I do
not know what name they were calling themselves but so far those are
some of a few organisations I can remember.

MR.KAWANGA:

So you mean there was military intelligence which would naturally fall
under the military and that is Ministry of Defence. am I nght?

BYENKYA:

By the sound of it yes it seems it would fall u~der ~he Minis~1?'o~
Defence but under normal circumstances I would imagme that mihtar)
intelligence should not actually be handling civi1t3:11
matters the~d,.,_:J_d
1
be_ only concent_ratint ~nh!~!e~;e;:; t~~:ti~:
:.::r;:ik~t~iht:;
bngades and umts • u
.
. valved into the arrest of civilians.
~ntelligen~e were alsdohge~;~;g ~~eir cases which was a umque thing
mterrogatmg them an an

..
'

lock up

nsoners
id Vice

Special
do not
Police
et that

,JJy
very
pecial

MR. KAWANGA:

that in the Vice President's office there
So in other words you mean
as a umt which you do not kno\\
was Military Intelligence and the~,.:SA or to what not, which also
where it belonged whel her to
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operated.
BYENKYA:

Well I am not saying that, your Lordship, but since Mr. Muw
that time was Vice President and at the same time Minister of ~n~a at
it is possible they could have been operating under similar name/ ence

DR. LUYOMBY A:

BYENKYA:

Mr. Byenkya you were placed high in the Police force, to me it
• you wer~ •m:o lved wit
. h your colleague
see111s
this exercise in which
Mr
Ntambi was anomalous. I find 1t difficult to see a whole lnsp ·
• tak'mg h"1s Jumor
• • offi1cer and. hand'mg him
· ove
ector
General of Pohce
some other junior fellows within the Nile Mansions. Could you ~ to
us from the training you had, your experience in the job could StSl
• wh'1ch were operatmg
. at that time?
You
assist us and tell us any anomal 1es
your Lordship before I answer that question I would like to correct one
impression which has been put to me. In actual fact I am not
0
perhaps I was not highly placed in the Police Force at that time, I w~
only perhaps one would call placed, was within a small unit at the
Special Branch. In the Police Force as such I was nothing and I am
nothing. That is one thing I would like to put right. You have said
that it looked awkward for the whole of Inspector General of Police to
take his junior officer before another junior officer. I think this is
creating perhaps a wrong impressing because in the Nile Mansions
perhaps I would say you are right to say it was an anomaly becaus~
some of ·these people who were operating in Nile Mansions although
we did know their proper ranks, their proper status in society and their
standing in the Government and in authority, I think they were very
powerful at that time and one would not easily brush them off as junior
officers. So, if a man like Peter Owilli came and said I want this and
that I think it would be very unwise for an Inspector General who
wants his job to call him nothing and send him away. So, if Mr.
Okoth Ogola the then Inspector General of Police was called to explain
on behalf of his officer who had released a prisoner I think it was in
order for Okoth Ogola to take such an officer before the authority that
were so that the man himself can explain. Well to me it is a bit an
anomaly because if I were in Mr. Okoth Ogola's shoes perhaps I would
not have carried the whole of Mr. Ntambi to the Vice President's office
I would have questioned Mr. Ntambi, get all the relevant documents
and all the relevant information and perhaps go and brief the Vice
President because I would have perhaps sorted up ~e whole case.
Perhaps with that I do not know whether I have satisfied the
Commission on that.

.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

BYENKYA:

What do you mean when you say, some of those officers, although
their ranks were not known, were powerful.' What do you mean by
'powerful?'
I do not know how I can explain but what I mean by 'being powerful',
that is in that context that is a person who can - who is able to detennine your existence in a place of responsibility.
What I mean
here, if one of the officers from Nile Mansions reported you to the
Vice President's office as having been un-cooperative or being unfair in
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a certain matter defi .
•
lnHely I th· k
perhaps, you would end u '
in ' you would lose your job and
people being powerful.
p somewhere. This is what I mean by thes;

DR. LUYOMBY A.

.. or
r to

BYENKYA:

Do you have any specific exam
pie of what you a1e saying?

Well, quite many
L

srsr

You
DR. LUYOMBY A

•

M
any of my fell

•

P

r

uz1ra, many of them J cannot
. ow o ice Officers ended up in
not beca_usethey had committed"::m1on. And then ended up in Luz1ra
rather difficult in some
Y offence but becausethey had been
and so detain him _ this ;~ash especially in the matter of arresting sot at. So, I think, I have experienceon that

Can you mention the
names of two or three of them?

BYENKYA:

at the
I am
Said

ce to

o were Iocked up in Luzira.

CHAIRMAN:

What was the rank of Bitariho?

BYENKYA:

Bitariho was a Superintendent of Police.

CHAIRMAN:

And Ouma?

BYENKYA:

Ouma - Assistant Inspector of Police.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

BYENKYA:

an

Id
ce

Well, I would start With Mr S- .
He is at Police Headquart • Uanho; he JS Superintendentof Police
were locked up I kno ers nght now· He was one of those wh~
1
· my colleague. He
was also locked• up I w
c nspector Ouma• He ts
•
number or quite many
whannot remembers others, but they are quite a

MR. NAGENDA:

ts

e
e.

e

BYENKYA:

Do you mean or are you intending to mean that these officers in Nile
Mansion or Vice President's Office had really forced the Police Force
to submission?
I think, you have correctly put it, your Lordship. I think, I cannot put
it any better.
Just a small matter, Mr. Byenkya. You have told us very graphically
and we have noted it, that and, in fact, my colleague has put it by
saying that these people had forced the Police Force into submission.
You said, if you wanted to keep your job you would do what people
like Peter Owilli told you to do: and, that it was quite in order,
therefore, for the Inspector General to do this. You have also said which I find also interesting - that you would have done it differently.
you would have asked Mr. Ntambi questions and checked them. Does
this infer that you did not want to keep your job?
Well, perhaps, definitely I would have loved to keep my job; but, all
along during that period when Mr. Okoth-Ogola was our Inspector
Gene;al there was a general complaint within the Pohce Force ~at our
Head of De artment was not protecting his officers, m that, w enever

s~~~

there was a: allegation la_belledagainst an'.d:~~~~;e ;:;d n:~'.
8
on his feet to defe nd his office~d . ~ say a policeman has killed
Lordship, implying that he shou JUS
'

!185

somebody he should turn round and say, 'No, no, it is not Poss'b
•
. h
I le
He cannot, do this'. Whal I am trymg
to say 1s
t at there were
·
political accusations and allegations at that time labelled against ::y
officers in the field, just because they a~~e_arednot to be dancing th~
tune of the day So anybody or any poht1c1ancould come around
• and that. Th'1s man 1s
• a supporter of this anct
Say , This man 1•s this
•
•
.
· anct
that., And he could just say, 'I think you are right;
I think this m
have been always seeing him. I think he is that_kind of person'. S~ i!
was an open complaint within the office every time we had a meeti
we would complain before him and say, 'Well: a h_eadof depanme~f:
an Inspector General of Police, should ~va1l himself time in his
capacity to investigate some of th_e~eallegations ~efore taking a drastic
decision. And these drastic dec1s1ons were q~1te many and varied:
Others were dismissals, others were detentions and others Were
immediate transfers. One would be transferred from one place to
another because of a big person in a particular place has complained
against him. So what I am trying t_oemphasize here, your Lordship,
that was a general complaint at that time.
•

MR. NAGENDA:

BYENKYA:

MR. NAGRNDA:

BYENKYA:

About this general complaint and I am sure that Legal Counsel will
probably be looking into this further when it comes into these matters
which is a very serious charge. Was this also a general complaint _
judging from what you have said - that not only did the Inspector
General not only stand up for his officers but that he actually actively
participated in these charges that were brought - dismissals, detentions
and transfers?

BYEN

MR.
KAK

B

No, my Lord, I do not want to go on record as having said that he
actively participated. What I would like to say is that he condoned
some of these activities.
Between being passive and not standing up for your officers, wluch I
would have thought was your first duty and condoning actions there is
a very, very big jump. If you condone - I have not got my dictionary
with me - but it seems to me that you actually give your blessing to
such actions. Can I take it that this what you mean by 'condoning?'
Well, I may, perhaps, explain it in ordinary terms what I mean b}
'condoning' is that by not actually resisting some of these accusations
he was, in a way, telling these people that whatever allegations \\ere
made against any particular officer were true. Because as a Head of a
Department and Inspector General at that, I expected him to stand on
his firm ground and say, 'If Byenkya has been reported as having been
corrupt in a particular district, before I direct that this man should be
arrested and detained or he should be dismissed or an immediate
transfer should be given to him, I think, he should haYe instituted
inquiry - investigations - using his senior officers from his office to
substantiate some of these allegations. And then, if actuall} found to
be true and supported by concrete evidence, then, I thmk, if I were the
In~pector General, I would allow the law to take its own course

MR. NAGENDA:
Were you ever detained or transferred durmg the time of this Inspector
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General's tenure?
RYENKYA:

Yes. I was not dis •. ed/d .
hetained but
. I. was transferred• I want to
unusual in th p 0 r r or t e Comrruss1onersthat transfers are not
• 1ent1oned
~
ice
But when transfers are given with malice
and 1•11-in
thForce.
t •
•
h
•
a
is
when
that is w Y we say th t th . they become a bit unpalatable. And
being the d Of
a ey intended to punish somebody other than
or er the Public Service.
make one point
.
• miss~
clea

.MR. NAGENDA;
KAKWENZIRE:

BYENKYA:

Thank you.
If we take the case 0 r M N
•·
• h th.
r • tarntii and assume that he had done the
ng_ t mg to release the prisoners to the people from Nile Mansion by
gomg through the right procedure and filling forms, in your view do
~ou thmk that the Inspector General of Police violated Mr Ntambi's
n_ght as a ~oliceman by siding with the people who were summoning
hun and gomg to hand him over rather than insisting that he had done
the nonnaJ thing?

In t_he~rst place, when the allegation reached the Inspector General of
Police 1t was differently put to him. Because I later learnt that the
Inspector General of Police, with officers from the Vice President - it
appears that this lady was being investigated by various units. So,
when one unit went to Central Police Station, looking for this lady and
learning that this lady had been released or rather had been handed
over the another organization, the matter was reported to the Inspector
General of Police as Mr. Ntambi having taken a lot of money and
released this woman. In fact, it was not put to the Inspector General of
Police that Mr. Ntambi had handed over this lady to another
intelligence organization. And initially the Inspector General of Pohce
I think all the time in his mind was of the view that Mr. Ntambi had
corruptly received money in exchange for the release of this lady. I
think that is why he decided, perhaps, to say that 'Well since this is a
serious allegation against Mr. Ntambi, let him go and explain himself'.

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. Ntambi produced to him the forms which he filled indicating the
officers who took the prisoner.

BYENKYA:

Exactly, that is exactly what I said earlier on that, if I were in ~r.
Okoth Ogola's shoes, perhaps I would not have taken Mr. Ntamb1 t_o
Nile Mansions; I would have picked the written document and his
explanation, then I would have reported to ~ile Mansion to whoever
was inquiring into the disappearance of this lady from the Central
Police Station with that explanation. Then I would have not taken Mr.
Ntambi, personally.

KAKWENZIRE:

So this goes a long way to support your contention that the Inspector
General was not always supporting his staff.

BYENKYA:

That is all right. That is correct.

KAKWENZIRE:

And lastly I wanted you to recognize this. You did say earlier on that
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BYENKYA:

D&i, LUYOMBYA:

BYENKYA:

e

No I cannot remember.
re~II.

BYE 'KYA:

BYE[\j1':YA:

t to Nile Mansions youfi found Isome officers around. Do
ne or two or three of 1ccrs w 10m you saw'!

)OU wen
rcc:i II 811), 0

I cannot say I saw somebody WhornI can

Just to coneIude tllis~ attitude of your Inspector General. towards his
o fficers. To )'Our knowledge,. do you
d recall any
bi occasion Whenthe
, t General could have d1scusse your pro ems and the way th
Inspec
or
.
·
.
e
• F•Orc,C u••is
treated with
th e M"mister
- h"1sM'mister?
PO I tCe
n • • h•~i·ng
~
'
Yes 1 should imagine. The Inspector Gene~al of Police is the righth d an of the Minister of Internal Affairs and the Office of th
anm
..
·1
ffi•
c
Inspector General is very important - 1t 1s a vita - o 1cc m the security
f the state. So J should have expected the Inspector General of Po!ic
O have every opportunity to discuss th e genera I adrn"
.
C
to
m1stration
of his
department with his Minister.

cou

That is what he should have done; but do you have knowledge of him
having done it?
Not one I can recall. I do not remember. There could have been
because I was not very near the Inspector General of Police and any
time he had an occasion to meet his Minister, I do not think he would
come back. But the only way, me as a man on the grass-root, I could
have known that the Inspector General of Police is taking the welfare
and the interest of his staff seriously is when I would see him actually
trying to defend his officers and trying to get himself actually
concerned with these accusations.
Are you suggesting that there was not easy flow of information and
communication between the Inspector General's office and the rest of
the Police Force and other units?
Well, the nature of information flow or the exchange of information
between the Office of the Inspector General and the other units was of
a different nature. For instance, if the Inspector General of Police
wanted you to do something, that is a different matter. He would get
on radio and send a signal and say, 'I want you to go and do this and
that. ' That is a different matter. But the exchange of information is
when you have to sit down with the Inspector General- of Police or a
Head of a Department or whatever; so that you can exchange ideas and
try to discuss and find solutions to problems inflicting the department.
This actually was very, very difficult.
Many times, we had an
occasion to have a senior officers' meeting - I remember we had one
meeting in this very room here one day - and normally the Inspector
General of Police was dictated to call meetings of senior officers,
whenever there was a crisis in his office. By this I mean, whenever he
was charged with a problem-perhaps, something has gone wrong in a
part!cular area or there have been a lot of problems in various Police
Stations and the President or the Minister was on his neck that is when
he would think of calling a meeting; and the only thing he would come
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with is to harass his office .
.
have done this and th·
rs, tearmg them left-and-right. You should
• not do this and th·1s one
you d"d
. one did this. So-and-so
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COUNSEL:

Maybe one question for 1 "fi .
whether you h d
c an •cation. One Commissioner asked you
a
seen
an
entry
at CentraI po1·ice S tattoo
•
.
attributed to the y.
of a prisoner
you working at th IeeePres1de~t. Be~ween1981 and say 1985, were
e entral Pohce Statton?

BYENKYA:

Well, Mr. Commissioner,
•
I do not remember mentioning that I had
ever worked
at
the
c
al
. Station.
.
.
entr p ohce
All along I said I have
b een stationed
t
s
·
1
' went• on that
.
a pecia Branch Headquarters. I only
occasio~ to Central Police Station with Mr. Ntambi when he wanted to
call at his office to pick certain documents.

>een
any
'llld
uld
are

Uy

COUNSEL:

So, in ~ther w?r~s, you would not be in a position to see what was
entered m the diaries at the Central Police Station!

BYENKYA:

That is correct. I would not be in a position to see what was entered in
the diaries and the other books.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, Mr. Byenkya, thank you for your evidence. I think, it has given
us an insight into the working of the Police at that time. In addition to
the evidence relating to a specific, the evidence you have given us
covers how the Police worked, at least, how the Inspector General of
Police performed his duties, to that limited extent which you had to
know. Thank you for your evidence.

lly

Id

if

'
l

COUNSEL:

My Lord, at this juncture, I would like to inform the Commission that
at mid-day there is a witness whom we did not e~pect to come but we
would and he is in Kampala for just a few - operating in Karamoja. He
said he would like to come to give eviden~e before this Commission
mid-day at one o'clock. So, maybe, if, my Lord it pleases you, you
may adjourn for tea and maybe by that time the witn~ss will have
arrived. But, if he goes away, it may not be easy to get him.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I hope you are not telling us that he is the only witness who
will be available. But, anyway, we shall adjourn now and resume at a
quarter to twelve this morning.
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COUNSEL:

Very well, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen let u
'
s resUllle
the Session now' after the break we have had.

COUNSEL:

Now my Lord as earlier indicated, there was a witness I ex
'
•
mid-day
he has not arnved.
Now I want call another witnessPecteci
.,
witness is in connection with the Death of Rose Nakazibwe.
• This

cm.
MU

co
WITNESS NO.60: MISS JANE MUSISI - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

C(

Now maybe, before I get your particulars, I want to inform you tha
this Commission of Inquiry was set up under an Article of Parliam t
. ..
ent
and it has po~ers to su~on anyb.od ! ~n.d to req~1S1tlonany kind of
document that 1t may reqmre to assist 1t m its carrymg out its functi
It is within those powers that you have been called here and it is wit~~• d to say what you are going to be
m
those powers that you maybe reqmre
asked and, maybe, to produce what this Commission will require you
to produce. It is not a court of law, as you may take it.

COUNSEL:

So now would you state your names, please?

MUSISI:

My name is Miss Jane Musisi.

COUNSEL:

You are Sub-Manager, Barclays Bank.

MUSISI:

Yes, I am Sub-Manager, Administration, Barclays Bank of (U) Ltd.

COUNSEL:

Which Branch?

MUSISI:

16 - Kampala Road Branch.

COUNSEL:

How long have you worked at the bank?

MUSISI:

For 24 years.

COUNSEL:

Now, before joining the bank for the last 24 years, now what were you
doing?

MUSISI:

I was a teacher.

COUNSEL:

I see! Where were you teaching?

MUSISI:

At Makerere College School.

COUNSEL:

How long had you taught at Makerere College School?

MUSISI:

For roughly one and a half years.

COUNSEL:

And, after those one-and-half years you gave up!
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MliSlSI
COUNSEL

Yes and I joined the bank.
I see! H d

MUSlSl

a you qua!ified as a teacher?
Yes, I did

COUNSEL.

Where?

MUS!Sl·

Kyambogo.

COUNSEL

Now for how long have
Bank?
you worked at this branch of the Barclays

MUSISI:

Well, 16 K
al R
and I went-to amp ha boad, I worked for 19 years; then l had a break
the same branc~not er ranch. l came back. I have just come back to

COUNSEL:

~owthwhebndid you leave - after 19 years, when exactly did you leave ,or o er ranches?
MUSISI:

In 1981.

COUNSEL:

Which month?

MUSISI:

October.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

MUSISI:

To Luwumu Street, branch.

COUNSEL:

I see! Have you had some training in banking?

MUSISI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where? Which kind of training?

MUSISI:

In Nairobi, where we get several courses in banking.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUSISI:

From time to time.

COUNSEL:

From time to time!

MUSISI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now you have been at this bank for 19 years as you said, and you have
just only left in 1981. When did you come back?

MUSISI:

In 1984.

\
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CQUNSEL:

In I 984. Now there was a lady around Kampala by name - Janl'
Nakazibwe.

MUSISI:

Or Rose.

COUNSEL:

Rose Nakazibwe.

MUSISI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know her?

MUSISI:

Well, I knew her as a customer of our bank.

COUNSEL:

Right! Did you know her place of residence or her place of work.

MUSISI:

Not particularly, apart from the records we had.

COUNSEL:

I see! So you are suggesting, Nakazibwe was a customer of the bank

MUSISI:

Yes, she was a customer of the bank.

COUNSEL:

Did she have accounts? What type of Accounts did she have?

MUSISI:

She had two accounts: One in the names of Rose Nakazibwe - her
personal account, and another one in the names of Peninsula Bar,
Busega.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Were they saving accounts, current accounts?

MUSISI:

No they were current accounts-.

COUNSEL:

So she was operating these accounts by the issue of cheques.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, you are moving very fast; because this witness is speaking in
English. There are a few things we would like to note down. You
should go a little more slowly, please.

COUNSEL:

Sorry!

CHAIRMAN:

You carry on. You had gone to the place where Rose had two
accounts: One in her name - Rose Nakazibwe, the other one in the
names of Peninsula Bar, Busega.

COUNSEL:

Now you said these were current accounts.

MUSISI:

Yes, they were current accounts.

MUS

co
MU

co
M

C

COUNSEL:
MUSISI:
COUNSEL:

And that means that she was using cheques say to withdraw money.
Yes, she was using cheques to withdraw money.
Okay, at the material time, say in 1981, did you have nwnbers for
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current accounts?
MUSISI:

COUNSEL:

N? we did not
computerisation. •
I see!

We just introduced

depending on her ::e.used
.MUSISI:

COUNSEL:

k
MUSISI:

ank.
COUNSEL:
.MUSISL

her

ar,

the numbers with the

So What

to do is to put her on a certain ledger

Yes, alphabetically,
Now has she continuectt

.
o he wIth you up to now?

No, actually we have al
I
now lying donnant Wmohstost _contactwith her; so the accounts are
•
smce
198J she had •to d e ave given them dormant protection And
accounts respectively· t:a; a cheque of Shs.30,000/= in 1981 ~n both
' a is 16th May and 8th June.
Go slowly .
Actually she last made a eh
.
.
that is on the 8th 0 f J
eque and it was paid on Rose Nalcazibwe• when we paid
. a hune, 1981;
and Peninsula on 15th May• 1981·, that
1s
d
c eque rawn by her - signed by her· since then the
account has been dormant - both accounts have been do~t.

COUNSEL:
Right! You were talking about drawing a cheque that is withdrawing
money'

MUSISI:
COUNSEL:

MUSISI:
CHAIRMAN:

Withdrawing money from the account.
Right! . When did she last deposit money on the account?
Peninsula Bar - on the 14th April 1981; and Rose Nakazibwe Could you say again when she last deposited money on this account or
cheques because it is not all the money deposited I have got down.

MUSISI:

It was money actually it might have been a cheque or cash deposit. It
is money deposit: On Peninsula Bar it was on the 14th April, 1981;
and Rose Nakazibwe on the 17th April, 1981.

COUNSEL:

I see. How much money did she deposit on her personal account - the
last deposit?

MUSISI:

Twenty Eight Thousand.

COUNSEL:

How about her business account?

MUSISI:

Twenty Five Thousand.

COUNSEL.

What was the pos1·t·on
1 of her account on 14th of April. 1981?

MUSISI:

On the Peninsula Bar!
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COUNSEL.

Yes

.MUSISI;

The balance!

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUSISI:

It was Sixty thousand, two hundred and seventeen thousand, and cent
twenty (Shs.60,217/20).
s

COUNSEL:

That is Rose Nakazibwe Account!

MU

MUSISI:

That is Peninsula Bar.

co

COUNSEL:

How about on the other account!

MUSISI:

On the personal account was one. hundred and forty two thousand,
seven hundred and sixty six, cents sixty - (Shs.142,766/60).

COUNSEL:

So that is the last thing which was the balance after she had -

MUSISI:

Deposited money.

COUNSEL:

And withdrawn the thirty thousand!

MUSISI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, according to your records which you will be required to produce
later -both on her personal account and on the business account?

MUSISI:

She was the sole proprietor.

COUNSEL:

Now, how was she depositing money; was she a regular depositor of
money on her accounts?

MUSISI:

Yes, she was a regular customer actually; she used to deposit money
regularly.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean by 'regularly?'

MUSISI:

Well, 'regularly',
regular.

COUNSEL:

So, what would you say in a week how many times would she come to
deposit money?

MUSISI:

Oh, three times, four times.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you know what happened to her or by rumour or by your
knowledge?

MUSISI:

Well, we heard rumour and some of her relatives came in the bank to
find what about the accounts; but they never came back; in 1981.1

cou

I mean somebody who comes today and tomorrow is
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COUNSEL:

On both accounts!

MVSJSI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, between 14th April 1981
withdrawals O h
'
• and I lth June 1981, how many
n er personal accounts were made? '

MVSISJ:

By her!

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUSISI:

One.

COUNSEL:

Of how much - say on her personal account?

MUSISI:

Between 11th what - April?

COUNSEL:

14th April, 1981, and 11th June, 1981, were there withdrawals on her
personal account?

MUSISI:

Yes, there were about three withdrawals.

COUNSEL:

Would you give the details of these withdrawals, please?

MUSISI:

And there was a debit of fifteen thousand - there was a debit of fifteen
thousand sixty thousand and thirty thousand (Shs.15,000 .. Shs.60,000.
and Shs.30,000.).

COUNSEL:

Would you give the date of each?

MUSISI:

I am sorry, I have a duplicate statement which is not very clear of the
date, unless I get the originals. It is not very clear.

COUNSEL:

I would like the -

MUSISJ:

•
the other side I can give you: Fifteen thousand
J am sorry, 1·t 1s
on
•
h f
ril I 981 • and sixty thousand on the 6t o
Ap
28th
th
was d rawn on e
•
•
981. and the thirty thousand on the 8th of June, 198l.
1
May,
'
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COUNSEL:

Yes!

MUSISI:

That is on the personal account.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MUSISI:

And then abut the business account -

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MUSISI:

There was only on withdrawal - forty thousand (Shs.40.00Q) on the
15th of May, 1981.

COUNSEL:

How much?

MUSISI:

Forty thousand (Shs.40,000.)

COUNSEL:

Now, assuming that this Rose was alive and in business by 11th June
1981, this space of about two months, did it look to you unusual fo~
her not having deposited her money?

MUSISI:

Not it did not because it depends on when customers have got moneyto
bring in the bank. We do not trace where they get their businesses,
whether they are running or not, unless they have other interests in.the
bank, say, probably they are borrowing customers. But she was not'.

COUNSEL:

Did I hear you correctly saying that she was a regular customer
depositing money in all respects?

MUSISI:

Yes, she was a regular customer depositing and withdrawing, not
particularly depositing but she could come to the bank either to
withdraw or to deposit.

COUNSEL:

I see! Since she was using cheques to withdraw money on this
account, would you like to produce the cheques on which she used to
withdraw money between 14th April, to the last withdrawal?

MUSISI:

I am sorry, I did not bring them; I just brought the statements; but they
can be produced later on, if the records are there; because the archives
keep certain dates of cheques and we burn them. They might have
been burnt.

COUNSEL:

And, when she used to deposit money, what kind of evidence did you
have as a banker?

MUSISI:

A voucher signed by her.

COUNSEL:

Was it sort of a book? Did you issue her with a book?

MUSISI:

Yes, they could take a book or they could take the loose leaves around.
It depends on what the customer wants. Some time they keep a full
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No.

When you say' • no'' what do you mean?
1
Well, have no knowledge and the bank has no knowledgeof any other
accounts.

Did you by any other means debit her account other than by way of
cheques issued by her?
She had Standing Orders which are done by the bank. They are her
Standing Orders by request; so the bank does the work of debiting the
account.

COUNSEL:

Would you please try to give us the particulars of these Standing
Orders?

MUSISI:

Well, that can be brought later if the records are still there.

COUNSEL:

Well, now -

MUSISI:

Because, you know we have a time of archives when 1?ey are destroyed
and we cannot keep them any longer. It is a long tune - 1981. We
have a period.

COUNSEL:

I see!

MUSISI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that these statements you produced are not
complete!

y
es

anuaryto Apnl, 1981?

r,1us1s1

e

MUSISI:

COUNSEL:

h
The ledger sheets are still there
Yes, they are from the ~edge~~e~:~· the records. But, I am not sure
O
because they have a penod
pfin~ out from the Archives Records·
about the vouchers. I will have to
.
h

u cannot g1•ve complete information ?about this

Does this mean t at yo
searched in all possible sources.
account because you have not
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MUSISI:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

We have not searched all that is possible hecause we did not kn
• •
we had to be told
ow
actually what was required from t h e b egmnmg.
what is required.
Witness, could you, please clarify. one matter for me. Would the
ledger reflect all withdrawals by this customer - whether they are b
cheque or by - what you call - Standing Orders?
Y

MUSISI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Would the ledger reflect all this?

MUSISI:

The ledger reflects everything.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Everything!

MUSISI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

You said you did not have, maybe, sufficient time to find out all that
you could tell us. Are you suggesting that you require more time to
search for all possible sources to give us a complete, comprehensive
report?

MUSISI:

Yes, on request actually of what is required.

COUNSEL:

Maybe to tell you what we have heard in this Commission is that a lot
of money was expected to be on both accounts and on enquiry by
relatives somehow, they found that what they expected to be there was
not there, so in a nutshell that is why we called you here.

MUSISI:

We were not aware we thought we were to confirm that she was our
customer, that is all.

COUNSEL:

How much time do you require to go and search for more possible
sources?

MUSISI:

Two weeks.

CHAIRMAN:

I think Counsel, you will have to - I know how bank£ work because at
one time I was associated with banks -as the witness says, you will
have to give ... they will give you specifically what you asked for. So
if you want that kind of information, I think you put a question that at
a certain time there was so much amount of money as it was alleged in
the evidence here on this account and if so, why is it not reflected and
so on?

COUNSEL:

No, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Or any other necessary relevant information?
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.
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.
.
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about the operation of the two accounts in the period of four month;
before say 12th June, 1981
~hat about the whole year 1981, why not? That is six months, I think
1t 1s only a difference of two months just in case?

COUNSEL:

Maybe for a complete year because it appears my Lord as you heard
the witness is suspecting some members of the bank to have withdrawn
money.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I know relatives allege all sorts of things about their relatives
having huge amounts of money in banks which actually is not even
true.
But anyway, let the witness come with comprehensive
information from 1st January, 1981 up to as long as possible, up to
now.

MUSISI:

Up to date.

MR. NAGENDA:

I had just one question for clarification. Miss Musisi, 1f the customer

lot

y

as
r

had standing orders, could I be right in thinking that you are still
paying these out or not?

e
MUSISI:

No, because the accounts are dormant, they are cancelled

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Just clarification. Miss Musisi, would the accounts still be dormant if
somebody was withdrawing?

MUSISI:

Which somebody?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Say, by standing orders?

MUSISI:

you cannot draw from a dormant account

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What is a dormant account?

MUSISI:

If the account is inopera~~~s:orthe powner himself or herself present

a
dormant

protection

and
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eriod of two years. we give it a

herself then we can reactivate those accounts otherwise no.
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Can you define for us what a dormant account is?

COUNSEL:

MUSISJ:

It is an account which is inoperative by the owner for two years.

MR. NAGE

DR. LUYOMBYA-

So, 1f r leave some standing orders to run over two years?

COUNSEL

MUSJSf:

COUNSEL:

And accounts runs dormant, say, it is just being exhausted by h
standing orders or it might be exhausted and the balance goes off t e
nd
close it or we might say it is dormant it is being run by, we can ctC:d
·r
h
•
I
to put it dormant. But usualIy 1 t ere 1s money and there is no eff e
to say rumours these relatives came and said this day we cannot ect
her, we have to give it dormant protection otherwise she was ~
• euectmg
"
• th e stand'mg orders. when sheOt
around. There was no pomt
is
not alive.
For the time being, my Lords, that is all from this witness, but she will
be required to come back in two weeks time. Meanwhile, the
Secretary who is keeping the list of numbering of exhibits is not around
who will give the exhibit number when she comes.

COUNSE

MR.EM
COUNS:

EMALl
COUN~

'EMAL'

KAKWENZIRE:

You mentioned that some relatives did come to the bank, what did they
want?

MUSISI:

Actually they wanted money from the account, but we had to tell them
to bring letters of administration.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who were they?

MUSISI:

I think it was either a sister, they were many I think they were her
sisters.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, maybe before I dismiss the witness, the next exhibit should
be No.24. Since they are two, one will be No.24 and another one will
be No.25.

COUN

EMAI

corn
EMA

COl

CHAIRMAN:

Let us designate which ones will be what?
The personal account
seems to come first that is Rose Nakazibwe, that is the copy of the
statement of account from the Ledger Book will be Exhibit No.24 and
the other one will be No.25. Madam, it seems we are all satisfied with
your evidence which is very clear for the time being so you may go
back now but you will come back on the 18th of this month with a
comprehensive information for which we have asked you. Thank you

EM .

cc

C(

CHAIRMAN:

The next witness?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the next witness is Mr. Emalu. The next witness will be
giving evidence relating to the violations of human rights m the
Uganda Railways Corporation.

MR. NAG ENDA:

Is this gentleman from Karamoja?
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C

COUNSEL
MR NAGhNDA

COUNSEL.
ted b,

the

I le has not arrived Yet.
I le has not arrived?
Nq.

WITNEss

ff and

N0.61:
MR. ,JOSEPII EMALU - SWORN JN

decide

effect

COUNSEL:

You arc Joseph Etnalu?

MR EMALU:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

COUNSEL:

II them

.
iccr m Uganda RailwaysCorporation?

EMALU:

That is correct, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

EMALU:

By June I should be 45.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

EMALU:

I reside in Nsambya Railway Quarters.

COUNSEL:
EMALU:

re her

When did you join the Uganda Railways Corporation as an employee?
I first joined the then East African Railways Corporation on the 6th
January, 1964 and I came to Uganda in December, 1974. When the
Community broke up, I continued with the Uganda Railways. •

COUNSEL:

Before you joined the Uganda Railways or before you joined the East
African Railways, had you got any training for this job?

EMALU:

I completed my "O" Level in 1963 and by then I had applied to join the
Railways. So I was called and I did the interview in Nairobi, I passed
the interview and I was trained in Nairobi as Railways Clerk. By then
I was in Mechanical Department.

COUNSEL:

So you started as a Railways Clerk?

EMALU:

I started as a trainee and then I was confirmed a clerk.

COUNSEL:

In which year was this?

EMALU:

In 1964.

COUNSEL:

After that you got promotions or
Personnel Officer?

hould
will

ount

f the
and
with
go
th a

you are the Senior Personnel Offi

u.

be
the

•
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how did you come to become Senior

EMALU:

COUNSEL:
EMALU:

COUNSEL:

EMALU:
COUNSEL:

When I finished my first training as Division 2B in 19'--Aa11d
,,..
confi
as Clerk, I worked for about two years then I was again s •. •rrnCd
• •
I • ••
• e1ected f
another trammg as )1v1s1onI, then I was promoted to - Ontcerri·,.N:
._- 'or
~Please be slow.
After my training as Division One, I then became a Clerk RB2 ln
from there, I climbed a ladder by way of promotions after intervie:n
When I came to Uganda I had already done interview for 1:xec . s.
Assistant and I became Chief Clerk with Mechanical Depart~ent~t•~e
1978, I was then promoted to the post of Personnel Officer and ar n
•
1981, I was appointed
to act on the post I am now holding and 00~
1 Was
promoted there on about 1982.
When you became the Senior Personnel Officer, where were You
stationed?
I was stationed here in Kampala.
What were your duties as Senior Personnel Officer?

EMALU:

By then I was in charge of recruitment and training.

COUNSEL:

In which department in the Uganda Railways Corporation was this post
of Senior Personnel Officer?

MR NAGEND

EMALU.
COUNSEL

EMALU:
COUNSEL.

EMALU·

COUNSEL

EMALU.
COUNSE
EMALU:

EMALU:

i. COUNSEL:

..

The post is in the Personnel Department.
Who was your boss?

r

' EMALU:

I>

My Chief Personnel Officer was Mr. Katungi.

.,
COUNSEL:

Is he still your boss?

EMALU:

He is still my boss.

COUNSEL:

Did you hold any other posts or posltlons in the Uganda Railways
Corporations as in 1978 maybe up to say, 1981 and after that?

•.~
..

EMAL

EMAL
EMALU:

I did not hold any other post apart from in 1980 when there was
politics I contested a post of Chairman UPC in Nsambya Ward and I
was elected.

MR. NAGENDA:

The Chairman of what?

EMALU:

Chairman of UPC Ward in Nsambya.

MR. NAGENDA:

UPC Ward?

EMALU:

Yes 1981 when there was need to open industrial branches, I also
'
'
h
contested a post of a UPC Chairman in the Railways Kampala Branc •
I again became the Chairman.

COUN

EMA
COU1

EM
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MR

AGE 'DA:

EMALU.
COUNSEL·
EMALU:
COUNSEL.

You cnntcs1cJ th
.t O f
for tile R:u 1ways ~tnPOS
1981? UPC Chairman Workers Indus1rial Branches
Yes.
You succeeded to become Chainnan?
Ye:-. Mr. Chairman.

\Vhat were )"our dut· . fi
f
.
tes, 1rs1o all ' as UPC Chairman of 1he Nsambya
Ward?

EMALU:

The duties there. of course, were for mobilisation for the party in a
ward.
When you say mobilisation. what do you mean?
El\fALU:

COUNSEL:
S[

EMALU:

During the campaign time, of course, I was organising people to join
the party and that was mobilisation.
What were your duties as UPC Chairman of the Workers Industrial
Branch in the Uganda Railways Corporation?
My duties as Chairman of the Industrial Workers in Kampala were to
sensitise the workers to the policies of the party and at the same time
mobilising them to be productive both by quality and by quantity and
also to preach to the workers not to be destructive at their places of
work just like stealing of items.

COUNSEL:

Where is your office as Senior Personnel Officer of Uganda Railways
Corporation? Where is it situated?

EMALU:

My office is in the Headquarters of the Railways, it is on the first floor
where the Personnel Department operates.

COUNSEL:

Were you using this office in 1981?

EMALU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Could you remember whether you went to work on the 22nd
December, 1981?

EMALU:

I worked.

COUNSEL:

Was there anything that could be of remembrance that occurred on that
day?

EMALU:

On that day what I remember in the morning when I went :dt~

:e;:

o:~:

of my boos, I found th~r\a~o~~~h:~; t; ~~~r
1i: :ouse ~ they
0
told me that theselpefop e t:e Railway to go the Republic House.
wanted some peop e rom
1
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C'Ol 1NSEI

\\'hll

EMAl ll:

Mr Ka1ung1. Mr. Katungi told me inc1dentally they appeareu h
10 ave
been also looking for me.

COl'NSEL.

EMALU

1syour hoss?

Maybe hcforc you go ahead Mr. Emalu, what had you gone
your boss's office?

10

d .

EMALU
COUNSF.L

o 1n

I had gone 10 confer with him for our daily duties. So he told me

EMALU·
0

of those people wanted was Mr.Rwabih1gi, who by then was Acti~e
Chief Traffic Manager and there were also others. So he told me th g
he had actually briefed these people that possibly Rwabihigi can :t
found. the rest of the people were runmng staff He asked me that~
could escort these people to the office of Mr.Rwabihig1. This, I did.

EMALU

COUNS

COlNSEL:

Now, before we go ahead, 1t was your boss alone asking you this?

EMALU:

Yes.

EMALU

COUNS
COCNSEL:

EMALU:

Did he talk this verbally or he showed you some, maybe did he write
the names of these people down or how did he tell you this?
Apparently. he had a piece of paper where he was reading these names.
So when I took these army officers there; they told him that he was
required in the Republic House. Mr. Rwabihigi said he was busy at
that time possibly he could come there later if they could leave him the
room where he was wanted. These people said that it was not a very
serious matter they want him for a statement. So what Mr.Rwabih1g1
did he told them that anyway I will first of all, go and inform m}
Managing Director that I am required in the Republic House. So I
came back, these went up to the Managing Director's office and I went
to my office. But that morning I know very well that the Managing
Director was not in his office but there was the Chairman of the Board
of Directors. Mr. Okello Ojok.

EMAL

cou.
EMA

COUNSEL:

You mean after you had taken these people to Mr.Rwabihigi s office.
you let them to go alone and you went to your office?

EMALU:

I left them go up, you know the Managing Director's office 1s in the
Headquarters but that of Chief Traffic Manager is in the Station
Building. So we came from there and I branched to my office when
they were climbing up to the office of the Managing Director.

D1

COUNSEL:

So you did not know what went on when they went to the Managing
Director's office?

co

EMALU:

Later on, of course, I learnt that these people gave assurance to the
Chairman that there was nothing serious they were takmg Mr.
Rwabihigi for.

COUNSEL:

How did you learn of this?

C
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FMALL
COUNSEL
EMALU.

I

""

I

I

N

.
11

was later after Mr Rwabihigi had been taken

airman on the floor outside the building

COUNSEL
EMALU·
COUNSEL.
EMALU:
COUNSEL.

e

You mean you went d
gone?
an talked to the Chairman after these people had

c~·.

:>ne

08

I met later the Cl ·
• lainnan of the Board of Directors

EMALU:
COUNSEL:
EMALU:

I met actually the

Who was the Managing Director?
The Managing Director by then was Mr Ejalu.
Who was the Chainnan you are talking of?

The Chairman of the Board of Directors was Mr. Okello Ojok.
Was the Chairman personally known to you?
I know the Chairman very well because I was born in their District.
You mean you are neighbours at home?
My father immigrated from Soroti to Lira and I was born in Lira near

Okello Ojok's home. So we are neighbours and I came 10 know him
since that time. I also know him very well because at one time he was

the Chairman of the Board of Directors in the then East African
Railways when we were in Nairobi.
COUNSEL:

\\'.hen you met the Chairman later after they had arrested Rwabihigi,
what did he tell you?

EMALU:

Exactly what I have told you that those people confirmed to him that
there was nothing serious which was going to happen to him.

COUNSEL:

Was that all?

EMALU:

That was all I was told.

COUNSEL:

Is there anything that happened after that?

EMALU:

Later on, I understand there were some arrests again which included
Mr. Batuma, Mr. Mugote and Mr. Mutenga and also a few days after
the arrest of Mr. Mr.Rwabihigi, I learnt that he had died.

COUNSEL:

Okay, let us now go back to the time you went to _your boss's office.
you said that your boss had a piece of paper on his hand that 1s Mr.
Katungi, did you have occasion to read this paper?

EMALU:

Frankly, no.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know, did he tell you that apart from Rwabihigi,

•
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there were other people who were also wanted by these army men?
EMALU:

I stated so.

COUNSEL:

You knew these people who were wanted by the army men?

EMALU:

I knew only a few of them, I did not know only two, but the rest of the
people I knew. For example, I knew Batuma because I took over f

EMALU:

COUNSEL.

him. I knew Mr. Mugote because he is my neighbour and we ;~m
even neighbours in Nairobi. Mutenga, I knew him because we used ;e0
have social gatherings with him and then the late Rwabihigi with who
we were very close. His house was next to mine in Nsambya,
m
COUNSEL:

When you met these four army men in the office, did you know any of
them, had you seen any of them before?

EMALU:

I did not know any of them.

COUNSEL:

How were they dressed?

EMALU:

They were in Army uniform; I think two of them had pistols.

COUNSEL:

And the others?

EMALU:

The others were only in their uniform.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, did any of these four army men know you?

EMALU:

I do not think any of them knew me because I never stepped into any
barracks at all in Uganda here.

COUNSEL:

In 1981 who was the Assistant Traffic Officer in the Uganda Railways
Corporation?

EMALU:

I cannot remember who he was by then?

COUNSEL:

Did you know one Katende?

EMALU:

Yes, I know Mr.Katende.

COUNSEL:

Can you remember whether he was the Assistant Traffic Officer in
1981?

EMALU·

COUNSE

EMALU:

co
D
EMALU:

I think he was.

COUNSEL:

Please be direct whether he was, do not say I think. Was he or he was
not?

EMALU:

He was.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification.

Was his title Assistant Traffic Officer?
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E

~

re, f the
'-''er from
,,ere
e used to
1th \\hom

EM \LU;

Yes.

COUNSEL.

Did you at any one ti
.. .
which you 11
.me vis1t his office in connection with the arrests
ave mentioned?

EMAU

1

•

\\e

COUNSEL.

EMALU:

You say these peopl •
.
e mterv1ewed you ' what were the questions they
as ked you?
I very well rememb
"
.
er a ,ew questions. One was whether I knew those
people who were arrested and I told them exactly what I have just told
th
e ~ommission. Then there was one when they asked me the political
affiliation of these people and I told them of the ones I knew that for
t~case ~f MrBatuma, he was with the party of the DP. Mr. Mugote
ew him very well he was also a DP because he was the Chainnan
along with me in our Ward there. For Mutenga I told them that that
man was a UPC. Then the late Rwabihigi I told them that I did not
know the political affiliation of that gentleman.
Then another question which they asked me whether these people were
dangerous to the State? I told them that as far as I know all these
people are my neighbours and I have never seen any bad activities
against them. For example, I also said in the case of Mr .Rwabihigi,
we have been close friends and I told them that I remember very well
that in the month of October we were praying rosaries together with
this man. You know in the month of October for the Catholics they
always gather and go from house to house every day to say rosaries.
So I told them that this fellow was always playing darts with me as my
neighbour and I have not seen anything strange from him. For Mr
Mugote, I told them that this man was my - I could call it a family
friend because when we were in Nairobi our children were together,
we were members of the PT A of the school together and then by
coincidence when I was transferred to Uganda we became again
neighbours.

?

into any

ailways

er in

Yes please. There was
.
and I found I th' k • one time Mr Katende called me to his office
were MiTit· . 1 m . two people whom he introduced to me that they
ary ntell1gencc s0 I
.
.
arrest of tl1ese people
•
t iese people mterv1ewedme about the

COUNSEL:

When you were summoned to Mr. Katende's office to answer these
questions - (Interjection) -

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Excuse me Counsel. I would like some clarification. These people
asked you whether your colleagues arrested were dangerous to the
State, is that what you said?

EMALU:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you understand what they meant by dangerous to the State?

EMALU:

What

was

r understood

by then was that possibly they are saboteurs.
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DR. LUYOMBYA.

\Vhat docs that mean?

EMALU:

When you are against the State.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

In which way?

EMALU:

COUNSEL:

As I said, Mr. Chairman, they were dangerous to the State th
they were against the Government or they were saboteurs' altmeans
have any better language to explain that.
•
~n ot
When you say they are dangerous to the State, you mean th
• thG
. dangerous, is it aey~
agamst
e overnment or they are somethmg
k'l1
1 er
or something? Please explain.

EMA

co
EM

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

EMALU:

What I said and exactly right now is that they were against the
Government, that is how I understood it.
We want you to be specific, because we were not there at that time and
we do not know what you mean by somebody being against the State
in which way? What do you understand yourself, and what did yo~
understand exactly when these men asked you whether they were
dangerous people to the State?
Mr. Chairman, you will excuse me as I said there is no better language
I can explain that question because the way I understood it is that it
appears these people possibly were against the Government and they
were saboteurs. I do not know how best I can explain that conceptionI
have in my mind.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just small clarification. I do not know whether I missed out one of the
names but he talked about Batuma, Mugote and Rwabihigi, what about
Mutenga? Because all these people, one played darts with you another
one was a family friend and the other one had rosaries with you
together, what did you say of Mutenga?

EMALU:

With Mutenga, I just said he was a UPC and I knew him because we
used to have our social evenings with him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because he was a UPC he could not be dangerous to the State if he was
a UPC, that is the inference I get because you did not even bother to
say why he could not be dangerous they knew presumably that he could
not be dangerous because he was a UPC, is it so?

EMALU:

No, but I talked about him also.

MR. NAGENDA:

I know but you had forgotten to mention him.

EMALU:

I talked about him also because I had to give them the knowledge about
the people I know.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Ernalu, these people you found in Mr. Katende's office, were they
the same people who had come to Mr. Katungi' s office?
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COUNSEL·

r means
I do nor

EMALU:

COUNSEL:

the) are
t a killer
EMALU.
UlSl

the

e and
e State,
id you
• were

COUNSEL:

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

they

tion I

ther
you

No, these were all din
as Military lntellige,1ce.crent fellows because they identified themselves
Did the~•menr
h .
J
ion t cir names?
I do not remember even if h
.
single name now
t ey had mentioned, I cannot remember any
But you say they said th .
M .
Military lnt lr
ey w~re ihtary Intelligence, did they mention
e tgence from which place?
No, they did not mention the place to me.
t
Yo~ have juS told the Commission that you answered the questions
which were put to you ·
h
.
.
.
, m ~ at capacity were you answering these
t• ?
queS lOn.. Was it as a Senior Personnel Officer of the Railways
Corporation or you were answering as a UPC Chairman of Workers
Industrial Branch in Kampala?
I do not know under what capacity they wanted me but I presume they
never knew me but because possibly when I escorted these people the
situation was that I must have known something about it.
Let us be clear about this. In Mr.Katungi's office you met four
soldiers and it is Mr.Katungi who asked you to take them to
Rwabihigi's office, then in Katende's office you found some two
Intelligence Officers?

EMALU:

They were introduced to me by Mr. Katende.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were they the same men, were they part of the original four?

EMALU:

I said they were different fellows.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

They were different?

EMALU:

Yes.

we

was

DR. LUYOMBY A:
:u~~:ct~~wtha~o;:
four?

to

uld
EMALU:

ut

y

CHAIRMAN:

that those two who were different could have
knew something because you had escorted the other

bl what I could state here is that at
I do not know exactly, but presuma ( used to come to the Chainnen
that time most of ~overnment p~~!deas a Chainnan of the Industrial
and I presume possibly I was ea
Branch.

am thinking is that let us have the w!tness
Sorry to interrupt. What I .
k d . the middle usually the witness
if he 1s as e m
1
tell his story because
d. ate what he was saying ear ier
• d d he cannot coor m
h.
ee
gets disorgamse an
. fi . h his story then we can ask lffi to s
et
us
get
him
ims
and so on. L
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clarification thereafter.
BMALU:

MR NAGENDA:

But there arc times when clarificauon comes before he ha., fi · h
" 1nis ed.

COUNSEL

Mr. Emalu, after you had met these two Intelligence me

•
,
.
·n in M
Katende s office and they had asked you questions, what followed? r.

EMALU:

There was nothing that followed but what I remember after som .
etime'
Mr. Batuma, Mr. Mugote and Mr. Mutenga were released.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

EMALU:

That is all from there.

COUNSEL:

You as a Senior Personnel Officer after you had learnt of the arrest f
Mr Rwabihigi and subsequent arrests of four other members of yo~
Corporation, what did you do?
r

coUNSE
BMALU:

couNS

couN:
EMAL

EMALU:

I could not do anything because these people were arrested by military
people, and at that time the military people were very rough.

COUNSEL:

Did you report what you had learnt to your boss Mr. Katungi?

EMAl

EMALU:

I could nQt report to him because he was in the same picture with me
so there was no need reporting it to him.

COUl'

EMA 1

MR. NAGENDA:

But did you discuss it at that time with your Chief Personnel Officer?

EMALU:

Yes, we discussed in fact, that afternoon and he said possibly these
people have got the information, so let us first of all wait and he also
told me he had briefed Mr. Ejalu and Ejalu had told hlm that he was
handling the matter.

COUNSEL:

You said as a Senior Personnel Officer you did not do anything, did
you do anything or did you take any steps as Chairman of UPC
Workers Industrial Branch, Kampala?

EMALU:

No, I did not do anything as Chairman.

COUNSEL:

So you left these matters to solve themselves?

EMALU:

COUNSEL:

No, definitely they were not to solve themselves but when Mr. Ejalu
and Mr. Okello Ojok including my boss knew about this, I knew very
well that these were the people of the top most who could handle this
,,than me who was just a grass root man.
In the course of carrying out your duties as Senior Personnel Officer•
did you meet any problems around about that time?

EMALU:

J do not remember of any problem around that time.

COUNSEL:

What of any other time?
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C\'en at any tim •
I got \\'as ,1 . e as a Senior p
• . • \\ ten in 1985 I
ersonnct Officer. The onl rohlem
pub he interest • - . • was addressed I
y .P
arising from a strik h
a_ etter to be terminated in
What did th
c t at was m I think in October 1984
c letter say?
NlH

COl'NSEL:
EMALU:

!he l~tter, actually the hcadi
. .
interest that I instigated wor ng was termination of service in public
September' 1984.
kers to stage an illegal strike on the I0th
COl1NSEL:

EMALU:
COL'NSEL:
EMALU:
COUNSEL:

Mr. Emalu 1
• see you are read. f
the letter you are talking of? mg rom a document, is that a copy of
This is a letter which was dd
a ressed to me.
Then maybe you give it to us.
The original?
Yes, we need the original. So you said you got a letter?

EMALU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Stating what?

EMALU:

That letter is very long I cannot remember everything.

COUNSEL:

But please mention the gist, what was the effect?

EMALU:

The effect, first of all, the main one was that I instigated people to go
on strike in 1984. Secondly, that I was against the Union - the
Railway African Union and that there was an attempt to harm the
union. That is actually the gist of that letter. Another point was that I
was preparing to disintegrate the Union Leadership and Management.

COUNSEL:

So you mean there was a strike in 1984?

EMALU:

There was no strike actually in 1984.

COUNSEL:

What happened then?

EMALU:

There was a sit-down by the workers when they waited for ove~ three
ths before the salary increase made by the Government ,,.as not
~~: to them and actually it was only in one place. I rememb~r people
~elling me because that day I did not work. I had gone to hospital

COUNSEL:

• h'p
between the UPC Workers Industrial Branch
What was the re 1ations
1
and the Union?

EMALU:

h • that at that time the Union took the industrial
It was not healptCy m.1f they were going to take over their role.
branch of the U
as
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COUNSEL:

Was this true?

EMALU:

That was not true because I tried hard to convince my colleag
they were adamant. For us we had our guidelines as mdustrial bues but
.
ranches
about what to do and what not to do. If 1t was the representation f
th
workers and grievances that is always to be handled by the Unio/
e

COUNSEL:

When you talk about the Industrial Workers Branches UPC w h
• was 1·1m1te
• d to a particular
' asclass
t e
members h •1p open to a11workers or 1t
of workers?

EMALU:

It was, first of all, for UPC members but in our case it was open to an
worker because for us our p~rpose was not t~ discriminate at place ;
work, we wanted to work with everybody with goodwill and we had
also guidelines to operate on as I said.

COUNSEL:

So you say that the relationship between the Council, the UPC Workers
Industrial Branch and Union was not healthy. Did this have other
repercussions apart from the letter you received.

EMALU:

We did not have any friction apart from that some Union leaders were
not happy with some of us who were the executives of Industrial
Branch.

COUNSEL:

Did they do anything to show that they were not happy?

EMALU:

These people started writing in papers against some of us. For
example even for this strike, you can notice from the letter that it was
the Union actually who brought this friction. I remember getting a
letter they had written to the police where they talked about me but I
just said these people did not know what they were talking about.

COUNSEL:

Apart from that, is there anything of interest which you might be
having to tell this Commission regarding their problems or anything of
interest that might have occurred in the Uganda Railways Corporation
around 1981?

EMALU:

I do not remember anything of interest but what I knew was that some
of these Union fellows did not want some of us because of our
positions in the Industrial Branch. But one thing which actually made
me more unpopular to the Trade Union Leaders actually two of them
only, was their friction with Mr. Ejalu. I being Atesa, the same tribe
like Ejalu's they thought I was collaborating with Ejalu, so they did not
want me completely.

COUNSEL:

You mean you were hated because you were connected with Ejalu?

EMALU:

This is what it appears to be because every time they had a problem
with Ejalu they might have thought that I am collaborating with Ejalu.

COUNSEL:

Are you giving a statement that they might think or what? What was
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, l PC. "a,

the

partJ1.:ular .:Ja.\S

COtJNSEL.

s personal friends?

E~I.-\LU

a., open ro an,

~f

.. re ar place
and "·e had

UPC \\'orkers
s ha,·e other

COUNSEL.

EMALU

COUNSEL:
leaders Were

EMALU:

f Industrial
COUNSEL:

us.
For
that it was
getting a
rmeburI
ur.
IIllghr be
yrhing of
rporation

t some
of our
Iy made
of them
e rnbe
did not

EMALU:

COUNSEL:

t

was

We were personal friends.
Mr. Ernalu, evidence has co
reached Mr Rwab"h• .,
me to this Commission that when you
5
note, which you ha~ igi ~ffice, Mr. Rwab1higi gave you the small
e mem1onedto read, did this happen?
There was no note given to
b
. . .
any at all.
me Y Mr. Rwab1h1g1,I do not remember
Bm you said he had a note - a piece of paper?
Not Mr. Rwabihigi.
Sorry, Mr. Katungi. When you went to Mr. Katungi's office your
boss. you said he had a piece of paper. There is evidence to the, effect
that
• of paper m
· which
· there were written names
_ he gave you t h"1s piece
1s that true?
'
That is not true, he did not give me that piece of paper he only read the
names from that paper.
My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen and Lady Commissioner, that is all I
have for this witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Emalu is this Industrial Branch of yours the same as the UPC
Workers Council?

EMALU:

The branches all over the place form the Workers' Council. The
industrial branches were at the places of work but there were Chief
Executives from the industrial branches that fom1ed the UPC Workers
Council.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

All over Uganda?

EMALU:

Mainly at that time - (Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry to interrupt. Mr. Emalu, you are going too fast there I have not
quite followed yet. So there were industrial branches?

EMALU:

Out of which the Chief Executives were selected the UPC Workers
Council.

CHAIRMAN:

The Chief Executives of the industrial branches?

?

oblem
jalu.

your relation\h1p With M E
r •jalu?
Mr r·0Ja 1u was Illy Ch·
ah
9
icf Executive d f •
out I 74 when we w
.
an nend. Our friendliness !\.tarted
th
ere tn l•a!<ot
Af •
C
ere Was no other relati
. • •.
ncan ommunity, apart from that
ons1Hp with Mr Ejalu
So. you were JU ,
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EMALU

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

In fact they were not selected if you arc already chief cxecuti
inference they were the Workers Council, is that it?
ves by

EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA.

No, the chief executives of the industrial branches would el
Chief Executives of the UPC Workers Council, this is what I me:t. thc

EM

CH

E

But the Workers Council covered all the UPC people in that pan·
1cu1ar

• d ustry, 1s
• 1t
• not 'l
m

EMALU:

Possibly I would put it this way that there were branches and th
• d selected the Chief Executives to form ~e
branc I1es so organise
th
leadership of the UPC Workers Council
e

MR NAGENDA:

Did every UPC member have to be a member of the Workers Councilwas it automatic?

EMALU:

What happens is this, the· industrial branches or industrial branch
started to organise the UPC to form that body of the mdustrial branch.
That means every interested UPC could become a member.

CHAIRMAN:

Member of the industrial branch, is it?

EMALU:

Yes, a member of the industrial branch.

CHAIRMAN:

But the question then is, who were the members of the Workers
Council?

EMALU:

The members of the Workers Council?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

EMALU:

The Workers Council actually was a governing
supervisor sort of.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I have not understood.
Do you mean that the Workers Council
embraced a number of industries, for example; Pepsi Cola, Nile Beer.
Railways and what not?

EMALU:

Exactly.

CHAIRMAN•

One workers council embraced all these industries or each industf) had
its own Workers Council?

EMALU:

Each industry had its own branch but the Workers Council as I
explained, was the governmg body For example. I can put JC. I thmk
it was (Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

In each industry, is it? I am sorry. Mr Fmalu. the way I hl\'C
understood it, please correct me You are saying that in each 111dustr)
there was an mdustrial branch, 1s that nghtl
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body, it was a

E

That is correct.
CHAIRMAN:

Then our of tl .

llS
CXecuf
organised a Work~rs Cou~~~?members m that each industrial branch

EMALU.

CHAIRMAN:
EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EMALU:

Was there one wo k
r ers council for all industries?
Exactly.
So when we were told h
Council th • •
t at you were Chairman of the Workers
' Is IS not true, you were Chairman of the Industrial Branch?
1
was only Chairman of the Industrial Branch.

MR. NAGENDA:

Not of the Workers Council?

EMALU:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

f

No, they did
,
E
•.
•.not organise th W
.
•xecuti\e that they found d
c orkers Council, it was from the
3
like the NOTU vou kno e governing body. For example it worked
•
' J
w t 11e NOTU •
'
supervises the other tr d
.
is the head of the trade unions it
chief executives in th ~ de unions So what happened was this· ~he
e m ustrial br h
••
th b
at ody which is called .the
anc es when organised they elected
themselves.
UPC Workers Council from amongst

I see! Well that clears up quite a lot of stuff for us here because those
who were not in your Party obviously did not understand how you
worked they were calling you here as the Chairman of the Workers
Council. Can I therefore, take it also that it was the Vice-Chairman of
the Industrial Branch whose name was Muchwa?

EMALU:

Muchwa was my Vice-Chairman in Industrial Branch.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. We have heard it here on evidence that Muchwa had two jobs at
the Railways, one was as a fire fighter the other one was just a fighter
he fought people he beat them up, is this true?

EMALU:

Those were allegations that came to me, but
him fighting people.

MR. NAGENDA:

The impression we have gathered from the people who l}ave talked to
us who are your colleagues was that at least, what now we understand
were called industrial branches were actually bunch of thugs who beat
up people and who fought for people's jobs, is this true?

EMALU:

In my branch, there was no such a thing.

MR: NAGENDA:

·cten ce of ill-treatment of human
you did not even once get any ?ev1
beings by members of your branch.

'
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never at one time saw

EMALU:

I have never got that type of treatment in my branch but
as I s
Muchwa, it came to me that he was fighting people at the pi f aid for
at onn.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps, I should just remind you that you are on oath.

EMALU:

Yes please.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where did you get this information that he was fighting people on
platform?
the

EMALU:
MR. NAGENDA:

There were general complaints.
What did you do?

EMALU:

At one time, when I got that complaint, I called my Exe .
.
.
.
cuttve
Committee meetmg and I briefed my colleagues that that type
business is not good for the Party and I went as far as even a.skin
police that they should work with the youths not for them to ~ ke
or
alone. That is what I tn.ed to do.

;r

MR. NAGENDA:

With the youths?

EMALU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Or these young people you mean?

EMALU:

No, there was also a brigade of the Industrial Branch people who were
called youths.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see! That is another very interesting branch of your party that we
have heard about from many witnesses who were extremely feared in
all sorts of areas you probably know these too. So you are saying that
in fact, instead of Mr. Muchwa fighting people on the platform he
should be working together with the youths, is that what you are
saying?

EMALU:

No, he was not with the youths at all.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you said to your committee that this type of behaviour of beating
people up on platforms was not good, is that true?

EMALU:

Because that is in connection with Mr. Muchwa in person.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, you said it was not a good thing to do, Mr. Muchwa should not
beat people on the platforms?

EMALU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see! What did Mr. Muchwa himself say when you talked to him_as
his Chairman and he as your vice-Chairman and you asked hun
whether he was beating people up?

EMALU:

He was trying to deny he said he was only trying to get the tres-passers

I
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hut he never b
~hat he did th::t them but I still in.~ist
mfonnation
' but after that
. ed that I have got information
·
meeting I d'id not get any further
MR. NAGENDA:
Che

EMALU.

MR. NAGENDA:

you were asked a
.
about M
question at one
.
r. Batuma Mr M
stage whether you were being asked
Senior Personnel Offi • ugote, Mr. Mutenga and Mr Rw b'h• •
sure wh
.
icer or as UPC h.
•
a , ig1 as
.
y this was, I am oi
c _,ef and you said you were not
:emor Personnel Officerg t;:; to ~ut it to you that if it had been as
ersonnel Officer wh
y might all have gone to the eh· f
o was ava·1 bi
ie
are ~ctually being asked th 1 a e: I am putting it to you that you
and m the Industrial B
h ese queSt1onsas UPC chief in your Ward
ranc , what would you say to that?

EMALU:

Could you repeat again?

MR. NAGENDA:

you were asked whether
.
information on these
yohuwere bemg asked to inform or give
• Personnel
Officer or as UPC Ch.names
f . t . at I have menfioned as seruor
you said you d'd
; ' 1.e m you~ Ward and in the Industrial Branch
have been as ~ ~~ ow. So I said I am putting it to you that it must
Katu .
man beca~e otherwise I would have asked Mr.
ki ng1. Now that I suggest this to you, is it obvious that they were
as ng you as UPC Chief about these people?

EMALU:

It is possible.

MR. NAGENDA:

Woula they have gone to somebody from DP and asked him about
these people or CP or UPM?

EMALU:

I don't think it could have happened.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, you did nothing after these people were picked up because you
said the military people were very rough at the time? I can understand
this as Senior Personnel Officer especially if you say that the Chief
Personnel Officer knew about it anyway and you as I put it, you were
from the grassroots, but surely since your duties as Chairman of
Industrial Branch were to make sure that people worked harder, to
encourage people to work harder not just UPC people but everybody.
Does this not occur to you that it would have a humane thing to go and
talk to your UPC friends to see what could be done to help these
people especially since one of them was actually a member of your

were

are

So he seems to h
ave stopped?
Yes.

ing

organisation?
EMALU:

I had no immediate reaction on that and as I said, me as a grassroots
chairman, I had no any venues that I thought could be very fruitful at
that material time.

as
MR. NAGENDA:

Are you telling me that in the UPC grass-root people did not count?
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EMALU.

They counted.

MR. NAGFNDA:

Yes. but you were a grass-root, not just people, but Chai
?
there was something you could have done for these peoplrtnan. Surety
with you, who were your colleagues?
e WhoWorked

EMALU:

As I said earlier, I was contented that now that we had s .
who knew about this and - {Interjection) enior People

MR. NAGENDA:

But they were not senior to you in the UPC in that area or .
industrial area you were the chief person there
in the
Chairman?
' you Were the

EMALU:

No, but the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Manag·
Director were what I would call the leaders.
tng

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGEND

DR MAKUBl

EMALU:

DR. MAKUE

MR. NAGENDA:

You have admitted that when they asked you information about th
people, you said it is very likely they asked from you as Chairmanes~
0
UPC Industrial Branch and Ward, they did not go to Mr. Ejalu beca
perhaps he was not possibly Chairman or to Mr. Okello Ojok. T~:~
asked you, you were a very important man, you were Chairmanof
UPC. Now here you are, you have got colleagues, you are Chairman
of the industrial branch and you want to say to the people sitting in this
room that, it did not occur to you that as Chairman you could do
anything, when you were in a very good position to do something
about these colleagues of yours. Three of them were taken away and
very badly beaten up and the fourth one, as you know, Mr. Rwabihigi,
your friend was actually killed very brutally and you want to sit there
and say that there was nothing you could do because other senior
people knew about this, what do you say to that?

EMALU:

DR. MAKU

EMALU:

DR. MAKl

EMALU

DR. MAI<

EMALU

EMALU:

As I said, nothing occurred to me immediately that there was any
assistance I could have given to these people and I still maintain that
the Chief Executives were already doing something.

MR. NAGENDA:

You are still happy about your non-action, are you?

EMALU:

In fact, I am very unhappy particularly when I lost my colleague I was
with.

MR. NAGENDA:

You told us about a letter written to you. I believe there is a copy
somewhere I must say we have not seen it terminating yo'l;lrservices in
the public interest. What has happened to this letter, what has been the
outcome?

DR.MA

EMAL\

DR.M

EMAl

EMALU:

I have never received a reply.

DR.~

MR. NAGENDA:

No, you got a letter?

EMA

EMALU:

Yes I got a letter but of course it was asking me why I should not be
'
'
b~
terminated in public interest. I gave my reply and it has never
answered.
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C'OlJNSFI .

th
the

MR NAGENDA:

Inot.
was going to m k
a e another comment on this tem1ination but I will

DR. MAKUBUY A'.

It would
help me to k now from Mr. f!rnalu
•
.
what the reporting
procedure
was
fo 111111
•
•
,
ct·
• r
as Chamnan of UPC Industrial Branch to
\\ 1lOtn
1d you report?
•

EMALU:

To repon what'?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Wei~, in the hierarchy were you the boss, did you have any boss as
Chairman UPC Industrial Branch?

EMALU:

Yes, we were reporting to the UPC Workers Council.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How regularly?

EMALU:

They used to call meetings but they had no fixed timetable for it.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Were you required to report there in fact, to make regular reports on
your activities for example?

EMALU:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did the Workers Council have a Secretariat to which you could
communicate?

EMALU:

No, they did not have even an office; we used to meet in the City
Council Hall.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I am still puzzled about something. Was there any advantage in being
Chairman UPC Industrial Branch?
Was there any advantage
whatsoever? Why should you contest to be Chairman?

EMALU:

There was no advantage; the only thing that was that people wanted to
mobilize for their Party, so it was personal interest of your party that
you can just voluntarily contest.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but you cannot even help your fellow member when he is in
trouble and you were the Chairman, what is the purpose of this?

EMALU:

This was actually an extreme case that if you agree, during that time
you could not even approach the barracks.

e.se
of

My· kLord
Chairman • G,cnt
. Icmcn and Ludy Commissioner I did not
th
·
111 11 ncccssarv t
, that letter as evidence or as' an exhibit
0
h..
.
• • .,
tcnc,er
ci.:nusethere was not mucIl •11 was reveal•mg matters just ended there ..

y
t

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, but this is the Party in power at the time, is it not?

EMALU:

Yes.
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DR. MAKURUY A:

And you were the Chairman of one of its branches? S
•
Ur I
Emalu. do you really want the record to remain like that
e Y. Mr
.
.
or w I
•
like to improve on 1t, I do not know, that you could b ou d You
•
d.
a
Solute\
nothing whatsoever not even enquire 1scretelyfrom somebocty? Y do
EMALU:

EMALU:

But strictly speaking even at that time the industrial branch
very active. the industrial branches became active about ~~ were not
example, my branch at that time had not been inau 82• For
.
.
gurated
inaugurated my branch m February, 1982. So all along we
• We
.
.
.
Weretry·
to organise the branch but 1t was not fully operational for the i _ing
that I was telling you.
gu dehnes

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, when did the guidelines for organising these branches co ?
me.

EMALU:

They came towards the end of 1982.

DR. MAKUBUY A.

Towards the end of 1982.

EMALU:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

On what basis were you organising this industrial branch before?

DR MAK
EMALU:

DR MAK

EMALU.
DR.M

DR.M

EMALU:

We were organising on a Party ideology.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, and to whom were you responsible for this kind of thing? The
Workers Council was not yet there presumably or was it there already?

EMALU:

No, the Workers Council was there already.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was it there already?

EMALU:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, I get the impression, that part of it was working and part of it was
not working, is that how you want me to understand it?

EMALU:

No, you understand it that it was not fully operational at that time
because we were just organising.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, did the branch need any money? Did you need any finances for
the branch?

DR.

EMALU:

The only finances we needed was to open - (Interjection) -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How did you get these finances?

EMALU:

The finances were actually from different branches.
For ex3:11p~e.
industries. So during the time of inaugurating your branch, you tn\'ite
all others and some other people who come and donate and then you
have money for operating your branch.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

On donations?
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D

EMALU:

Yes, Sir.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Did the branch h
.
ave any Intelligence functions?

EMALU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

EMALU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

It did not have any Intelligence functions at all.

For example wh
h
.
• en t ese people came to you as whether Chairman or
S emor
Personnel, was th'1s the first time
.
•
you had been asked such
th mgs at all or was th'1s the last time
• you were asked such things?
As far as I can remember I have never been asked of anything apart
from that bad time.
You mentioned that you were unpopular with some Trade Union
Leaders and you said they were only two, who are those?

EMALU:

That was the President of the Union, Mr. Kitakule and the National
General Secretary, Mr. Kataburingi.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

My friend, I still have some problem. The interest of the worker is to
have his welfare improved, there is a trade union for improving his
welfare, industrial branch comes to improve his welfare even better,
why should there be a problem between the branch and the trade
union? The goal is the same; the improvement of the workers'
condition?

EMALU:

In fact, this is what I was advocating to these people but as I said
earlier, these people had a fear that possibly tne UPC industrial
branches had come to take away their role and I tried to explain that to
them.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You say your branch was open to all workers regardless of party
affiliation?

EMALU:

Exactly.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Is this true really, you want us to believe this?

EMALU:

Yes, it is true, we had some people who were not UPC and they
registered with the Branch.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What was the advantage of being a member of this industrial branch,
there was no advantage of being a Chairman but what about bemg a
member?

EMALU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

EMALU:

You associate, that was the advantage.
Why?

The Chairman does not even have advantages, why should 1

associate as an ordinary member?
you become a united group.
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DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay. Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN.

How many members were there in your Industrial Branch?

EMALU:

I cannot remember now.

CHAIRMAN:

But can you estimate?

EMALU:

In Kampala, we started with 60 people.

CHAIRMAN•

Were there branches in other stations; did other stations have th .
e1rown
branches or they were packed?

EMALU:

The other stations had their own branches; for example, we had
branch in Gulu; we had a branch in Soroti; we had a branch m To ~
• 1mJa
• • and Kampa1a.
roro•
we had a branch m

CHAIRMAN:

They were independent of your branch in Kampala?

EMALU:

They were independent from my branch.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Was there any relationship between your branch and the
branches in other stations; did you have any collaboration or anything?

EMALU:

We did not have any general collaboration at all, but we were
intending, after all other station had opened, to form our time-tableof
meeting and appraise ourselves. But during that time each branch was
independent.

DR.LU

DR.L

DR.

EM

CHAIRMAN:

What about later?

EMALU:

We had not completed the mission, we remained alone.

CHAIRMAN:

That is all for now, but other Commissioners will ask you quesuons,
from me there is another one I will bring later.

DR

E,

D

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Emalu, when you were called to Mr.Katungi's office when those
soldiers were there, you stated that you knew at that time that the
Managing Director was absent but the Chairman of the Board was
present; is that so?

EMALU:

I told you so.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

How did you come to know that the Managing Director was absent?

EMALU:

In the morning around about nine O'clock, I went to see the Secretary
because there was something I wanted from her -

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Please speak up.

EMALU:

So, that is the time I asked whether the Managing Director was m and
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E

then I w
I
as to d that he h· d
not there.
a gone lo the Mmistry. So, I knew he was
DR. LUYOMBYA:
EMALU·
DR. LUYOMBYA:

Had you gone there on

.
official husiness or personal?

Casually I was 11.
'
ea mg on the ,secretary.
I sec, you called on the M D' . S

•

EMALU:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

tions;

those
at the
was

Now• there are some t
.
.
Katende and they asked wo mtelhgence officers who came to Mr.
the political affil" . you a number of questions; one of them was
1 1at1on of th d t •
.
significance of th·
.
e e amees; did you understand the
1squestion?
nd
~~ir la:~~
~ erStood th~t ~ey wanted me to telJ them if I knew about
1
iation, but the significance of it I cannot tell.

DR LUYOMBY A:

So you did t • •
•
no mqu1re or ask them to clarify a question you had not
understood, but you went ahead and answered.

EMALU:

No, I u~d_erstood~~t they wanted my knowledge about those people only political affihatJon - but the implication, as I said, I did not know
what they had in their minds!

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Y ?u also told us that many officers, that is military officers, actually
this arose out of the question they had asked you about; the third
question; you said that they could have known you because many
officers used to come to the Chairman. How often did officers come to
you as Chairman of the Branch?

EMALU:

I did not say officers possibly referring to the Army; I said government
officers.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What sort of government officers who used to come to you as
Chairman?

EMALU:

None at·all had come.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But at that time the question was in relation to the two intelligence
officers, and you mentioned that they could have known you because
many officers used to come to you; did this include intelligence
officers?

EMALU:

Well I am lost with that question of yours, Mr. Chairman, but what I
impli,ed is this that; there was a question you asked and then I said,
presumably those people had come wanting the Chairman. but as for
the intelligence officers I told you that I got them at Mr. Katende's

?
etary

Yes, please.

EMALU:

and the
)'thing?

eh was

s , ecrctary?

office.

and

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes, that much I understood, but my question is that; you went ahead
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EMALU:

and told this Commission that those officers could have co
because many officers used to come to you, and I have asrne to You
officers you meant, and you said Government officers kectWhich
two were intelligence officers; I am asking you d.;n~
Yet these
1
officers also come to you from time to time as Chai~an 0 f intelligence
the branch?
No, they have not done so, but I would admit here that
.
answer was irrelevant to the question now you are asking posSib\ythe
me.

EMAU
DR. Ll

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What?

EMALU:

I mean the answer I gave earlier appears now to be irreleva t
.
to the question now you are asking me, it does not answer i~. according

EMAl

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You just answer the question.

DR I

COUNSEL:

Mr. Emalu, please you are here to answer questions put to yo b
• •
• for questions. Sou Ythe
Corrumss1oners
and not to put quest10n
1
..
,
.
,Pease
answer the
e omrmss1oner s questions.

EMALU:

I will try to answer them.

EMA

DR.

EM

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Answer them.
DR

COUNSEL:

The first question he had put to you, if I may remind you, is that; you
said that officers used to visit you in your office, now what categories
of officers he wants to know; you list to him -you have said
government officers - you list whether they were agricultural officers,
whether they were what? He is interested in knowing.

EMALU:

In fact, Mr. Chairman, allow me to answer this question this way that;
what I meant when I was giving you that answer was this; I was
meaning that if some people were coming to this particular place, the
most convenient man they would look for was the Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

You the Chairman, which Chairman?

EMALU:

The Chairman of the branch or of the ward.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Why could it be the most convenient man to be looked for, why not the
Managing Director or the Chairman of the Board of Director?

EMALU:

In fact, this thing is even operating now; I do not know why it was
convenient - for example, now if you go to look for Emalu in Nsamby_a
and you do not know his place, you look for the Resistance Council
member; or it is Chairman or a Security -So, I think it was juSt people thought that we think this man can give us the information or
that; person can show us what we want. That is how actually it came
to be.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Taking the example of the Resistance Committee in Nsambya as you
have said, do you want to tell us that the industrial Chairman - UPC
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£1

I

EMALU:
'

t

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Then why should
,
you be more p
·
) ou or call on y
romment so that officers come to visit
Corporation?
ou rather than call on the Management of the

EMALU.

Mr• Chairman I d0
not have a better answer for that; but was an
assumption. •

DR. LUYOMBYA:

the
e

Chainnan wa,; at
.
and th Cl1 .
that lime more i
e a1rmanof the B
mportant than the Managing Director
oard?
That is, of course
• . not.

So, you have no answer? R"
the time were ve
• ight. Then you told us that military men of
ry rough; can you substantiate that statement please?

EMALU:

How can I substantiat h
• .
that time.
e t at one is this that people feared the Army at

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Which people; the Chairman UPC Industrial Branch?

EMALU:

No, generally Ugandan feared the Army.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

u

Yes, but we are talking to the Chairman UPC Industrial Branch.
People generally, yes, but what about the Chairman to whom officers
go rather than to the Managing Director; is he also completely afraid of
the Army, completely coward by the Army?

EMALU:

To tell you the truth?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

EMALU:

Me as I was the Chairman at that time, me I feared these Army fellows
and, in fact, to tell you the truth if I had a relative at Magamaga when
he comes to my place, I will ask him to put on my clothes I do not
want to see him in uniform - I mean, me personally I fear the Army
even up to today.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see; so even up to today you are afraid of the Army?

EMALU:

I am afraid of the Army.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did they rush on any of your workers, at your place of work at the
time?

EMALU:

I did not notice that one apart from that incident where the late
Rwabihigi was taken, although he was not roughened at the place but I
came to learn that the man was roughened together with his friends
who were released, they came with bruises.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How did you develop this fear for the Army?

EMALU:

I developed this fear -
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DR MAKUBUY A

Even you had a relative there; how did you develop this fear?

EMALU:

Because of the activities. particularly, I started fearing the Ann .
1964 • well if you remember that - what do you call that g
Y 1n
•
.
.
entIetnan'>
This one Okello
-General Okello of Zanzibar
affairs;
that was
•
19
1965 that is the first time I saw that the Army is not a n· 64 or
,

• •

ice

place

because in Kenya these people, the Jomees, were really very rou h

1

course, that was the time the whole East Africa was on al;n· l~f
another Okello might also come to bring a p'toblem. So the act,·v·t· at
•
saw from the Army from that time
up to now, had made• me really1 1es 1
lo .

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EMALU:

J think Mr. Emalu, let us forget what happened in Kenya and Zan .b

'
.
21 ar
and stick to what happened here; and can you give specific incide
you know when the Army of the time when your working was roughnts

[ have never got an e~perience where they were either arresting a

person; I have not seen m my place_of work. But the experience I iust
say is tpat from the colleagues of mme, thelf roughness as I said is now
identical.
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were they rough to them in your presence?

EMALU:

I said no, but when they returned, particularly those ones who were
released, I saw themselves and I really pity that they were roughened
there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What did you see?

EMALU:

Well, I saw some wounds on some of them.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you say wounds?

EMALU:

Yes, please.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

On whom; on which of them?

EMALU:

Particularly Mugote and Batuma.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What sort of wounds did you see?

EMALU:

A wound is just a sore!

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was it from beating, was it from what?
wounds; what sort of wounds did you see?

EMALU:

I could not tell what type of instruments that caused the wounds; I am
not expert to know what type of it.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How did you get the opportunity to see these wounds?

EMALU:

They were released, Mr. Chairman
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Gun shot wounds, knife

and I went to see them, and 1

D

DR LUYOMBYk

found them still With s
ome wounds
N
•
ow• when you we

your boss to I
nt to Rwabihigi's
them th;ou h ead fo~r soldiers to his office h~ving been instructed by
g out the interview 'th office, 11 seems you stayed with
EMALU:

Zanzibar
;:-incidents
"-' rough_

In what capacity d'ct
1 Youstay the .
them w here his
. office
.
was?
re, you had Just been directed to show

EMALU:

Possibly, I wanted
·
.
to know furth
mterv1ew also in Rwab'h• .
er what was what· but actually the
I 1g1's offi
d'd
•
people said that it was
ice I not take much because these

'
sai•d , okay, if you want not a serious matter, and of course.
Rwabihigi
I
did not take a long f
me better first of all go and see my boss' so it

une.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, were you interested in kn

EMALU:

It is quite true; I thou ht th
.
.
did not ask any otherg
ey might ask him some question but they
only.
questmn apart from saying 'you are required'

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What sort of questions did you expect?

EMALU:

I cannot tell any specific question I expected.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Well,_ you said that you thought that they would ask him some
questions, but they did not ask him much.

EMALU:

Yes -

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay, then there was a sit-down strike because payment for workers
was delayed;

EMALU:

The arrears of the increase of the government, mainly was the cause,
not the salaries but the arrears of increased salary.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, one of your jobs or duties as UPC Chairman was to mobilise
these people to be productive and to see that they did not hamper the
working of the Railways or your place of work in the interest of the
party. What role did you play; what did you exactly do when these
workers went on sit-down strike?

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, as I said earlier, there was not, actually, a big strike; it
was just the only one section, the local shed according to the
information I got, and I could not play any role that day because on
that day I was sick and I had gone to Mulago, and when I had come
back there was no more problem about - late about three O'clock. So,
there was no any other role I could play; and it was not even organised
strike, because if it was organised strike I would have already known
and I tried to stop it, because it was not in the best interest of the

knife

I am

I

Rwab'h·
•. 1s that correct?
1 tg1;

DR. LUYOMBY A.

arresting a
ence I just
aid is now

·ho were
oughened

w1

,
It 1s correct.
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.
owmg what they were going to discuss?

nation at that time. I think that is all I know about that strike.
DR. LUYOMBYA;

your role was not called for as far as that incident was cone

ernCd?

There was nothing serious as I said, because when I returnectf
rom
hospital the game was over, and th ere was noth •mg I could again
trythe
to
sort out.

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBYA;

EMALU:

So

• •

Then can you clarify to me what you meant by the Union p
• the word "infection•
eopte
brought that infe:ti~n, do you remember usmg
during your subrmss1on?

DR.LUYOMBYA

EMALU.

I do not remember using that word, but I think the word I usectwas .

relationship - the friction between EjaJu and the Union.
DR. LUYOMBYA:

That was before the friction; I am coming to friction as well.

EMALU:

I do not remember that, Mr. Chairman.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see.

in

DR. MAKUBU

EMALU:

Now can you elaborate on the friction between the Union
members and Ejalu?
Well, I do not know how their friction developed, but during - let say
1982 affair - the Unions were writing too much about the Managing
Director, about the UPC - the friction I do not know how it developed
anyway.. So, I cannot elaborate.

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMB
EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you say that there was friction between them?

EMALU:

Well, when there is no cordial atmosphere between the two, I think it
is evidence that there is friction.

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Exactly that is what I want to know, what was that dull atmosphere you
are talking about? Did they exchange blows, did they shout at each
other, what happened?

DR.LUYOt.

EMALU:

They did not exchange blows but their correspondences were not good;
they appeared to have been enemies.

DR. LUYOt,.

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
EMALU:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBY
A:
EMALU:

Verbal correspondences, written correspondences, what?

MR. ~AGE

EMALU:

There are some also written - there are some written correspondences.
Did you know about that written correspondence; was it through you,
was it No, when this strike came is when I came to one correspondence the
Union had written to the Police; it was not very interesting.

DR MAK

What was not interesting about it?

EMALU:

Because in one letter, they were accusing Ejalu of having caused the
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arrest of Mr 8
• ara:za d
very letter wh
an Mr. Rwabih' •.
do not r
ere they said that M E'1g1,then there was also in that
were w _e_membermuch but tho r. 1alu had financed the strikers. I
ntmg.
se are the things which these people
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, you also
•
the p 0 1•
• mentioned someth•
ice to work with th
mg about youths and that you advised
th
you elaborate on it please/ you s; 1 did not quite understand this, can

EMALU:

When we fo
d
.
. nne our youths r
say m things like that
h g oup we wanted them to assist - let us
the station; and since·no t hefts take pl~ce, there are no trespassers in
approach that they wo kwe ad our Railway Police it was my better
say, for arresting somr together• because they had no authority· let us
eone and d • •
•
'
Railway Police I found it th . ~tammg him. So, since we had our
together with the Pol·
at it is very convenient for them to work
ice.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why did you need the youths at all?

on

EMALU:

We needed the yo th b
.
u s ecause the Pohce were not enough because
th ey also needed some
assistance.
,

ay
g

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did th e police ask you for your assistance?

EMALU:

!n fact the~ liked the arrangement very much because it assisted them;
1t made their work easier.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But did they ask for it or you imposed it on them?

EMALU:

No, they did not ask for it, but I requested since it was good to assist
them.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So, you as a Chairman felt that the Police needed assistance; is that
correct?

EMALU:

Not quite that they needed assistance; but I wanted them to be assisted.

MR. NAGENDA:

You wanted them to be, did you ask the Police before you gave them
this aid?

EMALU:

I talked to the Police first, I said 'we have got the youths to assist in
identifying trespassers and sometimes safeguard thefts; and since you
have sometimes you have a few people patrolling, will it not be of the
best advantage for you to be assisted?'
And they said that; "we
welcome that" and in fact that worked very well particularly on the

t

commuter trains.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

How were the youths trained for these jobs?
for the job?

EMALU:

They were not trained.
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How were they trained

DR. LllYOMBYk

And now could they assist in Police work without any sort of tra· .

EMALU:

No. this identifying of thieves and, let us say. trespassers is
not a
difficultjob.

MR. KAWA

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Oh! Detection?

EMALU·

EMALU:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who were these trespassers?

EMALU:

A trespasser is a pers?n. who is not suppos~ to be in the premisesof
another without penmss1on. For example, 1f you are not a Railw
worker you are not supposed to loiter around the yard.
ay

DR. LUYOMBYA:
EMALV:

1n1ng?

Now, we have been told that the Railway Corporation used to finance
the activities of your branch; can you comment on that?

DR.M
What about financing you to go for the Hero's day?

EMALU:

Well, those were the rallies.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I see.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Emalu, who told you to start these UPC Industrial Branch in your
section?

MR. KAWANGA:

So, it was the party headquarters which instructed you to open this
branch?
Yes please.

MR. KAWANGA:

For UPC members?

EMALU:

Yes please.

EMALU:

MR.

This was the organisation from our party headquarters.

EMALU:

MR. KAWANGA:

EMALU:

Strictly speaking, there is no - let us say - direct finances given to us to
do this job; but it came at a time when these rallies were organised
like the Youth Day, labour Day and so forth, so we request only tha~
you finance us also to go to these rallies' those were the only finances
we could ask; but there was no fixed finance that the branch should be
having such and such monies from the Railways to operate. No, there
was no such a thing, they used only to finance us when we were going
for rallies only, and particularly also they only financed us when we
were inaugurating the branch.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

EMALU:

DR. LUY

EM

MR

Did they give instructions as to what you are supposed to do, having
formed yourself into that branch?
Yes, they were giving us lectures quite often.
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MR KAWANGA:
EMALU:

e
g
e

Yes, what did th

ey tell You to d
If I may I k
o, what were your functions?
oo here tl
do - you ea
' lere arc some uid .
were .
n excuse me I w·11 g_ elmes that we were supposed to
and egns1vcn
Werejust very fcw1 "get it and read it. The guidelines we
urc th
, ,or exam J
work .
. at support for the U
p c'. we were supposed to work
15
. .
increased and
PC and its policies at the places of
~uahtat1vely. There was also strengthened both quantitatively and
.or and ensure that UPC an_ot_hcr
guideline where we were to work
promoted at all places f
policies and interests are protected and
o work.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Incidentally, what are

EMALU:

I am reading from a memo I
..
1984.
was givmg to my Managing Director in

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Is that under yo

EMALU:

Yes, this one is under my own signature.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

(Inaudible)- source of the gu1•de1•mes; where are we to look?

EMALU:

The. gm·cte I'mes were given,
•
but I instructed them on this when I was
trymg to tell the New Managing Director what our role is supposed to
be.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You could get a copy of the guidelines for us.

EMALU:

I do not think we can get them because - (Interjection).

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, I think this
was exhibited by a last witness here, Katungi, he exhibited a document
from the UPC Secretariat and I think what he was reading is an
extraction form that document. We have it on our record.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see, okay. So, besides those functions, is it true that even the branch
started creating its own; discovering what it could in addition to - by
your own innovation?

EMALU:

.
you reading from?

.
ur own signature or what?

It could be possible, Mr. Chairman, because if we find something of
interest and we can develop it for the nation and, particularly. for the
party interest and the people, we could develop it and use it.

MR. KAWANGA:

Who could be members of this industrial branch; could. for example.
the Managing Director also be a member of this branch?

EMALU:

It is quite true.

MR. KAWANGA:

In fact he was, was it?

EMALU:

He was.
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MR. KAWANGA:

What about the Chairman of the Board'!

EMALlJ:

The Chairman of the Board was also a mcmhcr.

MR. KAWANGA:

And you were the Chairman'?

EMALlJ:

r was the Chairman.

MR. KAWANGA:

rn view of that • as .Chairman,. do you not think you were a

EMALU:

powerful person then m that Union?
EMALU:

MR KAWANGA:

MR. KAW

v
ery

No, I was not powerful at all because what my chairmanship was
only for the party affairs, but not for other business.
• Was
Yes, that made you extremely powerful! It means you are Chainna
•
Ch airman
•
• D 1rector
•
your Chairman,
o f the M anagmg
and so on! n of

EMALU:

As far as party affairs were concerned, I was answerable.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, is it in light of that, that you were called into the office of Mr
Katungi on the day that these people came to address the four people.
in your capacity as Chairman?

DR. MA

EMALU:

MR.KA
EMALU

EMALU:

As I was asked before, I just said presumably it was so.

MR. KAWANGA:

You are not sure up to now?

MR. K

EMALU:

Well, Mr. Chairman, the first question actuaHy drove me and I
clarified that that was the case.

EMAL

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay, you talked about thefts that your youths were helping the Police
with the thefts; is there any other aspect of investigation that this
branch was involved in?

EMALU:

I do not know of any, Sir.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Okay, then why were you asked whether the people arrested were
against the government? It was not your job!

EMALU:

I do not know why they asked me that question, but I think they
wanted to know from me whether I know my people all well.

MR. KAWANGA:

These people were not yours; they were not members of UPC e~cept
one! Why did they come to ask you?

EMALU:

Well, I knew the people of the Railways as you correctly said that 1
was a Chairman. So I knew the people of the Railways and when lhey
asked me that one I ~ave them the knowledge I know about the people
working in the Railways.

MR. KAWANGA:

•
and be
So, you do not know whether you were asked as UPC C hairman
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DR.

MR

El\fALU:
l\fR. KAWANGA:

asked about
they think People Whodid
You should k
not belongtO
now
Yourpo!' ·
·1 did
•
tttcaJ party; why did
not know th .
e1r rnot'
tves behind
All right· y
•
• ou Were
somebody being a ainasked several times
w~uld You please
st the government an;hat yo~ understood by
said so and so is ag f'j now; What Would
you did not answer it
ainst the government? you understand if somebod;
In those days especially.
•

7

DR. MAKUBUYA:

MR. KA W ANGA:
EMALU:

I

ce

s

In those days possibly th
(Interjection)
e saboteurs were the peopl h
•
e w o were not -

MR KAWANGA:

What is that

EMALU:

you do something to - okay ti
know what I can expla· . ' or example, if you destroy - I do not
explain. When you do~you se~ English is a difficult language to
government that means
ngs which are not of there interest of the
'
you are not for the government.

Mr.
le -

Especially in those days?

'w

hO •
is a saboteur?

MR. KAWANGA:

Like what?
somebody who steals does something against the
government; is it not so?

EMALU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Is he a saboteur?
'

EMALU:

Because, for example, if you steal from - let us say - your place of
work, you are actually sabotaging because you do not wish that
particular place to produce well; because if you destroy then the
government will suffer repairing what is has already built.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Are you seriously saying that these people were asking whether the
people arrested were thieves; was that what you were being asked when
they asked you whether they were against the government. Did you
understand them to be saying these people were thieves?

EMALU:

I could not have understood that.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What did you understand?

EMALU:

I do not know what words I could use, but as I said, if w~ ~l agree that
. a m an who goes against the government pohc1es.
a sa b oteur 1s

MR. KAWANGA:

king you this question because this kind of phrase
number of people Just being said, 'You
caused the death of gm e a' as a very serio~s accusation, you agree
are against the government w

Mr. Emalu, we are as ·t

with me?
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EMALU:

I agree with you.

MR KAWANGA:

Yes that is why I want to find out from you what yo
'
.
Uu~
this question to be able to answer 1t, because it w
ersto0qb
somebody's fate? Certainly you would not try to ans?.~lddete"""Y
•
··•11ne
which you have not understood, especially
of such m..er .a questi
what did you understand by this question.
agn1tude! °n
8o,

EMALU:

CHAIRMAN:

As I said before, Mr. Chairman, I would like the Com.....
: .
....,uss1ont0
me on this in that; when these people asked me this qu . assist
• 1s
• that, these are the people - I meanestion
understood about 1t
h what1
means that these people might be against the governmentt e quest10
11
tried to explain in my little language I know that possibtd 1 have
saboteurs and also at that time -{Interruption).
Y they are
Mr. Emalu, you have said several times, I think that, En r h .
difficult language which it is. We are learners; would yo; ~s is a
comfortable - can you explain further in your vernacular? 1 me more
cannot expect you to explain in a language of which you have~'. we
knowledge; we all have a limited knowledge of the language. ~Olited
explain better in vernacular?
You

COUNSl

MR. NJ

MR. K.,

cam
VAN

EMALU:

I will try both.

CHAIRMAN:

But then we need an interpreter - what is the vernacular you willbe
speaking?

MR.

EMALU:

I can comfortably use Ateso and Lango.

COl

CHAIRMAN:

Then we need an interpreter - yes, Counsel.

VA

COUNSEL:

My Lord, maybe, it maybe the appropriate moment to adjourn so that
we can look for a witness; and we have got another witness who is
going to Moroto a few days, he is here, so that meanwhile we lookfor
the interpreter somewhere here, maybe, in the building.

CHAIRMAN:

It is now 2.30 p.m and some people are hungry now; we have not had
lunch; we shall break now for lunch and resume here at 3.30 p.m.
Counsel, would you like this witness to come back or you will takethe
other witness first?

VM

co
V;

CC

V.
C

\

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

My Lord, during this adjournment let me discuss this matter with the
witness because there are some problems.
Mr. Emalu, you will also be present; come back at 3.30.

1234

(

(EMALU COMES
ON PAGE 12S4)
BACK TO COMPLETE HIS EVIDENCE
COUNSEL:
to

as•l~ t

\\"hat

}

question
I have
they are

MR. NAGENDA:

MR. KAWANGA:

glish is a
be more
mean, we

Can you

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:

i\•i11be

MR. KAWANGA:
VAN DE VEN:

so that
who is
ook for

ot had

p.m.
e the

What is the number of Witness?

62.

~S

ill

ve limited

My Lord Chainnan the nex .
.
earlier case we h '
t Witnessts giving evidence in respect of an
Ponsiano Kafuum aveKd~!~ ':i th that is case of arrest and death of
a at aSIJJagirwasometime in I 982.

N0. 62 = FATHER JOHN VAN DE VEN SWORN

Would you state your name please?
My name is John Van De Ven, Dutch nationality, White Father,
Missionary of African.
What is the spelling?
V-A-N; next part D-E, and the last part V-E-N, Van De Ven.

COUNSEL:

How old are you Father?

VAN DE VEN:

45.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been a priest?

VAN DE VEN:

I have been a priest for 21 years almost.

COUNSEL:

And for how long have you been in Uganda?

VAN DE VEN:

I have been in Uganda since 1967.

COUNSEL:

That is twenty years; you mean you came just after becoming a priest?

VAN DE VEN:

I came here after becoming a priest in December, 1967.

COUNSEL:

When you came, where have you worked in Uganda?

VAN DE VEN:

I was first appointed to Ssese Bumangi; then I went to MawogolaKatimba for three years and back to Ssese for three years; and then
from 1973 up to 1983 I was at Kalungu-Buddu.

COUNSEL:

This is in Masaka District?

VAN DE VEN:

It is in Masaka District, then I was transferred to Soroti where I have

th the
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rking since 1984 up to now in Katakwi, Usuku, County,

been Wo

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:
COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:
COUNSEL:

I see. How far in KaJungufrom a place called Villa Maria?

Four miles, maybe six, but I think four
Do you know a village in Villa Maria called Namagoma?
I know Namagomahas been the place of Ponsiano Kafuuma.
I see. so, you know Ponsiano Kafuuma of Namagoma?

VAN DE VEN:

I knew him very well.

COUNSEL:

When you say you knew him very well it means he is dead.

VAN DE VEN:

Well it is long before his death, because he was a very
'
engaged
Christian in the diocese; he had been the Chairman of the di'ocese·h
was engaged in educational work and a Manager at KyabakuzaC '" e
. )
Ouee
Factory, and -(Interruption .

COUNSEL:

Please go slowly.

MR. KAWANGA:

Go slowly; you knew him as a good Christian, then start off againfrom
there.

VAN DE VEN:

COUNSEL:

Okay. So, I knew Him to be a very good Christian in Masaka Diocese
fn his capacity as Chairman or Ssabakristu of the Diocese; I got to
know him in Kalungu and even before I was at Kalungu when I was
still at Ssese; especially in 1973 when he was condemned to death and
he was going to be put to death by firing squad of Maliyamunguat
Kalungu. I do not know whether you gentlemen have already the
evidence and the facts of that happening that happened in 1973.

COUNSEL:

No, we do not know about it.

VAN DE VEN:

In 197.3, he had been accused of wanting to overthrow the government
or going against the government, plotting against the government, and
then he was condemned to death and he was - (Interjection).

COUNSEL:

Please Father you have been requested, although this is being recorded
somewhere else, but the Lady and Gentlemen Comrni_ssionersare also
recording. So, please speak at such a speed so that they can record
what you say.

VAN DE VEN:

Okay. Having been accused of plotting against the government, then
he was captured, taken to prison and severely beaten up! As a result of
that beating his hip was dislocated, got out of the socket, and ever
since he walked with a stick. Maliyamungu himself came to Kalungu
-aruj asked all the people to come for the execution.
When the
execution was going to take place, many people had come, we at the
parish stayed at the parish, but at that time I was still at Ssese. He
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FR. VAN

COUNSEL:
FR. VA.~

COl.,~SEL

FR. VA.."'

COUNS

FR. VA

came out Wtth the .
b h
Prisoner and th . C0
e 1' 01, he asked h•
c mmander, before he was going to
He thanked the Co im whether he couId say something
. to the people.
mrnander
for
g
•
•
h
. and he spoke
very freely and very .
iving 1m this occasion
th
has accused me I w:i~t ~o e people first of all. He said: "Whoever
grudge against ;hem.. dhke to tell him or to tell them that I have no
said; "Whatever you a:: h~ also told the soldiers in front of him, he
hardly have any rud gomg ~o do, you are ordered to do, so I can
Maliyamungu the Cg ge against you either."
Then he asked
ommande "I
one small Our F th
r want a favour to kneel down and say
er that the Lord wouId forg1ve
·
people." So he ·aknelt
him
and all the
that Our Father • h down and the people knelt down, and he said
guns down M 1• wit lhe people and then the soldiers kindly put the
to do and. th a iyhamunguwas a bit embarrassed, he did not know what
congr;tulatior:n oe went ov_,erto Ponsiano Kafuuma and said; "Our
of soda and an ~ y u are free an~ ordered the soldiers to bring a bottle
b • 0
gg. As he told him - as Mahyamungu told one soldier
tho n~g ?e bottle of soda and an egg, Kafuuma also said "We are
t ree m pnson I would J"k
•
1. e the other two also to have a Pepsi
an e . ..
' .
cola and
gg, and that m short 1swhat happened in 1973 in Kalungu.

engaged
e; he
Coffee

COUNSEL:
YeS, so you got to know this Kafuuma because of what you have told
us· now
r · 9 ·
.,
, some une m 1 82, did you know anything which happened to
him?

n from
FR. VAN

iocese
COUNSEL:

In 1982 I can witness about what happened just three days before he
was taken, and I can witness about getting his corpse released from the
mortuary in Mulago hospital at Masaka.
Okay, now let us - you said three days before he was taken?

FR. VAN

About 'three days I have a report, if I get a chance to send you that
report which the Bishop misplaced somewhere, because I cannot
exactly remember whether it was Thursday or Friday; how many days
before, that I could not swear on.

COUNSEL:

No, we are not expecting you doing that; but three days before, what
happened? To your knowledge.

FR VAN

Three days before, he came to Kalungu as a friend, and as I was in the
village he waited for me and most of the time he. spent it in t~e church
and he had a bit of an argument with my Ssabaknstu, the Chamnan, of
the parish; and the argument was about injustices in the country, the
political situation, the fact that the DP ~ould not speak up ~y more
and more of those things. So, the Chairman of Kalungu Parish, my
Chairman then, said that -

em
and

ded

so
rd

en
of

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

er

FR. VAN

•
S kkomo
He asked and pleaded a bit with Ponsiano
Peregnno" sle
take it slowly you know now the policies of the
Kafuuma P ease
'
·
b·t
d that 1s
t and perhaps it is better to compromise a I • an
"
~~~;r:;:e
advantage of our own families and of our own people

e
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he said what kind of
This annoyed Ponsiano Kafuuma and
•
"compromise?' And then Peregrino Ssekkomo said "CoWord· 1s that
"
.
me on, You
know English much better th an I d o compromise" is
•
K
fu
a
Word You
understand very well." Then Ponsiano a uma said ......,
.
b
.
, ivtaybe .
found in your vocabulary, but m my voca ulary lt does not . . it 18
. no comprise
• possi'ble. "
exist·, It •is a
question of truth there is
COUNSEL:

How did you know all about this discussion?

FR. VAN

This discussion he told me afterwards when he came to my offi
ice.

COUNSEL:

I see. So, when he came to your office, what did he tell you?

VAN DE VEN:

When he came to my office, he came as a friend and told m
also about what then had started, the Movement of Mr. Museve . e
also of Kayiira in Buyege forests, he seemed to know somethingniband
. brother seemed to b e active
. m
. one those groups haout
it. And as his
, e was
wondering -

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, his brother?

VAN DE VEN:

Muyanja, also living at Villa Maria.

COUNSEl
VAN DE'

COUN~
COUNSEL:

That his brother was active of the group?

VAN DE VEN:

Yes, in the group of Buyege. So he felt obliged to do somethingfor
the food line, provisions of food.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who, Kafuuma?

VAN DE VEN:

Mr. Ponsiano Kafuuma. So, he asked me whether in the parish we
could do something for it and I explained to him that as religious
people we have to keep a neutrality and it will be very difficult to do
anything in that line which he accepted. But I did not refuse him to
contact private persons who, on their own initiative or convictions,
could help him out and he had also come, because the parish premises
had been searched by the Army, and there again I ref er to that report
because I cannot remember the date. But once, about 80 soldiers came
at night at 3. 00 o'clock without any documents or guarantee or a
permission to search the convent,
the senior secondary school.
carpentry and everything.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, how many soldiers? - Eighty?

VAN DE VEN:

Eighty, but I cannot say whether they were 79 or 81 but a big group.

COUNSEL:

Proceed please.

VAN DE VEN:

So, if I have to refer to that incident that happened at 3.00 o'clock at
night, chey banged the door and got me out of bed; I thought perhaps
they were drunk or in emergency of food or they had a stake with me
but when I saw them I noticed it was the Army. When I asked them
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VA.i~

COUl

l

t l

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN.

Ille

d
Ut

·as

r

"hether they had
a gun. So I
any guarantee or an
the h)
• let them in and h . Y document, they only showed me
afte l use, I thought at the be _av1_ng
searched each and every corner of
rwa rds I noticed that th ginning that they had been very decent hut
,
e money had all disappeared.
) ou mean you had
some money with you?
Well, they went .
could go to but I think
tn to the desks
it
and cupboards and any place they
than the first group with \as more the soldiers who came behind them
th ey wanted to go dow w om I was. At 4.00 o'clock in the mormng
we re 250 girls, and thenn I tootthe Sen·
. ior secondary School where there'
would not advise y
g a bit upset and angry and I said· "Well I
ou to go there b
'
'
some daughters of offi
ecause you may find that there are
interrupted their searc~cer~ of your Army in that school." Then they
the morning and happil/~ h:ien~ do~n to the seni~r at 6.00 o'clock in
there were soldiers c .
time m between to mform the staff that
dressed up had th . ommg to search the Senior so all the girls were
. beds • The H e1r
open and they were s1ttmg
• • at the edge of
their
d cases
.
.
•
ea mistress allowed 1 ~
•
•
Semor and this wa th
on Y our soldiers to go m the
Y• ey could keep control.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally when the
come to co~duct th
y chamet? you, did they tell you why they had
e searc at mght?

VAN DE VEN:

!hat became evident to me when I went for the corpse of Kafuuma
h ecause I had complained very bitterly to Commander Ssali - whether
e was the Commander or Captain, I really do not know any more.

COUNSEL:

Okay. So you say, they did not tell you why they had come for the
search?

VAN DE VEN:

They did not tell me why they had come for the search.

COUNSEL:

Okay, continue please.

VAN DE VEN:

So Kafuuma had come also because of that to console me and then he
referred to an incident he had with Peregrino Ssekomo and he asked
me, what kind of Chairman have you got; what kind of Sabakrisru have
you got here in your parish? I said, well, it is composed of many kind
of men. And then he explained his advice that one thing I cannot
accept from him and that is that word "compromise".
When it
becomes to essential issues; that I am sorry Father, I am not going to
compromise. So, on my turn I tried to explain to him that in a given
political situation, that perhaps silence for sometimes is better than
speaking. And he said, maybe, but if I am asked or almost forced to
talk, I will say and tell the truth and the last word I can remember. he
just referred to the Old Testament saying about Eleazar; in the book of
Machabees, he said that "he was an old man". And he said to his
judges that "I am not going to make my grey_ hair ashamed"; and
Ponsiano said "There maybe 10 years left of my life; maybe 50 years, I
do not know but I am not going to make grey hair ashamed either ...
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MR. NAGENDA:
VAN DE VEN:

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:

Where was the quotation from? Eleazar It is from the book of Machabees - about Eleazar.

What does that verse mean? What did he mean here?
The story about Eleazar in Machabees - if you want to read th· .
advance this _ the old man in the Old Testament was asked to :a:t ~i~\
meat. As a Jew he could not and he could not do that. So the P~gs
o\ct
him that we have to put beef before you so you do as if you are Yeati
J
I
h
ork. And then he said, well, I am a ew, ave been brought ng
P
. .
d
up as
Jew I am not going to deny my rel1g1onan every people w 1 a
'
I am eatm~
• por~. ~o he said
ou,,d &et
scandalized
because they w1·11th.nk
1 .
1 cill1
not going to make my grey
this is the re'"
. hair ashamed.
1erence
Ponsiano Kafuuma was quotmg.

COUNSEL:

I see! then after this meeting what happened?

VAN DE VEN:

Well, at the end of the meeting, I asked him - we had a talk in
office and I asked him too and said, please, Kafuuma if you are as:
and you are forced to tell the truth, okay, I agree to take it easy. He
smiled; he laughed at me and he said, please Father, could you get me
your blessing, because I think, I should be gone. A thing, I did; and
that is the last time I saw him alive.

COUNSEL:

So when did you next hear about him?

VAN DE VEN:

I heard about him, there had been a public display in Nyendo wherehe
had been accused to be a guerrilla; he had asked for permission to be
given a microphone to be able to speak but he was not allowed to
speak. I heard about this in Kalungu; I do not remember what day it
was; maybe a Saturday. So shortly after, I think two days after, two
people from the Parish came to our house and said, Father, we have
heard that Kafuuma has been killed in the barracks; it is still a rumour;
we cannot confirm it or sure; but that is what we hear people say. But
there again I am not sure about the date and day of the week, but that is
in the report, you can always check on that.

COUNSEL:

You made a report which you have; you compiled a report?

VAN DE VEN:

The Bishop asked for a report after the burial of Kafuuma; very
confidential report; a kind of witness about the release of Ponsiano's
corpse from the barracks as a matter of fact from Mulago Mortuary·
So I sent a confidential report to Bishop pdungu which he misplaced;_I
kept a copy and it has been pinched by somebody; and from there it
was published in England somewhere, I believe in Christian Order; and
from there - that is why it has appeared in Munno Newspaper. But
neither that magazine in England nor Munno has ever asked me to
publish that because it was meant to be a confidential report to my
Bishop at that time.

COUNSEL:

Well, w9uld you like to assist us to get a copy of that report?

,
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\'AN DE VEN

COUNSEL:

'

VAN DE VEN:

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:

I will he ready with the e

. .
.
report. And also th
p rrniss,on of Bishop Ddungu to give you that
e post-mortem if it can be found.
Okay' proceed.
That was in the evenin .
I
but 1 am not sure ab0 g hwell am saying - let us say, it was Monday;
reported this I sa·d ~~ t e date and a day. Then I asked the man who
the Chainna~ of 'u•PcWould you please go to town and see whether
complain about th h ' Mr. Semambo was around." I wanted to
e ouse search and also to ask him a favour. So, Please, this Semamb h
.
o, t e Cha1nnan of where? Of Kalungu?
Kalungu Constituen • 1 d
h • M
cy •
o not remember his first Christian name; but
V~ is r • Semambo • And the man who reported his death to me is
iene Mulaga. So Viene Mulaga went to Semambo and Semambo came
on that same day at 7. 30 - 800 o'clock in my office when it was dark.
He was very nervous because most likely he knew about what had
h~ppened a.t the Parish; that he in a way had collaborated - I mean - he
did not either intimidate me or show that he did not want to
collaborate. So first, I told him about a house search for which he was
very sorry, he said; and he did not know much about. Then I asked
him a favour and say, as you know now the government people; would
you please introduce me to the D.C. of Masaka; because I would like
to know more about the death or at least the rumour about the death of
Kafuuma. He had to think for a couple of minutes; and then he said,
"If it is a question of introducing you to the D.C. I will accept but not
more than that. " So we made an appointment to pick him up in
Kalungu Town; which I did the next morning at 8 o'clock and I was
with Mr. Experito Katongole who drives my car - well he used to drive
my car. I would send him for missions or for other things to Masaka;
but on that day I drove the car myself. But liked him as a witness on
the trip.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I have the name of the driver again?

VAN DE VEN:

Experito Katongole.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

VAN DE VEN:

•
ent with Mr Semambo to Masaka to the
So at about 8.30, I thmk, we w
l • S from the D.C's office
' ffi • b t he had gone to Kampa a. o
D.C s o ice, u
, ffi . and I am sorry that I do not remember
we went to the ADC s o ice, h
f the ADCs. She was from
the name of the lady who was t en one o
the West I think.

MR. KAWANGA:

Rumasha?

VAN DE VEN:

Tiba .....

MR. KAWANGA:

Who?
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Well it is in the report anyway if you want to know the n
• his
• duty.· he m
• t roduced me to the ADCarnelater on
So Semambo did
•
•
I
Id
then he disappeared, So to her my b usmess
that we 'h a lactY, anu
ave he
rumour
arcta

COUNSEL:

So you mean, when he introduced you to the ADC he left th

RVAN DE VEN

After Mr. Semambo having introduced me to the ADC as F h
. again. at
er J h
of Kalungu, he left the offiice and I never saw him
1 had o n
with him later on but not directly. As a matter of fact 1 a row
'
Wag V
grateful that he took me that far at least.
ery

COUNSEL:
VAN DE VEN:

e office?

Yes.
so I told this lady, the ADC, that we had received a rumour ab
out the
death of Kafuuma t~at pe~ple sa1'd . that he had been killed
,n
Kasijjagirwa. And with a kmd of smile she looked at me and .
well, Father, this is a rumour; you. sho~l~ not believe that. Asn~\
answered, well, am ready not to ~eheve 1t i~ you are able to showme
Ponsiano Kafuuma healthy and ahve; to which she answered that h
had no authority to do that. Because I explained, if you can show
to me healthy and alive, we have almost the best communicationsn
.
~
in the country; on Sunday we can exp lam to all the people that the
should not be spreading around rumours against the government. s~
that agreement seemed to work but then she said, she had no authority
to bring me to Kafuuma. So I asked her, could you please help me to
find a person who has the authority? And then she said that I should
go to a certain, whether a Lieutenant or less or more than that _ I do
not really remember, but she was called Two i/c -I do not know
whether it is a Kiswahili word or -

:i;

MR. NAGENDA:
VAN DE VEN:

The Second in-charge.
That is what she said; The Second in-charge. And I think his name
was Odur. But I could not swear on that either any more because it
must be in a Report. I think his name was Odur. So she phoned to
Lieutenant Two i/c Odur; and she got him on a phone; she handed a
phone to me. So I explained that I was a priest from Kalungu and that
I had important matters to discuss with him. And he accepted the word
11
important matters 11 ; and he told me to come up to the Technical of
Masak.a where then quite a few soldiers were quartered. I had to pass
by a road block where they were rather tough and unwilling to let me
through; but when I pronounced the word that Lt. 2nd i/c Odur had
called for me, they let me through rather quickly. So he was on the
second floor of the building; they made me wait for quite a time; but
after half an hour I was let into his office it was a classroom; he was
there with two soldiers, sitting behind the table; covered with a
blanket. So he too asked me again what my business was; so I
explained again, I so and so; and I have come to know more about this
rumour that Ponsiano Kafuuma allegedly had been killed
in
Kasijjagirwa. And he said, who is this Mr. Ponsiano Kafuuma? So 1
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"

l'"\

tried to ex.pi .
• ain to him A
t hesc da)•s 1
• nd then he .d
• was i K
sa1 , well I h
remember this M
n ampaia. But
'
ave not been around
•
zee
th
•
now yo
a hout him? I s "d
at is the work h
u say the name so I
• • a1 w Ii
e used A d
'
And he said n • e , people say heh b - ~ then he said, how
same ques1·1o'no,dno, that is not tru'e Aasd een killed in Kac;ijjagirwa
an sa'd
• n then
•
•
.
•
1 , thank the Lord
show me Pon .
. .
agam I a5i<ed him the
s1ano 1( fu
, it 1s not tru .
•
the people off tl
a uma then I can g b k e, cou1L you please
government· b 1at they should not be spr od. ac to the Parish and tell
he said, no' ecause we have a lot of ea mg any ~mour against the
office S
no, I cannot do that Ap~ople attending service. Then
he wa~tedo went out of his office.; butr th~~ h~ sent me out of his
.
me to go home or h
rea Y did not know whether
mmute. So I stood for abou; 2ethe~ he Wanted to say, well, wait for a
w~lked out, he saw me standi Ohmmutes outside the door; then as he
domg here?" I said well I hngt ere, and he said, "What are you still
So he ea lled m
• again
'
•
ave
had an answer to my question
Th·
. not
l"
•
IS time
h
'
po ite. And then he said l00 k F e was very gentle and was very
man an d a bit• sickly too • N , ather • PonSiano
•
Kafuuma was an old
am afraid, I have to tel.I ow our presence are not all that nice· and I
you that he d • d f
'
whatever day it was." And
. ,, . ie o shock last Monday or
1
believe it· I am very
b said, died of shock?" I said "I cannot
'
sorry ut I c
b .
.
•
happened in Kalungu in 1973 when annot e1ieve it_;I know what had
he was not a man to be e .
he was faced with the firing squad;
said, "That is the thin heas~lys~ocked by anything at all." Well he
that time I asked h1·.g
ll as died a natural death in prison. " So at
m, we , would you ple
•
because I would like to t k . b
.
~e give me the corpse
sent me out of h.
a e It ack to his family. And then again he
ran
IS office. So I st ood at the door; and then a telephone
g, whatever happened but whosoever he spoke with but after that
te~ephpne ~all he called me in again. He said, well, as ~ matter of fact
1 ~ust received ~rders to go and bury Kafuuma on the Public Cemetery
wit~ s_ome so!d1ers. I said, well, may I go with you and give him a
Chnst13:11bunal _because I am a priest; and not only that I am a very
good fnend of him. He said, no, I cannot give you any permission to
do that. Then I got annoyed and said, well, how can I believe that
Ponsiano Kafuuma is dead if I have not seen his corpse? If they will
tell you about your father that he had died, wherever he died; and you
had not seen his corpse, it will be very hard to believe it. And he said,
yes that is true, if I would not see the corpse of my father, I would not
easily believe that he has died. I said, well, for me the same. Unless I
have seen his corpse, then I am going to believe, he really died and he
died, as you said, a natural death. Then he became very serious and
very worried too, and said, look, I cannot give you permission for that.
I said, who can? He said, there is only one person and that is the
Commander in Kasijjagirwa. I asked him, would you please introduce
me to him? He said, listen, I am ready to introduce you to the
Commander on one condition; everything we have been talking about
here you think that you have not heard anything at all. So when I take
you 'there pretend that you do not know whether he is either dead or
alive. You start from the scratch. Well, I could not do anythm_g else
except the offer. I thanked him; and he said. okay. So he took his car;
back to my car where my driver Experito Katongole had
an d I wen t
K ... •
• •
i:
me i:or
11 a Jong time • and then we went to as11Jagmva.
been wa1tmg 1or

i
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A riving there I had to leave the car outside. I was bOd
r
• outs,'d e. A nd Lt. O dur introduce(!
y rneeck.C(!
eh
hccausc
the driver stayed
think, he was Commander Ssali.. He was much rougher anct to, I
Lieutenant. And again I
tnuch
lore impolite to me than the
n
•
introct
myself and told him th_ebusmess I _hadcome for. He said, "bouCCd
know Kafuuma?" I said, I know him very well. He ~aid. ··w You
You mean, by "you know him very well?" How do you kno h~atdo
• ht Chnst1an;
• • who has done
w 1tn'>
said J know him to be a very upng
· t
• a personaI f nen
• d of mine and a lot for
his diocese· moreover he 1s
•
•.
h
•
f
appreciate him because even e 1s man o trut h . And he said 1"hreally
.
bandit. And we beat truth out of him that is the word he 'us~- is a
forced him to speak the truth." And then I asked him again that : We
• not a1·1ve." So, he had died! And
' 18hhe
still alive. He sa1'd , "no, he 1s
he repeated more than once, he died a natural death . In spite ; t~n
0 e
fact that he had said before, he beat the truth out of him. And th
that incident too he asked me, you know Muyanja? I said, yes, : :
1
Muyanja, he is the younger brother of Kafuurna. He said, what do 0
know about him? I said, exactly what I know about him is that he ~ou
•
qa
younger brother of :ons1ano Kafu~a; and more I do not know. And
he said, "We got him too." And 1t was true they got him, Muyan·
Ngero and I think the other man Sekibaala. After that I asked him~a.f
he has died, Captain, may I have the corpse? He said, so you want'Ithe
corpse? I said, yes. He said you can get the corpse, it is at the
mortuary. Which I could not believe because I have been in several
offices already asking for him either alive or dead. And all of a sudden
I heard that his corpse was at Mulago Mortuary. And I said, okay, that
is very nice, thank you, but could you get two soldiers to accompany
me and identify the corpse if it is there at the mortuary? So first he
refused; but then in the end he said, I can hardly present myself at the
mortuary and tell them you know, I want the corpse of Pons1ano
Kafuuma; so he gave me two soldiers and they went on pikipiki and
motor bike before me; and when they reached the road leading down
the mortuary, they said, well, you just follow this road and you will
reach the mortuary. I asked them to fulfill the desire or the command
of the Commander to accompany me up to the mortuary. The thing
they did; but after arriving at the mortuary they took to their heels and
then came back. So I was very afraid at that moment that perhaps the
corpse would not be there at all. But then I went in with Experito
Katongole and one of the people of the hospital, and there was just one
corpse lying on a stone table covered with a green blanket. So I took
the green blanket away; and was only after two minutes that I could
really testify that it was Ponsiano Kafuuma. The first thing that struck
me was that either his left or his right eye, I am not sure any more; but
I think his right eye was hanging out of its socket; his head was
bashed; they had slipped a pair of pants after his knees; and he had still
had a kind of vest; and the rosary was still around his neck. That is
exactly what I remember now. So I sent Experito Katongole to get
Lubugo (bark cloth); and with some of the hospital staff we wrapped
him in bark cloth and took him in the car.

COUNSEL:

Please, before you proceed - you talk about mortuary staff; did you talk
to them as to how the body had been brought?
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VAN DE VEN:

MR. NAGENDA:
VAN DE VEN:

yes.

So you got lubugo (bark cloth) and then -

We took him in a car- we we fi
very good friends sin~e
nt irst to Katigondo where he had some
seminary for the p·
heMalwayswent around with the Father of the
•
ioneers ovement that is a lay language I think that
Is a group of people who engage themselves not to drink or' to They are campaigning against drinking?
They are campaigning not against drinking but they get a group of
people together in order to counter-balance drunkardness in the
country.
What was the name of this place where you had these non-drinkers?
Katigondo.
Well, that is not a place in non-drinkers but there is
somebody who heads this Pioneers Movement; and Kafuuma was mcharge of that in the diocese. So from there I went to his home pansh,
Villa Maria and I found the parish council in a meeting, they were
discussing about how to get the release of the corpse of Mr. Kafuuma.
So happily I was able to show them the corpse and immediately went to
see the Medical Superintendent of the hospital.

COUNSEL:

You mean there is a hospital at Villa Maria?

VAN DE VEN:

Yes, there is a hospital at Villa Maria with a _Medical Doctor. I asked
th doctor whether it would be possible for him to do the postmorte~,
toe write at least a paper and evidence. I do not know whether you
want to know his name.

lk

COUNSEL:

We do want to know the name please.

VAN DE VEN:

•
he racefully accepted to do that. He came and
Cyril Seesmk. So
g
d
body was cursing. If I am able to
eople an every
.
th
P
there were so many
I will or if you are able to get it from e
send to you that postmortem b t as I remember he said that the first
Bishop that would be better u
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cause of death was that they bashed his head and that the e
of the socket. They must have used a very blunt object. Y~carneoUt
cause of death might have been asphyxiation because th e second
broken, they pierced upon the cavity and that caused the ~ r~bs_Were
so that a person cannot breath any more. Then the internalP YX1ation
in a real mess. He wrote down "third degree burns." The organWas
·
re Wer
all over his back and then the doctor himself got emotion 1 e cuts
that he was not going to continue any further search becaa auctsaid
those were three definite reasons why the man might have b:se ~e said
en killect
MR NAGENDA:

Did he say how it should have been so badly burnt? Did he have
ideas?
sorne

VAN DE VEN:

He stated this in the report but he was doubting it because it w
• was cut and
as. three
days after and , as I sat'd , •1t was a b'1t messy b ut 1t
certainly burnt too. They must have used a Jambiya and a Pan it was
Slasher or any other cutting object and also there has been fire
by heat. Perhaps a slasher had been warmed up or heated up.
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COUNSEL:

The doctor gave you a written report?

VAN DE VEN:

There is a written report; hopefully the Bishop finds it out. My co
has been pinched by a good friend and I think he took it to publish t:
article in England.

YAN1

cou1
YAN

CHl

VA

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the name of this good friend of yours?

VAN DE VEN:

He was a man who came here and he wanted to know about the
situation and I showed him the document and he took it. I cannot even
remember how he spells his name. He is in Great Britain.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was who?

VAN DE VEN:

He should be in Great Britain. I think they got the source from Munno
because I myself I have never seen the article written in English. I
could not swear but I do not know because nobody ever asked me to
publish that. Moreover, it was meant to be a confidential report to my
Bishop. So when the doctor had stated that those are the three causes
of death, he refused to continue searching for more because the people
were so emotional and everybody was pressing and then the body was
washed and decided on burying it immediately. So at that time I went
back to Kalungu in Kalungu I found the DEO and other. people of
Masaka were in a meeting at the parish so I kind of bluntly announced
in a meeting that the burial of Ponsiano Kafuuma who had been found
dead would be at 2.00 o'clock in the afternoon at Villa Maria, which
kind of announcement put the whole meeting in a commotion but only a
few dared to move out of the meeting to go to the burial. So then he
was buried in the limbo, in the cemetery of Villa Maria next to the
church next to his father too. Only three of his children were pr~ent
at the burial. I believe the others were in hiding and during that tune
people had come from Masaka with a car to loot his house several
times; they had taken his sewing machine ..... .
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\"ANDE VEN:

I think I have a
Hopefully I st1·11
havecotphyat
at Usuku, Katakw·1• wh.ich I could send.
one.

COUNSEL:

And do you have also a

VANDE VEN:

That depends now on the ff h
.
disappeared unless I writ t ~ op if he could find 1t because mine
kept his own copy in his ~w~ fil:. doctor sort of hoping he might have

CHAIRMAN:

Where is he?

VANDE VEN:

H •

e •~ _a ~utch, he worked four years at Villa Maria and is now a
p h ys1c1an m Holland.

COUNSEL:

Did you have an occasion to visit this late Kafuuma's home?

VANDE VEN:

Before or after?

COUNSEL:

Before or after.

VAN DE VEN:

I visited them several times before since he was a good friend and once
after that I think the third day - well, I will have to search my memory
whether it was before I got the corpse or after I got the corpse, I am

I

e to
my

copy of the postmortem report?

not sure.

COUNSEL:

Is there any record of atrocities which was committed on Kafuuma in
his home which is visible?

VAN DE VEN:

Not that I know of.

COUNSEL:

It is okay

VAN DE VEN:

.

.d that there is a way of the cross which he
h h
ed on
.d Does that one have any significance on w at appen
construe te .
him?
. t I mean yes it 1s. And I forgot to
But now you are talking to a pnes .' .f ou ~all me to record - he had
• too because, 1 Y
tell you anot_h er t h mg
as a kind of thanksgiving and also because

A witness sa1

built this station of t~e cross the stations of the cross as a thank.sg1vmg
he had a great devotion ~or
when the Kabaka was bemg chased.
that he had been saved m 1966
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He had an encounter with the army and he got through th
• stone or p1ace m
• h"1s garden, in at
d
there 1s a memorial
theone• .)O
plantation, where you can read the dates and then the second d banana
is 1973 when that incident took place at Kalungu and he ,s .~te 0 n it
at the stations of the cross everyday on his knees.
sat to stay
COUNSEL:

No, I was asking you about the stone. Do you mean the w ..
• "dences?
ntings on
the stone indicating on th ese mc1

VAN DE VEN:

There is a writing on the stone, a kind of a memorial stone wh
.
.
, ere he
kept also a burmng flame or kerosme lump and he had written th
.
ere the
two days, the one of 1966 and that of 1973 as a kind of thanksgi·. .
.
Vtngln
order that he got through these two occasions.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much, Father.

VAN DE VEN:

Thank you. The dates can always be checked, I think, it is still there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Father, let me say at once that the story which you have told us, it has
been told to us before, makes me certainly and the Commissioners
extremely sad. Also that when you live in a country where all kindsof
witnesses come before us, it is very refreshing to hear somebodyspeak
with a clarity of truth.

VAN DEV

VAN DE

VAND
MR.N

VAN DE VEN:

Thank you very much.

VANI

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, you have really said that your friend and colleague, an
outstanding person, Kafuuma, was very much against what was
happening in this country, have you not?

MR. :t

VAN DE VEN:

That is exactly what I said.

MR. NAGENDA:

And also that you said he kept speaking out against it to a point where
Ssekomo amongst others, yourself included, told him to be more
cautious.

VAN DE VEN:

We told him to be more cautious.

MR. NAGENDA:

To which he would not agree to?

VAN DE VEN:

To a certain extent he would agree but otherwise he would be found in
a situation where his conscience would kind of oblige him~ to speak the
truth, he would do so.

MR. NAGENDA:

But in addition, I think, it has to be admitted that you have said that he
wanted support for what used to be called "bandits". And that he
mentioned the names of at least two people to you, Museveni, now our
President and Kayiira?

VAN DE VEN:

Especially Kayiira.

MR. NAGENDA:

And I think you have said that you knew, to your knowledge, that he

VAN

MR

VA

M
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l\fR NAGENDA·

VANDE VEN:
MR. NAGENDA:

e,

Well, I would have testified th· .
Kafuuma was a bandit accord· is in court but they have no proof that
mg to me.

MR NAGENDA:

Are you saying that they should have looked for proof?

\'AN DE VEN:

But then they might say that was what they were look.mgfor. If that is
wha~ the~ were looking for so I cannot tell the rest of the story but he,
Ssah, said that he beat the truth out of him whereas I have heard later
on of somebody who was with him in prison saying that he never said
anything.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because there are other ways of trying to find out something rather
than beating people and killing them Now, something has actually
perplexed this Commission a bit concerning Mr. Kafuuma's eye. The
people who saw him before he died said that he had two _eyes, they
were still there but now you have just said that one was hangmg out.

VAN DE VEN:

One was hanging out, I think, it was this side, the right eye had come

here

more

din
I.he

he

yes. Would there have been othe
.
he was a bandit or a band't
r ways of dealing with this fact that
1 supporter?

VANDE VEN:
an

t was
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with this
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ng
Beatmg and killing him?

out of its socket.

MR. NAGENDA:

be
ur

d this have been where the body was being dressed, preparedds,
C ou I
I who saw the body afteNar
actually pulled out beca_us~some peop e
said that one eye was rrussmg •
hanging out and one in the socket.

VAN DE VEN:

I saw two eyes, one

MR. NAGENDA:

Even at the very last?

e
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VAN DE VEN.

Actually, I handed the corpse to those who prepared it f

MR NAGENDA:

At that time of the burial might the eye have been removed?
because it seems to us very odd that when he died he had t 1 askthh
who had taken this eye out? Could it have been removect
wo eyes
. anu
1
dressing of the body?
n the

VAN DE VEN:

Well, that I could not testify at all except what I had seen and . .
the postmortem report too.
it 1sin

MR. NAGENDA:

.

or its buria1.
.

Did you know somebody called Bukenya who was a collea

gue of Mr

K afuuma.?

CC

VAN DE VEN:

I have heard about him, known him only by hear say.
V

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you very much Father.

VAN DE VEN:

Thank you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

All these things must be very sad for you to remember but I wouldlike
you to state whether you received the kind of reports you wer
receiving from your parishioners about such things. Did you receive
any more reports about such things? Was this an isolated case or what~

VAN DE VEN:

This was a very special case that I found I could not just sit back and
do nothing.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were there some cases which you heard of in this regime?

VAN DE VEN:

Are you referring to the former regime or the Amin regime?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Around this time - 1981. Was it not? Yes around this time.

VAN DE VEN:

No after the Amin regime, several deaths. This was the only case. I
really doubt it and George Ssonko about two weeks later.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where?

VAN DE VEN:

OfKyamuliibwa.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

VAN DE VEN:

What happened, depends on your time. But two weeks later this too 1
cannot swear in every detail; so do not take me literally. But I will te~l
the story as I remember it. Joseph Ssonko of Kyamuliibwa with his
wife - very close to the road - was visited by - no the first thing there
was - a Datsun, a yellow Datsun, which came to Kyamuliibwa and they
inquired about the whereabouts of Y ozefu Ssonko. And they went to
the office of Ssemambo; and, after that, they went away. Three days
later, they came back at night - no, sorry, as a result Y ozefu Sso~o
heard that and went to the bush. He hid himself. Ssemambo told hun
th
that why should you sleep in the bush. I am in-charge here; I am e
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belongings, He w11sown home. He h:d .and Rover came • they first
in the house S ns asked for money T:ecn able to hide a few of his
went to l<ak~ - o t~ey took him and lcf er~ w~ not much money left
picked u
was it Lugobe· I d
t his wife behind Then they
bclon . p there another man ;nd o not remember his name either they
gmgs of this gentleman l hUsedhim as a turn-boy to put all the
c n t c car
Lugobe.
I think it was Lugob .
from Kayabwe; and t~·at!hey had an infonner with them who came
and some other things an1dswhere they left him and gave ,him clothes
Mpigi
• • to the barracks A d took Yozefu ssonko and the other one to
I
know what really hap~ene~ _can only refer not to Yozefu Ssonko. I
the barracks What 1 . ' his record • I kept too of what happened in
.
•
witnessed I
ld
sister came to Kalungu d .
wou say, as a result of that, his
an 1t seems the 11& f s
.
of our cook; she asked me
w e o sonko was the sister
console her sister. So as please t~ take her to Kyamuliibwa and
I checked m town whether Ssemambo was
around he
•
was not around· I w t
K
..
o'clock in the ft
'
en to yamulubwa at around five
abandoned
a emoon. I we~t to the home of Ssonko, it was
th
d . and th en th ey told me his wife stayed in the village. I went
ere an It was very evident that his wife was under shock Then our
cook ple_adedwhether we could not take the wife of Ssonko to Kalungu
for medical care. I said, "Okay this gives me an occasion to go to
Gombolola and report that I was taking a woman from that area to
Kalungu.
I thought, perhaps, I might find Mr. Ssemambo. Mr.
Ssemambo was not there; I found there somebody else whose name I
forget • Sikambule - I cannot remember his name; but I have it
somewhere, if you want to know the name • but he was the Gombolola
Chief. So, when I arrived there, the Gombolola Chief came out of his
office and he said to me: "Nsanyuse okukulaba - I am glad to see you II
And I said, "But I am not so very glad today". But anyhow we greeted
one another and he said "What have you come for?" I said, "Now I am
taking the wife of Mr. Ssonko to Kalungu because she is under
shock." And he said, "Why should she be under shock?" Now the
wife of Ssonko had just told me that he - the Gombolola Chief - had
conducted these people to his private home. So he must have been
joking.
"You yourself took those people to his home. You yourself
witnessed this and you were present when this happen~. So why you
should ask me why she is under shock?" So I got a bit heat~ up and
an
' I think as I replied. So he went to the car ~d. he s~1d to the
gry . "Nga kitalo. Ng 'olabye." Meaning. sorry. -tt is a pity That
woman.
d I said "Now listen You are angrv You
made me more angry an
,
·th. ". He sai·d "How ·can vou
1
• y seem to know no mg.
•
played h~pocntek h. out those people - to the car?" I said to him. ,.She
O
say that? I too
im
'k t know now is she Mukvala Ssonko or
witnessed that. I would h eC o Id you tell, me that?" "What are you
she i~ Namwarw,~' Ss::~d
"~~. it is just a quesuon." I replied •So
accusmg me of? he
ed Do you not remember what happened to
many things that happen •
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Knfuuma? It was n mmour that he was buried y
OU tCJ(d
n~t dead and ~et he V.:~ss~eadh
•. l!c wasskillccl. You know th·lllc he was
ol your constituency. . o t 1s 1s not scmambo we
.t1 it\ a"'
lk·1ng c1bQ
·••an
it 1s the Gombolola Chief. So then he got very angarc ta_
said, "if you do it I can point a gun at you and youry WithIlle. 111•
somewhere else". I said, "it happened to me with cigh~reas~Cdto/11
parish. They all came with guns. They said as politely soldiersat th~
'you explain what you can do for them and well you d: ;as Possible
not do it.• They asked me to go to the scene at four , or YoudrJ
night. r was able to refuse and they listened to that. ~ c1Ock1n the
have done the same And then the situation came from ~/ 011 Could
said, "You do not know the Governments of Africans!" r 1sai~e.• lney
maybe.
r had my Curator with me - Kuwezabiro _ ' Wei) it
Kuwezabiro - he is from Ssese; he was my Curator -Pi:na~d
Kalungu." So when he made that remark, Kuwezabiro bee est •n
angry and said. "How can you speak like that _
arne very
0
z'ekyafirika." And then the Youth Winger had taken me :v~tnrnent
Kuwezabiro and the Gombolola Chief.
So I went to ~I: fr~rn
Kuwezabiro. I said, " please, take it easy because you do not kW•lh
• gomg
• to h appen. " Wh at d'd
now
what 1s
I h e say, then. Now Kuwezab•
was strong enough; he said, "If you mean to say that this is the wth tro
• gomg
• to d ea I wit
• h us, now th en we do not have
ay e
G overnment 1s
security at all any more. If you are a Government official and any
• th'1s area, what good are you gOOdfo
you
cannot protect your peop le m
J
We are struggling with the Gombolola Chief. " So when he said that\
said, 'Kuwezabiro let us get in the car and get away from here.• The
Gombolola Chief then came over to the car and he said, 'Now I have
understood. You are after my life. You want to invade my Gombolola
here.' I said, 'Not at all, not all. You know we are off to Kalungu
and that is all." He said, "No, no, no, I am going tomorrow morning
to the barracks to ask for soldiers to protect my life." Then I got very
angry and I said, "You protect our life. Why did you not protect the
life of Ssonko then? All you are thinking about is your own life •
Because we were angry and we spoke a bit loudly." So then he said
"Get out of the car. You have to sign my Visitor's Book." I thoughtI
was very much obliged but Leonard Kuwezabiro said, "We are not
going to sign your Visitor's Book." I agreed to sign the Visitor s Book
because he has just accused us of invading his Gombolola, no\\ to
show that we are truthful that we are visitors in his office, we ought to
put our names in his Visitor's Book." And then I said, "Okay, brmg
your Visitor's Book;" and he brought us a blank sheet of paper - like
this. Then I said, "Well, man, listen; you may call me a stupid person
but I am not that stupid yet. I am not going to sign on a blank sheecof
paper my name!" I said, "You told me that you would like me to sign
my name in your Visitors' Book." I said, "We are four of us. Oka),
let us go to your office." So by then as it was dark: not after 20
minutes, he brought an exercise book and I saw there were dates and
names in it; and, after I had signed and the other too, he said, •1s that
not nice!" You have just accused us of being invaders, but no\\ it 15
clearly noted and stated that we are visitors at your Gombolola." And
he said, I think, his name was Ssekambula or sornethmg like that, he
said, "I would like to invite you now. If you come now to Kalungu. 1
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DR MAKUBUY A:

N~w about 8 soldiers had come to the parish overnight and invaded the
house, turned the tables, taken some money etc.; there is no Search
':' arrant. Did you eventually get some explanation as to why they
mvaded the house?

VAN DE VEN:

Well. I forgot to tell you. When I talked to Commander Ssali, he told
me that Kafuuma was a bandit. This is why we knew that you were a
friend of his and we searched the parish. And I asked him, "What did
you find?" And he did not give an answer to me.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I do not have any question, Mr. Chairman, but I would just like to
commend Father John for his courage in such a situation.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Father. I know how much you have had to
sacrifice to be able to come here. I know how much you have also
sacrificed in other ways to make the Story of Kafuuma known.

CHAIRMAN:

I think, Mr. Counsel, we can call this a day.

COUNSEL:

yes , my. Lord - Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes adjourn until tomorrow 9.30 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen 1 t
morning's session of March, 5th, 1987. It is now eOO
us stan th·
. am
is
starting rather late due to transport problems. Counsel, ~h•
":e are
order of business this morning?
at 1s the

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners, yesterda
heard the evidence of Fr. John, we had adjourned get/ befo_rewe
from Mr. Emalu who was giving evidence in connect:nge~idenee
1th the
Violations of Human Rights in the Uganda Railways Corp~n :,V
may remind the Commission and Mr. Emalu, by the timerton. If l
• •
•
g1vmg
ev1"dence we were seeking fior an mterpreter
to inte stopp.."'1,.
word "sabotage" to the Commission. So we may begin from;i;ret the

io

at.

EMALU:
MR.KAW

EMALU:

MR. KA~

MR. NAGENDA:

Have we got an interpreter?

COUNSEL:

Now Mr. Emalu, which language would you like to speak_this
morning?

MR.KA

(EMALU CONTINUES WITH HIS EVIDENCE FROM PAGE
1235)

EMALl

EMALU

MR.K

MR. EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, I think I would require a questioner of yesterdayto
repeat the same question because when we resumed in the afternoon1
thought I had had a better break to try to explain that word further. In
event of me again failing I would request, Mr. Chairman, that if there
is an Etesot here or a Lango here, I would answer that questionin
those two languages.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, Chairman may be the Honourable Commissioner who'asked
Mr. Emalu that question, since it was a very short question, he can
repeat it?

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Emalu, when we parted yesterday I had asked a question that what
did you understand by the statement "so and so against the
government" . What would you understand by his phrase "being
against the government".

EMAl

MR.l

EW

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit that what I understand by that
question ..

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry to interrupt. Mr. Emalu, this is a technical correction. You are
not making a submission, you are giving evidence. The submissionis
different, you are making factual statement.

EMALU:

Thank you for correction, Mr. Chairman, What I understand by that
question is this that a person who is against the government is a person
who is not following the government policy and mainly his actions are
normally geared to overthrowing that particular government. .

MR. KA WANGA:

Does your definition include somebody say who does not belong to tbe
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1;MALlJ:

political party in G . ,
o, crn111cnt?
No it docs not h
.
ut the p
trymg to exp1a·
erson who act .
in.

MR, KAWANGA:

EMALU:
MR KAWANGA:

EMALU:

this

E

that particular manner I am

Even if he hclongs to th
"
e pany in government?
Even if he belongs.
•
I see! Does it include t .
from th R ·1
hieves, ordinary th·
e ai way Corporation ~
,eves who may steal property
or example?
I do not think so Mr Ch .
'
• airman.

MR KAWANGA:

So in this respect when
you say these
I
government, you thought th
peop e were not against the
th e UPC Government of wheyhwere not in any way trymg
• to overthrow
ic you were a supporter?

EMALU:

That is the knowledge I kn
M
.
ow, r. Chairman.

MR. KAWANGA:

So in that category you also put R b'h• .
• • h
wa i igi Would you put Mr.
Rwab 1.h.1g1
m t at category of eo le
•
Government?
P P who were not against the

to

I
EMALU:

t

In

~-~annot because as I testified yesterday, Mr. Chainnan I said that I
1
not see any b~d acts from all these people who ~ere arrested
whereby my dear fnend Rwabihigi lost his life.

MR.KAWAN GA:

Can I tak~ i_tfrom you then that actually the arresting, torturing and
eventual k1llmg of Rwabihigi was a very unfortunate act on the part of
your officers of government?

EMALU:

I would believe so, Mr. Chairman.

MR.KAWANGA:

Now, one other aspect of the question which I did not ask yesterday.
You said you had a membership of 60 supporters of the UPC Industrial
Branch?

EMALU:

That was the membership we started with but eventually, as I said
yesterday, I cannot remember the number and, of course. when the
Government was overthrown we destroyed our documents

MR.KAWANGA:

But what was the whole entire work force in the Railways at that time.
within Kampala alone?

EMALU:

Within Kampala there were over 2,000 people.

MR. KAWANGA:

So initially you had only 20 out of 2,000?

EMALU:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

MR. KAWANGA

And most of these people were serve

d by the Railways Union in terms
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of welfare.of workers and what not?
EMALU;

Yes. please.

KAWANGA:

Now, what was your role and then in his respect?

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, as I said yesterday, our role was actually t
.
1
people to the party and we had a guideline in our lndustr~at1°bhse
which was gi.ven to us from our headquarters. So we were
B_ranch
those guidelines, of which I understand yesterday you are gi~tking to
of that guidelines.
n a copy

KAWANGA:

EMALU:

Yes, my view is that your organisation was duplicating the work f
union and hence created a conflict between your organisation ~ the
Railways Union. That is why you were at logger head with Kataabn
.the
.
u
1
1ng
1
and K1takule. Is that correct?
I thi~ that is not correct in_ a sense that you remember when
1
explamed to you yesterday, I said that our role was only misunderstood
by the union; that the Industrial Branch was going to take over the·
•
II
duty, but we were o nl y wor k mg
on our gm'd elines in addition to
mobilising the workers to our party.

MR. KAWANGA:

And finally, did your role include informing on workers of the unionto
the police, and the security agencies if they did things you thougst
were wrong?

EMALU:

No, those were not our guidelines. Because the government had its
security hands, particularly in the Railways we were very happy since
we had the Railway Police, we have also the Special Branch there. So
I do not see why we should have interfered with the security.

MR. KAWANGA:

But you are the ones who instructed the youth to work with the Police,
to give them information about thefts, trespassers and so on. You did.

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, I think, possibly I was misunderstood there. When I
said so I was saying that they were only assisting to curb these petty
thefts and these trespassers.

MR. KAWANGA:

Actually reporting is assisting the Police, one of the most effective way
of assisting the Police. Informing them is that not assistance?

EMALU:

According to you it will be assistance, Sir.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Yes, and I am suspecting that you did. The reason I am asking this is
that I see a conflict between your organisation and the union and I have
a feeling that there were feelings too among the union people, that you
people were reporting on them and, therefore, interfering in their
activities.

EMALU:

To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, we did not actually
report anybody subversively at all in this organisation of ours•
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Mr. Emalu you . .d
•
•
sa1 you started . h
) ou remember. And then th fi wit 60 people, it is a figure which
because you burnt th
e igure changed you cannot remember
e records o-1d h
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f
rom 60.
•
t e figure go down or did it go up

EMALU.

It went up,

cil
to

·MR NA.GENOA:
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EMALU:
e
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MR. NAGENDA:

EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA:

If
0

Doubled, do you think 120
will be interesting to se·eh or what happened? Just roughly I think it
ow much went up through your efforts.
What I can believe wa th .
s at is doubled or even more.
May be even up to 150?
Well, _as I said, I can't remember the figure now. I do not want to
commit myself.
You told us also that this was such a good organisation that even
people who were not in UPC joined the Industrial Branch. Is this true?

EMALU:

I say so because I had two of my colleagues who had given us their
membership and we were happy with them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, I know you are going to find this question very difficult because
you cannot remember may be but how many non UPC people joined
your Industrial Branch. May be three, two or one?

EMALU:

I know of one prominent one only now I can remember.

MR.NAGENDA

Who is this?

EMALU:

That was Mr. Mulondo

MR. NAGENDA:

Which Mr. Mulondo please.

EMALU:

That was our Operations Manager.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he have to become a member of UPC to join or did it not matter?

EMALU:

I beg your pardon.

MR. NAGENDA:

b
f UPC and then join or did you
Did he have to become first a mem er~C?
accept anybody even if they were not
•
.

EMALU:

s·1~ce. our

MR. NAGENDA:

"th everybody regardless of tnbe.
• • was. to. wor k wi
·
· was not
orgarusauon
. n by the guidelmes,
1t
d political affihation as give
rehg10n an h' to become a UPC.
ary for 1m
necess
d'
from '-·our
h n ou were rea mg
J
k
I remember yesterday w e b; have a feeling you mentioned
0 ay..
rrect me ifl amwro~g.
to protect the interests of
guidelines, co
f the guidehnes was
somewhere that one o
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UPC. Am I right?
EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, possibly I still have that copy here. Let me 1 k .
.
. bemg
. rememberedhe
oo It up,
Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman,
what 1s
• I read that "we were gm·cted to workret 1s this
first guideline which
ensure that support for the UPC and its policy at all places of or and
• • Iy and qualitatively....
Work·
increased and strengthened both quantitative
., is

MR. NAGENDA.

It was not that one, it was the next one, I think.

EMALU:

The next one was "to work for and ensure that the UPC policy an
interest are protected and promoted at all places of work... "
d

MR. NAGENDA:

Ok.ay. How do you protect a party's interest at a place of work? Wha
exactly does it mean? You see, it means a very sinister phrase a d t
noticed it immediately when you read it out. How do you protect?nD1
you do what Mr. Muchwa did by beating up people, is that the kind ~
protection you are talking about? How do you protect the interestof\
party at work?

EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Chairman, in its language we have got to protect the interest. This
is all the policy and not to go against the policy. This is what
1
understand by that guideline.
You sit before us and look a very reasonable person, composed and all
that and this a very well known fact which we have heard from the
evidence that we have received, let me put it that way, that your
organisation actually terrorised people. That in fact one of the ways in
which it helped its members was by frightening people out of their job.
so that these job should be taken by members of our branch and this I
can say has been protection of your party interest, of course. And also
it has been suggested that these people who were arrested and tortured
and one of whom was killed, that it had something to do with their job
being needed. In fact, a name was mentioned to us which I would not
bother to repeat, somebody who was very keen to be given a particular
post. Could this be what you understand by protection of your party
interest?

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, as I said before, it never came to my knowledge that
my organisation was terrorising people for particular interest, their
personal interest but if there was a person who, on his bwn did it, it
cannot be said it was organised by the organisation; that is quite
different. Because ours would have bee a joint effort but if there is an
individual who was known or the organisation had a knowledge, it
would be malicious attempt to put the whole organisation in it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, you were the Chairman of this organisation but it never came to
your notice that this was going on. Is that what you are telling us?

EMALU:

This is exactly what I am telling you.

MR. NAGENDA:

On oath? You are under oath.
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EMALU:

As I said yesterday M
.
person but as far as ~ rtyr.Chainnan, that I was not a ve .
a play was concernedI
ry important

MR. NAGENDA:

yes' above your Cha,·nnan
•
and M

was answerable.
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unportant person, you must not d an~gmg Director. You were a very
but the reason I ain aski h' _evaue your importance Mr Emal
ng t IS In f
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?ad contacts outside your Indu ' . act, l y~u go on, you must have

m UPC and in the Governm strl1alBranch with quite importantpeople
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EMALU:

It is not so because the on!
I
were the people in my he dy peop e I was always directly in contact
.
a quarters and normal)
•
th
discuss on the pany affairs.
Y we Just go ere and

MR. NAGENDA:

Which headquarters?

EMALU:

The UPC headquarters by then.

MR. NAGENDA:

Exactly, probably in Uganda House.

EMALU:

That is where the headquarters were.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. You see, here are four people who are friends of yours and you
had these contacts at UPC headquarters, not only are they your friends
but they are your colleagues, and you are trying as you have told us
touchingly to improve your organisation its relations and its work
ethics and yet these people are taken, you are the Chairman of your
Chairman and Managing Director, you are answerable as far as th_e
party is concerned. So it will show up v~ry-badly agamst your party tf
these people are sort of mistreated. Dtd 11 not occur to you at any
sta e to o to your contacts at party headquarters and plead for these
peJple Jd repeat what you had told those peopk in the office tha\ they
were actually innocent of being saboteurs. Dtd it not occur to you.

I

I

I
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MR. NAGENDA:

EMALU:

But of course, you know very well how things worked in those
and also you told us how very frightened of the army you w days
• •It very strongly that iterehthen
and still arc. Perhaps, welI, I am putting
have occurred to you to use your civil connections but I shall 5 ouJct
1eave th
• we will
. get much furth
to your conscience because I do not thmk
at
•
•
h"
•
er
than
that. So my last question 1s t 1s, are you still Chairman of
• Branch?
Your
Industrial
I am not because the party is no longer there and we cannot ope
• c,act, as you know the prue ·
We have no mandate to operate it• and . m
• are no longer ex1stmg
.. m
·u ganda.
arty
activities

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you noticed a great falling of efficiency in the railways since this
happened?

EMALU:

As to efficiency I have not seen.

MR. NAGENDA:

So perhaps you are saying that it does not matter whether this
Industrial Branch is there or not. Thank you very much.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Mr. Emalu I just want you to clear a few queries which are still
lingering in my mind. You destroyed your documents at the time of
take over. Which take over?

EMALU:

We destroyed these ones immediately Lutwa came in.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Why did you destroy these documents?

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:
EMALU:

You will remember when there was announcement about the take over.
there was a very threatening language by the man who went to the
radio that Obote is gone and UPC must die. So if we were to keep
those documents, we had a fear that these people might find these
documents there and say these are the Obote's people and UPC. So
naturally we had to destroy those.
But you kept the guidelines?
These guidelines which I am keeping are not headed at all. They are
just only plain papers and I thought they were not going to cause any
harm.
·

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You mean, did you have Letter heads for your branch?

EMALU:

No, we had letter heads from the headquarters.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You were using letter heads for the railways, is it not?

EMALU:

No. If we were to use anything we were only using plain papers. We
did not have any letter heads for our branch. The ones I read to you is
not letter headed. The one possibly you saw yesterday, is that letter I
told you, was addressed to me to show cause why I should not be
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tenninated m pub!
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t:MALl:
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You mean the document Which
,
you were reading this morning?
'\ es, that is where I got that
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guideline but it is in the teuer

DR LGYOMBYA
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m t e left hand comer.
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This is what I am s .
,
aymg, this is a leu

yesterday is this one •1f
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DR LUYOMBYA.
COUNSEL
this

.

I thought the guidelines

tenmnated; but the one of

you can give me time to get it. this is the one.
you quoted to the Commission were from ..

My Lord, Chainnan and G l
. .
looked at yeste d
h. em emen Comnuss1oners my letter which we
cause wh h rhay w ich had be~n written to Mr. Emalu to show
.
Y e s ould not be termmated in public interest had been
wntten
on
a Corporation headed paper. Now, if he is mentioning other
d
ocuments_w_herethere are guidelines, may be you can look at them,

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes, let us look at the document from where you read those two
gmdelmes to the Commission. So you destroyed those documents to
safeguard yourselves lest they were found in your possession?

EMALU:

Yes, please.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

This Commission has been told that there were power struggles as one
Commissioner indicated to you, within the Railways Corporation and I
am sure you know about this as a Senior Personnel Officer. Is that
true?

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, as I have repeated, I would like to testify that it never
occurred to me that there was power struggle where politics was
involved.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Power struggle may not be politics. I do not exactly mean it is politics
but struggle within the Corporation for jobs.

EMALU:

Mr. Chairman, I have no knowledge.
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DR. LUYOMBY A:
EMALU:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

As a Senior Personnel Officer you had no knowledge of this'
Sincerely I had no kn~wledge. u ive to our job as Chairman of the
How much of your nme dtd yob ~ a seJor Personnel Officer. What
Industrial Branch and to your JO
sort of ratio?
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DR LUYOMBYA:

That does not answer my question. You could do the two • b .
the same office. But how much time did you allocate to Jo s ':"1thin
Senior Personnel officer and to your job as Chairman of tJ 0 Job as
Area Branch?
e ndUstrial

t

EMALU:

During the office hours. I would assure .you that I can Only
.
waste 5 per cent of my time to party affairs otherwise 95 per POssibly
a senior Personnel Officer doing the job.
centI arn
p,M.ALl

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you have other people to help you to fulfil the commitmentsof

~~-

EMALU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EMALU:

~

Yes, I had executive members who had also allocation of duties like t
Secretary, he was also around. We had the Vice Chain-n~- he
... ¼411 a so
around. We had a women leader also around. So these people co1
do their jobs when it crops in but not all the jobs for the Chairman.u1d
So it seems Mr. Emalu, there are a number of things which occurred.
that Corporation but you as a responsible, suppos<:dly responsib;:
Personnel Officer you never cared to follow up and mterest yourself
which, to me was a pity.
Mr. Chairman, it would have been a pity if, as I said, I had a full
knowledge of it before because there is no need going to pick
something from the blue. You must have a full knowledge and see what
you can do and if you have no knowledge how do you come to know
such affairs, Mr. Chairman.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Who was to supply you with that knowledge.

EMALU:

It should be the people concerned.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So you as the responsible officer, you sat into your chair, waiting for
people concerned to bring the knowledge?

EMALU:

It should be so, Sir, because I cannot make research when I have not
got a tip of what is going on.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You could not initiate looking for that knowledge or knowing what was
happening around in your Corporation?

EMALU:

I did not do anything on that.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So am I right if I accuse you of lack of initiative?

EMALU:

In my office? Or if you may clarify that.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

It is you who said that you did not have knowledge of what was
happening and people did not bring that knowledge to you. So y~u
were in your office waiting for that knowledge and I suggested that m
your capacity as a responsible officer, Senior Personnel Officer,
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EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA:
EMALU:

MR NAGENDA:

EMALU:

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Chairman, I have no
way, I am unable to
answer for that question or to put it another
answer that question.
What is your present
.. .
posuion m the Railways, Mr. Emalu?
1
am still Senior Per
I
0 fficer responsible for a section called
Manpower Planning
• and
sonne
Development.
Now that you know th t th·
.
.
a mgs happened behmd your back and without
your knowledge, both in your capacity as Chairman of the Industrial
B_r~nchand in your capacity as Senior Personnel Officer, are you more
vigllant? Do_you do more work to try and find out what is happening
or do you still pursue the course you did to which my colleague has
been referring to?
I am still doing my job as before and regarding that last question, my
office had no way of coming there because my job is such that I am
mainly on recruitment and training; and then when vacancies arise is
when we either advertise or call for recommendations, and then we use
those two avenues to fill existing vacancies.
Is it true that there is an inquiry into your Corporation still going on?

EMALU:

I do not know whether it is stm going on but there was one because I
do not see those members these days around.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think the Chief Personnel Officer told us. In fact I know he told us
that there could not be any sacking until that inquiry had reported. Is
this true?

EMALU:

I am not aware of that ruling.

MR. NAGENDA:

have been told to keep hands off until that
Apparently, they
.
rt d and then they can take come
Commission of Inqmry has repo e
kn
Thmk. you verv
actions. I just wanted to know whether you
ew.
.
much.

CHAIRMAN

COUNSEL
(MR.CHEBORION)

Emalu for your evidence. It has thrown
Well, thank you Mr. J?sep; the ~nion at a particular time. Thank you.
some light into the affairs o

My Lord, Chairman and Gentl~me
•
Kisamba Wabwire.
is Mr. Dison
.
iJ ganda Railways Corporation.
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n Commissioners, our 63rd Witn~ss
This is still in connection with

\YITNESS NO. 63: MR. DISON KISAMBA WABWIJU:

m

-~~

COUNSEL:

Would you state your full names please?

WA

WABWIRE:

My names are Dison Kisarnba Wabwire.

co

COUNSEL.

Hold old arc you?

WABWIRE:

I am 56.

COUNSEL:

What do you do'l

WABWIRE:

I was in the Police and I retired.

COUNSEL:

You were in the Police. I am asking you, what do you do now?

WABWIRE:

I am farming.

COUNSEL:

Before you joined farming you were in the Police?

WABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When did you join the Police?

WABWIRE:

I joined the Police in 1949.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

WABWIRE:

I reside at Nampanga.

COUNSEL:

Where is Nampanga?

WABWIRE:

In Mbale District.

COUNSEL:

Before you retired you said you were in the Police. Which year did
you retire?

WABWIRE:

I retired in 1985 my Lord.

COUNSEL:

After working for how many years?

WABWIRE:

For 35 years.

COUNSEL:

That means that you joined the Police in 1950?

MR. NAGENDA:

He said 1949.

WABWIRE:

1949.

COUNSEL:

In which year did you join the Police Force?
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\\ \B\VIRF:

COl'1 'SFL •
WABWIRE
COUNSEL·

I• .
Jnmcct in 1949
almost
0·
• at the end of •
id You get an)•t

Yes, my Lord

COUNSEL:

WABWIRE:

COUNSEL:
WAB\\1RE:

it.

JOmed the Police?

What training d"d
I

WAB\VJRE:

. .

raining b c,ore
,,.
you ..

.)'OU

get?

I was taught
.
Proced
Pohce duties,
ure codes.
penal code, evidence and the Penal

you mean you joined
I joined as a

as a regular Poli•
..
.
ce or you Jomcd as a cadet?
Pohce Constable.

Had you got any prelimin
.
ary education before this?
Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Please give us
your educational background before you joined the
Poll·ce.

WABWIRE:

I stopped in Secondary one.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go to school?

WABWIRE:

At Nabumali.

COUNSEL:

So after this you joined the Police?

WABWIRE:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Which Police Training Institutions did you attend?

WABWIRE:

The present one of Kibuli Police Training school.

COUNSEL:

Was that all?

WABWIRE:

Yes, after nine months then I was transferred to Fort Portal. That was
my first station. Then from there I was sent back to the Police College
to attend the course of promotion and I was promoted. I was left in the
College.

COUNSEL:

Promoted to what?

WABWIRE:

Corporal.
Then after I was promoted a Corporal, I was left in the
College as an Instructor. After three years I was promoted to Sergeant.

COUNSEL:

In which year were you promoted to a Sergeant?

. 1958 Then from there I was transferred from the College
WABWIRE:

That was m

•
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COUNSEL:
WABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

to Jinja. In 1966 I was sent back to the College to
.
attend an
course. I stayed there m the College for six mont'--advanc
.
•i:.
and th
C<1
promoted to the rank of Assistant Inspector. After en l was
transferred to Traffic Branch. Central Police Station, Kamthat I was
there I was transferred as an Officer-in-Charge, Busia p . Pala. Frol'll
o1tee Post
This was in which year?
That was in 1972. In 1974 I was transferred to Railway p r
0
Busia Police Post.
•
tee frol'll

COUNS
WABWI
COUNS

Were you transferred as O.C. Railway Police?
WAB

WABWIRE:

No, they transferred me as Staff Officer.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

WABWIRE:

My duties in the Railways, I was dealing with the administ .
•
al ·
p rattan
paymg s anes to o 1tee constab1es throughout the Railways Police. '

COUN

COUNSEL:

Were these the only duties you carried out?

WABWIRE:

Yes; because I was dealing with the administration only; no other
duties.

COUNSEL:

Now you did these up to which year?

WABWIRE:

Up to 1985, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

When you retired?

WABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Officer in-charge of the station? •

WABWIRE:

The Officer in-charge of the station by then was Inspector Mai: that he
was the O.C. Station, Kampala Division.

COUNSEL:

And in the hierarchy of the station, what position did you hold?

WABWIRE:

There I was an Inspector.

COUNSEL:

You mean, you had been promoted to Inspector?

WABWIRE:

That is right, My Lord.

COUNSEL:

Can we say, you were the second in-charge of that station or something
like that? What position did you hold in the hierarchy?

WABWIRE:

• the
We were so many Officers because there is a Commandant. that 1_5
Senior Superintendent of Police; then next to him was the Ass_iSl:t
10
Superintendent. So my duty was just - almost I was number three
e
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WAB

C

chain of con..
,..manct
COUNSEL:

I see• Now.

tn I 98 I

'

WABWIRE:

Yes 1...
'

COUNSEL:

Lord.

V1Y

' You Werestill . th
•
in
e Railways Police'!

What were the
common
that year?
cases that the R ·1

.
at ways Police used to have in

WABWIRE:

We were dealin
.
1·
g Wtth a lot of
ases Ike that.
cases; theft cases; assault; and other

c

COUNSEL:

I

WABWIRE:

COUNSEL:
WABWIRE:

I see• Do
•
you recall may b .
employees of the Uganda R . e, 10 December, 1981, whether some
station?
a,1ways Corporation were brought to your

Yes, I can recall on 23rd D
office up-stairs. w'he I
ecember, 1981 ' I was going out from my
•
n ffireached
was arrested. and
. on the counter, I found Mr. Mutenga
•
an o 1cer m c· r
h
Mr. Mutenga a C
iv, ian was t ere. Before questioning
wanted a 1·ft'
f orporal called Okiria reported to me that an officer
1
rom the Rail
s ·
•
.
.
Mutenga th
M
ways tation to Nile Mansions takmg
ere, y Lord.
Please, proceed.
Before acc~pting, I wanted to know the reason why Mutenga was being
taken to Nile Mansions. This Army Officer told me that he was sent
by his Senior Officers to come to arrest Mr. Mutenga for interrogation.
Then I wanted to know his rank and his name; but he simply told me
that he was a full lieutenant. I asked him his name, he refused. Until I
accepted to take them to Nile Mansions in a Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Now before you took them to the Nile Mansions in the Land Rover;
may be, in your station, you had some procedure of handling people or
suspects who had been brought to the station. Were these procedures
followed, if they were there?

WABWIRE:

yes in the evening I asked .the Corporal to tell me the name of the
offi~er ~ho said that he was a full lieutenant. The Corporal said that
he refused to tell him his name.

COUNSEL:

Now after these, did you hear anything more regarding this parucular
arrest?

WABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

WABWIRE:

I think

before

arresting

Mutenga,

arrested.

I think this was on the 22nd •

three Railways workers were

.ded to take us back to that although we were coming to
You have dec1
h
t of Mr Mutenga you have said, some three
that. Now before t e arres
•
,
were arrested. Who were these?
They were

R abihigi Mr. Mugote and Mr. Batuma.
Mr. w
'
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COUNSEL.,

Did you know these three?

WAB\VIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was Mr. Rwabihigi?

WABWIRE:

Rwabihigi was an Acting Traffic Manager.

COUNSEL:

Of where?

WABWIRE:

Of Railways Corporation.

COUNSEL:

And who was Mr. Mugote?

WABWIRE:

Mr. Mugote was Train Inspector.

COUNSEL:

And who was Mr. Batuma?

WABWIRE:

Mr. Batuma, in fact, I did not know his position, but he was working
in traffic section in commercial.

COUNSEL:

I see. Were these also brought to your station?

WABWIRE:

I did not know; because I was on safari.

COUNSEL:

But you have just told us that three people were arrested before the
arrest of Mutenga. How did you come to learn of these arrests?

WABWIRE:

Because they told me in the evening when I came back; they told me
that they had taken three Railways workers.

COUNSEL:

Was there any official report made to your station regarding these
arrests of the three people?

WABWIRE:

I did not check in the books but I am not sure whether they made an
entry there.

COUNSEL:

The work of the Uganda Railways Police, I suppose, ..is mainly to deal
with activities relating to the Railways. Now in case of such arrests
regarding employees of the Railways Corporation, what would be the
nonnal channel that the Railways Police would take in such cases?

WABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

Nonnally we infonn the Managing Director if there is any arrest. But
if they are just theft cases and so on, we report them; the position of
the case; if they were arrested by army, we also report to the Managing
Director about this.
Now in the case of these arrests, the first three arrests, and then the
subsequent arrest of Mr. Mutenga, did your station do anything?
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W/\BWIRF:

I think the C 0

mmanda ·
\ as aware of th
nt informedth
esc arrests 'fh
e ManagingDirector· even h1mself
••
at was• Mr. Atekcr Ejalu. •
Mr Wab .
•
Wire, since y
Land Rover
ou were the o
special report you Were using to N"~e ~ho ~ook Mr. Mutenga in the
regarding this incident~c ans1ons, did you make any
, ,

COUNSEL:

WABWJRE:

COl1NSEL:

No. I only re
•
M
ported to the M
.
utenga had requested me to ~~agmg ?irector about this because Mr.
10
orm his boss and I did.
What of your boss did
~en _brought'to th; stati~~ua:~port to your boss that somebody had
1 was asked to take him to the Nile
ans1ons?

WABWIRE.

I told the Command
.
ant m the evening.

COUNSEL:

In ?ther stations usual} the .
station, let us say y y
re is a way of correspondence within a
something Di"d ' ou report to your boss by Internal Memo or
•
you make any report bY a way of wnting?
.

WABWIRE:

No, My Lord I si I
and he also toid
:p Y,went to the Commandant and informed him;
me t at he was aware of the arrest of Mr. Mutenga.

COUNSEL:

~~ was there anything done after you had informed him of this
mc1dent?

WABWIRE:

I do _not_know w?ether the Commandant took any trouble of doing
anythmg, but I thmk, as someone is taken by the army you do not
follow him very much.
'

COUNSEL:

When you say that "where somebody was arrested by the army, you do
not follow", do you mean the army was supreme or in the Police you
are not supposed to intervene into things where the army is involved.
Is that the practice?

WABWIRE:

You see, the army chaps are always very rude and, they were rude to
the Police. So in fact we the Police officers were inferior to them.
Once you follow the things then you can become a victim also.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that it is the practice in the Police that wherever the
army would be involved you had to keep your hancls closed?

WABWIRE:

If they commit a criminal case, then we report the things to the
Inspector General; then he is the right person to contact the Chief of
Staff if it is a serious case.

COUNSEL:

WABWIRE:

How did your station treat these arrests of four people.

Were they

treated as serious cases?

I think they were not very serious matter; b~~au: w~ did now know
the reason why they were taking them to the
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ile

ans1ons.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Wabwire, we have received evidence here that a
.
.
round L
you used to work with some youths m your station. Was alJ\lUt1
98
that true?
l,

WABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now could you please explain to the Commissioners ho
work with these youths and what was their role in your tta ~ou tameto
t1on?
Sorry, Counsel, let him tell us what type of youths th
called before; and let him tell us ho'Y he worked with the;~ Werefir~t

CHAIRMAN

WABWlRE:

COUNSEL:

WABWI

COUNS

Normally the Commandant used to request the Managing .
0
send these youths; and these youths were within the •~tor to
Corporation; to check those people who did not pay moneyi h •lways
ju~t within;. if the tra_in is abou~ to arrive, then they can
n ~e train;
railway station to assist the Pohce; because Police Constablesat the
very few by them.
Were
Mr. Wabwire, the question is, who were these youths; wer h
ordinary young men who were picked in the town and work~ t
Railways; who were they?
m e

;?

WAB

cou

WABWIRE:

They were just workers of the Railways.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean any worker would be picked and called a youth to work'?

WABWIRE:

No. The Chairman of UPC in the Railways Corporation had selected
them as youth.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

'WABWIRE:

That was their duty to assist the Police Constables at the Railway
station; at the platform to check those who had not paid money, like
that. If they had not paid, they take them to the Station Master to pay
money - to pay that ticket fare.

COUNSEL:

Police work is something which requires a bit of - it has got some
technicalities in it; now when you received these youths to assist you m
your work, did you screen them to see whether they were able to do
your work; did you have any say in determining whether one of the
youths would work with you or not?

WABWIRE:

They were just there; in case the Commandant requests them to assi5l
the Police at the platform. They did not work alone; they were with
the Constable there.

COUNSEL:

Did you arm them?

WABWIRE:

No, Sir.

COUNSEL:

But were they armed?

co

w

C
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WABWIRE:

coll 'SEL:

They were not armed
so you worked . • My Lord•
there?
With them until you retired·
.
• you left them working

WABWIRE:

No, it was sto e
did nots
PP d ~d I did not kn
Uinrnonthem any more. ow the reason why the Commandant

COl'NSl'L:

In your own

WABWTRE

..
opinion, were th
ese youths doing a good • b?
Yes th
Jo •
• ey were do'
were not b .
mg a good job b
a good . beating people. So on m ecause t~ey were not robbing; they
JO .
y own op1ruonthey were performing

MR NAGENDA:

Clarification. you said after .
them any more. Can yo~ rem a ~me, the Commandantdid not ask for
em er vaguely when this was?

WABWIRE:

I think it was in 1982 rike that; towards the end of it.

COUNSEL:

We have also received •d
harassment of some e~t~ence here that there were some beatings and
Railways Corporation :01:d travel~er~ or wo~kers of the Uganda
you learn of any of thes . ·ctor within the Railways premises. Did
e mc1 ents?

WABWIRE:

No, My Lord.

COUNSEL:

Did you know one Mucwa?

WABWIRE:

Yes, I know Mucwa.

COUNSEL:

Was any incident reported to your office regarding may be, a case
where he was involved?
'

WABWIRE:

I do not know that, My Lord. I do not recall that there was such an
incident.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Wabwire, you are an elderly man; can you enlighten the
Commission on any matter which, according to you, could have
amounted to the violation of human rights that may have occurred in
the Railways Corporation or within your own station apart from the
arrests you have mentioned?

WABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

I was not aware of anything within the Railways quarters apart from
these incidents of the arrests.
you were not aware of any other arrests apart from the ones you have
mentioned. May be I will give you another example. Did you know
one Baraza?

WABWIRE:

Yes.
By the time you left the Railways Corporation, was he still working

COUNSEL:
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with you?
WABWIRE:

No, My Lord.

COUNSEL:

What had happened'!

WABWIRE:

He was arrested and taken to the Central Police Station·, from th
l\fakindye.
ere, to

pR.L

pR.
COUNSEL:

Yes.

WABWIRE:

And his arrest, I think, was connected with the theft of sugar.

COUNSEL:

Was this matter reported to your station?

WABWIRE:

yes, his case was handled by the C. I ..D. Officer. And I th1nk
the
C.I.D. Officer was still investigating,
then - I think I was not present
.
when the army men took him there.
•

COUNSEL:

WA

You said, he did not reswne his work by the time you retired. Did you
hear anything of what could have happened to him?

w
p

w
D

WABWIRE:

Yes, he died in Makindye.

COUNSEL:

So this could have been an incidence of violation of human rights. Is
that true?

WABWIRE:

I cannot accept that because I did not know what was the cause of this
death.

COUNSEL:

Is there any other incident which you may remember? Please assistus.

WABWIRE:

I cannot recall; it is only this. Unless you can remind me if there is
any evidence already given by other witnesses.

COUNSEL:

But you may also remember it yourself. Now, may be, I will again
enlighten you on another matter. We have received evidence that there
was a UPC Branch in the Railways Corporation which did carry out
some harassment of the employees. Was any such matter or did any
such matter come to your knowledge?

WABWIRE:

No, My Lord, because nobody reported to the station that he was either
beaten by UPC supporters or like that.

COUNSEL:

We have received here evidence that there were a number of employees
who were branded as carrying out activities that were anti government.
Was any report made about these matters to your station?

WABWIRE:

No, My Lord.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners,
witness.
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that is all for this

DR LUYOMBYA,

WABWIRE:
DR LUYOMBY A:

- the

WABWJRE:

..
guiding them .
.
m their work?
Pr
•
o ice Constables
Constables.
• They used
not to move alone; they were with

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were you •involved with th

WABWIRE:
DR LUYOMBY A:
WABWIRE:

em, yourself?

No, My Lord • Th·is was only b •
W
eing done by the Police Constables
ere the Constabl
.
•
es reporting to you?
The~ were reporting to the O
.
heanng what was going on th ~cer m-charge Division. And I was
at t ey were doing a good job.
I see. So you were not inv
.
olved with them directly?

WABWIRE:

No, 1 was not involved.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You were not.

WABWIRE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What was your main duty at that station?

WABWIRE:

~y . ~ai_n duties were - I was dealing with the administration;
d1sc1phnmg the Police Constables when they go wrong and; paying
them salaries.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you remember any incident when you disciplined any of your
Constables?

WABWIRE:

Yes, I received the report; to come late on duty; disobey if orders have
been given to them by superior officers in rank. So such papers were
referred to me and it was my duty to discipline them.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you remember any Constable you disciplined yourself?

WABWIRE:

There were so many that I cannot remember them.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

There were so many you do not remember?

IS

e
[

Who was

DR LUYOMBY A:

ls

n

Mr. Wahwirc I
youths A ' et us go 1
.
Co • • . ccording to
o this question
rpora11on.
You, they
Y~u were asked about the
were domg a good job for the
Yes My Lord.

WABWIRE:

w Askaris can commit offenses from time to
Y es. Because, You kno ,
time on this and that.

·ct

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You sa1 ,

h

w en

Mutenga was arrested, and you told this Conumss1on
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that the arresting Officer was a non-uniformed man. It is not?
WABWIRE:

Yes,

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was he armed?

WABWIRE:

He was not. I think either he was carrying his pistol
because he was putting on this long jacket. Actually they u sedornewhere
s to carry
pistols.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did he identify himself to you?

WABWIRE:

He simply said he was a full lieutenant and, in fact, I used to
.
• Mansions
•
• wit
• h a M'l'
seehim
in Nile
movmg
1 1tary Offi1cer, Mr. Peter Owl
11 • So
automatically I knew that he was from Nile Mansions.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you frequent Nile Mansion yourself.

WABWIRE:

I used to be there to perform special duties, in case there is

occasion, they summon Police Men from Railways Police, from Cent:
Police Station to do the job. Even here, my Lord.
DR. LUYOMBY A:

What sort of duties were you involved in within the Nile Mansions?

WABWIRE:

A lot of work. To control the crowd, dealing with parking vehicles
like that.
'

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Any other duties other than controlling crowds.

WABWIRE:

No other duties. It was up to the superior officers to divide us, this
section to do this, this section to control traffic and things like that....

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And when you gave them a lift in that Land Rover when you were
going to Kawempe, did you enter Nile Mansion?

WABWIRE:

No, my Lord, I stopped at the gate.

MR. NAGENDA:

.

Mr. Wabwire, we are here on very serious business because we are
looking into violations of human rights in which a great many people
lost their lives and some were maimed and that kind of thing, this is
why we are here otherwise we could be doing other jobs and you
would be in Mbale farming. Also you are a very well trained officer
who joined the Police Force in 1949. A lot of valuable money
belonging to this nation was spent on you to make you a good Pohce
Officer. I find it really offensive that when you were asked whether
you knew of any incidence of violation of human rights, first you said
you know only the arrest of the four people then you were remmded of
Baraza whom you knew, who was arrested and taken away to
Makindye in a way that was, of course, quite illegal because you said
that the anny came and just took people like that which, in itself. of
course is a violation of human rights and that he died in Makindye.
And when the Legal Counsel asked you whether this could be a
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w

violation of h
• h
uman r·,h
nug t have had
ig ts You said
nlso, said, \\ hen
and died. I y~~/~ not know he died as if he
people's human r· h ·ere asked Wheth I extremely offensive. You
wh_othought they ':i;s and told that :: ~: lndust_rialBranch violated
It is almost as ·r
• You said that
ard evidence from people
d .
• When
no, no cas
ecided to give the
you came to the . e was reported to you.
waiting to pay
re5t of the world
Rallways Headquarters you
think vou couldmhoneyto Constables bup, you sat on your little desk
•
ave g
ecause oth •
was going on .
.
one out used
'
erwise, do you not
m this I
'
your eyes d
you a question o· pace Whereyou were th' an ears, to see what
.
• id you y
a ird officer? Let
k
mto what was .
ourself initiate d.d
•
me as
gomg on b
, i you start
• ••
discipline p 1.
ecause even if
any mqumes
of your c o_ice _Constablesso that at 1ea?to':ti
wer~ paying salaries you
.
ommg m touch with th
.
at might have been a way
actions?
e outside world· Di'd you .irutiate
. . any

;.iii:

WABWIRE:

No, my Lord. I did not make an . .
reported to me direct I d
Y mquiry about this because nobody
• about this but •w·th o not know whether other officers were
hearmg
'
I me, I had no knowledge of it, my Lord.

MR NAGENDA:

Did you have occasion to s eak:
human beings.
P
to your fellow officers and to other

WABWIRE:

We used to meet in meetmgs
•
but they were not talking about this.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you never heard of any beatings of people for example?

WABWIRE:

No, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

This Mr. Muchwa that you know, had he also been elected a Youth or
not.

WABWIRE:

I think he was doing as a Youth but this question of checking the
passengers and so on, I used not to see him but they were talking that
he is also among the youth.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you see him occasionally in the company of this Police Constable
you disciplined? Moving around, keeping peace, law and order and
that kind of thing?

WABWIRE:

I think I saw him once with constables checking the people who do not
book their property in the train.

MR. NAGENDA:

WABWIRE:

Did you hear of any rumours even if it was not a report that Muchwa
was given to beating up people?
.
L rd I did not hear about beating but I saw him
With that one, bmly c~e~king those people who used to bring things
with the consta es
from Kasese unbooked.
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MR. NAGENDA:

How was he checking them? Was he sort of stanct·
there say·
please give me your ticket or was he shaking them a b'itng
I •
lllg

WABWIRE:

He was asking them just consignment ·noteconcerning th .
e1rPro=
t''-n'J.

MR. NAGENDA:

What political party were you?

WABWJRE:

With me, as I was a civil servant, I was just there like that .
support either UPC or DP.
' 1 dtd not

MR. NAGENDA:

You never belonged to a political party?

WABWIRE:

No, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were you a member of the Industrial Branch in the Railways?

W ABWIRE:

No, my Lord.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were you ever mobilised to join this branch?

W ABWIRE:

No, my Lord. Nobody approached me about this point.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So you were left alone.

W ABWIRE:

I was doing my job of Police duties.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Wabwire, for your evidence. You must have comea
long way to come and give evidence here. You can go back nowand
resume your farming.

WABWIRE:

Thank you, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.
Counsel, what is the next? Before I got an answer from you I heard a
whisper that we should have a break for tea which we shall have now.
We shall be back here at 11.45 a.m., that is in 20 minutes time.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, let us resume this
morning session after the tea break we have had.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners,
Miss Baraza Philomena Takka.
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the 64th Witness is

cou

"' 1Th'Ess N
S', '0D1".t
~., IN o. 64: l\flS·s PIIIL
COUNSEL.
BARAZA:

COUNSEL:
BAR-\.lA:

COFNSEI.:

a

You are Miss B
• - araza Ph'J
I omcna Takka?
Yes, please.
Aged 27 years?
Yes please.

You reside in Bugolobi Fiats?

BARAZA:

Yes, please

COUNSEL:

In which Block.

BARAZA:

Block 10 Flat D.5

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

BARAZA:

IamaN

COUNSEL:

Who are your parents?

BARAZA:

d

OMEN A T AKKA BARAZA -

•
ursmg Officer in General Military Hospital Mbuya.

My parents were the late Baraza Cornelius and the late Mrs Justine
B araza Nafula.
•

COUNSEL:

You mean you are an orphan?

BARAZA:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

When you say your father was the late what happened to him.

BARAZA:

My father was just killed.

COUNSEL:

And what happened to your mother.

BARAZA:

For the mother, the fact that she had hypertension, I suspect that after
having lost her husband and facing so many problems, she just had a
stroke and collapsed one time and died.

COUNSEL:

When did your mother die?

BARAZA:

She died November, 7th 1982.

COUNSEL:

Before your father died, where was he working.

BARAZA:

He was working with the Uganda Railways Kampala.
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COUNSEL:

As what?

BARAZA:

Either as Traffic Manageror Traffic Inspector, I am not very

COUNSEL:

When did you learn of his death.

BARAZA:

In fact J learnt of the incident, before he died when J was sfu .
1 1
hostel at Mulago Nurses Training School.
n the

COUNSEL:

you mean by this time you were still a student?

BARAZA:

Yes, I was still a student.

COUNSEL:

How old were you by then?

BARAZA:

I was 22 or 23.

COUNSEL:

When you say you learnt of the incident, what did you learn?

BARAZA:

It was around 4.00 p.m. on the 1st of July when a brother of mi
•
ne
who was schooling in Kololo Prunary
approached me.

COUNSEL:

Called who?

BARAZA:

Called Godfrey Baraza also. He approached me and told me about my
father's case; that he was taken to Mak.indye Military Barracks. When
I heard about it, I was scared having known that Makindye those days
was bad, I just concluded that he was dead. I asked him the reason
why he was taken to Mak.indye. He told me he was not sure but he had
heard stories that there was some sugar which had got lost at tl_le
station.

sure.

C

COUNSEL:

Did your brother tell you who took your father?

BARAZA:

He was also just told that the father was taken by Military Police men
who collected him from the office at around 11.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

After learning about the taking of your father, what did you do.

BARAZA:

By then I had a soldier who was my man friend by rank a Major.

COUNSEL:

Called who?

BARAZA:

He was called Major Abili Stephen, late Major Abili Stephen. I rushed
to his place, he was not there by then he had not reported for duty. I
told the escort to inform him that I needed him urgently.

COUNSEL:

Which place was this.

BARAZA:

That was Kololo Acacia Avenue. At around 5.30 a.m. he approached
the hostel, I told him the problem. He could not believe this case
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could go up to h
p 0 1t e military H
.
t .
t~e S atton - Police case'; h e said "no, this should be a Central
recetved that h
•
ut then I tO Id •
. .
.fi
t e man is at M:ak"d
him this 1s the report I
uni orrn and went to the b
in ye. Therefore, he went back put on
there. Having been beat arracks and found the fact that the ~an was
by the gun on the head hen. In fact he was not shot but being beaten
he was almost .. . . .
' e was bleedingthroughoutfrom the head and

the
coVNSEL

Sorry. Did you go with h" ?
un.

BARAZA:

Yes, I went With him. And
th
who escorted us , we were three.ere was also an M.P. from Lira West,

COUNSEL:

What was the name of th• M P
is • • you went to Makindyewith?
He was called Charles Odyek.

sARAZA:

COUNSEL:

BARAZA:

Now, Miss Baraza pleas
.
. .
h
•
•
e exp1am to the Comnuss1onersstep by step
w en you arnved at Makindye barracks, how you managed to see your
father, and when you arrived at the Quarter Guard what happened and
what followed.
When we arrived at the Quarter Guard, fortunately enough he was one
put at the door way so I showed my man friend that he is the one there
in a big shirt. Well, they were trying either to punish them and so on
but he could not do anything by then. So my man friend went out of
the vehicle and told us to remain there. He went and talked to the man
who was responsible for them and he told him to get my father out.
He could not move any more, they had to lift him to what I would call
the dispensary of the place around Makindye because he could not take
him out without the Commanding Officer's permission. From there we
went to look for the Commanding Officer. We could not get this man
up to around 9.00 or 9.10 p.m. in a drinking place.

COUNSEL:

Who was this man? Did you come to know him?

BARAZA:

He was called either Kiduli - he was a Captain by then - Captain
Kiduli. The matters were explained to him by my man frie~d. :hen
he said he had heard of the case but he had not yet looked i~to it, he
•
• d a report he had not yet gone to the office and listened to
Just receive et Having understood that this one was a brother in law
:r\~~:ri:J
~d having understoohi~whateryve:;;
promised us to go and collect m ve
following day which was 2nd July.

COUNSEL:

BARAZA:

~~p~:e!~~~· !:
.

•
What tune
was th'is when he made this promise.
• it was around 10.00 or 11 .00 p.m.
At the time he made the proIDiske the barracks at that time so he
ld ot go bac to
9 00
He said we cou . n
. the following day around . a.m.
promised us to go m the morrung there only to receive the sad news
ot exactly that time we were
an d n
• ht
that he died over the mg •
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COUNSEL:

Before may be we come to the sad news. you said that
reached the Quarter Guard you saw your father being
. When
· to the C omm1ss1on
• •
t1at sort of punish Punish.,,.
Y0q
·ou
explain
w
)
•
.
ment '-"· ,...
'-an
made or was being unleashed on htm?
Was bein
g

BARAZA:

1 would say they were trying to make them. I do not kno
w, do al\
of funny exercises.
&otts

COUNSEL:

Explain please. what exercises. were they being made t0
squat
jump?
, to

BARAZA:

Squatting, putting up hands, what and what but he co Id
anything. In fact he was just down like this by the time: not do
there.
e reached

COUNSEL:

Did you go near your father?

BARAZA:

I did not because at that time everything, you know, he was
over I could not touch him as traditionally it is bad.
Wet all

COUNSEL:

Had you seen your father immediately before this arrest?

BARAZA:

I think I had seen him a week _earlier be~~use he came to the hospital
in the ward where I was workmg and v1s1tedme, then he went away'
He just came for a short while, he wanted some treatment.
•

COUNSEL:

And how was his health?

BARAZA:

He was quite okay.

COUNSEL:

So when you saw him at Makindye the health was different?

BARAZA:

It was very different. In fact I never expected him to recover just asI
saw him.
What was the difference.

COUNSEL:

coUl
BAR

COl
BAl

cc

B,

C
l

BARAZA:

The difference was that the way he was bleeding through the head from the head I could see - I do not know how I can really put it - but

COUNSEL:

You mean he was bleeding from the head?

BARAZA:

Yes, he was bleeding from the head, through the nose, through the ears
and everywhere. So I knew that there should be a depression on the
skull and perhaps, the brain as well was affected.

COUNSEL:

Was your father able to talk to you at that time?

BARAZA:

Not at all, he could not talk.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to talk to him?
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BARAZA:

qllat, to
cot:\'SFL:
BARAZA:

COC'!'.'SEL:

he '\\as wee all
BARAZA:

COUNSEL:

die hospital,
e wem away.

BARAZA:

COUNSEL:

BARAZA:

?

COUNSEL:

ver just as I
BARAZA:
the head put it - but

h the ears
ion on the

I tried but th
•
ere was
.
instead I jusi b
nothing 1
Urst out into t • Could no1 rece·
ears.
ive any response· So
What about h' .
d ef,onnities or 1s hrnb
. s, the hand
anything?
s and the legs
y
• Were there any
es, there Were sorn
at least he could stane cut Woundsbu1 an
but he could not
d but not rnove If ~way they Wererninor bccau
even Walk Onlytha.
e had fractures I am
sc
I there were
not sure,
Was he still in h" I
cuts al) over.
1s c othes?

Yes, the clothes wer h
th
e t ere excep th
ere.
t e shoes and 1h
e trouser were not
And how would you be ab!
e to see the cuts?
Since the trouser wash
not t ere the le
gs were open and I could see.
You also said that your man fr
officer. Who was this res o . iend went and saw the responsible
Commanding Officer.
p ns1ble officer? Before you wem to the
He was just a Sergeant who _ 1 think
at that time supposed to look ft th or~erly sergeant who was on duty
a er e prisoners there around.
Did you come to learn of his name may be later?
Not at all, I did not.
When you went back the next day and received the sad news, what was
the news and how did you receive it and what followed.

In fact, it was my husband who went to the dispensary himself to find
out first then he was told that he had died over night around 4 00 a.m.
He could not believe it, he had to go to the mortuary, he checked, then
he came and told me in the vehicle that he was already gone. there IS
nothing we can do about it. So we just organised for whatever was
necessary, transport to Mulago and what have you, then we had to take
the body for burial.

COUNSEL:

When your man friend came back and told you that he was already
dead, did you not go in to see?

BARAZA:

I did not.

COUNSEL:

Why not.

BARAZA:

I Instead I went to Mulago. after the
I did not have the courage at al •
for postmortem, that is when I
body was taken to the Mulago mortuary
went there and saw·
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COl1NSFL:

What did you see on the body when you saw it
.
at th
Mortuary? Who collected the body from Makmdyeto~•vtu
.. 1ago?
e M.u\ao
c:,O

BARAZA:

It was my man friend who collected it.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I was coming to that, I wanted to know also abo
.
d.
but since you have mentione
1t, now we can go back to it Utythe Coffin
. ou .
was your man friend. He collected the body from Makind
saidit
brought in his car or who organised the transport?
Ye. Wasit

BARAZA.

BARAZA:

He just organised a military vehicle which took the body t0
11ulago
mortuary. After which we had to follow up from there.

COUNSEL:

Did you get a coffin from the military?

BARAZA:

He is the one who organised it. At first the Railways had pr .
that we get a coffin and then they will pay us back but they cou~:ISed
so he organised one for me and then we managed to transport the b:t,
y.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, was there any difficulty in getting his body from
Makindye?

BARAZA:

yes. In fact I had a belief those days that it was very difficult _ not a
belief but I had heard rumours that once someone has been killed in
such a way whereby there is some underground movement they would'
just either bum it or what and you would not see the body. They
would just tell you he is there and you keep on, they would just leave
you in suspense like that. Had it not been for him I think we should
not have seen it.

COUNSEL:

So in other words you are saying that it was your man friend who
made it possible to have this body out?
Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you saw it in the mortuary at Mulago, what did you see on
the body. Were there any cuts, any bruises or anything?

BARAZA:

COUNSEL:
BARAZA:
CHAIRMA

COUNSEl

MR. KAV

BARAZJ

COUN'

BARA

com
BAR

crn

There were so many in the face and in fact by the time I reached the
mortuary they had opened the head, I could see the brains so distorted,
it was not in its normal way. I am sure it was very much shaken and
what have you, such that he had to bleed.

COUNSEL:

Was that all?

BARAZA:

I would say the main injury was on the head.

COUNSEL:

You say that a postmortem was carried out.

BARAZA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you get a report since you were the nearest relative?
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BAJ

co
Bl

C

BARAZA.

COU SEL:
It
It

Yes. we got it.
Do you have a copy please?

BARAZA:

Yes. I have it.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel • do vou
•mtend to put this
. postmortem report in evidence?
J

COUNSEL:

Yes , my Lord, I intend to tender in that postmortem report as exhibit
No.26.

MR. KAWANGA:

If
. I maY ask , th.1spostmortem report bears the date of 17th. Why does

1t bear that date.
BARAZA:

Yes, we had the very first one which bore the true date but then we
lost it. After I had come back after the burial we felt we had to get a
fresh one because - I think that is when we were chasing the forms for
the orphans they needed it as well, so I went back for another one
which had to bear that different date but the exact date when he died is
there also as well.

COUNSEL:

After the postmortern had been done what followed. What did you do?

BARAZA:

After it had been done we organised transport for taking the body home
for burial.

COUNSEL:

You mean you personally, or you were assisted by the employers of
your father.

BARAZA:

I was assisted by the employers of my father because most of the
relatives were in the village, plus my man friend, those were the only
people who assisted me. The rest of the relatives were in the village.

COUNSEL:

So you took the body for burial to which place?

BARAZA:

Busia, Lumino.

COUNSEL:

Was the Police involved or did the Police carry out any investigations
to find out the cause of the death of your father?

BARAZA:

That much I do not know but they seemed not to be concerned. at all
because according to rumours that I heard, having heard that it was
from th~ top or rather someone who was a ?ig man \n the Government
having been concerned, they had to keep quiet about it.
Oka

COUNSEL:

BARAZA:

that was just rumours, you were not there. Now' did any_Police
approach you to get information regarding the
or any other person
death of your father?

Y'

Not at all.
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COUNSEL:

After the burial, you have just mentioned to us that y
our llloth
shock.
er &ota

BARAZA-

After a year.

COUNSEL·

I low did this happen and when?

BARAZA:

She was staying now in the village by then after having b
een.....
from the house, I was not there but I was just told that at fi"Y 1Cterj
complained of headache, they took her to the hospital a d irst she
sudden she just collapsed and died.
n a\\ of a

COUNSEL:

When you say she was evicted from the house, which house?

BARAZA:

It was a Railways quarters at Nsambya. That is where she was .
before my father died.
Slaying

COUNSEL:

So she had to move somewhere else?

BARAZA:

Yes. She had to go to the village straight of course.

COUNSEL:

You said your mother died of shock. How did you know that this was
shock. Had she not been having any other medical problems?

BARAZA:

Apart from hypertension there was nothing but I proved it from my
fellow nurses who attended to her at St. Anthony Missionary Hospital,
Tororo.

COUNSEL:

Were you able may be to get her medical forms since you are a nurse?

BARAZA:

I did not get them at all.

COUNSEL:

But you read the forms?

BARAZA:

I just read the Report Book, what they wrote about her.

COUNSEL:

How many brothers and sisters do you have.

BARAZA:

I have seven brothers and six sisters.

COUNSEL:

How old are these?

BARAZA:

The first one is about 30.

COUNSEL:

Okay, let me put it this way. By the time your father died, were there
any of your brothers and sisters who were still staying with them and
possibly schooling?

BARAZA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many of them.

BAR

B
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BARAZA:

COUNSEL:

BARAZA:

COUNSEL:

Now' after the I • tl1 0 ('
.
•,tnd s1stl.'rs
.•
lea .•, 11your lather, what happened
of. '-'our
.
. to these brothers
s,
ow arc you ahk to ltvc without II father aml
1atcr on WithoutJ a mother.
I have hccn sta •
·
.
.
•
• ymg w,t 11 home of them, about three of them hut I feel I
am rcltevcd now I am .1. •
.
.
.
.
•
s ,1y111g
with two, one
ot them hcmg a girl she
d ec1ded
to elope I l
k
.
lo not now where she 1s up to now.
You mean because of th .
.
.
•
csc pro 111ems she decided Just to get a man?

BARAZA:

I think so.

COL1NSEL:

What about the rest?

BARAZA:

as

Six of thl'lll,

COUNSEL:
BARAZA:

The rest, there is a boy who is schooling at Tororo, U C .I. Primary
School, one of them is the one who is at Kololo H S.C and another
one at Kiswa Primary School in p. 5.
Who pays for their school fees and maintenance?
At first I had approached the missionaries at Mbuya Church. It was
first rehabilitation but then I had some difficulties going through then I
decided to approach the missionaries to help me.

• COUNSEL:

All in all there have been problems in raising fees and money for
yourself?

BARAZA:

Yes, and feeding as well but because I am in the army I have been
trying to get posho and beans for them at least.

COUNSEL:

Are there any other problems that may have arisen as a result of the
death of your father and later on your mother?

BARAZA:

Problems?

COUNSEL:

To the family.

BARAZA:

I would not say so.

COUNSEL:

you mentioned a few minutes back that you heard that your fath~r h~d
been taken because of the loss of sugar and you said he was working m
the Railways.
To your knowledge, did you learn of any ~ther
problems that may be your father had in regard to his employment.

BARAZA:

Not at all. I have never heard of anything at all.

COUNSEL:

•
e to sa that there as a big shot who was behind the arrest of
: 0~: t7.ther ;[ connection wi~ the theft of sugar at the Uganda
Railways Corporation, Kampala.
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BARAZA:

COUNSEL:

That I cannot say.
You said a while ago,
. that later on. you learnt that the arrest was
instance of some big person. Did you try to find out and I at the
name of that person?
earn
the

DR. MAKU

BARAZA:

Yes, I was told.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell this Commission who that person was and
Whot I
you?
od

BARAZA:

I was told, should I say by the co-workers that it was the broth
former Minister of Internal Affairs, Luwuhza Kirunda ,:~0of the
concerned plus some two others or three others, I think whO was
behind it. When the wagons arrived, there were whether three Were
. .
th
or four
wagons, some of t h em contammg sugar, o ers timber, they eh
the labels of sugar they put there timber and him being the in-c~ged
just ordered the wagons of timber to go aside and sugar aside yet :ge
which were labelled timber ~ere containing sugar they staned ~;
loading sugar there when he did not know. When he was summoned
these people came to learn of it then this man rang his brother and wha'
have you, the man just saw himself being collected from the officebt
the Military policemen.
Y

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Sorry to interrupt. I do not know, Counsel, whether you are insistmg
on this because to me it appears to be hear say evidence as it is Since
it is likely to affect somebody I do not know how you can bring it m.
Do you intend to call these who told her about this?

COUNSEL:

Maybe Miss Baraza, we put it this way. You said you were told by
some co-workers of your father about this.

BARAZA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Can you recall or remember or do ~ou know the names of these coworkers who told you about this?

BARAZA:

One of them in fact is supposed to be around as a witness here called
Mr. Ogumba, he knows them very well.

COUNSEL:

You mean Mr. Gerald Makonka Ogumba?

BARAZA:

Yes. He knows them very well and knows the whole story because for
me I was just told.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Mr. Gerald Makonka Ogumba is supposed to be a
witness so maybe what she intended to tell us about that we shall
receive it directly.

CHAIRMAN:

Certainly because if Ogumba is available it should be direct from him,
not hear say from the witness.

BARAZA:

DR. MAK
BARAZA·

DR.

BA
D
B
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COL 1NSEL·

DR. MAKlJBUY A:

BARAZA:

the

DR 1\11\Kl.BUYA:
BARA/.A:
DR MAKVBUYA:
BARA/.A:
DR MAKUBUY A:

BARAZA:
DR MAKUBUY A:

M) Lord Chairman d
from this w·t . c an Gentlemen Commissioners, that is all we h11ve
•
I ness ,or the time being.
It would help me t k
went to the N
° now something about your education before you
urses Hostel.
I wac; at Busoga C0 II
W
1976.
ege anyange Secondary School, from 1972 up to
This one up to S.4?
Yes, up to S.4.
Thereafter you went to the Nurses?
Yes. to the Nurses Training School in 1977.

You mentioned your man friend and at one time you said the late
Major Abili?
Yes.
I am Sorry these are painful things but what happened to Major Abili?

BARAZA:

He was one of the victims who died in the helicopter crash with the late
Oyite Ojok.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You got· involved in the attempt to rescue your father from Makindye
Military Barracks which I commend very much but thereafter I would
like you to clarify what you noted to be the role of Uganda Railways
Corporation in which he worked for; I imagine that after the
postmortem you returned the body to Nsambya, did you?

BARAZA:

It was Mulago Hospital.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

After the postmortem where did you take the body?

BARAZA:

After the postmortem we put him in a coffin and took it to Nsambya
where we were staying.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes. Did you see the Railways people there?

BARAZA:

Yes, some of them were there.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did they assist you as a family? This is their employe~. he has been
working for a Jong time and so on, how did th~y assist?_ To your
knowledge, did you get sugar from Uganda Railways, did you get
posho or something?

BARAZA:

N th"

at all as far as the Railways is concerned, ~erhaps, th:.Y gave
o mg
rt there was a vehicle which was given for takmg the
us also transpo ,
.
body then my man also gave another vehicle for us.
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DR MAKUBUY A:

These people promised you a coffin?

BARAZA:

They promised us a coffin which they did not give up to now.
had promised to pay it back anyway.
l'hey

DR. MAKUBUY A:

They have never paid?

BARAZA:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

MR.

MR

Well I am sorry to go into something else but I imagine that you kn
• • ed you at the hospital. n·
ew
your ' father very well. He had even vmt
you get some explanation beyond what you are mentioning? What id
the problem, to your knowledge. Why he was picked arid taken:~
then brutally killed?

BA

M

B
BARAZA:

The knowledge I received was that, those people knew that once th'18
main is contacted about this fact which they had found that there w
some sugar which had been sab~taged, definite!~ - and yet the poli:
may had already reported to him - he was gomg to mention these
people who were concerned and as such they preferred getting rid of
him so that it remains that "Gusinze mufu", it is the fault of the dead.

CHAIRMAN:

The dead man's folly?

BARAZA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.

MR. KAWANGA:

Your father had worked for the Railways Corporation for a long time?

BARAZA:

Yes, since 1955.

MR. KAWANGA:

He must have been entitled to some terminal benefits in the Railways
Corporation?

BARAZA:

Yes, please.

MR. KAWANGA:

Have you ever recovered the benefits?

BARAZA:

Not at all. Even the salary we had failed to get after his death.

MR. KAWANGA:

You tried but they did not give it to you?

BARAZA:

In fact we tried but after a long struggle I got the salary then the rest
my mother had to give up because she was the one moving up and
down struggling for it before she passed away.

MR. KAWANGA:

I am sorry. You had the opportunity of going at the Quarter Guard •.

BARAZA:

Yes.
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MR. KAWANGA:

Your father was there?

BARAZA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Were there other people?

BARAZA·

y ~• there were about three 1
with him but the
• understand some of them were taken
Y were released afterwards, after he had died they were
released.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! They were from the Railways also?

BARAZA:

Yes, they were, I think so
sugar from the wagons.
• Those who were caught off-loading the

MR. KAWANGA:

you saw them being tortured and what not?

BARAZA:

Yes, but for them they were in good condition.

MR. KAWANGA:

~ut
u tuyou never saw anybody striking your father at that particular
J nc re or torturing him in any way?

BARAZA:

N~t at all except that this man was just trying to force him to do
w atever he wanted but it was impossible, the man was gone.

MR. KAWANGA:

Thank you.

e?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Miss Tank.a that you had to repeat this sad story to us but it was
n~cessary. We have to know what happened to your father and how he
died. Thanks for having come to give us this evidence. Sorry, is your
name Tanka or Takka.

ays

BARAZA:

Takka

CHAIRMAN:

Takka.

BARAZA:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners, our next witness has
been Gerald Makonka Ogumba, but I am informed that he has just gone
to the Bank and says he could be here sometime later may be in the
afternoon. So may be your Lord Chairman and the Commissioners
may decide whether we should adjourn up to this afternoon or
tomorrow morning. This is the last witness in this case.

re was
police

these
rid of

Sorry, you may go now.

SC

d

CHAIRMAN:

It is about five minutes past one now. We can adjourn for lunch and
then let us get this man by 2.00 p.m so that we can take his evidence in
the afternoon. In that case the session is adjourned to 2.00 O'clock p.m
this afternoon.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, Counsel. we are
back for this afternoon's session. Could you tell us what the position
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is now please?
COUNSEL:

Mv Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners, when
.I
We act·
this morning, Mr. Gerald Makonka Ogumba who is suppo
Jou1"tltt\
next witness had intimated to us that he would be here th~edto be ou
ts aft
r
We have waited for him and he cannot be seen. In the circ
ern0on.
therefore. request for an adjournment till tomorrow.
urnstanees,1

CHAIRMAN:

Very well then. The session of the Commission is adjourned .
a.m tomorrow morning.
until 9.30

MR.KAWANGA:

Mr • Cheborion we call this meeting
of 6th March, 1987 to Or~-~
d
.
Chairman is not yet here but since we have a quorum I think • • 11c
•
~~start if you have a witness.
.....,,

COUNSEL:

Ag. Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners we are beginning a ne
this morning and the witnesses are all available. They will be~
my Learned friend, Mr. Jogo Tabu.

case
by

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners the evidence that will be
adduced before you this morning, ~~ncerns the rape and eventual
murder of a 60 year old lady at Ka.kin by UNLA soldiers who w
deployed there sometime in February. 1981. Chairman, Gentl~
Commissioners, the 65th witness is Mr. Luka Sseninde.

WITNESS NO. 65: :MR.LUKA SSENINDE - SWORN IN
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, Mr. Sseninde, what is your religion?

SSENINDE:

I think I am a Catholic.

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names please?

SSENINDE:

Luka Sseninde.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sseninde?

SSENINDE:

Sseninde.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

SSENINDE:

32 years.

COUNSEL:

What is your occupation?

SSENINDE:

I am a Petrol Station Operator.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?
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S ENlNDE:

I live at Kak·1n.•

COU ~sEL:

In which Go
.
mbolola is this Kakiri?

SSENINDE:

Gombo/o/a Mut II

COUNSEL:

Saza?

SSENINDE:

County is Busiro.

MR NAGENDA:

And the town is Ssilo?

SSENJ1'iDE

Town is Kakiri.

MR NAGENDA:

Kakiri, what was this Ssilo?

COUNSEL:

Before you got this business what were you?

SSENINDE:

Before I got this employment 1 was staying
. at home with my parents.

COUNSEL:

When did you start this business of petrol station?

SSENINDE:

I started this business in 1974.

COUNSEL:

And you are running this business up to today?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the year 1981?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you in the month of February, 1981?

SSENINDE:

I was at Ka.kiri village.

COUNSEL:

While you were there what did you see?

SSENINDE:

At about mid-night on that day, I heard some people shouting on top of
their voices. The following day we saw a battalion of soldiers, we
were frightened. We were forced to leave this village where we were
and we went to another village known.as Kiterede.

COUNSEL:

Why did you flee your village?

SSENINDE:

we were forced to flee this village because we saw a lot of soldiers
who were armed, so we were frightened.

COUNSEL:

Go on.

SSENINDE:

. county.
• . Bus1ro

From 19th February, 1981 the said soldiers started CTnterruption)-
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MR

NAGENDA:

!8th!

SSENINDE:

18th February, 1981 the said soldiers started to beh
ave rou&hty
demandingmoney from people.

COUNSEL:

What else did they do?

SSENINDE:

They were demanding money from people, beating thern thr
them and shooting wildly in the air.
' eaterung

COUNSEL

Yes, so this forced you to flee?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

SSENINDE:

We went to nearby village called Kiteredde.

COUNSEL:

How far was Kiterede from Kakiri?

SSENINDE:

It is about one mile.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. What does he mean by they, they went? Him and who?

SSENINDE:

By "we", I mean members of the family including my father, rny
brothers and sisters.

COUNSEL:

Who was your father?

SSENINDE:

Mantulino Katerega.

COUNSEL:

Who was your mother?

SSENINDE:

Maria Namatovu.

COUNSEL:

Could you name your sisters.

SSENINDE:

Mary Garret, Josephine Luwedde. Those are the ones I managedto go
with.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. Those were the members of your family but did other
people in the village also run away to Kiterede?

SSENINDE:

Yes, other people from the trading centre were also forced to flee to
Kiterede.

COUNSEL:

Before we go to Kiterede, could you tell the Commission whether these
soldiers were roaming about or they had a place ~here they were
stationed?

SSENINDE:

Those soldiers were staying at Police Station Kakiri, they were
roaming about from that station.
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MR

COll

"EL.

SSENI TOE:
MR. NAGENDA:

SSFNINDE:

MR. NAGENDA:

So •

v0

J
u are sayi
Whichthe. •. ng ~hatthere was ad
. .
.
) \\ ere going outs id ?
etach at Kakm Police Station from

e.

That is right.
Sorn•
I need cl ·fi .
·J,
soldiers b
an ication on thi
numbe een at Kakiri Police Sts.t· I am now a bit lost. Had the
r comes to Join
· • the . b
a ion for a Iong time
•
.
and another
t1me wh)• were you frightened
m, ecause
1•f h
f h
~ ey h~d been there the whole
0 t em this particular day?
That is the first lo
.
•
t which came to Kak·m.•
So what you are ten·
.
crune &1 or the first time
mg us 1s that o th 18th
and
n. e
of February these soldiers
were stationed at Kakiri?

SSENINDE:

That is right. .

COUNSEL:

So you were for d
ce to flee Kakiri to Kiterede?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What happened while you were at Kiterede?

KAWANGA:

But perhaps excuse
b f
lady who could not me ~ ore he goes on, he had told us about an old
that one.
go with them, so can he tell us a little more about

SSENINDE:

She is the old lady who was killed.

COUNSEL:

What was her name?

SSENINDE:

She was called Anna Nabawadde

COUNSEL:

Was she related to you?

SSENINDE:

She was my grandmother.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSENINDE:

On the following day on the 19th of February, we came back to Kakiri
Town to see what was happening.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman and Gentlemen Commissioners would like to
know, who, do not say I and this and so and so came back.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

SSENINDE:

Excuse me before we go to the 19th there is an old lady, he says a
grandmother of his, who was left behind. Why was she left behind?
Why could she not go to Kiterede?
The said old lady. had been sick for a long time.
walk, she was almost disabled.
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She was unable to

DR. LUYOMBYA:

About what age was she?

SSENINDE:

She was aged about 62.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so you left her behind?

SSENINDE:

We left her behind, she could not walk.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and went to Kiterede?

SSENINDE:

Yes.
SSENI

COUNSEL:

Then you checked on her the following day?

SSENINDE:

Yes, I came with my father, Mr. Katerega.

COUNSEL:

Yes, any other person?

SSENINDE:

We were two of us only. The door was not locked, but it was half wa
closed. My father forced the door open, when he entered he found ~
1
the lady had been killed. She was lying on her back

co

COUNSEL:

Did you also enter?

SSENINDE:

I also came and stood by the door way but I was frightened.

COUNSEL:

You mean you stood at the door way and you could see her?

SSENINDE:

Yes, I could see her.

COUNSEL:

Could you describe to the Commission how this body looked like.

SSENINDE:

The body was lying on its back facing upwards, there was a stabbed
wound in the shoulder - on the left hand shoulder.

SS

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Where about exactly?

C

SSENINDE:

I could call it in the neck. In the right side of the neck.

MR. NAGENDA:

In the neck?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what else did you see on this body?

SSENINDE:

It looked as if there was a scuffle between her and somebody and she
was bleeding from the vagina.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what else did you see on the body?

SSENINDE:

That is what I observed on the body but there was a shell on the floor
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s

together Witha
COUNSEL·

..
rntlttary cap.

What cotour Wasth"
•

SSENINDE:
COUNSEL:
SSENINDE:

COUNSEL:
SSENINDE:

COUNSEL:

'ay

SSENINDE:

at

COUNSEL:

SSENINDE:
COUNSEL:

1s

cap?

It was grce .
n tn COiour
spotted with wh't
W
te.
as the body covered?

The body was
putting
not covered with
h"
on had been drawn up. anyt tng but the cloth which she was
Up to where?
Up to the waist.
What did you do next?
I went back and infonned

.
our friends who remained at Kiterede.

Now you said you went with
.
the Commissioners th t
your family members, now you are telling
these friends of yours/ you went to infonn your friends, who were
These are the people I mean with whom I went with.

S~ you went back to infonn the family members who had remained at
Klterede?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What happened next?

SSENINDE:

I came together with the village people who were still around and we
gathered.

COUNSEL:

When you went to inform the members of your family who had
remained behind, where was your father?

SSENINDE:

My father had remained where the body was.

COUNSEL:

Did you meet him at the place where the body was when you returned
from Kiterede?

SSENINDE:

When I came back I met some other people who had gathered there but
my father had gone to inform _some other people like Father Kalyabwe
who was in the Parish at that tune.

MR. NAGENDA:

Father?

SSENINDE:

Kalyabwe.

MR. NAGENDA:

Kalyabwe?
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SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Is there any person among the crowd whom you recognisect?

SSENINDE:

I recognized our neighbour by the name of Mutema Mbidd

COUNSEL:

Yes, any other person you recognized?

SSENINDE.

SSENINDE:

e.

MR. NAGENDA
SSENINDE:

I did not recognize any other one but they were many. I did not 1,_
~~

~

COUNSEL:

Now did your father come back?

SSENINDE:

Yes, eventually my father came back and he sent me to info .
sister who was the daughter of the deceased.
nn his

MR. NAGENDA

SSENINDE.
COUNSEL:
SSENINDE

DR. MAKUBUYA:

His sister or a nun?

SSENINDE:

A nun.

COUNSEL:

What time was this when your father returned?

SSENINDE:

It was about 11.30 a.m

COUNSEL:

With whom did he come?

SSENINDE:

SSENINDE:

He came along with some other people who came as sympathizers.

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

Did you recognize any of them?

SSENINDE

SSENINDE:

I recognized father Kalyabwe.

COUNSEL:

Yes, any other person?

SSENINDE:

I could not recognize any other person because they were many.

COUNSEL:
SSENINDE.

~

COUNSEL:

DR. LUYC

SSENTh'D
DR. LUY

COUNSEL:

So, he returned to the scene of the murder and then he instructed you
to go and inform the nun?'

SSE!\'L~I

SSENINDE:

Yes.

COUNSl

COUNSEL:

Where was this nun?

SSENIN

SSENINDE:

She was staying at Gogonya Convent.

COUNSEL:

What was her name?

SSENINDE:

Sister Maria Lurdes

COUNSEL:

Did you go?

MR.N
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SSENINDE

Yes, I Went.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the Village'
s narne Whereshe Was?

SSENINDE:

Gogonya Convent.

MR. NAGENDA.

SSENINDE:
COUNSEL:
0

nn

his

SSENINDE:

Gogonya Convent?
Yes.
Did You find her?
I found her there and sh
motor vehicle.
e arranged for transpon and she got a pick-up

COUNSEL:
What happened next after she had got the pick-up?
SSENINDE:

She was accompanied b h
Y erbody.
fellow nuns, they came to the scene of
th e murder to collect the dead

COUNSEL:
How
Were these nuns who accompanied you and your sister who
1s
alsomany
a nun?
SSENINDE:
A number of them but I did not know the exact number.
COUNSEL:
Yes, when you arrived at the scene of the body what happened?
SSENINDE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

As there were no doctors to perform the postmortem at that time it was
decided to take the body where it would be buried.
Excuse me, did I hear correctly that when they returned with nuns and
the pick-up the body was at a dispensary or hospital?

SSENINDE:

No.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Let us clarify.

SSENINDE:

The body was still at the scene.

COUNSEL:

So from the scene; incidentally you me~tioned ~hat there was a police
post, so did you make a report to the pohce post.

SSENINDE:

•
orted to the Officer In-charge of the
My father, Mantolmo Katerega rep.
B t because of the preYailing
•
h
s there at that time.
u
f
pohce post w o wa
d
because there were a lot o
situation at that time not much was one
soldiers in the area.

OU

MR. NAGENDA:

y your father repo rted to the
. O C Police..
Clarification.
When you sa ct·d h do it at some pomts, some da~s
did he do it right away or I
e
following?
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SSENINDE:

He reported right away because he was in a hurry to s
.
body is removed for burial.
ee to it thatthe

COUNSEL:

Did the police visit the scene?

SSENINDE:

The 0/C himself visited the scene.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the names of this 0/C?

SSENINDE:

He is called Mr. Olupot.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean to say that when you came from Gogonya Con
•
ventw·th
1
your sister
who •1s a nun and her fellow nuns you met this 0/C
the scene of the murder?
now at

SSENINDE:

By the time we arrived we did not meet him there, he had alread
away.
Y&one

MR. NAGENDA:

Actually Counsel, I think you are making a slight mistake the nu .
not - I do not know whether you intend to refer that to be the sisten tsf
. not, she 1s
. clearly the aunt, because the ro
the witness because she 1s
nu
is the daughter of the deceased and this man here is the grandson. n

COUNSEL:

Most obliged. So at what stage in time did this 0/C come? Did you
see him or you were told?

SSENINDE:

He came during my absence I was only told.

COUNSEL:

So what happened?

SSENINDE:

The body was taken to a village known as Nabuginga.

COUNSEL:

Where is Nabuginga?

SSENINDE:

It is along Sentema Road.

COUNSEL:

How far was this village where the body was taken from Kakiri?

SSENINDE:

It is about seven miles from Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

Did you accompany the body to this village?

SSENINDE:

I went on the following day.

COUNSEL:

Did you see a grave?

SSENINDE:

I saw the grave.

COUNSEL:

Now, let me take you back to the house where you found your
grandmother dead, the Commissioners would like to know the
appearance of this house, the state of the windows, how were the
windows? Were they broken into or not?
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SSENI

cou
SSE

SSE. 'I 'DE:

The windows w
th • d
ere never broke
d
e oor had been also hroken. n an there was no sign indicating that

COUNSEL:
SSFN1NDE:
COUNSEL:
SSFNJNDE:
COUNSEL:

SSENINDE:

COUNSEL:
SSENINDE:

COUNSEL:

SSENINDE:
COUNSEL:

T_hedoor and windows were
did you take along the h . not broken when you left for Kitereko.
c airs. the tables, the saucepans, and so on?
We did not take adyth'
mg. Everything remained at home.
Did you find them there?
Yes, we found them there.
Could you describe tO
.
Commissioners wh h
my Lord Cha1nnan and Gentlemen
found them • h et er they were in the positions you left them or you
m ot er places.
We found them exa tl
as we had
were near each otherc YTh
. left. them because the two houses
•
e
one
m which the deceased was living and
my father's house.
So the household items in your father's house were as they were?
Yes.
How about the door. the windows and the chairs that were in your
grandmother's house?
My grandmother had not a lot of property but everything was there.
Did you see any kind of struggle in your grandmother's house?

SSENINDE:

It appeared she was removed from her bed thrown down and there was
perhaps a scuffle there and she was over powered.

COUNSEL:

Was the blanket and the mattress there?

SSENINDE:

Yes, they were there.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said there was a shell and a berret, what happened to these
two items?

SSENINDE:

The military cap was picked by one of the soldiers who were around
together with the shell but I did not know them.

COUNSEL:

Was there a number on this cap' on this berret?

SSENJNDE:

I did not even approa eh them because I had been frightened

COUNSEL:

1 you know where this shell and the cap were
To your knowl edge, d"d
taken?
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SSE 'l1 DE.
COLT 'SEL:

Mayhe they were taken to their detach at the Police Post
So you do not know?
•

SSENINDE:

I do not know.
MR. KAWA

COUNSEL:

SSENINDE:

Mr. Sseninde, as you continued to stay in this area, did
0
learn or come to know the name of any of the soldiers whoywu co_ll'le
to
area?
ere in this

SSENINDE:
MR KAWA

I could not know any of them because they were fierce and
could approach them.
nobody

COUNSEL:

My Lord, for the moment this is the evidence yet we can get froll'I .
witness.
this

MR. KAW ANGA:

I would want to know from you how far your home was fro
Police Station where this detachment - where these soldiers were?m lhe

SSENINDE:

It was about 200 yards away.

MR.KAWANGA:

Would you suggest that your home was in full view of the Police
Station?

SSENINDE
MR. KAW

MR.KA

MR.KA

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

Besides you having fled this area, did other members within locality
also flee?

SSENINDE:

Yes, they also fled.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Do you know any civilian who remained in the locality besides your
grandmother?

SSENINDE:

No.

MR. KAWANGA:

So in your view it would be an area where soldiers remained m
control?

DR.

SSENINDE:

Yes.

SSE

MR. KA WANGA:

Did you have a chief in the area?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

SS

MR. KAWANGA:

What is his name?

DR

SSENINDE:

Mr. Tamale.

DR. LU

SSENI

DR.

SS
MR. KAWANGA:

Did he remain behind?

SSENINDE:

As soon as he saw soldiers he left the area.
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MR. KA WANGA:

S~ .)'OU Wantto SU
.
this incictc ?
ggeSlthat there wa
h' .
nt.
s no c 1eftn the area at the time of
There was no eh. f .
ie in the area.
Gombo/o/a Chief?

SSl'NINDE:

MR. KAWANGA:
SSENINDE:

He was not there.

MR. KA WANGA:

So, then in view of th t
happened people had alr:axou are _suggestingthat before this incident
Y got frightened of the area and left it?
Those who were brave
night they left the area t0 enough remained in the area but during the
go somewhere else for the night.
And among those who wer
appeared to have tak
ff e not brave enough it was the Chief who
en o first?

from this
SSENINDE:

om the
?

MR. KAWANGA:

Police

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA •
•

DR. LUYOMBY A:
ocality

SSENINDE:
your

in

That answers the quesf
I
.
.
ion, was gomg to ask you why you had never
th
reported rs mu rder to any chief but I can understand now.
Following on what my colleague Commissioner had been askmg you,
what had forced people including the Chief to flee the area before the
18th _of February?
The way the soldiers were behaving, demanding money from people,
beating them, shooting wildly in the air, forced the people together
with the Chief to flee the area.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But you told us the soldiers were brought there for the first time on the
18th, do you want to suggest that they had been there some other time?

SSENINDE:

They used to bring them, then take them away, then bring them again.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

How long did they stay each time they were brought there?

SSENINDE:

Each time they used to stay for two weeks, others three weeks.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And they were behaving in the same way asking for money. shooting
in the air?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

•
What was extra-or d mary
o n the l8th when this other butch of soldiers
were brought that forced you to flee?

SSENINDE:

he soldiers came, they went to a certain nearby
On the 18th, when t
d .nlcs and became drunk one of the
•11
h by they took some n
•
th
v1 age w ere
.
. d
d then they started saying those are e
soldiers killed his fnen an .
bandits who have killed the soldier.
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DR LUYOMBYA:

So on this occasion that group behaved more wildly than
group?
the eat\ier

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. NAG

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, when you were fleeing, why did you not carry your
with the rest of the family?
grandniother

SSENINDE:

As she was not feeling alright herself, she refused saying th t"
a very old woman they will not kill me I will stay behind". a as lam

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you yourself handle the body of your grandmother wh
returned on the 19th or you just saw it from a distance.?
en You

SSENINDE:

I just saw the body from a distance I did not handle it myself.

MR. NAGENDA:

The Muluka Chief, the Gombolola Chief and these people had all
away but was there not a UPC chief, Chairman or a UPC youth in ran
Your
area.?

SSENINDE:

At that time there were no youth people in the area.

MR.NAGENDA:

What about UPC Chairman?

SSENINDE:

He was in the area, but I did not know him very well.

MR. NAGENDA:

But was he in this trading centre of Kakiri?

SSENINI
MR.NA1

SSENU

MR.N

SSENl

MR. l

SSEl

MR.

SSE

MF

SSENINDE:

He as some distance away from the trading centre.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he come to see the body?

SSENINDE:

No, he did not come on that day but he came later on to sympathize
wi~h us as it is the custom with Baganda.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you know the soldiers who used to come to your area? To your
knowledge did you see him talking to them at any stage?

SSENINDE:

Yes, he used to be with them.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, he would probably know their names better than you do?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is his name?

SSENINDE:

Makubuya Kawesa.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is he still there?

SSENINDE:

I do not see him these days, I do not know exactly where he is.
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N

s

MR. NAGENDA:
S~l-NINDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

SSFNINDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

au ran
in YOUr

SSENINDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

SSENINDE:
MR. NAGENDA:
SSENINDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

athize

your

You mean he.

is no longer in th
c area?
He is no longer in th
e area.
Yes. but his name . i..
•
IS 1v1akubu K
. ,
detach wh·ich was the
Ya awesa, it 1s okay You see this
gpanicular
.
.
d
ran mother before k-I 11•
re and which presumably raped your
th
tng her d"d
•
e people?
• 1 It come again, did you recognize
No, they did not come back.
And you said you did not k
.
but did you at least know ~ow t~eir names which 1s understandable,
Whichbrigade or battalion they came from?
I was unable to kno
h' h .
w w IC brigade they belonged to.
Sometimes when a deta h Of th' • .
to ma b
c
is kind 1s in an area people actually refer
e one of the more notorious among them you might have
hear d Y
some nam d 'd
'
es, 1 you hear of any of the names of these people?

I did not hear of any.
The cap and bullet were picked up by a soldier you said?

Yes.
Do you mean to say that all the time when you came back and found
the dead body of your grandmother you came back to your father and
when the crowd gathered that all that time the soldiers were mingling
with the crowd?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What was their attitude to the body of your grandmother?

SSENINDE:

They looked less concerned.

MR. NAGENDA:

you see, I suspect some of your family were probably crying at this
terrible sight, is this true?

SSENINDE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

•?
But at least were the soldiers sympa th euc.

SSENINDE:

They were there standing looking at us but they did not tell us
anything.

.

MR. NAGENDA:

.
M Olupot to whom your father reported, is he still
This O.C Pohce,
r.
'
at Kakiri?

SSENINDE:

No, he is no longer at Kakiri.
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MR. NAG ENDA.

Do you know where he is?

SSENINDE:

I do not know where he is.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why did you take the body to Nabuzinga is this because th .
your grandmother's family are buried?
at •s 'Where

SSENTNDE:

That was the burial place.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, I feel very sorry for what you have told us and I am v
ery sorry
about the way your grandmother d I.ed and I hope some of the
who were responsible will one day be brought to justice.
I>eopJc

COUNSEL:
MR NAGEN

COUNSEL:

MR. KAWANGA:

Is that all with the witness? Well thank you very much Mr Ss
• • en11ldc,
thank you for coming.

COUNSEL:

You can go. Chairman, Gentleman Commissioner, my next witne .
• Katerega, he will
• be number 66.
SS IS
Mantolmo

WITNESS NO. 66:
SWORN IN

MR. MANTOLINO KATEREGGA.

KATEREG
COUNSEL·

KATEREG

COUNSE
KATERE

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names?

MR. KATEREGGA:

Mantolino Kateregga.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mantolino?

KATEREGGA:

Mantolino Katerega.

KATE

COUN
COUNSEL:

How old are you?
KATE

KATEREGGA:

60 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

KATEREGGA:

I live at Kakiri.

cou

COUNSEL:

In which Gombolola is this Kakiri?

KAT

KATEREGGA:

Gombolola Mu. II, Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

Is this Sentema Saza?

KA TEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What is your occupation?

KATEREGGA:

co

I am a tailor.
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KA

COUNSEL:
MR NAGENDA·

COUNSEL.
''Cl) sorry
f the J)copJe

fr. S eninde,

How long _ {lm,.rr.,-., _
~Sorry, clarification A
Scntorna b •
• CtuaJlyit is B .
• ut •s at Busiro county. UStrocounty. the chief there is at
Thank you very much.

KATEREGGA:

How long ha
. .
ve Youbeen living at Kakiri?
I started hvmg in Ka1c·..

COUNSEL;

So you were bom th

lrt tn 1950.

ere or you·

.
•mmigratedto Kakiri?

J(ATEREGGA:

I was bom at Kaki •
•
rt at a villag called
villages are adjacent t0
e
Nalcyelongosa. The two
one another.

COUNSEL:

How far apart, two miles?

KA TEREGGA:

About one and a half rru'les
apart.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

So, when did you become a tailor?
I started being a tailor when I was about 35 years of age.

COUNSEL:

Are you still a tailor now?

KATEREGGA:

I am still a tailor now.

COUNSEL:

Is that the main trade of your business?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, it is the main business I have.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the year 1981?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, I still remember the year.

COUNSEL:

Where were you in February. 1981?

KATEREGGA:

I was at Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

While you were at Kakiri, did you see anything?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What did you see?

KATEREGGA:

My parent was killed.

COUNSEL:

Now you are talking about your parent who was killed, who was your
parent?

KATEREGGA:

She was called Anna.
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COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

Maiden name?
I did not know her maiden name because she was an in-law •in th h
e °lllt

I could not ask her maiden name.

l(ATEREGGA:

coUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

When you say in-law there is father in-law, there is mothe .
there is daughter-in-law, could you clarify?
r in-law,

KATEREGGA:

She was the mother of my wife.

COUNSEL:

And what was the name of your wife?

KATEREGGA:

Maria Namatovu.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell the Chairman and Gentlemen Commissioners how
.
.
Your
mother m-law came to be killed?

l(ATEREGGA.

MR- KA W ANGA:

coUNSEL:

I(ATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

At 6.00 a.m after the soldiers had arrived in the area at about 3_00
a.m.

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the date?

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

I do not remember the date.

COUNSEL:

Okay, proceed.

KATEREGGA:

At that time the soldiers had scattered all over the place I wanted to go
and see whether my mother-in-law - how my mother - in law had spent
the previous night because she was staying alone in her house.

KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

How far was her house from your house?

KATEREGGA:

About 15 feet away.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that your mother was staying in your boy·s
quarter?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes proceed.

KATEREGGA:

When I arrived at her house the door was open.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you find inside?

KATEREGGA:

I did not enter but I saw a body lying in the middle of the room

COUNSEL:

Did you recognize the body?

KATEREGGA:

I recognized the body from the ciothes she used to put on.

COUNSEL:

To whom did the body belong?

KATEREGG

DR. LUYO1
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K,\ rFREGGA:
cotiNsFL:
!(A TEREGGA:

MR-KAWANGA:
coUN8EL:

Your

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

about 3 . 00
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

The body wa~ that of A
nna.
Yes, proceed.
Because those peo 1
made an alarm andp e had raped her I could
my neighbour answ
not approach her, I Just
erectthe alarm.
Legal Counsel Pleas
"these
e, why do You h"
people had raped". Which t tnk the witness wants to say this,
()eoplca nd why did he think so?
Yes, I was coming t .
O
th
h
It. Now, first of all h
at s e was raped?
ow did you come to know
When I raised

an al

armmy neighbour came.

Who was that neighbour?
He is known as y ozefu ~61.. .d
,v1u1 de, he is here outside.
So, when he came what happened?
They entered the house.

COUNSEL:

amed to go
, had spent

No, you have just told the Commissioners that Yozefu Mbidde came
now you are saying they entered, with whom did Yozefu enter yo~
mother-in-law's house?
KATEREGGA:

When I raised the alarm many people gathered but when I was raising
an alarm I called out the names of my neighbour, Yozefu because I was
trusting him.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes, I think Counsel, let us go to the time when the witness found the
door open and there was a body lying on the floor, could he describe to
us what he saw exactly at that time before he even raised the alarm?

KATEREGGA:

As I knew the fashion and how she used to put on, I knew she was my
mother in-law but she was already dead.

COUNSEL:

Was she on the bed, on the floor, this is wha; the Gentlemen
Commissioners want to know; was she naked, dressed.

KATEREGGA:

There was no bed in the house.

COUNSEL:

'?
On the floor or in the air.

KATEREGGA:

It was on the floor as you enter into the house.

COUNSEL:

Y es, t owards which direction was the head facmg.

KATEREGGA:

•
near the door.
The head was facing in a certam corner

ur boy's

•
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?

COUNSEL:

Was the body dressed?

KATEREGGA:

It was half way dressed. I would like to inform the Co . .
ston that
was very difficult for me to go on looking close to mytnrnis
It was very difficult for me.
mother in.Ja~'.

COUNSEL:

At what time was this?

KATEREGGA:

It was 6.30 a.m

COUNSEL:

So, what happened after you had discovered your mother in-I •
awdead?
I raised an alarm calling out the name of my neighbour.

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL.
KATEREGGA.

COUNSEL·.

K.ATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened, was the alarm answered?

KATEREGGA:

My neighbour came.

COUNSEL:

What are his names or her names?

KATEREGGA:

Yozefu Mbidde.

COUNSEL:

Did any other person answer the alarm?

KATEREGGA·
COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA.
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA

KATEREGGA:

Some other people who were passing by came. As it is common
knowledge that if a vehicle knocks down a person many people gather
but I could not recognize any other people.
'

COUNSEL:

About how may people, five, ten?

KATEREGGA:

Most of the people who came were soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Yes, about how many would you say five?

KATEREGGA:

There were about five soldiers and'they wanted to beat us.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA

COUNSEL:
COUNSEL:

How many civilians besides Mr. Mbidde answered your alarm?

11R. KAWA'
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

After the alarm my wife came but eventually I went for other people
who later on came.
No, before you went for some other people, the alarm was first; you
raised an alarm calling the name of Mbidde and Mbidde came then he
was followed by five soldiers who threatened to beat you. What
followed?

COlTNSEL:

KATEREG<
COUNSEL

KATEREGGA:

Then my son who has just given evidence here also came.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that this is Mr. Sseninde?

KATEREG
COUNSEi
KATEREGGA:

Yes.
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cot'NSEL.

Yes, so what happened?

i-;ATEREGGA•

When Sseninde can

other p

I

,e he had nothin

eop e to come.

COL,NSEL

You said, you raised an alarm

purpose did you call Mb'd
Id~

.

calling your neighbour Mbidde• for what

KATEREGGA.

I told Mbidde to come so th
not do it,
at he could handle the body because I could

COUNSEL

Yes, so Mr Mbidde answ d
ere your call did you show him the body?
Yes, I showed him the bod
,
Y, I told him that my mother in-law is there,

KATEREGGA:

mmon

d

g to o, he stood there waiting for

COUNSEL:

What did he do?

KATEREGGA:

He entered the house for a wh'I
1 e but because at that time he was alone
h e came out.
•

COUNSEL:

How long did he stay inside the house?

KATEREGGA:

He stayed in the house for about one or two minutes,

COUNSEL:

When he came out did he tell you anything?

KATEREGGA:

He told me something because at that time there were soldiers at the
police post.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mbidde will be a witness, So, what did he tell
you?

KATEREGGA:

When he came out, he told me that my mother in-law had been killed
and her clothes had been stripped upwards,

COUNSEL:

Up to where?

MR. KAWANGA:

Do not drag this witness to tell us what may be the story since you are
calling Mbidde, let Mbidde tell us, dragging we do not want.

gather,

pie
COUNSEL:
t; you
en he

What

KATEREGGA:

roceed. After he had told you, whatever ,he told you, do nm tell
Okay p ft h had told you what did you do with him, after rece1vmg
us but a er e
,
?
the information from him, what did you do,
I went to the police post.
Yes, when you reached the police post who did you see?

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

I met a police man who was on duty.
Did you know him this police man?
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KA'fEREGGA:

I did not know his name.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a rank?

KATERLGG

KATEREGGA:

He was not a policeman, he was an army soldier but he h·
indication to show his rank.
ad no

COUNSEL:

KATEREGG

COUNSEL:

So, what did you tell him?

KATEREGGA:

I told him that your soldiers have killed my mother in-law.

KATEREG

COUNSEL:

How did you know it was the soldiers who killed your mother •Jn. 1aW?

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

Later on he came out.

COUNSEL:

KATERE

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KATEREGGA:

After telling him he himself together with two others came to the SCene
of the murder.

COUNSEL:

Did you accompany them back to the scene?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, I accompanied them to the scene.
together with two shells from the house.

They picked an anny cap

COUNSEL:

Did you see this berret?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, I saw it.

COUNSEL:

What colour was it?

KATEREGGA:

It was green in colour, with black spots.

COUNSEL:

Was it like that chair there?

KATEREGGA:

Almost like that one but with black spots.

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed tell us.

KATEREGGA:

The soldier whom I met on duty picked up the cap and the two shell.s
and he examined the body but he found no shot wound on the body,he
said there was no wound.

COUNSEL:

What else did he say?

KATEREGGA:

He told me to look for a vehicle and take the body to Mulago fo~
100
postmortem. I refused; I told them that I could not I was unable to
for a vehicle during that time and there was no vehicle which was
available in the village at that time.

COUNSEL:

So, what happened next after you told this soldier your inability to?
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COL SE

KATERE

~,\ TER EGGA,

cot1NSEl

he had

no

1

•

an anny cap

0

this nun?

t,7,\rEREGGA:

I sent him to s·
ister Maria L

coi-NsH:

Is this nun related

I\ATEREGGA:

She is a sister of

to you?

.
my Wife

Urdes
•

y

KATEREGGA:

ounger sister
Mr. !<aterega, there has
Ssenmde, that you instru:t:~nh:videncebefore this Commiss b
tm to go and info
.
ion Y Mr.
That is so.
nn th1s nun, 1s that ;;o?

coUNSEL:

So, Sseninde is your son?

I{ATEREGGA:

Yes, I am his father.

COUNSEL:

Okay' proceed. Did he go?

KATEREGGA.

yes' he went there and he cam b k .
e ac with the nun.

COUNSEL:

Did the nun come on

.KATEREGGA:

The nun came in a vehicl h' h
and she came accompaniedebw ic was provided for her by the Parish
.
Y some other nuns.

COUNSEL:

What type of vehicle was this?

KATEREGGA:

It was a Datsun pick-up.

COUNSEL:

So, when they came, what happened?

KATEREGGA:

When they arrived. I asked for a letter from the soldiers to enable me
to remove the bocty to take it to Mulago Hospital.

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me, let us start again. He did not say to take it to Mulago at
all. In fact he had been saying all along that he wanted not to take it to
hospital but to bury it. Let us pay attention to what he is saying can
we start again please?

COUNSEL:

Yes when the nun came from Kisubi, together with Sseninde and
perhaps with other nuns in a pick-up; when they arrived to the scene

couNSF.L:

e ro lhe scene

I sent my so
• n to l<1sub·
t to a cena·
'h
in nun
\\ at arc the na
•
mes f .

two shells
e body, he

a motor-cycle, on a vehicle?

where the body was, what happened?
KATEREGGA:

ich was

ity w?

COUNSEL:

The soldiers threatened me and said "you are the one killing us"• ~en I
asked them to give me a letter so that I rer~ove the body and take it for
burial. As I had earlier on refused to take it to Mulago.

yes' were you given the letter you asked for?
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KATFREGGA:

Yes, they gave me the letter.

COUNSFL:

What was the subject matter of the letter?

KATEREGGA

The subject matter was to allow me to take the dead bod
where we would bury it.
Y to the Plaec

KATEREGGA:

Yes, proceed After the letter was given to you what hap
penect?
We put the body on the vehicle and took it.

COUNSEL:

The body was put on the vehicle, did you accompanythe body?

KATEREGGA:

I went on the following day but the nun together with
accompanied the body.
my Wife

COUNSEL:

Did Mbidde go on that vehicle?

KATEREGGA:

I went with Mbidde on the following day.

COUNSEL:

How about Mr. Sseninde?

KATEREGGA:

He also stayed at home because there was no one else.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said when you raised alarm, there were five soldierswho
came to the scene, answered your alarm and threatened to beat you
then when you went to the police station you met there a soldierwh~
also came with two others -Is that so?

COUNSEL:

coUNSEL:
l(ATEREG

4

coUNSEL

I<.ATEREG

MR. KA"

I<.ATERE
COUNSl

KATERl
MR.Kl

COUN!

KATEREGGA:

I could not tell whether he was the O. C or -

COUNSEL:

No, I am not saying that; I am saying - three more soldiers cameyou
went to the police station to the scene.

COU1'

KATEREGGA:

Yes, they came accompanying the one to whom I reported.

KATE

COUNSEL:

So altogether, there were 8 soldiers at the scene of the murder.

KATE

COUJ

KATEREGGA:

I went back to the scene together with three soldiers; but the other five
were on patrol moving up and down.

COUNSEL:

So, they had left this place?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, they had left.

KA1

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Let us have this clear, please. When you raised the alarm. were the
five soldiers patrolling along the road or they came to the house where
your mother-in-law had been murdered?

COl

KATl

cou

KA'
KATEREGGA:

Yes, when I raised the alarm they came to the place where my motherin-law was lying; and they threatened us that this one is finished; you
wait for your turn this night.
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co

COUNSEL:
So, after threatening You then

KATERFGGACOUNSEL·

Ill)

they Went away?

Yes.
Is that how you c

ame to concludeth
at they were just patrolling?

KATEREGGA

At:

MR KAWANGA.

occurred and that is .::::y~~:haps they though1 something unusuaJhad
Y came to see what had happened

. .

ter raising an ala

A~tually, Mr. Leading Counsel

.

witness you have. Th·15
. ' tt is better you get to know the kind of
oth
•
one 1s somebOd
er':"1sehe is going to tell ou
Y ~ou should get facts from,

Wife

the
that we want thmgs
. Y h other stones.
• witness
.

his opinion.

And perhaps you ask

e saw and heard; and we do not want

KATEREGGA:

That is what I saw.

COUNSEL:

From the police star

.

ion you came with three other soldiers?

KATEREGGA:

rs who
t you,
er who

MR. KAWANGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:
e you

Yes. When they came th
down· they • ked
' ey saw the body; they recorded something
'
pie
up the army cap and shells and they went away.
Yes, we are already at the stage where the body is taken up and put on
the vehicle.
What I wanted to put to the witness was - did the nuns find these
soldiers still on the scene? And if so, did any of the soldiers
accompany them, escort them?
At the time the nuns came, the soldiers had gone back.

COUNSEL:

So after giving you the permit to transport the body, they went away?

KATEREGGA:

After giving me the permit to take the body, they went back to the
police post.

COUNSEL:

Did the vehicle leave you at the compound?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, the body left the compound while I was there.

COUNSEL:

Did this vehicle come back to report to you that they had taken the
body 10 where they were taking it?

KATEREGGA:

No one came to report to me that they had taken the body to where it
was supposed to be taken.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally' where was the body

KATEREGGA:

The body was taken to Nabuzinga.

COUNSEL:

• • that you did not go on this pick-up, but
You have told the Comrmssion

r five

the

here

heryou
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10

be taken and be buried?

you followed the followmg day. Did you go there?
KATEREGGA:

Yes. on the following day, I went there and we buried th

COl' 'SEL.

.
How long did you stay there at Nabuzinga?

KATEREGGA·

I arrived at Nabuzinga at 10.00 a.m and I left at 3 00
burial.
• P-tn afterthe

COUNSEL

So you came back to Kakiri.

KA n~REGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL.

What happened after your return?

KATEREGGA:

We were frightened and we ran away from the area.

COUNSEL:

With whom did you run?

KATEREGGA:

I ran with my wife.

KA

COUNSEL:

Did Mbidde run away also?

co

KATEREGGA:

Yes, also Mbidde ran away together with his wife.

e dead b

Ody,

COUNSEL:

How far was Mbidde' s house from your house?

KATEREGGA:

About 140 feet apart. It is like from here to the Main Road.

COUNSEL:

Which Main Road? Where you entered from?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now you said, you reported to the police post: but you have told the
Commission that you found there a soldier, to your knowledge, did )OU
learn where the policemen were?

KATEREGGA:

The Policemen were the ones who first ran away. By that time, the
policemen had run away; the soldiers had taken o,·er the police post:
and we did not know to which government we belonged. Each one had
care for himself; every one fled on his own.

COUNSEL:

What caused this flight?

KA1EREGGA:

It is because the soldiers used to kill people.

COUNSEL:

So the police had run away; and you also fled after burying this lad)"

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were there no chiefs? Was there a Parish Chief?
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KA

C

K

t..ATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA;

He was nowhere to be se

en.

The Muluka Chief/
There was no Muluka .
no Mutong0 I C .
Chief; there was
e

COUNSEL:

h1cf in the area.

no

G

ombolola Chief• there was

Where was the GornbololaHeadquarters?
KATEREGGA:

It was in front of rny hou

Se.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

What about the County H d
ea quarters?
It was about seven rniles frorn Kak· .

tn.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

the

COUNSEL:

What were his names?
He was called Kigundu; but I did not know his christian name.
Did he learn of the death of your mother-in-law?

KATEREGGA:

On that day when she died?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATEREGGA:

He did not know it on that day.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that later on he knew of it?

KATEREGGA:

After three days when we had run away. 1 informed him.

COUNSEL:

Did he visit you? Did he come to your home to pay his condolences to
you?

KATEREGGA:

He could not find me anywhere: 1 was in the bush, he was also in the

Ost;

had

Were there D.P. Chairmen
Chairmen in this place?
• UPC Chairmen, UPM Chairmen, C.P.
At that time there was O
h
area.
ne w O was known as UPC Chairman in the

COUNSEL:

you

I did not report there.

KATEREGGA:

KATEREGGA:

d the

Did you report there?

bush.
'I

COUNSEL.

He was in the bush and you were in the bush.

Did you meet in the

bush?
KATEREGGA:

I saw him on the way when we were running away and I role! him that
my mother-in-law had been killed
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MR. KAWANGA:

I think at this juncture we better have a break; and we ,1
about 20 minutes; that is to say at mid-day.
"" 11 be bacl(in

COL~SEL.

Very well, Mr. Chairman.

COUNSEL:

MR NAGENDA:

We now resume: and I would like to remind the witness that h .

KATEREGGA.

on Oath.

e is still

COL1NSEL.

Mr. Chairman, the witness was at the stage when they met ·
.
.
m~b
with the UPC Chairman,
Mr.K1gundu.
Ush

KATEREGGA.

Yes

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

So you told Kigundu about your late mother-in-law when you
.
the bush in hiding?
met 1n

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You have told the Commission that the fleeing was after the buna1 f
0
your mother-in-law?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

KATEREGGA
COUNSEL.

KATEREGG
COUNSEL:

KATEREGG

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

There is evidence before the Commission that actually the fleeing was
before the murder of your mother-in-law. Is that not so?
We fled after my mother-in-law had been killed and after we had
buried her. Maybe the witness who gave that evidence is mistaken
because I was personally present.
So you fled after your mother-in-law was killed? By the time she was
attacked, were you present?
I was present at the time she was attacked because the following
morning when I went to see her, she had already been murdered.

COUNSEL:

KATEREG

cot:~SEI
KATER£(
COUNSE

AG. CHAIRMAN:

KATEREGGA:

Mr. Witness, will you please tell us things as they happened. We have
evidence that on the day when this deceased was killed, some of your
members of the family had gone to the neighbouring village; that is
where you came from in the following morning to find the person
dead. There is nothing wrong with that.

I did not run away on that day; I remained behind; it was my wife and

KATERI

COl,"\S 1
KATER

other members of the family who ran away. Then on the following
morning, I went to see what had happened to my mother-in-law. That
is when I found out that she had been murdered.
COUNSEL:

When she was attacked, did she raise an alarm?

KATEI

KATEREGGA:

She did not raise an alarm.

COUN
MR C
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cot

NSl'L:

1'.,\ TEREGGA •

COUNSEL.

I In

The previ

You come to kn
ow that she
.
ous evening I w

was attacked in the night?

.
as Wllhher·, she was alive
Th
en she was att k
ac ed at night?

t-ATEREGGA.

Because the follo .
.
evening I
wing morning I Ii
. h
was talking to he S
ound her dead; and the previous
mg I.
r • 0 1 knew she was attacked during the

COUNSEL:

But you did not h

KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL.

of

How did

KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

ear Whenshe was attacked?

I did not hear
You said' you met with the UPC
.
fleemg form the soldiers.?
Chairman when you run mto the bush
Yes.
How long did you take in the bush?

KATEREGGA:

We spent about one and h If
.
to th I
h
a weeks m the bush and then we came back
e p ace w ere we had come from.

COUNSEL:

To Kakiri?

ad

en

KATEREGGA:

When we came from the bush we first stayed at a village called
Nadang1ra. And we were using the Missionary place because the
soldiers did not attack the mission very easily.

as

g

e
r

COUNSEL:

So when did you finally come back to Kakiri?

KATEREGGA:

Finally, I came back to Kakiri after two months.

COUNSEL:

Did the soldier whose berret was found in your mother-in-law's house
traced and arrested?

KATEREGGA:

No one could arrest him; and they told me - you do whatever you like.

COUNSEL:

But was he identified?

KATEREGGA:

He was identified; but I am sure he might have been a soldier because
of the military cap.

COUNSEL:

Was there anything removed from your mother-in-law's house when
•
• ?
you saw her dead in the followmg mornmg.

KATEREGGA:

They did not take anything from the house.

COUNSEL
MR. CHEBORJON:

olice station near your home, did you know
you said that there was a P
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lhl' O C' of

this police station?

KATEREGGA:

ncrore the army moved in?

I\IR. CHEBORION

Yes.

MR KATER[

KATERRGGA.

Jk was an Atesot, I knew him as David but they usually referred
him hy his surname.
to

MR NAGEN

MR CHEBORION

Could it be Olupot?

KATEREGGA'

Yes, Olupot was there but he was replaced by another one who wasa
Atesot Because Olupot was threatened and beaten by the first sold' n
• there.
1ers
who• came

COUNSEL:

The attack of your mother-in-law was ~t night as you have stated; and
at this time you must have been sleepmg; so you cannot say whether
she made an alarm or not.

KATEREGGA:

I would have heard, if she made an alarm, because as I said, it was
only about I O feet from my house to the house where she was sleeping

COUNSEL:

Apart from the death of your mother-in-law, did you suffer from any
other sufferings caused by the presence of the soldiers in Kakiri?

KATF..REG

MR. NAGl

KATERE

KATEREGGA:

I can even take the whole day explaining but the others, it was only the
property which was looted but this was the most outstanding because
the life of a person was taken away.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners, this is the evidenceI
wish to produce before you from this witness.

AG. CHAIRMAN

Any questions, Gentlemen Commissioners?

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Katerega, when your son was here, he told us quite frankly that

apart from your mother-in-law, the rest of the family actually left the
place and went to Kiterede. He has told us that; and the only reason
your mother-in-law could not go, was because she felt unwell. ls this
not true?

KATEREGGA:

The other members of my family ran away, but I stayed in the house
and that is where I spent the night.

MR. NA

KATEF

MR.'

KATE
MR.

r

KATI

MR
MR. NAGENDA:

Your son also told us that the two of you came back the next morning
together from Kiterede.

KAThREGGA·

When they ran away, I went to a certain place and I hid myself and that
is wherl! I spent the night to see what was going on in the home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but you see now, Mr.Katerega, that is a very different story from
saymg you stayed in your house; and in fact it does not make sense;
because if you had been in your house which is only 15 feet away, you
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KA'f

MR t,::ATEREGGA.

b

referred to

, 1R NAGENDA:

~ho was an
first soldiers
•e Stated;

Mr. Katerego, look h
ere we arc t .
are not here to apportio , hi
rymg to find out whJ1 lt,1ppcncd we
,, . b
.
•
\\•hat h appened, So whatn amc
h 10 anYh ouy,
ut we Just
want to know
,
h
'
you
ave s·1id r
} our ouse; your son has Id
, - trst you said. you stayed m
come to be true because' to us that you did not, but now this h-.s
- you said you w .
d .
staye d somewhere away fro , •
i.:nt_an hid somewhere, )'OU
m ) our house h II not true'/

KATEREGGA:

As you know what usuall ha
.
my mother-in-law along /h. dppcns dunnp. the war, I could not leave
e 10 to go and stay somewhere else

~fR. NAGENDA:

You see, nobody is going l 0
h
.
in-law? Do not b
.
say ow did he go and leave his mother
• th h.
e warned about thaL. But of course 1f say you were
m e ouse· then you are goi t
'
•
t h
f'
ng o appear a liar when you say you dtd
O
no ear
any scuffles when these people came, because IS feet is
from here to there. How can you let somebodv be killed and you do
not hear? P o I
•
·
• e P e are gomg to thmk. you are lying; that is the problem.
So let me now ask you the question. Where did you spend the night?

and

say whether

\\ ould have heard these sol·•·
, uters artacktn
Sh
g )'our mother in ldw
, e was a women and she
suffering from the heart ;ltac~~uld not do It; and first of all she wa,

said, it was
•as sleeping.

er from any
• ·1

KATEREGGA:

I was outside somewhere.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. In that case you saw the soldiers come. rape your mother-in-lav.,
and then kill her if you were that near? Mr Katerega, please, you are
an old gentleman, and the pomt is you are on oath and we are trying to
find out what happened to your mother-in-law
Did you ,ee these
people? Or did you not?

KATEREGGA;

I must accept; I saw them but I had nothing to do.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much. That is very important evidence
going to go from there. How many were they?

KATEREGGA;

I did not count the number: hut 1 saw people dressed in umforms

MR. NAGENDA;

Were they about 10?

KATEREGGA:

Mostly I saw two of them.

MR. NAGENDA:

At what time was this?

KATEREGGA:

• e but the fir<;t cock~ro\\ed:
I had no watch at t h at um ,

evidence I

ankly that
Jy left the
y reason
IJ. Is this

the house

morning

Now we are

ma)be It

\\ai

about 1.00 a.m.

and that
MR NAGENDA:

, w: that thi'> is ,·cry painful to ) ou; ,o ~ am not
I am sorry because .l knl
"' , , Jtl i1car enough to recognise these
•
• uve "'CIC
l
'
just trying to be mqu1s1 . • -- tl;em the llt'Xt day. could ) ou h,1, e
soldiers; I mean when )OU sa,,
recognised them?
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KATEREGGA.
MR. NAGENDA.

It was impossible to recognise them the next morning b
dark and they were putting on dark clothes.
ecauseit wilt

MR. NAGENDA.

Did you ever get the chance to know what battalion or Wh

was in your area when this happened?

at brigidc

KATEREGGA:
KATEREGGA.

That was impossible; because the vehicles into which they
tain, ' .It dtd
not show whether they had come from Mbuya or Makindye.

MR. NAGENDA.

There was a UPC Chairman, you sai~ his name was Kigund ,
were told earlier that the UPC Cha1rman at that time w u, butWe
called Makubuya Kawesa.
as 3ctua11y

MR NAGENDA
KATEREGGA
MR NAGENDA

KATEREGGA
KATEREGGA:

That one was for the Constituency but not for the area· h
' e
come to make rallies.

USe.(1....,
,,.

MR NAGENDA
MR. NAGENDA:

Do you mean, he was an M. P?

KATEREGGA:

He was one of the officials responsible for the area.

KATEREGGA

MR. NAGENDA:

Was there a youth in this area?

MR.NAGEND

KATEREGGA:

At first there was a youth at the Gombolola Headquaners; but whenhe

KATEREGGA.

was caned, he ran away and never appeared again.

MR. NAGENDA:

This Kigundu, where is he now?

KATEREGGA:

At present I do not know his whereabouts; and I would like to know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, we would like to know because he might be able to tell us who
these soldiers were.

KATEREGGA:

Whether he was also among them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Let us not worry about that; but we would like to know where he IS
because he can help to identify the soldiers who were there; who raped
your mother-in-law and killed her; we are interested.

MRNAGE

KATEREGGA:

The thing that I know, the soldiers were great friends of Kigundu.

KATEREG

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Katerega, we have been given a job by this government, and it is
to find out what happened and bring the people who were responsible
to book. So, in fact, what you think about Mr.Kigundu. is really very
important but not as important as the job we are supposed to be doing.
So can you please tell us whether you know where Kigundu is?

KATEREGGA:

After his house had been burnt, I learnt that he went to Butambala side

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know where he went to Butan1bala side?

KATEREGGA:

I do not know exactly which place but those people who can,e across
him told us that they had met him somewhere in Bulo.
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MR. NAG

MR. ~AGE1 DA •
KATEREGGA:
1

MR. AGE DA:
1

KATEREGGA·
t \\ e

MR NAGENDA:

1~
KATEREGGA:
to

MR. NAGENDA:

KATEREGGA:
MR. NAGENDA:
KATEREGGA:

The

se or hew

.

Y rnct h1rn in the T

T

.
as Just w Ik·
a ing about?

.
radmg Centre

rading Centre of Bui ?
o.
Yes.

.

When was this?
They saw hirn after the
Chairman was residing. war; before the war we did not know where the
Okay' that is very useful
Where is he?
•
Even recently J met him h

Now what about Makubuya Kawesa?

.
ere m Kampala.

Where exactly?
I met him on Entebbe Road. th
.
.
. .
they have an office S
_ereis a certam bmidmg up-stairs where
they board tax·
. • econ time, I met him at the Taxi Park where
Is gomg to Wandegeya and Kasubi ..

d

e
MR. NAGENDA:

0

Was he in a hou

The building where you found him, can you remember it?

KATEREGGA:

I met him on the way walking.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you greet him?

KATEREGGA:

I greeted him because he was our boss.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where does he live?

KATEREGGA:

First, when he was still working, he was staying at Mpigi.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then what happened to him?

KATEREGGA:

He used to come to Kakiri to make rallies; after eating he used to go
away.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you do not know where he lives?

KATEREGGA:

•
• twice
• m
• Kampala but he never told me where he stays
I JUSt
met him
although I had asked him.

MR. NAGENDA:

.
• a osition to find out since he is somebody
you see, if you are ~ver i:n :Ure he would be very useful in inqumes
you know where he IS, I .
r area the time when you suffered this
about the people who were m you
calamity.
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KATEREGGA

MR. NAGENDAKATEREGGA.

MR. NAGENDA

Kigundu or Kawcs::i.?
Kawesa Roth of them in fact.
That would be the duty for the government because I canno1
,
.
tntc f
in the government s work.
r ere
This is true but you c~n help it .. And certainly l think it Will
your conscience better 1f you help 1t; after all you have told us tha~akc
were not anywhere near to see what had happened. No, first of al1You

had told us that you did not know what had happened_
KATEREGGA-

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You

r;tR- KA W ANGA
!(J\ TEREGG A:
MR- KA WANG

It would be very difficult for me to look for people whom I d0
know where they stay.

not

KA TEREGGA:

My name is Makubuya but I am not Makubuya Kawesa. (Laughter
!l-

What was the nearest army camp to your house?

KATEREGGA:

It was opposite to my house along Hoima Road about a half mile.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

For how long had this camp been there before this tragedy?

M,R. KAWAN

KATEREGGA:

The day these soldiers came is the day when my mother-in-law was
killed. Because the first lot which was there had been removed.

KATEREGG

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now you said that when you went into hiding in the bush, you found
there a UPC Chairman called Mr.Kigundu. Were you surprised to find
the UPC Chairman, Mr.Kigundu in the bush?

KATEREGGA:

I was not surprised.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was he exercising administration in the bush?

KATEREGGA:

Wherever an administrator is he can exercise his powers; and I feared
him and I had to run away from him.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Katerega, you lost a mother-in-law; this is a serious matter, and
perhaps that is why you came here to give evidence, therefore, we want
to know all the facts from you. I want to repeat what was asked you
before. On the day before your aunt died, did you go to Kiterede
together with your family?

KATEREGGA:

I remained behind.

MR. KAWANGA:

So when your son said, you went with him, he was lying?

KATEREGGA:

It is certain he lied because I stayed behind and they went

MR. KAWANGA:

Now according to your son, the following morning you came together
back to the house.

KATEREGGA·

That

1s

not true.
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to

Kiterede

KATEREGG

MR.KA

~tR

t,:A\\ANGA

l(AfEREGGA:

MR,f{AWANGA:
~

t

V I,

) u

l(AfEREGGA:

MR,JCAWANGA:
nor

r.

Father Kalyabwe h
•
I
eard about •
eave me alone in such troubl It and came on his own· h
e.
, e could not

MR,JCAWANGA:

All right. Now according to

your evidence you d'd
•
' not go
•

f{ATEREGGA:

I did not go.

MR. KAWANGA:

Neither you did not go t0 K'1terede.

f{ATEREGGA:

I did not.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, I want to know where you spent the .
before your mother-in-law died· where d'd
mght. I am asking you
1 you spend the night?
•

KATEREGGA:

I was at my home.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Where?

KATEREGGA:

I was hiding somewhere.

MR. KA WAN GA:

Where? Tell us, in a plantation?

KATEREGGA:

There was a sweet banana plantation that is where I was hiding myself
which is nearby.

MR.KAWANGA:

That is where you spent the night?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

MR.KAWANGA:

You might not have slept that night.

KATEREGGA:

How could I sleep when the men had arrived?

COMMISSIONER:

. .
should not ask questions for answers
Please answer the queSnons, you

d
d

d

e scene

l(ATEREGGA:

er).

Vas

And that Whe
that the lady n You arrived y
was dead
ou went . .
.
inside and
I was the fi
checked and noticed
1rs1to
present?
see the body; then
I made an alarm
So even at that s
• Was my son
core he did
not tell us h
Even at that sco
t e truth?
re, he was
.
not telling the truth
All right, agreed. Now
•
Kalyabwe and oth
according to
er people to come to tyhourson, you went to call F

to hide was

MR.KAWANGA:

And the reason for you
happening at your house?
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to

continue seeing what was

KATEREGGA:
MR. KAWANGA:
KATEREGGA.

MR. KAWANGA:

KATEREGGA:

MR. KA W ANGA:

I was fearing the soldiers.

Were you seeing what was going on at your house?
I was not able to sec what was happening in my ho
L
•
rne ,,ccause I had
already been fnghtcncd
by the soldiers,
So you did not sec the soldiers come to break into the h
mother- in-law?
ouse of Yaur
I did not sec them for the reason that I had hidden myself. d'
1
the death of my mother-in-law the following day when I we iscovertd
nt to ci.·-L
on her.
•u::c,.

But when one Commissioner was asking here, you said you saw
soldiers come to your house.
two

KATEREGGA:

It is true they came, but I had no courage to go and tell them that
leave this place and go away.
You

MR. KA WANGA:

Look, nobody has asked you about your courage, we ask you, did you
or did you not see them?

KATEREGGA:

I did not see them.

MR. KAWANGA:

Then, why are you saying, you saw them? Now, the reason why ram
asking you this, is because I was going to blame you that m your
earlier answer you had not told us that you had seen these peoplei
which is important to us. When you were questioned then you sa'id
you saw them. So I was doubting which of the two was correcl. I
think that is all Mr. Katerega.

MR. NAGENDA:

DR LUYO

There is another point on which I am not satisfied; it is etther you saw
them or you did not see them. It is a very simple question; personally
I think you saw them. Let me have one more chance of askmg you;
and believe me, the reason why you are here and we are here is to find
out what happened. And you have said you are a Christtan; and you
have sworn in on the Bible. Now, Mr.Katerega, in light of that. please
take this very seriously, you did not go away; you were there. you dtd
not sleep; you wanted to see what happened to this dead lady. and this
is what we are trying to find out. Did you see two soldiers go into her
house or did you not?

KATEREGGA:

I did not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Also you said when you returned "Bwenakomawo". you cannot return
without leaving. Where did you return from?

KATEREGGA:

I run for a short distance and then I came back because of the fear of
those soldiers.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you for what you have told us and what you ha Ye not told
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pR. LUYO

J<ATERE

DR.LUY

KATE
DR. LU

KATE

COUN

cou

Us

I

DR I.llYOMBYA

Mr Katcrcga , Iet me.
Ill that banana
_,lssumethat
house?
plantatton. How fa;owuwent away and you spent a night
as that banana plantation from the

i,;ATEREGGA

About 20 ft

DR LUYOMBYA.

Since. the. rest o r your fan •I
st aymg m the ho
11 y had left and

I
KATEREGGA.

I

that You

I

• did You

why I am
m your
people,
you said
rrect.
I

you saw
rsonally

ng you,
s to find

and you
. please
you did
and this
into her

I

I
I

use and you decided
you yourself were afraid of
u not take your mother-,· I to stay Jn the banana plantation
n- aw awa f
•
Possibly y
Y rom the house
why did yo

DR LUYOMBYA:

ou can also see th . .
your mother-in-law in the at 1l is impossible. How can you 'ta
•h
same place in b
.
.-, y wit
Wh d.
' a anana plantation together?

y id you not let her go with o

.

y ur wife and the rest of the family?

KATEREGGA:

She was unable, she was sick.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

This. Comm·1ss1on
• has been told b
.
fanuly wanted to tak h
y another witness that the rest of the
e er away but she "d h
wea k , she did not want to
sa, t at her being old and
the soldiers would not
I go an she was sure that because of her age
mo est her.

d

KATEREGGA:

That was her own opinion.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you hear that? Did she say that?

KATEREGGA:

Whether I heard or not, I also knew that she had nothing to do.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Mr. Katerega you are not answering the question. Nobody is blaming
you.

KATEREGGA:

She said so.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kateregga you do not seem to have been helpful to the
Commission in your evidence but any way that is probably the best you
can do. Thank you for your evidence, you may go now.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners, my next witness
Yozefu Mbidde, witness No. 67.

WITNESS NO. 67: MR. YOZEFU MBIDDE - SWORN IN
return
COUNSEL:

fear of

Would you state your full names please?

MBIDDE:

Yozefu Mbidde.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

ot told
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l\1BIDDE;

Aged 85.

COUNSEL:

What do you do for a living?

MBIDDE:

I am a cultivator.

COUNSEL:

Where?

MBIDDE:

Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

Busiro County?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the year 1981?

MBIDDE:

I remember the year 1981.

COUNSEL:

Where were you in February, 1981?

MBIDDE:

I was at Kakiri.

COCNSEL:

While you were there, did anything happen?

MBIDDE:

The mother-m-law of my neighbour was killed.
neighbour was killed.

COUNSEL:

Do you know her name?

MBIDDE:

I do not remember the name properly.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know of the death of the parent of your
neighbour?

MBIDDE:

My neighbour came for me very early in the morning.

COUNSEL:

What was his name?

MBIDDE:

He is called Mantolino Katerega.

COUNSEL:

When he came for you, what did he tell you?

MBJDDE:

He told me that my parent had been killed.

COUNSEL:

What did you do after learning of this?

MBIDDE:

I went to the house where the deceased had been killed and I saw the
body.

COUNSEL:

What time was this?
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The parent of my_

~ tlliDDr

COU, SEL •

I

\!BIDDE:

It wa, 7 00 a.m.

ThereWasan
What colour was th.
army cap and some shells.
IS "'my Cap?
It was black.

COliNSEL

I
I

Was it like that colour there?
~!BIDDE·
COLNSEL.
CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL.

I
I

Yes, it was of that colour.
My Lord Chairman Ge I
'

nt emen Commissioners, that is green.

You go and show it to him.
What else did you see?

MBIDDE:
My neighbour left me there and went to the police post.
COUNSEL:
Just a moment, Mr. Mbidde. Did you see the body?
MBIDDE:

I saw the body.

COUNSEL:
What did you notice on the body or you did not notice anything?

f my

MBIDDE:
COUNSEL:
MBIDDE:

our

II

e

Who prevented you from going there.
We feared that before those people came we were not allowed to go
near the body.

COUNSEL:

Which people? When you say those people came, who are they?

MBIDDE:

I mean the soldiers and the 0.C Police.

COUNSEL:

So you remained outside.

MBIDDE:

f remained outside.

COUNSEL:

What happened next?

MBIDDE.

•
When the policeman
was b roug ht • he came along with soldiers to see
the dead body·

DR. LUYOMBY A.

He says when he came. he stood
th • •
Counsel, I think assiSI ,s :itn~~~y lying on its back. Did he see
in the door way and saw _1e hen he was still standing in the door
ing at that particular ume w
any th
d ?
way relating to that bo Y•

I

I

I did not notice anything because we were not allowed to go there.

COUNSEL:

Kateregga's home
You went to Mr
·
Then )·ou saw
When Mr. Kateregg a came for
theyou,
dead body was lymg.
he
door
where
t
and stoo d at
two bullets and a cap.
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1BIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you also sec a dead body'?

MBIDDE:

1 saw the dead body.

COUNSEL:

\Vas it lying on the bed or on the floor?

MBIDDE:

It was lying on the floor.

COUNSEL:

Was it naked, half naked or covered?

coUNS

MBIDDE:

When the body was lying on the floor, the lower part was naked.

MBIDD

COUNSEL:

Did you see anything on the body?

coUNS

MBIDDE:

I just saw the body at a short distance, I was not allowed to go
nearthe
b0 dy.

MBIDD

coUNSE
MBIDDE

DR.L

COUNSEL:

Yes, while you were at the_door you were able ~o see the body lyingon
the floor. Could you be kind to tell the Corrumssioners what you sa
If you saw a wound, if you saw a knife on the body?
w

MBIDDE:

I could not see it before I reached the body.

COUNSEL:

Then you remained at the scene and then Kateregga went to the police?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did he come back?

MBIDDE:

He came back together with the policeman and army men.

COUNSEL:

How many army men accompanied the policeman?

MBIDDE:

Three army men came accompanying the policeman.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when they arrived at the place of the dead body, what happened?

MBIDDE:

When they came at the place of the dead body, they entered. removed
the army cap and the bullets and took them.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what else did they do?

MBIDDE:

They went back eventually, Mantolino also went back for a letter
authorising him to take the dead body away.

COUNSEL:

Let us go back to the dead body. You said you could not view it for a
long time because the police had not come. After the police came Ji~
you view it a second time now since they had already viewed the bod)
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cou

l\1BI
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co
MB
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\IB!DDL
COUNSEL:

MBIDDE:

COUNSEL.

e

After the soldier
dead bod b
s had gone back I e
Y ecause that was a rn 'u nterectthe house and I covered the
0
,
!er-in-lawof Kateregga·
Be,o~
you covered th.
second ti
is dead bod
.
the
rne, Whatdid you see
hy' since you were very near this
re any woun4J?Please tell thonct e body? Was the arm broken, was
e

We did not care
the
.
very much about th b
Y were still around.
at ecause we were fearing because
Who were you fearing?

MBIDDE:

The soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Did they threaten you?

MBIDDE:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

MBIDDE:

0 mm1ss1oners.

They did not threaten us but we feared them.
Clarification. The witn
.
with Kateregg h d
ess said that the three soldiers who had come
went away w~h ~:ntered, they picked up the _bulletsand a cap and
,,earmg.
• ?
m. Were there other soldiers whom they were
Because they had become angry after finding the army cap near the
dead body.

COUNSEL:

So they had gone away?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So there was no reason to fear.

MBIDDE:

We were we not fearing after seeing an army cap near the body, we
knew that they could do something wrong to us.

COUNSEL:

But you had already been given permission to remove the body and
take it for burial. Okay, you then covered the body.

MBIDDE:

I covered the body.

COUNSEL:

What followed next?

MBIDDE:

When Kateregga brought the letter, we wrapped the dead body. After
•
th body someone was sent to the deceased daughter who
wrapping upTh e 'd N'un brought a motor vehicle and the dead body
IS a Nun.
e sa1
was put on the vehicle and taken away.

COUNSEL:

Do you know where it was taken?

MBIDDE:

It was taken to Bbira.

COUNSEL:

b. ?
Did you accompany the body to B ira.
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MBIDDE:

We did not accompany the body to 13bira,hut I went the foll
•

,

together with Katercgga to attend the burial.

.

OWtng

day

COUNSEL:

How far was Bbira from Kakiri?

MBIDDE:

It is about 5 miles.

COUNSEL:

So the body was buried in your presence?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay at the place of burial?

MBIDDE:

As soon as we buried the dead body ,,we came back.

COUNSEL:

Was the soldier whose cap was found in the dead lady's house found?

MBIDDE:

Nobody followed up the matter.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said the police came to the scene of the murder. Did you
know this policeman?

MBIDDE:

Yes, I knew his names.

COUNSEL:

What are his names?

MBIDDE:

Antonio Olupot.

COUNSEL:

Is he also known as David?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So, David Olupot and Antonio Olupot are one and same person?

MBIDDE:

Yes, it is the same person.

COUNSEL:

Did the police later on record any statement from you regardmg the
death of this old lady?

MBIDDE:

No, statement was recorded from me by the police.

COUNSEL:

Now, let me take you back Mzee Mbidde. Did you knm, a man called
Sseninde Luka?

MBIDDE:

Yes, he is a son of my neighbour.

COUNSEL:

Yes, the son of Kateregga.

MBIDDE:

Yes.

ed::-

Ill
l("AI
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col'

''EL:

MBIDDE:

COUNSEL:
MBIDDE:

There has been ev'd
1
who ha,·e conle b fiencc adduced before the Commission by witnesses
e ore )'o
·fy·
you were the fir t
u teSlt tng that when an alarm was raised
s person to co
Th
alam1 was made b u
me.
ere has been evidence that an
Y ,...,r.Kateregga, is that true?
Kateregga came for
me and told me that his parent had been killed.
Did you hear any alarm?

I did not hear any alarm.

COUNSEL:

That he went for yo b
..
the dead b
. u ecause trad1t1onallyit is bad for him to examine
ody of his mother-in-law. Is that true?

MBIDDE:

That is true.

COUNSEL:

MBIDDE:
COUNSEL:

And that the purpose of calling you was to assist him in viewmg the
body. Is that true?
That is not true.
And that actually you viewed the body yourself. Is that not so?

MBIDDE:

It is not true.

COUNSEL:

But you are the same person who covered the body?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

It has been testified before this Commission that there were two stab
wounds at the neck of the dead lady. Did you see that?

MBIDDE:

I did not recognise that because of fear.

COUNSEL:

Did you see it?

MBIDDE:

I did not recognise, I just wanted to wrap up the body.

COUNSEL:

Did you see blood?

MBIDDE:

I saw blood.

COUNSEL:

Was it on the body or on the cloth which you used for covering.

MBIDDE:
COUNSEL:

The blood was on the floor.
What about on the cloth you used for covering her was there blood?

MBIDDE:

Yes, there was some blood on the cloth I used to cover the body.

COUNSEL:

What about in the mouth?

MBIDDE:

There was some blood even in her mouth.
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C'OU SEL:

And that the vagina was bleeding?

MBIDDE:

I did not sec blood coming out of her vagina. That is what I saw
0n
that dead body.

MB

DR

COUNSEL:

How far was your house from that of the deceased?

MBlDDE:

It is about 200 yards away.

COUNSEL:

What of from Kateregga's house, how far was it from yours?

MBIDDE:

The same distance.

COUNSEL:

Had you met Kateregga the day before?

MBIDDE:

Yes, I met him.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk with him?

MBIDDE:

I talked to him because he is my neighbour and he is very near me.

COUNSEL:

Did you learn maybe from him whether he was sending his family
away?

MBIDDE:

I knew it and they run away, they did not spend the night there.

COUNSEL:

So you knew. Did you also know whether he himself run away or not?

MBIDDE:

He did not run away, but he did not sleep in the house, he hid himself
somewhere else outside.

COUNSEL:

How did you know that?

MBIDDE:

He told me.

COUNSEL:

What of you? Where did you sleep?

MBIDDE:

I also slept outside my house somewhere but when I came back very
early in the morning, Kateregga came and told me that "my parent has
been killed".

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners,
can get from this witness.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Mbidde, on the night preceding Kateregga' s family moving away
and you staying outside your house somewhere, was there anything in
your area which you rememt'>er?

MBIDDE:

We were fearing those army soldiers who had just arrived in the area.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

When had those soldiers arrived?

M
D

M
D
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this is evidence we

~IIHI10l

It was during a Th

[)R I liYOMBYA

A d

MBIDDE.

On Frid

DR- LUYOMBYA.

Was th at the first
' t

J\fBIDDE·

That

OR. LUYOMBYA·

H ow

MBIDDE.

Six.

OR. LUYOMBY A:

Were they six in F b
e ruary 1981?

MBIDDE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

D"d
' you also send your ~am·1
1 y away?

MBIDDE:

Yes, they had also run aw
I
ay, was the one who stayed behind.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you hear any shooting • h •
killed?
m t e mght Kateregga's mother in-law was

MBIDDE:

Yes, I heard some shooting.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Could you tell the direction?

MBIDDE:

I cannot tell that.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was it within Kateregga's home?

MBIDDE:

I cannot tell that, I just heard shooting.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

With whom did you wrap the body?

MBIDDE:

I wrapped the body with our friends who had come.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you remember any particular person by name?

MBIDDE:

The one I remember died.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Who was he?

MBIDDE:

He was called Francisco Kizza.

n Whenw

ursday in th
e evening
•
as Kateregga,s

.
ay night.
,

y

DR. LUYOMBY A:
MBIDDE:

mother-in-lawkilled?

ime soldiers had

was the first t"
•me for s Id

come to your area?

o ters to come to our area

many people are in your home?

You said that you knew Antonio Olupot?
Yes.
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DR LUYO 1BYA:

\Vas he a policeman or an army man?

MBIDDE:

He was a policeman, he was the O.C Station.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So at the time Kateregga's mother in law was killed, were th
ere
policemen in your area?

1BIDDE:

Yes, they were there.

DR. LUYOMBYA·

Because we were told that the chiefs of the area and the policemenh d
already been terrorised and they had run away.
a

~1BIDDE:

At that time nobody could stand there, each one had to run away and
hide himself.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Is it true that the policemen had also run away or they were still there.

MBIDDE

They were still there, but later on they run away.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I would like you to explain to the witness that we are asking him to
assist us to find out the truth and that he is an old man, he has swam
and I see he is a good Catholic, we are just asking him to assist us.
This is not a criminal thing, we are not charging him with an offence
or anything. He should have nothing to fear. Now, are you related to
Mr. Kateregga?

MBIDDE:

He is only a neighbour.

CHAIRMAN:

I am sorry to interrupt the Commissioner.

There is something
important which the witness said which is not translated for the
purposes of the record. He is reported to have said that what I have
said is the truth. But you did not translate it.

MBIDDE:

Yes, what I have said is the truth and what I am saying is the truth.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, that is important.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Are you related to Katefegga's mother in law who was killed?

MBIDDE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You were able to go into the house after the policemen and anny had
left to see the body.

MBIDDE:

I entered and covered it.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were there signs of scuffle around?

MBIDDE:

I did not bother about that, I just covered the body.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now this one is somewhat difficult but you have to explain to the
witn~ss that we cannot ask it of Mr. Kateregga becJuse this is 1115
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mother-in-law
I
' • 8 Ut Mzcc he ·
re ~tcd lo Mr. Katcrc, a
re ts not related to the lady, he is not
delicacy
to
having
t
gg
so
he can answer it. I know about the
I
o answer que t'
1e can assist us• • It Iooks as .f h's tons about mother-in-law• but I think
1
Was ~ctuaIIy raped, did. ,' t ts lady :"'as not only murdered but she
covermg?
) ou see any signs of this? What are you
~

BIDDE·

DR 1\1\Kl Bl'

A·

Because she was an old I d ,
a } and she was half naked.
Where were the clothes in fact?

~1BIDDE:
They were stripped up to the waist - up the chest.
DR. l\ilAKUBUYA:
MR. NAGENDA:
MBIDDE:

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.
Mr. Mbidde, were you born in 1902?
I \\·as born in 1901.
Okay, in that case, thank you, you are almost 86, nearly. Thank you, I
just wanted to clear up this matter of age. Now, in answer to my
colleague you said that you covered this body with some other people
including Kizza who is now dead. We would very much like you to
try and remember some of the other people who were there please.

MBIDDE:

I do not remember other people due to elapse of time.

i\fR. NAGENDA:

Not even one person?

MBIDDE:

I do not remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was Mrs. Kateregga one of the people?

MBIDDE:

Yes, she was around.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did she herself take any part in the wrapping up of the body?

MBIDDE:

Eventually she took part after we had covered it.

MR. NAGENDA:

e uestioning him, your neighbo~r.
Now at one stage when we werh q
h·di'ng i·n a banana plantation
'
Id s that e was i
ll
Mantorino Katere~ga to. u_
his mother-in-law's house. Did he te
and saw two soldiers gomg mto
you this?

MBIDDE:

He did not tell me that.

MR. NAGENDA:

called Kigundu who was a UPC Chairman at that
There was a man
. ?
•
Do
you
know
him.
time.

MBIDDE:

I know him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is he?
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MBIDDE:

He ran away, I do not know where he is.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know somebody called Makubuya Kaweesa?

MBIDDE:

Yes, I know him.

MR NAGENDA:

Where is he?

MBIDDE:

He is at Bukalango.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is Bukalango please?

MBIDDE:

16 miles along Hoima Road.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is he there to this day?

MBIDDE:

I have spent sometime without seeing him, but that is his home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

COUNSEL
(SSEKANDI)

My Lord, just one question maybe. I think you were asked by one of
the Commissioners about what you said, that you covered the old lady.
You are an old man of about 87 years; the question was, I think, did it
appear to you as if the lady had - I am not saying raped or what - had
had sexual intercourse, that is why the clothes were in that form? That
is what they were trying to get from you?

MBIDDE:

I replied and I said I did not recognise that I just covered the body
because the body was looking awkward.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mzee Mbidde, for your evidence. We are grateful that you
are able to make the effort to come here inspite of your advanced age.
You may go back home now.

CHAIRMAN:

The time now is about 1.50 p.m, we shall adjourn the session. We
shall not resume here this afternoon - later this afternoon because the
members of the Commission will be meeting with the Minister of
Justice at 2.30 p.m today. So the Commission is adjourned to resume
hearing next week on Wednesday at 9.30 a.m. I think this would be
the 11th of March, 1987.
DATE

10/3/1987

TIME

ll.15A.M

AT VILLA MARIA PARISH HALL, MASAK.A
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Justice A.H O
D
• • 0 der
r • Khiddu Makub
D J
uya
r. ack Luyombya
Mr. John Nagenda
Mr. E.K.Ssekandi
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Chairman
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
Legal Counsel

Counsel, what is th
.
witness b
e business today? W h
~ ecause he is ill. Ther . •
e ave had to come near the
verbatim. I will make notes of t~e1s_nosy,stemto record the evidence
witness s answers to question.
The evidence anticipated f
arrests' tortures sumrn rom
. this w·t
I ness concerns murders arbitrary
.
.
'
ary
trials
and detention
· of the witness.' We have
been s1ttmg in Con'"e
•
l' rence Centre b t th
L
.
sit anywhere in Uganda.
u e egal Notice allows you to
COUNSEL READS THE LEGAL NOTICE
In~erprete~ (For Luganda/English) Felix Lubwama, Headmaster of
Villa Mana Boys' Primary School.

WITNESS NO. 68 - MR. CHARLES MUYANJA
MR. MUYANJA:

I live at Villa Maria village. I am a farmer. I have lived here since my
birth. I studied here in the primary school. Then went to serve as a
soldier, in East African Engineering Squadron from 1945-54 as a
Regular for 9 years and 5 years as a Reserve. Then I came back and
worked as a driver for East African Transport up to 1959.
I got married on 31/ l/ 1959 and settled as a farmer in this village. I
was a staunch D.P supporter which I joined in 1958. I was a party
organiser at Parish level in the constituency of Masaka N :E _I
participated in the 1980 elections and I vo~ed. After the electtons m
Masaka N.E. Constituency, the D.P. Candidate, Sendegeya, won the
elections. There was persecution of D.P. supporters by the defeated
party. In our constituency, were the following candidates:
D.P
C.P
U.P.M
U.P.C

Sendegeya
Mayanja Nkangi
Kintu Musoke
Kajimu

f D p having won in this constituency
The persecution was the resu 1t o f • D p members to J-om the UPC
trying to orce •
and UPC members we_re
. Kasolo Nsubuga was the key figure
party. The Parish Chief, D~~o~~~t the D.P members were refusing to
in the persecution. He alleg
. d some of his members to sell UPC
He orgamse
, ld
pay government taxes.
.
hat if they didn't buy. the future \\OU
ds to non-members saymg t
50, = each. The most instrumental
car
A card was Shs.
be dark for them.
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figures in D.P were oppressed particularly mvsclf, and my late b
• .1t was we who h rothe
PONSIANOKAFUUMA. It was alleged that
d r
a told
others not to pay taxes.
As a result of the persecution, one time I went to attend buri
1
Kaguja, about I ½ miles from my home. Th_eburial service was q~ic:t
The deceased was a young child. After burial I had somewhere to •
I told my wife that I was going to Kitamba. This was on 3rd Mar!~·
198 I. Before I left. the place was surrounded by soldiers. I saw th'
vehicle which brought the soldiers, but I managed to leave t e
Kitamba. On my way back on River Kabuka, I found my frie~~
Kirizanto. He warned me not to return to my home and told me that
my wife, Joseph Sunday, Joseph Nyonyintono and Obitato Sendawuia
had been arrested. But I continued to walk to Kalungu Police Post
where my wife had apparently been taken. Some people I met warned
me not to reach Kalungu. I heeded their advice and I headed back to
my home.
As I was about to reach my home about 6.30 p.m, I got a written
message brought by somebody whose name I had forgotten. The
message was from my wife, warning me that after their arrest. they had
been taken to Kasolo Donozio for identification and from there were
taken to Kalungu Police Station. In the same letter she informed that
they had proceeded to Masaka. She also warned me not go to the
Police Station in Kalungu. I hid away from my house and lived-outside
in near-by bushes. She was detained for 13 days. After her release,
she told me that she had not been detained in the government prison,
not police station. The other people arrested together with her were
detained in the barracks at Masaka Technical School. My friend
Joseph Sunday, told me he had been badly tortured.
I cannot
remember the date my wife was released. But I was pleased about her
release. I was informed of her return by a young girl who was my
informer. She is now dead. Her name was Agatha Jenna NabaJJa.
She was killed by soldiers. She, my wife, arrived at about 6. 00 p. m
and told me that she had been instructed to report to the Police Station
once a week for seven weeks. But I continued to hide, but she stayed
in the house. After seven weeks, I came out of hiding. Then I tried to
walk about but UPC supporters spoke ill of me as the man who told
people not to pay taxes.
From 3/3/1981 up to 23/6/1981 the situation remained tense. When I
was at my home, I saw two vehicles arrive. In them. were passengers.
some of them soldiers. One of the passengers in plain clothes was
dropped at my place. Katerega was in one of the vehicles. He 1s the
son of Nakatanza an old boy of this school, also born m \"ilia Mana
Katerega was then resident of Kawule He was one of the notorious
men who had terrorised Masaka District.

My wife was not at home at that time she had gone to attend a funeral.
I sent a message warning her not to return. I also left the house on
23/6/1981, situation worsened from that date and left Ill} home I went
to Gomba where my uncle Festo Kasana lived at Madu Trading Centre
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me when we were in a house people
0 f Ob
•
w1ie saw them
·
.
. '
Ote. There were 2 sOId"
wearmg a T-shirt With portrait
plain clothes My w 1·c1
iers amongSt the men, but they were all in
•
e entered the
h
go aw~y. I escaped through the b room w ere I was an? t!pped me to
My wife followed me th
ack of the house and hid m the bush.
searched
On my d . ere and told me that the house had been
•
a vice she p k d d
area. We got a ta • d '
ac e an we left the place -Bongole
XI an travelled to M
k
•
.
a friend's home for
.
asa a and I hved m Matanga at
was in 1982.
one day. At mght, transport took me home. This
After_my return, situation worsened now and then, and I was labelled a
guerr~lla. I was forced to leave my home again. I went to Kitovu, to
my fnend, Anderea Ngero. This was about August, 1982. About 14th
September, the situation was worsening. My wife sent me a message
that my elder brother, Ponsiano Kafuuma had been arrested.
About 16/9/1982, my brother was taken and displayed in Nyendo
Trading Centre, I went there stealthily. The D.C at that time, Isaac
Muwanga was officiating at the function. The Commanding Officer
(C.O.) of the army and other soldiers were also present. They told the
people that Kafuma was the leader of guerrillas in Masaka District.
Some other people, not the D.C said this.
Kafuma asked for
clarification, but it was rejected. I left before the end of the r~lly
because I was also one of the wanted men. I left before I saw anythmg
else.
On I 8/9/1982 at about 9.00 a.m when I was sleeping in the ~rd
b d
I heard that people were bemg beaten and the f'L·ople bcatmg
e room
l00 k'ng
for me -the commando of M.!saka. They
1
them said they were
.
d
h b d The)· went outside and
m but I hid un er t e e •
came to my roo '
1 h e I was He was about 5 , ears old: his
slapped my son to revea w er .
y. room and asked ~\hether I was
• Ch l
The men came m m
1
namt 1s
ar es.
.
1 - clothes They were 5 peop c
Charlt, Muyanja. They wer: m /3~•~n all were in the operation. Of
who entered the house. But _a ou d L yiima - later when I was in
the 30 I learned of Mbaz1ra an d u up
Instc.:ad nw pants were
'
·
.
11wed to ress
Makindye.
I was ~ot a \ d The rope also unpmged on my private
removed and I remained na e •
parts.
Then they urged me to acccp
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t that I was a guerrilla.

But I refused.

I

was heaten as a result and tied "three piece" style, - hands back
chest protruding in front. They beat me, burned me with cigarette' rny
and declared me leader of guerrillas in Masaka District. The ciga eocts
burned my ~1ace, ears, etc. I h ad mJunes,
• • • the scars of which are rettes
up to now. All the beatings and tortures were inflicted on me0:h~e
standing and naked. My military training and knowledge helped rn I e
e.
When we were still at the scene of my arrest, I heard my arreste
arguing in Swahili and in English that the Vice President Muwan:s
had directed that I be taken to Kampala. Some of the soldiers wer:
from Kampala and others from Masaka. The latter group wanted me in
Masaka and the former claimed that the Vice President had directed
that I be taken to Kampala Eventually. I was taken to the Officers
Mess in Masaka. They put me in a civic salon car. From the scene we
went in a convoy of cars at high speed and arrived at the Mess at about
11.00 - 12.00 noon. I was taken out of the car and beaten almost to
death. I found my brother Kafuuma at the Officers' Mess .My brother
was brought in the courtyard and I told the soldiers that he was my
brother. The Captain told me that I had been brought as the leader of
guerrillas. I did not know his name. I confirmed I was Charles
Muyanja. The Captain said that I had 200 guns. I replied I had no
guns. He also alleged that I had 200 soldier undergoing training by me
at Bukakata. I denied the allegations. He alleged that I had a store of
food at Nyendo, that I had 8 radio calls and a transmitter. I denied all
that. They alleged I had taken food to the guerrillas with some Pnests
from Villa Maria. I told them there were 2 old Priests and one who
appeared young. They said if I denied, they would take me to Vice·
President Muwanga where I would admit the allegations.
Six cars and a lorry were lined up for the procession to Kampala.
was taken in the procession as a very important man - Like I was Obote
himself. Problems I encountered were at the 3 roadblocks; Lukaya.
Nsimbe, and Busega, that is where they were almost killing me. After
Busega roadblock my escorts had arguments. Some said I was bemg
taken to Makindye and others that I was to be taken direct to Nile
Mansions.
I was taken to Makindye, still naked and ropes still hanging on my
private parts. From the quarter guards. three soldiers held me and
pushed me against the wall. I knocked my head which got bruised and
bled. I had no internal injuries. I fell down and became unconscious
I was picked up and directed to a room between the Quarter guard and
another room for prisoners. In that room, I saw an axe and hammer.
all covered with blood. I was beaten Yery badly in that room for
several hours. It was God's luck that I did not die. They started
beating me at about 6.00 p.m. One beat me on the right shoulder. the
second on the left shoulder and the third on the back. One of them
beat me leniently but the others were terrible; using wires.
There was one man who looked to be an Acholi - through him I was
saved and not killed. He told me that they had been told that I was
Muwanga's brother. He urged me to admit that I had given some food
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or little rnoney to
.
effect Was not h . guerrillas, however ,
I could cha
eing recorded down d' little. The statement to that
I had refus:r, rny story. But I refus:~ t~~ later on, in Nile Mansion,
' Wouldbe killed • M :
e man told me that because
m ak1ndye.
Eventually the
bee
'
Y beat rny ankle ·
a_rneloose and I fell down with ru~ber hammer' and the ankle
admit that I was a guerilla Th The be_atmgcontinued to force me to
to admu that I had giv •
e Achoh man continued to beseech me
that if I did, I would b etnksornehelp to guerrillas; however little and
e a en to rny b h
.
rot er Vice President Muwanga.
When I was
•
Part1Y unconscious th
.
admitted giving Shs 5001
• . e man told his colleagues that I had
•
-to guerrillas.
I was pushed into a vehicl . .
.
th
The vehicle parked behinde
e_civic ea~ and taken to Ntie Mansion.
th
go to Nile Mansion. I
e Nile Ma?sion. It was my first time to
taken to a r 00
was ~aken up a hft up to the 2nd floor and was
~ where soldiers had lined up. I was still naked The
Id•
so 1ers were Jubilant It
d
.
·
meal.
•
seeme as If they were waiting for their
Time was about 7.00 p.m -darkness was falling.

I found a Y~un~ brown mandressed in a doctor's gown. He had his
stethoscope m his pockets. His hands were tied and he was leaning on
the wall. The soldiers were telling the doctor that he should admit that
he was a guerrilla. The doctor refused. They brought a stool. The
do~tor was forced to put his chin on the stool and brought a pair of
pliers which was used to press his lower jaw. He was kneeling down.
His jaw was broken but he still denied that he was a guerrilla. When
he said no, a hammer was brought and his head was hit and he died
instantly. The body was removed. The place of murder was next to
Vice President Muwanga's room. I knew it because I was next taken
there.
Before that, a Captain and a Sergeant came to the room wher~ I was
first taken. The Captain asked me how old I was. The Captam came
from Muwanga's room. I was put in the balcony. I said that I w~ 55
years old at that time. They said that becau~e of my age If I adffiltted
what I was told, I would not be killed. I said I would only speak the
truth. I was put on the balcony of the room.
woman was brought and she was tortured instead
Then a small brow~
e She was in a petticoat and pants, but no
of me. It was a rehef to m •
As she was referred to her name
bra. She was brought into the rhoom.ame They asked her whether she
I d 0 n' t know any ot er n
•
b
was Rose.
They tried to force her to accept, ut
was a guerrilla, she kept mum.
·r of scissors was brought and part
• d uiet Then a pa1
al
she still remame q
• But she still did not admit. Then a met
of her left breast was cut. harcoal stove was put underneath. It was
chair was brought then a c
ained mum as if dazed. Then a bed
being fanned electrically: S~e i~emThen an iron bar was brought and
was brought she was laid o Sh was quiet through all these tortures.
hed into her private part.
e
At one time when tortures were
pus
b0 dy was put away.
She died and her
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going on Paulo Muwanga opened the door on the adjacent ro
peeped into the room where I had first been taken. He opened t~mdanct
when the girl \Vas being tortured. I had known Muwanga ver e oor
.
.
y Well
H e 1s
one of my relatives.
We are from the same clan of "Ny
.
1
Nakinsige" and Kyeyune of Mirembe, Kyagwe in the line of Ya:t
Sebigere Khay1 in Nyondo, Mawokota. They turned to me and to 0
me from the balcony into the room; threatening me that I would ook
the same fate if I were not sensible.
meet
During all this time I was in the room with the Captain, and the
Sergeant., my statement was being recorded They told me that the
had sent vehicles to Masaka to bring me because I was commander
guerrillas in Masaka District. The Captain told me that I had several
cases to answer and that I should reply to his questions. The same
allegations made in Masaka were also made against me m Nile
Mansion. But others were new, e.g I had brought weapons with the
Bishop of Masaka to overthrow the government at that time. But I said
that I knew Bishop Dungu who was a religious man. The other was
that I had admitted in Makindye that I had financially assisted
guerrillas. I denied and added that if I had done so, it was under
pressure and so that I would be taken to Vice President Muwanga.
Then I was taken to the room of the Vice President Muwanga. A door
was open and the next room was closed.

:r

When I was taken to Muwanga's room, still naked, he asked me
whether I was Muyanja who wanted to take away bread from his
hands, the younger brother of Ponsiano Kafuma. I replied to the Vice
President that I was not a soldier or policeman nor a prison officer.
Muwanga said that the people of Masaka were bad people, dangerous
and had killed a lot of UPC supporters. I replied to him that I had
heard him say at a fundraising at Kako that Masaka was one of the best
districts in Uganda. How come now that the people of Masaka were
bad. At that function, Muwanga's portrait had been bought for
Shs.900,000. Mr. Muwanga said that witnesses were in Nile Mansion
who could prove what I was. I told him to bring the witnesses. I was
still naked. About 1000 photographs were brought and put on the
table. I was asked to identify my photographs from them. I replied
that I was not able to see properly because my eyes were still bleeding.
Other people in the room were Oyite Ojok and other soldiers of high
rank. When I failed to pick my likeness, then witnesses were brought
amongst whom was Christine Bamutire. She came from a room behind
David Oyite Ojok. She had a very elegant frame. She asked me in
English and greeted me "Charles, how are you?", but I did not know
English. The girl then greeted me in Lusoga. I replied that I did not
know Lusoga. She then shamelessly told Muwanga that I had been her
lover in the bush. It was shameful for a girl of 25 years to say that she
had been a lover of an old man in the bush. I asked her firmly how I
had started making love to her in the bush. Then I told Muwanga that
Bamutire and I should be killed together because the girl had said we
had been in the bush together. David Oyite Ojok told me that I had
been brought to defend myself but not to make judgement. The girl left
and I stayed behind with a man called Luyima. Luyima said he had
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been With me in th
brought. I . e b_ush,hut I denied
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amut1rc Sh also
r denied wtiat he said
A
S
• c it a cigarette and ,.
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nother young girl; Samali
II
amah that she should not he l'k
1 gave to me, she said nothing. I told
•n1e last Witness W
e Eve Whogave Adam the fruit.
,
as a hoy of 15
corner near Muwanga H
Years, called Musisi. lie stood at a
Was a guerrilla
·d . e was a fat healthy boy. He insisted that r
1
•
en1cd o ·
··
Muwanga himself told
•
uring rny argument with the hoy
togct 11er With
• Bisho D Ille that I had re·Iused to admu giving
· ·
food'
was nccused of bn~·
ungu of Masaka to guerrillas. Bishop Dungu
minutes and ,·1·I d.d •ng arms. Muwanga said I was giving you five
• not adm't1 I
because I knew th
}
• would he killed. I was very brave,
Muw;nga's room ~t. t icy would not kill me. What I noticed in
tilling glasses andw~~d~nka rd ness. O~ite Ojok and Muwanga were
minutes the d I
ast'.ng and _emptying their glasses. After 10
D
Y ec ared that according to my age and wisdom if Bishop
h ungfiu ad refused to admit that we had brought in guns r should
t ere ore go and meet my death in the go-down. All this was said by
M~wanga. I thanked him. David Oyite Ojok stood up, got hold of my
:hm and gave me a blow which cracked my lips and I bled. He said
who are you to thank us for your death sentence?" Then Muwanga
left the room and I remained with David Oyite Ojok. I told him that
God had given him the chance to pass death sentence. It was ordered
that I be taken to the Go-down for my death. I was taken down the
steps and I found Muwanga and Christine Bamutire on the ground
floor. Muwanga then told me that, as I had refused to admit, I should
go and die for the guerrillas and Bishop Dungu. There was a lot of
other people on the ground floor who looked like soldiers. It was an
eating place where people came to eat. When we were outside, the
soldier told me that Oyite Ojok had said that I should be returned to
him, I was taken back by stairs to David Oyite Ojok whom I found in
the room in which I had left him. This time, he did not look a very
cruel person. He told me that according to my age I looked an
understanding man but wondered why [ did not admit. I said I could
not admit what would lead to problems. Time was about 9.00 p.m.
He instructed the soldiers to take me to Makindye and not to beat me
any more.

h

t
e

r

Reaching Makindye, I was put in the Quartergu_ard and then pushed to

:;~:~~z~:

a further room. In that r?om Lu~~:a
g~:: :,~~:
c:;. t~
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On 28/9/1982, I was lucky, I left Makindye alive. It was a ......
f
rom God. For a full week, we had only a few beans for..,1rac1e
t
Amongst the prisoners were some rich men who could mak 00
prisoners do what they wanted. Of the detainees was a Yount t e
from Nyendo called Anderea Bazambalidde. He had a lot of mo:an
He was of great help to me. He was eventually killed before ~~
1 ~1
Makindye. I only heard later. I do not know how he was killect.
gave money to soldiers, who brought roasted cassava with a bottle ~
0
water. He gave me a piece of cassava which nine of us shared.

i·

~ l!l111II

On 28/9/1982, Sunday at 2.00p.m, I was released from Makindye and
was taken to Luzira, Mbebwa was the man who took me from1
Makindye to Luzira. He identified me with another man from Nyendo
to go to the other side; and 136 of us were put in a bus to go to Luzira.
36 of us died on the way, and 100 reached Luzira Upper Prison. On
the day we arrived, I was carried on a stretcher from the Prison to
Makonko North East Wing. By then I had acquired a pair of trousers
from a dead person in Mak.indye and I was dressed by the time I
arrived in Luzira.
At Luzira the 0/C was a good man. He was a tall Itesot man called
Olupot. We got milk for a full week. Olupot liked us. Luzira was like
paradise compared to Makindye or Nile Mansion. We were given
injection the first day and another the second. But for the next day we
only got water to drink and for bathing for 24 hours. We slept on bare
floor. We were given a blanket each and if a doctor recommended we.
were given 2 blankets on medical ground. I was one of such people.
Meals were given to us twice a day. Posho was in a bucket of 4x3
inches.
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I left Mak· d
in ye on 28/9/1982
.
1983
- l thank God fo k . • 1 Slayed m luzira up to September
alive. I fi
r eepmg rne al· ·
·
'
ound rny famil . b th
ive m prison and getting me out
) • ut ey had suffered.
Three hundred and .
sixty of us w
d. .
.
very old. I W"s • h
ere 1v1ded mto the very young and
"' in t e former
·
.
.
.
some men known as ,.
group. David Oy1te OJok went with
compute "
Were ordered to be tak en to Upprs pon
25/9/1983. All the prisoners
·
were taken there (K
er
nson
grounds. Then the prisoners
I
was also a detainee 3;P.a a Grounds). The next day Father Kizito who
but J refused.
a vised me to also go for exercise done by youths,
On the 3rd day w
1 d 5
e were called again to Kampala grounds They
se ect_e
youn_g children to go for exercise. I also went. for the
exercise m. case It could give me a chance of being released. These
were ~elect~on exercises. On 26/9/1983, I and 3000 others decided to
Participate m the exercise but because I used to fear Oyite ojok and he
was there, I was trying to avoid him. He knew me, but he recognised
me and called me. I went to him. I had my Bible. He asked me
whether I had read the book well. I said so. He told his friends that if
they saw somebody reading Bible he was reasonable. So I was
separated to be released, but I continued to live in my same room.
Then on 30/10/1983, a soldier came for me. I was asked what I had
and I told them I had my clothes, and my account number where my
property was kept.

!

At 2.00 p.m I was released and I left Luzira. We were put on a vehicle
and dropped at Hussein Bus Stage. I returned home. In 1984 when
Kimazi a trader was killed, I was again arrested as a suspect for killing
him. I was taken to Masaka Police Station and then to Masaka Prison.
Later, the Magistrate set me free because I had no case to answer.

I am certain the District Commissioner, Muwanga, was at the rally in
Nyendo. But he did not say anything. I only saw _my brother as the
prisoner on that occasion. I did not see any other pnsoner.
This Rose appeared to have been tortured when she was brought in.
She was about 18-20 years.
I did not support guerrillas.
My brother Kafuuma was physically
disabled. In 1973 he was arrested with me and was tortured. I am ?ot
sure that my brother supported guerrillas. I was away. I was being
hunted for, so I don't know.
Donozio Kasolo Nsubuga is dead.
d

5/7/1985 and I was at my place of work on

My wife was ar~este on ested and taken to the barracks and to my
the farm. My wife was ~rr Sh had been badly beaten when she was
place of work. I had le •
e 27 /7 I 1985 there was a change of
taken to the farm.
Later don On that day my daughter was killed,
She was release •
'
h
d
government.
.
d I were not at home. My daug ter an
29/8/1985. My wife an
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mNhcr in-lnw Wt'rc k1lkd h) gunmen I did nnt know.
\\'hen the Vice Presidt•nt peeped in when R,1se wus hcing tort
said nothing.
ureu, he

co

1 dtd m1 1 invoke my rclatinnship with the Vice Prcsidc 11t t,
• not respect relationship.
•
• ccause 1ie
did
I came to know Christine and Snrnali hecausc they were well k
• k"mg up people they said were guerrillas.
nnwn for
pie
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who said the person who was preventing peo
fro~n pay mg taxes wert• Kasolo and his wife and other relativesp1~

C

The UPC. supporters

theirs.
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I used to hide from place to place. when I \Vas in hiding.
It was said that Katerega Sulait was killed. I was then in hiding.

I neYer heard whether Gomba was mvolved in guerrilla activities
After the situation became had m Gomba. I left the area. I did ~~
11
kno\s, the activities of my hosts in Gomha. I do not know whether
guerrilla activities were in Mawokota (Bongole) where 1 went next,

I do not know how Kasolo was killed after the change of government in
July, 1985.
CHAIRMAN:

Session of hearing evidence by the Commission is adjourned and will
resume in the International Conference Centre. tomorrow. Wednesday,
11 '3.'1987.

(A.H.O ODER) JUDGE- CHAIRMAN.
CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners. Ladies and Gentlemen. today l l th March, 1987. it is
in order to start this session for today. Before we commence this
business however perhaps I would like to say something which should
go on record.
It is that yesterday the 10th of March, 1987 the
Commission travelled to Masaka. Yes the Commission travelled to
Masaka and received evidence from Mr Charles Muyanja at Y11l.1
Maria in Masaka. We had to go there because inforn1at1on had been
received that this witness was sick and was too ill to travel to Kampala
and that it would be appropriate to receive his evidence as earl) as
possible in view of his illness. We did go and heard the endence fwm
Mr. Muyanja at Villa Maria. The evidence has been recorded m long
hand and as the Chairman, it is that record which will form part of the
official record to this evidence. It will be typed in its appropriate pl.1ce
in the record of proceedings. Thank you.
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COUNSEL:

My Lord Chainnan L d .

n
Nahawadcte in Kak· . ev1 cnce regard"mg the alleged murder of Anna
1n and our
·
.1s Mrs. Maria Namatovu
K ateregga.
next witness
we continue to he.:r a .Yd
a ct Gentlemen Commissioners, this morning

CHAIRMAN

COUNSEL:

yes Counsel, yesterday we
.
was number 67.
were informed that the witness in Masaka
My Lord it therefore i 0 11
ows that this is number 69, that is right.

WITNESS
NO.
MRS
69 :
KATEREGGA _ SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

es.

MARIA

NAMATOVU

You are Mrs Maria Namatovu Kateregga? You are aged 55 years and
you are both a cultivator and a housewife?

K.ATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

KATEREGGA:

I reside at Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been at Kakiri?

KA TEREGGA:

I have stayed in Kakiri for many years; I do not remember exactly for
how many years.

COUNSEL:

Is that where you were born?

s
s

KATEREGGA:

Yes I was born in the same Gombolola of Kakiri.

d

COUNSEL:

Who were your parents?

KATEREGGA:

The deceased is one of my parents and my father also died; he was
known as Marko.

COUNSEL:

Can we have their names?

KATEREGGA:

My father was known as Marko Balyevujja.

COUNSEL:

And your mother?

KATEREGGA:

Anna Nabawadde.

not

er

in

ill
y,

e

COUNSEL:

Now you call yourself Mrs. Maria Namatovu Kateregga, is Kateregga
your husband?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.
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COl.iNSEL.
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA.
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

When did you get married?
I do not remember the actual time we got
married but we had
celebrated our Silver Jubilee.

Okay, do you have children with Kateregga.
Yes.
How many children?
Six children.
Who is the eldest and how old is she or he?
The eldest is called Vicencia Namalwa.

COUNSEL:

How old is that?

KATEREGGA:

She is about 30 years.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

Now where is your matrimonial home?
Our matrimonial home is at Kakiri.
Is that where you have been staying ever since?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now in February, 1981 were you still staying at Kakiri?

KATEREGGA:

Yes I was staying at Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

Now, in your family whom are you staying with?

KATEREGGA:

I was staying with my husband and my mother whom we had brought
in the home because she was sick.

COUNSEL:

What of your children?

KATEREGGA:

There was one child in the home and one grandchild in the home; the
others were attending school.

COUNSEL:

Who was this child who was at home?

KATEREGGA:

Luka Sseninde was at home.

COUNSEL:

Now, in your family, do you have one house or you have got many?
In your matrimonial home do you have one house or you have got
many houses?

KATEREGGA:

There are a number of houses in our matrimonial home.
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COUNSEL:

How many are they?

KATEREGGA:
There is one belonging to our
one for rent·mg.
son. One in which we live and another
COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say tha
.
.
staying with y •
t you are staying with your mother, was she
ou tn one of th h
•
among these?
e ouses or you had given her a house
She was staying • th h
.
tn e ouse which was for renting.
Whom was she staying with in this house?
st
She was aying with the tenants of the house one of them called
Francis but he went away.
You mean the house was big with rooms?
Yes.
Was it only Francis who was the tenant, were there any other tenants
who would give evidence?
There was one Francis and another one Ssekitooleko Martin; they had
already ran away.
No in this house where your mother was staying, was she cooking
there having her own meals or you were giving her food?

KATEREGGA:

We were providing her with food.

COUNSEL:

So, in the house what did she have?

KATEREGGA:

She had beddings.

COUNSEL:

Did she have a bed?

KATEREGGA:

Yes she had a bed.

COUNSEL:

With a mattress and a blanket?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

With bed sheets?

KATEREGGA:

Yes with bed sheets.

COUNSEL:

or
said that was your mother ' did she have a night dress
?
d
An you whenever s he wou Id sleep ' did she have a night dress.
something

KATEREGGA:

She had a night dress.
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Now. when you tell us that your mother 1sdeceased. how did he d

occur'?

r eath

1-.:ATEREGGA
\\-'hen the war broke out some soldiers were brought in the area.

COUNSEL·

Yes continue

KATEREGGA.
When they came in the area the soldiers became rough demanding a
1
of things from people. One Friday evening when we realized that t~~
soldiers had become very rough, I together with my son and m
grandchild decided to run away to a nearby village called Kitered{
We told our mother to come with us but she refused, she said she was
very sick and very old and that the soldiers would not do any harm to
her.

COUNSEL:

Yes? You ran to Kiterede, what followed?

KATEREGGA:
We spent the night at Kiterede and the following day in the morning
my son, Luka, went back to see what had happened but after a while he
came back running and informed us that my mother had been killed.

MR. KAWANGA:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

But for clarification purposes, which other people went with her to
Kiterede?
All the people, the neighbours, and the people in the area run away to
Kiterede.
What of your husband?
I left my husband at home. He told us that we should run to Kiterede
that he was going to remain with my mother.
Did you know maybe as one of your neighbours somebody called
Joseph Mbidde?

KATEREGGA:

Yes I know him but he also stayed at home.

COUNSEL:

What of his family?

KATEREGGA:

We ran away with his family but he remained behind together with my
husband.

COUNSEL:

How far was Mbidde' s home or how far is Mbidde' s home from your
home?

KATEREGGA:

He is our immediate neighbour.

COUNSEL:

Is it 100 yards away or one mile?

KATEREGGA:

I think it is about 100 yards.
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KATEREGGA.

COlJNSFL:

KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

So. you ran to K'
llercde?. how far
. .
wa.\ K11ercdcfrom Kakiri?
About two miles
away.
Now we sh II
• a come to th .
and decided to run I
e circum stances of why you were frightened
Afi
•
atcr on hut m b
ter receiving the info
.
ay e you continued with your story.
followed'?
rmatton from Your son what did you do? What
I came while crying to the I
Pace where the deceased was staying.

Yes.

On reaching the scene

.
we stayed outside we were refused to enter.

you were not allowed to see your mother?
I was allowed later on, at first I was not allowed.
Who refused you at first?

KATEREGGA:
On reaching the scene while crying the people who were around told
me that nobody was allowed to enter so I remained outside on the
verandah.

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

So, later on when you entered what did you see?
Later on when I entered I saw my mother lying down dead and she was
half naked and I noticed a lot of blood on the left side of the chest.

COUNSEL:

Now did you see her lying on the bed or she was lying on the floor?

KATEREGGA:

She was lying on the floor.

COUNSEL:

Where was the head facing, was it facing the door or the legs were
facing the door.

KATEREGGA:

The head was facing the bed and there were some bullets on the floor
and an army cap.

COUNSEL:

Before we come to that we want to be satisfied whether she had any
wound, you said there was blood. Did she have any wound on her
body?

KATEREGGA:

She had two wounds.

COUNSEL:

Where were these wounds?

KATEREGGA:

One was on t he Ieft chest and the other one was on the right under the
armpit.
?
So, you went and opened and saw.

COUNSEL:
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KATEREGGA

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How big were these wounds?

KATEREGGA:

The were big but full of blood.

COUNSEL:

Any other injury that you might have noticed?

KATEREGGA:

No other injury I know.

COUNSEL:

Now, were her clothes torn or they were still intact?

KATEREGGA:

Her clothes were still intact, they were not torn.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say your mother was half naked, you as a woman, you
are a grown up lady, did you notice anything peculiar may be on her
sexual organs or otherwise?

KATEREGGA:

She was not half naked; her body was covered with cloth.

COUNSEL:

But you said you opened and saw.

KATEREGGA:

I did not uncover the body but I could see the injuries.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Clarification. If the witness did not uncover the body and it was
dressed how did she see the two wounds?

KATEREGGA:

The body was dressed in cloth but not right to the neck but half way, I
could see the wounds.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Does she mean that the chest was open?

KATEREGGA:

The chest was opened and the breasts were out I could see the wounds.

COUNSEL:

Now, after this what followed? Continue.

KATEREGGA:

After I was allowed to enter I sat there and then we wrapped the body.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KATEREGGA:

After wrapping up the body I accompanied the body with Sister Maria
Lurdes for burial.

COUNSEL:

No, before you went to burial you just mentioned that you saw in the
house where your mother was lying some bullets and a hat, what was
the colour of this hat?

KATEREGGA:

The cap belonged to the army.

COUNSEL:

So, you had been seeing army men putting on such hats?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, I used to see them; they used to come.

p-e::llll'e::l=

f!ll 11l
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COLii SFL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

What of the bullets ho
•

w many were they?

I did not know the number 1 .
recovered.
JUSl heard that some bullets had been
you mean you did not see the bullets?
I saw the bullets but I did not kn
h
ow t e number.

What happened to these things, the hat and the bullets?

KATEREGGA:
OU

er

The policemen who 11 d
a owe
us to take the body are the ones who
removed the cap and the
bullets.

COUNSEL:
~o, bef?re you took the body for burial with Sister Mary. did you,
smce
police?this was your mother report the death of your mother to the

KATEREGGA:

Yes a report was made to the police and from this report we were
allowed to take the body for burial. The police came along with army
soldiers.

COUNSEL:

So, there were policemen who visited the scene?

KATEREGGA:

I saw one policeman the 0.C. together with army soldiers.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this O. C. you saw?

KATEREGGA:

I do not know his names; I just heard him being referred to as O.C

COUNSEL:

Could it have been Olupot?

KATEREGGA:

May be but I am not sure.

COUNSEL:

We have received evidence that your home was near the Police Station.

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

N ow you have told us that one police~~ came so at this time are you
at Kakin?•
saying' that policemen were st"ll
1
. .

KATEREGGA:

kn
whether that O •C · was the one who was still at Kakin
I do not
ow
h
e along with soldiers.
but he is the one w o cam

COUNSEL:

Did they make any statements?

I

KATEREGGA:

.

.

d because I was crymg for my
I • my husband who might have repotrt~ake the body. Because on the
t is
h ot the permit o
h ermit
mother and may be e g
d those people were shown t e p
whenever we were stoppe
way
t go
and they allowed us o •
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Now, you said 1hatSister Mary Lurdes came and took the h
was the body taken?
ody, Where
KATEREGGA.

COUNSEL:

co

The body was taken at Nahuginga.
How was

It

carried?

KATEREGGA.

Sister Mary came with a vehicle in which we took the body.
COUNSEL.
She seems to have given you a lot of help was she related to ou
the dead in anyway?
Y or to
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

Sister Mary is my younger sister.
Now, when you reached at the burial place what followed?
On arrival we took the body inside the house.
Yes?
The owner of the house was not around.
Continue.
When the owner of the house came the burial took place but I spent
some days before returning to Kakira.
Now, Mrs. Katerega, in some tribes the body is washed before it is
buried was the body of your mother washed?

KATEREGGA:

Yes, the body was washed before it was wrapped up.

COUNSEL:

Did you may be participate in this washing?

KATEREGGA:

No I did not participate.

COUNSEL:

May be those who washed the body might have told you what they
saw, were you told what they saw on the body?

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel do you intend to call these people?
give hear say.

COUNSEL:

I do not intent to call all these people but possibly we could just pick
out a few hints from her.

KATEREGGA:

I did not ask them anything I only know the wounds which I noticed
earlier on.

COUNSEL:

Who are these people who participated in the washing of the body?

KATEREGGA:

The wife of the deceased brother.
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Do not force the lady to

K

Is she the onl)· one.?
f{ATEREGGA:

coVNSFI:

r ro

I went outside hut
who participated. they stayed in the house I d
o not know the other
What is the name of th1.
body?
s wife of the d
•
eceased brother who washed the

KATEREGGA:

She is called Nalwanga.

COUNSEL:

Where is Nalwanga now?

KATEREGGA: She is staying in the home wh
.
ere we buned the dead body.

COUNSEL:

In which village is this?

KATEREGGA:

Nabuginga village.

COUNSEL:

Now' after the burial what followed
did anything happen?
• You stayed there for sometime

KATEREGGA:

I spent four days and then I went back; I did not stay at Kakiri I
returned to Kiterede.

COUNSEL:

Why could you not return to your home at Kakiri?

KATEREGGA:

It was not safe to return to Kakiri because there were a lot of soldiers
in the area and even other people had not returned to their homes.

COUNSEL:

Now when you tell us there were soldiers in the area; some of us up to
now stay with soldiers, you mean that you would not be able to stay
with soldiers? You fear their uniforms or what was happening?

KATEREGGA:

On the day the incident occurred those soldiers were firing wildly in
the air and rumours came that they had hit a vehicle which was coming
from Kalasa so we decided to leave the area .

COUNSEL:

What do you think could happen to you if you stayed because it seemed

..

you were so threatened.

KATEREGGA:

Those soldiers would have killed us·

COUNSEL:

You mean these soldiers were killers, they would kill even mnocent
people, old people like you?

KATEREGGA:

.
d
our return our property had been looted
yes they were killers an on
and taken.

COUNSEL:

ou had run to Kiterede when you came back the next
You ~ean aft;r yd your house had been looted?
morning you 1oun
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KATEREGGA

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:

E THELIVI
-p•t:iwned::::

11Iii?III

Yes, everything had hccn taken.

Can you list some of the items which were taken from y
h
our ouse?
All beddings had heen taken, all the utensils had been taken h
had been taken and other things.
• t e cows

Now it seems that they took all your property and yo
.
u are left
paupers, why dtd you not approach the commander of th .
. as

• you recover your property?
may hc to assist
KATEREGGA:

COUNSEL:
KATEREGGA:
COUNSEL:

cse soldiers,

J vcr~ much douht whether property could have been recovered
the ~•rcumstanccs prevailing at that time, because all the people ~nder
the
tradmg centre had been robbed.

Why did you not report the matter to the chiefs?
I do not know the reason.
Now. in your area did you also have some councillors or chainneno f
parties who have been of use?

KATEREGGA:

The Gombolola Chief had also run away.

COUNSEL:

What was his name?

KATEREGGA:

I new only one name of Kivumbi.

COUNSEL:

What of the UPC Chairman of the area, what was his name?

KATEREGGA:

I did not know his name.

COUNSEL:

You mean you would be around and you did not know his name?

KATEREGGA:

I did not know his name but he was around.

COUNSEL:

Did he also come to give his condolences when your mother died'>

KATEREGGA:

I did not see him because we left the home and went away.

COUNSEL:

Now, one last question, you said you were staying with your mother m
Kakiri, for how long had you stayed with your mother m home?

KATEREGGA:

We stayed with my mother for two years when she was sick.

COUNSEL:

So, do you think that this sickness was the one that caused the death or
it was the wounds that caused the death according to you?

KATEREGGA:

It is the wounds which caused her death because when we were leaving
she was still talking.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Commissioners
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and Lady Commissioner

that 1s all I have

from this ,...11
• " ness
CHAIRMAN:
KAKWENZIRE:

KATEREGGA:

der

KAKWENZIRE:

the
KATEREGGA:

of

Thank vou d
• • o fellow C

.

omm1•·s·
.,. ioners ha
It was not cl
ve any questions?
.
ear from th
d 1scovered
su
e witness'
•
.
rrounding th
s narration wh
investigations d'd
e murder f h
at the police said or
I the police carry out :n~ ehold_lady. What sort of
Even the po!'
w at did they do?
icemen had
the area. He ev
ran away' it is on
en ran away from K'
e of the soldiers who were in
She .d
iterede to a distant place.
sa, one por
iceman came did h
e take statements, did he-?
No statement was
•
recorded fr
ma d e statements or not.
om me. I do not know whether the others

KAKWENZIRE:

And there was no foll
police even?
ow up after that? She heard nothing from the

KATEREGGA:

I did not.

KAKWENZIRE:

At what point did they return t0 th .
.
stay off the village?
eir home, this was 1981, did they

.KATEREGGA:

We came back to our home after the war ended .

.KAKWENZIRE:

So all the five years, where were you living?

KATEREGGA:

1 was with my husband at Lubbe .

.KAKWENZIRE:

And the children?

KATEREGGA:

The eldest son came to Kampala but I went with my grandson.

KAKWENZIRE:

I am sorry to ask what seems to be unsympathetic questions but when
you run to those villages would you be with relatives, do you start
cultivating or you lived in camps? We were told that there were some
camps, were you in a camps or were you with some relatives'>

KATEREGGA:

We were living with a relative. That is where we stayed and that is
from where we could run away into the bush then later on return.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could the witness tell the Commission for our records what hfe was
like for those five years.

KATEREGGA:

We used to fall sick, there was no medicine, there was no ~atl
lived a very hard life. We used to sleep on the floor, no beddings

We

h
did
And when you eventually returned to y~ur? omes
anything? Did you find the houses still stand mg.

find

KAKWENZIRE:

KATEREGGA:

The house was s t 1

·11standing but the doors had been remo,ed.
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KAKWENZIRE:
So life had continued to he very hard in other words?

KATEREGGA·
Yes because we had nothing at all.

KAKWENZIRE·
I lave you received any help from the Government, like hoes?

KATEREGGA:

We got flour and beans and we were provided with blankets.
KAKWENZIRE:

So, is there something you would like the Commission to know ·
way of request?
1n a
KATEREGGA:
I am unable to make any request perhaps It would have been proper if
my husband was requested. My husband would have known bett
because everything was taken, no chairs -nothing.
er

DR. LUYOMBY A·

When you returned from Kiterede on the sad news of the death of Your
mother you said you found some people who refused you to enter the
house.

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

About how many people?

KA TEREGGA:

As I was crying because of the death of my mother I could not estimate
how many people were there because it is at that time when the Father
also arrived.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

She said that many people had run away those from her own home, ·the
neighbourhood and mentioned even the Gombolola Chief, the Police,
so were they many?

KA TEREGGA:

There were few people because most of them who gathered came from
where we had run away.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Exactly who refused her from entering the house immediately?

KA TEREGGA:

As I was crying I did not notice who exactly told me.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now when you entered you saw the body of your dead mother?

KATEREGGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

We have been told by Luka Sseninde that there was a wound on the
right side of the neck.

KATEREGGA:

May be he recognized the body better than me because I was crying.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is she sure of the wounds she described?

KA TEREGGA:

I am sure of the wounds.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Can she point again where she saw those wounds?
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KATEREGGA.

DR LlJYOMBYA.
KATEREGGA:
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

te

er

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

e
CHAIRMAN:

The biggest w
OUndWas
was on the ri ht
• on the left side
g Under the armpit, •
of the chest and another one
About how bi we
g
re these Wounds?
It is very difficult ~
or me to describ b
e ecause they were full of blood.
Thank you very much m d
evidence. We sympathiz/ ~~• we thank you for having come to give
problems that you went tl Wit you at the loss of your mother and the
nough, She can go.
C?mmissioner Chairman L d
witness in this case is S '. t aMYand Gentlemen Commissioners my nest
•
is er ary Lu d
Th
.
ve h 1cle has left to fetch her fro
. r_es. . ey have Just gone, the
other witness ready now
~ Kisubi _andsmce we do not have any
1
adjournment of u to
. ' tn the circumstances, request for an
here.
p possibly half past mid-day when the Sister will be
Have they just left for Kisubi now?
They have left f; K' b'
.
or isu 1 about ten mmutes ago and it takes about one
h~ur, . m~ Lord Chairman for a vehicle to go and come back from
K1sub1 with other imponderables being taken into account.
You think by half past mid-day the witness will be there?
Most certainly because Mr. Ntambi is here who made the arrangements
to fetch the witness.
All right I also notice that in the audience we have the Deputy High
Commissioner from Great Britain. So, Mr. Peter Penfold we welcome
you and thank you for the interest you have shown in our Commission.
So in that event we adjourn until half past mid-day when we shall
resume and see whether your witness will be here.

COUNSEL:

Most obliged.

CHAIRMAN

Commissioners, lady and gentlemen; Counsel the witness I think whom
we had been waiting has arrived shall we proceed please with the
session of today?

COUNSEL:

•
Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners,
My Lor d eh auman,
. .
1 thisL 1sdthe
•
•
70th witness
smce
th'is Commission sat and she is Sister ~ ar) ur es
The spelling is L-u-r-d-e-s.

WITNESS NO. 70: SISTER MARY LURDES - S\\'ORN IN
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LURDES·
COL'NSEL:

Could you state your name please.
Sister Mary Lurdes.
What is your occupation? My Lord may be these are technical 1
. h
erms
you m1g t have an explanation to these words to Sister What do You'

do?

tl 111

LURDES·

At home?

MR KAWANGA.

Yes.

LURDES:

Before I was a teacher but now. I am resting in the Mother Hou~
worti ng small works as sweepmg, or serving food, or cultivattng
That is my occupation now, cultivation.
•

COUNSEL:

Now where do you reside?

LURDES:

Pardon.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside? Where do you stay?

LURDES:

Kisubi Parish.

COUNSEL:

Where were you born?

LURDES:

I was born at Sentema Busiro County.

COUNSEL:

And Kakiri is found in this county?

LURDES:

From Sentema to Kakiri, three miles.

COUNSEL:

In which year were you born?

LURDES:

I was born in 1928.

CHAIRMAN

Possibly she cannot express herself m English properly you could
translate.

LURDES:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Sister you can speak Luganda, you do not have to speak English.

COUNSEL:

So, you were in which year?

LURDES:

1928.

COUNSEL:

Who were your parents?

LURDES:

Marko Muwonge was father.

COUNSEL:

And who was your mother?
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Anna Nahawadde

COLIN bL:

Who Were your b

LURDES:
COUNSEL:
LURDES:
COUNSEL:
LURDES:
COUNSEL:
LURDES:

I
.
.
.
rot 1crs and sisters, 1f you had any?

One was who had hccn I . • M .
tcre, aria Namatovu Katcrcgga.

Yes.
Rose Nalwoga.
Yes?

Elizaheth Naiga.

And others?
Matia Lubega.

COUNSEL:
Okay, that is enough may be we do not need to go into detail we just
wanted to know your relatives. Sister did you attend any school when
you were born? Did you get any education -give us your educational
background.

LURDES:
COUNSEL:
LURDES:

I attended Naddangira Primary School.
Continue please, after that?
After that I went to Bwanda Boarding School in Masaka.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

LURDES:

After I joined the TTC, the same place.

COUNSEL:

Yes, in which year did you join the TTC?

LURDES:

In 1943.

COUNSEL:

After the TTC did you qualify or what happened?

LURDES:

I qualified as a primary teacher.

COUNSEL:

Did you teach anywhere?

LURDES:

I taught at Naddangira for five years.

COUNSEL:

fter teaching what did you do? After maybe
Proc~ed ?leashet.sc:001 for five years where did you go, what did you
teaching m t a
do?

LURDES:

I joined the congregation.
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LURDES

Which congregationdid you join?
The ImmaculateHeart of Mary.

COUNSEL.
In which year was this? Could it be around 1952?
LURDES:
COUNSEL:

f11;jI

LURDES:
COUNSEL.
LURDES:
COUNSEL:
LURDES:
COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

Yes, m 1952.
Where did you first work or where were you posted?
Gogonya Convent, Kisubi.
And that is where you are up to now?
Yes.
Where are your parents?
They are dead.
Can you explain, first of all, how your father died and when?
Sorry to interrupt you Counsel. Let us just go to the relevant fact of
evidence relating to her mother.
Thanks my Lord. I wanted to get the whole background.
Her father is not a subject of this inquiry, is it? Unless it is.
No, it is not, my Lord, but may be it would give us a picture of how
orphans are suffering, those who were left behind but since that is
already a matter of fact, may be we proceed straight and get the
evidence regarding her mother. You said your mother died, when did
she die?

LURDES:

My mother was killed.

COUNSEL:

When did she die, which year was it?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I think it is important, the witness has said that her mother was killed,
you do not say "no, no". She is a witness and she is saying her mother
was killed, that should be recorded.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Commissioner. I wanted the evidence to come in a sequence
may be now she tells us that her mother was killed, I will go ahead ~d
get that but I wanted the period to be recorded first. As you have said,
your mother was killed, when was she killed?

LURDES:

She was killed on the I 9th of February, I 981.

COUNSEi:

How did you come to learn of your mother's death?
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COL'NSEL
LlJRDES.

COUNSEL·

of

The son of my sister
.
was se
.
mother.
• nt to mform me about lhe death of my
What was the name of h"
t is person who was sent?
His name is Luka.
Do you mean Luka Sseninde?

LL'RDES

Yes.

COUNSEL

So when you rece· ed h'
iv t •s mfonnation what did you do'!

LURDES:

On the 20th I got a Pick-u
.
I was staying and I .ed p motor ve?•_clefrom Go_gonyaKisubi where
tn
to go to Kakm.

COUNSEL:

YeS, did you reach Kakiri?

LURDES:

Yes, I was able to reach Kakiri.

COUNSEL:

And when you reached there what did you find?

LURDES:

On ~y
soldiers
ordered
some of

COUNSEL:

You mean at the road block they told you that get out and they asked
for the keys or what?

LURDES:

They told me to get out of the vehicle and leave it there.

COUNSEL:

Whose vehicle was this?

LURDES:

It belonged to the Convent.

COUNSEL:

Now what followed when you refused to get out of the car?

LURDES:

May be this was through God's power because one of the soldiers came
from the opposite side of the road and told his fellow soldiers to leave
me that you leave the Sister to go. He got hold of him by the shirt and
at that time I passed and moved off. I continued up to the place where
the dead body was and I found the dead body of my mother laid on the
floor in the house in which she was living.

arrive! at Kakiri trading centre I found a number of army
and there was a road block where I was stopped. Soldiers
me to get out of the vehicle but I refused because I realized
them wanted to take the motor vehicle.

ow

is
the
did

er

COUNSEL:
LURDES:
COUNSEL:

At what time was it when you arrived at the scene?
At 3.00 p.m.
And when you saw the body of your mother, how was 1t, where was it
lying? Was in on the bed or on the floor?
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l URDHS.
The body had been already wrapped up it w·ts lying

'

C'OUN.Sbl.·

•

h

on t c floor.

And this was in one of the houses of Katcrcga?

LURDES:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
You said it was wrapped up and it was on the floor, did you have
opponunity to examine this body?
LURDES.
On my arrival, my sister was seated beside the body and Luka
Katercgga and Joseph Mhidde were outside. Immediately I arrivedMr.
due to much fear because of the soldiers that I met in the area a~
were shooting wildly I asked Mr. Kateregga whether he had rec ~ 0
• d
~v~
or o_b tame
a permit• to take the body for burial. He replied that heh
d
received one and he showed it to me saying that this is the one
a
I
hold of the letter and because I was crying I just looked at it bu~o:
noticed
that it had been made from there but I did not recognise the
•
signature.

fillII

COUNSEL:

LURDES;
COUNSEL:
LURDES:

COUNSEL:

LURD

COUN

Who had written this letter? Did Kateregga tell you whether it wasthe
police or the army?
I did not ask who had written the letter, I just saw the letter.
What followed. Who was your driver?

Mr. Joseph.

Immediately I received the permit and those people who
were there being assisted by my driver Joseph, lifted the body and put
it in the coffin.
Before may be you leave this scene, when you went to see your mother
in the house did you notice anything peculiar in the house where your
mother was lying?

LURDES;

I noticed blood coming through the bark cloth.

COUNSEL:

Which part of the body was this blood coming from. may be was 1t on
the upper part, around the chest and head or it was on the leg?

LURDES:

From the chest.

COUNSEL:

Did you try may be to open and see which place of the body the blood
was coming from?

LURDES:

I did not. I did it later on after leaving this place.

COUNSEL:

So you could not do it at that time. according to you. Why could not
do it?

LURDES:

soldiers
in
First of all, I was frightened because of the presence o f the\~·e
are not
the area. Secondly, when I tried to cry I was told tha~ at the roJd
allowed to cry from there and, thirdly, I was fngntene
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C
L

block. So imrnediat J I
·
from my sist
_eY realized that that was the body of my mother
, er, my interest was to carry the body.
COUNSEL.

LVRDES:

We have received ·d
hullets that
f; cv, ence here that there was a berret and some
nd
'-"ou
sec
th
wcrh~
ou tn the room where your mother was lying Did
J
ese t 1ngs?
I arrived later on I d'd
1
not find
ev1.dence here are •the
h these things. The people who gave
h
•
ones w o told me that when they came early in
t e mornmg
Those
people they
who found
a • shells
d fi and a military cap near the dead body.
rnve 1rst at the scene told me that they went and
th
reported e matter to a nearby police station where the soldiers were
puttmg up_ and the soldiers came and took away the military cap
together with the shells. That is what they told me.

COUNSEL:
You saw so many soldiers at this place, among them, were there
policemen?

e

LURDES:

I only saw soldiers.

COUNSEL:
Were you able to may be know any of these soldiers or did you come
to know any one of them?
LURDES:

COUNSEL:

LURDES:

I did not know any of the soldiers and I did not learn any of them later
because those soldiers were new in the area, they were brought on the
18th in the evening.
Of course, you were in Kisubi you would not have known that or
unless you are told. Now, at what time did you leave the scene of this
incident?
I left as soon as possible because, as far as I remember, I stayed at
Kakiri for only ten minutes. As soon as I received the permit I took
off.

COUNSEL:

And among the people whom you had found there, did you go with any
of them?

LURDES:

I went with my sister.

COUNSEL:

The wife of Kateregga?

LURDES:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go to?

LURDES:

• • - Kampala road through a .number of
I too k K a k m
. road blocks. then
from Kampala I took Mityana road to 9 mlles at Bb1ra.

COUNSEL:

•
h
ld1·ers on the road blocks disturb you since you were
Did not t e so
bi
·h
·
•
d
d
carrymg a ea b ody?. Did you encounter any pro ems \\ en you
were carrying this dead body?
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LURDES.

~o~. ~clped me, I arrived safely.. It is only the soldiers who
Kaktr1road hlock who gave me a little bit of difficulty b t
were at
biocks• the), on1y asked me to open the coffin to see theudead
at other
~,.
b r0 ""
they allowed me to go.
ody and
COUNSEL:
LURDES:
COUNSEL:

LURDES.
COUNSEL:

When you arrived at Bbira what followed?
I went to my uncle's home where there is the burial place.

What is the name of this uncle?
He is called Asanasio Twase.
Now, when you say you went to your uncle's place where there ·
15 a
burial place, you mean this is a farrnly burial place?

LURDES:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What time did you arrive at this place?

LURDES:

I arrived at about 5.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

And after arriving what followed?

LURDES:

On my arrival, my uncle was not present but his wife was present. I
told her since she knew me that my mother had died and I had come
with the dead body.

COUNSEL:

You have mentioned that you opened the body later on and looked at it,
did you open it now at this moment when you had arrived?

LURDES:

When I arrived, being assisted with some other few people we took the
dead body inside the house. Because it was still working time most of
my uncle's children were not at home. People went around the village
spreading the news about the death of my mother and eventually
children of my uncle came back home. When all came back they
removed the dead from the coffin in order to wash it as it is the
custom.

COUNSEL:

What time was it when the body was removed for washing?

LURDES:

It was between 7.30 and 8.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Was it already dark or you lit a lamp or something.

LURDES:

It was dark but there was a gas lamp.

COUNSEL:

Was the body washed?

LURDES:

Yes, the body was washed and I participated.
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COU SEL:
J

LURDES:

COCNSEL:

LURDES:

e is a

When the body was
chest. We removed t:n:rapped, I noticed a lot of clotted blood in the
0
we washed the whole~ / d from the chest. After removing the blood
of the neck above the \ y. 1 noticed two wounds, one on the left side
co ar bone and one on the right side of the neck.
H?w big were these wounds?
microphone?
• Were they as big as the end of this
Not so big; as this head of the microphone.

COUNSEL:

They were about th
d·
Chairman I w
e ra ius of 1 centimetre, 2 centimetres? My Lord
'
ant to find out what sort of weapon was used.

CHAIRMAN

I do not know wheth

COUNSEL:

. I

Before you washed h
hod •?
•
t e body w
)
• ere you able to see anything on the

LURDES:

me

th
.
.
er e witness 1s competent enough even if she
says wounds that is enough. You can ask her could she tell what kind
0
f_~ounds were they, were they stab wounds or what rather than the
rrullunetres.
Please what kind of wounds were these? To you, were they caused as
a result of stick beating or what?
Because in the past I had seen people who were killed by gun shots,
these wounds looked like the gun shot wounds because the wounds
were round.

COUNSEL:

We have received evidence here to the effect that your mother might
have been raped before she was murdered. When this body was being
washed, was there any signs of may be sexual intercourse?

the
of

LURDES:

ge
ly
ey

The Kiganda custom is that the children usually wash the dead body in
the face only and the rest of the work is left to the other relatives.

COUNSEL:

After washing the body what followed?

LURDES:

Some bark clothes were brought and the body was wrapped up and it
was put back in the coffin. The next day a requiem mass was ~aid
because she was catholic. The requiem mass was performed twice,
early in the morning and at about 1.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Before the body was buried, was there any postmortem done

LURDES:

No postmortem was done.

COUNSEL:

Did anything Specl.al stop you from having the body exammed by a
doctor?

it,

e

LURDES:

ak the body to Mulago because I was full of fear
Especially I did not t e ·t hich I received was ordering me to go and
and sorrow and the perm1 w
bury the dead body.
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COlNSEL.

LURDFS·
COUNSEL:
LURDES·

So you buried the body?
After the mass at 2.00 p.m. the body was buried.

LURDES:

Now. after this or before, were you approached by any policemen in
regard to the death of your mother?
After the burial I went back to the Convent but on the 31 st of
December, 1986 someone came to me.

DR. MA 1

COUNSEL:

Well, this could have been our Investigators.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, no.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Commissioner this was 1986.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I think the answer can still go on record.

DR M

COUNSEL:

Okay. Please from 1981 up to 1986 before 31st, were you approached
by an other people in regard to the death of your mother may be either
police?

LURD

LURDES:

No.

COUNSEL:

Sister, it seems there was a lot of suffering in Kakiri, could you please
explain to the Commission may be you were in a religious organisation
and people who would always run away would run to may be a
Convent and such places for help. Please explain to the Commission
your own experience of the problems of that kind. Let us say people
who would come to you, your relatives, was there anything generally?

LURDES:

Kakiri was a very difficult area especially from 1980 up to 1985 when
there was a change of Government, I did not go to Kakiri from the time
I collected the dead body. My brothers and sisters were unable to
cross from Kakiri to Kisubi where I was staying because there were
many soldiers in the area even in small paths you could find soldiers
there.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, that is all
from this witness.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I am very sorry Sister to hear this sad demise of your mother but we
are here to inquire into those circumstances. I would ask you to clarify
perhaps three points for me. On your way from Gogonya Convent to
Kakiriwho accompanied you?

LURDE

LURDES:

The driver was number one and then my fellow Sister because it was a
pick-up, only three of us could sit in front.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

When was the last time you saw your mother alive before she died?
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I

I

I lRDE

DR. MAKUBUY A:

In 1980 Januarv I
Kak· •
J•
got lea\'e a d h
ln. Although the I
n t en I wem to see my mother at
tay very long, thev p aedce
was acquainted by soldiers·hut they did not
\\' st• k
J
us to com
d
to g·IVe her m e an then go • Because my mother
R as c •• I used
~
ubaga. she used to go to Ru oney ?ecause she had a special doctor at
I went back to Kisub·I.
baga with my sister and then I left her and
Yes, you mentioned someth·
tell me about on h. mg about Ganda custom, I would like you
e t mg A • • .
familv to explain 10 th
•
gam ll 1s Ganda custom here for the
the d~th of your mothe m~urners tl~ecause of death. May I know how
er was explained at the grave side?
to

LURDES:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
LCRDES

DR. MAKUBUYA:
DR LUYOMBYA:

LURDES:

The husband of my sister
time my mother d • d d . as he was the one who was present at the
ie • ehvered a short speech at the grave side.
Do you remember the gist of his speech?
He told the people that the soldiers had been brought in the area on the
18th. He went on and s ·d th
•
ai
e peop1e m the area had run away because
there were_a lot of shooting. He told the people that when those people
were runrung away they could not follow the roads, they used to go in
the b~sh but all the members of his family run away. The husband of
my s_iste~thoug~t that my mother could not run through the bush and
th~t if this soldier saw her, he could, at least be sympathetic with her
bemg an old lady. My mother remained in the room where she used to
stay and the husband of my sister did not run away but he stayed
nearby to see what would happen to my mother; but he did not also
dare to stay in the house he hid himself somewhere but outside.
During the night there were gun-shots all over the area, if there were
only two gun-shots he would have known that they are the ones which
killed my mother. At day break the following day, he stealthily went
to the room where my mother was staying and when he looked inside
he saw my mother lying down. He could not go near the body because
in Kiganda custom my mother as an in-law. He slowly went to a
neighbour who did not run away known as Joseph Mbidde who gave
evidence here. When Joseph Mbidde came to the scene he saw the
body as he narrated to this Committee and he remained there. He went
on and said that it was Joseph who helped him to wrap up the body and
later on he said that; I also arrived at the scene - that when the sister
arne she is the one who brought the body so that it could be buned
~ere. and he told the people that they were looking after the deceased
for the last ten years. That is the gist of his speech.
Thank you.
.
few uestions for you as well and my name is Dr
Sister, I have a
q
from Gogonya on a pick-up you said that
L mbya When you came
.
uyo
•
Kale' • and eventually reached Kakin: to me that term
you tried to go to
m
· but what did you mean?
, tried' may have some deeper mearung

. I tried is that, it is because I was told that we
The reason why I said Kakiri then I decided to try at least to reach
will not be able to reach
,
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somewhere. I first met a road-block at Kasubi then at N
there was a road block, at Nansana there was one' and I thought
amungoo
. na
1
go as far as Nansana, but I decided to go on but I did not mee~ouJct
person on the way we were alone on the road. There w
. any
d
•
as
ne1the
pe _estnan nor a cyclist and you could hardly see anybody in the hous r
which were near the road. Before I reached Kakiri I m
es
tl
ho was walking
• on foot and was coming from Kak· et· .one
gen
eman
w
I k
• where he was coming from and he replied that IT!
as ed htm
h Side·
•
f
Kak'
•
•
e was
conung rom
m; I asked bun whether I could also be allowec1
reach Kakiri and whether I would leave Kakiri safely The ma to
• as r wasn told
me that he had reached that place through foot-paths but
to collect the body of my mother I decided to go ahead becauseeager
1
sure if I had not gone to collect the body, it would have been remo:
from that house and thrown in the forest as it was the order of the d
at that time. So, on that strength I told the driver to go ahead and th?
eventually I reached Kakiri Trading Centre as I told you. That is whn
I used the expression "I tried" because of-the hardships at that time y
DR. LUYOMBY A:

LURDES:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

LURDES:

At any of those road-blocks, did you witness any tortures to any other
person?
As one comes he is first stopped at a distance when they are searching
the others who are ahead. After those people have been searched then
you are told to come near the road-block, so I could not see anybody
who was being tortured. But myself I was being stopped at every roadblock.
Sister, we have heard various versions of wounds on the body of your
mother; I would request you to remember very clearly so that you can
assist in this. Mr. Sseninde told us that there was one wound on the
right side of the neck, and that would tend to agree with one of the
wounds you described. Your sister, Mrs. Kateregga, told us that she
saw a small wound in the right ancillary and a big wound on the left
side of the chest, and you yourself say that you saw two small wounds
on - (Interiection) - okay, two round wounds like that of a bullet; on
the wounds you saw, was there scorching - as if there was fire round
those wounds burning?

On that occasion I wanted to ascertain the cause of death of my mother
because I had no fear at that time. When the bark cloth was removed
from the dead body, I together with my sister came near the dead body,
and I was able to see because there was a big gas lamp. When I could
not see properly in the chest due to much blood which had clotted. I
asked for a piece of cloth and removed the blood.
When I had
completely removed the blood I noticed a wound on the right side of
collarbone. I had completely removed the blood, but if my friends saw
a wound somewhere here below, I do not think the blood coming out of
this wound would have covered the front side of the chest; that is what
I saw. But the others had fear at the scene, but when I had taken the
body I had no fear and I was eager to see. My sister was crying all the
time and when she was trying to enter into the house she was
prevented, mayb_e, she was unable to see properly; and when I saw the
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blood at th
.
c scene h"
It m the che.st.
w •eh was coming
• th
0

1

rough the bark cloth I noticed

DR LUYO 1BYA:

kay Sister I
'
from yo
, et me go back
..
u He talked
to what Le
hke to go beyond I< ~f. suffering of
gal Counsel tried to establish
were there any suft~lrl. You in yo~;°;'le f~om Kakiri. but I would
can tell Comm1· . ermgs, any atro . . xpenence durmg those years
ss1on?
c1t1esto human bemgs
•
• you'
which

LURDES:

My Lord. you know
another one this bu ho_w_
things work out·
•
•
knew that all th
t of different versio
• one might say this and
e people at Kakiri h d ns. But when I was at Kisubi I
I
.
a run away.
am not
•
· interested
experience,
wheth m what you were told but I am
•
yourself al
er you saw any sun .
askmg for your own
.
. . one but any oth
_ermgyourself: not concernin
pansh, m the village aroun/r people m the neighbourhood, in you~

DR. LUYOMBY A:

er

•

LURDES

I lwill repeat the same word that I •
p ace at Kisubi God ke t
Just heard about them because at our
soldiers came in the
P us safely during those six y~s
No army
l ast two days when convent
wher
•
the war
ewe were staying; except during the
Saturday, when we saw the so~~r about to end, that was Friday and
to the places where
s. It was not even our practice to go
military detach near owe lcould hear of any atrocity. There was a
ur Pace at 13 mil al
others were at two diffi
es ong Entebbe road and the
1
that way I never witn~::t paces
but_they stopped at our place. So, in
them.
any suffermg personally but I just heard of

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN

We are sorry
Sister Lurdes , thank you very much for your evidence.
•
that you ha~e. had to recall the sad story about the death of your
mother, but 1t 1s necessary for our inquiry. Thank you very much, you
may go back to your busy office now.

LURDES:

Thank you very much, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN

Counsel, it is now ten to two o'clock; may be, it is appropriate time to
break for lunch, and in the meantime I hope you will arrange the
programme we will work for in the afternoon, if there is such a
programme.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, there was a new case which was supposed to be opened
today, it is from Bukomero; but because yesterday we were not in town
here, we could not go to fetch the witnesses and arrangements are
being made just today to go to Bukomero and get these witnesses. In
this particular case I think we are closing, at this stage there was a
witness who was supposed to come but I think most of what he was
supposed to say has been said by other witnesses, we :an do without
him. So, this afternoon the people from Bukomero will not be here
and, therefore, I think we shall not have these witnesses today and
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probably it will be tomorrow when they arc brought by the h.
vc tcle
sent there.

• h 1s hcmg
•
\\' I11c
CHAIRMAN:

Vt•ry well then, in which case the Commission will be adjourned until
9.30 a.111. tomorrow the 12th of March, 1987.
CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen and Learned Counsels, let us
proceed now to start the Session of today, 12th March, 1987. It is now
10.10 a.m. later than even by usual standard due to transport problem

.

COUNSEL:

.

My Lord Chairman, Gentlemen and Commissioners, we intend to start
a new case but I am not sure whether we have today all the witnesses
material to this case because we had problem of transport and most of
these witnesses were supposed to be fetched from Bukomero and
Mityana. Fortunately we have one witness who has arrived from
Mityana side but not the other witnesses from Bukomero side that is
the Kampala/Hoima Road.

My Lord Chairman, this case concerns the kidnapping of one Situuke
Assistant Cooperative Officer who was working in Bukomero area that'
is Kiboga Sub-county allegedly at a political rally held at Bukomero
and kidnapped and eventually the man is supposed to have been killed
eventually. This was done by the then Minister of Agriculture Samuel
Mugwisa. My first witness I have is Mr. George Albert Kalanzi who
attended this meeting.

CHAIRMAN

He is witness number?

COUNSEL:

70th I think.

CHAIRMAN:

No, 71st.

COUNSEL:

7lst? I thought I was still at Masaka.

WITNESS NO. 71: MR. GEORGE ALBERT KALANZI SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you please state your name, age, what you do and live?

KALANZI:

·1 am George Albert Kalanzi, I live at Mityana, I am a farmer, I am 67
years.

COUNSEL:

You say you live in Mityana, that is the place where you live?

KALANZI:

It is where I live and I am working as Chairman of Wamala
Cooperative Union.

CHAIRMAN:

What Union?

KALANZI:

Wamala Growers Cooperative Union.
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coU. 'SEI:

... -\LA TZJ:

Ht,w long ha\'c .
) ou been m M
ltyana Mr. Kalami'l
It •ts Where I ,
•
\\ as horn and . .
it is Wher• I.
.
D'd .
c ,1m workmg today.
'.. ) ou attend schonl
.
thts pre..,ent I
and dtd )'nu wo k
P ace?
r somewhere else other than at

I studied at M'
Uyana later 1
~rorn there in 1946. I was g~-ent to Budo from where I joined the war.
":ibaka' s G
• t\ en the post 0 f A •
' •
O\'ermnent
L
•
sststant Accountant in the
l\l Ityana and later I w~nt a~r I was appomtcd Gombolola Chief of
Later I went to Britain f to tukono_Sub-county as a gomholola chief.
obtained a diploma in Pu~;i; ~~d)'. ~n poltt1cal administration where I
to study Local Gov
mm,stration. Later I went to Nigeria
Gombo/o/a Chief 0 ;rKrunemaffairs. 1 came back and I was appointed a
f
asawo Later I
•
o then Mukulu wa K.ibu a W
. was appomted Gombolola Chief
status of Municipaltt gl • hen tlus Gombolola was promoted to the
Municipality.
y
became the first Town Clerk of Mengo

COUNSEL:

When was that?

KALANZI:

In 1960.

COUNSEL:

That is in 1962 after independence?

KALANZI:

I became Gombolola Chief in 1960 and the Municipality was created in
I 962 • In 1966 during the Kabaka' s crisis I was arrested and taken to
Luzira where I spent two years. When I was released I started farming
and that is what I am doing up to now.

COUNSEL:

Have you got other responsibilities other than the one with Wamala
Union?

KALANZI:

I am on the Board of Directors of the Cooperative Bank and I am one
of the Directors of the Uganda Cooperative Transport Union and at
home I am the Treasurer of RC.2.

COUNSEL:

Some time in early 1980s, did you attend a political rally at Bukomero?

KALANZI:

I remember very well that we were invited from Mityana as. W~unala
Union because we had a ranch at KyanKwanzi in Kiboga sub-d1stnct l
went wit• h Ahm a d Swahib Lubega who was the Secretary Manager now
he is the General Manager to attend the rally.

COUNSEL:

KALANZI:

Who invited you?
. .
te to us telling us that the M1mster of
The District Corrumss10ner wro lly there and that all people who had
•
to address a ra
Agriculture was
.
h d to attend because we had there a
properties in that pa_rt1cular area a
ranch at Kyankwanz1.
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KALANZI.

COUNSEL:

Did you undcr1-tandtl1cMinister who was going to address rally?
Yes. I did because we were informed of him before and he was the
who addressed the rally. There were two Ministers the other
one
One was
1'1 M
n r.
wondha who was the Deputy Minister of Local Government.
Who was the Minister of Agriculture that was there?

KALANZI:

He was Mr. Samuel Mugwisa.

COUNSEL:

Had you known Mr. Mugwisa before?

KALANZI:

I know him as a person and as a Minister.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him as a person?

KALANZI:

He was a resident of Mityana.

COUNSEL:

Before that meeting, how long had you known him?

KALANZI:

For a long time as a resident of Mityana and by the time he was
appointed Minister we knew him.

COUNSEL:

You have said for Wamala Union you went with Mr. Swahib Lubega?

KALANZI:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Did the rally take place?

KALANZI:

Yes, it did.

COUNSEL:

Was it attended by many people?

KALANZI:

Yes, many people attended.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember any of those who attended?

KALANZI:

I remember the then District Commissioner Mr. Mulala Atenyi was
there and so many others whom I cannot remember now.

COUNSEL:

This Bukomero, was it a village, trading centre or what is it?

KALANZI:

It was a trading centre with sub-county there and that is where the
meeting took place - that is where the rally took place.

COUNSEL:

Do you know why this rally took place in this place addressed by
Mugwisa, was it his constituency to your knowledge?

KALANZI:

It was his constituency.
When he was addressing the rally his
emphasis was on fighting bandits in the area. I remember him having
said that all people who were on the northern side on Kampala/Ho1ma
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coUNSEL·

1'.ALAN7I:

Road were all band·
that side Which h Its. We Started to i
e had mentioned b . ear because our ranch was on
Having
• identified
•
eing the base of the bandits.
that
did he sa
. . area as the "B
..
Y anYthing in connecr10
. ayeekera area, what did he say
n Withthat?
'
He said that all the residents t
here Werealso counted as bandits.

COUNSEL:

Was there any remedy

KALANZI:

suggested for dealing Withthe bandits?
He told the people that eve b
the Government where theyryare.
Ody should report the bandits and inform

COUNSEL:
KALANZi:

was

a?

MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

What happened during this meeting?
People started reporti
th
O
M
•
ng
ers that such and such was a bandit to
1
u~wisa
and remember one case involving one man who was the
t
AssiS ant Cooperative Officer whose name was Situuke who was
reported that he was using his tractor to take foOdto the bandits and he
was broug~t before the gathering. Minister Mugwisa asked him why
he was ~aking food to the bandits? Situuke denied the allegation that he
was taking food to the bandits. Then Mugwisa ordered a soldier to
take him aside and that he would handle his case later.
You say that Situuke was reported, can you remember by whom?

I did not know his name by the manwas a resident of Bukomero. The
Minister himself because he knew that I had been detained by the
fonner UPC Government he told me straight away in public that you
Kalanzi, if you help bandits I am the one who will collect you from
your home personally.

COUNSEL:

Was it an advice or what was it?

KALANZI:

May be it was an advice to prevent me from joining the bandits.

COUNSEL:

What did you say?

KALANZI:

I said, okay Sir. Later, the people dispersed and the rally ended. That
is what happened there.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to follow what happened to Situuke later?

KALANZI:

I did not because I was not concerned
. but later I heard that Situuke
from that day had never been seen agam.

COUNSEL:

When you say you hear d ' from whom?

KALANZI:

Lazalo who infonned me that since that
There is an elderlf m:i ~~~~ever been seen again.
•
meeting or rally S1tuu e

COUNSEL:

tails about this Lazalo please?
Would you l 1·ke to tell us more de
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K I

'.ll

He i.; ngcd between 70 nnd 80 ,
,
Church of U '
.
) cnrs. he "ns n c.itcchist nt Buko
mfo
.
ganda. he I~ t'Clmed to mv wife and 1
n1cr\1 111
l nnnt10n when he had come to visit us ut home- nt ~1~1c1gnvc me the
n

Vl\n,1,

\\'here does he reside this Lnzalo''
He lh cs at Bukomcro.

COU 'SEL:
Did you know where Situukc u~ed to live befotc he wn:s llrrc ted/

K LANZI:

13

~Vl tkl knew '''ll!- thnt he was working a~ Assistant Cooperntive Offi
m 8 u omcro.
•cer

COU SEL:
~id Laz..'lll,giw you the impression that he knew Situukc very ,
!us home'l
"c 11and
KALANZI:

COUNSEL:
KALANZI:

COUNSEL:

Yes. he seemed to know him but what brought that affn ·
.
•
.
.
.
,r in our
com• ersation
\\ as that he had a tear tint
smce l\tugwisa Jta·•
•
•
, •
u ment,one(!
me m pubhc that he could do any harm to me So when he can,e
1o my
l
d.
1ome we 1scussed the matter among other thm~s. and that is wltc h'
'
f'
S
•
n l IS
af"1a1ro 1tuuke came in.
Do you know the wife of Situuk.c?

I do not know her.
Perhaps you have been summoned before this Conmussmn because it
was known that you had attended that rally and mainly you were called
because of that incident of Situuke. But having come before the
Commission you have given us an impression that you are a prominent
resident in Mityana.

KALANZI:

I am not very prominent but I am only a resident in Mityana.

COUNSEL:

And would you like to take this opportunity you have been gi, en to
appear before the Commission to tell us what you know about , 1olat1on
of human rights in your area by the period you have heen there if any'?

KALANZI:

Yes, there were acts of violation of human rights hut some l heard l
did not see but there is a peculiar incident which l can tell the
Commission.
One day there was an operation mounted h) the then
Saza Chief Mukwenda, Mr. Mukalazi; he went with his soldiers to the
·villages near Ssekanyonyi - (Interjection) -

MR. KAWANGA:

Excuse me, I want to get this one.
askaris or Saza askaris?

KALANZI:

I only heard of askaris but I did not know whether they were sl,ldier-.
or the Administrative police.

CHAIRMAN:

So you did not see them? You did not see the
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Were they soldiers or Gombolola

askarisor soldiers·>

i,: \l A.NZI:

COl'~SFL:

KALANZI:

CHAIRMAN:

m our
tioned

MR KALANZI:

CHAIRMAN:

l did not see them bu
\\'ho know b
. t I arn only tellin h
a out tt.
g t at I heard but there are people
What we need .
, is1ted ft
.is really incidents wh· h
•
a er this operation
.. ic you have witnessed. If you
v1s1tedthe area and You c • you visited this area you can tell us you
an tell us Whatyou saw there.
I went to the place h
•
w ere these p I
was estimated that these eo
eop e were murdered afterwards. It
brought from their villa p pie were between 25 and 32 They were
Serwanga.
ges before the then late District Commissioner
I am sorry to go back on .
th
brought before the Di t . C is•. ~ere you present when they were
s net omnuss1oner?
I was not present and r

•

.

mentioned It before that I was not there.

Mr. Kalanzi the proced

h
.
kn
'
ure we ave here 1s that you tell us what you
h ow personally and what you saw. So you are going to tell us about
t e scene what you found there not what had happened and you only
heard about them·
'

KA.LANZI:
When I Went to the scene there was a lot of bad smell from the dead
bodies and I saw some decomposing bodies.
se it

led
the

COUNSEL:
KALANZI:

How many bodies did you see or you estimated were they?

I saw only two on roadside but I could not go further because others
were in the bush. The place is called Myanzi. Other acts were the
regular ones concerning the soldiers stealing our property which I do
not think they are important.

CHAIRMAN:

MR. NAGENDA:

No, if you know of any they are not unimportant, they are important.
Tell us what you know all of them which you passed your knowledge
of, did you witness any being done to anybody's property?

Mr. Chairman, before we leave Mr. Nyanzi's story, when you saw
these rotten bodies by the side of the road and by smell from other
bodies, surely it was only na~al for you to as~ people who were there
why these bodies were there, did you ask them.

KALANZI:

I had already heard that these people were brought from the D.C's
office.

la

MR. NAGENDA:

And then of what had they died?

KALANZI:

They were beaten to death·

MR. NAGENDA:

How were they put to death?

KALANZI:

That I do not know·
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C'OllNSEL:

You said there was an operation in Sekanyonyi area?

KALANZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you seem to say that there are people who actually witnessed th·
do you know any of those who witnessed this?
ts,

KALANZI:

I remember a man called Wilson Kafeero who informed me.

COUNSEL:

Kafeero of where?

KALANZI:

He lives at Mityana.

COUNSEL:

Who was there? .

KALANZI:

He was there and witnessed. There is another driver who was working
for Wamala Union whose name I do not remember now but I know him
who was one of those who took those people where they met their
death.

COUNSEL:

Is he still employed by Wamala Union?

KALANZI:

Yes, he is still with us.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting the vehicle which was used belonged to Wamala
Union?

KALANZI:

That I do not know very well but what I know is that he was our
driver, I do not know whether he was arrested and forced to take the
people there or he drove another vehicle.

COUNSEL:

Would you be in a position to assist us to get in touch with the driver?

KALANZI:

Yes Sir.

COUNSEL:

As you heard from the Chairman of this Commission saying that even
things of taking away people's properties is part of this Commission to
find out.

.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Before we leave this incident the witness saw two bodies himself at the
scene of murder, can he describe the state besides the smell which was
around, can he describe to this Commission the state of the bodies he
saw?

KALANZI:

When one goes to a place where there are rotten bodies, it is very
difficult for one to take time to examine them because of the smell, I
only went there to see them and I did not take time to examine those
bodies.

COUNSEL:

This question of taking people's property by whom?
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~Al \NZI

CHAIRMAN:

KALANZI:
CHAIRl\fAN:

Those affairs
they took
arc very difficult to c
.
travelli
my W~tch the other da xplain, for instance, myself one day
th
~g and this happened
Y ~hey took my money while I was
e soldiers who were involve:~ny times I cannot tell the Commission
May be y
ou cannot but the f
whether they were sold"
act that your watch was taken you tell us
but all the same yo~ ten'::· you a~e not expected to know their names
where It happened and when and how?
Three times we were sto ed
.
PP at Myanzi and my money was taken.
Let us start with the first tim
at a time.
e, let us record them chronologically one

KALANZI:

The first time I was with h
all told to get O t f th ot_er passengers in a public vehicle we were
u o e vehicle at Myanzi.

CHAIRMAN:

Who ordered you to get out of the vehicle?

KALANZI:

It was a usual order that when you reach a road-block you have to
come out.

MR. KA W ANGA:

So there was permanent road-block at Myanzi?

KALANZI:

Yes• When we reached that place on that day we were all ordered to
come out and all our properties we had the soldiers took them as they
wished and that is when my money was taken.

CHAIRMAN:

How much money?

KALANZI:

I want to tell this Commission that I do not remember the amount
otherwise I would be lying you but the fact is that they took my
money. Another time also at Myanzi they took my watch and money.
The other times which I cannot recall when I used to go to Kampala,
these soldiers used to take things from the passengers including my
money and my property. I cannot remember how many times these
soldiers robbed us.

COUNSEL:

So you are just saying so many times?

KALANZI:

So many times.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, that is the end for this witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr

Kalanzi, you mentioned the crisis in 1966 when_you were T?wn
fM
and you said you were taken to Luz1ra and remamed
Clerk o
engo
?
there for two years, what was the charge.

•

KALANZI:

It was a detention.

R. NAGGENDA:

Why?
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NZf

It was because I was working with the Kahaka's Government.

MR. NAGFNDA:

You mean everybo<.lywho worked for Kabaka's Government was tak
to Luzira and remained for two years?
en
KALANZI:

The reason was that the whole affair happened in my area where I was
the Town Clerk.
MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

Where exactly?
The Kabaka's palace was in my area.
But were you ever charged, did they say that you were responsible fo
what happened at the Lubiri?
r
They accused me of being involved in the affairs because I was the
Gombolola Chief of Mukulu wa Kibuga Sub-county and Town Clerk
how could such crisis have happened in my area therefore I was
involved and I was arrested from my home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who arrested you?

KALANZI:

The Police.

MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:
MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

MR. NAGENDA:
CHAIRMAN:

MR. NAGENDA:

KALANZI:

Was there a detention warrant signed by anybody?
I did not see it but all the same I was taken.
Were you ever brought to court?
No, they did not. There was no court but there was a tribunal.
Were you charged by a tribunal?
They did not but they used to call us and take us before the Tribunal
and asked us whether we had something to say.
Who sat on these tribunals?
May be if I can enlighten the Commission. Under the Detention Public
Order and Security Act presumably under which these people were
detained, there is a provision for tribunals which reviews the cases of
each detainee from time to time. It is not a court it is just to review
and make recommendations in respect of a particular detainee with
regard to state of health whether one should continue to be detained or
not.
Very good. Who was the Minister of Internal Affairs at the time when
they came and arbitrarily took you away?

It was Bataringaya.
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K \l A, '21:

Who was the Head 0 f S
tate?
It was Obote.

MR- NAGENDA:

You think. While '-'ou
"" h
J
Were there
•Or t ese two years you Werethere?
• were you very well treated at Luzira

KALANZI:

I have not understood

.MR NAGENDA:

KALANZI:

h
' w at tyPe of treatment when you are in prison?
I mean were you give t
.
were you given med· . n ood, _water, did you have bathing facilities
icine, that kind of thing?
I got food although I did not like the tyPe
and we were treated when we fell . k
• We were given a blanket
SIC .

MR NAGENDA

.KALANZI:

Were you moleSted in any way? Were you physically molested?
No Sir .

MR. NAGENDA:
Let us ~ove on to 16 years to this rally which was held in Bukomero.
You said that Mr. Mugwisa said that all the people in the northern side
of the Kampala/Hoima Road were bandits?

KALANZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

He also asked people to report people who were bandits. But surely
you do not have to report that somebody is on the northern side, people
just go to the northern side and find a bandit. So did he say anything
further about those people who lived on the northern side of the road
what would happen to them?

KALANZI:

He said that the Government was going to eliminate them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just by living on the northern side of the road?

KALANZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

you said that the Minister remembering that you had been ~e~ained
before by UPC and he turned round onto you and said Kalanz1 if you
help bandits I will personally fetch you myself?

KALANZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

• •
• ulture. We had a report in evidence that a witness
As Mm1ster of Agne
. t people that he will come and fetch
overheard Mr. Mugwisa say mg ~ his Kakonde Estate and let you
you from your home take you o . ?
•
d'd
disappear,
1 you also hear about this.

KALANZI:

d. d
t know ab ou t th e discussions but . Mugwisa at one time
I I no
I d'd not go because I was sick.
summoned me but
I
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MR. NAGENDA:

Summoned to where?

KALANZI:

He summoned me to Kakonde.

MR. NAGENDA:

At the Union was there fighting for jobs, What sort of people?

KALANZI:

It was there.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is very interesting I think we have to hear about it. Wh • nd
fight was this for jobs, who ventured this state?
at ki of

KALANZI:

The whole affair was political. The UPC people wanted t d •
the Union taking all the posts on the Board and its ; 0 ;:mate
Management.
and

MR NAGENDA:

Did they succeed in doing this?

KALANZI:

They failed.

MR. NAGENDA:

How? Did you have guns how did you fight?

KALANZI:

In the Society Movement the members are supreme. So Mugwisa
wanted the UPC to t~e ove~ all the posts but the membersdid not
want so what . ~ugwisa did_ was to organise his own primary
cooperative societies but dunng the General Meeting he was not
successful.

MR. NAGENDA:

During the same evidence when we heard that you had to be taken to
Kakonde to disappear, we were told that these two men I can remember
somebody called Swahib and Lubowa were the people that Mr.
Mugwisa was going to give your jobs, your particular job was goingto
go, Mr. Lubega's job was going to go and his Assistant whose nameI
have forgotten I have got it in evidence. Did you hear about this?

KALANZI:

I heard it from rumours.

MR. NAGENDA:

At this rally which you went to in Bukomero what was the atmosphere
like, was it friendly, was it jovial, was it happy?

KALANZI:
MR. NAGENDA:
KALANZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

I<A

The Situation was tense. I cannot explain it but there was fear.
What was the fear due to?
At that rally there were many soldiers and at that time as there was a
war and here is a Minister who says that all the people on the other
side are bandits and the government soldiers are determined to fight the
bandits, so you see somebody had to fear!
What about Mr. Mugwisa himself, what was his tone; was he friendly
to the people, did he make them feel at home or what happened?
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MR

M

MR K •\I ANZI:

MR NAGENDA:
KALAN7I:
MR. NAGENDA:

,KALANZI:

MR NAGENDA:

I cannot say that I
h . .
le Was ha h
c \\ as like somebod
rs • may be it .
I will do this.
Y who was giving ~rd is thc way how he talks; but
er that if you do not do this,
So, would you say th .
at 1s was threatening?
Yes.

Was it an isolated case· h
man and was his style ,th::: you been to other ralhes addressed by this
me at these other meetings?
I have said that may b h
ran· th ·
'
e, t at is how h
ies at is how he used to talk.
e was created, even in other
you see, I ask you this b
ecause you are not
.
a very celebrated member of
a man m the street, you are
threatened by his spee h h your are~, and if you yourself felt
Commission. Now
c t e~ we will take it seriously as a
Atenyi, who has bee'nyboe~menht_ioned
the D.C., I think Mr. Mulala
1ore t 1s Commi •
d'
go on operation to you kn
. SSIO~; 1d he also sometimes
'
r ow1edge, with soldiers?

KALANZI:

I did not know at any time.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he have occasion at this meeting at Bukomero to say anything?

KALANZI:

Yes, he is the person who welcomed visitors.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, you have told us that Mr. Mugwisa was threatening; was Mr.
Mulala also threatening?

KALANZI:

I do not remember how he talked, even his words, but what I
remember is that he was the one who received the visitors.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were you lucky enough to be at other rallies addressed by this District
Commissioner?

KALANZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay perhaps you remember other occasions; on these occasions was
the n'.c.threatening the people, friendly to the people or just neutral?

KALANZI:

I think he was doing as any civil servant would do, to inform the
people what the government wanted them to do.

MR.NAGENDA:

ou this is that we have it on evidence that this area of
T h e reason I as k Y
th' ·
d •
.
d M b nde was a very frightening place at 1s time: an m
M1tyana an
u e
'th h
•
• ·1 servants sometimes go along w1 w oever
such circumstances civ 1
.
•
d •
.
. .
le or sometimes they stand against 1t: an smce
else 1s terronsmg peop ,
•
d
full icture of what happened m your areas an you
we want to ~~t a
p
I would like to ask you again. would you
are in a position to tell us,

not

r.
r

to

eI

re

a

r
e

y
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say_that Mr. Mulala at all times, to your knowledge, behaved lik
c1v1Iservant and that is all?
ea
1R KALANZI:

I think he was behaving as the government wanted him to d

o.

MR NAGGENDA:

Would you say that the government wanted to terrorise people?

KALANZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that he behaved in the way government wanted hi
behave in this category?
m to

KALANZI:

I have no conclusive evidence to the effect that he misbehaved.

MR. NAGENDA:

Right, I am corning to my last question, since you know this Bukome
• we II and you had a farm there, have you ever heard ro
area qmte
of
somebody called Dr. Ssebuliba?

KALANZI:

I knew him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Quite well?

KALANZI:

I knew him as a medical doctor and at the same time he stood for the
Democratic Party in that side in 1980 election.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you know that happened to him after that?

KALANZI:

I heard that after the election he went into exile.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he lose all his property?

KALANZI:

I do not know anything concerning that affair.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Kalanzi, thank you for having come forward to give your evidence
which has thrown light on this case which the Commission is inquiring
into. Thank you.

KALANZI:

Thank you very much, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

My Lord the position is that the other witnesses have not amved from
' so in the circumstances I thmk
•
• • should
Bukomero,
the Comm1ss1on
adjourn.

CHAIRMAN

For how long or until when?

COUNSEL:

Well, my Lord, I am not in a position.

CHAIRMAN

Are they likely to arrive by this afternoon?

COUNSEL:

They may, they may not. It could be any time, may be, we could come
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CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

unto
CHAIRMAN

mero
of

d

t

Counsel. it seems it m·1ghtb
1
b
e too o f • •
v.··11
e here this aftern
P tmtStic to expect that the witness
unfortunately, until tom oon. I t~ink the best thing is to adjourn
9.30 a.m. tomorrow
orrow morning. So, we shall assemble here a~

CHAIRMAN

Commissioners, Counsel
morning's Session.
' Ladies and Gentlemen, let us start this

COUNSEL:

Sarah Ssituuke.

~SS

the

ce
g

here again at 2 30
here. Because ~he P.m. or tomorrow• defi .
fetching them -r ~roblem is that th'
tnitely tomorrow they will be
• , hts w·
ey Were not
h
Mityana side wh· • 1tness was abl
aware t at they were
tch is a different are
to come because he is from
L
a rom Bukomero
et me take some con
.
•
sultattons from th C
. .
e omm1ss1oners
They only saw th.
.
•
w
ts Witness today th .
ent to Bukomero.
' at IS, they pa5sed Mityanaand then

N0. 72 : SARAH NALONGO SITUUKE- SWORN

COUNSEL:

Would you state your names, please?

SITUUKE:

Sarah Nalongo Situuke.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

SITUUKE:

I live at Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

This is in Kiboga sub-county, Mubende District.

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been at Bukomero?

SITUUKE:

I have lived in Bukomero for all my life.

COUNSEL:

you are working as a teacher!

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

In which school?

SITUUKE:

Bukomero Primary School.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you

SITUUKE:

For three years·

been at Bukomero Primary School?
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COUNSEL.

SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:

\\'hat kind of n teacher nre you?
Licensed Teacher.
How did you acquire this name of Situuke'l
I got this name 'Situukc' when 1 got married to my husband
•

•s·

1tuuke'

And a.-.'Na Ion go' it means that you produced twins.

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

From Situuke?

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COl!NSEL:

When were you married to Edward Situuke?

SlTUUKE:

I got married to Edward Situuke on the 12th of March, 1973.

COUNSEL:

So now this is your anniversary. Was it yesterday!

MR. NAGENDA:

It was yesterday.

SITUUKE:

It would have been the anniversary but my husband died.

COUNSEL:

I see! Now, when you say that your husband died, when did he die'l

SITUUKE:

My husband was murdered at Bukomero on the 1st of November, 1981

COUNSEL:

Do you know where he was killed?

SITUUKE:

I was informed that he was killed after one week after he had been
arrested.

COUNSEL:.

So what you suggest is that he met his death at a prison?

SITUUKE:

I was informed that he was in prison.

COUNSEL:

Now do you know the circumstances under which your husband went
to prison?

SITUUKE:

I know some of the circumstances.

COUNSEL:

Please tell us.

SITUUKE:

My husband left our home after receiving a letter from the C~• • h'1m to go and meet his
operative Union where he was wor k •mg •mv1tmg
boss.

COUNSEL:

7
Now, did you see the letter or he told you he had recel\• ·ed a letter •
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C

s

sn·uuKE:

I saw the letter
husband had gon:;seJf because on the d
home With m
Kampala;but h. ay the letter was brought my
e.
on is return, he found the letter at
Did you reactth 1
'
e etter?

°

coUNSEL:
srrUUKE.

I read the letter

COUNSEL:

When did it come and

srruUKE•

Whatwas it about?
The letter was corn·

• f;0
•
ing from Co O
•
m ~mg my husband that the ·t perati~e.& Marketing Department,
Mugw1sa was going to h Id
hen Minister of Agriculture - Mr
the rally. He should not ob a ral~y and that my husband should attend
a sent hunself.

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

When was this rally to take place?
The rally began on the 26th of October.

COUNSEL:

So the letter stated the all
1981?
r Y would take place on the 26th October,

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, when your husband returned, did you infonn him about this. or
did you give him the letter?

SITUUKE:

When my husband returned, I gave him the letter.

COUNSEL:

Did your husband comply as requested in the letter? Did he go to
attend the rally?

SITUUKE:

Yes, he complied and went to the rally.

COUNSEL:

How about you?

SITUUKE:

I did not go. I remained at home.

COUNSEL:

How far was the rally to be from your home?

SITUUKE:

It is 7 miles from our home to Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

.
h
d' d your husband go - to that rally?
How did he go - ow 1

SITUUKE:

•
.
d then he got a vehicle. and went to
At first, he walked for a distance an
the rally.

COUNSEL:

Well, for that one we do not know.
rally.

SITUUKE:

Yes.
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He left by just walking to the

C'OllNSFL.

lfUUKE.

Now, what happened? Did he come back?

He did not come back.

COU 'SEL:
Had he told you he would not come back; he would go
else?
somewhere
SITUUKE:
He had nowhere to go. He was to return after the rally.
COUNSEL:
Now, on his failure to return from the rally, did you try to check
find out what had happened?
and
SITUUKE:
I ~as informed that my husband would not return because the rally w
gomg to last for two days: on the 25th and on the 26th. But at b as
5.00 p.m. on the 26th, I received information that my husban; ~ut
been arrested.
ad
MR NAGENDA

SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:

co

A point of clarification. Earlier you said the rally started on the 2 th
6 ·
Are you now saying it started on the 25th?
Yes, it started on the 25th.
So you are suggesting that he left your home on the 25th.
Yes, he left our home on the 25th.
And the Minister had tq address the rally on the 26th.
The Minister arrived at the rally on the 25th after which he wanted to
meet all workers in different departments on the 26th. That is why my
husband stayed behind.
No, you do not know really. You were not there -Mrs. Situuke.

SITUUKE:

I was not there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Counsel, clarification, please. In the letter which was sem co your
husband, was it stated in that letter that the rally was to last two dayson the 25th and on the 26th?

SITUUKE:

The rally was scheduled to start on the 25th maybe. later on it was
arranged for the Minister to meet the workers on the 26th.

COUNSEL:

Do you have the copy of the letter with you or the letter with you'l

SITUUKE:

There was nothing left in the home after my husband had been killed.

COUNSEL:

Okay let us leave this.

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me Counsel I am confused. \\'hat I want to know 1s that.
when he did not co~e back on the 25th was she told that the meeung
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s

Jg

.som \\ her\!

sITlJUKE:

was going on to th . 2
.
I I1 • k
• •
e 6th or cl•cl sl
.
t 10 that is unportant enough
ie st art getting worried on the 25th?
Some of the people

h
O

hushand would not t w
had attended the rally informed that my
re urn on th 2S h h
onto the 26th.
e t ; t at the meeting would continue

COUNSEL:
_, r0

check and

Right!

Now, on the 26th

husband
had been arrested.
•

COUNSEL:
e lhe rally was

Bur. at abour

th

..
at

is

When You were informed that your

Who informed you?

sITUUKE:
The

Assistant Co-operative Offi
.h
h
•
•
tcer
wit
w
workmg ts the one who Wrote to me and informedomme.my husband was

husband had
CHAIRMAN

Sorry, Mr. Interpreter, you went wrong there. There is a world of
difference between a Co-operative Assistant and Assistant Co-operative
Officer! You have mixed up the two.

on the 26th.
SITUUKE;

It is the Co-operative Assistant with whom my husband was working
who wrote to me and informed me about the arrest of my husband.
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:

wanted to
·s why my

e.

to your
o days -

it was

What is the name of the author of that letter?
It was Miss Bosses Ddungu and Iga Kayima.
You mean to say that the letter was written by two people'

SITUUKE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the first name?

SITUUKE:

Miss Bosses Ddungu.

MR. NAGENDA:

'
t s.?
Were they both Co-operative Ass1stan

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

In the letter -

CHAIRMAN

She was informed in wn·t·mg . Is it?

SITUUKE:

Yes, they informed me in writing.

COUNSEL:

when your husband had
? been arrested
I n the letter, were you •mformed
h. h he had been arrested
and the circumstances under w ic

SITUUKE:

d e that my hus band had been arre Sted at about 2.00
They informe m
h 26th.
on
that
same
day
t
e
.m.
P

?

Jed.

that,
ing

COUNSEL:

. ?
•
you who had arrested htm.
Did they mform
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SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:
COUNSEL:

They only informed me that he had been arrested but they did no
me who had arrested him. They only asked me to hurry u
t tell
Bukomcro.
P and go the
On receipt of the letter, what did you do?
On receipt of the letter, I looked for people who could stay in
h
to look after my young twins because by then they were 8 m myhsome
~
So I managed to get some people who accompanied me du
· ~•
•
.
nng
that
mght. Then the following day, I walked to Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

Where did you exactly go at Bukomero?

SITUUKE:

I went straight to Mr. Ddungu who was staying near the school.

COUNSEL:

Is this Ddungu one of those who had infonned you about the arrest of
your husband?

SITUUKE:

Yes, he is one of the people who wrote the letter.

COUNSEL:

Now, on reaching there, did you see him and did you talk with him?

SITUUKE:

Reaching there, I met him.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk with him?

SITUUKE:

I talked to him and he informed me that, while they were attending lhe
rally, my husband was arrested.

COUNSEL:

Did you inquire from him as to why he had been arrested and who had
arrested him?

SITUUKE:

He informed me that, when the rally was still going on, one gentleman
stood up and pointed to my husband and said, 'That one is the one
who is supplying food to the bandits.'

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SITUUKE:

After pointing at him, the soldiers who were present. removed him
from the crowd and put him into prison and started beating him

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he say the name of the person who stood up and pointed at your
husband?

SITUUKE:

They did not know him at that time but they just heard the voice.

COUNSEL:

Did they say point to him - you say pointing? In Luganda it cou~d be.
just pointing a finger or it could be naming somebody. What exactl)
did they tell you?

SITUUKE:

He pointed at him using a finger.
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C()t'

'Sl·L:

s1TUUKE:

hm

d.

coUNSFI:

that
sJTULKf

COUNSEL:
r of

sITUUKE.
COUNSEL:

SITUUKE:

e

Oka ...., y

J • ou Weretold h
find out the •
e was taken to . .
.
Prison Wherehe had b
Prison. Which prison? Did you
een taken?
There Was a buildin
.
were usi •
g Which Was a h ·
ng It as a prison\ .
Ospital at that time; the soldiers
Now, on receipt of th· . ~
husb d h
•s iniormation d.d
an ad been taken to kn
• 1 you go to the place where this
•
ow Whathad happenedto him?
Personally I did not g0
b t h.
to the place wh
u , w tie I was still there
ere my husband had been taken;
steps they had taken so far. • Mr· Iga came and he informed me what
Did Iga - Kayima inform
them?
you - whether your husband was till with
He informed me that my husband was still there.
Now why did you not ? y
.
Bu komero. Why did
. yougo·
ou
were
m Bukomero and he was in
not go?

I am unable to go there because, at that time, the soldiers were too
harsh and those people advised me not to walk about or try to go there.

COUNSEL:

So otherwise you feared soldiers.

SITUUKE:

I would not have feared the soldiers; but, since these three people had
already gone there, I did not see any reason why I should also go there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Counsel, the witness told us that, when Iga Kayima came, he told
her what steps they had already taken to find out about her husband.
Could we hear them?

SITUUKE:

He informed me that they had already approached the one who was incharge of that place.

COUNSEL:

So, on receipt of this information, what did you do?

SITUUKE:

I ended there and I went back home; after which, I went to Kampala to
inform our parents.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

The witness talks of somebody who was in-charge of the area. ls it a
police officer, pris~n warder?

COUNSEL:

d Ch •rman the reason why I am leaving this is that
You see, my Lor
.ai
' ive his arrangement. There are other
this witness r~ally did not ~l
what actually happened. So that is
people who will come and te us
why I have purposely left that out.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes!

SITUUKE:

That is why I went to Kamp
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ala to inform the parents of my husband

what had happened to us in Ssingo.
C'OUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

Where were your parents?
They were staying at Kisaasi.
Do you mean at Ntinda?
Yes.
And then you returned to your home, I suppose!
Yes I returned to my home.
Now what followed?
I went back to Bukomero and I was informed that they had approached
the officer-in-charge of that area, who had promised them that he
would first look into these matters and then he would take a decision.
Yes!
I went back home but I kept on receiving information and later on I
was asked to take some clothes for my husband because the ones he
had were full of blood, as a result of the beatings he received.

COUNSEL:

Did you take them?

SITUUKE:

Yes, I took the clothes and those which he was putting on were given
to me.

COUNSEL:

Did you look at them - examined them?

SITUUKE:

I looked at them and they were the very ones he was putting on the day
he left our home.

COUNSEL:

In what condition were they?

SITUUKE:

The were full of mud and blood.

COUNSEL:

Did you take them to your home?

SITUUKE:

Yes I took them at home and washed them.

COUNSEL:

Again, when you took them, you did not reach the prison.

SITUUKE:

I did not reach the prison because some other soldiers had been brought
in the area and we even used footpaths to reach that area.

COUNSEL:

When you talk about walking to Bukomero, it seems that your place ~f
residence is not actually Bukomero. Has it got a special name, please.
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SITllUKE:

It \\'as seven m·t

.
cs from
Bukomcro
•
village .IS .It?
I

COUNSEI

y

SITUlJKE:

The village is kno
wn as Namudctu.
This is Bukom
ero sub-county.
Yes.

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
DR LUYOMBYA:

cs. What

Clarification
pi
I .
• ease! Abo
c 0th tng? What date was it? ut what time did the witness receive this

SJTUUKE:

I remember it was Frid ay.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And how many da
ys after the arrest?

SJTUUKE:

He had been arrested on a F .d
already a Friday· but th ~ ay but when we got these clothes it was
those letters to Mubend ~y ad alr~ady known that had already sent
and th ey had promised te0 m connection with the arrest of the prisoner;
rep1Y to them on Monday.

COUNSEL:

Mrs. Situuke, just talk about h
things.
w at you know; do not talk about other

SITUUKE:

H~ was arrested on Friday and the clothes
Fnday - that is a Sunday week.
were given to me on a

COUNSEL:

Yes
• touch with your husband or with these
1 you get m
h ' aft er th·Is, ct·d
ot er people - Kayima and Ddungu?

SITUUKE:

Yes I got in contact with Ddungu.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SITUUKE:

On the following
Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SITUUKE:

When I reached the main road, I was informed that the bandits had
been fighting with the soldiers who had been at Bukomero at that time.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SITUUKE:

I approached a certain reverend and informed him about the situation
and I stayed there to wait for some other news.

COUNSEL:

Well, on this Sunday, did you reach Bukomero or you just stopped on

Sunday, very early m the morning, went to

the way to Bukomero?

SITUUKE:

I stopped on the way. I did not reach Bukomero.
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C'Ol'

T

El

lfl UKE

C'OU SEL
ITUUKE:
COU~SEL:
SITUUKE:

Sub,equemly. what did you do?
I stayed there and we could see people with wounds, others b •
on b1cycle . I also went back home and I informed the peo ething
Put
home.
P1e ere at
Yes!

SITU

cou

Eventually we decided to leave this home; we went to another home
due to fear that our hves could be in danger.
Yes!
The following day, we were informed that most of the soldiers had
been brought at Bukomero. So, through footpaths I managed to ru
away with my children to Bulemezi.
n

SIT

co

COl"~SEL:

So you deserted your home.

SITUUKE:

Yes I deserted the home.

COC.!'-;SEL:

Did you eYenrually return home?

SITUCKE:

Eventually. one boy with whom I was staying stealthily came back to
our home to see what had happened.

COUNSEL:

Yes. what did you receive?

C

SITUUKE:

On the first occasion. he did not report an)1hing to me because he was
unable to see anybody who came from Bukomero. Eventually we were
informed that. during the fighting they opened doors for the prisoners
who escaped.

s

COUNSEL:

That one we are not accepting. please. \\'hat did you do7

SITUUKE:

That time I stayed at Kapeeka waiting for any information.

COUNSEL:

Did you return to your home?

SITUUKE:

I was unable to return to my home.

COUNSEL:

Did you eventually return to your home?

SITUUKE:

Yes. eventually I returned to my home.

COUNSEL:

When?

SITUUKE:

I returned to my home after some time. and after knowing that my
husband had been killed.

COUNSEL:

When you say. 'some time'. was it say after a week, 1,-..·o weeks. l
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month!
SITllUKE:

I

I

ome after a month.

COl J\iSI L:

\Vhen you returned h
ome, what did you find?

SITUUKE:

When I returned to my h
was nothing in the house. omc, all the property had been stolen-• there

COUNSEL:

I see! How many ch"ld

STTUUKE:

I had four children with h'1m.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SITUUKE.

Another wife had 5 children at KampaIa.

COUNSEL:

Would you tell us the details about these children - your children.

SITUUKE:

All my children are at sch ool·, the last one 1s
. aged about five years.

COUNSEL:

What about the eldest?

SITUUKE:

The eldest is aged 10.

COUNSEL:

Which schools are they attending?

SITUUKE:

Two of them are attending Bukomero Primary School.

COUNSEL:

What about the two?

SITUUKE:

One of them attends Nakasero Primary School; the other one is in
Kiyinda Primary School.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the details of the other five?

SITUUKE:

I do not know the details concerning the other five.

COUNSEL:

How do you get support for your four children?

SITUUKE:

I use my hands; and with the money I get out of my job.

COUNSEL:

Is it easy job?

SITUUKE:

It is very difficult but I have nothing to do.

me

d

I returned to my h

COUNSEL:

.
t ren dtd your husband have?

Was your husband also a farmer?

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What was he farmmg •

•

?
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He had a banana plantation measuring about five acres
cattle and pigs.
• • And he hact
\Vhere were tJ1ese?

SITlJl.i"KE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
COUNSEL:

These were at Namuddu.
That is banana plantation and farming of cattle and pigs?

Yes.

\\'hen you came back after a month did you find these say th
and pigs there?
'
' e cattle

SITUUKE:

I did not find anything at home.

COUNSEL:

How many cattle did you have?

SITUUKE:

They were 13 old cows and four young ones.

COUNSEL:

How about pigs?

SITUUKE:

We had three big pigs; and another one which delivered after I had run
away.

COUNSEL:

Was your husband carrying a sort of mechanised farming? Did he
have, say, a tractor and so forth?

SITUUKE:

Yes, he had just received a tractor.

COUNSEL:

Did you find a tractor when you returned to your home?

SITUUKE:

Yes; some people had removed it and hid it somewhere I was able to
get afterwards.

COUNSEL:

Obviously you do not know who stole your properties when you were
away?

SITUUKE:

The herdsman informed me that while he was grazing the cattle, the
soldiers came and chased him away and they took the cattle.

COUNSEL:

Who was this cattle keeper?

SITUUKE:

He was Yokana Sempala, aged 13 years.

COUNSEL:

Did this Sempala tell you how the soldiers came? Did they come in a
vehicle; did they come walking?

SITUUKE:

He told me that they came walking; and they had spread all over the
place; and they took other cattle belonging to other people.

COUNSEL:

Since 25th October, 1981, you have not seen your husband?
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I have never •scc,1I11111.
.
coll

SEl:

You told us tIlat the letter I •
about the rally W". 1
w 11ch you received informing your hushand
.
uSl1atthera1t,
..
f
Agriculture.
) was to he addressed by the Mm1stcr o

sITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

This Minister

'

was he tl

le

M
ember of Parliament of your area?

sITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Since the arrest had I k
'd
a en place when your M.P. was addressing the
ra IIY, d 1 you not think • fi
It It to go and get any assistance from him?

SITUUKE:

I was unable to go there.

COUNSEL:

Because of the distance?

SITUUKE:

Becau~e of the distance and circumstances prevailing at that time; and
my children were sick at that time.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:

Earlier on you told us that your husband was killed one week after he
was arrested.

SITUUKE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But then later you said that you actually went and took his clothes one
week after he was arrested.

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that the day you took these clothes it was the day he
was killed?

SITUUKE:

No, he was still alive.

COUNSEL:

When was he killed.

SITUUKE:

I was informed that he was killed during the fighting which took place

e

on 1st of November.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you see, the problem is, if you went home on the 25th, a week
would be the 1st of November.

SITUUKE:

I think that is right.

COUNSEL:

So you proba bl y wen
but less?

t there not one week exactly after he was detained
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Yes, I went there after few days hut during the same week.

MR. NAGENDA.
Okay. Although a lot of hearsay cannot he admitted as ev·ct
•
• knowing what you heard about your •husbI ence
am
m
d' ' but I
I mtercsted
h
d
•
•
an
s death·•
w 1en you ear 1t; who told you and how 1t came about.

SITUUKE:
I was informed that he was killed on Sunday 1st of November.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you?

SlTUUKE:
There was one gentleman who received a boy who ran away fro h
prison.
rn t at

MR. NAGENDA:
SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:
MR. NAGENDA:
N. SITUUKE:

MR. NAGENDA:

SITUUKE:

Do you remember this gentleman's name?

He is called Mugenyi.

And who is the boy he sent to tell you?
Senkusu.
Did he tell you how they knew about this?
When that boy informed Mugenyi, Mugenyi took Senkusu to Kisaasito
his friends.
So when did you yourself know that your husband had been klllect:
what date; can you remember?
When my husband's parents knew this, they sent someone at Nakaseke
Hospital where I was with the sick children.

MR. NAGENDA:

You do not remember the date?

SITUUKE:

I do not remember the date.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Now I just put two small questions. When you started you said
that the letter from the Co-operatives asking your husband to go to tlus
rally, it said that he had to go and see his boss. Is that right?

SITUUKE:

To go to the rally and meet his boss.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who was this boss of his?

SITUUKE:

Samwiri Mugwisa.

MR. NAGENDA:

But Samwiri Mugwisa was not the boss of the Co-operatives and
Marketing Ministry. Was he?

SITUUKE:

He was the boss for the Agriculture and Co-operatives.
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M
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1R 'AGE 'DA
SITLlUKE:

MR ~AGENDA:

SITUUKE:

Was he? I thought he was

.
for Agriculture and Forestry?
What I re
.
•
memb er is
that he was his
. boss.
Okay. Now your youn
gest son is now five years old?
Yes.

MR. ~AGENDA:

So he was born after the twins.?

SJTUUKE:

They are the twins• who a re fi1ve.

MR. NAGENDA:

If they were 8 months in 0
years now or not - I have ctober, I 981, it means that they are about 6
five and a half.
not worked out my sums - maybe they are

SITUUKE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am very sorry about the ordeal you went through and about what you
have had to tell us about this.

CHAIRMAN

Mrs. Situuke. thank you for having had the courage to come forward
~d to have told us about the sad incident about your husband. It was a
pity that you have had to retell the story, but it is necessary for the
inquiry which we have to make. Now before you leave, 1s there any
assistance which you would request - I am not implying that we are
able to give any assistance or that the government is able to do so; but
there is no harm if you have any request which you can put forward
and which can be forwarded.

SITUUKE:

I pray for assistance because at present I am staying in government
quarters; any time I can be chased away; I have nowhere to stay.

CHAIRMAN

Do you want assistance for accommodation or - what other form of
assistance?

SITUUKE:

CHAIRMAN

SITUUKE:
CHAIRMAN
SITUUKE:
CHAIRMAN
SITUUKE:

I pray that I be assisted to get at least something out of which I can get
money to assist my children.
What about the tractor and land? Is the land still there - the farm - the
land has not been taken away?
The land is there but the tractor is not there.
Did he have a lease - the title deeds for the land?
Yes, he had one.
.
~ d now in your names as the widow?
Have you had it trans erre
.
h. arents have all these documents.
I have not done it because is p
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CH \IR 1 \N

'lTUUKE:

CHAIRMAN
SITUUKE:

CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

But ) 011 as the widow who have the children of your hushand
.
• Icd 10 some o t· Ius
• property.
you <Ire
cnt1t
I will contact the parents and see what to do.
Well, we will forward your request to the appropriate govern
department; I hope they will find some way of assisting you.
ment
I thank the Commission for having listened to my problems and I h
that some consideration will be taken.
ope
Thank you too for having come as I said earlier.

Thank you.

The next witness is Paul Mutabaazi.

WITNESS NO. 72: MR. PAUL MUTABAAZI- SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Could you state your name?

MUTABAAZI:

I am Paul Mutabaazi.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MUTABAAZI:

40 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

MUTABAAZI:

I live at Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

What do you do at Bukomero?

MUTABAAZI:

I am an askari for the Administration.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been working for the Administration?

MUTABAAZI:

15 years.

COUNSEL:

And when you say, Administration, do you mean Mubende District
Administration?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Have you in all these 15 years worked as a local administration police?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you before you joined the administration train for this work?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes, I was trained.

1400
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'SFL.

MVTABAAZI.
nt

cou

EL:

MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:

T

Where?
The training

was at Mubcnue I
leadquarters
What w I
•
as t le durar
ion of this training?
It lasted ~
•
•
or six months
And after the c
ompletion of th·
is course wh
In 1971 I
ere was your first postmg?
was posted to Buko
mero WhereI am at present
Are you suggestin th
Bukomero?
g at for the last 15 years you have been at

MUTABAAZI:

At times I was trans~
erred to other places.

COUNSEL:

When did you return to Bukome ?
ro.

MUTABAAZI:

I came back to Bukomero in July, 1986.

COUNSEL:

In 1981 where were you?

MUTABAAZI:

I was at Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

And when did you leave Bukomero?

MUTABAAZI:

I left Bukomero in November 1981.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the date when you left?

MUTABAAZI:

I left on 1st November, 1981.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

MUTABAAZI:

I went to Mubende Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember 26th of October, 1981?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes, I remember it.

COUNSEL:

Why do you remember that date?

MUTABAAZI:

I remember that date because it is one of the reasons why I have come
here.

COUNSEL:

ember and why you have come before this
Then tell us wh at you rem

Commission.
MUTABAAZI:

dat e to the fact that circumstances

I re member , on thhat d that is why I was summoned by this•
surrounding Situukes deat an
Wh at
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Commission.
COU 'SEL.

MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:

Well • you were summoned h h.
person by name Edward Ssit~u t is Commission.. Did _you know
sub-county?
kc of Namuddu village m Buk
a
•
omero
I knew him.
When did you get to know him?
The late Edward Situuke was the A .
.
area and that is where I was work" ss1stant Co-operative Officer of that
1~g.
In 1981, for how long had you known this Edward Situuke?
I had spent sometime in Bukomero and as he was an A .
operative Officer I knew him.
ss1stant CoNow, on 26th October was there a political rally in Bukomero?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes the rally was there.

COUNSEL:

Was it attended by many people?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes it was attended by many people.

COUNSEL:

What kind of rally was it?

MUTABAAZI:

This rally was convened by the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Mugwisa

COUNSEL:

Did you know Hon. Mugwisa in person?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him?

MUTABAAZI:

Previously I had seen him during the campaigns and I knew him.

COUNSEL:

Should we say he was a Member of Parliament representing your
constituency, that is Kalingu Bukomero?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes he was our MP at Bukomero.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have said he organized a political rally at Bukomero on that
day did you attend that rally?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes I attended the rally on that day.

COUNSEL:

Was it attended by other Government Officials you know?

MUTABAAZI:

Yes, they were there.
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COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:

er of thar
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:
l

Co-

MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

Was Ssituuke
Yes Ssituuke

one of those Wh
o attended

that rally?
was one of them.
Are you suggesting
you saw him
Yes, I saw hi
attending that rally?
m attending that rally.
Well, the ran
rally?
y was organized by Mu .
.
gw1sa, did Mugwisa attend the
Yes, Mugwisa attended th
e rally.
Did he speak at this rally?
Yes.
Were there other people who s
.
poke at this rally whom you remember?
Yes there were s
ome other politicians with whom he came.
Could you mention those you remember?
There

was

one called Kasirye, popularly known as 'Omwana

w'omuntu', (Son of man).
COUNSEL:

isa.

MUTABAAZI:

Yes?
There was one Mr. Bbosa belonging to Democratic Party: he also
attended the meeting.
'

COUNSEL:

Any other person?

MUTABAAZI:

I do not remember the others I only remember those.

COUNSEL:

Now, during this rally is there any incident which you remember that
happened? Or may be before I go to that can you tell the substance of
the address of the Hon. Minister?

MUTABAAZI:

The main point was concerning the situation prevailing at that time in
the area.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUTABAAZI:

In his speech, he said that UPC had lost 30 people and that ~et should
ot want to see any more death. And that 1f another
stop there they d O n
· h
·11
rter is killed from that area the people m t at_area w1 see
UPC suppod ' II
Many of the politicians were speak.mg about that
what woul 10 ow·
and nothing more.

COUNSEL:

Did Situuke speak at that rally?

ur
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MllTABAAZI.

Situukc did not speak at that rally.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us find out, if you can remember, what the other MP . •
Bosa.
said, Mr.
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

n11

COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:
COUNSEL:

MUTABAAZI:

co

Did Hon. Bosa speak at this rally?
Yes Bosa spoke at that rally.
What did he say? Do you remember what he said?
Yes I remember. Mr. Bosa was defending DP supporters because IJ
the allegations were labelled against DP supporters. In his seco~ct
speech he was answering Kasirye when he said that some DP
supporters said that they were robbed. Their votes were•stolen so h
was replying to Kasirye.
e
What reply did he give? Bosa, in reply to Kasirye Mayanja, what did
he say?
He replied that it was unlawful for a member of another party to can
another one to come and give a speech on the microphone.
You mean he was saying that it would cause a breach of peace in
making that confrontation, is that what you are suggesting?
May be as he was a politician he found out that it would bring a breach
of the peace.

COUNSEL:

Now did Ssituuke address the rally?

MUTABAAZI:

Ssituuke did not address the rally.

COUNSEL:

Now, during this rally is there anything which happened to Ss1tuuke
which you witnessed?

MUTABAAZI:

On that day nothing happened to Ssituuke.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUTABAAZI:

On that day Mr. Mugwisa told heads of departments, religious leaders
to meet him on the following day.

COUNSEL:

Which date was this?

MUTABAAZI:

He wanted them on the following day.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. So, are you saying that all this happened on the 25th and
he asked them to come back on the 26th?

MUTABAAZI:

That is so.
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M

cotJN 'EL:

So, did vou

MVTABAAZI:

attend that rnect1n
- the M' g With
Yes, I attend d
mister?
e the second rneeting
.

coU;,.;'SEL:

Where was it?

MVTABAAZI:

It was held at B k
u omero the M'mister
sp

J

coUNSEL:

ec.auseall
hl:i second
s me DP
olen so he

ow. durmg this me t"
e mg what happened?

•

In this meeting the M" .
the
1
mister was ur peop e to be of good beh . gmg the religious leaders to speak t
the area.
av1ourand he was emphas1zmg
- . banditry
. _o
m

couNSEL:

Yes?

MUTABAAZI:

After the speech, I remember one
names, he was an Alur r .
gentleman but I do not remember his
1
that man had spent a we~~~; at Buko~ero at a village called Kibanda,
had brought a report to th g~her with the soldiers at Bukomero. He
home and killed
e e ect that some bandits had gone to his
That man put u~o~~so~ hi~ childr~n and they had taken others alive.
brought a report but no::.in and informed the Minister that I had
band't
h
g was done and I can see some of the
d ~s are ere._ The Minister asked him to show him those people
an
at man pointed to the late Ssituuke. The Minister ordered the
commander of that detach by the name of George to arrest Ssiruuke In
tum the commander also ordered the soldiers to remove Ssituuke from
the rally and the deceased was removed; I also followed them because
they were ~sing our building as a prison and I was on duty. When
they took him up from the rally the soldiers started beating him, asking
him about bandits. After they had finished they ordered me to lock up
Ssituuke in the prison. So I also took Ssituuke and locked rumup in
the prison. On the 1st of November 1981 the bandits attacked that
prison at about 6.00 a.m. I was also on duty during that night, I grew
wild about Ssituuke's life because I knew that if the bandits failed the
soldiers would return and kill Ssituuke I opened the prison because I
knew how I would make a report of how I had opened the prison
because there was also some other prisoners but they were not bandits
At 7 .00 a.m. the fighting stopped and everybody -(interruption).

cau

peace in

a breach

Ssituuke

leaders

h .
ent t e ntght there

.

r,tUTABAAZI·

• \\ hat did

.,' to

N

MR. KAWANGA:
MUTABAAZI:

MR.NAGENDA:
MUTABAAZI:
lb and
COUNSEL:

MUTABAAZI:

Excuse me, you opened the prison, whar-bappened?

I opened the prison, the prisoners went out including Ssiruuke.
About how many prisoners altogether please?
'th being bandits and there were some other fhe
Two were charge d wi
you

meanthe two

they included Ssituuke?

one whom I do not remember.
ed S •tuuke and anoth er
This inclu d
si
b one including a soldier called Ovata.
Eventually we gathered one y
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DR. LUYOMllYA:
MUTABAAZJ:
COUNSEL:

Ahout what time was this?
It was approaching 7 .00 a.m.
Yes?

MUTABAAZJ·

Tl~ere we~e ten soldiers by the name of Ovata, another one Abd
third one is Mugalula, and another one whom I do n t
u, the
w·
k.
•
•
o rememberWh
as w?r .mg m the signal section. The place where we gathered 0
our bu1ldmgbut they had taken it, they were living in it At th . was
S • k •
•
• I hadatmac1
timeI
saw s1tuu
e m t?e kitchen,
then the soldiers told me that
plan for the bandits to attack them. At that time the sold'ier
ea
• I had from me G.3. Fortunately there was my cell
s removeda
gun which
1
ow aska,1
ea IIed Mayarnba so when they saw him they all went ' and
b eatmg
• 11·
1m. Then I got a chance and I ran away because · stancd
•
,
11 ~~
time, they saw me running away then they started firing at m
completely ran off and I left them I hurried towards Kiboga. I re :·n 1
myself to the office of the ADC, Mr Kabacala.
p cd
COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:

Kabacala, yes?
I tol~ him everything that had happened from the time of fighting to
that time and what had happened to me. I also went to Kiboga Police
Station and I reported the matter. On the 2nd of November when I was
having a walk I came across a soldier, who was at Bukomero knownas
Atwoki. He was with his other friends, they arrested me and took me
to Kiboga rest house. At the rest house I met three soldiers one of
them was called Kato working in the signals and he was one of the
group which had gone to assist at Bukomero. He told his friends that
when he went to Bukomero he was informed that I had escaped and
that I was the one who had taken there the bandits. Then they staned
beating me up to a time when they stopped. One sergeant ordered lus
friend to bring a knife so that they cut me. Before he returned one of
their friends who was outside started firing. When the soldier had
fired these ones who were guarding me also got scared and they took
cover so I got a chance and I ran back to the ADC. Because I had been
beaten bitterly one of my friends took me to a certam Mrs. K1vumb1
for treatment. I spent two days at the ADC's office and eventually he
got me a vehicle which took me to Mubende headquarters. When I
reached Mubende I asked my boss to send me to a safe place because I
was a wanted man. So he gave me a transfer to Kitenga Gombolola
headquarters that is where I had been working until July, 1986 when I
asked for a transfer back to Bukomero.
About the death of Mr
Ssituuke one of my colleagues, co-workers, called Matovu. informed
me that Ssituuke was killed and he told me that I should make all
efforts to hide myself because they were looking for me because of
Ssituuke 's affairs. There is a youth called Mbogo is the one who
buried Ssituuke but arrested by soldiers for burying the dead body of
Ssituuke. So, I was certain that Ssituuke had been killed.

Yes?
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"-fCTABAA7J

COL•·s&L

iL'TABAAZI
COUNSEL
ea
led a
askan

'>Llrted
I !;\;as day
at me
J

MlJTABAAZI.

COUNSEL:

l reported

Tb.at as "'hat r can tell abo
Utthe d..,,,..
.
Tb.a
.....,,of Ssnuuke
nk YOU Very rnuh
Ssnuukc afite
c • now,are you ·
'
r You had OJ)Cn th
m a P<>stt1onto explain why
to run away?
ed c doors for these mmatcs, was unable
I "-as also surprised to
h
cunning rnan and he w sec •m the folloWJngday; may be, he was not a
as Unableto run away.
Would you be able to tell Whe
..
the torture might have affi
~er_ the 1_0Junesthat he had got during
ected his 1nab1hty to run away'?
He was only not a cunn·
.
received.
ing man,but 1l was not due to the injuries he

I see; but you are sure th fi
of soldiers at the prison.
• ? at a ter the attack, Ssituuke was sull in hands

MUTABAAZI:
Yes, after the battle he was in the hands of soldiers.
COUNSEL:
of fighting

This Matovu, is he still working for the Administration as Police?

to

"1boga Police
when I was
ro knoWn as
and took me
d1ers one of

MUTABAAZI:
Yes, he is still working with the Administration; he is at Kiganda
Gombolola Headquaners, 72 miles along Mubende road.
COUNSEL:
And this Mbogo you recently saw, who participated in the burial of
Ssituuke, do you know where he resides?

one of the

friends that
caped and
they Started
ordered his
ed one of
oldier had
they took
I had been
. Kiv:umbi
tually he
When I

because I
omholola
6 when I
of Mr.
informed

MUTABAAZI

COUNSEL:

MUTABAAZI:

Mbogo is born at Bukomero but at present he is in Kampala, but he
usually comes to Bukomero; he has got a Land Rover and be trades in
matooke (bananas). I always see him.
Now, after your running away from Bukomero, did you see your
colleague Mayamba?
Yes I saw Mayamba at Mubende Police Station, he was in prison
arre~ted to have committed robbery with soldiers .

COUNSEL:

you do not know his whereabouts at the moment?

MUTABAAZI:

at Ntwetwe
I do not know exactly where h.e •is .but. he is born
be carried
out and
Gombolola. But if it is necessary mvesttgauons can
he can be traced.

COUNSEL:

• pn•son • what kind of facilities.
• d s·tuuke
was m
1
Now, during the peno
.d. g him with sufficient food?
say by way of food; were you prov1 m

MUTABAAZI:

•
Yes, he was provided
w1•th food., he used to eat the food which also the
soldiers used to eat.

make aIJ

ause of
ne who
body of
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COU SEL:

MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZl:
COUNSEL:

MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:
MUTABAAZI:

COUNSEL:

MUTABAAZI:

Now, you have told this Commission that the arrest of s·
ordered by Hon. Mugwisa; did Mugwisa come back to de~~uu~eWas
man's case?
Withthis

~-

rvtlJT
rvtR-

From the day Mr. Mugwisa made the order for the arrest of S .
up to the day when there was a battle, he never came back and snuuke
came to mvest1gate
that matter.
•
•
Now, have you recently seen this Alur man of Kibanda village?

I have never seen him. I am sure he is not there because such
of hts acts ran away from the area.
people

Now, you said you have returned to Bukomero: have you fo d
Bukomero as you knew it before, say 1980?
un
If you are new in the area you cannot get the difference between
Bukomero in 1980 and Bukomero today.
Why do you say so?
Because many people died, buildings were demolished and everything
is in a mess; that is why I say so.
When was demolishing started?
When I ran away on the 1st of November everything was mtact. but
when I came back in July 1986, I found everything in a mess.

COUNSEL:

What type of buildings were these?

MUTABAAZI:

Some of the buildings were shops belonging to people, schools,
churches, hospitals all those were demolished.

COUNSEL:

You mean the iron-sheets are still there? Were they covered by grass
thatched or were they tile roofed or?

MUTABAAZI:

They were roofed with iron-sheets.

COUNSEL:

Were the iron-sheets still there?

MUTABAAZI:

The iron-sheets were not there; but at present the Government has
helped in roofing some schools, but some of the buildings are not yet
roofed; and renovations are taking place in the hospital.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

MR. NAGENDA:

Let me say at once what a pleasure it is to listen to your good
evidence because it helped us. Now, do you remember when yohu
' Mr. Mugwisa at this
. rally, him
• alludmg
• to th ose peop le w o
listened to
were in the Northern side of the Kampala-Hoima road?
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M
M

I have no1 Understood h •

Okay, did M M
.
r. ugw1sa sa
Northern side of th K • Y anyth111g
about those people live on the
bandits?
e ampala-Hoima road and alluding to them as

~fLTTABAAZI:

He was mostly cm h ..
p asizmg the people of Bukomero.
Did he say what should h
should be done them?
appen to people he took to be bandits - what

l\HJTABAAZI:

He said that those pc 1
they are arrest
th op e_who were participating in banditry, if once
term hew as usmg.
~ ' ey will see what will happen to them·• that is the

MR. NAGENDA:

What does this mean?

MUTABAAZI:

It means you can get a
• hm
.
.
pums ent which can brmg your life ' may be
to danger.

,ou found
berneen

e,erything

MR NAGENDA:

MUTABAAZI:

mcacc. but

DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUTABAAZL
schools,

And he asked for Mr. Ssituuke to be arrested as a bandit; did he?
Yes, Mr• Ssituuke was arrested as a bandit because of the report which
that Alur man made that some of the bandits were present at the rally.
Let us clear the record, it is Ssituuke who was arrested as bandit but
not Mugwisa.

Sorry. Ssituuke was arrested as a bandit from the report which was
made by that Alur man; that some of the bandits were present at the
rally.
Was there a charge sheet at your prison - I mean was this entered in the
book, the case of Ssituuke?

MUTABBAZI:

Whenever the soldiers arrested any person, we did not enter any record
in our books.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you had such army prisoners, what eventually would follow;
would they be charged in any way; would some investigations be done
or not?

MUTABAAZI:

There were no investigations whenever the soldiers arrested a person;
he was just put in being heated until such a time when he could be
transferred to Mubende.

KAKWENZIRE:

And Situuke knew this?

MUTABAAZI:

He knew this.

good
n you

Je who

d

MR. NAGENDA:
by grass

em has
not yet

.
question.

MR • 'AGENDA

MR. NAGENDA:

t!

l c
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MUTABAAZI:

KAk'"\VENZIRE:

MDT ABAAZI:

CHAIRMAN:

It would seem
• hes1tat10n
.
I lus
~
as ·r
to run
was com·mcec1of his innocence ma • may be, meant that sinceh
inquiry would be carried out and' he J.o~d :: ~:h~i:ng
that som:
no other people who had been cleared of char
rg • Were there
o~er words, and he would have heard of suchg~from Your place, in
\\ ould be acquitted eventually; were there no su~h pie alndhe ~ew he
peop e acquitted?
It is true that there were some pe-0plewho could be d". h
free but no investigations were carried out: it is o~tc ar~ed and set
who c~uld approach the soldiers, give them mone y their relatives
!'ers.on is released. _Butat ~at time. these prisoners ;e:;~o then their
It "as the same thmg, their relatives could go the
Mubende,
.
re and g·
some mo~ey then their people are released, but no inv . _ive tnem
ever earned out.
estigationswere
As ~o~ebod): in ~harge. had he come in contact with any of Si . ,
famil) , say his wife or his other relatives ,
tuukes

Immediately after Situuke's arrest. a gentleman called y· K .
iga ayuna and
hi s w1.fie came. but they. came only once; they did not come
b k
be. they feared because if a person is arrested allegedly O a~ • ~y
charge -(Interjection).
n a and1try
Well. that is speculati~n; do not speculate why he did not come. that is
not evidence. Just give evidence regarding what you know to ,
knowledge.
) 0 ur

MUTABAAZI:

I saw them once.

KAKWENZIRE:

You said you were worried about Ssituuke's life and you opened the
door; when you opened did you tell them that run for your hves; did
you just open and disappear; were they aware of what you were domg.
or they thought may be you were trapping them?

MUTABAAZI:

I did not tell anybody to run away that 'you run away' because I feared
that if one of them is re-arrested he could report me that I was the one
who advised them to run; but I thought they could be wise enough to
run away for their lives; and most of them run except Ssituuke and I
was surprised.

KAKWENZIRE:

You told the Commission that you knew how you would make a
statement in self-defence; what were you going to say?

MUTABAAZI:

When bandits arrived one of them staned firing, but his friend stopped
him saying that 'do not fire there, there are prisoners mside so. I
would have stated in my report that it is the bandits who opened for
them because even some of the bullets caught the wall of the pnson.

KAKWENZIRE:

My last question is; you said that after the fightin_g. soldiers returned
and you named Sam Ovata and others; do you thmk - ma) be. 1 am
asking you to speculate. Well. it is in my mind that. may be they are
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C

responsible for t
you
he subsequent murder
COMMISSIONER:
KAKWENZIRE:
MUTABAAZI:
\

's

You ask him where th

.
of Ssituuke, but I should not ask

ey are.

Do you k
now Wherethey are?
I do not know where they are.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Mutabaazi I 1
• a so thank you f;
h
memory of the events that h
or sue a clear evidence and good
where Ssituuke was det . appened. You were in charge of the prison
amed?

MUTABAAZI:

That is true.

DR LUYOMBY A:

His wife told us that som
badly stained with
d ebody returned Ssituuke's clothes that were
mu and blood· we
h
handing over Ssituuke'
h
• re you t e one, do you remember
s c1ot es to the family?

MUTABAAZI:

Ssituuke was putting O
T hi
othe 1 th
n a -s rt on the day he was arrested but some
r c o es were brought for him and changed, and I was p;esent.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

About what time was this after his arrest?

MUTABAAZI:

I do not remember exactly the time but it was not too long.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You told us that Ovata, Abudu, Mugalula and others came to. you and
they took a G3 from you.

MUTABAAZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Ever since you were reinstated at Bukomero, have you recovered your
gun?

MUTABAAZI:

Our Commander is the one who removed that gun from the soldiers.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Are you armed these days?

MUTABAAZI:

We are not armed these days.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

From your training, would people of your rank be armed?

MUTABAAZI:

Usually the administration had no~•
but durin~ ~at time guns were
brought to us due to the situation which was prevailing.

1 R. LUYOMBY A:

Who brought them to you?

ML ~ AJ3AAZI:

It is our Commander who brought the guns.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

.
any formal training as to how to handle them?
Were you given

MUTABAAZI:

.
· • I was taught to handle a gun; in the training
Yes, durmg my training
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we used to borrow guns from the Army.

DR. LllYOMBYA:

Okay thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:
MlJTABAAZI:

CllA

This Mr. Kahacala, the ADC, did you know him on . pc . .
,1 rson,11level?
I knc~ him as an Assistant district Commissioner of Kib
mcludmg my area, Bukomcro.
oga area

KAKWENZIRE:
It seems that he was risking - well is he the same K b
a acala Wh
eventually went away from Kiboga to •the bush; do• you know
.0
about him?
anything

CH

MUTABAAZI:
I heard that Kabacala had been arrested and put in prison h •
•
u1 it wa._a
long distance
from Mubende to Kiboga.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was it in connection with your case of hiding or it was someth'
ing else?

MUTABAAZI:

otd~tecausehe hid me but because he was alleged to be participatingin
bNan
I ry.
KAKWENZIRE:

MUTABAAZI:

CHAIRMAN

COUNSEL:

So, to your knowledge you think he is the same
eventually became the SDA of Rukungiri.

Kabacala who

May be it is true, because I heard at first he was an SDA of Gulu but
1
do not know his whereabouts today.
Mr. Mutabaazi, thank you for your evidence which, as one
Commissioner has already commented, was quite clear. This mustbe
due, no doubt, partly to your, may be, training as an askari and so on.
Thank you very much for the evidence you have given us. You may
go back to your duties now.
My Lord, there are number of witnesses who are expected to come,but
the vehicle went to Bukomero yesterday.

CHAIRMAN

And it has not come back?

COUNSEL:

It came back with some, but others were not there; but in any case l
only have three more witnesses I intend to call - one has just ~omeas a
result of the evidence of the last witness, that is Mbogo; but m mmdI
had Sergeant Matovu. He stays in a different direction towar~
Mubende - they went to Mityana and then Bukomero. Another one ;s
the second wife of Ssituuke, these are the only people I intend to cal
Others are just saying the same; exactly what happened.

CHAIRMAN

Are they here; how many do you have now ready?

COUNSEL:

• at Ntmda,
•
• ) . - so I think
No the second wife is
but - {Interruptions
d 'fI
1
may' have to close this case until next week wh en M atovu comesh' an 'fe
by chance we get Mbogo, also ~b ogo may corne ' and then t e Wt
from Ntinda who is not here; that 1s all.
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C

CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

CJI AIRMAN

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

a
')

Arc )'ou saying C
' ounsel, that wed O
W, d
not have a witness now?
c o not have
.
a Witness, others
• could not be traced
Okay, we can use th .
•
case we •h 11 . c lime for som h
b 18 s a adJourn now unt"• e ot er useful work also. In which
11 9 3
e th of March 1987.
• o a.m. next Wednesday which will
Commissioners L d"
' a ies and Gent!
.
proceed to start the Se •
cmen, it looks time now we should
ss1on of today the 18th March, 1987.
My Lord and Gentlemen C
..
case of Ssituuke I
ommissioners, we are continuing with the
• expected to ha th
.
one today, so we deal with th
ve ree witnesses but we only have
The next witness who . N at ~ne and then start on another new case.
is 0 - 74 1s Mrs. Situuke.

~NESS

NO. 74: MRs. REBECCA SITUUKE - SWORN

COUNSEL:

You are Rebecca Situuke?

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are a teacher by profession?

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you reside at Kisaasi Ntinda in Kampala?

SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you get this name of Situuke?

SITUUKE:

I got married to Mr. Situuke.

COUNSEL:

When did you get married?

SITUUKE:

In 1969 - 20th December, 1969.

COUNSEL:

That time you had become a teacher?

SITUUKE:

I was a teacher, that was my fir 5t year out.

COUNSEL:

Which grade of teacher are you?

SITUUKE:

Grade II.

COUNSEL:

Where did you qualify?
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SITUU}(E:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

At Lady Irene College Nd ..
,
eJJC.
Now Where is this husband of yours Situuke?

He is dead.

COUNSEL:
Do you know when he died?

SITUlJKE:
I think he died in November' 198I.

rot

NSEL:

SITUlJKE:

Why do you say so?
Because - (Interjection) _

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

l am sorry' I am asking you something which maybe I h
other people say but I have to get it from you anyw
ave heardsome
ay.

Anyway he was arrested in October, I went there to see h.
October, 1981 and after two weeks I heard th t h
~ on 27th
(Interjection) a t e Prison was _

COUNSEL:
I see, what you are saying that you received informar
husband had been arrested?
ion that your
SITUUKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
Since you received that information you have not seen your husb d?

an .

SITUUKE:

I went there.

COUNSEL:

You went to the prison?

SITUUKE:

I went to the prison, I saw him, I talked to him before he was killed.

COUNSEL:

Which prison did you go to?

SITUUKE:

Bukomero Prison.

COUNSEL:

What did he tell you about his arrest if he told you anything?

SITUUKE:

I asked him and he told me that he was arrested because Mr. Mugwisa
was -there was crowd of people then one of them pointed at him as
guerilla.

COUNSEL:

You said about Mugwisa I did not understand that?

SITUUKE:

By that time he was a Minister.

COUNSEL:

We just want to get the story from you what you received from your
husband, what did he say about his arrest?

SITUUKE:

'th whom
He told me that Mugwisa said that there were some band.Its WI
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COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:

they \\'l'P' tl
.., tcrc. TI ,
Was one of tl ..
ten one poini --~
•
lcn1,
11.
<..'u to Illy h ·h
.
1•
•11ldtrwrs 3111
c Was arresl"d 0
us and saying that Situukc
'
•
l
that I
.
• '" n allc"011 t"
Whenever ltc
le \\,as ie ..,1·
tons that he was training
Used t 0
...uing then1 f
·
c,m1c l<.·intp"I
rom his farm and that
1
'
"a le wa s corning
• for
• ·1rms
Did I1c tell You
• ·•
Who arrested I •
•
1trn or wl
No. I ask 'd I·
to ordered his arrest'!
'· c 11111WI
I
tat I co Id
cou d use money.
u do because I knew during those days one

To do what?

SITUUKE:
If one had a prisoner ltke that
could be released. His father one c_oulds~rrcnder some money and he
sent me especially to fi10d
and his relatives especially his father had
h 1111
•
out whethe th
wanted money so th h
r . ose people who had arrested
was taken away from atbt ey could raise it. At that time my husband
t0
•
me ut there was
get Information abo t
a sergeant from whom I wanted
was arrested. He told :e~hahusband, I asked. him why my husband
agamst him by alleging that h t it see~ed that it was a sort of grudge
asked the sergeant what
e was trammg and feeding the bandits. I
I
nothing there was noth' could do and he told me that I could do
released' after the •
_mg to be done and that my husband will be
mvestigations J ex l • ed
h
buy everythin
h
• . P am to t e sergeant that we
•
• g w ere we are staymg and that the more my husband
stays m pnson for a long time the more his family suffers

COUNSEL:
So I suppose you did not get any useful assistance from the sergeant.

SITUUKE:

No, I did not.

COUNSEL:

So you returned to Kampala?

SITUUKE:

Before I went away I explained to my husband about money problem
we had at home. He directed me to go to his home where he was
staying where I would find my sister-in-law who would give me some
money to bring with me home but when I reached there I did not find
anybody there. Then I went and spent the night at my sister-in-law's
son who was working with Situuke and he was taken there by Situuke.
Before I continue I want to take you back. When my husband was
brought to me he was limping, he was very thin as if he had spent
about six months without eating anything, drinking or sleeping. When
I came back I informed my father-in-law what I had seen. They were
worried thinking that perhaps I had been also arrested.

COUNSEL:

Yes , what followed?

SITUUKE:

At that time my father-in-law had collected some money from relatiYes
and friends. The money was kept waiting for any_body to come and
inform us whether they wanted money so that 1t could be taken
immediate! y.

COUNSEL:

What next did you hear about your husband?
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'ITUUKE:
COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

COUNSEL:
SITUUKE:

MR. NAGENDA:

SITUUKE:

After two weeks I received information that bandits had invaded t
Bukomero Prison and that my husband had been killed,
he
Did you go there to satisfy yourself about this information?
At first r was not satisfied with the information but one night h
1 t~~
dreamt that I was burying my husband holding the dead body by
feet and the dead body was half way wrapped. Rumours went on th
Situuk_ehad bec_nkilled.. But one day an u~cl~ Mr Kaddu. V.:hoh:~
gone m a meetmg was informed by the District Commissioner th
Situuke had been killed and the District Commissioner ac;kedthe peo ~t
who were around to keep silent for a minute in remembrance of ~ e
husband.
Y
So from that you confirmed your husband is dead?
I was not satisfied, I with my father-in-law went and we spent the night
at Bukalammuli Parish. From there, I walked on foot up to the prison
to make sure that my husband was dead. At Bukalammuli there was a
boy called Senkusu who was brought to us to explain us because he
was the one who was with Situuke at the time when Situuke was shot
and he is the one who witnessed the incident in person.
I am sorry, excuse me, the translation was not complete. Number one,
he was shot not shot at and number two, they said they were shooting
him because the guerillas had come for him.
Senkusu explained to me that the prison had been invaded during the
dawn and some prisoners ran away but Situuke and Senkusu ran for -a
short distance because Situuke could not run fast because he was
feeling much pain in his legs. In the morning soldiers looked around
in the nearby bush and found Senkusu together with Situuke in the
bush. They were brought from there back to the prison. He was
ordered to run back to the prison but as he was climbing the steps he
was shot three times.

COUNSEL:

Where is Senkusu?

SITUUKE:

I tried together with my father-in-law to go back the second time to see
whether we could be able to bring the remains of my husband. We
were informed that Senkusu had joined NRA and that he had been
stationed at Kitgum.

COUNSEL:

When were you informed of this?

SITUUKE:

In June, 1986.

COUNSEL:

Did you have children with the late Situuke?

SITUUKE:

Yes, Sir.
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C

s

(Oll

• I had
t'-) the
thar
u \\h had
er that
People
of my

'SEL.

J

ch'lct
1 ren?

They are five

coUNSEL·

What is their age?

s1rUUKE:

My first born is 17
Years old 1-Ieis in S III
• this year.

COUNSEL.

\\1tere?

srTUUKE:

At Kitante Senior S
econdary School.

COUNSEL:

Please it is better if y

COUNSEL:
SJTUUKE.

ou can tell us th
.
e names of these children.
He 1s Daniel Mukiibi Th
•
e second is Fred Serunjogi.
How old is he?
He is 15 years old. He is also i
The third is David Semw
n S III at Kyambogo College School.
ogerere.

COUNSEL:

How old is he?

SJTUUKE:

12
H~ is
years o~d. Between there, I lost two children. He 1s at City
Pnmary S_ch~olm ~-III. Fourth is Justine Kyamulabi, she is 8 years
old. S~e 1s 1~ P.II m City Primary School. My last born is Proscov1a
Nnamb1, she IS 7 years old. She is in Primary One in City Primary
School.

COUNSEL:

to see
We
been

lllanv

qTlJlJKE:

sJTtUKE.

ber one.
shooting

How

How do you manage to support them in school?

SITUUKE:

I just look for this money from anywhere and I rear some pigs and I
get money from my salary.

COUNSEL:

Is it easy for you to easily do it?

SITUUKE:

I find very much difficulty especially raising school fees and providing
them with the necessities.

COUNSEL:

you were not experiencing these problems when your husband was sull
alive?

SITUUKE:

No. When my husb an d d 1•ed I developed high blood pressure which I
am suffering from now·

COUNSEL:

• City Pnmary
School, 1s 1t where
• 11 y Lords. Sorry, th is
.
That 1s a , m
h'ng at Kisaas1?
you are teaching or you are teac 1

SITUUKE:

•
• p ·mary School.
I am teaching at K1saas1 n

COUNSEL:

f
Kisaas1 to City Primary School?
How do you provide transport rom
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SITUUKE:

There is a gentleman who is our friend who takes th • . .
reason why I did not send them to the school ~h cm, •n his car. ihc
because David Sscmogcrere is a naughty boy and ~r~id :m teaching is
to he ~aughty because I just look for this money and c:~ Want lhern
I
home idle because I want them to go to school.
not stay at

MR. KA WANGA:
You said you made an attempt to find the remains of the d
you succeed?
eceascct, did

SITUUKE:
No, because Senkusu who could give us an idea as t
o Where his

remains were, was not around.
MR. KA W ANGA:

So you think if Senkusu can be found and helps you would .
recover these remain'>?
Wish to
SITUUKE:
MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.
Or anybody else who can assist?

SITUUKE:
Yes, we have that determination with my father-in-law.
MR NAGENDA:
Mine is not a question I just want to express my personal sorrowat
what you told us. I am very sorry.
DR. MAKUBUY A:

SITUVKE:

KAKWENZIRE:

I am sorry that these things happened to you and to your familybut
1
~ould like y_outo clarify one matter for me. The unfortunate Situuke
disappeared m 1981, left children behind and about that time there was
a lot of talk about orphans going to school free of charge, did you ever
hear of this talk, did you ever follow it up, did you ever benefitfrom
or your children ever benefitted from this arrangement where theywere
supposed to go to school free of charge?
Yes, I followed that line. I was given that idea and I tned my best to
see that my children go to school. At that time we had a societyfor
widows I joined it so that I could help my children through that
society. They helped the eldest boy and the one following him but they
could not help those who were in nursery schools but they helped them
when they joined Primary section.
Mine is not a question but it is a piece of advice. We have a smular
organization called UWESO Uganda Women Efforts to Help Orphans
or to save orphans and w,,. have quite a bit of money now and I would
like to advise Mrs. Situuke to get in touch with the President. Mrs
Mpanga, I do not know where she can be reached but I know where the
Treasurer can be reached, she is easier to reach she is Mrs. Kalimuzo
she has a shop in Uganda House where she stays mostly. May be she
can make an effort through me to reach them and see whether they can
assist with the education of the children. Then rehabilitation. I do not
know what they are doing but I think they also have a similar kmd of
• think
To
programme for the orphans - the Ministry of Rehab1Titauonj
alleviate some of her problems where orphans are concerned
this organization can help.
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sJTUUKE:

Thank You v

f(AKWENZIRE:

At lunch tirn 1 .
e Wtll take her th

sITUlJKE:

CHAIRMAN

ery much,

ere.
Okay' thank You
prepared to ii
• If there is an
allow it.
y way of helping my children I am
Mrs. Situuke• We Were
unfortunate d h
sorry that you h d
necessary th" eat of your husband to a h_toretell t~e.story about lhe
re Ort w . m~ ~odo so that this Co _t ~s Comm1ss1onbut it is a
h~
h1ch It is expected t d . mm1ss1onwill be able to make the
Oa t~~ hardship we have gon: ti m terms of its reference. We have
ne me of relief we su
rough and which we are experiencing
ted to you b h ·
organisat ion.
•
ggeS
•
We shall 1
ut t at 1s non-govemme1t
governm ent department b a so forward your request to appropriate
assistance but whateve ut we do not promise that you will get
r can be done, I hope, will
- be done for you.
Th ank you.

COUNSEL:

Hon. Chairman, we shall conf
.
.
material witnesses who
mu~ with this case when we get other
are not avallable today.

COUNSEL:

Hon. Chairman. Gentlemen and L d C
. .
and two days .. _'
a Y ommiss1oners, ten years ago

WITNESS

NO. 75: MR.

KASS™

MUSA OBURA

AFFIRMED

ere
COUNSEL:

to

or
at

ey

m

Maybe, before I start getting your evidence, I wish to inform you that
the Government last year set up a Commission of Inquiry Into
Violation of Human Rights since Uganda obtained independence on 9th
October 1962, to 25th January, 1986. I believe you are going to be of
assistance to this Commission and to matters that came to your
knowledge about the violation of human rights in Uganda. But today
you have specifically been called to give evidence on the incident of the
Death of Archbishop Luwum, Oboth Ofumbi and Erinayo Oryema.
But, since you are here, definitely at this Commission yourself, you
may take this opportunity to give us more information relevant to the
Commission.

I will examine you, if necessary, I may have to cross-examine_you and
also the Commissioners will, if they wish, ask yo~ s~me quest1ons. So
would you, please, give your names to the Conuruss1on.

OBURA:

.
The explanation given is quite understood
Thank you, -~r. Cha1i:man•hatever information I can remember up-toand I am wilhng to give w
date.

Thank you.
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'1:o t~egin with, as you say that I start with rny
Kassim Musa Chura nnct I am now 58 years old.
name, rny name is

COUNSEL:
And currently you at Luzira Upper Prison.
OBURA.
COUNSEL:

OBU

Yes.

MR,

Since, when have you heen at Luzira?
How long have you b
Luzira?

een at

OBURA:
I have been in Luzirn Upper Prison since 7th May, 1979, Sir.

COUNSEL:
You are there because the court has ordered you to be th
detained there.
.
ere or Just
OBURA:
I was tried, convicted, and I am there as condemned prisoner.

COUNSEL:

OBU

cou

Now, before 7th May, 1979, what were you doing?

OBURA:
Before that I was working as a policeman - Commissioner of Po)'
• Ient to th e Inspector General of Police.
tee,
eqmva
COUNSEL:
OBURA:
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:
COUNSEL:

I see! Now, when did you become Commissioner of Police?

CH
I became Commissioner of Police in 1974.
Before 1974, what were you?
Before that I was one of the senior police officers; I was of the rank_ I
beg your pardon, I came on that rank in 1976, not 1974 - so; before
that I was one of the senior police officers and I was of the Rank - of
the Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police.
Were you in-charge of any units of police?

I was an in-charge of the Public Safety Unit at Naguru Police College.
I shall come to that again; but now you have told us that you were a
policeman. Would you, please, maybe, tell us your educational
background before you joined the Police Force?

OBURA:

Before I joined the Police Force, I went up with my education up to
Junior Secondary 3 by then; I then joined the teachers training college.
I became a teacher.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where?

COUNSEL:

Please tell us places where you passed.

MR. OBURA:

• wher e I finished mv
That was in Soroti at a place called Madera, t h at 1s
·.
Ngeta
Teachers
Junior Secondary 3; and then from there I went to
Training College
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C

cOIINSl'I.:
ORllRA

• taught fa .
r Just a YearYou quahfiect as a le h

I

OBllRA:

Yes.

I

COUNSEL.

I
I

?

COUNSEL:

(

er of Police,

I
I
I

ac er

Do you remember

T
OBURA

there or .IUst

I
I

And, after that One I

MR KAWANGA.

'

ner.

Yes.

OBURA:
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

T C.?

the ye
ar You qualified
as a teacher from Ngeta

Yes, that in 1949 _
Yes. You qualified as Grade 2 G
,

Grade 2.

rade I.

Yes, after one year's teaching.
After one year's teach·n Id .
Force.
' g, ec1dedthen I came and I joined the Pohce

CHAIRMAN:

Taught where?

COUNSEL:

Did you have training?

CHAIRMAN:
Sorry! Where did he teach before he joined the Police - this one year?

erank-J

so; before
Rank - of

OBURA:

COUNSEL:
MR. OBURA:

ollege.

Now you joined the police. Did you receive fonnal training in police?
Yes, I did training at the Police Training School at Kibuli as a police
recruit constable.

COUNSEL:

Then?

OBURA:

After that then I was posted to Nsambya Police Barracks.

COUNSEL:

•
• • ? When - the
Incidentally when did you finish your pohce
trammg.
year!

OBURA:

In late I 951.

COUNSEL:

Yes, please!

OBURA:

From there I was post ed to Nsambya Police Barracks.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

were a
cational

For one year, Sir, I taught at a place called Wala Primary School, that
is in Teso District. It is at a county called Kaberamaido.

n up to

llege.

edmy
chers'
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OBURA.
COUNSEL.
OBURA.

After Nsambya Police Barracks I was posted to Kabale Police
That was m I 953.
Unll
Yes!
I remained in Kabale for two years, and then in 1956, I was Postect
Police College, Naguru, first to come and attend the course of chan . to
from Constable to Corporal.
ging

COUNSEL:

That is a promotion course!

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:
OBURA:
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

On completion you were promoted, I suppose!
Yes, I was promoted to the rank of Corporal.
Yes!
And then I was retained at Naguru Police College as one of the drill
instructors.
Did you attend other courses - promotional courses?
Yes, Sir. In 1958 I was selected among others to attend a promotional
course of those to be promoted from Corporal to Sergeant, which took
us a year; after a year, I was again promoted to sergeant.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MR. OBVRA:

In 1959, I was transferred from Naguru to Mityana Police Unit.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBVRA:

After Mityana, I was again transferred to Busunju Police Station, that
in 1962.

COUNSEL:

That is before Independence or after Independence?

OBURA:

It was before, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

Immediately after Independence, I was transferred back to Nsambya
Police Barracks again.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

In J963, I was chosen to be among others who were taken back to
police college, Naguru for a promotional course of the Rank of
Assistant Inspector.
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t

t

COUNSEL

Yes?

oBURA:

The course took us a

COUNSEL:

Year' after which I was
promoted.
To Assistant Inspector.

"•~
OBURA:

k

Yes, please, and this time a .
College as one of the 1ecturers.
• gain I was retained at Naguru Police

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

In 1964, the Uganda G
Officers to start the unit covernment br~ught in some Israeli Army
here, I was one of the ailed the Special Force. When they arrived
course, being trained b officers who were chosen to undertake the
number _ officers Th Y the Israeli Army Officers. We were 18 in
•
e course took us a year. After a year only two
o f us managed to pas th
. .
'
N
.
s at exammat1on and all of us were retained at
aguru Pohce College, to form that unit.

COUNSEL:

Special Force.

OBURA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember the names of the others?

OBURA:

I beg your pardon, Sir!

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember the names of the other three?

OBURA:

Yes, Sir. These were - one of them called Mr. Jachan.

MR. NAGENDA:

How do you spell that name?

OBURA:

Jachan - JACHAN.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

Mr. Opyen.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

And another one called Mr. Kasajja.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

COUNSEL:

d O many police officers were selected
We remained at t_hecollegehant ~e countn· and brought to Naguru
0
from various umts tbroug ~em the kno,~ledge that we had acqmred
Police College for us to teach
.
from those Israelis and from the umt.
Yes?
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0Bl1RA:

The units were formed up nnd divided into groups· some lffi
also among the men whom we had trained 'u . . { icers were
tl1rougIlout the whole country and my
' fellow three
•
n1ts
ct·
·
offi were
'
JV1ded
posted out_ So I remained a Chief Instructor for that s:rs Uw~realso
Police College.
• e nu at the

0

au

COUNSEL:
Could you remember the size of this group?
OBURA:

COUNSEL.
OBURA:
COUNSEL:

The unit as a whole was - not exactly. I cannot remember b
thousand because ll• was d1v1ded
• •
•
- over a
mto
a group of fifty - fift Utfift
each district - no per each region.
Y' 1 Y per

OB

Region. There were four regions then.

co

Yes, Sir?
OB

Yes.

OBURA:
And we had three units here i~ Buganda and these were based
Ns~bya Police Barracks; and then we had one which was special~
tramed and they were based at the Police College as a reserve unit.
COUNSEL:

OBURA;

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

Right. Reserve in which case? Please, you educate us because we do
not know anything.
Reserve Unit had these policemen who were ready at all times. They
were all the time carrying on with training only; but in case a Unit
from one region is engaged with another duty and there is another
problem which needs people to go and assist them, these were the
people to be sent there.

0

Yes?

C

So the unit remained there functioning until at the time when the anny
took over the Government in 1971.

0

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

I do not know whether my question is premature. I would just want to
have some idea what the Special Force Unit was supposed to do.

OBURA:

COUNSEL:

The Special Force Unit was specially trained to assist the usu~
policemen with duties which they could not perform, for instance. if
there is a strike, most these were practised in Jinja where I can
remember that all the time there were some strikes there: people
refused to work; other times they sit down. They do not go for work.
And then, in case they bring any problems of trying to destroy some of
the property around, these were the people trained specially to go aoct
deal with those people, but not the ordinary police.
Yes?
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Not only that
.
arrest of a • at times, when an ord·
.
special tr . ~erson Who is violent a mary policeman is performing an
pers
aining cannot reach h'
nd naturally this man without any
d Ion or persons would b im - the offender; so the Special Force
ea with that t)'pe of perso:. called there and they were the people to
MR. KAWANGA:

,er a
per

OBURA:
COl1NSEL:

OBURA:

at

ial]y

e do

ey
nit
ther
the

Could I sum 1't

up as Riot Police?

Could be. Thank you.
Not only actually Riot Por
they somehow betw
ice, they used to do other functions. Were
een nonnal police and military?
Yes, these people were tra·
.
they will also do so th' med both : if they are taken to Army side,
ordinary police perso:eh mg there; if they are brought back to the
with two jobs.
e can act on that one as well. So one body

COUNSEL:

Who was the Commandant of this Special Force?

OBURA:

By then he was Mr. John Odongkara.

COUNSEL:

John Odongkara.

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Spelling, please.

OBURA:

'John,' is normal spelling. 'Odongkara,' is 'Odokara.'

COUNSEL:

I see.

OBURA:

I beg your pardon! I have missed two letters. Yes, it is between 'do'
and 'k' there is 'ng' there. Thank you, Sir.

COUNSEL:

And you were the in-charge of the training.

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

That is up to 1971.

OBURA:

Yes, 1971, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Now what rank were you then?

OBURA:

e Inspector _ two pips or two stars.
I was at th er ank Of th

COUNSEL:

.
he military took over. it was abolished. Is there any
You said, when t
asons - why they abolished this force?
reason - are there any re

OBURA:

Y es.

y

to

The Army became ver Y
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much interested into these persons; so

they took all of them into the Army.

COUNSEL:

So, what happened to you? Did you join the Army?

OBURA:

No I remained with the general police duty unit.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

They took only the men: they did not take the officers.

COUNSEL:

So what happened to you?

OBURA:

For me I remained in Kampala until late 1971, when I was trarisr
to Kasese as the O.C., Police there.
erred

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

I remained in Kasese for the whole of 1973 - no it is 1972.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

And then early in 1973, I was transferred back to the police college.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MR. OBURA:

There I found that another Unit had already been formed up there.
This was the Public Safety Unit.

COUNSEL:

Who was heading it?

OBURA:

I found out that it was being headed by one called Ali Towelli.

COUNSEL:

So you joined the college to be an Inspector again!

OBURA:

No I joined the college and I was placed there to be the Staff Officer
for this man - Mr. Towelli.

COUNSEL:

Still you were an Assistant Inspector.

OBURA:

No, by then, I had already been given three pips.

MR. NAGENDA:

What does that mean - Inspector?

COUNSEL:

Assistant Superintendent!

OBURA:

Assistant Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

And Towelli was what rank?

OBURA:

H~ was on the rank of Senior Superintendent of Police.

COUNSEL:

I want to take you back before we proceed further.
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It seems youhave

OBURA:

ed

a~ impression that in the 1960
.
\\ as that the impressi
s promotionswere always after training.
on Youwanted to give?
Yes, by that time ·t
' l was a syst
h
not pass your Law E
. • . em ere by the British that once you do
Inspector onwards Th
xammattonyou cannot get to the rank
' of Assistant
.
as well for promo;io t ;as for the officers. Then for the other ranks
without that one, ju~ ~ f: given on~ has got to go to a course; and,
rare, unless probabl
ee Promotion to be given was really very
could call it _ stran/ Y~u ~ave done something which is somehow - I
system I could say t~ .0 it wa5 not easy at all by that time. And the
really a very good at 10 my pers?nal feeling I could say that it was
makes everybody t~Ytem, be~ause it kept the standard going up; and it
anything for noth.mg. ry to bnng himself up because he does not expect

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA•

You would find th t
b
.
.
.
.
a every ody is trymg to read law himself or
engaging himself with correspondence which we had opened at the
college. So a.1 y policeman who wanted that one could apply and
papers were sent to his unit every now and then. He sends then back
for correction. So that way also it was a good system.

CQUNSEL:

Now you said that in 1973 you joined Naguru. Do you know when Ali
Towelli had joined the Police Force?

OBURA:

No I do not want to commit myself there because this man, according
to reliable sources, I gather, during the time I was working with him,
he first worked with the Kenya Police and then, in 1969, the Uganda
Government had to liaise with the Kenya Government and then a group
of service men -policemen, or prison service men - who had served in
Kenya were exchanged with the Kenyans who were also doing the same
job here in Uganda. So Towelli was one of these people who were
brought back from Kenya.

e.

r

COUNSEL:

Under that arrangement?

OBURA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you really do not know his earlier background.

OBURA:

No I do not know only what I gathered when _I got ~ chance to be
• h'
was that he was promoted unmed1ately after the
together wit~ im
t th rank of Assistant Inspector right up to that
takeover while he was a e
.
.
rank I have already said that I met him with.

COUNSEL:

Senior Superintendent.

OBURA:

• g to what I haye been saying
und accor d m
k
b
And the ac gro
'f cising· I have got to be frank.

COUNSEL:

studying all these - I am not en 1

Yes. Do.
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'

about

( BURA:

I think, he had missed a lot.

cou, EL:
T

That was asse.o;sment.Eventually you hecamc a Commissione .
•
• • to assess him. So, if you do that, okay.
r, You are
ma
pos1t1on
Now, when you were posted as a Staff Officer, what e
were your duties in Naguru?
x.actly
OBURA:
My duty was to see to the good running of the unit: seeing th
transpon is well kept: paying the men and so on. That was my duty. at
COUNSEL:
Now that is 1973. Did you eventually become rwthe head of that Unit?
OBURA:
Yes we went up together with this man up to 1974. And then he was
transferred from Naguru to the Police Headquaners next to us here.
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

On promotion.
Yes, on promotion of the Assistant Commissioner of Police. So.
when he came out this way -

MR. NAGENDA:

Police Headquarters where?

COUNSEL:

Parliament.

OBURA:

Parliament here, Sir.

.

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

Yes?
That is when I was also promoted to the rank of Senior Superintendent
of Police - the rank he had left there. So I took over that unit.

COUNSEL:

In 1974.

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So you headed this up to 1976.

OBURA:

Yes, up to 1976; when he - Towelli - with Mr. Ondria who was then
the Commissioner of Police by that time.

MR. NAGENDA:

Commissioner of Police?

OBURA:

Yes, Mr. Ondria. At the Police Headquarters, it appeared that there
they had a sort of misunderstanding both of them.

COUNSEL:

Towelli was his assistant.

OBURA:

Yes, he was.

COUNSEL:

Yes?
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osuRA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

llIUt'l

e

was

you took adva

ntage of the spell.

So that is When I
Police H d
was promoted t0 h
ea quarters.
t at rank and I was transferred to

COUNSEL:

As Comm· •

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So,

So the then p .
the
b.
resident - A .
pu he inte
mm - decided
•
promotion
rest. So that is h and retired both at the time in
•
w en I got that chance to get that

iss1oner of Police.

Who became your Deputy?

OBURA:

Mr. Okoth-Ogola b
ecame my Deputy.

COUNSEL:

So, by becoming Commissio
.
the Public Safety Unit.
ner of Police, you were also in-charge of

OBURA:

Somebody took over again from me.

COUNSEL:

And that is who?

OBURA:

That was Mr. Farajarah - Badru Farajarah.

COUNSEL:

By t~is Badru Farajarah - the Public Safety Unit was part of the Police,
was 1t not?

OBURA:

It was, yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So you were responsible also for the affairs of the Public Safety Unit.

OBURA:

Yes it was one of the small units under the Police Force.

COUNSEL:

Now before we go to your Headquarters, what were the functions of
this Public Safety Unit?

OBURA:

The Public Safety Unit almost took over the duties that are really
described as those of the Special Force and it was purposely the reason
why that unit was also formed.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, was its function only restricted to that?

em

en

ere

OBURA:

·t was Sir. But as I would say that everything or whateve.r a
Yes, 1
,
·
rl
person does needs knowledge of the duty that a personh1shpe d~~g,
or else he might go wrong or he might do something w 1c 1s 1uerent
from what he is supposed to do.

COUNSEL:

Under those circumstances?
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OBURA:

MR. KAWANGA:
OBURA:
MR. KAWANGA:

Here I have got to be frank that there was cry here and there abo h
• th at th e umt
• was d omg
•
unit
th"mgs wh"1ch really they could notUtht at
done. And this was one of the reasons why, when I got into that i3ve
inf 1973,
I convinced the Police Headquarters - the then Cornrnis~ ace
P I•
• now on th e charr
· again: I approa
510hner
o o 1cc, M r. Ofiung1• wh o 1s
him, I talked to him, I advised him, I told him. I said, • Pleas/ ~•
Unit is carrying out a job with which I am also not pleased Wh
t ~s
supposed to be done is that let us appoint the Unit of the c I ·D al at 18
work alongside with these people. And he agreed with me.
U to.
• • The
• so
of the C.I.D. was immediately created and this man whom
~it
1 said
became the head and took over from me after I was transferred
Police Headquarters - Mr. Farajarah - was the In-charge of the c D to
I
Mr. Obura, perhaps, you have jumped the gun. You said, when y
took over the unit, it was doing work which it was not supposed to d ou
o.
Yes.

C

This was that, whenever the~ were sent to do the duty for instance, if
somebody had stolen something from somewhere and they go there to
investigate, at times - tomorrow - you will hear that they also stole
something from there. But then for that to be put right the only thing
to be done was that the duty was to be performed exactly by the C.I D
team who are trained for the purpose of that duty, of doing proper
investigation.
Do I take this mean that you are saying that the Special Force Urut was
not trained.

OBURA:

Not the Special Force.

MR. NAGENDA:

Tha ;e P.S.U. was not trained.

OBURA:

You are right there, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes, please?

CHAIRMAN:

OBURA:

OB

Now which was this thing which it was not supposed to do?

OBURA:

MR. NAGENDA:

co

May be, perhaps to get more infonnation about it. How. were
policemen recruited into P. S. U. or transferred there? What kind of
people were they and how were they seconded or transferred to
P.S.U.?
Sir the policemen were transferred to P. S. U. from various units of th~
Police. Now again something went wrong here with the syStem 0
transferring people there.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OBURA:

It appeared that people - the pohcemen
1 not want to go
•
th emse lves - d'd
there or to be transferred there; so w h at th e uru•t co mmanders used to
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do once they re .
that, , W
ce1vcda circular fro
.
.
e need people to b .
m the Pohce Headquarters saying
sc.en one, I Will not send the seconded to this unit;' okay when I have
With whom I
ere one who.15 od
.
'
am somehow I d
go . I will send somebody
nd
a put him there.'
ire of. 1 will say, 'Okay, get rid of him
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

That is the rejects.
When these wrong ones f
problems came about • Aor th~m_seivesup there that is how all these
against when I got th~re t;d 1s is one subject that I fought very hard
you are wrong complete! ~ 1 there to g_etthese wrong ones out; once
you transferred back t0 y' 0 kay• you either go home or again we get
result of that check·1 your pla~ but not to be here ' But, then as a
place, most of them :!n~d putting there the righ~ ones in the right
were not trained &0 h . home· But the wrong thmg was that people
1 rt
e Job.

t

)OU

do.

1

COUNSEL:

. if

OBURA:

KAKWENZIRE:

as

e
f

Were they, most of them, dealing with intelligence work?
I
As have already said before that a person who does not know his
work alw~ys grabs whatever comes to him. So, whenever he is sent
?ut f~r domg another job, if he gets a job there which is somehow of
mtelhgence type, he will also jump on that one; because he does not
know what he is doing.
From your experience there, did you know that, at one that members of
the Public Safety Unit got more involved in intelligence work and
actually doing things that were beyond what you have described?
Because you said that they were mostly interested in quelling riots; but,
in the day-to-day operations, did they not concern themselves with the
intelligence work actually over the years?

OBURA:

Yes according to the experience which I have got on the security side,
most of the soldiers even though he is not of the intelligence racket, he
would try himself liaising in that way because it is an easy way of
going about. So the answer to your question is, 'yes', madam.

COUNSEL:

So you left Naguru and you became Commissioner of Police.

CHAIRMAN:

'I
t'll
1 on Public Safety Unit. Let the witness tell us the structure
am
s
of P.S. Unit when he was in-charge: the offii~ers, ranks and the \'anous
sections and so on and the strength of the umt.

OBURA:

Sir, the strength
not more than
brou ht in there
gh
l 21
broug ton Y

KAKWENZIRE:

Into the C.I.D.

OBURA:

Yes, madam.

0

e
f

·t was not really a big one. It was of only
le and the C.I.D. staff that we later on
1,000 P. P d d . th's 1 000 in number, because we
are not mclu e . 1~ t '
of them plus their m-charge.
of the

:1
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C"Ol •st•l

Ycs, lh,. 1,000 was it distributed throughout the coun1.-y , it was at
0

Naguru?

OBURA:

No, Sir, <heywere not; most of the work they were doing in Kampal
Unless any of our Regional Commander, wanted them somewhere ha
calls for <hem and then they were sent 10 him; after finishing the .; ,:
<hey in
~•re
called for, they were brought back immediately. They were
0
only
Kampala.

MR
0B

MR. NAGENDA:
Were you satisfied with this number of 20 C.l.D. and their in-eharge
working
alongside a thousand of lhe.se unruly people? Was it the
number you had asked for?

OBURA:
They were, yes, because the reports brought in for these people to go
were not really there every week, at times they could even finish a
week without getting any serious report where the C.I.D. could match
in. So the number was really enough.
COUNSEL:

But this number you said they took <he role of the Special Force which
used to be that of the Special Force. But surely amI right to say that
during the military regime that is 1971-1979, there were no strikes in
this country which they could deal with! Am I right?

OBURA:
Things never end when people are still living, maybe even today, I
think, they are there. So by that time those happenings were there and
when they are sent they are dealt with.
COUNSEL:

Were they many?

OBURA;
Not very many strikes, I could say that - not very many.
COUNSEL:
So, when there were no strikes, what \\;ere they doing?

CHAIRMAN

Co

unsel I amsorry to cut you short. We are interested. We w~uld
like to know
it because this is a very Important
secunty
.
'
•
• w hic h falls mto
the terms of our Inquiry. We would like to get as much from h~
because Mr. Obura is a or the most authoritative source on
possibly there may be somebody else. But let him tell us - w;:. woank
like to know - the structure from top to bottom - _officers, w t rh t'
and how was the um't org an1·zec1
· Was it organized m sections or w a .

~d

Let us go backon this.
OBURA:

•

•

a thatthey have got theirin-charge

The unitswould
were say
orgaruz.ed
thtS w y f th ank of the Senior Assistant
wholll,J
that they
were o e r

Superintendentof Police.
COUNSEL:

Yes!

OBURA:

Under him he had another officer who was his 2-I.C. - Second in
Command.
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C
0
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~1R. 'AGENDA:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:
CHAIRMAN

match
OBURA:

Which

y that
·es in

Y, I
and

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

ge

Did they - What Unifi
.
were th
orrn did they
ey arrnect· and .f
- wear? Did they wear .fi
,
, 1 so, what kind f
.
um orms and
0 arrns did they carry?
At first, ~ey were wearin o .
.
•
o~er poh~e1?en. Then to!ar~~~
pohce unifonn, the same as some
uruform smular - somehow . ·1 e end of 1973, that unit was given a
now putting on, like thitrr: ar - to the one I see the policemen are
although not of the sam
g ntleman here behind me somehow·
more greenish that on e colour but a little bit similar. ,This one i;
'
e was somehow that type.
So they received a different unifonn from the ordinary police.

y ~s. ~d the excuse for others to put on was that th
.&
bemg tned.
e w111onnwas

COUNSEL:

But eventually it would be given to others.

OBURA:

Yes, that is so. And about the arms they were using, they were using
the ~-~.G. that is sub-_machineguns; the ones with small pellets of this
9 rrulhmetres, a magazine which takes 10 rounds.

COUNSEL:

They were better equipped than the normal police.

OBURA:

Yes, it is equivalent of the weapons used by the Special Force Unit in
that when these Special Force, as I have said, were transferred to the
Army, the Anny took only the personnel but the arms were left at the
Police Quartennaster. So, when this new unit was formed, they almost
took over everything that was being used by the Special Force.

COUNSEL:

Did they have other equipment - weapons?

OBURA:

·ot or Drill Batons and some shields - these locally
No, apart from R1
madeones of reeds.

COUNSEL:
in

Rank. What ran1c
WOUid
he b
Yes I
e on?
.' am corning
A ssistant
s . to rank s·
whasdivide:~~r:ntger:duent
of,Po;~~e:~i~p~an was of the rank of the
T ose wh
P
of
seCtions
• of ~ ips or 3 stars · And the unit
.
o work d .
nght patrols Within:in~ the day timeo:d of fifty/fifty - six hundred.
do that in turn• if e city also corne out f those who are always on
group again co~ _thesefinish Withthe· rom these people. And they
e in.
ir turn m a week, next another
Each section is h d
ea ed by Who.?
Headed by an Ins
pector.

OBURA:

.
rt? They were quite mobile. Were they?
How about their transpo •
the people doing the patrols within the
Yes, they were. They we~e d
- did the patrols during their
not the general pohcy uty

city,
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functioning. they were the people doing the patrols.

: LI

COUNSEL:

They had, say, better transport than the normal police.

OBURA:

With small transport - yes, because they were using cars.

coVNSEl

KAKWENZIRE:

Not U.P. Were they using U.P.?

oauRA:

OBURA:

Yes, that was U.P., Sir.

ir-

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

Now you have told us about this Section of 20 C.I.D. Did they ha
different functions for instance i~ the; police you would see _ Poli:
you have C.I.D., you have Special Branch you have uniformed p r
0
officials. Did you have that kind of arrangement in the unit?
ice
No we had only those as I would say specially to deal with the cas
that if a C.I.D. man was near at the time the policeman was goin es
•
•
•
to
do an mqmry
wh.ICh he IS
not supposed to do and a C.I.D. couldgdo·
and those were the only people that we had in that unit. But such '
you said about the Special Branch the normal ones were being used. as

COUNSEL:

They used to arrest people.

OBURA:

I beg your pardon!

COUNSEL:

Did the personnel in the Public Safety Unit arrest people? Did they
use to arrest people and take them to - did you have - police custodyat
Naguru?

OBURA:

Yes we had custody there. And about the rest as you have asked I
would say that these people have taken over the duty of the C.l.D.;
whoever is found as an offender was picked up, taken there;
investigations were being carried out; if it found out that a case should
be taken to court, they were taken to court. Those whose evidence was
not enough for them to get that way they were set free.

COUNSEL:

No, if you were taken a C.I.D. work, what were you calling your
CRDs were they carrying the C.P.S. CRD or Jinja Road? Were they
Naguru?

OBURA:

They were carrying the Naguru ones - Naguru CRD or station diaries.

COUNSEL:

And a decision to prosecute used to be taken at Naguru?

OBURA:

We had no special court there; the courts were normally held in
Kampala; once somebody is found as I have said that if the inq~iry
against him shows that he is fit to be taken to court, he is brought mto
normal court in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

What kind of crimes were being dealt with by your section?

OBURA:

Any crimes committed and the person being picked up by a Naguru
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were doin . _g ea1t With in the sa
S 1l 10 other stations.
• me way that other police stations
coll

'SEL:

oBURA:

cot1NSFL:

Economic crimes th '
remember?
- ere Used to be economic crimes. Do you not

oBURA:

Yes this smuggling was all
for that one; this was callectover_the country and we had a unit specially
Anti-CorruptionUnit.
Anti smuggling.

COMMISSIONER:

cases
OBURA;

Yes it talces in all that d th.
Astles Th
•
an
~s was under the charge of Mr. Bob
•
e urut was called Anti Corruption Unit.

COUNSEL:

I see! It was part of Public Safety Unit.

OBURA:

Bob had his own office here in fonner U.D.C. office; I do not know
what the office is now doing! So, as he was in Kampala, he could use
people from Naguru or he uses these from Impala or he uses those
from C.P.S. So he was everywhere; and according to my knowledge,
how I used to see him, he was mostly using this O.C., Naguru because
you have already heard; we talk~ something about transport. Those
people were well organized with transport; they have got vehicles and
not only that, their tum out was very quick. When they are called they
are always there to assist. So he mostly used those people.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean to say that Bob was one of your officers in the Police
Force?

OBURA:

Bob was promoted even to the rank of Assistant Commissioner of
Police.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean to say that during 1976 he was on your pay roll!

they
y at

eel I

.D.:
ere;
uld
was

our
ey

OBURA:

in
iry

Did you go for economic .
crimes or a thing like that?
When you say that I d
0
Economic.
not get you well. Put in another way.

•
know where he was getting his money from
About the pay I did not
I . to get their money through the
because all the senior offic~rs t~m c.u
through the bank. I did not
bank; probably he was gettmg his money
know. But he was of that rank.

COUNSEL:

But he was on your staff list.

OBURA:

He was. Yes.

COUNSEL:

•d
had custody·
you sa1 you

0

MR. KAWANGA:

.
fonned to fight
Public
Safety
Umt
was
.
e that initially th e
Is 1t not tru
. . al intention?
kondoism - the ongm

ru
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OBURA:

As I have already said, the riot.
connectionto that one, yes.

I think it is another na.rn .
e 1n

MR. NAGENDA:

Kondoism and riot have no connectionwhatsoever.

OBURA:

Violence.

COUNSEL:

And you said he was on your.staff list and therefore you gave him th'
.
. ?
lS
ro le of ant1-corrupt1on.

OBURA:

I did not give him, Bob was getting everything ~rom the top. So Bob
was somehow I could say not really easy you Just· take him how he

goes or else you burn your finger.
COUNSEL:

May be you did not elaborate on this custody business, how big w
this custody of yours?
as

OBURA:

The custody we had was not the real cell built for the purpose of
keeping prisoners. This was formerly an armoury and it was built by
Israeli Army Instructors as I have already said, they used to keep their
equipments in there. So when the 1971 changes came about, everything
with these Israelis went, they took everything of theirs so the room
remained empty and it was when this new Unit was formed up, it
became the cell.

COUNSEL:

How many people did it reasonably accommodate?

OBURA:

Not quite much, about ten is a reasonable number.

COUNSEL:

But what was its actual use and how many people did you use to put
there on average?

OBURA:

On average I could say about five, six or eight something of that.

COUNSEL:

You mean the inmates were comfortable?

OBURA:

Yes, if they are not many, yes, they can stay in. After all they were
not staying for quite a long time.

CHAIRMAN:

That is an interesting information. From there, where would they go if
they were not released, if investigations were still going on, where
would they be sent from Nagguru?

OBURA:

Sir, I have already said that once one is brought there and it has been
discovered that his affair is fit for him to go to court, immediately he is
taken to court.
If the court says, Okay, or he is to be further
remanded, he is further remanded in Luzira and then he comes there
meanwhile the investigations are being carried out by the C.I.D. staff
at Nagguru. In case it is found that the evidence is not enough for this
man to be either taken to court or being detained, he is set free.
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oBURA:
\--C

him this

MR, NAGENDA:
oBURA:

o Bob
how he

MR NAGENDA

OBURA

ose of
built by

eep their
CI)'thing

e room
up, it

I

And you are saying that th. .
is is what happenedall the time?
Yes.
•
So in fact, you are 1
.
th
a so saymg that t
·
an ten people for Whichthe cell a no tune did you ever have more
was comfortable?
I would say that th
e average could be about ten.

MR NAGENDA:

you said six to eight as a matter of fact?

oaURA:

yes' I said so but then I said abo
.
eight, that is what I said.
ut ten 10 case that the number is over

MR NAGENDA:

Okay• that is the average but still
sometimes it could have more.
Could it occasionally have 20 or 30?
Would that also bring an average
which you are trying to tell us?
•

OBURA:

I will tell the same thing because it is not good for me to say something
which did not happen.

:MR.NAGENDA:

I am not asking you to do that. All I am saying is that from the kind of
reputation that this place of yours had, it would come as some news to
the people who were inmates to hear that there was this very reason
you are saying of having may be six to eight who come there, then get
taken to court that same day and there was no overcrowding, that is
what I am trying to get at.

OBURA:

Yes, it is as I have already said that if the number comes to more over
the number, it would be over ten, that is what I said, if it comes more
but normally it is somehow ten, eight and six down.

COUNSEL:

Did you know that this place was publicly feared by people, the public,

to put

were

go if
here

Following funh
be suggesting toer the question frorn th
.
i
d
us that m
e Chairman
n a ay and may be th ay be no more than . • you would seem to
wanted to hold th
e same day they
six people were brought
f
ree, .is u. what yoem they Weretaken to were
L . taken to court and .if they
u are saying?
uzira otherwiseyou set them
That is what I am .
saying, Sir.

did you know?
•

?

Did I know when, now or by that time.

MR. OBURA:

been
he is

COUNSEL:

Then?

rther
ere

MR. OBURA:

.
never there is a soldier it is natural that _a
Being a prisoner or whe .
'th them this is normal, it is
normal person would not hke to stay w1
'

staff

true the whole world.

this

KAKWENZIRE:

• tortured there?
.
kn w that people were b emg
Did you
o
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COUNSEL:

OBURA:
COUNSEL:

rt is too early. I think as far as you are concerned - you ar
.
, as you arc concerned, when you left Nagguru it was a e ro
sayinga.,;
tar
place?
P Per run

oBU

Yes, when I left the place it was okay.
In the 1976, you moved to the Headquarters, did you know Archbis
Janan Luwum?
hop

MR. OBURA:

Yes, 1 did, Sir.

COUNSEL:

When did you come to know him?

MR

I knew hi111immediately he became Archbishop because by th
Before that, I think he was not living here in Kampala he ;n,
somewhere in the North.
as

OB

OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

And did you know Charles Oboth Ofumbi?

M
Yes, he was my Minister.
0

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

When was he your Minister?
I think when the Army took over in 1971, somewhere there, he became
the Minister of Internal Affairs, that was before I was promoted to the
rank of the Commissioner to come to Police Headquarters but when I
came to Police Headquarters he was the Minister of Internal Affairs.

COUNSEL:

And did you know Erunayo Oryema?

OBURA:

Very well.

COUNSEL:

How did you come know him?

OBURA:

I knew him long back even by the time I joined the Police Force he
was a Police Officer and he became the first Inspector General of
Police after the Colonial Government and I know him long back really.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the 16th February, 1977, I suppose you were still
the Commissioner of Police?

OBURA:

Yes, I was.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember anything significant that happened that day?

OBURA:

Yes, I remember - if it is the day they were arrested from this very
building where we are, then I remember very well of what had
happened if that is the date.

COUNSEL:

I assume it was, what happened?
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0

oauRA:

~ day before that

m the news - l • there was an
S
ocal new
announcem
ecretaries, all the R . s_here that all the Me_nt_
- special announcement
were to assembl h el~g1ousleaders d misters, all the Permanent
all slept knowine t ere ~nthis very bui:n s~me other prominent people
turned up and t; hat m the morning g tn that big room down We
that date all of ese three Were also we shall all be here. Eve~body
is conne~ted to:. Were led outside o:::ng us. At about 9.00 a.m. of
but that one th is on~. it is right that e compoundof the hotel which
ere.
way, not on this ground here,

then.

MR. KAV.'ANGA:

Led by whom?

OBURA:

By the Army Perso
heap of arms Of . nnels. There on the
th
different tyPes f
ground we found there were
er~ and these three were alsoot a11of us were asked to stand round
Mahyamungu and some other A here. Immediately there came Brig.
rmy Officers from that hotel.
Do you mean the Nile Mans·
ions Hotel?

was

MR. NAGENDA:

he

OBURA:

Yes Sir They alk st .
• '. ter •of p·mance
w Mr
ed Mraight to. th0se arms • With them they had the
M m1s
• asagaz1.

COUNSEL:

Jumba Masagazi?

OBURA:

Yes Sir. Immediately the·
• 1
bein b
ir arnva we stood there, we saw a prisoner
d g . rought out from the very hotel where they had come out from
an tbis was Abdalla Anyuru whom the Minister gave a paper.

COUNSEL:

The Minister gave him a paper?

OBURA:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER:

Which Minister?

OBURA:

The one I have just mentioned Jumba Masagazi to read. The paper was
written in English. When he went on reading, the Minister was
translating it to other people who did not know the language in
Kiswahili.

COUNSEL:

People, let us get this clear again before you move. _Youare. saying
Abdalla Anyuru was brought out of the hotel and given a piece of
paper by Minister Jumba Masagazi?

OBURA:

Very well.

COUNSEL:

. ?
When did you come to know hun.

OBURA:

I knew h 1m on

COUNSEL:

bout him Was he a person from your
be you can tell us more a
•
f?
pl:Ie? Did he hold any public office you know o •

of
ill

I

.

l

g back before he is a person from my place.
'

M
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OBVRA
I remember during that government before 197 I he w~
I\"1m1stersa Ithough I cannot rememberwell in which' Ministry
sh0 nc of the

COUNSEL:

cwas.
Was he a Minister or a Chairman of Public Service Commissi ?
on.
That is it

OBURA·
KAWANGA:

Perhaps we better know where his place is, we do not know y
is a person from my place, may we know which place?
• ou saidhe

co
OB

OBURA·

I am a Langi from Lango District and this man was also from Lan
~

rn~tt

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:

And he was the Chairman of Public Service Commission?

0

Yes, Sir.

D

And at that time he had been a Member of Parliament?

Yes.
You talk about a prisoner, you were the Commissioner of Police, hadyou
arrested Abdalla Anyuru, you?

OBURA:
No. When I talk about a prisoner because I saw him being brought with an
escort and whoever is being under escort and whoever is brought under
escort immediately he is a prisoner.

KAWANGA:
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:

Ministers are not.
No, a Commissioner of Police would be escorted by ADCs would he not?
Yes. Okay.
No, Mr Obura, in this case I am asking you, the pohce had not been
involved in arresting Abdalla Anyuru?

OBURA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Titis is what I was trying to find out from you.

OBURA:

No.

COUNSEL:

So you do not know how he had been arrested?

OBURA:

No, I just saw him being brought there.

COUNSEL:

Had you been before, say the calling of thi s meetin
• g, had .vou been
informed, you as Commissioner of Pohce, of what was gomg to take place
the following day?

OBURA:

I beg your pardon?
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• 1ercwn
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, on1m1ss1011 ,
cement summ
n on11cd of the St1b
er of Pol1cc had
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~ect in a 11er
. of tJ .,'
you bee n 111c'
• 0 rmcd - were yo11
1
N
" 1 mcc11n,'J
• o, that was k
g.
t}
•
ept tot.,11 .
ic Am,) alone tl '
y secret by the Ar
.
lcmsdves.
my and it was being handled by
) ou as the

OBURA

1\fR KAGENDA.

OBURA
DR. MAKUBUYA·

I also got a question on
,·cry surprised to s '
this prisoner who wa.
already been
cc him come as a pri. . s u_nderescort Were you
arrested by somcbod ' M soner or did you know that he had
) , r. Anyuru'J
I was very su •
l"J)nscdseeing h1111
there.
Mr. Obura, it is very hard ft
had no idea ,vhatsoevcr wh~r ;;:c to believe what you arc saymg that you
to be. you do not have t
e subject matter of the meeting was going
comm1ssioner
• . of Police o say what
yo k
b
.
u new ut from your position as
meeting the following d, w~rc Fyoutotally ignorant of the subject of the
• ?
ay.
rom '-'Our
•
Po 1ICC.
J
position as Commissioner
of

OBURA:

I only knew that there will be a
.
.
was the Mihtan S k
meetmg as It was said m the news that 1t
·J
po esman So about th
b'
going to tell the
b
e su ~ect as to what they were
pcop Ie a out, I did not know until I got there.

COUNSEL:

Again I want to find t
th
A
?
ou , was is Jumba Masagaz1 a member of the
rmy.

OBURA:

t?

No, he was not, he was a Minister of the Military Government by then.
S_oI thmk automat1cally he was one of the bosses m that system on the
c1rcle

COUNSEL:

Okay. Proceed, please.

OBURA:

Okay, I was saying that, after the prisoner was taken back mto the hotel,
Brigadier by then Maliyamungu stood up before us all the people who
were assembled there and ordered us by saymg, 'All of you must now go
straight into the btg room' - meaning this room down here, and no one
could go anywhere else but straight into the room. So, \\1th that sa) mg,
all of us moved into that big room and we all sat do\1,,n

COUNSEL:

Now before we move to that venue, would you mention some people notables - you recognized at that place - the hotel- before you went to the
Conference Centre?

OBURA:

COUNSEL:

J remember two Mimsters whom we were talking about - Oryema, ?both
Ofumbi the Archbishop himself, Masagaz1 that one I have Just mcnt1oned,
'
b Mrs Mary Astles and myself I ,,as there; m, colleague Henry Kyem a,
Mr. Sscntamu.
That 1s of Pnsons
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C Bl'R

Yes And so man) other people but I cannot now rememberall
but almost C\'e() Mmister and nll other people \\ere there
of thctn,

C"OU 'SEL

Hm, about religious leaders, \\ horn do you remember?Were the . th

)

OBLIRA

ere?

I remember the Archbishop was there but I do not recall \\ell \\hcth
Cardinal was there. 'With this one I do not recall And so many

\\ere around So, may I go ahead!

0

t theine
th

Please!
OBURA-

Okay, we all went mto the room and took our positions by sitting W
remained seated there for about 30 minutes. I forgot to mcnti~n th:
diplomats: all of them were also there unless that one ,vbo did not co
~o while we were m the room, after about ~O minutes, Maliyamungu
mto the room and he called out the Archbishop together with some oth
religious members Tius group walked out- followed him For about e~
3
more mmutes they came back; ho,, I could assess his movement by thi
time it \\as a bit harsh, when he got mto the room. So cverybodv w~
attentive. He called these two M!Illsters by name. He said, 'Ofumbi
Oryema, haraka bwana, 'which means, after the naming, 'Hurry up vo~
men.'
·

C:e

These two Mirustcrs stood up; followed lum Tlus time he did not go back
by the way he had taken the religious leaders, he walked, when you are
s1ttmg m that room the room 1s somehow like tlus because 1t facing that
side. There is another 100m on that comer There 1s another wav that
side So he ,.,.·alkedand these two followed him by that way, the} came
through by that side and from there we did not know what had happened
So that was the last time I saw the two Ministers. So we the rest rernamed
there in that room We stayed there for about - let me say after about
three in that afternoon.

COUNSEL:
OBURA:

NAGENDA:

Yes!
And then from there he himself did not come back tlus time agam:
somebody came and said, "Nymyi sasa munaweza kwenda. K1/a mwm,
ayende kwa kazi yake." Meaning, Sir, that, "Now, you people can go eJ.ch
one go to his work." So each of us left the room, took lus or her O\m way
and we went. For me I went back into my office.
Just clarification there. When you say, somebody came at around three
o'clock and addressed you in Swahih and he said, you could all go. does
this include the diplomats? Were they still there?

OBURA:

Yes, they were there, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

OBURA:

And then at about four exactly while I ,vas m the office, I had a telephone
'
call from the Minister - Mr. Nshekanabo;
although I chdnot mention his
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OBURA'

t come.
gu came
me other
about 30
by this

up you

COUNSEL:
OBURA

go back

about

again;

way

.Ministerof Pub!' S .
ic crv1cc d
an Cabinet Affairs
Yes He mst
M.
• nictcd me that I h
• lnlSll) of lntcmaJ Aff: .
s ould meet him m the Minister's office
office. I found him h airs, immediately. So I left I went into tha~
"I h
- e was alre d h
•
ave been waiting ~ .
a Y t ere. He then told me and he said
• awav " ,or
came straight
H ) ou
. here•" J sai'd, "I have just got your call I'
•
J • e said "Ok
President
to sec that .
'
ay. Now I have been instructed by the
th
where was his foU°''~ol\u
.~e over is office." I dtd not ask him why and
1mister
from h
.
to how I could assess him b . t
w om 1 was takmg over Accordmg
and even the Secreta
h} hen, he appeared to be somehow frightened
•
l)'wow
•
'
other items in the offi I
as countmg some other papers and some
So I became very
cc, could sec that the Secretary was also not steady
susp1c1ousthat somcthmg somewherewas not good
Yesl
There was also nothing th . th
all these S0
ere, ere were only papers m the cabinets and
•
he locked the office and told me, he said, "Okay. nov.· you
can go back to your offi II H
I .
ce
ere, when we were coming do\\.n the steps.
~am~d the courage ~f asking him, I said, 'Sir, what 1sall this about?' He
said, .You go back mto your office You will know" From here while
my driver was bringing me back into Parliament office here the driver told
me that there has been a special announcement now about the death of the
~rchbishop and two Mimsters. I asked hun I said, "Why?" He said,
The announcement said, accident. 11 So that is how I came to know that
somethmg really had already gone wrong with our brothers.

COUNSEL:

Yesl

OBURA:

So that was for that day; after that, I left the office and I went back home.

COUNSEL:

When you were informed by your driver about this accident busmess. did
you try to check with your Traffic Pohce?

OBURA:

The situation by that time was really very tense that one had to check lus
movements. So what I did was that I rang my m-charge of traffic ,,1tlun
the city and I inquired about this accident Tlus ho) told me, he said.
"Sir J did not know but I have also heard from the ne,,s that there had
bee~ that fatal accident." That 1swhat the boy told me

COUNSEL:

Whom did you inquire from?

OBURA:

· harge of traffic in the City- - tlus
From the m-c
. was a police officer called
f the rank of Supenntendent of Pohcc He
said,
Mr Seruwo He was O
kn
" .•
al o heard of the accident from the news. but I do not o,, as
Sir, I ha~e s
cd d all this" I told the boy. ''Okay.now you keep
to \\'here 1t happen
an .
• 11
quiet. I will mquirc and mformyou.

unfti

each

name, he was also a
• rnong us on that day
He was M
•
in1stcrof what'>

three
does

one
his
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OBtTRA-

COl

1

So )Ou returned to )Our home
Ycs, I \\ cnt back home. The following morning, I came to the
111ereat about 8 30 n m , I had a telephone call from Mr Bob A 0 flicc
I 1le
told me tl1~t he was calling me from the Offi~c of the Presidenth~~;~n
Nile l\1ans1onand that I was wanted there immediately. 1 lcfl th
the
and I came to Nile Mansion, I found one of the body guards of ~ office
1 e then
President was waiting for me at the door of that Nile I lotcl

1

SEL

OBURA:

You do not remember the name of the body guard,
No, Sir. ·n11sman led me up into the waiting room- into that roo
that ro?m I found Maliyamungu - the Brigadier I have Just b!
mcnt1onmg he was there He was with Colonel Sulc who was th
Commander of Malire. Mahyamungu asked me to sit down. I sat d e
H
c sa1d • "Mzce wants to sec you," and then one of the body guardsOWn
Who
was seated there entered into that room. I think, he had taken a message
that this man had come because, when he came back from there, he callec1
for all of us now

KAWANGA:

Who called - the President?

OBURA

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

OBURA:

When we got in there, we found there him- the then President Amin, the
then Vice President, Adrisi and Bob Astles And then we were given
chairs to sit on. We sat down and then Arnm began by saying - 'You
Commissioner, you have already heard of the accident.' I said, "Yes, Your
Excellency." He said, "Now what I want you to do 1s that you have to
mvestigate completely into this affair of the accident It 1s totally a motor
accident and the vehicle which caused all these accidents, 1t 1s m the
garage and you will be taken there and see the vehicle. I want you to do
this inquiry immediately and then mform me through my Pnvate Secretary
or Mr. Ekochu." And then he went on to say that about the bunals of the
two Ministers and Archbishop is being organized by the Vice President
and the Marines are going to assist into this. After having said this. he
said, "Okay, you can go". I stood up, saluted and I left the room. I left all
those people whom I found there and those with whom I got mto the room
I left them all there. So I came out alone. I came back to the Pohce
Headquarters and then I called for one of my seruor officers \\ ho was the
In-Charge of Operations; this was Mr. Thomas Odyck. I also summoned
for the In-Charge of Traffic - that officer I had already mentioned his
name - Mr. Sseruwo to come. He also came immediately
It was really very, very difficult for us to start that mvest1gat1on because I
had just been told that the vehicle \\-hich caused all these. you \\1ll be
taken to or told where 1t 1s. I did not know. I had no one to ask where the
vehicle and which one was being driven because, according to him. he said
"There was a vehicle being driven in which these people were and then
that one which caused an accident", of which he said I would be taken and
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sho\\n or citl1
bump 'd • er was on t he wa
1.: into that
in - and ·h
one". Now YI or
d somewhere and then "this one came and
w ere wa • 1
° not know h• h
arc alwavs at-, fi _sit. So what I did w h w ic one these peoplewere
- so nends.
as t at where there arc peoplethere
Within the State R
taken I had
. esearch Centre - a la
. th '
a fnend there Th. b p cc where these people were first
;~1wh~~ bit of infonnatio~ soisfrooy;as really so good. He could assist
M ic the two Ministers
Am im, I gatheredthat the Land Rover
a.JOrMoses Okello; and th
rchb1shopwere in was driven by one suddenly crossed the road d ahtthe vehicle which is said to have had
was. not a Land Rover • an t en the Range Rover - correct this one this
1
which the Ministers had ~o~~:da_Range Rov~r, ~at the Range Rov~r in
removed from the spot f h
i~to that vehicle it was said to have been
Road Pohce Station th o t e accident and taken to a garage near JinJa
bemg O\\ncd by a Go is hgarage was called Tayari Garage and it was
forgotten now.
an, c is a sort of a half-caste whose ~arne I have

and

So, after havmg gathered tlu .
I have already
t·
s mfonnation I told it to my two officers - that
.
men 10ned their nam
Od k
unmediately started to find
cs,
ye and Seruwo. They
found. The Indian w
out where the garage was. The garage was
"Who was dri .
.as asked. He showed the car that this was the car
vmg it?" He ·d "I
•
personnel who
•
sai '
t was bemg dnven by an army
said "I do nots~ nam,~I do not know" "But, can you remember him?" He
' I
ow. And about the Range Rover he said "The Range
Rover, do not know" Ok
'
'
th
•
ay, a statement was taken from the O\,ner of
e g~rage; the condi~ionof that vehicle was seen; I even went there and
saw it. But, according to him he said that vehicle it was a small red
Datsun - or ~omething of the sort - which had bee~ there. I think. even
before the Asians left the country.
•
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

Yes.
But the owner of the garage said, 1twas brought there by that time. Oka)',
about the Range Rover, I went to Mbuya Hospital where MaJor Moses
Okello was lying there on a bed, that it was a result of the accident He
had a complaint of the fracture of his nght elbow and dislocation of his
right eye and I asked him about the Range Rover. The Range RoYer he
said, was a visitor's Range Rover. "Who is a Ytsitor?" He said, he was
somebody who was a visitor to the Embassy of the Soviet Uruon here
"Can we trace this man?" He said, "This man I do not know now, as I am
now here on bed probably he might have already gone " But. we asked
him, "What about the damages on the Range Rover? Can 1t allow 1t to
go?" He said the damage was a very slight one. And as to the statement.
he refused to give any.
About the post-mortem report ,,~th regard to death, the post -mortem ,, as
perfonned by a Military Doctor called Dr Okum~ This man also refused
· us th e post -mortem report • He said. I. will submit the report
to give
·cf of Staff' The whole thmg was reall~ confused
throug h th e A nny Chl
•
there. Then for us to confinn that -
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C'OU 'SEl
May be, before ) ou go further, had you asked MaJor Moses
scene of accident?
0 kcllo the

OBURA.
Yes, thank you for asking that question He said , as he was driV'!n
the State Research Centre on that road, bctv;ccn Nakasero Offi ~ froll'I
and the ccrs Mess

COUNSEL·
OBURA

COIB\'SEL-

Better say V1etona Avenue Yes, some,.vherc there - this is where the accident took place ,.,_ .
1
Okcllo said
•
nlS IS what
Between V1ctona A venue and Nehru

OBURA·

Yes.

COMMISSIONER

Victoria A venue and what?

COU1\SEL:

OBURA:

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

COUNSEL:
OBURA·

Victoria Avenue comes from All Saints Church, Nehru comesfr
High Court to Nakascro Primary School Yes!
omtbe
And then for us to ma.kc sure about that mformation about the buna} f
the late - really their remains 0
No, havrng been informed about the scene of the accident, did you \'!Sit
or your officers did they visit it?

_

They visited it even they drew out the sketch plan but roughl) ,,ithoutam·
item there; that 1s from the place which was shown that it was hereand
here, and they drew that.
Okay, continue.
And for us we had to confirm that the remains of the three got to their
homes, we had to send out all. these various officers together withone
officer from the Photograph Section. This was Mr. Kitanurike. Hewent
along with these people to their homes - that 1s to say, to Archbishop's
home, Oryema's home and Oboth Ofumbi's home. They took statements
from close relatives of these - each one of them, and Kitammke alsotook
photographs of the graves of these people and then the~ came back,,1th
them. But statements from the so-called driver of the Range Ro,erMajor Moses Safi Okello, and the report of the post motenn fromDr
Okumu - which could assist us much, were not obtamed at all. Although
I
saw the Army Chief of Staff myself and asked him as to whether he could
assist with these -

COUNSEL:

Who was the Army -Chief of Staff?

OBURA:

By then he was General Gowon And nothing at all came out all the.time
there was a promise: Okay, I will see mto this. I \\111 call them I '' 1 ~;
--- , like that and that', but I knew all these were sort of Just bluffing bu
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oBVRA.

intentionof gi\ •ng th,
csc out was not there
Yes! Did your offi1ccrsmak
c out an accidentfile'>
Yes they did make up a file

COL"\SfL"

Right.

cot "-Sri.

OBlR·\

And again on those files what b
susp1c1ous,Mah'-·am
rought me to becomesomehowvery highly
•
J
ungu approached
d · ,
~ ou to make only one fil
me an said Look here we want
e,
not
more
th
th
. 1tto Mr
' Ekochu
as M zee has told you , 1 .
an at, and to, give
still we made someth. • said, 'Yes, that is what I am doing ' However
mg out the file
• cd
•
of the Investigations and
h
consist of the Report of the Police,
have said. Those were ~et e Skete? Plan, plus those photographs as I
somethmg had again b
fi only th ings the file was consisted of; 1f
but these are the onl thmeen
ound out, probably later on dunng these days
y
gs I remember were in that file

f

om the

COUNSEL.
OBVRA.

rial of

\'ISit

t any

e and

their
one
•,ent

-

Was it one file, duplicate file?
Although I was told to mak Onl
my friends w
e Y one, I managed to do something because
was
: not really - they were. Not ever hard working men. So 1t
1
snnp e
t something could be made out and something could be
done out of another
s
th
one O 1 made not only one although I took one to
e pdersonI was told to take one to, I retained another one in the Police
Hea quarters.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

CHAlRMAN:

Sorry ~ounsel to interrupt. We are suggestmg that we should have a
break smce we have been sitting the whole morrung without an; short
break. So we shall break now for lunch. The time is about twent) past
one; we shall resume at 2.30 p.m. this afternoon Mr Obura vou have not
finished yet; I think, you should also rest. So let us all break up and reassemble here at 2.30 p.m.

OBURA:

Thank you, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen
afternoon session.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Obura told this Commission that after the then President had given
instructions to investigate the accident completely, he did b~ appomtmg a
team of two; Mr Odyek and Mr. Sseruwo Was the work completed as
far as they could do?

OBURA

yes, Mr. Chainnan, these two I had appomte~ had finished with what they
could have done, and the file which was rephed was brought and handed
over to me by Mr.Sseruwo.

COUNSEL:

Did you say you made this file in duplicate?
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Let us resume this

om

RA

Yes I did. fhere \\Cre t\-.o files, although, as I have already said, before

that I was ordered to make only one but as a sort of an 1mtiativc,I had
managed to make two?
C'Ol 1 'SEL

OBURA

COUNSEL:

\Vh, did you ha,·c lo make two. v,as it prccauttonal that 1f one 1s lost yo
can produce another'?
u

Yes When I saw that things were somehow very confused and suspiciou
\\tlh \\hat had happened, I thought ofmakmg two in case - because ofthi:
order saying that; 'make only one' I was somehow fearing of something
strange on what happened, that is why I had made two.
C
I sec Now, what happened to the duplicate?

OBURA.

The files, both of them after I had done them, as I have said, I took one, as
I had been directed, to Mr Ekochu and I kept one behmd with me

COUNSEL:

Ycs, proceed.

OBURA-

And then after sometimes, a week after that file had been taken to Mr.
Ekochu, I had gone down to Entebbe Airport to visit on a Police Unit
which 1s there because of somcthmg which had also happened there in that
previous evenmg. When I got at the Airport 1t was around 8 o'clock - I
cannot now remember exactly the tune but somewhere there-eight p .m - I
happened to find that the then President was at his office at that
International Airport with some Senior Army Officers; and as a matter of
fact, being a senior officer of that rank and top of the security community,
I decided to go and see what was happening there. so, I went; that office 1s
upstairs at the International Airport. When I got there I found bun, the
then President, Brigadier Maliyamungu, Brigadier Taban who was the
officer commanding the Marine in Bugolobi here in Kampala; and Colonel
Sule, now he 1s late Colonel Sule, he was the commander of Mahre, and
Colonel Gore. I was welcomed into the room and the President said, "I
also wanted to see you" then I was asked to sit and I sat next to Colonel
Gole. Colonel Gore by then he was the Commander of the Air Force Base
at Katabi, Entebbe. There he, the President, said, "Commiss10ner,I
wanted to see you about your· policemen here" I said, "yes, your
Excellency" and he said; "now, they are misbehaving, last night they had
a problem with the Minister, Jjurnba Masagaz1."

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed.

OBURA

I answered him by saying; "Your Excellency, Sir, it is the reason why I
am also here; I have come to check on tlus mfonnation because the
Minister had reported to me."

COUNSEL:

What was the problem?

OBURA.

This is what I am coming on, Sir. My officer m charge who was there, he
with the Minister after having stayed for sometime that vel) everung, m
that hotel there is a bar; tt appeared that both came to colhs1on about ~
female friend, so they had to change hands So, he ordered me that
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should make that i11•·cst'
t·
1
~
ga ion and d I ·
there, he now asked
.
ea with the officer concerned. While
•
rnc again he ·d· "h
accident?" I answered h"
'
sai , ow about that report of the
in1and I s •d " h
over to !\fr, Ekochu as
d'
ai • t e report has already been handed
I will now sec it front:
i;ited
a week ago." And he said; "Okay,
president Colonel G
r.
oehu. After I had answered this to the
undcrs~d that this ~;cRc~e o~t and h~ uttered, he said; "how about - I
it was the Pres·d
h" u aga is arranging to go out to Rorne", and then
"Cardinal Nsub~g:~~ irnself who asked hirn, he said, "who?" He said

~?

coUNSEL:

Yes continue.

OBURA:
The President then answered him and said; "Colonel Gore, you have a lot
to do here at this Airport; you better leave this man alone, this man has
got no problem with us and it 1s me who had just cleared him to go."
There Colonel Sule came out and he said; "Your Excellency. do you not
know that we the members of the Security Council arc not happy with the
movement of this man?" he, the President, did not answer this. He stood
up and then walked towards the door which was for another room from
this one where we were So, his bodyguard moved qmckly and opened the
door and this old man went inside that room and pushed the door close.
We remamed in this room where the topic started

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

Yes, proceed.
There Maliyamungu said that; "You Sule, I am g1vmgyou this work to do
because you are in Kampala." Immediately after he bad_firushed that one,_
Brigadier Taban also said; " Sir, I am going to assist him, he we~t on by
saying that; - he only wanted to know the time that this man wtll leave
Kampala for the Airport.

NAGENDA:

Who said?

OBURA:

The Cardinal.

NAGENDA:

• ?
No, sorry , w ho sa1.d that he only wanted to know the tune

OBURA:

This was Colonel Sule whom the -

COUNSEL:

The President had ordered.

OBURA:

No, not the President.

COUNSEL:

Maliyamungu?

OBURA:

fr

. om
1 said'• "I \\111 find tlus
• it.
• Then Sue
1•
ungu. that is
bod ·guardsfrom ms1de \\ here
Yes, Ma iy~
thi, as still on, one of the
) d lied me m there I
I While s w
ed th door an ea
Kampa a.

•

had entered, open

e

closed behmd me and

the then President_ thi man he pushed the door d fi d them before.
fi 11wmg s
'
h
I ha oun
went there o o • ed in that very room w ere t how and what was the
these people remamm the President asked me as ~ong tour we had Just

There inside the roo ' p lice personnel after a
• of the 0
general feelmg
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finishedmth him a fev. days ago - going vtsiung all the Police, Annv
Pnson uruts throughout the nation I told him that their feeling was··0arikad
y
and they \\ere happy about 1t; and after that he Sal ·d·, "okaY, now you can
go " J left that room and I came out back to where these people were and 1
saluted Maliyamungu and told him that I was leavmg. He said; ''no y
• I Sal "d, ''I have been assigned
' oU
better have supper \•,rithus" I told him,
another duty " So, by that thmg I got my \•iay out and I drove back
straight to Kampala. On the way to ~pal~,
I came all the way thinking
of that short conversation about Cardinal going to Rome_,and the Journey
was the followmg mommg; and it was already about rune to ten in that
evening. I did not go to my house but I drove straight to Bob's house.
Bob was staying somewhere near Kololo Airstrip, it was official house for
his wife the then Minister. When I got to Bob that problem was really
itchmg me, so I released it to him - Bob Bob answered me and he said;
"those fools would do something on this old man, we better do somethmg"
he then asked me, he said, " do you know him, the Cardmal?" I said, " yes,
but not much" He said, "come in" and I went with him mto his srttmg
room. We were only two in the sitting room, Bob said "now I will give
you the telephone number, you make an appointment, you go to him now
and release this information to rum,and at the same time advise hirn to
postpone his tomorrow's tnp to Rome, although the President said - you
have heard that he had already cleared him, because you never know." I
rung the Cardinal from Bob's place. Somebody from his house answered
me, it was not him. Although I have said that I did not know him much,
but I knew him and I could know his voice - recognise it when he speaks.
I said that I wanted to see him urgently, and he said; "hold on." It se.emed
as if he walked across, came back after about ten minutes and he
said; "yes, he said you better come" and he said - he the person who spoke
to me - that he would wait for me at the gate. So, I drove there; I left from
there and I came to the place of a friend of mine, because I did not ·wantto
move too much with my car because I left from Entebbe in that car and
going to the Cardinal without releasing the reason and I told the friend
that I was going to see the Cardinal it is around that place of Lubiri and
you never know by going there I may meet somebody who 1s different.
Then I went to a friend I left my car there and I told the friend that I ·was
going to see the Cardinal without releasing the reason and he said; "Okay,
I can take you." He picked up his pick-up car and then he drove me to the
Cardinal"s place.

COUNSEL:

How many people did you go with?

OBURA·

I went myself, him and lus wife.

COUNSEL:

Would you hke to tell us the name please?

OBURA.

These people.

COUNSEL

Mr. K1Z1to?

OBURA.

Yes, and his wife.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, Mr. Kizito of where, there are a lot of Kiz1tos

oBl.JRA:

col.JNSEl

(
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OBURA

So, with me m my car I had a d .
my bnefcase, so I took th, b . fiupheatefile I have already spoken about m
, ifi d d
c ne case with m Th.
' e, I not know, even I think ~
c.
is person, K1Z1to
with his
when they will read from the n p to now they do not know. Probably
man and he had "Wh I
ewspaper they will say "oh we took this
·..
en gotth
h
'
name I do not know and h
. ere at t c gate I found a Brother v.hose
• • c said·
then he said· "ok . h·
. ' "arc you so and so" and I said· "yes"
•
a), e 1swaiting for yo
lk . " h
'
entered with a pick-up arkcd .
u, ':a m e openedthe gate, we
room. When we got th,p M it a~the parking place and he led us into the
ere r K1z·t
·
10 wi'th h'is wife
sitting room and he led
. •
sat somewherein the
also closed the door dmcmto anolhcr small room apart from that one, he
he went mto anoth an we were only two with him in that room, and then
me C dinal
er one and he came back together with the Cardinal to
walkedar
. sat next to me, we greeted each other and then this Brother
back mto the former room where we had left Mr K' "t .th hi
wife and w
d th
.
1z1 o wi
s
e remame
ere two I released tlus information, as I have
said, to the Card.mat He was surprised to hear this and then he asked me
he said; "what do you think I can do?" I told him I said "as I have heard
from the President, he seems to be not bad with you, yo; nng him and say
that the ~octor has told you that you arc not all right, you cannot go; until
such_a tune and then you will go." He accepted it, and then he rung the
President while I was there. Then after he had spoken to him, he said ;
"Yes, he has said that when I will be alnght I will then tell rum
" I said,
"okay, now it is advisable that you keep yourself around and let us see
what is going on" and as I have said, I had that duplicate file and I was
suspicious, thinking that by leaving that duplicate file after I have handed
over that one, with me in my house, in the office or somewhere, something
wrong might happen to that one. So, I entrusted it to the Cardmal telling
him, I said; "Sir, you can keep this, you never know what comes out
tomorrow, this thing be of great use for us." So, I gave 1tto him and I also
went on showing him the photographs of the graves, I have also
mentioned. By so doing I thought I would encourage hlffi to get courage
and keep the files. So, I kept that file with this old man. Smee then up to
this moment I am speaking, I have lost contact with rumand if at all
something has not gone wrong inside these paper or got lost somewhere.
that file is still with him.

1NSEL:

Why did you decide to take this file to him in particular?

OBURA:

after I was warned that 1 should
In particular there we~e ~o r;~s:;:~~
speaking about this problem up
make only one file an smce
th t there was a lot of confusion and it
to this moment, you have al~~:;
th:t paper So, I thought takmg i~ to
was really very delicate to
know about it until such a time when time
this old man, no one will ne~e: . the only man I thought in my mind that
comes for it to come out; ~ e is h document T\',:o, bemg a leader of
was really capable of keepingsue a
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,1 d this matter concerning !11scolle~gue. the Archbishop,did
the Clum;'1adnl
. and he would not really let tlus paper to be kept by this
reall) touc H.' 1101
•
old man

COUNSEL

'7
.
After that '-'OU
Yes, continue.
.} left for your h ouse.

oaURA:

OBURA

Yes. I came back Sir.

COlmSEL.

Did you bnef Bob about what you had done?

OBURA.

Yes, I told Bob; I said "okay, you better keep qmet about it" so that was
the end of that one.

COL'l\SEL

So, that is what you know about this matter?

OBL'RA

Yes, that 1s what I know about this matter, but as from the begmmng unless you have got some question to ask - because 1t appears that I am
gomg to Jump on something wluch - (lnteIJection)

COUNSEL:

Well, now before you firush this one; earlier before this meeting at Nile
Mans10nswere the Archbishop was arrested, had there been a search at
the Bishop"s house at Namirembe? To your knowledge as the
Comrmss1onerof Police?

OBURA:

I heard of the search, that the search was carried out at !us house; the
search was earned at the hospital at Namirembe, the search was also
carried out there, I heard about tlus.

COUNSEL:

Did you know what they found there, the results of the search?

OBURA:

No, I did not know but I heard from the Army personnel, they said that
when they searched the house they found some guns there, and when they
searched the hospital, they said that they found some guns even under the
beds of the patients. Something - which no one could understand That 1s
what was given.

COUNSEL:

I see; you do not know whether this was true or not?

OBURA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now, you mentioned the name of Abdalla Anyuru after reading a
statement he was made to enter the Nile Mansions; did you know what
happened to him after?

OBURA:

coUNSE

What happened to Abdalla after he went back mto the N 1le Mansions
Hotel; later on I came to learn that there were some other fnends of his,
who were kept at the State Research Centre at Nakasero, later on they
were removed from there, taken to Luzira, kept there for some time, after
which all of them they were brought up and there was a court formed up
here chaired by one Colonel called Juma Butab1ka, and from that court he
and others were convicted and sentenced to death and then he was among
those who were fired dead at the clock tower at the beginning of Entebbe
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durmg the hearing they had
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COUNSEL:

I sec. Were there some members of
•
of State Research?
your Police Force who were members

OBURA:

~ r;mc~b~r, not ~ffic1ally with the d1rcct1veor instruction from my office

~ as
ave a ready said m the begmrung, some few who had som~
fnends had self- s~led themselves and were also there So, \\ith that I
could not say that do not be there" even if I go there for something I do
not say; "why arc you here" I Just look at him.

COUNSEL:

Were you co-ordinatmg your work of the Pohce and that of the State
Research?

OBURA'

The State Research, as I have already said, somewhere m 1973 when I
came mto Kampala from Kasese, and at the time we had formed up the
CID umt with the PSU, and at the time when Mr Tow1lh was still in
charge of the PSU, they had a liaison with the State Research and Pohce
or PSU units somehow; but when Mr. ToWJlh was transferred to Pohce
Headquarters that one also went off I could see 1t. Then later on, \\hen
Tow1lli was dismissed, this was the time when Pohce really became in
problems with the State Research; they did not hkc the Pohcc at all that
time For the reason why that 1s what I cannot tell, I did not even find it
out myself

COUNSEL:

Is there any reason why you did not continue this working together with
State Research when you took over?

OBURA:

I think they did not hke the way I wanted them to go on with the normal
.
!iceman or an army person on the side of enquiry or
~orkt1?g tof a ~Thoe)·
became suspicious. I think that is one of the reasons.
mves 1ga ions
this and the\' sa,. no. \\e use•d to do that •
d
O
t
0
d
because I could say,
no
•
•
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Then from that they wind off from there.
COUNSEL

OBURA

COUNSELOBURA

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

To )Our J...-nowlcdge,
did this personnel: that State R~scarch, ~ou were the
Police Commissioner, did they comrmt offence while carrymg out their
functions?
That I do not know - that one, I do not know, Mr Chainnan, because al]
the problems, all the offence committed b)' them or by the pubhc
themselves always bcmg reported to the ncarc~t security station or unit.
Those others who were found directly committmg were arrested and were
reported but according to my knowledge 1t was really very, very difficult
to deal wtth them and not easy at all. And as a matter of fact, 1t was not
cas:vfor a police personnel to handle the anny person saymg that you have
done this, it was not easy.
You mean all members of State Research were Army Personnel?
Yes, they were. I thmk they were also recruited mto that Unit using the
same system I have said that they used to pick them from vanous units
and then form them there, and 1f they had some c1v1liansthose were what
the police so called mformers;those who see and come secret!)' to report
disappears and then a security person goes and act. But \\'Ith that one
again it is very difficult to handle such a person, he starts that way and
then comes a stage - he comes out and start domg the whole thmg himself
How about - you have talked about State Research but then to come back
again to the police, how was the disc1pluung of the people in the Police
Force done?
Discipline, to tell the truth, immediately after the Independence, discipline
in the Police Force kept up for some time and then abruptly went off \\.·hen
these unnecessary promotions came about, pickmg somebody from do,,._n.
raising up to a higher rank without the knowledge of what to be done So
I could say the good discipline ended up m 1970/71 somehow Then from
there, the whole thing went out of the way; although few officers who
were trained by the British before they left tried their level best to keep the
standard as it was before, these fellows unfortunatelv were mterrupted
For instance, here I say that I myself tried my best; I got the nght people
for the right job, For instance, at the Police Trammg School when I came
to the office, I got the right man and I put him there because he was
trained purposely to train. This man was removed away from there, a
person from a very low rank was promoted rapidly brought up and put
there to be the Head of the Trainmg, he docs not go to 1t So the traming
also went away
You go to the transport side. At the transport garage the Pohce had one
down at the Ministry of Works I got the nght man and I put hun there,
that was Mr. Muk11bi who was tramcd purposcl) for that work. he 1s an
engmeer Somebody from somewhere, without anytlung was promoted to
the same rank witl1 Mukiib1 and was taken there. So tlus man did not
know what to do He could not really do the nght Job that he \\as tramcd
to do So this system of domg that came about So the \\hole thmg ,,cot
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OBURA:
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Yes, it changed.

COUNSEL:
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•
man o- (Laughter).
y a mere Lance Corporal but for you
to keep gomg,
what to do areally?
COUNSEL:
My Lord, for the time bemg, this 1sthe end.
MRNAGENDA
I must say there is one thing which I have noticed, ,t 1s how this witness
who started off as a constable and then went on to corporal, havmg only
stopped education in J.3, had one year"s trairung as a teacher. how there
was a system which he himself said it was a good system which enabled
hun to become Commissioner of Pohce and which has allowed hun to
speak so fluently before us today, there must be somethmg m traunng.
However, I have got a lot of questions for you Mr Obura and if I may - I
shall start with your name. I think you said you are Kassim Musa Obura?

ciplme
when

who
p the
ted.
eople
came

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Has this always been your name?

OBURA:

Before that one,
Martin Obura.

MR. NAGENDA:

When did you change from being a Catholic into one I take to be a
Moslem?

OBURA:

•ods ince as you have now kno\,n, in
After having served all those pen fi' sed to Kampala from Kasese, the
1978' from
1973 after• I with
was transN
err almost e\·en:one was a moslem.
•
at aguru
·J
commuruty I was _servmg eo le As I was gomg with them and e\'ef)
so we went on with_those pd: this on the rehgious side, it com1nced me
time they were praymg they
that I also changed into a moslem.

was
re, a
put

.

appointmentand disciplining?
By that one as I have air d
.
find that one would
: Y said that things went out of hand, you will
to such a rank s ~arc into your office and say that promote so and so
is h ? H • ' o an so is not there only his number is brought Where
e d ; 0is at such a unit, you do not even know the man Call~g for his
;cor s 1_mthe Record Clerk which;, down 1n the ParHamcntBulldmgs
e record
~ brought,
checking,
younlwill find that there 1sreally nothing i~
that
file which
cangive
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ing
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MRNAGENDA:

I was of the Catholic Faith and my name was Cosmas

won over to the Catholic Fruth or did
Do you mean to say that you w:~ any where you all belong to the same
P
you find it easier to be part of a
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religion.which one do you mean?
OBURA

t after I had been staying with these people who w
I mean to sa~ tha I Of time that I always be with them I found my ere
moslcmsfor a coup e
'
tn1nd
changingthat I should become a mos1em.

MR NAGENDA.

k d with people who might be SDA"s do you thtnk
If you then wor e
. ?
You
rrughtchange to the SDA faith.

OBURA

·t thi·sway, Sir' with the
faith
about
J wouId put 1
.
.
h religion, I think 1t depends
feels
about
it
1
f
he
hkes
1t
e may go
on how somebody
'

MR NAGENDA:

No I am sorry , Mr. Obura, do allow me I am asking a question. What1
am' saying is, you were a catho1·1c.?

MR.NAGENDA

OBURA

OBURA.

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then you were surrounded by moslems and so you became a moslem?

OBURA:

Yes.
MR NAGB-

MR. NAGENDA:

What J am saying to you would you become, let us say a member of .
would you become a Buddhist if you are serving with Buddhists after a
long time? I just want an answer to that question.

OBURA:

With that one, because having known or served with those people you are
talking about, my answer is no; because I have not known them and I have
not known their character.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay,fine. In 1964 you told us that a number of Israelis were bought to
train the Special Force Unit, about how many of those were there?

OBURA:

I cannot remember well but I remember to have seen four because they
were brought mostly to train the Army and then from there, a few were
being brought to the Police in turns.

MR. NAGENDA:

About how many did you have just roughly?

OBURA:

We had four.

MR. NAGENDA:

Your interest in the good discipline of people with whom you worked and
under or over whom you worked is quite evident and you said that you
told the then, I cannot remember whether Inspector General or
Commissioner Mr. Ofungi that the PSU ought to be - shall we say, helped
by working alongside with the C.I.D. and Mr. Ofungi agreed with you.
You then said that there were about 1,000 of the PSU and you got 20
CIDs. Do you really think that this was a good enough number to water
down the unruly behaviour of the PSU people?

OBURA:

MR.NA(

OBURA.

MR.NA

OBUIV
MR.N

OBlIB

MR. 1

OBU
OBURA:

Sir, I think here you did not get me well. The figures you mention are
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MR

1

'AGENDA·

OBURA:

precisely as I have said b t h
\\o~k along with our PSUu ~ e reason of bring10gthis team of CID to
assist the PS U members on~;7onneJ was only that these people should
they deal with the offend
b hey get the offenders brought in and then
was entirely a Part of th lers, ut about the behaviour and all these that
e nspector General,
,
1 have not understood
you at all s·
very badly chosen wro
• mce you agree that these people were
late, do you think, it ngldpeohple
for the wrong jobs, I think you put it
Ofu
wou
ave bee
ood
·
ng1 to say that sorn th.
n a g
advice from you to Mr.
people were actuall
c ~ng also should be done about the way these
Y recruited and
th
them that somethmg
• should b d once ey were there about I' 000 of
Should that havc been a good suggestion?
e one to water down their behaviour.
This, Sir, I am very so
.
1t 1s also one of the reasons what brought
bl
rry
•
pro ems to M r Ofun b th •
him, we ha d started
•
gi Ythi at th
tune because after we had agreed with
do1
•
•
ng s, ese people we are talk.mg about were
recruited m there by somebody else, when later on we discovered that this
was going on to undermine these people by putting these people that they
should. be Pruned something wrong was taken somewhereto see who is he.

MR NAGENDA:
so would you say, I am very sorry, he was dismissed but would you say
that it was not enough to bring in CID people to help them to investigate
the cases they got, that it would have been a better idea to sort of work on
making this particular unit a better unit.

OBURA:

Yes, it would have been that way but the problem is that what I have said
about bringing them there were not brought by people who would try to
get them well mobilised and disciplined. So when the t1rne came for you
to try to do the right thing with these people you know are wrong, you are
in problems.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you would say in fact categorically, would you not, that bnnging in the
20 CID people with their IC was not enough?

OBURA:

No it was not.
'

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you in fact go as far as to say that the PSU was a vel) bad
organisation?

OBURA:

• •
ood but the problem was the persons who were
The orgamsatlon was g th
l who were bad, I could say so
working there; who were e peop e

MR NAGENDA:

bad people, overall. would
Therefore as a bunc h of people they were very
you say?

OBURA:

That is right.

MR.NAGENDA:

thi but I JUStwant to get this quite clear because the)
I shall come back t~ N s ru were they not?
were working out o agu '

OBURA:

Yes, they were,

,

Vlng there and working there
d they were sta J·

an
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So that "hen carltcr 011 you were gn mg us this rather nice picture of
l\a=iru
as a place where six to eight people were brought
m and then th~
5•
•
"ere taken to court and others were sent to Luz1ra or released Tlus
would not re.allytally with what you arc tellmg us about the people who
\\orkcd at Naguru. would 1t?

OBl'R.A

It would. according to what l am telling you and what I sa,-.,,and what I
knew was going on there. it would not real!) sound good for me to tell hes
about 1t

\IR '\'AGENDA.

So what you are trymg to tell us 1sthat here you had a very bad bunch of
people. you yourself accept they were vel') bad bunch of people. You are
now telling us b) some miracle when they were m Naguru they behaved
well? Is that what you are tl')1mg to tell us?

OBL1RA

Please hsten to me.

MR NAGENDA:

I am listening to you, but just answer my question.

OBURA.

I have told you that these people although were bad and were brought
there, we all accept that they were bad but we could not do anything at all
about putting these people right.

MR,NAGENI
oBURA'
l\1,R NAGfil

MR.NAG
OBURA

MR NA<

l\fR. NAGENDA.

Mr. Obura, do please try to listen to my question. What I am saying to
you very simple is this. You have told us these people were bad, they lived
at Naguru and worked out of Naguru and you told us if they got prisoners
that is where they brought them, okay?

OBURA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, how are bad people going to behave well to people that they bring to
where they imprison them, is it possible?

OBURA:

That depends on how they brought them in and the in-charge over these
people. If the In-charge tells them do this, they will do it, you release
them, they will release them.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see! Okay, whereas I said that that will be a question I w@ bring up later
may be more specifically. I just want to make a very quick clarification in
my own mind. You said each Unit of the PSU had an SSP under him, an
ASP and each section had an Inspector and you said there were four
sections of 50 people each, can I therefore take it that each unit of PSU
had 200 people in it.

~

OBURA:

There were over about 1,000 people. If you divide that one into 1,000
they come to number that one.

MR. NAGENDA:

Under an SSP there would have been 200 people, am I nght?

OBURA:

The top man is the SSP, then somebody follows him is ASP and then these
small ones will two pips the Inspectors.
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OBURA:

MR.NP

OB1

:\fR • • GF ~nA

OBl'RA

~1R. NAGEND):\·

OBURA:

so "hat

do Youcan
a sectionof People\Vi
th 200 PCOplc
In the Ann , th
m it?
) at could b
annv fonnatt
S
e - these pco I
•
on. o that could b.
Pc were using some systemof the
•
c a company.
Did
anv of the S . I
was •
Pecia Force U
set lip in 197 I?
nit ever come back mto the PSU when 1t
No, this Unit was s t
.

call

MR NAGENDA:
OBURA:

£ht

au

e Up in 1972

·h

MR NAGENDA
And any other ranks at all brought back?
OBURA:

to
ed

d "

e other tank" after the
W1t PSU. I rememberall of the sotaken to Anny, they Wereabs:r;:1Y~kc-over m 1971, all of them were
and they Were Posted to vari r cd_into the Army, the officers remained
up in 1972, few officers . ous units. When this PSU Unit was fonncd
\\ere brought back into this Unit.
Do you remember about ho
wmany?
I remember about four

MR NAGENDA:

rs

No, but the officers wh
O
b rou ght bac k ab out four I can
wereremember.
posted to other units of the pohce were
0

Y ~ talked about Mr. Astles as being an Assistant Commissioner of
Pohce and w~ somebody who worked under you, but you also said that
h~ was very difficult to handle and if you did not take care m dealing with
him your hands would be burnt Why do you say that?
OBURA:
I said this because I later on discovered that Bob was dealing with the then
President directly. So a person of that behaviour surely by expenence 1t 1s
difficult to deal with him because you cannot call him and advise bun as
he was of a lower rank to me, that do this or that. He may say yes here
but then he will go and do something else and then you meet another thmg
different.

MR. NAGENDA:

OBURA:

Are you saying because he might do that or he might not? Are you saymg
that Mr. Bob Astles was the kind of person who would say one tlung on~
way and another to another, and, therefore, you felt frightened of bun.
Can you give us some examples of it, so that we can form our own nunds
on this subject?
Now for instance, about this so-called Anti-c~rruption Umt, Bbobat n~~
}
could, get somebody eIse WI•th his own umt who thhave
t "Leteen
thisrea
man
.th th x.hib"ts there now when you say a'
corrupted WI
; e
\1 sa '"Let iliis man pay the money that he has
be taken ~o court ' he WI
ilty of embezzling money from a place
received if he had been ~ou.?
instead, Bob will take this man to the
where he had been working •
'
.
d he sets this man free to
h
there he gets receipt an
th
revenue office, e pa?
:na find the same man agam has done e
go. Tomorrow, agam you
yd with this one, you cannot go and say
e thing again that way· An ' .
d tlus Tius should be done that
:,
"He did this. I did not want hun to o
•

J•

fa
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,,a)". and sob) sn) mg tlus, tlus is the problem
\IR

t.

GF. '0

OBL'RA-

You mean to sa, that . ,\hell he took the monev~ to the re, .cnuc and got a,
re...-:cipt
_ 1 take it that _ that means Mr. Astlcs dtd not take the monc) _ but

'o. no. no

MR ~AGENDA:

He only \\antcd that money to be paid back.

OBURA

That is all. But agam, 1f you go back to the law. the law would not allo"
it to be done that wa) because 1f you keep on domg it that way, you arc
agam cncouragmg people to go deeper mto the system of stealing. You
will not be able to control crime

.\1R "'.\AGE'l\"DA

Arc there am· other examples of what Mr. Astlcs would do in this kind of
illegal mann;r that you noted as his superior office?

OBL.RA

No. there 1s nothmg at all; I cannot remember. although he might have
done 1t.but 1t 1sa long time now. That 1s the onl) one I could cite.

MR NAGE1'DA:

So far what you have said of somebody sa) mg let the money go back to
the revenue, although 1t 1s 11legal,of course, 1t does not sound as if you
would be burnmg your fingers very hard. 1f you gave him some ad\ 1ceto
the contrary. There must have been an example to make )OU think. if you
crossed hrrn you would be m very bad trouble And I remember vou kept
us gomg for 4 hours \VIthvery accurate memory of what you were doing.
You must remember something as important as tlus. surel)

OBURA

If I might give the \\Tong impression because of the language. then I am
sorry about that, because it 1s on1) that one I can remember about it.

MR.NAGENDA.

So you are saying that, in fact, there was not reason to fear Mr Astlcs
"He would not bum your fingers 1f you were not careful with hun." Is that
now what you are saying!

OBURA

Okay.

MR. NAGENDA:

But, no, do not tell me it is okay - Mr Obura:

COUNSEL:

Mr Chairman, perhaps, he has given an example which ma, solve the
issue.

MR NAGENDA.

I do not accept that example.

COUNSEL:

So the position is that this is a man who is rang by Bob Astles "hen he 1s
in the presence of the President. this is a man who was with the President
I think, this is what he is trying to say.

MR NAGENDA.

Now, what I am trying to find out as a Corruruss10ner. Mr Legal Counsel,
is that, that we are looking at this very senous affairs here That 1s wh~
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OBlR\
,tR J\TAGENDA·

d Of
OBURA

ha\c

MR NAGENDA·

ck to
)OU

ce to
you
kept
mg.

OBVRA.

\\C arc here Also,., h
• \c avcgot
and a , cry gOOd co
somebodywho h
nunand of th 1
as got ever,,
th S
oa
.._o, "ith the Ch •
c anguage· als
- &OOdmemory
a1nnan"s p
, ' •o somebody h
repeat my question Whe1 .
cnnission, what I wil
w o is under
you had to treat very ea l i~~ say that somebodywas1,,dois that, I shall
only natural why I shou~~ y or you will get your fi:o;ebocty" whom
ans" er was that bcca
h ask why this should be Ng s burnt. It is
mean that all friends ~;~h e ;as a friend of the Pr~sidc~;•t~f Y~uronly
you get your fingers burnt eIs ;s1dent had to be treated vdry : i~~i°uld
at what you arc saying - Mr Obre t y or
I
•
ma.
am trymg to work out your question

I shall repeat 1t. you were saying th t th
Bob Astlcs vou veru carefullv o
a e reason you had to handle Mr
•J
J r you get you fi
your o,,n sentence - \'ms because _
b r ngers burnt - this was
President!
was it ecause he was a friend of the
Let me make 1t simple for you and for the C
. .
ornrruss1onas a whole.Yes.
What do you mean, "let me make it simple for you and the Cornrru· . " I
• te reste d m
• whether you make these things · 1 c ss1on.
am no t m
•
s~e~~l~
t~g to find out_what my job is; and I am going to ask you that q~estion
until you answer it.
Even myself, I am not interested in keeping people here. I am tellmg you
and I am answering you exactly what your question may need your
question is that, was Bob a wrong person? I told you, "No"

MR. NAGENDA:

It is not my question, by the way; I have asked, why did you have to treat
him with caution or get your fingers burnt? You said it. Now explain it,
please.

OBURA:

Yes I have already told you the reason why I have said so. Now, for
instance, somebody has done something wrong, and the law says, "Okay,
he has done something wrong; you take him to court." When you want to
take this man to court, he says, "No, let him not be taken Let him do
this;" and the law is saying a different thing. This is why I say, "Oka),
dealing with this man is difficult. " Now, when you take a report saymg
that, he is doing this, no-one will listen to you.

am
es:
t

MR.NAGENDA.

Did you try to take this report which was turned do\\n? Because, 1f you
say, if you did it nobody will listen to you. Did you try?

OBURA:

It is several times, I have been seeing the Minister. I am tellmg you about

e

this.

MR.NAGENDA:

to take any report which was turned
Did you yourself - Mr. Obura - tryd_d ou ever get your fingers burnt b~
down. Number one. Number two - i y
Bob Astles?

OBURA:

I do not know what I can tell you.
did.
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What I have told you is what I actuall)

MR NAGENDA

OBURA.

I will make up my own mmd; so I will move on. Now, what, of course
verv interesting to me is that, everybody else you have called by th' is
•
surnames·
Mahyamungu, Archbishop,p rcs1.dent and everyth mg, anct cir
you persist m calling this man "Bob." Now usually 1t means a tcrr/ct
•
Of
some
f."Ulliltantyeven fnendslup. Were you a great fn end of Mr. Bob
astles?

oBURA

I have already told you that Bob was Assistant Comrruss1oncrof Police

workmg together with me m the same department; automatically - yes h;
was my friend.
MR NAGENDk

I sec!

OBURA.

How come that I can work with a person who 1snot my fncndl

MR NAGENDA

Well that is a very stlly thmg to say because people work with people who
are not their friends. Was he a very special friend of yours Is that why
you are calling him Bob?

OBURA

I think if it is because of the name that I did not put Mr. Astles there, but
"Bob" was a name that everybody called him "Bob." I could not give a
new name or other name again or any African name.

MR.NA

OBURA

COMM

MR NAGENDA·

OBURA:

MR NAGENDA:

Okay. Now, when you - Major Bob would be different from "Bob 11
Now you then took us to the scene of that morning when people were led
to the compound of the Nile Mansion Hotel; and what you said - this 1s
merely a small clarification, you then took us to the compound here when
you were led outside at about 9.00 a.m on the 16th of February: and
everybody was around and you said the three were there. Now I do not
know whether you meant by "the three" that they were in a special place
set aside for them or were they just members of the crowd!

MR.N

They were members among the crowd.
You then told us that Mr. Anyutu was brought in as a prisoner; this was
because he was escorted but his general demeanour might have sho~n that
he was a prisoner. And you said the Minister - meaning Mr Masagazi gave him a paper to read. How do you know he gave him a paper to read?

OBURA:

I saw him giving it to him. I was sitting near.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. So you actually saw him giving him the paper

OBURA:

Yes, sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am now a bit interested· I do not know whether you can help me on all
these different units as th~y were; for example the State Research Centre,
you have mentioned P.S.U., there must have been the Special; Branch and
the C.I.D. Did they have any formal workmg together or were they Just
each one on its own?
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reports subrn·
or ing under their tn-ch
•. U. which is no longer
or to the I Ittcd goes to the Police H ;rge and all whateverthey do or
thev were nspector General, And that ;a quarters - to the Commissioner
thr~u
s_u~posedto Work in the
ne of the State Research, if at all
• h gh their in-charge, and then thrsame system, they should be doing it
m1g t be the Head of the Arrny.
ough their Chief of Staff and whoever

~fR NAGENDA:

• but

OBVRA.

COMMISSIONER.
MR NAGENDA

and
nor

ace

Here to tell the truth I did
tune or the so-called ~orru ti_notbexpenence
very much of bravery by that
P on y theHe did not understand "n·va1 "
ry , not

OBURA:

"Riva Iry II or some kind of co
•.
mpet1t1onbetween the various groupings
Between these boys.

MRNAGENDA:

Yes.

OBURA:

COUNSEL:

·as

In your experience when th
d al f
'
ese thing
e .o nvalry between the v
s were workmg, was there a great
descnbed?
anous organ12attons which you have

MR. NAGENDA:

OBURA:

MR NAGENDA:

Because the way they were working was different; for instance,
No, Mr. Obura, I think the question is about different organizations: State
Research, Police and may be the Army. Was there No, no, I was going on - the Army is quite different We have already
known quite a lot about that one; I was going on, I say, the State
Research, Special Branch, C.I.D., ordinary police, P.S.U and the rest of
the police because there
No because each of these people have got a different way of how he makes
a report. So making them to do that I could not find that \~•ashappening
there because the Special Branch, the way they d~ th~ work_1s not the wa)
that the C.I.D. does his work. His way of working 1s so different that he
can even be at a place where something - for instance a c~e - is
• an d he is there · But he handles nothing because his wa) is
happemng
different with the C.I.D.
•
sa is this if you had birds of prey and a
Very much. What I am trymg to y h
'although the) might all eat
d wn there somew ere,
piece of meat
~
h ,£ that piece of meat. Now are you gett:mg
differently, they might fig t or
my drift?
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OBlR

1R N GE 'DA
OBURA

) cs. J am commgto that
o, please, answer it, now that ) ou have understood it.
ro that was not there.

n 1ey nc,·cr sort of competed for prisoners, people from whom they could
take money
OBURA·
.MR NAGE mA.

OBURA:

MR.NAGENDA

OBURA:

MR. NAGENDA:

No, no

oBVRA:

MR NA

OBU

I sec! This 1swhat interests me very much in you, Mr Obura, because, as
I said earlier, there you arc, you had worked very hard to come from
Constable to Commissioner through your own effort; unlike somebody
you told us about that you said looked as if he was ve~ badly messing
And yet having got to Commissioner you did not then reahse that this kmd
of thing could be going on That to me is very interestmg mdeed, equally
interestmg; that was gomg to be next question to you 1s that, you went to
this meetmg on the 16th of February -you were a Commissioner of Pohce,
a very lughly tramed person You had your own people like C I D., you
had informers that you told us about; and yet you went to tlus meetmg
without even an idea of what was going to happen. Does that not strike
you as meffic1ent;to say the least!

I have already told you - I am going to repeat again The workmg system
of that period especially of that particular time that we are now talking
about really was so difficult and 1twas somehow I could say very delicate
and you handle everything by that time to come to a standstill; everybody
was somehow just thinking of himself, which way he could go. So in that
way as things were happenmg really it made that one to expect that
without me or any member of my Special Branch knowing that tomerrow
people are going, they have been called, they will be there and tlus would
happen. even though they might have known they might also have feared
coming to tell me.
Okay! Gomg back to this thing of people not competing for what they
could get - victims -you yourself said to us quite categoncally that, by the
system with which people were being recruited into P.S.U, you got
untrained people doing the easiest jobs they could find, i.e becommg
intelligence officers; because that was simple. Now it could seem to me
that immediately would set up some kind of compet1t10nbetween these
people and the C.I.D. who were trained for the job. What would you say
to that?
Those people who were doing it that way they had made it clear that it
made things difficult for the CJ.D to perfonn the1r duties
But not to understand what their duties were surely, nor the
Commissioner. Okay, I will move onto the next question which 1s Just
clarification. Let me get back to the pomt of clarification which I would
like the witness to help me with. You said that, with Kitanurike as an
official photographer, plus certain officers, they went to take some
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MR ~'AGE DA·

OBURA.

Now, since '\'Ou

Weeks.
.

to sec these .;bod.were Ill vestigatingthis

.
ies of the pe~plewho ha~c~1d~n~,
d1~it occur to you to ask
The bodic
ccn Ill this accident?
.
s, after the accid
mentioned were reall
~nt, me together with th
were not given th Y very llltercstcdthat w
Id e two officers I have
at
chan
f
e
cou
sec the bod'1es;but we
the doctor pern
cc o seeing the bod'
the post
ormed that post-mortem H ics, even at the place where
mortem at the Army II . 1• e only told us that he performed
How th c bodi
ospita at Mb
b
did
cs Were transferred f1
uya ut we did not get there.
not know. Only I rememb rom here back to their home places we
before by the President that th ~ that I was told as I have already said
the Marines So everyth· e unal_of bodies will be done by the help of
• and taking the bodies
an d a II thi s was done b thmg concemmg the bunal
Y e army themselves.

MR NAGENDA:

To your knowledge or from th . £
.
officer, of police mdeed th
e 10 o~atio~ that you got as a senior
t senior, did the families ever sec the
bodies; after all i~ is a s~alle mmoS
look? was tlus done?
atter to try to open the coffin and have a

OBURA:

According to the state
t thi
b oys across. They saidmen s,th s was th.e mam reason I had sent these
yes ey were given a chance to have a look at
th em.

MR. NAGENDA:

OBURA:

Do ~ou know whether a proper post-mortem has ever been done on these
bodies even after they were buried!
Dr. Okumu himself told me that he had done the post-mortem - Dr
Okumu; but the problem was that he had no time to give the Post-Mortem
Report back to us - the police. But he said that he would do 1t And then
he, Okumu, went on saying that he will give the report to the Arm) Cruef
of Staff who would give that report to me. And, as I have already said,
every time I go there, he says, "I will see" and all that and tlus. So 1twent
on like that. But the post mortem, I am sure, was done by Dr Okumu.

MR NAGENDA:

Do you know where Dr. Okumu is at this moment?

OBURA:

Okumu by then after that - Okumu also went aw~y; I unde~stand or later
on somebody said that he was seen across in Zaire. He might be across
that way.

MR NAGENDA:

. .
that we take opiruons but I thmk when it is the
Now it is not al~ays .
h handled the case, I am sure I will not
opinion of the Chief P~hcethman
~:s~ three people died m a car accident?
be stopped. Do you thmk at
h

OBURA:

I am saymg it is because of the Range
I do not think so because w y
le were m . Now, according to the
as
said
that
these
peop
Rover whic h W
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dnver _ this Major Okello - who is said was the driver \\'~o was driving
tlle Range Rover he said that the Range Rov_crafter the accident was taken
awav by the owner because 1t had a very hght d~a~e. ~ow how Corne
that; vehicle had got no damage and then a person ms1dedies!
Okay. Did you at any time even if you did it qu~etlythrou~ your officers
_ ,0 u have already explained very well what the times were hke but did You
c~er try and get some kind of insight through the C.J.D., for example,
about how these people actually died?

MR NAGENDA:

OBURA·

MR. NAGENDA:

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

C.I.D. could not do anything only one of my two officers who assisted In
investigating this incident - this was Odyek this Odyek on that very day
immediately after the Archbishop together with the two Ministers were
picked up from here when I was coming from the office to this meeting I
left him there at the Police Headquarters. They also went and picked him
up from there. They took him to the same place. So 1t happened· that,
while he was there, he saw things because, after I had left from here, I
went back to the office; I gathered this that, while he was there, Odyek
was also picked from here. What I did, I had to commurucate with friends
as I have said, are friends within the State Research. That boy was also
here during that time; so the boy was still around because these top men of
theirs after everybody had gone away from here, they always remam here
in that hotel. So the boy was also around. So I found the boy, I talked to
him; the boy said, let me go and do something. This boy was at the rank of
lieutenant; he went across back to that place; he found Odyek - they were
seated in one of the offices there. May be you never know, waiting for.J:us
tum. So the boy also picked Odyek from there and put him m lus car and
he drove him back home. So by that I advised Odyek not to move too
much, but to keep quiet and stay quietly. After just few days they forgot
about him. And he told me almost each and everything of what had
happened there; how these people were taken; they were tortured; and then
later on they were put into that van and driven and they left him there. So
everything happened in that building at Nakasero. Then about this road.
might be that was - something on the way - but the main thing happened m
Nakasero.
Have you told us everything - because this of course is of great excitement
-I do not know whether Legal Counsel is going to brmg Odyek but
otherwise My Lord Chainnan, Mr. Odyek is a witness; but apparently I have to find
out his whereabouts; but I know he is a witness.
Well you do not know, may be it may be difficult. So Odyek said to you
that he saw these people being tortured at Nakasero all three of them, and
after that they were then taken away.

OBURA:

Yes, he said so.

MR NAGENDA:

And he was then being taken away.

OBURA:

Yes.
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Were they still al

ivc when the

Y were taken away?
To tell the truth I b
on talk
b
'
ccame so excited th I d
mg ccause himselfhad I • at id not evenwant Odyekto go
a so narrowlyescaped tt
In 1966 did
your Special Force
Pa Iace at' Mcngo?

u·

mt play a part in the attack on the

That is what I cannot
remember by th 1
.
un dcrstand, yes; those wh
'.
en was at Kotido in Moroto, but I
o were m Kampala did take part
But you yourself of cour b
sc cmg so far away did not take part?
No.

MR. 'AGENDA:

In 1975, following the O A U M .
.
number of arrests 0 f
• • • cetmg, 1 th•~ you earned out a good
some of your officers - pohce officers - is it true?

OBURA:

This was when about 29

MR. NAGENDA:

Why were they dismissed?

OBURA:

You remember as I have already stated to you that when Mr. Towilli was
promoted to the rank of Senior Commissioner of Police and transferred
from Naguru to the Police Headquarters he rernamed working there. And
then something went wrong between him and the Commissioner bv then:
both were dismissed. Now when he was out be also found his o~ way
here within the people of his side; after having stayed for just two months,
he was brought back to be re-instated. And he was put to be the overall
Commander of the operations within the Police Force as a whole and of
the Public Safety Unit And then, although I was there at the top but 1
remained just there; all the powers were stripped off from me on to this
man. So the names of the officers were submitted by this Mr Tov,:ilh to
the Head of State that these senior officers who were later on picked up
and dismissed, were the people who were making the work of the police
becoming weak; p. S.U. was no longer functioning as 1tused to be; and_all
sorts of unfounded reports. So this is the reason why these people ,,ere

1· ffi
. .
po ice o 1cerswere d1sm1sscd.

sent away.

MR.NAGENDA:

m last question which takes us back to Naguru as I
Okay. I come to Y
.
h. h t had To ,,:our knowledge
• ed d ·t very bad reputation w ic 1
•
J
promis , an i s.
.
·mess a torture at Naguru by any of
and in your expenence, did you ever wi
your officers?

OBURA:

MR.NAGENDA:

.
that these people were wrongly picked up;
As I have already said to you
the reason whv 1 am now here,
e and then - even
•
th
although they were er ,
h
I
- I was somehow taken as a
. .
•
t a place w ere am
not in this mqmry' a
people
scape-goat because of these wrong
•

In what way?
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OBURA

No" you arc asking about me w1tnessmgthese people -

:\1R '\ \GENOA:

But beside that I did not know this other mfonnation.

OBURk

Yes, 1 am coming on. This 1s as I have already said, it has always been
there and thts was the reason why I have told you - I had tncd my level
best that these people should be retrained and; this is the reason why I had
also tried my level best that the C.I.D. come here to try to put things right
So about torturing. yes. at times I had witnessed it.
Okay You went on to say that in fact the reasons you are at the place
where you arc, it is because you were made a scape goat of these bad
elements. Since this is against human nghts, is 1t something you want tell
this Commission - the circumstances of this?

OBURA

Y cs, I would say tlus because 1t is already on me. You will find out that
v,:ith my case, a person was arrested, brought m; I released him; and he
went after havmg found that he had really nothing for him to be detained
there. An order was given agam for tlus man, he was agam re-arrested
and brought back

MR. NAGENDA

What is this man's name please?

OBURA.

He is called Ddungu Vincent.

MR NAGENDA

Yes!

OBURA:

This man was again re-arrested and brought back. Okay! The C.LD that
I had brought there went on investigating; they came back with the same
report and said, Sir, this man, it is true he had got the money from the
bank through the name of his colleague with whom they own the company.
But the man is willing to pay the money back because it was the money
taken out from their own account that they share the signatory. Okay, I
said, alright now; I went and I saw my boss who was Mr. To\\1lh about
this; he said, let him bring the money. The brother of this man brought
money. The money was given; and it was given to his friend with whom
they shared the company. This man was released. Thirdly, an order was
given again; the same man was picked up and brought back agam. Oka~.
I found there was no any other means at all for this man to escape tlus
problem; what I did I told the in-charge of the C.I.D. and I told, okay, look
here, now what you do, take this man to court; let the court decide on what
to be done about him.
I am very sorry to myself - when I was doing this my boss had gone out
somewhere as he normally goes out, he was not there. so tlus man was
taken to court. When my boss, Mr Towdh came back, he asked me
where was this man; I told hnn, I said he had been taken to court: and he
said, who told you to take him to court? I said. I found that 1t is now
better that we take him to court and let the court now deal with him and
find out exactly what it should be done about this man He Just kept qmet.
he left and entered mto his car, they drove straight to Kampala There.
according to the people who were at the court, they say, when he got there.
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pb
had
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that
\fR NAGENDA:

OBVRA

I
t
t

Poor man - (laughter) th
When ey g~t at Naguru- it is a sort of what I could call a habit - I had
always come m ~e office very early at about 7.30 a.m., I had done 1t for
several years, so i~had become my custom sort of And leaving the office,
I \V~ alv.,ays leavmg very late at about 5.30 pm. So if I had gone home
earlier, I could have escaped all these; but I remainedthere. At about 4 30
p.m. I could hear a queue of cars passing going to the shell we have talked
about; they were going that way. I did not know; so I remained there m
the office. I knew, I thought it was normal - patrol cars - they normally go
there for refuelling their cars and go back. So I remained there. While I
was there, Sergeant Major came running to me saymg that - do you not
know the O.C. is at the Yard? I said, no, I do not know. He said, he 1s
there, he 1s calling for you. I came down; I walked along with this man: I
got to the Yard to that place at the door way like that one; when I got
there, I found this man Ddungu was already dead lying at the door: and he
was standing there with some other police men around. And he said, this
is your man, why have you taken him to court? By then it was too hot; I
could not talk; he said, okay, you come with me. I got mto his car, his
driver drove me back in the office; he said, look here, 1fthis had escaped,
you would have got it. So that went off. Now it came to a charge - we
were charged both, me with Towilli that I was also in court there, I was
everywhere; Towilli was an accused No. I; after ~ometimehe could not be
found• they wiped up each and everything from hun and put 1ton me, no~\
I am 'writing for - laughter - I had witnessed that one So with this
example, please excuse me. (Laughter).

MR NAGENDA:

So you were charged with Ddungu's death ?

OBURA:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

ldiers who were there includmg your Sergeant
But what about all the so b d
already dead when you got there?
Major, could not they say the o y was

OBURA:

By the time of my tnal no one cou
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ld even stand for me by sa)1ng that or to

try to whisper that I was not there, I saw tlus, _no._It 1s temble. Tue
Corporal Warden called Rutaro who was at the D1stnct Court, who was at
the door: together with the accused person, Ddungu; as tlus one is now
with me; that man through fnends, he became my defence witness m the
court and he gave evidence exactly as what he saw ~ere that I was not
there. Immediatelyafter that man had firushed with g1vmgevidencethey
arrested bun; banged him into Luzira, detention. The Sergeant MaJor,he
1s called Yukwa, he 1s a Lugbara. Tots man who stated -he was also my
defence ,v1tncss- that 1twas bun who was sent to call me from the office
to go to where tlus incident had happened at the shell I have already said _
tlus man after firushmg fact evidence, he was detained in Luzira. Mr.
Farouk - Assistant Commissioner of Police - who was then the In-charge
of the C J.D., the Director of the C.J.D.; who gave evidence as my defence
witness after that Farouk was detained in LUZ1ra.Another police officer
Mr. AI;ga, with whom I was in the office that very day; Aliga also gav~
evidence, after that one he was also in Luzira; poor man got sick and died
there. All the rest remained there until when Tito came into -Government·
,
within that few days, this old man got all those and by chance they were
released and poor men went off. So you can see how things were handled.
MR. NAGENDA:

Is this the only case of homicide within Naguru while you were there for
somebody being killed actually on the premises?

OBURA:

Yes, I witnessed that one. Because I went there and I saw him, as I have
already said, I exactly saw him dead.

MR. NAGENDA:

And that is the only case you know of the death at Naguru?

OBURA:

That is the only one I saw there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you very much.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Obura I understand from your last comments that you have some
complaints to make but I am sure the legal process will finally take its
course. So we will not have to prejudge what will finally happen to you. I
would just like to take you back to the other things we were talking about,
although I am glad that you have taken this opportunity to air your own
feelings about how you have been treated. One - I would like to know
about the P.S.U. - this was a famous thing around here - notorious notorious thing around here. How were the P.S.U. people paid? Were
they paid like regular police men or were they paid specially or what?

OBURA:

They were paid the same as other police men. I used to make their pay
sheets myself.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And they were the same salary scale?

OBURA:

The same salary.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did some of them have expense accounts?

OBURA:

I do not know; with these big accounts I do not know; but about the salary
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DR MAKUBUY A:

May I understand you to b
• th
fact?
e saymg at most of them were untrainable - in

OBURA:

That is it.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

OBURA:

me

Had the selection been done by myself, I think I could have made the best
of my knowledge that I could do; but it was done by somebody else So I
could not help it at all.

its
. I
ut,

And yet they were supposed to be doing the work which the Special Force
used to do.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

The head of the P.S.U. had nothing to do with the recruitment of the
people under him?

OBURA:

It was really impossible for him; I think the reason as I have already said
that he was lacking knowledge of the job that he was domg. That was the

n
w
re

only.
y

DR. MAKUBUY A:

OBURA:

Again, most ordinary people here had perhaps strong views about this
P.S.U. May I know whether the P S.U Headquarters was accessible to
the public, for example? To yo~r knowledge, 1f a relatrve was l~ked up,
would you allow bis friends or his family to come m and see rum.
•
f ffi
after I had remamed there, really I
Generally during :y1:1;~
o~~ about tlus, the place became _that it
could say, even p . p
. .
le could come; thev could discuss;
was like other pohce sta tions, peop
.
. , ·thing was reallv
there and see their peop1e, e\ er)
•
lawyers could even come
I
t this Yes the place was harsh
going on well. But before that, accep
•
'
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DR MAKUBlJYA

OBURA:

There is another thing which you mentioned actually wh~n you were
commentingon Mr. V. Ddungu; you talked about Mr. Towdh putting Mr
Ddungu in a car boot; may I know something about this_pra~ticc of
putting people in car boots? To your knowledge, where did this_thing
come from? Where did 1t start and so on, you were very expenencect
officer, you have trained for promot10n and so on? Where did this
practice come from?
Even up to now I cannot answer that, I do not know. because before that I
never even thought that a person could be enough for the boot. So when I
got here into Kampala, I found that people were put mto _boots. So I
became even very excited and surprised about the practice. How it
started, I do not know, but I am sure things arc always started by persons.

DR MAKUBUYA

Was this a common practice m the P.S U. to your knowledge? The
putting of suspects m car boots?

OBURA.

They could not do 1twhen I am present because I had told them not to sec
that one 1sbemg done; but I normally hear that they did it; they were doing
1t because they had started with 1t. So to drive that knowledge out of them
was really very difficult.

DR MAKUBUYA

I see. Was money extorted from people by the PS U?

OBURA·

This is what I do not know.

DR MAKUBUYA

To harass people, get their money and so on - P S U?

OBURA:

What I know I did not know because according to my knowledge, after the
1972 this action of giving businesses to the Ugandans ,..,·henI came in
from Kasese I found these people. Now I think it will answer that
question about the big accounts. I found most of these young men,
although they were of lower ranks some had some shops here mthin the
city, big ones, some were sharing businesses with their brothers, some
were having taxis. So, you will find that about getting money from people
become - it really was not much because they had a lot of mcome from
their businesses.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Now, what was your working relationship with the Mllllster Oboth
Ofumb1 before he died?

OBURA:

We were very, very, friendly Very, very, friendly

COUNSEL.

And what were your working relations with his successor?

OBURA:

After him came, the Vice President also hold that office for sometimes.
Mustafa Adnsi. He was an old man hke myself, so. handling him \\ as not
a problem He is a very kmd man I should sa) and then I got problems
when Colonel Farouk Mmawa was appomted mto that office and at the
same time he was the Head of the State Research. Tlus was a time reall) I
had 1t and this was a time that Tomlli was brought back. this \\as a time I
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was saying that I was striped off 11th
am. So things went there I'k th a
e powers and remained there as I
i e
at up to the last hour.
\\Tell, two more things one aft
Entcbbe Airport and thc's .,.; 1. er Your meeting with the President at
• e 1v1a IYamungu d
h
that they were in fact plotf
b
an so on, w en you overheard
back from Entebbe yo
ing to ump off the Cardinal, when you came
you not break this
u Went to Bob Astles. Why Bob Astles, why could
secret to somebody else?

OBURA:

DR MAKliBUY A:

I thought Bob wasthe right Person who could advise me COrrcctly,
And yet in the structure he was your subordinate?

The

OBURA

DR MAKUBUYA:

:ee

I think if I am not wrong even a child can advise a father.
Yes?

OBURA:
So, aBob
was
the nght
me
good
advice.

g
em

manand according to my knowledgehe really gave

DR. MAKUBUYA:
Okay. There were some remarks when you were reporting on the paper
read by Abdallah Anyuru to this meeting here, which interested me very
much, you remember the page there which you said concerned you
because it mentioned the death rates of people especially in the North. In
your time as Commissioner in fact were you aware that people were being
killed in Uganda?

OBURA:

What could I have done?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, no, were you aware?

OBURA:

Yes that was a known thing.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes, and were you also aware that perhaps that page in what Mr. Anyuru
read - (interjection)-

OBURA:

No, the page was correct.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

It was correct?

OBURA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

• view
• of that
yes, and you see m
. you .do?not have to answer tlus one. Why
did you not think of leaving this service.

OBURA:

t work there and sacnfice myself to
I think it was also good for m~ .o ou a picture of what has happened
• that today you see I am givmg Y
remain,
_ (laughter).

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But it could have been th e oth er way round also. you might not have been
there to say anything.

e
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OBURA

It 1sokay

DR MAKUBUYA

Eh! Minister Oboth Ofumb1.

OBURA

Death 1sfor everybody. Everybodyhas got an end.

DR. MAKUBUYA

Minister Orycma, the Archbishop, they are not here to tell us. Why do
you tlunk you could survive through it?

OBURA

I have already survived.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Obura I would like if you could tell us something more of your
experience as Commissioner of Police, for how long were you
Commissionerof Police all together? Start with that basic infonnation.

COUNSEL:

1976 - 1979.

OBURA:

I was promoted in 1976, for three years and some months.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, that is quite sometime. In your experience did you find your work
made difficult by interference from persons in higher authorities or
persons in other security organisations, not your work personally but work
of the police as a whole?

cHAIRMA
OBURA.
CHAIRM

OBURA:

OBVRA:

That was ever there, sir, especially by the army commanders and it was
not only myself even in some other districts you will find offices had
difficulties to deal with especially the army commanders or the army
personnel.

CHAIRMAN:

They interfered with the Police work did they?

OBURA:

Yes Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you influenced in any other way to protect people or not to take
action against people whom the police suspected has committedcrimes?

OBURA:

I beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

Did the people in power protect or do you know, did they ask the police
not to take action against some people who had committed offence or who
were suspected?

OBURA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

In other words was protection provided for certain people who had

'

committed offenses whom the police should have prosecuted.

OBURA:

With that one, that one was there. The police can even make an arrest but
the person can easily be set off, saying that "oh! leave this man, " and the
police just see the person going and that is the end of it. Those were there.
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c governmentin 1971, the morale
the C
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cause the same
h
ornn:iissionerwas still there
person w o was in the officeas
for sometime about six month ~d this was Mr Othteno He went up
so, a new person was br h s penod so tlus man somehowwas retired
Obade, he came into the office
oug t.heSo tlus man a1so went on, this
•
was Mr.'
was appointed as a Mini
remainedalso for sometimeand then he
then Mr. Ofun01
. ster of Internal Affairs transferred that way and
o· came mto the office Thin started
because of this man wh
th
•
gs
now to be confused
up from nowhere to th:t w~ ~rst head of the PSU, he had just sprang
because he was of he voi~e bo th gs started now gomg awa~ to bis side
Ondria was brought then th Y •a~time. Okay, when Ofungi went away
this sam
.
ere agam problem remained as it was because
e man was still here.
Towilli?
Towilli. So ~ere the discipline went off, the Pohce was divided into two
Now you will find the majority were with Towtlli because by then
whatever he would ask would be given to him. If he asked for more
transport, transport is given and then he circulates them. And then when
this ~ goes and asks, Ofungi, he would be told, 'no, yesterday I told
T owilh and you are soon getting transport, 11 so things started gomg like
that. Okay and then when Ondria went, I came there the same problem
was still there until such a time when Towilli went off, he was dismissed
unfortunately he did not remain there for a long tune, just two months, he
was brought back. Problem as it was. So problem even by the tune I left
problem was still there especially with discipline I am sure the discipline
had gone out completely because the right Senior Police Officers who
could train the young ones all were dismissed. For instance those who
were specially trained for traimng at the Police Training School at Kibuh,
all these were sent away and yet they were trained by the Bntish, m
Britain using the fund of this nation but they did not pract.J.ce1t properly
So from that moment I am sure even up to now because 1t is not easy to
' it up it will take a little bit of time to get them balancmg with
build
training untilthey come up to level. I am sure they are lackmg the training
officers, that is the big problem with discipline.
Now, to you, I come back to you, you told us from the beginning that you
come from Lango District and you also told us that one of the things
which Mr. Abdallah Anyuru read out in that statement was true namely
that people were being killed m Achoh and Lango or people from there.
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Now. how did you come, from where you did, one, m this system manage
to get promotion up to the top? Two, having got there, how dtd You
manage to survive? Have you followed my question?
OBURA

Ven well Now, with that one, Sir, it 1s not difficult for someoneto
rem~n at a place once you know how to start and stay with people. For
instance 1f you get to a place you study to know the people what they h.ke
and what they do not like and then mostly to avoid much of your time; I
am not teaching anybody here, I am Just saying - (Laughter) - much of
your time do not spend with them. Try to be with them only when it is
time for duty as we are now here, okay, be with them on duty. When the
duty is finished, okay, find your way and stay aside and always try to be
as simple as possible as you can be. For instance if you have &otthe bit
of brain do not practice it this is very dangerous to a person - (laughter)I
am sorry, to a person who is uneducated it is very dangerous it hurts him.
So, do not practice it, for instance if it is before the courts as I am now
here okay, I will practice here before you because we are using it. Once I
step out at the door I do not know this language. Okay, if I find them
somewhere may be they are drinking or they are doing what I will go there
just for them to know that he has been here then just briefly find an excuse
which will make you out from there. Every time they make their own
problem it will find that you are not here, you are not there, they will
forget you. So, by that method and God's grace you will always survive.
So that is how I came up and God also assisted me.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

So, Mr. Obura I must say that is a very good advise - (laughter). It is one
of the best survival instinct or technique I have ever heard. Thank you
very much.

COUNSEL:

My Lord in view of the importance of this witness as I have seen what he
has given us I do not know what you have in mind. I know the other
Commissioner who may want to ask this witness questions I pray that we
adjourn and this witness returns here tomorrow to finalize the questions
that the Commissioners may wish to put to him if this is convenient to you
my Lord and Gentlemen Commissioners. The reason is that the
Commissioners may not have many questions but may be I may have
other questions arising from your questions.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, well we take your advice we shall adjourn again and resume here
tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. I hope it will be possible for the prisons staff to
bring Mr. Obura back. For now, Mr. Obura we thank you very much for
your evidence which has been very enlightening. So you will have to come
back again to continue for a briefer session I think not as long as today.
Thank you for the time being. So the inquiry is adjourned and v.rillresume
at 9.30 a.m tomorrow here.

CHAIRMAN:

I think ladies and gentlemen, we can start today's session of 19th March
1987. Mr. Chairman is not here but we can start off where ,ve left off
yesterday but perhaps before I start I must welcome Martin Enouse, the
Secretary General of the International Alert who is here with us. You are
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css is here to answer th
rs ~antcd to put questionsto
ese questions
Mr. Obura I better start
•
questions d I
myself. Yesterda
.
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am going to ask
Y you answered a number of
clanficat1on. One of the I
perhaps to repeat some of them fi
S c.
u·
· m want to get clear you said that the p bi"or
ai.cty nit at Naguru had
•
some u 1
u 1c
witnessed an incident of the killin
n~ Y officers and you said you
can you say that there .
g of Vincent Dungu at Naguru Now
\\ ere constant
•
,
Safety Unit?
acts of torture at Naguru Public

OBURA:

Mr. Chairman with the t 0 rtu .
•
'
nng at the I
N
menttoned; as I spoke yesterda th
P ace, aguru, as you have
you have just mentioned orv· Y, antI had witnessed the killing that one
mcent ungu and th
.
to me yesterday as to whether I had witn
e sam~ ~uestion was put
yesterday was that I did
.
essed another killings, my answer
not
witness
any
apart from that one
Which I saw. And a bout torturin th other killings
.
yesterda and I had
g, e same question was also put to me
h
Y
answered that there is the Unit there were some few
0
w . were bad elements with bad characters as fron'i the begmning there I
sai~ also that the selection of the people who were posted to form up that
Urut were n~t properly done by the good personnel from the pohce. So,
there~ore, this torture I cannot refuse, the torture was here although I did
not witness some.

CHAIRMAN:

Specifically, I wanted to question you about an advocate by the name of
Enock Ssebunya, did you know whether Enock Ssebunya was ever held m
custody at the Public Safety Unit?

OBURA:

Mr. Enock Ssebunya, he was one of the principle prosecution wttnesses m
the case against me in which I am now convicted. So I saw hnn there, that
torturing, yes as I have already told you it happened on the very day that
this man was killed. Yes, I saw him there.

CHAIRMAN:

So Mr. Ssebunya was tortured and you saw him being tortured.

OBURA:

I saw him being molested, struck.

CHAIRMAN:

By whom?

OBURA:

By one of the policemen who were there on duty by that bme.

CHAIRMAN:

His name?

OBURA:

.
lied Corporal Nyanzi unfortunately he is dead Sir.
This man was ea
'

CHAIRMAN:

e in the presence of Ali Towilli and you?
He is dead. Was this don
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OBURA.

I came, you remember, I said yesterday that I w~ called in to the Place
and on my arrival, yes, I found Ssebunya was laid down and was being
struck

CHAIRI\1AN

Okay, now besides Enock Ssebunya, do you know whether one Advocate
Ayigihugu was also ever held and detained in the Public Safety Unit?
'

OBURA:

Mr. Ay1gihugu had been my Defence Advocate in the case of mine,
1
remember, yes, this man was also brought m there. He stayed there for
two days and it was me who released him from there.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, was he tortured while he was there?

OBURA:

About the torturing I said, Sir, already that once you arc brought there as
there were some unruly people there. the torturing is there

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, but I want specifically whether Ayig1hugu was tortured or not to
your knowledge, was he beaten in the Public Safety Unit?

OBURA.

No, being a person who had released him because when he was brought m
I did not see but I saw him the time I was releasmg him. He was not as
well as he was brought up, yes, he was beaten.

CHAIRMAN:

He was beaten. Now do you know any other people to your knowledge
who were beaten in the Public Safety Unit. These are names which have
come to my mind but do you know others yourself who were tortured at
the Public Safety Unit?

OBURA:

CHAIRMAN:

No, I cannot remember, but I remember people; yes, few were tortured but
I cannot remember them by names. I have already accepted this that the
torturing was there.
Okay. Now, what kind of torturing was carried out in that place to your
knowledge. Besides you talked about these people being caned but was
there any other kind of torture which was being employed - used in that
place?

OBURA:

Mostly, I remember this caning.

CHAIRMAN:

You remember caning?

OBURA:

Yes, Sir,

CHAIRMAN:

You do not know about - okay in what position? Is this where they used
to put people"s head in the middle of a tyre and they cane you at the back?
That kind of thing.

OBURA:

No, I did not see it.

CHAIRMAN:

You did not see it?
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time
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~~w, do you remember that at one .
is It a Tribunal a Comm
ll~e you and Tow11liappeared before·
'
1ss1onof Inquiry
th .
,
0f
a girl? I forgot her name.
' over e disappearance or death

OBURA·

It was, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Would you pleased

OBURA:

The incident was that th

- th' . .
escn 6e 1s mc1dentwhat happened?
ere was a complamt that the girl had disappeared

CHAIRMAN:

From where?

OBURA:

From the police. She was a police constable woman

CHAIRMAN:

Yes?

OBURA:

And that went up and then he Towilli together with me we were taken
b~fore the Tribunal we were tried at Bombo and then dunng the trial this
girl herself appeared and she gave evidence m the Inquiry that by the time
she was reported that she had disappeared she was sick and she had gone
home. So, with that evidence we were acquitted

your

was
that
CHAIRMAN:

Now, was the allegation that this girl had disappeared from the hands of
policemen in the Public Safety Unit?

OBURA:

Yes, it was so.

CHAIRMAN:

Will you agree with me that I am ground to distinct the reputation of the
Public Safety Unit was extremely bad by the time both of you went on
trial?

OBURA:

This I cannot say because I was already m and Tow1lli was already in,
how the feeling of the people outside, I did not know

sed

k?

• now what
dcscnbcd )'our rcl was Your n:lallonshi1·1 y
whether your rcl ~lto~h•p With To\\illi an~ t , ou apparently yesterday
ationsh1p was a friend!
o }ou, I did not get it clearly
I
y one or a hostile one
t was at the beginning wh .
and I did not kno
en I came in because he d
then the fncndsh1; ~rn We started friendlyJust fo;dano~knch1w
me before
c anged mto enemies
very s ort time and

CHAIRMAN:

Yester day you sa1·d that Bob Astles was an Assistant Commissioner of
Police under you.
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OBURA:

Bob was, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Was Bob a trained policeman?

OBURA:

Bob according to himself is a Senior Service military man I think so
• self told me before he came out to Uganda, he was one of
bccause he hun
'
• B· · s l
the army officers in the Royal Army at ~ome m ntam. o, a though he
was not a trained policeman, but I thmk he had knowledge of some
sccunty duties.

CHAIRMAN:

But otherwisehe was not a trained policeman.

OBURA:

I think he was not because I do not know where he had taken that training.

CHAIRMAN.

Okay, how did he come to get recrmted or incorporated into the pohce
force

OBURA;

Mr. Bob Astles according to how he became recruited mto the pohce
force, Bob was appointed to lead the anti-corruption unit and with
instructions from the Minister of Internal Affairs by then he was Mr.
Oboth Ofumbi, who is now late; instructed me that I should select some
good CID men and get them attached to Bob who is seconded in to assist
in with the inquiries. Okay, I got these policemen from the Impala House
and then they were posted to Bob attached to him, working together,
assisting with all these inquiries. By so doing, this is what later on came
to my knowledge that the Minister thought it wise for Bob to be close to
the police so that his working should somehow be easier for him as he was
handling the policemen and then he made a suggestion or with the directive
from the President, Bob was appointed as an honorary Assistant
Commissioner of Police.

CHAIRMAN:

He was an honorary Assistant Commissioner of Police?

OBURA:

That is it.

CHAIRMAN:

Appointed by the President or the Minister of Internal Affairs?

OBURA:

Appointed by the President through the Minister of Internal Affairs. The
same thing Bob was also appointed as an Honorary Major.

CHAIRMAN:

In the army?

OBURA:

That is it also. Bob was at the same time working with us pohce and at
the same time he was also on the army side. Bob was working almost in
every branches within the government.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, now you talked about the police force being broken down, do you
remember a period when there was a massive recruitment into the police
force at the time when you were Commissioner?

OBURA:

Tiiat was, Sir, the recruitment was done before I became the
Commissioner of Police. This was done during the tim~ when Mr. Ofungt,
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documents?
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•
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o er pnsoners m the hot I? 1 d'd ere he was brought out' were some
person w ho was broughtc t t tth not know but I saw only him was the
assembled.
ou o e people at the place where we were
You do not remember one Lieutenant. Ben Ogwang also being asked to
read a statement?

OBURA:

I do not remember this I remember only Abdallah Anyuru who had to read
the paper because the paper was in English and after he had read it the
Mmister, Mr. Jumba Masagazi used to get 1t translated m Swahili, so me
having heard it into two languages I think it 1s why even at the moment I
still remember that it was read by Abdallah Anyuru Whether this man
might have also been brought, there were a lot of people everywhere
around there.

CHAIRMAN:

No, no, I am asking specifically people who read statements, so you do
not remember?

OBURA:

I do not remember. I do not remember that I saw him there, Sir

CHAIRMAN:

you also do not remember one John Olobo being asked to read a
statement.

OBURA:

I do not remember that.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you there the whole tlme.

OBURA:

I was there, Sir.

as
ve
t

e

CHAIRMAN:

•

• •
ur investigations you wanted to get access
Now, yesterday you sa.1dm y~e bodies of the Arch-Bishop and the t\,_o
to the postmortem reports on_
cecd No"""",
to your knowledge did
Ministers and you said yo~l d: npo;s:~rtcm reports on these deceased
Uganda Government pu is
persons?

OBURA:
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•
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.
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•
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Dunng my
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I had been in pnson but I did not hear it.

CHAIRMAN

ese postmortem reports were read publicly on rad·
No, Mr Obura, th
d
. 10 and
teleVIsionbefore the funeral of these peop1e an you as a Commissionerof
Police should have heard tlus.

OBURA.

.
g um·e now if it was read then I am pleased that things are
It 1s a 1on
coming out but were they published?

CHAIRMAN·

Will you please have a look at this book?

OBURA:

Yes, I have seen how it is written on.

CHAIRMAN:

No, no, look inside the book even at the back. You notice it is an official
governmentpublication.

OBURA:

Yes, the back of the book is written that "Obote War calls to Langiand
Acholi".

CHAIRMAN:

Take a good look at it.

OBURA:

I have gone through Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

You notice that it is a government publication?

OBURA:

It is, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Printed by whom? It was published by the Uganda Government.

OBURA:

It was also printed by the Government Printer, Entebbe, Uganda.

OBl

CHAIRMAN:

Entebbe?

CH

OBURA:

Yes, Sir.

OB

CHAIRMAN:

Did they indicate there when it was printed?

Cf

OBURA:

First edition in February, 1977, then second one in February also 1977.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, now will it be of interest to you to know that in this publication there
is a postmortem report on each of the three gentlemen that were killedor
who died. For example, look at page 20, there is a report on the late
Erunayo Oryema. You can read out the report aloud.

cI-IAIRN
oBURA

cJ-IAIR
oBURl

CHA

C
OBURA:

It is written here: "A report on the late Erunayo Oryema. At the request
of the Ag. Minister of Internal Affairs, the body was brought by the
Military Police to Mulago Hospital in Kampala and was identified by the
Medical Superintendent of the Hospital as well as the Police Officer on
duty at the time as being the body of Erunayo Oryema. The body had
been taken to the mortuary in the early hours of 17th day of February,
1977. The postmortem examination was carried out at around 10.00 a.m.
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OBURA.

This is completely a wrong one.

CHAIRMAN:

Yet it is a government publication?

OBURA:

Government

CHAIRMAN:

Now you also told us - of course after that ans\•.-er,I do not have to ask
you why you failed to have access to this report because according to you
it is all wrong. Now, in the same book here, yesterday you talked about a
Range Rover which when you said you asked the MaJor who was driving
it, he told you it had been slightly dented and that you asked whether you
could have a look at it and you said he said its owner had taken 1t "ow.
in this book here is a photograph a crashed Range Rover

OBURA:

1s

also a group of people

Sir you remember yesterday when I talked about the vehicle. I said
so~ething about the small car which we found at a garage called Ta)an
Garage near Jinja Road.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

OBURA:

This is the photograph of that vchicIc not
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OBURA

CHAIRMAN:
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Alright thank you. So to you, you think that what appears m that booklet

OB

is fabrication?
OBURA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Now finally please look at the photograph of people who spoke.

C

OBURA:

yes, the first one on page three is Abdallah Anyuru standing together with
Maliamungu.

0

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, did you see that yourself at the incident?

OBURA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Alright.

OBURA:

The second one again on page five is written here Lieutenant Ben
Ogwang, Intelligence Officer with Malire Mechanized Regiment m
Bombo. This one I do not remember to have seen.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

OBURA:

Another one although the number is not here but I think it 1s supposed to
be page Number 11. It is also here John Olobo. This one also I do not
remember to have seen.

CHAIRMAN•

Alright. I do not know whether Mr. Counsel may want to - so you also
never saw this publication although it is a government publication?

OBURA:

No, I did not see it.

CHAIRMAN:

Their status was very widely circulated about that time in 1977, it was.
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cHAJRMAN:

Yes?

OBURA:

And he was in charge of the tran
.
was arrested I think even u to s~ort within the Pohce Force. Wafula
remain unknown.
p
this moment this man lus whereabouts

CHAIRMAN:

Who arrested him?

OBURA:

Wafula w~ arrested by a member of the army whom I do not remember
although his ~ffice was just aside in the Police Headquarters. I had gone
out that morrung to Mpigi side when I came back I found that Wafula had
been taken.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, did you chase up this matter? Here was a Senior Police Officer
arrested from your Headquarters you should know. You must have taken
interest?

OBURA:

Everybody who was in the Police Headquarters took an mterest to finding
out what had happened and why they had taken him but of no success at
all.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you have any idea where he was taken, he just disappeared?

OBURA:

.
tak
11hear that according to what
we gather that he
No he was Just
en we a
•
w~ taken to State Research and that was the end of him•

In
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OBURA.

r cannot rcmcmb<.:r '11iat tune

1979 I tell you if you do not know
things were really very critical that no om; could stand it and if J wa~
111

interviewed or I had said something which 1s different to what I am now
saying I can assure you at the moment I am speaking really I am firm
because I am already used to but at the time of -maybe you have got
sorm:thmgyou would like to rcmmd me on?
CHAIRMAN:

No, no, if you do not remember, I will not bother.

OBURA:

I do not remember, Sir.

CHAIRMAN

All right I think that is all. Or perhaps I better finish my question, the
question I was gomg to ask was that when you were mterv1cwcd 111 1979
on television, you arc alleged to have said that you were actually forced to
become a Muslim so as to be able to keep your job

OBURA:

I do not remember that because at the time I was arrested, I was really
badly beaten up all my head was swollen up Where was I mtcrv1cwcd
according to what you have said?

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I do not know it just came on television.

MR NAGENDA:

Was his head not bigger that this now, can he remember?

OBURA:

No, I cannot remember, Sir, I am sorry.

CHAIRMAN:

You were supposed to have been actually interviewed at Makindye army
barracks.

OBURA:

So that is the place where I really narrowly escaped 1t. So all what
happened while I was there I cannot recall it at this moment It even made
me to loose my eye. My left eye is completely lost since that day, I can
see only with the right but not the left. The left was switched off from that
moment - (Laughter).

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. Obura I notice from your accounts of your career that you served the
three successive regimes with some success. You served the colomal
regime and you rose steadily through your own efforts then under Obotc"s
regime in 1964 you were enrolled to be trained by Israel for special dunes
and you did actually again rise steadily throughout Obote"s regune Now,
my question comes when the coup did take place in l 971, you told us you
went to Kasese as O.C and I take 1t as a Langi 1t was very difficult. You
said the other people of the Special Force, is it the Special Force?

OBURA:

Yes, Madam.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, were absorbed in the army, you told us they were how many, a
thousand? And they were absorbed m the army but you were not absorbed
in the army. You remained•a policeman yet the others were also policemen
but they were absorbed in the army. My first question 1s \\h)' were you
not absorbed in the army, was 1tyour ch01ce or were you given a choice to
remain a policeman? How did you remam a policeman when other people
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KAKWENZIRE:

were absorb d •
e m the arm)•''
ll1ank you for the
.
•
now mad
qucsl!on Madam I
• c me to put th
• am also pleased b
put it nght now. Wh ose, all that I had forgotten
ccausc you have
m 197 I all these
en the army took over f1
yesterday,to clarify to
members ofth S
rom the civilian
rank·s arc these
c pecial Forcc
government
people who wcr~c:c who arc under the rank ~~ :ll~thcr
ranks, other
police force and I en to the army but the offi c o ~rs arc the only
together with
was one of them, Madam iccrs r~mcd within the
tak th
other officers in the pot· fi • So that is how I remained
e e men together v.ith th. ffi ice orcc. If the army had decidedto
taken me over with them.
c o iccrs then I think they would have also
Can you tell the Commi • b
one, as a Langi and twoss1on
y experience
at that time of the take over
as am
b
account that here was
hem er of the Special Force takmg into
sam e tun c and you are Israel
w trO was
. ed anti-Lan81 and anti-Israel at the
expcncnce in that short lapse b am and a Langi. What was your
of purges in the army and h t haecause
we were here and we were hearing
w a veyou.
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OBURA
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m that
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Oh yes Madam, about tlus how ma b
•
pohce at that time or kee
. y e a Langi to have remained with the
0
President, Amin was ~· ~ servmg and _that as you said that he, the then
1
th
. '
an - angi and anti-Israel, now what made me and
o ers to survive much durmg that time immediately afte th
had
taken over I
th
.
r e army
thi
.
can assure e Comrmss1onthat 1t 1s these Israelites because
h s 1 think wha~ you yourself in particular do not know maybe the others
ere kno~. Takmg over the government m 1971 somehowIsraelites were
also ?ehind Amin. This came about beca~se somewhere m 1968
Israelites, they had a contract. In 1962 or I tlunk m 1963 for them to
remain dealing with their contract for the next four years but m 1968 some
of them without knoWing may be he himself had known Obote he became I
could say that he changed his mmd with his people and he wanted them to
leave immediately at that time. And these people had come into the
country they brought all the equipments and everythmg for training. So
these people asked said "ah, please.let us finish with our contract so that
we have enough time to wind up all our properties and then go". He said
"no". Then this is where Amin got a chance together with them and tlus 1s
how the take over came about. So this 1sone of the way of how then some
others who were working with Israelites came to have a chance of
remaining and keep on going with them. Because immediately after
having taken over these people, the Special Force, they who were taken to
the army they went there the other ranks the officers remained wi~ the
police. Only me was transferred to Kasese but other officers remam<:<1T owilli was transferred to Kasese but other officers remained at the Pohce
College and then the Israelis fonned and changed that name - the name of
the Special Force - into Serv1ce Urut.

KAKWENZIRE:

Public Safety Unit.

OBURA:

Public Safety Unit So this is how the whole thing came all about. They
also did not go deep with Amin, somehow they. also came to a
misunderstanding and they also went. So this is how things went on.
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OBURA

Yes. madam.

KAKWENZIRE.

So when did they pack up their equipm~n•

•

t?

They have got their own ways, I think, their way of unders~ding I could
• • c. more than anyone with whom they
are deahng with COuld
say 1t 1s 1.ar
thin · h
·
understand.They might have known that some . ~ rrug t agam go wrong.
They became suspicious. Then they_started winding up al~these things;
meanwhile,they were still serving this man; because the things they Used
to take there were from the Army. ~o they took all of them from there
back to their main store at Entebbe with the Army, and then, from there,
they knew how they had taken them away.

OBURA

KAKWENZIRE:

So, by the time you went there in 1971, that go-down was free.

K.AKW

OBURA:

Yes, it was.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now back to your career in 1971, you were brought to head the Naguru
Public Safety Unit.

OBURA:

Not in 1971, madam - 1975 - that is when I was brought back from
Kasese.

OBURA.

KAKWENZIRE:

OBURA:

KAKWENZIRE:

OBURA:

OBill

In my mind, there is some kind of myth as to how you could be trusted
with such a delicate organization, having served in the same situation for
Obote now to come and serve under Amin. Did you - actually what is at
the back of my mind as you talked yesterday, did you feel you are being
used or did the feeling drown upon you especially when it came to your
role to explain away people"s death, deep down knowing that this false,
and you are made to go along and sign. I could not help feeling sorry
yesterday that you could have been promoted to be used. Did you feel like
that?
Madam with security forces, be it army, Prison Service there is what we
call "oath"; for once you have finished with your basic training at the
training places somewhere, you sign that, "I will be serving, whatever I
will be told, whenever I will be sent, be it what, I will go there". So with
that you are completely tied up; even if you are moved here and there Even if you are told to put a signature to a death of your friend because
you told us that these people one of them was even from your home area,
another one was a friend - he was your Minister and another one was
somebody you respected. Now could you tell the Commission really what
was your feeling as a responsible officer to be told that, "Go and say this,
"knowing that you are saying the wrong thing! There is "oath", but there
• a 1so "honour ". How do you 1s
Now Madam, I do not get you properly as to what you are aiming at
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because, when Yous . .
- • a, signature h
~;a;;~ethmg! So wh;n you say ~t ;~ a signatureis that somebodysigns
,~s, then it appears th
a~e said that thesepeoplewere
who _s1~ncdfor the dca;t y~u~re trying to put it to me that it was:
0
questioning?
ese people! Is that what you are
ii

No. no, mavbe I am m1sund
murder of the Archbishop tstood, what I am saying,I am corrungto the
told us that you knew that ~::a:gether_ with the two Ministers you
President called you and he satd " not died m a motor accident. The
accident: and you had lots 0 f fi r' Go and say they were killed in a car
that what you told us?
ee mg for these peopleyou told us ls 1tnot

uld

l

C-Ould

OBL'RA

Yes, that is what I said

KAKWENZIRE.

You respected them• you liked th
same way the President was as= and you knew they had not dted m the
am saym th t
g you to say they dted. That 1s why I
g ha okay ~ou have oath to obey your boss; but you also have
honour as a urnan bemg as
- a man. How did you feel when you went and
saw that these cars were not the ones in which they dted; you even saw the
~ who _wassuppos~ to have been driving them in an accident, and you
Sat~ he did not look like he had serious injuries. Now how do you feel
wntmg-

from
OBURA:

like

KAKWENZIRE:

I would say that, after knowing all these that what I was told to go and do
1t was not what it would have been. I knew that after having viewed all
~ese._ Okay, for me to save myself, as I told you yesterday about the
situation at that moment, I could not do otherwise; only to follow what I
was being told, and then it had to be done that way. This is where you see
that, even about the postmortem, you have even seen the paper. How
about if we talk about that man who printed that wrong thing! What will
he say? Did he not know that he was printing all that publication
wrongly! You see all this, madam, at times it is the situation and that
there is what we call mitiative; that when you are in such a time and at
such a place you have got to find a way of how to get acquainted with the
way of how you can find yourself fitted somewhere.
Yes, I understand your difficult situation but, at the same time, when you
told us that you took a copy of your report and you believed it was the
only one which actually was being pub~ished, t_hat.you took 1t to ~e
Archbishop and you trusted it to him, hopmg that 1twill be of ~ome~se m
the future. Was not that very naive of you? How was 1t g~mg _to
exonerate you? How was the Archbishop_in ~our view going to him with
this false document - did you also take him mto confidence and you told
him, "Look I have lied?"

OBURA:

at

Although you have not finished the question, I have got you. Now yo~
can see how we are coming to one line that, because of all _tha~I_ha'\e
at things were not right; it made me to take the imtlab~e of
ob serv ed th
G
t stem and put 1t far
slowly taking these pa~:rs ou~ ~~~~;nt::en
i:e in future the right
from w~ere no onet~~u If r::e
~re now on the right track. you have seen
thing WIiicome ou 1 se ,
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KAKWENZIRE:

end ou for that kind of a hoe We hope you will hve to
Yes, and I comm
Y
• the document.
tell the truth contrary to what was m

OBURA

Thank you, madam-

KAKWENZIRE

And that is what we are doing, such a very, very ~able VIew. _N_ow,the
. I
going to ask is about the Public Safety Umt itself It
other question am
b
50
•
•
was not clear You said it consisted of 1,000 mem ers,
per section and

OBURA

each sect10n represented a region.
COMMISSIONER:

Company.

KAKWENZIRE.

Company?

COMMISSIONER:

Four Sectionsnot a company.

KAKWENZIRE

In my simple arithmetic I though that would make up 200 and possibly
there were some of them who were just scattering around. But also from
my little experience I notice that the Public Safety Unit actually enlarged
its operations to simple, minor offence - not really minor - but it went
beyond the duties you have outlined, in that, if say somebody said, "Soand-so is threatening my life", you tended to take the case to Naguru, I
think, with the motive of extracting money from suspects. Were you
aware that some people were really taken there on imaginary offence, with
the intention of extracting money from the offenders? I have a case in
mind. In 1975, there was a girl who was quarrelling with her boy friend
and she was threatening his life and the boy took the case to Naguru; and I
was personally called there for interrogation in the matter. I was so scared
but trivial as it were it went to Naguru, and this is from a personal
account. It eventually went off without anybody being hurt; but I
remember we all being scared.

OBURA:

So you see madam how a wrong thing can go on damaging and causing
problems to people; even it happened to yourself. Wrongly you knew that
your money was being taken wrongly but you kept quiet until today you
are talking about it. You see that! That is only for you; you wanted to
survive. !he same thing applied to everybody, madam.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Obura you and I had a lengthy conversation yesterday but I would
like to congratulate you; I think you could have had a very successful
career in the fields like a theatre. Now just a small matter of clarification
here. We discovered yesterday as my colleague has already reminded you
that you embraced the moslem faith when it was convenient. Could I,
please, ask you what your present faith is? And when you are talking with
your Creator, through which faith in private do you address him?
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MR NAGENDA:

Can I take it to mean that what
your own secret which is
. yo~ have Just said means that: (1) it is
without any pa~1cular reli:1:~rely fair, and (2) That you pray as you feel

OBURA.

For me .to go with
.
pcop le as 1 a1ways say that I pray with anybody I find
th at he 1s praymg.

MR NAGENDA.

Let us say you do not have a religion of your own.

OBURA:

It is o~ay. even with food at the table you will always have somebody to
share 1t with you; I have decided at the present moment that I will go \\,th
moslems.

MR NAGENDA:

Thank you. That is what I wanted to know. You are still a rnoslem.
Fine. Now, the Acting Chamnan asked you about this case which we had
yesterday for which you have been convtcted and sentenced to be hanged.
You, yourself brought up this case; I feel confident that you \.\.111 be to
answer some of the questions I am going to raise Did you sa) that you
knew the lawyer called Ssebunya?

OBURA:

I knew him on the day that he was brought at Naguru
day for me to know him.

MR NAGENDA:

Did you see him subsequently after that first day?

OBURA

I remember agam to have met Ssebunya. I released him myself from
Naguru and then after that time I did not know as to where he had gone to.
and, then during my trial Ssebunya was a prosecution \\1tness m the court,
and that was the time that I heard him saymg that he had gone out
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.
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been the first tim cou~drecall it is rcaI!yalwato be confronted_Withthis
my tnal in
e, Sir, for you to have k ys asked me This has not
always co court, this came about. Everyas cd this question Even during
m
mes about. I would on!
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y own faith that I had fi
y say that with expenenccof my rti
d
I
created by God
or my God since I ta
e an
, I have found th
s rtcd to k.nov.that I am sun
do n~t know.. I could take it. :;;aybe'. it is a secret to me, that people
s~dtng, I will come and b
'th me, tf I find you praying, if you are
with God • Jf I go there and efi w,
d you bccause you are communicating
be somewhere near bcca
htn . somebody kneeling,he is praying I will
I
G
use e is comm • .
,
a so my od. So I alw
tak .
umcatmg with his God who is
he communicates
.
•
'
with ays
God he 1tthat every reJig1on
or every person
when
God. Therefore I always
e or everybody communicates only to one
with hun, if he ;annot se dpray, whoever is praying, I go to him and pray
I will pray with everybodn me away that• "G0 away. 1 do not want you"
y.

MR.NAGENDA

That was the first

.d
. f:act, torture , you yourself - did you torture tlus lawyer - and
D 1 you, m
you are under oath?
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MR NAGENDA

Ssebunya.no I did not.
MR.NA

you did not torture him?

MR. NAGENDA-

No, no
.
d
th has said that you tortured him. Was he lying?
This lawyer, un er oa '
•

OBURA-

m to have said this in court during the time he w
I do not remember hi
.
h
·d thi
as

OBURA

MR. NAGENDA:
OBURA:
MR. NAGENDA:

OBURA:

. .

giving

.
Id not remember him to ave sat
eV1dence. o

OBURP

MR.N.

s.

But he had said that you tortured him.
If he said it, but I did not do it.

OBUI

Now he also said that he saw you with his own eyes shooting and killing
Ddungu. Is it true?

MR.~

cou

That is not myself; I have refuted it even in the court that he did not see
me.

OBl

MR. NAGENDA:

So he was lying.

MR

OBURA:

I still maintain that he did not see me.

OBl

MR. NAGENDA:

And you are saying that you did not kill Ddungu. I take it?

OBURA:

It is what I am saying; it is what I have already said in court.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now you told us about a colleague of yours called Odyek and I know that
Legal Counsel is going to try, if he can find him, for him to be a witness;
in which case, he can tell us what he himself discovered when he was in
Nakasero. But, just in case he cannot find him, you said yesterday that he
saw these three people being tortured in Nakasero and afterwards being
taken away. Did he tell you the names of the people who tortured the
Archbishop and the two Ministers?

OBURA:

I remember he just said, he was in one of the rooms in that buildingat
Nakasero. So he saw all these while he was inside the room but he did
'
not tell as to who were the people who were torturing the Archbishop
together with the two Ministers.
I

MR. NAGENDA:

~d, in ~our capacity as Commissioner of Police, did you ever get any
information - not necessarily through Odyek or from Odyek - on who these
p~ple wer~ alleged to be? Have you got any names which would help
this Comnussion?

OBURA:

On what?

MR. NAGENDA:

You have not.

OBURA:

I beg your pardon.
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OBURA.

MR. NAGENDA:
COUNSEL:
OBURA:

MR. NAGENDA:
OBURA:

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

I Invc you got an
Archb1sho d y names of PCOplc wh
• p an the two Minister ?
o were allegedto have tortured the
s.
No I said that Odyck 'd
th
at Nakasero
sai at he was in one of the rooms in that building

No that I heard· so th
I
,•
at 1s wh I
po ice, presumably some pco ~e went on to say that, as commissionerof
Did th~ at any time report 1/
were reporting to ~ou from time to time.
help this commissi·on - . _youabout any useful informationwhich can
•
Luwum and the two m in• Its invc 5 t •gation
of the murder of Archbishop
misters?
No, no, I did not get them
Thank you very much indeed.
Mr Obura did you say th t th
.
a at car 1sthe one which you saw at Lugogo?
This small car at the top.
Yes
Appeared to be the other one I said that we saw at that Tayan Garage at
Lugogo~ but I do not remember as to whether I had seen tlus number on
because it 1s here now bearing a number.
Yes, but was it in that position? As you remember or you do not
remember, when you saw 1tat Mr. Rodrigues' Garage.
I do not remember well because I remember to have seen that one when it
had no number, even these wheels here not I see it with wheels at the front,
these wheels at the front; because wheels seem as if they were not there

COUNSEL:

Now, when you talked to Major Moses, which vehicle was he using when
this accident happened - according to him? Did you say the was using a
car or he was using a Range Rover?

OBURA:

Moses told me - and there is correction somewhere that I remembered last
night. This man"s name he is called Major Moses Safi Okello

COUNSEL:

Right.

OBURA:

And I remember him to have told me that he was dnving a Range Rover,
not a sma 11car,. and 1't was that Range Rover he said the O\\ner took 1t
away immediately after the incident.

COUNSEL:

And did you Say he told you that the owner was from the Russian
Embassy?

OBURA:

y cs, that is what Okcllo told me, Sir.
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No" would vou
. like to look at that Range Rover -Page 17?

OBlRA

Ycs I have seen 1t.

COL'NSEL:

Docs 1t have a number?

OBURA

Now It is with a number.

COUNSEL:

Wluch number, please?

OBURA:

It IS UVW082.

COUNSEL:

Let us assume that this person in the Russian Embassy was a diplomat
Were diplomats" cars carrying that type of a Number in 1977?'
•

OBURA:

No this is our number here. These vehicles have got theirs - they had their
way of numbering their vehicles.

COUNSE

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I want to tender that exhibit as an exhibit.

OBURA:

CHAIRMAN:

It is all right but I do not know what number it is now. Exhibit Number
what?

COUNSl

COUNSEL:

Twenty four (24).

OBURA

CHAIRMAN:

We shall accept it as an exhibit, to bear the appropriate number.

COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Obura, did Moses tell you whether when he was carrying these
deceased persons he had escorts?

OBURA:

Sir, with Moses during he time after this so-called accident, while he was
at Mbuya Hospital or after he had come out from there, this man became
really hostile and he did not even want to communicate with especially the Police, thinking that we were investigating him. So you could not even
ask him any question, apart from that one; he talked to me while he was
still at the hospital at Mbuya; but, after that, he did not even want to have
any talk with us.

COUNSEL

OBURA.
COUNSEL:

OBURA

COUNSEI

OBURA.

COUNSEL:

I see! But now how did you happen to go to Major Moses? Why did you
have to go to Major Moses, was here somebody who told you Moses knew
something about this matter?

OBURA:

Moses as I said he was the driver who was driving this Range Rover in
which the Archbishop together with two ministers were.

COUNSEL:

No, I am asking you, how did you come to know that that Moses was the
driver, so as to go to the hospital where he was?

OBURA:

From the information I got from the time that I should investigate this, I
was told that Moses was the driver and he was in the hospital at Mbuya.
This was when President Amin himself told me at the time that, "You have
got to investigate this as an accident".
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OBURA:

Yes, I am saying so, Sir.

COUNSEL:
lam saying so because the Government said the acctdent occurred when
M
oses was overpowered by the three men

COUNSEL:

e

e

No, Mr. Obura I am not saymg that they were dangerous; but they were
suspected and they were arrested because of having committed some kmd
of offence. I am only asking you Was it possible for whoever orgaruzed
this, to put just Moses driving a Range Rover with the three people?
It was impossible, if at all what they said was true, might be they have
changed their minds by that time or changed their character which was
really impossible.

COUNSEL:

Now to go to Makindye, now this Commission was set up to mvestigate
violation of human rights since October, 1962, to 25th Janucil) 1986
You seem to have indicated that your nghts were violated while at
Makindye. You are free to tell this Commission about v10lation of your
rights, please. What happened to you on 7th May onwards?

OU

I

But, I think, with that one, I do not want to involve myself with the
character of these people; if the Government by then wanted to come and
prove ~at these people were dangerous okay you find out your own way
of gettmg one of them to come and speak

OBURA:

ew

e

Would you think tt was
'b
with three dangerous .P~ssille for MaJor Moses to drive a Range Rover,
cnmina s, unescorted?

COUNSEL:

was

ID

To your knowledge d
deceased and Moses'suo~·ou kno"".whether other people other than the
s tncd tnJuncsduring this accident?
I do not know

It was impossible and th
ese people were not dangerousat all.
I am saying so because -

OBURA.

ese

Now you sa' .
•
) ) ou found Mose . h
tlljunes during the accident ,:Vin Ospital,assuminghe had sufferedsome
• as that the case?
Yes, Sir.

OBURA:

Thank you, Sir. On the 7th May, the day I was arrested, I was at ~y
home in the village in Lira. Army people came to my place m the morning
at about ten. They said they wanted me. I presented myself to them The)
said, 'Here you are with Amy people. II I said, "I am alone here Onl) Wl~
my family. 11 They got me up. Tied me up to one of my mango trees m ID)
M two houses were bombed down when I was sccmg. after
compoun d •
Y
k
m, small
which these two people took my two tractors, one pie -up, . .
Th
ut me in one of them and the)- dro\'e me a,, a) But I
~na:~;~
latcre~: from my children that all the people at home were
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badly beaten I was brought up, the \\hole day we were travellingCOnf
towards Kampala. The folio\\ ing morning on the 8th, we arnvedI.Ilg
Takasongola.They had their station as a headquarters for those who weat
advancing towards the North. I found here a Bngadier who was re
Tanzaman He talked to me This man was really a kmd person li:
ordered for my hands to be released from the ropes. He kept me there for
about two nights; meanwhile, he told me he was communicating with
Kampala. On the 11th I was transferred from there and brought to
Kampala to a place called Natcte. There 1s a school very close to Natete
that 1swhere they had their headquarters there.
'
COUNSEL
OBURA:

That is Mackay Secondary School.

OB

co
0

I think, so. That very evening, the officer whom I met there was also a
Tanzanian. He welcomed me. He was also a good man. He talked to me.
He confronted me and then late m that evening of the 11th they brought
me to Makmdye. Tots 1s ""·hereI got really mto hot soup I was properly
welcomed with strokes, beaten up, put into the cell In the morrung of
12th I was pulled out from the cell but the beating of the 11th evening had
made almost all parts of my body swollen up especially on the side of the
head and that caused my left eye as I would say that 1t was switched off,
got InJuries that evening and then in that morning of the 12th they brought
me to Luz1ra Upper Prison.

COUNSEL:

You were arrested on the 7th to that date, did they care about you
foodwise? Did they give you some food and so on and so forth?

OBURA

On the 7th, on he 8th on the 10th and 11th it is when this officer whom I
found at Natete gave some rice and I could not eat it properly; although I
ate it because I had nothing in the stomach but the whole body was really
paining me because of the rope that I was tied very badly. Yes, they gave
me food on that day but for the rest of the days I was Just on a dnp.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the people who mistreated you, tortured you at Malandye?

OBURA:

These people I cannot even remember them, the way they received and
handled me, they could not even give me time to see anybody. They were
very good in that.

COUNSEL:

When you were being arrested you said that your tractors and property
were taken - did they explain why they took your property after your
arrest?

OBURA:

They did not do anything. I think, they were taking whatever they see and
whatever they can get hold of. They did not even say anythmg at all wh)
they were taking them; but I know they were taking them for their O\\TI
use.

COUNSEL:

Who were they, were they the Tanzanian soldiers, Ugandan soldiers?
Who were they?

OBURA

No these people were our own people here.
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COU, SEL.

OBURA·
COUl\SF:L
OBURA:

a
e

COUNSEL:

Did thc'l· ex I
J • p ain why your h
ouse was shelled?
No th d'
' ey id not say anything
Did they find you \\1th anns?
No~ing at all they found me with·
which thev brought m
' they only found me with my uniform in
~
e even up to no 1t 1. . h
.
w s Wit me m prison.
Now, when you were tak
.
en to Luz1ra,what happenedthere?
In Luzira nothing happened at
1
with the charge h. h
a I up to the moment that I am there only
knowledge came a;o ictd ":as char~ed and then I was tried. But my
u unng my tnal Yes?

OBURA:
Ththaat
my trial I could say that I was not really fairly tried Why I say this
IS t what had hap ed
·
•
pen
to
my
defence
witnesses,
the
way they were
treated for instance as I
· ed
.
•,
,
mention yesterday with their names; m
addition to ~-ose names I have yesterday was one I had forgotten - his
name IS - H_aJIKavuma. He is the Muluka Chief of Kampala City. This
old man I did not know him before, but only to my surpnse I saw him on
the day that I was being tried, he came in and said that, "I would like to be
a witness to assist this man" And then he told the court exactly that had
happened because his house in which he lives 1s next to he court house at
Buganda Road. So he saw everything and he explamed to the court
exactly what he had seen on that day. And then after he had finished with
his giving evidence, this old man was arrested at the bmldmg of the Hlgh
Court by CID - my own people I had tramed. Okay, luckily enough my
"pleader" the defence lawyer was there; he had to intervene and then this
man was released here and then.

COUNSEL:

OBURA:

I see. Now do you have any message you want to bring to the notice of
the Commission - an appeal - whatever you want to say about your nghts
and so on and so forth?
Yes with that one, the case as I have said, I still have a feehng that the
case was really not fairly tried. Two, the appeal which had already been
brought up before the Appeal Court, was also dismissed Now my humble
cry is that I would like, if possible, to see that they look mto all these
things and see as to whether there is any way, please, they could have
mercy on me. That one is my only humble cry, if the President could have
mercy onme.

COUNSEL:

Is it the only charge they have brought agamst you?

OBURA

yes that was the only charge I was charged with.

COUNSEL.

No other pending charges against you?
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OBURA.
COUNSEL:
OBURA.
COUNSEL:

Do I know?
No, to your knowledge.
1 do not know.

·ng there arc any but to your. knowledge

Jam not sayt

OBURA:

With me I know there is nothmg I have done wrong at all; if theyar
buildingit up okay I am here at their disposal.
e

COUNSEL:

1 suppose you do not know what is happerung with your family DoYou?

OBURA

The family arc scattered here and there but they arc there. Unfortunate\
on the 31st of January, last year my wife died at Nsambya Hospital Y

COUNSEL:

I am sorry about that!

OBURA.

And again with the problem in the North the children could not take the
body home for burial; then the body was kept m Mulago Hospitalft
some time. Then recently through friends the children took the body ;~
she was buried at home.

COUNSEL:

Now, you as a Police Officer who had served the Government smce l 952
is it I 951 -

OBURA:

It is 1951, Sir.

COUNSEL:

In your own way do you think you are entitled to anything from
Government for service rendered? Which you think should be gtvento
you?

OBURA:

According to my knowledge, once any Government servant is arrestedand
is detained all the time that he is still under trial he 1s being given halfof
his pay until on that day that he is convicted or acquitted; if he 1sacqwtted
then he will have to be given the remainder of the salary whtch all he tune
had been kept with Finance but, ifhe is convicted, then he loses everythmg
with effect from the conviction day.

COUNSEL:

Right!

OBURA:

But in my case nothing at all of these had been done from the day that l
was arrested everyth:ng was seized and that was the end of me with the
service. And as I know to answer your question now about whether I \\111
be able to get something, when you are convicted then you cease gettmg
everything that you would get.

COUNSEL:

Even what you are entitled to before conviction I

OBURA:

This is what I do not know but it was a tnal, if may be accordmg to ho\\
you ask me you would like to make a tnal I welcome 1t

'
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COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN
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for
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CHAIRMAN:

OBURA:
952

)m

to

_e
g

CHAIRMAN:
OBURA:

Here, Mr Ob
you are not on t .al
1f your rightura,
has been I
n ' we areJust tryingto see what to do
VlO atcd W
·u
'
rcco~e~d whatever it can If e WI see. and the comnussion can
C'omm1ss1on
may do something. you arc entitled to anything then the
If the Comm1s •
.
s1oncan assist me and
penod I had spent on t .al d
. can recommendsomethingabout this
be because I am entitledn.0 ~ dunng remand and howeverlittle it could
"- it they could g·
· the rest they
are refusmg to give me, okay_'
ive me that one, 1f
Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Obura.
Mr. Obura, thank you ve
h :6
.
will assist us greatly in
mu~ or the_evx~enceyou have given to us, it
shall pass it to the a
. tas of our mquiry• As to your request, we
department. We hope if there are any dues
any n'ghts or benefitsppropnate
whi h
d
•
that they will b •
c are ue to you and have been withheld, I hope
~ven to
outs1.de our own~Junsdict
• you.
B We are not promising anything·, this is
ion. ut we shall communicateyour request.

Z

Thank you very much.
Th~ yo~ v~ry much, Mr. Chairman, and I asked you when you were
ope~g this mquiry yesterday you said these things were starting from or smce we got Independenceup to the moment. And it appears to me that
the Govemmen~ is doing its level best to see that they put things right.
Now, as you said, we were talking much about the Public Safety Unit and
the other small units such as State Research and all these. Now, when I
~ent back last night, I slept~I found out that there was a point that I think,
if you could allow me to point it out, might be it will be of assistance to
the Government itself.
Oh yes, definitely, definitely.
Thank you, Sir. About· this Public Safety Unit, I would like to let it be
known that - it appears to me that most of the people at the moment they
do not know how this unit started. lbis unit known as Public Safety Unit,
this unit had not just started with that one. My aim here, Sir, I would like
to make it clear that after my explanation I am going to suggest that, if
possible, that the Government tries a way of making this unit to be entirely
separate unit from the Police, because this unit since 1950 - I will put you
back there - it has made the Police suffer enough. In 1949, this is before
even I joined the Police Force, the British after the Second World War,
they formed up a unit called Service Unit; and this unit was stationed or
based at Bombo. Most of these people in performance of that unit, were
the K.A.R. ex-service men - Kings African Rifles something of the sort,
ex-service men, most of them were that and few were from the Police and
they were attached to the Police. The purpose of this unit under the
British was different from the purpose that we after we came to get
independence we changed this unit, although we wer~ trying to use th~m
as these people used them before, but again we had given them some~g
in addition to that one which is a part from the purpose that the Bntish
used these people. The British were using these people purposely for the
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•s a big parade such as what thcv call
\\'hen tIll , re •·
•
.
J
&ua
pamdcs.
•s going somewhere or he 1s going from v
td of
tl , Go, cmor 1
"amp 1
honour. tt; '
tl11·s 011c or what they so call a company is t .. 1- a a to
•t from
'-<4J\Cnth
North• a uni
·I tliis big man gets there he finds these p
ere
,
CC
so
\\
lCll
COpJc
m a d'an • •r, 1 • Thcv perform the parade and after that on th are
, there ,or um.
e "''
nIrc.1 d)
A tlier duty was the guard duties; what they usnA-, are
·
'-\! to d
broug•ht back thenoministers or any oilier prominent
people uscctt o,
the homes o th' unit to guard tltem; and that was all, apart from o 8et
coplc from is
. 953 th
som
p
• d t' 'Sit went on. Then m 1
c
other
Pohcc
u 1c
,
th ese
. people were transfierred
~
b
d taken to Jinja; this was e time when the Owen F
trom Bom o an
tak th
alls
r
construction so they were
en ere as guards and th
dc
Dam was un
' .
f th
.
e1r
•
at p 1ace, no
duties
were 1o keep the well bcmg o
. one stealing of some
•
from there because .there was a lot ofththmgs. So, after that one
other item
in 1956 these people were agam absorbed f~om ere and some were taken
there
to Uganda Ann '-.
J and some to Uganda Pohcc so that gap remainnA
\,,\I
without. In 1957, a year after that one, the Bnt1sh agam re-established
ther unit called Special Force, this was the time when the barracksof
:a~ru was opened after the construction of the old barracks, so they
were there and they went on. Then after independence the British knew
that they will go, so I think they did not want these people to be used by
Mirusters and all these, so again they divided these people mto groups
again; some were to Army, some were to Pnsons and some were to the
Police, so that place again remained without. That is when agam m 1964
the government of Uganda brought lsraehsts m and they agam formed
another Special Force, but all this time they were attached to the Police,
they went on. Again in 1971 the Army came to power and they took all of
them; and this again when the PSU was formed.
Then another
government came and PSU went off, I understand another urut called Task
Unit was again formed up; that one is also gone. You see, ,..,th that you
will find that there is a lot of waste of money - the government tr},ng to
build up those people, and not only that but a waste of manpower; not
only that to control these people at times become unruly because the) are
always on and off, and all this time you will find that the Pohce 1s the
main sufferer, because when they are going people say, yes, Pohce. Police
Now, my suggestion here, Sir, is that if the government would hke the real
or perfect duty to be done for the public or for the nat:lon as a whole. and
for the well-being of the government and is trying to form up this unil
again you should, I think try to find the best way of how these people
could be controlled; and I would suggest that, because this time all the
time you will find that, about those guard dunes I ha,c spoken of. the,·
were using guns. You come to older duties up to the moment. the, use
guns and guns are not the duty of the Police, these duties arc for the Aml\
1
would suggest that to make the well-bemg of these people and for thetr
welfare as well, may the Government when rebmldmg bmld these pcopk.
put them separate or attach them this time to the A~n, \\ here they will
only know only one duty. Because when the, arc ~i:xcd up "ith the
general Pohce personnel they will also tend, as \·ou ha,c alrcad, seen. w
do tbe duty that these people arc domg and that dun bnngs them too dos,
to the pubhc So th. • h
•
1th
•
, is is w ere I thmk the problem comes from o."
that I thank you very much, Mr Chairman and I thank. , ou to ha, c
brought me out and •
. •
•
1 ant
m case - when the mqmf\ is still gomg on.
always at '-'O d
·
•n·
J ur isposal from my place where I am. l11ank. ' 00 'l •
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you have m' a dc and
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•
\\c shall call
c suggcsti
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minutes th you again 1nan/ns
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en we shall rcsum
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•

• 76·• MR • JAMES KA

COL~SEL

\\'hat is your n

J(AJ-IlGIRIZA:

My name is Kahigiriza.

coUNSEL

How old are '-'O
?
Ju.

:f.J\HJ
GIRIZA:

I am65

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

J(AHIGIRIZA:

I live in Mbarara

COUNSEL:

Mbarara Town?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, near the tO\vn.

COUNSEL:

I see, and what do you do?

KAIDGIRJZA:

I am a farmer.

COUNSEL:

Were you born in Mbarara, Ankole Kingdom?

KAHIGIRIZA:

yes, I was born in Mbarara in Bushenyiarea.

COUNSEL:

Then that was called Ank.ole_

KAIIlGIRIZA:

It was Ankole Kingdom.

COUNSEL:

Did you attend school?

KAIIlGIRIZA:

Yes.

HIGIRIZA - SWORN IN

amc please?

u
0

t

COUNSEL:

KAIDGIRIZA:

Would you please tell us your education background?
Well, I went to, in the early ages, the elementary - what they used to call
the "elementary vernacular school," then after which I went to Mbarara
High School, from where I went to Buddo~after Buddo I Joinedthe SurYey
Training School and qualified in 1948 as a professionalsur\'eyor Then I
worked for Central Government as a Surveyor up to 1957.

COUNSEL:

Yes, then what happened in 1957?

In 1957 J was appointed to be an Assistant Enganzi in the Anlcole
KAHIGIRIZA:
1501

Kingdom Government, and I worked up to 1959 when I was a ·
B• •
PPOtntcdto
go to ntain to attend a course in Public and Social Administratio fi
one ~car, and I left Britai~ in 1961. When I_came back in 1961, ;w:
appointed _a County Chief of Nyabushoz1, the title was Kahima
Nyabushozi. In 19 - (Interruptions.) - am I too fast?
COMMISSIONER:

Yes

KAHIGIRJZA:

Okay.

MR NAGENDA:

In 1961 you were appointed as a County Chief?

KAHIGIRIZA.

Ycs,

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KAIDGIRIZA:

From 1967 to early 1974 I was m my farm; and then from 1974 I was
appointed the Chairman of the Uganda Land Commission.

COUNSEL:

This is a full time Job?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, it was almost a full time Job.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KAIDGIRIZA·

And this ended up in 1979 - and my term ended.

COUNSEL:

And then when it ended?

KAHIGIRIZA:

When it ended I went back to the farm, but then I Joined politics. started
active politics in the Democratic Party, until the end of elections m 1980
when I quietly moved again back to the farm.

COUNSEL:

I see. So, up to now you are on your farm?

KAYIGIRIZA:

I am on my farm.

COUNSEL:

which happened to you which
N ow, in February , 1977. is there. anything
. ?
you would like to tell this Comm1ss1on.

KAIDGIRIZA:

up to 1963 July when I was elected Enganz1, Prime Minister of
Ankole Kingdom. I was Enganzi from 1963 to 1967 when the Kingdoms
were abolished, I went away with them.

.
sted from mv office in
Yes On the 15th of February, m 1977 • 1 was arre
•
•
M. .
f Lands and Water Resources where l was as a
the then
1mstry o
Chairman.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAIDGIRIZA:

.
k l ses a peared in mv office in the morning
Three young men with dar g as ld p that they ·wanted me to go with
at about ten o"clock; then they to me
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co

them and give a statement

:t
.
1

so I Started being su~ :\:'hen I asked them where, they chd not tell
t~ister of Lands and Watc~1c1ousthat I had been arrested. Then my
tned to 'Oach a telephone .,,:,,sounx,s was late EnmayaOrycma. When
cases
nngthhim, the boys
++. and got out handCU,csand
. opened their smal.l briefpu,Llng
them on my hand
. cy started tnunccLtatelyarrestmg me,
0
C rnnuss1on, a gentleman {
Dunng that scuffle, my Secretary to the
th
I told htm in Luganda 1 Said·
.Y II e name
of Joseph.Mub1ru opened the door.
• l
have now seen it."
'
' ant, 1 viub1ru ob1rabye" I said "Mubiru you
Yes.

=

,1

COUNSEL:
Jv\)1GIRJ7A-

COUNSEL:

'

The only thing I could d
0
and told himt0 tak •
was to Bet off my wrist watch and give it to him
e it to my family and tell them that I had been arrested.
you had a Particular likingof this wrist watch?

KAHIGIRIZA:
That is the only thing perhaps which my family could realise and
understand, which they knew. Then the three boys led me from the second
floor, down stairs to the parking place at the Ministry. It wasunfortunate
that I could not meet anyone I knew during this time when I was going
down the stairs! When we reached the car - their car - I saw some
machine guns lying on the back floor of the car. Then here I tried to resist
entering the car and I told them that since they were going to kill me, they

had better kill me there and then. Although I made an alarm and I knew
no one would come to my rescue, but what I wanted was to alert the
people in the buildings around to know that I had been taken away, and
during this scuffle one of my shoes was left on the road, and they pushed
me inside the car, one holding my head and another one sitting on my feet,
and the next thing I saw was the gate of their notorious State Research
place.

COUNSEL:

I see. May be before you go to State Research, did you know these people
who arrested you?

KAHIGIRIZA:

No, I could not; they were weanng
• dark gIasses, short fellows - I could
not.

COUNSEL:

yes, continue.

KAYIGIRIZA:

earch they pushed me down stairs where a
At the reception of the State R~s b
started asking me to remove my
gent Ieman by the name of Ha31Ka ugo
property-

COMMISSIONER:

Asked you what?

KAHIGIRIZA:

•
the belt - he asked me to remo_v~my
To remove the property _espec!:Y initials on and about 3,000 shillings
b It and I had a golden nng WI my trym'g to write them down, but ~en
e
After
removingth ese things he was
'd "Nowwhys hould I write them
th smce
d f
dden I remember e sai ,
of course, that was e en o
all of a su
rs"· then I knewthat,
b
there of about three
they are no longer you en~ a dark tunnel down eIow
my life; and then he op

i.
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feet wide; and pushed me there and locked the door.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally, did you know this Kabugo before - Haji Kabugo?

KAYIGIRIZA:

No. I just learnt him after I had been there, I think, after two days or three

COUNSEL:

Have you seen hun of late?

KA YIGIRIZA:

No, I have never seen him.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KAYIGIRIZA:

Well, the place was so dark although there were some other prisoners.1
would not know who they were, perhaps the person who later told me his
name whom I found there, was - I cannot remember his name but he was
the Assistant Manager of Chillmgton Company, whom I think later died
there. Then in the afternoon - I think it must have been in the afternoon_
they brought in another gentleman by the name of Apollo Lawoko. We
stayed there the whole night and the following day - well, I could not tell
the time because we were not able to know what tune 1twas when we were
down there, but it must have been in the afternoon when we heard noise
p~shing of people coming down stairs. Then immediately the) opened th;
door and they pushed in - the person who came in was late Oboth Ofumbt.

COUNSEL:

Yau mean you were able to see him?

KA YIGIRIZA:

I was able to see him because when they opened the door we could see
him. He passed us and sat just inside from us; and then the second one
was the Hon. Minister Oryema who actually sat opposite me. Because of
wanting to get fresh air, I had thought to sit near the door; that 1s because
whenever they opened the door, fresh air would rush in and I would then
breath that one; but there was no any other open place where you could
get fresh air. So, he sat in front of me and we stayed there - now you
understand that this was the 16th of February, that is when they brought
them.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAHIGIRIZA:

Then after about two or lli1ee hours they opened the door and then \\ c
were asked -all the prisoners who were there - we were asked to move mto
another cell opposite this one, but then they directed that the two numstcrs
should stay -remain in that tunnel. All this time our hands were hand
cuffed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Whose hands?

K.AHIGIRIZA:

All our hands; mine and all the prisoners, they never opened our hands.

COUNSEL:

You mean since you were taken there on 15th?

KAHIGIRIZA:

For the good time that I spent there, I never had my hands open. When
they called us and pushed us in the other cell opposite l later was told -
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K -H:IIGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:
"-..\HI G IRIZA:

DR ~iAKUBUY A:

You mean th A
.
e rchb1shops •d "
ai • you have broken my Jaw?"

Y cs. he said that tht>1s,
h db
hi
-J
a rokcn hi ·
m that, "do you think .
. s Jaw, and then they sarcastically told
you are Chief Mufti here?"
You mean they were kin ·
as g him whether he was a Chief Mufti?
yes, but of course, he had nothin
.
.
thev brought food ft h.
g to answer at that Juncture agam~then
gu~ds t 00 k all th or irn and for us, but we could not eat Then the
fune WI.th th e Archbishop.
e food and ordered us back to the other cell' together this
The dark one?

K.Al-llGIRIZA:
The dark one. Now, when we got into that dark room, I called out to the
Archbishop; I said, "can you please give us grace and pray for us?" Then
he prayed, gave us blessing and as he was firushing prayers, the) called
him from the door; they opened and said; "You Archbishop come out"
Then outside the door I heard a guard telling him to put on his robes, in
fact, I thought he was being released but surprisingly they opened the door
and they pushed hun in all rus robes and even puttmg on rus shoes, and I
remember very well that he had pinned his centenary badge at the back on
his belt. After he had been pushed m - perhaps what I have forgotten they had then again brought m some other big civil servants such as Okot
Y.Y., whom I remember, and John Olowo.

COUNSEL:

That was who?

KAI-IlGIRIZA:

• Ed ti Officer I think, of the time.
Okot y y was a ~enior or Chidef u; o~ the Ar~hbishop and the two
Now after some tune the guar open an
Mini~rs and other big ciVIlservants should come out.

COUNSEL:

I see.

KAHIGIRIZA:

•
t followed by Oryerna and Ofurnbi an~. ~.was
Then the Archbishop went ou
.
• d "kwanza nvmy1 bala first
th £ rth but then trus man sa.i
•
going to be eb o~" .then he locked the door
of all you stay ac '

COUNSEL:

n1 three went?
So, o y

KAI-IlGIRIZA•

. thought perhaps the) had
d ot kno\, \,e
cli
f ourse we
n
h
I cannot tell - a

Three went outb ot ~en after about two or threecal~:~ ~self m Swahili
been released,
ked very \\ild was shoutm~- h stood and pointed his
man who oo
"I
. e
ked us
young
(Hyena) he said,
amNyangawu
f the door - of course. he as Nyangawu
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to s"itch on the hght because the power was inside and we would re h •
by s\\;tching on; so he had asked us to switch on the light - and thac ~t
started shouting that he wanted to shoot Okot Y .Y from that en e
ventilator. When I raised my hand and said "please don't do this ones;all
had brought food for us to cat, but of course, some of us could not e~t
food because how could you even eat when both o~ your hands were tied
It is at this time that they started bnngmg other pnsoners from the police·
from the Prisons and from other places
'

U:

COUNSF.L:
KAHIGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:
KAIDGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:
KAIDGIRIZA:
COUNSEL:
KAillGIRIZA:

You mean these were pohce personnel or you say they were coming fro
. S . ?
m
Pohce
tations.
No, they were Police personnel, the person I remember was, I think an
Inspector, Senior Police Officer, Wafula, because I had known hun
before; he was a friend of mine and I knew of other two young men from
the Prisons, especially, those who were on Firing Squad.
Yes.
Then, it is at that juncture that they brought in the Archbishop Janan
Luwum. He had been stripped off his robes and he was wearing a dark
grey trousers with a shirt and a collar.
Was he known to you before?
Yes, he was very much known to me; he was a friend of mine, in fact
This is for how long?
He was my Bishop in the All Saints Church, and in January - on the 1st of
January, I had presented a choir uniform and handed it over to him at All
Saints Church. So, he knew me as his Christian.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. I do not quite understand this; when they brought in Bishop
Luwum, presumably then you had moved into this cell, is that right?

KAIDGIRIZA:

No, they brought him while we were going to eat food, and they were
preparing food when he was rushed in.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see; and there was light so you could see him?

KAIDGIRIZA:

Yes, there was light; in this very room there was light because this

was

larger than the other one.

MR. NAGENDA:
KAIDGIRIZA:

In your cell or in a dinning room?
Well, we could not call it a dinning room, it was another cell later on
where we were almost moved permanently, because the other dark one
was almost for, maybe, condemned people.
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OUNSEI..:

t,.:AHIGIRIZA·
OR. MAKUBlJYA:

1-..Al
IIGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:

Yes.
So, a Youngman Started
A Prisoner?

.

askinghim who he was·
'

No, one of the soldi
ers,- no he st ha
man, because
he was not 1t1
. ' unit;
mu
ve been a State Research young
•
0 rm. And before he could answer he
struck him, he hit him0 th .
this shook me very m ~ 1 e Jaw - (Interjection}- he hit him; and, in fact,
Swahili saying "kumauc •,:-e was a young man and then he abused me in
shoot you? I said, ,, 0:Yo ' w~nataka na p1gawewe"do you want me to
where are the thr y can do • Then this man told me and sat~ "now,
th were there, S1Juh;Archbishop.Oryema and
Ofumbi,• where are
ce they
people
no at
?" y
that juncture that
kn w • ou call them, tomorrowis yours It is at
we ew that these people had died.
Yes, continue.

KAHIGIRIZA:
Now, it was after he had - no, we spent agam that rughtof 16th mside and
then on th 17th • •
'
. . e . It ISwhen we were removedall of us, civtltansas It were the civil Pohce, civil prisons and civilians, then we were moved into that
other cell where the Archbishop found us, and instead we were replaced
by about over 40 soldiers, especially, the Acholis and the Langis, and they
were all crowded into that small tunnel, and sometime'after midnight perhaps what I should tell you, the cell in which we were, this big one, the
door was of steel bars and you could see from that place to the door of tlus
other place. In between there was a small reception, but you could see
across. Now, this soldier with a machine gun started calling out the
names of these soldiers and answering each by numbers, one, two, three,
four and so on, until they were about 40, after he had reached the last
number; then, of course, it is when he started shooting inside there.

k

COMMISSIONER:

What?

KAI-IlGIRIZA:

Started shooting, spraying machine gun bullets inside there!

COUNSEL:

you mean when he called out the numbers, did the people come out or he
just --

KAI-IlGIRIZA:

No, they were answering from inside there.

MR.NAGENDA

was he shooting from outside?

KAHIGIRIZA:

•
fr
this small ventilator because he had asked
He shot from outside, om .
• started calling them and at tlus
b l
After shootmg, he agam
them to e c ose.
. and I think because they were not sure
time there were no answe:f them were still alive, they started spra},ng
whether these people some
d
and since there was no exit on the
there tear gas from the door an upd, and it started covenng us ,•,here
again came own
thi
other end, the tear gas
ghin of course, me I did not know that s
we were. Then we ~ cou a:~ther gas or poisonous gas, which of
was tear gas, I thought it~
screaming; started abusing these people
course it was! Then we s
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that it would have been better 1fthey k1llcdus with the guns like they had
done with our brothers Because even with the other cell, except smal}
vent - this is undergroundand only there arc small opemngson top which
we could not reach, and we were saved by ~c AlmightyGod not also to
suffocate m there! Then, of course, early m mommg at three or four
o'clock they started pullingout the bodies, and there was blood all overthe
floor towards our own cell where we were. Of course this was a ternble
sight and we all had our throats and mouths dry, and as we wantedto
dnnk water - because when the blooci got spread on the floor, they
brought a hose pipe to wash the floor - and if you wanted water to dnnk
when they would pull out this hose pipe with the bl~ spread mto 1t and
then give you m a mug to drink, then we could do nothing but to·dnnk that
one, there was only one mug there, and that w~ the end of those chaps
who were killed but they kept on bringing others m, and the other personI
remember very well who was brought in badly beaten was Byron
Kawadwa and this one also died in that cell crying for water which he
could not get! That must have been also on a~out 17th or 18th,
Meanwhile, apart from other people I stayed there with all that group of
the people who were shot at the Clock Tower, Abdala Anyuru and
company, we were all together in that cell. It was after, I think, a week
when they called me out and took me upstairs at night; then behind me
there was standing a man with a rope, another one lying in the chair with a
machine gun and another one with a pistol, and I was asked to make a
statement and tell them where we were going to get guns to overthrow the
government. They told me that they knew me as a member of a certam
group calling itself "Intelligentsia Group".
COUNSEL:
KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes.
Of course, I told them that I had never planned to overthrow the
government and I did not even know this group. When the young man
who was supervising me, writing, read through and found out that it did
not concern what he wanted, he just folded the papers and threw them into
may face and he told me to write another one. I told him that I could not
write any other, other than that one, and if it meant killing me then they
should kill me because I did not know anything of what they were asking
me. Then after that they escorted me back to my cell. I stayed there for
three weeks and then in the evening, I think, of 6th or 7th of March, then
someone called me at the door and asked me to follow him upstairs, and I
waved good-bye to my inmates thinking that my time had come. But
surprisingly, when I got at the reception, someone shouted and said
"remove his handcuffs". After removing them, then I was given a warning
that you are going, but what you have seen here, leave it here.

COUNSEL:

Who gave you that warning?

KAHIGIRIZA:

He was the gentleman who was opening my handcuffs.

COUNSEL:

I see, and you left behind Y.Y. Okot and Lawoko and so forth?

KAHIGIRIZA:

All those I left behind, and I was driven back to my house at Nakasero,
No.13, Kyadondo Road.
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co·

KA

CC

K

Y cs, cont1nuc.
KAHIGIRIZA·

\\'ell, 1 th1nk that is all

coUNSEL-

I sec Now you c tin
'
on ucd to work as Chairman?

KAHIGIRIZA:

y cs. the person who actuall .
Scb1, then Minister of An- ~ took me away from the Research v,rasIstna1l
llllal Research and Fisheries.

and
that

I

So"'· the narn

_TOn

he
nth.

COl'NSEL:
KAf{IGIRIZA:

the
man
did
into
not

c again; "hat was his name?

• • J'

fv\I-IlGIRIZA·

·

Ismail Sebi. He warned me h .d "d
work".
e sai , o not run away and stay on your
Was he kno,,n to you, was he your friend?
Yes, he was knov-.nto me, and perhaps, what I forgot to tell here is that;
one morrung a young MunyankoleState ResearchBoy came down to the
cell where I was, and then he called me and he said· "what shall I tell your
family?" I told him; "tell my wife that I am still 'alive" and then I think
when my wife knew about tlus she contactedMrs Sebt who was relatedto
me - her father was a great fnend of mine; and Seb1had seen the burial
ceremony of late Mr. Mulindwa from our place, that ·was the father of
•Sebi's young wife; and I think 1t 1s tlus young lady who pleaded to her
husband that her uncle was still alive, but would not tell where I was
because they did not want to know that I was at the State Research So,
they said; "we only heard that he is still alive, but you go, try and look
around in all cells"

COUNSEL:

Now, after that incident then you were released, dtd you encounter any
other arrest or?

KAIDGIR.IZA:

No, until during the last regime of Obote, but then I was not arrested

COUNSEL:

What happened?

KAfllGIRIZA:

I stayed until the liberation war of 1979 in my office

COUNSEL:

And you have been living comfortably m your area?

KAIIlGIRIZA:

• 1980 but then after 1980 I chd not hve
Well, I went back to Mbarara m
,
1982 I was arrested again
comfortably because on th~~
o~;~o:arum~t
of a Police Officer,
by the NASA boys and I
. ailed Mr John Lukunkva He
This Police Officer is c
• ed t
from Mbarara.
d then told me that I was want
o
came to my home near ~ar~;
help the Pohce ·when I reached the
write a statement at the Police
char e against me, but s1n1plyasked me
Police, because I did not have any d th~ wrote do\\n But before I left
uestions here and there an
. m . bedroom. and I rung my
some
had an extension of a telephoanksne
111 ~arara
and I told her that I
111
home,
. • ne of the b
Mbarara
wife who was working ~ o ediately run to the ArmyBngade at

i

o,

had been arrested. She unm
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and told the •\dministrativc Officerwho was there and known to us _ thi
is Captam Namiti.
s

COl'NSEL:

You mean the Administrative Officerin the Army?

KAJ-IlGIRJZA:

In the Army, he was then Captain Namiti, and these fellows Were
suggestingthat they had arrested me and I was wanted m Kampala, so
the'\ wanted to bring me to Kampala,. but of course, I would not reach
Kampala. I resistedand told them that-if I had any case, there were courts
m Mbarara and I could be tried the~e. So, after first to the D C's officeto
write a warrant to take me to the pnson.

COUNSEL:

You mean, who was to wnte this warrant, the D.C?

KAHIGIRIZA:

TheD.C

COUNSEL:

Who? You mean the D.C. had to issue warrants.

KAHIGIRIZA:

There were some AD.Cs who were attached in the D.C's office who were
NASA officers. They asked me why I had been arrested. I told them that
I did not know, but I thought it was political reason; and they asked for the
statement of those people who had arrested me, the youths, and he was
told that they had not made one. So, he told this Policeman who had
escorted to keep me at the local Police Station at Karnukuzi, the local
headquarters there, to wait there until those boys came, and then after
writing their statement that I should then be taken to the main prison at
Kakyeka. The boys did not turn up until about 4 o'clock when I kindly
asked the man who was guarding me to allow me to ring the D.C and talk
to him, then Mr. Ndikora. I told him that since I had been ordered to be
taken to Kakyeka, I did not want to stay here; could he make arrangements
to take me to Kakyeka Prison? Then he asked his assistant to tell me to
get someone to stand for me on bail and leave the place and then go back .
this was on Friday - and come back on Monday; and they did, friends of
mine came and helped me to stand for me on bail, and then I was released
and went back home. I think when the boys came and found me not in
prison they were very furious, they waited and came again to my placethis time they were only the NASA boys, the youths - on a Saturday
afternoon. They surrounded my house, then I asked them what they
wanted and they said they wanted to come in. I had first of all refused
them to come in, but then later on I opened the door and they entered.
They told me that I was wanted to make another statement in UPC office.
I told them that I had made a statement the previous day, what was this
for? They insisted that they were taking me; and I said; "if you want to
take me you better, since you are strong boys, you can hold my legs and
then just drag me into your car". They could not do it, then I asked them •
I knew all they wanted was to kill and I knew that they had some guns or
pistols in their small briefcases - I said, "why can you not shoot me here
now? I am not going to go". Then they persuaded me and I asked them
who they were! I had a visitors' room, I said; "could you put your names
down there since you did not come with the Police". All they wrote ·was
President's Office. Then I gave in and said; "let me go and put on my
shoes and we can go". It is here that I almost committed crime because I
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COUNSEl

KAHIGIR

COUN!

KAHlC

COUNSEL:
KAHIGIRIZA:

k"TlO\\ the intention w
one to help
as not &OOd,
and sin ·
p0 1
b me, and I had asked th
cc it was a Saturdaythere was no
1 ,ice, ut they Said "no, it is n cmtha~they shouldhave come with the
\\cnt in my room, in fact 1 1 °~the Pohce which releasedyou" so when
m): short &un, and then P~t inoc ed the door tn my bedroom,I ;ullcd out
th
go~g from m, bedroom Thank e bullets and I told them that I was not
waited for them to break th
Godthcy did not come m because I had
thank God that they did no~ :oor and then I would have shot someone. I
~cy sent someone to go and cal~use 1 ~as tcrnbly annoyed;and instead,
the Police but he delayedfor a very long
time, and then I came b k
the Police, they would ~: t: ~Y senses, I knew that if they did not bring
1
and destroy my place S I e Army and, maybe, then they would come
they led me on foot ·to ~c came out, I told them, I said; "let us go" and
waited until late in th
UPC office. No statement was made, they
the car and then t 00 t evening when the~ told me to come down, put me in
Kakyeka £ b
to Kakyeka
or a out twome
days
aft th 0pnson.
. . CI was m.the prison there in
er e istnct omm1ssionercame,

But when they took you there, what did they say you had done?
They were alleging, of course, there were two things one - they never told
me, but they said I had held a meeting; I was asked'by the D C 1f I have
had a meeting for overthrowing the government and trairung the
guerrillas. Of course, I had had a meeting but it was for my daughter's
wedding, and I had made some minutes and I told then D C that you could
go and see these minutes; of course, he went and saw them But then he
directed the warder there to - I had been joined there by other young men
who had also been arrested because they were DPs like myself; a young
man Ssekibaala, another one Tefula Tibamanya, another chap called
Ntaate so he told the chief warder to remove us from the general cell, the
big on~ and get us into a small cell. I even asked them that I sho~ld be
allowed to use slippers or sandals because there are sharp stones m that
prison, and when he called me I could not walk easily to where he v,ras

COUNSEL:

You mean the floor was sharp stones?

K.AHIGIRIZA:

Well the compound has concrete floor; and we were removed from the big
'
•
all one. But because my people were allowed to
cell and then put mla~
it also annoyed some of those chaps who had
come and see me,
d
N
they went and agam reported to
arrested me and one of the war ers. ow, hring like Kmgs m that place,
UPC office and told them ththatwe_werefi'....~.1
Now one everung, a Tata
ti
e pnson uuu.
,
because we were not ea ng
d then we were called at the gate
Lorry with soldiers pulled at the gate an b t 7 O'clock. We left people
t
the lorry at a ou
and we were asked to ge on
one through that we were being taken to
in tears because a rumour had g tak to the Bngade Headquarters,
Kampala, but instead we
to b:ntaken to the Military Pohce We
Mbarara and the we were .or er e found some other fnends, others had
then taken there, of course, w
Bab1gwmra who was \.\'Ith me
were
sted from Kabale, such as DKar.
bal Mr Kibandarna was also
been arre
f • e from
e,
M1
th Chainnan o mm
lineal Here at the 1ital)
there, ano er d 11this was, of course, po
• ho had come, they
·th me there an a
. all the pnsoners w
WI
h d a habit of beatmg
when we were told to go
Police they a
d then in the morning
bring sticks on a lorry an

;e:
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nnd work, nnd we were asked to come on a lorry, of course th"r
nowhere one could chmh properly, and they stnrtcd beating us ,and..,cthWas
I
I had one at my back and then the officer who was guarding ll!I stop:
them from beating me. Here we stayed for another two weeks in th
Military Police, and we were released agam in March
c

COUNSEL
KAHIGIRIZA:
COUNSEL
KAHIGIRIZA.

COUNSEL:
KAHIGIRIZA

March, which date, do you remember?

KAI 11(,IRI/

COUNSEL
KAI IJ('jfR IZ

It must have been between the 12th and 18th.
But you mean all this time you were not informed why you arrested?
No, we were not mfonned, even when they came to release us they n<--ver
told us what we had done.

COUNSEL

Who released you?
Well, Dr. Rubaihayo came with another chap called Bunnga who was the
D1stnct Chairman of UPC and, of course, he had nothing to say except to
tell us that we are bemg released but we should go and behave ourselves

COUNSEL:

Who is this Rubaihayo?

KAHIGIRIZA

Rubaihayo was the Deputy Miruster of Agriculture

COUNSEL:

Minister of State?

KAHlGIRIZA

Minister of State for Agnculture.

KAHIGI

COUNS
K.AHIGI

COUNSEL:
KAHIGIRIZA

Are you suggesting that he knew about your arrest?
Of course, even the day I was arrested he was in Mbarara, but he would
not help because some of these chaps much as they would like to help,
some feared these NASA boys.

COUNSEL:

But, he had the powers to release you?

KAHIGIRlZA:

Well, I do not know where the powers came from, but they must have
come from above, haVJng been there for three weeks.

COUNSEL:

KAHIGIRIZA.

KAHi

How was the treatment while you were there?
Treatment was really bad because when they were taking us that evenmg
to the Military Pohce, they had given orders that we should not be allowed
food to be brought to us and we were congested in a small room, we were
about 50 people there. Some had been arrested from Masaka, those who
were found with tooth brush, very many of them, the treatment was not

very good
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cou
KAHi

i,,..\HJGIRIZA-

coUNSEL:
KAf-lIGIRIZA.

COUNSEL:

KAHJGIRIZA:
'aS

the
t to

ves.

Now, you have been m Mb
m 1980 there were expulsio:~~a;:ce 1980 as yo~ ~ve said, some time
and Rakai District D •d
Yarwanda I think m Mbarara District
•
t you know about tlus matter?
I came to know about it on the
Mbarara. This was m
very day they started driving them out of
O
1983. Some of the cha ~b~, 1983 - 11 rrught have been 3rd October,
Gasurnba and thi
ps, m act, one of them was my neighbour called
Kampala t th stlm_
man had a few ~ys lost lus son who had been killed m
, a
e
e when they
firus1
1.._
when this thing started.
were
wig the bunal ceremony 1t 1s

COUNSEL:

How did it start?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Well, there were some orders, of course, the UPC Youths with the
Gombolola chiefs, Muluka chiefs, Bakungu, came to his place and they
started snatching everything that was there and some of his children
run to my place and they had also laid a trap to take his cattle but I
asked him to bring his cattle and threw them in my farm at night. This
was only one Gasumba but there were very many Banyarwanda around
Mbarara and all these had either their houses broken down, you could
see people climbing on the roof, removing iron sheets.

ould

elp,

ve

,veil, I do not kn
co fr
ow whc th
me om above havm re e Powers came fr
,
g been there for three
om, but they must have
How was th
weeks.
e treatment wh·1
t e you were there?
Treatment was rcan ,
to the Mihta , p . ) bad because when th
food to be f) ohce, they had given or ey were taking us that evening
about 50 brought to us and we wer ders that we should not be allowed
w
fi peo~Je there. Some had be congested m a small room. we were
ere ound with tooth b
cenarrested from Masaka tho
ven.• gOod
rush, very man Of
.
se who
•J
•
Y them, the treatment was not

COUNSEL:

You mean a mob, were they under the command of somebody or how
was it done?

KAHIGIRIZA:

well, it was almost what you would call a mob because they were
running wildly. Of course, they would be led by some of these young
Muluka chiefs, Bakungu and the UPC Youths.

COUNSEL:

Did you witness this? These people si:11~ltaneouslym~ved against
there was a rally. How did it really come.
Banyarwan d a or

KAHIGIRIZA:

.
ed . tl they kept it really a secret until they started
Everythmg start qme y, th" was there were two UPC young men
doing it and what ~au_sed ais bet~ rob people there; they were killed
who had gone to Ismg1ro m y Id'
and because there were many
here they were shot by so ihers &ellowsdied they thought that it
,
I • • o when t ese l'
UPC
Banyarwanda in smgir '
d l tted to kill them and then the
was the Banyarwand_a who h: ~:re going to revenge and it started as
Chaps in Mbarara said that th yd
for the iron sheets to be put on
UPC gave or ers
a revenge. Th e
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schools, churches and me, for one, I re.memberI refused. I told rn
Church leaders that I will not allow uon sheets to be put on Y
Church, if they do then I would no longer belong to this church an:~
am glad they were not put there. Number two, I told you I kept
cattle and when the Gombolola chief and Muluka chiefs and Bakumy
and all the Youths knew these animals were there, they tried to C:gu
and take them away but I resisted them because I told them a good :~
I said I had bought them.

J{AlflGlRlZ

coUNSEl

COUNSEL:

Who was this GombololaChief and Muluka.Chief?

I(AlllGIR

KAHIGIRIZA:

He is called Rutoogo, I cannot remember the other name. The MuluJca
Chief was called Kyatuuka.

MR- KA'V

COUNSEL:

KAHIGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:

KAHIGIRIZA:

I{AHIGil

Which Gombolola is this?
This is Kakiika Gombolola, near Mbarara - the Township Gombolola
and that is where I reside. Many people had come to take these
animals, when I told them I had bought them, of course they did not
believe me but they could not do anything. So they started going back
and the Gombolola chief himself again came to me and said that "we
want these animals. I told him that you had sent the Muluka chief and
Bakungu and the Youths were here, I told them that these were my
animals then he told me, he said but we want to save your own animals
because the Youth might come and take them all" and I told him and
said that you cannot choose for a thief. If they want to take all the
animals they can take them so I kept them for almost over six months
until things started settling down and he took them away.

coUNS"

KAHIG'

coUN

KAHl

But Mr. Kahigiriza you see, you are telling us that you were in
Mbarara and these things were happening in Mbarara. Did you not
have big officers in this area of Mbarara, the DC, MPs and so forth to
calm down this behaviour?
COl

If you remember very well, I think, even the then President wrote a
letter to the District Council in Mbarara to let these people return and
the then District Council refused. Even Rwakasisi went there - I
remember the Ministers went there -and Rwakasisi was one of them but,
of course, he was also interested in the Banyarwanda going. So the
orders, of course, came from above for them to go.

COUNSEL:

This Mbarara, who was its Member of Parliament.

KAHIGIRIZA:

It was in the constituency of Dr. Rubaihayo; the constituency of
Francis Butagira, this is Mbarara area - of course, it did spread even to
other constituencies but mainly this was Mbarara area.

KA

C<

K

COUNSEL:

You mean these people just kept quiet?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Who?

COUNSEL:

The leaders.
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t.. -\HIGIRIZA:

COUNSEL:

. The ltfuiuka

hip Gombolola
ro take these
e they did not
ed going back
said that "we
• chief and
ese were my
0'9.11 animals
told him and
o take all the
er six months

I(AHIGIRIZA:

Rubaihayo in Ank

MR. KAWANGA:

Like you?

I{AHIGIRIZA:

Like myself but 0 f
th
•
cours i
ey thought I was a D P e, or me they did not her
• . so I was
1eveme because
not a good person
Even the DC a c· il
, iv servant would
'
not do anythingto stop this?
The DC called Mr. Ndilcol
•
encouraging this because the a was the person, I think very much
even the land of these peo ly thought they had had a chance to grab
land and the property.
p e and the property and they did grab the

COUNSEL:
J{AHIGIRIZA:

Utru

Protestant
•

Are you suggesting that the w
.
settlement?
y ere effectivelyevicted from their area of

KAHIGIRIZA:

Very much because if the
houses, eating the animal y went to the extent of pulling down their
th.
s even I remember one chap who was killed
is young. man was a teacher and he was brought up in Ankole'
~arara
Hl~h School, he is called, I think, Zamulcwoleka. He w~
killed and his body thrown in Ruizi River towards Kabale at Ndeizya.
They were away, many of them went near the Rwanda border in
camps.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, what prompted this? Was this just tribal, political
or what was it?

KAHIGIRIZA:

I remember when we were campaigning they had wanted these people
not to vote and I remember also a friend of mine who, after they had
sent these follows away, this was a UPC man who told me and said
now we shall see now that the Banyarwanda have gone, where you will
have votes. So it was political, it was again tribal - they said the
Banyarwanda have taken much of the land, they should go away.
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COUNSEL:

But these Banyarwanda who were treated like this, had they been in the
area just for a few weeks, days?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Th

the citizens of Uganda and I remember when I was arguing
ese were b "h
I told him that he had forgotten what the
with _Dr._ Ru ~1 a~~ause it said that any one who was a Ugandan
Const1tut1on said b
.
f Independence automatically became a
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protected person at th e time
ee this even though they would
Ugandan but they could not s
'
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understand it but they could not say it because he told me they w
to go ·hack to 1700 so that they could dig out those Banyankole!b
,oa ah~tC(l
lll\a
when they came in Ankole.
COUNSEl:
KAHIGIRIZA:

In this exodus, do you think people lost their lives, do you know
whether people lost their lives during the exodus?

Nzamukwoleka,he was a teacher. This time I think he ha
was teachingat
a school in Sheema, in Mr. Karnuntu s constituency' t t is where he
came from. They were even burning houses, the grass thatched houses
were burnt.
I

•

COUNSEL:

You say this took about six months to cool down?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, but of course cooling down d_idnot mean these people coming
back, they had already gone. That 1s when there were some meetings
in Rwanda and Tanzania to allow these people to be there.

COUNSEL:

Now, what is the position. Have they been able to come back or the
people who burnt their houses settled in their bibanja and so?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Well, some have come back with the taking over of NRA/NRM, they
have started coming back somehow some have come back to their
bibanja but of course they are still claiming many of their properties
because they cannot recover quickly such as animals, iron sheets and
others.

COUNSEL:

During this expulsion of these Banyarwanda, you say you have been in
the administration of Ankole Kingdom for quite some time. Do you
know whether these so called Banyarwanda some of them married or
were married to Banyankole proper or Baganda and they were living in
the area: What happened to these kind of people?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, I know very many people, I mean these were Ugandans, they
were not Banyarwanda as such, they were not refugees, they were pure
and simple Ugandans, most of them.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but what was the criteria ·of deciding who is a Munyarwanda to be
expelled to your knowledge. Was it the language or what was it?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Some of these people who were expelled cannot even speak
Runyarwanda; there are some who only know Runyankole but they
wanted to do away with all those people of sort of Hamite blood, I
should say so. You know in Ankole we used to have two sorts of
tribes - not tribes actually I do not know - but the Bairu and Bahima,
that is cattle keepers and cultivators and, of course, this discrimination
was that all the Bairu were not together because the people who did all
this were my friends the Bairu Protestants and I spell it as Bairu
protestants but the Bairu Catholics were not with them and of course
they thought catholics are D. P. and they thought that the Bahima and
the Banyarwanda sided with the catholics and D.P. as they used to call
it. Of course, now D.P. is not for Catholics but that is what they are
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heard about it I went to Img was here and again I remember when I
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ere arassmg Moslems and
many Moslems aga· p
Y was around Sheema near Itendero and
around that place ~ run away from that place and came to Kyazanga
• any of them have not gone back.
That is Kyazanga in Rakai District?

KAHIGIRIZA:

In Rakai District, yes.

COUNSEL:

Are there some people who died during this conflict between the
religious denominations?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, I think there were some people who died in the Ruizi, they were
trying to cross from Itendero to cross over the Ruizi and then Join the
road from Mbarara to Kabale, I think they were killed there and thrown
in the water there.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you did not witness this but you only heard about it.

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, I only heard about it.

COUNSEL:

And have you seen some people who are now in Kyazanga who moved
from that area? Have you met some of them?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Not of late. I have not seen them but I know if I stopped-in Kya.zanga I
any of them those whom I know.
would meet very m

COUNSEL:

Okay, thank you.
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MR 1'1'AGENDA:

Mr. Chairman, I suggestthat w~ change that because it wouldbe \lnfa·
1r
on the media for going and coming back.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, it is only 30 minutes and from past experience lunch usually
longer than 30 minutes. We resume here at 2.45 p.rn. this aftemoo~e

MR. KA WANGA:

Counsel. could we start please?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Kahigiriza, when you gave evidence it seems to suggest, you said
that you were a Civil Servant, you became an administrator in Your
local area and in the Kingdom of Ankole, subsequently you joinect.
politics actively I suppose after 1979. Now, during all your ~ I met
since you started knowing about politics and so forth, the Constitution,
in fact, you referred to the Constitution to Mr. Rubaihayo, so y~
know the Constitution and there is the freedom of association and so
forth. Do you think this has been, this particular provision, has it been
complied with as far as you are concerned?

KAHIGIRIZA:

I beg your pardon? Can you repeat that one?

COUNSEL:

When you joined politics, did you enjoy it?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, I enjoyed politics up to 1966 I think, Then when my friends or
colleagues, the five Ministers were arrested in 1966, in fact, that is
when I started getting differences with my brother Obote and I even
remember very well that the Secretaries General and the Katikiros were
invited in Kabale by my friend Mpambara at the time simply to go
there and pass a resolution thanking Obote for abrogating the
Constitution but I opposed it in front of many colleagues, the
Secretaries General, Katikiro's and the rest and, in the end, I walked
out of that meeting from Kabale. I left these people there because I
said that firstly, I had not had the mandate from the Ishengyero at the
time to talk about the Constitution. Secondly, I told them that Obote
was not the only person who had drafted that Constitution but it was
drafted by the people of Uganda so I started opposing such bad things
from that time. And, in fact, I -remember also some members of the
Ishengyero, those who were against me, writing in the papers after
Obote had told Members of Parliament that they could find the new
Constitution in the pigeon holes, when the new Constitution had been
passed, they alleged in the papers that I was against the Constitution in
the pigeon holes, when the new Constitution had been passed, they
alleged in the papers that I was against the Constitution and I sued them
and I won the case, in fact, in January 1971 when Obote was still in
Singapore but later on I forgave them.

COUNSEL:

Now, politically you told us you are a member for Democratic Party
since 1979 or 1980 Elections, what has been going on? Have you been
freely holding rallies and so forth as you should?

KAHIGIRIZA:

No, we almost went into hiding as soon as elections were over and as I
told you, when I was released from prison, those people who had
arrested me, especially the Youths, were not happy that I was out of
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J
not to put It up but to wait until Saturday morning the 20th
~ 1Y• So I went back home, I knew why they were warning' me they
did not want me to attend this rally because they new that so 'many
Banyankole and other D.P. friends from other places would be excited
to see me_and they would not like it. So on Saturday I had to send a
b~y to brmg me a taxi and bring it near the road, away from town, 2
miles on Mbarara/Masaka road, that is where I got it and then went
straight to the place where the meeting was going to take place and I
found many of our D.P. friends, Members of Parliament had already
arrived there. And we finished the pavilion and then we started setting
up the microphones. After setting up the microphones then people
were asked, the rally was going to take place in the Golf Course, that
is away from the town near the District Commissioner's office, so we
were asked to go to town and come with the President General in a
procession. My other friends went and I decided to stay sitting in the
pavilion, it would not be everybody but when many of the people had
gone, some were still coming from all the directions because it was
going to be a very big rally and very many D.P. colours, of course, we
there. So all of a sudden, as these people were in town, we heard a
few gun shots in town and we did not know what was happenin~ there
t that one old lady who was with us, a staunch D.P. who said that
excep
• d "1or a wh'li e and after
·nd those are pop corns. So we waite
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almost about three or four yards from the road and one Police
from the Land Rover ordered us to disperse and I with the 0:an
delayed a little bit, I think I remember I was also with the old rn er
Then all of a sudden he sta an,
Mr• Paul Ssali in this pavilion.
.
.
.
ned
shooting almost nearly sh~otmg ~s but. he shot m the ~ir saying that
"disperse, disperse". I resisted a httle bit ~ut then m~ wife had to Pull
me out of that place. So we started mov~ng and gomg away and We
met our friends who had been threatened m town and the rally wouJct
not take place because everybody had been threatened and I had, after
this place, to go to town and get a taxi and went back to my place.
Before I left, of course, I had known that the Hon. Ssewanyana and
others had been arrested because he resisted, he wanted the procession
to go on and he had been taken, almost molested, to the P91ice and
what happened after that and his release I did not know but I know that
may be what happened the President General went there and had hirn
released.
COUNSEL:

cour,,
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Did you not say that the Police was aware of this rally and they said
you can even construct your pavilion?
C01

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, we had been assured of that but I think they had pressure because
we learnt on Friday that a telephone message had been tapped by some
of our boys and one of them was Hon. Katetegirwe, while Rwakasisi
was ringing the DC, Mr. Ndikola, to make sure that this rally does not
take place in Mbarara and, in fact, this was the reason why we did not
want again to re-erect the pavilion on Friday, that is why we decided to
do it on Saturday thinking that the rally would take place.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that rallies were not taking place in Mbarara Area?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Not DP rallies or other parties rallies.

COUNSEL:

Which other parties?

KAHIGIRIZA:

UPM. Of course CP was not there but DP and UPM.

COUNSEL:

So which party was holding rallies there?

KAHIGIRIZA:

It was only UPC.

COUNSEL:

Did you feel offended that this rally did not take place as scheduled?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Very much and I think, in f::ct, our dream came true when after the
UPC was overthrown.

COUNSEL:

So you are saying you could not enjoy your freedom and this was at
the instance of people in the Government?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, and even among the UPC parties. You see UPC had split in
Mbarara in two. There was what they called the " Syndicate" and then
the " Science". The Science group did not approve of this act which
took place by not allowing us to hold the rally, the other group did not
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approve of th.IS.
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KAHIGIRIZA:

Alright, thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Whe~ you were giving us a brief autobiography during which you
mentioned the names of the schools you went to and what you did after
that and so on, you said you started in politics very serious in D.P.
until 1980.

KAHIGIRIZA:

No, I am sorry I should withdraw that because I was a civil servant as
a county chief when I was appointed Enganzi, although I had not been
in active politics I was a Civil Servant as a County Chief but according
to political parties at the time, I was elected Enganzi as belonging to
UPC and as a person who could unit Banyanlcole at the time who had
been divided on both political and-religious differences.

MR.NAGENDA:

I was going to come to that actual~y. But le_tme come to that as my
second question: Anyway, you said that unttl 1980 probably towards
the end wµen you moved back to your fann, what took you out of th_is
political centre? Why did you have to move back to your farm m
1980, what happened?

KAHIGIRIZA:

In 1980?
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K HIGIRIZA:

In 1980 up to December we were still actively campaigning
remember I left Kampala here after I had been threatened bya;d 1
Muwanga together with Yowcri Kyesimira, Nekyon and I think ;ui
Aliker because he threatened us with arrests and he said he will n r.
• and I thought the atmosphere was not good ~~
put us on the rad10
s
thought I should go and do campaign in Mbarara where I could ~el~

Banyankolewhat I thought was the truth:
MR. NAGENDA:

So, in fact. you went back because you were threatened by Pa
Muwanga. Is that what you are saying?
u1

KAHIGIRIZA:

On one thing because I was not free to talk what I wanted in Buganda
although I campaigned up to Masaka and then through. Of course I did
go to Kabale as well.

l\fR. NAGENDA:

What was the nature of his threat? Did he talk to you in private or did
he talk to you in a rally or what happened?

KAHIGIRIZA:

No, he called us, he abused us, he used a funny word "opportunists"
and another one, another word which was abusive and he said..

COMMISSIONER:

Crank?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, I think he said we are cranks or something. He said "these
cranks", the four of us. So I thought I was not safe to be here, I went
to Mbarara.

MR. NAGENDA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

Okay, my second question was going to be that even myself having
been around when you were first appointed Enganzi of Ankole, you
were then definitely a UPC. What made you move from UPC to DP?
If you can remember, although I had not crossed from UPC to DP but
you remember when other parties had been almost abolished after
Obote had been shot at, there was only one party and that was UPC at
that time. There was no any other party that you would be in.
Although I did not want to be in a party because in Mbarara we had
already had some sharp differences in UPC alone and this I noticed in
1966 when the Ministers were arrested and most of them were my
friends, Grace Ibingira, Magezi and all those were my friends. So I
heard, of course, as politics are people who thought I was siding with
them, I would not even depart from them because they were friends
and one day when I had differences with my Ministers and I had
missed one I was told to put him back by Obote through Ochola who
'
.
was the Minister of Local Government at the time and the reason given
was that I had fired that Minister without asking the party and . I
replied, I told Obote that after all I had powers in the Consti~tion, m
the Schedule of Ankole to appoint and dismiss a Minister. I ~aid w!:
he arrested his Minister he did not ask us although at that_time I took
also a member of the National Council and Central Executive, he
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I did not believe, I did not agree with what they were doing.
Exactly what were th

d ·
.
ey omg that you did not agree with.

Discrimination, for instance, on religious and political bias and of
c~urs~, _I had - I am sorry to say - known Obote so much as be~g a
t~ibahstic and f~r me I did not believe in that because it was during my
time as Enganzz, when I was appointed. D.P. was purely catholics;
UPC was purely protestants and I tried to persuade the catholics to join
UPC. Those who joined were not very much welcome by my group
because they thought they would loose what they would be having as
the slogan they were using a slogan; "Twariire ". All they wanted was
that they should eat everything, that everything should be for
themselves and I did not want that one.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, I was going to move on to Obote so it is a good time we should
talk about him. One of the things that has really struck me in that this
man's name has hardly come up before us. We hear of people like
Muwanga, Mugwisa, Rwakasisi and people like tha~ and many others,
Obura. But his name never comes up and I was gomg to say that you
have already mentioned him several times as somebody you knew very
well, in fact, with whom you worked both in U~C and when you were
Enganzi of Ankole. So you must have known him.

KAHIGIRIZA:

To the extent of being the God-Father of Akaki.

MR. NAGENDA:
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man Mungonya, lbingira and so on. They are the people who actuall
sponsored my name. I think Obote was not with me at that time an~
when things started becoming serious he wanted to sort of persuade me
to be on his side but I was one of those few people even at the time of
the late Nadiope when we used to be in the executive meetings of the
National Council, we used to face him an~ tell him that this is not right
and I think he did not like that sort of thmg. So he started moving far
away from me but even when he invited me to be the God-father I
think he was trying to persuade me Qlinking that I was with Grace
especially because there was a time he told me that I knew what Grace
was doing. So we never had actually a very close relationship. One of
the things, I think, Obote feared was the support one had. He did not
want to see someone having say a big support. If I can remember very
well the history of this country, even the late Mutesa was appointed to
become President, the Katikiros and Secretary Generals were asked but
we did not like it. But Obote forced ~ into that thing knowing very
well what he wanted. As you remember after swearing in Mutesa,
there was a time when he said that when he had given him the Bible
and he had sworn him then he knew that he had finished him. That
sort of thing did not please some of us, that you can not have a Bible in
order to do away with someone. Secondly, what prompted him again
to make him President I think it was at the time the support the Kabaka
had in Buganda. You remember during that time if there was a football
match at Nakivubo and Obote as a Prime Minister came he would have
few people coming to welcome him but then the enthusiasm given to
the Kabaka was too great. So I think we thought that when Obote saw
this he decided doing away with that so that he could be on top and
have all that Kitiibwa (honour). Me, I did not also like that.
MR. NAGENDA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

You said at one stage that after 1966, I think it was, a one man's coup
which you have mentioned that you stopped really enjoying politics in
-a way. Also you said after the 1980 Elections which brought the same
person into power things changed, you felt around that time, you went
back. The same man on both occasions, you know well as I do that
people are always telling us that it was not Obote himself but the
people around him, his henchmen, who were responsible for what
happened to this country. I know what I am going to ask for is opinion
but I am asking the opinion from somebody who is peculiarly well in
position to give it so I know I will get away with this one. Would you.
in fact, because you worked so closely together and you knew what
was going on both in UPC and in your own group. Would you say
that President Obote was aware of the kind of things that were going
on, to your knowledge?

I would say yes but he would like to get the support from both sides.
For instance, he never made any decision, he would not make n
because he wanted to be supported by the groups that were sometimes
accusing each other to him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, that is very interesting. Again, for somebody who is an outsid~r
I am always very intrigued about why M~. Obote was so interested 1~
Bushenyi. Mr. Obote was very interested m Busheny1. \\11~ espec1all)
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COUNSEL:
MR. N AGENDA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

Bushenyi? Wh
at happened?
Dr. Obote.
No, I do not know .
in Bushenyi
hts doctoratefonn
• Why especiallyBush : Mr· Obote was very interested
I th'nk ·
\ 7
enyt, What happenedthere?
1 1t was thr
•
•
Rwakasisi wh ough a person, it was th
decided th o, at the time had . .
rough Mr. Rurangarangaand
..
at Obote had su ' . JOmedhands with Muwanga that the
~htical support in Bushe~~rt Bushenyibut Obote did not have an~
at was almost his birth pi • b e was only taken there to tell him that
ace y a few people.

;;1

NAGENDA:

Now' funny enough, almost e
.
very ques~1onI ask you, I am going to
Rwakasisi and Rurangar wo names which you have mentioned of
Bushenyi. What was th ~ga who were the introducers of Mr Obo~eto
en reputation in Anlcole- these two people.
ask you about these t

KAHIGIRIZA:

I

Their reputation was not ood
..
1960s he was our Youthgw· beca~se Rwakasis1,to begin with, in the
about singing and dan . fi mger 10 UPC, the boys who used to go
was Prim~rv Teach bcmg or us. Rurangaranga was also a failure he
• he 'was
Deputy-~JSpeak
f er ut .one of those fai·1ures and at one tune
but he is the ;r o :y Eishengyero. Again it is alleged -not alleged
Sheema h :e w o ordered almost the killing of these Moslems in
w en e was there as a DC. So their reputation was not all
very good .

MR. NAGENDA:

This is a very serious charge.

KAHIGIRIZA:

And they do not have, I am sure, a good educational background.

MR. NAGENDA:

But how did Rurangaranga, this is a serious charge, how did he order
the death of these people?

KAHIGIRIZA:

No, he did not order the death but when he got there, of course, those
people who had remained behind, the old UPC' s started telling him
how the Moslems had mistreated people during Amin's regime.
Although he was there and since he was the D.C. and he was not able
to stop the killings of those people and destroying their property such
as cutting down banana plantations then he must he held responsible for
it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Going on to the Banyarwanda, I am sorry that I am hopping from one
thing but you will be asked quite a lot of questions and we can come
back another 9ay for more details. The Rwanda people who were
being chased out of Ankole, were these Batusi/Banyarwanda or Bahutu
or it did• not matter?

KAHIGIRIZA:

the Banyarwanda, the so called Banyarwanda, you
•
1 'th
0 ne wou Id think
know if they were Ugandans; these might have been 8 atus1 peop e w1

cattle.
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MR.

AGENDA:

1'...\HIGIRIZA:

If they came across Banyarwanda who were Bahutu, you mean they
were not in danger from these mobs?
I do not know but they were not many. I cannot recall.

I can Only

recall when we were campaigning in 1980, some of these Banyarwanda
from Kisoro and Kabale, I remember an old man who had poll tax
tickets of 1940 - as far back as 1940 - this man was keeping them and
these boys of ours would not allow that fellow to be registered to vote
although he had lived here for so many years. There were not very
many of the Bahutu people in Ankole.
MR NAGENDA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

.MR.NAGENDA:
KAHIGIRIZA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Finally, let me go to Nakasero, around this terrible incident which you
described to this Commission. When certain people called. out the
numbers of people who answered and then just shot them all dead and
then called the number out and, of course, by then nobody answered.
Quite apart from your own great fear of this occasion the repugnance
which you expressed, is there anything which you can tell this
Commission to help it in finding the people who carried out this
barbarous act? I mean, if you were there three weeks or whatever it
might be, perhaps, you got some of the names. Now, you mentioned
at least two people one seems to have been Amin's brother. I do not
know whether you can remember his name. You cannot remember the
people who hit the Archbishop on the jaw?
I cannot remember the names now but they should be in the file
because in 1980 I remember Mrs. Bangirana, a Police Officer, who
came to my place in Mbarara and had a statement taken away from me
when I was still fresh and I think those names, if the Police file can be
produced then we might get those names but I cannot remember them
off hand now .
What is the name of the Police Officer?
Mrs. Bangirana. And of course Francis ltabuka, if he was around, he
should also know because he was the head of that place.
And also you mentioned Severali 's brother but are there any names
which stick in your mind at all so that they can give this Commission
and the Police to start working on?

KAHIGIRIZA:

I think I told you the second survivor of that place may be he could
also help. This was, I told you, Apollo Lawoko, he was a Director of
Information, I do not know whether he is still there. We were the two
people who were arrested on the same day and may be he could
remember some of these people.

MR. NAGENDA:

May be just one small bit of curiosity. You said that when you went
into this dark tunnel you stayed near the door to get some fresh air•
Was this place given to you as a previous Enganzi of Ankole, as a
status symbol or how did you get it?
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;i.:-AHIGIRIZA:

MR, NAGENDA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

MR.NAGENDA:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

KAHIGIRIZA:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

file
who
me
be
em

he

es

on

Id
f
0

d

No, it Was heca
there Wh
Use I was 0
•
en I arrived
ne of the few
there the place and ~eodplewho had been brought
8 not been full
And you we
•
re not pu h
.
inmates after th ?
s ed from th·
at.
ts place b
Y some of your other
No, who would
where You w
pu~h one because w
OUldSit.
e were all there threatened, sitting
Okay' thank you very

much.

Again, I join With Com-. .
for co •
..uu1ss1onerNa d
ming up but I will ask O
gen_a to say thank you very much
you were arrested in 1977 yhu to clarify a few points for me. When
out of' next to Dewinton R.\ at part ~f Ministry of Lands did you get
oa or Parhamem Avenue.
Parliament Avenue.
Yes, you were talking about 10.00

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, about 10.00 a.m.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were there some peopl

KAHIGIRIZA:

a.m.

d . .
e aroun , this 1snormally a busy place, Lands.

T~is_ is why I told you I got surprised because I had friends in the
st
Mim ~, the Commissioner at the time Mr. Bakashabaruhanga,
~agwmre, ~e late Bakulu and others, very many Banyankole but this
tune they did not appear, nobody appeared in the corridor, I do not
know what happened.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

But there were other people?

KAHIGIRIZA:

There were other people - outside there were not very many people.
Outside where we used to park the vehicles. I do not know what had
happened.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but you have raised an alann and some people must have had
from the offices.

KAHIGIRIZA:

Some people peeping from the windows of the Ministry and m the
UDC buildings that is how they knew me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Just peeping but no assistance. -

KAHIGIRIZA:

No assistance.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

Research Centre, this Haji Kabugo received
When you got to _the St~t~hs 3 000/ = and your one shoe. When you
'
•
?
Your belt, • yourd'drmgouanrecover• these
items.
were leavmg, 1 Y
Ven if they were valuable I would
I never recovered them. In any case e
not dare ask for them.
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DR. MAKUBUYA:

You would not know where this Mr. Kabugo might be?

KAHIGIRIZA:

No. I do not know. He might have run away when Kampala was taken
over.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were there toilet facilities for prisoners in the State Research Centre?
They used sometimes to bring a pail for helping but there. were sorne
upstairs and J think I was taken there once but I n:ver relived myse\f
because when J asked the bar man who was escortmg to open one of
my hand so that I could untie my trouser. h~ refused and from that
time. in fact, you would not believe it but I thmk I spent almost weeks
without visiting the toilet because I left eating.

KAHJGIRIZA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

Might you know why you were arrested in 1977? Did you ever get 10
know? You were the Chairman of Land Commission, did you ever find
out?
No, actually I told you when I was asked to go and make a statement
they were alleging that I was a member of a certain group called itself
an Intelligentsia group which I did not know; whether it was a group of
intelligent groups to remove Amin' s Government, I did not know but
that was the allegation.
•

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You mentioned the DC of Mbarara, Mr. Ndikora, where is this Mr.
Ndikora today.

KAHIGIRIZA:

I understand he is an Under Secretary in the Ministry of Animal
Industry and Fisheries.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
KAHIGIRIZA:

He has gone up?
He was or he had been appointed before the take-over but his friend
Rwakasisi wanted him to stay in Mbarara to work for him. This is
what he used to say, he used to say that as long as he was still a
Minister, Ndikora will never come to Kampala, he should stay in
Mbarara.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

You also mentioned Gombolola Chief called Rutoogo?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Fred Ruttogo, yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where is Mr. Fred Rutoogo?

KAHIGIRIZA:

He is at home free.

,,

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Happily?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And a Muluka Chief Mr. Kyatuukaalso?
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KAHIGIRIZA:

H~ is also there although h .
w om he took their property.e is being bothered by the people from

DR, MAKUBUY A:

KAHIGIRIZA:
lll)

elf

one of
m that
t \\Aeks

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I do not know exact) h
give people pr 0 bi y: at they were doing, they were there to only
•
ems
own proper Jobs
I re ecause
b some of them• for instance• had their
1
th •
•
mem er some were even graduates and would
eave eir own offices to come and persecute people.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

1
Well, learnt some interesting details that you were the God-father to
one of Dr. Obote's children. When was the last time you saw Dr.
Obote? You personally, face to face to talk to him?

emem
KAHIGIRIZA:

Mr.

end
s is
II a

in

They were all the same I
was a Youth but they ' hwould not know who was a NASA and who
out were mostly the NASA's.
To your knowtdge •h
•
' \\ at were these youths doing?

KAHIGIRIZA:

get ro
er f"md

itself
up of
w but

The other thing is th
NASA b
at you mention d h
oys and then the y OUthS,
e t at you were arrested by the

That must have been in 1968, may be you would like to know why this
happened. Because, when my post was abolished as I told you, I went
back to the fann. In fact, when they were going to elect a new council,
I remember my friend, the late Bataringaya was one of those and the
late Katiti, who came to supervise the elections and I had wntten a
letter which I gave to the late Bataringaya, to tell the President that
since I was no longer the leader of the District I had wanted to resign
my position of the Chairman of UPC in the District and as a member of
the National Council and Central Executive so as to live a quiet life and
then I asked the late Babiiha when he was visiting Ankole to make an
appointment for me with the President so that I could come an~ see
him. In fact, indeed, that was the last critical time that we met m his
office in the Parliament Building.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now, as a God father to one of his children, you have some
responsibility.

KAIDGIRIZA:

I would, yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

• th' that in l982 you were being harassed and
And now my difficulty I~ is of the children of the Head of State. wh)
you are the G~d father lok one and say 'look, my friend. I have some
do you not simply wa over
.
?,
•
'b'l'ty
can
you
stop
this
harassment.
fanuly respons1 I 1 '

KAHIGIRIZA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

when
h t you know very Well African Politics because
.
Let me tell ~ou t a .end or a brother in politics' here m l ganda then
you defer with your fn
tomatically you are an enemy; no one
they think you are an enemr,;.:u as politics and that you can defer.
in Uganda who can treat po • I
ember of the l'.ianlt ·1) ' ' this is no longer politics
But you are a m
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How about Nekyon? Nekyon was also a memher the family. he wasi
fact the closest, being a brother but how did they get on. In Othn
words, especially my fellow Banyankole in Ankote, you may :
surprised because you asked me when did I last see 0bote. All th
years he had been coming to Ankole I would not see him becausee ese
. me to go there. ven
those people who are near to h •1mwouId not •mv1te

K HIGIRIZ

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You do not need an invitation, you just walk over.

KAHIGIRIZA:

You walk over then you are arrested as a person who is going to kill
the President. What do you do?

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, Mr. Acting Chairman, there was a name which actually I missed
out. When you were arrested there was a man called John Rulcunjawho
was a Police man.

KAHIGIRIZA:

John Rukunkya, yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is this person?

KAHIGIRIZA:

I think he is still in the Police Force but I do not know where. I last
learnt that he was in Kabale.

KAKWENZIRE:

KAHIGIRIZA:

I am very unfortunate to have missed your testimony. I would have
very much liked to get it off-hand. I will get it on record but all the
same I had to see a doctor. Now, what I am interested in, when this
expulsion of Banyarwanda came, nobody really knew the origins and
the cause unless you were personally involved because the whole. thing
was so fast and then it was quelled. I do not know, may be you told
the other Commissioners but could you enlighten us a little bit more as
to the architects and the prosecutors of that exercise?
Maybe I did not mention this but the first thing although I did not
understand it fully, I was travelling with a friend who was a UPC and
we were coming from a place called Rutoma where we had gone to
attend a school board meeting. Then on the way, we passed herds of
cattle\moving towards Mbarara but on the Rubaya Road not the main
Ibanda Road, then I said that where are these animals going and where
are these people going? This friend of mine kept quiet and then we got
to others sitting on the way I said but where are these animals going?
He knew and he told me that UPC is there working. I said what is it
working? He never told me because they kept it secret until the day
they wanted to expel these people reached and this must have been on
the 3rd of October but it was only known between them but what
started it. Although that would not have been the main cause, there
were two young men who were shot and killed in Isingiro and these
People had gone, they were young UPC Youths, I think they had gone
• ht
to steal there, to steal Banyarwanda' s cattle and they mig
. have
reported to the army in Masaka and they were shot by the soldiers not
by the Banyarwanda. And this is why this man told me that they were
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K..\.K\\ I 1\,/ I'RE:

fv\HIGIRIZA:
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KAKWENZIRE:

KAHIGIRIZA:
as

t
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f

going to reven
Ibanda and aft ge, They Went
huryin
er burying h
and buried th
reveng! ~hese follows, thet e~, in fact, they :k two chaps towards
or these
Y said that
ed when they were
~gan\\:a and other/e~ple Wh? had d:~wa:e shall try to see that we
een killed although . o that is Whenth d among them were John
but this helped the e it ~as there alread/Y ~~rted after those boys had
xerc1seto stan. Perh!: llically, to send them away
I have Understooct
p , have I been understood?
been a planned thi The only thing that PUZZl
.
mass explosion ng to have reacted to tha ~s 1?eit looked as if it had
•
•
t mc1dentand carried out a
We had seen this as I .
•
said d •
:r::eventing
them from ~eg~::~nthe political campaignswhen they
a, I cannot rememb h'
g. There was a young ADC .
was D C
er 1snarn b
. . .m
thinka • • around this place but the, ~the also came down here, he
' a Munyarwanda but h
en e ran away. He was also I
Banyarwanda in expelling th: was v:ry sorry he was against the ~Id
because they did not want th m but It had started; we had been this
to vote D.P. so they start~m to vote,- They thought they were going
when we were voting th
preventmg them even during elections
• ey used to se d th
who were supervising th
.
n
em away because people
were not allowed
e e1ections were mostly the UPC and many
even to vote.

If you make an enqu • • h
K
.
.
try m ere, names being singled out we hear
a~rus1, Rubaih~yo, Rw~asisi, Ndikora. Now' is it mud slinging?
In this short e~erc1se what did they do, did they travel there and incited
personally or Just they took the blame afterwards?
No, they did not take the blame but they were deeply involved. You
would not hear the name of say Francis Butagira. Of course, they
alleged that he had a Munyarwanda wife and this was a UPM and so on
but the others, Kagurusi, even Rubaihayo for that matter, for that
exercise, he also was active in it. Especially Kagurusi, Rubaihayo, of
course, Ndikora, my friend Makatu who was the Chairman of the
District Council, those were very instrumental in this thing and
although I told the Commission that although Obote tried to cover it up
and say these people should not go but Makatu and these Members of
Parliament refused. They said that these people should go. They had
even I remember wanted to extend it into Rakai District.

MR. KAWANGA:

Just a few questions. Mr. Kahigiriza, for somebody who has not lived
• Ankole or the Western Region, all people from Ankole
or grown up m
are Banyankole?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Exactly.

MR.KAWANGA:

.
to Ntare School myself I never knew the
To be frank until I wentahima and the Bairu. But perhaps of some
distinction between the B . th' Banyarwanda issue or somebody to
importance and u?d~rst~d1:d
~~w it ties up into this Banyarwan~a
l
us
the
real
d1stmct1~n
'd after we have finished with
tel
tune you sa1 ,
thing because at one
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Banvarwanda, ,,e shall also send away the Bahima. That ·,, a
•~
'"' Very
senous
matter.
K HIGIRIZA:

They went as far as wanting lo send away the old man l\1utashwe
1r. Kyambu, people who actually moulded up Arn.ale in 1900 wh:
the grand fathers of these people who were sending them away Were
not there.

1R. KA\VANGA:

Now. can you please tell us some historical background to this so that
we can understand it?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Well, the historical background was that, as you know 't-thcBahima

were the rulers, as it were, of the Kingdom and the Bairu mostly were
running the lower offices, gombolola chiefs. muluka chiefs and so on.
It is about to 1940 when some of our fore fathers were promoted
count}' chiefs and so on. And they were also, like in Buganda. where
you had counties for Cathohcs and countries for Protestants and
Moslems. There were a few counties which were earmarked for say
Bairu county chiefs. Those where normally-there were no cattle. That
was the accident of the history as it was. Later on, in 1955 when there
were direct elections at that time that is when the Bairu started taking
up the higher positions and, in fact, that is when the Bairu started
taking up the higher positions and, in fact, that is when they became
Enganzi and some· in other big places. Of course, at that time, most
people educated were the Bah.imain the early 1930 and l 940s. Then in
the 1940, 50s and so on, Bairu started getting people educated such as
the Late Nganwa who became Enganzi, Kabeireho, and so on. So
these people who were critical of Bahima did not get any reason;
nobody would remain without me telling him, you would not say that
this is a Muiru, this is a protestant. May be they used to think that the
Bahima were those with the pointed nose and I have one like this and
when you see my daughters you think they are Bahima. Well, that is
what it was because there was intennarriage and so on and so forth and
me I think why it did not appeal to me is because I saw it very early. I
got married to a Muganda, I could not discriminate Baganda. I had my
relatives, for instance my aurit married by Bahima in the early days
and, therefore, I have Bahima relatives, Baganda relatives. So for me I
saw it in the early age and when I became Enganzi, in fact, there were
some-people who were supporting me, thinking that when I come I will
fight Bahima, throwing them away from their positions and when I did
not do it, it annoyed them. They said "Oh, this one is also with them".
'fl:lis
is how the split started in UPC.
I

MR.KAWANGA:

Can I say that there is strong differences or misunderstanding between
the Bairu and Bahima?

KAHIGIRIZA:

It could not be on one side because it is very funny. The Bairu who
call themselves Bairu, these are a few people and mostly protestants,
Bairu protestants. I would say catholics are not with them and you
find also a good part of us, many of us - good part of us, I had, I
would not say that I did not have a big following. I think I have
behind me half of the Bairu Protestants of course, all are Catholics ansi
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No, you see, as people who are at
.
the bor~er, for instance, there were
those Banyarwanda who .
instance, is one of them ~~r~ed a I_ongtime ago, Bishop Shalita for
ago and the late M K • is ather is a person who came a long time
r • apa, the whole of Kajara County for instance
these are Banyarwanda
h
·
'
'
of th b
d •
w O were Just brought in Ankole by the cutting
th ~ oun aries; others stayed in Rwanda and others came in Ank.ole
en ey started migrating. I would not know who are the Bahutu in
Kazhara but a few of them are there but whoever was in Kazhara was
af!'ected although Kanyomozi was not interested in this exercise. I
thmk he helped a great deal although the UPC chaps in Kazhara wanted
~o send some of them away including my late friend Rwivanga, for
mstance. As you remember Rwivanga stood as our candidate here but
he was also treated as Munyarwanda and he was sent away.

MR. KAWANGA:

So really it is not a tribal matter it may be perhaps indigenous, I mean,
something exploited for political reasons?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, and both political and I think tribal because these people used to
say that Banyarwanda had taken up much of their land. That is why it
should be both political and tribal. Why it was political was because
they thought they would not side with them knowing very well that
they were hating them.

MR.NAGENDA:

But surel a lot of Batutsi must have come over when .there was this
inter-trib~, if you want to call it, war in Rwanda. Did not a lot of
Batutsi escape into Uganda?

KAHIGIRIZA:

ho

The other one is ab
appea
out the Ban
Ankol~• according to You, that l:~w;,nda population in Ankole. It
B
are Batusi rather than B~ gest Banyarwandapopulation in
anyankole would associate the
u~ and therefore, the Bairu
gang them together tor th •
. Batutsi-Banyarwandawith Bahima
B
•
e1r activ·r
,
atuts1-Banyarwanda who
. 1tes. Why is it so that it is the
example? How do Y~uexpla:eit;" Ankole and not the Bahutu, for

• 1962 those were still fresh. So they were
Yes, those you remember m
; Oruchinga and Nakivale but this did
let to stay in the refugees ~p a . in who were in Ankole. And these
not affect Ugandans of Rwan a hio_nghad been done to those former
th people
That t ng
.
h
were not
e
•
ld
t have actually opposed 1t very rnuc .
refugees ~ay be we wo~ ;;ans real Ugandans, this is why some of
But since it affected the g
us did not like it.
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KAWANGA:

KAHlGIRIZA:

MR. KAWANGA:

KAHIGIRIZA:

Perhaps you may correct my belief. Is it possible that one can say tha
by nature the Danyarwanda Bahutu who used to come to Uganda w t
• ,
come to Buganda where there was cult1vat1on
wh'1ch they were us..OUld
,,
• Ankole Wh
'-'A to
and the Batutsi Banyarwanda would come to stay in
there is grazing, would this have tended to divide'!
ere

I think we have to thank you very much Mr. Kahigiriza. You are a
respected citizen not only of Ankole but of this country and Your
evidence, views, opinions are of great value. We are very grateful that
you have been able to come here and share your wisdom with us.
Than.Jcyou very much.
Than.le you very much Mr. Chairman. Perhaps, one thing I do not
know, Mr. Ssekandi would arrange this one. If you had time, I would
say, at lunch time may be we could visit that place up there so that we
finish it, I show you the place and then we can go.
Mr. Counsel, I think he has got a point there, do you think this
arranged some time?

COUNSEL:

Yes, some time it can be arranged as just of now, I do not know
because I do not know whether the place is being used occupied. by
some organisations, I do not know. I will arrange and definitely I
would like Mr. Kahigiriz.a to guide us through your complex.

CHAIRMAN:

I think that answers you Mr. Kahigiriz.a?

KAHIGIRIZA:

Yes, thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

I think we can now adjourn until tomorrow at 9.30 a.m.
very much.

COUNSEL:

co

I think so because in the 1930s when I was in_Mbarara I ligh Schoo)
used to see Banyarwanda mostly Bahutu passmg through; there we 1
even those who were being brought to Kakira and the rest, those w/c
• pIace. Th ere were a few in a Place
re
the Bahutu mostly who came to this
like Namutamba, those even became Baganda and some. are called
Kiggundu, Ssentongo.

CHAIRMAN:

CHAIRMAN:

MR.

canbe

Thank you

Commissioners, learned Counsels, we are a bit late to start this
morning's session of 20th of March, 1987. This has been due to the
problem of transport and the late arrival of the required quorum for
Members of the Commission to start this morning's business. So.
before that I should have added this that we have the pleasure of having
with us this morning Mr. Kitare who is a Member of the Team from
Amnesty International, which arrived in Uganda this week to visit
Uganda and they will be here for some few days. So we are glad that
he has had some opportunity to spare us some time to come and attend
our session this morning. Mr. Kitare we are very happy you are here.

My Lord Chainnan, Gentlemen Commissioners the next witness who is
Number 77, is Charles Frederick Sseruwo.
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MR, NAGENDA:

Is on the L
uwum affair?

coUNSEL:

Yes it is Luw

um affairs.

WITNEss N0,77.
- SWORN IN
• MR. CHARLES FRE
DERICK SSERUWO

'- l l

were
\\ere

COUNSEL:

place
called

ssERUWO:

you are Charles F d .
re enck Sseruwo?
1 am, my Lord.

ou are a
d your

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

teful that
with us.

SSERUWO:

I am 47 now.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

SSERUWO:

I am a Police Officer by ank
.
r
Seruor Superintendentof Police.

COUNSEL:

Specifically what are your assignments?

SSERUWO:

I am doing traffic duties.

COUNSEL:

How long have you been in the Police Force?

SSERUWO:

I joined the force in 1961, but left off for some time in 1980 and I have
just resumed.

COUNSEL:

Before 1961, what were you doing?

SSERUWO:

I was mainly doing traffic duties.

COUNSEL:

No, before you joined the Police, what were you doing?

you

SSERUWO:

Right from school, I joined the Police; I have never done any other
duties other than Police duties.

this

COUNSEL:

What was your last school?

for
So,

SSERUWO:

St. Henry's College, Kitovu.

ving
from
visit
that

COUNSEL:

At what level did you leave it?

SSERUWO:

At Senior 4.

I

do not

1 would
that we

I

1

can be
know
ied. by
"tely I

I
I

o the

. •

COUNSEL:
SSERUWO:
0

?

And you had the normal Police Trammg.
I did, my Lord.

is
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COUNSEL:

In February, 1977, where were you?

S.SERUWO:

I was in Kampala and I was attached to Kampala area Traffic Branch.

COUNSEL:

Your station that means that you were at Central Police Station,
Kampala.

SSERUWO:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Were you the overall in-charge?

SSERUWO:

I was the second in-charge.

COUNSEL:

Who was the first in-charge?

SSERUWO:

Mr. Jackson Wafula, Senior Superintendent of Police.

MR. NAGENDA:

Jackson.

SSERUWO:

Jackson Wafula.

MR. NAGENDA:

Wafula?

SSERUWO:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Well.

COMMISSIONER:

Senior Superintendent?

SSERUWO:

Senior Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

And what was your rank?

SSERUWO:

I was Superintendent of Police.

COUNSEL:

Where is this Wafula Jackson?

SSERUWO:

Jackson Wafula is nowhere to be seen now. He disappeared during
1977, somewhere between February and March.

COUNSEL:

You mean to say that he just left the office and you did not know what
happened to him?

SSERUWO:

I only heard that he was kidnapped when he was proceeding back
home; he was kidnapped by unknown people. He disappeared as well
as his vehicle he was travelling in.

ssER

couNS
ssERU

SSE

MR

C

s

COUNSEL:

Can you remember the exact date when you last saw him?

SSERUWO:

I cannot, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Since you were in Kampala, you know the incident of the Archbishop,
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the Ministers and so
SSERUWO:

COUNSEL:
SSERUWO:

on and so forth W .
• as It after or before?
It was after th • .
L
e incident of th h
uwum, and the Minister of Ie t rcc: that is the Archbishop - Janan
and the Minister of r __ __.
nternaJ Affairs - Charles Oboth Ofumbi
"-CUIQS and Water R
.
csourccs - Erunayo Oryema.
So It was somewhere in February?
You mean the incident, my Lord?

COUNSEL:

Of Wafula.

SSERUWO:

It was between _ som h
ew ere between - February and March.

COUNSEL:

Now, so after the disapp
in-charge.
earance of Wafula I suppose, you became the

SSERUWO:

I did not my Lord M Od k
h d d' '
•
r.
ye took over from Mr. Wafula after he
a isappeared and I still remained the second in-charge Traffic.

COUNSEL:

During this month of February were you all time in Kampala working?

SSERUWO:

I was, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just a small clarification - What was Mr. Odyek's rank?

SSERUWO:

He was a Senior Superintendent of Police.

COUNSEL:

Since you were in Kampala, did you either or by witnessing it yourself,
did you hear about a meeting that took place at Nile Mansions where
religious leaders and the soldiers were involved?

SSERUWO:

I did and I attended that meeting too.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember when this meeting started?

SSERUWO:

I am not very exact, the date might have been the 15th of February of

1977.
COUNSEL:

Well, the date was the I 6th to inform you•

SSERUWO:

I beg your pardon, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Now, you attended ·this meeting?

SSERUWO:

I did, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

•How did you come to attend this meeting?

SSERUWO:

1• and Prisons were summoned to attend this
Officers of the Army, Po ace
meeting.
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COUNSEL.

Wns this on the ~ame day or the day hefore'!

SSERUWO:

It was on the same day.

COUNSEL:

Was it by letter, by radio announcement'?

SSERUWO:

We received a W.T. - a Message from Police Head u
summoning all the officers around Kampala to attend this mee~n:~~rs,
the President - by then -had summoned
us all to assemble at' hat
.
th
Mansions and to attend that meeting.
e

COUNSEL:

I see! Did your boss - Wafula - attend?

SSERUWO:

He did attend, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Apart from security forces - Police, Army, Prisons and so on and
forth, were there other people who atten~ed this meeting?
so

SSERUWO:

There were.

COUNSEL:

Who? Can you remember?

SSERUWO:

Members of the Diplomatic Corps, Religious leaders and other
dignitaries in the Government.

COUNSEL:

When you say "other dignitaries in the Government" what do you
exactly mean - Ministers and so on and so forth?

SSERUWO:

Ministers, Permanent Secretaries and so on and so forth.

COUNSEL:

How about the religious leaders?

SSERUWO:

They also attended.

COUNSEL:

What type of religious leaders, all religious leaders?

SSERUWO:

Yes of all beliefs: that is the Catholic, Protestant and Moslems.

COUNSEL:

Did you on this occasion see say Archbishop of the Church of Uganda,
Anglican?

SSERUWO:

I did see him.

COUNSEL:

Did you know him before?

SSERUWO:

I did.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

SSERUWO:

I beg your pardon, my Lord!

COUNSEL:

What was his name?

SSERU
COUN
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ssERU\VO:

COUNSEL:

.
that
e

the

ssERU\\7O:

COUNSEL:
ssERUWO:

COUNSEL:

SSERUWO:

so

He was Archb· h
is op Jonathan Luwu
m.
And did the Leader of the C
.
athohc Church attend?
This much I do not
•
rememberexactly now.
Well. you said religious leaders of

..
all religions. What did you mean?

I meant to sa h
y, t ey Wereall su
mmonedto attend this meeting.
Now, among the Minist s d.
er , id you see Oryema and Ofumbi?

COUNSEL:.

They were present; they attended th·
.
1s meeting.
Do you recollect what
.
can you recollect h you witnessed at that meeting, not entirely but
w at you saw?

SSERUWO:

I can, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now tell us what happened.

SSERUWO:

COUNSEL:

SSERUWO:

That, after we had been shown the arms and ammunition that had been
gathered from the residence of the Archbishop Luwum, it was so
alleged - and after showing us the guerrillas that had been arrested, we
were told to assemble in the main Conference Room here· that we were
.
'
gomg to be addressed by the then President of Uganda. The President
addressed us on a number of issues which I do not remember now and
he went away. Then thereafter Major Maliyamungu came from an
office.
He stood in front of the audience and called that "the
Archbishop of Uganda - J anani Luwum na Minister ya Internal Affairs
- Oboth Ofumbi - na Oryema mu kuje hapa". I remember seeing the
Archbishop standing up and walking in the direction where Major
Maliyamungu was standing. And as he covered some spaces he pulled
out a white handkerchief and waved to us. He was followed by
Erunayo Oryema who was in uniform by then, and I remember seeing
him walking; and, whilst doing so, his sword came out and fell down
and he kicked it up. He was followed by Charles Oboth Ofurnbi and
they all walked in the direction of where Major Maliyamungu ~as
standing. He Jed them into an office and that was the end of us seemg
those three. The next day we started hearing rumours here ~d there
that the Archbishop and two Ministers had died in a motor accident. In
brief that is what I saw here.
• to another matter and before you moved to the
Yes, beforecmotvmghere were there speeches which were made at the
Conference
en re
,
·d ?
Nile Mansions before you were addressed by the Pres1 ent.
made· I remember one Minister Masagazi by
There were speeches d those arrested guerrillas were also asked to
name -gave a speech an
talk; on that matter I do not remember now.
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C'Ol'NSFL

You do not remember any of those other than Masagazi's?

SSERUWO:

J do not. my Lord.

SSER

COUNSEL:

Right!

cou

SSERUWO:

It is a long way since.

COUNSEL;

Now you heard the following day rumours that they had died in a
motor accident. You people at the Central Police Station you were the
people who were involved in traffic. Wi15any traffic accident reported
to your section?

SSERUWO:

There was none.

COUNSEL:

This Commission does not know how accidents are reported. How are
accidents supposed to be reported? Can I say ring you and say, 'There
has been an accident?'

SSERUWO:

Accidents are reported in person say if somebody is involved in an
accident, or he has seen an accident, he can come in person and say
report on accident; and, furthermore, accidents can be reported by
telephones, by good citizens ringing up Central Police Station and say
that an accident has taken place at such-and-such an area or road.

COUNSEL:

When you receive these kinds of reports what is exactly done by you?

SSERUWO:

We immediately go to the place of the accident - go to the place where
an accident has been said to have taken place and take up
measurements.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any way of recording accidents reported?

SSERUWO:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

How do you do that?

SSERUWO:

We record the information received in a book called the Traffic
Accident Book.

COUNSEL:

And you give a number to the report?

SSERUWO:

We give it a reference, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

How do you give these references, as the order in which they had come
or anyhow?

SSERUWO:

According to the order they are reported
occurrences.

COUNSEL:

On this day, did you have ~ Traffic AccidentDiary at KampalaCentral
Police Station?
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and the time of their

SS

sSFRUWO.

\Ve h·1d •11
'

cOU 'SEL:
SSERUWO:
l1l a

the
eel

are
ere

COUNSEL:

SSERUWO:
COUNSEL:

SSERUWO:
:y

y

COUNSEL:
SSERUWO:

•

my Lord.

Now, WhenYousay .
a report in this d" • It Wasnot reported . .
• iary? Did Youcheck? • is it becauo;eyou did not have
It was not reported I
Was the in-cha
• . was at the Central P J' , .
at all
rge accidents at th .
.o ice Station on duty and I
•
e time This . "d
•
inc1 cnt was not reported
Well, let us al
.
invest" •
so receive this r
• igating. When they said • umour of yours because we are
mention Where this accident is ;~ey had died in an accident, did they
a eged to have taken place?
This was not stated until after some time.
Now after some f1
me, Whathappened?
After some time earl Marc
.
in the Central Por yS . h, 1 was in my office -Room Number 33 Commissioner of ~c~- tation and I. received a telephone call from my
to his office t p O I' o Ice - Mr. Kassim Obura - instructing me to report
Ice IHeadquarters.
an d , wh en I aentered
fou d h'
· Ih did this. I reported to his office
I kn
•
'
n Im wit two army officers one of whom
• ew
d as MaJor Moses; the second one I did not know him. I was
mtrn uced to these two army officer by my Commissioner of Police
who told me that they were in his office for the sake of taking me to
the place where the fatal accident involving the three happened so that I
take up measurements.
What do you mean by 'the three?' Did he mention the three?
He mentioned the 'three', my Lord: that is the Archbishop Luwum,
Ministers Ofurnbi and Oryama. In reply, I told my Commissioner of
Police as it was not practicable for me to talce up measurements of an
accident which had talcen place so many days back. He replied and
said that that was a directive from the higher authority and I had to
comply with it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he say what higher authority? Clarification.

SSERUWO:

By the way he only said the higher authority but, at the ti?1e, by , ~e
higher authority.' we always knew that it was the President as \\ e
called him Number One.

COUNSEL:

Now were you taken to the place of accident?

SSERUWO:

before we proceeded there, I asked the t~·o to ~o
.
that I take somebody to assist me m
via the Central Pohce Station so II t the material necessary in taking
ents and to co ec
·1 d
taking up measurem
.
Th t is a pad papers. penc1 s an
a
'
t of an accident:
up measuremen s
C t al Police Station I called upon one
And at the en r
tape measure.

.

I was, my Lord, an~,
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called Corporal Aruba and asked him to _accompany~ne where I Was
going to take up measurements of an accident. I sat m the vehicle in
which those two army officers were and we proceeded to Nakasero at a
junction of Nehru Avenue and Victoria Avenue, next was the then the
Anny Officers' Mess; the present Uganda Club. On getting there,
Major Moses told me that at this junction it is where the fatal incident
in which he was driving the vehicle at that time and in which the
Archbishop and the two Ministers got involved in a fatal accident. He
told me that this accident had happened because the three occupants _
the two Ministers and the Archbishop - had a scuffle with him. They
wanted to run away and that is why he lost control of the vehicle and
landed into a Range Rover.
MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry I did not get that one. They were in a car which collided
with a range Rover?

SSERUWO:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that this Moses you are talking about is the one
who was allegedly to have been driving the deceased?

SSERUWO:

He told me so, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you the type of vehicle he was using?

SSERUWO:

He did not, my Lord, but the next day he showed me this vehicle.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SSERUWO:

Now, when he had shown me the place, there was nothing like skid
marks; there were no broken glasses; there was not any sign of any
accident having taken place there. What I only did was to draw up
whatever I could see, the width of the roads, the big trees around and
the mess nearby, and that was my sketch plan.

COUNSEL:

Maybe, before we go further from there, did he tell you where he was
driving from and where he was heading to?

SSERUWO:

He did not, my Lord. And to stress on this, as I went along with that
duty, Major Moses was so reserved. I used to ask him questions but
he answered them vaguely.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you where the other vehicle which he collided with was
being driven from and heading to?

SSERUWO:

He did not, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. You said you kept asking him questions which he
answered vaguely. Which kind of questions?

SSERUWO:

I asked him of the time when the incident took place. He said that that
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M
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ssERUWO:

was none of
v ·h • 1
rny business
c ic es, he said th
• I asked h"
me.
at - by the way h tm for the Whereaboutsof the
• e was n
ever straight forward with
you asked hirn the h
w ereabouts 0 f
the vehicles?
I beg your pardon!

MR- NAGENDA:

You said you asked h.

MR- NAGENDA:

say?
ssERUWO:
llided

COUNSEL:

e one

I asked him the Whereabouts of the
.
there at the place of th • .
vehicles and he said that my duty
H
e incident was 1
e never told me of the h
on Y to draw up the ~ketch plan.
w ereabouts of the vehicles.
I drew the sketch plan and after .
Police Station and my C
domg that he took me back to Central
I briefed my in-charge bo~~ral Aruba; and, when I got into the office,
scene. Mr. Wafula
y en Mr. Wafula of what I had done on the
knowledge that
to!d
t~at yes I had done it but to the best of his
was a iake incident. It was never there.
Yes?

m7

COUNSEL:

SSERUWO:

skid
any

up
and

irn the Whereaboutsof the vehicles. What did he

The n~xt. day, whilst on duty again, I received another call from my
Comnuss1oner of Police, instructing me the same to report to his
office, which I did. And I just sat down in his office; the same army
officers came in. This is the time when my Commissioner of Police
told me to accompany those two officers to a place where the vehicle
that was involved in the fatal accident was, so that I could have a look
at it. They drove me in their vehicle, down to the Industrial Area Seventh Street - at a garage called Tayari Motors Garage. They
showed me a red car, Number UUS 229; and Major Moses told me -

COUNSEL:

Is it UV or UU?

SSERUWO:

UUS 229, and Major Moses -

COMMISSIONER:

Make of the vehicle?

SSERUWO:

My Lord I do not remember the make of the vehicle.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSERUWO:

h t was the vehicle he was driving at the
Major Moses tol~ ~e that t aw the vehicle. It had a big bang on the
time of the fatal mc1dent. I sa bod
as intact. There were no oth~r
rear side of it and the rest ~f
yI; had a lot of dust in ~t and it
damages other than that b1_g
l h ~ been in that garage for quite some
seemed to me that that veh1c e a

t

ut

~:O

time.
•

COUNSEL:

?'

. ' What was - some time.
•
·some ume
Would you estimate
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It was about four months.
MRS KAKWENZIRE

You told
the Commission that Moses said that because he lost con~
t
.
he ran mto the Range Rover. From the photographs we saw yeste d
i~ an exhibit, it looked as if the smaller can had been bashed fro; t~
side. When you observed it was it a head-on collision or was it h~
from the side: How did it look like to you?
lt

SSERUWO;

My Lord, because the bang was on the rear side of the vehicle then this
would automatically mean that this was not a head-on collision. It was
not, and to stress on this point, this V(?hiclehad never been involved in
a fatal accident at that place and at that alleged material time. It was
only a vehicle that they thought that could stand and present that fatal
accident; but it had never been involved in a fatal accident, involving
the two Ministers and the Archbishop.
•

COUNSEL:

Okay, let us go like this.

CHAIRMAN:

That conclusion which you reached, well, in your opinion, we will
treat you as an expert on this because expert opinion can be received; I
think, we will come to that later. Let us deal with the factual
information first.

COUNSEL:

Now let us go like this. You know the State Research Bureau
Headquarters where it was. You know it?

SSERUWO:

I know it, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And you have said that this accident happened at the junction between
Nehru and Victoria in front of Uganda Club.

SSERUWO:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Driving say towards the International Hotel. Right?

SSERUWO:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Would that car coming from All Saints Church receive the damage
from that side? What I am trying to suggest is this; the Range Rover
say it was a Range Rover or a bus or whatever it ma~ be was just
crossing Victoria - crosses Victoria -to Nakasero Pnmary Schoo\.

Right?
SSERUWO:
COUNSEL:

Yes, my Lord.
Would somebody driving a car from All Saints and runs into the o~e~
vehicle on Nehru would he have his car damaged on the rear side.
You have been in traffic affairs for a long time.

I do accept my Lord but I can not say exactly because_damage co~ld
SSERUWO:

•
t d dependmg on the time
always come about depending on th e impac an .
.
I could
when say the vehicle A gets at such a place m which way
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answer that quest•

cot

, ion properly if we visited that very place.

NSM.

SSERUWO·
COUNSEL·

You see what I am go·
y•
ing to ask y 1
.
tctona, heading tow d
• • es am asking you driving from
b
• .
ar s International
H 1
.'
.
.
ecause V 1ctona ends at 1
.
ate , that 1s on V 1ctona
nternattonal I lotel Is that right?
That 1s right, my Lord.
And somebody driving from H"
.
.
towards Nakasero p •
igh Court; he 1s takmg Nehru heading
that juncture or that nmary School. If these vehicles get an accident at
Junction - will tl1 d

side?

SSERUWO:
COUNSEL.
"-ii)
. l

tuaJ

eau

SSERUWO:
COUNSEL:
SSERUWO:

en

e

1

no • 0 amage could not be at the rear side.
When would you expe I d
• 1e was being drive
c famageNto be where it was·' suppose the
ve h 1c
S h00 1
-.
n rom ehru going to Nakasero Primary
c
. - okay - that is trymg to cross Victoria Avenue and the Range
Rover is conung from All Saints Church towards lntern;tional Hotel? Right.
Is it not that when that car would get that kind of damage?
On this occasion then it could be the Range Rover to have damages on
the rear side.
I am just trying to establish the damage on the small ear. Do not
worry about the Range Rover. I will come to that. I am saying,
during the time the car would have the damage you saw would be if the
Range Rover was coming from All Saints Church and the ear was
being driven on Nehru.

SSERUWO:

My Lord, I pray that we visit the place and, because Major Moses
never told me the direction from which he was driving then, I cannot
answer this.

COUNSEL:

Do not worry about this - I know he did not tell you; we are_going to
establish the facts. We are to find out these facts: .So I am g1vmg you
these instances so as to enable us to make our dec1st0n later.

MR. NAGENDA:

C
I can I make a point of clarification here! You are assuming
th~:::~ '_ the small car _ was going in a straight upfNehru. N:dw
d • r the car could sort o turn arou
these people auackded the nv;e;sonally I do not see the point you are
face the opposite 1rect1on.
trying to make!

J.

r

d

No, my Lord. It could

COUNSEL:

er
st

?

e amage on the car be on the rear

COUNSEL:

~!

• • ner what I an1 trying to do I will
d ·d
Mr Comm1ss10 ,
Do not worry,
• . as I want and then it is up to you to ec1 e
establish as many theories
·t ·s my function to propose as many
on which theory to accept. But I I t evidence may be that they were
theories as possible, then later ;e ~; the vehicle say was being driven
coming from State Research.
o, I
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from Nehru; you just accept what I am t~lling ~ou that this .is the fact
to be established. That vehicle was bemg dnven from High Coun
following Nehru towards Nakasero Primary School.
•
SSERUWO:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And the Range Rover was from All Saints Church, being driven
straight to International Hotel -

~fR. NAGENDA:

Kampala Park.

COUNSEL:

Or Kampala Park. Is it not that time when that vehicle is expected to
have that kind of damage you saw?

SSERUWO:

I am sorry, my Lord, I cannot answer this question correctly, not until
we visit this place, then I get the answer. I do not remember exactly.

COUNSEL:

No, now I do not have to go to the scene; let me give you the example.
Take that door as being the Nehru Road. Okay!

SSERUWO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And take that desk before the Commissioners being the Uganda Club.

SSERUWO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And take this space here as being Victoria Avenue this side being All
Saints Church. Okay! You now see the position.

SSERUWO:

That is right.

couN

C
COUNSEL:

That is as if we are at the scene. Right!

SSERUWO:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Now, I am asking, the kind of damage you saw on the motor vehicle
would they be likely to be caused if this Range Rover is being driven
from this side and hits a car which is coming from the other side?

SSERUWO:

The damages on the small car could be on the off side of the vehicle.
not the rear side this time.

COUNSEL:

Rear side. When you talk about the rear side, is that not the side
which is near the end of the road:

SSERUWO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What type of vehicle was this? Where is the driver?

SSERUWO:

The driver was on the other side.

COUNSEL:

On the left.

SS

s
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ssERll\VO.

And the damage is on th'
•

coUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:
cotJNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

1s

That is right, my Lord.
Counsel. let us use the two b ks
oo .
Now I am asking you. Use t
damage normally be_ that d hese books. Where would the kind of
amage you saw would be caused?
I hope you realize that it is not on record!

MR. SSERUWO:

(Inaudible)

CHATRMAN:

Excuse me, witness.
evidence is recorded!
I accept, my Lord.

SSERUWO:

CHAIRMAN:

.
side.

c

Id
ou

you talk in the microphone so that your

You can lift it up. Hold it in your hand.

SSERUWO:
D"'.'1"ges of this nature could have come about say in a previous
mc1dent that took place on Bombo Road where somebody was driving
from Bat Valley and another vehicle was being driven from Wandegeya
side. The driver from Bat Valley simply joined the main road without
stopping and he had an impact with a vehicle from Wandegeya side.
These damages on the vehicle from Wandegeya side were on the rear
side of that vehicle. Incidents of that nature can bring about damages
from the rear side, say somebody driving from a subsidiary road joins
a main road without stopping and hits a vehicle being driven on the
main road.

I

I
COUNSEL:

So now in this particular incident which would you call the side road
and main road?

SSERUWO:

At that particular place you could not determine which is the main road
because they are all avenues, they are not roads.

COUNSEL:

Well, I am asking in this situation when would that type of damage be
caused on the vehicle normally?

SSERUWO:

h. le when a vehicle is driven from a subThey could be caused on a
IC
.
then hits traffic on that main
•• ·ng a main road without stoppmg
roa d JOlill
road.

:e

COUNSEL:

ed']
•
s1·tuation of avenues sueh an accident cannot be caus .
You mean ma

SSERUWO:

They can my L or d • They can be caused.

COUNSEL:

·MR.KAWANGA:

.

d now when would tt be
h ituation of the two roa s
·1
yes' now take t e s_
h e that kind of damage.
d fi that vehicle to av
expecte
or
.
difficultv in
•
·s
having
some
.
appears the witness I
Mr. Chairman, it
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.
the question and I think I can see his problem perhaps
compreI1end mg
.
. d
uld
work better if he .is at the scene of the accident anct
his mm wo
perhaps we better arrange to take him there.

COUNSEL:

I think my Lord we shall do that but I thought - (interruption) -

SSERUWO:

Thank you for that my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Okay, continue now.

SSERUWO·

I was shown the vehicle at Tayari Motors in Industrial Area 7th Street
and when I came back in the office I rang up the Inspector of Vehicles
(IOV), instructing them to proceed to the same place and take up the
JOY the report and I did the same when I rang up the Police
Photographic Section requesting them and directing them to go to the
place and take up photographs of that vehicle.

coUNS'
ssERlf'

ssERl

courssER

COUNSEL:

Did you receive the photographs and the reports?

SSERUWO:

I received them. I received both.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you try to ask him where the other vehicle was?

SSERUWO:

I did my Lord.

co

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SS

SSERUWO:

And he said that the second vehicle had nothing to do with the incident.
He never showed me the vehicle.
•

C<

COUNSEL:

Was it because it was not in the wrong?

SSERUWO:

He said he could not show me the second vehicle because it had
nothing to do with the incident and I did not go further on to that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. Did you at anytime yourself or your colleagues whom
you sent there have a chance to look inside the car in which three
people were supposed to have been killed.

SSERUWO:

Me for one did not look inside the vehicle and I did not know whether
the IOV did look inside that vehicle.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could it not have been a natural thing to look into the car to see
whether people had died in it?

SSERUWO:

It could be natural my Lord but these people did not want to show me
much. As soon as we got there we stayed there for quite a little while
and they told me that that was the end of that and they were bringing
me back in the office.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you ask him whether part from yourself and the three people,
there were other people in that vehicle which he was driving?
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ssERUWO:

COUNSEL:
ssERU\\'O:

COUNSEL:
.

treet
chicles

ssERUWO:

up lhe

COUNSEL:

Police
to the

SSERUWO:

COUNSEL:

I le told rne th
two M·tn1sters
at
an hew as drivin t
another occupant :~h~;r~:i~J~op~a\~=~~~\;tit!1te
three, that is the
Did he mak
e or not.
me whether he had
ea w rttten
•
stat
.
ernent of th
e account of what happened?
H e did not my Lord.

Did you require h'
tm to do so?
I d"d
•
t my Lord and h
e refused.
So after that you cam ·1
pt cd a report .
It took me t'
m form of a file?
. .
ime my Lo d
v1s1tedthe place wher r t~ compile up this
~ooked for independe e t~e incident was alle report because when I
impossible is
nt witnesses and I
ged to have taken place I
sue for me t
got none By th
'
nothing to compil .
o compile up th t •
e way it was an
postmortem
e lt on. There were no . a report because I had
time to get ;e;:.t;; to the. army military ;n~:es ~d when I took the
was very he .
om_Ma.JorDr. Okumu Wh ya, it took me quite a
s1tant to give me those mect· •1 enever, I went to him he
1ca reports.
Medical reports on MaJor
• Moses
' on who the deceased?

SSERUWO:

On the said deceased, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

you mean postmortem examination reports?

SSERUWO:

That is right my Lord.

MR. KA W ANGA:

But you got them?

SSERUWO:

In the end I got them.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SSERUWO:

Now, when Mr. Odyek was still in the office, after Mr Wafula had
disappeared, the Commissioner of Police was reminding both of us to
compile up that report. He did this on several times but we were
always hesitant until such a time when Mr. Odyek was transferred and
I took over the office as the in-charge traffic. Now there came a time
when there was an outcry over the violation of human rights m lJganda
and this is the time when the then President was going to address the
United Nations Assembly. He wanted to go along with this file He
had then to ring up my Commissioner of Police instructing him to
produce this file to him there and then. The Cornm1ss1onerof Police
rang me and told me that 'Sseruwo I give you two days to pr~uce the
accident file or else you are in trouble. He further told me Sseruwo

had

horn

ee

ther

ee

e
le

g

do you understand?'

I replied yeS, Sir.
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.

f the Commissioner of Police you are talking about?

DR LUYOMBYA

What 1sthe name o

•

SSERUWO:

That is Kassim Obura by then my Lord. He wound u~ his statement
. ,nyo, nyo, to me, and he banged back the receiver.
by saymg

MR NAGENDA:

What does 'nyo, nyo, mean?

SSERUWO:

'nyo, nyo,, My Lord it is an abusive word.

MR. KAWANGA:

In which language?

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Sseruwo tell us what language it is?

SSERUWO:

My Lord it is a Luganda abusive word. He b_an~edthe receiver, surely
at that time I was in a fix. I locked myself ms1de my office and shed
tears because I did not know where to start and where to end.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally a report of accident had been made to you did you enter it
in your traffic diary at Police Station?

SSERUWO:

I beg your pardon my Lord.

COUNSEL:

You told us that once reports are made you enter them into a book.

SSERUWO:

That is right my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And you give them reference, now, when this accident was first
reported to you say, in March or so did you enter it in your statio!l
diary.

SSERUWO:

I did my Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

But Mr. Sseruwo I am disturbed and perhaps it may not make much
sense when you continue. Here is somebody who told you to make a
file, he had asked for it twice eh~ But you have not given it.

SSERUWO:

More than twice, my Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay, now he asks for it why did he have to abuse you and why did
you feel so upset about this?

SSERUWO:

He had to abuse me because I had hesitated compiling up this file and
hand it over to him. It had taken quite a time before I produced that
file and many of my in-charges had left the office and here is a burden
to me now.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, why did you not report on the flimsy information you had? You
say, well this is all we had. Why did you not make a report? Because
a report does not have to have a complete it did not mean you had to
have complete information.
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Ye.,;, we could not

k'
complete up th·
wor ·ing on something Which
is report because we knew we were
us to compile a report, surely.was never there. So, it was not easy for
MR. KA \VANGA:

So in other words you
matter which was fictitio::;e upset to be told to produce a report on a

SSERlffi'O:

On nothing.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you produce th

SSERUWO:
UreJy
d shed

MR. NAGENDA:
nrer it

SSERUWO:

e report?

In that duration of time
.
1
each file there were som ~ompiled up that file in two copies and in
and the postmortem f, e p otographs. ~y statement the IOV's report
them to my Comm· _orms. At least I did this in two copies and took
1Ss1onerof Police.
Excuse me, what is IOV by the way?
Inspector of Vehicles, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:
Okay, _an~also did_you do these two copies on the instruction of your
Commissioner or did you do it of your own initiative?
SSERUWO:
COUNSEL:
first
ion

I
uch
ea

He instructed me to produce this report in two copies my Lord.
Now did you not have a problem with this diary of yours? When did
you say the accident was reported? You realize this was checking an
accident and you had to put it into a system, what did you do with the
diary?

SSERUWO:

Well the diary - (interruption) -

COUNSEL:

Because you see, what I am saying here is that these people crying over
human rights would say, 'okay if the accident occurred on 16th why
did you report in March?' Did you not foresee this problem coming,
people would question?

SSERUWO:

COUNSEL:

I did my Lord and before I left that office, before I resigned, I had ke~t
that file in one of our stores but as I was summoned to attend. this
Commission of Inquiry I looked for that diary but I could not find it. I
had kept it in a safe place but who removed it do not know.
Did you open up a new diary to fit in this particular case?

SSERUWO:

I did not my Lord.

COUNSEL:

you used the other old one wh.ich was in existence at the time of the
report?

I
did

!

SSERUWO:

•
• a b'ig book·, and whiche\'er report .is
a diary
is
That is right, because
. . connection with traffic is put down m
made at Central Police Station_I~ d p it is put in our stores. It is kept
that diary and when it gets fims e u
in our stores.
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COUNSEL:

Well, there is some evidence which I have somewhere which will come
here which is to the effect that actually you were ordered to open up a
new 'diary and fit in this case as having been reported on the day of the
accident.

SSERtm'O:

No, my Lord. The time the incident was reported is the time when we
entered this report in the diary.

COUNSEL:

But the diary is missing?

SSERUWO:

The diary is nowhere to be seen. It might have got lost during the
looting period I do not know.

COUNCIL:

What else did you do after submitting the reports?

SSERUWO:

When I submitted my report in two copies to my Commissioner of
Police, he stood up and said that he was taking one copy to the
President and he was forwarding the second one to the Director of
Public Prosecutions. This is what he told me and I left his office.

COUNSEL:

And that is all you know of this matter?

SSERUWO:

And that is all that I know about this matter my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Is that all Counsel?

COUNSEL:

May be he stated one thing. You said the vehicle you saw at Tayaii
Motors was UUS 229, but did you try to find out the ownership?

SSERUWO:

I did not my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Why? You were investigating an accident, do you not find the 0\\11er
of the vehicle by checking with the registrar of motor vehicles?

SSERUWO:

At that time the army personnel were using vehicles. Many vehicles of
theirs were bearing civilian registration numbers.

COUNSEL:

Which had no record in the registry?

SSERUWO:

I did not find from the registry as regards to the ownership of that
vehicle. I did not have that in mind that there was not any suspicion
that that vehicle was wrongly owned by Major Moses at the time of the
incident.

COUNSEL:

My Lord I would have liked to show this witness last exhibit 24 but
somebody seems to have taken it, it is not here. To see whether that is
the vehicle.

MR. NAGENDA:

Somebody might have taken it from where?
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coUN EL:

Oh, my Lord I
workc'd out from ~nderstand
it had been taken t
1

0

•

the

have more copies

CHAIRMAN:

By who?

coUNSEL:

Mrs. Mawa.

CHAIRMAN:

It would have been good to h
.
I remember is that there a::e s:own it to this witness because what
another car •
P otographs of a Range Rover and

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Now I would like to know wh
'f hi
•
o took photograph of the Range Rover
1 t s witness did not see ·t· "f .
1 , 1 It was not sh
have you ever seen this book?
own to h.im. Mr. Sseruwo'

SSERUWO:

No, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay' you will be recalled but fo
the Commi .
r now we have some questions from
ss1~ners•. I would like to - first of all, ask how Ion have
you had experience m your work as a Traffic Police Officer? g

SSERUWO:

I started working in traffic as far back as 1963 when I became a SubInspector.

CHAIRMAN:

So by this time, by February, 1977 you had worked for about 14
years?

SSERUWO:

About that my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, when you say you specialized in traffic duties what does that
mean? We do not know.

SSERUWO:

This is about parking vehicles, taking measurements and recording
statements concerning accidents, detecting on traffic accidents and
offenses and of course detecting on drivers who have taken alcohol by
using breathing leather instruments, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Any other training?

SSERUWO:

No, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

So would you consider yourself well knowledgeable in traffic

of

e
of

f

matters.?

am, my Lord.

SSERUWO:

I

CHAIRMAN:

By virtue of your training and experience?

SSERUWO:

That is all right my, Lord •

t5S3

CHAIRMAN

Now, we would like to_have_your opinion about this incident Which
you were instructed to mvesttgate. From wh~t you s~w, the Vehicle
you were shown and conversation you had, mformat1on or lack of
information you had from this Moses who was supposed to have bee
driving this vehicle, what opi?ion did you form as to the authenticit;
of the allegation about the accident?

SSERUWO:

My Lord, because it was very peculiar for an accident involving death
of people, about three deaths of people having taken place in a City
and it takes so many days before that accident being reported and
when it is reported it is not reported through right channels. And
when you seek for information you do not get the correct information
regarding that accident, with all that I formed an opinion that may be
this accident was not there and if this accident had taken place at all at
least it could have been witnessed by somebody within the vicinity.

CHAIRMAN:

Would you therefore say that the whole story was made up. It was
fabricated?

SSERUWO:

I would say so, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just one small piece of information for you I think, Superintendent,
and that is that what you call the present Uganda Club which was then
an Officers' Mess I think you will find that it is presently not an
Officers' Mess. I am informed that it is not but I tltink it is
Anyway, were you near enough on the day when there waf ~meetin~
down here when Minister Masagazi spoke before the people1who were
called bandits also came and spoke, were you quite
to Mr.
Masagazi at that time?

near

SSERUWO:

I was not very near my Lord but I was in the group of those who
attended that meeting·.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, did you see him at any stage handing over a speech to one of
the so called bandits whose name I now forget?

SSERUWO:

I do remember this my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Abdalla Anyuru, in fact, did he hand him a speech from which Mr.
Anyuru spoke and Mr. Masagazi translated, did you see this?

SSERUWO:

I remember seeing this my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

It was from the piece of paper that Mr. Masagazi handed over to Mr.
Anyuru, that Mr. Anyuru read his speech is this so?

SSERUWO:

That is right my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now you said at one stage that Major Moses looked normal; when
Counsel asked you when you met him first and that he was in
uniform, did he have any wounds about his person anywhere? Did
you see any scars, wounds as if he had been in a serious car accident?
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ssERUWO:

He had none my Lord .

_MR.NAGENDA:

Now, I asked youth
.
th
·
e question e 1•
e car m which three peo I
ar rer whether you had looked inside
you had not. you have pt were supposed to have died and you said
matter' you have be
a so ~old us that you are an expert in th.
h
en well tramed
rs
ave looked inside to see an . so presumably usually you would
not?
Y sign of blood or whatever would you

ssERlTWO:

I would my Lo d b
.
r ut which I did not on this occasion.

MR-NAGENDA:

yes' do I take it that this was b
.
first place that this car h d b ecause you really did not believe in the
a een used for that purpose?

SSERUWO:

I had that conviction also and
.
give me time to have cl
b at t~e same time these people did not
ose O servation of this object my Lord.

MR NAGENDA:

Did th

SSERUWO:

They showed me th"
h' 1
.
.
1s
ve
b 1t m a hurry, my Lord. tc e at a distance and they said they were a

MR. NAGENDA:

Now_,you said that your Commissioner of Police, Mr. Obura spoke to
you m ~ather rough tone and used frankly or rather obscene word to
you which we have not yet translated but we know what it is, actually
for those who want to know what it is, it is something to do with the
anus. Did you know the Commissioner well?

SSERUWO:

I knew him well, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was this his usual way of speaking when he spoke to his subordinate?

SSERUWO:

No my Lord this was very abnormal on that occasion, my Lord, and I
think he did this because he was also on pressure.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you took him the reports in the end was he very grateful on
what happened?

SSERUWO:

He said "thank you" to me and there and then he stood ~p and told me
that he was taking one of the two copies to the _President then the
second to the Director of Public Prosecutions and it seemed to me he
was relieved of much weight.

MR. NAGENDA:
SSERUWO:

MR.NAGENDA:

t d•
ey s an m your way or were they just up there?

.
t station? Are you in charge of traffic or what?
What 1s your presen
•

I

ampresently

the in-charge of traffic Kampala area.

.
t before you worked in the police but you too_k
Now, you said to us tha
ed
tly what caused you to take this
a break in 1980 and return recen '

break?
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SSERllWO:

I took up this break because I was fed up with the police duties at
the
• mctdent
• •
time because after thts
and after wor k"mg out t h"1s file, Wh
·ec1· m th ose wh o were outside
en
there were changes in 1979 • we rece1v
and they kept on telling me that I was _p~rt and parcel of those Who
took part in the murder of the two Mm1sters and the Arch-Bish
Now. there was a time when I realized that my life was in danger :d
I had to stand down, went back to my mother land and stayed up to
last year when I have resumed work.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you that you were part and parcel of the killing of the three
people?

SSERUWO:

People who were around at the time; some of those were my fellow
officers who had just returned from exile and who went on saying that
our ranks. those who were promoted in their absence were promoted
on no good ground and that their promotions were not recognized by
those who had come back.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you referring that these people are no longer in the police who
were saying all these to you in 1979?

SSERUWO:

I beg your pardon my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you referring that the people who said, your colleagues who
returned from exile and so on, who were in the police and who made
life very difficult for you are you saying that they are no longer in the
police now?

SSERUWO:

Some are and others are not.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you say that you went back to your mother land, where is this?

SSERUWO:

Masaka - (Laughter).

MR. NAGENDA:

Mother district could be?

SSERUWO:

That is right my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am aware of a strong feeling that Bannabuddu have for Buddu so that
is fine. What did you do while you were there? Did you farm or did
you just rest?

SSERUWO:

I was a peasant down there.

MR. NAGENDA:

A peasant farmer?

SSERUWO:

That is right.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you very much.

MR. KA WANGA:

Mr. Sseruwo, you got a report of the Inspector of Motor Vehicles, I
do not know whether I am being over presumptuousbut normallythat
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SSERU\VO:
MR. KA \VAN GA:
SSERlnVO:

MR. KA\VANGA:
SSERU\VO:
MR. KA 'Vt'ANGA:

Who

SSERUWO:
MR. KA\VANGA:

SSERUWO:
ho
e
the

MR. KAWANGA:

?

SSERUWO:

kind of r
•
epon States
tnvoivect in th
.
Who the ow
e accident w
ners of the
ere. Arn I correct?
vehicle which were
No you are not, my Lord.
These are abstracts of ace.d
1
ent repons.
That is right, my lord.
Was _notanything like that
. .
of tlus repon?
done m this panicular case in the co ·1·
•
mp1mg
To show the ownership?
Yes.
No, it was not done, my Lord.
So up to now you do not know wh
0
other vehicle?
may have been the owner of the
No.

1

MR. KAWANGA:

t
id

Now yo~ have been in the traffic section, also for sometime you can
a~ree with me th~t after an accident has occurred, it is always very
difficult to determme what the original positions of the vehicles were.
So many strange things happen after an accident you wonder where
one vehicle may have come from.
That is right.
Why did you not think that in this particular case this may have been
the case that this accident may have occurred the way it occurred
because you said you did not believe that this vehicle could have been
hit where it was hit?

SSERUWO:

I agree with you that after the impact of two vehicles or two objects
those objects, are bound to change position. I agree with you in that.

KAKWENZIRE:

Inaudible.

COUNSEL:

Now' Mr. Sseruwo look at the photographs there.

SSERUWO:

I have seen them, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Yes, there is that vehicle, UVS 299.

SSERUWO:

Yes, that is right. I have seen it, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Does it look like the car you saw at Tayari Motors?

SSERUWO:

It does, my Lo rd •
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COUNSEL:
SSERUWO:
COUNSEL:

Do you think it is the same car you saw?
I would think so, my Lord.

When you saw it, did it, carry the nwnbers it is carrying in that book?

s

MR. KAWANGA:

It did, my Lord.

SSERUWO:

So the nwnbers were not UUS but you have UVS?

MR. KAwANGA:

My Lord the number was UVS but because of the time burden ten
years now I am bound to have forgotten somewhere.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you look at that photograph, you told us that it is in fact Moses
who lost control of his small car when the three were struggling with
him and that he ran into the Range Rover. When I look at the
photograph it looks like it was the Range Rover which ran into him
with the side of the car.

SSERUWO:

My Lord, I said that it collided. He collided not running into. There
was a collision between the vehicle Moses was driving and the Range
Rover as they state it. I did not emphasize that - (Interruption)

KAKWENZIRE:

As a matter of fact you said he ran into it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, you said he ran into it.

SSERUWO:

I meant to say he collided.

COUNSEL:

You did not see the other motor vehicle, the Range Rover in the
book?

SSERUWO:

I did not see this Range Rover my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Now, assuming these two vehicles were the ones involved in an
accident which actually took place, assuming, would you explain how
this kind of accident would have happened.

SSERUWO:

According to the damages on these two vehicles it seems as if the
small car was on the main road and the Range Rover came from a side
road and hit the small car on the main.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now please do not use side road, use the two roads we are
talking about; Nehru and Victoria, how would it have happened on
those two avenues.

SSERUWO:

According to this it seems as if UVS 299 was being driven on Victoria
and UVW 082 being driven on Nehru and at that junction a collision
took place.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but Nehru from what position and take these two landmarks. In
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fact these four la d
School N
n marks , take one I d
.
•. ow• use these two
an mark is Nakasero Prima
other direction •
• you say this is from th'is d'1rect1on
. to the
ry
ssERU\VO:

l ~ould think using those land

bemg driven from landmark mark I w~uld think that UVW 082 was
a~d then UVS 299 was b . one: that is from the All Saints Church
High Court.
emg driven along Victoria Avenue from the
coUNSEL:

Nehru comes from the Hi h Cou
..
which runs from All S . g
rt, th1s is the problem. It is Victoria
.
amts Church to K
t he High Court to Nakas
p .
ampa1a Park and Nehru from
ero
nmary
Sch
so with
· that correction
00 11
please, okay let me p
•
.
'
ropose to you d0
.
. .
accident would have occ
d .
you not thmk this kmd of
t
be that the Range Ro
urre JUS in these two instances, one would
the small car was b::r w: _beingdriven from All Saints Church and
middle there is an acci~~!t r~vhent?
from High Court and then in the
'ng .

SSERUWO:

This is it my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Or th e small v_ehiclewas being driven from Kampala Primary School
towards. the High Court and the Range Rover was being driven from
International K~pala Park towards the Church. Would you not say
that these are the instances where that kind of damage would occur?

SSERUWO:

This would be the possibilities my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, clarification. I think there is also another possibility to that if
the car was being driven from the Primary School down with the
Range Rover coming from the Church there is then a scuffle with
these three people attacking the driver, the driver loses control and the
car veered right round as if it is going that way and this comes and
hits it. There are so many possibilities there Legal Counsel. Really
the two that you give are the most straight forward. I agree, but there
are various permutation you can use.

CHAIRMAN:

Now that the exhibit has been produced the question which arises
obviously is this; you were in charge of the photographer and IOV
you give the instructions to the photographer to go and take the
photograph but you yourself was not shown the. R'.1-"~eRover. Moses
said he had nothing to do with the relevant to this incidence. N~w, do
you know where the photographer got a Range Rover which he
photographed?

SSERUWO:

I do not know my Lord·

CHAIRMAN:

Did he tell you?

SSERUWO:

He did not.

CHAIRMAN:

. the file? Did he give you photograph
Did the photographer appear mh
hot~graphs which he brought for
of the Range Rover amongst t e p
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your report?
SSFRUWO:

Photographs in connection with the Range Rover were not there rny
Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

You mean it was not in the report in the file you compiled?

SSERUWO:

No it was not.

CHAiRMAN:

Do you know where it came from - the purposes of this.

SSERUWO:

I do not know where it originated.

COUNSEL:

May be my Lord of these photos appearing in this exhibit, I do not
know who was responsible it could be Minister of Information, it
could be Ministry of Defence. It is not clear, I do not think it was
from these people.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, let us get to the Ministry, if it is the Ministry of Information
they can tell us where they got this photograph from. Could you do
some investigations?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who was your photographer? Do you remember him by name?

SSERUWO:

This section of police is called the Identification Bureau in which there
is the photographic section. This section was being headed by Mr.
Kitamirike, ASP, but at that particular time, Mr. Kitamirike was not
in the chair because he had some problems. Whom he had left in the
chair, Mr. Kitamirike can tell this Commission.

MR. NAGENDA:

I just have one very small point. You said that the picture of the
Range Rover you did not have the picture in your file?

SSERUWO:

No, I did not.

MR. NAGENDA:

But that picture of the smaller car UVS 299 was that the picture which
was in your file?

SSERUWO:

It was my Lord.

MR. KAW ANGA:

When you look at this photograph I do not know whether I am being
wrong. There is a reading which looks a rally something, something
on the bonnet. I wanted to find out whether when you saw that car it
looked like it was a rally vehicle? These small writings you see there.

SSERUWO:

My Lord the vehicle looked the usual - it had the usual shape it was
not the sporting car.

MR. KAW ANGA:

But do you see those writings there?

SSERUWO:

They are not very visible my Lord.
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MR, KA\\ ANGA:

ERUWO:
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

So you did not notice it
It was not.

was a sporting vehicle?

I think that is all from us for
.
have to arrange for this . the time being Counsel, I think we will
the scene. So may I witness when he is to explain his evidence at
suggest
S tate Research' at the sam
. we do that on the day we visit Nakasero
time being as you have :e:~~e. Well ~r. Sseruwo, that is all for the
explain to us at the
you are hkely to be recalled to go and
scene
of
this a7c1'dent, wh'1ch you were taken (inaudible) -. Thank
t
you or your evidence for the time being.

The last witness for today is Mr. Kitamirike.
Counsel, I can see some suggestions about a break.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you say the last witness for today?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

So we can afford to have a break and come back for him. Well it may
be a long evidence so we shall just return here at 20 minutes, is long
enough to 12.00 O'clock today.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, let us
resume the inquiry after the break we have had.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, witness No.78 is Senior Superintendent of Police, Mr.
Kitamirike.

WITNESS NO. 78: MR. ELUAH KITAMIRIKE - SWORN

IN
COUNSEL:

you are Senior Superintendent of Police?

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been in the Police Force?

KITAMIRIKE:

I have been in the Police Force since 1st April, 1959.

COUNSEL:

your age please?

KITAMIRIKE:

55 years, seven months and eight days please.
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COUNSEL:
KrTAMIRIKE:
COlTNSEL:

Where are you stationed at the moment?
I am on leave pending retirement.

Would you like to give your past background - education background?

KITAMIRIKF:

It is a lengthy one.

COVNSEL:

Yes, please give it.

KITAMIRIKE•

Where should I start, from Primary School?

COUNSEL:

Where you want to start, yes, Primary School.

KIT AMIRIKE•

In 1942, I attended Bukoyo Primary School. From 1943 to 1946
Jinja Muslim School. 1947, I was at Iganga Primary School. Then 1~
1948, I was at lganga Secondary School to 1950. 1951 to 1952, I was
in Mombasa Indian High School. From there, I went to Mbarara
Government Teachers Training College from 1953 to 1955. In 1955
mid-year, I went to teach in Masaka Brara Secondary School and
Masaka Technical Institute and I left at the end of 1958 to join the
Police in 1959. After the initial training as a Learner Sub-inspector,
we were selected to do a finger print course in Kampala for four
months. After completion of that course, four of us were sent (Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kitamirike, we are making notes of what you are saying, if you
go so fast we cannot follow you.

KITAMIRIKE:

Thank you my Lord. In 1959, I joined as Leamer Sub-inspector.
After the initial training of eight months, I was one of the students
who were selected to take a finger print course in Kampala which
lasted for four months. After that, I was one of the first two who
went to Scotland Yard in 1960 to complete that course to do Police
Photography there for six weeks.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was the other one please?

KITAMIRIKE:

James Etyang. When we came back, the need for Africanisation rose
up and they wanted somebody to manage the Photographic Section.
The Police were called upon to suggest somebody. The bosses
leading the CID under which the Photographic Section falls, called me
and asked me whether I would like to take up the offer. Of course
after asking me the background as you have done. They sent my name
to Entebbe.

COUNSEL:

Eventually, you were appointed to head the Section?

KITAMIRIKE:

Not yet, I am coming. That was just a need for Africanisation. The
Entebbe people approved of my name. They communicated with the
Students Advisor, London, to see what course I would take, the
minimum was two years. The answer was I could take a course

I
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• somewhere
for two years provid d I
.
Education
and it must be fu e am sp?nsored by the Ministry of
very expensive. I was th:ref:11scholarship because the course was
contest for a government s h 1ore _tol? by my bosses that I had to
will not go.
c O arship if I pass I will go if I do not, I

e

COUNSEL:

·Mr• Kitamirike would
you can leave these in't'y~u p1ease_tell us your education background,
1 ia preparations for the course.

Kff AMIRIKE:

Yes. that is why I wanted tO kn
the way
ow from where and you told me that
You start
•
you want.

COUNSEL:

I said education background please.

KITAMIRIKE:

That is education as well because it is step by step.

COUNSEL:

Did you win the scholarship please?

KITAMIRIKE:

I won it.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

KITAMIRIKE:

Reading Berkshire College of Art and Design near London ·about 40
miles from London.

COUNSEL:

Which course did you take?

KITAMIRIKE:

Two years full time course in Photography.

COUNSEL:

Did you pass?

KITAMIRIKE:

I passed the required examinations.

COUNSEL:

Did you obtain a certificate?

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

Which one?

KITAMIRIKE:

b of the Institute of
The highest I have, I am a Corporate M em er
Professional Photographers.

COUNSEL:

When did you qualify?

,

r

e

e
s
e
e
e

KITAMIRIKE:
COUNSEL:

e
e
e
e

KITAMIRIKE:

I finished my course in June, 1964.
What happened after that?
I came back.
?

COUNSEL:

Where were you poste d •

Were you posted?
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KITAMIRIKF.

Photographic Section.

COUNSEL:

As what?

KIT AMIRIKE:

As Photographer in charge.

COUNSEL:

Did you have another course after that?

KIT AMIRIKE:

I did not go outside for courses, but I had them through my Institute
could send specimen.

COUNSEL:

When you returned in 1964, were you given any promotion?

KITAMIRIKE:

They gave me a promotion as Assistant Superintendent of Police.

COUNSEL:

Did you get another promotion after that?

KITAMIRIKE:

Instead I got a reduction in 1966.

COUNSEL:

What reduction?

KITAMIRIKE:

I went back to the rank of Inspector.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

KITAMIRIKE:

Misunderstanding with my immediate boss.

COUNSEL:

Then did you rise again?

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

When?

KITAMIRIKE:

1967.

_ COUNSEL:

0

You became what?

KITAMIRIKE:

Assistant Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

Did you get another promotion after that?

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

When?

KIT AMIRIKE:

1976 to Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

When did you get your present rank?

KIT AMIRIKE:

1978.
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KITAMIRIKE:

Have )'\lU nll th .
the p 0 1·
c tune sine
ice Fnrcc'l
c you joined tlle~ Il ohcc
•
Fo rce,
" b ccn serving

KlTAMI RIKE:

Yes, nnctin 1974 I
• was appointed Governor f C
\\'hen were y
o cntral Province
ou appointed G
•
ovcrnor of C ,
September, 1974.
cntral Province?

COUNSEL:

Up to when?

KITAMI RIKE:

January, 197S.

COUNSEL:

Then after that ' where d'd
1 you go?

KITAMIRIKE:

I was told to go back to where I belonged.

COUNSEL:

You resumed your previous
•
duties.

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

I seek clarification here Wh
Central Province were y~ fll en you were appointed Governor of
from the Police?
u s 1 a policeman or did you have to resign

KIT AMIRIKE:

I was a policeman.

COUNSEL:

In 1977 were you in Uganda?

KIT AMIRIKE:

I was in Uganda.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember 16th February, 1977?

KIT AMIRIKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Is there anything significant you remember about it?

KIT AMIRIKE:

I read in the paper that the Archbishop of Church of Uganda and two
Ministers had died in a motor accident, that is what was in the paper.

U1

EL:

COUNSEL:
KIT AMIRIKE:

COUNSEL:

KITAMIRIKE:

Before you heard that, had you attended any meeting in Nile Mansion?
No I could not because I was on court bail, I had been taken to court

'
towards
the end of 1976.
What had you done in 1976 that took you to court?
The Head of C.I.D had alleged that I had embezzled Government
·
t I bad sold a camera to Nairobi people. Unfortunately, I
eqmpmen_, th camera at Bugolobi where 1 live. So he decided to
was keepmg C e t 1 Police for custody so that 1 couId be taken to
take_ me to hen ra thing would have happened on the way to justify
Luz1ra and w ere any
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that I had committed the offence.

COUNSEL:

So )'OU did not attend the meeting because you were not actually
working?

KIT AMIRIKE:

Yes.

COFNSFL:

When did you resume your duties?

KIT AMTRIKE:

After April, 1977, when the case was finished.

COUNSEL:

And you were acquitted?

KITAMIRIKE•

I was acquitted.

COUNSEL:

Did you have to do anything with regard to the people you said you
had read in newspapers as having died that 1s the Archbishop Luwum
Mr. Oboth Ofumbi and Oryema?
'

KITAMIRIKE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What did you do?

KIT AMIRIKE:

I was asked by Kassim Obura who was the Commissioner of Police to
proceed to Gulu and photograph the graves of the late Oryema, the
late Archbishop Luwum and then to Tororo for the late Oboth
Ofumbi. I did it, I travelled at night at about 3.00 a.m and I came
back the following day after I had accomplished the m1ss1on. I
processed the pictures, made the prints and handed them over to
Kassim Obura.

COUNSEL:

So you do not have these photographs with you?

KITAMIRIKE:

I could not because they were not the ordinary type of police
photographs to be kept or copies of which I could have kept.

COUNSEL:

Were you happy about this?

KITAMIR.IKE:

About what?

COUNSEL:

Keeping them.

KITAMIRIKE:

Happy?

COUNSEL:

Why could you not keep these photographs in your section?

KITAMIRIKE:

I think it was part of my training, when you do anything security it
depends what type of case you are doing and _where the. request 1s
coming from. If it is Qrdinary police case with a cnmmal record
number in our books or a police post I have to keep the copies beca~se
I know I will go to court and testify or we keep the negatives pendmg
thinking that the case will go to court and I have to prove that these
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arc th •
. . e pictures as I took but in .
.
.
th1s case 1twas a special request from
Kass101
Obura
p
'
• --.eto1d me heh d b
•
\\ anted to attach th a een asked to make a report and he
e pictures of the graves.
It seems even ou d
y
estroyed the negatives?
The negatives were h nd
a ed over to him with the prints.
So. after doing your w k
.
affair?
or you did not have to do anything with the
•

COUNSEL:
KITAMJRIKE:
COUNSEL:

KITAMIRIKE:

Complete and nothing.

COUNSEL:

So, you do not kno
h
w w ere these are at the moment?

KITAMIRIKE:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Were you happy when you were appointed Governor of Central
Province?

KITAMIRI.KE:

As Kitamirike I think I was happy because what would you expert me
to do? I was happy because I wanted to see what being appointed to a
big office like that means in life, it was a challenge to me and my
integrity. So I was happy as I was happy to win a scholarship to go
abroad not knowing how much I would have to read to get what I
gone there for.

COUNSEL:

Subsequently, when you were appointed were you happy with the
post?

KITAMIRIKE:

I enjoyed every bit of my post because I did what I felt I could do for
the people of Central Province and just to show other Governors what
a man with experience could do in a province.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the reason why you enjoyed for a very brief period?

KITAMIRIKE:

yes, I can tell you if you want to know, me I know but you do not
know.

COUNSEL:
KIT AMIRIKE:

Yes, that is why we are asking you.
.
• ted the other Governors he never appointed a
When Amm appom
vince. They went on a course, they spent
governor .for Central Pro for Central Province. He appointed some
months without a governor
th
efused they feared because
Officers
and
others,
ey
r
,
•
people, A rmy
..
eo le until somebody who knew me
the Baganda were very sens1t1vep tp t this policeman? He is well
• that why do you no pu
. h
pointed to h 1m
f
rts he has experience, I think e can
travelled, he has seen a lot. o Mspoh ' He told me he had seen my work
led me m arc •
h
ed t
manage. So h e ea l
.
t know what to give me, e want
o
as a photographer' he did no Id I recommend somebody to him to
appoint me an Am~ast~~~,h~;uthe procedure through which I passed
talce over my place.
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to get there, said cannot,
is not
chosen -,ul
~nA
. .hereditary,
went through every bit of step. So 1t 1s not me to appoint somebQd.
to replace me. He said I was not very keen to become Y
• o·ns was the Ministeran
Ambassador. Why? Becaus: at that ttme
of
Foreign Affair~ ~d I knew him ~•-hen_I had a c~ce to travel up to
Sierra Leone v1S1tmgthose countnes ~1th a delegation of East African
Community people told me what Ons was, how he used to behav
when he went on missions. So I said if I become an Ambassador•e
Lesotho and Oris came to visit me we can fight and I will never ;
back to Uganda. So I refused, I never told
that I am refus~
because Oris is bad but I said no, I want to do my photography in
Uganda I ha\'e many days to go and I have not taught people·as I was
supposed. so I want to remain here, when chance comes I can teach
some young men in this country about photography. He agreed and
then he said you go back, leave your particulars I will call you. So
when he called me, after failing to get somebody to open up the
Province because
year in October it was the inauguration of all
the provinces. He told me, "I have appointed you Govemorw, I
arranged and we inaugurated it. So it was not a surprise that he took
me off because the same Oris is the one who initiated that this man
must go. Why? One day when we ran short of water. the late
Oryema was summoned at night on radio, they went to Gaba, made
something that no young scientist could have done. There are two
pipes coming from the water. So what they did, because another one
had been broken, they just connected outside from the one which was
bringing water to the other one which was empty and they thought
they had done a job. They went on the radio and told the public we
have solved the problem. So later on, when we were hosting the
boxers here, Oris sent a team of pressmen to cover Gaba Water
Works. I learnt about it as a Governor, I went to the Depot Sixth
Street, I talked to the engineers, we went around the gun points here,
every point until we got to Gaba. I found the cameramen I told them
it was not in order, the sign post is there, we do not photograph such
installations. So I rang to the Republic House where Mustafa was the
Chief of Staff and the man responsible for this Region to tell him this
is very bad; we are exposing ourselves. We are running out of
international rules, water works are never photographed, whether
there is a major breakdown unless it is an accident. He said, okay, I
will stop it. He rang to Oris and he stopped him, they withdrew•
Later on, when they went to Aringa, Moses Ali, Oris and Mustafa,
they had a wedding there. I think Oris wanted to know who had told
the Chief of Staff about that incident and he told him so we became
enemies. And when somebody in Moroto, a Governor, had made a
mistake there there was somebody called Owori who was from the
Prison he had made a mistake he said :.omething and Amin wanted to
transf;r us Oris said instead of transferring the Moroto man, "if you
do not get 'rid of this Kampala man, we shall kill him" '.111d
~ did
not like me being killed. He said let the man go back this man 1s very
much interested in this camera I will be embarrassed very much. So I
I

I

this

I

was

coUNSl

Amin

that

was put back.
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MR. KAWANGA:

Who in the Police Section photographed the vehicle which 1s supposed
to have been involved in the accident?

KITAMIRIKE:

That much I cannot tell you.

MR. KAWANGA:

you do not know?

KITAMIRIKE:

•

•

h

ra hing that accident, the in-

If the police_ were ~nv~l:~dt~; I~e~~~Jcaiion Bureau which embraces

charge who is ~he e~
d know because before I were to go to
the Photographic Sect10~ 7~ul d d over the Section to him physically.
Luzira I was escorted an
an e

rew.
tafa,
told

During )'our titnc as G
human rights, wcr.c o•1)served
overnor
of Central Province ' ·1re
you saying
I
'
.
•
n your province'!
Yes, hccausc rny inithl
Kampala, Wahig·il 0 K•'k
responsihility was to go to the suburbs of
1 ubamutw
'
,
K'
to them ask them t d
e, lloro and meet the people, talk
' '
o o What I had
d
together as coopcrat 0 . . 1
~ante : we wanted people to come
report I put it there ~\
knew_their problems even in my inaugural
Conference Cc 11t . ·N, old Amin, you have been going to Makerere,
these suburbs ~:u :kawa, when we settle down I will take you to
111
tl •
•
sec for yourself the goodness of the people
lerc. you do not know, it is there. So I had achieved Nakivubo I
never wanted an arm)'
b •
man to torture those boys. I told them these
oys you sec here in the football pitch, they arc the makers of the
Uganda Team and Bo • T ,
•
x111g cam they are my people the marketers. I
h:d brought the~ ~ogcther. I had friends from th~ lowest group of
P ople ~ven this idea of saying, you go and close that shop because
that man IS over cheating, I used to tell them when we were watching
football, we shall beat these people they are over-cheating us. I said
no, come to me I have told them I know where food comes from,
everywhere I visited all the markets here and the people knew I was
theirs and they were mine. So, I think, as far as human rights is
concerned not knowing what it means, me I had found a way of
educating the people and making them good citizens; where I could sit
with the authorities, the Army and say no, no, you cannot go to
Wandegeya and enter a market without me because those people
understand me better, tell me what you want I will summon the
leaders and I will let you know.

MR. KAWANGA:

Who is that?

KITAMIRIKE:

Mr. Serwadda.

COUNSEL:

• to tell this Comm1ss1on
Do you have anyt h mg

.

KITAMIRIKE:

very
So I

•

?

1·n the past and want to find
•
while we l 00 k
k
·ing
I think my own suggest1onl, Id look into the presen,t Not. n;: ,.~
a
h ened we s 1ou • " e:.ms to us• L-gandans
out what aPPword "Human Rights
m
K eople talk. ,, rite .m
fully what the
't even when I was m • P_ But if we know
h about 1
I t it means.
heard muc
d not know actually w la Id have some respect for
papers but I o
·n Uganda. we shou
·t
means
here
I
what 1

U
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certain sections of people especially civil servants. If we are to make
a nation, to do useful work, we must respect elders of the service a
man or a woman retires must be given every benefit, be sent off as 'an
elder because you never know he is the brain of the country. But
what is happening today even in the police where I have been all my
lifetime and I have done a lot, no respect to elders. People are tossed
up. Yesterday, I found a very elderly man who had served for 3
3
years. He was thrown out like that weeping. It pains me. While we
want to look miles away in the background, we must look round in the
present, what can we do? Let us establish a system and I think
Human Right would not be an issue as I have told you. For me, it
was not going to be an issue in my province because I got hold of the
citizens themselves and I wanted them to do what we can do to
develop Kampala and Entebbe.
CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kitamirike, thank you very much for your evidence and also for
the last piece of advice which is relevant to matters of human rights.
Thank you very much for having come to this Commission.

KIT AMIRIKE:

Thank you my Lord.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, that is the only witness I have for today. This case will
continue next week, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Very well then. We have ended earlier than perhaps we would have
expected. We shall adjourn the inquiry now and resume here on
Wednesday at 9.30 a.m. It is Wednesday next week, 25th of this
month.

CHAIRMAN:

Good morning Commissioners, Legal Counsels, my Lord Bishops
who are here as witnesses, ladies and gentlemen. We have been a bit
late to start the session of this morning, the 25th of March, 1987.
The time is now about ten minutes to 10.00 a.m and it is time we
started the session for today. Counsel, we are at your disposal.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I intend to call your Lordships, the two Bishops.
later but the first witness will be Mr. Muyinda. My Lord Chairman,
we are continuing with the late Archbishop Luwum and the t\.\'O
Ministers, Oryema and Ofumbi.

WITNESS NO. 79: MR. WILLIAM GUYANA l\fUYINDA SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you state your names please?

MUYINDA:

William Guyana Muyinda.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MUYINDA:

48 years.
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\Vhcrc do ·ou live?
Butikkiro Road.

cell.

-.;FL:

Ml YI. 'DA:
col'

SEL:

\\'hat do you d0

to earn a living?

I am working in the M" .
m, stry of Information.
As what?
As Chief Photographer.

cocNSEL:

For how long have "'Ou , k .
.
J v.or ed m the Mmistry of Information?

MUYINDA:

For twenty years.

COLNSEL:

You are a Ph~tographer, did you have any training before becoming a
Photographer m the Ministry.

MUYINDA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What kind of training? Please give us the details, your educational
background.

MUYINDA:

I went to Kings College Budde. From there I went to United
Kingdom in Nottigham College of Arts and Crafts. Later I returned
to Uganda and I joined the Civil Service. Later I went back to United
Kingdom on a scholarship of British Council at Buomemouth where I
spent three months.

COUNSEL:

Did you get any qualifications?

MUYINDA:

I got a Preliminary City and Guilds

COUNSEL:

In what?

MUYINDA:

In Photography. Because I was paying my school fees. I could not
continue with my studies up to the end.

COUNSEL:

On your return you were appointed in the Ministry of Information or
• d?·
where were you appomte

MUYINDA:

d I
lied for a vacancy which existed in the Ministry
When I retu_rne ' app
was offered to me because at that time
of Informat10n. The vacancy
we were still under Colonial rule.

COUNSEL:

When was this please?

MUYINDA:

In 1960.

COUNSEL:

And you were appointed as who?
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IUYI 'DA.

cou. TSEL.
MUYINDA:

COUNSEL:

MUYINDA:

COUNSEL:
MUYINDA:
COUNSEL:

l\fUYINDA:

COUNSEL:

I

\\.lS

appointed as a Pho1ographcr trainee.

Suhi;equcntly were you fully appointed after training?
\Vhen the Furopcans were leaving. I was left on the job.
So ) ou are saying since Independence you have been in charge of
photography in the Ministry of Information?
DR. L

Yes.

In 1977. were you here in this country?

MUY

Yes, I \Vas in this country?

DR.

Do you remember 16th February, 1977? Okay, do you remember
having attended a meeting at Nile Mansions where the late Archbishop
Luwum was?

co
MU

I never used to attend meetings I always remained in the office but I
could send people there.

co

Well, shortly after that meeting, there was a meeting, shortly it was
announced that the late Archbishop Luwum had died. Did you hear
about that?

MUYINDA:

Yes, I heard about the news?

COUNSEL:

Did you also learn about the circumstances of his death?

M

MUYINDA:

Yes ' I learnt some of the circumstances of his death after reading in
the newspapers.

C

COUNSEL:

What did you read in the Newspapers?

MUYINDA:

I read in the newspapers that they were involved in an accident.

COUNSEL:

Subsequently, were you by any means asked to photograph anything
in regard to Archbishop Luwum?

MUYINDA:

After reading the news' I realised that what I had done was in
connection with the death of Archbishop Luwum.

COUNSEL:

I see! Did you do anything which you remember?

MUYINDA:

yes, there is something which I remember.

COUNSEL:

Yes, please tell us.

MUYINDA:

ho was Abdalla Nasser asked
At that time our Permanent Secretary w
h
I sent that person,
me to send somebody to go and take p~o~~g::: .back and he told me
he went and took some photographs an
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f

that I should
thcrn to I . process those ph
111n and th
.
otographs .
among the ph
at is What we d"ct as soon as possible and take
was a Range ;tographs were two wh~ t we developed the film and
small car
over, the second o ic 1 showed two vehicles. One
.
ne was d •
re m colour but it was a

DR. LVYOMBYA:

Clarification pie
ase Whe
Ph otographer?
•
re did Abdalla N

asser tell you to send your

r..tlYINDA:

He came to

DR LUYOMBY A:

And where did you send

Ml'YINDA:

r
p

COUNSEL:
MCYINDA:

l

my office himself.
your photographer?

The Permanent Secreta
.
ry went With the photographer.
So he did not specify to
you where your photographer was going?
No, he did not.

COUNSEL:

Do you recollect the numbe th
.
vehicles?
rs, e registration numbers of these two

MUYINDA:

I do not remember the numbers O f th
.
visible in the phot
h
e motor vehicles but they were
ograp s.

COUNSEL:

This photographer yo
name?
u sent to the Permanent Secretary, what is his

MUYINDA:

William Rujuta.

COUNSEL:

Is he still employed with the Ministry?

MUYINDA:

He is still employed by the Ministry.

COUNSEL:

Now, you did not see these vehicles yourself, you only saw the results
of them?

MUYINDA:

I did not see the motor vehicles myself, I just saw the photographs.

COUNSEL:

Did your staff report to you where he had taken the photographs?

MUYINDA:

He told me that he took the photographs of one of the vehicles at the
Uganda Club and the second one in the Industrial Area.

r

COUNSEL:

You cannot remember which one was at the Uganda Club and which
one was at the Industrial Area.

MUYINDA:

COUNSEL:

The one which was at the Uganda Club _wasthe one which was red in
colour. The Range Rover was in Industrial Area.
h
was an exhibit here which I wanted to show
My Lord Chairman, tder\and it is not here. l do not know what
the witness but I un ers
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interest they have in this exhibit but it is not here. I do not kn
what interest they have in this exhibit but it is not here, we are try~w
to trace it. I will require this witness again to come and identify song
of the things there if he has any knowledge about them otherwise 1;e
is the end and I would ask the witness to send me one Rujuta.
is
CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Muyinda, thank you for your· evidence.

As the Counsel ha
indicated you may be recalled to identify certain photographs. Forth:
time being you may go.

MUYJNDA:

Thank you.

COllNSEL;

My Lord Chairman, the next witness, No.80 will be His Grace the
Archbishop of Uganda.

WITNESS 80: HIS GRACE ARCHBISHOP YONA OKOTH
-SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Your Grace, would you state your full name please?

OKOTH:

My name is Yona Okoth.

COUNSEL:

How old are you, Your Grace?

OKOTH:

I am 59.

COUNSEL:

And you are the Archbishop of the Anglican, Church of Uganda?

OKOTH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been the Archbishop of the Anglican, Church
of Uganda?

OKOTH:

Since January, 1984.

COUNSEL:

Before that what were you?

OKOTH:

I was the Bishop of Bukedi from 1972 to 1983.

COUNSEL:

Your Grace, did you have any training for this priestly duties')

OKOTH:

Yes. I was trained at the Theological College, Buwalasi.

COUNSEL:

And if possible, Your Grace, please tell us the year when you had
various training.

OKOTH:

From 1952 to 1954 and then I was ordained a deacon in 1955 and
priest 1956. I went to St. Augustine College, Canterbury for _further
training that was in 1963 and I came back and worked as a D10cesan
Treasur~r of Mbale Diocese and then I was appointed to be the
Provincial Secretary for the whole Church of Uganda, Rwanda.
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C

Burundi and Mho
.
Canada, Whitlc ' ga-Za1re. Then I
1968 and can y s College, Ontario Uw_em:or further training in
Secretar)' ag . le hack and then I niver5 1ty• I completed it in
• d a Provincial
of Bukedi inam the pOst Which1 heldwas. re-appomte
1972 ·
until I was appointed as Bishop
cou

TSEL:

So, from 1972
have b
·
up to the time
een m Bukedi?
you were appointed Archbishop you

OKOTH:

I have been in Buked·I o·iocese.

COUNSEL:

I see! Have you all I
a ong been in the Diocese?

OKOTH:

Yes. I was always in the d"1ocese.

e

cot:NSEL:

Did you know the Archbishop J anan Luwum?

w

OKOTH:

Very well.
Archbishop.

COUNSEL:

When was J anan Luwum appointed
.
Archbishop?

OKOTH:

!

:a;;~~:;;;ember

e were trained together at Buwalasi and he was my

but I think between 1974- I think may be 1974 but

COUNSEL:

He is no longer the Archbishop.
Archbishop of Uganda.

OKOTH:

Well, he was murdered on the 16th of February, 1977.

COUNSEL:

How do you come to say he was murdered?

OKOTH:

Because on the 14th of February, 1977, the Government by then
announced that they needed all the Bishops to come to Kampala at the
Conference Centre and I left my Diocese on the 15th of February.
1977 and I spent a night here and the Archbishop briefed us that all
the Bishops are wanted to the Conference Centre. So when we came
here on that day on the 16th at the Conference Centre at that field
there, I saw packages and they said -

COUNSEL:

When did he cease to be the

Your Grace, we are not in view of some of things you are Sa) mg. go
a little slowly please.
There were packages in the field there and they said those were the

OKOTH:
arms.

COUNSEL:

these am1s ) ou sa~ were m
Okay your Grace, before I go to at Nile Mansions
Do you
pack;ges, how many Bishops were
remember?

OKOTH:

Yes, there were severa 1

ff hops whom I could remember The Bishop
t~

of Mbale, the late John
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·ke and he was also murdered during
as1

Amin's time. Bishop of Busoga, Bishop Dunstan who was the Dea
the Province by then. Bishop Festo Kivengere, Bishop of Kab;t
Bishop Ruhindi. Bishop Amos Betungura, Bishop Sscnyonjo a e,
Bishop Rwakaikara. 1 think most of us were there.
and
COllNSEL:

Apart from the Bishops of the Church of Uganda Anglican, were the
other Bishops of other Christian denominations?
re

OKOTH:

Yes, 1 spotted the Cardinal, he came - Cardinal Nsubuga.

COllNSEL:

Apart from the Bishops, were there other people who attended that
meeting?

OKOTH:

There were very many people who came, and many soldiers were
around.

COUNSEL:

Were also Ministers there?

OKOTH:

Yes, there were several of them.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some?

OKOTH:

Yes, I remember Oboth Ofumbi, Erunayo Oryema and others were
there but I cannot remember now who exactly.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the time you arrived at the Nile Mansions garden?

OKOTH:

I think at 10.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

So when you arrived what happened?

OKOTH:

When we arrived, we waited until the Vice President came.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Vice President.

OKOTH:

Mustafa Adrisi.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when you arrived what happened?

OKOTH:

He started addressing the congregation and he said that there are
people who want to overthrow the Government and he asked ,~•hatcan
we do with such people and all the soldiers and the congregation they
said "kill them all". And after that, when he had addressed them. they
asked us to go to the Conference Centre Hall here and we all came.

COUNSEL:

Your Grace, before you left that place, were there other, some people
other than the Vice President who made speeches or who read
memorandum or so forth. Can you remember?

OKOTH:

Yes there were several people, but I cannot recall who did, ther~
wer~ before the Vice President one of the Ministers addressed us an
then they called upon the Vice President.
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cot~ 1SEL:
OKOTH:
COUNSEL:
OKOTH:

OKOTH:

Did You k now a

Person by
Yes. they hrou h
name of AbdallaAnyuru?
g t them.
•
So Abdalla A
nyuru w
as one of th
They •
e people wh
said that the
o attendedthat meeting?
ab out brin ·
Y Were th
•
ging these distu b e people who
T .
r ances.
actually were concerned
o your knowled
anything?
ge, do you remembe h
r w ether he spoke or read
I do not recall now b

ut I think he read someth•

COUNSEL:

~ay be it may assist o
.
mg.
picture please?·
y u or it may not' wouId you hke
. to look at that

OKOTH:

Yes. This is Anyuru.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember hav·
.
mg witnessed that scene on that day?
yes' he read somethin
.
•
g protestmg that what they say was not true?
Do you rememb h •
er avmg witnessed that position?

OKOTH:
COUNSEL:
OKOTH:

Yes, I saw that.

COUNSEL:

Do you recognis e any other person other than Abdalla An
yuru.?

OKOTH:

Only Abdalla Anyu
were there as the pi:r:

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I would like to tender those exhibits for identification My
Lord, these exhibits are No.25 and 26. So when you went ~o the
Conference Centre, what happened there?

OKOTH:

We found there were no seats, we just stood there and then
immediately we were ordered, all the Bishops to move to Committee
Room "B". In this building and when we were there, I only heard
people were clapping, that was actually when the President himself,
Idi Amin was entering. I did not know what he spoke because I was
not there and within five minutes we heard again people clapping, he
was leaving the room and within five minutes. we saw three men m
plain clothes, they came in our room, in Committee Room "B" and
one stood at the right hand of the Archbishop Lmvum and the second
one stood at the left hand of the Archbishop and one at the back and
they said the President wants to see y~u. So the Arch.bishop bent
down to get his brief case and they led him out and that ,, as the end I

h
s~; _1could remember but those people they

saw him.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what followed?
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OKOTH:

After that, we asked Bishop Wani, who was then the Bishop of W
Nile to go and find out what was going to happen to the Archbishest
So Bishop Wani went out, within a few minutes he came back to ~~
that "these people are very angry, they cannot allow me to get in:
And then there were other people who came, they said they were St •
Intelligence, State Research, they told us to leave the roate
immediately and that is the time when we left the room. After th;~
managed to enter Bishop Dunstan' s car and we went through the gat
there and I went to the Guest House, Namirembe and from there~
went in hiding.

COUNSEL:

You mean you did not return to Tororo.

OKOTH:

Yes, I went there but I never reached Tororo.

COUNSEL:

What happened to you?

OKOTH:

Because they told me that they were looking for me and then I
managed to escape through Malaba and then I went to Kenya and from
Kenya I went to Liberia. From Liberia I went to U.S.A where I was
offered a refuge.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to establish whether actually it was true they were looking
for you?

OKOTH:

Oh! yes, they were because when we were there they said that I was
responsible to get arms through Kenya and then I take them to the
Archbishop, which was not true.

COUNSEL:

Now, after your leaving Kampala did you hear anything about ....

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Clarification please. From the meeting you said you entered Bishop
Nsubuga's car, you went to the Guest House at Namirembe and went
into hiding. At what time, material time?

OKOTH:

The time, it was in the evening.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was it in the evening that you were told that people were looking for
you?

OKOTH:

Yes, during that time when I left here.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Before you left the Conference Centre, were you told that people were
looking for you?

OKOTH:

No, when I was in the Guest House and they told me that 'they are
looking for you, we do not know what is going to happen to the
Archbishop and Bishop Senyonjo and Bishop Wasike~ ''they told me
that Bishop Okoth, you better disappear from us, as your name h~
been mentioned in the speech by the Vice President, I think you are m
danger.
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oKOTH:

The Vice Pres1'd cnt i h.
' n is speech he had
.
Yes. He did.
mentioned your name?

coU 'SEl.:

What did h

oKOTH:

COUNSEL:
OKOTH:
COUNSEL:

ng

e

.

say about

't?
I •

He said actually th
because I
at the people _ h
.
•
am near the horde f
e mentioned my name that I
anns from K
r o Kenya th 1
•
enya and then I hand ·d
• at was responsible to get
th
.
c
em over to the Archbishop.
Did he also m .
•
ent1on about the Archbishop?
Yes.
What did he say about the Archbishop?

OKOTH:

He said that the Archbisho
Government.
P was involved m overthrowing his

COUNSEL:

Before this meeting, h d
yourself?
a you had any meeting with the Archbishop

OKOTH:

Yes,
wen t
arms

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you when they went to his home?

OKOTH:

At night, they said that it was during night.

COUNSEL:

When?

OKOTH:

I do not remember the date, it may be the 4th or 5th of February.

COUNSEL:

Now, after telling you this, what did you do you as a Bishop or other
Bishops?

OKOTH:

Well, we protested that we were not involved in this arms business at
all and we wrote our memorandum.

COUNSEL:

You mean you wrote a memorandum to who?

OKOTH:

To the President,

COUNSEL:

h' ')
Do you still have a copy of that memorandum you wrote to im.

OKOTH:

Maybe

COUNSEL:

'f e g1·ve you time your Grace you can get us a copy of
You mean 1 w
'
that memorandum?

we had a meeting and th A
.
•
h'
e rchb1shop told us how the soldiers
mto 1s home to l k ~
oo 1or the arms and they could not find any
there.

as
e

You do not remember the date?

p
nt

I

r

I

protesting.

. our fil
m
1 e,

but I did not dig it up when I was coming.
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OKOTH:

I will try to look for it.

COUNSEL:

You said you went in hiding.
Archbishop while in hiding?

OKOTH:

Yes, in hiding, at 10.00 news came out that the Archbishop Luwum
and Mr. Oboth Ofumbi and Enmayo Oryema have died in a motor
accident.

COUNSEL:

When you say 10.00, on the same day?

OKOTH:

On the 16th, yes, at night.

COUNSEL:

While in exile, did you do anything, were you practising your religion
there?

OKOTH:

Yes, I was received as a Bishop by the Episcopal Church where I
worked as a Bishop.

COUNSEL:

And when did you come back?

OKOTH:

I came back in 1979 when the Liberators had already taken over
Kampala.

COUNSEL:

And resumed your duties at Tororo?

OKOTH:

Yes, I went back to Tororo as Bishop of Bukedi.

COUNSEL:

Now, during your return, did you experience any violations of human
rights?

OKOTH:

Very many. Many widows used to come to us, my husband or my
son ..

COUNSEL:

Claiming what? What about husband and son?

OKOTH:

They were disappeared or killed, during that time.

COUNSEL:

So you are saying that many people came to you for a kind of
assistance or what?

OKOTH:

Assistance, yes.

COUNSEL:

After your return, did you witness yourself, the violations of human
rights in Uganda?

OKOTH:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

Could you give some particulars please.

OKOTH:

There were several people, I do not know where to begin.
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Did you hear anything about the

N~), You cannot

tl1111gs .

I

COUNSEL:

• ) ou rc111e111b
everything
er.
, You c
an only mention a few
Say, there w ,
R •
as my co .
a1lways, he er
usin brother Ok
tsappeared in l<ampa,lah oth who was working for the
Wl1en, durin
ere.
g Your exile or fi
.
a ter your return?
Betorc J went h
•
, e Was act I
.
ua ly murdered here.
Anything else?

OKOfH:

Oboth Ofumbi. T

COUNSEL:
OKOTH:

OKOTH:

here are m
any, a long list.
I see! This is what you k
now about Archbishop Luwum?
Yes.

COUNSEL:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

MR. KAWANGA:

over

OKOTH:

MR. KAWANGA:

OKOTH:

MR. KAWANGA:

I
of

I

.
mention

Excuse me, your Grace. You said
here and you were add
d
Y?~ came to the Conference Centre
resse by Adns1.
Outside.
Outside. In that speech h
d
having brought a
. e ma e reference to the Archbishop and you
.
rms mto the country Did h
.
Bishop besides you two?
•
e mention any other
Only two.
Is it after that they sent you to come to this place.

OKOTH:

To the Main Hall.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, and you said there were no seats.

OKOTH:

There was no seat, it was filled to capacity.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see, the reason you did not sit was that the place was filled to
capacity.

OKOTH:

Yes. But within a short time the message came that all the religious
people should go to Committee Room "B". So we were moYed from
that Conference Hall to Committee Room "B".

MR. KAWANGA:

Did it strike you as strange that you. as Bishops. did not ha\'e any
place to sit in that room?

OKOTH:

Yes, it was actually.
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lt was strange.

OKOTH.

Yt'S.

MR KAWANGA·

So then you were sent to the Committee Room "B".

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Was it only the Anglican Bishops or all other Bishops?

OKOTH:

All religious leaders.

MR. KAWANGA:

How long did you have to wait there?

OKOTH:

We waited for long - not really very long; only I was referring when
we stayed here but in the Committee Room we did not take long time.

MR. KAW ANGA:

And it is at that juncture that three men came and took away the
Archbishop?

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Nobody else?

OKOTH:

Three men, armed but in plain clothes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Later they told you all to go away?

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

I suspect that by that time you had suspected that you were in great
trouble yourself.

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

And that is why you went into Bishop Dunstan's Nsubuga's car?

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Not yours.

OKOTH:

I had no car.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! And then thereafter you went?

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

OKOTH:

Did it surprise you that you were mentioned as being responsible for
bringing arms into the country?
Very much surprised.
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MR KAWANGA:

oKOTH:
\1R KAWANGA:

OKOTH:

\\hen

ttme.
11)

t

n to suggest that the w
.
hole thing was a concoction?
It was a concocted st
• ory' they w· I d .
an e Just to implicate us.
Did it also strike you as st
Ofumbi is mentioned both. ~ange th?t you are mentioned and Oboth
0
'
you bemg from Bukedi?
Oboth Ofumbi - they did not
.
.
some Ministers also •
mention him there. They said there were
• mvo1ved hut they did not mention him.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Okay, what I wanted to fi10d
Tororo.
out, both Ofumbi and yourself come from

OKOTH:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA:

the

E~inayo ~ryema and the Archbishop come from the Northern Uganda.
Did it stnke you as something which had been cooked along tribal
Imes or that time it did not strike you anyway?

OKOTH:

Well, I was just surprised to see that they could smear this on us
whereas there was nothing of such a thing But I know actually Amin
did not like the truth. When you speak the truth you are bound to be
killed and we, as Church Leaders, always people come to us when
there are problems and we used to go and see him, like Janan.

MR. KAWANGA:

Had you told him any truth which had angered him, which you can
pinpoint, which may have led to this incident? What had you told hlIIl
you and or Archbishop?

OKOTH:

I, personally, when I was still a Bishop or when I was still :ro~.incial
Secretary, when they killed my co~si~ brother I said Y~ur
Excellency people are crying you are kill mg people, whom are ) ou
going to ~le?" but he pretended and said "Oh! ~o, I am not k1llmg
any person" , but later on I was grabbed and put m cells when I was
still a Provincial Secretary.

great

MR. KA W ANGA:

When was this?

OKOTH:

This was in 1971.

MR. KAWANGA:

•
hear a little more about that incident as
Well, perhaps, we may hke to
d?
well, it may interest us. What happene •

OKOTH:
MR. KAWANGA:

for

Do you wa

OKOTH:

MR. KAWANGA:

I was collected at 5.00 p.m.,

I do not remember the date but in 1971.

From where?
• be • So I was taken to
. . Office in Namirem
From the Provmcial
months in detention.
Makindye where I spent two
1 e that?•
• st released l .k
And then later JU
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OKOTH:

Yes. when he heard that the Archbishops of Africa are coming to have
a meeting here, he called me and then he released me.

~tR KAWANGA:

And this followed your complaint to him about the death of Y
our
brother -cousin brother?

OKOTH:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Let us pursue your detention in Makindye a little bit more. Can y
•
• M ak'mdye and what you saw there?OU
tell us exactly your experience
m

OKOTH:

It was a terrible place. Many people who were killed, they used to
put a cross and when they put a cross on somebody on his back cloth
like this, that means the following day you will not see him. And they
used to bang people with a hammer on their heads.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did they bang anybody in your presence?

OKOTH:

I could only hear when people are crying because I was also in the
cell.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were you given food, were you given water?

OKOTH:

Yes, I was given food but water for bath, yes, I used to bathe myself.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were you beaten?

OKOTH:

No, they respected me so I thank God for that.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, before you came to the Conference Centre for that meeting, you
said that, the Archbishop called you and you had a brief meeting with
him. What did he tell you as Bishops during that briefing before you
moved to the Conference Centre.

OKOTH:

He just briefed us of what happened to him when the soldiers entered
his home, they forced in and then they said that they were looking for
arms which they did not find anything and he told us how the
President had invited him at Entebbe, pretending to be his friend and
these sort of things.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So he only told you his experiences in the few days. Now, at that
meeting in the Conference Centre, Mustafa Adrisi came and addressed
the people and mentioned that there were people who were threatening
to overthrow the Government and asked the people what should be
done.

OKOTH:

And that is the time when they brought Abdalla Anyuru.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So at the time he was addressing that gathering and mentioning that
they brought Abdalla Anyuru, did they bring anybody else?

OKOTH:

There were several of them, I cannot remember now their names•
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nR I tn O 18YA·

Do ynu , cmember lhe numher?

OKOTH

Between live or .
six something l'k
1 e tI1a1.

DR. I UYOMBYA-

When the Archhi ·h
•
s op was grahh d
Bishop Wani to go and 1• d
e and taken by three men you sent
111

out?

'

OKOTH:

To go and check what is .
he came hack and sa·ct
hgomg to happen to him. And within no time
1
was sent back.
t at they could not allow him to get in so he

L)R. LUYOMBY A:

Yes. Then you went t0 N .
you are in troubl .
amiremhe and some people told you that
e smce your name had been mentioned.

OKOTII:

Bishop s
.
.
senyonJo wa~ very much concerned, he actually
I
said please
thmk you better disappear and the late Bishop John
Wasikc.

KAKWENZIRE:

Ssenyonjo

Your Grace, we realise we have this difficult task of establishing what
actuall~ happened. I would like to know whether the church did try
so~c kmd of underground investigation at that time after that terrible
~nc1dent to establish actually what had happened or some kind of
informers who might have come to you and offered to tell what had
actually taken place.

OKOTH:

Immediately when the Archbishop was murdered, as I told you I was
in hiding and then I ran away from the country. So after the death of
Janan I was not here, I was outside the country. But before that we
were concerned with the violations of human rights and we wrote
several letters to the President by then.

KAKWENZIRE:

You think your colleagues never heard actually what had happened?

OKOTH:

They all said he was murdered by Amin, that is what they told us.

KAKWENZIRE:

We were told by Obura the then Inspector General of Police that he
handed the file of his findings to the Cardinal. Did you ever get to
know about this?

OKOTH:

No, not at all.

KAKWENZIRE:

you have just seen it in the papers?

OKOTH:

Yes, I have just seen it recently.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

blem our Grace, I would like you to clear for me
Just one more pro
yh . lations of human rights m gen.era\ and
asked
about
t e v10
..
Y ou were
d before you went into exile. Smee ) ou
you told us what happene
cross violations of human nghts m
returned in 1979, did you con~efa
t it:J
...
if
any
can
you
bnc
us
,1 ou
•
Ugan d a an d ,
•

.'b
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When we came hack, there were a lot of killings and this had h
done during nights. You hear somcho<lyhas been mur<lerc<.1
yo hccn
•
u ear
somebody has hccn murdered. So this has hccn going on.
DR. LUYOMBYA:

OKOTH:

MR. KA\VANGA:

This Commission is not too much concerned with what people h
\Ve want what you witnessed yourself.
ear

No. Only about what I hear and some_people hring reports, that is
all.
But, perhaps, there was an incident which I read in the newspapers
during the Lutwa Government, there was a general accusation against
you as Archhishop that your place was searched and that kind of
thing. Did it happen to you?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Recently when Lutwa took over?

OKOTH:

At Namirembe, yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes. What happened, there were some people who ran for shelter and
some of them were soldiers. I do not know whether that one or the
present Government, I am quite mixed up. So I called them that
actually these people are here so they took them.

MR. KAWANGA:

But your place was not searched?

OKOTH:

No, no. They were looking for these soldiers.

MR. NAGENDA:

Archbishop, in this Vice President's, Mr. Adrisi's speech, when the
name of your Archbishop was mentioned and yours alongside him as
somebody who had supplied him with arms, can you remember any
other names which were specifically mentioned by the Vice President
and, especially, I am thinking of names of people like yourselves who
were christians and religious leaders for that matter.
Do you
remember some other names that were mentioned?

OKOTH:

I only heard about my name and that of Archbishop Luwum. That is
what I heard.

MR. NAGENDA:

In that case, were you very surprised when he was taken ~d you were
not and you were just the only two names that were mentioned as gun
runners?

OKOTH:

I was surprised.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, in this 20th century and I am sure in other times before the 20th
century and certainly now we live in times .where the c~urches
themselves are activists. You hear of these cases m South Amenca and
certainly in the places and you hear actually of priests who take up
guns In fact we do not have to go very far, my friend, Fr• Sseguya,
'
· now s .D . A Kamuli . I do not
was a• commander
in NRA, he is
. see
f
anything to be ashamed of by being an activist if you are workmg or
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good. Would you .
hv this \'"1cc Pr say
there was any I h •
• thatin
Archb. ·h
esident
1• . .
rut m the accusations made
is op Luwum might havellSbe~
speech.. that you yourself and or
It was ah I
n act1v1stsin this manner?
, so utely not tr1.
as far as my conscience
.
If
is concerned
Y?u pardon me I w·
•
against your
in ask this a little bit f
•
• •
should
ow~ convictions as
urther. Is this because it is
not be activist or is it that a pcr~on and as a christian that you
you did not have the chance.
Our work as ehnstians
• .
we mu
very much concerned about in· st ~tand for the truth but also we are
the leaders to tell them the t ~hustlce. Only our role is to try to face
rut .
w

OKOTH:

MR "- \GENDA:

OKOTH:

•

MR NAGENDA:

But, Archbishop if th· .
·
.
' ti·melS IS not enough , •if the people continue
su ft ermg,
might
the
when
you Iead, your flock
.come
h
. you yourself or the people that
. . .
, m1g t be nght tO k
iI1.Just1ceyou are talk"
b
ta e up arms to fight this
mg a out?

OKOTH:

But
. I think ' t 0 me, I am convinced th
h
•
thmk you have to talk .
at t e gun 1s not the answer I
will do something.
it over and through prayer we believe that God

MR. NAGENDA:

Using what?

OKOTH:

Well, God is Almighty' he can use anything.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would one of the ways that he uses when you pray to him would one
of th e ~ays he might use, in your opinion as Archbishop' of Uganda,
could. this be to give more power to the elbow of those of our brothers
and sisters who fight using arms? Is this one of the ways in which
God might help?

OKOTH:

Well, sometimes but you see with arms race there is no end of it. So
to me I think talking is much better to me.

MR. NAGENDA:

This brings me to question about the record of the churches m this
country and your church may be one of them on what you have done
on violations of human rights and one of my colleagues. Dr
Luyombya, has already asked. Were there some spectacular violations
of human rights since your return in 1979 and you said. yes.
occasionally you heard about this death or that death and I take it that
you then went and spoke to whoever was in power but I seem to recall
a terrible example of violation of human rights m which I would like
some comments from you and this was at Namugongo There are
others but that sticks in mind and I know it is one of the cases we are
oing to be discussing. In the case of that nature. how would you
~ourself as Archbishop and the people under you. how would you
expect to behave.

OKOTH:

What could your actions be?

Well, about w h at happ

ened at Namugongo as you ha,·e brought it as
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an example. apparently, I was not in the 7ountry so when I came back
we summoned the Social Concern Committee and then we approached
the Government.
MR. NAGENDA:

In what way Archbishop?

OKOTH:

We met - I met with the Vice President and I met with the President
and said what is happening, could you give us an answer about this.

MR. NAGENDA:

I wonder what the President said.

OKOTH:

They said they were going to look into the matter.

MR NAGENDA:

You would say, Archbishop, that you took all the actions that were
necessary for that particular case?

OKOTH:

Exactly. We have a Social Concern, when such a thing comes we
summon the Committee to deal with that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you also, perhaps, bring some pressure to bear on this
Government by asking your colleagues overseas to help? Because just
asking the Committee to go and sit and then report to the President
who says we are going to do something about it, to a sort of ordinary
human being it seems not enough.

OKOTH:

But sometimes we share as a church. We share actually what affects
the church.

MR. NAGENDA:

You told us that Amin hated to hear the truth and, of course, one of
the periods we are investigating is certainly that one in which the
Field Marshal was President of this country.
I would be very
interested since you gave this example, if for no other reasons, to hear
what you have to say of somebody who was President again in an
earlier period which we are dealing with specifically and this is
President Obote. How do you summarise President Obote?

OKOTH:

About human rights?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

OKOTH:

I think since they came there was no peace actually because you hear
many people have been killed and so on.

MR. NAGENDA:

How do you summarise him because I have got down here as ) our
summary that Amin hated the truth. How do you summanse President
Obote?

OKOTH:

Obote can listen because when you want to see him and you tell him
he will listen and he will say he is going to act on it.

MR. NAGENDA:

And in your experience as a very high religious official, when he said
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this. did he acn
OKOTH:

~IR.

I

AGENDA:

OKOTH:
\\ere

MR. NAGENDA:

this

OKOTH:

JUSt

And there we
go again h
on 1y knock at th .
ccausc actual)
you d
cir door and
y we as the church people we
o something about it. say that there is something wrong here,

I know Archbisho
of thi,
• P but I am still t ·
~ man. You say Obote
~mg to find some kind of summa
act, did he act, did he not act c~n listen and say he will act. Would ~
' m your opinion?
Sometimes yes but
.
L
sometimes sa
h
uwero. he said that you s j Y w en people were being killed in
war going on there so it • ee am really perturbed because there is a
'
is very difficult to control.
Were you able perhaps to re
.
told you about Luw
port to him what those of your flock had
ero and when he sa·d
.
1 there 1s
was your rejoinder to h'1
a war going on what
+
•
your people in Luwe ro. m according to the •m1ormat1on
you got' from
Well' the people said that th
.
there.
ey are dymg, there were a lot of suffering

dent

ary

MR. NAGENDA:
OKOTH:

ects
MR. NAGENDA:

of
the

ear
an

Well, but the thing continued, we do not know actually.
For example, when you had this Committee you were telling us about
an? you reported to them that you had gone to President Obote and
pomted out that people were dying very badly and that he said he
would act. What was the conclusion of this Committee of yours, that
he had acted or that he had not acted?

OKOTH:

I think if you could read our Minutes all of us, the House of Bishops
and Social Concern we were very much concerned. We keep on
reporting and reporting, all that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you say, in fact, that in the persons of these two Presidents.
there are others as well but they are too many to mention, many of
them did not last very long. But let us take the example of Field
Marshal Amin and Dr.Obote. One was a man who was afraid of the
truth and the other one was one who said he would act. I mean, we
did not see his actions had taken us. Would you say as a leader of the
Anglican Church in Uganda that we had been well served by these two
people or badly served by these two people?

is

ear

r
nt

Do you think he reacted in Luwero?

OKOTH:

. a very d'ffi
were free without
I icu It question because ' if people
That 1s
. .
war which was going on it would give us a fair Judgement.

MR. NAGENDA:

.
t r Dr Obote the problem was that there was a
You ar~ saymghth~t ashyoyou ~annot judge immaculately?
war gomg on t at is w

OKOTH:

Yes.
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MR.

I

AGENDA:

Now, would it be possible that this war, according to the Minut
•
.
you have of your meetings,
would •1t be possible
that this wares that
.
have started as a direct result of what President Obote was doi:tght
this country'! Would that be a fair summary?
g to

OKOTH:

I would think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, so the war was because of what he was doing and the war was
very bad thing indeed, there is no question about it. So would ba
I
right in thinking that you, as Archbishop of the Anglican Church ~
0
Uganda, are saying that this country was badly served by both
Presidents, Amin and President Obote?

OKOTH:

MR. NAGENDA:

CHAIRMAN:

OKOTH:

I think, Sir, it is very difficult to say that because sometimes we are
subject of the people, we have a responsibility too because if we
people do not behave as a christian would be the result is chaos.
I do not understand Archbishop. Are you saying, therefore, that it
was because of the fault of the people that Obote behaved as he did
because with Amin I think we have solved him, he is a man who hated
the truth. The reason I keep asking you this, Archbishop, is because
we need guidance in these matters and I am sure that there are
millions of christians out there whom you lead, who would hke some
kind of guidance from you as a shepherd and as far as I am concerned,
think the time comes when the shepherd must tell their flock quite
straight-forwardly what they think of a regime. Now, it still strikes
me that you having said that this was started by Obote, I think your
flock might feel that they had not been given enough guidance on what
you think of this episode of our nation. But I cannot really keep on
asking this question any more, I was hoping that you will give us
some guidance on what you thought about Dr. Obote and what his
Government had done to this country. Thank you very much.
Your Grace Archbishop, my colleagues have already asked you many
questions for clarification. I have only one simple one about the 16th
of February, 1977. When you were in Committee Room "B" there
were very many Bishops both for the Church _of Uganda and other
religious leaders. Now, why did you choose Bishop Wani of ~l the
Bishops to go and find out what had happened to the Archbishop•

31!~

Personally, because he knew the language of A~in
during that
time most of the soldiers were from the West Nile. \\ ith me this is
what I had and said please go and try to find out
II

11

•

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, that is rather satisfactory enough.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry Archbishop but I have just remembered something. This
• is my may be futile attempt to weigh one time agamst one
agam
,
•
.
h b
a chanc-e of
e
ther Since 1986 the beginning of lt, there as een
ano
•
d
ult of that
Government and we are actually sitting here as a irect res .
this
because we were appointed by that new GoYernment to look mto
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0

M
0

husincss Which
balancing issu we arc discussin
.
10
Church lf
c
know Wh·u y g., . 1 am Just interested in this
is toda l 11d
ganua about the' syst.ou t link as a leader of the Anglican
0• b ntc'sY 1·a
Whichwe .have today· I ·ife as it
bas it was, "•or •cxa cm
111 1 ·
What y llllle ccausc this might ~ e, in Amm's_ time or indeed in
ha\'c 1111
• ou t 1tnk:of these People g;c us some kind of indication of
Proved?
•
ouJd you say that overall things

U

OKOTH:

Definitely. in some

.
Parts things have improved.
\\'hat sort of parts, Sir

l\fR. NAGENDA:
OKOTH:

Sav from here the W
nd
where actually ~ur w e~t a the East but only where there is war
orries are.

e
MR NAGENDA:

OKOTH:

MR. NAGENDA:

This might seem an entire u .
.
t
be. If one of you
. q eS JOnbut believe me it is not meant to
r assistants one 0 f th
d • •
a mm1ster your flock
'
e people who helps you to
worse than they have' were to say that in Uganda today things are
him?
ever been, would you be tempted to discipline
First of all, we must find
.
.
he got and the
out ~hy is he saymg so, what evidence has
n we come out with something.
Can I take it that th •
h
.
or b •
. is means t at the Bishop about whom I am talking
emg asked this question by your church .. (Interruption)

CHAIRMAN:
Well, I have allowed a lot of questions to be asked but I do not think
they were proper questions.
MR. NAGENDA:
CHAIRMAN:

MR. NAGENDA:

CHAIRMAN:

Why do you say that, Mr. Chairman?
Well, most were speculations, opinions. The witness was being asked
of his opinion.
But, Mr. Chairman, you yourself said that when somebody 1s m
particularly an important position we can take his opinion and that 1s
on record.
If you say that it is not proper it means that a
Commissioner is asking improper questions.
I am here to guide proceedings of this Inquiry. I think there are
certain questions which can be asked and certain questions \\ hich
cannot be asked. It is quite clear in the Rules of Procedure Matters
of opinion which are admissible under the Evi_dence Ac_t is where
somebody is considered to be an expert in ~ ~articular subJect but \\ e
can ask questions alright but I think ,~1thm the confines of the
procedure allowed. Anything else Counsel.

COUNSEL:

No.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

said that when my colleague asked about an incident
Your Grace, you
le _ you said it was not a search but
which happened and some peop
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people had run for refuge and they were soldiers.
Some of those people were soldiers who ran for shelter. As our
home. people come and run for shelter and when I asked them the
said they were soldiers so I called them that these people are soldie~
and they took them.
s~1nH!

OKOTH:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Again this may be unfair to you but these people came looking for
refuge and they were probably frightened cats who came running and
hid in your premises as well as civilians. Have you seen some of
those soldiers since you handed theQl over?

OKOTH:

I have not seen them. I do not know where they are.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you think that they were probably handed over into the hands of
slaughterers?

OKOTH:

That is hard for me to say. Only they came and they took them, that is
all when I ended to see them.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Your Grace Archbishop, thank you very much for your evidence you
have given to this Commission.

OKOTH:

Thank you very much.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, there is a brief witness I think we could call and
this is a photographer referred to earlier in the testimony whom I
think we would get his testimony and then call Bishop Dunstan
Nsubuga to give evidence but this brief witness, his evidence could be
taken.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, there is a suggestion that we have a short break, it 1s 11.15
a.m now. Would we rather have this witness before the break or
afterwards.

COUNSEL:

Before, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Very well, then.

WITNESS NO. 81: MR. WILLIAl\.1RUJUTA- s"·oRN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you please state your name?

RUJUTA:

My name is William Rujuta.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

RUJUTA:

I was born in 1946.

COUNSEL:

You are 41 years old?
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RlJlJ'\
\

C )lh 'SFL:

RlJJlJT \.

COl11F'EL:
RlJJllTA.

COU1 SEL:

f

RUJUTA:
COUNSEL:

ar is

RLJUTA:
COL'NSEL:

u

Rl!JUTA:
COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:

d
I

an
he

COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:
COUNSEL:

1:
or

Yes I a11141.
\Vhc

live?

re do You

Kolnlo.
Which plot?
604, Flat 7F.
\Vhat do you do?
I arn a photographe r.
Is it a private b

.
us1ness or you

are a public servant?

I am a public servant.
\\'hich Ministry

are you attached to?

Ministry of Informat.
ion and Broadcasting.
What are your present as .
s1gnment?
I am a Photographer still.
For how long have you worked for the Ministry of Information?
Since 1969.
Did you have some training in photography?

RUJUTA:

I had a training with the Ministry.

COUNSEL:

Now are you working under Mr. Muyinda?

RUJUTA:

Yes. he is my boss.

COUNSEL:

Now do you remember February. 1977?

RUJUTA:

It is a long way: I can remember some things and others I cannot
remember. Because it is a long time.

COUNSEL:

There was a public announcement that the Archbishop of the Church
of Uganda Anglican. Janan Luwum died. Did )OU hear about that'?
\Vere you in this country?

RUJUTA:

I was around.

COUNSEL;

And also that Minister Oboth Ofunibi and Erunayo 0~ ema had died ...

r heard

of that on Radio.
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RtJJUTA

Yes.
Did you know about circumstances of their death?
I heard that they died in a car accident.

RUJUTA:
COl 'N.SI-:L:

I sec

RUJUTA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:
COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:

Subsequently, were you assigned duty hy your boss?

.,
What was the nature of your duty.

To take some pictures. Should I elaborate from the beginning?

Yes. please.
It was around 7.00 or 7.30 p.m; I was on standby on th
• h M' .
at day
Formerly we used to have a standby t earn m t e mistry 1
' day. at around 7 .30 p. m at Rad'10 U ganda in•ou was
duty on that
f on

. .
f
r o fice
the Permanent Secretary of the M1mstry o Information c
,
·1 h.
h
ame and
asked Mr. Muyinda if he would ava1 1m. a p hotographer to go anddo
some assignment. As my boss - b y th at ume e was Mr. Muyindah
told him that, okay, you go with this photographer. he can do Your
' e
h
d
work. And the Permanent Secre~aryf a b come with somebody_ 1
cannot remember his name even his ace ecause it was at night·
boarded a Benz - it was a Mercedes Benz - we drove up to the ug' ~e
Club. At the junction we found a red car which had an acci: a
Then they asked me that -" you photograph this car". When I ask~
"who was in this?" - they told me - "Why do you ask; what is you
. h
?"
r
interest; why do you as k wh o was m t e car. you take the picture·
your duty here is to take pictures only."
•
DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification, please. There are many junctions around that Club·
•
which particular junction are you talking about?

RUJUTA:

The main junction. I cannot remember the road but near themain
gate of the Uganda Club; there was a red car which had an accident;
it
was facing the way towards State Research or Nakasero Lodge,hke
that.

COUNSEL:

You are saying - it was facing towards All Saints Church?

RUJUTA:

All Saints Church, yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

RUJUTA:

I photographed that one; I was inquisitive to know who \\as involved
in that accident; they said, how do you ask that question; your work
here is to take photographs only that. Then from here I was taken to
the Industrial Area in a certain garage which I cannot remember
because it was at night. I found a Range Rover there which had also
an accident; it was in the garage. It was UVS but I cannot remember
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the numhcr

that on

actually; but I r
r
c. After that
emcrnberit had
P o~essed pictures _
We drove back h,g tyres. I photographed
Radio Uganda·
meanwh,lc ther
to the Radio Uganda We
processed all th w~ could not m e was somebody on our gu;rd at
w •
c picture
ave anywhe
as instructed t
s, I handed th
re. When we had
Nakasero. It
atake those pictures ;: ~ver to Mr. Muyinda who
round midnight.
e Permanent Secretary at
Who ill!itructcd M
Pennanent s
r. Muyinda to k
ecretary?.
ta e thos
h
e P otographs to the
He was the Perm
anent Secretary.

w::.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

RUJUTA:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

RUJUTA:

COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:
COUNSEL:
RUJUTA:

COUNSEL:

RUJUTA:
COUNSEL:

But who instructed M
Perm
r. Muyincta t0
anent Secretary?
take those photographs to the
Th~ Pennanent Secretary had left t .
.
fimsh those pictures the sh
he mstruct1onsthat as soon as you
Nakasero at his office· by ould be handed over to him physically at
•
, ecause he was w ·r ,1 h
h 1•m going
to Nak:asero d 1
ai mg or t em. For me I left
an went home.
I see. Before I ask furthe
.
stl
photographs? Are you th
r que ons, would you look at these
I am the one.
e one who took these photographs?
Were those the vehicles you photographed?
Yes; Range Rover and this Datsun - is it Datsun? - I do not know
what type of car it was.
Was the small car in that position when you took the photo?
Yes, it was in the same position.
When you took the photo of that small car, did you take some
observation of the scene where this car was?

RUJUTA:

I took some observation; but whenever I looked a little bit curious, the
man who was by me was always on my neck saying what are you
trying to observe; what is your intention?

COUNSEL:

I see! I suppose, during your work as a photographer, you ~ave
visited scenes of motor accidents. When you observed w?atever little
•
o b servat10n
you made , did you think there was an accident at that
place?

RUJUTA:

l
I h e been taking these pictures whereby you find an
Most y,
av
remove away all the cars, usually they
accident, mostly before th~y
hen they are still intact.
And
nd
you
take
pictures
w
.
l
ea ll you a
d
. here there was very httle g asses
sometimes you find glasses own, mu.eh curious to know what had
on the road. That is why I was so
happened to the car.
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COCNSTiL:

Do you remember whether you saw blood stains or something 1.
1ke

that?

RUJUTA:

At night it could be very difficult because even oil can look like
blood.

COUNSEL:

So you do not know whether the accident had actually taken place
there?

RUJUTA:

I doubt. Because they could have called us when all these two cars
were together; and we take these pictures; because it was 7 O'clock; it
was still early; we would have gone and done something.

COUNSEL:

You mean it was 7 0' clock in the -

RUJUTA:

It was 7.30 p.m there.

COUNSEL:

I see. Do you remember the date; was it the 16th?

RUJUTA:

It is very difficult to remember because so many things have happened
in Uganda; it is very difficult to remember all these things.

COUNSEL:

But the question I am asking you, do you remember whether you took
this photo before you heard about the death of the Archbishop on
radio or?

RUJUTA:

By that time I had never heard of anything of that sort.

COUNSEL:

You had not heard about the death?

RUJUTA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

I have only two - these happen just to be questions of clarity not
opinion. I just want to get it quite clear what the Leading Counsel has
just asked you. You said that you heard an announcement at some
stage that the Archbishop and two Minister had died in a car accident?

RUJUTA:

In the morning.

MR. NAGENDA:

That was in the morning?

RUJUTA:

In the morning of next day.

MR. NAGENDA:

So by the time you did all this, it was before?

RUJUTA:

It was before. Otherwise, had it been known earlier, I could have
known that it was these who were involved in this thing.
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MR N \GF

DA·

Okav A 11d
• •
You said
you took the photo the car did not hav
graphs?
e any tyres or anything when
It had the tvres' .

RUJUTAMR. 'AGENDA:

"

cars
; it

RUJUTA:
MR. NAGENDA:
RliJUTA:

~IR. NAGENDA:

you mean. you tried to

MR. NAGENDA:

took

on

I thought '-'ou
J
sa,'d . It. w
..
Ph otograph th
.
as not intact Ok
e car inside - presurn bi.
ay. Were you allowed to
a Yyou had a flash _
I I1ad a flash y
• ou can see them.
Did you take any ·
pictures of tl •
.
le tntenor of the car?
I was not allowed
•
• I was J.ust o d ed
view.
r er to take from the view _ this

RVJUTA:
Oed

.

RUJUTA:
MR. NAGENDA:

go and take some from inside?

Yes. I tried; but they sa1·d d
, o not.
you said when you got back bet
that you were under
d
ore you processed the photographs
when had this
d bguar ' that you could not really go anywhere:
~ ~~00~?
'
Since - he was following us.

y ?umean you had taken a lot of pictures of accidents and that kind of

th

t~g, you are an experienced person; did it look to vou as if the
accident to the Range Rover could have been caused by
small car?
I mean, for example, did you get near enough to see whether the
Range Rover had red paint on it or that kind of thing?

this

RUJUTA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

What do you mean by 'no'? Did it have or did it not have? Or did
you get a chance to have a look?

RUJUTA:

I had no chance to observe closely; because every time when I tried to
be curious, they said, why do this? And it was at night: and in the
garage there was a deem light; so I was just depending on my flash; I
focused - just like this - now for example. I was somewhere, I was
using 50 metre lenses; the car was like where you are and then I was
just somewhere here. I could not go closer to observe whether there
was a red paint or something of that sort.
•

MR.NAGENDA:

But presumably, a Range Rover. if I remember corre~tly. is quit~ a
high vehicle and this small car is ~uch lower; I am JUSt wondering
whether in your view as an experienced photographer. that Datsun
could have hit the Range Rover that high up?

RUJUTA:

It is very difficult to tell.

MR.NAGENDA:

When you hear d th e ne

e
xt day that the Archbishop Luwum and the two
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Ministers had been involved m a car accident. Did you con
t\\ o e\'ents -your vehicles and their death - did you connect the:t

the

RlJl'TA:

I was doubting.

MR t':AGE ~DA:

Okay; thank you very much.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Rujuta, for how long have you lived in Kampala?

RUJUTA:

Since 1964.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Are you acquainted with the Industrial Area?

RUJUTA:

No. I usually do not go there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Can you try to remember where about the garage where you
photographed the Range Rover?

RUJUT A:

It is very difficult; it was at night and in the Benz you could not see
anything from outside. From inside you could not see outside.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it along 6th Street, 7th Street, 2nd Street?

RUJUT A:

I cannot remember.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you know Tayari Motors?

RUJUTA:

No.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Have you heard about it?

R UJUT A:

I have heard of Tayari 's.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But you do not know where it is?

RUJUTA:

I do not know where it is.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay, thank you.

MR. KA WANGA:

Would you be able to locate the place where you were taken?

RUJUT A:

It is very difficult; it was at night; I cannot remember.

MR. KA W ANGA:

So you do not. You were just taken.

RUJUTA:

I was just in the car; and there were curtains around there; so I could
not know which place I was being taken. So I just came out and this
is the photograph I took then I went back inside the car.

MR. KAWANGA:

So there were even curtains in the car which you took you?

RUJUT A:

Yes. I think it was for not to reveal all the movements where we were
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going. But
Went down as far as l knew .

' tt Was th

•

e lndustri I
• a Area hecause we

Okay.
CHAIR 1A

Mr. Rujuta, thank ,
n~w. At this sta e ) ou very much for
.
mmu~es. \Ve !~lllet us have that brea/:~~ evidence; you may go
Leadmg Counsel L r_esumehere at 11 5~1chwas postponed for 15
after the break w; h ad1es and Gentlemen. I a.m. Commissioners,
ave had•
• et us resume the session
•
My Lord Chairman th
evidence will
' e next witness is D
Commission t{;:a~e to matters that hav;· b~~;st;n Nsubuga. His
likely to tou~h
is, Archbishop and the tw
. ~rwarded to this
.k N
on other matters th
o Mm1sters. But it is
l 1 e amugong 0
at are relevant t0 h.
massacre and so forth.
t 1s Commission,

WITNESS NO 82·
SWORN IN • • DR. BISHOP DUNSTAN NSUBUGA COUNSEL:

My Lord Bishop w ld
' ou you state your name please?

NSUBUGA:

My name is Dunstan Nsubuga.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

NSUBUGA:

70 years.

COUNSEL:

You are the retired Bishop of Namirembe Diocese?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, I am the retired Bishop of Namirembe Diocese.

COUNSEL:

And you reside at Bulange, Kampala District?

NSUBUGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When did you join the religious service?

NSUBUGA:

I joined that, I think, when I was 20 years old; in school when I
started to go out visiting boys and girls in their own areas, preaching
or advising them how to get on with things and so forth; just in
ordinary life.

COUNSEL:

Yes; but being a Bishop you must have been a trained clergy before
you became a Bishop?

NSUBUGA:
COUNSEL:

Yes, I was ordained a clergy about 40 years ago.
Would you tell us your background in this calling?
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NSUBUGA.

.
t tcd to teach in schools; . and I started• to teach
. . at n•
otsh
F 1rst 1 s nr
School Mukono, that is about 20 rrnles frot~ here on JmJa Road• aop
came a School Master and taught for about 5 years· and' nct
t I1ere I hc
. • 1
ct· .
•
the
.
. I felt that I wanted to Jotn. ti1e 0 r mation and becarnen
afiter 5 ) ear.s,
, , And then I went to the Bishop 1 ucker College Mukono
a
cIerg) .
.
.
d I
Wher
started
to
he
prepared
for
ordmauon:
an
was
ordained
in
194 e
1
then I began to do my work as a Deacon in the Church of Mukono 2;
was there for three years; and then after three years I was OrdainedI
priest at Mukono: then I stayed there for _anothertwo years; and thea
from Mukono I went to Nyen~a where l dtd stay for only two Yearsn
a clergy of Nyenga where I dtd stay for only two years as a cler as
Nyenga plus by that time I was asked to teach in a school ghyof
'
• start to teach'
t ere
starting a Senior
Secondary Schoo I t here,· wh.tch I dtd
And then after two years there, 1 came back to Mukono Parish Wh
started my work as a clergy in the church; plus the teaching ins here1
.d k
c Ools
too because of shortage of teachers,
th ey d 1 as me to do the ~~
.
of teaching in schools by the time.

NSU

co
NS

co
NS

.

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

So, did you continue, did you have other further studies?
Yes • In 1946• they asked me to go to England to do more stud·tes .in
Oxford University; where I went and spent . there
three years inteh
..
f
University·' and then I came bac kh ere
.
. a ter v1s1tmg another un·ivers1ty
in Japan where th~y di~ as_kme to sit for another D D degree; v.'hich1
did at Tokyo Umvers1ty m Japan. Then I came back here in 1958.
when I came back home they did ask me to go back to teach in th'
Theological College at Mukono; where I went. I did not stayve;
long there but only one year; then they asked me to go back to do
some work again at Canterbury College School there; they did askme
to do there partly as the Assistant Dean of Cathedral and panly I had
to teach in school of the Canterbury there. I did not stay vel) lon2
there it was only one year and a half; then I came back homehere~
Then when I came back home here, they did ask me to continueto do
my work of teaching at Bishop Tucker College Mukono, whichI did.

COUNSEL:

When were you appointed a Bishop?

NSUBUGA:

I was appointed a Bishop in 1964. First I was the Assistant Bishop"{
Namirembe; and secondly I took over from Leslie Bro\\n who \\as ti'1e
full Bishop of Namirembe when he retired.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

NSUBUGA:

That was in 1964.

COUNSEL:

What were the boundaries of your Diocese in 1964?

NSUBUGA:

By that time my Diocese was covering Busoga and part of Buganda
."
Eastern Buganda mostly; and then in North - we went o\'er to Buroh,
Bugerere, Bulemezi and Kyaggwe.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the late Archbishop Janan Luwum?
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·--unUGA:
COL' SEL:

NSUBUGA:

Yes. I knew hi111- b
' ecause we worked together for a time.
When did he become the A hb. h
Anglican?
re is op of the Church of Uganda
I cannot remember th

COUNSEL:
A

e year when he became the Archbishop.

nd 1 nd st nd
u er a you were the Dean of the Province?

NSUBUGA:

1
Yes, . was the Dean of the Province; he made me the Dean of the
Province.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

NSUBUGA:

Somewhere in 1976.

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

What were your functions as the Dean of the Province?
The Dean of the Province was to advise the Archbishop about the
Bishop and to guide them in their work and see more of their work how they are doing their work; how they are taking services in the
churches and how they manage to arrange all the confirmations and all
other businesses really concerned with the church. He was somebody
who was in-charge of preparing the Archbishop's work in his
jurisdiction.

COUNSEL:

As the Bishop of Namirembe, where was your official residence?

NSUBUGA:

It was at Namirembe too.

COUNSEL:

How about the Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

Next to me, not very far from me. We were all living on the same
hill.

COUNSEL:

Shall we say, you were neighbours?

NSUBUGA:

I think I should say that he was my neighbour.

COUNSEL:

N w you see we refer to the late Archbishop as a late Archbishop,

NSUBUGA:

yes, I know. Do you mean about his death or what?

COUNSEL:

Yes, about this death.

NSUBUGA:

Y es, he died somewhere in 1977 in the month of February.

COUNSEL:

• mstances under which he met his death?
Do you know the c1rcu

NSUBUGA:

•h
own eyes ' but we were told that he
Y es, I did not see that wit my

.' h e IS
• de'ad . And do you know that the Archbishop 1s dead?
thoat IS,
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was shot or died hy a car accident; that is what I heard.
COU SEL
SUBUGA:

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

COUNSEL:

When did you last see him?

On the very day because we were together; and we were sunun
come and see the President here outside there near the Nile Mon~ to
W e gat here d together, all the Bishops
•
were invited to c ans1ons·
h
d
•
.
gat ere toget her by 9.00 a.m m the mornmg·
and the ome;
p . and
turned up at 9.30 a.m or something like that. The ' announcemeresident
t
•
n
d
up an said, we called you all together to meet the President andwent
h
President would like to tell you about what happened -there are t e
.
. country and so forth; and
some
people who really are traitors
of this
we
were there to hear about all that. Then we heard about it. It was an
awful talk really, which we were not very happy about.
Were the traitors named?
No, they did not say the traitors and so forth; they said, the traitors.
And then we asked ourselves who is the traitor and so forth. We
know what it means; but how a Bishop becomes a traitor and so fonh
like that. And then we heard all the whole story and it was a very
long report - I have forgotten the name of the one who read the story,
but it was put on radio and it went out. But it was very shocking to
hear all that.
Yes, now after that, what happened?
After that we were brought here in Conference Centre to have a cup of
tea; they said, get inside, you first get something to eat or drink and
so forth; then we came in here. But quite good many rooms were shut
and we were not allowed to open the windows. And we had all these
Bishops here. And then we sat there - I think for about three hours
sitting here in this room, and windows were not open at all and, we
were not allowed to open them. And we asked somebody - some of
the girls who were serving us here - "will you please give us a cup of
water?" And she told us, no, I am not allowed to give you a cup of
water. We were perspiring here in the room because all the windows
were shut; we were sitting there all the time; they could not mind to
get us a drink and so forth; until 2.00 p.m or 2.30 p.m Then we
moved down here and they said H.E., the President wants to speak to
you there _outside perhaps. We went there, we mov~d very slowly
going through all these corridors ~own; but .we did not see the
President at all. They said, you wait there until we summon you to
come. We waited there and we did not see the President. Late m the
afternoon, say, I think about 2.30 p.m or somethi~g hke that, they
said now come in. I was going myself to - they said, no. you are not
invi;ed; only those who are invited will go in to ~ee the ~resident; an~
I let the others· go in. They went in and we waited outside there. "e
could not see the President. And later on they sa1'd , you go back when
the President wants you he will call you again.
Now who went in?
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1

.SUBUG

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
NSUBUGA:

Some other Bisho
.
you stop here; •1h/:rw~~t in; ~ut I did not go in myself. They said,
at the door.
esi ent Willcall you later. Then I stopped there

The door of what?
Entering in some oth
.
in. Until when'it w er ro~ms m the ConferenceCentre - I did not go
now you can go ho= ~ethng l~te, say, at 5.00 or 6.00 p.m, they said,
e, you Will not see the President· or if he wants
You he w'II
1
•
summonyou Iater or tomorrow. Then we
•' went back full
of compta·
•
1rung.
you mean you left the Archbishopbehind?
Yes, they did not allow him to come out.
He had gone into the room?
Y~, he went there and he did not come back· I did not see him again
oow~ Y m
• the morning we got the paper - I' have forgotten the name•
~f that _paper - .and the big heading which was on that paper saying
Archbishop died by accident
That is what we heard in the
morning. But as his neighbour, I was asked by my wife, she said,
now the Archbishop went, you know all sorts of things happen here
and so forth; and she did say that, I do not realise that he had any time
to take with him his pyjamas; will you please take them to him at the
Conference Centre? I said, how can I do that? She said, you are
Bishop and you know many girls, many people aroood there who
know you too; when you say, these are pyjamas of the Archbishop, I
have brought them for him, I think they will allow you to go in. I
said, no, I think they will not allow me. She said, "no, you try; do not
say, no, without trying; no, try, if you can manage to get them to
him, it is okay. Then I came with the pyjamas to see whether I could
see anybody who could take those.pyjamas to him. I went around, but
the askaris shouted at me and said, "you go away, we do not want you
here." I went back with the pyjamas; I could not trace anyone who
knew where the Archbishop was by that time. I went back very sad.
And I took back the pyjamas to my wife and said, I am sorry, I could
not manage to get anybody who could really tak~ them to him. She
said, okay, let us wait until tomorrow. Theh the news came that
morning to hear that the Archbishop died by accident last night. We
were surprised, how?
11

•

11

COUNSEL:

Now on hearing this, what did you do? You were the Dean!

NSUBUGA:

Yes J was the Dean. I summoned people nearby and said, we are
vec;, sorry as you hear or see on the newspapers saying that the
Archbishop died by accident last night. I . cannot tell more but I
managed to tell the Archbishop and other Bishops who we~e on the
hill b that time because they had come to attend the meetmg; they
had n~t gone to their homes; then I sent them the message to say that
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"hat I ha, c heard from the paper. he died b) accidern
Then that m Illlilg, I got in touch "ith ~ome Bishops and I sai~ a tar
can "e d ) Because \\C cannot reall) go and ask at Mulago H • '1ibat
th

1

"ithout sa) ing that we h:l\ e come here in the namesof Bis~~
l ganda. to ee "ha.t happened to the Archbishop; what happelled 0 •
that accident? Hoy, it came to force and so forth Then. they to
)CS, )OU want to kno" about the Archbishop. he is in mortuary~
\\C cannot allow )OU to go there; \\e \\ant to chec - out and then 'aft
checking out "e "ill let you know an~ come in
er
COU 'SEL.
~sUBUGA:

cou

TSEL:

Where did you go?
To Mulago Hospital.
\Vhy did you go to Mulago Hospital?
Because we knew that the body of the Archbishop was in the mortuarv
and they wanted to prove that accident; that is why I wem to kno~
how that accident came about.

COUNSEL:

NSUBUGA:

COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

You mean, the news paper had said. the body of the Archbishop was
at Mulago?
Yes. it was at 1fulago Hospital. And the news said - tulago
Hospital. Before I went there. I had to tell the other Bishops: and I
think we were three or four. I remember we were with Bishop
Kivengere. I did ask him to come to accompany me to Mulago
Hospital to find out. And we went there with the other two: and we
waited and waited and waited. We were not allowed.
Now. after failing to see the body, did you After failing to see the body. I rang. I did ask the office of the
Minister of Health; then I rang up to Entebbe because I wanted to
check from him what was it. And to send the other order to men who
were working at Namirembe Cathedral to make arrangement for the
grave. And which I did. I got the men: I put them on the work. to dig
the grave to try to finish it.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but you have said. you contacted the Minister of Health.

NSUBUGA:

Yes, I did. And at the same time I rang to Entebbe: they said. yes. tt
will take you time to get the Minister because he is not here at the
moment. I waited, I think, for about two hours waitmg.

COUNSEL:

Did you eventually got in touch with him?

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not get in touch with him. Later on somebody rang me ~ack
from Entebbe and said, "we are very, very, sorry, you will not be
able to see the Minister; he is not here in the office; he is out perhaps
later you will ring again;" which I did; somebody replied me from
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Entebbe and said "I
speak to th c n: 1 •mister·
.'
am
very sorry,
I am not able to get you to
he very•
•.
.
• •
ts very busy m the office."
Did you tell him _

COUNSEL:
NSlJBlJGA:

Yes. I did tell hi
h
body is at Mula m t at _th e Archbishop died by an accident and the
given the b 0 d go
Hos~Jtal. _But I want to be allowed if I could be
nd take
Ya
It to hts home for burial.

COUNSEL:

Which home?

NSUBUGA:

Kitgum.

COUNSEL:

1 th

ou~ht you had said that you had made arrangement for the body to
be buned at Namirembe?

NSUBUGA:

1
Yes, did; but I knew that the body will not be allowed. Somebody
rang me _backfrom Entebbe and said, I think, you will not be allowed
to t~e him. You make your own arrangement to go to Kitgum for the
bunal because it will be in Kitgum.

COUNSEL:

You said that the Archbishop was your neighbour, after the learning
about his death, did you get in touch with the wife of the Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, I did ask her and she said, yes, he died by an accident.

COUNSEL:

But I mean, did you ask her where she wanted her husband to be
buried; is she the one who suggested?

NSUBUGA:

I did not ask her where the body will be buried; because we knew
that, as the Archbishop concerned, there is no question of asking
where he was going to be buried because we knew that.

COUNSEL:

Where was he supposed to be buried?

NSUBUGA:

At N arnirembe Cathedral.

COUNSEL:

I see. And those Bishops ?

NSUBUGA:

And those Bishops who were with me, I told them_ that "we. a~e
burying the Archbishop at the Cathedral; and they said, okay, it _is
alright. There was no question of asking his wife very much about it;
just simply to tell her that we ?ave already arranged this with Bishops
and the funeral will be at Narrurembe Cathedral.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that without the government consulting you, they
decided to take the body to Kitgum?

NSUBUGA:

N

they did not consult me about that. They said'. the body is now
o, gettmg
• to K"tgum
where he is going to be buned. Take off your
about
1
hands on this matter.
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COUNSEL:

I sec. So you did not participate in the ceremony of the burial and_

NSUBUGA:

We did not at all.

COUNSEL:

Neither the wife of the Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

We did because we told her the time of the funeral at the Cathedral
and the way in which we are going to follow the services and so on
and so forth and who was going to preach on that funeral; that we told
her and she agreed.

COUNSEL:

Did you hold the service at Namirembe for the slain Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not.

COUNSEL:

Why?

NSUBUGA:

Because we were told that the body is going to be taken to Kitgum and
not at Namirembe Cathedral. But I said that we shall have a service
here in memorial of him.

COUNSEL:

Did it take place?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, it did. And we met all together Bishops and other friends - the
church was packed up - and we had invited some friends to .co~
those who managed, did come; and the church was packed up all
together; and quite many christians were there too. Maybe some of
you who are here who are on the hill of Namirembe came to that
service too. We were a lot of people.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now the question is, you did not go to Kitgum?

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not go to Kitgurn.

COUNSEL:

How about the wife of the late Archbishop; was she able to go?

NSUBUGA:

No, she did not go too. Because I remember the sister of Janan
Luwum who was at the place called Mucwini where he was buried
said that she was asked by the army who were there or who took the
body to go to attend the service at Mucuni; where she went. She was
allowed to get there; she did ask or people asked, I do not know; to
open the box she told me later that she went and she saw two bullet
wounds in the chest.

COUNSEL:

Who told you this. The sister of the Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, the sister of the Archbishop.

COUNSEL:

You know, my question was - the wife was not able to go to Kitgum?

NSUBUGA:

No, she did not go.
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COUNSEL·

NSUI3UGA:

cdraJ
o on
told

Yes, by the sister who wa
the service that •
s th ere; bhe was in Kitgum; and she went to
1
coffin was ~penect w tat she told; she went there and she ~aw the
th
in the chest She : so h e body was in red ... with thoi.e two wounds
•
saw t at. 'I hen the funeral went on
Did you try to get so
.
. .
under which th A h;e inve st igation as to find out the circumstances
e re ishop had died; did you try?

NSUBUGA:

I did but not very
h
really an ac .d . muc • Because obviously I knew that it was not
1 th • k th c, e~t, what sort of accident could have been at that time?
.~n
ere m!ght be something with the government· not really an
acct ent; as accidents always occur not as the same as that one.

COUNSEL:

The report said that he h d d'ed ·
•
. .
.
•
a
1
m an accident; did 1t say where this
accident had taken place?

NSUBUGA:

They said, here in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Did they say the spot where this accident had taken place?

·cc

NSUBUGA:

No, they did not say the spot; if they did, I did not hear that. But
they said, he died in an accident - from Nile Mansions to the State
Research and then he got an accident and died.

COUNSEL:

So you did not bother to satisfy yourself as to the spot where this
accident had taken place?

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not

COUNSEL:

So that is what you know about the death of the Archbishop?

NSUBUGA:

Yes. I know he died between Nile Mansions and the State Research
House. Because we knew that was the place where people sometimes
used to be tortured so much .

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now by just reports in news papers, we understand that there
was some killing at Namugongo which is under the Diocese of
Namirembe; is that true?

NSUBUGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

NSUBUGA:

I cannot remember the date; but that is what happened during that time
too, some students were killed with their Headmaster. And I went to
the spot to see how this came about; because, you see, we were told
that we were not allowed to go there. And then after that -
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place at Namugongo?
NSUBUGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you remember the year when these killings took place?

NSUBUGA:

I cannot remember the year.

COUNSEL:

Was it in 1980s?

NSUBUGA:

I think in l 970s.

COUNSEL:

Was it during Amin's time or during second Obote's time; when was
it?

NSUBUGA:

I think it was in second Obote's time.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now how did you get to know about these killings?

NSUBUGA:

People came to me in the morning and reported to me that the
Principal of Namugongo was shot dead.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Principal?

NSUBUGA:

He was Dr. Bazira.

COUNSEL:

A lay man or?

NSUBUGA:

He was a clergy man.

COUNSEL:

So who came to tell you that? -

NSUBUGA:

One of the students came to tell me.

COUNSEL:

Now when he told you, what did you do?

NSUBUGA:

What I did was to see my Assistant, Bishop Kawuma, and gave him
that report. And I said, now you get ready, first we will go to
Mak.indye to see the Captain there to ask him penniss1on and some
army men who will help us to dig out the body.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to Makindye?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

Did you see the Captainyou wantedto see?

NSUBUGA:

I did see him. It took me some time to see him: then he said, yes, you
can go there; we can allow you and give you some men to help you
there; it is okay. Then we waned until 1.00 p.m. - from the morningthen in the afternoon he gave us, I think, about four men to go with;
with their guns; we went to Namugongo to see the place; we got to
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COUNSEL:
NSUBUGA:

Some of t~e men who were there. Not the student; but other men who
were lookmg after that place of Namugongo, who were in charge of
the place of Namugongo.

COUNSEL:

You mean your employees at Namugongo?

NSUBUGA:

No, no; the soldiers.

COUNSEL:

I see. You mean the soldiers had been in the area?

NSUBUGA:

Yes. Because that place of Namugongo was kept very closely; even
students were in tears; they could not manage to go out as they wished
in the past time. It was a terrible place at that time. We got out the
body; we cleaned the body; we arranged for the car which would
bring the body at Mulago Hospital. Then I brought the body at
Mulago Hospital to be examined by the doctor and give us a report;
which we did. We were two together with Bishop Kawurna and
another lay leader who was with us and then we brought the body at
Mulago Hospital by that time.

COUNSEL:

Was there much damage done at your place at Namugongo?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, so many things were taken away; chairs; windows were broken
and other things were looted and so forth. And all the people around
that village had the same thing.
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COUNSEL:

You received this report from a student; did he tell you who h
attacked them at Namugongo?
ad

NSUBUGA:

Soldiers had attacked them at Namugongo; nothing else but solcli
_Becausethey had guns and the uniforms too. Obviously nothing :~s,
from the village came to attack them; it was only soldiers.
se

COUNSEL:

When you received the report, why did you decide to go in touch with
the people at Makindye rather than heads of government?

NSUBUGA:

It is because they were in charge of that area; they told us, you cannot
get any permission to go to Narnugongo unless you got permission
from the Captain who lives at Makindye. That is why I went to
Ma.kindye first.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but who advised you? Did you not know the President?

NSUBUGA:

No we did not go to see the President; we went first to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

Did you not know the Vice President?

NSUBUGA:

We knew the Vice President; but we learnt that this case had gone
further and so forth; we did not need to see any other person but
simply the man who was looking after that place. That is why I went
straight to Narnugongo with soldiers. So long as we received those
soldiers from the Captain, we had nothing more to say.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now after getting out the body and seeing what damage had
been caused on your property at Namugongo; what did you do?

NSUBUGA:

We wrote all what we had seen and what happened at Namugongo on
report and sent it to the President.

COUNSEL:

Did the President reply?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, I think he first replied; and said, "yes, we are very sorry for
this," because we supposed that he will reply and say that the damage
will be covered like this and so forth. We were waiting to hear from
that. And we wrote again to remind him about the damage which we
had at Namugongo. But no reply.

COUNSEL:

Up to now you do not kno_wwhether you ever received any reply?

NSUBUGA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to get audience with the President or?

NSUBUGA:

No, we did not. Because we knew that we sent those letters to try to
explain what had happened. I think, I remember we went there with
Bishops to explain more about what had happened. And he said, yes I
will think about it. Until now, they are still thinking about it.
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NSUBUGA:

It was very' very bad indeed
.
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• We do not like to revenge that. That
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KAf(WENZIRE:

Was the body actuaII b • .
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NSUBUGA:

I did say that the bod
. .
.
place I knew of.
y was buned m Kitgum at Mucwini; that is the

KAKWENZIRE:

Not at his home?

NSUBUGA:

Not his home.

KAKWENZIRE:

That is his home or not his home?

NSUBUGA:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

That is not his home?

NSUBUGA:

That is the place of the church; a small church which is at Mucuni.

KAKWENZIRE:

So his body lies there today?

NSUBUGA:

It lies there until now, yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. I still want to find out what you gathered - the Leading Counsel
has already asked you the questions; and I find, may be, you have not
told us enough about what you- well, I am sorry to say that; but he
asked you what you carried out personally you as a friend or the
church as a whole.

NSUBUGA:

The church as a whole, really, was very; very sad and very grief for
that . Because even when we took that funeral - not the funeral of the
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body but the memorial service for Janan Luwum, we were not ha
because we dug out the grave and the grave was empty and w Ppy,
not manage to bury Janan there. That caused us very grief ineh:°Uld
do you see that. At least they could have allowed us to bury theands·
bod'
here, but we were not allowed. I got up and told the people _ 1 a Y
very, very sorry; because we had dug the grave; because we 1 m
• here; b ut I could not succeed
~~
Janan and we wanted to bury him
.
doing that. We are very, very sorry.
in
KAKWENZIRE:

NSUBUGA:

One or two witnesses have come up to tell us; one saw the Archbishop
at almost his last hour having been tortured; another one said
something also to that effect. Did some people volunteer infonnation
to you as concerned - did some christians come to you and tell you
that we saw him being treated in this and that manner?
No. I did not ask more about that. But the first one which I had
received and, which news I had received and, which news I have
heard, yes, would be enough If I am not allowed to go, what would
happen. Yes, I think that is enough.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you at one time discuss the sad incident with your counter part in
the Catholic Church; the Cardinal?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, we discussed about it; and he said, it is very sad; and he said
'
what happened to you? I explained to him what I did. I did ask:
permission; I was not allowed. I did ask if I could take his wife and
children there; I was not allowed. I did ask for myself if I couldbe
allowed to go to attend the funeral there; I was not allowed. What
other thing could I say?

KAKWENZIRE:

You must have seen in the news that the Cardinal - he is said to have
received a file -

NSUBUGA:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

You have not read it in the news paper?

NSUBUGA:

I have not read that.

KAKWENZIRE:

Well, it was in the news - but you did not hear of it at that particular
time?

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not.

KAKWENZIRE:

Lastly, on Namugongo incident - what was the background to the
attack? The political background?

NSUBUGA:

They said there were some rebellious people which I did n~t
understand; if they do not rebel to me or to their Principal or to their
Head Master and so forth; why should there be rebellion? And they
said, your people who are at Namugongo were trying to attack pe?pl~
and so on and so forth. What sort of people they were attacking.
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No, they did not.

KAKWENZIRE:
!hey did not describe the manner of attack, the soldiers who were
involved?
NSUBUGA:
The sol~:ers were attacking people; killing them; looting property and
everythmg and food sometimes, yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

You never managed to establish who was in charge of security in that
area?

NSUBUGA:

No; they said, they were soldiers.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was the matter reported to the police?

NSUBUGA:

Yes, they did.

KAKWENZIRE:

I mean, did you report y~urself, even Namugongo?

NSUBUGA:

Yes; after the first day, I was reporting again and again.

KAKWENZIRE:

To the police?

NSUBUGA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Which Police?

NSUBUGA:

Kampala Police.

KAKWENZIRE:

Central Police Station.

NSUBUGA:

MR.NAGENDA:

•

?

•
to Makindye or another small unit
• S • or sometimes
Central Pohce tatlon
port came from them.
ongo But no more re
near Namug
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y was.

Yourself, Bishop Kiverijereand two others. Who were the two Others
please?
NSUBUGA:

I forget who were they. But may be the third one would be Bish
Kawuma because he was with me most of the time. And perhaps ~p
fourth one may be the Bishop of Bunyoro because he was in the towe
by that time, yes. Because many of them came in town.
n

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Then you told us, on the Namugongo affair, that you went to
Makindye to see a certain Captain. Can you remember the name of
this Captain?

NSUBUGA:

No, I cannot remember him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you that the person to see was this Captain?

NSUBUGA:

Because I was there at the gate; I thought that I could get in - at that
time you were not allowed to get into, unless you get permission to go
in. Then I did ask, who is the Captain in charge of Namugongo and
so forth; because I wanted to ask him of what happened at
Namugongo. They said; no, no, that is matter to be taken to Captain
so and so. We will call him. Then I waited for another half an hour
until that Captain came. I said this and this has happened and I have
reported this to Entebbe; but they said, I should get permission from
and, you get some soldiers who will accompany me to Namugongo
with other two Bishops who will accompany me to Namugongo with
other two Bishops who will accompany me to Namugongo. If I do not
get anybody from you, I will not go to Namugongo.

MR. NAGENDA:

I know Counsel asked you this question but I wild really like to ask it
again because I am very much satisfied - when you get such a terrible
thing happening at a place like Namugongo to the Principal there plus
maybe one or two other students; and the whole place is ransacked;
and Bishops like yourselves get brought into it. It would seem to me
funny that you should just go to a mere Captain before you can go to
Namugongo; especially, since you knew the people who were in
charge of this country. Would it not have been easier to go to the
President or the Vice President or the Minister of Internal Affairs,
something like that?

NSUBUGA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, I think I went to the Minister of Internal Affairs and he said that
this matter will be handled by so and so. So I did ask the people of
Namugongo; and they advised me to get in touch with the Captain.
Okay. But were you very frightened of going to the officials at the
top? Had they said something which made you not want to talk to
them? What .had happened? Because on things like that, surely one
would go to the top and then it is the top which can say, okay, now
you go to this person or that person. That is what I am trying to find

out.
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Okay. Let _meask about just two very general matters. What was the
gene~al attitude of your church and you were the Dean of the
Provmce ' about these v10
• Iat·ions; m
• all the v1olat1ons
. .
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which
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The c~urch was not happy about it. And again and again they told
me, Bishop why do you not speak about this matter of violations;
pe~ple have been killed and so forth? And I said, yes, I have been
tr~mg to say this; I have ~een trying to see the Head of State about
this but nothing really has been got from them. But it is going on and
on; and the whole church was not happy about it.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, I can see why it was not happy; we can all see; but then
there are some people who think that the leadership of the Church was
actually weak in attacking the government in very forceful manner
when these things happened. Is this a fair statement?

NSUBUGA:

No, I think that is not a fair statement. Because we had meetings - I
think about two times - talking to the President himself about this
matter. And there were true documents which were already sent to
him about this matter -killings, killings; violations and violations from
different parts of Uganda. But we were not heard. Therefore, I do
not say, the church was very, very weak. Because myself I have been
there in charge of this and I was not heard.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did in fact the various churches - the various faiths - ever combine,
not just a christian faith, but the moslems and the other _people, did
they ever combine and together try to fight government - the previous
governments on the violations of human rights?

NSUBUGA:

Not really; I think it happened only once; I think we were together
with the Roman Catholic to protest this. And I think, once we were
not heard. And the other bodies of the faith did not really try very
hard indeed; they were frightened by many things.

MR.NAGENDA:

y u see I remember on one occasion all the various Leaders of the
F~th ge~ting together; and actually saying that the things were worse
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Yes, I think I was with those who wrote.
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in fact. the things had been worse?
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NSUBUGA:

Yes. I should think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why was this? Why did you think that? After all Amin had been a

very bad person.
NSUBUGA:

Yes, because you seem we did try politely to write; not very weak·
but politely, you know what I mean. Politely we did try to write and
set down the points which I think anybody could listen; but he could
not bother to listen to them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that the attitude of the government to the churches was
one of contempt?

NSUBUGA:

I think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now finally, Bishop, we were told by your Archbishop that when he
was then still Bishop of Bukedi, his name and the name of the
Archbishop Luwum were mentioned by the Vice President as the
people who were involved in gun running to over throw the
government. And it is well known by us all that churches can
occasionally be quite tough in facing up to terrorise; and some of them
have joined armies. To your knowledge did the Archbishop and
Bishop of Bukedi take part in activities of gun running?

NSUBUGA:

I do not know ; I cannot really tell that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever ask them.

NSUBUGA:

No, I did not ask them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you very much.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I am glad, My Lord Bishop, that you could find time to come, I will
only ask you few questions; I will refer to the attack on Namugongo
in the supposed explanations given by the government thereafter ·
Could you state for the record what this place Namugongo stan~s for
in Namirembe Diocese in the Church of Uganda; and what 1t was
being used for at the time of the attack by the church? Could you
please state this for the record?
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NSUBUGA:

I do not think so.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

My Lord Bishop, as my fellow Commissioner has already said, we are
very appreciative of your having come here; to your having spared
time and to have given us this evidence. Thank you very much.

COUNSEL:

My next witness is one Amos from the Central Registry, Motor
Vehicles.

WITNESS NO. 83:
MR. AMOS TURYAGENDA
KAMBONYI-SWORNIN
COUNSEL:

Would you please, state your names!

TURYAGENDA:

I am Amos Turyagenda Kambonyi.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?
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TURYAGENDA:

I am 42 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

TURYAGENDA:

I stay at Makindye.

COllNSEL:

What do you do?

TURYAGENDA:

I am O.C., Central Registry of ~otor Vehicles, Officer-in-charge.

COUNSEL:

What is the function of the Registry of Motor Vehicles?

TURYAGENDA:

It keeps records of all motor vehicles - civil - for civilians.

COUNSEL:

When has this registry started keeping records?

TURYAGENDA:

I do not know really because I was transferred there in 1976.

COUNSEL:

And for how long have you worked there, anyway - since 1976?

TURYAGENDA:

9th February.

COUNSEL:

Now do you keep a file in respect of motor vehicles UVS 299?

TURY AGENDA:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to give the particulars of this motor vehicle?

TURY AGENDA:

Yes, I can give them.

COUNSEL:

Please, do.

TURY AGENDA:

This vehicle was first registered - UVS 299, in fact, registered - on
17th June, 1975.

COUNSEL:

Pardon!

TURY AGENDA:

17th June, 1975.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what type of a vehicle is it?

TURY AGENDA:

A Datsun 260C.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

TURY AGENDA:

Saloon.

COUNSEL

Colour?

TURY

AGENDA:

Black.
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COlh 'SFL:

Ownership'?

TtJRYAGE. DA:

Ownership - State Research Centre.

COMMISSIONER:

Oh. that is very interesting.

Capacity?
TURYAGENDA:

Capacity is 2165 c.c., Model_ 1975_

COUNSEL:

Is it still on the road, do you think?

TURYAGENDA:

As far as our records are concerned, it is not still on the road.

COUNSEL:

When was the last Road Licence issued?

TURY AGENDA:

It must have expired on 16th June, 1976.

COUNSEL:

That is the last date for the valid licence - road licence?

TURY AGENDA:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

Now, from your personal knowledge, do you know how a Datsun
260C looks like or the Model 1975?

TURYAGENDA:

I know it should be these big Datsuns. They are big Datsuns, not
these small ones; that of 100 or so but it is a big Datsun.

COUNSEL:

I suppose you were in this country; those were brought for the police big ones - during O.A.U.

TURY AGENDA:

Yes, by then they were brought for the police.

COUNSEL:

Now do you have a motor vehicle registered as UVW 082?

TURYAGENDA:

Yes, I have it, my Lord.

COMMISSIONER:

Pardon!

TURY AGENDA:

I have it, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

UVW 082. Now what type of vehicle is it?

TURY AGENDA:

It is a Range Rover.

COUNSEL:

When was it first registered in Uganda?

TURY AGENDA:

On 9th February, 1977·

COUNSEL:

What colour was it?

TURY AGENDA:

It

.

h

IS - t

e COlOur was not stated ' according to our records.
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COUNSEL:

Right. What was its capacity?

TURYAGENDA:

Capacity was not recorded also.

COUNSEL:

I see! What was the ownership?

TURYAGENDA:

Jdi Amin Dada.

COUNSEL:

When was the last licence issued on it?

TORYAGENDA:

It was on that date, but, according to our records, there is no recei t
attached to Form 1 where we open up the records for the vehicles. p

COUNSEL:

So you do not know whether it is on the road or not!

TURYAGENDA:

I do not know whether it is on the road but I see that it was on File S
- R. 67 - File S 72827.

COUNSEL:

What does that mean?

TURYAGENDA:

This one we normally receive and we record and that was on 14th
February, 1977.

MR. NAGENDA:

Let us have the file numbers again, please. File R -

TURY AGENDA:

Is R 67 S 72827.

MR. NAGENDA:

What would that be in ordinary language?

TURY AGENDA:

This could be the language of the Chief Accountant by then - by the
Acting Chief Accountant. May be, it is the filing system of those
people.

COUNSEL:

In Revenue or w!J.ere?

TURY AGENDA:

Revenue.

COUNSEL:

Okay! Would you like to look at -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Counsel - sorry - to interrupt you. We have not_yet followed.
Was this a file number you have given us or a receipt number or
something else?

TURY AGENDA:

It could be just - maybe, it has been - a letter from somewher~ \\'~ich
was given to the Chief Accountant to issue this number - t,·Y\\ 08-.

COUNSEL:

When somebody wants to get a number, he pays 1or 1t.

TURY AGENDA:

He

COUNSEL:

Where does he pay for this number?

~

pays for it.
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. ')

rn~Y

GEL10A:

C('l •. ·sn

:

TURY AGENDA·

He pays from the Lice .

nsmg Office.

Pardon!
Licensing Office. Kampala.
So the paniculars on that r .
this receipt was issued
eceipt_are not given - or the reasons why
were not given? . the reasons.

ruRY AGENDA:

There is nothing becaus f
number to be recorded e, ro~ our records here, there must be a
number. But the
be_for~It goes to the computer and the book
Y are not md1catedhere.

cot1NSEL:

Now would you like to look _

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Counsel, the witness talked of no receipt attached to Form 1. Are
they the same?• He emPhas1z
• ed that there was no receipt attached to
Form 1.

TURYAGENDA:

Nothing, according to my record.

DR LUYOMBYA:

What does that mean? What would that receipt indicate - the one you
attach to Form 1?

TURYAGENDA:

The original of Form 1 which opens up the file, first goes to the
computer and then we receive fist duplicate to open up the file. Now
this is the duplicate we have. There is nothing which has come since then since 1977 in our file, and it is quite a long time.

MR.KAWANGA:

What does that mean? Is that of any significance?

TURYAGENDA:

I really do not know because, if they did not code up the receipt
number of the vehicle and then the requisition book issued, therefore,
for us we cannot tell; because we receive and open up a file like this
one.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Who would understand the significance of those receipts if we wanted
to know? Whom should we refer to?

TURYAGENDA:

It is the Licensing Officer.

COUNSEL:

But, anyway, my Lord Chairman, the matter which I wan~ed - this
aspect actually evidence has been given. We are not really mterested
in the~e receipts. We wanted to find out the owner and whether the
vehicle is still on the road.

NAGENDA:

Could we find out what model it was because I can see some
significance? Is there a model?

TURYAGENDA:

The model is 1976.
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COUNSEL:

Now would you like to look at - now there is that UVS 29
9

page. Is that a Datsun 260C?

- that

TURY AGENDA:

Definitely this should be the make.

COUNSEL:

I see! Is not that a sort of 120 Y?

TURY AGENDA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Or 160?

TURYAGENDA:

It is not.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have said that the colour should be black!

TURY AGENDA:

According to our record the colour is black.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Turyagenda, I would request you to look at this photograph again
- at UVS - is it - 299. To me that looks like a small car. I have very
vivid memories of those Datsuns - UVS.

COMMISSIONER:

Why?

TURYAGENDA:

If I could look at this, I would find it as it would be a number but in
my memory at the material time this UVS was lying in the Industrial
Area during the 1976.

MR. KAWANGA:

Repeat that!

TURYAGENDA:

UVS299-

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

TURY AGENDA:

It was still in my memory; it was still lying in the Industrial Area.

MR. KAWANGA:

Right!

TURYAGENDA:

I do not know whether it is Seventh Street or Sixth Street - it is there.
I could see it there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Why?

TURY AGENDA:

Because I used to go to the Industrial Area. We have got an office
there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Of the Central Registry of Motor Vehicles.

TURY AGENDA:

It is revenue.

MR. KAWANGA:

RevenueOffice.
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rt1RY AGENDA:

Yes. Seventh Street.

MR K.\WANGA:

And you used to see this veh.ICIe.

ruRYAGENDA:

I used to see this

MR, KAWANGA:

Right! So would
b
.
road and it w . you e _surprisedif in February, 1977, it was on the
as involved m an accident?

rVRY AGENDA.

I do not think so.

J\,{R.KAWANGA:

Would you be surprised if it happened?

rVRYAGENDA•

I would be surprised if it was on the roa.d

1'-{R.KAWANGA:

Why had you ~en interest in this vehicle - UVS 299? It was off the

h'
.
ve IC 1e lying just off the road. It had no damage.

ro_ad•. ~t was m Industrial Area. What business had you gone to do
with it m l976, to be interested in it?
rURY AGENDA:

Normally, I am the person concerned - even if I am just walking along
the road, I normally, mark some vehicles; because normally I walk on
foot. I do not have a vehicle to take me. So I can even notice
somebody's vehicle.

MR.KAWANGA:

I see!

TURYAGENDA:

And I know so many in my head.

MR.KAWANGA:

And, at that time, you knew that it belonged to State Research!

TURYAGENDA:

I knew those numbers. They were allocated to State Research - most
of the UVS. They were allocated to State Research.

COUNSEL:

So, when you say at that material time, you mean "material time",
when?

TURYAGENDA:

I mean during 1975, these vehicles were brought because of the -

COUNSEL:

O.A.U.?

TURYAGENDA:

O.A.U.

MR.KAWANGA:

Yes. That is why I wanted you to look again at that problem. To me,
that appears to be a much smaller car than that Datsun of that time.

TURYAGENDA:

Here I think -

MR.KAWANGA:

The number may be of a different vehicle, all right, but I want the
actual vehicle. Look at the vehicle and see the writing on the front.

I}'

TURYAGENDA:

Now I cannot at this time rule that this is small or a big vehicle
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because it should be the Government Analyst who can prove th.
is one
But there are times when they could remove numbers from a veh· •
and they are put on a different vehicle.
icle
MR. NAGENDA:

CI-lA

Now that we have got this interesting new line of thought, when d'd
you stop seeing that particular vehicle on your walking through 1
1
area? When did it disappear?

TUR

TURYAGENDA:

It was in 1976.

CI-ll

MR. NAGENDA:

One morning you came and it was not there?

TUl

TURYAGENDA:

I was just going there just to see a friend; but I found it just lying
outside.

CH

i:a

MR. NAGENDA:

That is when you first started seeing it. But when did you stop seeing
it there? Was it there for a year?

TURY AGENDA:

I cannot remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

The witness was referring to files. Do you intend to submit these files
in evidence?

COUNSEL:

I think -

CHAIRMAN:

Or you only use it to refresh his memory. He can take them.

COUNSEL:

Yes to refresh his memory; he can take them back.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, before he does so, could you tell us. Did these files have
numbers or what reference did they have - the files if you could
identify the file for the one car and the one for the other?

TURYAGENDA:

We file them according to their series. So we have got to know - we
file from one to - each letter has got one to - triple nine. We do not
go to ten.

CHAIRMAN:

To cut you short. Could you tell us, say, "the file I was referring to
in respect of so-and-so is it file number-so-and-so?"

COUNSEL:

You can tell them by the name or the registration of the vehicle. Yes?

TURY AGENDA:

We do not file a vehicle by the make, we file by their numbers.

DR

Tl

I<

DR. MAKUBUYA: Well, this looks to me to be a very vital witness.

Could we know

about his training and work experience!

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He is just a mere clerk.

COUNSEL:

Not necessarily

really because this is purely an administrative job
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which he does.
CHAIRMAN•

Mr. Turyagenda, I saw ou t
somebody who is familia/
ook the oath very ably, you must be

rt1RYAGENDA:

Yes, please!

CHAIRMAN:

Are you a police officer or whatt.

ruRYAGENDA:
CHAIRMAN:

How did you come to this?

I was an interpreter som • .
e time m the Judiciary for 8½ years.
I see! That explains it.

DR MAKVBUY A:

I wonder if after these a ·d
.
cc1 ents any of these UVS cars ever requested
for road licence again
•
h
.
.
.
, espec1a11y t e Range Rover - 1t looked new; it
was new when it had an accident! Did they seek a road licence again
after that?

TURYAGENDA:

No, they have not. Since they registered they have never asked for
any road licence. This could have been like UVS is still new; but,
since then, they have never. There should have been a receipt like
this one. They have never asked for any road licence. They should
have asked because they used not to pay. It should be "Fee - nil."
Because all Government bodies were given civilian numbers. So,
since then, they never asked for any road licences.

KAKWENZIRE:

Since you are so good at noting cars, this Range Rover, did it go on
the road again? It had an accident after one year of registration.

COMMISSIONER: One day.
KAKWENZIRE:

One month.

TURYAGENDA:

According to our records, it has never also had anything from the date
of registration.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the law was that the President was exempted fro~ any _form
of taxation. So even a road licence was not necessary for his vehicle.

MR.NAGENDA:

But did he have to register his car?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, just to put the records straight, you said "he was"; but under
the law the President is exempt from taxes.

COUNSEL:

. h
d think of this evidence.
My Lord, that 1s t e en • I
'

CHAIRMAN:

.
h been brief but verv enlightening.
r evidence as
c
h'
d
Mr. Turyagen a, you .
s ared your time to come be,ore t is
We thank you for havmg p d sume your very busy office.
o now an re
Commission. You may g
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Tl'R\

GE, 'DA:

Thank you very much.
Learned Counsel. it is now about twenty five to two. Maybe 1•1 · h
•
IS t e
appropriate time to break. I do not know what you are planning s·
•

lr.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, there ~•as on!y one witness I had availab_le_here. Although
he may appear bnef, thmgs may really come up; this 1s a witness wh
alleges to have seen the body of Archbishop Luwum in the monua;
at Mulago. I do _not know whether I should call him now or in the
afternoon. The witness may be long. I do not know!

CHAIRMAN:

Well, let us call him after lunch. Let us have a break now for lunch.
We shall resume here at 2.30 p.m. this afternoon.

WITNESS NO. 84 : MR. GEORGE WILLIAM SSEBULIBA
- S\VORN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you state your names, please!

SSEBULIBA:

I am George William Ssebuliba.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

SSEBULIBA:

45.

COUNSEL:

What is your work?

SSEBULIBA:

I am a Mortuary Attendant.

COUNSEL:

Where do you carry out this work?

SSEBULIBA:

Mulago Hospital.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been doing this work?

SSEBULIBA:

For 22 years.

COUNSEL:

Have you spent all these 22 years at Mulago Hospital?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
SSEBULIBA:

Do you recall 16th or 17th February, 1977?
Yes I was there.

COUNSEL:

When you are a "mortuary attendant", what is the nature of your
work?

SSEBULIBA:

It is to do postmortem with the pathologist.

COUNSEL:

Are you the person who receives dead bodies in the mortuary?
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Yes.

nd. ,, hen ,·ou do

h
• ,, at do ,·ou d0 . •
.
.
"
• ) ou register them or do \\ hat?
I regr ·ter them in our death .
register.
\Vhat n~ 0 f
.
.
• t'paniculars d 0
register?
) ou take \\ hen you are making the
~

s ~EBlJLIBA:

•~es. a~dress. date of death
admitted m hospital.
• cause of death; J.P. number, if he was

coMMISSIO 1ER:

Can you please there be slow· )'Outake
•

names - yes.

ssEBULIBA:

\Ve write names of the d
staving· we wri·t- th
eceased, we write the address where he was
•
•
e
e
cause
of death and m-pat1ent
•
• number. if he was
admitted in hospual.

coc~sEL:

Now. at M:ulago• are there t \\.o types of monuaries or one?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes. there are two.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSEBULIBA:

Orris Mortuary - that is City Council Mortuary and Mulago Hospital
Mortuary - that is Makerere University for teaching medical students.

COUNSEL:

Which one are you in-charge?

SSEBULIBA:

I am in-charge of Mulago Hospital, Makerere University; but we do
both jobs.

COUNSEL:

What type of dead bodies are taken in KCC' s mortuary?

SSEBULIBA:

You mean Mulago Hospital Mortuary?

COUNSEL:

No, the other one - the police mortuary?

SSEBULIBA:

Accidents or bullet, gun shots, poisoning.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting bodies that have sort of died outside the hospital?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

They are all collected in the City Council Mortuary - that 1s

Police Mortuary.

COUNSEL:

. d t f th l 7th or 18th, did you receive the body of
Now , at th 1s a e o 16 ?,
Archbishop J anan Luwum •

SSEBULIBA:

.
~
d the body lying on the floor but we did not
In the mornmg, we 1 oun
receive them.

COUNSEL:

. ?
you mean the bo d 1es•
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SSEBULIBA:

They were never handed to us. We found them, lying down
0 n the
floor in the morning.

COUNSEL:

I see.

COMMISSIONER:

When you opened the mortuary, they were there?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Which bodies?

SSEBULIBA:

There were three bodies.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

Late Janan Luwum.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

I knew him because he was Leader of my Religion. And the other
two I knew them they were Ministers after removing them.

COUNSEL:

I see!

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

'

COUNSEL:

You mean he was a leader. Were you in the Diocese of Kampala?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Mulago is part of the Diocese of Kampala.

SSEBULIBA:

The Diocese of Kampala.

COUNSEL:

So he was your Bishop?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes! And how about the other two men, people? Did you know
them?

SSEBULIBA:

I did not know them at the beginning; but, after putting them in the
coffin when army men came to take them, I knew that - by hearing
people saying that -those were Ministers.

COUNSEL:

I see! Okay. In which mortuary were these people put - City
Council, Police or the -

SSEBULIBA:

Mulago Hospital Mortuary.

COUNSEL:

Did you not say that Mulago Hospital Mortuary is for people who
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died in tlle hospital?
ssEBlJLIBA.

Yes.

cotJNSEL:

So where we
hospital
' re these people su
' to ) our knowledge? pposcd to be put? Had they been in

ssEBULIBA:

According to m
but th b ·
y knowledge th h
e odics were brought .' ey ad not heen admitted in hospital
in the hospita
• I·m the mortuary
Now, in the morning, at what .
.
•
time dtd you see these bodies?
At 8.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:
ssEBULIBA:

I

I

COUNSEL:

~ow• when you saw the
.
identified the body 0 f h m, dtd you immediately realize and you
t e Archbishop?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, after seeing the dre
h
h
I
sses
. and, then,
w en checked, I saw his ba e was
. putf mg on, I saw him;
11
written on his ball
.
pomt was in the pocket and the name
pomt was there.

COUNSEL:

How was he dressed?

SSEBULIBA:

That is Archbishop's
wet.

COUNSEL:

Cassock sort of.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

And the socks?

COUNSEL:

Right!

SSEBULIBA:

And the pyjamas, and the ring on his right arm?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSEBULIBA:

That is all.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you see apart -

SSEBULIBA:

No, there were no shoes.

COUNSEL:

No, apart from what you said you saw, did you see any physical
injury on him?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, the chest, sternum was all broken - the whole chest - and there
were bruises on the chest - dry bruises. There was no blood. And the
left arm was broken also the right leg was broken.

gown.
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I do not know how they call it. It was

COU 'SEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

And these two bones down here - how do you call them _ jaws

were broken.

also

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

That is all that I saw.

COUNSEL:

And did you have an opportunity to look at the other bodies?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

The other man was in his trouser only and socks. There was no shin
and also the same case, his sternum was all broken.

COMMISSIONER

Who was the other man?

SSEBULIBA:

One of those Ministers. I do not know their names because I did not
care or bother too much to know at the beginning.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

And the second one also the chest was all broken but he was in his
shirt and trouser.

COUNSEL:

When you say "chest broken" what do you mean exactly?

SSEBULIBA:

When I say "chest broken" all ribs were broken like such a person
who was beaten with a heavy thing. If we press on postmortems, we
first check the body before we open the body. But, if you pressed the
chest, all were broken like disposal papaw or what - I cannot tell - but
it was very soft.

COUNSEL:

Did you say, during these 20 years - 22 years - you have been
assisting in postmortem examinations?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you have seen so many bodies, I suppose!

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now you were saying these bodies which came to you without your
knowledge, did you enter them in your register?

SSEBULIBA:

No, we did not.

COUNSEL:

Why?
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cotJNSFL·

ssEBVLIBA:

Ot

Because they were no
postmorte ·
t our cases w
ms m the Otherpolice ;e . e should enter them if we did the
g1ster' not mect·teaI register.
•
I see! N
• • ow who was the do
.
ctor in-charge?
The late Dr. Kafeero _ Le
koboam.

couNSEL:

Did he see these bodies?

ssEBULIBA:

Yes. I informed him H
bodies in the Cold Roo became and then he ordered me to put the
•
m ecause they
.
runnmg to come to see what ha
. were outside and people were
to hide them in the Cold Room~pened m the mortuary. So he told me

COUNSEL:

You mean to say that they were outside the mortuary!

ssEBULIBA:

Yes, outside in the cold room W
.
them, they did not lace h • . e ~ave a fndge When they brought
floor.
p
t em mside; they put them inside on the

COUNSEL:

But they were inside the mortuary.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do after seeing these bodies which you did not
know how they came? What did you do?

SSEBULIBA:

On these cases?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSEBULIBA:

When I saw them, first I ran to our Chaplain - Canon Lubondo. I
informed him. He came. He saw them. Then he ran away. He
could not tell me anything.

NAGENDA:

You have got to be very clear. This is very important. We want to
get it down. You ran to your Chaplain. What is his name?

SSEBULIBA:

Sorry.

COUNSEL:

The name of your Chaplain.

SSEBULIBA:

Canon Lubondo.

COUNSEL:

He was the Chaplain in the hospital.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

I went and info~med h1mdanh

IS

t

Forgive me.

.

d then 1 came with him. He realized that
he went away. He did not tell me
this was our B1s~o? a~. t t:t ring and the ball point on which was
anything - after g1vmg im
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written his name. And then I ran to the other mortuary to that
1ate
Dr. Kafcero to inform him and also himself he came.
COUNSEL:

When you saw these bodies, had you heard anything in respect f
these. people you saw, at least, the Archbishop? Had you hea;d
anything?

SSEBULIBA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, and we were inquiring how did they come in the mortuaryt So
they did not infonn us.

COUNSEL:

Were you surprised to see the body of the Archbishop there?

SSEBULIBA:

Very much, of course.

COUNSEL:

Now, after informing Dr. Kafeero, what did you do?

SSEBULIBA:

After informing him, he told me to take the bodies in the Cold Room
and we were waiting for the report from the police - any police - to
give us permission to do postmortem. So we did not get any
permission from any police, except at ten on the very day I saw four
lorries and two land rovers coming to that place, full of army men.
with three coffins and they put all the bodies there.

COUNSEL:

So postmortem examination was not done at the mortuary.

SSEBULIBA:

It was not done at all.

COUNSEL:

If it had been done, you would have known?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, because the bodies were in my hands in the mortuary.

COUNSEL:

In other words, you are saying, anybody saying postmortem was done
at Mulago, is telling lies?

SSEBULIBA:

It was not done.

COUNSEL:

And normally when a postmortem is done, there must be somebody to
identify the body?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And his name is always -

SSEBULIBA:

Is always written in our book.

COUNSEL:

I see! As far as you are concerned,your book does not carry names
of these three people.
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ssrBUI IBA:
COU

No.

'EL:

Incidentally Wh

.

ere 1s this C
' ' anon Lubondo?

SEBULIBA:

Lubondo is dead.

COUNSEL:

Lubondo is dead!

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Sorry! N
• ow' Whenthese fou h.
came, Whatdid they tell
r ve icles - four lorries and land rovers Youas a Mortuary Attendant?
We just saw them runnin
.
area. They started h . g from lorries and taking cover around our
then they ente d ~ ~mg people who were peeping up the steps and
bodies?" W re ~nside. They asked us, "Where are the three
1
bodies • W e cou not ask them too much; so they put out the
th
on th •1 e gave em to them. They put them in coffins, put them
e orry and they went away.

SSEBULIBA:

COUNSEL:
You have seen mi:ll1ybodies I suppose involved in motor accidents
and
h
'
you ave seen many who have been beaten to death; and maybe
you_~ave seen many people shot and then killed by gun. Are you in a
pos1t1on to say whether these three bodies actually died as a result of
motor accident?
SSEBULIBA:

No, it was not motor accident. Because they cannot suffer all three
cases in the same place - I mean the same area of their bodies. And
there was no any signs which showed that they were in a car.

COUNSEL:

How would you tell whether they were in a car?

SSEBULIBA:

According to the experience which I had for 10/12 years since I
started in Mortuary up to that time, at least one of them could be with
a sort of glasses on his body or clothes. And I doubt whether the
accident can take off somebody's trousers out or a shirt.

COUNSEL:

Well, a person could be in a vehicle without a shirt.
possible?

SSEBULIBA:

No, it is not possible; you cannot sit m a car without dressing a
trouser.

COUNSEL:

Did you see some cuts?

SSEBULIBA:

Th Archbishop had a fracture on his left arm and on the right leg; but
he ~ad no any cut on head, except on his jaws; and there was no any
sign of bone accident on his head; the head was okay.

COUNSEL:

Is it not

or
e You have seen the Doctors making reports and
. determining
.
. .
•se• • opm1on
an d cause of death _ through expenence havmg f seen
th.
g1vmg .
.
d
what would you say was the cause o
is
these thmgs bemg one,

I
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de.tth?.
ss1:ntJLIBA:

Thal I should call it assault; somebody who had been assaulted.

COUNSEL:

So that was the end of the matter?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are sure no post-mortem examination was done wat Mulago?

SSEBULIBA:

COUNSEL:

There was no post-mortem done because I wa<; there and Doctor
Kafeero was there; and we were waiting fwor police forms to give us
permission to do post-mortem; instead of getting post-mortem forms
they came and took away their bodies.
You have said that normally when the post-mortem examination has to
be done, somebody identifies; what happens if the police has just
found a person on the road side; he is dead and he is brought there;
who identifies such a person?

SSEBULIBA:

That police who bring the body and police forms, we take their names
and numbers and his police station where he comes from That we
write them as identified persons.

COUNSEL:

You said, you removed a ring of the Archbishop and a ball pen which
had written on his name.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Ssebuliba, about this ring on the Archbishop's right hand. what
kind of a ring was it; what did it look like?

SSEBULIBA:

It is one which they put on when they ordain; this side is ~1g; and
there is a point here which is red; and inside here it was looking hke a
marriage ring with a big head here; and in the middle of it, it was a
ring.

MR. NAGENDA:

The colour?

SSEBULIBA:

It was red.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why did you remove it from the Archbishop's finger?

SSEBULIBA:

I wanted to remove it and to hand it to Rev. Lubondo to make sure
that the person has died.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you see any bullet wounds on the Archbishop?

SSEBULIBA:

I did not see any bullet wound.
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1('

~T
•

GE, 'D

When you gave these thin s t
when he saw the body? g
Canon Luhondo, did he say anything

°

When he. saw t he body he d'd
1
away crying.
not tell me anything: except he went
, 1R NAGENDA:

Did he run away or did h
down "ran away".
e walk away, I do not know whether I wrote

ssEBULIBA:

No, he did not run: he Just walked away.

\tR :\'AGENDA:

You have said ea
L
' non ubond0 died: how did he die?

ssEBULIBA:

Natural death.
operation.

\fR NAGENDA:

You said that in your •
. .
expert in th
view - and this is a view of somebody who is an
understand it ~:es;iatters - what kind of assault - I mean, did I
Y that there was not much blood over the chest?

SSEBULIBA:

He was not bleeding·, because an accident,
•
you could otherwise get
some cuts·, even the head 1I1.Jury
• •
- he could be bleeding from nose or
ears.

MR NAGENDA:

All the three people were not bleeding?

SSEBULIBA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

So in your view, how were they assaulted?

SSEBULIBA:

I cannot give it here because I did not know; what I saw, the chest
was broken; I cannot know whether they beat him with what.

MR. NAGENDA:

But if you hit somebody with - because I do not know anything about
these matters at all - if you hit somebody severely enough to break all
his bones so that they are soft, would you not necessarily cut the skin
for bleeding to take part? With what would you hit them so that they
do not bleed?

SSEBULIBA:

I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, on the one hand you have told us that you are an expert in these
matters which you worked on for 22 years; please make some kind of
guess. But if you hit somebody enough to break him; h~w do you
break him without breaking his skin and, therefore, bleedmg to take

H h
e ad inteStinal obstruction.

He di'ed after an

part?
SSEBULIBA:

You can use a heavy thing and press down his chest or the head; the
neck can go inside if you use a heavy thing.

MR.NAGENDA:

Like what? A Bible; a hammer or what? What kind of a heavy thing
_ that is a very heavy Bible there or Koran?
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~EBULIBA:

Like a stone; like a hammer; those things can break a chest
somebody.
·
of

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, without breaking the skin for bleeding?

SSEBULJBA·

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

SSEBULIBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

SSEBULIBA:
MR. NAGENDA:
SSEBULIBA:
MR. NAGENDA:

SSEBULIBA:

I see. A medical colleague who knows these matters will ask You
about this again. You found the b~dies there in the morning; do You
mean to tell me that the mortuary is usually left open -unlocked?
No, we Jock it but we use two keys; we keep our keys as officials incharges in mortuary; and the other key stays with· the Night
Superintendent.
Exactly, that was going to be my question.
Superintendent that day?

Who was the Night

That day, I do not know him but I know the Medical Superintendent.
What was the name of the Medical Superintendent, please?
Dr. Mawejje Bakojja.
Did you get a chance to ask Dr. Bakojja about how these people came
into your mortuary? You must have asked him.

I did not; because I have my boss who is up than me; I think he
contacted him.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is his name? Do you mean Dr. Kafeero?

SSEBULIBA:

No; the other Senior Mortuary Attendant.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the name of that one?

SSEBULIBA:

Constantine Kawuma.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is he still at Mulago?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Ssebuliba, did the Medical Superintendent, Dr. MawejjeBakojja
also come to the mortuary to see those bodies?

SSEBULIBA:

I do not know whether he came when I was running up and down
chasing Dr. Kafeero and Rev. Lubondo. At that ti~e I do not know
whether he came but when I was there I did not see him.
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pR. LUYOMBYA:
'-"EBULIBA:

ww

OR, LUYOMBYA:

ssEBULIBA:

Did the immediate b
oss see these bod1es
. as well?
Yes.

My colleague was try·
• on the b d mg to get some 'd
you said
1 ea of the method of assault·
0 Y of th
'
•
'
chest; the other bodies d'd e Archbishop there were bruises on the
I not have any bruises?
Yes. The third one we did
not open the shirt; because he was in his
shirt. But when w
e pressed the chest •1t was soft; all three the same
ways.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Was there bleeding through the sh'lrt.?

SSEBULIBA:

There was no bleeding.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I see. About the mech •
.
th t 1.f
arusm without external injuries - are you aware
a
you_compress the chest, say, if you put somebody on the floor
and you etther put a we1g
• ht over h1m
. or squeeze somebody between
two .hard surfaces , you can fracture n·bs w1·thout causmg
· ·mJunes
· · to the
outside?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, I agree with that.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So you think this could have been the mechanism in which these
people were assaulted?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, there is.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay, thank you.

MAKUBUYA:

You were saying that there was no post-mortem done in that you were
waiting for some police forms. Is that so?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but we are talking about the Archbishop; why do you need a
police form to do a post-mortem? You do not get Archbishop every
day? Why did you not secure police form yourselves?

SSEBULIBA:

We do not have them; and we do post-mortem just to give the right
cause of death to police officers and to the court if there is any case
and to the relatives.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did some people from other churches come to look for these bodies,
to your knowledge?

SSEBULIBA:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Not people from Namirembe, for example?

SSEBULIBA:

No, I think they feared.
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DR. MAKUBl'YA:

You never heard of them being around lookmg for these bodies?

SSEBULIBA:

We did not see anybody chac;ing those bodies: except Re\'. Rubond
0
whom I called to come and see.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, thank you.

MR. KA\V ANGA:

But after this, did you hear an announcement on the Radio that the
Archbishop and the two Ministers had died?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA;

And did you hear that they died in a traffic accident?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

And did you not hear post-mortem reports - the cause of their death
being given in the course of the news that followed?

DR.

SSEBULIBA:

I heard it.

SSE

MR. KAW ANGA:

Were you surprised by this announcement?

SSEBULIBA:

I was surprised because we had only one Pathologist - Police Surgeon;
he was only Dr. Kafeero. And I wondered who was the second doctor
who could do the post-mortem without informing Dr. Kafeero when
he was there.

·sJBU

MR. KAW ANGA:

What did you do? You just kept quiet from there?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, we kept quiet.

MR. KAWANGA:

Till now?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did you not think it was worth going to tell, say Bishop Dunstan
Nsubuga about this, you as a faithful?

SSEBULIBA:

I think, instead of myself to go to Bishop Nsubuga, that 1s why l
rushed to Rev. Lubondo, he was the best man to reach there mstead of
me to go there.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did anybody then or afterwards come and tell you - any soldier. or
anybody else - to come and tell you or ~our col~e~~ues never to talk
about these bodies? Were you threatened many wa) -

SSEBULIBA:

DR ll

No.
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DR L

OR.

SS

l R l U) OMBYA.

You were surp ·
f
•
nsed to hear th th
those bodies?
at e post-mortemhad been done on all

0

ssFRlTLIBA:

pR. I UYOMBY A:

ssEBULIBA:

Yes

And you said that there w
.
have the right perso
as one Police Surgeon you knew that would
n to perform the post-mortem.
Yes

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did you know which Pa h
.
mortem?
t ologist or Doctor that performed that post-

SSEBULIBA:

I cannot remember th
staying at Mb
M. ~ name but I heard that he was a doctor who was
uya ihtary Hospital.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you recall the name?

SSEBULIBA:

No.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

To assi~t the record, my Fellow Commissioner was asking you why
you waited for police forms to do the post-mortem on an important
person? Normally when post mortem are done at your place, are they
done on request or on your own initiative?

SSEBULIBA:

On the side of the medical cases, if somebody dies, for example, we
have two types of patients in hospital; we have general patients and;
we have those, I may call them, registered patients who are admitted
in 6A, B and C. If somebody dies on that floor 6A, 6B, 6C, we first
get permission from their relatives; if they accept the post mortem; we
do post mortem; if they refuse, we leave it. And for the general cases
down - we can see which one is interesting to our students; which one
is a good case to teach our medical students; for that one we just do it
straight. And if we fear to do that, we can get permission from the
Medical Superintendent showing that this case is very interesting to
our medical students and give us permission to do that case without
waiting for the relatives.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So you need permission of one sort or another - either from the
relatives or Medical Superintendent?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And in case of police cases, you get permission from police?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

that permission by the time the bodies were
And you had not got
carried away?

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.
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KAKWENZIRE:

You told us that you do not know who brought those bodies.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

You found them in the mortuary.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

How did they get inside the mortuary? How did they get into the
mortuary? Who opened for them?

SSEBULIBA:

That is what I do not know; because we keep the duplicate key with
the Night Superintendent and we remain with our keys; when we
finish the duty we lock the place and we go away. We do not know
what happens at night until we come in the morning and we start our
duties.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did your boss not ask or did you yourself not ask how the door was
opened?

SSEBULIBA:

That is what my boss could ask instead of me asking. But according
to my understanding, may be, they might have been brought in by the
Hospital Administrator because they have a key.

KAKWENZIRE:

And since you did not know who had brought those bodies, how did
you assume that it has to be the police to bring you that fonn?

SSEBULIBA:

According to the injuries I saw. And if anybody dies before he is
written in our register in Casualty, even if he dies in Casualty on the
table before the doctor examine him, that is a straight forward police
case.

KAKWENZIRE:

And if there is no police case, then you infonn the police.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes, and they give us permission to do post-mortem.

KAKWENZIRE:

After how long do you inform the police? How long do you wait?

SSEBULIBA:

At the very day we receive those cases; because our place is not for
receiving police cases. But those cases came in, we do not know whether by accident or what; but we inform them just to report that
we received these bodies - we do not know where they came from.

KAKWENZIRE:

SSEBULIBA:

In this particular case you received not just ordina~ bodies, you
received bodies of very important people, whom you did not p~rhaps
know were conflicting with government, was it not your first ~pact
to report this case to the police since you were co~ronted with th;
bodies of two Ministers and Archbishop and you did not even kno\
the manner in which they were murdered?
So long as I did not know the area where those bodies came from_,hi
•
• • t0 know wh1c
went to the Police Surgeon; he could make mqmnes
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KAJ(\VENZIRE:
ssEBULIBA:

I(AK\VENZIRE:

police brought th
boches cam
ose dead bodies
.
Road· b t ; f~om Jinja Road I • hBecause if I knew that those dead
info~~
Ddtd not know Wheres~uld ~ makmg inquiries to Jinja
at octor, Police S
t ey picked them from. I had to
wh o stays h ere With
. him
urgeon
and h has his
• own police officer
.
10 make m• • • e
qumes about those cases.
And you were not a
ware whether he d.d
1 or not?
I am not aware wheth h
.
er e did· b t h
we b etter wait, they shall brin • ~ w at I know, Dr. Kafeero said,
to be done. In a shon tim
g police f?nns if they want post mortem
e we saw tomes to take the bodies.
Now in the jaw inju
.
ry' agam you said there was no blood.

ssEBULIBA:

Yes.

J(AKWENZIRE:

If you hit a jaw ' there would not be blood surely?

SSEBULIBA:

If you break it after d th
already dead d th
ea ' you. c~ot get blood; if the person is
an
en you break it; if you break it when he still alive,
blood can come out.

KAJ(WENZIRE:

So the fact that there was no. blood suggests that the Jaw
• was broken
after death.

SSEBULIBA:

Pardon!

KAKWENZIRE:

You were saying there was no blood in the mouth.

SSEBULIBA:

Yes. No, on the teeth there was blood but the blood which could be
on the cloth or the face or anywhere; but because these jaws were
broken so it was twisted like this one; you could see what is inside.
Inside there was blood but not blood which comes out if somebody is
still alive.

KAKWENZIRE:

In other words, the jaw was broken by twisting.

SSEBULIBA:

No it became twisted when he was already dead because the body was
lying like this. This side was down and the other was on the head.
So we tried to check but we could have seen everything very well if
we did post-mortem.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Ssebuliba. We thank you very much for
having turned up. You can go·

SSEBULIBA:

Thank you very much.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Is that the en d , M r. C
what time!

COUNSEL:

We had summoned some witnesses who could be
I do not know·.
D Mawejje Bakojja is being summoned now; I
trac~d but defimtely r.

ounsel and you think tomorrow we may start at

1
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tlunk, he\\ ill appear because he is Just here and Kawurna
be the \\ itnes-.es ,, e have tomorrow.
These\Viii

I ~ee! Do you think we should be here by COU 'SEL:
AG. CHAIRMA

Ten or ten thirty ...
1

:

Let us make it ten.

C

COUNSEL:

Okay.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But othenvise this sitting is adjourned to tomorrow at 10.00 a.m.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Members of the Commission, Leading Counsel, we are having
problems. The witnesses have not come and we suggest that we go
for tea while we wait for our witnesses for today. Is that acceptable,
Leading Counsel?

COUNSEL:

AG. CHAIRMAN:

My Lady Chairman, the two witnesses. I think. are expected any time:
I think, it would be proper to adjourn for say for ten minutes and they
will be here. I suppose.
We adjourn until the witnesses come.
Leading Counsel, are you ready to start?

COUNSEL:

Yes, My Lady Chairman. The next witness is Kakande Number 83.
This is still on Archbishop Luwum.

DR.LUYOMBYA

Not Kakande but Kawuma.

COUNSEL:

Kawuma, sorry.

WITNES NO.SS:
SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

What is your name?

KAWUMA:

My name
Hospital.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KAWUMA:

I am 59.

COUNSEL:

Sorry!

KAWUMA:

59.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

MR.

is Constantino
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CONSTANTINO KA\YlThlA

Kawuma,

mortuary

attendant.

't-.1u\ago

t,.'.

\\'l~MA·

C()l '1\.Sl L:

Jokolcra.

l\tutuha

I K.
• )addondo.

For how Jong have ,

) ou Worked

1e;

·is .

•, a

M

ortuary Attendant'!

KAWUMA:

39 years.

colJNSEL:

I lave you spent all 39

k\WUMA:

Yes, Sir.

coUNSEL:

We understand there a

KAWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Which and which?

KAWUMA:

Police mortuary and the h . 1
osp1ta mortuary.

COUNSEL:

Now for which mortuary are you attendant?

KAWUMA:

In the hospital mortuary.

COUNSEL:

In th e hospital mortuary, what type of dead bodies are put in the
hospital mortuary?

KAWUMA:

The hospital ones.

COUNSEL:

You mean those who have died in the hospital?

K.AWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now since you have worked for 39 years, it appears in February.
1977, you were also at Mulago?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know that three bodies - that of the Archbishop Luwum,
Minister Erinayo Oryema and Oboth Ofumbi were brought to your
mortuary?

KAWUMA:

I found them in the mortuary in the morning.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember when you found them in the mortuary?

KAWUMA:

No no no I cannot tell you lies. It is a long time.
' ,

COUNSEL:

I see! Did you know who had brought those bodies in the mortuary?

KAWUMA:

No, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA

.
Sur ely you must remember
what time of the day it was,
Clan'fi1cat10n.
.
whether it was morning, afternoon or mght

years at Mulago?

re two mortuaries at Mulago?

ey

3.

I
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KA,VUl\tA:

\Vhen I came in the early morning - eight o'clock.

COUNSEL:

You just found them in the mortuary?

KA\VUMA:

In the mortuary.

COUNSEL:

How do people gain access to the mortuary? Do you know?

KAWUMA:

Sorry, I cannot get you there.

COUNSEL:

How is access gained to put these bodies in the mortuary? Do y,ounot
lock the mortuary at night?

KAWUMA:

I see! When we leave by five o'clock in the evening, we lock up and
then we go away. But we have got another key for the emergenciesin
the Medical Superintendent's Office where they keep all night duties
working things.

COUNSEL:

Now are you suggesting that those who brought the body and put it in
the mortuary over night, they must have got the key from the
Superintendent?

KAWUMA:

I think so because, when we came, we found the doors were locked.

COUNSEL:

You as a senior mortuary attendant, did you try to find out how - who
had put the bodies there and when?

KAWUMA:

I straight away - when I found the Bishop there in the fridge and when
I found the Bishop there and Oryema, I straight away rang to the
Medical Superintendent, saying that, "what a shame"! That is what I
remember.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Medical Superintendent at that material time?

KAWUMA:

Dr. Bakojja.

COUNSEL:

Did you see Dr. Bakojja then?

KAWUMA:

No, when I rang him, he told me that, "I knew it". That is what I was
told.

COUNSEL:

That he knew about it.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, Dr. Bakojja, did he have an assistant?

KAWUMA:

He had.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?
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J(AwuMA.

t

I

In that time I lh. k

H ospual
• Superinten
'
m ' he was Musana

couNSEL:

dent. He was M • I am not sure but he was a
usana Ith. k
What is his other
'
m , by that time.
name - Nyanzi?

l(AWUMA:

Yes - Nyanzi.

coUNSEL:

Do you know wheth
Nyanzi?·
er you spoke to MaWeJJe
•• BakoJJa
•· or you spoke to

f{AWUMA:

coUNSEL:

No, I spoke to Bak ••
OJJa. Me I spoke to BakOJJa.
••
You are sure?

KAWUMA:

I am sure.

COUNSEL:

Not Musana!

KAWUMA:

No.

COUNSEL:

I see!

KAWUMA:

I have to tell the truth.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sure. We understand.

COUNSEL:

Well .th
• tha t Dr. Bakojja - what I want to tell you is th..t Dr.
. e thing is
BakoJJa has been contacted and he says he was in Nairobi· it was his
Deputy - Musana Nyanzi.
'

K.AWUMA:

He was there.

COUNSEL:

Could that not be the truth?

KAWUMA:

I do not think so.

COUNSEL:

Okay! So now what followed?

KAWUMA:

Then nobody turned up. Around nine o'clock, I saw Dr. Kafeero
Lekoboam and he said, "I want to see the bodies which are here".

COUNSEL:

Yes!

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

Then I opened the fridge. He saw the Bishop and the others. He tried
to check to see what happened and he shook his head. He told me
that, "I am not going to do post-mortem on this case" •
Had somebody asked him to do the post-mortem?
That is what he told me when I said, "I think, they need a postmortem". And he said, "No, I am not goir.g to do a postmortern in
this case".
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COUNSEi

Did any other person come?

KAWUMA·

No I do not remember now.

COUNSEL.

Okay, now what happened to the bodies?

KAWUMA:

At the moment, it is a long time.

COUNSEL:
KAWUMA:

Yes, but did the bodies stay there. Corpses. Did they stay there?
They stayed there but I do not know whether they were removec1
0n
that day or the next day!
.

COUNSEL:

I see!

KAWUMA:

I cannot remember now because it -

COUNSEL:

It is a long time.

KAWUMA:

It is a long time.

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:
COUNSEL:

But somehow somebody - took - these bodies.
took the bodies?

Do you know who

No, I can not tell you who took the bodies.
Now, at that material time, who used to perform postmortem
examinations in that mortuary?

KAWUMA:

Dr. Kafeero as long as I remember.

COUNSEL:

Was it possible for a doctor, say, from Jinja or Mbale to come and do
the postmortem there?

KAWUMA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now, when a doctor was perfonning postmortern, did he get any
assistance from you or from your assistant?

KAWUMA:

These mortuary porters they were assisting the doctor to do the
postmortem when a postmortem is required.

COUNSEL:

Now, under whose control was this mortuary? Did also the Medical
Superintendent control that mortuary? Was it under his jurisdiction?

KAWUMA:

You mean at that time? That time or even at this time?

COUNSEL:

Is the Medical Superintendent also responsible for the mortuary?

KAWUMA:

Yes. He is responsible.
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,()l , •sl:I

Is he suppo~ect to know What

goes on in the mortuary?
He is supposed _ hut 'f . .
1
I•
8
•
It is a diffic I h'
then I have to talk to
Pum.
I • " ut, as long as he knows u. .isu t tpmg,
.
o ice 1onns from the p 1•
a o1tee case, he can get the
•
o tee and the
h 1 .
and the thing is like that B
. pat o og1st does a postmortem
claiming for a post-morte • 1 hut, if I get a d_ifficultyof relatives
nothing.
m,
ave to contact him. But in this case,

coU SEL:

KAWUMA:

So. as far as you are concerned 'ou di
.
examination being d
' )
d not witness any postmortem
one to any of these bodies?
No.

COL'NSEL:

Okay. That is all. my Lord Lady Chairman.

AG. CHAIRMAN:
\fR.

NAGENDA:

Thank you very much, Leading Counsel. If the Commissioners have
got questions, they can ask him.
Mr. Kawuma, we are not charging anybody with anything and you
should not be in any way worried. We just want to find out what
happened to these bodies. That is all. Now I just want one or two
points of clarification. Where did you find the bodies yourself, were
they already in the fridge or were they just on the floor?

KAWUMA:

They were in the fridge, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

I see!

KAWUMA:

Why I normally want to open the fridge -

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes!

KAWUMA:

In any case, at night, there mighhtbe an_et~serg;:?n ~as;a::~~h c;:/~~
f .d f om where or w atever i i .
in
the
ge is
_r there for th e mg
• ht . That is why I normally do a thing
find out nwhat
like that.

MR.NAGENDA:

Do you know -

AG.CHAIRMAN:

• •
Corruruss1oner,
can I ask a question related to yours?

MR.NAGENDA: ·

Yes, please!

AG. CHAIRMAN:

l one w1'th the key·• is there no other
·
Did you say you were the onhy h the key, who could ha\'e got m
• • t h e mortuary w o as
person w1thm
before you?

KAWUMA:

Mr. Okello.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Pardon!
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KAWUMA.

Mr. Okello was my assistant but he came in when I was.
in

AG. CHAIRMAN:

alreaci

Y.

KAWUMA;

You were the only people authorised to carry the monuary k
ey?
Yes. But now Okello when he was killed in this February _
20th is when he was killed.
January

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Which one!

KAWUMA:

January last year.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Last year.

KAWUMA:

Yes. He was killed and I asked Ssebuliba to help me - to assist me _
in this case because we always need two people.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But before then Ssebuliba would not have had the key.

KAWUMA:

No he had no key - Mr. Okello was my assistant. I am here to tell
you the truth.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Oh no, do not worry.

MR. NAGENDA:

What I was going to say, I was going to ask you about Ssebuliba but
you have mentioned his name. You see, Ssebuliba was here yesterday
and he said the three bodies were found lying on the floor, and that it
was afterwards that they were taken to the fridge. I do not suppose it
is a very important point, but these things go on record.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Either they were on the floor or they were in the fridge.

KAWUMA:

The thing I told you, I am the Senior Mortuary Attendant.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KAWUMA:

I was the first to open there.

NAGENDA:

Yes.

KAWUMA:

Those Ssebulibas came after and even Mr. Okello came after when I
was shaking and then the Medical Superintendent. I was shocked.
Then, when they came, I also told them that, "I have got this and

this".
MR. NAGENDA:

I see!

KAWUMA:

Then around nine o'clock the late Kafeero came. He said, "Where are
the bodies?" And I told him, "These are the bodies. They are here."

MR. NAGENDA:

If they had been lying on the floor - which they were not, accord.mg to
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you. t f they had hcc11ly1.
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\Wl1MA:

N \GENOA:

h

t er•
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1-ound them'!

Mc I don 0 t k
now about h ct· ·111 •
·r ° tcs fridges hut I am trying to find out
1
the fridge _
r' t1ley had been lying on the floor rather than in
medically whethc

KAWUMA:

rn -

MR. NAGENDA:
KA\VUMA:

Yes.
Would they have looked different?
According to the h

ours after death, they could not look very bad
tcause
w~en
they
were
killed at night - let me so say - and brought
1
le same night, early morning it would not make any difference.
b

reJJ

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

but

ay
it

it

I

Could you tell by their condition of the bodies roughly when they had
been killed?
I was shaken when I found the body of the Archbishop - I did not
touch the body; but, when Dr. Kafeero came, he pulled all the bodies
out. He pulled them out. We checked. Then we checked and we
found they were just like mackintosh. We said, "I think, these were
kicked with thick boots or with tractors". That is what we felt with
Dr. Kafeero.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay!

KAWUMA:

I said, "I think, this is a police case. You are going to do them".
And he said, "No, no, no, no I will not do them".

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay that was going to be my second question. Why did Dr. Kafeero
- why did he - not want to do the postmortem?

KAWUMA:

I do not know. That is the thing I do not know. I never knew it.

MR. NAGENDA •

If you can remember very well that he said, "No I am not going to do
the postmortem", as if somebody had said, "Do the postmortem".
And surely you had worked with him for a very long time.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

You have been at Mulago for 39 years?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

It would seem to me a natural thing to do to ask him, "Why are you
saying you will not do the postmortem?" Did you ask him?

KAWUMA:

I asked him and he said, "No, I am not goin~ to do it". I knew _that
these are Police cases as long as it is an accident or whatever 1t 1s; I
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know a postmortem should be worked out. I told him and he .
"No, I am not gomg
• to do 1t
• ". I-Ie was annoyed . I do not know said
h'
especially on the bishop. He was annoyed - very annoyed.
w Y,
MR. NAGENDA:

There are two ways of showing anger in a situation of this kind·
0
is that you said; the other one is to say, "I must try and find ou~Whne
happened to the Archbishop", because he was not just an ordina;
person of the three.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

And we happen to know that Dr. Kafeero was a very religious person.
So, in a way, his anger would be more understandable if he carried
out the postmortem. I wonder whether he and, for that matter
yourself, were not just frightened; that, if you did this postmortem'
you would get yourselves into political trouble.
'
I did not know. I am still thinking of it but I cannot understand it.
Now the other question which I have - again I can ask your opinion
because you are an expert in this field; I am sure the Chairman will
allow me to ask this question. Did these bodies look as if they had
been in a car accident?
I do not think so. You cannot have fractured ribs both sides and the
other case also the same problem. You should see some pieces of
blood somewhere - like that.

MR. NAGENDA:

They did not have any blood on their bodies?

KAWUMA:

No, no, no. No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Briefly how were these bodies dressed?

KAWUMA:

Oryema was in a shirt like a khaki, if I could remember and the
Bishop, as I told you he was the one in -

MR. NAGENDA:

Cassock.

KAWUMA:

Yes. But it was with marks, sort of not clean, like somebody who has
squeezed it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now yesterday your assistant told us that actually some soldiers ~e
- I think, he said -in three lorries, I cannot remember - oh, no he said,
at about ten o'clock, four lorries and two land rovers came full of
soldiers with three coffins.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

And took the bodies away.
happened?
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Can you now remember whether this

KA\\ UMA

I cannot remember I .

18

.

he true because ho~ t~ quite a long time and I was shocked. It may_
the body But I
ey removed the body; they must have removed
•
cannot say what took place. I cannot remember, Sir.
MR. 'AGENDA

But were you there the whole time?

KAWUMA:

I was there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you find
postmortem?

KAWUMA:

t ft
u a erwards whether somebody else carried out a

O

No, after they removed the bodies, I did not know whether they did a
postmortem somewhere.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you very much.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kawanga, do you have a question to ask?

MR. KA W ANGA:

Yes. Mr. Kawuma why do you think - perhaps, it is unfair; but
yesterday we were told these bodies were found on the floor.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. KAW ANGA:

And that Mr. Ssebuliba removed the Archbishop's ring and his ball
point and gave them to Canon Lubondo.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did you see him do this?

KAWUMA:

No.

KAWANGA:

Is it possible that, at one time, you were there and you left the place to
go and do something when he was there?

KAWUMA:

He could have removed them but he did not tell me.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did he not tell you.

KAWUMA:

No, he did not tell me.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see!

KAWUMA:

he came to me and told me about that and I asked
And even yes~erday
11
at that time? I never knew that the
• "Why did you not te me
h 1m,
rings were remov ed •
tl

MR. KAWANGA:

I see!

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay. Now sure Y

1 the bodies were removed from the mortuary?
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K \\'UMA·

Y cs, they were removed.

MR.KA\VANGA:

\Vere you there when they were being removed?

KA\VlTMA:

That is the thing I do not remember now; but they were removed.

MR. KA \VANGA:

No, it is too important to forget.

KA\VUMA:

Pardon!

MR. KA\VANGA:

KAWUMA:
~1R. KAWANGA:

KAWUMA:

You remember so many other things; this is something extremely
important. Surely, you found the bodies; you were the Senior
Mortuary Attendant; either you were there or you were not. They
could not have disappeared into thin air.
No.
So you do not know how they were removed or you do not remember
how they were removed! It is possible that they might have been
removed during your absence.
No but I think I was there but now I cannot remember how they were
removed or if there were three lorries.

MR. KAWANGA:

You do not remember?

KAWUMA:

I do not remember but they were removed.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.

KAWUMA:

I cannot place the signature here.

MR. KA WANGA:

I know. We are not pressing you. We just came to find out exactly
what happened; and what bothers me is the fact that you cannot
remember how the bodies were removed during your absence.

KAWUMA:

May be I was there but I cannot remember now.

MR. KAWANGA:

Pardon!

KAWUMA:

I cannot remember.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Now you said you checked on the bodies with Dr. Kafeero on all the
three bodies and you noticed that all of them had fractured ribs and
broken chests and you do not think that they died in an accident with
that kind of injury.

KAWUMA:

I do not think so. That is not true.

MR. KA W ANGA:

Is that an impression you formed at that time or now it
impression you have thought of over a time?
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No at that time.
MR, KA\VANGA:

At that time?

K WUMA:

y cs. Because you canno
.
the chest was lik
~ get ribs fractured for all the three cases and
'·
e a mackintosh. No.

MR KA\VAN GA:

So you formed an
• •
po) ice case? WI d' opmion. Then why did you think that it was a
1Y id you not think • •

1',:\WUl\tA:

It was not a natural death.

MR. KA\VANGA:

You neither thou ht 11
•
.
th
h h
g
was an accident nor a natural death and you
1
oug t, erefore, the police must be interested in it?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now whY d'd
1 you not contact the police yourself?

KA\VUMA:

We would.

MR. KAWANGA:

Dr. Kafeero for example.

KAWUMA:

But I told you, Sir, that when Kafeero refused to do the postmortem, I
could not press him.

MR.KAWANGA:

I see! Okay. That is all.

KAWUMA:

I had no power in that case.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kavuma there is very serious contradiction between what you said
that what your current assistant said. One contradiction is the issue of
who came in first and who saw what. Your assistant said he came in
first and he saw the bodies on the floor and contacted Dr. Kafeero
who advised him to hide away the bodies - to put away the bodies away in the fridge so that the public do not spectate too much because
it was causing sensation around. Now you state that you found the
bodies in the fridge and you went to the Medical Superintendent.

KAWUMA:

No I did not go there. I rang him.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

You rang him?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

What were you requesting him to do?

KAWUMA:

No I just wanted to inform him what I had found in the fridge. I
knew actually he was my master.
And I am sure you wanted to find out how the bodies got in the fridge

AG. CHAIRMAN:

in your absence.
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K ~\\ lJMA·

G. CHAIRMAN:

Yes, and he told me, "I knew it".
He told you that he is the one who facilitated the hodies to go int
0 the
mortuary?

KA\ UMA:

No, no, he told me, "I knew it at night. I knew it".

AG. CHAIRMAN:

He knew about it at night?

KA\VUMA:

Yes and he said, "Okay".

AG. CHAIRMAN:

And you concluded since he is the one who kept the key.

KAWUMA:

Now why you put things to Ssebuliba I do not know why he informed
you because Okello is my assistant. He has got a master key; me I
have got a master key. I came first before OkeJlo. I opened the
mortuary with my master key; then I went to the fridge. So this is
what I am telling you. So where did Ssebuliba get the key from when
Mr. Okello at that time was my assistant! Do you not see it?

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Is it your normal practice to check the fridges before you do any other
thing?

KAWUMA:

Yes, because normally at night they bring the bodies through the
Hospital Superintendent say from night duties and when you start with
other things you cannot know. Ssebuliba had no key by that time. He
got the key in March.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

And we leave it to the Leading Counsel to find out who is te11ingthe
truth and who is not.

KAWUMA:

Okello was my assistant and Okello is the one who had a key. He
came after me. What I am telling you is the truth because.-

COUNSEL:

Do you know Canon Lubondo?

KAWUMA:

Lubondo?

COUNSEL:

Canon Lubondo.

KAWUMA:

No, I do not know him.

COUNSEL:

At that material time, did the hospital have a Chaplain for the Church
of Uganda, Anglican?

KAWUMA:

Lubondo!

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAWUMA:

Now I remember him. He was - Lubondo, I remember him but he
died.
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COUN EL:

Right! Did you see h'1

m that day?

KA\VUMA:

My friend' I cannot

remember_.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, you see M
, r. Kawuma i .
.
to have been in a p . .
' t is a great pity because we seem now
.
os1tion whe
opposite sides.
'
re we seem to be playing football on

KA\VUMA:

Yes.

NAGENDA:

.KAWUMA:
NAGENDA:

But we are all in this th·
get the truth W
mg togelber; all what we are trying to do is to
.
•
e
were
told _ d h"
. .
.
boxmg match betw
an t is agam 1s not gomg to be a
een you and
·
happen But your
.
your assistant. We do not need that to
•
assistant has
d
us he had a very g00 d
a very goo memory or he seemed to
well He · th
memory· He remembered what happened very
•
is e person wh kn
the three coffins· he is the
Person wh0 knew about the °l •ew about
Th
' things;
.
who took
.
ornes.
ese are very .important
away the bodies. He seems to know.
Yes.
Y~u. having found this terrible deed - the Archbishop and the two
M~ st~rs -cannot even know who took away the bodies, because you
say It IS a long time, which it is. It is about ten years. But as my
colleague - one of the Commissioners - said, it is a bit amazing that
you do not remember who took away the bodies. Then you cannot
remember whether Canon Lubondo came; but it was Canon Lubondo
to whom that ring and the fountain pen were given. So he must have
been there. Now the first thing I am going to suggest is this to you,
that there were times when you were not with the bodies. It is not a
criminal offence not to be with the bodies.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

NAGENDA:

But, if you were not there, please, just say, you were not there at
certain times. You would have seen this Canon come in if you had
been there. Would you not? Was there a time when you were not
there?

KAWUMA:

There was a time when I was not there because I do this and that.

NAGENDA:

Yes. Now, with these bodies which reatly you should have - because
we are told they went away at about ten that very morning, not the
next day; you said you do not know whether they were taken_that day
or the next day, which is ridiculous. Because one of the thmgs that
have resulted is that the bodies were immediately taken away to be
hidden because they were causing a b~t of sensation. How ~an you not
remember whether it was that mornmg or the next mommg. Were
you there, at all, that morning?

KAWUMA:

I was there.
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KA\VU~1A:
NAGFNDA:

KAWUMA:
NAGENDA:

KA\VUMA:
NAGENDA:
KAWUMA:
NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

Now you go there at eight. the bodies - we unct
• two 11ours. Right?
erstanc1
taken away at ten; t I1at •1sJust
~ Were
Okay.

Yes.

Was there some time during those two hours when you w
• when you went to do something else?
ere not With
.
the hod1es.
1 do walk and go somewhere and so on.
Okay now would you say that half an hour you were not w·th
1
•
the
bodies
- one hour? What happened? Please tell us because we w
.
to be on record. These are people who were killed brutally andant
th it
•
~
are very important
people.
I know.
Yes. Did you as soon as you got there then go away somewhere else?
I went. But normally I do not stay in the We do not care about normally frankly; what we are trying to find out
- on this day of the 16th of February, 1977, when three very
important people were brought in and put in your fridge; if there was
a time when for whatever reason - perhaps, you were afraid about
what would happen when people came to the bodies; just say to us, I
think, I came and then I went away, and I will send that on our
records straight. We do not need to go back to Mr. Ssebuliba and
then say that. Where were you at that particular time?
But about the ring, I did not know that the rings were removed, Sir.
That I can No, we are not asking you about the ring. We are just saying, did
you know Canon Lubondo?

KAWUMA:

Lubondo, I remember him.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you saw these bodies, did you identify that this is the
Archbishop of the Church of Uganda?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know him before?

KAWUMA:

Yes.
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coUi\SFl.

Now, when vou
1·
lJ
J
rea izcd that h
ganda. Did you connect h. e_wasthe Archbishopof the Church of

~

I did not

im With Canon Lubondo?

\WllMA:

C()l' I\ SEL:

- as far as I remember, I d"d
1 not.

Mayhe, my question ha

Lubondo would b, . s not been understood. Did you think Canon
Uganda?
e mterested in the Archbishop of the Church of

i,;.AWUMA:

Yes, he would.

cot:NSEL:

Did it not occur to you th .
the death of h"isA hb" h at it was a better thing to contact him about
re 1s op?

KAWUMA:

Meeting him or _

COUNSEL:

To inform him.

KAWUMA:

In that case, I did not inform him.

COUNSEL:

Did you see him at the mortuary?

KAWUMA:

I do not remember.

COUNSEL:

So, shall we take it that because of lapse of time, you cannot exactly
remember which was which?

KAWUMA:

With the canon?

COUNSEL:

Well you cannot fully account as to what actually happened because it
is ten years; you have seen so many bodies, any way. In fact it is not
an offence not to remember. You have said that there were two keys
for this mortuary. You were surprised that somebody had gained
entry into the mortuary without your knowledge?

KAWUMA:

No because we have got the third key which was kept for hospital
night duty.

COUNSEL:

Was it possible that Ssebuliba could have used that key to gain entry
into the mortuary before you?

KAWUMA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say so?

KAWUMA:

Because he cannot go there and collect these.

COUNSEL:

Now, who opene d

KAWUMA:

At night?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

&or
the people who put the bodies in the mortuary?
1
'
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KAWlJMA:

Night Nursing Officer.

COUNSEL"

Who was he - she?

KAWUMA:

I cannot remember, now.

COUNSEL:

Did you contact him?

KAWUMA:

No I did not. My work is to contact the Medical Superintend
ent only.
May I remind the witness that he is under oath thing you said ·
you contacted the Medical Superintendent and Leading Co is ,t~t
•
•
te11mg
us that the Medical
Superintendent said, he was aunse1 .is
• b"1. Pl ease, be very careful. Here you have a numb
way in
N a1ro
• •
• h Ssebuliba and Dr. er of
contrad 1ct1ons
wit

AG. CHAIRMAN:

NAGENDA:

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Bakojja.
Bakojja. And the impression we are forming that your memory is not
very good because you cannot remember when the bodies were taken
away or when you were person in-charge. You are the Senior
Mortuary Attendant?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

And you should know who comes in and who goes out. So it should
have been your particular responsibility that day to find out what had
happened to these very important people. I do not think it was an
incident to overlook. Think very carefully what you are saying.

KAWUMA:

That is what I remember. I do not know when I can -

COUNSEL:

But, as the Chairman has told you, Dr. Bakojja was attending a
seminar in Nairobi and he is the one who has directed us to the person
who was in-charge on the material date and that was Musana Nyanzi.
So, when you say, you talked to Dr. Nlawejje Bakojja, then, may be,
you are contradicting him.

KAWANGA:

I think, Mr. Chairman, this is enough and it is up to us to say how
much importance to attach to the witness's memory. I think, this
should be enough.

COUNSEL:

That is the end of it.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Leading Counsel and our witness - Mr•
Kavuma.
If you have any thing to say or something you have
forgotten and you want to put right or you want to leave what you
have told us is the truth.

KAWUMA:

That is what I remember because the key was with Mr. Okello who
was my assistant. The others when they came found that I had already
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Fellow Co
• •
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.
are present, we shall ad'our t e Lcadi~1gCounsel and Members who
do not have w·t1
U n the hearing until tomorrow because we
nesses readily
- bi
tomorrow at 9 .30 a.m.
avar1a e. So can assemble again

KAK\VENZIRE:
rello_w Commissioners, Leading Counsel Ladies and Gentlemen.
eadmg Counsel, are we ready to start?
•
COUNSEL:
Yes• Your .Lady Commissioner, we have witnesses around we can
start. fyfy 86th witness is Dr. Nyanzi Musana.
,
KAKWENZIRE:

Sor

ry,

1987.

an

L d'
C
ea mg ounsel, we commence the hearings of 27th March

WITNESS N0.86:
-SWORN IN
a
'11

COUNSEL:
MUSANA

.

DR. NYANZI MUSANA ABEL LABAN

Could you state your names, age and occupation?
My names are Dr. Nyanzi Musana Abel Laban; I was born in 1939, I
work as a medical practitioner and Administrator, Deputy Medical
Superintendent of Butabika Hospital.

COUNSEL:

Before you became the Deputy Medical Superintendent, Butabika. did
you go to school?

MUSANA:

I went to school.

COUNSEL:

Which schools did you attend?

MUSANA:

I attended Nkokonjeru Primary school in Mukono District.

COUNSEL:

Which year?

MUSANA:

Unfortunately

COUNSEL:

Yes' after primary school what happened?

I cannot recall.
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After primary school, I went to Kibuli Secondary School·
from Kihuli Secondary School I attended Nyakasura Scho' ,and lhen
0
Portal; then from Nyakasura School I attended Makererc C1n f''Ort
School, Higher School Certificate; then from Makerere C011ege
School. I attended Khartoum University in the Sudan, and in ~1lege
1 71 , I
came back and started working in Mulago Hospital.

COUNSEL:

You read medicine in Khartoum?

MUSANA:

I read medicine and got a Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery in 19 1.
7

COUNSEL:

For how long did you work at Mulago Hospital?

MUSANA:

I worked briefly for one year, from 1971 to 1972 December, then
from there I went and worked in Kagadi Hospital in Hoima District
for three years.

NAGENDA:

Sorry, what was the name of the Hospital I did not hear it?

MUSANA:

Mulago to Kagadi Hospital where I worked and left in 1975, and came
back to Mulago as Deputy Medical Superintendent, and I worked
there from 1975 to 1979, and then I went for a Post Graduate Course
for Master of Medicine in Public Health, up to 1980; then from there -

NAGENDA:

Where was this?

MUSANA:

In Makerere Medical School. Then from there I was transferred to
Butabika Hospital as Deputy Medical Superintendent up to now;

COUNSEL:

Which year were you transferred to Butabika?

MUSANA:

1981.

COUNSEL:

Were you in Mulago in 1977?

MUSANA:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the 16th or 17th of February, 1977?

MUSANA:

I remember the date.

COUNSEL:

Where were you on that date?

MUSANA:

I was working in Mulago on those two days.

COUNSEL:

As Deputy Medical Superintendent?

MUSANA:

I was working as Deputy Medical Superintendant.

COUNSEL:

While you were there, what happened?
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I was called 'It .
• ntght hy tlle then M' •.
p.m .. that th.

cotJNSEL:

then
trict

I

.

:ilHllcor tl ere Were some dignit _misterof Health at around l 0.00
me to t 1cm Were dead and nth• aries who had had an accident, that
he dca ~cat th~lscwho were aliv/:s couJ~ he alive. So, he instructed
nd put in mortuary those who could
d, he did not tell me th.
e numher.
Do you remember tl1c
name 0 f th'1s Minister?
..
That was Minister H
enry Kycmba.

COUNSEL:

Did he give you th
accident?
e names of those who were mvolved in this

MUSANA·

No, he did not; he just t Id
had had an accident a d r°d· me that there _weresome dignitaries who
n
id not know which type of dignitaries.

COUNSEL:

Eventually' were these di

MUSANA:

We waited from 10 oo
.
from the h
. l • p.m. until about 5.00 am. when we had a call
.
ospita ' because I had alerted the hospital mortuary and
causa IIty to be on th 1
..
.
b
e
a
ert
wa1tmg
for these people· but we waited
un t 11 a out 5 00 a
• h
.
'
h
.
•
.m. m t e mormng when we got a call from the
osp1ta1that the bodies had arrived.

NAGENDA:

Clarification· , when you sa Y we d o you mean yourself and another
doctor or do you mean -

MUSANA:

Myself and the staff who were on duty.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

MUSANA:

So, when the bodies arrived, I asked the staff on duty in the mortuary
who were these people; and he said he cannot tell me the names. So.
I rang the Minister to inform him that the bodies arrived, and he asked
me who are they? I said I do not know them. He sent a vehicle to
collect the mortuary attendant on site to go and tell him - at his home.
So, the mortuary attendant went and told him of the bodies, but I
think he himself was not very sure of the bodies until we went m the
morning to identify the bodies.

COUNSEL:

Who was this mortuary attendant? Just to refresh you, do you have a
Principal Mortuary Attendant?

MUSANA:

I have a Principal Mortuary attendant.

COUNSEL:

At that time did you have a Senior Mortuary Attendant?

MUSANA:

No, I think that one was acting in both places.

COUNSEL:

I see. Do you recall his names?

• .
gmtanes brought before you for treatment?

11

11

co

MUSANA:

Unfortunately

now I cannot recall, but he is still the same man
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working in the department.
COUNSEL:
MUSANA:

COUNSEL:

MUSANA:

COUNSEL:
MUSANA:

NAGENDA:

MUSANA:

COUNSEL:
MUSANA:

Okay, proceed; in the morning what happened?
In the morning I went to the mortuary 8.00 a.m. -actually there
two mortuaries, one for the City Council and one for the hospital.
these bodies had been brought to the mortuary -

;:e
·

Doctor, since you have mentioned two mortuaries; could you explai
to the Lady Commissioner and Gentlemen Commissioners th~
differences between the two?
The difference between the City Council mortuary and the hospital
mortuary is that the hospital mortuary receives bodies from that same
hospital, the bodies that die from other hospitals or who die from
elsewhere are normally taken to the City Council mortuary; but in
this incident since these were dignitaries, they were brought to the
hospital mortuaix which is having a fridge - the City Council
mortuary is not having a fridge.
Yes, proceed.
The mortuary attendant pulled out the rollers to show me the bodies
and I saw three bodies.
Just a small clarification there Doctor; the mortuary attendant who
pulled out these bodies for you, was he the same man who had gone
earlier to report to the Minister or was he somebody else?
It was somebody else. I made a small mistake, in the hospital we have
somebody called a Night Superintendent, this one is the one who
normally reports on incidents which take place at night, and he is the
one who was called to go and report to the Minister.
When the body was pulled out o~ the trolley, what did you observe?

I observed three dead bodies dressed in different clothing. One of
them was dressed in Army uniform, a second one was dressed in a
black suit and a third one was dressed in a religious robe. They had
multiple wounds on the chest, and the body in the uniform had a
fracture of a broken arm and a broken leg. After seeing the bodies and
recognising the people, I asked the Mortuary Attendant to push the
roller back.

COUNSEL:

You recognised the people as who?

MUSANA:

I recognised the one in arnw unifonn as former Minister Ory_ema:and
the one ir1 the black suit was fonner Minister, Oboth Ofumb1: and the
one in the religious robe was the late Archbishop Luwum he had also
a ring on the left finger.

COUNSEL:

•
?
Yes, what happened next after these observations.
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VR I tlYOMin A:

C'larificmion

the chest

c

1'. ounscl; Doctor you .. d I
• w Heh of the hod h•id
sa, t iat there were wounds on
y ' wou nd s on the chest - all of them"/
The three had wound
s on the chest.

DR 1..UYOMBYA:

Could you clear for us h

to see these wound . • ow- were c Iot h"mg removed for you to he able
•
s on the chest ·, o

one m unifom1t

It.al

ne was in a suit and another

,\1USANA:

These wounds we
.
•
re gomg through the clothing.

NAGENDA:

Sorry, what do you mea
"
blood or were the b 11 , n ~y they were going through" were there
u ets gomg through the clothing or what?

MUSANA

The wounds could be

DR. MAKUBUYA:

In other words some of the clothes were torn?

MUSANA:

To a certain extent.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What sort of wounds were they; we are finding a bit of difficult - you
see-somebody is dressed up and you do not remove the clothing and
then you are describing wounds to us.

MUSANA:

These wounds went through the clothing to the body and they could
~e seen on the other side of the body also - on the back, start from in
tront to the back.

K.AKWENZIRE:

Were they, in your opm1on, bullet wounds or something pierced
through them, like an instrument; how did they look like?

MUSANA:

They a;:,peared to be a sort of blunt instrument which went through the
clothing to the back; but the way they were seen from the front, a
wound was smaller than on the back.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Clarification again; when the roller was pulled out of the fridge, were
these bodies lying on the side, face down, on their backs or?

MUSANA:

They were lying on their backs.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were they turned over for you?

MUSANA:

They were turned over for me to, at least, see what injuries had taken
lace. Although, since it is ten years ago, I cannot really recall exactly
he details but they were turned over for me to see the front and the

es
0

e

e

• or·

seen and blood had come out through them.

0

e

of

a

f

back.
COUNSEL:

bodies you directed that they should be
Yes, after observing the
returned to the fridge?

MUSANA:

I did that, Sir.
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COUNSEL:

What happened next?

MUSANA:

I proceeded to the office and waited for other instructions. We 1
••
s:
.
the mortuary and we were wa1tmg
1or oth er mstructions
fro Ockect
Minister of Health.
rn the

COUNSEL:

Did you receive any instructions?

MUSANA:

I received instructions to ask the doctor to do postmortem. We had a
special doctor to do these postmortem on these bodies.

COUNSEL:

Do you recall the names of this special doctor?

MUSANA:

The names of that doctor - I remember one name, he was Dr.
Kafeero; and this was on telephone, he was telephoning frorn
somewhere and he asked me to have a postmortem done, and I
requested the doctor to do the postmortem, but unfortunately he
refused! He came and told me that he cannot do that postmortem
because what he had seen on the body- he could not do the
postmortem on those bodies, because he said these were bullet
wounds. He did not comply with the instruction that these people had
an accident.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could you recall the time when this instruction came to you to
authorise postmortem?

MUSANA:

It was at 9. 00, because we had reported at 7. 30 and at that time most
of religious leaders had come to my office and they wanted to see the
bodies, but we had been instructed not to allow anybody to go to the
mortuary.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who had instructed you?

MUSANA:

This is the Minister of Health.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after Dr. Kafeero had refused to perform the postmortem
examination, what happened?

MUSANA:

I rang back to the Minister and told him that the Doctor had refused to
- I said; he is unable to do the postmortem. So, he instructed me to
find another doctor but I failed to find another doctor to do the
postmortem. Since this was a specialist field, it was difficult to fmd
somebody at that material time, and at that time Dr. Kafeero was
working single handed.

COUNSEL:

So, ther~ was no postmortem examination performed on these bodies?

MUSANA:

A doctor from Military Headquarters was instructed to do the
postmortem -Military Headquarters Mbuya, he was asked to do the
postmortem.
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C

J

COUNSEL.

Do you recall h •.

MlJSANA:

This was the mect· I
Ok
ica officer in ·h
..
umu.
c arge of Military Units, by name Dr.

COUNSEL:

Did he perform th
e postmortem?

Ml1SANA:

It is understood that h

COUNSEL:
MUSANA:
COUNSEL:

MUSANA:

0

t

is names?

ct·
report was given of the\ 1~ the postmortem, because eventually a
death of those bodies b md~ngson the body and the likely cause of
, ut I did not see him do it.

Where was this Dr. Okumu stationed?
He was stationed at Mbuya Military Hospital.
After you learnt that •
·
mstruct1onshad been given to him to perform the
postmortem examinatio
h
.
.
n on t ese bodies, did you see him anywhere
around Mulago on that day?
I did n~t see him_b~cause, first of all the mortuary was being guarded
by soldiers, and it 1s possible he could have come in with the soldiers
and either did the postmortem there or took the bodies somewhere to
do the postmortem, but physically I did not see him.

COUNSEL:

So, what happened next?

MUSANA:

Later on the bodies were taken from the mortuary and we later learnt
that they were going to be buried in their respective homes.

COUNSEL:

Now, what time was this when the bodies were removed?

MUSANA:

This must have been in the afternoon of the 17th of February 1977.

COUNSEL:

Did you witness the exercise of removal of these three bodies?

MUSANA:

It was very difficult because even civilians to hover around the
mortuary was, you know, there was a state of fear around and most of
the people tried to be away from the place; and I also stayed in my
office.

COUNSEL:

Now, let me take you back to the injuries; there has been evidence
adduced before this Commission that these injuries were bruises;

MUSANA:

Bruises?

COUNSEL:

That there were bruises on these bodies, all over the body, and now
you say there were wounds; would you explain this?

e
e

KAKWENZIRE:

Sorry, Leading Counsel, to i~ter~pt. The Commissioners feel that
Dr. Okumu should be not hsterung; could you, Dr. Okumu, go
outside and wait for the time being?
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MR. NAGENDA:

Could we be told how this happened please, Counsel?

COUNSEL:

Your Lady Commissioner; Gentlemen Commissioners; personan
was not aware that Dr. Okumu had been summoned and that he Y 1
sitting in the Committee Room! I do rea\ly apologise for this Do was
.•
.
.
•
ctor
as I have said there has been evidence before this Commissionby t '
mortuary attendants that they observed bruises on these bodies. nWo
. h
, ow
you state that you saw wounds; wouId you straig ten up the record?

MUSANA:

There were wounds on the body and some bruises on the chest With
some broken rib on the one in the Army uniform.

COUNSEL:

Yes, I was just coming to that. Now, I would request you to describe
the injuries you observed on this body you call the body belonging to
the late Oryema who was in Army uniform, as detailed as you can
remember.

MUSANA:

As I have stated, most of the wounds I saw were on the chest, and
also the ribs which appeared to have been broken either through some
rough handling or something like that. I cannot recall the number of
the wounds on the body, but there were wounds.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. I think what we are really interested in, doctor, is
whether you actually took a close look at these wounds; in other
words, whether at any stage you removed the clothing of those
wounds so that you had a good look, because otherwise this seems to
us that some pf these might be mere surmise. Secondly, did you touch
the bodies or did you feel.the bodies to see how the chest were?

MUSANA:

I saw the bodies but I did not touch them, because as the situation was
we were expecting the doctor to do a postmortem, and when you do a
postmortem you remove all the clothing and then you examine each
wound separately. So, when l called Dr. Kafeero and he refused to do
the postmortem, I did not ·go any further than that; I was expecting
that if a doctor comes to do the postmortem 1 will be called and we
witness the wounds together when the clothes are removed.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, all..the time these bodies were clothed when you were there?

MUSANA:

All the time these bodies were clothed.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then when Dr. Kafeero said that he was not going to carry out a
postmortem because the bodies had bullet wounds; you are not in a
position to tell us whether they had bullet wounds or not, are you?
Do you see what I mean? Because you said that the reason Dr.
Kafeero refused to do the postmortem is that he said these people had
been shot that it was not an accident;

MUSANA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, really you were not in a position to know whether they had been
shot or not?
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MU A'

1R.

r

.

GENOA:

1USANA:
MR. NAGENDA:

l had J·ust a .
.
a Iller • • quick lo0 k and it
ap
e accident.
Peared the woundsdid not conformto
But You are not ·
..
not f
in a position to t u
• rom Your knowledge?
e us whether they had been shot or
The wound
s appeared to be like those of gun-shot.
All the three?

DR MAKUBUY A:

MUSANA:

: ou see, Dr. Kafeero is dead
.
Just said that he refu d b ' we cannot have his word, but you have
were not accident wse d e~ause, according to him, what he had seen
know whether D Ko~n s ~t moSt probably bullet wounds; do you
r • ateero hunself saw these bodies?
~~~aaryid.he wbebnlt
down; when I had called him he went to the
' pro a Y he must have gone there before.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

But you did not accompany him yourself?

MUSANA:
No, when he came to the office he said he had seen the bodies and he
is not going to do the postmortem.
KAKWENZIRE:

MUSANA:

Dr. Musana, your answer to my earlier question as to how the wounds
looked to you, you said, if I remember correctly, that they looked as if
something had been pierced through them; now you say they looked
like bullet wounds. You are saying pierced by a bullet or an object?
Here I chose to use this word because if you get a very strong object,
a tiny one, and you throw it you can get a pierce through the cloth and
through the body. Most of the blunt instruments can do that; a sharp
instrument tend to make a clean incision, but these ones tend to make
either a lacerated wound -usually they are lacerated wounds of these
bullets, they are not clean. So, at least, I can say they did not appear
to be of a sharp instrument like a knife.

KAKWENZIRE:

I have never seen actually a bullet wound myself, but in your
rofession I am sure you have seen quite a. n~ber of cases so much
p
that you wou Id be able to tell off sight that It IS a bullet wound.

MUSANA:

e. ou tend to get two wounds' one
Normally it depends on th~ rang ':mall and the outlet is bigger; and
inlet and the inlet tends to e very
II from the front than from the
from what I saw the wounds were sma
back.

COUNSEL:
MUSANA:

Could this lead you to cone lude that they were bullet wounds?
d and if I had the chance of
They would be most likely bull~~w;~ncl~thes removed, I could have
. • WI'th Dr• Kafeero
w1
exarmrung
•
come to a b etter conclus1on.
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KAK\VENZIRE:

MUSANA:

MR. NAGENDA:

MUSANA:

MR. KAWANGA:

Dr. Musana, you also said that the ribs appeared to be br k
you have also put it on record that you did not touch the booden.
but
ies•
you want to correct that record or you want it to remain as .t . ' do
other words, if you did not touch, how did you conclude that \ht _In
were broken?
rtbs
As I said most of the time the Mortuary Attendant brought this boct
out and he felt on one side and he said that; "You can see the body _Y
not straight" and it showed that ttiere were broken ribs on one Sidis
Usually when the cage is intact on both sides, a person does not te~
to have a kink like this.
You see, we have got a small problem again here doctor; number one
is, it is a very long time ago when this happened, and two; you
yourself have been good enough to say that you really took a quick
look and you did not touch. Because we have one evidence from one
of the Mortuary Attendants that, in fact, he touched the chests of all
the three people and they were very soft, he also said that it looked as
if great weight, pressure had been put on all the three chests. He also
said quite categorically that not all the bodies were fully clothed and,
in fact we remember that they were, because he said that; "How could
an accident remove your trousers or your shirts?" Now in view of
this - I mean you could have gone at another time and removed the
clothes of these people, they might have been dressed later. But does
this in any way refresh your memory any better; certainly you say
they were all clothed, are you still sure that they were all clothed?
They were all clothed but to me they did not appear to have been
handled properly; the clothing was not in the normal shape of each as you would see any person dressed. Some of the clothes were tom,
like that of the late Archbishop was torn, and the Army uniform was
also torn on the knees; but that of the Minister did not have much
damage.
I was going to ask you; you said you came to the mortuary at about

7.30;
MUSANA:

Yes, please.

MR. KAWANGA:

Who had the key to the mortuary?

MUSANA:

It is the Mortuary Attendant on duty whose name I have forgotten actually he is the same man who is there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Is it Mr. Constantino Kawuma?

MUSANA:

Mr. Kawuma.

MR. KAWANGA:

So Kawuma had the key?

MUSANA:

He had the key.
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But before vo
into the mo~nu came to the mortu
uary'>
ary' the b 0 d'tes had all heen admitted
'
Yes.

MR. KA\VA

GA:

That must be b ~
e,ore 7.30?
That must have be
bodies had
.
en, because the
arrived.
Y rang me at 5.00 to say that the

\fR

KA\\TANGA:

So. it was not you hO
Attendant?•
w opened the monuary , but •It was the Mortuary

MUSANA:

It was the Mortuary Attendant.

MR KAWANGA:

But you do not know who d'd?
l .

MUSANA:

I do not know who did b
and told me the bod· , hecauselater on he is the same man who came
ies ave come i
d
l
see. So, we went with h.
n, an cou d you please go and
im and he showed me the bodies.

MR KAWANGA:

And he opened and showed you the bodies?

MUSANA:

Yes Sir.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Dr· Nyanzi, we ~~e having problems of getting a true picture what
really was transpmng there. One Assistant Mortuary Attendant told
us that he saw those bodies first when he came at 8.00 - that was
Ssebuliba; he came at 8.00 a.m. or around there and he found three
bodies on the floor within the mortuary and he w~nt around informing
various people including tl).e Canon for the hospital. You tell us that
you were rang up at 5.00 a.m. about those bodies, who rang you up at
that material time?

MUSANA:

It was the night Superintendent who rang me to tell me that the bodies
have arrived, because they had. been on alert from 10.00 p.m.
expecting those dignitaries, some of them would be dead and some
would be alive. Those who are alive should be treated and those who
are dead should be put in the mortuary. So, when he received those
bodies he rang to tell me that the bodies had arrived.' and what ~ did
was to ring the Minister to tell him that now the bodies have arnved.
asked who are they? I said I do not know them and the
d h
: rtue
Attendant has refused to tell me. So, the Minister sent a
ve~icl;% the hospital, picked the night Superintendent who went and
told him what happened.
name of that night Superintendent?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you reca 11th e

MUSANA:

the name of Ssebuyira.
He was a man by
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUSANA:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

MUSANA:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So it appears to me that there had been some earlier comrnu .
•
• and some other place concerning
. some parn1car
between
the hospital
10n
bodies to be expected in the hospital; is that true? You have /~~ts 0 r
by 10.00 p.m. the hospital had been alerted of expecting eithet~ t~at
or some patients or dignitaries.
Odics
Normally on such matters when we had big dignitaries the Minist
•
.
Health was informed
first, who eventually informed
the M..~~
r1·
•
dent or h"1s D eputy of what to do next. So, it appears
'-'JICal
Supermten
th
Minister was rang about these dignitaries first and then he rang to tel~
me that there are some people who have had accident - that w
around 10.00 p.m. - and he said I should expect them, ma~
arrangement to treat those who can be treated and then put those wh
are d~ad in the mortuary, and so th~t is what I did to tell the nigh~
Supermtendent and he had to keep himself awake with this team both
in the causality department and in the mortuary. So, when the bodies
came he probably was also expecting other people alive, but then he
did not receive them; he only received the three bodies and he rang to
tell me that they had arrived, at around 5.00 a.m. and then I had to
ring back to the Minister that the bodies had come.
Do you receive a report from the night Superintendent; are records
kept?
Records are kept and they are always available in the morning to the
Medical Superintendent.
Because one problem we had with the Mortuary Attendant who had
not known exactly how those bodies arrived there because he just
opened with his key when he came on duty the following morning and
he found bodies on the floor. So, do you agree that it was the night
Superintendent who could have opened the gate for those bodies to be
admitted in the mortuary?

MUSANA:

The keys to the mortuary at night are kept on the night Superintendent
office, and I am sure when I rang him he kept the keys with him and
then when he received the bodies he might have been the one who
opened to put them inside and then close and then ring me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, when the Minister of Health rang you up at about 10.00 p.m. to
be alert expecting the dead or the living: did he mention to you as to
what sort of persons or the names of the people you were expecting?

MUSANA:

Unfortunately he did not mention any names; he JUSt used a blanket
word that there are some important d1gnitanes who have had an
accident, some of them are alive and some are dead; and when I rang
to him in the morning to say that the bodies ha\ e arrived. he asked me
who are they? And since the night Superintendent had not told me
who they are- he said he feared to say 1t on telephone - so I infonned
the Minister who sent a vehicle to co11ect the night Superintendent to
his home to inform him of the names of those people.
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DR. LU) OMBYA:

I see· so tl
• • • '

M1n11

le

•

.

n1gh1s

Uperintcndent

s er s home?

MUSANA:

To the

DR. LUYOMBYA:

A.-•

Was collected and taken to rhe

•

n11n1ster'shome

s·

, 1r.

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:
Sor'?', clarification; sor to
.
.
but It Was the night Su ry_ have to keep going back hke this, doctor,
Who was taken?
Penmeoctem rather than the Mortuary Attendant
MUSANA:
It is the night Superintendent.

MR. NAGENDA:

Right. you see I do
k
to emer e in m'
• no_t now Whetherthe picture which is beginning
g
Y tnind 1s accurate, but I think it would explain why
sorne people saw these bocties fully clothed and fully clothed sorne
saw them on the floor
.
.
.
.'
•
, some saw them m the fndge. Is 1tpossible that
all this. happened in a very heightened and confused atmosphere; that
you rntght have corne in, seen these bodies and really got either
frightened or worried or sornething and gone away, then sornebody
else carne and took the initiative to rernove sorne of the clothing to see
what - it rnay be the Mortuary Attendant or rnay be Dr. Kafeero, and
in the hurry left the bodies on the floor - you know - perhaps things
were happening at great speed! Because without that then it would
appear that we are talki,ng about different bodies, because some saw
them on the floor, some in, the fridge, some clothed some not clothed;
was there this feeling, chaos and confusion, in that mortuary?

MUSANA:
Actually, as these bodies were brought at around 5.00 a.m., it Is
possible that when they were brought in there was a great panic, and
since they appeared to have been brought by armed men it is p~ssible
that they could have been put on the floor; but when I came m the
bodies were in the fridge properly aligned and they were pulled each
one separately.

COUNSEL:

Now there has been evidence before this Commission_also that:ei:
,th
keys and one was said to have been kept m your o ce,
wereId Iree
be right, to think that this one wh.ICh was. kept in your office
:~: actually being kept by the night hospital Supermtendent.

MUSANA:

•
th t office is opened 24 hours to keep any
It is correct S1r, because a th t ffice open with master keys and
••
We used to keep a O
the
eventuaht1es.
so that if there is anything to open.
with keys of the mortu~
o and open using those keys.
night Superintendent wou g
.

COUNSEL:

•
•
What academic quahficat1ons
does this night Hospital Superintendent
hold?

MUSANA:

.
.
·
• N rsing Officers who are tramed m nursmg
d do
are usually Semor u . . and then from there they. go an
They
I of registered nursing_,
f Public Administration so that
at th~ le;e 'nistration in the Jnsutut~ o I As you realise most of the
pub he a m1
. .strators at that eve .
they become adm1m
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work done at night you need many nurses; and he is the head
nurses at night and works together with the other doctors on dut;f the
COUNSEL:

Now, at this time you said you were acting Medical Superint
who was the substantive Medical Superintendent?
euctent

MUSANA:

The substantive Medical Superintendent was Dr. Mawejje - Bakojja.

COUNSEL:

Was he around on these two dates, 16!h, 17th February, 1977?

MUSANA:

He was not around, he was on a short leave - he was on his leave th
• whiy remame
'd actmg.
•
,at
1s

COUNSEL:

Now, around this year 1977 also there was a patient, an in-patient
who was taken away from Mulago hospital by the name of Dorah
Bloch; are you in a position to testify to this Commission about the
circumstances in which she was taken·away from your hospital?

MUSANA:

That incident was in 1976, July, and at that time the Superintendent
was around. And he had a better view of this, although I was also
briefly briefed on the incident.

COUNSEL:

Did you see anything happen or you were just briefed?

MUSANA:

I saw that patient being brought in - admitted for having had a piece of
meat in her throat and she was taken to the E. N. T. Department - Ear,
Nose and Throat Department for the removal of that piece of meat.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened next?

MUSANA:

The piece of meat was successfully removed from the throat and a
patient was admitted on the 6th Floor for recovery period. And when
she recovered, she started requesting for discharge.

COUNSEL:

From whom, do you know - discharge request?

MUSANA:

From the doctor on duty. Unfortunately that patient came in after an
aircraft had been hijacked at Entebbe Airport.

COUNSEL:

By who, do you know?

MUSANA:

I am not very sure of that; but what I know is that she was one of the
hostages and she had come from the Airport with that piece of meat.
And when she came in the hospital, I think there was some tense
atmosphere to make sure that the patient does not get lost. And she
started requesting for discharge, I think the doctor wanted to .get
clarification from the Medical Superintendent.
And the M:~1cal
Superintendent also probably required clarification_ fro~ the Mirus.ter
of Health; who would also probably require clanficat1on .fro~ hig~
authorities. But before she was discharged, there was an mcident a
the Airport; as we have heard from the story that the Israe 1s came and
wanted to take their people away. And during the exchange of fire,

r
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some Peopled·-1
--u and
Were taken th.
some of these h
on in the e~e . is hostage in the ho . ostages were taken. When they
nmg, she Wascoll
spital remained behind And later
ected from th h .
•
Evening was .
e ospital and taken.
'
It after 5 00
• P,m.?
It was after 7 00
• P-rn.

COUNSEL:
MUSANA:
COVNSEL:

MUSANA:

e

t

COUNSEL:

Di~ You see those men w
th
eir clothing?
ho came to collect her? Could you describe

No; I had gone home A
stay stand by· but the~ • n! as I said, at night, if you are on duty you
information dn you aft In t e hospital you have people who can report
er you have g
d
h
go ?me and wait for anythin
one an done evening round, you
Medical Superintendent about S~ t~e nurses appear to have rang the
patient has been taken fro the mc1dentlate in the evening that the
fo1Iowing day the pat·
m the ward. And when we came the
'
ient was not there.
My Lord Chairman Lad
d
·th
'd
'
Y an Gentlemen Commissioners this is all
e ev1 ence we wish to adduce before you from this witn~s.

KAKWENZIRE:
Thank you very much Leading Counsel. I am sure Commissioners
have some questions to put to the witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUSANA:

Doc~or you said t~at many Religious Leaders had come to the hospital
to view these bodies; but you had been told by the Minister of Health
not to show them these bodies. Is that true?
The instruction had been to put the bodies in the mortuary; and the
mortuary was being guarded; and it would be very difficult for any
Religious Leader to get there. In fact they attempted to go to the
mortuary and they found it very difficult because they found soldiers
there who requested them to go away.

MR. NAGENDA:

If I remember
has asked you
been told not
anybody - and

MUSANA:

Yes, it was a slip of the tongue.

MR. NAGENDA:

So we can say cl ear l Y that he never gave you this instruction.

MlISANA:

No.

MR.NAGENDA:

Can you remember the names of any of these Religious Leaders?

MUSANA:

it correctly; if I wrote it down properly and somebody
this question as a matter of fact - you said that you had
to show these bodies to the Religious Leaders - to
that this had been said by the Minister of Health.

I remember two- I remember Dr. Dunstan
Although they were ~y'
Emannuel Cardinal Nsubuga; they came
d His Emmence
Nsub~ga an
. with other Religious Leaders.
early m the morrung
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MR.

AGFNOA:

Do you remember Canon Rubondo?

MUSANA:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA

Did you see him at the mortuary that day?

MUSANA:

I must admit that actually the situation was so tense that some of th
. and we were very exc1t~
. db ut at least at that
ese
things were happenmg
time Canon Rubondo was the Pastor of the Hospital Chapel.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you do not remember whether you saw him on that day or not.

MUSANA:

I do not remember but he was around.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. You mentioned a ring - that the Archbishop wore a ring - have
you any recollection of what might have happened to this ring?

MUSANA:

No; because I saw it on the left hand and in fact it was one of the
signs that this one was Archbishop. But then as I said, from there
incidents started happening and I cannot recall what happened.

MR. NAGENDA:

In fact that is very useful information; because we have had it on
evidence that somebody removed this ring and gave it to the Canon
plus a fountain pen. So this obviously means that these bodies were
being handled without your particular knowledge which explains a
great deal of what has been confusing us. Thank you very much.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Doctor, I would like you to clarify something. You have been in this
top administrative position in Mulago Hospital; what is the
relationship between the Superintendent's office and the Minister of
Health's office in the running of the hospital? What is the working
relationship?

MUSANA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

MUSANA:

The working relationship on issues like that is that you get
instructions from the Minister as to what to do. In fact things which
are beyond day - to- day running of the hospital you are advised to
talk to the Minister before you do certain things so that he is properly
briefed and then you can be asked to go ahead or not to go ahead.
Okay; let me put it differently. Supposing on the 17th of February,
1977, you had reported to your office in the morning and somebody
came from the mortuary and just said, there are three dead bodies
here, the Archbishop and two Ministers. What would you have done;
you have not had a telephone call from a Minister or anything but you
have just found them?
In fact at that time, we had to ring the Minister directly; although in
normal circumstances we would have rung the Permanent Secretary, at
that material time we were ringing directly to the Minister or to the
President sometimes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, you see, were these special instructions at that time or is this
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MUSANA:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

MUSANA:

I

standard ope .
Minister of 11ratltng Procedure het
th
ea ?
Wccn Mulago Hospital and the
The stand and
.
.
.
operating
) ou nng the Per
procedure is that
.
.
of that hosp·t 1 rnanem Secretary· b
anythmg that 1sbeyond you,
Secretary .h ta anct the rest of the' ecause of the special relationship
w o w1·11
t I
country you .
h
r· •
•
a k to h' M' .
•
nng tot e Permanent
mgmg d1rect1yto the Ministets mister. But as I said now we were
r.

Okay· You have
•
1976
w
mentioned sorneth'
•
as this person d .
mg about Dorah Bloch in July
dignitary? Was she admittc; rn1tte~ ~rdinarily or was she also ;
normal way?
as a dignitary or was she admitted in the
She was admitted in a special
.
she was broughti ·n
. way because, smce she was a hostage
a special w
d h
'
watching about her mov
ay an s c had people who were
ements.

DR MAKUBUY A:

She was guarded?

MUSANA:

I think she was guard d b h
• •1tan
• c1oth· they w e ut t e ones who were guarding her were in
c1v1
but the)' were, around. ere not open there to show that they were there;

DR. MAKUBUY A:
MUSANA:

~

But this lady was a foreigner, she was a hostage, does the hospital
make special arrangement for her security, for example?
Normally she would not have a security because the hospital is open
to all patients; but as she was a special case, there was that
arrangement which must have been done at some level; but for us we
did not have any guards to guard her.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

In other words, you were not party to the security arrangement - the
hospital did not make security arrangement around her.

MUSANA:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you have a chance to visit her bed - to visit her as a patient?

MUSANA:

I had a chance.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And you talked to her perhaps?

MUSANA:

I talked to her.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And she was okay?

MUSANA:

.
be discharged, she wanted to go
d he was anxious to
She was okay an s 11
es at the Airport.
back and join her co eagu

DR. MAKUBUYA:

t what happened to her? Was
• I record show as o
What does the hosp1ta
she discharged?
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MUSANA:

She was not discharged.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Well, she is no longer in hospital?

MUSANA:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where is she according to the hospital?

MUSANA:

As I said, at night the day she was taken out of the hospital, the nurse
on duty rang to inform the Night Superintendent that the patient has
been taken out of the hospital; and the night Superintendent also rang
the Medical Superintendent about the matter. And that is the bit J arn
not very sure; I am sure may be he might have rung the Minister. But
when we came on the following day, the patient was not there.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why could you not have discharged this patient? She was anxious to
go; you were not in the security arrangement around her; you would
have said, we have finished with you, you go?

MUSANA:

As I said, this patient was brought in as a special patient; and the
doctor who was looking after her could not discharge her without
talking to the Medical Superintendent. And may be it is possible that
when he talked to the Medical Superintendent, he also wanted a
clarification; and before that clarification the matter was clarified in
another way.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:

Thank you very much Dr. Nyanzi. Leading Counsel, the feeling of
the Commissioners is that we should have a break.

COUNSEL:

Very well, Your Lady Commissioner.

KAKWENZIRE:

We shall assemble here at 11.45 a.m. The Commissioners are ready
to start hearing evidence. Can you call the next witness?

-COUNSEL:

The next witness, Lady Chairman, is Dr. Okumu.

WITNESS N0.87: DR. OKUMU ACHANDERE JO\VA
CHRISTINE - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Doctor, would you state your name please?

OKUMU:

I am Okumu Achandere Jowa Christine.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

OKUMU:

46 years.

COUNSEL:

Are you a MedicalDoctor?
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I arn a lllcdicaJ d

nctor

\Vorking Where?
oKPMU:

cotlNSEL:

COUNSEL:

At Mhale Hospital.
As who? Medical S
.
Upenntendent?
Consultant SurgeonJM d
e teal Superintendent.
When did you qualify as a doctor?

OKCMU:

1969.

COVNSEL:

Where?

OKUMU:
COUNSEL:
OKUMU:
COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

Mulago/Makerere Medical School.
What qualifications did you obtain?
In 1969, I got M.B. Sc. And in 1974, I got M.Med. Surgery.
After your first degree, did you work anywhere in Uganda or outside?
I did Intemship in Mulago in 1969/70; and then 1970 April, I joined
~inistry of Defence as a medical officer.

COUNSEL:

So when you got your Masters you were in the Ministry of Defence?

OKUMU:

I was sponsored by the Ministry of Defence for the course.

COUNSEL:

What rank did you obtain in the Ministry of Defence ?

OKUMU:

I was a Major.

COUNSEL:

That is of Uganda Army?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you posted in the Ministry of Defence?

OKUMU:

t d to Mubende. After Mubende.
When I joined in 1970 I was pos le
attached to the General
aine
for
the
course,
was
I
when
c
. d • General Headquarters.
Headquarters and I remame m

COUNSEL:

That is Mbuya?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When did you leave the army?
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Or are you still there?

OKUMU:

Nn. When the war of 1979 came to an end, I went in exile.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go'!

OKUMU:

I was in Kenya - stayed there for some time; then I came out of th
and l went to the U.S.A. ; I stayed for two years in the U.S.A.; theer~
went to Nigeria where I have been since until last June when I c~e
back.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification - when did you go into exile?

OKUMU:

In April 1979.

COUNSEL:

At Mbuya General Headquarters, what were the nature of your work?

OKUMU:

When I finished my M.Med. course, I went back as a Medical Officer
in-charge of the Military Hospital .

COUNSEL:

Were you at Mbuya in February, 1977?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Would you tell us what you saw or what you heard in this meeting?

OKUMU:

.....

Well this is quite a long time now, ten years ago; but I remember we
were summoned that there was a meeting of all the Officers of the
Uganda Army at the Nile Mansions; which I responded to. And
during that time when we were seated there, I think the first person to
speak was Maliyamungu who started by describing that there were
some people who were trying to overthrow the government; and that
some weapons had been captured. I cannot really recall whether Idi
Amin came in there but I remember - then the people who were
supposed to have been captured were supposed to read their written
memorandum. One of whom was - I cannot remember the name but
the man who had been the Chairman of the Public Service
Commission for quite a long time.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Abdalla Anyuru?

OKUMU:

Yes. And then there was another man who was the O.C. in Bomba, a
Lieutenant, who had been arrested some time back and we had thought
he was not around; he was called, I think, Okello. He was also made
to read another memorandum. And in this memorandum they were
saying there were arms which were being prepared ~o overthrow .the
government; and they said that -the lette~ was saymg - they w~re
trusting their people and their men - we did not know who. I think
that is all I can remember from the meeting. And from there we came
down to the Conference Hall.

COUNSEL:

I see. Please look at those two pictures.

OKUMU:

They are not very clear to me.
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COl

EL:

oKtrMU:

COU SEL:
oKUMU:
COUNSEL:

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

°?

You remember
.
might have bee
having Witnes
n taken?
Sed an incid
I
•
ent wherethose pictures
c:-nnot remember

Do you recognise an
y person there?
This is What I amt .
•
they are all 1.
rymg to work
a lttle bit old llnd m o~t w~ether I can identifyanybody I
y sight is not also so good as see, your eyes are
.
recollect h
.
not seemg. Oka
• I
. ow this Abdalla A
y' let us leave it. Can you
mvo ved m th.
nyuru's • ·d
is reading the me
mc1 ent; who were really
morandum;do you recollect?
I cannot recollect B
at
·
• ut the person h
a certam pan of the memorandum~ 0 read the memorandumfainted
Was there any· t
.
m erpretat1on made from his speech?
No.

COUNSEL:

You do . not remember'.

OKUMU:

I do not remember.·

COUNSEL:

I see.

OKUMU:

And to me although I have not been in government circles - to me the
papers ~ere looking like papers from the government because they
were written on back of it "Secret" and they were blue in colour.

COUNSEL:

That is what you remember only!

OKUMU:

That is all that I remember.

COUNSEL:

Subsequently, did you know then the Archbishop of the Church of
Uganda Anglican known as Janan Luwum?

OKUMU:

Yes, I do because I belong to the same denomination.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember having seen him at that meeting?

OKUMU:

I do.

COUNSEL:

And did you know Colonel Oryema?

OKUMU:

He was the Inspector General of P?lice ~~ore ~e became the
.
f M"mer als and Water Resources m Amin s regune.
Mimster o

COUNSEL:

Did he attend that meetmg.

I did.

•

?
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)Kl

1ll:

) CS.

Oll .. EI:

How about Charles Oboth Ofumbi?

OKUMU:

I knew him.

COUNSEL:

Was he there?

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

He was there; he was my tribesman and he was the one who recruited
me in the army.
I see, Now, after that meeting, did you hear of any news about these
people?

After the meeting we went down to the Hall of the Conference Centre·
then Major Okello - I mean who was called later on "Okello" but he'
was Moses Safi - came and called these three names of the
Archbishop, of late. Ofumbi and late Oryema; and passed with them
through the other ctoor where the interpreters sit. And after that we
remained in the hall there until I do not know what happened.
Whether there was a speech given by somebody later on or what I do
not remember. But I remember the conference came to an end at
around 2.00 o'clock in the afternoon we had not seen them and we the
officers were told our lunch was prepared at Mali re Mess. We went
and had our lunch there we were not hearing anything about them.
Then from there I passed at Nakasero Mess which is the Uganda
House - (interjection)The Uganda Club?
Uganda Club, I was there until five minutes to 5.00 o'clock that day
and I took my car and went back to my house I did not hear of
anything about them again until 10.00 o'clock in the night when the
then Vice President rang me up and told me that there are certain
people who are involved in a motor accident and there I had to go and
witness the preservation in the mortuary at Mulago Hospital. I did
not ask him who because he was my Senior Officer but from what I
saw afterwards that I would call as the first time I was hearing about
them now.

COUNSEL:

You said Vice President, who was he incidentally?

OKUMU:

Mustafa Adrisi.

COUNSEL:

Major General Adrisi?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, on receiving these instructions from the Vice President what did

you do?
OKUMU:

I went to MulagoHospital.
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COU'

EL·

QKUMU:

At what time did ou
y go to Mulago Hospital?
Around 10. 15 there in the night.

COUNSEL:

you

Went

alone

.h
' WH

OKUMU:
COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

your escort or.?

No I was alone I
• was driving myself.
Yes, now on reachin M I
g u ago where did you exactly go?
I went to the Casualty Ward .

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

I walked along there d ked
.
an as
them whether there were any bodies
that were lying around there. They said "no."

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

Then I proceeded on the fourth floor to the Night Superintendent
office because having worked in Mulago I knew the sort of procedures
there. So I went to the Night Superintendent's office who was in the
office but I hang around and later on when she appeared I told her that
I have been told that I should witness the preservation of certain
bodies that had been involved in a motor accident and I asked her
whether she was aware of such bodies coming to hospital. She said,
no. So I sat with her waiting until about 12.00 then I rang the Vice
President's house and I told him that I had been waiting for two hours
and I have not seen anything. Then he said I should hold on.

COUNSEL:

That, was midnight?

OKUMU:

That was midnight. I waited for another hour and he had told ~e- that
I should contact Colonel Gabriel who was the head of the M1lltary
Police then.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

.
G briel immediately because I was still counting
So, _Idid not contact ao'clock I rang Colonel Gabriel. Then Colonel
on time so around l •OO
h e the bodies were because I told
•
t ery clear on w er
.
Gabnel was no v
b the Vice President to come and watt for
him that I had been tol~ l y d I have waited for three hours and I do
bodies in Mulago Hosp1ta alnd? Then he said I should wait a bit there
• what do o.
·
not see any bo d ies
b . .
these bodies and he agam
l
ho are nngmg
I
are some peop e w th
bodies were on the way and some peop e
commented to me that es\nd bring them back. From that I sort of
were going to follow them b d. were not being brought to Mulago
implied that apparently t~ese t~e;eshad called me at 10.00 o'clock.
directly from all the ume body coming from Makindye could not
o not see how a
Because I d
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reach Mulago by 10.00 o'clock and at 1.00 o'clock someone·
•
IS teli'
me that some people have gone for 1t.
Ing
COUNSEL:
OKl'MU:

Yes?
Then I rang the Vice President again I told him that I could not
awake the whole night and yet I might be expected to workst:
following day. So, he told me that "go home and sleep."
t e

MR KAWANGA:

At two?

OKUMU:

At 2.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

When I was in my bed at 4.00 a.m. someone among I think the
military police boys rang my house and he told me in Swahili "sisi
nakwisa fika. " Then I told him who are you? He said "we are the
people who brought the bodies to the mortuary". Then I told him that
the Mortuary Attendant is there? He said 'yes'. I told him that okay,
if the mortuary attendants are there I have already been instructed to
stay in my bed you keep the bodies until tomorrow.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you try to find out who rang you?

OKUMU:

No, I could not find out.

COUNSEL:

Okay?

OKUMU:

Then I rang the Vice President and told him that I am told the bodies
have arrived. Then he told me that "go and report there at 8.00
o'clock the following day".

COUNSEL:

Did you report the following day at 8.00?

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Where did you report?

OKUMU:

I reported to the Medical Superintendent's office.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you meet at the office?

OKUMU:

The Deputy Medical Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

OKUMU:

I think he was Dr. Musana. And I told him my mission. I told him
that I have been told to come and witness a postmortem on bodies tha~
had had an accident. So he told me that let us go to the mortuary an
I think we went three of us. Himself, myself and the Matron.
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COlli ~El:

COU SEL:

OKUMU:
COUNSEL:

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:
COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

\\lho was the M
'
atron d
' o You remember?
Ah. no I ct
•
'
o not remember.
Yes? You went to
·
are tw ?
Which mortua I
o.
ry understand that in Mulago they
We Went to the Hospital M
Ortuary.
Yes?
And when we were still
th
Kafeero arrived.
ere, as soon as we reached there, Dr.
Yes?
Then the bodies were pulled up halfw
ay.
What do you mean halfway?
The bodies were lying in the fridge and half of the bodies were pulled
out_ only up to the waist so that you could see from the head to the
waist.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

And I saw these three bodies for the first time as being one of late
Archbishop Luwum, the second one was of Lieutenant Colonel
Oryema, the third one of Honourable Minister, Oboth Ofumbi.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OKUMU:

Then Kafeero expressed his opinion that according to his Christian
conviction, he was not going to perform the postmortem on the leader
of his religion.

COUNSEL:

Why?

OKUMU:

That is his Christian conviction, that is the reason he gave. Secondly
he said these bodies were in hospital mortuary and he works m pohce
mortuary' that was his second reason.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

. h h t the bodies were pushed back, and me with the Medical
So wit t a ,
·
h' ffice
.
Supermtendent
wen t back agam to is o I •

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

d
Minister of Health, Henry Kyemba. and
He got a telephone an rang
told him of what had happened.
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Be a bit slow because they are recording - writing some point f
vou.
s rorn
DR J l '\ OMBYA:

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:
OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
.OKUMU:

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

Legal Counsel, let us go hack to the fridge with bodies pulled
halfway, could the witness retell us exactly what he saw on thout
bodies how they appeared?
ose
At that time what I saw, I will describe one by one, starting from th
Archbishop's body. He was in his religious dress which was soakede
on the right hand side, with a lot of blood and it was sticking onto th;
body. We could see, the cloth was sticking on the body. That same
body also looked flattened down and there was a small hole _
(interruption) -

Would you elaborate on that?
To me it looked as though something had rolled over the body. That
is how I can describe it and there was a small hole on his breast on the
right hand side. A very. tinny hole. The second body - CTnterruption)_
Yes, which part was flattened, the chest or?
The chest and the liver area from the breast downwards on the right
hand side.
You mean it was broken?
To me it looked broken as I might mention later on when I am giving
evidence.
Yes?
The next body was of Lieutenant Colonel Oryema. He was in a
military uniform. The only impressing thing about this body was that
one side of his face, I cannot remember whether it was right or left,
was completely compressed down as though it had been beaten with a
very heavy thing, one side of the face. I cannot remember whether 1t
was right or left.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

That is the only thing I can remember on that body, but otherwise he
was in his clean uniform as we had seen him going away alive.

COUNSEL:
OKUMU:

COUNSEL:

Yes?
The next body was of Oboth Ofumbi. One thing to note on him was
that on the right hand side there was a fracture, it was bent. Left hand
forearm was bent. There was blood from his nose and there was blood
coming out of his ears. And his suit, apart from a small tear on the
right side, it was a clean suit.
Yes?
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May b_eanother thing I should
on their hands sho\\ • h
add. All the three bodies had abrasions
••
'mg t at it • h
•
or whatever.
mig t be they had heen tied with strings
MR. NAGENDA:

Just a small bit of clarit D
which you have gi·v y, r. Okumu. This very detailed knowledge
them or d'id ·t en us • was th·is at fi1rst glance when you looked at
. '
1 come lat
h
.
.
(interjection) _
er w en you earned out more detailed -

OKL\1U:

More detail.

\tR NA.GENOA:

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:

This is not what you saw immediately?
We did not take Ion • h fi
.
.
g m t e 1rst time, the second time I came I took
some time and I am sorry it may be went a bit late -(interruptio~)y :s, _Ihad wanted you to go back you rang the Ministry then I was
brmgmg you back.

DR LUYOMBY A:

I had just wanted to know what you noted at that first glance.

OKUMU:

At the first glance, I noticed the dress being soaked, I noticed the
beating on this face which one could not know and the left hand
fracture of Oboth Ofumbi and blood in the ears.

COUNSEL:

~kay, now you went to the Superintendent's
Superintendent rang where?

OKUMU:

He rang Minister of Health, Henry Kyemba.

COUNSEL:

Did you hear what the Medical Superintendent told the Minister?

OKUMU:

Yes, he told him that Dr. Kafeero had turned down to do the
postmortem.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

And there was a break in the conversation for some time.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

Then later on there was a talk to him and_he told ~e that the Minister
of Health had told him that the Vice President had instructed that I do

office and the

postmortem.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you do the postmortem? Did you agree to do it?

OKUMU:

These were orders from my superiors.

COUNSEL:

Y es,

did you carry out the orders please?
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OKl 1MlJ:

I must say that there was so much tension and the whole air was t
ense
around and I went to the mortuary, the whole place filled by milita
police and even up on third floor of Mulago Hospital soldiers we(
standing there facing down, who had chased away the civilians wh~
were around and so I asked the mortuary attendant to pull these bodies
because I said the bodies must be put on the slabs before I could do
the postmortem. As I was starting to do this, a Lieutenant from
Military Police, I cannot remember his name but he had some
scratches on his face, came and told me that I am not going to waste
their time, they had been tired the whole night. So I told him that but
I have been told that I should examine these bodies so that I can write
something about them and by the time I was saying that coffins were
being brought in. Then I told them that at least okay, let me have a
look so that when all the bodies were pulled, the whole trays were
pulled out and I had a glance of the bodies. To have what I would
call a restricted postmortem because here I was under tension, here is
Archbishop of my belief, here is Oboth Ofumbi who is the one who
recruited me in the army. Well, the tension there you can imagine and
here is military police forcing me to give them the bodies and yet I
had to put something down because I could not just go back and say I
never saw the bodies or that I did not do a postmortem. So I had a
glance of the bodies, there was a policeman at that time called
Byaruhanga, he was from Wandegeya. We had some police {interruption) -

KAKWENZIRE:

Excuse me, could you please go slowly we need to record this.

OKUMU:

As I said, there was a lot of tension at that time, here I was with the
Head of my Religious conviction, the other one was a man from my
own tribe who had recruited me in the Defence, the other one was
quite a big figure also in the community. So with all this tension of
knowing these people too well, on the other side I was supposed now
to write down what is wrong with them and at the same time the
military police were on me, I had fear all over me. In fact I would
call that was the most terrible time I have ever had in my life. There
was no going back, no going forward, so I begged the lieutenant that
please let me have a good look at the bodies before you carry them
away.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

Yes, they pulled all the bodies out and I had a good look from top to
bottom and I was not allowed to touch the bodies. I saw some tribal
marks in front of the Archbishop's head.

MR. NAGENDA:

On what, sorry?

OKUMU:

In the forehead of the Archbishop's head I saw some tribal marks. As
I said his cloth was soaked on the right hand side and his chest was
flattened on the right hand side. The extremities were okay. When I
finished with that body it was lifted and put in the coffin. They had to
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.
1
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at I had an •impression th,u
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uniform so I could tell h' . e. right side remained and he was in
15
identif, a little b't f t at so and so although nobody else had to
0 th
that it is definitet)
e/ 10 u th remained and the head so l could tell
and I went to the so a: so So that body was also put in the coffin
Oboth Ofumb. BInex~ ody I saw bleedmg from the nose that is of
1.
eedmg from the nose - {interruption) COUNSEL:

No, may be before I move very far did you establish the cause of
death of Archbishop Luwum?

OKUMU:

I told you ~at there was much bleeding from inside resulting from
tear of the hver and of perhaps the lungs because that is where I saw,
when I said first compression and later on I saw when they put the
sheets on it got soaked very fast and if blood had dried there it would
not have soaked the dress so fast so I thought that there must be some
blood still coming in from the liver and from the lungs and that is an
anatomical position of those two.

COUNSEL:

Okay, before you move very far, there was a government report on
this matter, would you like to look at Page 21? Particularly you will
see where it says "a Report on Archbishop Luwum". Take your time,
read it and tell us whether you are the one who made that report.

OKUMU:

No, sir.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that you did not make a wntten repo •

•

OKUMU:

I made a written report which was later edited and I was going to
come to how I made the report.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE

you can continue.

OKUMU:

rt?

.
of the late Lieutenant Colonel Oryema, the
Then as I said the body
b
w ·1sthat compression of the head
• h I n remem er no
most thing wh1c
ea
ther injuries which might have been
on one side. I can recal~t:i:o~ed a fracture on the left hand and the
there and on Oboth Ofum
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hkl·ding from the nm,c and cars.
COUNSEl.

Yes?
And that
. d was all.. All these were within
. 20. minutes• the hodies were
remm c away from me and I was Jett With the policeman with h
fonns. I filled the forms and he took them away• That was• around
is
11 00 o'clock.

MR. KAWANGA:

That is Byaruhanga?

OKUMU:

Byaruhanga yes.

COUNSEL:

You said Byaruhanga had come from Wandegeya?

OKUMU:

Yes. he had come from Wandegeya that is what he told me.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

So after that I went back to Mbuya and made an appointment with
Major General Mondo, he was then Secretary for Defence, I said I
wanted to talk to him about the so called postmortem which I was
supposed to have done. He gave me an appointment for 2.00 o'clock.
When I went to his office I told him what happened between me and
the military police and I told him that I was going to title this
postmortem report as "a limited postmortem report on observation of
the bodies only". When I was still there, Maliyamungu opened the
door and he said he wanted to see me in the Minister's office.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Where did this meeting take place?

OKUMU:

In the Secretary for Defence's Office.

~

co
OK

DR. LUYOMBY A:

When?

OKUMU:

The same day.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Where is that?

OKUMU:

Republic House. When I was still there Brigadier Maliyamungu
opened the door and said he wanted to see me. Then Major General
Mondo told him that we are still having something to discuss with me.
Then Brigadier Maliyamungu said what he wanted to see me for w~
more important. So, I was pulled out and went to the M1mster s
office who was the Vice President at the same time. There was a
reporter from Radio Uganda with whom Maliyamungu had come.
Maliyamungu told me that this was a reporter who was gomg to wnte
down the report, but I told him that I had given the report to the

S?·

police.

DR. MAKUBUYA: Was Mustafain the office?
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Kl

1l.

No.

K\\ E TZIRE.

the Vi
.
ce President's Offi .
Yes. Madam H
ice in RepublicHouse?
• e was Minister of Det
Okay.
ence and the Vice President.
• Was

OKUMll:
KAK\VE

Clarification

Z1RE:

OKUMU:
So, I told him that I h d .

I was
•
a given the
•
working at the mortua
repo~ to the policemanwith whom
did n~t explain in detail wha(c·o He said ~hat the policeman's report
~old him that but that is What I uld be wntten in the report. Then I
mfonnation which I am not i saw -~d unless you want some more
that I have to sit down w·th
~ a pos1t1onto do so. Then he told me
1
in the police fonn.
t at man and tell him what I had written
COUNSEL:
OKUM:U:

COUNSEL:

Did you know this man?
No, I had not seen h'
f
.
although I
im even rom his English he looked like a Mutoro
cannot confirm that anyway.
Yes?

OKUMU:
So I tol? the man that the information I am going to give you is only
on looking at the bodies. So, I gave him the information what I have
been describing before and I think I went back to M~jor General
Mondo' s office and told him that I have been told to make another
report and I have described what I saw in the bodies. Then he said
"well you have finished, so you could go". Two or three weeks after,
that book which I am handling for the second time now, because the
first time I handled it was when it was said that I was giving the
report to the Vice President. I think some people can recall that. So I
was called to the Vice President's office I found the book on the table
I was handed the book by Maliyamungu, there were some reporters
there and without even opening to look at what the book was, they
told me this is the report, hand it over to the Vice President who was
then the Minister of Internal Affairs.

COUNSEL:

You mean which book, this book I gave you?

OKUMU:

That report.

MR. KAWANGA:

The whole book?

DR. OKUMU:

The whole book I was given to give him but I did not open the book, I
did not know what was in the book.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OKUMU:

So from there on I - (interruption) -

COUNSEL:

•
th'is I·s exhibit I think number 24 · Yes?
Lady Cha1nnan,
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.

OKl' 1U:

So in fact this handing over took about three minutes or io
.
~~
walked out of the office and that 1s all. I was told I should
I
my civilian unifonn when they called me from Mbuya and ICOllle.
th 1n
• I am putting
• on tod ay.
inJq
dressed in this same suit

COUNSEL:

But did you read the book to find out what is there, may be the
•
y
included what you actually had written.

hA~
'l<lQ

cou
OKUMU:

I could not get the book. I could not lay my hands on the book.

COUNSEL:

But had you read it?

O1'."1.JMU:

I am seeing it for the second time I said now.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you like to look at it and just say whether you are the
one who made that report or it was edited or it was a forged
document?

OKUMU:

I can say that when it appeared in the newspaper, what they had
reported, to me it was an edited report. I had told them what I had
written in the police form and there are some things which they added
and there are some thing which they removed.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

We are talking about Police form; we are talking about the book but
you can help us by saying whether you wrote a report or not.

OKUMU:

I did not write any report.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you like to look at that report in that book? Well, there
are three reports.

OKUMU:

The first report about Erinayo Oryema, the part which they have
added that there were bruises on the abdomen and the chest was found
completely crushed was added because this I did not remove the
clothes so I do not see how I could have seen any bruises at all. The
second part of the injury was a deduction because I saw the concoction
of the head; I further found that there was extensive brain damage,
that was because this thing was quite flat and the brain being there
definitely it must have been damaged. But the second part of it which
they are talking about - the lung - is added on.

COUNSEL:

So are you saying that these reports are supposed to be the work of
more than one person?

OKUMU:

Yes, I would say that the reporter may be he got another medical
officer with whom they sat down to draft the report. I do not kno\\'

COUNSEL:

And you are saying you did not perform the proper posonortem
examination?
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co
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And I protested to the Se
proper postmonem heca cretary for Defence that I did
wanted th b .
use the milita
.
not perform a
ffi
e od1es to be taken . ry pohce were on me and they
su ered the whole night.
•rnmediately. They said they had
coUNSEL;

oKUMU:

e

We~), the Government versio .
accident. What do you say abo:t•:hth~t these people died in a motor
at.
I do not think that 1
•
commented anyth•
b
Just wrote what I found.
mg a out the mode of death. 1

COUNSEL:

Ar~ you in a position to tell
accident or other kind of_
whelher this was a result of a motor

OKUMU:

It could be other kind.

COUNSEL:

We were told that these peo 1 d. d •10
Ma·or M
. P e ie
a motor accident, involving a
~
oses Okello. Did you know a Moses Okello, Major?

OKUMU:

I did not.

COUNSEL:

N~~, after this accident, did you see Major Moses Okello in Mbuya
M1htary
, Hospital?

OKUMU:

I did.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Learned Counsel, which accident? You are saying after this accident,
which accident?

COUNSEL:

Well, I have said, that the Government version of the death of these
people was that they had died in a motor accident, involving Major
Moses Okello. Did you hear about this?

OKUMU:

I heard about it.

COUNSEL:

And have you said that you knew Major Moses Okello?

OKUMU:

I knew him.

COUNSEL:

Now, around this time, did you admit Major Moses Okello in your
hospital?

f

OKUMU:

I did not but I know who admitted him.

COUNSEL:

Yes, who admitted him?

OKUMU:

Dr. Ntalo.

COUNSEL:

Who?

OKUMU:

Dr. Ntalo. He was a Captain in the Army.
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COUNSEL:

Do you know where this Dr.Ntalo is?

OKUMU.

I heard he is in Nairobi.

OKl

COUNSEL:

Now you were the in-charge of this hospital, I suppose. Were you?

COl

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Now this was a big office - a Major - of your rank. Did you, by an
chance, have an opportunity to see him in the hospital?
y

OK

cc
OKUMU:

No, Sir.
Ol

COUNSEL:

Why?

OKUMU:

Because when I went there the fqllowing day, I was told that he was
discharged.

COUNSEL:

Do you know who discharged him?

OKUMU:

I cannot tell because, as I said, he was admitted and discharged before
I came to the hospital. Actually it would have been my responsibility
to check but I did not check because I was fed up with what had
happened.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out what had happened to Major Moses Okello?

OKUMU:

I did not want to involve myself in this problem any more.

COUNSEL:

So really you do not know what happened to - exactly what injuries if
any Major Okello sustained?

OKUMU:

I did not know of any injuries except I saw him when the BBC crew
was brought to Uganda Club and I saw him there seated covered with
a blanket and the crew were taking their photograph. Definitely, I did
not appear in that group. I hid myself out of it. But Captain Ntalo
was there and the other people who were supposed to have dealt with
that matter were in that photograph. That is the only time I had seen
him since the accident. Then later on he complained to me that
Brigadier Maliyamungu had told him to go and see a specialist in
Mulago and he went there and he did not see anybody. That was about
three weeks afterwards.

COUNSEL:

I see! When you saw him three weeks afterwards, how was he?

OKUMU:

He was okay. And trying to go back a little bit, it had been rumoured
that he was unconscious; but when I went back to the hospital and I
was told that he had been discharged the following day, I wondered
what type of unconsciousness that was.

COUNSEL:

Did you have problems of beds in the hospital so that you could not
actually accommodate him?
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OKtlMU:

COUNSEL:

I told him that, since M 1·
I would involve myself!a iyamungu had arranged it, I did not see how

Therefore, you do not k

now whether he ever saw a consultant.

OKUMU:

I do not know

DR i1AKUBUYA:

Did Major Moses ev
I·
"
•
er comp am to you about any sickness; whether
,ormally or informally at about that time?

OKUMU:
No, he was just complaining of having been told to go to Mulago to
see somebody and he did not see anybody. He did not tell me that
there was anything wrong with him, as a doctor or as a friend.
DR. MAKUBUY A:

OKUMU:
• DR. MAKUBUY A:
OKUMU:

Did he say, "I have this pneumonia but I have not seen the specialist.
Can you assist?"
That is why I told - I am sorry to cut you short.
Yes, please!
That is why I am saying that, since he did not complain to me of any
disease at all except he had complained to me that he was told to go
and see somebody and he had not seen that somebody. So I said,
"Well let the person who is making your arrangement continue making
the arrangement".

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

You saw him in the Uganda Club covered with a blanket. Was he in
bed or he was in -

OKUMU:

Seated.

COUNSEL:

With a blanket!

OKUMU:

He was seated.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a residence - a personal or a private residence?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Was it in the Uganda Club or somewhere else - to your knowledge.
Did you know it then?
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OKlJMU:

It was in Kololo. I do not know the exact plot number but it was
. of Kololo.
%
the side

COllNSFL:

So you are saying he was at the Uganda Club for the purpose of th
interview with the BBC.
e

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Clarification. I have not known when the BBC crew came in.

AG

OKUMU:

I cannot remember.

OK

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Weeks after, days after?

OKUMU:

I think it is a long way off, I think, it could be a month. It was not
something that came immediately.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But he had been discharged as -

OKUMU:

As a patient. Yes. But he was not in Mbuya, at least. I do not know
whether he was a patient in the house.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

He was supposed to have been sick, but, as far as I am concerned, he
was not in Mbuya Hospital.

OKUMU:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

In Mbuya Hospital.

OKUMU:

He was supposed to have been sick, but, as far as I am concerned, he
was not in Mbuya Hospital.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

So, he must have.

OKUMU:

I beg your pardon!

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Was he feigning sickness - pretending to be sick?

OKUMU:

This is something I said I did not want to indulge myself m - so.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But you knew because you were around.

OKUMU:

Well, he could have been feigning sickness at home and he ne\er
appeared because I was working in Mbuya and he works m Republic
House. I never met him.

AG.

OK

AG. CHAIRMAN:

You had met him, you said you had met him three weeks afterwards

OKUMU:

I had met him when he had gone to Mulago when he complained that
he was supposed to have been seen by somebody; and, I think, that
was prior to these BBC people commg; if I can recollect something
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ten Years ago. I think .
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COUNSEL:
0Kl.Th1U:

COUNSEL:

1vmg.

Did you use to go to Uganda Club?
Very well, My Lord wh I
the Uganda Club and ween come from Mbuya side, I pass through
gizzard; twice a week I usleddto have things like roast chicken and
' wou try to pass there.
The problem is that the Governm
.
.
the accident occurred ju t . f em version on this matter was that
day - the 16th - d'd
s m ront of the Uganda Club. And on this
I you say you were at the Uganda Club?

OKUMU:

I was there until five to five.

COUNSEL:

Wh

OKUMU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did you come to Uganda Club the following day?

OKUMU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did you try t? find out ~om pe?ple whether there was any accident?
Oboth ~fumb1, as you said, he 1s the man who recruited you. Were
you not mterested?

OKUMU:

Yes, I was interested.
mess at that time.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OKUMU:

,
.
en you left, you did not witness any accident?

I asked Colonel Nzimuli who I had left in the

He told me that - this is hearsay, he told me - that he saw a vehicle
coming, that this time he saw one vehicle - a Range Rover vehicle
which was supposed to be driven by Major Moses and another vehicle
which was supposed to have come from a different direction. They
were not there to see what was happening and the bang - if you look at
that junction there, the left hand junction towards the mess that is
where the car was supposed to have stopped. And he said that, when
they went to see this so-called accident, he could not make up his
mind whether these people were alive or dead; but he said, people
were hand cuffed. That is what he told me, and that is the only
person I conferred with on this matter.
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COUNSI I.

Who?

OKUMl 1:

Colonel Nzimuli. He was the Quartermaster General.

COUNSEL:

Do you know where he is?

OKUMU:

He is in Britain.

COUNSEL:

What is he

OKUMU:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

We would like to know what he told you. Would you repeat it, please
- what he told you!

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:

doing in Britain? Do you know?

He told me that he saw a vehicle falling at a place facing towards the
mess at that junction; and then when they got out to go and see what
was happening, he could not make up his mind whether those people
were dead. The bodies they saw in the car were already of dead
bodies or they were alive because -soon after that some vehicles
arrived as though someone was following them and quickly the
patients, bodies or whatever they were calling them at that time, were
transferred into other vehicles. I then asked, if they were patients
why were they not taken to Mbuya? He said only Moses was taken to
Mbuya and the rest were taken to the Military Police.
Did you try to fii;id out whether, he was in the Uganda Club, he had
heard any crash at that spot?

OKUMU:

I cannot recall that.

COUNSEL:

When did you ask this Colonel Nzimuli?

OKUMU:

I think the second day - the day when I had done the postmortem.

COUNSEL:

I see!

OKUMU:

I was quite disturbed, I wanted to establish whether there were people
who were eye witnesses to this accident; and because I left him in the
mess when I went away. I went to him.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

At about what time did this Colonel witness this vehicle falling over?

OKUMU:

He said around five.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

5.00 p.m.

OKUMU:

Yes. He said that the five o'clock news was on.
described it to me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But you had also left at five.
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OKUi1U:

There wao;;nothing convincin
g to me that there was any car crash.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

So Colonel N zimul
•l cou1d have been just telling lies.
•

OKUMU:

you see what happened on the
.
Perhaps, that is what he saw
fence were and it had stopped.
I saw the fence part.
Because for me when I went back there,

AG. CHAIRMAN:

To which car? Did he tell you what car it was?

OKUMU:

No, he could not tell me which car.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But it was carrying the _

OKUMU:

Yes, he said it was carrying those four.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Did he tell you whether Okello was in it?

OKUMU:

Yes, Okello was in it. But as he was describing it that Okello was
taken to Mbuya and the others were taken to Military Police.
Apparently, he was in, although he did not tell me that.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Legal Counsel, you can continue.

COUNSEL:

Well, this is what you know about this matter.

OKUMU:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Are you through with your questions?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

May I take this opportunity to thank Dr. Okumu and the previous
witness - Dr. Musana - for this very valuable evidence they have
given us today. I think, since we started, we are getting somewhere
closer to the truth. But there are still some questions in minds, and, I
am sure, my fellow Commissioners want to clarify a few things and to
elaborate on others.

MR. KAWANGA:

Dr. Okumu, I thank you for the evidence. I recall very well the
events of that time; I was a private citizen hearing the news and seeing
it on television. But, perhaps, you have helped me to understand a
few things better. But I want to go to this Major Okello. Did you
know him very well?
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OKUMU:

I would say, so.

MR. KAWANGA:

His names are Moses Okello Safi'?

OKUMU:

Sufi.

MR. KAWANGA:

Officially he was Major Moses Okello, for the purposes of this. But
what were his full names?

OKUMU:

Moses Safi.

MR. KAWANGA:

J see! Would you say that the name "Okello" was acquired for the
purposes of this accident?

OKUMU:

I never heard of it until then.

MR KAWANGA:

So he acquired it just then and thereafter he was Major Okello.

OKUMU:

They continued calling him Major Okello when it comes to this
purpose; but I do not think that his record were changed to that.

MR. KA WANGA:

Okay.
Now I will read to you what appears to be official
announcement of the accident report. "On Wednesday, 16th February,
1977, the Minister of Lands and Water Resources, Lt. Col. Erinayo
Oryema and that of Internal Affairs, Mr. Charles Oboth Ofumbi, the
Archbishop of Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and Boga Zaire, the Rt.
Rev. Janan Luwum died in a car accident when they tried to fight and
overpower Major Moses who was driving them away for
interrogation. The car in which they were travelling came into a
head-on collision with another vehicle in Kampala. Major Moses was
lying unconscious in a military hospital. The Government has ordered
a full investigation into the circumstances which led to this accident".
Now it appears to be the official news announcement on the 16th.
According to you, you say that on the 17th you saw Major Moses
discharged, you learnt that he had been discharged from - hospital.

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

MR. KAWANGA:

And the next time that you saw him was at the Uganda Club being
interviewed by the BBC.

OKUMU:

No, I think, before he came to be interviewed by the BBC that is
when I met him from complaining, just shortly before that. l think
they wanted some report of some sort to show it to the BBC people.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! So, in other words, by the time he was interviewed by the BBC
he had no busmess, bemg in bed, covered with a blanket. You had
already seen him on foot.

OKUJ\1U:

To my knowledge. that is v-:hy I said - as you have said that it was
read that he was unconscious in Military Hospital. me who went to the
Hospital the following day, I did not see the unconscious man.
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I cannot remember that, by the way.
You cannot because I
d
wante to find out. Anyhow, accordingly the
presumed _causeof death of the three in the police form was a fatal
motor accident, following head-on collision by the Toyota car and
Range Rover"• Did you on your postmortem ever say that this was a
result of a car accident?
No.
And, in your normal medical duties, would you on a police form say
that the presumed cause of death of the three in the police form was a
fatal accident, following a head-on collision by the Toyota car and a
Range Rover?

OKUMU:

No.

MR. KA WANGA:

Would that kind of thing be put in a postmortem report?

OKUMU:

No doctor would write that sort of thing.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay! The report goes on to say: "On arrival of the bodies of the
deceased at the hospital, postmortem examination was done and the
medical officer gave his detailed reports of findings on each of the
deceased on Police Form 48B and in triplicate as follows", then they
give the details. Are you the person who did this kind of thing - gave
detailed report?

OKUMU:

I said I scribbled on the police forms and I wish I knew where this
police

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, you were a prominent person at that time under th~t regime;
you must have heard all these announcements. Did you or did you not
- these official Government announcements?
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0Kl'l\1U:

I was hcanng ii.

MR. KAWAN GA.

Were ,ou perturbed by the kind of thing you heard?

OKUMU:

I think, 1 said that right from the beginning,
post mortem.

MR K.\ \VA NGA:

Thank you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well, I sec matters which you may clarify for me. That night, When
the v. p called you. you had occasion also to talk to Colonel Gabriel

when I was doing the

What were the other name of this Colonel Gabriel? Do you know? •
OKUMU;

I cannot remember his other name.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where was he stationed?

OKUMU:

He was the Head of the Military Police.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And then, of course, I have some difficulty about why the Vice
President ever involved you in this? You were in-charge of military
hospital and these people were not your patients. I have some
difficulty.

OKUMU:

Because as you know these Ministers had been recruited in the Army,
if you remember.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay!

OKUMU:

So, it is only when army officers are in the hospital or there is a body

of an army officer in the hospital, I have been most of the times not
done any postmortem there. And he told me that I should go and see
the bodies properly preserved. That is the first instruction he had
given me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes!

OKUMU:

Not that I was going to do a postmortem.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay!

OKUMU:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see! And the question of doing a postmortem arose after Dr.
Kafeero -

OKUMU:

Turned it down.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

After he turned it down. I think he gave - you listened to Dr.Kafeero
and he gave two reasons why he could not do the postmortem; one that this was the Head of the Church. What was the second reason?
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No. no. he did not go that far.
He did not go that far?

OKUMU:

No. He just said because of h"
..
postmortcm on those bodies. is rehg1ous conviction, he could not do

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now I have another small 1
been disorganized b): th ~ ~tter that, when you left Mulago having
e mi1ttary police pea I
sought an appointment w'th h
P e, you went back and
not report back to the1 v:c; Secr~tary for Defence•. Why did you
assignment, in the first place? President who had given you the

OKUMU:

Well, this was on personal contact so that I could get advice from
him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You did not fe~l that it was necessary for you to report back to the
man who had given you the assignment
•
• •1t out?"
that, "I have earned

OKUMU:

I did not carry it out, that is why I did not want to go to him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

~ ou

mentioned that in 1979 you went into exile - April. 1979. why
did you have to go into exile?

OKUMU:

With the same advice of Major General Mondo.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

It was advisable?

OKUMU:

By then that is when the war was coming very near Kampala and
apparently they had high senior officers meeting or whatever they
used to call it, he came to my home by himself and told me that,
Doctor, what are you planning to do? I told him that I am not
planning to do anything. Then he said that look, there is apparent
plan to eliminate certain officers before the war comes to an end and
you are not safe. So even him personally brought me a letter official; which made me cross the border that I was going to purchase
drugs. So I went on that advice.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I have a few questions and problems I want to be clarified. \\11en you
left the mortuary and you went back to the Medical Superintendent's
office, the Medical Superintendent made telephone calls to the
Minister about the postmortem and Dr .Kafeero haYing refused to do
it did the Minister himself talk to you over the phone and directed
' to do the postmortem?
you

OKUMU:

'

No. it was the Medical Superintendent who told me that the Minister
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

Captain Ntalo was your junior officer. 1s it not.

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you take an opportunity to discuss with him the admission of
Major Moses?

OKUMU:

No, Sir.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So at any time you have never discussed the admission with him?

OKUMU:

No I never discussed that admission with Dr. Ntalo.
'

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Then to clear our records, one of the mortuary attendants at Mulago
Hospital, Mr. Sebuliba, told us that the chests of the three bodies were
crushed, were broken, did you feel the chests of these three bodies
yourself?

OKUMU:

I did not touch the bodies.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You did not touch at all?

OKUMU:

No. But I saw the chest of the Archbishop pressed down and that is
the only one I saw pressed maybe he saw the others had been pressed.

MR. KA WANGA:

There was a point I missed about the Lieutenant who was reading a
document you referred to there, do you remember his name?

OKUMU:

He is Okot from Bombo who was alleged to have been caught with
some documents which were concerned with people who were coming
to invade Uganda from Mutukula.

MR. KAWANGA:

Can you please have a look at this photograph?

OKUMU:

He is the one reading and Maliyamungu is watching.

MR. KA W ANGA:

That reads Lieutenant Ben Ogwang of Bomba $Omething?

OKUMU:

I am sorry, I could not get the name.

MR. KAWANGA:

So that is the gentleman you saw reading?

OKUMU:

Yes. reading and Maliyamungu watching.
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OKUMU:

I was very surprised.

MR. KA WANGA:

And the~ to clear our records, Dr.Okumu, do you remember the name
of the Night Superintendent at Mulago Hospital?

OKUMU:

No, I am sorry, I cannot remember.

KAKWENZIRE:

Actually at one time you referred to him as 'her' (interjection)

OKUMU:

No, I am sorry, she was a female.

KAKWENZIRE:

OKUMU:

Dr. Okumu, I want to ask a que·stionthat calls for your sincerity. I
take it that you were a high ranking officer, I also take it that you are
a medical doctor allowed a lot of privileges to look around and
perhaps eventually arrive at the truth. I also take it from what you
said that you felt pain at the murder of your Archbishop and the
murder of your fellow tribesman who recruited you in the army. I
note you stayed in the service until 1979 during which, if you were a
very interested party, you could have arrived at some truth as to what
happened. So far we have established that these three people died and
died in the hands of the government, but still we are interested to
know the manner in which they were killed. Could you be able to
enlighten the Commission either from what you heard or from what
you personally managed to discover by some discreet means as to how
these three people died?
That is a difficult question. As I have expressed that when I saw these
bodies I was dead scared because, here were, as you have quoted,
these people and behind me were the Military Officers. who w~re my
bosses. One thing I have to tell you is that from that tune until I left
this country I lived in fear. I kept my ears open in case there was
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KAKWENZIRE:

I also wanted to ask you what happened to your Minister of Health
shortly after?

OKUMU:

I was not in the Ministry of Health.

KAKWENZIRE:

No. I know but what happened to him?

OKUMU:

He went for a Conference and he never came back.

KAKWENZIRE:

I just wanted to know because I know he left roughly after that
incident.

OKUMU:

The information-I heard was that he was sent for a WHO Conference
and he did not turn up. So not being so high in the circle of the
administration, I do not know the details.

COUNSEL:

There are certain forms which incidentally I have found here.
asking you to look at those forms.

OKUMU:

Yes, I have looked at them and I can identify the upper two writings.
The third writing seems to have been added.

COUNSEL:

I will exhibit this later, but I just want him to look at those two forms.

CHAIRMAN:

Is he the one who (interjection) -

COUNSEL:

I do not know, I am asking him.
yours?

OKUMU:

The signatures are mine, but the stamp is of the Medical
Superintendent Mulago Hospital where I do not work.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but are you the one who filled that form or you just signed a
blank form?

OKUMU:

I did not sign a blank form. I filled A and B on this one Form 9.
Form No.10, A and B. If at all I wrote No.C it could have been
under pressure afterwards but it was not the original forms.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that under pressure you were asked to fill certain
forms which you think are these?

OKUMU:

you are right in that aspect and I thought that one could as well write
B so that there will be a witness in future.
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COUNSEL:
~~ould you like to read the forms please? You start with one marked

OKCMU:

t
The . MoS Right. . Reverend Archbishop Janan Luwum, Ugandan,
Nanurem?e, Archbishop 55 years, saw him on the 15th February 1977
that he died on the 16th February 1977 at 5.15 p.m at Nakasero and
that to the best of my knowledge and belief the cause of the death was
as hereunder - and I crossed that one - Then comes disease or
conditions, internal haemorrhage, fractured spleen and liver. C-Motor
accident. No.10 - Erunao Oryema, Ugandan, Kampala, Minister,
Civil Servant, 50 years, seen him on the 16th was told he had died on
the 16th February, 1977 at 5.15 p.m at Nakasero. Cause of death, I
cancelled that immediate cause of death; head injury, fracture of the
skull and at the bottom I wrote motor accident.

COUNSEL:

You are saying you filled that form and signed it?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who gave you all the details on the age and so forth, did you estimate
it and time is 5.15 p.m at Nakasero. Who gave you that information?

OKUMU:

I think I got that information from the mortuary.

COUNSEL:

In the mortuary at Mulago?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are they the ones who told you he died on the 16th February' 1977?

OKUMU:

No, the death, as I told you, it was 10 o'clock on the 16th.

COUNSEL:

No, what I am asking you is what you wrote here, where did ) ou get
this information you have read?

OKUMU:

I cannot recall.

COUNSEL:

What can you recall?

OKUMU:

The exact place where I got this information.

COUNSEL:

Is there somebody e Ise w
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OKUMU:

That is from this form.

COUNSEL:

Is that form carrying the correct report or the correct observat
•
~~
yours?

OKUMU:

No.

COUNSEL:

But it was prepared by you!

OKUMU:

And I told you that I was under pressure.

COUNSEL:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

OKUMU:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

OKUMU:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

Lady Chairman, I want to exhibit those two forms which you saw.
Dr. Okumu, in Part C of these forms - the two forms, this part says
"Other significant conditions contributing to the death but not related
to the disease or condition causing it". You wrote Motor Accident.
Did this arise out of the information you had been given that they had
been involved in a motor accident? Had you been infonned that these
three people deceased had been involved in an accident and you took it
for granted and filled it onto the fonn?
This is the information the Vice President told me that these people
had died in a motor accident and those were my senior officers and
my life was under threat when I was filling these forms.
You have said on the record that the Vice-President did not identify
the people who had died.
But he had told me the three bodies and later on I saw three bodies.
Yes, but those particulars had not been given to you by the VicePresident according to the record unless you want to say now that he
gave you these particulars?

OKUMU:

Those particulars were given to me by Maliyamungu.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, under what circumstances?

OKUMU:

That is when he called me to give the infonnation to the Pohce rather
to the Reporter and I was locked up in his room.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

This form is supposed to have been filled on the 17th?

OKUMU:

Yes.
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DR. MAKUBUYA:

OKUMU:

Yes. Sir.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You travelled back to M 1
.
u ago and filled m these forms there?
Yes.

OKU.MU:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

On the 17th?

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you fill in two kinds of forms?

OKUMU:
No, I filled in two kinds of forms which I have not seen here and
these forms which are Death Certificates. I had not issued the death
certificate originally. They told me that they were going to calculate
the pension of the two Ministers and so they told me that I should go
and prepare those death certificates.

COUNSEL:

I

No, but did you not say that Maliyamungu called you in the Minister's
office and he said that the report you had made was not enough for the
pressman and he said you should talk to the pressman and give him
another report, did you not say that?

OKUMU:

Yes, be told me about the death certificate, if I missed it, I am sorry.

COUNSEL:

And then he told you to go back to Mulago?

OKUMU:

That is the place where the death certificates were.

COUNSEL:

When you filled in the form which you gave to the police, did you
include the age and the place of residence of the people concerned?

OKUMU:

I cannot remember what the form looked like.

COUNSEL:

y

but when you went to Mulago is it the Maliyamungu who gave
y:~•all these details to put on the death certificate at Mulago?

OKUMU:

t those details from but the findings
I cannot recollect where I go
f ·t I was told that I should
which I wrote there and the last part o J
insert it there.

COUNSEL:

Insert what?
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OKUMU.

CHAIRMAN:

Moto1 ncc,dcnt.

Earlier on you said you It.ad.been .told to insert accident and Youhact
ably evaded it. Why at tlus tm~cdid .Y~Ucome down and admit it Was
an accident when you had resisted 1t. m Republic House With the
police forms you had resisted it and m _the Repubhc House, with the
pressmen you resisted it. was t~ere particular pressure exerted on You
in Mulago to sign the death certificates?

OKUMU:

No, the type of person Maliyamungu was at that time I did not want to
jeopardize with my life.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that when you were giving evidence earlier, you
had forgotten having gone to Mulago again from the Republic House?

OKUMU:

That is what I said that when he left me with the reporter he had
instructed me that I should give death certificates because they were
going to calculate the pensions.

COUNSEL:

OKUMU:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

OKUMU:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes, but did you say you should also include motor accident in the
death certificates? Are you saying that?
Yes.
I think Dr. Okumu, there is a problem here. Did Maliyamungu know
what was on a death certificate?
I guess he has seen some death certificates.
Because Maliyamungu is a lay man and these are filled in by only
registered doctors, so the Commission is finding it difficult to see how
Maliyamungu came in to put motor accident, this is where we want
assistance. Was he present when you were filling in these death
certificates?
He was not present, but he told me that he was going to receive these
forms to take them to the President's office.
Was it out of fear that you thought of motor accident and included it
in Part C?

OKUMU:

That is what they were singing.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

It is not always necessary on these forms to fill Part C you could only
have filled Part A and B. Unknown. You are swearing that to your
knowledge this is the cause of the death, why can you not just say
unknown? You were not there when the accident occurred. These
people are singing, you yourself you are not personally aware this is
almost an oath. I hereby certify, etc., etc.

COUNSEL:

Yes, I am tendering those as exhibits but I am still asking this witness.
After filling this death certificates, did you take it yourself or you left
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it nt Mulngo'l

coll. ~sEL:

OKUMU:
COUNSEL:

I left them at Mula O b
.
g ccausc he sn1d he was going to pick them.
\Vith whom did )' 1 ,
ou ea, e these death certificates?
In Medical Superintendent's offitee.
You mean you left them with Dr. Musana?

OKUMU:

No. it was the Secretary who gave me the forms.

COUNSEL:

And you left them there?

OKUMU:

I could not find the Medical Superintendent himself, so when I filled
the forms I left them there.

COUNSEL:

Did you report to Maliyamungu that you had filled the death
certificates and completed them?

OKUMU:

I did not go to tell him that I had filled the forms because I had told
him that I was going to fill the forms.

CHAIRMAN:

How about this Medical Superintendent stamp? I seek clarification
from the then Acting Medical Superintendent who happens to be
here.

COUNSEL:

We shall recall the Medical Superintendent later.

MR. KA WANGA:

Just to be sure. So both these forms are written in your handwriting?

OKUMU:

Yes.

MR. KA WANGA:

Did you write two or you wrote three?

OKUMU:

I wrote three.

MR. KAWANGA:

So, it is the third one which is missing?

OKUMU:

It was taken by the brother of late Ofumbi.

MR. KAWANGA:

It was taken by the brother of the late Ofumbi?

OKUMU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

How did you know that?

OKUMU:

He came to me and collected it when I was writing them.

MR. KAWANGA:

.
in them to the Vice-President's office did not
So the question of tak g
Id have filled and given to the relatives
arise. These are forms you cou
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OKUMU:

No. he told me that he was going to take it to the Civil Serv·
•ce
Commission who had asked him that they should produce it for
processing the pension for his brother.

MR. KAWANGA:

So the question of Maliyamungu wanting them was not really crucial
was just for the good of the relatives?

OKUMU:

He had already contacted the Civil Service Commission so that they
should accept the forms as they are dictated to me.

MR. KAWANGA:

That was very fast because these had died on the 16th February and
this is the 17th, the following day, I am sure the relatives would not
have contacted the Civil Service Commission by then, they must have
been so shocked, they could not even be thinking of the benefits for
the civil servant?

OKUMU:

It was so fast and I "'Wasalso shocked that they wanted it so fast
because Dr. Otiti himself collected the one from me.

MR. KA WAN GA:

Dr. Otiti collected the one for Oboth-Ofumbi?

OKUMU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

On this form it states - Should the Medical Officer not feel justified
in taking upon himself the responsibility of certifying the facts of
death he may here insert the words as I am informed
It is on the
form you must have seen it. Did you not feel like using this kind of
thing on this form?

OKU
tv1R.

11

11

I could have overlooked perhaps not seen that part.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

But you had filled death certificates before, was this the first death
certificate you were filling?
I was not filling
circumstances.

these death

certificates

under

OK

•

.OKUMU:

OKUMU:

MR.

M

0

the normal

M
DR. MAKUBUY A:

My friend, I am finding it somehow difficult to believe what you are
saying, this is not the first death certificate you are fillmg, did you not
see these things we are pointing out? Had you not filled a death
certificate before?

0

C
OKUMU:

Not with Military Police chasing you.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Standing over you, in fact, these people did not want you to do
anything they said you leave us alone, so they are not there. Were
they standing over you as you filled in this form?

MR. KA W ANGA:

There is a grey area Dr. Okumu, which we want to cover and for
record purpose and for all of us, we know what was happening at that
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time.

OKU 1P:

Thcr, .

c is Sl'lllethin
would want to clear Ugctgrave which has developed and "'11 I
fi{ ,r
•'>
• •
n er wJ1,,...1 circumstances
•
'
"' 1c1 we
Ills.
d'd
,
fi
1
•
) ou
111 these

I was directed b)· M .
a 1iyamungu to
h
ice and fill the forms.
go to t c Medical Superintendent's

0 ffi

1R. KA\VANGA:
OKUMU:

MR. KA\VANGA:
OKUMU:

~IR KA\VANGA:

Did you find the Medical S

.
upermtcndcnt there?

No.
you found only the Secretary?
Yes.
And you borrowed their stamp?

OKCMU:
MR KA\VANGA:

Yes. because the post-mortem had been done in Mulago or the socalled post-mortem.

Or p~rhaps my view is that all other doctors had refused to have
anythmg to do with these things and that because you were in the
Fo~ces _youwere the one who was being used to do these things. Am
I ng~t m m~ evaluation? Being in the Forces these people could give
you mstruct1ons. So other doctors absented themselves and left the
onus on you to go alone?
OKUMU:

Apart from Dr. Kafeero who turned it down there was not any other
doctor who was contacted as far as I know.

MR. KAWANGA:

Is it of interest to you that the injuries as you indicated them here. go
a little further than what you would otherwise have said. For
example, you said you did not examine the Archbishop you just had a
facial look on him?

OKUMU:

No, I said I looked at the chest where there was that haemorrhage and
I described how the vestries/bed sheet was put on it and how it soaked
the blood.

MR. KAWANGA:

So, that is why you talk of ruptured spleen and liver?

OKUMU:

Yes, because th ere was blood defin itely coming from that area
covering the bed sheet.

COUNSEL:

I am still interested in the other form which is missing. what have you
said?

OKUMU:

Dr. Otiti John collected them from me when I was writing them.

COUNSEL:

• tom1 ')to Dr • Otiti when Brig.
You mean you felt so free to give this
Maliyamungu was the one who expected them.

OKUMU:

He told mew h ere he was taking them and this is the reason wh) I had
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been told to make them.
COUNSEL:

Okay, if he told you how about of the Arc~bishop Luwui:11was he
taking it for a pension? He was your Archbishop - you said he was
your Archbishop?

OKUMU:

He was.

COUNSEL:

Why did you have to give them to Maliyamungu?

OKUMU:

I do not know who was going to collect that one.

COUNSEL:

Are you serious Dr. Okumu?

OKUMU:

Yes, I am very serious.

COUNSEL:

I see!

OKUMU:

I wrote these papers in Mulago Hospital and I was going to leave them
there until Dr. Otiti took the other one which belonged to his brother,
the other two I left them there.

COUNSEL:

You mean when you were preparing on the 17th, Dr. Otiti was with
you when you were filling these forms in the Medical
Superintendent's office?

OKUMU:

Mr. Chairman, he found me in the Medical Superintendent's office.

COUNSEL:

He was just chasing these forms instead of chasing the body of his
brother?

OKUMU:

No, he was not chasing the forms but I had been in contact with him
when I had already seen the body and I told him that his brother was
dead.

COUNSEL:

You got in contact with him, when did you get in contact with him?

OKUMU:

When I was coming out of the mortuary because I was not sure
whether his brother was alive or not.

COUNSEL:

How did you contact him?

OKUMU:

We just met on the corridor and I told him that Charles is dead.

COUNSEL:

Then you drove away to your home?

OKUMU:

No, that was when I had finished the post-mortem in the morning.

COUNSEL:

So you told him his brother was dead and he stayed m the hospital
waiting for these forms?
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No, he Wentto his house.
COUNSEL
How did he happen 10 come
h
I0
these forms?
w ere you were when you were filling
OKl/Ml':

He had sent me to M · G
the funeral and th ior eneral ~Ondo to find out if he could go lo
and M • G
en Went 10 M'\)or General Mondo and asked him
I0 th '\Jfuor eneral Mondo said there was no any danger of his going
e neral and his m th
h
• N
er was also around, they had a private
ouse m akasero • So he went to see his mother and I do not know
how they were contacted to ask for the pension. But when J was there
around 3.30 p.m he found me in Mulago.

°

COUNSEL:
So you got the forms stamped by the Medical Superintendent's stamp?
Yes.

OKUMU·
COUNSEL:

And you also made sure that the other forms are stamped?
OKUMU:

r,

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
Dr. Okumu, I think you will help this Commission to clear our minds
concerning these forms and pensions and what not. Could you tell us
the main purpose of filling these death certificates?
OKUMU:

In the nonnal circumstances you fill these death certificates for the
relatives to produce them when it is required; say for insurance or
bank business or whatever.

s

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Would you fill them also - would you have a body buried without a
death certificate of some sort from someone?

OKUMU:
Yes, a body can be buried without a death certificate, the villagers
bury their bodies without death certificates.
DR. LUYOMBY A:

OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

t

Yes, but the chief of the area where the body is must give clearance,
is it not?
Since I have not lived in the village for quite long, I do not know what
the procedure is of how to report a dead body.
My fellow Commissioner asked you whether you had filled these
death certificates before, is that true?

OKUMU:

As a houseman.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Is it true that in hospitals death certificates are filled to '."low re!atives
to remove their bodies and transport them without confhctmg with the
police and the law so that they can take their relatives and bury them?

OKVMV:

Yes.
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

•
,se of these ccrtificutcs although sccondarit
b that not the mam purp( ~
I n Jiis bcnt'fits'/
Y,
•.
ran~e
.
if Sl'tnCllllC has msu I; he may c a 1 1 .
• h t b u t 1 am telling you that Idthese ceniticatcs
Were
That wuld be •,ting
I
•
d
1rmal
circumstances.
I
to
you
as
was
under
not wnttcn un er m •
.
d
t
•
•
h
f
tlic
night
and
in
the
mormng
an
even
w
tension ng t rom
·
d I · 'd I 1·1cn I went
• •
,s• o 1-1-tc:c
•• I was
siu
1ved under
to ~lahyamungu
.• under tension an
fear through all Amin's rcgune.

OKLMU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

·1t
\Ve cou Id unders·t·an d tlie tension
·
' the time when the
. Military
. Police
Officers were with you in the mortuary and you said yo_udid not fill
these fonns there and then you even went to the Republic I louse and
afterwards having met a reporter you came back to Mulago at that
time you did not have anybody hovering over your shoulders, is it
not?

OKUMU:

But Maliyamungu you cannot separate him from Military Police.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was he physically there when you were filling these forms?

OKUMU:

He was not physically there, but he had told me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What had he told you?

OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:
OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

OKUMU:
CHAIRMAN:

OKUMU:
CHAIRMAN:

OKUMU:

He had told me that go and write your report as you wrote the police
form that motor accident.
So you had written motor accident on the police form?
No, the other one he said as you wrote on the police form plus motor
accident.
So as the fellow Co.rr .,Lissioner here was informing you ir was an
oversight not to insch ~as I am informed"?
Yes, Sir.
Dr. Okumu, earlier on, you responded to a question as to whether you
signed that the cause - the question was whether you had filled
"accident" on the police forms and I think to use your words. you said
no medical doctor would do that.
That was not the question, Madam.
I think you had earlier on asserted that you had ably resisted filling in
accident. In fact what you wrote or what you filled was eventually
changed by other people other than yourself but you yourself had not
filled accident, you told us and it is on record.
I think the question was that under those circumstances in which I
wrote - the question asked me could a doctor have written motor
accident and I said no. I do not thmk the question was the same as the
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one you asked.
CH IRMAN:

You had
asserted may b
• my memory is
e my fellow Com . .
asserted that
escaping me but w h m1ss1onerscould help me out
commit yourt~~ually you stated the ~. ave this on the tape. You had
e to stating accident . tngs as you saw and you did not
• is that not correct?
Yes , h ere •is someth.
•
forgotten
•
mg which I did ten
•
years ago and I could have
•f

OKUMU:

CHAIRMAN:

OKUMU:

CHAIRMAN:

yes. you could It o
prod .
•
ccurs to me d I
d.fti uct1on of these exhibits h
an want to put it bluntly that the
1 erently?
ave suddenly made you to look at things

~es' because as I said thi .
different parts of the wo;ld s is ten years ago and I have lived in
and 1 ~ave gone through a lot of stress.
In fact, I also take it that
what you are try·
you ?ad forgotten to fill those forms. So
mg to tell us is that
d.d
other people did it . h
you 1 not fill the forms but
yourself?
' is t at not true? You actually did fill the forms

OKUMU:

It is the forms that I h d •
.
the newspap
a said I did not fill, it is the report as written in
ers.

CHAIRMAN:

Even the police forms I th1·n1cyou said
• you did
• not refer to accident?

OKUMU:

These are death certificates but the police forms I have not seen them
there.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you talk about them with Mr. Byaruhanga from Wandegeya
Police?

OKUMU:

He carried them away.

COUNSEL:

Dr. Okumu, it happens that Dr. Otiti made a statement, right? He
will be a witness.

OKUMU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Is he telling lies when in his statement says like this: "I did not see
any document in connection with the death of the late Minister
because I fear of my death, I could not enquire from anybody about
the medical certificate of cause of death. I do not know who
performed the post-mortem examination of the deceased." This is his
statement, are you saying he is telling lies? This is Dr. Otiti at Meru
in hospital in Kenya.

OKUMU:

As far as I know I met Dr. Otiti and I told him of the death and I gave
him the certificate myself. If he denies it, that is a different story, but
this one I remember it quite well because ever since I came back from
exile, J have met Dr. Otiti and it is not something I am just putting in.
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C' )ll SEL:
OKUMU:
MR. KA WANGA:

But )'OU could not remember it when you started giving evidence h
ere'>
I do not see why I should have remembered it.
Dr. Okumu. I lived through that period ~ere as_a professional in Ill
way and I know quite a number of unethical thmgs were being d Y
• • unet h"icaIIY a;y:a~..
I have a feeling
one
because the nation was hvmg
that you felt there would be need to move t e o tes o~ the deceasect
and one of the bodies was of somebody you knew, ~ tribesman, is it
possible that you were trying to prepare these certificates to enable
your friend's body to be carried home so you made the forms just for
the sake of that, or you still insist it was because you thought you had
to fill these forms?

OKUMU:

I said I was under tension at that time and my thinking was not clear.
So when I filled these forms I could have strictly added motor accident
when actually I did not mean to write that down.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

One more question please. You knew Oboth-Ofumbi very well?

OKUMU:

Yes, Sir.

MR. KAWANGA:.

Would you say you were personal friends?

OKUMU:

Not really because I was junior to him but he knew me.

MR. KAWANGA:

He knew you? Did you attend Oboth-Ofumbi's funeral?

OKUMU:

I was not allowed to go anywhere.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You wanted to go?

OKUMU:

I would have gone if I was allowed.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

No, did you start to go and somebody said you cannot go?

OKUMU:

I implied to Major General Mondo that I would have liked to escort
Dr. Otiti and he said that let him go alone.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, you say you are a friend of Oboth-Ofumbi he is the one who
recruited me here I am going to attend his funeral and Mondo put his
foot down he says you cannot go, is that what you are saying?

OKUMU:

He told me I cannot go. In fact the whole of that month I never left
the town, I do not know what was in their mind.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, voluntarily or against your will, I do not know. My friend.
somebody has died you are supposed to go and attend the funeral?
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C

a

c KtTMU:

DR M KUBUYA:
OKUMU:

CHAIRMAN:

My movcrnent was rcs .
go anvwhcr J
• trtctcd most of th ·
that t ~
c was supposed to ask th e ~tmewhen I wa<;supposedto
)pe of person whorn I
Id
e Vice-Presidentand he was not
.
cou contact all the time.
Did you contact him
.
on this occasion?
No.

Dr. Okumu, in medical ethics w
cause of the death on the ' ou~dyou reach this conclusion on the
L~wum as being internal hae~chbtshop, the late Archbishop Janan
without opening up the b d ? orrhage and ruptured spleen and liver
0

y,

OKUMU:

When I gave the infonnati fi
.
of those two organs b 1 . f ~n . IrSl I said saw over the body the areas
ask that I be all
d u I It is the question of ethics, I would wish to
owe to contact a Legal Advisor.

CHAIRMAN:

I am also not a docto I d
. .
r o not know very much about this but I think
any organ ms1de could hav b
t th •
e een ruptured I do not see how you arrive
a e 1iver and spleen specifically.

OKUMU:

COUNSEL:

!

Because I made comments on the injuries of the stomach in the
abdomen.

I think you ~ad said lungs and now you are talking about spleen
because earlier when you were giving evidence here in the
ex~ination you said lungs and liver, these I think are the organs you
mentioned and now you mention spleen which is new?

OKUMU:

I am even surprised I find the word spleen because I think I was
remembering lungs and liver on that side - on the right side. But as I
said these papers were written ten years ago.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Dr. Okumu, I appreciate the tension that was around at the time and
the circumstances of events that you had seen then. Now looking ten
years back and looking at the present, would you probably feel sorry
that you filled these death certificates in the way you did ten years
back?

OKUMU:

Having the freedom I now think I would feel sorry that I was under
such pressure.

COUNSEL:

My Lady Chainnan, those are the exhibits I am tendering. I think
they are exhibit for Archbishop Luwum is Exhibit No.31 ~d the
other one for Oryema is No.32. These are cause of death certificates
signed by Dr. Okumu.

CHAIRMAN:

On behalf of Commissioners and Leading Counsel, may I thank Dr.
Okumu for his evidence he has given us ~d may I say that we
appreciate the difficulties you are personally gomg th_ro~ghas a doctor
anda Citizen and we are asking you that 1f m the course of
an d as a g
.
.
d
1 •fy
the day or afterwards if you find there 1s anythmg you nee to c ar1

u
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where you made contradictions and
• r some O f the statements,
• ht we are still here for .some time, You
again ° •1 t records straig '
d straighten up thmgs and to help
you want : ~~ck please. to come a:rrounding this very sad incident.
are welcom establish the truth s thank Mr. Tamale from Munno
s actually to
May I also
.
.
u
very
much.
'd
basis
this
mornmg.
Thank you
isting us on unpa1
N , paper for ass
e~s
you are talking about spleen
•
and now
.
h
.
• k• )'OU had said lungsu were gi·ving evidence h ere m the
I thm
.
these I think are t e organs you
because earlier when
. 1 yo
s and 11ver,
examinationyou said ~n!ention spleen which is new?
mentionedand now yo
.
.

COUNSEL:

• ed I find the word spleen because I .dthmkB I wasI
I am even• surpns and hver
.
on that SI'de _ on the right s1 e. ut as
remembermg1ungs
.
en ears ago.
said these papers were wntten t y

OKUMU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

• that was around at the time
• te the tension
. and
Dr. ?Icumu, I apprecia
that ou had seen then. Now lookmg ten
the circumstancesof eventsh
Y nt would you probably feel sorry
years back and looking atht e ~~:i~:te~ in the way you did ten years
that you filled these deat ce I I
back?

OKUMU:

Having the freedom I now think I would feel sorry that I was under
such pressure.

COUNSEL:

My Lady Chairman, those are the exhibit~ I am _t~ndering. I think
they are exhibit for Archbishop Luwum 1s Exh1b1t No.31 ~d the
other one for Oryema is No.32. These are cause of death certificates
signed by Dr. Okumu.

CHAIRMAN:

On behalf of Commissioners and Leading Counsel, may I thank Dr.
Okumu for his evidence he has given us and may I say that we
appreciate the difficulties you are personally going through as a doctor
and as a Uganda Citizen and we are asking you that if in the course of
the day or afterwards if you find there is anything you need to clarify
again or some of the statements, where you made contradictions and
you want to put records straight, we are still here for some time, you
are welcome back please, to come and straighten up things and to help
us actually to establish the truth surrounding this very sad incident.
Thank you very much. May I also thank Mr. Tamale from Munno
Newspaper for assisting us on unpaid basis this morning.

AG. CHAIRMAN;
Counsel, the session of 1st April 1987 is opened now we have a
quorum. We are sorry we have been late due to various problems but
I think we canstart.
COUNSEL:
Mr. Chainnan, and Gentlemen Commissioners while still on the case
of the death of the Arch-Bishop, late JananLuwumand two Ministers
I now wish to call the next witness, who is Mr. Henry Kyemba:
Number 88.
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,vITNEss
NO 88·
• • MR
HENR
KYE l\lBA - SWORN
IN •
y

KISAJJA MUGAMBA

COUNSEL:

Would you state your name pi ease.?

KYE.MBA:

Henry KlSa.J.]a
•• Magumba Kyemba.

COl'NSEL:

How old are you?

MR NAGENDA:

Can we just write that down please, Henry K.1saJJa.
.. ?

KYEMBA:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Magumba?

KYE.MBA:

Kyemba, 47 years old.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

KYE.MBA:

I reside in Jinja, Busoga.

COUNSEL:

And what do you do?

KYEMBA:

I am presently a Dairy Fanner. I am also an Author and a Member of
Makerere University Appointment Board and a Resistance Councillor
Member for Jinja Municipal Council.

COUNSEL:

Would you please give us your educational background?

KYEMBA:

I studied at Busoga College Mwiri before I went to Makerere
University where I obtained a BA Honours in History after which I
joined the Government in 1962. When I was in exile I continued with
my education at the North Western University, in Evanstone, Chicago
for a Master of Arts Degree in History.

COUNSEL:

Now you said on your completion at Makerere you joined
Government, what was your posi!ion when you first joined the
Government?

KYEMBA:

When I graduated from Makerere University in 1962, I was appointed
a District Officer posted to the then Chief Secretary's office later
Prime Minister's Office at Entebbe as Assistant Secretary G6 in
charge of protocol and ceremonial.

COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

Did you stay in that position all the time?
stayed in that position for about a ye~ before I was transferred to
the Prime Minister's Residence as Private Secretary to the then

1
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President. Prime Minister Obote.
COUNSEL:

Do you remember the exact date when you were transferred to
Prime Minister's Residence?
the

KYEMBA:

I was actually transferred in October or November 1963.
K

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

As a Private Secretary to the Prime Minister. what was the nature of
your duty?

that \\'ent
on in the Prime Minister's Office as far as official papers wer
concerned. Liaison with Ministries, liaison with the State House s~
and so forth.
It was varied, I was responsible practically for eve~ing

COUNSEL:

For how long did you do this kind of job?

KYEMBA:

I was Private Secretary until Obote was overthrown in January, 1971.

COUNSEL:

In January, 1971, did you get another posting?

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Obote was overthrown when we were in Singapore and naturally I
took it that after he was overthrown that would be the end of my
career; but I came back to Uganda soon after the coup hoping to settle
down as a farmer or do some other business only to be reappomted to
the Government in the President's Office.
What was your position in the President's Office?
I retained my post as Private Secretary for a couple of months and I
was also appointed in addition Permanent Secretary Office of the
President, and Secretary to the Cabinet until September, 1971.
So you say in January you returned, appointed Private Secretary and
then after one month or so?
It was about six months.
When you were appointed Permanent Secretary President's Office.
that is what you say?
No, no, no. I combined actually three posts at that time both
Principal Private Secretary and Permanent Secretary Office of the
President and Secretary to the Cabinet.
And what happened in late 1971?
After about one month or two they appointed a Principal Private
Secretary and I remained Permanent Secretary Office of the President
and Secretary to the Cabinet.
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COU r~EL:
KYEMBA:

.
c President. you were m

1 was head 0 f
the Civil serv1cc
. as well

For how long did .
.
•
) ou continue in th'IS post?
~ntil September. 1971 that .
ecretarv Qffi
1.s when my
•
and I \\~
ce_of the President and S
assignment as Permanent
Co
. appointed Permanent
ecrctary to the Cabinet ceased
mmuruty Development.
Secretary, Ministry of Culture and

COUNSEL:

You mean from p resident's
.
Offiice to Culture?

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

COU rsEL:

KYEMBA:

For how long did you sta .
Culture?
) as a Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
I stayed
p ennanent Secretary Mi •
·

H
and

immediate boss was fired
mSlry of C~lture until 1972 when my
as Minister of Culture
I on. Yekosofat1Engur' he was dismissed
was asked to take over that Ministry.
AG CHAIRMAN:

In 1972?

KYEMBA:

1972.

COUNSEL:

And for how long did you stay as Minister in that Ministry?

KYEMBA:

I was ~ter
of Culture and Community Development from late
1972 until early 1974 when I was appointed Minister of Health.

MR. NAGENDA:

Minister of!

KYEMBA:

Health.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And for how long did you work as Minister of Health?

KYEMBA:

I worked as Minister of Health from a6out March, 1974 until I went
into exile in April, 1977.

COUNSEL:

And when you went to exile, when did you come back to the country?

KYEMBA:

I returned briefly after Amin was overthrown in 1979 and went back
and eventually came back in 1980.

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

When you returned in 1980, were you appointed to any public office?

I was not appointed to any public office, I remained in private life.
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COl'NSFl:

And mu are still in private life rather than the other duty You .
~~
are on• Makerere and so forth?•

KYEMBA:

That is correct my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And did you say you are an author?

KYEMBA:

That is correct my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Could we know some of the books you have written?

KYEMBA:

COUNSE

When J went in exile in 1977, I decided to sit down and write about
the agony that was affecting my country at that time during the
Amin' s regime and the result of that writing was this book which I
wrote, "The State of Blood". Published by Padingtone Press which
listed the atrocities that were committed as far as I knew by the
Amin's regime as well as the parts that touched on the Obote one and
their machinations as far as the administration of this country went
That is the main book which I wrote which was translated into 19
different languages as part of the struggle to get rid of the Amin's
regime.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where was it first published please?

KYEMBA:

It was first published in 1977.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where please?

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA·

It was published in London, in the United States simultaneously.
Now from the C. V which you have given this Commission, it appears
to me you are a most knowledgeable person of the public affairs in
Uganda, do you agree with me?

K
C

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

I think that is correct.
Now, Mr. Kyemba, I think also you are aware that the government
last year set up this Commission of Inquiry into Violation of Human
Rights in Uganda.
I am aware, my Lord.
And are you aware of the period this Commission, the Inquiry is to
cover?
Just generally I am roughly aware from the time of independence to
January, I think 1986.
Now, would you say in 1962 when we got independence, there was
any violation of human rights which you know of?
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Would you try to say two or three please?

Since 1962?
COUNSEL:

No, I am not saying 1962. You see we have been ha,ing regimes
here, we had a Government of President Obote, that was just before
Independence to 1971 and we had another regime that was of Field
Marshal Idi Amin, 1971 to April 1979. Then we had a brief one of

President Yusuf Lule which ended in June. 1979; then we had
Godfrey Binaisa's Government: from June 1979 to May 1980 and then
~filitary Commission from that date to date of General Election: that
IS 13th December, 1980 and from there we had President Obo:e again
up to 27th July 1985 and then Militar} Commission: July 1985 to 25th
January. 1986 Now. may be you do not v.ant to start from 1962. you
may be led there but then let us start with 1977. a case which brought
you here may be. You were a Minister in 1977 in ldi Amin's
Goyernment in February. 1977. is that correct?

s

in

KYEMBA:

That is correct my Lord.

COL'NSEL:

Is it true that there was a meetmg which was summoned by the
President to take place in this place and at the Nile Mansion?

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

Were you in the country or did you attend that meeting?

KYEMBA:

1 was in the country and I did attend that meetmg.

COUNSEL:

Were other Ministers present you remember of?

KYEMBA:

Yes, many Ministers were present.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some whom ) ou can mention here?

ent

ro

KYEMBA:

"'O Mirusters ,, ho were killed
inl I rem ember that the t "'
fumb·
Well, certa Y
• . Erina .0 Oryema and Oboth O
1·
were among the congregation, f th} Ministers like the M1ruster of
• • th
was a number o o er
be f
In add1t1on ere
M .. t of Justice and quite a num r 0
Works, Lukakamwa; the ;s. et:r had been swnmoned to be there
others. Practically, every
irus
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and they should have been t
COUNSEL:

here unless they were out of the country.

you can now remember a11your colleagues then. You can remember
their names?

KYEMBA:

I can remember them t·ryou really want me to list - (Interruption) -

COUNSEL:

Yes, we are interested.

KYEMBA:

t that since I am in the unusual position of
Ma~ I' m~ Lordb,retqt~~seevents could I refer to my book which I
havmg written a ou
'
.
• th1'st1'meso that - {Interruption) wrote d urmg

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, by all means do.

COUNSEL:

Please.

KYEMBA:

I hope I will be given the opportunity, my Lord t? present copies of
this to the Commission so that they can - (Interruption) -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

We shall be very grateful.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kyemba we shall be most grateful for a copy of your book as an
exhibit in the proceedings.

KYEMBA:
CHAIRMAN:

May I hand them over.
My Lordships,
(interruption) Thank you very much Mr. Kyemba.

KYEMBA:

And one in French just in case - Onaudible)-

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, thank you.

KYEMBA:

Among the Ministers who were present, were the then Minister of
Agriculture, Colonel Ibrahim Garandi; Minister of Education,
Brigadier Kili; Minister of Finance, Brigadier Moses Ali; do you want
me to continue?

COUNSEL:

Did you have a Minister of Finance then?

KYEMBA:

In 1977, we had Brigadier Moses Ali as Minister of Finance.

COUNSEL:

Did you have a Minister for Education?

KYEMBA:

We had Brigadier Barnabas Kili as Minister of Education.

COUNSEL:

Did you have a Minister of Economic Planning?

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

I have two copies -

C

K

C

There was.
time.

Jumba Masagazi was the Minister of Planning at the

Did he attend the meeting?
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e awn m front of the Nile
the Nile Mansions. an array of arms that were displayed in front of

COUNSEL:
Yes? Now what happened, was there any address by anybody?
KYEMBA:
Yes, my Lord. When we got there we were presented with a number
of so called conspirators who were planning to overthrow the
government of ldi Amin. They brought the former Chairman of
Public Service Commission, the late Abdalla Anyuru, somebody
called Benson Ogwang who was an Intelligence Officer and I am not
too sure if there was any other. They asked Abdalla Anyuru to start
reading a statement which was supposed to have been a letter from
Obote to his collaborators here about the situation in our country.

COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

Do you remember who asked Abdalla Anyuru to read a letter?

It was not a letter, it was a statement whatever - it was, Colonel
Maliyamungu was standing next door to Abdalla Anyuru to ensure
that he read the thing correctly as it had been either written or typed
or whatever.

COUNSEL:

Did he read the statement?

KYEMBA:

Yes, he did. In fact Abdalla Anyuru was an old man who was not in
very good health because I remember half ~ay through the
proceedings he was finding difficultie~ in st~dmg and I. had to
instruct somebody to get a chair for hun to sit o~ to contmue the
reading because I was sitting not very far from the microphones.

COUNSEL:

In which language was this statement?

KYEMBA:.

The statement was in English.

COUNSEL:

• ?
Was there any kind of trans Iauon.

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

•g
cannot remember exac.
all tly.
dd
J b Masagazi was trans Iat m , I
I think um a
. . • t Swahili because he norm } 1
but I think he was translating it m o
and I think he did.
·?
Did you look at this statement.? In what paper was it.
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EMBA:

MR NAGENDA

KYEMBA:

. ..
• the paper on which it was written. It was Writt
I was fan11h,1rw1111
S
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en
,
is normally standard
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1
.
.
.important documcn
. , ts , and J could notice that 1t was defimtely State
House paper.

KYEMBA

the one who was asked for
Clan.fi1ca1-10n. Mr • Kyemba• why were. you
.
f H lth?
a chair. was this because you were Mm1ster o ea •
For one thing I was near enough and for another, I was Min!ster of
Health I thought it was wrong to get somebody who was definitely ill
to try to stand that is why I thought I should show my concern by
asking for a chair to be brought.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification Counsel. Your earlier question was not answered. Who
addressed this meeting in the first place?

KYEMBA:

The meeting was addressed by the Vice President, Major General
Adrisi and I think also briefly by Colonel Maliyarnungu. The main
speaker was Major General Adrisi who appears on one of the
photographs in my book.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And the second question was that, who handed the statement to
Abdalla Anyuru? That statement Abdalla Anyuru read?

KYEMBA:

It must have been either Maliyarnungu or Jumba Masagazi who was at
the neck. They certainly came with the statement with the prisoners
they had. I do not know who was holding the statement at the time.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You do not quite remember who produced that statement?

KYEMBA:

No, I would not say it was produced by so and so.

COUNSEL:

Well, did you - you say you &eemed to have observed the paper on
which the statement was written, did it look new paper or something
old?

KYEMBA:

In fact, that was again something which surprised me because I would
have thought a letter from Obote would have been on some scrap
paper which had travelled some distance. This one to me it looked
new and freshly type written.

COUNSEL:

Now, after reading the statement, what happened?

KYEMBA:

After the statement had been read, we were all told to file into the
main Conference Centre down here for further address.

MR. KA WANGA:

Mr. Counsel, perhaps if I may interrupt here it appears the witness
was present, can he describe to us how those witnesses were brought;
Abdalla Anyuru then Ben before they started and which other people
may have read the statement besides Abdalla Anyuru.
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COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:
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him shaking his head in d . I Archbishop Luwum and I could see
be saying. He did not
en~a of what the statement was supposed to
fabricated statement anysurpnse me because we all thought this was a
way.
It seems you knew these eo le
.
.
before?
p P ' you said Ogwang, did you know him
No, I did not my Lord.
When did you get to know him, was that on that day?
This was th~ first time he was in front of me reading the statement, I
never met him before.
How about Mr. Olobo?
No, did I know Mr. Olobo, but I knew Mr. Abdalla Anyuru quite
well he had been Chainnan during my time as a Private Secretary.

COUNSEL:

Now, after those statements had been read, what happened?

KYEMBA:

After the statements had been red, I cannot remember exactly whether
Adrisi addressed us before or after, but after his address as well, we
were told to move to the Conference Centre for an address by the life
President, Major General Idi Amin Dada.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did the audience participate in any way in those proceedings?

KYEMBA:

They did my Lord, because during the proceedings, the crowd was
asked, but the soldiers mainly were asked what sentence they should
pass on the conspirators and the soldiers shouted back "chmJa yeve.
chinja yeye"; which meant "kill them, kill them". That was the
participation that I could recognize at that meeting.

COUNSEL:

Now, after this kind of verdict from the public what happened?

KYEMBA:

There is nothing else, the conspirators were hustled away we never
saw them again and we were told to move to the main Conference
Centre.

COUNSEL:

When you say you were told this included religious leaders?

KYEMBA:

Religious leaders and Ministers and Senior Go\ernmen~ ~fficiab ~
well as the 2,000 or so soldiers who had sat on the la\.\n m front o
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the Nile Hotel. The diplomats most of them drove away, they did not
continue with the meeting in the Conference Centre.
•
COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

Now, what happened in the Conference Centre?
We sat in the main Conference Centre and waited for the President to
come. This, he did after about half an hour but before he did we were
J think again addressed briefly by Brigadier or Colonel, I cannot now
remember what title he was holding them. Isaac Maliyamungu, who
was referred to first of all, asked the Religious leaders to leave the
hall. Telling them that they were required back in the Nile Hotel to
meet the President, so they left us in the main hall filing out through
the Western entrance towards the Nile Hotel. After they had left they
summoned the Minister of Internal Affairs, Oboth Ofumbi and
Erinayo Oryema, Minister of Minerals and Water Resources also to
leave the hall and they left the hall through something like the eastern
entrance to the other side of the Conference Centre.

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

Were they informed where they were required, where they were
going?

KYEMBA:

No, they were just told to come out of the hall and you could see that
they were not being summoned really in good faith, there was an air
of fore-boding, the way they were called out and the way they were
escorted out. You could see that was not the kind of respect a
Minister carries when he is being summoned to a meeting outside.
Nobody seemed to bother about the way they were being escorted out.

COUNSEL:

Now, after they had gone, what happened?

KYEMBA:

We remained in the hall for a little while - we then - my knowledge of
what happened after that, I was inside the hall, so I could not see what
went on but of course, I later knew what went on but we remained in
the hall until we were joined by the life President, Field Marshal who
came to address us and his address was particularly brief by the
standards we had come to expect. He spoke for only about half an
hour telling us about how people were trying to destabilize his
government and so on and then I could see that he was clearly in a
hurry to get away from where we were and he did after about half an
hour. A fairly brief address by normal standards at the time.

COUNSEL

KYEMBA

COUNS
COUNSEL:

Now, after that what happened?

KYEMBA:

Well, it was after we left the hall that we started to gather what had
gone on outside. In fact we were invited to go and attend a reception
in front of the Nile Mansions. We had been there for the whole day
from 9. 00 in the morning until about 4. 00 p. m and they had organized
the reception in the usual fashion down there and they invited us to go
and join this celebration. Now most of us in fact, the Ministers and
high officials did not feel inclined to attend a reception of celebrations
of that kind with such a fore boarding in the air and practically every
Minister left and every official left except for the soldiers who rushed

KYEM
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resident to attend the reception?
No~ody did, expect the Presid
chairs set aside for him to . ent to attend because there were no
expect the President to atten~t!h~n. Th~re _wasno way anyone could
reception tn these circumstances.
That is why yo • k
u ns ed not to attend?
It was clear he was not oin
things on his mind.
g g to attend the reception he had so many
Otherwise if he were t0
'

attend • you would have attended I suppose?

KYEMBA:

th
I it:{- if he had walked there straight from the Conference Hall it
:~u
have been undiplomatic and impolite to walk away. But when
knew t?at he had gone back into the Nile Hotel and the soldiers
were rus?mg to eat whatever had been provided, it was a real
st ruggle, it was not being served in the normal fashion. It would have
been a bit undignified for anybody with any dignity to go and attend
that kind of function.

COUNSEL:

Now, from the Conference Centre, where did you go?

KYEMBA:

I had visitors with the Ministry at that time who were visitmg the
Murchison Falls National Park and I had originally intended to attend
to them on that visit but in view of the meeting which had been called
that morning it was not possible for me to join them as they went but I
thought I might be able to join them in the evening. As it happened,
after the treatment that I saw during the day and the afternoon. I
thought I had better stay at home rather than go to Chobe Lodge or
Para as I had originally intended. So, I briefly went to the Nile Hotel
to try and let the President know that I was not intending to go with
the visitors to the Park after all and I did that and afterwards told them
that I was not going with them I think it was a secret of somebody that
I was no longer going and I drove back to my house about 4.00 p.m
soon after the function.

COUNSEL:

Where was your home?

KYEMBA:

It was 19 Kyadondo Road, just between Kitante - {Interruption).

COUNSEL:

That is in the vicinity of the State Research Centre?

KYEMBA:

Not quite in the vicinity but it is not very far from there.
below All Saints Cathedral.

COUNSEL:

.
h·ch happened when you arrived at home?
Is there anyt h mg w 1
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It is

JUSt

KYEMBA:

We were all very tired after the day's p~oceedings and it wasa
disturbing treatment we had all ~een faced with the all day. So I just
went home and started undressing. I naturally had some meals or
something to eat and I rema~ned at home for the rest of the day. In
fact r was J·ust with my family and my mother who had come to Vi .
•
I h ad b een appointed,
•
Stt
me, ' in fact for the first time ever smc~
she hact
been unwell, she was with me at that time at home.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KYEMBA:

You want me to continue?

COUNSEL:

Yes, please continue. What happened that day? What you heard that
day.

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

KYEMBA:

Well there is nothing uneventful until 9.00 p.m. After 9.00 I received
a telephone call from no other, than the Vice President Mustafa Adrisi
and it was a brief telephone call. I had been sitting in the courtyard at
the back of my house so I had to go into the house to attend to it and
the message was just; "Kyemba, the President has asked me to
telephone you", he was speaking in Swahili, my Swahili is not very
good but I could take the message. He said that, "these Ministers
have had an accident". Now, you better warn the hospital about the
accident and then he added some phrase, "God has given them the
punishment", something - "God had given them their punishment". I
was very disturbed about this because I had no doubt in my mind
when he rang that what he was actually conveying to me was that the
Ministers had been killed and I was not too sure whether he also
included the Archbishop and I was naturally very disturbed about this.
I picked the telephone and rang the hospital and warned the hospital
authorities that I had been told that some Ministers have been involved
in an accident and that they are being sent to the hospital. I instructed
the hospital to prepare for them and also to notify me immediately
they arrived at the hospital. This was about 9.00.
Now, incidentally when the Vice President told you the Ministers had
had an accident, did you try to find out where this accident had
occurred?
He told me it was around Nakasero, they have had an accident around
Nakasero. Which was also - my house in Nakasero so I was more
than certain that if it was a real accident, the casualties would be in
the hospital within five or ten minutes on the outside if there was any
serious attempt to try and save their lives as a result of an accident.
When the Vice President rang you and said these Ministers have had
an accident, did he mention the names of the Ministers who had had
the accident?
He did not mention the names of the Mirlisters but having been to the
meeting, I was sure he was meaning the Ministers who had been
called from the meeting because there is no other way I would have
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KYEMBA:
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COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

That is very good N
been taken away i~ ca~:•J.~u hhad been informed that these people had
tell you, the information' I t ey say cars or one car or what did they
you got?
The information I was .
separate cars and the given was that they were taken out in two
guards or soldiers fro~ ;:e
all accompanied ~Y about four bodyThat information I kn
Conference Centre m two separate cars.
when he rang it
_ew so when he talked about these Ministers
some cooked storywbas_
Just further confirmation that again there was
emg prepared.
So, the information you h d • h
.
.
a 1s t at they did not go in one car but
h
t ey went m two different cars?
'
That is rig?t. In fact all, if it included the Archbishop, they should
have gone m ~ree separate cars because the Ministers left by this door
~d the Archbishop by the other door and the Ministers definitely left
m two separate cars.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you get any telephone call from Mulago?

KYEMBA:

No, I did not. I myself telephoned the hospital soon after the Vice
President, Adrisi rang me to warn the hospital to expect these
casualties and after that I went out and told my family. Much as I did
not want to say at that time, I said these people have killed the
Ministers and the Archbishop.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Excuse me, who did you speak to at the hospital?
It must have been the night hospital Superintendent, he was the
permanent night superintendent, I think he was Ssebuyira, but I could
also have spoken to the Medical Superintendent or the deputy on
telephone about the same thing, but I normally spoke to the - I kn_ew
the one who was on duty was the night supermtendent m the hospital
but I could also have spoken to the Medical Superintendent or his

KYEMBA:

deputy at that time.
KAKWENZIRE:

Did you tell them who they were to expect?
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KAKWENZIRE:

Did you use the word dignitary, dignitaries, or did you use the Word
"Ministers"?

KYEMBA:

I could have mentioned the Archbishop and the Ministers because I
was told of the three.

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

Now, did they ring you back as you instructed, and if they did when?

KYEMBA:

KYEMBA:

Not for sometime because at about 11.30 I had had no report from the
hospital. I telephoned Adrisi again the Vice President and asked what
had happened to the accident victims that I had been told two hours
ago and because I expected them to be in the hospital within a matter
of a few minutes. So, I rang him at about 11.30 to inquire where they
had been taken and his answer to me was that "the President says do
not worry they are coming".
So I was then made aware that the
matter was being handled by the Vice President and the President
somewhere until they were taken to Mulago. Then I rang again the
hospital and told them that "Please as soon as the victims arrive at the
hospital telephone me immediately on this happenings".

COUNSEL:

Did they ring you eventually?

KYEMBA:

I went to bed and then early in the morning at about - it was between
5.00 and 6.00 possibly nearer to 6.00 they rang me and said the
bodies had just been delivered to the hospital.

COUNSl

KYEME
COUNSEL:

This time they told you dead bodies, I suppose? They were not
people just with wounds and so forth but they were dead bodies?

KYEMBA:

They were dead bodies. In fact it was obvious that they were no
longer talking about accident victims everybody knew they were
talking about dead bodies. In fact the question before the hospital
normally we do not take dead people in the hospital mortuary. If they
are already dead before arrival, they should go to the police mortuary
that is the one which handles police cases. But here was a delicate
problem where Ministers and a whole Arch-bishop were involved so I
had to mention it to them that you keep them at the hospital mortuary
as opposed to the police mortuary which is not very far from each
other.

COUNSEL:

Now, after did you decide to go there, did you go there to find out the
alternative? What happened?

KYEMBA:

No, my Lord, I did in fact instruct the hospital superintendent to come
and report to me. I rang him, he spoke to me; I think he was the one
who rang and as he was talking to me he was very clearly indicating
that he had been stopped from telling me what they telling me what

KYEl

KAlC
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KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Yes h
, e came to my hou
of \\:hat actually went o~eavery early in_the morning and I asked him
truck drove in With the ~~ he explained to me that about 5.15 a
and ':he bodies Were aceo es. of the Archbishop and the Ministers
they instructed the driver t:pd~ed by some military and others and
back to the hospital m
nve round back through the main gate
h
•
Ortuary wh· h •
·
osp1tal Which th
d.
,c 1s on the western side of the
th
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the two bodies of the Ao .e mortuary. By the time they got there,
Oboth Ofumbi had alre:~hbtshop and the Minister of Internal Affairs,
Just dumped on th
y been dumped on the ground. They were
The staff asked t: :ound and Oryema's body was still on the track.
bodies which the ' lift allowed to bring the stretchers to put on the
one which w
) th ed and put on the bodies and also removed the
blood • th as on e truck and clearly all the bodies were covered in
Th A mhb _ehsame clothes tha~ ~ey had been weanng during the day.
_e re is op was clearly v1s1blewith his colourful -amerruption) You mean this is a briefing or you are after addressmg from the
Medical Superintendent?
This is a briefing which the Medical Superintendent gave me as he
was reporting to me and he said they put them on stretcher and took
them into the mortuary. Now one of the chaps escorting them wanted
to take the mortuary key, but I had instructed the hospital not to hand
over the key and he explained it to the military that the mortuary
contained other bodies which might be required at any time and it
would be wrong for anyone to take the key of the mortuary. But
obviously the military wanted to keep the control of the mortuary
within themselves until such time as they had finished. They were not
allowed to do this but the Superintendent told me he had the key with
him and he was waiting for further instructions.

COUNSEL:

Did you give further instructions?

KAKWENZIRE:

I wanted clarification on the previous statement.

KYEMBA:

Yes please.

KAKWENZIRE:

you

seem to suggest that your instruction to put th~m in hospital
mortuary was a so rt of respect , was it respect or was 1t because you
knew a postmortem would be required and had to be done.

KYEMBA:

It was both, an Archb ishop and Ministers certainly deserve special
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KAK\\'ENZIRE:

But is it the normal practice to contravene the procedure of accident
cases going to the police mortuary•

KYEMBA:

This is what J said, I said it is not normal for police cases to be
admitted to the hospital mortuary.

KAKWENZIRE:

No what J needed to clarify may be you· had been also instructed th~
a postmortem had to be done.

KYEMBA:

KAKWENZIRE:

KYEMBA:

KAKWENZIRE:

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

.

No, at that time I had no instruction as such but normally when a
body comes into the hospital we assume that a postmortem would be
required and I knew that if we are going to - for one thing; I wanted
the record to be straight; I wanted the hospital to know exactly why
they had been brought, were these accident victims, were they shot,
were they beaten to death and I was interested in getting the record
straight as far as their conditions were.
But earlier on we were told that only bodies who meet their ends in
the hospital have their postmortem carried on in the hospital and these
were people coming from outside who had not died in the hospital.
So surely you must have been considering that or you had been
instructed.
I was not instructed by anybody on this one because first of all the
only person who could have instructed me was normally the President
and I never spoke to the President on this case at the time and the Vice
President did not convey that instruction about the postmortem. That
one I would have done automatically. The use of which mortuary was
really as I mentioned earlier the question of respect which I attached
to these cases rather than anything else.
But I still think there were some consideration that since these people
are being brought in a hospital in the middle of the night, something is
being expected of you and 1e hospital to do otherwise they could
have been One was also a question of storage because I thought they wanted
them to be stored until such a time as they ··,re ready to hand them
over. I was in fact expecting my Lord, that all we will be reqmred to
do was to prepare the bodies and hand them over to the relauves and
the church as the case may be. This was my -{Interruption) Is it not true that only the hospital mortuary had fridges in it the other
one did not?
It could be, but the fridges were not working properly in the police
one. Certainly it would have been more difficult to keep the bodies.
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COUNSEL:

Are you saying eventually you made a statement on these three
bodies?

te
is
d

KYEMBA:

d

COUNSEL:

No, the question is before you left this country, as a Minister of
Health, immediately after this incident of three bodies of the
Archbishop and the Ministers being brought to your mortuary, you are
in charge of the hospital, did you have any statement you made, public
statement with regard to their death?

KYEMBA:

No, I was not required to make any statement as to what had cau~ed
the death of these people, the statements were whatever was commg
OUt was emanating from the President or his functionaries I never had
.
anything to do with the statements of any kind and they knew I was m
opposition to issue anything.

rJ

I did my Lord, when I said I went into exile I had to make
appearances and write statements on the killings of people in Uganda
and during that campaign I had to make sure that I had protected the
sources of information.
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COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

N w vou were told the previous evening that thc..c;eMinisters had h
' J
ad
anoaccident
around Nakasero. d1'd you th e ~o 11O\\ ,·mg d ay try to find out
what exactly had happened?
Yes. I did. J cannot narrate the flow ~f events but an attempt I thinJc
was made bv the President at the time to make real an accide
• these people had died
• ~~d they sa1'd two cars had
nt
through which
collided and the Archbishop and the Mm1sters all of a sudden diect
And there was pressure coming from all sorts of people to ask ho~
these people died and the President and the army tried to co9k up all
sorts of explanations as to what actually had happened because
1
remember one army officer by the name of Major Moses Okello,
1
was told he was the driver of the vehicle in which the Ministers had
died and I was told they wanted medical examination on Major Moses
Okello. I had to arrange for Major Moses Okello to be medically
examined at Mulago Hospital for his injuries as a result of the accident
and to satisfy my~lf I was there as well when a Russian Doctor, Dr.
Levashov was trying to examine him and I could see the terrible
embarrassment this fellow was in, because obviously he had had no
pains of any kind, he had to put on a short to walk as if he was
limping with a stick when everybody knew he had no mjury of any
kind. He had walked to the function at the Nile Mansions when I was
watching and I saw him walking briskly. I knew that this was shallah
that was being stage managed. When the doctor asked him a few
questions as to his real injuries I could see that he was in considerable
difficulties explaining what actually he was suffering from as a result
of the accident. At one point Moses Okello told me he said, "but Mr.
Minister you know what the situation is", and all I could say is that
please you go and settle down and get yourself organized, they will
examine you later. But as far as Amin was concerned he was satisfied
Moses Okello had been to the hospital, he had been medically
examined and he was quite happy.
So, apart from that incident wh~re you witnessed that is, you were
with the Russian doctor, to your knowledge you do not know whether
he was ever examined by a doctor at Mulago?

KYEMBA:

The only doctor who looked at him actually, not examining. who
looked at him was Doctor Levashov.

MR. NAGENDA:

How do you spell that please?

KYEMBA:

L-e-v-o-s-h-o-v I think.

MR. NAGENDA:

L-e-v?

KYEMBA:

L-e-v-a-s-h-o-v - Levashov.

COUNSEL:

And he was asking you for assistance to explain to the doctor the kind
of problem he had?
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COUNSEL:

They used similar cars?

KYEMBA:

They used similar cars.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

To try to find how the length of the cars how they would touch and
they found it was very odd that a Range Rover which was only 5ft.
8inch. could make a mark on the other accident car which was 8ft.
when actually the other one was only 5ft. 8 inches. They gave me a
report which unfortunately I do not have now.

COUNSEL:

You have it?

KYEMBA:

Unfortunately

COUNSEL:

Have you said there were some people who actually saw the soldiers

I do not have it with me, it is in London.

state managing this affair?

KYEMBA:

Yes I am sure there were because I am aware myself of about two
famjlies, I think one family is still out of the co_untry, odnemust .be
around but I do not know whether they have been mtereste m commg
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COUNSEL:

Well, we shall find out about that. Now, was any of these Ministersa
friend of yours?

KYEMBA:

Yes, My Lord, they were in fact t~e Minister of Minerals and Water
Resources was a close friend of mme, we sat to?ether m th~ cabinet,
we sat next to each other and we shared a lot of Jokes and tribulations
at that time. Whenever Amin used to tell us all sorts of lies we would
kick our legs just under the tables to sh~w that that _isa l_iebut you go
on. That kind of thing, that was the kmd of relat1onsh1p I had with
Erinayo and we used to live together in the same g_eneralarea. We
used to travel together in the car, we had been workmg together for a
Jong time since independence, so he was not just somebody I had just
met yesterday or today. Similarly. Oboth Ofumbi was also a gOQd
friend of mine, h~ was in the President's Office; Prime Minister's
Office as Clerk to the Cabinet for a long time with Frank Kalimuzo
and I had got to know him quite well so I was very close to all the
victims including the Archbishop himself.

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Well, did you after their death try to find out the details from their
drivers or from their bodyguards, did you try to do anything to find
out exactly what happened when they were whisked away from the
Centre?
I could not because I think even the bodyguard of Erinayo was
arrested or Oboth Ofumbi's. I think their bodyguards or drivers were
arrested for sometime and released afterwards, I could not really find
out from them but the information was common to everybody who
was at the Conference Centre, there is nothing to worry about.
So, would you say there was an accident involving these Ministers,
motor accident?
Certainly not, there is no question that these people were battered to
death and shot, there is no doubt in my mind that they were killed. I
said so ten years ago in my book the State of Blood.
Now this incident of 1977 occurred almost seven years after Amin had
taken over power, to your knowledge was it the first incident where
people had been killed in that manner?
Oh no my Lord, the killings had been going on for years and )ears.
my own brother was killed, taken from his office in N;,anza Textile
and battered to death. The Chief Justice as you knov. was also taken
from his chambers and killed and if you just take a catalogue of
hundreds and hundreds of thousands of people v.ho ha\ e been killed
The few we know at least those are the notable ones but thousands 01
people had been killed all along.
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COUNSEL:

Now when did you

KYEMBA:
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COC;'l;SEL:

Now
'-'ou ta lk·ed of contacting th M' •
•
• .1
the President a personal fr' d f e miSter of Internal Affairs. was
1en o yours?

KYEMBA:

I knew the Preside t
fellow ~t the rank n per~onally for many years. He was a jolly good
of b
.
. s at \\ hich he was He was also related to me a son
. y marnage m the sense that his wife was related to one who v.as
fnendly_ to my late brother Kisajja. I had known him from an early
age. His wife comes from Busoga and I knew her quite well.

COL'NSEL:

Now. on the arrest of your brother did ,·ou not think it fit to contact
the President for assistance if any?
•

KYEMBA:

You might just as well ask that quesuon but at that time l was
Permanent
Secretary.
Mimstry of Culture and Community
DeYelopment. I was trying to distance m\'self also from a regime that
obYiously was getting mto problems and one had to wa1k cJ.refully. l
could not just approach the President at that time and ~ust SJ.\ ~o and
so had been taken. He would say 'how many people h:iJ been taken?·
And I knew he would not co-operate so I did not approach him

the
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directly.

COUNSEL:

Oh. are you saying that as early as 1972 you became conscious of the
regime?

KYEMBA:

I was , en· much conscious of the regime. In fact at that time a~er my
brother \~as killed I thought \'ery much of going into e~ile but
deciding to go imo exile is not an easy thing. ) ou need to thmk \ef)
hard.
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Did your brother disappear or you know he was killed? Did You find
the body?

COUN

KYEMBA:

Well, we have never found the body and - (Interruption) -

KYEM

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So he is just presumed dead?

KYEI\ffiA:

He is presumed dead.

DR.LUYOMBY~:

Y~?

KYEMBA:

We never recovered the body at all.

COUNSEL:

Were you informed of who took him away from his office?

KYEMBA:

He was collected by members of the State Research Bureau and Public
Safety Unit.

COUNSEL:

How did the people tell - people of State Research Bureau did they
identify,themselves according to the information you received.

KYEMBA:

They ·were known even if they did not identify themselves; if you
looked at somebody the way he carries himself you know lie is
possibly I from one of those units and I do not think many people
would ask for an identity of people like that.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

COUl

KYE

COUNSEL:

Mr. Kyemba one of the functions this Commission is trying to do is to
probe into the State Research, so we do not know may be you· may
give us a hint as to how the public used to identify people of State
Research.

KYEMBA:

I think one of the main characteristics of these guys was that they
were above the law. If you can go and pick up a Chief Justice and
nobody "will say a word, you can come in here and take anybody
without anybody raising a finger that means you belong to on~ of
those services because otherwise there is no other way anybody could
behave in that kind of fashion.

COUNSEL:

So the only way you would identify person who is above the law is
the State Research? What was the way of - (interjection -

KYEMBA:

Well, apart from that of course, their cars were known, at one time
they were mostly UVS. If you are in a UVS car you are assumed to
be a member of the State Research at one time and the dress, if you
could put on your bell-bottom, you put on dark glasses, and things
like that. Then those were indicative of the kind of person you are
dealing with or if you expect that victim to know you rather than himto know you then you know this is the boss you must be SJ.Ilall.That
kind of situation is the way these people carried themselves. They
were known and, of course, apart from that they had an e~c identity
which if you are here long enough you know, if you are from the
Southern Sudan.
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KYEMBA:

Now, this same day t
J t.1
d
wo peop1e are taken away that is the Chief
us ~dean . your brother, and you say you had som~how related to the
Pres1 ent, 1s that what you said?
I said by marriage in the African sense because their wives Amin's
wife and my brother's late girl friend or whatever, they wer; related,
that is how it goes.

COUNSEL:

Now during this time, was Mr. Kibedi known to you?

KYEMBA:

Yes, Mr. Kibedi was very well known to me. In fact Kibedi's father
was my headmaster for some years before I went to Secondary School
and I have known the family for a long time up to the present time.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Are we talking about one Wanume Kibedi?

COUNSEL:

Wanume Kibedi.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

That is correct.

KYEMBA:

We have known each other for a long time up to the present time.

COUNSEL:

wn to you and apparently you come from the
That means h e was kno
same local area?

KYEMBA:

That is correct.
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COllNSEL:

And he was a Minister of Foreign Affairs then?

KYEMBA.

TI1atis correct.

COUNSEL:

And he was a brother in-law of the President?

KYEMBA:

He was a brother in-law of the President yes.

COUNSEL.

Now when you had these problems did you not think it was good 10 _
'
•
?
did you
contact - Mr. Wanume Kibedi for assistance.

KYEMBA:

No, I did not. I think it is just possible he was not reachable
immediately. Because first of all he was travelling quite a lot and for
a Minister who is always on the move you cannot rely on him very
much and for another I knew personally Kibedi 's difficulties even at
that time. We were all passengers in a very difficult bus and asking
him to assist my brother's release I do not know really what one
would expect l'tim to do because I knew what he felt about his
disappearance. He would have done everything to save him. He
could not, in fact others who were closer were also abducted, who
were closer to Kibedi than my brother were also abducted and he
could do nothing. So even if he had been around apart from tellmg
him that, "well what about this?" I knew he already knew if he was
around that this thing had happened.

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Are you saying that in 1972 he had difficulties? He might have
developed difficulties later but are you saying he had difficulties in
1972 September?
I think: he did because if you remember correctly Kibedi himself
defected early 1973 which is about six months after the abduction of
my own brother.
Which difficulties did you know he had?
I mean the difficulties of controlling a tiger which we knew we had in
our hands. We knew Amin was a problem, we did not know how one
could influence him, everybody expected Kibedi as his brother in-law
to influence him and yet we knew his influence was minimal by then.
But it might have been different earlier on but I would say it would be
wrong to expect that anybody other than his own ethnic chaps were
really having influence on Amin at that time.
Well may be before I move further let us concentrate on this busmess
of Mulago when you were Minister of Health. Would you like to say
something about the death of Dorah Bloch? Apparently we ha, e had
evidence here she was taken from your hospital.
Yes, my Lord. Dorah Bloch was one of the hostages that were taken
by the Palestinian Commandoes on an Air France flight from Athens
and brought to Entebbe. I was the Minister of Health when I first
heard of this flight being diverted to Entebbe, I knew that there must
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be ome probl
•
ems for me Wh" h
tt thon the BBC incidentall~c I cannot avoid because I first heard of
01
au onty, I just picked up the ;
fr~m. anybody within Ugandan
0
plane had been divert d
. C at SIX tn the morning and J heard a
d
e to 1-ntcbbe S0
assume that I pan,cularly h d •
•.
as Minister of Health I
went to Entebbe and •
a . someihmg to do with the hostages so I
required to do Th' tmmcd,ately waited for whatever I wouid be
•
is came ab t I h
exact time when the
·ct ou t mk 9.30 I cannot remember the
visited the airport at a~::~• ent ~old me that - (inaudible) - J first
3
hostages were brou h1
OOm the afternoon of the day when the
nd th
falling sick and being . a
erea~ter the events leading to the lady
g taken to hospital I was very much involved.
CHAIRMAN:

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we shall resume
after a break. Now we are still continuing with the evidence of Mr.
Kyemba. Mr. Kyemba, to remind you, when we adjourned, you were
talking about Dorah Bloch and you had reached a stage where you
were going to Entebbe, anticipating that naturally as Minister of
Health, which you were at the time, you would be involved in matters
concerning the health and so on of the hostages.

COUNSEL:

Yes, could you continue, please!

KYEMBA:

On arrival at Entebbe, I later received a telephone call from State
House telling me for the first time about the hijacking of the plane to
Entebbe by the Palestinian Commandos.

COUNSEL:

This telephone call came from the President or -

KYEMBA:

It came from the President himself.

COUNSEL:

I see!

KYEMBA:
e

Sorry to interrupt you M K
•
• r. yemba, may be that is our appropriate
st
lime to op for a break which we are suggesting should be the case.
Let us have a break now for 15 minutes or may be a little more we
shall resume here at 12.30 p.m. this afternoon. Sorry, I beg your
pardon, 12.15.

• •
d about his success and he told me to
He was in a clearly JOVtal mo~ b for work at the airport. This I did
d the team It was not until the
Prepare a medical team to stan d y
•
•1 I
•nstructe to sen
•
.
and walled unt1 was , m - that the President asked me to go wnh
afternoon - about 3.00 p. • . d I d"d travel to the airport - the old
the airport an
i
.
the medical team to
.
' th. place where the hostage were bemg
airport incidentally' which w~ ;alcstinian representatives there who
held. I was welcomed ~y ~e~s of the plane and I also introduced
introduced me to the h1~ac 1•was introduced to the passengers and
myself to them, afte~ wh1~h, while I told them what the medical te-am
we chatted briefly with t~:~th·1t brief visit, I went back to my o~fice
was supposed to do. Aft . 'd-see· if there were cases that reqmred
·t was a question of wa1tran . •. , ,• l1ad been set aside to help the
an d , ,
1· tcbbc llosp1t,1
the
•• 1 treatment, ~n
lout three or four women at
rnc d ic,1
d . 1dccd we did treat a)
ho!)tagcs. An 11
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hospital in Entebhc: and I was required to s~nd back the patients Who
had been treated at the hospit~I hack to }he airport. I protested at that
time to the President and said that. smcc these patients have been
treated. they had better stay out of the airport and be handed over to
the relevant authorities which as far as I kne_wwhere French Embassy
which was responsible for Air France. Amm agre~d that those could
be handed over to the French Embassy; and we did hand them over
after they were treated.
Later on we heard the case of Mrs. Dorah
Bloch who had a piece 0 f
•
meat lodged in her throat and had to be taken ~o M_ulagoHospital for
treatment. She was transferred to Mulago; I thmk, It was a Friday.
1
was out of town. I got the report late in the e_v~ning. Once she was
treated and the piece of meat removed; I v1s1ted Dorah Bloch in
hospital on Saturday at about 11.00 to find out her condition By then
Amin was not in the country; he was in Mauritius attending the
O.A.U. meeting where he had been chairman previously I visited the
lady in hospital and chatted briefly with her. She complained about _
she was worried about her son who was left back at the airport; but I
told her that things would be all right; she should not worry. J tried
to comfort her. She also complained about a policeman who was
peeping in through the glass window at her ward.
I went out
immediately and told the policeman who was seated outside, not to
look in the window again but to keep watch of the gate - the door
which goes in rather than disturbing the old lady.
After that there seemed to be no serious problem associated with her.
I went home. I discussed the matter with the medical authority She
was all right and clearly we could have discharged her to go back to
the airport or handed over to some relevant authority as we had done
with the other French patients.
But apparently, Amin had given
instructions that as soon as she was well she should be returned to the
airport. And the only thing that I could do at the time was to allow an
extended stay at the hospital for her comfort, which I thought would
be done by that night stay. The deadline for the hostages incidentally
my Lord, was the next day at 1.00 p.m., after which they were
supposed to be blown up or the prisoners had to be released, if they
were to be released from there. So I had to send the lady back co
Entebbe airport the following day. Now, as you will recall, my Lord,
that same night, Amin returned from Mauritius-

COUN

KYEM

cou
MR.

KYE
COUNSEL:

Before you proceed, did it appear to you that actually the President
was in control of the situation at Entebbe? He could have access to
any of the hostages, have him brought to Kampala and then returned?

KYEMBA:

Who could have had access? I am sorry!

COUNSEL:

His Excellency the President, did it appear to you, he had control of
the situation at Entebbe?

KYEMBA:

We were responsible for the hostages medical condition, and
whenever somebody fell sick, we could take the patient out to either
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Entchhc or to M .
beginning to
ul,igo Hospital, Th, . .
at the beg· ~an.I~ the end hecausc fi . c _s11ua1ton
deteriorated from
qu'csti
1~1ning,H Was a qucsti~n• ;rst of all, there had been lots of • on
the very poor
• . . 0 - uncertainty. Then it became a
was no sanitation. There condtt1ons that were at the airport 'fhere
of ct·
was no
·
·
" • iarrhoea developing
running Water. There was a question
'irritated. I remember
~mong many hostages. Others got so
urinating hy the sid onfe ady going across the side of the hall and
•
e o the wall t0 h
continued detention. S 0 11
•
.
s ow her displeasure at her
with a situation which .
was getting a question of how do you deal
is not getting an b
b
worse; and we were not
.
Y etter ut getting from bad to
a patient to hospital W redqduired
to seek anybody's pennission to take
• e I as the case demanded.

°

COl1NSFL:

KYEMBA:

This is what we we ·
as I told
1• re instructed to do·' we had to return them·· And·
•
you ear ier, we had to persuade the President that 1t is not
nght when ~omebody has already escaped these so-called hijackers to
a free hospital to send him back under the condition of detention.
Diplomatically it would look absurd that we are collaborating with
hijackers. This is the position we took. But for any patient, we
definitely took them out; and I felt that, even the other lady, once she
had been out, some common sense would prevail that she has also
escaped the hijackers. But, of course, the hijackers and Amin at that
time, were one and the same thing. He did not see himself as two
different capacities.

COUNSEL:

But to your knowledge, were the hijackers monitoring the treatment
Dorah Bloch was getting at Mulago?

KYEMBA:

No they were not; we were not responsible to the hijackers as such.
But they did apparently, according to Amin say that these people
should be taken back.

COUNSEL:

Would you continue, please!

MR. KAWANGA:

you said that night he was sup~osed to have come back from
Mauritius that evening. I think that is when Bloch -

KYEMBA:

• return ed from Mauritius that very evening and,
• • ht Amm
That 1s ng •
.
·ust add _ I was surprised when I w~
before he returned - if I ma~ J b
h ce I picked up Tel Aviv
th radio agam y c an ,
listening _to e .
' the station was reporting that Amin was o~
Broadcastmg Station and . .
E tebbe To me this was a btt
Mauntms to n
•
•
Id
f
k
his way bac
rom
h
ht that the Government wou
surprising because I would have t out~f our own President. But it so
f
d bo ut the movemen
keep us informe a
.
ew more about the movements o our
happened that the Israehs ~ter on he arrived, anyway, at Entebbe
President than ourselves. .
show off and then he went to State
and visited the hostages bnefly to

tried
\Vas

out
ot to
door

her.
She

dent

s co
?

of

nd

But you were under obl • ·
received treatm en.t
igation to return such a patient after he had
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•., c.,r
• i·icr, tint• night was the last night . hcfore the expiry
Now as I s111u,
of tit~ deadline the following day :it 1.00 p.m. th'.s lady had to he

had to be returned to the airport hefore I •()()
rcturncu., I) or,i• It f>loch
>
.,·
tO Amin • llc telephoned me when he got
back to get a
p m au:orumg
.
• ·' a1)OU 1 wliat had gone on during the day. .111ut, smce nothing hact
report
., apart
very
I1appcncu
• from rhe lady, there was nothing
.
· h much to talk
ahout. And, as you knc,w, my Lord, that same nig t commandos
~ rebhc and rescued all
were there. at the
attac·kCu., 1~n
. .the hostages .that
f' A · ,
•
~ I ·'id learn of the attack, m tact, from one o
mm s ladies Who
llmc.
u
fi
I
. ct·
telephoned to say that there had been - at 1rst go~ 1t 1rectly from the
lady herself that she had been telephoned by Amm that Entebbe had
been captured and that she had been asked to look after herself;
otherwise he was going to send a car for her. A?d she was asking
what to do. There was very little advice I could give on a thing like
this because, first of all, I was not a military man, I did not know
what _ apart from knowing her personally, there was very little
assistance I could offer to a Head of State spouse who was in
difficulty at that time. But when I was told about this my immediate
reaction again at the time was that the Israelis had come to take the
hostages. Il did not surprise me. I said, I am sure the Israelis have
come to take the hostages. This is what I told my wife, anyway, at
12.30 a.m. I said, "I am sure, it is the Israelis. I had no doubt in my
mind.

MR.N

KYI!M

MR
So there was nothing I could do up to that time until around three or
four I heard rumblings of tanks and heavy trucks. I think, the anny
was trying to mobilize some of their forces either to go to Entebbe or
to do whatever. Until the morning when I received a telephone call
from somebody at the Airport asking for medical help and ambulances
to go and ferry the injured from the attack at Entebbe. I did not get
anything directly from Amin until very late; obviously, he was in
hiding somewhere until he realized what the situation was. As I
understood, he assumed that there had been a mutiny or some coup
and he was not quite sure. In fact, at the time of the attack, many of
the senior officers who were supposed to be guarding the airport were
enjoying themselves at the Lake Victoria Hotel, dancing the night
away. But, when the shooting started, many of them just run into
hiding until they knew who was fighting who before they joined the
wrong side. So naturally Amin was also in that position until he was
clear who had come and what had happened. Later on. he rang me
and said, "You see, the Israelis have come and taken these people."
and he praised them in the manner in which they had done it. Because
as some of you might know, my Lord, Amin had been fooled into
talking to Colonel Balev in Tel Aviv during the time of the hostage
crisis, pretending to talk to an old friend in Israel to help the hostages.
And, when he was fooled and eventually they took these hostages.
Amin felt a bit shaken by the experience.
Now my worry after these events was the question of the lady in the
hospital because I knew that many of these patients who were victims
at Entebbe would be accommodated in the same building, even if 1t 1s
not in the same ward where this Israel lady was; and, knowing Amm·s
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K l 1H

The Nnb1lnhyc incident?

1R

K' E 1B :

MR NAGENDA:

No my Lord· if I , Id
between the ;wo cou a~swer the general question about the relations
was much less educated than Obote and he
was less soph' 1• men,
d Amm
·
hand had· ha is icatc m the way he did his things. Obote on the other
d, at least, the benefit of some schooling - he had been to
some schools wheth h h d b
.
.
~•
er e a een educated 1s a different matter, but
he had
nd been through some schooling and was sophisticated enough to
~ry ~ cover up much more intelligently, if he had been involved.
gam Obote was of two phases; he started off with a government
where he was not the sole - the all powerful dictator so to speak; he
had something like power shared between 1962 and 1964, and the
further on 1966, so that in his case it was a creeping dictator so to
speak- he did not emerge as a dictator right from the word go one who
was engaged in atrocities, it was a gradual process so that even if he
was involved in a case like Nakulabye or Kisubi, for that matter, it
would at that stage in 1964, it was not very easy to pin point, and my
experience at that time, my Lord, was about one or two years in the
office of Private Secretary, it was not all that experience I could say.
Okay, but by the same token the fact that this was a new departure for
people being killed, and I think 1964 stands as some kind of water-shed
or blood-shed as these things go; therefore, by that very same token it
must have been more difficult to suppress the feeling of shock which
will be occasion by the fact that people went and run amok in
Wandegeya, shot left, right and centre. So, if it was at breakfast that
you told him this bad news, did he just say "okay" pass me the toast what was his reaction; was he shocked; was he happy, what happened?

KYEMBA:

What you are asking is something which happened about 14 years ago,
and quite frankly if I wanted to recall -

MR NAGENDA:

No, on the contrary it is actually 23 years ago.

KYEMBA:

That is about 23 years ago?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

Unfortunately, that is one of those areas where I did not record Obote's
atrocities as such.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, were you shocked?

KYEMBA:

h k d my Lord because in fact the fact that this
Naturally, I wasft o~ e \hings hap~ening then, I must have been in
was one of the irst ew G neral of Police or the Minister of Internal
h with the Inspector e
•
.
·11f;
touc.
.
•
I ot to Entebbe because these thmgs were u _ew
Affairs, unmediately g
d'd
not know at that time the emergmg
1
and far between, and ~e
nfronted with. I must have raised hell
•
• that we are bemg co
.h h
s1tuat10n
I • d it I am sure with OryemiJ,, wit t e
with all sorts of people; raise
,
'
.
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""airsand so on - and even with Ohotc hirnsetr
1inister of Intcrnn I Af " •
~
. 1 \\as
, . - 1 111ust have been
let off •m tt1e h• e1·1ef •that. action• or•
but I think
.
.
,. going 10 be done; because mvesttgauons w
mvcst1ga11onswere
.
ere
attempted to be done on cases like that.
1R. l 'AGE TDA:

But what I was going to suggest i_st~at. Mr •. Kyemba, that this is
sufficiently important, a turning pomt m the history of our country,
that you yourself were very much at. the hub and had be~n right frorn
the start. being a Private Secretary wi~h so~ebody who might or might
not have had some connection with this ternble deed; and perhaps now
it is late in the day, but I suggest that at some stage you go and ponder
on this matter to remind yourself of what was the reaction of the person
_ because unless it was so bland and natural that you do not remember
it which in itself would be a pointer, have been said; and this 23 years
is' really Jong enough to cover this kind of episode, in my view, but
perhaps when we have you again on another occasion you will have
remembered something.

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now it appears as far as you are concerned things started going
bad from 1964; now could you go to 1966?

MR. KAWANGA:

Excuse me Counsel. Mr. Henry Kyemba, I was a very young boy
when the 1964 incident took place; but I know there was a Commission
of Inquiry which was set up, do you remember about it? Under Justice
Kantinti, Cfiief Magistrate, as he then was.

KYEMBA:

No, my Lord, this is an area where, as I said, I do not know.

MR. KAWANGA:

You do not know; because we are looking for it, I thought perhaps you
might have access to it.

KYEMBA:

No, I am sorry I do not have that report; but I know a Commission was
set up but I cannot -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You have not been able to get a record from the Printing Department?

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Now, I think you agree with me that 1966 was a landmark in the
history of Uganda; do you agree?
Yes, it was my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Why?

KYEMBA:

Because that is the year, if I remember correctly, when the
Independence Constitution was thrown over board and a new one
introduced in a year's time by Obote.

COUNSEL:

Now, apart from the abolition of the Independence Constitution, is
there anything significant which you remember happened?
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") I MBA:

Well ' there arc a lot of thi .
1966 incident; and
ng~, my Lord, which happened before the
I
the Ndaiga proble
lad before that the question of the lost counties.
ms, we had thc pro biems between Obotc and the late
K abaka of Bugand
problem of s,:,m'cboadand 0thcr federal rulers. This was ha<;ically a
·" he shY not bemg
• sattsfied
•
and feeling that
with the powers that he had.
I
basically tl~ prohl • oui have more _andmore powers; I think this was
shared belween en~. bote at the time did not feel like having power
various a th • •
Exccuth'e Presid
. u onties; he felt that he should be an
obvious!)• ended ent ~Ith all the power that goes with it, and that
•
up With th
•• •
storm Kabaka' . p
e cnsis m 1966 when he used the troops to
I
s a ace Now ·r
I
.
think it is bctte ~
•
• 1 may say something, my Lord, I
0
colonial times :h:r u~ ! get our records straight in the sense that since
had recruited an Army from the North and
altl1oug h the SouthBritish
had tI1e1r
• armu.:s
• also they were particularly
.
d 1ssuaded from cont· •
h
.
'
mumg t at role, 1f not excluded from continuing
th at ro Ie; and so to spe k h s
.
. f f h'
a , t e outh was left to manage the economic
Ite
o t 1s country wh'I1 e the nort h , nght
.
.
.
from Amm1 Pasha's troops,
were ~upposed to provide the military to subdue whatever the
aspirati~ns ~f the people generally. When we had Independence, this
was a situation ~here some people had come to regard the Army as
ant~ people - anti-South, if you want to put it crudely. because it was
basically from one area of the country as opposed to the general one of
everybody being involved as one would see later on. Now, Obote
having come in as a compromise sort of arrangement with the Kabaka
of Buganda, people did not - very few people felt that he would
override the arrangement that was existing. But, of course, he had his
own ideas and as it happened the honeymoon did not last long before
the struggle for power came in, and of course, as far as Obote was
concerned he thought the best way should be what the British had used
before - to use the Army! Unfortunately, for this country the Army
was basically northern at the time; and I suppose some of the problems
we have gone through over the last 25 years reflect the contmuous use
of this sort of sectarian attitude of divide and rule, so to speak, that has
culminated in many of the problems we have faced.

':.e

COUNSEL:

I see. Now, you talked about storming of the Lubiri at Mengo. to your
knowledge - you see, it seems this time you were highly placed in
government then; you were close to the Executive President. did you
know the reason why it had to be stormed, was it intended to arrest and
there was a resistance of arrest - what happened?

KYEMBA:

As far as I knew, Obote had been getting more and more irritated about
the division of powers and the popularity of the late Kabaka of
Buganda as well as his determination to try and put aside the ad, 1cc
that used to have and the starting of power that sharing of power that
he used to have with people within the Cabinet. At Independence.
Qbote had a fairly well balanced Cabinet, but. as time dc\'eloped. he
had his problems with Amin over the Congo Gold and Ivory; a?d ~he
Ministers like Ibingira and Balak1 Kirya and the mam f1\'e quest10111ng
some of Qbote's involvement m the thing
Now Ohot~ was the last
man to like to be questioned about some of tl~esc tl11ngs But, I
believe. in good faith. his M1111sterswere fedmg that Ohote was

e

e
e

iS
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. g more and more dictatorial; he was
. running away frorn th
becomm
m of Government that should be operative. And the only a e
syste
. h M" .
..
nswer
that remained for Obote was to arrest t e . misters who cnticizect him
and who were apparently on good terms with the Kabaka's Govern
at the time, that is Ibingira, Ochieng and others like that. He feltrnenh
t
'd
f
h
1
h
•
•
t
at
he should get n o t ese peop e w o were g1vmg him probJ
Hence their arrest in February, 1966, which was the first thing h/:S·
He did not like the way they had spoken in the Parliament ~d.
Obote' s involvement with Amin over the Congo Gold.
ut
Now, given that situation, Obote knew that he could not force th
National Assembly to support him unless he used the gun. He had/
use the only method he had at his disposal, and that was the use 0~
Amin to deal with the situation.
COUNSEL:

Yes, in February, the President was able to arrest these five Ministers.
There was no blood loss. Was there shedding of blood? No.

KYEMBA:

No there was no shedding of blood; in fact, they were arrested in
Cabinet. At the time of their arrest, I was in the President's Lodge at
Entebbe - at the Prime Minister's Lodge at Entebbe, before he became
President. It was the Prime Minister's Lodge. And it might be of
interest to the Commission, although I was Private Secretary, in
February, 1966, two Land Rovers of Special Force were sent to the
Prime Minister's Lodge to wait until the opportune moment to pounce
on the Cabinet and arrest these people. I cannot tell the Commission
that me, as Private Secretary, I did not even know what their purpose
was. They were brought to the Prime Minister's Lodge, waited there,
saying they might want to go on some duty or some assignment and
they were stationed in the Lodge just to wait to drive to the Cabinet to
arrest Ministers. They were led, if I remember correctly, by Mr.
Odongokara who was Assistant Commissioner of Police. I do not
know where he is. He is the one who came and waited for an
opportune moment to give to go and pounce on the Cabinet.
I was in my office at the Prime Minister's Lodge. Eventually the late
Ochaya - he was a body guard with the President's unit - he came and
he gave the signal for these people to drive to the Prime Minister's
Office. I saw them drive down. I was in my office at the Lodge. And
they went in and he was the one pointing to who was to be arrested; in
fact, I think, one or two different people were arrested and he said,
"No, leave that one, he is not the one."

CHAIRMAN:

He is the one who gave the instructions?

KYEMBA:

Ochaya. He is late Ochaya. He died subsequently. He committed
suicide in Gulu somewhere in Kitgum. But I am saying this JUSt to
indicate the kind of manipulating that one can end up in a situation
where you do not know.

COUNSEL:

Now, in 1966, about this Lubiri, to your knowledge was the intention
to arrest and the arrest was resisted! Why storm in?
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• the people that assembled
at t h e Kabaka' s pala operation to deaI with
·
ce.
And
Ami
f
maximum force. It was b .
n, 0 course, knew nothing except
storming of the Lubiri tho vious to everybody that obviously during the
ere should be loss of life.

cot:NSEL:

To your knowledge was it sto
.
rrned and did people loose life there?

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, it was stormed nd I
when the operation t k
a
was most of the time at Nakasero
during the fighting ~ P1ace. 1 remember, at one time, half way
drove back h
'
_n came to Obote for further briefing and he
Mengo and w~t= aobv1ousl~enjoying the sight. He drove back to
obviously the ban
few_nunutes we heard a loud bang; that was
g that pierced the Twekobe before the people there
surrendered.

COUNSEL:

Amin came to Nakasero, did he come to get instructions?

KYEMBA:

This is what I am saying. He came to get instructions from Obote.

COUNSEL:

What type of instructions were given?

KYEMBA:

I really do not know because I did not attend. They were in the office
together and from there he just jumped on his Jeep - was it 22
millimetres gun - and drove back to the fight. Although it was a fight,
he was in a jovial mood, enjoying the fight; I could see from his face;
and soon after that I heard the loud explosion and smoke blowing out;
and I knew something amiss was going on.

COUNSEL:

Now was any report made of the casualty?

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, everybody tried to either minimize or to exaggerate the
casualties.
I think, Obote said that about - is 60 or so I cannot
remember exactly; he said about - 50 people had died; and, I ~hink. the
other side said about 1000 or so people had been killed. I think the
figure was somewhere in between. I do not think anybody took_any
particular attempt to count and to. verify the dea~.
But qmte a
number of people definitely were killed. I know qmte a number of

n

an

families that lost their relatives.
COUNSEL:

Is that on that date that a state of emergency was declared by the
President?

KYEMBA:

was a state of emergency that was dec~ared; and. fro~ that
~es, there
th ·tuation was one of coercion and repression to
ume, one could say f de_si t Women were arrested and detained in
kind o issen .
•
prevent any
.d
know and do remember some meetmgs
I
Luzira for long perlO s •
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were made for the release, for example, the relativ

when pIeas
. .
.
es that
rested
in
the
Lubm,
the
women
that
had
been
m
the
L
r
were a
.
.
.
ub'1ri
The only reason for being h •
T hose also spent periods. mL Luzira.
b. .
b b
.
t ere

was that they bad been m u m, may e, y accident or may b
their marriage relationship. They were not there as fighters. But e ~y
many of them were kept in detention for long periods.
again
COUNSEL:
KYEMBA:

Did it include the Nabagereka of Buganda?
Yes, she was one of them and several other ladies. I remember
number of times when - in fact, a few times when prince Bad~
Kakungulu came and confronted Obote at Nakasero about the wome
that were being kept in Luzira for no reason.
n

COUNSEL:

What was the reaction?

KYEMBA:

In fact, Prince Badru surprised the people around for confronting
Obote about these detentions and Obote promised to check on their case
and release them, and subsequently, they were released. But it was the
work of a courageous person really at that time.

COUNSEL:

I see! Is it true that some people in Lubiri were buried alive - they had
just sustained injuries; but, before they died, there were buried?

KYEMBA:

I would not be surprised because this was Amin and obviously
subsequent events indicate that may be things like that could not be
ruled out. I had no personal knowledge of those who were buried
alive; but I would not be surprised if Amin in his quest for hiding the
truth could have buried some people alive and said there were very few
casualties.

COUNSEL:

Was there some looting done?

KYEMBA:

There was a lot of looting done because I did have an opportunity to go
to the Lubiri after the fight some few days and we visited various
buildings in the Lubiri, and saw some of the very valuable - very, very
valuable items that had been destroyed either in the fighting and a lot
of it obviously had been looted. It was a pathetic sight.

COUNSEL:

And you say all this operation was done by the President and his
Commander - lddi Amin.

KYEMBA:

There is no doubt that he used Amin to carry out his rule.

COUNSEL:

Now just a few minutes ago I managed to read part of your book which
you exhibited, anyway, and I saw a phrase which you used 'map
reading exercise' .

KYEMBA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What was this map reading exercise and what was the purpose?
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"YEMBA:

This was a h
•
P rasc wh· 1
country-side in
ic 1 Ohote and A .
Ohotc's popuJ . uganda particularly t mm ~sectto send troops to the
the masses. ~nty was waning. He ~ try and "Sort of show the flag.
was lo show the Was extremely unpopu~e~ he had no popularity with
army to sho at he, had the army bchi ar a~d all that remained withm
around t
w that, even if You d
nd_him. He wanted to use the
lots
do protect me., He used to o not like me, at least, the army is
n lots of atrocities w
send them and during those marches
knowa1edge
B
ere committed
•
.
• Ut the people i th
very often without our
little bit of roughing up •r
n
e
country-side
must have suffered a
1
•
not real death.
How long did this e
.·
.
xerc1se continue from 1966?

B

coUNSFL:

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

I do not think they ever ended. I
January.
• think, they continued until 1986
Were you reading newspapers then?
Well!
Were you seeing newspapers about local matters in the area?
Would you repeat the question?
Now, th~ q~estion is_in 1966 when there was what you call 'mopping
up exercises , you said many people, I think, must have lost life. Were
these things being reported in newspapers?
Some of them as you know Radio Katwe, my Lord, may be sometimes
not virtually correct; but sometimes there is no smoke without fire. A
lot of things used to be spoken about even if they could not be printed;
a lot of things were - there were journalists who were brave and
reported these things. Others lost their lives; even with the press, you
could not be too sure what managed to get there. One had to travel a
tight rope - to walk a tight rope - in a regime that was gradually
removing the rights as time went on.
Now, in 1969, were there political parties other than the party that was
in power?

KYEMBA:

yes there was the official Opposition - the Democratic Party - apart
from the UPC.
.?

COUNSEL:

Do you know what happened to it.

KYEMBA:

In 1969?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

the life of Obote at Lugogo at
was an attemp t On
h
Well in 1969, th ere
, Meeting. He was shot at as e
'
PC Annual Delegates
d .
the end of the U
. . . he was shot through the mouth. an , m
was getting out of the bmldmg,
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fact the bullet that hit him also grazed my neck. The h.
•
.
photographer
who took the picture
of my neck sh ould have givenc 1ef
evidence. I underst~d he ~as here - the Police Photographer. Be~~~
possibly have to testify to this. But he was shot through the mouth
it was a narrow escape and I also nearly died. But, soon after thaatnct
..
,I
think, the blame was put squareIy on th e O ppos1t1on;they wanted
blame the D.P. for having committed the assassination attempt; andt~
think, everything was made to indicate that _they were involved. '
1
think, many of their leaders were l?cked up without any evidence; and
a Jot of people were beaten up - mnocent people around town _ and
soon after that a proclamation; announcement was made that the D.P
had been banned or something. But I do not think there was any legai
thing taken to effect that. It was an announcement which I do not think
was backed by any legal instrument.

COUNSEL:

Yet but it was effective; the other parties could not hold meetings, say.

KYEMBA:

No even there was no way; they had to get permission from the
Minister of Internal Affairs; and I do not think he could give them
permission anyway.

COUNSEL:

I see! So, as from that date, there was only one party to which
anybody interested in politics could join.

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, there was really very little political activity after that
time, because Obot<;_hadthe machinery of government for his party and
the other parties could find no way of functioning.

COUNSEL:

Now apart from the political association which was curtailed here, how
about the religious freedom, say in sixties, seventies? Do you have
anything to say about religious freedom?

KYEMBA:

Sixties.

COUNSEL:

Yes, sixty, seventy, may be eighty.

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, I think, Uganda has suffered considerably from the
Policy of Opportunism both in - with - religious functions and others
and the political parties as well. A lot of things which have wreaked
this country have been done in full view- of the entire population of
Uganda. The things which the Commission is investigating right now
should have millions of witnesses; but, as has happened, there are Vf!I.Y
few people, I believe, who are prepared to come and testify to these
things, for either self-preservation, saying that, may be if they give
evidence, they will not eat during the next Obote 3. Now, Mr.
Chairman - my Lord - this went along even within religious
organizations. If you look at the performance of the churches, I would
not hesitate to say, my Lord, that the only people who have been
consistent have been the Catholic Church in Rubaga, against the
atrocities which have been perpetrated here. They can, at least, claim
to have consistent policy in which they have voiced their opposition to
the regimes that we have had.
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With regard to the
comes, you h
Church of Uganda .
Amin. Wh ave got Archbishop W t~ which I ~long - when Amin
satisfy
en Obote 2 comes
am elected m order to satisfy
Obote. I do not kno" ' yhouhave Archbishop Yonna Okoth to
next regime· N
-rlw o is no
•
'
so
•• ow, this kind of . ~ gomg to come to satisfy the
me,of our Christians· the sam ~nuation, my Lord, has bedevilled
Mos ems have
'
with what O ne couId say even that the
,,
not escaped
th" ek"
g~ s~mebody who is not acce~:ibtd of opportunism. You say, if you
w o 1s.
e to the President, get somebody else
~ow'. when you leave the reli io
.
situation where you have eo
us aspect where you have a religious
as they affect certaiq indivi~ e wh? are prepared to speak things only
remember Bishop Yonn Ok ualS, it becomes extremely difficult. I
0th very well when he was arrested here,
when he was Provincial~
London and Am . ecretary• When he went into exile he was in
enca with me· d
. . '
against Amin, s regime W
• an we were campaigmng very hard
he was appointed Ai- hb. hhen, for example, he came back here, when
least we have ot c is op one would have thought that, ·well, at
ri h; I think g a free~om fighter who is fighting for the human
gll • h
' the reco rd IS there for everybody to see. Did he raise
he w en Luwero was be· fi • hed
. he raise
. hell when people
_
mg mis ? Did
were being murdered?
H
. • e was a religious leader who .1s respected by
the masses._ But agam he has got very little to show to the world that a
do~ument h_kethat one they wrote in 1977 against Amin could not be
wntten agamst Obote in 1985 when he was much worse than Amin
previously. So these are some of the things, my Lord, which I feel we
cannot paper them down and say things were all right. You go to the
University of Makerere, if I may leave religion. We have had people
knowing very well that the elections in this country have - we have
never had any election except one since Independence. Even that one
was rigged and everybody knows it. But what happens in 1985 when
an election which possible was going to be rigged was in the offing!
Most of the professors at Makerere run to get constituencies, knowing
very well that there is not going to be a fair, but there is an opportunity
to be a Minister, once you get to Parliament. Now this is a situation,
my Lord, which has bedevilled our political attitude, where, I think,
unless we have got some moral standard -some conscious - that people
can stand to be counted. It is not just enough to say, • r can leave my
chair at Makerere and be a Member of Parliament, Fort Portal or for
Mbale; and may be, President Obote will give me a Ministerial_post.'
It is what kind of election are you having. The power was derued _the
knew The people were not having a free ch01ce.
peop le; every body
•
. Y
The party that could elect was the UPC, and everybody knew it.
ou
t as a D p . you could not operate as a UPM; you
could not opera e
ythin·g,else. And yet where these brains of the
could not operate as an
•
f the couutry -prepared to run to various
country - the cream o
t"tuenc in order to be considered for a
constituencies to get a cons ~
:me change of attitude to this kind
Ministerial post. Unless ~nke ave s roblems are bound to continue. We
•
y Lord I th1 , our P
thi
of s1tuat1on, m
'
.
rt" s of what do I eat when I say
s.
have politics of opportunism, po 1 I~ the interests of the people of this
I have no interest to defend, excep

f
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country. That is why I accepted gladly, my Lord, to give evidence.
COUNSfL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

Now, you see, these years which this Commission is probing have been
dominated by two Presidents whom you have served and they a
related somehow. Would you agree that the first President was relat:
to the second President?
My Lord, I did say in my statement during the campaigns, during the
difficult years, that Obote and Amin are one and the same thing.
Obote created Amin and Amin has been a continuation of what the
British gave us. Obote found it useful to use Amin. He was toppled
by Amin in 1971. He came back in 1980, appointed Bazilio and Tito
Okello who toppled him in 1985. Now, that alone, my Lord, is
enough to show you the situation in which Obote and Amin were One
would have said he would have learnt that, using what he called
illiterates and blind soldiers is not enough. If he had been sensible
enough, he should have said, 'No, having been topped by Amin, I do
not want to risk being toppled by Tito Okello'. But even if you bring
Obote III, he will be toppled, may be, by another Bazilio. So this kind
of situation is there for everybody to see. This is Obote and he will
not change. I parted, my Lord, with Obote officially way back in
1967; by then we could not see eye-to-eye; but to resign, he would
have imprisoned me. So I remained and I said, 'Well, let us get on. If
he wants me to go to Luzira I will go to Luzira:' until fortunately the
change came and I was able to retire gracefully without having
resigned.
Is it an assessment of personality that has caused this or people actually
knew the quality they were using but just kept a blind eye?
I think, it is possible for a honest person, my Lord, to be deceived by a
person like Obote. In fairness to those who came to an alliance with
Obote, I think they genuinely thought that Obote was honest. First of
all, he was a Nobody; he had excelled in nothing. The only job he had
done was the one at the sugar works and one or two labour jobs. One
would have thought that Obote in his honest viewing of things would
know his limitations and the quality of accommodation with various
forces in the country. But, when he got into the Chair, he completely
changed and thought that the only way he could survive was repression
- repression; and 'repression' normally it gets from bad to worse:
because when you kill somebody, you will find that, there are two
relatives remaining. May be, you have got to kill those. Then you
will find that there are another five relatives. Then you have got to kill
those too; so that the situation for him was getting from bad to worse.
Now, are you saying, for instance, the choice of ldi Amin to be
Commander by President Obote was for his own self-fish ends?
My Lord, there is no doubt about that. Obote had the opportunity of
using Brigadier Opolot as the Commander of the Army. He was, in
fact, the Commander of the Army. In my view, Brigadier Opolot from
Teso was a much more intelligent Commander than the brutal Idi
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assisted ObOt
•
were never used· so th t
e and the Government as a whole
· was not our army
'
it
Ita , to talk of ~n A nny of Uganda during Obote 1
·JUSt to maintain themselv
• was. a machmery that was used by these leaders
es m power.
COUNSEL:

~ow, there was an organ which w
•
•
.
IS the General Service U ·t
as established, I think, m 1964; this
ru.

KYEMBA:

Yes, please!

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, now
• evidence
•
. . that you are re-openmg
about another unit
~erhaps, this is_an _appropriatetime to break for lunch. Then we shali
reak now, "'.hich is about a quarter past two, we shall resume at 3.00
P;m. (thre_eo clock). 45 Minutes will be enough, I hope so. At three
o clock this afternoon.

COUNSEL:

Yes, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are a bit late,
behind schedule; we should have started at three o'clock. It is now
about a quarter past. Let us resume the session now, the other
Commissioners will find us continuing; since we are continuing with
the evidence of Mr. Kyemba. Mr. Kyemba, if I remember correctly,
before we adjourned, you were asked about the - General Service.
Perhaps, let us have your evidence on that. Learned Counsels, would
you like to examine Mr. Kyemba in-chief!

COUNSEL:

MR. KAWANGA:

My Lord, Chainnan, Gentlemen Co~~sioners,. l think, ~r. Kyemba
may continue to enlighten the Cornrn1ss1onabout the running and the
activities of the General Service Unit, as far as he knows.
Starting with the fonnation - how it came to be and so on.

COUNSEL:

That is right, my Lord.

KYEMBA:

My Lordship,

the Gener al
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Service Department started discreetly, I

Minister's
office, as what
wouId say. It Started in the then Prime
.
.
. was
then called Protocol. It caused a btt of confusion betw~n the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the department_ that W'.15
bemg organi2ed;
basically because the Ministry of. Foreign A_ffa1rsth~ught that the
Protocol Department which was bemg set up m the Prime Minister's
Office had nothing to do with the normal protocol as known in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It was_headed by ?bote's ~ousin - Akena
Adoko; and, by then, it was based m Entebbe m t_hePnme Minister's
Office. Subsequently, it was moved to Nakasero m Kampala, next to
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. I cannot remember
exactly when it acquired the name of • General Service Unit.' But,
during the colonial time, there used to be what used to be called • The
General Service Office': an all-purpose, a man of no particular
profession - of all professions - an engineer, a teacher, a farmer. Now
this is, I think, what was intended at the time, to set up a kind of a
General Service Unit Department, to deal with all sorts of things. And
quite honestly, to many of us, we did not know the actual intentions of
the department, to start with. Its operations of spying and reporting
came gradually as time went on; we knew that it was working under
the direct supervision of the Head of Government who was the Prime
Minister then. But they were not responsible to any other Minister. as
far as I knew; except that, for some of their funds, they had to work
under the Ministry of Public Service and Cabinet Affairs at the time.
As time went on, it was quite clear that this was being set up as an
Intelligence Organization. The people who were selected to it, were
carefully p_ickedby the - by Obote's - cousin himself; a number of
young boys and girls from various places. And generally it just
gathered information and reported to the Prime Minister or President
later as it wanted.
MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. As time went on, it became clearer that these people young boys and girls - were being hand picked by Obote's cousin - Mr.
Akena Adoko. How do you mean 'it became clear?' I just want to get
some guidance

KYEMBA:

I said that, at the beginning, the whole department was not properly
established in the Civil Service as such. It came, as I said, a bit
discreetly; it merged from one state to the other; because Akena Adoko
was not in the Civil Service at Entebbe at the time; he was brought inhand picked and brought in. We knew he was Obote's cousin He
started gathering people around him to work with him. Soon we
realized that he had a little more power than many of us thought he had
at the beginning. That is what I am saying.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, if you could give us just an instance of this kind of thing, because
we cannot really make up our mind by that you mean • we realized'.
Perhaps, you could give us an example of the kind of power he was
wielding at the time.

KYEMBA:

For example, when I joined Government in 1962, I was in-charge of
protocol and ceremonies in the Prime Minister's Office.
And. of
Course, when the Ministry of Foreign Affairs got properly established
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r.°:;;

.MR NAGENDA:

And you are saying that Akena Adoko -

KYEMBA:

Akena Adoko, Nafutali.

MR NAGENDA:

Akena Adoko was not merely a titled head of this organization but was
day-to-day running it. Are you saying?

KYEMBA:

He headed the department right from the word 'go' . He started the
department; recruited officers.
He boasted about the people he
recruited in it in his own books.

COUNSEL:

Would you mention some of the names of people hand picked?

KYEMBA:

Well.

MR. KAWANGA:

Who was his assistant?

KYEMBA:

His assistant was the gentleman who was recently the General Manager
of the Advisory Board of Trade -

MR. KAWANGA:

Opira.

KYEMBA:

Mr. Opira.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who?

KYEMBA:

.
was his deputy. But he had lots of other functionaries
Op1ra. He
lly recall. But they are quite a number.
whose names I cannot rea

COUNSEL:

Did you know how they operated?

KYEMBA:

h.nk to be fair. I knew it worked as an
No my Lord, I do not t 1 , d t receive reports of it initially on
•
• t' n I use o
.
intelligence orgamza io • .
M'nister and later to the President.
files to pass onto the Pnme
i
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COUNSEL:

Yes, earlier you had told us, when you were testifying on State
Rc~carch that it was easy ro identify a State Research personnel, Was
it rhe ~ame case with the General Service?

KYEMBA:

Yes, there is no question ahout that. As I said earlier that we saw
people having more powers than we thought they actually had. The
same could he said of the General Service. They did not operate
according to the normal procedures,
They could arrest, interview
anyhody they wanted at will and this wac; the posture they presented
the general puhlic.
10

COUNSEL:

You mean the State Rc.;searchand the General Service had a tendency
of showing off showmg power to people.
~

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

COUNSEL:

KYEMBA:

KAKWENZIRE:

MR. NAGENDA:
KAKWENZIRE:

Very much so - very much so. I think those of you who were here
durmg that time did not need to be introduced to any member of the
General Service or the State Research. The air they carried with them
was enough to show you that this one belongs to a privileged unit.
Eventually these people were dreaded.
dreaded these General Service People?

Do you know why the public

Like the State Research of Amin, the General Service Unit under
Akena Adoko of Obote also never acted according to law. They said,
'We are above the law'. They did anything that they saw fit and it was
extremely difficult for anyone to challenge them. Consequently people
just resigned themselves to having these gangs which were - who were .
- carrying so much authority. They had arms. Incidentally, they were
all armed. Akena's General Service Unit, Amin's State Research. they
were all armed to the teeth.
And, in fact, after they had been
organized with the "General Service Unit, they provided Obote with a
large part of the security body guard. They provided him with the
escort duties and people like that.
Was there any official record of the arms given to these personnel?

I would not say. I was not responsible for the unit as such, but I could
see the kind of arms they carried: the AK 47. grenades, pistols Then
I could see as they were working with us.
Clarification.

When you say that they were all am1ed to the teeth.

Teeth that is right.
To the teeth, I am aware that there were also some women members of
these organizations; and normally, when a finger was pointed to a
woman either in State Research or General Service Unit, they did not
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~ug t ey used a lot of women in the
General
Service
for inte111gence
• rmation
•
•
purp - they used a lot of women in the
saymg those women w
oses 1 would not again go so far
did not have any in O ere armed; but some must have been armed. We
about them.
ur protection unit. So I would not say very much

COUNSEL:

Surely' you must have kn
material to be in
own some of these people. Were these the
the Intelligence Service of the country - overall
assessment?

KYEMBA:

st
T~e andard of selection of Akena Adoko' s General Service was
slightly better than Amin's for the State Research. With Akena Adoko,
he went for quite a few boys who had got either a school certificate and
people who could be trained in the kind of training he had in mind for
them. With the State Research, it was a question of loyalty or where
you came from and things like that which really mattered. With Akena
Adoko's General Service, the other senior officer there was Mukombe
Mpambara who was the Secretary General of Kigezi District at one
time.
So I would not say that was very poor material. He was
intelligent enough but, I think, he could not measure up to the others
that were in the State Research.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry! What did you say Mukombe Mparnbara's office was?

KYEMBA:

He was previously Secretary General of Kigezi District.

MR. NAGENDA:

yes' but what did he do when he joined Akena Adoko?

KYEMBA:

He was one of the senior officers in the General s_ervice Unit. I_think
he was about number three in the hierarchy' either after Opira or
around there.

COUNSEL:

e to make against a personnel of
Now, suppose so~ebod~ had a ~k7na Adoko - to whom should he
the General Service Umt - say
. ?
report or was he supposed to report this.

KYEMBA:

If somebody

DR.LUYOMBY A:

• t Akena Adoko - it was very
had a complaint_ agai~s in which Akena Adoko \\'as
I h ndled qmte a iew
h
t
difficult because
~
men officers in his department; t e attemp
involved, mainly against_ w~is department for promotion and ov~rseas
to compromise wo~en i~ hat Those things came up and a~am a~d
scholarships and thi~gs hke ~bo~e but he did nothing. I tol~ him qmt~
Orted these things to
complaining about hts abuse o
we rep
f
le who were
. .
. eas
ber of cases o peop
f r - girls for - trammg O\ ers .
a num
d mpromise women o
ff• to try an co
o ice,
. .
le and any name you
ber any v1v1d examp
Mr. Kyem b a, do you remem
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can quote to us of such?
KYEMBA:

I am sorry . it is over 20 years ago. theseedcases
. came up. I know, c,or
example, a relative of mine. was mvolv
m one case; but I do not
. h
know whether it would be nght to give er name to you.I

COUNSEL:

You can leave it. Now, having witnessed the violations
of human
.
fth
rights for all these years, you said part o
e experience is in this
book.

KYEMBA:

That is correct, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Would you like officially to tender this as an exhibit detailing out your
experience?

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, if you allow me I would certainly tender this book to
you as part of my testimony. I did , in 1977, give it as evidence to the
United Nations during Amin's time and I also presented it to the Hague
as part of the human rights violation as well as Amnesty International
together with the Commonwealth Heads of State meeting. So it has
had quite wide publicity as far as the violations of human rights in this
country have gone. I did travel extensively to publicize it and to talk
on various programmes both in the United States, Canada and all over
Europe. So it did, in fact, give some idea of what was happening in
this country when so much of the world was indifferent to what we
were going through at home. So, I am certainly honoured to be given
the opportunity to present it to you as part of the evidence I am giving
to my country's Commission on Human Rights.

co
CH

KY

COUNSEL:

My Lord, this is exhibit Number 31.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, perhaps, for purposes of record, we did not have the I think,
title of the book, when it was published and so on, its publishers.
Could we have it, please, Mr. Kyemba!

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, 'The State of Blood' was published in 1977 by
Puddington Press in the United Kingdom and also by Puddington Press
in the United States. It was translated into several languages.

MR. NAGENDA:

Nineteen.

KYEMBA:

Nineteen languages and covered a large portion of the community to
know what was happening here as far as Japan, Finland, French and so
on.

CHAIRMAN:

We have also seen a French version, perhaps, you could also put that
in as an example of the translations made, although few of us
unfortunately do read French very well.

KYEMBA:

For record purposes, my Lord, I will also let you have the French
translation. Unfortunately, my other translations which I have brought
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were lost either dcl'b
want th'1shook publicized.
I cratcly th
rough some sympathizers who did not
COVNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

KYEMBA:
Ur

to

er

m
·e
en
g

Now Mr. Kyernba,having given us ....

Sor~
• J • c ounsct• about the b
?ow Mr. Ky,emba d
ook and perhaps before we can proceed,
mtcrnationally with• 0 you know what influence this book had
regard to atf1t d
.
.
you wrote in this bo0 k? W
. u e towards the regime about which
hat impact did it have, if any!
Yes, my Lord, in fact im ect·
was published
'
m iately I left in 1977, even before the book
1
of State Go , presented my evi·dence to the Commonwealth Heads
- vernment _ l L d
.
Minister of J
.
n on on. I was interviewed by the Prime
meeting. Tha~:\hwho
p~esen~edour case at the Commonwealth
much to att d. b
e meetmg, m fact, at which Amin wanted very
.
Len • ut he knew that he would find it embarrassing because
I W as m ondon and I
believe f th
was ready to confront him. As a result, I
' 0
e exposure that had been made Idi Amin never went to
L ondon and the Co
'
.
mmonwealth Heads of Government
for the first
time
condemned
h
t
b
h
'
t .'
.
w a a rot erly Commonwealth country was doing
0 1~s nationals. I later, of course, presented the same to the United
~a~10 ns and to the United States House of Representatives and I was
mvited by the Committee on African Affairs in the United States on the
same issue. I am satisfied, in my own mind, that it played some part the book, at least, played some part in getting the United States to
place embargo on Amin's coffee at the time. And even in other
countries, I think, it became extremely difficult for Arnin's
functionaries to operate. I remember going to Denmark and exposing
some of the State Research boys who were attached to our Mission
there; and it became very difficult for his Embassy staff to pretend that
they did not know the suffering that was going on in this country.
So, I would say, in my own mind, that it did play some part - however
small - in exposing the atrocities that were being committed here. I
appeared on quite a number of respected programmes in the United
States - 600 minutes - to 'Today Show', Good Morning America. the
Canadian Programme, BBC -Tonight - and World in Action or
something like that. And, I think, all this exposure which was all
given wide publicity did something to assist our cause, in spite of the
fact that I was not physically in Uganda at the time. But I thought I
was useful outside.

rs.

by
SS

0

This is Exhibit ~umber 32.

COtJNSEL:

Now one of the functions this Commission has is to recommend to
Government steps that may be taken to prevent what has happened in
the last 24 years occurring again. Would you _like to say something
about this? Do you have any idea you want to give to the Comm1ss1on
as to what should be done to prevent further Violations of Human
Rights in this country?

KYEMBA:

My Lordship, that is a very, very difficult question to giYe some short
. b t I will endeavour to say something. on that lme. The
answer,
u
. h.
h .
b
· ·
th t have been committed m t 1s country a, e not een
atroc1t1es a
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committed against animals or trees They have been cornm_ittedagainst
human beings _ ugandans at that. They have been committed by on
regime after another. Obote I did his part; we had Amin; we ha~
Muwanga; we had Lutwa, we had all sorts of other tragic leaders for
our country. But all the atrocities committed have been committed on
us who are Ugandans and they have been c?mmitted not by foreign
armies as such per say but by our own soldiers named after Uganda
Army or Uganda National Liberation Army or Public Safety Unit With
names like this. And apparently we have accepted all this situation as
if we cannot react I think, that kmd of lack of response to these
actions accounts for our own misery; because there is no reason why
we should have allowed for the last 20 years for these people to behave
as if we cannot react in any way. In fact, during my travels overseas
when I was campaigning against Amin, one of the constant questions
was asked was - and I did not take it, too seriously, to start with, was _
how many people were there in Uganda? And I answered back about
14 million or about 12 million. They said "It cannot be". You mean
out of 12 million you cannot find a few patriots to deal with a situation
like that?' And it was a very difficult question for me to answer
because, with over 10 million people, how do you have a man like
Obote running this country for not once but twice! How do you have a
man like Amin killing like he did! How do you have a situation
developing in Luwero where practically everybody is killed and
nobody raises a finger until Tito Okello tries to save himself to remove
Obote; or Muwanga tries himself to distance himself from Obote!

i

This is 'a problem, I think, we have got to address ourselves to if we
are going to save our situation. Now, if we can find a way of reacting
and ensuring that never again are we treated in this kind of manner by
powers-that-be, then we will have gone a long way. Because quite
frankly, to many people, it is unbelievable that people could endure so
much as you have heard, I am sure, around this hall - that could endure
so much and yet do so little to try and save themselves. I have no
doubt in my mind that if, for example, a few individuals had not seen
fit that come what may, let us get on with the job and reverse the
situation, we would be where we. were in 1971, in 1979. And, I think,
that is one thing that I would say to our Ugandans that, may be, this
attitude of not reacting to a situation as they have been happening
around us is unacceptable.
Secondly, I think, the question of accountability cannot be over
emphasized in this regard. Whether you are a Minister, an army
officer, police officer, civil servant, I think, one has gotl.o realize that,
however, many years may come, you should be able to answer for
some of the actions that you were responsible for. And, if that
accountability is emphasised, I think, people have second thoughts in
saying, 'I was asked to do this and I did nothing. ' Because many of
the public officers have been used and I know Obote used quite a lot of
people, very intelligent people. But they should be able to answer for
those crimes and I cannot see why, for example, Muwanga should not
answer for his crimes! I cannot see why Rwakasisi or Luwuliza
Kirunda and Rurangaranga why they should not answer for some of
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thc._.,cthings
hap '
• - even Amin and
.
P)_~:)'self if somcbod c·i people hke that! And I would be very
do th1slp . So that , at Ieasty pea
• me around and said • I k
h d"d
were
le h
, ,oo . w y I you
. nvatc Secretary j sh p s ould know that 25 years after you
conunitted. Otherwise, this si ouJ~ be .answerable for what crime I
• tuatJon w,11go on and on
I
.
think. one other th·1
.
.,
ng my L d .
opportunity since Janu '
or • is that we have been given an
been given an opportua~t • 1986, to put our country right. We have
ni Y and I th • k
extremely fortunate that th· '
m , we should consider ourselves
through. there is some Ii h;s • even after the suffering we have gone
can see that if we are g at _the end of the tunnel through which we
. gomg
. on as .1f
we do not 'exist th not stupid enough to accept agam
•
• en we should
I
s1tuation. And I th"nk
, at east, be able to improve the
1
would say a;e th fu•on~ of the things that have been open to us, I
'
e
nctions a d h
recognized by this G
n t e powers of the people as
powers of the eo le· overnme~t. The Government recognizes the
seen to reflect ti. p • and, 1 th ink, everything that we do, should be
should be done e po;_ers of the people. And, in doing this, everything
we never all0 ac~or mg to the law• If we can succeed in ensuring that
~ t ese bell-bottomed thugs with dark glasses to come
and b ehave as if we are t h
b .
.
l"k
M
no uman emgs; if we cannot allow people
1
e uwanga's escorts to use bottles to hit people who have not left
th e road too soon to allo h"
.
• .
w 1m to pass; if we can do something to react
to this kind of thing I th"nk
.
,
1 , we will have gone a long way to
strengthen our cause.
And i~ this regard, I think the powers which have been proposed for
the resistance committees should be real to ensure that the people have
got the real authority over the machinery over the system that they
have got to protect. I think, the RC's here would seem to offer the
best opportunity to the man in the village to know that you cannot have
a man walking in and picking in Kyemba or Musoke and walking away
as if nothing has happened. I think, we must insist that the rights of
the people must be protected by the people themselves. The
Government cannot afford to put soldiers everywhere. It is the people
in the villages, in the towns, who know who their enemies are around
the villages. You cannot pretend that you can post Police Officers to go
and man all these villages to detect crime. The villagers themselves
must do it through their own organizations; and, I think, this is one
area where we can do quite something to protect ourselves. _
And, if I may just refer briefly to what I mentioned earlier that even
the leaders in the religious organizations should not escape scrutiny and
criticism when we find them lacking. I said earlier that many of our
churches, particularly the Church of Ugan?a leadership, was found
lacking, particularly in this reg~rd. ~ few b1sh?ps. of cou_rse, m_ustbe
commended for standing out, m spite of their l~adersh1p failm~ to
spea k ou t . But , I think , ensure that, if we are gomg to get the nght
• even in the churches, they must be encouraged to speak out
Iea ders h 1p,
.
bi. h d h
• 1977 when the document which they pu 1s. e ere
as th ey d 1.d m
. was
re arded with considerable respect by people wh~ signed lt and
g
d 1t
• to a m an like Amin at the time. But, durmg Obote II. we
presente
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were treated to a siruation where practically nobody seemed to
• •f I
•
say
ll.nything for the masses. And, Inst.. agam._ 1 . may Just sa~ somethin
on the Makcrere leadership as the highest_mst1tute of learning, I think~
it should ·et an example to the masses with regard to what goes on in
the country. The students of Makerere in .1976 stood up and faced
Amin's Government in 1976, after one o: their teac~crs - Mrs. Nanziri
Bukenya - was murdered. And, I thmk, that kmd of action w
commendable. But. when you get a situation like was happening :
Ohote II, where even respectable professors find it convenient to laud
praises on a system that left a lot to be desired, then those characters
should he answerable for some of these things.
COl'NSFL:

Thank you very much, Mr. Kyemba.

CHAIRMAN·

Mr Kyemba the Commissioners will also have some questions to put
to you to clarify certain aspects of your evidence.

MR NAGENDA

Could I start, Mr. Kyemba, by saying that we have sat here for a very
long time; sometimes we hear people who come here to do good to
their reputations; other times we hear people who tell us outright lies;
and at all times we hear people trying to pass the buck. But personally
I would like to start off by saying that it is very refreshing to me that
somebody who was in the thick of things at very crucial periods of our
history has come up upon our invitation and told us so much which we
would like to know about what went on. And also that I find it very
heartening that you have not wasted your time or ours in sitting back
and not ~aying things as you understand them and also making very
strong recommendations, whether, in your view, they attack an
Archbishop or a Vice-President or whatever. And I hope long may this
continue. I would like merely to start by saying that, when people said
to you how many Ugandans were there you said fourteen and they
could understand how these Ugandans had not forgotten. I do D(2t
think, we should leave that really without a comment, which is. that
many people, including ourselves here and including yourself. would
always find it very difficult to fight against these odds as ) ou will
probably find out. But certainly as you went on to say that the case of
Luwero, while Luwero was heck1ing, then a new order of people had
come forward to start taking on the enemy in vef) forthright terms
That is why we are here.
I would like to start off by asking just questions of clarification of
which I have quite a lot, I am sorf)' to say. When Anyuru. right at the
beginning, was asked to make a statement - to read a statement implicating himself as a conspirator, did you notice any1>0dyhanding
him the statement for him to read?

KYEMBA:

I did say, my Lord, that I do not know who actually handed him the
statement to read but certainly Colonel Maliyamungu or Brigadier Isaac
Maliyamungu was standing next to him to ensure that he read the exact
words that were there line by line. He jolly well could have been the
one who had the statement for him.
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MR, 'AGENDA:

KYEMBA:

You see, we have i
.
very close h . t on evidence fro
t at It was actually J , m, at least, two people who were
document• and
Masagaz1
• who handed him this
want t •
you yourself said umoa
al
0
. put words into your
so lhat Masagazi was near. I do not
re t1ectton Masagaz1
. handing th. mouth• But d"d
1
you yourself see on
is statementover or not?
I do _notwant to say so
. .
surprised if it was Jumb P1Meihmg
JUS t against him but I would not oe
a asagazi.

MR N AGENDA:

But you did not see it, anyway.

KYEMBA:

I did not see it 1
.
•
would not b
•
translating, anyway.
e surpnsed because he was there

MR NAGENDA:

Okay. Also you told us about
audience of what should b d somebody who gave a question to the
Can you remember wh thi~ one to the people who were conspirators.
o s was?

KYEMBA:

I would think •t
th
.
one who addr i :as
e Vice Pr~ident - Adrisi. I think, he was the
who asked th ests ~ at the meetmg and he is the only likely person
a question.

MR. NAGENDA:

.That actually is ou •m
•
.
Pr 'd
r i ormation that it was the recently returned Vice
esi ~nt who asked what should be done to these people, and that it
was said_that _theyshould be killed. Then I go on to when you found
~e hospital_rnght superintendent, at least, you think it was the hospital
rnght ~upenntendent to tell him to expect some people who had been in
an accident.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

MR. NAGENDA:

And funny enough you even had his name, you thought he might be
Ssebuyiira or somebody.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

MR.NAGENDA:

Whether it is so or not, is usually the business of Ministers of Health
to know the name of who is a night superintendent at a hospital? How
do you explain this? Had you called him many times?

KYEMBA:

My Lord, I had very close dealings with the hospital in Mulago and it
so happened that I had so many dealings with this particular night
superintendent who was on permanent-night duty. So it was not that it
was changing from day to day. He was permanently on night duty and
I used to tease him, in fact, that every time something happened, it
happened at night and he was around to try and sort out the mess.

MR.NAGENDA:

When you say every time something happened were these members of
your own family that you were fooling about or? were these other
terrible jobs given to you by your Ministry of Health.

KYEMBA:

Which one! I am sorry!
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MR N \Gf•ND ·\:

KYE.MBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

•
,
honed up this hospital so many times, was this usual!
\.\-hen}OU
P
.
f b d"
. .
Yon
d ( , to tn.• and unravel mysteries o
o 1es or lflJUred,-..
n..
state u }
•.1
?
op c?
What exactly do you mean.
1
No it was during my duties. Jn fact, I used to make several rounds
• •
the hospital as one of your Comm1ss1oners
would be very rnuofh
aware; I used to travel arou~d. mai~ly because Amin used to tell y~
time and again that - very tnv1al things had happened. 'There is
bulb on the sixth floor. There is no ambulance at the casualty', thinno
which he was being ~old by either girl friends or people in the hospi~:
and it was frustrating. for you not ~o know what was going on.
Consequently, I had quite a lot of dealing with the medical staff and
1
used to tell them, 'Please, let me know if something happens, if J can
help'.
Okay. Now, after you heard that there might be some people - some
Ministers - at that time you were not sure actually whether the
Archbishop was one of them, who had been in a car accident; you told
us that you turned round to your wife and you said, 'I am sure, the
three have been killed'. You can have an accident and not die. What
led you to such a drastic conclusion about these three people - the
Archbishop and the two Ministers?
In fact, it was not turning round there and then because my wife was
with my mo~er so a distance from where I took the telephone. But I
had been sub.jected - we had been subjected - to a terrible day, from ten
until four and we had heard the stories of the hustling of these former
Ministers in cars outside the Conference Centre, our drivers had told
us about what had gone on outside. I have already heard the problem
the bishops were encountering at the Nile Hotel, trying to get to the
Archbishop when they were not being allowed. I had been told about
that because I was also trying to check on my trip to the National Park.
So I was aware of this, so that, when this thing came up, really I would
have been from London or from the Moon not to know that the worst
had happened during that time of~-

Still, I think, somebody from the moon would be quite put aback at
hearing a Minister of Health in a Cabinet assuming that as soon as I
heard that there was an accident that three very important people had
been killed. Now, after Dr. Kafeero had refused to carry out the
postmortem, you said that - I am not sure whether you said - you asked
somebody from the Ministry of Defence to carry out the ~tmortem.
or whether you suggested that somebody from the Ministry of Defence
should carry out the postmortem! What happened exactly there, please'

I told the Medical Superintendent that he should get in touch with the
Ministry of Defence to get one of their doctors to write whatever
postmortem report they wanted us to have; because I knew that Dr•
Kafeero had every right to refuse to carry out a postmortem as a matter
of conscience.
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DA:

If - .in fact • th'is ts· merely
M.
•mst ry of Defence had

~ supposiCion;but if - somebody from the
your President to male re sect to do it, and you had been asked by
out, what would you haevsudreyou did it because he wanted it carried
e one?
"-, EMBA:

I do not think it would I h
decision because _ to
ave been possible for me to enforce that
f
carry out that • st
·
any_o the doctors would hav
m ruct~onbecause - I do not think
agamst their own cons .
e agreed to wnte a report that was clearly
c1ence.

MR NAGENDA:

No, I am not so sure - I am
of things of this natu
not so sure - because people did quite a lot
0
trying to find out _
: only doctors but administrators. I am Just
Would you not actuall h muSt be honest on this one, Mr. Kyemba.
who would car
y a~e looked for a doctor until you found one
afterwards. now ~t .out this particular postmortem - I mean, not
,
1 1s too easy not t0 d0 • ? B
back to that t'une.
it. ut let us put ourselves

:d :

KYEMBA:

MR.NAGENDA:

It is possible that _ I d0
th'nk
. .
.
not 1 even a postmortem was required my
Lo rd ., 1t
1s. possible - we could have fiound a doctor to wnte
.
' .
as
somethmg
was wr_i~ensubseq~ently by the doctor from Mbuya Hospital - from
Mbuya Military Hospital. It is possible we could have found.
And you see not only possible, I will be coming more to this as we go
o~. But I honestly think it is what would have happened and also, I
think, you know that, as Minister of Health we would have had to fmd
• this person. If what else you have told us' about the President at that
time is true, I think, you would have found somebody to do this
postmortem, if it was necessary.

KYEMBA:

I would imagine, it is possible. I will not say in retrospect.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Now there is a Russian doctor called Levashov. Did you ever
find out? Do we know where this doctor is? Can he be of any further
use, according to your knowledge?

KYEMBA:

He was one of the very good Russian doctors we had at Mulago; he
served quite a couple of tours, unfortunately he must be back in Soviet
Union now.

MR.NAGENDA:

Was there a system where your hospital would have a forwarding
address to this gentleman?

KYEMBA:

It would be extremely difficult because communication - may be if you
t t communicate with the Embassy. They might find out where he
:~ T:ey should know anyway where he is and I think it should not be
difficult.

MR. KAWANGA:

In fact I want to inform him th~t a~ the heat of 1979 war, Amin lost

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay.

. th e Russi·ans and dis1111ssed
the whole lot.
confidence m

Now, you sa1•d at one stage that Amin had given you
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instructions that Mrs. Blbch should be taken hack lo the airport.
I\.YEMBA:

That is correct.

MR NAG[·NDA:

How did you find out about the instructions, who told you'!

KYEMBA:

lie told me directly.

MR NAGENDA·

Oh, he himself?

KYEMBA:

He himself told me directly.

MR NAGENDA:

Now, you remember on the day after the raid at Entebbe, you went to
Mulago to see those people who had been injured either at Entebbe
itself or who had been injured by laughing at the soldiers who had Jost
this particular battle; did you at the same time go and see this trail lady
whom you have seen before, did you go and visit her?

KYEMBA:

Yes, I did my Lord.

MR NAGENDA:

Did you discuss the Entebbe raid?

M

K

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

No, I did not. I did not mention anything and by the time I went there
I do not think she had heard about what had happened the previous
night, but subsequently she must have heard I believe either from the
British High Commission visitor, Mr. Chandley, or from one of my
medical staff, because they were equally concerned about her fate.
Now, did you ever get a chance to talk to your first Prime Minister
then he became your second President about the state of emergency
which you have told us about and then which as you said coercion and
repression then became the norm, women and children who just
happened to be found at the place including the wife or Queen of the
Kabaka, were imprisoned. Did you ever get the chance as Private
Secretary to Mr. Obote to bring up this subject?
Yes, my Lord I do not remember the time, working with somebody for
24 hours a day we must have discussed many of these things. Now
during those root matches we heard lots of stories about what was
going on and if you allow me my Lord, I will refer you to one
particular interview where we were approached by the leader of the
Muslim community, Prince Badru Kakungulu at the time about the
arrests of innocent people from the Lubiri and arrests of chiefs in
various places of Buganda.
Now, as a result of Prmce Badru
Kakungulu request to us, Obote gave him an interview and he came to
Nakasero Lodge he must have been accompanied by, I think, it was
Hon. Abu Mayanja and another member Isa Ssebunya I think, the
Member of Parliament, and they presented to the then President/Prime
Minister a number of cases that were reported to have happened and
Prince Badru Kakungulu 's main concern was the arrest of the women at
the Lubiri and also the chasing away of one of his relatives in
Kyaggwe, who was a chief and yet the government had said that chiefs
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should remain at thei
.
troops and h
. r duties but this
genuine corn ~ ~ent into hiding With h~c:;ne
w~ chased away by_the
deal with th p ~mts and the Prime Mini • famlly. Now, those were
H
em, but then towards th
ster then had to find a way to
n on. Abu Mayanja Who raised the e en~ of the meeting, I think it was
uns at Namagunga and they .d questJon of the soldiers attacking the
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•
' is incident h d h
•
e meeting the Prime M· •
a appened. Because soon after
1nister sent th M. .
and check what the ann h d
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seen anywhe • h
provided Obote very go0 d
re m t e compound. Now those
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·
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Y, muned1atelywithin hours we
allowing those stories to be fab:i.nceBadru Kakungulu accusing him of
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icated. Now, we used to have lots and
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MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, first of all what ha
d
that Prince Badru brou ppene to the people_who had been mistreated
.
ght up. I am not talkmg about Abu Mayanja's
revea lmg up at Namagunga?

KYEMBA:

Subsequently many of them were released.

MR.NAGENDA:

What do you mean subsequently, two days, three days?

KYEMBA:

It is a bit 20 years ago it would be unwise to say and speculate.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you. Now, another point of clarification; you said that on
the day of the attack Lubiri that various countless and valuable
properties had been destroyed and some taken away and that was a
pat~etic sight, then you said that the President, actually at that time I
guess he had been the Prime Minister, used his commander to carry
this out.

KYEMBA:

It was the President then because he had abrogated the constitution in
February and he took charge of appointing himself President.

MR.NAGENDA:

This is true. You said he used his commander to carry this out?
Meaning presumably Amin.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

MR.NAGENDA:

do you mean to say that he used his commander why
Wh at exac tly
.
.
?
could the commander not have done it on his own.

KYEMBA:

.
.
.
1• of the tongue because I would have thought
Well this possibly is a s ip d the Lubiri preserved in its present form
that if honestly Obote wante h could have given the commander the
th
and sav~ the properties et:~ ~ce was properly looked aft~r once the
instructions to ensure that f p what I recall, all that Amm brought
operation had stopped but ,ro;
.dential cap and the Presidential flag
f
the Lubiri was Mutesa s res1
a:::he rest was never mentioned at all.
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MR NAGENDA:

Nevertheless it is a sli~ of the tongue or _wheth_erit is the meanin
the situation it is very important I am afraid I will be coming back~o~f
to see whether there was a way in which people worked through It
• question,
•
• was said by MuOther
people Well now I go on to my mam
1t
Adrisi the then Vice President and now newly returned that ;ta~a
Bishop Luwum was a gun runner. Yes, he has returned by the ;~YLegal Counsel.
•

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But that Arch-Bishop Luwum was a gun runner and he also accused the
present Arch Bishop of Uganda, Okoth to be a gun runner Y,.,eknow
lots of religious people who take up violent struggle for a just course
so that is not my worry but you were very near the centre of these
matters and either in talking or by your own observation might well
have been in a position to see what went on. In your view could this
have been true that Arch-Bishop Luwum and the then Bishop of
Tororo, Okoth, now the Arch-Bishop of Uganda might have actually
been engaged in the overthrow of the government by force?

KYEMBA:

It is very difficult, my Lord to say. I do know, of course, as you say
that Obote during his operations used all sorts of people. That would
not have been the first time, he used lots and lots of people to do things
which he wants to hear and then pretends he is not the originator. We
have heard it several times. So, if at all he used any of these clericals
to ferry arn'ls or ferry information I just can not say no, because only
recently we have heard of one Bishop going to Zambia and coming
back to Nairobi and giving statements on the radio, I would not be the
first to say that it was impossible for any of these people to be involved
in Obote trafficking.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you knew one of these very well. Actually you knew both of them
well.

KYEMBA:

I did.

MR. NAGENDA:

And I know that I get into big trouble if I ask people for hearsay. for
their opinions but in this case I know very well that I will not be
stopped because we are asking of somebody who was in a very good
position to look at these matters and somebody who was carrying
himself out with great seriousness and also we had a Father John here
who said of a friend of his, "Yes he looked to be capable of helping the
guerrillas in Masaka'" so that is allowed. Please tell us with great care
whether you yourself in your knowledge of either of these two
gentlemen think that they would have been capable of bringing about a
government by force of arms.

KYEMBA:

With regard to the late Arch-Bishop I do not think I have got anything
to suggest that he could have been involved in any way with antigovernment operations or plans.
I certainly did not have any
indications from him although I knew that he was very bitter about the
killings that were going on in Acholi, Lango and other places. He was
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th
times m London and
. mto exile and in exile we met a
e tragedy that had befall again in the United States and discussed
recall
our country• As you would possibly
.
' my Lor d , there wereen
qu·t
time. One was Bishop Pesto K'1e a number of Bishops in exile at that
both in London and the U . d1vengere,whom I also met several times
w~ also Bishop Ogwal ;ite_ st ates, California and Chicago. There
exile, I also met him in Lon::
he w~ based in. Canada during his
openly about what was .
and dunng these discussions we spoke
gomg on back h
B'
•
come out at the time w'th
h'
. ome.
1shop K1vengere had
1
1s book I lo Am' ,
matter of fact that Bisho Okot
ve .. m , and I know as a
the book. He said , h pd
h was very critical of even the title of
say what I think h ow o you love a fellow like this?' Anyway to
.
.
appened, the attitude 0 f
b
.
v1s-a-v1s that of Bishop y
Ok .
may e Bishop Kivengere
0th was slightly different. Bishop
Kivengere to me refl t;nna
welfare of those h ec
some~ody who wanted to improve the
situation could bw oh were suffermg. Those in exile and see if the
Bishop Okoth
e ~ an?ed !f possible peacefully. With regard to
ettin
h
my ta k "'.1th htm left me in no doubt that if it came to
g .bgl tbe gun and firmg at, going for a shooting war he would
possi Y e on the front line.
'

MR.NAGENDA:

Th~
you very much. How did the people you worked for, the
pohtical bosses, I think you have told us quite eloquently how you
thought. the churches _viewed them and behaved towards them as you
have said to your mmd the only conception of the Roman Catholic
Church but how did these rulers viewed the churches? Did they view
them with great honour or with contempt or what? How did they view
them or as neutral?

KYEMBA:

If I may make a slight correction on your statement, my condemnation
of my own church, the Church of Uganda, is not complete or whole in
the sense that quite a number of Bishops even in the Church of Uganda
were prepared to criticise the government and distance themselves from
the regimes and I want to make that correction because I know for
example Namirembe stood out in all these against what was happening.
Bishop Kawuma' s summons were among the most popular even during
Obote's time. I think I must be fair when I am talking about this.
Bishop Mukasa was another so I was not talking about the leadership if
you want I was talking about Nakasero Cathedral as compared to
Rubaga for that matter.
The leaders knew, if I may go back to your question. The leaders in
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.
knew that they needed the support of the rer·
xpcnence
.
'&io
m, own c
rt their cause. That 1s why you have had so u~
leaders to suppo
,
d h.
d
man,,
. the Church of Uganda s 1ea ers 1p an I suppos ,
roblems
m
.
e
th
P
.
mmunity also goes m here. The only church that see e
Musi101 co
.
ms to
have escaped this manoeuvring seemed to have been Rubaga again but
needed these leaders to support them. Consequently the Church
t hey
.
B' h W • h
of
Uganda as I said ear!1er had 1_sop. am w om they t_houghtcomin
from West Nile Amm could give him an ear and agam when Ob g
Two came you al! heard abo~t what went on during the elections a~~
Peter Otai's role m the exercise. People thought that may be the time
had come for Yonna Okoth to take. over and he would have the ear 0 f
Obote. Now the problems that anse, you cannot have your. cake and
eat it. Obote was killing people, the churches were burying them and
they were looking after the widows and the orphans and the rest of it.
Now how long do you go on without saying something to the effect
that this situation cannot go on? Now, if they can acquit themselves of
their performance I believe then that will go a long way but where
religious leaders got involved in silence when they are supposed to be
able to give advice I think the problem is very rare.
MR. NAGENDA:

Well, you did say in the case of one of the leaders, something which J
found very telling, when you said that he said 'those three have got
their punishments from God'. I think that tells me how he viewed God
and these leaders but in the case of Dr. Obote have you got also an
example you can give us how he viewed these church leaders whom he
needed and presumably by what you have just said whom he used to
his own hands. Have you got any examples? If you have not, you
have not but if you have I would like to hear them.

KYEMBA:

Well during Obote earlier, I believe you are only asking about Obote
One?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

During Obote One's time, his main problem was really simple.
Rubaga was generally sympathetic to DP, Namirembe was assumed to
be sympathetic to UPC, the Moslems were also supposed to be
sympathetic to UPC. This was the general pattern but again as l
indicated earlier, Obote was sophisticated enough to try and cultivate
some understanding to try and have some kind of rapporteur with those
he did not believe sort of agree with, at least, for the beginning and
even later he pretended to· try and put that kind of fashion that he was
negotiating or talking to those he did not agree with. This is the
situation in which we had to be.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sure there will be other opportunities for us to delve deeper into
the characters of these people with whom you worked but then let us
just ask one sentence which you said which struck me as may be of
significance and you said that Obote was very annoyed with Lubiri and
also with these Ministers who were looking into the gold from Congo,
from Zaire, and you said we were prying into it and you said Obote
was the last man who wanted his affairs to be looked into. That is how
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I wrote it.
KYf

1BA:

MR ~ .\GENOA:

KYEMBA:

Could you repeat the
••••·
That Obote w

being
.
_as the last man who
understn;d
into that therefore t:oul_d :wanthis affairs looked into,
hat d. an ,-·you correctly there th is irritated him greatly. Did I
e people looking into h" f"' . at he was therefore somebody who
is a ,airs? H'
• e was very secretive
That is very true
•
a 0•
• 1 could tell
PP rntment of the Com . .
you, as a matter of fact that the
not Obote's choosing 7ission
of
Inquiry into the gold alleg~tions was
1
Ministers, Grace Jbin •.. was forced on him by Daudi Ochieng and
gira and other M • •
about the issue in Parliame
misters who spoke very strongly
benefitted by his opp . . nt. Odaka opposed the allegation and
Ministers he was amo~s•~~ to those allegations although among the
open ended, they cou}dgat e who were general)~ one would say a bit
1
to hear.
But certain} east say something which Obote did not like
investigated about h.
y ?bote was the last man to want to be
because I kn
IS role in the gold scandal let alone his other affairs
• . h few as a matter of fact the involvement that he had with
Am m
ng t rom the word " " d
•
him
k
.
go an any investigation would have had
as a ey witness as indeed it happened.

MR NAGENDA:
~at

ex~~tly was, have you got t_imeto_go into this affair it sounds
to me, what was this affair, could you give us a little
bnefing, for us to come back into it at a greater length another time?

:Yexciting

KYEMBA:

Again you will find it in my reference to it in the book which I
presented to the Commission but briefly it arose out of the Congolese
troubles whereby the rebels led by Gibenye were fighting the
government of Zaire in Kinshasha. Now for some reasons the
government of Uganda was giving support to the rebels in Eastern
Zaire next to West Nile and the dealings with them were personalized
really in Amin as a deputy commander and not with Brigadier Opolot
as the overall commander of the army. Brigadier Opolot knew very
little of the operations, it was Amin who was operating with the
General Service Unit under Akena Adoko. Because I remember as a
matter of fact that some of the arms were ferried in General Service
cars from Entebbe and Mbale to Arua for the rebels. Now. the
payment for all these were being done apparently by Amin with the
rebels.
Thomas Kanza and some other people who used to come.
Obote knew all about this. When the late Daudi Ocheng got ~o know
about this going on, Obote was embarrassed.
He was given . an
opportunity to appoint a Commission to investigate the matter. I ~hmk
for about a year but he was dragging his feet over the 1~atter until the
• th e open • We were in Mayo at. the time when hthe
matter came m
·n Parliament and the National Assembly t en
matter was d eba ted l
h ld b
.
• s hou Id be suspended and that the matter sd ou
decided
that Amm
·e
.
.
this was forcing Obote to the corner an once m
mvest1gated. Now' ht , the best thing I should do is to fight back as
the corner he thoug
h
who are accusing me of these things.'
best as I can against t ?s\stigated and the High Court Judges from
Although the matter was mv
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Kcnva and Tanzania• the High Court Judges
b
h from there Wer
•• d , Mr Miller and I .cannot remem er t e hother .one, Were
e
appomte
8
• t d to come and look mto the matter.
y t en Ibingira
appom e
h
M' •
Was
Balak(
Kirya
and
all
those
ot
ers
misters
d
remove ,
. went to Prtson
and you must be a very brave man t~ co~e out with anything to say
when you know that you are on the firmg hne.
MR-MAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr Kyemba it just seems to me that you have just said something
which is extremely important and that there was clear case of abuse of
Presidential Office if this happened and I am certain that it is something
this Commission will be looking into because my next question
regarding Obote was going to be this; that was it not amazing that for
somebody who was in power for so long, he seems tQ have found
others to do his dirty work for him that was going to be my question
and you have started by answering that in this case actually there is a
case which was there to this effect. But nevertheless let me ask it, was
it also part of his character that he found those others, you mentioned it
earlier in the army of people who were illiterate and blind soldiers, he
called them to use them. Was this in your long experience and
knowledge of this man Obote a characteristic of his which he used to
the worsening not betterment of this country?
He was very consistent, my Lord, and it is the most amazing thing that
a man who was brought up, at least as I said, who had been to school,
even if he was not he had been through the school but he was not
particularly educated. A man ,would have expected that Obote would
have used people who had proper training, who could defend or toe a
certain line but in spite of that he preferred to continue with, long after
independence, with the colonial system as it then was of using soldiers
who were illiterate, whose only qualification were six feet tall and
broad chested. Now, that is why you find people like, as I said,
Katabarwa, people like Ndahendek.ire or even Francis Nyangweso for
that matter, they had a raw deal. Even when Obote came back under
Obote Two, as some of you might know. Senior Officers were doing
coiporal 's jobs, because they came from wrong areas. He preferred
the Bazilios, he preferred the Tito Okellos to do things and as I said it
is tragic that 25 years after Independence this was what Obote felt was
the best way to run a system. It happened in the Police, the Police
Officer who was appointed as Inspector General for Pohce if they told
you honestly he was the least capable to run a district but here he was.
he was from Tororo possibly some friends of his told him Okoth Ogola
is the best officer but to my intelligence person who had been dealing
with these people. He said if you want a good job done how on earth
do you appoint Okoth Ogola to be Inspector General of Police unless it
is not in your own interest. If somebody is appointing him for you that
is okay.
It has long been part of the folklore for those who live near Luzira
prison that a batch of human beings, some people say 400 were killed
in Luzira prison following the Nakulabye riots under the personal
orders of Mr. Obote himself, is this something you have any
knowledge of?
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MR NAGENDA:

you have no idea about this one?

KYEMBA:

No, I cannot assist on that one.

MR NAGENDA:

Have you got any figu
f
killed under the di
. re o people that you know about _who_were
President Ob
pre~tlon,~o.your knowledge under the duect1on of
ote or nme M1rusterObote?

KYEMBA:

No, my Lord, I would not.

MR NAGENDA:

Now. finally for the time being I am going to ask you a personal
qu~stion, Mr. _Kyemba. You really have helped us very much by
telling us the kind of people for whom you worked. One of the things
to be found around people of this kind and indeed of animals which
behave in the same way is that they are very comfortable with very few
people indeed and in fact it is on record that in the case of Field
Marshal Amin he tended to remove those people who were close to him
and whoqi he had not grown or he lasted and in fact in your book
which I was looking at for the first time today an old man found you in
the street and said ' you are the last' . So you took this as a good tip to
go away. Will you please tell this Commission how it was that both
Obote, I mean Obote One, and Amin found it comfortable working
with you.

KYEMBA:

It is very difficult to answer because this affects how they felt about
me. I have very little basis to go by except the time I lasted. With
regard to Obote One I think I was lucky I graduated like people of my
age at the right time when we were getting independence and the
opportunities were tremendous. When I was asked where I wanted to
be posted after graduation, I said I wanted to be posted to Kabale or
Fort Portal the third was Mbale. I was never posted to any of those
stations, I was posted straight to the Prim~ Mini~ter_'sOffice in Entebbe
and I never left Entebbe until I ran away 1~to exile m 1_977. Ther~ was
se quite a bit of good luck in timmg at
. that• time to be m the
I suppo
system where I was. Now, I possibly was qmte active, 1 was a young
man, I was not as old as I am now.

MR. NAGENDA:

There were a lot of very young men, we left the same year you
remember?
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KYEMBA:

No, others left and went to other more greener pas~ures, they Wentfo
better jobs; Shell Company' B,:\! • the~ were gett'.n~ alm~st twice~
much as I was getting in the c1v1Iservice. The c1v1lservice Wac;
• of tenure and that is Wh
not
about the best employer except for secunty
• wouId give
• me security
• of tenure. YI
went to civil service I thought 1t

MR NAGENDA:

Having gone there, I am asking how it was that you were able to stay
for such a long time.

KYEMBA:

This is what - (interruption) -

MR NAGENDA:

No let us face it, unless you are scared, this is important.

KYEMBA:

No, could I say I was efficient?

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:
COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

Well, then I will ask you what is meant to be efficient to these people.
I am very sorry Legal Counsel, the reason I am asking this it helps me
to make my own judgement of what I have heard all day long and in
exactly the same way that I asked, Mr. Kyemba, where he went to
school. I asked where he worked and how he succeeded in these cases
especially if the points are that the people he was working for were not
what you would choose for dining partners.
No, possibly I should say this - (interruption) May be thy Lord Chairman, I quite appreciate the Commissioner's
question and definitely he wants an answer and he would like to get an
answer. May be suppose we ask him why did he survive?
No, I am not asking that question at all. If I wanted to ask that
question he would find it very easy to answer.
Let me answer. No, Mr. Chairman, my Lord, when I joined the civil
government I was joining the traditional civil service. I never joined
the civil service to serve Obote, iQ.fact when I joined the government.
Now, once I had been appointed to the Prime Minister's office and
subsequently to the President's Office, I suppose I must have offered
him something that he wanted around. I was not the first Private
Secretary to Obote. Prior to my appointment he had two or three
Private Secretaries within a couple of months. Many of them embezzled
his funds, many of them mistreated the staff at the State House and I
was aware of this and fortunately for me I was the :_first Private
Secretary who had been appointed to him outside his own ethnic group
and I suppose that one gave him also the opportunity to have an
impartial attitude to a number of things. This was certainly one of the
things I had and during my working with Obote I did actually enjoy,
until later on the privilege of being open minded and giving advice on
issues that I felt one had to talk about. But from 1966 up to 1969, the
gap grew wider and certainly up to 1969 I had written to him offers as
one who could lead this country. Now, that went but I was never
dismissed. He never dismissed me so I continued. Now when it came
the coup of 1971, I was out of the country when it took place and I
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MR. NAGENDA:

What I am trying to make, wh"1ch you knew very well is this before
were ~4 you were Head of the Civil Service.
,

KYEMBA:

Correct.

MR: NAGENDA:

This is fantas~ic. You did very good job really there were lot of people
who were quite young and so on but who did not make this job. Also
you were ~ery very close to Obote, if I may say so, I remember it very
well and m. fact you could not give a better illustration of how close
you were but-that the bullet that went through his mouth, if I may put it
this way, kissed your neck - (laughter). Well, of course, blood is now
different from what we knew then. Blood is extremely dangerous but
you were very close.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

MR. NAGENDA:

If I wanted to write a book I could say the bullet went through the
boss, hit the neck of officer under him. You do not get close enough
and none of us is here to judge whether if you were close to him it was
a good thing or a bad thing. But at the same time we have heard you
say very eloquently, not only of that time but later of people who went
and served these people how wrong they were to do it but you served
them. You served them very loyally otherwise you would not have
been there, believe me.

KYEMBA:

MR.NAGENDA:

That is right.
A d · the case of the Field Marshal you might have ended up dead as
n m
f your friends did and it is something I would like to come
so many o
k
th"
•
other occasion but for now let me as you 1s question.
b ac k to on an
h" d • h
h
bee
With the lack of hind sight and actually that m s1g t must ave
n
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harpcning all along at the time when you were workmg, do You
fed or wish that you had not been so dose to these Presidents?
now
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the kind of exper·
My I,ord • I do not think I can say that 1 regret
Wh
ienceI
have gone through over the last 20 years.
at I suffered through
country has also suffered. Whether I was_ in the Prime Ministel~e
Office I do not think it would have saved me from what the sufferi s
.
M' . .
.
ng of
my fdlow Ugandans were gomg through.
tmsters were k1llcdas
• table. Farmers an d or d'mar~ people in You
haw heard round this
the
villages were killed. I do not know whether I would with the benefitof
hindsight I would say that they could not have found me as a farmer on
my farm and shot me because many farmers and others have ·gonein
the same brutal manner. So, think the trage~y that the antagonizing
experience that l had, workmg for these dictators was the same
antagonizing experience that probably I would have gone through 10
trying to survive in a situation that has been definitely abnormal and
certainly I am very happy that the opportunity I had to be close to these
dictators I had been able to see how they operated, how they
manipulated the people of this country and I believe that the expenence
l had and fortunately since they had not killed me yet I was able to
testify as I could to this Commission and to other agencies in the hope
that with this kind of evidence from people who knew what went on
around this country will better off but I have certainly no regret.

!

MR. NAGENDA:

No, let me be a bit more obnoxious and perhaps I was not actually
talking abQut your suffering as somebody who worked for these people,
quite the reverse, what I was trying to say, Mr. Kyemba was this, that
in exactly the same way that you have felt able to judge people by
tarnishment if you like by the company they kept. It is after all a
natural feeling, the people who did not talk out about massacres in
Luwero and so on you have talked about them.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

MR. NAGENDA:

And therefore, surely you must say to yourself occasionally in the dark
of night, perhaps people would judge me by the company I kept, that I
was a trusted servant of these people for a very long time. For the
duration of one of them actually the whole duration from beginning to
end until you were thrown out; and that then as if that was not enough
you then went on and worked for the other one until very late in the
day in 1977 when an old man said you are the last left and you said my
God, that means me, I have got to go. After that you were still
working and honestly I think you will have to face that fact whether
you face it to this Commission or elsewhere it does not matter but it
has to be answered. I think you will find lots of questions from people
until you have answered my question.

KYEMBA:

MF

CH

Cl

No, I think you are right in raising that particular line because the only
thing I can say to that is the offices I occupied as many public officers
do, were never offices of application. l never applied to dictator Obote
that I want to be your Private Secretary. l never applied to dictator ldi
Amin that I want to be your Private Secretary. In fact fortunatelyin
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MR. NAGENDA:

I would like to come back to it tomorrow.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, Mr. Kyemba I think you can continue tomorrow You have
~resumably tried your best to explain from which o~e can draw
mferences.

KYEMBA:

That it right.

CHAIRMAN:

Well it is now five o'clock p.m. I think we have had a long day we
should I think now adjourn until 9.30 a.m. tomorrow morning. So,
Mr. Kyemba we expect you to come back to finish your evidence
tomorrow.

CHAIRMAN:

Ladies and Gentlemen, let us start the session of today, 2nd of April,

1987.

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Chairman, for today we are still continuing with the witness we
had yesterday, Mr. Henry Kyemba. The Commissioners wanted to ask
him some questions which I believe they still have.
Mr. Kyemba, I think when we left I had just suggested that certainly
for me to come to a conclusion about all the things that we are talking
about yesterday, and of which you informed us to help us make up our
minds about these two leaders whom you served. I had just suggested
to you and asked you a question which I would like to ask you again. if
I may, that; looking back now and seei~g what you yourself has told us
of the character of your two masters - 1f_Imay call the": that ~ and also
mindful of the fact that mud sticks, and 1f you are workmg w1th people
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some of that must rub on, do you now not honestly t?ink that it w
have been a good exa~nple to your_colleagues, and u Will be a OU\u
example in future that 1f people reahse that they are serving Ve &Ooq
people, it should be their duty to resign and make a statemen(,~~lal
way.
hat
F.:YEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, I think that it a very telling state of affairs; in fact
is what I too believe anybody worth his salt should distance hims~J~hat
best he can as soon as he realises that he can be of no use:
cont:ibut!on to the country. The difficult~ ~nd the _difference ~
opimon 1s on when do you do that; that 1s m my view the mo0
important - the point of difference I would say; when do you leavest
dictator? As you rightly say, if you do not agree with the leader yo~
should resign; and I am happy that I was one of those who resigned,
who was not sacked, who was not ordered out. I left of my own free
will when I realised that I had no useful contribution to make to a
dictatorial regime that was ruling this country. Not only did I do that
but I took the very first opportunity, over ten years ago to make a'
statement of the facts as I knew them, and I think that one in my view
indicates the kind of stand that I should be judged on the basis of _
quite frankly I know that many officers who have joined the civil
service, join the civil service in the hope that they are joining a civil
service on a permanent and pensionable basis. I joined government as
a civil servant and I had hoped that I will not be forced to resign; I was
forced to resign, and I think that is the only comment I can make.
If we were lucky enough to be visited at some stage by the two people
concerned, I am alluding to Dr. Obote I, and IT and Field Marshall
Amin, can this Commission take it that you will come forward to give
us help in talking with these gentlemen?
My Lord, I wrote this book in 1977; Obote had the chance to come
back in 1980 in another Obote IT regime, he was here for five years; I
want to tell the Commission that all the time that Obote II was here, I
was 50 miles from here, and at one time he came and stayed about six
houses away from where I was; he never questioned me on any of these
things; he never denied any of these things; he never arrested me for
having said something which compromised him. I think I would take
that to mean that with the President who had all the powers to question
what I had stated in this book and in several other publications I had
made over the past several years while I was in exile, I think Obote had
all the chance to try and prove his case. He never denied any of these
things in this book, as far as I am aware.

MR. NAGENDA:

Right, my final question for now concerns Okoya; can you throw any
light on the circumstances regarding his end?

KYEMBA:

The late Brigadier Okoya was the number two to Idi Amin, about the
time when an attempt was made on President Obote I, The performance
of ldi Amin as Commander of the Army, after the attempt on Obote.
left a lot to be desired. He just ran away from his house when an
attempt was being made to inform him of what had happened to his
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.
r icu ar way, except m so far as this was the time
when Obote w·1s s • •
'
uspic1ous of everybody after the attempt on him
l-{c started suspect'
b
•
•
mg every ody; the Inspector General of Police late
0 rycma, myself included in spite of the fact I had also been graz~ by
the same bullet, he saw enemies all around him· and Idi Amin was
suspected of having been implicated in the attempt•on him at Lugogo· I
do recall vividly how the Inspector General of Police, Erunayo Orye~
was told to bring all the guns he had his personal guns - to be
checked so that he could be excluded from having provided the gun
th~t was ~sed against Obote. Now, this is the man we were dealing
with at this particular time, and I do not think I can say much more
than that.

MR NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

In fact, I have just remembered something when you mentioned that
bullet. Will it be true to say that you would still be with President
Obote if he had not doubted the fact that the bullet which went through
his mouth had glazed your neck - I saw it yesterday in your book
before I lost it that that incident annoyed you so much when he doubted
that fact that the bullet which had nearly taken him away had also
nearly taken you away. Perhaps that is the time at which you departed
company; would this be a fair thing to say?
You could say it was one of the things that made me eventually feel
that Obote was thoroughly unfit to be in charge of this country,
because here I was, his Private Secretary at that time; we were shot at
and I am right in the same firing line and I am suspected of having
been implicated! Unless I had such a marksman doing the job, it
would have been extremely difficult to arrange an attempt like that, and
mind you that was not the only attempt on Obote's life. Another one
was near Silver Springs Hotel where again the Presidential convoy of
the Vice President which was actually - they had intended, of course,
to shoot the Presidential convoy! In a car in .w~ich I was. they fi:ed
and shot at the Presidential convoy. Here aga1_n1t gave me the feeling
that some body who was firing at us even at mght from some quarter.
would know where Kyemba was sitting not t~ shoot hnn and shoot
Obote. This the kind of attitude I thought this man was developing
which was thoroughly unacceptable to me.
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Okay. a very important bullet; thank you very much.

'MR NAGFNDA:
DR LUYOMBYA:

1 thank you Mr. Kyemba on behalf of the Commission for h .
turned up and been with us for such a period; it was a rnar:~~~g
yesterday, but we hope. we s~all be short today. However, 1 Willas~
'-'OU to bear with us a httle bit longer and clear some more que(
.
J
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•
l wouhId 1~·ke you to make
iesfor
in
our minds. I have a few clanficat1ons
me. One is that; at the Conference C~ntre, t a_t1s the day you Were
called to Nile Mansions, you left the Nile Mansions gardens and Went
to the Conference Centre where you were told you were to b
addressed by His Excellency the Life President; now, you said tha~
religious leaders were asked to leave and later on the two Ministers
Oryema and Oboth Ofumbi were also asked to leave; I know it is a
long period back. Do you remember the officer who asked these
dignitaries to leave the Conference Centre.

KYEMBA:

I think it was Isaac Maliyamungu.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Then you said that the method into which the two Ministers were asked
to leave that Centre, did not reflect a respect expected of a Minister.
Can you clarify that a little bit more?

KYEMBA:

As you realise, my Lord, I had been with security forces for quite a
long time and I would be the first to know if the call is for some
ominous purpose. I can tell by the manner in which somebody is
asking me to leave his home; I can observe the manner in which the
officer is conducting himself. Now, these people were fairly Senior
Officers, Erunayo Oryema was a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army;
Oboth Ofumbi was a Minister of Internal Affairs, in charge of the
Police; and they were ordered out and not even privates or sergeants by
the door bothered whether any Minister was passing; it was just like an
ordinary fellow passing. I would have expected, for example, a soldier
to salute the Minister of Minerals, Lieutenant Colonel Oryema as he
was passing! They never did, and even the way they were called, it
was clear to all of us around that something ominous was in the offing.
If it was a wrong assumption, it was my own observation.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were they pushed or?

KYEMBA:

No, they were not pushed but, in fact, it was unusual to summon
people like that! Just to come out and you walk with nobody bothering
about you, they would have been escorted properly or something like
that.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

KYEMBA:

Now, later on Amin came in and addressed the gathering briefly; could
you tell us the gist of what he said?
I did say yesterday, my Lord, that we had been used to Amin's
monologues running into hours. This time he came in and again
started with recapitulation of the events that we had gone through that
morning, about people who were trying to overthrow his government
and things like that; and as I said yesterday, this time he was clearly in
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Now. when the Vice President M
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Minister who had had
. • USlafa Adnsi, rang you up about the
.
an accident and a k d
.
which you did, Arch-Bisho ,
s e you to prepare a hospital,
summoned the night S
. P s name was. not mentioned until you
is that not so?
upermtendent, Ssebuy1ra, the following morning;
The Vice President's talk with me referred to these people, Ministers,
but I knew that he was referring to all the three that had been arrested.
by then we. all knew that all those people were in the hands of security
forces. I did not, for example, ask him, 'Is it Oboth Ofumbi, Erunayo
Oryema and Arch-Bishop Luwum?' No, he just said 'these people'
and he was quite brisk in his address, and as I said yesterday. I had no
doubt in my mind he was referring to the three; and when I spoke to
the hospital authorities to be prepared for the casualties, I must have
used something to that effect that some dignitaries have had an
accident, expect them and let me know as soon as they come. Again
my instructions to the night Superintendent was that; 'just look and
observe who these people are' because I did not know whether they
were taking three or four people, because I know some bodyguards had
been arrested at the same time. I just said; 'you, identify those cases
that are brought and come straight to me with a report. I knew he
could not speak to me on the telephone.
You thought of those three, but at the gathering within the gardens
there were others like Abdalla Anyuru, Ben Ogwang and Olobo; did
you think of these being included?
me at all that they are victims in the
N O that never occur re d to
.
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KYEMBA:

That it right.

d
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DR. LlJYOMBYA:

J wtmdcr how you got that conviction! Did you have a h'
earlier?
'!lt much

KYEMBA:

The hint we had had throughout the day - these people had b
out, they had been implicated in the plot; they had been su~en caneu
of the Conference Centre in humiliating circumstances. oneoout
Bishops had been stopped from joining the Arch-Bishop ~n :: knew
side, and the indication was clear that the Arch-Bishop and t~ other
Ministers were the ones being referred to.
e two

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, let us go to the postmortem. Dr. Kafeero refused to perform th
postmortem and yet these were Police cases.
e

KYEMBA:

That is correct.
DR. L

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And it is on record that you suggested that they look for someone from
Defence to write any sort of report they may want out to offer. It is
also on record that you said you did not think a postmortem was
necessary; do you remember that?

KYEMBA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You as a Minister of Health, did you know that it was obligatory to
have a postmortem in Police cases?

KYEMBA:

Well, I know my Lord, that normally people who have died
postmortems must be performed, but I was equally aware that even by
that time these Ministers were killed, thousands of thousands of bodies
were being dumped in various places in this country without the
Minister of Internal Affairs ever taking any measures to get those
bodies to have postmortems carried out. In this particular case, I knew
because of the nature and status of these people and, in fact, that there
was going to be some international concern, let alone national concern,
something would have to be done and I knew it; but when Dr. Kafeero
quite understandably told me, 'but what do you expect me to write
these people have been shot and they have been killed, what do you
expect me to write' I knew that the matter - although I was a Minister
of Health - it was more of the Minister of Internal Affairs who was also
a victim of these killings who would normally have been responsible; I
was not responsible for Police cases!

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, but you were a responsible citizen! Above all a Minister!

KYEMBA:

That is why, in fact, I allowed these people to be brought to the
Ministry of Health mortuary rather than the Police mortuary, my Lord;
it is out of that responsible position that I held.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What I want is really, if possible, to correct the attitude here because
by not having postmortem done fully on these individuals, we have lost
some of the evidence, for example, which particular tortures were done
and possible modes of death of these people which would have given us
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This Comm·
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.
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1ss1on1s not a witch hunting body but we
are h~re to establish the truth about what happened, where it happened,
how It happened and why it happened; from which we may advise how
we can prevent the same events happening in our motherland.
Therefore, I will ask you to assist the Commission in this task. We
would like to collect evidence from as many people as possible. In
your submission to this Commission, you mentioned people like
Farouk Minawa and Captain Nasur Ondoga who abducted Dorah Bloch
from Mulago hospital. You also mentioned a certain Hassan who
abducted Minister Michael Ondoga while dropping his child at school.
You mentioned also men like Opira and Mukombe Mpambara who
were instrumental No.2, and No.3 senior officers respectively in
activities of Obote, Akena Adoko - General Service Unit. Did you
know any of these people or all of them? Not necessarily as friends
but, for example, if they walk in this room could you recognise them?

KYEMBA:

The ones I referred to yesterday?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

Very much so; I could recognise t hem. I used to work with them for
several years!

DR. LUYOMBYA:

o you know the whereabouts of any of these individuals; the
I see. D
ones you talked about?
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DR. f:VYOMBYA:

KYEMBA:

emba 1 think as a Commission we are lucky t
Thank you. Mr. Ky
•
•
o
have a man like you around: you have been trained and educated up to
l}niversity and you have a Maste:. of A~s. Post Graduate; you have
held high ranking government pos1t1?nssince you graduated; you have
been a Private Secretary to two Presidents; you have been a Pennanent
Secretary: you have been a Minister; you are well .travelled and
definitely your exposure and experience must be world wide and should
not be queried, but I would like to share some of your experiences to
help us in this work. I would also like to remind you that you are on
oath and we expect you to tell all that you know to the best of your
knowledge. To many, 1966 was a turning point in the history of this
country as had been mentioned, and to you, you condemned Obote as
not being a capable leader of this country three years later, that was
1969, and that is the time when Obote was shot at. One wonders why
you took so long to realise that he was not a capable leader! Was it
because Obote was not sympathetic with you when the bullet went
through his mouth kissed your neck or grazed your neck?
My Lord, the question of length and how you respond to it depends on
quite a number of factors. Certainly, although you credit me with
criticising Obote after three years later, I actually did not say anything
to Obote even in 1969 -if he had any common sense, and I think he had
a lot of common sense, I did remark when he asked whether I too had
been shot. My only comment to him then was "what!" in amazing
because Obote himself knew that the Police Officer who took the
photographs of that incident had also taken my photograph in hospital,
or at least, he should have known. So, it was something that I would
have expected anybody of minimum intelligence to know that you
cannot raise an issue like that when somebody has been so close to
death! It was a serious matter and again, my Lord, I have referred to
the fact that; here was a man who was suspecting everybody, from the
Inspector General of Police, from the Commander of the Army or
Minister of Defence I think, my Lord, the member is quite right to
express his concern; I did also allude to it yesterday that the whole
attitude of the Ugandan society to these kind of events is one that
leaves people amazed at the matter in which - at the way in which we
respond to these atrocities that are committed by so-called leaders who
have lost any sense to rule; how is the dictation accepted as if we
cannot react to the situation? It took us how many years, my Lord, for
the war to be started by a handful of people to remove these diabolical
regimes up to the last year? We have been - for over 20 years we had
these people around as if we have not had sons and daughters here!
We have had millions of Ugandans who were ready to accept these
regimes! Even the high echelons of society I referred to yesterday! l
missed, I did not mention, for example, the lawyers for that matter; the
Law Society! We knew what Akena Adoko did for this country, but
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ink I know what you mean; I feel that during my time I had
som: of t?e closest dealing with the medical staff, and I believe that if
one IS gomg to head a sensitive Ministry like that of Health, he must
have the clo~est connection and dealings with the medical staff and the
top officers m government to be able to deal with their problems; and I
have no doubt in mind that during my time I shared many of the
problems and tribulations of the Ministry of Health which was required
to provide almost next to impossible an efficient medical service that
was being compromised by many difficulties; transport, medicines,
doctors running away and things like that.
The question of
opportunism - I do not know what really you want me to refer to here because I do know as a matter of fact that, for example, when the
Asians were expelled from this country a lot of Ugandans rushed to be
allocated businesses, houses of Asians and all sorts of things. Doctors
too w~re allocated houses around Kololo and all sorts of clinics all over
the city. I do not know whether my infonnation on this is really
relevant here, but whether they too shared in sort of opportunism, I
knew and I was aware of what type had shared; I knew some of the
doctors had closer dealing with the President than I had, but these are
situation that if you are head of a Ministry you take into account
whatever the consequences.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Well, let me quote from your book -

KYEMBA:

on the

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes, in the exhibit you gave to us.

KYEMBA:

Right.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

"State of Blood" by Henry Kyemba, page 131.

KYEMBA:

That is right.

private practice?
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JYOMBYA:
DR I• l
KYHMBA:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

KYEMBA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

KYEMBA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

.

k. , •ihout prohlcms of doctors nnd private practice .

ml mg •
action.
It

1~

, and "
JllUt

That is right·

That "any one wishing to run a private clinic had to get Penn· .
•
•
. wa1;a iss1on
from me: I had hcensed
about 50 by the time
I left; 1t
h
•
ed
h
•
. for allarsh
measure and one that onIy temporan 1Y eas t e s1tuat1on
most talented doctors, those who could ha~e given their skills at le~:
part time to government now faced certam poverty. Consequent) ·
they fled t~~ country in ~ven greater num~ers." You as a responsiJ;
citizen, Mm1ster of the time and now looking back to the past; how do
you react to that statement you put down?
I did write way back in 1977 that; even by the time I left we were still
seriously considering how to alleviate the conditions of the medical
staff You may also wish to refer to what I said earlier on, I think in
the book again, that the actual banning of private practice was the
result of Amin's own experience with one of his people when one of
his, I suppose, girl had done an abortion in a private clinic; I think J
referred to that particular aspect of it that - in fact, on the day it was
abolished I also heard it on the Radio after Amin had apparently heard
this thing and I was called to give him facts later. But the problem of
doctors and other professions, I may say, were very real and what I
said here I felt very strongly that the doctors were running in greater
numbers and yet, very little was being done to rectify the situation, at
least, by the time"'!left - it was a harsh measure.
Do you agree that your harsh measure frustrated the doctors even more
and they left the country instead of serving the citizens?
I am not too sure about that, because I believe that as we speak today,
as we sit here, other countries are also contemplating banning private
practice; others are contemplating relaxing it. So, the issue of private
practice as you are aware, Dr. Luyombya, is a matter which has
exercised various government. If the remuneration is reasonable and
somebody can live on the wage that is paid, then one can dispense with
private practice; but if the wage is so insignificant and is a sort of
equivalent to a part-timer, the private practice provides sufficient living
for the doctors and other professions. It is an issue that cannot be
treated in isolation here. The wages must be related to the standard of
living at the time, because, if you abolish it now and say, 'You must
remain in Mulago and get Shs.20,000. or Shs.30,000.', unless you are
going to be a pauper, you cannot survive. This is the problem we must
face and, I think, this is the issue that one has to address himself to if
he is going to be seriously honest about what was happening in the
country at the time.
Well, remember I told you that one of our problems is to answer the
question why certain things happened. I am citing this as an example;
but, taking it as a principle, would you agree that, if leaders behave in
a certain way that frustrates the led, the led may behave in a certain
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abnonnal way?
"-\ r:MBA:

I th·nk
I
• the masses h
forced O th
s ould be entitled t
the
n em. Unfortunate! th . 0 respond to situations being
. masses have not respond J• e htStOry of Uganda is that most of
th mgs for granted. And be . enou~h. They have tended just to take
revolutionary manne t' I eheve, If they respondeda little more in a
People take things ri' may say• may be things would be different
they have respondedrt granted and there are very few occasions whe~
•
o exert th • •
nght._ ~ey should say, , Oka _eir nght. People should exert their
do this, and then s
h Y• If you want us to do this then please
•
'
has been disgraceful eewathapp ens. But what has happened
so far
, I must say.
'
'

DR LUYOMBYA:

Let us end on a simpler note -

COMMISSIONER:

And a happier.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

KYEMBA:

And a happier note One f h .
scourge of loot• • th O t e 1,11s that has befallen this country is the
abnormal beh ~ng O er peop!e s property; and definitely this is an
av1our. And this Commi • h h d •
various peopl th
ss10n as a evidence from
e at some people lost their lives because of petty
. pro?erty or others have lost their property at the hands of various
regimes. _You as a Private Secretary to President Obote - during Obote
1,. .followmg the incident on attack on Mengo, Lubm,
• . you said
. you
VISited the scene s~me days later and saw that valuable property had
been deSt royed. It IS also the experience of others that a lot of valuable
pro~erty was looted from that place and packed on army trucks and
earned to Entebbe State House. Do you know anything about this?
My Lord, I must say that I am listening to some news for the first time
because, in 1966, I was residing in the compound of the President's
Lodge; and I certainly do not recall - I do not, indeed, ever remember ever having seen an army truck with items taken from the Lubiri to the
President's Lodge at Entebbe. I was in-charge of the residence
basically and I do not think anyone saw any single item brought from
the Lubiri to the Lodge. If anything had been brought, I would have
known if it was a sizeable item; if it was money which was pocketed in
some pocket or some gold which was in some brief-case, it is possible
they might have handed it to Obote without my kn_owledge.Certainly I
do not think that it is correct that anything was taken from the Lubiri
and taken to the President's Lodge. I did say yesterday that the only
trophy that I am aware of which were brought from the Lubiri were the
Presidential Cap and the Presidential Flag which were brought to the
lodge at Nakasero soon after the fight. I did say, ?~ course, y~s~erda~
that the looting must have taken place at the Lubm when I v1s1ted It
and I am almost certain that, it was taken away, it was ferried, of
course, to areas that were beyond my eye sight because I was gi~en
things which I had seen; even if I had kno~n that su~h-and-su:h a ,thmg
en to the Army Commanders house -1f I had known - I
·
th.
h ad been tak
would have told the Commission. But I knew _Iwas saymg some mg
·
b
d wi'th my own eyes of which I had not personal
which 1 o serve
.
ot think it is true that anythmg was brought to
n
0
d
I
knowledge. So
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Entcbbc.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

To your knowledge!

KYEMBA:

That is right.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay. Thank you.

MR. KAwANGA:

KYEMBA:

Mr. Kyemba, you will excuse me I will have to ask you a few
questions; personally, I am grateful that we have a trained historian
amidst us; and, fortunately, somebody who later turned out also t
make history. And this is the o~y peri?d which we are examining~
You will also bear with us a few thmgs will have to be put straight; we
shall not have an expert after you, perhaps, of your qualification.
Now, having been at State House or President's Lodge or Prime
Minister's Lodge for this while, there are a few things which came to
your knowledge, which, perhaps, will help us to answer some of the
questions that we have asked. In fact, our Commission is enjoined to
inquire into all aspects of violations of human rights, breaches of the
rule of law and excessive abuses of power committed against persons in
Uganda; and then below we are asked to suggest possible ways of
preventing the recurrence of the aforesaid matters. Now, in your
position, I think, you are able to assist us in both ways. Now, in your
view, can you think of instances of excessive abuse of power during
the reign of Pbote 1, which you would say off hand, 'these were
excessive abuse of power?
Certainly, I think, the most glaring abuse of power during Obote 1,
came in February, 1966, when he arrested five of his Ministers and
took them to various parts of the country under detention. They were
arrested in a Cabinet Meeting without warning. The whole thing was a
military operation, and yet this country had laws that should have been
used to deal with the situation. In my view that was a gross abuse of
office and an excessive use of power.

MR. KA WANGA:

What do you think the Prime Minister should have done under those
circumstances? Here are some Ministers. They have been rebelling
against him. They want to cause him problems. What should he have
done?

KYEMBA:

Ministers, my Lord, are appointed by the President on the advice of the
Prime Minister. Obote was Prime Minister. All he needed to' do was
to say, "Grace Ibingira, Balaki Kirya, Lumu, Magezi, Ngob1, you are
dismissed; I am appointing so-and-so- Henry Kyemba - to replace
you", and that is that.

MR. KA WANGA:

Okay. That is one instance. Do you have another one?

KYEMBA:

Even in that case, when you refer to the incident about Idi Amin or the
way Parliament raised this issue of his gold and ivory scandal. The
machinery was there for Obote to deal with it; rather than to complain
about Ministers who raised the matter and spoke about it in Parliament.
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Again even When '-'ou
over th
J come to the •
. issue of the Kabaka's fight with him
st • c _sharing of power
Con uution had been drawn
• This• was a Constitutional matterf •• The
10 London with the support and
cooperation of very m
Co • •
any people 0b
k
nst1tution; but he d'd
•
ote new his limitations in that
1
thought that, since he h dnotw~nt to use the law ac; was provided. He
n•fl es -and go and sho t aM Amm on h •IS 51•d e, h e can get a few - seven
be solved. By so ; . uteesa out of the palace and the matter would
difficulties. This w omg, .he was only creating more and more
Because Muteesa wa/s ag;m _another example of excessive power.
the time that as the p no~dightmg; he was using the legal position at
'
•
res1 ent I
b
these matters J must be ke . ' must e co?5ulted; as President, about
not feel like it· he w pt mf?rm~d of this and that. But 0bote did
manoeuvred into' office as n~t mch_n:d to accept that; having been
else. And as 1 •d
as Prn~e Mmister, he should consult anybody
th t h.
'
sai ' yeSterday, It was really a question of not accepting
a is powers were shared rather than being dictatorial.

MR. KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

What about the state of emergency - the constantly renewed state of
emergency over that whole period?
Again that is very true. The state of emergency was declared. It was
pe~_etually renewed as everybody knew. I think, Bataringaya was the
Mm1ster of Internal Affairs. He was perpetually going to Parliament to
renew this emergency. It was obviously another abuse of office.
There is no reason why such a method should have been used. But it
provided him with an opportunity to detain people ad finitum without
recourse to the law. Because, if you remember correctly, one time
after the Ministers had been detained, it had been ruled that they should
be released unless the emergency was in operation. And I remember
myself the arrangements that were made to fly in Balaki Kirya and
Grace l_bingira back to the area where the emergency was operating; so
that they could be arrested. This is again another gross abuse of office.

MR. KA WANGA:

Would you, by the same token, say that the introduction of the Public
Safety and Security Act - whatever you call it - Security Act, of 1967 -

KYEMBA:

Public Safety Act.

MR.KAWANGA:

Was again an abuse of office, using Parliament to achi~ve an end - t~
set up a law which otherwise was not necessary but which you can us
to detain people, even if the state of emergency ceases.

KYEMBA:

•
Those trained in the legal profession are ben~r
That 1s very true.
. B t I have no doubt in my mind that this
qualified to comm~nt on tht\ate uof emergency and allow the incumbent
was a way to get
of the s .
eople that he thought should so
President at the time to detam p
detained.

n?

MR.KAWANGA:

•
·ew about th •1s act of the then Prime Minister. Now what 1s your VI
.
b
old and ivory from neighbouring
Obote -teaming up with ~mm to ?u~at
do you think of that? Was it
•d them with arms•
rebels to prov1 e
f ffice or abuse of power?
again that an abuse o o 1
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KYEMBA:

• k Amin and Obote were taking advantage of a situation th
I chm •
b
.
at w~.
• • g at the time. Here was a re e1 government
m Eastern atre ~
obtamm
.
Eastern Congo which did not have any official currency. It did n~:

z

hold any bank acco~~ as su~h. But, for some reaso~ or the other, the
had certain commod1t1eswhich could be converted mto cash to Cnat) Y
them to buy arms. Now, quite frankly, I cannot say how much Ob le
was involved in the sale of the gold and the ivory; but, cenainly ~le
Amin was involved in the trafficking in gold and ivory and Obot dt
.
e as
Head of Government knew what was gomg
on; and one would ha
expected him to use his power to either prevent it or make sure that t~e
thing was regularised in some way.
e
MR. KAWANGA:

No, no, no. In this particular respect, Mr. Kyemba, you yourself, in
your book, you say between you, Obote and Amin you actually knew
what was going on.

KYEMBA:

Yes, Sir.

MR. KAWANGA:

You were involved in the act of encouraging them.

KYEMBA:

Communication maybe.

MR. KAWANGA:

Communication and what not. Now what I want to know, was this in
the national interest or in the interest of ldi Amin, Obote or Kyemba?

KYEMBA:

MR. KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

I should, perhaps, say here that by about this time Obote had his trust
in Idi Amin rather - he was then Deputy Commander of the Army and
he preferred that he deals with Idi Amin on that issue rather than the
Commander of the Army who was Brigadier Opolot. Now the dealings
between Amin and Obote were direct together with Akena Adoko's
General Service; because I know the General Service was used to
provide transport to ferry some of the anns from Mbale and from other
places to Arua. But the dealings on this particular issue were direct
between Amin and Obote without the Commander getting involved as I
know as a matter of fact. And again for this particular operation. as I
said in the book which I have given as evidence, we had radio
communication between Idi Amin and Obote at the State House,
Entebbe. Being Private Secretary, I had to answer those calls when the
President was not there; even, when he was there, I had to answer it
before he came onto the radio. The other person who got in, olved in
this one was Bob Astles who used to fly Amin in his Piper to Arua on
his mission. He is the other person as far as I know who was actively
involved in this.
My question is, what was this deal for? Of what national interest was
this deal? Were these things being bought for the good of Uganda or
was it a private deal between the Prime Minister. his Deputy
Commander and the rebels?
No, my Lord, if you remember correctly, the Organization of African
Unity generally and the East African Leaders felt betrayed by
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Thsombe's seizure of ower . .
they had a puppet I pd . m ~mshasa. They did not feel happy that
leaders were in su ~~ er m Kmshasa. All the African progressive
up to his death. iese of Lumumba and the forces that followed him
And that is why basicall were represented by the easterners of Zaire.
Leaders were for th
Y ~hesympathy for Obote and the East Afncan
legitimise a gove at regu~e. Now the question was, 'How do you
it, well there . rnr;ient which does not yet exist? If you want to assist
Thsombe
thi_snka
e~al government in Kinshasa which was headed by
I i
•
this
was • •m my view,
•
•
with.
•
the difficulty
we had to deal

MR KAWANGA:

Now, I see. Okay • The relations
• h"ip between Obote and Amin This
.
has b ecome or became a b
. durmg
. the penod
. of Obote
h h .
one of contention
2 '. whet er It was Obote who groomed Amin who eventually caused all
th 1sh avoc and. so on • w·11
• us - would you, perhaps, •m a
1
i , Pease,
give
nuts ell describe - the relationship of Amin and Obote in the sixties
and up _to 1967? Was it cordial? Was it of total loyalty? Was the one
promotmg the other - and that kind of thing?

KYEMBA:

Well, again, here we have got a relationship of opportunism. There
was ~o question at the beginning that Obote was trying to retain the
co~om~l army as it existed under its leadership. Under that leadership,
Bngad1er Opolot was the Commander and Idi Amin was the Deputy
Commander. And just before Independence and after Independence,
even an attempt was made to recruit a number of young officers into
the army - the so-called Sandhurst trained officers to try and reinforce
the national army. Now it became clear after some time that Idi Amin
was very unhappy with the Sandhurst trained officers and an attempt
was clearly made with Obote' s connivance or collaboration to remove
those officers from the army - from effective control of the army.
They also had, as you remember, quite a few problems with the army
mutiny in Jinja in 1964; after which again Amin emerged as one of the
key characters in the game that was going on. Now, in the meantime,
this Zairean problem was on our borders. Zaire had got independence
about 1960 and we had so many refugees through here; we had all this
fighting on our borders. And, as I indicated earlier, the assignment for
the man to deal with the Ugandan situation at the border was assigned
to Idi Amin; I suppose, because he was trusted by Obote and secondly
he happens to come from Koboko in West Nile. Now one of the
reasons that apparently, as far as I know, led to· Brigadier Opolot being
eased out was his association with Buganda. I know this as a matter of
fact. He sometime - I can not remember the exact date - he married
one of Prince Badru Kakungulu's nieces or something.

MR.KAWANGA:
KYEMBA:

MR.NAGENDA:

Kavuma' s daughter.
Kavuma, s daughter - that is right - a relativ~ and this br~ught Brigadier
Opolot closer to Mengo, so to speak according to Obote s eye; and that
was enough offence to make sure that he should not be trusted. So that
it pushed Obote closer to ldi Amin even further.
But Obote himself was married to a Muganda! How!
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KYFMBA:
MR KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

MR. KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

MR. KA W ANGA:

KYEMBA:

I am told it was a love affair.
At least, for the first period, what is your assessment of Ob
·
• was sa1'd , he d'd
h
ote? r,
example, at one ume,
1t
. 1 not ave control ~e• l"Or
army· that he was not really responsible for the misdeed t the
'
.
.
s of th
soldiers. They were gettmg out of control. Now, m your v·
e
ou think that the activities of the soldiers in Obote 1 were beytewd,
do
Y
.
M' .
on the
knowledge or control of the then Pnme 1mster or President
as he
became?

r think, the situation, my Lord, is different and what you are saying
now was much more conspicuous under Obote 2 than under Obote 1
Under Obote 1, and that is the period that I was officially associated.
he had some control of the army until they parted ways with Amin and
the General Service also became too powerful. That is when it was not
easy to detect who had done what. But in Under Obote 1, I would not
accept that Obote should deny responsibility that he had control. He
was the Commander-in-Chief - he was proudly saying he was the
Commander-in-Chief.
Okay. Now we go to Amin. My Colleague here wondered why you
are able to be under Obote and then quickly switched onto Amin. I
think, when you read your book, you will find the answer, it is near.
You knew the man very well; you had been friends; you trusted each
other; and, therefore, you felt quite comfortable with him initially
apparently at the initial period of his regime. I dare say that we who
were by then young men we were really surprised by your switch of
from one regime to the other; it required this kind of explanation for
people to understand how you had done it. But would you deny that
you knew anything about the Amin attempt to overthrow - the
arrangement to overthrow the Obote government?
My Lord, again in the evidence before you which I wrote not knowing
that I would even ever come back to Uganda to give evidence; I was
writing it with all the freedom I had in my mind. I did say that I did
not know of the attempt by Amin to take over the government. In fact
I remember writing somewhere; I cannot remember the exact words.
That you would be surprised that I had the intuition that he was very
insecure as a head of government.
In fact that is the very clause which has prompted me to ask this
question. Here you are; you are going to Singapore with your Head of
State, but you take away your BMW; your valuables removed from
State House quietly from your Head of State; you take them
comfortably to Jinja. What prompted you to do this kind of thing if
you did not know anything?
That is precisely what I said; I wish I had known; if I had known that
he was going to be overthrown I would possibly have taken everything;
certainly I would have taken everything; I just picked a few items; I
would have taken everything if I knew that Obote will be overthrown.
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MR.

You would not have found a . .
considered valuable d
shirt o~ mine in Entebbe; I took what I
an 1 left them with my family in Jinja.
Okay: now you are in d .
.
.
atrocities that were b . urmg ~m Regime, you knew of all the
difficult period· you exem~ committed, and it must have been very
of so many prdbl
plained why you were not able to leave because
for continuing w emsh. But one of the reasons that you continue giving
· not
feel personally astht at Amin trusted you. That therefore you did
threatened th
reatened; but the moment you felt personally
this attitud ~n y~u made arra~gementsto leave Do you not think that
with the w~o•l:~ _mleselfish m public interest; and that you continued
hmg for as long as you felt personally safe?
KYEMBA:

Yes, .My
. and have endeavoured to
. Lord·• I laboured on that pomt
1
explam as best as I can. As I did say earlier the decision and timing
to leave is the most difficult version; it is the most difficult decision to
make. You could not resign the office and remain in this country;
w~ll.' I do not know of anybody who resigned his office out of the 14
rmlho? Ugan~ans and remained in Amin's Uganda; let alone Obote;
Obote s son did. In Amin's Uganda you could not resign and remain
here. I would be happy if anyone told us that so and so had resigned
and had gone to the village. In fact I can tell you My Lord that many
Ugandans, officers in government were praying why they were not
sacked; Ministers were praying why they were not sacked so that they
can at least go quietly into private life. Now the question of trust
really is - I refer to the fact that he knew that I was not interested in
being a Minister anyway; I was interested in a career civil service. I
was interested in doing a job as a public officer. And that one I think
assisted me because during all these years I maintained most of my
associations because I made a distinction between official duty and my
private· life. And I think that one assisted me and Amin I suppose
knew that I did not want to be with Adrisi; I never challenged his
position.

!

OU

I

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay, just to take you a little bit back to Obote. You noticed that he
started alright; but virtually most of his closest friends had fallen out
with him by the time he fell out; he went.

KYEMBA:

Who? Amin?

MR. KAWANGA:

Obote One. Most of the friends he had from the beginning, the
• • ters, what not·, by the time he was overthrown,
he had more or
.
.
M 1rns
less dropped them; or they had fallen out ~ith him; you know, start
'th Am'n the Ministers the Nadiopes of this world and others. What
Wl
1 ,
.
•
b
f
?
do you think is the cause of this? Is it excessive a use o power.
What is it?

KYEMBA:

1 fact for some of us when Obote dared to come
That ~s very tru;.
le scrambled to get back to office closer to him;
back m 1980 an ' p p I thought that if anyone knew Obote well, he
I was amazed fibecause to keep his distance. But yet you had a lot o f
would be the ir~t one h were prepared to run to this man; and Obote
people, opportumsts w o

:0
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had been used very well by several of these thug~ around him .
knew his weakness: but they knew that as Ohote m a Chair h. l hey
•.
be able to amass all sorts of power and opportumt1es.
This' .l ey ,,.
..11!
•
•
B
·r
1
is
a
v
true assessment of the s1tuat10n. ecause I you oak at the
ery
rightly said, the people who were with Obote in I 960s practic~~You
the time he came back everybody who had any common sense k Yb.y
distance. But you still had the Rwakasisis; Dr. Luwuliza Kirund~t his
had all sorts of characters who were prepared to go and sacrific' You
•
"1or their
• mmor
•
••
bigger national interest
opportumt1es.
In my owne .the
•
people had had enough time to assess Obote as a leader from 19 view
62
to 1971; and even in exile up to 1979. But again fate was t:p
Ugandans do not learn; we had a situation where Obote was able ~t
deceive and continued to deceive people; and the situation continued ~
think I would put the blame on the whole Obote situation as the
exercise in opportunism. And unless this can be given a death blow
Uganda will continue to have the same kind of problems. I referred
sometime to - I think somebody also referred to the question of the way
people respond to leaders. You had Amin removed, people rejoiced;
Obote removed, people rejoiced; Lutwa removed, people rejoiced; and
if you look at the newspapers, all you see are messages of
congratulations; similar fashions; the only thing they change is the
name. The leaders of - General Managers of - all they change is to
change Lutwa to Muwanga; change Muwanga to Obote; and all that
kind of thing. There is no sense in all this; in fact as far as I know, it
is only the present President who has said, please enough with these
nonsensical congratulatory messages on this and that. But the problem
we have I think is basically one of the opportunism; principles are
lacking; people are prepared to do anything as long as they can be
given a factory to manage.
CHAIRMAN:

I think let us have a break. Now, Mr. Kyemba, we shall resume with
you again at may be 11.50 a.m. So we shall adjourn for a break now
and resume here at 11.50 a.m.

BREAK
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

MR. KAWANGA:

Now after the break we have had, perhaps for record purposes, I am
informed that we have some visitors from the Danish Press Agency;
and then there is another gentleman who would like to come and watch
and see what we are doing; they may take some photographs or record
the proceedings; we have permitted them to do that So l think this
should not surprise you.
My Lord Chairman, Mr. Henry Kyemba is still continuing with his
testimony.
Mr. Kyemba, when we broke off I was trying to find out why Obote's
favourites eventually fell out with him.
You tried to answer the
question and to you it is a question of opportunism. But that could be
judged in Obote Two. But from your experience in Obote once people
worked with him; they formed a political party; they became Ministers;
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they hecame arm
one fell
y officers with him B
.
out. I do not k
• ut over a time one by one each
nd
e ed his first period NnowWho remained his friend by the e~d he
happen?
• ow What I
•
want to find out is why did this
~, EMBA:

..

MR. KA WANGA:

KYEMBA:

I think the main reaso . h
got to know what th n is t at the closer you got to Obote the more you
wh t h
e man was reall l'k
a t e man was really l'k th
Y '. e. And once you found out
you get out of the thing? ; :,
e question that remained was how do
after he arrested M1msters
• • • and
new'
d • as•a matter of fact' for example• that
many people wanted to
ismissed and detained various people,
• d'1cated earlier, the question
was whether you got get out·' but as I m
people remained at th ?ut or not, he could still detain you, and many
•
eir posts But I think
b d
·
o f Judgement must have mad •
. .
any o y with a good sense
unfit as a leader to le d h. e up his mmd early enough that Obote was
his background but ha t is country· And this is not merely because of
of the lot Other . ~ wdasone - I would say, the greatest opportunist
•
s Jome him as O rtu •
greatest opportunist· Ob
ppo msts as well; but he was the
quest·
'
ote knew exactly what he wanted And the
He h •~n was' w?o are the people who can help me to get ;hat I want
•
ah n~ ~articular line that once somebody follows this particular
lme,
t en 1t 1s okay For h' I•t
h
what I
:
Im was, w om can I use to help me to get
K k want. That is why he fell out fairly early with people like John
a onge, the Secr:tary General of the UPC who were very strong
party members; B1dandi Sali, Kintu Musoke, Kirunda Kivejjinja.
Thes~ fell _o_utfairly early because once he had used them to get a
certam pos1t1on, he did not need them any more. Similarly when he
used Buganda to get to parliament; he found no use to retain the
Kabaka Yekka Alliance; because they had already given him the
opportunity to get into Parliament as a Prime Minister. Now they
could be discarded. Similarly and the situation went on like that. And
anybody with any reasonable sense of judgement as I said, it was a
question of, when am I going to be thrown over board.

Okay. What I want to know, apparently you were close to the man
and, over time you got satisfied that he had no qualities of leadership;
he should not have been a leader in the first place. Now we would
want to know what those bad qualities that you saw which made you to
reach the conclusion that he should not be a leader. Where were those?
He was presiding over a machinery that was not, as it was, in place at
first when he came to power. When Obote was elected to lead the
UPC and eventually to lead the government at the time of
Independence, it was a compromise governme~t; it was powers shared
between various parties; and one was satisfied that there were
reasonable checks and balances on the system as it existed. Now, little
did many people know or realise that actually what Obot~ wanted was
to get into his seat and then use the government machmery to e~e
other people out. Because Obote was nobody as far. as U gand~ s
• • l scene w as concerned • He wanted somebody to. mtroduce
him
poht1ca
.
to the K a ba ka o f Bugan da •• he had to use Grace Ibmgira and Abu
MayanJa• w·11·
1 1am Nadiope and so on. The moment that had been done
h
'
he had no more use ..1or them · He was using them as ladders. And t at
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1 hdicn: is the understanding I can put the whole situation.
MR K \\\ •\NG:\·

KYFMBA:

MR. KAWANGA:
KYEMBA:

CHAIRMAN:

COMMISSIONER:
CHAIRMAN:

KYEMBA:

Alright Now let us go hack to the Amin's period after
You were first Personal Assistant and then Permanent Se0 bate One
• you please tell
cretary anc1
then Minister and so on and so forth. Will
made Amin as vicious as he became. Was he by nature v·c
· us \\·hat
1 10 Us: ct·
• .
•
1d he
de\'clop this v1c10usness
due to circumstances;
what happened?
Fortunately I served both Amin and Obote.
They shared
characteristic; they felt to behave like wild animals when they one
.
cornered; and once they were cornere d , •1t was very difficult
to coWere
•
•
h
anyone of them. Obote was very v1c1ous w en he knew hentrot
h
nowhere to run: similarly, Amin was very vicious when he knew thad
• cornere d .
~
he was bemg
That is a natural animal instinct. I think so.
Thank you. Having said that, of the two men, I would rather have
worked with Amin than Obote. Because Amin was amiable; when he
wanted to be jolly, you could talk to him as a human being. Obote was
a chameleon; he was very cunning, a sort of - you did not know
whether he behaved like a leopard or a cat; you do not know how he
will respond to certain things. Idi Amin when he was jolly; enjoying
his swim; he was a human being; and you could say, yes. he is
ertjoying his life; that is alright. I was not surprised when after the
excesses of Amin when he came; Obote came and even exceeded him
even more. I was not surprised.
Mr. Kyemba, that was a very good question, I think; but you have not
answered it; you have avoided it; you have said something else. Could
you try to answer it please, if you know?
Could you repeat the question?
I think the question was that Amin became very v1c1ous. Do you
know; can you tell us if you can, why? About Amin.
But, My Lord, that is what I thought I tried to answer; I said that.
when Amin was cornered he tended to behave like wild arumals; and l
was told that is the way, the normal response.

CHAIRMAN:

How was he cornered I mean for so many years. eight years.

KYEMBA:

I mean by various incidents; if he knew, for example, there was an
attempt to overthrow him by certain group of officers. real or
imaginary, he would respond viciously. This is what I had in mind.
My Lord. I said, as far as I knew, there was no limit to how he would
respond once he knew he had some danger, real or imaginary.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! The reason why I asked you this is because if you give this kind
of answer, then there is no reason to blame Amin. Virtually and most
leaders I know react in the same way. The moment they feel they are
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threatened b)· an oven!
least
lrow or anyth·mg they
~ ·
••
,
act VICIOUSiy;
in Africa at
\Veil. I do not kno
these I d
w whether that h l
d • ~ ers should act accord" s ou <l be accepted as such· because
ea] \\'Ith a rebellious Minist . mg to law; if the machinery i~ there to
than to ta~c him to court de_r,~hy do you have to lock him up rather
O r 1sm1sshim?

Because m the first 1
•
P ace when the
accordmg to Jaw A d h
Y come to power they do not come
·
•
n t e same peopIe are gomg
• ' to do this always
agam.
KYEMBA:

Well, I think again here it • b
been strong enough and. ~s ecause I suppose the machinery has not
fought to ensure that th' ga ndans, ' the, people themselves have not
behave in the way the • ~se leaders are not given the opportunity to
0 8
behave.d the way he d~d . • 1 ecause the moment, for example, Obote
i lil
•
•
966 CO • '.
arresting five of ou
' mmg mto a Cabmet Meetmg and
happy to remain asr ~o 11ea~e~ • All the othe~ Ministers were quite
Internal Affairs. And ~n Mmisters ~f Education, Hon. Minister of
appointment to fill the v thers _were q~it~ ready to begin pedalling for
.
acancies. This is a phenomenon which really
our society
should
b
.
e answerable for rather than Obote or Amin to be
responsible

MR. K.AWANGA:

~kay! Would you then say that - you tend to call these two people
dictators -to you , Amin was a d"ictator and Obote was a dictator.
•
Am I
correct?

KYEMBA:

There is no doubt about that; I do not think that there is any question
about these people being dictators. So it is a question of degree for
both of them.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! How did Uganda find itself landing in the hands of two
successive dictators? Was it because Ugandans did not care of whom
they chose to be their leader? Or was it because the stresses and
strength of office changed otherwise good people into dictators?

KYEMBA:

My Lord, I do not even believe that we had only two dictators. \Ve
had more than two dictators; Obote was a dictator: Amin was a
dictator; Muwanga was a dictator; Lutwa was a dictator; practically
every leader who was to become on the scene in Uganda has behaved
as if the 14 million Ugandans do not exist. We have had dictators only.
The only situation where we have now is where we are trying to
establish a formula where the people of Uganda now can participate in
governing themselves; this is the only opportunity we have had over
the last 25 years.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just for a point here, I am sorry to interrupt. I am very interested
because when you mention the list of dictators. there are two names_of
·ct ts that you leave out and, before we move on. I would hke
P ~•~
.
s·.
"'
h
your feeling about President Lule and President ma1sa. n ere t ey
.

.

?

also dictators, m your view·
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d I think in fairness to the other two, the late Prof l
M} Lor ·& 68 days· and those of us who were lucky to be u\e 'Was
1or
•
. .
h
.
arou d
President
• .
k
the terrible machinations e was subJected t n at
that umhet ncamewe
in under UNLF. Similarly, with Hon. Bina~1sbylhe
cirque t a
• p •ct
a, Qn
. 1 believe as a compromise res1 ent; he start..~ '-,
he came m,
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'-\.I
w·h
. 11 no powers and tried to get more powers as he went on It
practica Y
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I wouId be the last : and
0 ne t
he was eventually removed by Muwanga.
.
.
suggest that any of those two acted as d1~tators. They tned to live bo
· ts of the machinery under which they operated.
Y
the constrain
MR. K.AWANGA:
KYEMBA:

MR. KA WANGA:

KYEMBA:

MR. KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

Well, but according to you the rest of the leaders were dictators.
With the two,
there is no question. If it is a question of Lutwa, agam we know what
was happening.

NiR-KAWAl

1 have no doubt, it is common knowledge, My Lord:

I(YEMBA:

Now what reason do you give as to why Uganda should be having
successive dictators, virtually? Because unless we get to the root of
that problem, we shall never solve the Ugandan problem.
My answer to that, my Lord, is simply that we must return the powers
to the people and live by the constitution as by law established. If we
cannot live by the laws under which this country is being governed,
you <IBngo to heaven, you will not find a solution to our problem. Let
us agree that the people are the supreme organ in this country; they
have got the powers and they should remove you. As long as you do
not accept that the people can remove you from government,· they are
as useless as our leader as anything else. Most of these rulers have
used generally the people for their own purposes. They say, "~ am a
man of the people"; Obote was saying, "everywhere UPC", but
everybody knew that there was no UPC everywhere. This is a kind of
situat,ion in which we have lived over the years. We were prepared to
watch televisions, somebody shouting 'everybody is a UPC' . •And yet
we know everywhere there is no UPC. And still we are happy about
it.

MR.NA

Now would you agree with me that perhaps the reason why we have
had the dictators is that because the leaders we have had, have always
derived their power from the use of the gun - violence?
Exactly. They have used violence to perpetuate themselves; to portray
them as leaders. Obote knew very well that he did not, for example,
win the elections. And yet people were prepared to congratulate him;
church services were held to praise his return. This is all the spectrum
of society went ahead to rejoice at that kind of hood-winking of the
entire population. Yet we all know that it was Oyite Ojok' s _guns
which were shooting people who were celebrating their genuine victory
when they won certain elections. We had a situation where a whole
President stopped even the Returning Officers counting the votes and
announcing the results.
And yet we said, the situation is alright;
Muwanga had said you get five years if you say so and so has won. So

KYE
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do not say, even if .
been congratulated ) ou know you have wo
defeat coming
at the end of an el . n. You get people who have
and he says kon to the Radio and aec~1on;people who have admitted
I
to have• de"•. o a)•·Pease,
you•hav gam you hear so and so has won;
,eated )'
e won agai . I
this was accc
ou. The situation w
n, am sorry, I pretended
these ma I . ptcd apparently Without as buttressed by violence. And
butt
c 1me1y of the State R
any reservations. Then you have
ressed even •
esearch· NASA
Lord
Journalists and oth
'
.
and the rest of it
•
ers not saymg a word. Thank, My

r

MR KAWANGA.:

Okay. Let us eh
An •
ange the subject D'
•
un order by any means th
• . td you m your experience see
e execution of anybody?

KYEMBA

Not dire_ctly' my Lord: he was
.
.
to use his words. But I kne; '_1ath1~k, stupid as he ~as; he knew how
to know, for example h
gam perhaps I was mtelligent enough
former Minister of I '"w en_people were being arrested; like when the
n,ormation Al oHouse among various d' . .' ex Jera, was brought to the State
was represented effect' i~mtanes of the OAU; incidentally the OAU
was brought amon t ive y at the function. When a whole Minister
and give h1'ma
gds us and paraded in bare trousers, Amin said go
goo treatment• tak h •
•
.
'
Everybody knew that h .
'
e im and give him good treatment.
.
avmg been brought amongst us bare breasted·
he was not gomg to b •
.
e given b etter treatment away from us· because•
ot h erw1se why not g·ive h'1m better treatment before he comes
' to us
wh ere he has been exposed?. You could know that intelligence
deman~s that the man was going to get a worse situation than he was in
at the time.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, Mr. Kawanga; you went to this point before I had a chance to
react to your last point; the question you put to the witness; which, if I
remember correctly, said, are you saying, these people are dictators;
because they have come to power through the force of the gun? And I,
personally, would like to disassociate myself from the generalisation;
because it strikes me that - not just speaking because I am a supporter
of the present government, but that in many cases governments are
going to come to power through the gun and still be able to deal
democratically with the people. So, I know you are giving evidence,
but I am going to ask you a question. Therefore in view that. I am
asking - did you understand the question properly before you answered
it? Or are you implying that all governments which come to_power by
the gun are, therefore, undemocratic? I want to put this on record
straight.

KYEMBA:

the question but certainly I ~i~ n?t underst~d it to
include the present government; you are inqumng mto the penod up to
the 25th January 1986. In any case I belong to the NRM and; I do not
share that the pe~ples' guns that are protecting people of Uganda are by

I understood

force.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay'

.
. h the other question about Amin ordering
let me contmue wit
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_ . sin our presence. You said "euphemisms", but You
executiond h ytactually he has directed that the man be killed Would
understan t a
·
KYEMBA:

efinite as that; I knew that there was some O .
I would not be as d
h . •t .
Illtnou.
I
Id not be as definite, My Lord, as t at, I it was somethin 8,
b~t
coufit
I could possibly have some idea, yes.
g for
his bene
1,

MR. KAWANGA:

that Amin ordered
the execution of Alex
But do you have any
. doubt
.
?
Ojera by saying, give him V.I.P. treatment.

KYEMBA:

Well, the fact is that, after Alex Ojera left, he never re-appeared up to
the present day; unless he died of natural causes; we were never told.

MR. KA WANGA:

I see! What about Picho Ali?

KYEMBA:

It is as same as_

r cannot remember exactly what he said; the Picho Ali

and other rebels who were arrested in Masaka, Mutukula, the pictures
were on Television; and in fact my information was, I think, also on
Television.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay, if you did not approve, okay. Would you have instances where
you think Amin approved of executions.after they had been completed?

KYEMBA:

Well, I am sure he must have approved many of these; because they
reported to him time and again. And I think on one or two occasions I
must have been around when he was being told so and so is dead or
something;'-and he never bothered; it was not news to him. And one
would have said, okay, if so and so has died, then do this; what is the
cause of his death; he never bothered.

MR. KAWANGA:

In your book you give the instance of Emmanuel Ogwal whose driving
permit was brought -

KYEMBA:

It was brought to his office after there had been a fight at N akasero.
This was soon after the take-over.

MR. KAWANGA:

KYEMBA:

Having experienced all this, you know, your brother is picked up and
killed; you have seen this man more or less ordering; instructing
people to kill or approving of executions already completed. How did
it feel for you - you know - this i_sextremely important even for future
generations. How did it feel for you to continue serving this kind of
regime? How were you able to be sustained in your conscience in this
thing?
My Lord, I have referred to this question before. I know it is a vital
one. But I think, as I did indicate earlier, I think the most important
thing was to try and distance oneself; distance yourself as much as you
possibly can, and as soon as it is possible to do so. I did, as I said
earlier, join government as a civil servant. I resigned from government
and went into exile. I was not sacked I was not booted by any
President. So the emphasis here should be, how does one leave? And
then a question comes - when does one leave?
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MR. KAWANGA:
CHAIRMAN:

Okay. I will ask you two final questions. One is about Sorry, Commissioner, I think, I could have held this question and ask
it later. But I think this is necessary to ask how because it is relevant.
Mr. Kyemba, definitely you have your book, it is a credit to you and
the fact that you resigned, you did what other people did not do. But
you have tried to explain here, I think, in a great length, to say why
you stayed on as long as you did; both in Obote One and in Amin's
time. Now I would like you to answer this - I will put it bluntly and I
think the Commission would like the answer. You criticised many
people as being opportunists or having been opportunists to have
served silently to things which they knew or to have known_that they
were no good and so on. As I say, it is commendable that m ~e end

you left in 1977. But I would like to ask you and I would hke to
know; do you not think you yourself can be accused of the same thmg,
that is, having been an opportunist?
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KYFMBA

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much, my Lord, for giving me this op
• t hat accusation
• .1s one that anPortun
answer that. Because certamly
b •ty to
serves a dictatorial regime has got to contend with. One rn~ Ody \Vho
• ng
• ht m
• saying wst be able
to explain why and how. And you are qmte
•
•.
•
• OUld1
be accused of the same pos1t1on?As you nghtly say, I did re . not
•
•
• ":as unacceptable;sign
commission when I realised
that th e s1tuat1on
anctIllY
onlv problem is when. Now the other question that I would l'k Illy
. - I was
i e th
Commissio_ners
_may_be to address. themseIves t? It• 1s
here
during Amm's time nght from the time he - not nght from the tirn e
. s·mgapore wh en h e seized
.
seized power because I was m
powere he
•
b
came back after he had seized power. Not ecause I was promisect. 1
• back to this officeany
job; not because I was told that you are gomg
or
that; J returned to my country when I thought the change of
government was giving us a fresh opportunity to make things better
after the Obote's disaster of the 1960s and early 1970s. When I carne
back, I was, of course, still a civil servant; and like many other civil
servants who remained behind or survived the change of government.
I later continued. I was here, for example, during the expulsion of the
Asians; I was a senior government officer; I was a Cabinet Minister.
We all know, for example, that many senior officers were happy to
rush to apply for Asians properties. They were allocated businesses;
they were allocated houses; they were allocated cars; now the question
is to ask - now that we are very lucky to have you Mr. Kyemba
around; what were you allocated as business; what house were you
allocated during Amin's time? I was close to the government as I said.
If anyqne can come around and say during that time you were allocated
business also. I would say that again will go to discredit one who was
being an opportunist. I am the first to say that although I remained
here for these years, I do not think that there is anything that I was
taking opportunity of. I remained as a civil servant; I resigned and
went into exile leaving my country and my relatives behind. But if
somebody can come with some suggestion that, on, yes, Amln
allocated you a big house in Kololo; you were allocated this factory in
this area; that one obviously will go down. Again if Obote also
allocated me something or gave me this one beyond what a civil servant
should get I suppose that again will go down to one's discredit.
Because I know so many who benefitted from this diabolical system.
But I do not think I could go down as one of those.
But, Mr. Kyemba, I am sorry, but on this point I have really got to
come in; following on what the Chairman asked. I cannot come in and
say whether you got a big car or not a big car; I will be the first to say,
I have known you for over 30 years; that I have been very surprised, m
fact, aghast, if you were involved, for example, in murder which was
going on, certainly I would say that. But here I bring my own proof of
opportunism and, it is written by yourself in this very good book. And
it is, you have returned from Singapore where you have been with your
master whom you served very loyally. Yesterday you said that the
bullet that went to his mouth - kissed your neck. That is how close you
were. And there is no point on denying it; you were very close. Then
you get back at this darkest of his hours; he had just been
unceremoniously booted out, you go to Dar-es-Salaam. I will not read
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Now the least you could h
d
.
that
.
ave one, which would have helped you at
f very m~nute when you were talking together to disclose these ideas
oh opportumsm, was for you to say, Mr. President, we have worked all
t e way. together , I am sor ry, but I have to go home. Or whatever, you
left_ without backward glance; and slipped very easily into the new
regime. It goes on the same, on the next page - the BMW was waiting
for you, then they gave you a Mercedes to take you home. And then
with yo~r wife - if I perhaps may just read that a little bit when you
met agam - and I would be delighted to meet my wife again, if I had
one - (Laughter). His driver took me in the Mercedes to meet Tereza
who had brought her own car from Jinja. We drove back home
together laughing and talking as we each heard the details of the other's
life over the previous three weeks. This on your side would include while you were laughing and talking would include - "you know, when
we were in Singapore, my boss lost his job". Mr. Kyemba, please
attack our system, but include yourself in it. It is more noble so to do.
KYEMBA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and I am grateful for your Colleagues
comments. I want to make one point abundantly clear I stand square
by what I wrote here. I knew, I had no dou~t in my own mind ?Y the
time Obote was overthrown in 1971 by Amm, that he was a disaster
for this country.
I am not going to praise. his presiding over this
country under any accusation. Obote was a disaster; and the one only
good thing that had happened for Uganda as of January 25th, 1971, the
onl
ood news that anybody knew in this country was that he .had
y g th
I would have celebrated with anybody at that ume,
b een over rown.
db
•
hance of
nl
.i
I knew that this country ha een given a c .
not o y m~ w~ e.
nd if it happened again, I would behave exactl.)
a fresh begmnmg • A
logies for celebrating at Obote s
I make no apo
.
h
t e same way.
Id l brate again if he is overthrown again.
overthrow.
And I wou ce e
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tlllyII!' w111, llll'll; illc~ally, why were you there'!

I wns 1101 n Minister, my Lord. I wac;a ..
,
.
c1v11
i-.ervn111 pn<11cd '" St,rtc I louse. I had doctors with me who came ba k
with 1111· lrrn11 1he1c; I had police officers with me in Dar es-Salaacrn
wl111
cn1111,:
haek to I lr,a11dawith me. I had all these other officers and
1
will 11cw1 111:ikc n11yapology for celebrating at Ohotc's overthrowr
'1'11111
< :1111 tor hid, because I think that was a disaster and it i~
1111l111l111tall'
that he was manoeuvred hack again in 1980 for Obote II, it
was ag:1111a1101hc1 disaster, hut that is not my responsibility Even
whl'11 I was 1101 i11government again Ohotc was there for another five
yt•a,s pn:sided ovcr hy Muwanga and others, and I am not going to
apologise to anybody that 'oh, I am sorry, Obotc you should come
haek and preside over this country' I think - (interjection).
I

w11'l II l ,vii

sc,v,1111;

That is not what I meant; I meant as a person with whom .
I was very happy! I was not Obotc's appointee; I was a civil servant of
the government of Uganda and I belonged to Uganda; I did not belong
to Obote, Obote had no people. I belonged to Uganda and I came back
to my country Uganda. It would be a disaster to tell people that as
long as one leader is overthrown, please pack up your bags and go
where he goes. We would not have many people around here, they
would be in Zambia!

~1R. NAGENDA:

This is true; but let me ask you a question, because you have made
your view very forcibly and I am delighted to hear it. If yo~ had had a
chance, Mr. Kyemba, of overthrowing this man who was illegally m
his position - let us say that you had a chance on t~is trip to Singapore
to make absolutely certain that he went down and did not get up, would
you have used it?

KYEMBA:

you mean committed murder to him or assassinated him?

MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

No to overthrow somebody who was there illegally\ Would you have
used that opportunity if it had arisen?

My Lord, I do not understand the question.
Okay, let me restate it.
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MR NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:
MR NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

MR. NAGENDA:

You have made a v
disaster to this count er,:' very strong statement on why Obote was a
vie\\' b •
ry tn 197 I - I do
k
·, eing such ad"rsaster - but c rt .not
now when he started in your
I .
e am y m 1971 he was a disaster;
That is right.
Plus he was hold
tng that Chair illegally;
That is correct.
Yesterday, if I may refresh
present Archb • h
your memory, you said of the Archbishop would
is r,°p of Uganda - that you gained the impression that he
use any orce to bring down a regime that he was against - I
ca~ot remember which one they were so many - therefore I am
as mg Y?u the same question. If you had the opportunity as a ~itizen
as a patnot of this country, to have brought about the downfall of you;
President of your country, in this case Dr. Obote very well known to
you. Would you have used that opportunity?
My Lord, if I may answer; I was asked one time when I was in exile
about whether if I had had an opportunity to kill Amin whether I would
have used that opportunity. I was asked about that on a couple of
occasions, on interview on various programmes, and what I think you
are asking me is something similar Not at all! If I wanted to say 'would you have killed Amin' the words
are very easy for me; I would not have wasted a long sentence. You
know very well what I mean, Mr. Kyemba, I am saying; if you had a
chance on or before Singapore to have made sure that this man that you
have said it was very vehemently, he was unfitted for the office he
held; would you in any way have used it? Now, that might have been
put down a banana skin that he fell on it; it might have been anything, I
am not going as far as death for the time being. I am just saying; would
you have seen yourself as part of - in any way however small - of the
overthrow of this person; would you have played such a part?

KYEMBA:

To answer you honestly, no. But I would not have prevented anybody
to put a banana peel in his way.

MR. NAGENDA:

Ok
bec?u•s;::

Mr. Kyemba, after this question I will really shut up:
'have been talking for a very long time. Personally I have

enjoyed you very much.
KAKWENZIRE:

. C
l I want also to add on a rejoinder to this
Excuse me Leadmg_ ou:ethis
material time. In your book, Mr.
theme of opporturusm
• l"ving Uganda in 1977 as a personal
b
gave your reason ior 1
"N I
Kyem a, you .
on a e 192 you say; and I quote;
ow
fear for your hfe. In fact
p g. Uganda would serve no useful
knew that my further presencle m ld face the same fate to die at the
h t soon or later wou
.
. . f
purpose, an d t a
. d
ble to pay. even the s1mphc1ty orm
hands of Amin with my fnen s una
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respect to 111), hody·• like Oryema and Ofumhi;
ti b I knew too llluch ,,
1y you 1e t ecause Your p
• K
ha
I
take
it
that
actual
.
so Mr ycm •
crson
~life.' was• 111
• danger • You got frightened
by what
happened to Your
al
.
.
1eave as a protest to What
•
f
•
d
•
and
in
fact.
you
did
not
cabmet nen s.
Id I
\Ila_\
•
t
Ugandans•
otherwise
you
wou
1ave
put
the
murct
happening o
•
. .
.
er of
the Archbishop and the two M1mstcrs .as your strongest motive to
•
But here you stated that you . resigned
resign.
. . ibecausef you fearectthat
1
your friends would not pay you the s1mp 1c1ty?orm o respect. Is that
also a mild form of opportunism. Mr. Kyemba.
of

MR KA\VANGA:

In fact to add on, the heading for this chapter is 'No one is Sacrect' so,
perhaps, you thought you had ceased to be sacred.
M

KYEMBA:

Far from it, my Lord, I think you are extending my Lord, I think he is
extending too far because - (Interjection).

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, these questions have been put to this witness I
think extensively. However, I do not how long these questions will
continue, in view of the provisions of Legal Notice especially 'C'
which, my Lord, I would ask you to look at. It is true they have been
asked, but for how long are they going to continue?

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I have seen the Legal Notice, it is true and I think a great deal
of what Mr. Kyemba has said here has been opinion. His opinion as to
regarding individuals and government which he served; but as to how
long, I think the Commissioners have exhausted this question long
enough, but before perhaps final questions are asked, I think
Commissioner Kakwenzire' s question could be answered because it
refers specifically to a passage in the book written by the witness.

KYEMBA:

My Lord, the question of the title of that - 'No One is Sacred' 1s m
inverted commas; I put it in inverted commas, and quite clearly when
one is reading my book he should bear that in mind that the chapter
this reference 'no one is sacred' is in inverted commas and particularly
refers to the murder of the Archbishop and the two cabinet Ministers.
I want it to be known that it was given that title out of respect to the
loss of the head of the Anglican Church; not to the Ministers, Oryema
and Oboth Ofumbi and not even to me as a possible victim of this kind
of killing. I think that was quite clear in my mind when I did that
With regard to the other question, I would like to say that here again it
would not serve much useful purpose to me to pretend that I would be
more useful as a living person than as a corpse. Obviously if people
can fight a regime and remove it while they are still alive, that is far
better than if they become martyrs and we praise them for what they
have done. I considered myself more useful as a human being both in
Uganda and outside it, and if I gave the impression that I feared being
killed, I should in fact feel sorry about it, I do not know how many
who do not fear to be killed. Certainly if I knew I would be killed it is
a natural response; you take the first opportunity. If I could go back to
the quotation you made at the end of the chapter; if you go back to the
beginning of that same chapter, my Lord, I did say at the end of the
first paragraph that the killing of the Archbishop and the two
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Colleagues of mine was h .
.
say it was the onl
t e munechatecause of my defection; I did not
and I am proud y c~se. The situation was piling up as time went on,
to compile wh' my 0rd ' th~t the fact that I was around and was able
should be run ba:ever useful information I had, I think this country
been able to b: t:f and-the fact that you have summonedme here and
situation bette fi
assistance, however small, it should make our
th
and ran awa raso: e futur~ rather than if I had taken the chicken ride
.
. Y.
oon as either Obote started storming the palace or
Amm commg m a d
• so sorry that Obote is gone.
n me "1eelmg
MR. KAWANGA:

Okay,
now the last two questions
.
.
I wanted to ask were about the
As1ans. You were th
.
ere when the Asians
were ordered out of the
country; I want to know whether th"1sdec1S1on
• . was a cabmet
. dec1s1on.
.•

KYEMBA:

The Asians being booted out?

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

KYEMBA:

My Lord, the question of expulsion of the Asians was announced in
Tororo, Eastern Uganda, at the Army barracks by Amin, and we were
told that he had had a dream while he was in Moroto that the Asians
must be expelled. So, he rushed from there to Tororo and made the
announcement there; I was in Kampala at the time, and in any case by
then I was not a Cabinet Minister.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. So, you do not know whether - you do not think it was a
collective government decision?

KYEMBA:

E~en Amin never made it appear that it was a collective government
dec_ision; he made it to appear that it was direct communication with
God.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, about the picking of the Chief Justice and his being killed; by
virtue of your office, did you know the reason why Amin may have
taken this course of action?

KYEMBA:

My Lord, when the late Chief Justice, Benedicto Kiwanuka, was picked
up at the High Court, I was Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of
Culture on Parliament Avenue; I had no direct official dealings with the
Office of the President at that time. But I was a senior government
officer and I was a Ugandan at that, living in Kampala and we knew
that just before he was picked up~ the life President had made serious
accusations against a prominent personality who comes from Masaka.
I know there are many prominent people from Masaka, but it was quite
clear to many of us that the one who was being referred to by Amin at
that time, was no other than Benedicto Kiwanuka.

MR.KAWANGA:

Okay, finally this State Research thing; were there any members of the
cabinet who were members of the State Research - to your knowledge?

KYEMBA:

Well, it depends at what time you are referring to.
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By the time you left.
Bv the time I left, my former driver who was a member f
0 the s
•
•
Research
Bureau was also a member of• the Cab10et.
So
late
• (Interjection).
• I WouJct
some
say
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KYEMBA:

MR KA\VANGA:

KYE.MBA:

Who was this?

K

Mr. Chainnan. I am referring to Mr. Ismail Sebi, he was my d .
•
•m the State Re river
before the coup and later became very promment
• d M"mister
•
search
Bureau and was subsequently appomte
of Animal Resou
rces.

Now. the reason I am asking this is that after the coup. after the
1979
take over, photographs of people who were supposed to have been i
State Research were serialised in newspapers in this country; and on~
of the photographs that we saw was the one of Hon. Nshekanabo being
put among people who were in the State Research. So. I wanted to
know from you of your knowledge whether you knew whether he was
or that was a mistake.
It will be very difficult, Mr. Chairman, for me to exonerate any
particular person except if I know directly that he was a member.
because my own knowledge of the operations of the General Service
Unit was that they used quite a number of people in various ministries,
departments and private operations, to give them information as
members of State Research Bureau. I have no personal knowledge
myself that Mr. Nshekanabo was a member of the State Research
Bureau - I do not have. We were with him at Makerere and we worked
together in government, and that is all I know.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay, thank you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Before we leave the State Research Bureau, you told us earlier on about
the General Service Unit and you gave us the informati9n of who
headed that s~ction. Some of us were not here at the time, we would
also like if possible, to tell us the hierarchy of this State Research
Bureau, if you know.

KYEMBA:

D

The State Research Bureau, my Lord, was mainly composed· of
members of Amin's own community plus other fun_f,tionaries drawn
from various areas of Uganda. The head of the State Research Bureau
for most of the time, and I think up to the time I left to go into exile.
was Francis Itabuka who comes from the same area as Luwuliza
Kirunda in Bugwere-Busembatya; the deputy head of the State Research
Bureau - and actually the effective head - was somebody of Nubian
extraction, Farouk Minawa, he was actually the effective head of that
unit; below that there were quite a number of other thugs who were
attached to that unit; and I cannot remember their names, you could see
them in my book, their pictures appear in various areas and I cannot
say I remember their names quite honestly. They are mostly Muslim
names anyway, or Nubian names.
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I R I lJYOMBYA:

DR. l UY0\1BYA:

DR MAKUBUYA:

KYEMBA:

You tnld us that \'OU d"d
1
tll'e w 11creahouts of
•
F , .not know where Minawa is"'but do you know
•
rancis Itabuka?
•

I think he is in Jinja I 1
, • 1ave seen him a number of times.
All right I think. Legal C
about this State "'e
h ounsel, when we may want to know more
~ searc
Bure
Thank you.
au, probably he may be of some use.

Mr. Kyemba, let me be in b
.
could come· let m I g
Y saying that I am very grateful that you
•
e a so say th • 1•
Private Secretary· .1 .
•
_at it s not a crime to be a Principal
not a crime to b ' ~~s _not a cnme to be a Permanent Secretary; it is
wanted to repe ; a h imst er and that you are not being tried. But I just
be rare to fi da w at som~ of my colleagues have said, that it would
m a person With the training experience and so on like
you h ave. So I think th C
. . .'
.
,
,
'
et' omrmss1on
1s takmg this opportunity to
extract as much
i~4-'
.
,u,0 rrna ion as possible from you.
It may be
uncomfortable in so
•
me areas, but we really have to know where the
ram b~gan to beat us, so that we know when to begin taking shelter
next time. Now, this title 'Principal Private Secretary' I think you
w~re asked about it yesterday, and there are certain matters that you
nught want to clarify for me; one, is this the officer in charge of access
to the President for example?
In fact, my Lord, I did not become Principal Private Secretary as such,
until about 1965. My appointment originally was one of Private
Secretary and I was the only Private Secretary to start with.
Subsequently, I was promoted to Principal Private Secretary and
arrangements were made to appoint a Private Secretary who was in the
name of Mr. Jonathan Ekochu, and in addition to that we had another
Private Secretary by the name of Margaret Emokoli who was in charge,
mainly, of the female side of State House so to speak. So, eventually
we were about three, and my responsibility was varied and it grew
from time to time; there was question of channelling of papers from
ministries to the President, filing them at State House and generally
looking after all sorts of things. It was sort of unlimited; it varied
from domestic to official access to the President. But, of course. the
President also had Personal Secretaries who had direct dealings with
the President as well.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But I thought this office would be . in charge of Presidential
appointments - if you want to see the President you talk to -

KYEMBA:

That is correct, my Lord.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes and you can say You cannot see him or you
. can see him. The
'
.
S ecre tary can say you can see him or you cannot.
Principal
Private

KYEMBA:

.
can advise you whether it might be
The Principal Private Secretary h decides whom to see should be the
convenient or not; but the man w o
one who is being asked.
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DR. MAKUBUY A:

The President himself?

KYEMBk

. · ter says• 'I want to see the President' I cannot say ,
,
.
Y%
If a MmIB
cannot see him, but the President will have to say he cannot see him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, does the Principal Private Secretary get involved in assisting the
President as Commander -in-Chief?

KYEMBA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Y~.

No, my Lord; apart from, for example, standing in for the President at
a rehearsal at a trooping of the colour ceremony; I used to stand in for
him as President because I would explain to him where to get out of the
car and can take the salute. That is possibly in as far as you go as
Commander -in-Chief; beyond that I think it has got to be some other
people.
I see. Of course, learned Counsel warned us about opinion evidence

and so on, but we have this exhibit here for which I am very grateful,
and I think it is around page 60, when you are talking about your
appointment as Minister of Culture and Community Development; your
predecessor was some chap called Engur and there was some Radio
announcement when you were heading for graduation ceremony
somewhere that, in fact, he had been sacked, and you had some
problem how you were going to handle this because you were supposed
to give the Diplomas; he is not coming, etc., etc. I think there is
something at the bottom here. "I did not feel that there was anything
particularly sinister in these firings. Engur was the only Langi in the
Cabinet which in the wake of September invasion was reason enough
for him to be fired;" particularly sinister in these firings, and then this
business of he being the only Langi; had this become the principle of
governmental organisation then? To your knowledge.
KYEMBA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KYEMBA:

My Lord, we knew that as time went on, Amin's appointments were
becoming exceptionally sectarian; we had no doubt in our mind that
everybody had to wait for his turn until a Nubian or somebody of
similar extraction was available to take over the job. So, the question
of firing a minister and replacing him with somebody closer to Amin
ethnically did not surprise many of us.
Then, of course, I have something - I do not know whether this has
been asked - but in 1974, I think you said February 24, 1974 you were
appointed Minister of Health, but in your summary of your C.V. you
are B.A. History, and then Master of Arts which is a recent thing
anyway, -I am not a medical person but I associate the Ministry of
Health with doctors, medical services and so on, but not with
historians. Did you feel comfortable in this Ministry?
Well, my Lordship, a number of non-medics have been appointed
Ministers of Health before, in fact, my 8Wn brother was also a Minister
of Health before my time, before we gained independence~ the Hon.
Shaban Nkutu was not a medic; Hon. John Lwamafa was not a medic,
and the only doctors that have held the office of Minister of Health, as
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present one Dr. Ruhak
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when I was Private Sc~·
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the most complicated retary was that the Ministry of Health is perhaps
one to run •
of the best brains in th
• given the fact that they contain some
e
country·
. a medic
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normally find that if h .1 .
• and when you appoint
slighted; when you e .s euher an eye specialist the surgeons will feel
and there are prob~ppomt a surgeon the others will feel a bit slighted,
th 1
Ministry as such a ;~s
at ~new of working relationship in the
preside over the' M~ . was certainly not surprised when I was asked to
Ministry and I d lnISlry• 1 had had enough of the problems in that
,
o not think I
•
.
.
hope I did well.
was tn any way particularly surpnsed. I
DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes, on the other hand th d
.
. .
e actors will say· 'you are preventing us
from gomg
mto priv t
•
'
a e practice because you are not familiar with basic
problems doctors are f •
d
. .
.
.
acmg an so on; you are approaching 1t from the
outside as It were whereas 1·f
. 'd .
.
.
.
•
you were 1nsi e m the medical profession
you might be more sympathetic to our views'.

KYEMBA:

My _Lord, ~t is possible to argue, my Lord, that if you appoint. a
possible patient as Minister of Health may be he will be more aware of
what the needs of the patient are than the needs of the one who
provides the medicine. That is as far as I knew was existing and I do
not think there is anything particularly anti-medical by the fact that you
had a non-medical as a Minister. A decision could be taken by any of
those people involved, I think.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay. I think, in the same exhibit, this is another uncomfortable
matter. But at page 236 you mention something about being accused Amin accusing you of having misappropriated some funds. You say
this is what he was saying about almost everybody who was living. He
would accuse him of having stolen. But on page 36 you mention some
firearms and so on. Is that correct. And, I think, it would be a good
thing for the public to hear that this was a false accusation.

KYEMBA:

I do not know, My Lord, whether you want me to comment on it
because-

COMMISSIONER:

Yes - very much.

KYEMBA:

I stated that it was a false accusation. If anybody could have repeated
it, I would have been happy to say so, so that I could have somebody
to sue. Because, if nobody has repeated it, I do not kno_wwhy I _s~ould
rovoke someone to check up. The records are there m the ~1~1stry.
~ne of the Commissioners, fortunately' has been on the Comm1ss1on of
. •
th t Ministry If I am being required to account for some
Inqmry mto a
•
funds, I am only too happy to do so.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

• to that area where Leading Counsel does not
Now I am going to trea d m
.
h
h. but I will just make two queries t ere.
want us to treadd'vceu~si~gucth,is
question of opportunism, you said that
When we were 1s
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.
'Ob
Ve
gone and so on and so forth. You are saymg,
ote used people·
Amin used people,' but were not the people themselves using thes~
people also?

KYEMBA:

DR. MA.KUB UY A:

My Lord, I think that is a very correct thing to sa~. Many people
whom I know knew that Obote was unfit to rule this country; knew
that, if he was President, they would be able to get things done.
Definitely I would agree with you entirely. It is a two-way traffic.
Oboty wanted to be on television as Head of State; Rwakasisi wanted to
be Minister to supervise over the funds of NASA and other things;
Tiberondwa wanted to be in Industries and that kind of thing.

Now, I think, we have also discussed about dictatorship, democracy
and SC\ on. You were asked about a state of emergency. I will not go
into that - on the issue of the Detention Law. But most of us associate
dictatorship with absence of elections or absence of genuine elections.
We were supposed to have an election in 1967. None took place. Or
towards the end of 1970 there was some talk about an election.
1

KYEMBA:

One-plus-three:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes. J do not know! You were an insider at the time, I think - 1967
and 1970. What was the problem? Why could not elections be
organized; if they had been organized, the rain might not have b~gun to
beat us! Why could not election be organised according to· what you
know?

KYEMBA:

Well, my Lord, I think, elections when held, they are supposed to
return a popularly elected government. Now, I think, the question
arises. If you know you are unpopular, would you possibly _go to the
people and seek for a mandate when you know the)""will throw you
out? The person who was to decide on the timing of an election was
the Head of State himself. Now, when he knows that he is not going
to win an election, obviously the question of holding one becomes one
of an academic exercise. We had such a situation in 1967, when Obote
was desperately trying to find out a machinery that would ensure th~t a
man who was elected in Masaka had to have a constituency in Apac
and another constituency in Bundibugyo, another one in Mbale, at
least, to ensure that Obote had a chance of survival. This was an
academic exercise we engaged in for quite a long time· with all sorts of
people: the so-called one-plus-three. That was the election which was
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going to he held u l
Ill er tl
t Itcse leaders wh
tc Ohotc I arr·m
last one to ~
°
do not have the su ~ gci.ncnt• Now, certainly for
0
back to offig lo an election Where tplp rt of the people, would he the
1cc
. you have M 1ere arc not sure they will
.
that
•• uni ess
come
•
OR. .MAKUBUY A:

KYE.MBA

a

uwanga or somebody around like

There is somcthin
.
of Cult
g which had escaped
d
ure and Community De
me. When you were Minister
an ' I think, there seems to h veIopment, sports was your portfolio;
team and Express Football Ciu~v~been ~ome_Pro~lemwith the football
the dead. yes I was som h is descnbed m this exhibit as a club of
private football club. Wh e':1' at puzzle~ by this because, this is just a
y is the State mterested in the matter?
Well, my Lord, I was writin a
. ' .
then. In normal circumst
g bout Ai:nms situation as it existed by
football. But, in the reali~c;:,t: g~me ~s a game; if it is football, it is
The Express Club wa
y
e s1tuat1on,at that time, it was not so
popular club in footbal~ a 1~~ry ~opular club and I believe it is still ~
supported it And · • A _as ad a number of personalities who have
•
, m mm's
f
·
.
reflected an attitude to th G way o lookmg at it, support for it
Government as it existed. e overnment or to the machinery of

DR. MAKUBUYA:

A football club!

KYEMBA:

This is what I am say· . th
.f
.
mg, at, 1 , for example, the Express was
1 .
~ aymg agam 5t the Army and the Army lost the game - as I put it in the
0
?k .- you h~d to be c~refu~ how you got out of the football pitch.
This IS_ a reality of the situation. It is not my creation. I know what
was gomg on, and everybody in town knew it.

MR. NAGENDA:

You know, I was going to ask my last question, but it does not matter
I will put it last.
'

KAKWENZIRE:

Fortunately, most of the questions I wanted to raise have been touched;
in fact, my main concern area was the question of accountability and
opportunism; because, I think, we all agree from the discussions that
most of our problems ~prang from opportunism and lack of
accountability. The fact is that you could do ·something and get away
and then you surface again in the next regime; and we still have this
problem lingering around; opportunists now coming again and fanning
trouble and getting themselves into office. So we cannot be wrong by
dwelling on these two themes. Now I want to narrow it to the actual
murder of the Archbishop and two Cabinet Ministers. I would be very
sad to narrow this case to the most simplified form where we shall get
everybody's white-washing explanation that I was under duress to do
this. J was ordered to do that. Because, in my view. it takes a team to
execute a plot; and, in my view, it takes a te3?1 t? .~e
a system
work. Now, in this particular incident we are mqumng mto, names
~
d and we have heard , at least, two
that. were
. names
.
h ave sur1ace
• 1· t d coming here to witness unsatisfactorily, h m cmy view.
I
imp 1ca e ,
·
·
want you, Mr. KYemb a , to help me and to help t e omm1ss1on -
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actually to help the Commissioners -to try and look at this
plot where more than one person - other people other t:urder asa
participated willing!y and executed what seemed to be a ::;tnin _
sensitive and complicated plot.
• Very

We have Adrisi Mustafa mentioned. I would not be surprisect.
comes - we are expecting him - and he says, 'I was also under dif he
from His Excellency to carry on this'. We have heard Dr. 0 :ess
saying - I do not remember if he convinced many but I w rnu
.
.
personally convmced,
saymg
-that he was un der duress. Weashnot
heard Obura saying he was under duress. Everybody will say
were under duress; except the man whom we cannot reach -Amin m
,
' ay
be, if he came here he would say, No, you people ~ou were not under
duress, in fact, you were the people who gave me mformation to kill
these people.' Because, I think, there was somebody who reponectto
him that these people are saboteurs; there were also others who advised
him, who voluntarily actually executed this plot for their own ends. So
are we going to get away just believing that it was Amin and
everybody was serving him unwillingly?. So I want you actually to
comment on the role of a person like Maliyamungu, Adrisi, Okumu _
the man who pretended to be - this Okello who put up an act
pretending to be sick and have his ribs broken. All these people, in
your view, were these people all of them under duress or they carried
out something voluntarily?

t~:;

KYEMBA:

My Lord, I think, that is an important presentation. I think, when we
look at the issue of the death of the Archbishop and the two Cabinet
Ministers, may be, one can ask himself, 'In whose interest was their
elimination? Who was it serving to get the Archbishop killed, to get
the two Ministers killed? Were some people interested in filling the
vacancies? Was somebody interested in filling - taking over - the
Archbishop-ship or what? Secondly, I would say, 'What about those
people who actually carried out the execution under a sort of cover up?
Were they carrying out instructions as soldiers or as members of the
State Research Bureau, or were they part of the plot and possibly
beneficiaries of that! And, my Lord, in my view, I think, you have got
a very good opportunity here to reach quite a number of those who
were involved. You will not be able to get Amin from Jeddah. I do not
think that, that will be a practical proposition. But you have got
fortunately the former Vice-President - Adrisi - who knew, for
example, when the body - when the accident occurred"Y'
where the body
was between the time I was contacted about nine until five in the
morning; because some of these facts are not being denied. The body
did not reach the hospital until well after five in the morning, although
the accident took place at four in the afternoon. Now you have told us
that you have heard Dr. Ok:umu here. I do not know Dr. Ok:umu
personally but I have heard of the name. Now, fortunately, he should
be able to tell you how he carried out the postmortem between 4.00
p.m. and early the following morning. The information available to
the Ministry of Health at Mulago which was just the dumping ground
is really at the tail end of the action. I was, for example, told that the
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bodies were very cold b
.
surprised because h y the time they were b
Okumu should h t ey had been dead a
rought th_ere. I was not
h.
..
e able to tel1 th
. very long time. But Dr
t is co~d1t1on: They had bro e C_omm1ssion
that the bodies were i~
something which he did not be~1-een
r~bs. They had what. If he wrote
ve m' aga·1n
•
,.
• he •1savailable.
\\ ith regard to the other gentlemen
a very good witness. I do t kn - Moses Oke11o- that one would be
one of those I have nevern~ dow where he is, at the moment He is
suppose that now that we eahr ?f since I left ten years ago.· But I
•
retummg,
I would not be are .avmg thousands of these former exiles
case, he possibly could surpn~ed if he is also one of them; in which
Commission. Now with th~;o~:e so~e usefu_l information to the
the place, I suppose it is nOt
df of wide-rangmg people available at
be able to get d~n to th out O the realms of possibility for you to
actually witnessed the e people actually who drove these cars, who
massacre.
The Head of the State Research
Bureau as you said
1• .
and Id~ not think h, ~arb1er,is around in the country. I have seen him
th C
. .
e IS eyond the realm of the laws to come and assist
C e o~ssion.
Similarly, there are other people whom I think the
omnuss1on can reach to unravel this despicable crime. '
'

r
l

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps, I would add onto that list, I think, Mr. Jumba Masagazi.

KYEMBA:

Yes, my Lord, in fact, I would be surprised if you did not invite him to
come and assist the Commission; because, obviously, he has got some
information. I believe the Personal Secretaries who typed these things
are also around in the country. They have not gone into exile. Again,
if I were of any assistance, these are things which I would have
expected you to go through and find out whether this statement came
from Dar-es-Salaam or it was from Room 203 or 204 on the second
floor. But, I think, it is certainly of interest to everybody that every
attempt should be made to reach these people so that they explain what
plot and what benefit they were supposed to derive in the atrocities of
this kind.

KAKWENZIRE:

Following to that I was coming to that document because, I think, it
can throw a lot of light to our investigations. When the then
Commissioner of Police -Obura - testified to us, he was of the view
that that document had been concocted around -

KYEMBA:

The second floor.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, because he said that, I think, •it was on a gre en paper • Is it not?
Blue paper.

KYEMBA:

Blue paper.

KAKWENZIRE:

And blue paper was a Government paper.

KYEMBA:

That is correct.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now' in my private conversation,
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I was talking to somebody; I was

trying to find out about him; and there is somebody who feels
stro,wlv that he wrote that document - I thmk. you have Very
., - - that is Ohote's call to the AcI10 1•1 and -l.,ang1.
' . .
reactit
ynursclf
It is an appendix in my book.

K\KWEN/JRI

KYEMBA:

CHAIRMAN:

KYEMBA:

Yes. This person and he is _around here he wanted t~ try because he
said he cannot prove anything; but he seems to thmk that it was
Obote's sty!:: that, that document _actually did not con_iefrom Dar-es.
Salaam and It could have been written by Obote wantmg to imphcat
and to destabilize - wanting to destabilize or genuinely wanting to ea~
out this. But this person seems to suggest Obote as the author. Now
1
asked him why he thinks it was Obote. He said that he had read some
of his speeches and that the style of that document sounded like
Obote's style. If you had a chance to read it, did it to you sound like it
was Obote's style of writing and thinking and could it have been
authentic?
My Lord, I do not have very much respect for Obote myself but I have
always been very careful when I apportion blame and I want blame to
be laid where it is due. Certainly, Obote during the seventies used a
lot of machinations and contact to destabilize the regime here I would
be the first one to admit that not all those people who were killed here
were killed by Amin' s people; a number of them were killed by
Obote's agents. I have no proof but I am positive that this one is
definitely in line with the kind of Obote Machinery. But, with regard
to this particular statement, my Lord, I do not think I would put it at
the feet of Obote for one or two reasons. First and foremost, the
statement which was read at the parade was singularly similar to the
statement which was drawn up by the Bishops of the Anglican Church,
which castigated the Amin Regime on the violations of the human
rights. They criticized Amin; they talked about his troops pointing the
gun which had been bought with the people's money at - pointing ar the people and the church and that kind of thing. It was a very strong
statement and I had the greatest respect for the leadership that drew that
statement which was sent to Amin; and which, for the first rime, was
sent - copies were sent - to all Ministers and all various other highranking people, which was a departure from what we had been used to
at that time. But, as I said, the statement which Abdalla Anyuru read
which was supposed to have come from Obote in Dar-es-Salaam \\ as
singularly similar to the one which, in my view - and again I can sa) I
cannot say positively that it came from the second floor; but I have no
doubt in my own mind - if I was not on oath I would sa) 1t came from
the second floor. But I can say for certain that I have little doubt. it
was prepared Mr. Kyemba could you tell us where on the second floor - \\ hich
second floor - for record purposes because other people ma) not know
and will not -

I am referring, my Lord, to the Presidential Smte on the second floor
at the Nile Mansion.

When
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I visited the hotel. for example, the
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previous night ,vl1cn I w .
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as preparin
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him briefly but he came
,
•
want· b t
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sorry J
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.
cannot see you to
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cuss it t
course, on that sam
s comment at that t··
omorrow or the day
a statement _ an• i e evening, when they told •me. I dO remember, of
asked. I tl1ink it ;1portant statement, as ou me t~ey were working on
I said, , But ~ho i:s t~hes~~retary' when ~hey~~~t~o t;e - I casually
mentioned as one of th~re. I think, the name Jum~a
were ?usy,
here I. am in a realm o/:p:chuol wt·
ere up there at that timeasaiaoz1agw~s
knew It
.
a 10n I d.d
•
am
~as an important statement.
I
not see the statement. I
Masagaz1 was there· but I
• I was told, for example J b
h' h
'
cannot say th
, um a
w IC was being prepared at th .
at, that statement was the one
around in Kampala, I do not s:~ t:e. But, since all these people are
than I have.
hy they cannot assist you further

Z

KAKWENZIRE:

KYEMBA:

you have just said something I d
was very capable of man1·pul t' o not want to miss. You said Obote
a ions and you kn
h
. '
murder some people. 1 think this .
ow t at he did actually
Could you highlight the statem~nt
IS som~thmg I cannot overlook.
two? I will just may be help
~ou have Just made - one person or
was murdered 'and Ki '
k you ecause I remember when Kalimuzo
.
wanu a and Kalema; I was at Makere
I
remember some mmutes or something, some kind of communicati~~• I
cannot reme~ber correctly but subsequently we heard that may be
they had received some kind of communication.
,
'
~gain, my Lord, this is another very difficult area because, as I said, it
~s known t~at, when Obote was in Dar-es-Salaam, he was trying to get
m touch with all sorts of opposition forces to Amin. That was one.
Secondly, it is common knowledge also, through those people who
used to work with Obote in Dar-es-Salaam, that, if Obote knew that
somebody would be given credit for something he himself was not
involved in, he would be the first one to tip off Amin so that those
people get into trouble. These were common knowledge as far as we
were here; and that, in fact, made it extremely difficult for people to
wage the struggle as it would have been waged. It could have taken
much shorter.
But, when you have got somebody within your rank
who is prepared to behave the way Obote was known to be behaving in
Dar-es-Salaam then the situation became a bit extremely difficult. If
you had to do ~nything, you had to do it with h!s own appro~·al; bu_t.~f
he knew that you could be undermined in certam ways, I thmk. this 1s
where this difficulty of people who were being killed and the blame
could be laid on the door of either Amin or Obote.
It was a fact that Obote was very unhappy with people who Idle~h~m ~~
I
among those who - I have been to
s ou
Dar-es-Salaam.
was
.
. now Obote was even bitter about
have remained even around his tabl~, k t Uganda because he thought
people who left him there to come ac o
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that was 3 recognition that he was no longer President of this cou
and I was not the only one. A number of close people came back ntry;
1~e
Minister of Commerce was one and he was ~ventually kiliec1
, terious circumstances. And I know for certam that Kalem tn
m}s
a Was
among
those who were suspected to h ave b een kil led by 0bote
'though no evidence was adduced. Because to many people there ,
areally nothing that Amin had agamst
• Kalema at that time.
.
But agWas
.
mu cannot be certain unless we get some other concluding evicten:~n
Kalimuzo was again one. It was suspected ~hat Obote would have had
something to do with him. Again we are m the realm of uncenainty
here. Thank you, my Lord.
MR NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:
MR. NAGENDA:

KYEMBA:

My last question which, in fact, I was_g~ing t~ giv~ before quite rightly
1 was taken over by the Lady Comrmss10ner 1s this - and to me I Will
tell you I find it very important because, if all the valuable infonnation
you have given us and the evidence were to founder on a small point
and be besmirched over a small point, then it will not be fair to
yourself or to the Commission. And my question comes from page 38
and it is to do, if you remember, with - actually 36 - okay 34 to do
with Chris Ntende coming to Singapore and he staying in your room, if
you remember.
That is correct.
At this hotel. Now Chris Ntende is one of the other people who are
still vecy much alive and will be coming to this Commission; so he will
give us his side of that particular story. But it has been very strongly
alleged that Ntende told you that night about Amin' s plans against
Obote. Did he tell you or did he not tell you? You are under oath and
Ntende will be coming here too, by the way. If it founders - it is going
to be judged by what you say, in fact.
My Lord, as I said earlier, I have no interest to defend and I will say
precisely what I know happened. Chris Ntende arrived unexpectedly in
Singapore at the Hilton Hotel where we were staying. And, by the
time he arrived, the Commonwealth Conference had ended and other
Heads of State - President Nyerere of Tanzania and President Kaunda
of Zambia - had already left Singapore. Obote was still in Singapore and I stand by what I still wrote that, when he came, he did not tell me
that there was trouble at home. He did tell me - I stand by my oath that he told me that he came to brief Obote on the basis of the
discussions he had been conducting back in Kampala on 1he question of
the Asian citizens of British nationality. That is whaf Chris Ntende
told me.

MR. NAGENDA:

When he first arrived.

KYEMBA:

When he first arrived.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes I know.
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e1r respective are
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MR-NAGENDA:
I{YEMBA:

You mean they m •
entioned the word "K
"
ampala and you could hear it.
Well, I could hear Th
kn
•
ey were not sp k"
.
e~ they were speaking to Kam ala ea mg to Singapore, London. I
President in his room, makin P ' ~o doubt. Ntende was with the
1
Kampala. Now, as I said I gw:n~h~1sta~ce calls and I knew it was
Permanent Secretary' Mini~try of Inter Private. Secretary; Ntende was
go into the room when the 11
nal Affairs - I was not asked to
ea s were bei
d
could hear from where I was Now
ng ma e but, of course, I
eventually came back Now ·h
' they made several calls and
•
w en we wer I •
our own room _ I had a suite .
e s eepmg and we were in
they had made all these calls e~;~y~~r t~:o:o when ~e came back, after
Chris Ntende that h
Id
rnmg, It was clear even to
.
e cou not pretend that I knew that there was
th1~g wron~; a nd that is why I do not credit him with giving me
shomfie
t e 1rst mformation.

MR.NAGENDA:

Very good. thank you very much. That is what I wanted to know
b~cause if I had not heard that then you have thrown light on the other
th!ngs. But what is interesting to me as an amateur historian - and my
fnend at the end there is an expert historian - is how history might
have changed with that information. Thank you very much, indeed.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kyemba, I think, we have grilled you long enough. Nearly all the
Commissioners have already expressed the appreciation we all have for
you having come forward and to have given us this information and
opinion. You will understand that you are the only, I think, former
Minister who has come so far, one who has written a book and one
who had a very long experience concerning the period we are inquiring
into. So do not go back with the impression that anybodi is against
you here. We just wanted you and, I think, you have tried to be as
candid as possible. And, if we need yo~ agai~, you may b: recalled;.
you should not be surprised. For the ume bemg I would ~1keto sa)
again how grateful we are and we thank you for the evidence and
opinion you have given.

KYEMBA:

my Lord for the opportunity you have given
Thank you very muc h ,
,
me to present what I knew·

CHAIRMAN·

Now programme,

I think it is time to break for lunch now. It is about
,
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two o'clock. Let us break and resume here at thr
ee o' cl0 ck, UnJ
there are no more witnesses for the afternoon. Couns
I
you whispering something. Are we coming back ine;h~seell\to::
three o'clock as I have said?
afternoon_
COUNSEL:

Well, my Lord, the witnesses are here but I do not know h
are in the mood to give the evidence! We have Mrs. Ofum~·ether they
two witnesses from Bukedi who are here. Mr. Ekochu was ~ aoctsome
has been advised to come tomorrow.
ere buthe

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I think, if there are witnesses, let us resume at three o'clock.

COUNSEL:

And deal with all of them or what!

CHAIRMAN:

No as much as we can within the time available - may be one or tw
You adjudge. We do not know how long their evidence will be.
o.

COUNSEL:

Very well.

co
0

WITNESS N0.89: MRS ELIZABETH OBOTH OFllMBI _
SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

C

You are Elizabeth Oboth Ofumbi?
0

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

OFUMBI:

I live at Mulanda in Tororo.

COUNSEL:

You are the wife of the late Charles Oboth Ofumbi?

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were you living with your husband at the time of his death in
February, 1977?

OFUMBI:

The day on which he died I had gone to Nairobi to collect the children.

COUNSEL:

Now, how long were you married to the late Oboth Ofumbi?

OFUMBI:

I got married to the late Oboth Ofumbi in 1955.

COUNSEL:

Did you have children?

OFUMBI:

Yes, I had with him eight children, they are all alive.

COUNSEL:

How old is the oldest?

OFUMBI:

The eldest was born in 1958.
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And the voungest?

on

,rn1·

COUNSEL:

The youngest was born .
two days.
tn 1977, at the tune m h
Y usband died. he was
Now. would yo rk
I

born?

u

e to give us their n

·

runes m the order they were

OFUMBI:

The eldest is Michael G
Esther Manjeri Alur Ofu:~re GSemOfumb,, Samuel Robert Ofumbi,
Ofumbt, Susan Sarah Ofumb· odfrey Yolam Ofumbi, Betty Everline
1
Ofumbi.
' Margaret Jane Ofumbi, Robin Awori

COUNSEL:

Are these children of

OFUMBI:

Some are school·
mg some are not schooling.

COUNSEL:

Others who ar

OFUMllI:

They have not started working.

COUNSEL:

How about this one who
b
.
what is he doing?
was orn m 1958, he is now about 29 or 28,

o.

OFUMlll:

.
yours m school at the moment?

h .
e not sc oohng are working?

He went to America for further studies, due to problem of school fees,
he remamed there.

COUNSEL:

What is he doing?

OFUMBI:

May be he is doing some small-srnall jobs, I do not know exactly what
he is doing.

COUNSEL:

Who are those that are not in school and why are they not?

OFUMBI:

Betty is in Nairobi, she tried to look for a job but she could not get
one. Samuel, Esther and Godfrey went to America for an engineering
course. I paid their school fees for the first year, but now I failed to
raise school fees, they are there seated doing nothing.

COUNSEL:

Why did you send these children to America where you cannot ~fford
the school fees?

OFUMBI::

They thought it would not be too much and that I could be able to raise
the school fees.

COUNSEL:

Had they failed to get schools here?

OFUMBI:

They had not got schools here.

COUNSEL:

e in school at the moment and where are
Now, who are t hose w ho ar
they?
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OFUMBI:

Susan, Margaret and Robina are the ones schooling.

COUNSEL:

Where are they?

OFUMBI:

They are in Nairobi.

COUNSEL:

Who is supporting them in Nairobi?

OFUMBI:

It is myself who is supporting them.

COUNSEL:

Okay, we may have to revert to that again; now you said on l ?th
February, 1977, you were in Nairobi?

OFUMBI:

Yes, I was in Nairobi.

COUNSEL:

What happened when you were there?

OFUMBI:

On the 16th when I had taken back the children at Turi near Nakuru
1
came back to Nairobi where I was staying at about 7.30. At seve~1
rang to Kampala because earlier on I had talked to my husband and he
told me that he wanted to speak to me when I had come from the place
where I had taken the children. So that is why I rang Kampala.

OFUI

COUNSEL:

Did you ring Kampala?

OFUMBI:

I rang Kampala at 7 .30 p.m and our houseboy answered the call. J
asked him whether my husband had come back home and the boy
replied that "Marna have you not heard the news over the radio? They
have been arrested." He went on and informed me that "Soldiers have
surrounded our house and that I should put down the receiver because
they might beat them." I called the children who were playing outside
and I informed them that your father had been arrested, you better
switch on the radio and let us hear the news. Although I had taken
some children to Turi, some were schooling in Nairobi like Michael.
Those are the ones I called and informed. He switched on the radio
and at 8.00 p.m I heard over the Voice of Kenya that two Ministers
and an Archbishop had been arrested and they mentioned their names.
I told my brother who was staying in Nairobi that I was returning to
Uganda and I asked him to go to the school and inform them what had
happened.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

For record purposes, could you tell us the nam:s of the M~sters who
were arrested; those which you heard on the V mce of Kenya•

OFUMBI:

I heard a Minister called Erunayo Oryema and S. K. Oboth Ofumbi
and the then Archbishop of Uganda called Luwum.

COUNSEL:

So, did you set off immediately to Kampala?

OFUMBI:

Yes, I set off to Kampala at about 5.00 a.m and I headed for Tororo.

COUNSEL:

When did you arrive at Tororo?
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co,

)FlJMBI:

I reached Tororo at about 3
border, I was advised not t •3o ~.m because when I reached at the
people had already b
k.0 cross mto Uganda, they told me that those
and the children wou:n 111~ and that if I go, I would also be killed
remain suffering.

COVNSEL:

You mean at the borde
, r you found some friends of yours?

OFUMBI:

Ni'· they were security
d b
the Kenya side the
. guar .s ut they were not my friends. Even on
into Ugand Wh Y tned to mform me. Later on I crossed the border
sister Th \
en 1. reached Tororo town I went at the shop of my
I
•
e tme arnved they were crying and they told me that these
1
Peop e _arealready dead, you will also die you better go back to Kenya.
1mmed1ately I ran to the p 1•
• h my said
. sister.
.
.
.
o ice wit
At the poltce
st ation I m.et about four officers they knew me because they knew the
motor vehicle m
• wh.1ch I used to travel. As I was travelling on
~ocuments I had to report that I had come back. One of the policemen
~nfonned me that the body of your husband had already been brought,
it had been taken at home and they told me that you go home and see
your husband. I also went straight to Mulanda at a village called
Namulongo at the farm. When I reached home I met a lot of soldiers
~d few civilian people including some few policemen. When I entered
m the house, I met the body of my husband lying on a bed.

COUNSEL:

You mean the dead body of your husband?

OFUMBI:

Yes, I met the dead body of my husband lying on a bed. It was
dressed in a black pair of trousers as I knelt down I noticed the shirt
full of blood and he was covered with one blanket. I tried to touch the
body of my husband looking at it closely and I found that his left hand
was broken and he had a lot of wounds in the chest. I noticed a wound
on the right side of the abdomen and on the left side.

COUNSEL:

What type of wound?

OFUMBI:

The wound on the left hand side of the abdomen was round and that
one on the right side was round.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it the left hand which was broken?

OFUMBI:

Yes, it was the left hand side.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And the wound which was described was it on the abdomen or the
chest?

OFUMBI:

•de was the chest the one on the right hand
The one on th e 1eft hand S1
'
side of the abdomen.

COUNSEL:

What type of wound was it?

OFUMBI:

The one on th e 1e ft han
side, it was deep.

d side was bigger than the one on the right hand
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DR. LllYOMBYA:

No. I think let us have the translation clear the wound 0 th
• •
•h h
e left
penetrated and was commumcatmg
wit
t e wound on thne back.
bre,.
"-'l

COUNSEL:

She cannot know, what she saw are two wounds correspondin
other.
g to each

DR LUYOMBY A:

No. she can tell us the type of wound.

OFUMBI:

The other wounds were on the chest but they were minor, there w
two big wounds one on the right, the other on the left.
ere

COLNSEL:

Yes?

OFUMBI:

The skin on both cheeks was removed, one from the right side and 0
from the left side and the skin from the right ear was also remov~e
The skin removed and the flesh could be seen but the rest of the face
was alright. On his left arm there was a wound and in the right arm
there was a wound.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that these were intentionally removed or they were
bruises or what were they?

OFUMBI:

Yes, they were in form of bruises on both cheeks.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

OFUMBI:

There were wounds in both palms in the middle of the palms. Later on
I found out that his right leg had swollen and I noticed that the left leg
was shorter and those who treated the body at home because I was not
present told me that the left leg was all broken.

COUNSEL:

You mean this body was lying on the bed, was it in the coffin or was· it
out of coffin?

OFUMBI:

The body was not in the coffin, the coffin had been put somewhere
aside.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

For clarification of record, which leg was longer, the left one or the
right one?

OFUMBI:

The right leg. The relatives told me that they had received instructions
that on the arrival of the dead body, they should bury it immediately.
They also told me that since I had also come we-should make
arrangements to bury the body. I started making arrangements for the
burial on Friday, the 18th. The following day which was a Saturday, I
buried my husband together with his mother and his brother, Dr. Otiti
who had arrived because they were staying here in Kampala. We
buried my husband on the 19th at 2.00 p.m. I remained there, I could
not go anywhere.

COUNSEL:

Why?
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oFUMBl:

l had no strength to walk about.

l R. LUYOMBY A:

Mrs~_. Ofu mb"I, you will be
.
clanf1cat1onhere. The bod war wit_h us please, but I would like
the deceased and his broth Y as hur!~d on the 19th after the mother of
er' Dr· Otiti had arrived, is that so?

orcMBI:

They arrived on Friday at 8.00 p.m.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which date w~s that?

OFUMBI:

It was the 18th February• 1977.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did Dr. Otiti look at this body.?

OFUMBI:

Yes, by. the time he came we were with
. the body in the sitting room,
h e saw 1t.

COUNSEL:

No, but did he examine that body?

OFUMBI:

I left him there, I was all the time busy and crying.

COUNSEL:

All this time, were the soldiers still there?

OFUMBI:

Yes, they were there all the time on the verandah outside.

COUNSEL:

Did they leave eventually and went, if they did, when was that?

OFUMBI:

They remained there all the time until after we had buried my husband
then they went away. After burying my husband they remained there
for some time.

COUNSEL:

For how long?

OFUMBI:

I do not exactly remember the time they remained there, but I
remember they ran away when Amin was being chased.

COUNSEL:

You mean in 1979?

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
OFlJ11BI:
COUNSEL:
OFUMBI:
COUNSEL:

What were they doing there at home for two years?

I just saw them there walking about.
Did they take your property or was your property safe?
. h was in the house was not taken.
The property wh ic
you have talked about Dr.
. ?
he give you anyt h mg·
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Ot'f
1 1,

when Dr. Otiti came on Friday. did

OFllMBI:

He did not give me anything. I just saw him crying.

COUNSEL:

Did you say Dr. Otiti came from Kampala, was he Work·
ing in
Kampala?

OFUMBI:

Yes. he was in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Was he a medical doctor?

OFUMBI:

At that time he was a medical doctor.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a private clinic or he was working in a hospital?

OFUMBI:

He was working in a government hospital.

COUNSEL:

Which Hospital?

OFUMBI:

Mulago Hospital.

COUNSEL:

After burial or before, did you ask him about your husband?

OFUMBI:

Yes' we sat down and I asked him but he told me that any time he
could be killed, he was going to look for a place where he could hide
himself.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out whether any post-mortem examination had been
performed on your husband?

OFUMBI:

COUNSEL:
OFUMBJ;

oFUM

Later after about one month I do not remember exactly, I saw Dr. Otiti
coming to me and brought to me a death certificate.
Did you ask him where he had got that death certificate?
I was unable to ask him because at the time he came he was in a hurry.
he just told me that you keep it.

COUNSEL:

So this handing to you the death certificate did not come when Dr
Otiti came to your home for burial? You are sure of that?

OFUMBI:

He gave me the death certificate after we had buned my husband.

COUNSEL:

What did you do about the property of your husband?

OFUMBI:

COUNSEL:
OFUMBI:

COUNSEL:

Such property like vehicles are no longer in use, they are there.
others in order to educate the children.

I sold

Did he have fixed assets?
We had no shop business, but we had a sugar cane plantation from
which I tried to get something in order to educate the children.
Back to your husband, after the burial of your husband, did you ask
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co

people whom he had left behind
husband had a driver , 1s
. . that so? • I supposed he had a driver, your
oFOMBI

COUNSEL

No, she says his tribe is Kumam that is his tribe?
By the tribe is a Kumam b
.
now I h d
ut since then he has never appeared up to
.'
a gone to Nairobi with one of the drivers and the others were
staying on the fann and he is not around he was also killed.

COUNSEL:

When was he killed?

OFUMBI:

I heard that he died in West Nile in an accident.

OFUMBI:
COUNSEL:

n

is true he had a driver b th
Y e name of John Mukumamu.

OFUMBI

COUNSEL:

e
e

I(

Did your husband, as a Minister, did he have body guards?
At that time he had no body guards.
To those who were at home when you left your home was he with his

driver?

OFUMBI:
COUNSEL:

'

When I was going to Nairobi?
I am asking about those who were at home must have told you how
your husband left the home, did they tell you how he left?

OFUMBI:

From home he left with his driver John.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out whether John came back after the arrest of your
husband?

0FUMBI:

We tried to look for him, but we failed up to now.

COUNSEL:

Was he an official driver employed by Government or he was recruited
by you and your husband?

OFUMBI:

He was a government driver.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a family?

OFUMBI:

He had a family in his home village but I had not yet seen his wife.

COUNSEL:

Could it be that he is still having his family in his home village?

OFUMBI:

I tried to inquire from his friends but they informed me that he has
never returned home up to now.

COUNSEL:

Was he staying at your home with you here in Kampala?

OFUMBI:

They were staying at Mbuya side.
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COUNSEL:

About the telephone you had with you~ hus~and before Youhear
his death. did he say anything concerning his office?
d about

OFUMBI:

t tell me anything apart from telling me that he was .
He d .d
I no
going.
•
In
a meeting.

colJ

COUNSEL:

So he did not tell you what he was going to do in that meeting?

OFUMBI:

He did not tell me anything at all.

COUNSEL:

What was the purpose of ringing you in Nairobi that day?

OFUMBI:

Whenever I used to go out he used to talk to me in the morning and.
,
h
.
m
the evening to know how we were getting on toget er with his children
and what they needed at school so that I could inform him. He also
wanted me to know how they were getting on in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

At the time of your husband's death, where was your residence in
Kampala here?

OFUMBI:

We were living at Nakasero, Kyadondo Road.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the Plot number?

OFUMBI:

Plot No.35A.

COUNSEL:

Did :,ou have your own property in this residence?

0

OFUMBI:

Yes, we had our own personal property.

C

COUNSEL:

After the death of your husband, did you have any chance to come to
your residence at Plot No.35A, Kyadondo Road?

0

OFUMBI:

After my husband's death, I sent my brothers and sister to collect the
vehicles which were in Kampala and our personal property.

MR. NAGENDA:

She sent brothers and drivers.

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Apart from that, did you approach the President about the death of
your husband?

OFUMBI:

No, I was unable to approach him.

COUNSEL:

Did the government approach you?
about your husband's death?

OFUMBI:
COUNSEL:

Did the President approach you

Nobody approached me.
When you got married to Oboth Ofumbi, was he employed. was he a
private man,what was he?
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oFV

co

oFUMBI:

covNSFL:

oFUMBI:
COUNSEL:
OFUMBI:

COUNSEL:

OFUMBI~

At the time 1
got marri d
Cooperative Soci
e to him, he
.
ety as CooperativeOffi was being employed by the

1cer.
Was he a governm
ent employee I think?
Yes, he was a gove
rnment employee.
During your marriage
.
, he rose to th nk
e ra of Secretary for Defence?
When he left the Cooperative Soci
and later he was appointed n· . ety, he went for a course at Nsamizi
1s
tnct Commissioner.
By the time Amin took
• •
over· wh t
C 1v1l
Service?
'
a was the rank of your husband in
He was the Minister of Internal A" .

uairs.

COUNSEL:

No, the question here is that h
Goverrun t 10
• 19
.
w en Amin assumed powers of
en
71 - fmteriection

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel' I think that is somethi
question of memory really I th.nk .°~you cannot put to her, it is a
1 it 1sa common knowledge.

COUNSEL:

So in January 1971 • •
Defence?
'
' is it true that your husband was the Secretary for

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And that means he was just a civil servant?

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Later, Amin made him a Minister?

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And he died as a Minister?

OFUMBI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you know when your husband started working for Government?

OFUMBJ:

He started working while I was still in school, I found him working by
the time I was married to him.

COUNSEL:

What I want to find out from you, after his death, did you get any
death gratuities by way of money paid to you by Government?

OFUMBI:

Nothing has been paid to me.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out whether there was any money owed to your

the

of

OU

a
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husband for services rendered?
9FUMBI:
COUNSEL:

OFUMBI:
COUNSEL:

I did not find out because the one who would have helped me Was
around.
not
Would you at this time want to find out whether there is an
0
owed to you as a result of your husband's service to Govenun~t; ney
If it is possible, I can try to find out.

pll• 1.,tJYO
oftJMBl:
Mll• I<AW
oftJMB'J.:

Are you finding any problems in supporting your family?

MR-NA

OFUMBI:

Yes, I find some problems with the children.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to make any suggestion how these children should be
supported?

OFUMBI:

I would like to be helped in educating these children which is the most
important thing to me.

COUNSEL:

Any other statement you want to make to this Commission?

OFUMBI:

I think that is all, the Commission itself can decide what to do for me.

COUNSEL:

That is all Mr. Chairman.

OF

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You said that Michael George Sem Ofumbi went to the States for
further studies?

MR.

OFUMBI:

Yes.

DR .. LUYOMBYA:

Had he completed some other studies?

OFUMBI:

Here he had completed Senior six.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Where is Dr. Otiti?

I

. OFUMBI:

oFlJ

OF

MR
OF

He is here in Kampala.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Where about exactly, do you know?

OFUMBI:

He is on Kampala Road, I know the place very well.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is he working?

OFUMBI:

He is not working, but he is doing his own business.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

He is self-employed?

OFUMBI:

Yes, he is self-employed.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Could you by any chance know Dr. Okumu Ochandere?
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Ofl]MBI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

oFtJMBI:
MR-KAWANGA:

oFUMBl:

for

Yes, I know h"
Nakasero and h1~ because I Used
e is born at
. to see him

•
my village in BlJdamaCOtning
to our home at

Hav

e you seen h"1
m of late?

•

I have not seen h:
.
im since the death
.
ofmyhUsb
Did you keep the d
and up to now.
.
eath cenificate

MR- NAGENDA:

Yes, I kept.it and m I
y awyer M A . .
• r • y1g1hugu has a
.
Mrs. Ofumbi h
copy of 1t.
, ow many
.
cars did you have?

oFUMBI:

We had a trailer, two Benus

and a LandRover.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was that all?

oFUMBI:

And a Kombi.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember h
w en you got these vehicles?

OFUMBI:

I cannot remember very well except a Benz.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you have a lot of houses?

OFUMBI:

No, we had only one house here.

MR.NAGENDA:

• a few
dAlso
· when you were talking I got an 1.dea that you had quite
rivers, about how many drivers did you have?

OFUMBI:

There was a driver who was driving a Tipper, a trailer and a Benz and
others were driving tractors.

MR. NAGENDA:

About how many tractors did you have?

OFUMBI:

We had three tractors but one of them was very old.

MR.NAGENDA:

Am I right in thinking that ten years afterwards perhaps all these
vehicles have gone?

OFUMBI:

The others are there, but I only sold the Tipper but tliey are not
working.

MR.NAGENDA:
OFUMBI:

Are they just outside in the rain or are they housed somewhere?

I keep them in garage, the deceased had built a garage.

MR..
NAGENDA:

Haveyou tried to sell them?

OFUMBI:

I did not like to sell all of them w en

b
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the childrenwere not around.

MR. NAGFNOA

But do they not help even if the children arc not thcr
school fees'?
e

OFU.MBI:

10

help for

That is the reason why I sold one of them and I left the Oth
because I knew that small children do not know problems, t;; be~inct
say that I sold them and I used the money together with the :e llli&ht
had at home.
Ple I
0

MR. NAGENDA:
OFUMBI:

Now are the children being educated then at the moment?
Two years ago, I tried to get money from the Bank of Uganda. l\t
present I have been selling some small things for those in Kenya,

MR. NAGENDA:
OFUMBI:

0

Does this mean that you are running out of things to sell, in fact?
Yes, they are finished but I have a house at Tororo which I rent
10
Stirling Astaldi, they are the one helping me to get this small money to
educate the children.

MR. NAGENDA:
Would I be right in thinking that you are able to continue for the time
being?
OFUMBI:

No, I cannot.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

KAKWENZIRE:
Mrs. Ofumbi, you have just said that you have never seen Dr. Okumu
since the death of your husband?
OFUMBI:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:
Do you know that he was the one who did the post-mortem or who
wrote the post-mortem report and signed your husband's death
certificate?
OFUMBI:

I did not bother to find out who perfonned the post-mortem of the body
of my husband.

KAKWENZIRE:
As a matter of fact he is the one and he is the one who signed the death
certificate you have. He told us that your husband recruited him and
you have told us that he was a constant visitor in your house. We are
also aware that since he returned, since the change of Government he is
now working in Mbale. Does his absence shock you? His inability to
call on you again and express sympathy?

OFUMBI:

KAKWENZIRE:

of

He has never come to me.
This is very difficult for you of course, but I take it that when you are
a wife although we do not normally discuss politics, but you can from
time to time catch the trend of things. By the time your husbanddied.
had you noticed that there was some strained relationship between
Amin and your husband?
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,._.\~ \\ l- N /JRE:

At

oFVMBI:

t to

y

to

I think Counsel, the translation w
.
or wives are gossipers and h as not complete. She said that women
friends rather than th • . ence men prefer to tell such matters to
eir wives.

KAf(WENZIRE:

Mrs. Ofumbi much as I
ld l'k
1
·11
•
•
t
th
'
.
wou
t
s 1 1ns1s at m our ow • t 11- e to agree with
. . you ' I also want to
.
n m e 1gence- domestic intelligence - we can
sometimes tell when me
t
·
. .
. .
n are ense or when they are havmg a political
cnsis or their hves are in danger, you can detect it. When did you
leave your husband's house to go to Nairobi?

u

ody

ath
d
re

OFUMBI:

I left on the 12th February which was a Saturday.

KAKWENZIRE:

Anq you left your husband in a jovial ordinary mood?

OFUMBI:

I left him there and he used to come home in the evening telling me
that he was very busy in the office.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you left, he told you specifically that when you get there you
ring me?

OFUMBI:

He told me that if you arrive well, I will ring you up in the evening.

KAKWENZIRE:

was it the usual thing that when you were on safari you had to keep
this kind of hot lining to your husband?

OFUMBI:

Yes, that is what he used to do even when I used to go to the fann he
could tell me to report to Tororo town.

KAKWENZIRE:

I am interested ~n that conversauo;uy think he would have known that in
a meeting and rmg me later' do y
. ? I mean I am very much

1S
0

Personally, I cannot k
.
now It very w 11b
m~n cannot discuss such thin s we ecause as you know very well,
thmgs, they do not discu . g
hen they are planning to do such
• you tell themssthIt somehow because of women are rumour
mongers, tf
a child that your father . er can tell somebody else. Or she can tell
child can tell his other fr;:;;mg to do such an~ such a thing, then the
s and the whole thmg spreads.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
time

•ho
th

As a house Wife I
me anything that• used to s•ee h.•m comin
duties as housewi;ad happened in his offi~ebatkho~e he cou_ldnot tell
e.
• was Just carrying on my
Did you feet that perha
having ea • d
ps - we have h d 1h
rne on some kind f
ear at people accused him of
supposed to have been collabo o . plots_With Obote and that he was
plot to smuggle in anns .
rating With Obote and that he
.
about this?
Into the country. What do you persoi:~y J~~

.

•

ou had when he said I am going to

d. d he sound anxious.
that meeting - how .1
'oing to a meeting, you ring me after
interested when he said that I am g h t was coming in that meeting?
the meeting, do you think he knew w a
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OFUM~I:

On that occasion he could not even speak to the chiJct
whenever he used to ring me he would tell me that can ren bt<:a
•
11,c
60 ancts
speak to him. On tha~ day he told me that he wac:;in a hurry,0 that
1
going, you take the children, and that he told me that you . Weare
• •m th e meetmg
• and •It will
. take long
greet a)) the
children. we are gomg
way he talked to me he was not in a jovial mood as he used t. !lJt the
0
example, he could not even speak to the children.
• Por

KAKWENZlRE:

It should also be on record that failure to communicate sornetirn .
• • of human ng
• hts.
es is a
v1olat10n

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mrs. Ofumbi, what is the state of your farm now?

OFUMBI:

When my husband was still alive we had cows and a few chicken on
the farm.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You had also planted sugar canes as you said and what is the state of
those sugar canes?

OFUMBI:

Due to dry season it is now about 12 years they are all in a rness.
Because at the time he died they were two years old.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you have relatives to assist you?

OFUMBI:

The relatives of the deceased cannot help me and even my relatives are
still young they cannot help me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

How about Dr. Otiti?

OFUMBI:

Dr. Otiti has been out of the country for the last six years.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Mrs. Oboth Ofumbi, we are sorry that you have had to tell us tnis
story which reminds you painfully of the death of your husband. But
all the same we are grateful that you were able to come and to bear to
relate the story to us. We have listened to your request but we, as
Commissioners, we do not have-any resources of our own with which
we could give you assistance. As in case of other widows who have
appeared before this Commission, we shall forward your request to
some other bodies who may be of help. We cannot promise anything
so do not go with the idea that you have been promised assistance. If it
is possible, you will be helped, if not, we are sorry. Thank you.

I think, Lord Chairman, I would say if it is convenient -to you, this is
the convenient tll!le to adjourn, the rest of the witnesses will give their
evidence tomorrow.

CHAIRMAN:

That is welcome relief to us, it is quite hot despite the fans there It
has been a long day I think it is an appropriate time to break. We shall
resume again tomorrow at 9.30 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, ladies and gentlemen, today is the
3rd April 1987, we are already late, it is 10.00 O'clock, we should
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coUNSE

oTON

MR.

co
OT

co

0

have slhned earl.
aer. Let us start tOd '

ay s session now.

\VITNESs

No.90.

OTONGOPEl\JnJ
.,y

Of

-

s·WORN
MR.
IN

FREDERICK

OLWENY

Cl1 tNSFL:

Would you state your n

oroNGOPENDI:

I am called Frederick 01

\fR NAGENDA:

Frederick Olweny?

oroNGOPENDT.

Otongopendi.

MR NAGENDA

Can you please spell it?

oroNGOPENDL

O-t-o-n-g-o-p-e-n-d-i.

coUNSEL:

How old are you?

oroNGOPENDI:

I am 45.

MR NAGENDA:

What number is this witness please?

COUNSEL:

Number 90.

MR.NAGENDA:

90.

COUNSEL:

Where do you stay?

OTONGOPENDI:

I stay at Mulanda sub-county in West BudamaCounty, Tororo District.

COUNSEL:

What do you do for a living?

OTONGOPENDI:

I run business and also farming.

COUNSEL:

Personal business?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know a person called Charles Oboth Ofumbi?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him?

OTONGOPENDI:

o is born in the area and we are
I know him as somebody Wh
neighbours.

COUNSEL:

When did you start to know un•

OTONGOPENDI:

ame please?
weny Otongopendi.

h. ?

.

found him working
11h way as I grew up. 1

I started knowing hun a t e
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already.
COUNSEL:

This Charles Oboth Ofumbi was he the Minister? Are You lallcin..
ahout the Minister of Amin's Government?
."E.

OTONGOPENDI:

Exactly.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you have any working relationship with him?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes, he used to send me, as I was having a hardware shop to provide
him with the building materials in his farm.

COUNSEL:

You know this Charles Oboth Ofumbi is dead?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes

COUNSEL:

When did you learn about his death?

OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:
COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:

OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:

At that time it was on the 16th February, 1977, I was listening to
radio, I was already in Nairobi, at around seven o'clock in the evening
that they had been arrested.
Was it the 16th or the 17th?
It was the 16th in the evening.

co
OT

C
0

Yes, what were you doing in Nairobi?
I had gone there to accompany his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Oboth Ofumb1
to take children for half-tenn. The children who were studying at a
certain school near Limuru to Nairobi home.
So, you were the one who had driven Mrs. Ofumbi and the children to
Nairobi?
No, there was a driver who was employed by the Ministry of Internal
Affairs driving and not myself.
Now, when you heard about this what did you do?
I immediately started making arrangements of coming back home. I
left the driver with Mrs. Ofumbi behind and I took an express taxi up
to the border. Reaching at the boarder in Kenya, I was informed, that
was about the afternoon of the 17th. I was informed that the body
might be brought home anytime on the 17th, they had been killed.
Yes?

So, I crossed through Kenya border to Uganda border where I got
some people who knew me. They also confirmed to me that these
people had actuallybeen killed. So, I proceededup to Tororo Town.
I took a taxi up to home. I took sometimein Tororo, I took a taxi up
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C

to home• TI.lls Was a
0 fumbi h d
round five o• I
.
a not arrived.
c ock m the evening. By then Mrs.
Yes?

cotNSEL:

to
ng

bi
t a

OTONGOPT1'.DI:

Ofumbi's home.

coUNSFL:

Yes?

OTONGOPFNDI:

I found the gate had b
een closed and there were a number of soldiers
wit• h.m the farm.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OTONGOPENDI:

I had not known that the bod
.
were guarding the f
Y had not arrived when the soldiers who
related to the fam·l a7 asked me who I was, I told them that I was
1
Y• o, they opened the gate for me, I entered.

COUNSEL:

Yes, on entering?

OTONGOPENDI:

On
I found few women moummg
. actually because the body
h d entering
b
a een brought and I found the body on the bed.

COUNSEL:

Yes? Now tell us what did you observe on this body?

OTONGOPENDI:

I saw several wounds on the chest. I touched the body myself and I
found the left hand broken plus the left leg also broken and a deep
wound at the left side of the stomach which appeared to have been gun
shot.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OTONGOPENDI:

And on the left ear, there was a bruise, the skin had been, I think,
removed also on both eyes, near the eye lids there were some bruises.

COUNSEL:

When you say the skin removed, what do you mean actually?

OTONGOPENDI:

I mean a sort of crack which left the other red thing inside.

COUNSEL:

Removing could be by cutting, could be by bruise what was it in your

to

mal

I

up
ar

y

And as I reached h
ome on the fann,
Which farm
' your home or?

assessment?
OTONGOPENDI:

It appeared as if either somebody used a razor blade or knife to do it.

COUNSEL:

What else did you see?

OTONGOPENDI:

Also on both arms there
wounds.
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were wounds. in both hands there were

,,

COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:
COUNSEL:

. , hands what do you mean.
\\'hen you sa)

1 mean the palm.

The palm?

OTONGOPENDI:

The palm, yes.

COUNSEL:

Where was this wound?

OTONGOPENDI:

It was just directly centred.

COUNSEL:

Only on one palm or both?

OTONGOPENDI:

Both.

COUNSEL:

You mean these wounds in the palm were similar?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were you able to tell how this could have been caused in the palm?

OTONGOPENDI:

Well, I think during the time of may be shooting him as there were
several bullets on the chest, may be he tried to protect the chest like
this. Because both hands I found like this covering the chest.

COUNSEL:

Were these wounds passing through the palm or just on one side of the
palm?

OTONGOPENDI:

Both palms passed through.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what else did you see?

OTONGOPENDI:

His clothes were removed and I only found him only half way naked.
Without shoes, no watch, he had black trousers.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you do?

OTONGOPENDI:

Then I started convincing the soldiers because they were telling us that
we should bury the body immediately. I requested them that as I had
left Mrs. Ofumbi behind we could wait for her and also if they could
allow us to carry out the proper funeral rites as for our custom. They
told me that they should not mourn. They should not complain against
the government, we should have quiet mourning and bury our dead
body immediately.

MR. NAGENDA:

Clarification. About how many soldiers were there all together?

OTONGOPENDI:

They were over 20.

MR. NAGENDA:

Armed?
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MR

\Gl

~n i\.:

Yes.

Did you ask them wh th
.
immediately?
Y
ey wanted this body to be buried
OTONGOPENDI:
COUNSEL:
OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:

I questioned them d
.
an
one
of
them
told
me
that
I
should
not
question
more aod they remained Withsome rough faces around.
Did you try to find out how your brother, relative had met his death?
No, not at that very time. But later on I gathered information that they
were called for a Cabinet meeting.
No, I am just asking you whether you asked those people, the soldiers
who had brought the body, how your relative had met the death?

OTONGOPENDI:

I could not ask them that question.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what happened?

OTONGOPENDI:

Between 7.00 and 7.30 Mrs. Ofumbi arrived with the driver home and
she also saw the body and they started mourning with other few
relatives who were around because most of the people had feared to
come because they were fearing soldiers. Until the next morning when
some few relatives again started arriving and we started making
programmes for the burial.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OTONGOPENDI:

Now there on we decided to wait for the mother who was still in
Kam;ala, the mother of the late including his brother, Dr. John Otiti,
who was at the same time in Kampala this way, working at Mulago
Hospital to arrive.

COUNSEL:

Did they come?

OTONGOPENDI:

They came.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OTONGOPENDI:

From th ere on 19th , We carried the ceremonial services and we buried
the body.

COUNSEL:

Now what h appene d to the soldiers ' did they move after you had buried
the body?

OTONGOPENDI:

•
• ed there until 1979 apparently, say when the
The soldiers remam . had captured Jinja it was when they heard
liberators from Tanzarua
nt was already in the hands of the
infonnation that the governme
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u ·sted me to give them a lift up to R.
liberators andl thelydr:~~; fear but though I did that. I put the~~ng\
barracks I a so 1a
. p .
•.. tn a
.
·d 1 d , them up to near Rubongt nmary School. ~,
tipper an
rove
h b
,-.o....,
when they asked me to continue with them
. to t e arrack..-;I had a fear
that they could snatch from me the velucle because now
d most of them
.
·ng
away
So
I
made
a
corner
an
as .most of thetn.
were packmg rum11
•
•
.
had completeIY refused to go. out of
. the vehicle
.
. and the tipper had that
· sw1·tch "or
off-loading thmgs, I JUSt dtd that - (laught!tt).
1'
automatic
COUNSEL:

You mean you Off-loaded them as if you were off-loading sand?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

That was violation of human rights.

OTONGOPENDI:

J had no alternative because in most cases some of them were running

OTO
COl

OT<

co
01

to the vehicle facing me both right and left. Now the other two who
remained inside the tipper with me did not know exactly what I was
doing. Because when I reversed the vehicle I faced where I was
coming from. Now, I switched on that thing then I started driving
straight. I am sorry if I made a mistake but then that was the
alternative.

cc

O"

C

COUNSEL:

So, you are suggestini that soldiers remained at the late Oboth
Ofumbi's home from 17t or 16th February, 1977 to April 1979?
(

OTONGOPENDI:

Exactly.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Counsel, may be you are going to ask him, did he know why
they stayed there for so long. After having buried the man why stay
for two years at his home?

OTONGOPENDI:

They were actually protecting may be the grave because they did not
allow any other visitors to go near the grave and we did not also have
freedom of movement in the farm. Any vehicle which was moving out
of the farm one soldier could enter inside.

COUNSEL:

You mean had to be accompanied by a soldier?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I ask you what you did with the two remaining passengers?
,

OTONGOPENDI:

COUNSEL:

The two remaining passengers as I drove up to some five miles away. I
stopped because by then I knew very well that there was nobody behind
me, so I asked them that I had already off-loaded your friends, now
what are you going to do, I am now within my village and they only
had two guns. So, what they said was if I had some money I should
give to them to make their route back. So I had some Shs.6,000. and I
gave to them.
How many soldiers did you off-load in the way you did?
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( lL1.

1

GOPENDI:

I off-loaded 18.

('Ol'NSFL:

You mean for those t
home?
wo years there were about 20 soldiers at the

OTONGOPRNDI:

Exactly. Because each t'
th
three or that if the
ime ey could remove three they could bring
Y cou!d remove ten they could replace then.

coUNSF:L:

Was there any indic t'
.
.
a ion made to them that you did not requue theu
presence?

OTONGOPENDI:
COUNSEL:

OTONGOPENDI:

We did not require their presence actually but we could not talk.
Now• when ~ou were in Nairobi that is before you heard of the arrest
of th~ Archbishop and the two Ministers, did you by any chance have
occasion to talk to the late Oboth Ofumbi?
No, I only had a chance of talking to him the last time he came home
and he told me that any day madam would be coming to Tororo and we
proceed to Nairobi with her.

COUNSEL:

So, he did not discuss with you any of his personal affairs or
government affairs?

OTONGOPENDI:

No. For personal affairs we were discussing running of the farm that
is all. On the side of the government, no.

COUNSEL:

That is what you know about the death of Oboth Ofwnbi?

OTONGOPENDI:

Ex.actly.

MR. NAGENDA:

I must say every often we get a certain amount of satisfaction out of
hearing what had happened and for myself your story of the tipper is
going to keep me going. But you had these people with you, these
soldiers for two years, where did they live, did they live on the farm or
did they build their own houses or what happened?

OTONGOPENDI:

We gave them shamba 's quarters to stay in.

MR.NAGENDA:

How did they eat?

OTONGOPENDI:

They used to bring some food from the barracks and also in case of
delay they were cooking for them some food on the farm.

MR.NAGENDA:

How far was the farm from the barracks?

OTONGOPENDI:

It is appro~imately 13 miles.

MR.NAGENDA:

131 And what was the name of the barracks please? I did not get the
name.
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OTONGOPFNnl

Rubongi.

MR. NAGFNDA·

Rubongi?

OTONGOPENDL

Yes. They used to call it I think Air and Sea Borne Battalion

MR. NAGENDA:

Air and Sea Borne?

MR.?'

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

QTOt'

MR. NAGENDA:

And did you get to know them? You must have got to know them after
two years. You must have got to know how they looked like or indeed
their names.

MR.

OTONGOPENDI:

It is very difficult because if some could stay for two weeks others
come but I knew some of the names which I cannot recall now.

MR. NAGENDA:

But if you saw them on the street, would you recognize some of these
people?

OTON

OTO

MR.

OTC

MR

OTONGOPENDI:

I could.

OT 1

MR. NAGENDA:

What was their attitude like mostly were they quite friendly or were
they withdrawn did you converse with them quite a lot?

OTONGOPENDI:

Actually some of them were not friendly, but as you continue staying
with somebody at least he comes a little bit closer to you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were they all 'people of the same tribe or were their tribes different?

OTONGOPENDI:

The tribes were different. Some corning from Bugisu, but most of
them were corning from Arua.

MR. NAGENDA:

Bagisu must be from quite near this area, must they not?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you seen some of these Bagisu people subsequently after 1979?

OTONGOPENDI:

No, I have not.

MR. NAGENDA:

While they were with you for this enforced stay of about two years, did
they behave in any particularly bad way from time to time? Did they
beat people up, did they rape women? What did they do, steal, loot?

OTONGOPENDI:

Some of them were getting vehicles from us and going around the
villages grabbing bicycles from people and also trying to trap the
magendo what. They took a number of bicycles from "Wanahinci"
around there.

MR. NAGENDA:

1979 is about eight years ago, have you tried to get any redress either
through the courts or any other way or through this Air and Sea Borne

MF

o·

M
0
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oro

raoPENDI:

MR . \GENOA:
orONGOPENDI:

MR. NAGENDA:

OTONGOPENDI:
MR NAGENDA:
OTONGOPENDI:
MR. NAGENDA:
OTONGOPENDI:
MR. NAGENDA:

Ing

of

Battalion have '"'ou
.
J
ever tnect to
get any redress.
No.
Why not?
We~I. I could not start that beca
.
ending.
•
use I did not know where we were
Now, do you feel more in a b
..
about it?
etter position to start doing something
But on top of that I do n kn
. .
ot ow to begm with to recover what?
No justice.
I do not know where I can start.
But would you like to start?
That question is a bit impossible for me to answer.
No, it is not. What I mean to say is this, you yourself and your
relatives suffered because one of the main people of your area was
brutally killed. You were not allowed to bury him properly. You had
these people staying to make sure I do not know what, may be that you
did not open the grave or people to come and see or whatever it was.
Are you telling me that you and these people in this area are willing to
let this matter drop?

OTONGOPENDI:

We. would not like so. The matter cannot just drop like that.

MR. NAGENDA:

No.

OTONGOPENDI:

No. If there is any way of revenging then I do not know - {laughter)-

MR. NAGENDA:

yes I personally agree anyway our Commission is perhaps we should
not ~se the word revenge but our Commiss~onhas .been set up :o try
d
hat can be done in cases like this and if your peop e are
:n;;e
t: help us, to help them that is what we do. Thank you very
much.

OTONGOPENDI:

Thank you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am very sorry that this kin

OTONGOPENDI:

•
Ob th Ofumbi on the side of my mother. My
I am related !o the lateothe; actually.
mother is their grandm
.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I think you mention

id

ey

•

• d of thing happened but you can assist me
e ou closely related to the late Oboth
'fy
some
matters.
One,
ar
y
1
to c ar1
.
?
or were you just neighbours.

• eelthat the late had his own farm and you were JUSt
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neighbours, w~s your fann aIsO involved in this quarantine as it were?.
OTONGOPENDI:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

For you, You were at least free to carry on?

OTONGOPENDI:

as most of the
est of the madam, to continue assisting
&
On the requ
d d to maintain the ,arm.
brothers were not of a stan ar

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, you heIPed in the management of the farm?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

• ed that these soldiers lived in boys' quarters.
Now you mention
' get these boys ' quarte rs?·
did they

OTONGOPENDJ:

How

• th
because before burial they were just lying
We were toaroun
g1vedtheemverandah
and so forth. Then they · movedsto the
somewhere
church area where they were bringing in funny practices.
o we
withdrew
•
them from the church area and requested the person
commanding them that if we could give them at least where to stay.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

OTONGOPENDI:

0

No, why did you not just request them to leave?
them.

You did not need

We did not have such powers to ask the soldiers that you go away.
That was impossible.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

These people came on their own, they imposed themselves on you for
two years.

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, again you mentioned about food, apparently, they were foraging
from the fann is that not so?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Were they paying for this food?

OTONGOPENDI:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did they participate in the farm work?

OTONGOPENDI:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

As I keep saying, I am sorry those things happened but may I know
what kind of neighbour the late was? What kind of man was he as a
local person? Was he in good terms with the people? Did he deal with
the people? Things like this?

OTONGOPENDI:

He had good terms with me and others too because as a person born in
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the area anct .
to a
Wtth the r"'"''·

pR

PProach him b
_,...._
he had
Ut for me
someOthers
H
anctOthersI th'nk couldhave a bit of fear
e WasOkay Withy
I WeWereokayWithhim
Qu. Do
·
You knowWh h
Yes.
et er he helpedthe area?

MAKUBUY A:

oroNGOPFNDI:

pR. MAKUBUY A:

In what way?

oTONGOPENDf:

Well. he estabr h
is ed the f
e area and he also . arm and employeda
various depanm
assisted a number of
numberof peoplewithin
ents.
people to get employmentin
These are puzzlin
.
he has •
g things to me th
half given you instructions to' ~ ma~, Minister of Internal Affairs,
. tenn ~d so on the next assist his wife to take the children for
v1?lently killed, Well did you
you hear _he~s dead, he has been
might have explained his death? ow of anything m the local area that
th

DR MAKUBUYA:

!?

y.

OTONGOPENDI:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I imagine you were shocked?

OTONGOPENDI:

Exactly most of us.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Surprised by it?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

r
CHAIRMAN:

Before we ask the next question I would like to say this for record
purposes we have with us this morning visitors. There is a visitor
from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London of the British
Government who has been brought here to attend briefly our session by
a diplomat from the British High Commission in Kampala. Then
secondly we have Mr. Sivenhost. I am sorry I have difficulty in
pronouncing this name, which is Swedish he represents the largest
Morning Newspaper in Stolkhom The newspaper I may also have
problem in pronouncing it, I think it is called Diegenatore, he will
assist me with this. We are glad to have both of you with us here this
morning.
The name of the visitor from the Forei_gn 3:11ct
Commonwealth Office in London is Mr. Crisheart. As I was saymg
you are both welcome to attend our session. Please stay as lon~ as you
can, if you have to go now you can come again. Yes. st~ll more
questions coming from the other member of the panel for the witness.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

These soldiers stayed at late Oboth Ofumbi' s home for. that peri~ as
d ou had access to that farm smce you \\ ere
we ~ave beendtold an tte farm· what relationship did you have. you
helpmg the la Y to run
. ? '
personally, with these soldiers.

OTONGOPENDI:

I think the sort of relationship w when we were being guarded at home

.
is

funnybecause

•

somebody after'
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e had with the soldiers at that time. it

.,1
Ill' fn·t.'-umn
l' f tnlwemt•nt. If .WC' wanted
ld to go somewhere a soi .
,
th.
,·chick.
Poss1hly
I
cou
• d1er
could enter m c
. greet .thc1t1 in the morn·
•
•
tlttt
is
•111
then
I
continue
with
work
'll&,
that • gl,nlI mornmg • • • • •
.

PR I UYOMBYA:

DR-

Did I Ill')' h.,iras.·s )'')U
, during the two years they stayed there?
OT

'- Jy IS
• • lll)t free then he is being harassed indirectly.
If SOHlCl•l)
psychologically you were being harassed.

DR. l l'YOMBYA:

Sl)

OTt1~GOPFNnt:

Exactly.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were they asking for money from you during this stay?

0

OTONGOPENDI:

If they wanted to go out to drink waragi they could ask some money
from us and we could easily release.

D

DR LUYOMBYA:

Now. when the liberators from Tanzania arrived in Kampala and these
people asked you to return them to the barracks, did they request you
or forced you to give them a lift?

OTONGOPENDL

They had apparently wanted to dodge but then I also sensed that if they
remained there for sometime and the soldiers from Ta.mania were
coming they could bomb the farm because they would know that
Arnin's soldiers are still in a certain place. So when I resisted not to
take them again I reversed my mind and said no, I will know what to
do. S~ I loaded them on the tipper.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were they armed all of them?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

DR.. LUYOMBYA:

And could you clarify for me exactly where you dropped them?

OTONGOPENDI:

When I was approaching the barracks because Rubongi Primary School
is near the barracks and the compound there is a bit large, so this side
was school this side is a church: so as I was driving I went on my left
then I made a sharp comer. As I saw other soldiers coming from the
other school running to the vehicle, others from the church running to
the vehicle, I sensed that apparently they wanted to grab the vehicle
from me. So what I did I said even if they will shoot the tyres I will
drive like that so I drove back home tricking them.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You said that you asked them to get off?

OTONGOPENDI:

At that time when I requested the two, in front.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

In front?

OTONGOPENDI:

In front to get off they insisted that I should drive them inside the
barracks. So I thought they wanted to go and load their things plus the
vehicle to ruQaway with it. Then I said, "no, I am not going there."
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pR L,tl\OMBYA.

Now, when you ti
shooting?
PPed the 18 men off
your vehicle was there any

oroNGOPENDI

No, I did not hear.

DR LUYOMBYA

Or, did they make

oroNGOPENDI:

I did not hear because I w

.
did not Wait?

.
any noise?
. .
as busy dnvmg in a bad speed.

DR, LUYOMBYA:

y OU

oroNGOPENDI:

I did not wait, there w
..
as no wa,tmg at all.

DR, LUYOMBYA:

And you did not look ba
ck to see what had happened?

oroNGOPENDI:

No, I saw some of them were
.
.
I saw them from my d . .
~ow Jumpmg and off from the other and
nvmg mirror.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes?

oroNGOPENDI:

Yes, so then when J saw th
.
t" ed ,
at now the game 1s a little bit over I
con mu ,or another six miles from the scene.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Those two who were with you in front did they insist that you take
them to where they wanted rather than drive them back?

OTONGOPENDI:

Some of them, one of them caught my hands not to drive very fast they
did not know what I was doing behind, so I just said I will help you
later on I must go back.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But they knew that you were driving them back towards the farm?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes, the two did not know that I was tipping his friends definitely.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But they knew you were driving them back to the farm?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

y

e

e
t

DR. LUYOMBYA:

.
?
And yet they had asked you to remove them from the environment.

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

.
. ed
ou must be extremely lucky that at that time
So I am bit surpns
or Y
•
ou did
they did not force you to stop and you continued they way y
•

OTONGOPENDI:

hand to stop and his friend said that if you
No one of them caug ht my
.
get hold of his hands you might cause an accident.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Okay, thank you.
t, s announcement about the cause

MR.KAWANGA:

you must have heard the governmen

I

I
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of death (lf Minister Oboth Ofumbi.
otONGOPENDI:

Ye.s.

MR'. KAWANGA:

On Radio Uganda, things like that he had died in a traffic accidentand
that kind of thing?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Before the burial?

OTONGOPENDI:

That is right.

MR. KAWANGA:

Were you satisfied with this explanation?

CH

OTONGOPENDI:

No.

OT

MR. KAWANGA:

Did anybody among relatives or your friends believed it or you?

OTONGOPENDI:

No one is believing it up to now.

MR. KAWANGA:

You had never and you have never believed it up to now?

OTONGOPENDI:

No.
0

MR. KAWANGA:

You are still satisfied Oboth Ofumbi was killed brutally?

OTONGOPENDI:

Yes, exactly.

C

0

CHAIRMAN:

Now, well of course when you arrived from Nairobi you found the
body was already there; did you know whether this body was
accompanied by any government official or government representativ.e
who perhaps explained what had happened or told the people what had
happened how the deceased had died?

OTONGOPENDI:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know who had taken the body?
home?

OTONGOPENDI:

How was the body taken

The body was brought in a lorry, they had put the body in the coffin
actually, so the information I gathered was that when they arrived at
the gate, they reversed the lorry to face where it was OO!µingfrom, so
they opened the lorry and the soldiers picked the coffin, one of the
coffins, they were three. So, they picked one and loaded it down near
the gate, they did not enter the gate. Earlier on in the evening of 16th
they had already despatched some soldiers guarding the farm. Then on
17th between one and 2.30 that was when they brought the body homeand those who brought the body home instructed the soldiers to talce
the body in the house. Now, some women who were also within said
now which body is this may be, because we have seen another two
coffins inside the lorry, may be this one is we do not know. So, some
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women were assisted

could •
by the sold
th /ust enter like this they d.d iers because they had a coffin which
th?c ~~nd_th~tthe body was o~;o\ nail the top. So, they opened and
O
f
m 1ns1de the house S e ate: so they assisted them to carry
rom _thecoffin they broughi tho, they immediatelyremoved the body
-~e~~~~~oo~~~

CHAIRMAN:

w

.

oTONGOPENDI:

Army truck.

CHAIRMAN:

It was army truck. Did o
death was issued in r • Y u come to know whether a cenificate of
espect of the late Oboth Ofumbi?

QTONGOPENDI:

Yes' a certificate of death
.
after about a month
was issued and I think, I recall it came late

as it an anny or another f
body?
onn of government truck which took the

or over.

the
as

iv.e

CHAIRMAN:

Who brought it?

OTONGOPENDI:

Dr. Otiti John.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know where it is now?

OTONGOPENDI:

We have some copies. You mean to say the cenificate?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

OTONGOPENDI:

We have some copies with the lawyer advocate Ayigihugu and another
one I left at home.

CHAIRMAN:

Can you before you go back to Tororo get for us this one with the
lawyer, the copy with the lawyer?

OTONGOPENDI:

If it is possible because as a lawyer, they have several files they might
look for it and may be -

CHAIRMAN:

No, do not give excuse for him you go and tell him he will get it there,
can you do that?

OTONGOPENDI:

I can.

~HAIRMAN:

Yes, before you go back to Tororo.

OTONGOPENDI:

Okay.

had

COUNSEL:

May be would you ask Dr. Otiti to report here? Where can we find
him?

OTONGOPENDI:

He is having his eye clinic on Kampala Road.

COUNSEL:

Y es.

What is the name of the clinic?
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It is 3 long road do _you know where it is specifically? One of
Commissioners here ,s a doctor, Dr Luyombya and he knows 1he
Dr. Otiti's clinic if so he will assist in locating the place
Where

CHAl™AN:

couN

OTONGOPENDJ:

Okay.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said that you moved the soldiers into the boys' quaners b•"'
• m
• a funny manner I~use
they had gone to church and were behavmg
think
we should be told what this funny manner was. What were they doing
in the church?

OTONGOPENDI:

EKOCH

They were bringing in women friends around and messing m such a
holy place.

EKOC

couN
EKOC

cou
EKO

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean they were using the church for bodily,

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Fornication.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, my friend says for fornication, for committing adultery in the
church.

OTONGOPENDI:

They were doing that but when I discovered it, I requested them to
move out of the place.

MR. NAGENDA:

And were they holding drinking parties there to, perhaps in the church?

OTONGOPENDI:

I did not witness that one.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

cou

Mr. Otongopendi, thank you very much for having come here and for
the evidence you have given to this Commission which will assist us in
inquiring to and in finding out how the late Oboth Ofumbi died. Now
as I said before you go back to Tororo could you go to the lawyer and
bring for us the death certificate please.

OTONGOPENDI:

I shall do that one. Thank you too.

COUNSEL:

Witness number 91 will be Mr. Jonathan Ekochu, formerly Principal
Private Secretary of President Idi Amin and a few other Presidents.

WITNESS N0.91: MR. JONATHAN IGULU EKOCHU
SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Jonathan lgulu Ekochu?

EKOCHU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?
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EKO

cou

co
EK

fiKO HU:

I nm now a

coL~S1 L:

Where do you live?

EKOCHU:

My home area is
• Soroti District.

COUNSEL:

That is your horne area?

FKOCHU:

Yes, that is·my home area.

COUNSEL:

Yes. do you have ah

EKOCHU:

Well, I am just staying in a flat
Mulago Hospital that • . . now allocated to my wife who works in
'
is m K1tantecourt.

COUNSEL:

Whereabout in Soroti District is your home?

EKOCHU:

It is called Obilai Villa
itself is Omodoi Th t ge _and the· sub-county is Asirek and the area
•
a particular village is called Obilai Village.

COUNSEL:

you are a retired civil servant?

EKOCHU:

I am a retired civil servant, yes sir.

COUNSEL:

Ma\f e probably before I will ask you about your work would you like
to te us about your educational background?

EKOCHU:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

Tell us.

EKOCHU:

I had my primary education first at Soroti Primary School then I went
to Ngora Primary after Ngora Primary, I passed my Primary Leaving
Examination and joined Kings College Buddo in 1942 where I spent all
my secondary education up to what used to be called Cambridge School
Certificate. After Cambridge School Certificate, I joined the
Government Teachers Training College which was established in 1948,
first in Mbarara which later on was transferred to Kyambogo. I
completed my teachers training, it was a course of two years, I
completed the course successfully as a secondary teacher and in 1950 I
was posted to Nabumali High School as a teacher. I served Nabumali
High School up to 1952 for two years and then I was transferred to
Ngora High School. I served as a teacher in Ngora High School from
1952 up to 1957 and during that time, I was appointed headmaster of
Ngora High School in 1956, I think up to 1957. Then I was awarded a
scholarship for further training as a te~cher and I went to the
University of Leeds Institute of Education where I successfully
completed my course as a teacher from 1957 to 1959. I specialized_in
biology. I returned home in 1959 a~d I went back to Ngora High
School in October 1959. I served bnefly there as a headmaster for
then I was posted to Teso College Aloet where
about th ree mon ths andenior biology master. I served •m Teso College
I was emp Ioye d aS a S

PProaching59 years please
•

.
ouse m Kampala?
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up to the end of July, 1964.
COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well, what happened in July, 1964?
From July 1964, I decided. ~o join_ the civil s.ei:vice. Posts w
advertised in the Uganda c1vII service for admirustrative offi1 ere
..
cers
wanted to change perhaps to get some opportumties for promor •.1
.
.
the civil service. I came to Kampala, I was mterv1ewe<1
and ion!It
1
appointed administrative officer and posted to Busoga DistrictWas
started working in Busoga District on the 1st of August, 196-4. ~
served in there as ADC from 1st August 1964 up to the end of Ju
1966, then I was transferred to Bugisu District. During my service~e
Busoga District, I acted as District Commissioner Busoga District wht
my senior officer, the late Wanambwa died, I acted for about three ~
0
four months before I was transferred to Bugisu District. I servec1
Bugisu District for about a year or two and then I was posted to the
Prime Minister's office then in Entebbe posted to the Cabinet Affairs
1Department. Where I worked under the late Frank Kalimuzo and then
from there I had left my friend, Mr. Henry Kyemba during my days in
Busoga I think he was the one really who was instrumental in
suggesting my name to be posted to State House to serve as Private
Secretary as his deputy. I was posted to Stated House in 1967. I
served as Henry's deputy from 15th May 1967 and I continued on as a
Private Secretary, deputy to Mr. Henry Kyemba. All that time from
1967 and then in 1971 there was the Commonwealth Conference in
Singt1,pore. I was one of the officers selected to join the delegation to
assist in the administrative work in the conference. So we went to
Singapore together with that delegation, it was headed by former
President Obote and the 1971 coup found me in Singapore. I did not
know exactly what was happening at home but when we were in
_Singapore one of the Permanent Secretaries in the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, then Mr. Chris Ntende came to Singapore, I met him, he Just
told me that he was just calling on he was in India and he wanted to
say something to fonner President Obote. I did not suspect there was
something serious at home at that time, but later on the night before we
left I began to realize that . there was something and I asked Mr.
Kyemba what was happening and he told me that there was some
. serious fighting at home here in Uganda between soldiers who were
supporting Amin and soldiers who were supporting former President
Obote. All the same we packed up our belongings and we left
Singapore as scheduled, we travelled up to India, New Delhi. From
New Delhi we flew to Nairobi. On our flight frc;,mNew Delhi to
Nairobi the captain of the plane then came to passtngers' cabin and
announced to us that a coup had taken place in Uganda and that Amin
was then in control of the situation of the country in Uganda. Well,
you can imagine a feeling one could have if you had a family here and
my family in Entebbe. I did not know what was happening. So, we
flew from there all keeping quiet until we landed in Nairobi. It was
about 7. 30 when we landed in Nairobi.
A.m, p.m?
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£I{OCH'

P:m I_think, very late .
,,ere m Nairobi ,
m the evenin
1
'' c found that the secur·
g Whenwe landed there W
pane
was surrounde
or whatever it is W d by police and w~ty had already bee~ hen we
certain vehicles •\u elwere surrounded at dwe call the Gene;"aelt
Sup,~he
.
· .-ve eft
an we
erv1ce
~nigh~ to hotel, I think ~ur luggage on the pla;ere all asked to enter
·urob1. there · There w t was Pan Af.ncan e and we were dr·1
ven
dele?ation stayed there' . e stayed for a ni one of these hotels in
received infom1ation th m that hotel for a nf ~ all of us, the whole
were taken to the . at we were all to fly tg ~ In the next day we
delegation was tak airport flown to Da o ar-es-salaam. So we
en to s
r-es-salaam
•
personally stayed in St
tate House. We sta ed . and the whole
exactly but for ab
ate House for about o y m State House, I
out two w k
ne or - I ea
other people of th d 1
. ee s. I stayed in th S
nnot remember
do. I decided to c~m: ~ga~on Then individual~y t:t; :o~e with the
Obote and told him s· ac home. I went back to' the t ec1 ed wh_atto
to Sin a
' ir' we have decided t
ormer President
d . g pore as a civil servant I h
o go back home. I travelled
ec1ded to go and join them at h' ave a family at home and I have
of Tanzani
ome. He acce ted
h
a arranged for a flight for all f
p ' so the government
ome. So, we flew to Nairobi I
o us who wan i to come back
because most of the diaries I 'ed cannot remember the exact dates now
during the 1979 liberation us I to have were all looted and destroyed
, so am really d
d"
e~en mg on memories at
th e moment. So we flew to N . b'
Some people made arrange::~~• ~~tayed 11:1
Nairobi with a friend.
Government to travel by plane b k t ~th assistance of the Kenya
by plane I stayed
~
ac O ganda. I decided not to travel
On 1 or one or two da • I h d
'
•
working in the East African R .
ys,
a a fnend who was
1_waysthen. So' he made arrangements
to get me a ticket for th
e ram, second class ticket and I had a
co1:°partment. myself, I travelled all alone and came to' K
l
Railway
Stat10n
A
I
'd
ampa
. . .
·
s sa1 , I cannot remember the exact date but aI
arnved m Kampala at around 10.00 a.m. When I was in Nairobi I had
already telephoned my cousin brother, Mr. Elesu who was working in
the government here to meet me at the Railways Station. So, by 10.00
a.m he was actually there to receive me. He took me in his car to his
home at Mbuya. When I was in Mbuya, I decided to ring the
Permanent Secretary in the President's Office, he was Mr. Justus
Byagagaire. I told him that I have arrived what do I do next. He told
me hold on, give me your telephone number. I gave him the telephone
number, he said that he would ring me later. He did ring and told me
that all of you who have returned from Tanzania will be required at
Command Post to meet the then President Idi Amin. Well, I told him
that: "Well, I have no transport at the moment, my brother has gone to
work but when he comes I would come direct to your office." So, I
did, I travelled direct to Mr. Byagagaire's office.
He made
arrangements for me to be taken to the Command Post. The Comm~d
Post is a house somewhere in Kololo there near Impala Avenue that 1s
where Idi Amin used to live as the Commander or Chief Officer of the
armed forces then. When I got there I met my many other friends who
were with me at the conference there. We got there at about 11.00
O'clock. There were so many soldi~rs at the Command Post at that
·
Li·eutenants Captams Colonels and what have you
time, very many. ·nary soldiers
, around.• The place was really full of
dl
and many ot her or

h

s

in

lil
'ate

I
a
orn
lil

to
to

t1
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soldiers. and among the people I also c;aw at that 1imt• 'W·
Wanumc Kibc.:diwho later became Minister of Foreign A "" Mr
·
,~ffa1r1;
Amin's government. Wl• sat m th c waiting room from 11 ()( • 1n
about 4 00 O'clock, nearly 4.00 or 5 00 O'clock we were w >.up t()
'
•
.
.
a1t1n
did not sec Amm So, about 4.30 General Amm as he was callec1gWe
came out with his senior army officers, he greeted us. We didthen
know what our fate would be but we waited the same. Ile greet ~ot
of us, shook hands with us and then told one of his army officers~ _all
sorry for the details, he gave us a drink. So, they brought bee;s am
,
, We
drunk the beers all the same but we were not quite sure what Wa.,;
happening, whether it would be the last day or not Oaughteu ; so we
waited and he eve~tually told us that all of you should report to your
respective offices m the mornmg and I want a report as to how You
were selected to go to Singapore and what you know about Obote and
the problems that are now prevailing in the country. So, the next day
we were relieved that we were told to go and report to the office a~
least to write a report. So, we went, I found the Secretary in the office
the next day, I dictated what I thought was relevant. After the girl had
typed the report I signed it and gave it to one of the soldiers who was
working within there. I forget his name now but he is the one who
collected our reports and took them to Command Post. Whether these
reports were read or not I do not know. After writing our reports the
next day, we were told to continue normally with our responsibilities.
Well, I continued working in my capacity as Deputy Principal Private
Secretary to the President at that time under Mr. Henry Kyemba.
When Henry Kyemba was appointed Minister of Health, I remained in
the President's Office.
COUNSEL:

May be to remind you here was he appointed Minister of Health or was
appointed to Ministry of Culture as Permanent Secretary?

EKOCHU:

Oh yes, he was first appointed Permanent Secretary Ministry of
Culture, I am sorry and later on he became Minister of Health.

COUNSEL:

Continue.

EKOCHU:

I continued working as Acting Principal Private Secretary from the date
Mr. Kyemba was appointed Permanent Secretary and then later on
Minister of Health. I acted from that period up to 1973 without any
confirmation, without even getting the salary of a Principal Private
Secretary because the Principal Private Secretary is of the rank of a
Permanent Secretary. I continued working, although deep in me I was
not satisfied because I was not paid the correct salary but I did not
want to raise my voice at that time. I continued working up to 1973
until eventually instrument of our appointment was prepared;
appointing me as Permanent Secretary. I think it was 11th February,
1973 when I was confirmed as Principal Private Secretary to the
President. So that is briefly the background of my education and my
service as far as the time when I was confirmed as Principal Private
Secretary to the President.

CHAIRMAN:

There are some whispers here suggesting that we need a break, may be
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CHAIRMAI'

MR. NAGI

CHAIRMA

EKOCHU

cou

w

we do • e s1lall have a br k
about 20 minutes time. Mea now and resume at 11.45 a.m which is

~hen you do complete ju t rh Ekocu, you will come back then I think
Ume of your retirement. s t e factual narrative of your career up to the

BREAK
CHAIRMAN

Commissioners, Learned C
.
the session after the b k ounsels, ladies and gentlemen, let us resume
your evidence. As I sai:\ • _Mr. Ekochu we are still continuing with
up to the time you
' lhmk when we broke off you were telling us
were confirmed as Principal Private Secretary.

MR NAGENDA:

11th February, 1973.

CHAIRMAN:

11th February, 1973 If
.
our sort 0 f C V
•
you could contmue from there and complete
Y
• up to the end.

EKOCHU:

Yourb Honour • Mr • Chamnan,
•
and Members of the Commission when
;~ ~oke off for a break I had mentioned that I was confi~ed as
.rmcipal Private Secretary and on 22nd December 1973 from that
time I confmued working
• as Principal Private Secretary
'
' to 1979
up
when t~e liberation war took place and Kampala was taken over by the
forces m 1979. When the war intensified in that year, 1979, Idi Amin
was really preoccupied in the matters connected with the war and did
not really regularly come to the office. So I personally left Kampala
before Kampala fell - I left Kampala about two and half weeks before
Kampala fell. I just went. I took my family and went home.
After the Liberation War, I stayed at home - the whole of 1979 period until 31 st July, 1980, when I received a call from the Permanent
Secretary in the Office of the Military Commission at the time - my late
friend, George Goa -informing me that I was required back on duty. I
left home and came to Kampala; reported to the Permanent Secretary
then and I was taken to see Mr. Muwanga who was the Head of the
Military Commission at the time; and I was posted as Permanent
Secretary to the Ministry of Supplies which I used to call the Ministry
of Shortages. So I continued working in that place. That again was a
very job - very difficult assignment; but it enabled me to meet a crosssection of people and it enabled me to understand the probl~ms people
were facing at that time after the war. They came asking for this and
that -from salt, soda, sugar and beer and the rest of it.

f

e

I tried all I could to serve in that capacity as the P.S Ministry of
Supplies, until July 15th 1985. I wrote ~ letter to the ~ermanent
Secretary (Head of the Civil Service), sayi~g that, accordmg to the
Public Service Regulations, I was due to retire and I was ready to go
ll the reply did not come so quickly. I stayed on for some
.
h
h ome. We ,
period until eventually I was allowed to retire ~d I went ome to
·
h e I am now staying and I have estabhshed a small mixed
.
. .
Sorott; w er
farm which is keeping me occupied at this ume.
COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

Now what was the nature of your work as
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• • 1 PrI\• •aceSecreC""-"
to the President?
Pnnc1pa
-J

EKOCRU:

- ·ra1 Private Secretary to the President, I was actually th .
As Prmc1
.
th M" .
e It,,,_
between the public and the President, e 1rustersand the Presid ·~
Government officials _andall t~ose who wa?t:'1 to _see the Presidctu,
And my responsibilities also included rece1vmg directives from
President; passing them onto whoever was supposed to receive e
direccive or information. I dealt with almost all the appointments~e
those who wanted to see the President. But, here, your Honour or
Members of the C?rnmission, appointments, dur~g th_etime of~
Amin, were very difficult. In the first place, Id1 Amin, during his
tours, soon after he took over ~ower, he went on informing people that
his office was open to the pubhc 24 hours; that anyone could telephone
him any time through State House on telephone 2241 but this did not
actually work out. It was just difficult. So I had the problem of
making these appointments.

C:·

People came, as you know, from all parts of the country wanting to see
the President for whatever reasons, personal, asking for some
assistance and then asking for some favours or sometimes problems or
conflicts within the area, may be family problems. Some matters were
official but it was not possible to grant all these appointments. In any
case, I tried whenever I got requests to compile a list of the people who
wanted to see him as he had said that the office is open to everybody,
but then he would say that he would not see these people. And it was
difficult for me to come back to explain to whoever wanted to see him,
after the announcement that he is free to see anybody, any time, but
sometimes, I was able to convince some people that certain matters
could be sorted out at district level or Ministerial level or within the
offices of the governors then. That at times you know, with a job like
this, you either create friends or enemies. And I am sure that those I
was not able to fix to see the President were not happy; others who
were able to see him, perhaps, were happy. But it was not easy to
make these appointments because each day of the week - Monday to
Sunday, we used to work Monday to Sunday, there was no Sunday, no
Saturday - you could work out appointments and leave these
appointments on his desk but, at the same time, he himself could have
made some other appointments, asking some other people to come to
see him. So in the morning or afternoon you would find that the whole
waiting room was full of people. But then you would tell him that 'so
and so is around, so and so is around.' Then he would decide whom to
see and whom not see.

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNS
EKOC

Did you have supporting staff?
Yes, I had supporting staff. My Deputy Principal Private Secretary
then was Ismail Sebi. Ismail Sebi actually worked also during Obote's
regime as an escort and a driver. He was my Deputy Principal Private
Secretary and, as far as directives were concerned, we received
directives from the President either 'Pass this message to so and so.· I
gave instructions to my supporting staff -that a Deputy Principal
Private Secretary and the Senior Personal Secretaries who were
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COUN
EKOC

COUNSEL:

working with m
I t0 Id
e and WhoWer d"
•
thern that if I w
.c irect1yin the office of the President d1rectiv tO
'
ere tn the Offi
. . e any one of them to
_iceand the President gave a
Minister or an individual th communicateany messageto any one personally not pass it th ' at person would communicatethat message
because I did not w
rou~h me. This one was to safeguard myself
that • s o they adhered
antt toth.
misunderstand any message or anything like
and say, "Do this and ~o t~: ?,nebecause Idi Amin could call anybody
be left out. So they h d
t • whether a secretary or not, you could
a written message s~1 : pass these messagespersonally whether it is
secretary, not for p_p in
per~onally by the Deputy _or as personal
and there was no probl That ls what I told them. This continued on
em as far as I was concerned.
But you see you ha Onl
.
ve Y mentionedIsmail Sebi.

EKOCHU:

Oh, I beg your pardon!

COUNSEL:

Formerly a driver.

EKOCHU:

0

0

There was other supporting staff. Another one was Mr. Balinda he
was a Private Secretary to the Deputy - Balinda. And then we had,
per~onal secretaries. There was Mrs. Joyce Mawalo. She was a
Semor Personal Secretary to the President. There was the late Rose
Akuro, unfortunately, this girl died in a car accident. There was a
gentleman called Corcus Oumo. He was also a Senior Personal
Secretary in the President's Office. There was Mary Kyerimire, I
think she was a social secretary - 'Social Secretary' because her job
was mainly receiving visitors and things of that nature. And then there
was Miss Veronica Asima. She was also a Senior Personal Secretary
working directly under me. Miss Veronica is now, I think, in our
High Commission in London. Joyce retired - this Joyce Mawalo
retired; Rose Akuro died; Corcus Oumo was not absorbed after the
Liberation war; Mary Kyerimire, I think left the country after
liberation war, but I think she is back now in the country.

0

e

We also worked with Mr. Ben Kanyanjeyo. He was appointed a Press
Secretary. He served briefly but was dismissed by Amin. He served
briefly but was dismissed.

e

COUNSEL:

Where is he now?

EKOCHU:

I understand he is in the - somebody told me th~t he is Pe~ent
S
•al Duties in the Ministry of Information but he is m the
Secretary 'N pecthiose are the ones I can remember off hand here.
country.
ow

COUNSEL:

Very well. Now h ow many offices did the President have?

EKOCHU:

yes

.
•
uestion really. Amin had several
that is a very mterestmg q
ffi . Kampala Lodge •
ffi • State House an o ce m
offices. He had ~ o ice m d Club ~ office in Command Post, an
that is just opposite the Uganffia .n the Republic House, the Army
• Makindye , an
ice
i were properly equip
• peelwi"th office
office m
laces
Headquarters. And all these p

°
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equipment. stationery. telephones. everything, So .

•

?

C0l 1NSFL.

Did he have an office in Nile Manswns.

EKOCHU:

Oh )·es I had forgotten that. He had an office also in Nile Mans
•
IOq, i
f et he had a suite there where he used to stay sometimes· • n
a '
• was an office. I th'nk
•
h
• and
opposite
that suite.
1 , it was t e second floor. l-I•
had an office in Nile Mansion as well.
e

COUNSEL:

COllNSEL:

What was the room number?

EKOCHU:

Oh. dear - I do not remember the room number but the managementof
the Nile Mansion would be able to tell us. I do not remember the room
number but I know it was on the second floor, right somewhere m the
centre.

COUNSEL:

As a Principal Private Secretary you were also in-charge of these
offices.

EKOCHU:

COUNSE
EKOC

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

Yes, I was in-charge of all these offices as far as the provision of the
necessary stationery was concerned and my main office was in the
President's Office. But, if the President was in State House Makindye, Nile Mansion, Command Post - he wanted me there for
some work, I would have to go there and stay there. But we had made
arrangements for Personal Secretaries to report wherever he decided to
work in. We did it on weekly basis and the Personal Secretaries would
receive a message directly from the operator in State House. There
were telephone operators in State House, 24 hours; and there were also
wireless operators dealing with the army commanders. They were also
working 24 hours.
Did the President have an office at Entebbe Airport?
There was no office at Entebbe Airport as such, but there was a
Presidential suite. I think, it is still there. There was a Presidential
Suite so that, whenever he had to receive guests - Heads of State - that
is the place where they used to take the Heads of State. It is on the
third floor - second floor. And no one else used that place, apart from
the President.
Now, may be, before we go into details about this offices, can you start
with the Nile Mansion? Do you know the Personal Secretary who was
working in that office?
As I said, the Personal Secretaires used to do it on weekly basis; but
the ones who were actually working even in this office, at that time.
was Miss Joyce Mawalo and Corcus Oumo. Those were the Senior
Personal Secretaries - two of them. They would either be in State
House, Nile Mansion, Command Post whichever place the former
President decided to work in.
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COUNS

EKOC

('l

sl I :

n, ..OCHU:

.
1I learnt about the appointment of h.1
~ave been aware that th. C
~ ~ Commissionsome time back and
evidence from various e~ 1 ommis5 ion has been sitting here, receiving
we Went for break yo p p e and you have just handed me the - before
1986
• u gave me a _ co O f L
.
• I have just bee
•
PY
egal Notice number 5 of
Commission was appo~~o~n~ lbrough_i~ quickly. But I knew that this
situation of the Viol 1• n e Y the Minister of Justice to look into the
• one, since _ a ions of Human Rights, smce,
.
I th'mk - according
.
to this
1962

the
e

I seer Now M
Notice N b. r. Ekochu, tnay be
urn er 6 or 5 of 1986
•. You are conversant with Legal
Whereby this Cotnrnission
• A bit to remind you this is a notice
been aware of this Corn.m· ~as set up by the Gover~ent
Have you
1ss1on?
·

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

e
e

Now, do you think M Ek
Commission in
'r r. ochu, you have something to assist this
O
any these terms listed in that notice?
As I have said I have • t
.
•t ,
Jus gone through qmckly. I believe I can be of
so~e a~sIS
ance to the Commission as far as the contents of this Legal
Notice
1s concerned.

COUNSEL:

Y~s, now, what do you want to tell us about what you have seen? I

r
e

Wtll ask you some questions but, may be, I should first give you a

chance to assist us.
EKOCHU:

I think, I may start generally by stating that during Idi Amin's regime,
this country was plunged into a lot of difficulties. Some of us who
remained in this country working closely in the departments connected
with Government, particularly working in the Office of the President,
could observe a number of things. Those were really very difficult
days. We were plunged into so many problems. The civil servants,
even the Ministers and other people and for us who worked in the
President's Office, we went through a period I would describe as a
Period of Darkness.
But we walked along a tight rope with
uncertainly, anxiety, stress and fear; because we could not predict w~t
would happen the next day. But we continued in the service of this
mother land, in spite of all the problems.
When I say 'problems', most of us who stayed her~ could hear or
receive reports or information that so-and-so was. pur m the _boot; soand-so was killed and in many cases the culpnts who might hav:
committed all these atrocities were not brought to _court. There wer
security departments like the Public Safety Umt.
~here. was a
·ke
the
State
Research
Public
Safety
Umt
which was
d
t l
epartmen
I
ed
Al'
T
·1·
•
h <led by an officer call
I
ow1 I. Another
based_ m Naguru, ea
Research, based in Nakasero. The head of
security department - State Francis Itabuka; I think, his deputy was
that State Research was
th Minister of Internal Affairs. Of
Minawa who later on be~:;
;h in the police and then the Military
course, there was the Spec1
ran
Police.
Some people were arreste d and information was received that some of
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• N kascro and Makindyc and others in Nagu
them were kept m a ''car among the people. But there W""•sru
anc1
Of •
There was
not
the rest it·
, who stayed in the country could do at that tirne so
much that anyh°'!} the things, perhaps, I could mention, Unless So
these arc some
less there is something specifically you Wan/oU
would like me to - un •
Ille
to comment on.
11

..,

COUNSEL:

reports
you have
Now when you say' 'people in this country received
'd
h
'
,, do you know whether your Presi
enumerated
b enth to w om• you Were
•
•
•
•
I
p
ivate
Secretary
knew
a
out t ese outcries?
serving as Pnnc1pa r

EKOCHU:

•
J believe
that he knew about these outcries but I really do not know
what happened because he did not do. much. to solve the problems. The
outcries continued up to the end of his regime.

COUNSEL:

Would you say why he was unable to do anything about these outcries?

EKOCHU:

Amin had an army, so many soldiers and quite a number of these
soldiers in their day-to-day duties some of them, I am sure, were not
quite human. They carried out some of these things which made
people really suffer and caused the general outcry in the country. May
be, I believe that Amin himself knew some of these cases; may be,
other cases could have been done without his authority. But whatever
happened as it usually happens, whatever happens, there was a general
outcry throughout in the country for a number of things. And, as a
President - the President of the country, in-charge of the lives and
property of the people he was answerable.

COUNSEL:

Earlier on you had told us that one of your duties as a Principal Private
Secretary was to act as a link between the members of the public and
the President. In carrying out this duty, did you receive any report
about these atrocities, which you presented to the President?

EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

Quite a number of people, I cannot remember all But some.
Well, I received, for example - I received a report from my own home
area that my friend - C. C. Ochen - and there was another one Okurut; he was a lawyer in Soroti, the relatives came to me and they
told me that these people were arrested; and they believed that they
were arrested by the State Research Personnel and brought to Kampala.
Sorry to interrupt you! One is C. C. Ochen?

EKOCHU:
He was Secretary Manager of Teso Co-operative Union; and Okurut his other name is out of my mind. He was a lawyer practising in
Soroti.

COUNSEL:

This is a brother of Stanislas Okurut?

EKOCHU:
No,

no, not the brother of the Minister, but they may have some
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relation• hut not a b
brought to K
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.
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Ilappenmg
I
a• pproached
were arrested.n
; S oroll• and
•
Was told th
met Francis Itabuka h at they were tak me to find out what was
Office, I aslQ=dhim - e came to see then to ~late Research. When 1
Mr. Ochcn ahd OkuWhetherhe knew th e President in the President's
reported back to rut; he told me that~:h:reabouts of these peopleResearch And me and he told me th will check and find out. He
•
ever
s·
at they were not .m the State
one example
t
. mce then these
o give T
peop1e hav d"1
•
specifically wh
•
here are oth
e sappeared.That 1s
be, the relativeo used to come and wan~:swhom I canno~remember
reported these s were arrested or pickeddto ~ee the President - may
for the M" . cases to the President h up but usually, when you
much
imster of Internal Affair • dewould say• That is a matter
you could do. ,
s, an the police and there was not
DR-LVYOMBYA:
these
nor
de

May
be.
ever

EKOCHV:

I did not inform the p res1.dent beca
h
.
took these cases to him h
use on ot er occas1ons, when you
it is the responsibility' ~ ~~mid ~a~ that this is not his responsibility;
0
approached Francis Itabuka. e Mm1ster of Internal Affairs. I only

COUNSEL:

Would
• about cases where he said
.
hyou give
. . instances when you told hun
it was t e M1ruster of Internal Affairs in-charge concerned?

EKOCHU:

I really ~annot remember all the cases, but there were certain - letters

eraJ

as a
and

rate
and

Mr. Ekochu Legal C
. '
ounsel asked
were servmg as Pri~cipal Secreta you whether your President you
n~es of Ochen and Oku
ry ~ew these. Now you mention the
Did you inform the Presid;1t.h_ Relatives approached you about them.
nt llllSelfor you informed only Itabuka?

were written; and always took the letters to his desk· but I cannot
remember at the moment any specific case where relati~es came to me
and asked me to report the case to the President.

Ort

COUNSEL:

me

No, what I have asked you the cases where - because you said in these
cases you did not report to him because earlier on, whenever you had
referred these cases to him, he said, 'This is a matter for the Minister
of Internal Affairs.' So my question is, what are those cases you had
earlier referred to him where he said, this is a matter for the Minister
of Internal Affairs.

EKOCHU:

MR.NAGENDA:

I do not know! My problem has been really because I have lost diaries
but I cannot remember off hand names of people who reported and that
the President told me that this is a case for the Minister of Internal
Affairs. I cannot remember specifically at the moment. I put some
cases in my diaries which I said I do not have them now.
Perhaps we can help in this memory. Would some of these cases have
been odes where somebody told you about somebody who had been
. .
had been killed or otherwise maltreated verbally; so that then
m1ssmg,
b d
t Hingme this
you went to the President and said "Ho, some o y was e
bod,
" Would there have been cases where some y
your Exce 11
ency.
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nd therefore, you took a letter or
a
letter
a
,
u in any way to recall the kind "
brought you J)ocs that help
yo
of
memorandum.
cases?

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

I b t I k
h
now
y memory very muc 1, u
. t at letters
1
It does not really hep m letters were taken to the Pres1den~. These
were brought in .andb the_se
m the files·
1 - , but I know that, during 1979
e
. 1 President's office were not really
Ietters should sull
h files m ne
.
h" h
liberation war, t e
me cases m the files w ic we took to
There
should
be
so
destroyed •
the President.
0 rtunity to meet President Amin, but
0
1 never personally had t_he PP1 di"ng my brother, did and they said
• d Of mme me u
some other fnen s
'
t an experience to be forgotten in a
t him it was no
.
that, when you me.
' d taken bad news to him of somebody who
hurry. Therefore, if you :.a
suspect you would remember that he
I
had been killed or somet mg, "th this news So perhaps, are you
bad actually con~ronted you witake any verb.al me~sages to him about
saying that you did not actua11Y
missing people or dead people?

• 1 reallY do not remember ' but J believe that I reported• some
As I said
.
cases to h'.1m,. bu t J cannot remember specific cases where I can pmpomt
that I reported so-and-so.
Well, you have mentioned files in the President's o~ce, may be, th~se
complaints are there. Would you assist us by telhng us files dealmg
with this subject because in the State House there may be so many
files! Which files do you think can assist us because it is possible for
us to go and do it at State House.
Most of the files actually were kept in the President's Office here and
not in State House. Most of the files were kept in the President's
Office, fourth floor, security registry. We have an officer there; I
should have mentioned him earlier on as one of the supporting staff.
He is Mr. Nandulya. He is still working in that office.
Pardon!
Up to now, he is still in charge of the Registry.
He is.

EKOCHU:
~r. Nandulya. If these things were not disturbed - the files-were not
disturbed - I believe they were not disturbed, because the Liberation
War, 19?9, the files in the President's office were not looted, they
should still be there, intact.

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

Yes, but there are so many files.

TheMinistryof InternalAffairs's file.
As you can see

.
, you started with your home - that is Soroti District,
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may be, did you k
,

1.~oCHll:

cot •'\'SI

Professor Emini
L.

JiKOCHlJ:
cot ·:--.sFL:

fKOCHlJ:
cotNSI:-L:

istnct. Kah
• cramaido County
What was his work?
11
for?
• e was a professor' hut what was h
ti
ea pro essor
I think. he was a s eci . .
p a1tst tn • eye sp . 1·
ec1atst, I think. Eye specialist.
Do you know where he is?

How? When?

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

, they

o· ..

COUNSEL:

les dealing
e so many
ossible for

ere not
ration

He comes from Soroti

I know he is one of those
learnt disappeared,
persons actually who disappeared, whom we

COUNSEL:

here and
President· s
er there; I
ning staff.

, Yes, I knew Professor . .
D'd• Ite come from
• bniru very well .
.
Your district?

FKOCHU:

EKOCHU:

y be, these

now a Prof .
.
cssor Erniru?

EKOCHU:

I do not remember the year but it was during Amin's rule.
How did you know about his disappearance?
I _was_going ~o mention that his wife - she was called, I think, Amida,
his wife Amida - was a friend; she used to work in the President's
Office. She was brought there temporarily to work in the President's
Office. She is the one who told me that her husband had disappeared.
Now, when she told you her husband had disappeared. did she tell you
the circumstances under which he disappeared?
She did not tell me in details the circumstances under which he
disappeared; but she said that he was arrested by some people and
taken away; and ever since he was taken away, she had not seen him.

COUNSEL:

When she told you this, was she telling you to assist her?

EKOCHU:

No, she was just telling me as a friend, and. I believe. she knew that I
was helpless.

COUNSEL:

Why - why? Why do you say she knew you were helpless')

EKOCHU:

Because so many things had happened in ~he country and it was just
impossible to approach Amin on cases of this nature.

COUNSEL:

Did you think, when she approached you. that Amin knew about thts
matter?

EKOCHU:

.
e that Amin knew about the matter: but she believ~d
She did not tell m
d b ' St te Research personnel ,, hom she did
her husband was arreste
)
a
not know.
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.

"d ·ou Itke to

co,1NSEL'.
EKOCHU:

coUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

assist
this lady?
•••

D• .>
.
h sympathized
wit• I1 her and many other people sympathizeo
I very muc
with her.

Yes!

• h
I would have certainly have
And. if I had a way of assistmg er'
assistedher.
•
•
Well, at that particular
time,
who was the Head of the State Research?
I think, it was still Francis Itabuka.

Did you fear to approach Fr ancis ltabuka '• this man is alleged to have
been taken by State Research personnel?
• ltabuka because, when I had approached him
I did not approach Franc1s
in the first two cases, he did nothing to help.

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

coo

Now still with your local area Soroti, did you know an inci~ent where
so ~y bodies were dumped at Owoja Lake? That was, I thmk, 19711972!
I do not remember that because I spent most of my time in Kampala;
since 1971 up to 1979, I never had a holiday. I never had an~ leave at
all; I spent most of my time here in Kampala. I only had t~e to go
home in 1974, when my father died in 1974. Then I was given two
weeks to go home; and I stayed home; two weeks after the burial of my
father, I came back to duty, I am not quite sure about this incident of
the bodies being thrown into Awoja. I did not receive any specific
report about it.
Now, how was the State Research Centre operating? Did you know?
I really did not know how this State Research Centre was operating. I
knew that Francis Itabuka was the Head of that State Research Centre
and I knew that they had a number of officers or informers all over the
country; some of them, I do not know - all sorts of people; some of
them I really did not know. But I knew Francis Itabulca and I knew
Minawa. I do not know really how this State Research operated.
Because all the time I was Principal Private Secretary to the President I
never went to the State Research Centre.

COUNSEL:
But was not the President receiving reports from the State Research
Centre?
EKOCHU:
All the reports connected with security matters, the President was
dealing direct with the officers in-charge of the State Research or the

Officerin-chargeof Naguru Safety Unit or the Military Intelligence.
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EKOCHU
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and other people
s 10 the President?

How

As far as security ma
.
tiers we
Offi1cers in-char
e
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ese ones he never passed

leged to

coUNSEL:

No forget about the Pres·d
. .
instance, Itabuka wanted item nngmg, but I am asking you if for
o see the pres1
'dent, how was he• getting
•
access to the President?

EKOCHU:

He would just match in Tak
• t e a telephone• R'mg the President. The
P res1'd ent would call him
•
o come and see hi
H
appomtment through me 10 see th P .
m. e never made any
e residenton 6 ...- .'it} matters.

MR. MAKUBUYA:

Excuse me. You say 'I
th
. .
in-charge of this offi amT: Prmc1pal.Private Secretary here. I am
President. Go away .. ,ice.
ere are diplomats waiting to see the

ha

Ve

roached him

ident Where
think, 1971-

EKOCHU:

To inform Mr. Itabuka!

Kampala;
Y leave at
time to go

MR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

given two

EKOCHU:

Yes. But, after he has spoken to the President and he says that, 'I have
been called by the President', there is nothing much you could do. He
had telephoned the President direct. The President has told him to
come at a certain time and he goes direct to the secretary and he is
ushered in. There is nothing much you can do.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Did State Research people send written reports to the President?

EKOCHU:

I really have never seen any written reports sent to the President; may
be, they handed to him directly but these reports were not received in
the office of the Principal Private Secretary.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that there were certain papers which the President

uriaI of my
incident of
Y specific

know?
raring. r
h Centre
over the
some of
I knew
perated.
esident r

earch

used to file himself?
EKOCHU:

The reports or anything for filing as such was not -

COUNSEL:

Yes.

EKOCHU:

was
or the
igence.

filed
their reports because, as far as security
1
I do not know how they. . a direct connection between these security
matters were concerned, ,1 ,s ese files must have been filed m the State
organs and the President. Th
Research Department.
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r.KOCHll:

COU SEL:

y 1~u mean t I1c) , ~ end n report to the President I le reads II and then h
e
st.·nds It- 1,.1ck t,i the State Rcse~1rchDepartment!
Whal 1 8111 trying w say, Sir, is that a report dm do not think that you are under trial; nobody is _ ,, .
M r. Eko
~ '
•
.
,,ay1ng
that vou did this and the other. So, please, assist us as much as

c.an.-

You
MR KA

EKOCHU:

CHAIRMAN:

I am trying to explain how t~e State Research operated actually. am
1
saying that reports - lntelhgc~ce Reports - were handled by th
Intelligence Department; and, 1~ t~ey h~d to report direct to th:
President. not through me as a Prmc1pal Private Secretary.

El(OCH

Mr. Ekochu, sorry to come in. The question the learned Counsel is
asking is a valid one. Now, if security matters were handled directly
bet\\'een the President and the Heads of such security agency _ for
instance, State Research Centre, surely, there must have been reports
from these organizations to the President. Were there no files in the
President's office which dealt with such security matters?

COUNSEL:

Not in our office.

CHAIRMAN:

So the reports would be brought. He would read it and -

EKOCHU:

And the officer would go back with the file.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps, I would just clarify my mind on this one! Are you saying that
you think the reports were brought, read, and taken back? Could it, in
fact, have been that these reports were carried head-to-head-by word of
mouth? Is this possible? Do you know that they were brought
physically?

EKOCHU:

I believe there were certain reports written. I believe there were
certain reports written and others may be verbal information direct
head-to-head with the Head of State; otherlii written, were brought by
the Head of the Organization, read to the President and taken back and
filed in the State Research.

MR. NAGENDA:

It is for our records. What we want to know is, how do you know
this? Did you see them bring in a file and hear them or what?

CH

COUNSEL:

Well, they used to come with brief-cases; I believe they had some-of
these reports in the brief-cases.

EK

CHAIRMAN:

Did you ever hear such reports being made because, as a P P S.
supposed you would be going in and out of the President's office? You
did not eavesdrop I know but, may be, but did you by any chance hear
any report being made?

EKOCHU:

Not really hearing as such but I really believe there were reports m
State Research Centre, written by - because, if there were informers all
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CHAIRMAN:

EKOCHU:

Perhaps, we may go into the
we better assist Mr. Eko h wh?rldof conjecture too much· perhaps
'
matters other than securityC u t IS way• In your experience
in other'
fil
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matters
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h
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1 es, rea mg them and re t'
'
mm m t e habit of receiving
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Your Honour and Members of the
. .
here that Jdi Amin ruled th·
Commission, perhaps, I may say
•m the system of telephone ts
country
by .telephone. H e reaIly believed
·
and
h
where he could be contacted \I. h e established ~ system in State House
State House One co
.
erever he was m Uganda here through
t
h' • h
uld nng State House and then State House would
cond~ct tm w erever he was. Whatever directives he had if he wanted
to irect someone - a M,ru·st
h
'
.
er or w oever he wanted to speak to he
would pick up .a telephone and speak to that person and give
· d1recuves.
· .'
I used to receive reports of Cabinet Memoranda written by Ministers
for whatever they wanted to discuss in the cabinet. I used to take these
memorandum to him. He did not really have time to read the Cabinet
Memoranda. He would keep it there and he did not attend Cabinet
Meetings regularly; once in a while, perhaps, if he wanted to make
some announcements or whatever it may be. He did not attend Cabinet
meetings regularly. I think he appointed the Minister of Cabinet,
Public Service and Cabinet Affairs to chair the Cabinet Meetings, and,
at one time, I think, Adrisi was also chairing public meetings, but, I
think, with difficulty. But I did not attend Cabinet Meetmgs myself.
But I also used to receive written memoranda from Ministers on any
specific topic. You would take that report to him and read it to him.
You read it aloud - read it to him - and wait for his comments. He
would say, perhaps, "Tell him to come and see me. You would file
the memorandum.
Then he would call the Minister and they talk;
whatever directive he would give the Minister, the Minister would
carry the directives and implement them. But he did not really bother
to read these files so much. He was not • t te instructions or letters or
Did he write anything or did h e d ic a
documents or papers?

·r we wanted to write a letter to a Head of
yes• take, for exampl~, i all the Minister of Foreign Affairs and
State, he would possibly c
h t he wants to be put in this letter.
h
would
tell
us
w
a
f F •
myself an d th en e
to ether with the Minister o ore~gn
I would rather draft the let~er _g th Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
'th ome officials m e
. h
.
to
Affairs or wi
s
.
. with the subject on which e \\.ants .
dealing, may be, particula~J get the letter written out. type ,~ a dr~tt
write the letter. You .wou .
Sit down in his office Read lt to h1r:"
form· you would take it to him. 'Omit this paragraph. mclude this
and, ' perhaps, he would say, ll down m a diplomatic way. Then,
' Then you would put
paragrap h •
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when a letter is faired and when he is satisfied, he would sign the
letter: that letter will be sent.
CHAIRMAN:

EKOCHU:

What about those long telegrams and statements
.d from
, the - was .it •
••
Spokesman or something from the Pres1 ent s Office! Those
M1htary
very long ones.
All these telegrams originated from - not all of them, s~me of the
telegrams originated from - the President's office. Sometimes, if he
wanted to write something, he would say exactly what he wants to say
and then you would draft a telegram to whoever he wanted the telegram
to go to; go and read it to him and send_the telegr~. If he had said,
fior examPie, there is a telegram which
was rather
M" I . considered
f
undiplomaticwhich was sent to the Prime imster o -

CHAIRMAN:

Israel.

EKOCHU:

Of Isreal.

CHAIRMAN:

Golda Meir.

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

CHAIRMAN:

Golda Meir, and in that telegram what he wanted to be put was that what he said was that she should pull her nickers, or something like
that. I thought that was very rude. I advised the President that, 'this is
a language for the Head of State to write', but, if he had decided to do
something~he would ring any reporter from the Presidential Press Unit
and ask that person to insert what the civil servants are fearing to put
in and the telegram would go.

coMMI

f,l{OCH

CHA.I

CH

EKO

While we are at this point, I have observed that you can tell a lot about
somebody by the way they read; some people read moving their fingers
along the line; some people move their lips - the speed at which they
are reading, and somebody tells you whether people are quick readers
or not or their concentration as it happens. Have you had a chance to
observe President Amin reading a letter or a long communique or
whatever? What was he like?

co
Yes, I have had a chance. Sometimes you could draft a short letter;
you would take it and he tried to read it. You would gauge that,
perhaps, he would take a long time to read it. He was not a fast reader
because he had not really mastered the English language. When he
took over, the English was poor; but somehow he._ had some
inteIIigence; he picked up quickly and he could somehow speak in
public. But, if it was a written speech, he found it difficult to read it. I
remember on a number of occasions during the graduation at Makerere
University, you would prepare the graduation speech for the graduation
day and go. All the infonnation, of course, would come from the
Ministry of Education. You would fair it out, after getting a draft and
working it out. Then you would take it to him and read it. He would
listen and decide what he wants to add; then you would put it in that
speech. On a number of occasions - I think, twice or three times - he
would start addressing the congregation and then say, "Well, my
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written speech .
three times
will be read b
I had to do th'IS at
y Makcrcre.
y my Private •Sccretary" and twice or
.
coMMISSIONER:

EKOCHU:

Wns It quite diffic
.
you find it ve
_ult, thinking of somcb
. .
or laughing w;?' d1f~cu1toccasionally t ~dy reading m this way' did
CQ this was happening? o cep from, perhaps, giggling
0
•
h. I was so careful and I
0
could not make that mistake.

CHAIRMAN:

n speeches• who was h.
.
speech writer - or were you
is the
- did he have. a - speech writer
• - regular
speech writer?

EKOCHU:

No. .there was no regular spee h
•
wntmg. What happened t c writer as such. I did most of the
early days when he tour~~~ exan:iple, if - for example, during the
travelled with the secretaries e tnttre ~ountry - county-by-county; we
whenever we got to h
' ype-wnters and the rest of it And
out what the proble a otel, I would get in touch with the DC· find
.
ms are and th d
• •
by either two or three o'cl k· den raft the speech over night; sleep
with a secretary - brief ra~t the ~peech over night, type it out
to read these speeches d h give it to him. Then sometimes he used
So, I did most of the an 't~ e start out of speaking to people direct.
information from the rel;n mMg.
o~ t~e speeches, after getting all the
vant mistnes or Departments.

::d,.

CHAIRMAN:

What
about
speeches on regular occasions
•
•
Ind
d
hke
Anniversary of
in tehpecne~ce, Labour Day and so on and so forth, those long speeches
e on1erence Centre here?

EKOCHU:

Those long speeches contributions came from all the Ministries ;u;d the
Pem~.anent Secretary, Office of the President and Head of the Civil
Service, was t~e one co-ordinating all these things and writing out the
speech for this Independence Anniversary. The speech eventually
would come to me; and, after it has been prepared by the Permanent
Secretary, Office of the President - because it is a contribution from all
the Ministries.

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

Yes, earlier on you told us in the security office in the President's
Office, there is a file for Internal Affairs. Did you have a File for
Security or a File for Defence and a file for Intelligence?
There was no File for Intelligence; File for Defence, I do not
remember whether we have one; possibly we have I am not-quite sure.
But I am sure that we have a File for Internal Affairs. For Defence, I
am not quite sure because Amin never wanted to discuss any defence
matters with the civil or any information dealing with Ministry of
Defence really it was not for the office of the President; but it was for
the Office of the Ministry of Defence. But I am not quite sure whether
there were certain matters of a general nature, may be, which could
· be filed and we would have opened a file for the Ministry of
agam
• 11·
~
But definitely we had no file for mte
1gence. W e d"d
1 not
e1ence.
•
•
al
p
•
s
'
D
have any intelligence offices attached to Pnncip
nvate ecretary s
office.
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•
t"ce
were you the Principal Jlriv•
1
'
ate
n the arrest o f the?Chief Jus
Now, o f the President.
Secretary 0

COUNSEL:

• teen That was in nme

EKOCHU:

Seventy two - September.

COUNSEL:

.
I was the Principal Private

EKOCHU:

.
Secretary at that time.

Yes,
.
s about this arrest?
Did the Prest'dent's Office receive new

COUNSEL:

I ers in the office;
.
hno report as
b II from the o ffic
eived
news
ver
a
Y
t
But
we
received
t
rec
.
. e bnews that
.
eh was sent to me abOut the arres lly
in a court session Y certain
su
.
ested
actua
the Chief Justice was arr
people and whisked away.

I

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

When did you receive the news?

EKOCHU:

b the exact day or even the time·' but we received
h"nkthe
Inews
do no
remem
er
h
was
conducting
a
session
I
t
1 , a
that he was arrested when e
High Court Session.

COUNSEL:

Were you wt'th the President when you received the news?

EKOCHU:

No I was JUSt
• m
• my office and the secretaries were just talking that,
,you, know, so-and-so has been arreste di'.

COUNSEL:

Where were you when you received the news?

EKOCHU:

I was in my office.

COUNSEL:

Where? Entebbe?

EKOCHU:

No, no, in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Was the President in?

EKOCHU:
The President was in his office at that time. He was in Kampala office.
COUNSEL:

Did you pass the information to him?

EKOCHU:

I was sure that the had already received the information. I did not pass
it to him because I did not get the information officially. So I did not

really go to him and tell him that.

COUNSEL:
Did you discuss this matter with him?

EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

No.
Why?
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I do not kn
ow how I
COUid I
e Chief Justi
:ave gone there t
.
Did
cc tcally!
o stan discussing about the
You not U1ink •
ll Wa s a very
.
I knew it
serious matter?
was a v
report fro
cry serious
m the intelr
, matter and I k
igencc organs ah
new that he would receive a
Was it out of~
out that arrest.
that
.
th ought her ,ear
·
You did not ct·
ece1ved infonnation thro~c~ss thi~ matter with him, or you
Two th·
g official channels.
mgs·' I d.d
I not rec •
an d definitely I d'
CIVe the info
•
discuss any
id not like to discu, ~atlon from official channels;
matters of this nature w·tshs,ht roug~ fear' I did not want to

nrrest of th

ou:-.·El.
EKOCIIU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

1

•

t e President.

Did the President co

mment anything about it to you?

He never menti ed
Chief Just1·ce. on anything to me about the arrest of the former

COUNSEL:

Did that day the M' .
t
President?
miS er of JuStice seek any appointment with the

EKOCHU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did you know wh0

.EKOCHU:

~~ 972,

. .
was the M1rusterby then?

th~ .Minister of Justice - I am sorry I cannot remember who
th
W
e Miruster of Justice then really. But I only remember that
. anume ~ibedi, on that day, came to see the President. What they
discussed m the President's Office, I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Where was the discussion?

EKOCHU:

In the President's Office.

COUNSEL:

Where?

EKOCHU:

Kampala office. But whoever was the Minister of Justice then, nobody
approached me seeking an appointment to see the President on that
issue.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did the issue of the Chief Justice ever come to your table as Principal
Private Secretary?

EKOCHU:

No reports, verbal or written came to me on this case of the arrest of
the former Chief Justice.

MR. MAKUBUYA:

By the way, do you know who we are talking about?

EKOCHU:

Justice Kiwanuka.
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• ed'1 was very centioned earher.
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EKOCHU:
1
beginningof the coup. Asp mtwhen we came back from Singapore osns
mmand os
h P • • o
foundat the CO
think arose because t e resident w
I
1
The closeness,
•
•
as
he was close.
, .
\led Maruna Mahyamu •
. d to wanume s sister ea
marne
. . h ame category as the intelligence officers
e s President's Office w1'th out appo1utrnent
•
Would you Put him tn t he
DR. LUYOMBYA: who used to come to t
through you?
d'd ot need to come to me for appointment to
In that respect, yes· He 1 n
EKOCHU:
see the President. No.
.
aid that verbally you heard about the arrest in the
Incidentally
yotalu
kis.
b t it although officially you never received
DR. LUYOMBYA:
office, people
ng a ou '
anything.
EKOCHU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

cou

EK

Yes. That is true.
Did Wanume Kibedi come after that rumour or before?
No, after the rumour.

C

Now let us go to another incident; that is the incident of the
Archbishop of the Church of Uganda. Do you remember a meeting of
religious leaders and soldiers which took place on the grounds here of
the Nile Mansion?

E

Chairman and Members of the Commission, I remember that meeting
very well. It was on the 16th of February, 1977. I received a message
- telephone call, I think - a telephone call from my residence in
Entebbe. I used to commute from Entebbe to Kampala. I was
informed by a telephone operator that the President was going to meet
Army Commanders from all Battalions in the country, together with
N. C. Os and some army officers. He was going to meet them at the
Nile Mansion. I think, the time was one or ten and that the President
would be working in the Nile Mansion office and that all the Ministers
and, I think, Permanent Secretaries and Religious Leaders were
required at the Nile Mansions to attend this meeting. So...l left my
house in Entebbe and came to my office in Kampala. I checked on a
few papers there to see what was urgent and what was not urgent. I
did not see anything really urgent. So I left my secretary there - I
think, it was Veronica Asima - and I came to Nile Mansion. When I
came to Nile Mansions, I found that all that compound in Nile Mansion
area was full of soldiers - army officers and soldiers. I do not know
how many they were but they were really many. They could have
been.. I do not know, they filled the Conference Centre; it was all
ranks, from all battalions. I do not know what time they were
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infonned to come b

t

h

think, the wireles~ u t ey were all here, l think, by eight o'clock. I
0 perators must h
•
and these people travelled h
, ave sent messages to all hatta1ions

and Religious lead
h ere. And Ministers also were required here
here. I can\e to t:;s o~fiose_were required in the Conference Centre
former President -Id" A . ce 111 t~e ~ile Mansion and found that the
1
number of sold"
ffimm - was 111his suite in the sitting room with a
him
rem _ierds
-~ icers actually. They were having a meeting with
• I wer
ame m
secretaries
k' the other room opposite the suite where the
Diplomats
e wi°r mg or normally worked, waiting for instructions.
well th
were a so called to attend this meeting. I remember very
at saw a number of bishops whom I knew.

I

cou ~sEL:

Please,
•
M . before you corne down, 1et us concentrate first inside the Nile
anston where you have seen the President. Would you like to
remember some of the people you saw in the President's Office!

EKOCHU:

I sa~ by then Colon~l Maliyamungu whom I knew very well - Colonel.
Mahyam~ngu; I also saw the former Minister of Planning - Jumba
Masagazi - when I came to the President's Office in Nile Mansion.
These people actually went in to see the President in his suite and there
were other officers inside. I did not know exactly - I am not quite sure
whether the Secretary for Defence was there - Colonel Mondo! But I
remember vaguely; I think, also he was around. There were other
army officers inside together with the President. Those are the people
I remember very vividly.

COUNSEL:

Now, did they stay with the President for long?

EKOCHU:

They stayed for quite a bit of time, one would say about one hour about one hour. After that meeting, Colonel Maliyamungu came out
and told me that he was going to tell all the soldiers and all the people
invited to go to the Conference Centre. So, he came out and informed
all the people including the Bishops to go to the Conference Centre and
he said that the President was going to address them in the Conference
Centre.

COUNSEL:

No, I do not want you to move from the Nile Mansion yet, I shall
move you from there.

EKOCHU:

MR.KAWANGA:

That is it.
But perhaps to assist him let us find out at what time he arrived at the
Nile Mansions.

EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

I was at the Nile Mansions at about nine o'clock.
So when you arrived at the Nile Mansions people had gathered?

EKOCHU:

They had already gathered, yes.

COUNSEL:

Religious leaders were there?
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m~:ocHtJ:

Yes.

think to check on your boss in his office .
So you we nt to I
in the ~-

cotrNSEL:

Mansions.

EKOCHU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

1

le

That is where you found Colonel Maliyamungu, may be Col
Mondo and Mr. Jumba Masagazi, Minister of Economic Planningone1
• that ng
• h?t.
and
some other people you cannot remember, 1s

EKOCHU:

Yes please.

COUNSEL:

Did you sit with them or you just saluted your Excellency and bowed
out?

EKOCHU:

I did not actually go into President's suite at that time I remained with
the secretaries in the opposite suite because they were having a
meeting.

E,I(OC'

DR. L

EKO<

DR ..

COUNSEL:

Now, how did you know that Maliyamungu and Masagazi were in?

EKOCHU:

I found Maliyamungu and Masagazi first in the Secretary's office and
then they moved in.

COUNSEL:

Now, you sat with the secretaries, would you please remember the
secretaries that were servicing the President?

EKOCHU:

I think they were Joyce Mawalo and Corcus Oumo.

COUNSEL:

Were they typing things? Were they typing, were they doing what?

El<

EKOCHU:

They were seated. I do not know whether one of them was typing
something but they were seated. I think one of them was on telephone
I do not know where she was ringing.

D1

EKO

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me, but seated in the same room as?

E

C

I
EKOCHU:

The same room, yes. It was the same room, it was just one room. l
did not have a specific office in there we used to sit with the secretaries
whenever we worked in here. We would just sit together in the same
room.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you know whether the previous day these secretaries, Mrs.
Joyce Mawalo had worked in the Nile Mansions? Do you remember
what had happened in the previous day?

EKOCHU:

No, I do not know whether they worked the previous day. I cannot
remember I think the previous day there were in the President's office
not in the Nile Mansions. I am not quite sure.
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er people could enter that office?
No, there was only one.
•
So everybody Went in and ou
t through the Secretary's office?
No, there is a corridor in b tw
.
these rooms on this side an ;
een. • There lS the corridor there are
in between but the S
o er room on this side. There is a corridor
ecretary' s Office
d.
President's suite but whoever w
was irectly ~pposite to the
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from the corridor and enter~. ecretary s room, no. He could just come

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did the Secretary's do

EKOCHU:

It nonnally remained open.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So you could see people going in and out?

EKOCHU:

Yes, one could see people going in and out, it was not really closed.

COUNSEL:

Now, for how long did you sit with the secretaries?

EKOCHU:

I remained with the Secretaries for about one hour. In fact I stayed in
that office throughout apart from once in a while coming out. I think I
came out once and that is the time when I was able to see the gathering
and the rest of it. After passing through it I went out and again I came
back to the Secretary's room.

COUNSEL:

You mean as far as you were concerned, you did not join the gathering

•
or remam open, the one leading to the corridor?

down in the garden?

EKOCHU:

• fly I J·ust came to stay with the Secretaries.
Well, I was th ere b ne ,

COf;NSEL:

.
in the President's Office did the Presi~ent,
Whi.le you were J b Masagazi and others leave that office?
Mahyamungu, Mr. um a
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EKOCHU:
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to
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the Conference Centre.

COUNSEL:

No, while you were in the President's office, did you hear any
speeches down in the gardens or it was sound proof?

EKOCHU:

y
ean the speeches in the gardens? No, while I was in the
Pr:~id:nt's Office, J remember that the gathering was about to hear one
of the persons who was supposed to have planned to overthrow the
government, read out a document which was purported to have been
captured by the military intelligence and that speech, I remember now,
when everybody left the President's suite was read by the late
Chairman of Public Service Commission, the late Abdalla Anyuru. It
was with loud speakers of Ministry of Information.

co
EK

C
COUNSEL:

How did you know that he was Abdalla Anyuru who was reading. I
thought you were in the President's Office?

EKOCHU:

I was in the President's office,

COUNSEL:

Yes.

EKOCHU:

I stayed in there for sometime. At the time when they were reading the
speech I went down actually. I had earlier on said that I did not go
there but I actually went down.

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHV:

Now, did you see the speech which was being read?
I did not see this speech which was being read, but I know that when
we came down, Mr. Abdalla Anyuru was reading a speech. I do not
know who handed him the speech but later on I came to learn that this
speech was handed over to Mr. Abdalla Anyuru by Mr. Jumba
Masagazi.
Yes, now did you see the papers on which this speech from which
Abdalla Anyuru read what he was supposed to read?
At a distance I saw that they were blue papers but I did not actually see
them closely but at a distance I saw the speech were typed on a blue
paper. I do not know whether it was typed or cyclostyled but it was in
a blue paper.
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COUNSEL:

If somebody suggested that th'
President's Office
ld
is actu~ly were worked out in the
was blue?
' wou you be surprised especially when the paper

EKOCHU:

If somebody suggested it was worked by the President?

COUNSEL:

In the President's office.

EKOCHU:

There was nothing impossible in that anything could have happened
actually.

COUNSEL:

When the speech was being read, did you say Mr. Masagazi was
interpreting?

EKOCHU:

Mr. Masagazi was the interpreter please, in Swahili.
Did this surprise you for the Minister to be interpreting at this

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

CHAIRMAN:

occasion?
.
.
for Mr. Masagazi to do the interpretation
I did not know why it ~as be because Masagazi knew Swahili very
but may be I thought wel may .
• S ah·1·
well that is why he was asked to interpret m w i t.
.
th
Who would nonnally have
Sorry Counsel, just to assist. yo~ ;;~
practice who should have
h an occasion.
interpreted on sue
acted as an interpreter?
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F1'.0CHU:

COt;~SEL:

No I think the question is. this is a criminal, a person implicat..-' .
t reason
•
•
""' WJth
would you expect a whole Cab'met M'mister
to be interpret·
•
W ou Id you not expect
ing
for him? I think that was the question.
Cabinet Minister to interpret say when the President is speaJcing?
a

EKOCHU:

I really do not know why he chose Jumba Masagazi to do the
interpretation. Really I cannot tell why he chose

COUNSEL:

Would it be that he was more conversant with the statement?

EKOCHU:

That one I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

COUNSEL:

Yes, after the speech what happened exactly you remember?

EKOCHU:

I think after the speech everybody moved into the Conference Centre.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am sorry but can the witness say-? Onterjection).

EKOCHU:

I think that is the thing; everybody moved to the Conference Centre
after the speech.

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKO

co

That one I would have thrown out if I made that point. No, but had
there been a precedent for a full Cabinet Minister to be translating for a
conspirator or a criminal or whatever had it ever happened before?
No, no, no.

EKOCHU:

cou

E

EKOCHU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

EKO

C

Does he remember something about the content of the speech that was
read?
According to what the late Abdalla Anyuru read it was something to do
I understand with the master plan of the Langi to overthrow the
government. That was the main theme.
Were some other people implicated in this conspiracy?
On that day there were other people who were brought in, I think they
were kept in State Research, one of them I think was Benson Ogwang.
the others I do not remember but there were others who were supposed
to have been included in this plan. I remember Benson Ogwang I think
he was also a prisoner he was brought in.
Now, after this speech was
this conspiracy?
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any verdict decision passed in respect of

EKOCHU:

There were o I

n Y shout

.

s, the Soldie

COU SEL:

Sh outing what?

F"OCHU:

Shouting, 'kill th
_
• ese traitors,

coU 'SEL:
EKOCHU:
e
COUNSEL:

rs Were sh

.
outing outside.

and the rest of •
Had anybody asked th
it.
em to say what they had said''
In a corn
•
pound outs·d
was just somethi i e here noboctyI think h
reading this
ng continuous Whichth
ad asked specificallybut
speech.
ey were saying as they were
J?o you remember whether
.
time spoke?
the Vice President then at that particular

EKOCHU:

Quite so I do not
p "d
remember I do
res1 em spoke and in th •
not remember whether the Vice
bu~ the main speaker on th:t c~~p:und here on the Conference Centre
quite sure whether it w . h Y as Mr. Mustafa Adrisi and I am not
as in t e Confe
c
h e was the one who spok
t h
. rence entre or outside here but
e o t e soldiers.

CHAIRMAN:

Learned Counsel, there are su
.
have a break for lunch th
;geStions that may be this is the time to
two this afternoo
M Een t ere we ~hall resume here at a half past
n.
r. kochu you will, after lunch, still come back.

EKOCHU:

Certainly Sir' I will be back here.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, ladies and gentlemen, we should
re~ume the sessi?n after lunch. Mr. Ekochu before we broke off your
evidence was still about what was happening in the Nile Mansions I
think you had just finished that and we were moving to the Conference
Centre. You can take up from there.

EKOCHU:

I was saying that at the Nile Mansions a statement was read by Abdalla
Anyuru to the gathering and the interpretation was done by Mr. Jumba
Masagazi. After that people were moved into the Conference Centre.
All those who were supposed to be here were asked to move to the
Conference Centre. After the Nile Mansions here I went back to the
office, I stayed there for a while waiting whil_epeople were moving to
the Conference Centre. Eventually -{interruption) -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

you went back to the Presidential suite?

EKOCHU:

I went back to the President's suite, yes. Eventually~ everyb~y went

to the Conference Centre in~ud:;; :: .::~:p:ho~

~;'!'.~~
~:~:::.

also went ~o th~ Conferenc;dd;~s the people in the Conference Centre.
rightly' ld1 Ammwent to
C ntre I had never actually enter. I
I went as far as the Conference C e tre. itself because there was quite a
did not get into the Conference e:here to sit really and I personally
big crowd that there was no room
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felt that I did not have any specific work there beca~sc the ·Presi
may just want to address the people. I st~yed for bnefly by the ~ent
oor
d tile President addressed the people bnefly and actually I
an to the office before he fims
• h ed h"is add ress W hen we came
WaJJc:,.,.
back
ba;
after the address; when we came back to the Conference Centre~
(interruption) ~
DR. l\.iAKUBUYA

EKOCHU:

To the Nile Mansions?

When I came back from the Conference Centre I c~e straight to the
Secretaries. One of the Secretaries had to go mto writing down
whatever the President was saying. I think it was Oumo.who went in
there, I cannot remember one of them either Joyce Mawalo or Oumo
went in there to do the shorthand. After that address the President
came back to his seat. The address took a very short time. It was
between 20 to 30 minutes and he came back to the Nile Mansions and
went straight to his suite. At that time I think he had to meet a visitor
an Ambassador of Zaire, if I remember right. This visitor went and
they had a meeting there I did not go in to attend the meeting he just
met the Ambassador. I think he was an Ambassador of Zaire I cannot
remember very well and then at about 5. 30 at the same time when I had
returned into the Secretary's room I was informed by those who were
in the Conference Room that my Lord Archbishop Janani Luwum and
the two Ministers Erunayo Oryema and Oboth Ofumbi whom I know
very well including the Archbishop, I knew him very well, the three
persons were friends actually, I was told that they had been arrested
and that they were being taken to Nakasero. So, I remained in the
Secretaries office at about 5.30 I was called in by Amin, he told me
that - he used to call me 'Ekochu' that have you heard that the two
Ministers and the Archbishop have had a very serious car accident and
I said 'what happened?' He said, 'they were taken to Nakasero for
further interrogation because intelligence have found that they are
connected with plot to overthrow the government'. I did not reply I
just kept quiet and later on I think at about seven o'clock news or so.
The news flash in the evening saying that the Archbishop, the late
Janani Luwum, the late Erunayo Oryema, and Oboth Ofumbi had been
killed in a serious motor accident. I was really shocked because I had
seen these people in the Nile Mansions not a long time ago, in fact I
had greeted Oryema and many other Ministers including the late
Archbishop, I was shocked to hear this sad news, it was really tragic.
I did not know what had happened. At first I said, "They could be
perhaps be - this was an accident." I could not really understand as to
what had really happened to the three who were taken for interrogation
could just suddenly be involved in a serious car accident and all of
them died. The shock remained in me for quite a long time. At one
stage I felt that something wrong must have happened because I knew
that Idi Amin really was always furious as to real madness if he ever
heard that somebody was trying to overthrow the government. So, I
was not quite sure in my mind and deep in me I did not believe that
this was really an accident. I remained in Nile Mansions with all the
Secretaries and at about 7. 30 or so I left I went back because there was
no other work to be done there. Normally, if there were nothing much
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to be done a .
for wh
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atcver Work
leave, if he
Secretaries and I We~~::c~cd them to:~~~: t~e secretariesto remain
Th
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y could remain. I left the
e next day I I
then I also c earnt that the b d'
d
•
ame to I
o ies we
one by the Minist earn that all the bur~ )takento the mortuary and
to their respcctiv~ ~ of Defence, that the ~ad_arrangementswere to be
me feel sure that th?mes by the military o ies were to be transported
been something d is must not have b personnel. This really made
feel convinced th o~e With the knowledgeenfan accident - it must have
tak en to their res at it.was not an accidente o the Pres1·dent. I began to
last respect to thpective areas I did not h. Eventually' the bodies were
. but th
ese peoPIe WhomI kn ave the opportunity
• to pay my
bod1es
ey were taken and buried. ew so well. I did not see their
COUNSEL:

: es, now subsequent} d
mto this affair?
y O you know whether any • .
•
mqu1ry was made

EKOCHU:

I understand that the pO1·
ac 'd
ice was asked t0 •
Cl ent and I think th·
mvestigate the cause of the
C
• .
is was done ·th h
orrumss1oner of Police
h
wi t e supervision of the
think a report was mad or t e Inspector General of Police then and I

e.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember whether

EKOCHU:

No, I was not involved • th ·
. .
and I remember now th ~~ e investigation. It was done by the police

.
you were involved in this investigation?

hot
_a a~er on the photographs of the accident. The
Pffi ogra: of the vehicle mvolved in the accident were brought to my
o ice.
at I do not remember now is whether the report was also
attac?ed.
If the report was attached it should be available in the
President's office.

I

I
I

COUNSEL:

Right.

EKOCHU:

I remember seeing the photographs of the vehicles involved and I think
these photographs must have been taken by the police photographers.

COUNSEL:

But now you remember you received this do you remember whether
you opened a file in respect of these photographs you received. May
be presumably the report?

EKOCHU:

The photographs must have been taken to the sec~ity registry and. k~pt
by the Officer in charge of registry and filed m _the file contammg
matters connected with the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

I

COUNSEL:

• ed?
Is this the same gentleman you mention
•

EKOCHU:

Yes, yes, Mr. Nandulya.

COUNSEL:

.
articular file in respect of this because you see
You thmk he opened a P
t him 1 wanted this particular file.
11
tracing files is not easy unless you e
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you have a reference?
•

EKOCHU:

th

he

O

ened a special file for it what I believe is th

1 do not thmk at. . ph file dealing with all the matters conne at
h
put 1t m t e
.
cted
he must .ave
rnal Affairs because this was a case for Minist

with Mm1stry ~f I~ft~
brought from the police.
of Internal AffaJrs I it was

ry

COUNSEL:

So it was a general file?

EKOCHU:

A general file.

COUNSEL:

• h t we had Mr. Kassim Obura here,• former
Well, .th~ reaso;
O p~~i~ a He said he was ordered by His Excellency to
Comm1sswner
• 'dent and he .produced a file which eventually
investigate the motor acc1
he handed to you on instructions of His Excellency.

EKOCHU:

I do remember that photographs were brought into my office.

COUNSEL:

You do not remember who brought them?

EKOCHU:

Not spec1"fi1caIIy, Mr . Obura himself, they must have been brought by
some other officer.

COUNSEL:

His junior?

EKOCHU:

His junior,.

COUNSEL:

So, that is what you want to say about this matter?

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

This is what I knew about this dreadful day the 16th of February,
1977. Since that historic day I have always believed that whatever
happened must have been something which was planned with the full
knowledge of Idi Amin.
Now, as a Principal Private Secretary, did you know the President's
motor vehicle?
We had so many vehicles in the State House at that time.
Yes.
Official vehicles, he also had his own private vehicles. One thing I did
was that I gave the responsibility of looking after the perstmal matters
pertaining to the President, things like, whatever land titles, housing,
the gifts he received when he was on safari to various places. I gave
that responsibility to my deputy, Mr. Ismael Ssebi because he was quite
close to Idi Amin.

COUNSEL:
Were you familiar with the President's vehicle Range Rover, UVW

082?
EKOCHU:

I knew that he had a Range Rover but I do not know whether that is the
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FL:

exact numb I
er knew h

e had a Ran

Yes.
F~()CHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

y

Di~ you get to know the vehicle
accident where these peopIe died?s alleged to have been involved in the
I saw in the photographs h
Range Rover was involved:~n 1they were brought to my office, the
belonged to the police in th S ater on I kn~w that that Range Rover
and there was another smal~ tate Hous: an~ It was in civilian numbers
do not remember actually th;r=~- 1 thmk It was reddish saloon car. I
Did you see the damage? I b .
e11eve you have been a driver also for
quite some time.

EKOCHU:

Yes please.

r
EKOCHU:

s

I

Which Was i
.
ce •
n Private
rtamly know that
numbers not th·
.
something gree~·rk he had a Range R is official UC numbers. I
I e that, brownish o over. I think it was coloured
Did you kn
r green or somethinglike that?
ow What had h
F
ebruary?
appened to i
. .
t before this incident of 16th
I do not remember
rememb
Whether it h d
.
er Whether it had an
. a an accident or not I do not
one.
accident. I am not quite sur; about that

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

I

ge Rover in the State House.

Did you see the vehicles and the damage alleged to have been caused
on them during this accident?
I do not know where these cars were taken actually but on my way
home I decided to pass via that place where the accident was supposed
to have taken place.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

EKOCHU:

It was at Uganda Club there is a - how do I describe it?

COUNSEL:

Junction as you go on.

EKOCHU:

That is it junction there somehow that junction there.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

EKOCHU:

.
•
osed to have taken place. That place
This is where the accident is supp
is nearer Nak:asero Research place.

COUNSEL:

And incidentally that was near
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the home of Colonel Oryema?

EKOCHU:

Yes, Colonel Orycma's house - (interjection) -

COUNSEL:

Was on Albert.

EKOCHU:

Somewhere there yes, that was near the home of Inspector Gene
0 r, .ema. •So, those cars were there, I saw the
d cars but I did not wantra1
, tl,ere long actually, I was really shocke . I saw the cars the to
sea)
11
k
I .
y Wer
damaged all right but 1.co~ld not rea y wor out. . did not Want to be
there as if I was investigating to find out the truth I Just saw thern anctc
saw that they were damaged but I could not tell how it happened. Aftc!
seeing that I went home.

pR.M

COUNSEL:

No, when you say you saw them and you could not see what do You
exactly mean?

EKOCHU:

I personally felt that that is the place, wi~h a junc~ion like that, an
experienced driver would take all his precautions. to dnve carefully when
approaching so many junctions in that area. But 1t would not be possible
to get in such a serious accident like that. That is what I had said.

COUNSEL:

Well, are you saying that having looked at the car and the Range Rover
and the damage alleged to have been caused you did not believe they were
being involved in the accident at that spot?

EKO

I believe that the vehicles were damaged but I could not really believe that
thing could have really happened there.

MR.

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

No, you see nobody has doubt about the damages because the damages
appears on the photos we see here but I think the important matter here or
issue here is whether they were caused by the two vehicles involved at the
spot where they were alleged the accident to have occurred.
In order to arrive at that conclusion what is needed is really to sit down,
to spend some more time to find out whether the damage was fresh,
because after something has taken - after an accident you can, if you get
there in time, you will be able to tell whether those dents and all sort of
case was but I did not stay there long to be able to tell whether this thing
was fresh or this thing was damaged before, in fact I did not even come
out of car I was travelling in.

MR. KAWANGA:

That is why I wanted you to tell us what you saw. What you felt
afterwards, okay, that is all right. But you said you saw these vehicles.

EKOCHU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Will you please tell us where these vehicles were, how they were; what
you saw on the scene?

DR
EK

E
EKOCHU:

I saw that the two vehicles were in a position where they had head on
collision and the sides were damaged.
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0 ~ocHU:

There were sorne brok

DR MAKUBUYA:

On the road?

EKOCHU·

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Skid marks?

EKOCHU:

That one I did not see any skid marks.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Burst tyres?

EKOCHU:

No t~e ~res were intact. I could
.
on this side and just pee d
only see one side because I just passed
pe .

MR. NAGENDA:

Usually if there has been an ac •
.
.
crowd would gather and
d' cident of mtensity for quite a long time a
not isperse was there a big crowd of people?

EKOCHU:

By the-fune I passed there, there was nobody there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Any sign of blood?

EKOCHU:

I did not go close enough to be able to see whether there was any sign of
blood.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What time did you pass this place?

EKOCHU:

It was about 7.10, 7.15.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I imagine the place is well lighted.

EKOCHU:

There was a security light fixed in the Club itself, on a comer not the
particular junction there.

KAKWENZIRE:

What is not clear to me is how you came to pass, had somebody informed

en glass yes.

s.

you to?
EKOCHU:

Yes, I had already heard that there was a serious accident. I was told that
there was a serious accident near Nakasero and that these three people
were killed in this accident. I was curious, I wanted, at least, to know. I
knew these people so I wanted to go there to see what had happened. So
from there I went home. And as I was saying before that. later on. I was
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COllNSFL:

EKOCHU:

coUNS

abuse
One of our terms of reference is to look into excessive
.
. . of power.
You have been close to His Excellency the P~es1dentas P~mc1palPrivate
Secretary, would you like to give us some evidence on this aspect if You
have any?
May be I would generally say, as I mentioned before, that all Ministers
Commanders, all the Army Personnel, civil servants, I know actuan;
worked under fear. That fear came about because the then President Idi
Amin could dismiss a person at any time, not even consulting the Public
Service Commission. Even Ministers could be dismissed - they could just
hear on Radio Uganda that so and so has been dismissed and that was all
and then you just go without receiving the benefits after serving for so
many years. So this, by itself, I thought was not fair for civil servants,
Ministers and the rest of the people.
There was no security in
employment as such. So people just lived on day to day sort of life. One
other thing which, I think, we should bring to this one, I was shocked
when Idi Amin announced, I think, in 1972 the "Economic War" that
Asians had to leave this country in 90 days. At first, I thought it was an
impossible exercise and I thought it was not an easy thing to carry out but
this thing happened. Asians who were citizens by registration or
naturalization, non-citizens, actually left this country within that period.
He travelled the whole country informing people that whoever will not
leave within that period will be taken to Moroto, to some State farms to
work there. So with all this threat most Asians decided to leave. They
left a lot of property which belonged to them for years. I know some of
them, men and women especially with children, going to Entebbe Airport,
child:en crying you know you have been in a country for so many years
and you just leave the house with all the furniture. I felt that was a little
bit too much a little bit inhuman. That exercise was a very bad exercise in
my view. There could have been some alternative of screening, of finding
out who were citizens or non-citizens, and then they should have been
given sufficient period to leave and perhaps wind up whatever business
they had in this country. But you know human beings are human beings,
many people in Uganda supported that exercise and many gained quite a
lot out of it. These houses were taken over by individuals and from that
time the Economic War I believe we started having our economic
problems in the country up to this day. Some of these things I think there
was excess abuse of power by the Commanders and of course, some of
these arrests as I said before, some of them were done by some of these
Commanding Officers without even informing Idi Amin. So there was no
really rule of Jaw as such. If there was some firmness that whatever these
Commanders did they were reprimanded or taken to court for whatever
they did I think it would have helped to sort of bringing some sense in the
management of Government at that time.
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coUNSFL:

Did you witness any discr· . .
immation based on religion?

EKOCHU:

No, I did not witness an d" . . .
allowed the Church of
iscnmmation based on religion because Amin
and Muslim Religion andg;~da to ?~erate as well as the Catholic Church
which was published banni er religions: _But I think there was a Decree
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COUNSEL:

He left only four religions here?

EKOCHU:

Yes, 1 th ink you know the Church of Uganda the Catholic Church the
Orthodox Church and Muslim Religion that De~ree which was published I
do not know in which year, banned some of these religions.

MR. KAWANGA:

In_ fact, h~ gave the leaders of these religion a Benz each. Do you not
think that 1s an act of discrimination?

EKOCHU:

First of all, the banning of religions itself I thought it was a major act of
discrimination.

MR NAGENDA:

No, but you can have discrimination in reverse sense. You can have an
accelerated promotions by drivers to a point where they were your
assistants where you might think they were not worthy of these jobs. and I
think Amin surely it is quite obvious that there was discrimination in
favour of certain religions, would you not think so?

EKOCHU:

This thing did not bother me so much so I did not bother much as Sebi
was my Deputy or whether he was a Muslim.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, nobody says you should be bothered if you were a Muslim what I
think possibly thinking people here are sayin~ is this that if you th?~ght
that people got promotions or got h?~ses p~1c~l~ly .because of ~eh~1on.
then that would be some kind of rehg1ous d1scnmmat1on not that 1t \\ ould
bother you but it would have bothered other people.

ed
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EKOCHU:

· ·t di'd not bother me But I did not really try to dig out
I am o nly saymg 1
•
f •

·f-s:
myself to find out who was promoted because o this
all these d 1 1erences
or that, it did not occur to me.
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EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:
COL'"SFL:

le but - (interjection) I have not got an examp
You have not?
I have not got an example.
Did you know Cosma Obura?

EKOCHU:

Yes. I know Cosma Obura.

COG\fSEL:

Did he convert?

EKOCHU:

I am not sure whether he convert ed ' I do not know what he was before
anyway.

MR. :KAGENDA:

He was a Catholic.

COlJNSEL:

So you did not bother about conversion_but I have, we had Mualedis all
over the country these functions were qmte many throughout the countl).
1

KAKWENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR.NAGENDA:

Do you recall a driver who became a Minister, in fact a driver of Mr.
Kyemba?
I think I have mentioned it, he was my Deputy, that is Mr. Ismail Sebi.
Mr. Ismail Sebi was the Deputy Private Secretary, he was actually the
close escort and driver. I know him very well, I worked with him as
Deputy I am sure he could have taken over from me if he wanted but at
one time I think they wanted somebody else to do my job. I was hearing
it from people and actually went to Idi Amin and I told him, Sir, I
understand that you are not satisfied with what I am doing and I said may
be if there were some other young persons who could come to do this job,
I would be willing to be transferred some where else or retire. He just
looked at me and he said "Haya". That is what he said then I came back
to my office. But I was hearing rumours that they wanted to make Ismail
Sebi to be the Principal Private Secretary, but it did not happen.
But if they have got their merits, I think this is what we are interested in
whether these things happened or not, you must have some kind of
opinion on this one.
No, he did not come there - (Interjection) You just answer my question please.

COUNSEL:
Definitely he answers it. He said a Principal
equivalent to a Pennanent Secretary.
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• somewhere • n ho a Perm anent Secretary but at the same time I
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anybody.
s ttullon that the President has the right to

MR NAGENDA:

Are you saying, let us ut it i
and you were his O p . n another way. If your boss was Kyemba
and Sebi?
eputy' 15 that the same kind of distance between you

coMMISSIONER:

EducationalIy?

MR NAGENDA:

Educationally administ r 1
career you ' t
ra lVeY• You have told us a very distinguished
0
Ngora' Highw;~h; a good ~chool at Buddo, you became Headmaster of
01
.
, you did all these things, you went to Leeds for
furth er education
are yo
.
.
.
•
u rea11y saymg - I must be senous on this one b ecause actually we
a t lki
.
re a ng about how our country was run. Are you
saymg that the distance between yourself and Kyemba or Kyemba and
yourself was equal to you and Sebi?

forie

EKOCHU:

I know it was not.

COUNSEL:

Could you not say that was discrimination because here you are, you have
a driver with a driving permit, he comes second to Pennanent Secretary,
there are so many Senior Assistant Secretaries, Principal Assistant
Secretaries and so many Under Secretaries, would you not say that the
other Ugandans say, in Civil Service working in President's Office would
think they have been discriminated against when they appointed this Ismail
Sebi, a driver to be your next man?

EKOCHU:

I believe they felt so.

COUNSEL:

Or a Minister of Finance or a Governor of a Bank?

EKOCHU:

I believe they felt so.

COUNSEL:

Did the President have a relation with Ismail Sebi?

EKOCHU:

1 do not think that they were related.

ebi.
the

as
ng

just
back

mail

m
of

COUNSEL:

No, when I say related I may not necessarily be by blood but did they
have something common?

EKOCHU:

CHAIRMAN:

.
hich sense really but they spoke the same language
I do not know m w N b. language that is the common thing I could
somehow they spoke u ian k the same language, same religion.
find out between them they spo e
h"
You are talking about religion. was Nubian
I am sorry to refer tokt •~· the circle of the President?
widely commonly spo en m
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EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:
KAKWENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

KAKWENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

In your presence.?
d'
· ?
what
they
were
1scussmg.
t you to fo11
ow
I think they did not wan

Yes.

Possibly. That was done severa

cou

I times and I just let it go.
EKO

k' g with the driver, were you happy?
Mr. Ekochu, how did you feel wor m
Did it violate your rights?
here but I did not feel that - it was not
I do not kno~ really what to say h had my schedule of work and I did
I
somethin~ which bot~e~ed:::; rr~~d 'him to do his part of work and not to
it accordmg to my ab!hty
D ty what ever he did and whatever he
sign for me but t? sihgn~ aB teituis one of the things that did not make
signed that was his s aun.
u. .
me spend sleepless nights at all, it did not.

co
EKO

This sounds as if you were not actually his boss because you le~ him do
his things and you did not bother to check w~et?er he w~ d~mg them
right or wrong so actually he was making you fail m your duties.
Madam Commissioner, this was a delicate position actually, I gave this
instruction because I did not want any document to appear or whatever he
wrote or whatever he wanted or whatever he wanted to acquire to say that
the Principal Private Secretary has directed this or that. If he wanted it, it
should be in his own name and my schedule of work dealing with
Diplomats or writing official letters, I handled that one carefully and he
did not have chance to this sort of thing writing letters to Head of State or
anything like that. So there was no chance of any letter coming out of the
President's Office written in a language which could not be understood by
another Head of State.
You told us you became Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Supplies, do
you agree whether there was any discrimination in your Ministry when
you were carrying out your duties as Ministry of Supplies, that is, the
supplies were actually given on political grounds?
When I was the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Supplies. one of
the_most difficult time I had in my career as Permanent Secretary, this was
a time ~~en there were shortages of all essential items, everything and
each political party wanted a certain allocation DP CP UPC and the rest
of it: These allocations particularly allocation's of 'vehi~les, were handled
spec!fic~lly by the Minister of Supplies, Dr. Apiliga.
I received the
apphc~tions alright and passed on the applications to him and he did the
allocations of vehicles. At times he had to go and consult the Head of

co
EKo

cou
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No, we shall come to th
Committee, you just not at. . When you. talk about the Allocation
Please, would you tell 1h mention _t~e Chairman and you stop there.
us e compos1t1onof that committee?
The allocation Committe h
lady, myself and th Und e, t ere wa~ Mr. Okware, there was a certain
Secretary M"m1stry
•
eof Labour.
er Secretary m the Ministry, he is now the Under
Mr· Kizza Kizito? That is now the Under Secretary there?
No, he is in Land_s. I am sorry his name is out of my memory. But there
was a representative from the Army and Police also. The representative
from the Army was I think Colonel Langoya. Colonel Langoya was the
representative from Defence. There was a representative from Defence,
Police, the Chairman, myself the Secretary and then one other lady whose
names I have forgotten. So, that committee used to meet regularly. To
allocate commodities. We received applications for weddings, for funeral
rites. In fact, the whole thing became a very difficult exercise, if not a
useless exercise because people were coming for allocation of these things
not for genuine reasons really. Those who came in for weddings but they
just wanted to get allocation that they sell the beers and get the money and
for funeral rites, in fact, if you count the number of deaths the applications
could be more than the whole population of Uganda, wanting the
allocation for funeral rites as if everybody was dead in this country. So it
became a very difficult exercise.

COUNSEL:

Coming to the allocation of vehicles, would you like to elaborate?

EKOCHU:

yes allocation of vehicles I believe according to what I know is that most
MP~ UPC group got vehicles allocated to them. I am not sure whether the
DPs and CPs got vehicles, I am not sure but I know fo~ sure ~at most
UPC M bers of Parliament received allocation of vehicles. Pick Ups.
em and saloon cars and of course, Ministers could get as many as
some b uses

, do

hen
the

they wanted.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that some o f these vehicles allocated to MPs carried government
numbers?

EKOCHU:

l d
They were allocated these vehicles I
No really not to my know : g~. those vehicles without even paying they
thi~ most of these MPs receive
and took the vehicles and may be
were just allocated vehicles, they c~;ther they paid or not. but they did
to pay afterwards, I do not r~n:; :egistered the vehicles in their names.
not have government numbe
y

COUNSEL:

Who paid for these vehicles?

of
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lKOCHU:
COUNSEI:

EKOCHU:

The allocatees were supposed to pay for the vehicles.
Initially the Government paid for them?
Initially the Government imported the vehicles and allocated to the e
0
but if you are an individual you had t? pay to the companyPW
?1e
imported the vehicles. The Pick-up were unported by Uganda Mot htch
ors o
Republic Motors rather.
r

COUNSEL:

Do you have the list of the allocation?

EKOCHU.

They should be in the files in the Ministry of Supplies if the files are Sti\
1
there because the Ministry was closed.

COUNSEL:

What was the subject of these files including list of allocation?

EKOCHU:

If I made allocations with my own signature I kept the allocations in the
files so that if anybody came and wanted to know what I allocated thenI
would show him what I had allocated according to the applicants but the
other files also were kept by the Minister of Supplies the allocation of
vehicles and they were also kept in the Ministry and the copies of the list
of allocations were taken to the fourth floor of the President's Office.

COUNSEL:

So there is a relevant file for that?

EKOCHU:

There should be, there must be, it is there?

COUNSEL:

In general, what are you going to say about the discrimination rn
Government I want you to conclude.

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

From what I have said that quite a number of people possibly who got
these allocations belonged to one party the majority of them belonged to
one party as far as allocation was concerned. As for Civil Service, I
really do not have the full lists of the persons who told them in respect of
various ministries but as far as the Ministry of Defence and may be
Internal Affairs and Intelligence Section, these were manned specifically
by people who were known to Idi Amin, any other person who was not
known to Idi Amin could really not be appointed to run the State Research
or anything like that. I do not know whether that is enough to answer
your question, Mr. Chairman.

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

COUNSEl

EKOCHU

DR. LU)

EKOCH1

DR. I

Yes, for the time being.
My Lord, I do not know whether the
Commissioners would like to put questions now or would you like to
reserve your questions to Wednesday may be you want to think about what
he has said?
I have got plenty and you also did not cover Obote because you have not
talked of Obote although he was there. I would like to reserve mine until
Wednesday.
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:

not

until
DR. LUYOMBYA:

And did not know what

.
.
constnuted the retuement mpublic interests?
No, that was just a dee· •
.
• 1
lSlOnmade by Id1 Amin at the time and then it was
imp emented. Reasons were not given.
Just clarification for the time being. You said the majority of the
allocatees of commodities and so on, belonged to one party, which party?
As far as vehicles are concerned that is the main thing, as far as vehicles
are concerned, I think they belonged to UPC because as I mentioned, most
of the UPC Members of Parliament received Pick-ups and as this exercise
was carried out by the Minister of Supplies himself, I am not quite sure
whether the DPs and CPs also received vehicles. But on my part when the
DPs I was authorised to allocate beers to various parties whenever they
came, they could come and say it was for a reception but I know in my
heart of hearts it was not for reception it was for making funds. If they
wanted 200 crates, I would allocate 200 crates to whichever party. I made
sure that actually I allocated equally if this can be discovered in the
records. Another thing which I did there were several people who came, I
sympathised with women actually who looked after childr~n. If a lady
came and said that she wanted five crates of beer for baptism ceremony
which I knew was not going to take place, honestly I gave that lady five
crates of beer because if some other big people c~e for 200 crates and
the were also going to do the same thing to sell it to get funds, I felt
y was no reason w hy I should not give this lady five crates of beer to
there
sell them and she feeds her children.
were you sure that th ose pe ople whom you
. dealt with
d ? yourself' did they
come as individuals or sometimes on partisan groun s.
individuals and others came with chits ~om
Some of them came as
d
many kilos of sugar. If I received
Ministers, please, allocate so _an so/oallocate so many kilos, if the sugar
·a letter from a Minister wantmg;e ~he allocation and keep the letter and
was available I woul_d_allocate, t~~; is from your colleague he wanted so
.
the M1mster that 1
pass 1t on to
d have done so.
much for this and so on an 1
.
.
f the Ministers who were m
ly these were also m favour o
so presuma b
power?
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EKOCHU:

So could we assume that even those who fell under your jurisdiction
majority who benefitted belonged to one party?
the
No I think I would find it difficult because whoever came to my offi
•
.
.
ice I
did not know whether he was UPC, DP or UPM, I Just hstened to wh t h
wanted and if it was available I would give him I would not finda e
.
out
whether you are UPC or what. In fact, may be I was Semor Distribution
Officer more than a Permanent Secretary because you had to spend all
your time writing chits allocating, allocating that was the job of the
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Supplies there was nothing in a
way of policy or any thing like that but allocating commodities.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

In your heart of hearts, do you think the majority of Ugandans who did
not belong to UPC were free to come to your Ministry for those
allocations?

EKOCHU:

I think they were free. At least, people came to my office and I allocated
them commodities if commodities were there. I think they were free
generally - they were free but as to whether they received the commodities
or not, that is another thing but they were free to come.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

For the time being I will stop there.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Ekochu, it seems the Commissioners are all reserving their questions.
This has been a long day now, I am afraid we have not finished with you
yet; we shall adjourn now and we shall resume again here next Wednesday
at 9.30 a.m. and please do come again. In the meantime, thank you very
much for your evidence.

EKOCHU:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners for g1vmg me the
opportunity to come and clarify certain points and I hope that I will
continue on Wednesday and I hope that I will continue to be of some
assistance to you. Thank you very much.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Learned Counsel, this is 8th of April, 1987, and we wish to
commence the hearings of today, I do not know whether you have got
anything to say before we start. But, perhaps, before we start I better
start on a sad note that we have learnt with deep sorrow of the death of the
mother of our Chairman, Justice Oder which occurred on Friday last
week. We wish to extend the condolences of this Commission to our
Chairman at this moment of great sorrow; and I think for that reason our
Chairman will not be with us today.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, at the moment I have three witnesses; there is Mr. Ekochu
who had not completed his evidence; there is a Night Superintendent who
was at Mulago in 1977, and then there is Mr. Francis Itabuka the Director
of State Research during Amin's time. I think we complete Mr. Jonathan
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COUNSEL:

Would you agree that it was meant to assist them to effectively serve the
constituencies they were representing?

EKOCHU:

I believe so, I believe they were meant to assist them in serving their
constituencies effectively.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Dear Commissioners, I am sure you have quite a number of questtons.
think we better start with Commissioner Nagenda as usual.

I

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you. Mr. Ekochu, I notice that you first became Deputy to 1ir.
Kyemba on the 15th of May 1967.

EKOCHU:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could I be right in thinking that this was during Obote J?

EKOCHU:

Certainly that was during Obote I, time; yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

• d 1.s that· any kind of expansiveness that you
'
.
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EKOCHU:

Well. there might have been days when Kyemba was on duty somewhetQ
else and possibly when he was ill. but I do not remember exactly _ y~
know, as time went on, of course, I got to learn what was happeningin
the office.

11R. NAGENDA:

Yes, and presumably from time to time you met Dr. Obote?

EKOCHU:

Certainly, from time to time I met him.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is fine, in that case I shall have a lot of questions to ask you abolll
Obote when the time comes. But now if I may just go through points of
clarification; when did Kyemba tell you in Singapore that there was
fighting between the Amin and the Obote forces? You remember you told
us that you did ask him at one stage and he told you that this fighting was
going on.

EKOCHU:

As far as I remember, it was early in the morning actually when we were
really preparing to depart from Singapore - early in the morning - that is
the time he told me. After the conference most of the delegates spent most
of the time shopping and seeing what was around in Singapore - you
know, that place is very interesting; the shops are almost up to midnight
or beyond midnight. So, we spent our time moving from place to place
visiting the place, and then early in the morning he told me that we are
leaving for home but there was some serious fighting in Uganda.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, you see, if you remember yo~ told us that one day Chris Ntende who
was Permanent Secretary in Ministry of Internal Affairs came, and when
you met him he said he had been in India and he had come to brief the
President on something. Therefore, are you saying that it was early the
next morning?

MR. EKOCHU:

It was early the next morning after the arrival of Chris Ntende.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, you also said that the Captain of the Airline taking you came up at
one stage and said that now Amin was in charge; what Airline was this?

EKOCHU:

I think it was by that time East african Airways, if I remember right.
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MR.NAGENDA:

I am n_otquite sure; that State House is much bigger than our State House
h~re, m fact, of the State Houses in East Africa I think Kenya is the
biggest and then Tanzania and then ours. It was able to accommodate all
of us, we shared rooms and the rest of it.

I just want to make a small comment rather a question here; you said that
individually you started making your own decisions about what you
wanted to do; you decided to come back to your country, and that you
went and told Dr. Obote; interestingly enough we were talking to your
Ex-boss who did not find time to tell his boss that he was leaving, and I
have to admit that personally I find your behaviour more acceptable in this
particular line.

EKOCHU:

I think it was just proper really to go back to your former boss and say: 'I
am sorry, we have to go back'.
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• II
·
eop\e
rnees and others, you spec1a y noticed Mr Wan
who were there, retu
.
urne
. .
t Id us So it must have stuck out a bit.
K1bed1so you o
•
•
1 specifically noticed him because ~he rest of the people ~ho were there

and whom I thought were in authonty were Army Officers. But he was a

p,J(OCH

civilian.
MR. NAGENDA:

. ay I liaise one farmer to another; when you said that you have
Ok~.m
'd
h •
established a small fixed farm which keeps you occup1e , t at is the way
you put it.
MJl.NA

EKOCHU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I was going to ask you what kind of farm and how big it is.

EKOCHU:

This farm is on my father's land - you know in Teso we use it in sort of
clan land - and before he died I asked him whether he could give me a
piece where I could establish a farm. It is a hundred acres farm and it is a
mixed farm. I have some cattle in that farm and I grow a variety of crops.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you say cattle; is it a dairy farm or?

EKOCHU:

I have not really specialised in dairy as such, but I have some cattle - it is
a mixed farm that is why I used the name mixed farm because I have not
really specialised in one line. But eventually if all goes well, I intend to
specialise in the dairy farming because labour as far as mixed farming is
concerned is difficult.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

:rv1R·NAG

Now, we get to the time when you were Principal Private Secretary to the
President; you told us something which I personally found very
surprising, you said that you told your staff that even if you yourself were
in the office and the President asked anyone to pass a message, they
should themselves pass it on in their own capacity but not through you.
Why did you do this?
I did this because Presidential directives are so important ~d the moment
you begin passing or one person who receives a message passes it on to
the next person, to the third person, to a fourth person, the directive might
be misdirected or misinterpreted or misquoted. So, I said you should
receive a directive, you pass on the directive. In any case I also thought
that if I happened to be in the office and the President decided to tell the
Secretary to ring so and so and inform him this and that, that Secretary
then would not really come to me because if the President knew that I was
in the office and if he wanted me to pass a directive he would actually call
me; and if he did not call me I would remain in the office and the directive
could be implemented by whoever received the directive. Mainly it was
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EKOCH

MR.

MR.

EK

just to "

~f

L'

".

NAGE 'DA:

EKOCHU:
ou have
the way

MR. NAGENDA:

son of
me a
it is a
crops.

EKOCHU:

- it is
·e not
nd to
·ng is

to the
very
were
they
you.

•
olla rd rnvself
d1rect1vcsare •
so that nothin
concerned.
g Went wrong as far as Presidential
I think that hst
.
0
• •
Pnnc1pal
Priv' t P
S int sounds to be th
.
was h
a o ecretary you s ·,1
e genuine one because surely as
• rought ov .
a1u a thing m· h h
.
. .
prote r
er to you that I fi
•g t e misunderstood 1f 1t
c mg Yourself then th~t I
md vrery weak, but if you were
say, actually that it seems t0 can understand; and I was also gowing to
course of n0 t •
• me from what
• . involving yourself in
. Y<>u
told us that you took this
Would I be right in say that?
anythmg unless you absolutely had to.

I think you are right .
.
tendency, you know dm say,_ng that because the President then had a
d'
•
, ependtng on h d'
.
1rect1ves he could call I h
w at 1rect1veshe gave. Certain
Senior Personal Seer t
e ,deputy; certain directives he could call the
e ary. So when I
· ·
guard myself, that is wh 1 . '
. saw It m that way I decided to
Y issued that instruction.
you see, you also said that
.
of yours Ismail Seb·1
you made quite sure that where this assistant
as a Deputy Princip ~ 1wAas~oncerned, whom you did not. grade very highly
you made perf ectl cert ss1stant
• th Secretary
.
, that as far as h e was concern ed
the letters that
y
~n at he did not_write any letters, that therefore,
h.
h
went
to
eads of State, this the way you put it were in a
1
anguage w Ic they could understand. Do I quote you properl~?
Well'. you are right in that way. Actually that assignment fell on me as far
as this correspondence to Heads of State is concerned· and if I was not in
the office the President would call either the Ministe~ of Foreign Affairs
?r Permanent Secretary Foreign Affairs to do the drafting of the letters. or
tf I was there we would all get together. Somebody from Foreign Affairs.
myself, depending on the subject; actually, Mr. Ismail Sebi, did not do
that work.

MR. NAGENDA:

If he had wanted to write a letter, would you have let him?

EKOCHU:

If he had wanted to write a letter, well, it would be difficult for him just to
want to write a letter, he would have to get some directives from the
President. But if the President directed him to write a letter. cenainly I
would let him write the letter.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

Okay; now this all sounds to me like the recipe for a very ine~cient
office, because you have the head of the office and b_ecaus~ of his ~wn
protection, and I am not saying that this is a small cons1~erat1on especially
knowing the time you were working. but ~e:~nheless. 1~ you _have,a head
of an office who has abrogated his respons1b1hty at eve~ turn, do ~ ou not
think this made for a very inefficient office?
As far as I am concerne d ' I felt that whatever I was supposed tof do
h I did lit
•
.
the best of my ability. and whatever the rest. o t e peop e
qmt~ well.' to
. • as Presidential appointees. I believe. perhaps,
did m their own capac1t1es
..
they did it to the best of their ab1hty.
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MR. NAGFNOA:

EKOCHU;

e ask that quest ion again - you see we. are very intereste(l
Okay, et m
"th our country. You are ma very goOd . to
know what went wrong w1 g at a very high level as you were /?Sttion
·hat went wron
.
rinc1p
11
to. te us \\
to the Chief Executive of this country. you may th·
a1
Private Secretary ffi . t as far as you are concerned, although ll\k
1 Putlt
bi
th , were very e 1c1en
at ) ou
d of this office, you were not a e to run it Pro e
to you that, as hea
not therefore, the office was ineffi~ rly
which clearly Y?u were that' if the appointments were in therns;~nt
s dly I put 1t to you
. ffi .
Ves
. econ. '
• tments therefore, the office was me 1c1ent! Therefore
meffic1ent~ppo:at you; office was efficiently run as you had been taugh~
are you sfafiy":1g
t organisations for example, a school; or that it was
to run e 1c1en
•
? I ·
•
inefficiently run because of the way it was set up. t is a very important
question by the way•
1

• a very IIDpo
•
rtant question and also very difficult
to answer, because
It 1s
.
the judgement as to whether the office was efficiently run or not - I may
eally to assess the efficiency myself, but I could perhaps say
not be abie r
f ffi
dmini" ·
•
th
t
far as the normal sort of routine o o ice a
stratton is
th
is a ' as
.th th
d"ffi
concerned, I believe that we were able to cope WI
e very 1 1cult
situation. It takes time for people to adjust and to know exactly what
should be done in an office; and, perhaps, I could also say that
appointments to the President's Office is actually a prerogative of the
President and I know, of course, that some of the appointments within the
President's Office were not really based on merit.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you then say that the President or any other Executive gets the staff
he deserves?

EKOCHU:

I am not quite sure about your last word 'the staff he deserves' I do not
exactly know what you mean.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

Alright, let me explain it. If somebody is extremely efficient and likes
efficiency and so on (a) he chooses people who are efficient and if they are
not he soon finds out and sacks them - you know his office reflects his
own image, I think that may be quite obvious, and if on the other hand he
is not then he does not; and if he picks people not on merit, which you
yourself has said, he picks them for other reasons. We put it to you last
week that this might well be on religion or bribe or whatever. So, in that
case perhaps he gets the help as that he deserves!
With that explanation, I think, one could say yes.
Okay, now, I asked Mr. Kyemba this question, so I would ask you as
well, it is not meant to be personal but it is meant to find out what
happened. We were very interested to know how come Mr. Kyemba, two
Presidents what he afterwards looked on as being devils were able to feel
so comfortable with him, which to us was quite an important
consideration. In your case, how do you explain - how long did you work
for Mr. Amin, by the way, I have not got my notes here.
After the coup in 1971 I came back to my work as a Deputy to Kyemba;'
so it was actually from 1971 up to the first liberation in 1979.
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E

Y~. now, this is very i t
.
;·ourself and Mr. Kyem;/r; sting to ~e I have to admit it. Here you had,
962 until 1977 and • ' een working; in the case of Mr Kyemba from
WIlat was your. •if' youinl"k
your case from 1967 until 1979 -• twelve years!
I
on wit
• h these two m
e' mag·ica 1 ingredient
•
that you were able to ,.t
. onsters?
,. 0

I "-ocHU:

When I get th.is question
.
h
b~cause I really do not k ' per aps, I have always said that God knows,
difficult to explain how ;ow how I was able to be there all this time. It is
not get into really ro h was abl~ to stay on for all these years, and I did
one time as I told y ug wat~rs with anyone of them in the sense except at
• there were rumours
that Amin himself OU 1ast
b time• S'ir, that at one time
that were ineffici·e wtas eginning to think of finding some other persons
• I
went to Amin and nt ,Idnot
h" carrying out the work properly; so, as I said,
change in the offic:
im that look, Si~, if you really feel that we need a
may be it is th . y~u need to appomt some other people, I feel that
t"
e ng t time because I have been this in office for a long

h

ime.

ot

MR. NAGENDA:

You
told
.
.th us that · Bu t you would agree, would you not that during your
t 1me w1 these two people that there were occasions when
'
they behaved
extremely badly - in fact in a horrible manner. I suspect that if your face
had as much as shown a fl1c
• ker of d"1sgust at his
• bad behaviour
•
your days
would have been numbered; am I right?

EKOCHU:

It depends on how my face showed a flicker of disgust really.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever show a flicker of disgust?

EKOCHU:

I do not know whether I showed it or not, but I was at times saddened
because of certain events; may be it was not seen in my face but deep in
my heart. I felt that certain things were wrong.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you like either President?

EKOCHU:

You mean like as a person?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

es

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

I worked with President Obote, he had his own character, you know, all
human beings have got certain bad elements within us and good elements
within us. Generally speaking, even Amin himself and that is why he was
able to even convince the Heads of State to have O.A.U. conference in
Uganda here. There are certain qualities some of which they showed that
they were humans, but at time they changed. But liking to the extent of
say, of having the normal good relations as, perhaps to point out, as I had
with Henry Kyemba I would say not strictly so.
Okay, we
gentlemen
interested
talking to

will certainly hear quite enough about the worse sides of these
even if they had any better ones, but ~ersonally I would be very
to hear briefly what were the good pomts that Obote had. I am
you about - you were his Deputy PPS and somebody you got to
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.

.

know him quite we11,
E1'..0CHU.;

what were some of his good qualities?

ed to come to the office and, actually do some wo k
Let me say that he Us . he used to wnte
. or d'1ctate h'1s own speeches r •
1 know he used to r ead,
Th
and

e to the office he worked.
really when he cam
..
.
head of State was somethingpos1t1veon his part.
MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

at one I thought fo
ra

. IS
. what Heads of State should do, to come to the office and workt.
But thIS
He could come to the office and really do some work. That is perhaps
what I could say about that.

MR. NAGENDA:

He dictated his own speeches, he wrote, he read and he came to the office
and worked?

EKOCHU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay; it will be a sad day when - or perhaps you are saying that the other
President did not do any of these things?

EKOCHU:

Well, not so much with reading. As I said he talked quite a lot he gave
instructions by word of mouth or by telephone; and if it came to speeches
he instructed us to do what he wanted to say and the writing of the
speeches was done by some other person - the actual writing of the
speeches - you know -framing the whole thing.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKO<

MR.

EKO

MR.
EKC

I shall come back to Obote later. Now, Presidents obviously must have
their own favourites in their private offices. I got the impression last
week when you were talking to us and I get it today that you perhaps were
not very close to either President; you were not their special friend. Now,
when you were PPS did you feel that there were somebody in your office
under you with whom Amin was more at ease - who was closer to Amin
with whom he worked more than he did with you; and if so, what was the
name of this person or people?

Ml

EKOCHU:

I felt so, I felt that may be my deputy was more closer to the President
than myself.

M

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean Mr. Ismail Sebi?

El

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Ismail Sebi; that is what I really felt, but Ismail was not my enemy I
just got on well with him and we never quarrelled.
What about these two other people you kept mentioning, one was Mrs.
Joyce Mawalo and the other was Mr. Corcus Owumo, were they also
closer?
They were the Senior Personal Secretaries, I think they were because to
come to that rank of being a Senior Personal Secretary to the President
one must be close to the boss.
You see, I

am wondering slightly whether if it comes to it they will be
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M
E

1·KOCHU:

oe

more in a position to tell
these people rather than us more about what happened privately with
that you do not hav
YO urself, perhaps, you distance yourself so much
e much to tell us about their private actions.
May be they will be abl
.
Sir, but I really cann
e to furrush the Commission with infonnation.
ot tell.

MR N \GENOA:

Was one of your dutie
you ever have
~ to read the private mail of either President; did
opporturutyto do this?

EKOCHU:

The very private letters?

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, medium private.

EKOCHU:

Most of the letters wh· h
ffi .al
ic , actually, came to the office were supposed to be
ict Ietters; most letters which come through to the PPS's office are
letters from
• ls - you know - official
. correspondences as
. ministers, offi1c1a
such, and if the letters were private as such or from individuals or mostly,
may be, requests for certain things - in the case of Amin, it was mainly
may _berequest for allocation of a vehicle or request for this and that, and
posstbl_y for assistance here and there, some people would say that they
have kids and they do not have the money to send them to school and the
rest of it. Those were the sort of letters which came from individuals.
But strictly private letters which you are talking about, I do not know.
Something really private as far as the life of the President is concerned in
relation to that person, I really did not come across such letters.
0

er

nt

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever come across any letters to either President where you
thought yourself that is a very funny letter - how can that particular person
fr-0m that station be writing such a letter to a President? Even if its own
subject matter at that time, you know must have been extraordinary

EKOCHU:

Well, there is no really a letter which I could have graded as being a
funny letter in that sense really. The answer is that there was really -

MR. NAGENDA:

Let me put it slightly differently; were you the first person to open all the
letters that came for President Amin?

EKOCHU:

No· the letters came first to the registry and they were opened in the
'
registry
and then passed on to me in an open file.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who were in that registry when Y_?U
were the PPS, can you remember?

EKOCHU:

He is Mr. Nandulya and he is still in that same post; he is the Officer in
Charge of the Security Registry in the fourth floor.

MR. NAGENDA:

sure we shall need him. Now, when you went to that
Very go od , I am
d th
• •t
famous meeting after which the Archbishop an
e two_rrurns eki~were
.
Id us that Minister Masagazi was upstairs wor ng on
killed, . you to
I ft to come down with Commanders. We were told
something and thethne A yuru was actually' brought from within the Nile
by somebody else at n
'
thin
•
here he was asked to read some
g.
Mansions downstairs w
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EKOCHU

.
went into the office in the second floor, I saw Ab
By the ume 1 . h t lounge not where we normally have our Uda\\a
tea :in.1
Anyuru seated
. .m tha lounge where people - you know -"'
lunch, but m this ot er
. •

?

Where they watch Telev1s1on.
MR. AGENDA:

That is where he was seated.
EKOCHU:

1R NAGENDA:

Guarded presumably?

EKOCHU:

Well, really could not notice whether there was somebody in uniformor
1
not, but for sure he must have been guarded.

MR. NAGENDA:

By the way, what did he look like; had h~ b~en roughed up in your view,
were you close enough to have a look at him.

EKOCHU:

I did not go close because as soon as I came I went up ~e st~ps I did not
use the lift to the second floor; he was rather somewhat nght m the centre
there, that is where he was seated, so I really could not tell whether he
was roughed up or not.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

We got it on authority in Mr. Kyemba's book - I do not know whether
you know this - that Mr Ntende purportedly came to Singapore to repon
on non-citizen Asians. Does this mean that actually what culminated in
the throwing out of the Asians one year later by Amin, had been started
by Obote to your knowledge?
Yes, to my knowledge I remember there was an exercise going on in the
immigration department, and I think few students from Makerere, the
youths from Makerere, were employed briefly in the President's Office to
go through some of these files. In actual fact, that exercise of finding out
who are true citizens and who are non-citizens started during Obote's
time.
You were by then quite close to the President, presumably you have been
there for a long time.
That exercise I do not remember when it started really, but l think i.t 1s
1967.

MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR NAGENDA:

Do you have any knowledge - having spoken to people in government,
was it your impression that what Amin in 1972 might have done or was
part of the plan that Obote had anyway, or Obote's government?
One would say really that the exercise had started, and I behe\le Aminwas
a senior officer in the Uganda Armed Forces then, he must have known
that this exercise was going on~ and so may be when he came to power he
had the quickest way of doing it rather than going into the files.
You say your predecessor, Henry Kyemba, had to work as PPS for qmte a
long time before you yourself then took over.
Would you say that
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EK

Kycmha was close
closer to tl1ern thanr he
to w
these Presid
' ents than you were, or that you were
tllat permutat·ion like? as, or you were closer to one of them, what was
EKOCHU:

er
rt

When I was the de
close t0 o bote at the
putyt"to Kyemba, 1 personally thought that he was quite
th e time when he workeidme
':'hhenhe was Principal Private Secretary· and
I would not say that h wit Am·m bne
• tl Y as Principal Private Secretary,
'
as a Principal PrivateeSwasclose to Amin as such but one could say that
often, I think during th ec_retaryto Obote, he used to meet Amin quite
of State. So •my ow . e time whenever Amin was called to see the Head
close to Obo~e and hn Judgement with that. I believe that Henry was quite
e understood
Amm
• quite
• well - not necessarily being
c Iose.
'

MR NAGENDA:

So that when he phoned h"
and came to work i h. im four days after you all got to Dar-es-Salaam
he was going to be or ki_m,you would say he knew very well the person
wor mg for?

EKOCHU:

Sir, I did not even know that he had telephoned Amin; I did not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, you did; it is on page 34 of his book.

EKOCHU:

fI got that book and I wanted to read •1t, but then somebody removed •1t
rom ~y shelf, so I just gave it up. He did not tell me that he had spoken
to Am~n from J?ar-es-Salaam or from Nairobi. So, as I said before. may
be d~rmg the time when Amin was the Chief of Staff and Obote was the
President _there was contacts whenever Amin was called for meetings that
enabled him to understand Amin, may be, more than I did at that time

MR. NAGENDA:

How easy do you think it is for a PPS who after all is quite close to his
master at all times - if he is close to him, how easy is it for a PPS to
influence his master, or to have an influence on his master?

EKOCHU:

It depends on the character of the master, and it depends on the
relationship between the master and the PPS, but if conditions were such
that with that close relationship between the PPS and the President. and
they understood one another quite well; I am quite sure that the PPS could
be in a position to influence the master.

m
ed

MR. NAGENDA:

So would I, but for example, I mean the President might come in shouting
violently and be calmed down by his PPS and that kind of thing. In your
experience were there occasions when Mr. Kyemba influenced, calm~
down or the opposite, either of these two people? Because we know their
characteristics or their characters and you also now closely watched them:
did you ever see him influence them?

I would say really no I did not. Because if a President was in a_bad mood
EKOCHU:

most of the staff would prefer to remain in their offices until they are
called to go there; and I would find it difficult to say that I re~emb~r
· 'd nt when Henry or myself calmed down the President 1f
clear ly any met e ·n a bad mood. Perhaps the mood of the p rest·ctent
he happene d to b e 1
.
••
•
·f
could easily be changed by circumstances on that Yef) da). ma) be. 1
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.
. tment to meet an ambassador or something like th
there 1s appom
h
d "f th
at. l'h
would. of course, automaticallychange t e moo i e ambassadorc at
in and talked about somethingpleasant to the country.
aine

EKOCHU
MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

But you are saying then, are .you not, that in b_othyour case and M
Kyemba's case both highly tramed, educated, d~dicated pr~fessionatPp;:
you were really so frightened of t~ese two Presidents that ~f they are in a
bad mood you let that mood spend itself; t~at you were not m a positionto
go and calm them down or influence them m that way at all!
1 would not say that we were really terribly frightened because it happens
in offices; even in Ministers' offices, at times P.S's o~ce - the ministeris

in a bad state or whatever it is; it is not a qu~stio_nof r~ally being
frightened at one - sound it difficult to change ~he_s1tuat1on. It 1snot like,
say, in a family where a child sees the father 1s m a bad ~ood and, may
be, keeps out of the sitting room and then later on comes m. It is a bit
difficult there because it is not an easy thing really to go and change the
mood of a person in authority.
MR. NAGENDA:

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, if they •were shouting a lot I can see that anybody might be
frightened; but did you ever give them advice? For that would seem to me
to be a main role of a Principal Private Secretary; did you give them
advice? For example, let me tell you; I asked Mr. Kyemba what advice he
gave to his boss Obote after the Nakulabye episode and does not seem to
have given him any, and I did not know whether he would find this
strange or not. Do you yourself remember ever giving advice to either of
these Presidents when, as you yourself agree, they had done something
really horrible?
I remember one occasion, that is the time when there was a problem at
Makerere University. Amin was in State House and, I think, soldiers had
been sent to quieten the strike or whatever it was, what was happening in
Makerere and many students were roughened up. On that day when I
learnt about it I was in State House office also and I went to the President
and told him "Sir, the situation in Makerere can lead into a lot of
problems in this country because you are, actually, attacking all the
parents in the country" so, I advised him to find some other way of
solving the problem then. I do not know whether he took the advice or
not, or whether soldiers continued but at that time I had the courage to tell
him that the steps taken were wrong.
Good; do you remember in Singapore, after you had been told by Mr.
Kyemba that there was something wrong, do you remember whether your
party - the whole delegation - whether they tried to find any help for Mr.
Obote's government from any other country, to your knowledge?

MR. NAC

EKOCH

MR.NA

EKOCH

MR. N,

EKOC

MR.1

EKC

MR

EK
EKOCHU:

No, I do not remember, that did not come to my knowledge.

MR. NAGENDA:

If somebody asked you from your position as somebody who was quite
close to these two Presidents - it is a question which has been answeredby
quite a lot of people in their different ways - which you thought was the
more reasonable, of the two Presidents that you worked for, whom would
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you choose?
Whom I thought was the MR. NAGENDA:

More reasonable between Obote and Amin?

n~ocHU:

I would say that Obote ·h th
and Amin had a . .
ad e necessary background to lead the country
1
would have prefemi~tary background of leadership. So, in this respect I
rre a democratic leader than otherwise.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that eit
• her of these people was democratic?

EKOCHU:

I am only trying to say th A •
anything like that· b
at mi~ came to power not through elections or
.
• ut Obote I thmk came into power through some sort of
eIect1ons.

MR.NAGENDA:

Would you, therefore, say that even Obote who came to power through
the . ballot • that is what you cal l 1t,
• you prefer hlffi
• than a government
which came to power through violence, for example the present
Government?
'

EKOCHU:

No, this is a bit different I think, because the current Government had a
cau_seto go to the bush because of the prevailing conditions. But the coup
which took place in 1971, I do not know the basic reason why they took
the power.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, I think occasionally you have got to judge the fruits by how they
taste - in fact, always you have got to judge the fruits by how they taste.
l{ow do you compare what happened between 1980 and the end of 1985
with what happened before? I am thinking of places like Luwero Triangle
arid I am thinking of - you know, places all over Uganda, but I think
Luwero Triangle is a reasonable shorthand. One happened during
somebody who came to power through the ballot, does therefore, the
ballot have any meaningful sense? Judge by places like Luwero.
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Well, in this particular case it did not have any sense really, but during
that time from 1962 when Uganda was trying to get its independence, may
be, that was the right line to take, to go through the ballot. But from 1980
elections, the things which followed afterwards were not what the citizens
of Uganda expected.

MR. NAGENDA:
r

Were you yourself as somebody who knew_Milton Obote q~ite well, and
you worked for a long time; were you surprised that under his government
this kind of thing happened?

EKOCHU:

MR. NAGENDA:

What I observed during this time - second Obote -"':as that I think this
time he really had lost control of his government. _I think there were somef
. •
h
e really quite powerful and influenced a number o
mm1sters w o wer
decisions.
·t is on evidence by the Archbishop of the Anglican
We were tol d , and 1 t in fact the problem
'
w1·th second Obote was th at
th
d
Church of Ugan a a,
'
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the people were lighting him, that is why they died. Is that Wh
trying to say or not?
at YoUare

EKOC

EKOCHU:

That the people who -

MR.

MR. NAGENDA:

That the people who died, died because they were fighting him· it
fault of the people rather than of Obote, that this terrible thin~ hawasthe
.
PPened
Would you go along with that?
•

EKO

EKOCHU:

Those people who died during these problems from 1980 up to the .
.
f h
tttne
when Obote was overthrown, I beheve most o t em were just inno
.
Id . . h .
cent
people who went on with their norma ut1es m t e1r shambas, and 1 do
not think that they had any reason whatsoever to fight the government.

MR. NAGENDA:

These ministers you have just said seemed to be very powerful over whorn
Obote seem to have lost control; would one of these be the Vice President
Mr. Paul Muwanga?
'

EKOCHU:

I certainly believe that the Vice President was a very powerful person in
the Obote II regime; quite powerful.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, when you were in charge of supplies did you ever have any direct
dealings - when you were the Permanent Secretary in Supplies, you called
yourself a glorified store keeper - did you ever have any direct dealings
with Mr. Muwanga?

EKOCHU:

Not really; when I was appointed the first day I met - I knew him before
when he was our Ambassador in France - but this time when he was the
Head of the Military Commission, I was called and I met him in the office
but I did not have regular direct contacts with him. I only dealt with my
Minister.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he ever give you any direct orders to supply certain things to certain
people?

EKOCHU:

No, I do not remember getting any orders from the Vice President then.
directing me to give certain things to certain people.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did any ministers or any people in authority give you direct orders?

EKOCHU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could you please tell us some of these?

EKOCHU:

I used to get direct orders from the then Chief of Defence Forces, that is
Tito Okello. If he wanted something he would ring me and say that I have
sent my bodyguard so and so and I want allocation of either so many sacks
of sugar or whatever it is. I would allocate and then tell the minister that I
got a directive from the Chief of Defence Forces.

MR. NAGENDA:

What was Tito Okello's office at that time?
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cncc l•orces, I think

Who else did this?
Thnt is the one I
Mi •st
remember clcar IY,• well, I got .instructions from my
m cr, may be the . .

this and that and ;hat m~n1sterswent to their colleague say they wanted
allocare so and so th: an that would come to me to do ~he paper work to
• ,
1s or that.
1R. NAGENDA:

! KO ~HU:

direct
called

ertain

then.

But your minister would
these people?' Say g· not
h" say
• ' could you please see your way towards
• tve t is person that: would he?
He would.

\1R !\'AGENDA:

What was the name O f your m1mster
. .
please?

rKOCHU:

He would definitely somef
,
Moses Apiliga.
imes say allocate so and so this' and that is Dr.

MR NAGENDA.

And those are the only two you remember?

EKOCHU:

Those are the only two I remember who could give me directives to
allocate so and so such and such a th"mg.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, th ank you very much indeed.

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. _Ekochu, C?mmissioner Nagenda has taken so much time asking about
details to do with your work and the problems, even some of the things I
thought I would ask have been covered; but all the same I want you to,
actually, help us on what we shall eventually have to concern ourselves
with as to why there was such excessive violation of human rights in the
two regimes you served. Thinking off hand, there is the advanced theory
that leaders violated their rights as a result of opposition from various
groups.
In fact, it dates back to colonialism; colonialists used force
against African opposition. Obote is supposed to have used force against
Buganda and Western Uganda opposition; Amin is supposed to have used
force against opposition from Obote and Langi and Acholi. Now, lastly.
Obote is supposed to have violated human rights as a result of opposition
from Museveni and his guerrillas. Now, we would have to. actually.
apportion some blame where it is due. I mean, if we are to write a
comprehensive study of our situation and our history. we have got to
examine these things in detail and this is where your word and authority
would come in to help us. This is not something I would just jump; it is
going to form a foreword or a backgro~nd to our r~port: Now. I want
you if you can, may be, you cannot do it ?o'":
but with ume you ma~ .be
able to reflect, and actually, point out mcidents when the opposm~n
themselves might have created situations that eventually erupted m
· l ·
f human rights We are fond of attacking the departed. but I
v10 attons o
•
.
.
•
hi
1
·
1
d academicians and Journalists as we stt on t s pane •
thmk as awyers an
.
.
.
,
•
h
to be obJ·ective. Now. m the two regimes )OU sened.
sometimes you ave
.
·
d •
mment on situation where you thmk. for mstance. an usmg
could _you co
body who detected their moods. who saw them
your Judgement as some
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.
• into operation, and give a background to that kind of a .
Jumping
. h
d h
situat
that led to our violation of huma~ ng ts an w ere you think it Wion
beyond the intended people and ~p11ledover to sc~pegoats? Becauseent
have situations here where you fad to, actu~lly' gnp ~o~r enemy and We
get carried away with scapegoats. Start with_a few mc1dentsin Obot!ou
where you think that Obote violated human nghts as a. reaction to v·1s1
.bl,
le
h
h
d
opposition which you saw yourself an w ere e went m excess and Wh
• • Ami ,
ere
he confined himself to actual enemy. Thke~agha~n1~
n s regime Where
you think. Obote might have been_provo mg hun~ntodeedxcessive
abuse of
power or the role of say, Is~aeh planners w o mva
E~tebbe, such
situations are what I would hke you to assess and propo!11onout Your
judgement as an insider.
EKOCHU:

Madam Commissioner, your question is really very _difficultand also very
important actually; and it is difficult to say something really concrete off
hand at the moment apart from ma.king some general statement or
assessment. My own assessment of the situation - let me begin with the
time of Amin when I was PPS. When Amin was in power and he also
knew that Obote was the main person opposing him, and there were
incidences - one, for example, in 1972 there was an attack, they were
supposed to have been invaders trying to come into Uganda in 1972
through the Western part, Tanzanian side. When that opposition took that
line of invading the country, it really annoyed Amin very much and so
those people who managed somehow to enter Uganda through that side of
Tanzania, those who were captured were brutally dealt with. I remember
the late' Alex Ojera was supposed to be one of these who entered Uganda
in 1972. Soldiers were sent to that side of, I think it is Masaka side, and I
do not know where they got Alex Ojera from. There was a reception in
State House and good friend was brought with hands tied at the back,
taken to State House where there was a reception, made to sit down; and I
think there were diplomats at that time also who were shown that this is
one of the guerrillas who was captured entering Uganda. From that time
those who were in power, Amin and the rest of the soldiers who had
tasted power acted violently to anyone who was supposed to be opposing
the government. That is one incident which I remember quite well; and
there is this other attempt, I think it was in 1978, when another group of
those then called by Amin "guerrillas" , the liberators, came through the
same side and eventually took over the government. The reaction to the
first attempt to this second attempt which eventually led to Tanzania
joining corning to Uganda, this again was brought in because those who
were supposed to be guerrillas came into Uganda and attacked certain
areas of Uganda. The reaction was so violent beca~e so many innocent
people were killed in that area - very many! Houses destroyed and
property looted and brought in here; so, I would actually agree with you
that the reaction of the government in power at that time which led to the
violation of human rights was prompted because of these invasions. But
then, may be, they could have found some other way of sorting out the
problem, but soldiers were ordered to go and clear whoever was supposed
to be an enemy in that area. Those are the few incidences I could give
during Amin's time. Then during Obote's time, I think, we really have a
problem in developing countries.
The politics of African countries,
according to my own assessment, may not be based on ideology as such,
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KAKWENZIRE:

COUNSEL:

EKOCHU:

I quite agree with you
,
.
in my view a good '. you cannot exhaust it and what you have given is,
reflection 0 ~ power :~nter for us to research on further; especially, your
and -(Interjection).
wealth , and urge to protect that wealth at all cost
May be, before you acce t th
would you substantiate? Because
h e sa1.d power and wealthP • at answer,
.
th
, m re1ation to what, what was he trying to tell
us ~t happen~d? Because I think you had asked him instances and he
had given you mstance of Ojera, because there was an attack in MutukulaK~otera; then he moved to another Obote II, I think that is where he
pomted out power and wealth, but how does he illustrate the connection?
We want to find out!
Well, I was trying to point out that, given the example of our country may
be politicians have got programmes for which really they want to develop
the country. But what happens usually right from the beginning; the
person becomes a Minister appointed on political basis; is to consolidate
his position in his constituency rightly so may be. At the time of
elections, those candidates go round with commodities to the electorates,
salt, cloth, and everything. But after elections, the constituency is really
forgotten until when they will announce again that there will be elections
on this date of this year; then people begin to go back. But within that
period, I think many of us know that quite a number of people in power
have been able to acquire quite a lot of property; property which is
normally destroyed when -

COUNSEL:

Mr. Ekochu, are you saying that during the 80s the violati_on of human
rights which we witnessed in the country, was a result of desire for wealth
and power?

EKOCHU:

Partly b ecause, 1'f you are in a position ' very comfortable
.
imposition,
Th you
·
would not like any other person to interfere with that co ort.
at is
what I feel.

KAKWENZIRE:

•
Id ou say that most of Obotes appointees were
Along that lme, cou b Y. with _ dangling the wealth in their face?
actually people he was uymg

EKOCHU:

I would not say that Obot th t he gave them opportumty to create wealth:

e at the time was giving them_wealth or whatever
it is; but I would only say
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in their own capacities when they were_in authority. Take, for exarnple,
that Uganctans
when I was P/s • Supplies• and after retirement, I observed
.
were talking of chasing the lines in order to get somethm~. You go to the
factory, get an allocation of something; an~ then you get it you stan to get
the money 10 he able to sustain your family. But one ~ould ~ay that _ if
one went to 8 certain factory, you would ~nd may be_a_list which is tyJ)ed
out; the Ministers; this should be allocauon_ for Mm1ster so and so; or
Mrs. so and so: the wife of, may be, a very 1mp?rtant p~rson. So in that
process small people could not really get any assistance m that practice of
chasing Jines.
KAKWENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

MR. KAWANGA:

Now this policy that emerged starting with, I think Amin's regime of
disappearance. It is something very intr~cate. How ~o you think, the
policy was conceived, what were the motives, the architect I find it was
not easy thing; it must have been something thought about; and with the
motive. Because it was very frustrating for somebody. Your person is
taken to the CPS; by the time you get there he is removed; they tell you,
he is in Kireka; by the time you get to Kireka, he is back to the Nile
Mansions or the information is so distorted officially that for a week you
are at a loss. Then even to discover where the person has been put - was
there something worked out at official level by a team of experts; or was it
just something that came about accidentally?
My Lord Lady Commissioner, I will not be able to give you an answer in
that one, because this practice was really a terrible practice where people
were arrested and put into the boots and taken to custody in some places
either Military or Police. I am also just as yourself; I do not know really
who conceived this idea of arresting people, keeping them in various
places and eventually the person disappears. I really do not have any idea
about that. May be, if heads of these security organisations, like the State
Research and the rest of it, were here to answer this question; may be they
would be able to tell us exactly how this thing came about.
Mr. Ekochu, we know they will be coming to try to answer that question.
What the Commissioner was trying to see is whether you in your position
you had ever found out how this scheme developed.

EKOCHU:

I have not been able to find out how this scheme developed.

KAKWENZIRE:

I asked you that because I know, in Argentina, it was officially planned
and taught to those carrying it out and for a purpose. I wonder whether
this similar arrangement existed here.

EKOCHU:

KAKWENZIRE:

EKO

EK

M

As far as I know, I do not know whether there \\ as an~ specific
instructions to these security organs to do such a thmg But 1t 1s quite
possible that some of these people who were in charge of these secunty
organisations who were arresting and the rest of it, could have been sent
for courses in these other places ) ou haYe mentioned. l 1ke, may be
Argentina, where; I do not know. could have been sent to these places
and; they could have learnt these methods of torture and the rest of it.
Finally, my third question

I want to ask before we think of a break. I
E
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f:J~OCHU:

KAKWENZIRE:

It is difficult to say whe h b
.
th •
n e egan to fall out and, to give any reason. But
I '_Dk,gene'.ally speaking, when he had this Cabinet of educated people,
Cab met. meetings were followed strictly according to the Agenda and the
rest of It. And I believe that may be he fell out when it happened that
some o: the educated people, may be, did not agree with some of the
suggestions regard mg the administration of the country. That is what I
think, but I cannot be very specific than that as how he began to fall out
because of this or that; but generally speaking, I think the way the
educated people, may be, wanted the country to develop was not strictly in
line with what Amin wanted. So that led to disagreement here and there
with Ministers or the judges. I think that was the main thing really; and
they had the different views and various ways of running this country.
Now after those educated Ministers were dropped and were replaced by
illiterate soldiers, did Cabinet Meetings continue or?

EKOCHU:

Yes, the Cabinet Meetings continued; and there were few_ educated
Ministers who remained there; and they continued with the meetmgs.

KAKWENZIRE:

But you had some Ministers I understand, I was not around, who could
hardly speak English; what happened in such a case?

EKOCHU:

I never attended the Cabinet Meetings; I think in such cases the~ co~d
speak in Swahili in Cabinet; but the Minutes were eventually written m
English.

MR. KAWANGA:

I think we better break for about 20 minutes and just to be back by about
mid-day.

(TEA-BREAK)
specific
is quite
security
en sent
y be
places
it.

MR.KAWANGA:
KAKWENZIRE:

I

• was still asking some questions so I
By the time we left , Mr s · Kakwenzire
.
think she may wish to continue.
.
•
•
and Amin's women. It is
•
bout Amm's wives
. h. b k· I
The last question was a
M Kyemba has a track m is _oo ,
discussed here and there; anfd ev:ne;~
about him and how he violated
l
eed to have a lot o co
. .
of him. where women were
a so n
.
What is your op1mon
•
women's nghts ·
concerned?

EKOCHU:

· Id.
Commissioner, I did not rea lly come into contact with i
Well, Madam
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• w hen he ,,vas
reall)' relaxing
nun
,
. with his wives. I nonnally USAA
""' to
meet the \\ j\·es dunng the receptl0?5· When there was a reception he
could decide to come with one o: his_wives. I could only say one thing
and he had hgoth love for h.is
tha.t as, a husband, he loved his wives;
.
children: he r~lly cared for his children very ?1uc ; e ~ Tllaity
children, I do not know the number but; on the holtdays, all his children
were brought to State House and were looked after by the House staff and
whoever lady stayed in the State House. ~ere was_n~ne who stayed
there permanently - what should I say, was 1t a rotation system or What?
So there was no one who stayed there perman:ntly _but generally Speakjng
J could say. he loved his wives and he loved his chlidren and he cared for
them. And he was very keen for their education. In fatt, one of the
instances one problem was that, he had a son whom he wanted to get to
Makerer; and his son did not have the necessary qualifications to go to
Makerere: but all the same he was taken in for some course or rather, I do
not know. That is all I could say really about his wives.
KAf....'\VENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

KAKWENZIRE:

This looks like one stepping in a private field, but when it has been
discussed publicly; I should go on. Mr. Kyemba in his book argues that
he, in fact, neglected his wives to the extent that they ganged together and
decided to take lovers; that in fact at one time he came and sacked all of
them; the three of them. In fact, this is not from Kyemba's book, but we
also know an incident of where one of his wives faced very horrible death
in a private clinic trying out an abortion. Definitely that is not something
that we should not touch as a Commission. What would you say about
that?
As I said, I really did not take much interest to find out in detail what was
happening between him and his wives as such. Actually, may be. they
had quarrels in the lodges; but even it really happens that - he had four
wives. And there is a tendency really for a man with so many wives, may
be, to react in some jealousy spirit; because he thinks that the wife is
doing this and that in different lodges may be. But I still believe that he
loved them all; well, if they had quarrels, you know, these were the
normal quarrels which happen between a husband and a wife.

It is also alleged that he took young girls against their wishes, school
girls. I heard of stories that if he saw a girl singing on television and he
took a fancy, would send his staff to bring such a girl to his house. Does
that allegation have a foundation?

EKOCHU:

KAKWENZIRE:

EKOCHU:

I do not know; because I cannot quote any example really. I cannot quote
any example that he picked up this girl or that. But ·what I could say is
that he loved beautiful women. (Laughter). But as to whether he picked
this or that, that I cannot really give an example.

In the case of Sarah - does the allegation that he killed her boyfriend to
marry her a true allegation?

I have heard of that rumour but I really do not know whether it is true or
not. I do not know Sarah's background; I just happened to see her in State
House as a wife of Amin.
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Mr. Ekochu, you Will be
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.
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I think it came to my
l
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peop e I saw within that Command
ecause all the people, most of the
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~ow, may be, some have esca ed Po _were Anny Officers. I do not
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IS the only civilian I could
b wear~ng. I really do not know; but he
remem er durmg that time, actually.

DR. LUY0MBY A:

Then when you met the General at that t.
been to Singapore and had
lille, you were those who had
And you made one.
returned were asked to make written reports.

EK0CHU:

I did, yes.

DR. LUY0MBY A:

In .brief he wanted you to mention what you knew about what had been
gomg on; what went on in Singapore and the situation at that time.

EK0CHU:

Yes.

DR. LUY0MBY A:

Could you tell us the gist of your report you made?

as

EK0CHU:

In my report I explained that I was chosen to go to Singapore as one of the
Staff in State House and we were required to go to the Conference to
assist in the administrative matters which are normally carried out in the
Office of the President. Because when the President goes_to Conferences
of this kind, he is actually running an office in Conference there; he is
given a place and then meets other Heads of State. So our duty really is
to prepare the place for such meetings and, may be, to assist the
Secretaries in jotting down whatever minutes they have after meeting
another Head of State or whoever official he may wish to meet in there.
So I explained the purpose of my selecti~n to go Singapore. And ~en
about the political aspect of the whole thm~, w~ether I knew ~ythmg,
whether Obote wanted to dismiss Amin or kill him or whatever 1t _was, I
'd
II I had no knowledge whatsoever about what was happerung. In
sa1 , rea y,
.
s·
d'd
the actual fact, really, sincerely speaking, when I went to mgapore 1 1
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not know such a thing was going to happen.
DR. LUYO.l\tBYA:

1 presume, you were a typical civil servant.

EKOCHU:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And you saw certain things happening. In your own heart you Were
saddened. This is what you said, at one stage although you could not show
it on your face. You were saddened abo~t certai? things which we_regoing
wrong. In your submission you have tned to give u_s_ageneral view; and
you tried to distance yourself from problems as a c1v1lservant when you
served your masters. Let me assure you that you_a:e n?w free; and I
request you not to distance yourself from this Comm1ss1onm any case you
are on oath. So I would like you to come out freely and help us in our
findings. This has been hinted to you and it is also in our minds why a
senior civil servant of your calibre, could not take courage to help in
prevention of certain things happening. I was glad you cited one example
when you came out and told the President about the Makerere incident that
the line he had taken was wrong. I wonder what made your courage wane
and dwindle over the period you served the various bosses.
Let me first of all clarify what you have been trying to hint at, may be, I
am trying to keep rather aloof from the Commission and not coming
forward to tell you exactly what I know. Let me say that I feel so free to
speak before the Commission; and what I am trying to say is what I can
humanly remember at that time. And if there is anything that comes to my
mind in the course of my testifying before you, I would certainly not hide
it from the Commission. The question of finding it difficult to stop or to
advise the President on the people's outcry; the courage comes really
depends on the circumstances from day to day. Today you may pick
courage to say something; another day you may decide not to say
something; it is a human nature, I think. It is something also which
affected all the people who stayed in Uganda at that time. I would say,
many people did not have that courage to come forward to say, this is
wrong or this what. Even the religious leaders - many people found it
difficult to have that courage to face a Military Ruler who had all the
powers. So in that way, although I was a senior civil servant with all
human qualities; may be I failed here and there; but I tried my best from
time to time. But it was something which affected most Ugandans. In
fact Ugandans have the capacity to continue doing things as if nothing has
happened; I mean, there are certain things which happen in areas and
people still continue as if nothing had happened. This is something which
was almost general at that time. I do not know why people liked that way
or people failed to pick courage and rise up and say, no, this is wrong.
But it might be that this was just human weakness at that time. And here
it prevails among the people when they are faced with dictatorship.
Did you fall among those people? For the man on the street who has no
say; probably it may be understandable, but for a man who is at the centre
and you could approach these Presidents; these Dictators and you had the
time to gauge their moods and know when to approach them and not when
to approach them on certain issues. I know again you are trying to give
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DR l UYOMBY A:

Mr. E~~chu, did you have a
.. . .
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EKOCHU:

Sincerely I have neve ..
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DR. LUYOMBY A:

Which party was for Bataringaya?

EKOCHU:

The late Basil Bataringaya was a D.P. Nobody from the UPC side has
come to ask me to_join their party. But Basil was a great friend of mine,
u?~ortunately he died; he was killed I think. So I have strictly remained a
civil servant, but as a Ugandan citizen, I am interested in finding out what
really is going on in the country.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you share the view that civil servants should keep out of politics or
they should be part and parcel of politics?

EKOCHU:

I am of the view that civil servants should be civil servants, they should
not participate in politics.
But there are certain appointments such
appointments like that of Principal Private Secretary to a Head of State, I
personally feel that that appointment should not be a civil serv,ce
appointment; it should be a political appointment. So that the person 1s
asked whether he can serve in that capacity or not. Because usually if a
civil servant is appointed to that post, you cannot refuse, you have to go
there.
But strictly speaking I feel the civil service should be out .of
politics; but they should be well educated about the programmes of the
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

I wonder what was your reaction about the 60s - things like the Nakivub
Pronouncements which being very close you knew about them and thin o
like the Common Man's Charter. You knew about them?
gs

EKOCHU:

I knew-about the pronouncements. When the whole thing was prepared
because I think it was a document which was prepared or which w~
thought of by the President then with close associates of politicians at that
time, as to what sort of policy or ideology they should follow or what sort
of economic policy they should follow at that time. I knew of the
pronouncement. I did not know what effects it will bring to the peop\~of
Uganda; I was only anxious to find out whether it will improve. the
conditions of living of the people of Uganda.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you find out anything?

EKOCHU:

I do not think that it brought much change at all in the economic
conditions of the people of Uganda.

DR. LUYOMBY9'.:

When you were the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Supplies which
you called the Ministry of Shortages, Legal Counsel asked you about the
allocation of vehicles to Members of Parliament. And he asked you
whether you thought that it was for improvement - that allocation was for
improvement of constituencies and the people of Uganda; and you said.
yes.

EKO

DR.
EKOCHU:

Yes, I said, yes. I thought the purpose of allocating these vehicles to
Members of Parliament was mainly to enable them to move around in their
constituencies and find out the problems facing people in their respective
constituencies.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You also told this Commission that to many of these Members of
Parliament allocations were made, vehicles were taken and payments were
not even made.

EKOCHU:

Because I knew some Members of Parliament and I talked to some of them
and asked them how mqch they had paid for the vehicles and they said somebody told me that, well, we were taking these vehicles we have been
allocated because it is necessary for us to move around our constituencies
but we shall make the payments later. I do not know whether in the case
of UPC Members whether the payments were made by the UPC
Headquarters or what; I really do not know. I mean the initial payment, l
do not know. But it is true that some of them took these vehicles without
making payments, they hoped of paying afterwards.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:

This may be an abuse of power; if it is not theft. And yet one of our tasks
is also to look into excessive abuse of power that was going on. So that
statement may be of some use to our work. And I wonder whether you
can be willing to volunteer some names so that we can research more into
this matter.

D

E

D

E
I cannot really say today that so and so did not pay; may be he has already
had his receipt and all the rest of it, so it is very difficult to tell.
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DR. LlJYOMBY A:
COU1 SEL:

Or may he the L
egal Counsel would talk about it.
Sorry, Dr. Commissioner Ith·
You said, some Me b'
mk on this point, may be, let us spell it out.
Opposition get any all m :rs of Parliament, did any Member of the
ocation of these vehicles?

EKOCHU:

I believe some Members of th
..
I think so.
e Oppos1t1ongot allocationof these vehicles.

COUNSEL:

Did the Leader of th O
..
e pposition get any allocation?

EKOCHU:

I am not sure· J do not kn
the Minister hi
lf
ow· Because allocation actually was handled by
got allocation 0~~ • 1 ~ not Sure whe~herthe Leader of the Opposition
e vehicle. I am not qmte sure.

MR KAWANGA:

Mr. Ekochu I do not h
b .
p r
'
ave to e witness at this stage· I was a Member of
ar iament a~ that time from the Opposition side; and I do not remember
any ever gettmg these pick-ups, 504s.

EKOCHU:

Well, the ~~n. Commissioner has clarified the position that no Member of
the Opposition got allocation of these vehicles from the Ministry of
Supplies.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, I wonder whether you will help us to either at this stage or at a later
stage for us to research into this bit of abuse of office.

COUNSEL:

Maybe, would you think the relevant file in the President's office would
assist you to answer these questions?

EKOCHU:

Learned Counsel, the files in the Ministry of Supplies may contain the list
of the people who were allocated vehicles but not necessarily indicating
payment. But the Republic Motors which imported the vehicles to which
payments were made, should have a file indicating those who were
allocated vehicles and those who paid for these vehicles. The management
of the Republic Motors should be able to furnish the Commission with this
information.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But I thought for a start, we should start somewhere; since you talked to
some people who informed you that at that material time they had not
paid. I do not see why you cannot assist us.

EKOCHU:

Well, I can; for example, my friend, th~ M.P of Serere - Soroti So~thwest, Mr. Awenu, P.W was allocated_a pick-up; ~ut when_I talked to him,
I think, he had not yet paid for that pick-up. I think that 1s one example I
really can give; he was free; he could talk to me, but the rest I do not
know whether they all paid for them actually.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Were tractors also allocated through your office?

EKOCHU:

. was onlY pie
• k-ups and Tata lorries ' and saloon vehicles - Datsun
No, 1t

.

type.
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l•KOC'HU

The Ministry of Agriculture.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who was the Minister of Agriculture at that time?

EKOCHU:

He was Coloncl Garandi, I think.

OR. LUYOMBYA:

No. that was during Amin's time.

EK

D

EKOCHU:

You are talking about this time. The Minister of Agriculture, J am s
I have forgotten, I cannot really remember his name.
orry;

COMMISSIONER:

Mr. Mugwisa.

EKOCHU:

Yes, Mr. Mugwisa was the Minister. Thank you very much.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Thank you.

EKOCHU:

I never dealt with some Ministers very closely; so it 1s not easy to
remember some of these people.

MR NAGENDA:

We do not blame you at all.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Ekochu, let me begin by saying that it is not a crime to be a Principal
Private Secretary; it is not a crime to be a Permanent Secretary; but what
we have in mind is that a Principal Private Secretary is an office of great
consequence; I think that is why you are being asked these things; you.
were in position to see, to hear at a very high level; and we are trying to
establish the truth at that high level; and we are trying to establish the
truth at that high level. I understand some of our colleagues have not
understood this. You are not here to be molested; you are not here to be
tried; but you are here to assist in the process of gathering information.
So in that spirit I will ask you to answer a few questions for me: One, I
am still puzzled by' the very nature of the office of the Principal Private
Secretary. Is this a purely civil service job?

EKOCHU:

It is Mr. Commissioner, you are appointed a Principal Private Secretary to
a Head of State; and you are on the enrolment of civil servants; you are
actually a civil servant. And then the head of the civil service, I think,
with consultation - after consulting the President - I think they do not just
post you there just like that, they consult the President first and then when
he accepts, then you are taken there. But you go there as a civil servant.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How big is this office? Is there an establishment to it?

EKOCHU:

Yes. During my time, the entire office looked after - first of all. we had
civil servants within this hierarchy - we had the Principal Private
Secretary, Deputy Principal Private Secretary, you get another person
helping as a Private Secretary, Social Secretary; sometimes you get a
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COMMISSIONER:

Mr. Mugwisa.

EkOCHU:

y cs, Mr. Mugwisa was the M"1mstcr.
•
Thank you very much.

DR LUY OMBY A:

Thank you.

EkOCHU:

I never dealt with some M"
•
misters
very closely; so •1tis not easy to remember
some of these people.

MR NAGENDA:

We do not blame you at all.

DR MAKUBUYA:

M~. Ekochu, let me begin by saying that it is not a crime to be a Principal
Pnvat~ Sec~e~; it is not a crime to be a Permanent Secretary; but what we
have m mmd 1s that a Principal Private Secretary is an office of great
consequence; I think that is why you are being asked these things: you were
in position to see, to hear at a very high level; and we are trying to establish
the truth at that high level; and we are trying to establish the truth at that high
level. I understand some of our colleagues have not understood this. You
are not here to be molested; you are not here to be tried, but you are here to
assist in the process of gathering information. So in that spirit I will ask you
to answer a few questions for me. One, I am still puzzled by the very nature
of the office of the Principal Private Secretary. Is this a purely ci,il service
job?

EKOCHU:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
EKOCHU:

It is Mr. Commissioner, you are appointed a Principal Pri,ate Secretary to a
Head of State· and you are on the enrolment of ci,il sef\ ants. you are
actually a civil, servant. And then the head of the ~iYil sef\ice. l tl1~nk, with
consultation - after consulting the President - I thmk the, do not 1ust post
you there just like that, they consult the President fir~t.and then when he
taken there But you go there as a cn 11scf\ant.
accep t s, th en You are
•
•
.
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•
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tl , cleaners t110 sc who clean the State House and co
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The staff could be about 50 people or so.
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OR. MAKlBUYA

EKOC'HU·

you do not do any recruitment from that office itself?
No, if we want drivers, Mr Com~issioners, we do not actually _ there was
no practice of advertising the posts m State House as such ~t that time So at
the time I came, I found staff there, these people remai_nedthere during
Obote's time; of course, during the change_s,o~ers were killed, others Were
dismissed; and then if there were vacancies'. m most cases, people Would
perhaps know that there were _certainvacancies. and then they w?te letters.
But the questions of these dnvers and domestic_staff, some ~nvers came
from the anny; you know, they were just brought m by the President, so and
so becomes a driver. And others I just found them there.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You see, what I was wondering about is whether you were supposed to
control the staff.

EKOCHU:

Indeed, yes, I was supposed to take care of the welfare.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but when it comes to recruitment, you just find a driver brought in
When it comes to assigning him work; disciplining him; what are you to do?

EKOCHU:

Well, it was the practice; and the President had the right to choose whoever
would be his driver; may be on security matters or what not; I do not know
That is the best thing actually that he should know who is his driver.

DR. MAK.UBUYA:

You had unlimited access to the President when you were the Principal
Private Secretary; you could always see him whenever you wanted or.

EKOCHU:

Certainly in the office I could always see him if I had some message or some
document to bring to his attention; or if he wanted to give me some
instructions.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And I think earlier on there was something about access to the President by
the Cabinet Ministers. How were Cabinet Ministers to have access? Did
they make an appointment with you or what?

EKOCHU:

This was in two ways. Some of them, especially, Ministers who had been
civil servants before, they first rang me and said that they wanted to see the
President. And then I would take down the names of the Ministers and take
them to him. But sometimes, some of them could ring the President direct
seeking
appointment. Or at times then President would ring somebody
and say, you come to my office at this time.

an

DR MAKUBUYA:

E'

But still they have to ring through the PPS?
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Ycs, what I run tell in
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EKOCHU:

Mr. Commissioner I w· h
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pc, may e one da)' y
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omc o Y, there 1sJust nothmg you can do to stop
•1;; . om~~e~ng that person; you cannot even send him away~more so,
c ts a mister. For a Minister the contact is almost direct.

DR l\1AKUBUYA:

The other th • • th' •
mg ls ls, tn the seventies there was some chap who used to
be reported on the radio or in the press, either as military spokesman or
Government spokesman. Who was this or what was this?

EKOCHU:

Let me, perhaps, start by saying that there was supposed to be a Defence
Council at that time of)di Amin·
,, but there was no formal constitution as
to who were the members of the befence Council. So, if a decision was
announced that a Defence Council had decided this one, it happened that
the then President cow~ have called in a few Army Commanders to
discuss certain points for announcing that time. That announcement
would be either called Defence Council has decided this, or this or this
or this; or the Military spokesman has decided this and has decided this.
It would arise from that meeting between the President and a few army
commanders or some times himself would announce it that it is the
military spokesman.

hoever
know.

ncipal

some
some

No, those who rang direct . .
..
sec the President· tl S, ' 'ou Just find them in the Lounge waitmg to
the President w~ul~ch;crc~'. would have known who was around and
coming.
vc mdicatcd to the Secretary that so-and-so is•

DR. MAKUBUYA:

·You mean a Government spokesman!

EKOCHU:

Sometimes, not for the military spokesman because I never attended
them· but 'Government spokesman' those statements you could be
ins~cted to make announcement or the reporters on duty could be asked
to send any dispatch to the information room.

been
ee the

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who was supposed to authorise leave for the Principal Private Secretary?

d take
direct

EKOCHU:

Well the Principal Private Secretary could request for leave through the
Head of State or - actuallyit is through the Head of_State - because that
•
was the direct
respons1"b1"1itybecause the Permanent Secre~ Head
p . . of
al
. ·1S •
uld not allow - could not grant leave to the nnc1p
~c~ ~~co
"th t ru·g
Private Secretary WI"thout g etting permission from - or WI ou ge n

t by
Did

body

clearance from the Head of State.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

EKOCHU:

•
t o on leave from about 1973 to 1979 And Yes, apparently y~u did no g
onsible for this'> \Vhy did you not
one, I am wondenng who was resp
take leave?

I asked for leave and I was not g
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ranted leave because they did not haYe a
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EKOCHU.
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huvc rcpluccment. And there is that m the C1v1lS_erv1cc-. I do not
II
know whether it is still on now - that you can he paid cash m lieu of
leave.

DR. MAKtJBUYA:
EKOCIIU:
DR. MAKlJBUYA:

You arc saying you were paid cash in lieu of leave?
For the years that I did not go on leave, yes I was paid cash.
"i'cs hut working and so on. Is it a good thing? Did you not need
your rest especially as Principal Private Secretary?
D

EKOCHU:

Certainly. after working for some time, one week rest. Though they
get tired one needs a rest; but you cannot just lock. up ~he office and
go and say. 'I am going on leave.' Whether you hke 1t or not. it is
difficult.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

After the 1971 takeover you came from Singapore through Nairobi to
Dar-es-Salaam with the then President then after some time before you
left to return home, you went to him and said, "Look. I am sorry. l
went to Singapore as a civil servant. I have a family in Kampala.
am going back". Why did you have to tell him?

EKOCHU:

Mr. Commissioner, Sir, let me just say, I grew up in a good home; so
we learnt to be polite.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What I was wondering about was. there was another even closer
person to whom you were deputy at the time. Apparently, he simply
walked off - yes, young man!

EKOCHU:

Honestly I am not really answerable for his act. I do not know what -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay. I know you have been asked about this but I want to put it
differently. Were you surprised that there was a coup in 1971?

EKOCHU:

I think, I was surprised actually. I did not know the extent of the
political upheavals in the country at the time.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

It came to you as a surprise?

EKOCHU:

It came to me as a surprise.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now we come to July, 1980, when you were posted to the Ministry of
Supplies, as Permanent Secretary. As far as you were concerned. it
had better be styled the Ministry of Shortages. ln view of this. was
there objective justification for having such a Ministry?

EKOCHU:

The Government in power at that time thought that it was necessary to
control the supply of the limited commodities available. particularly vehicles, sugar, soap and the rest of it. Well, l think. there was some
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Well, you mentioned

Emiru had b . ~t1
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_murderof Professor Emiru and that Mrs.

ne Y worked Ill the President•s Office.

need

EKOCHU:

Yes. she worked in the President's Office.

DR. MAh..l BUYA:

Yes. Was this hcforc tt1e murd er of her husband or after'!

EKOCHU:

That i! what I cannot remember, Mr. Commissioner but I think she
came 1n th p •
•
'
'
e resident's Office soon after the murder, l think.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What was the nature of her work in the office?

EKOCHU:

She was a secretary. She was a Personal Secretary.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

About the meeting of 16th February, 1977, in front there; you had
come down earlier and you had gone to the Presidential suite and you
had sat with the secretaries, apparently.

EKOCHU:

Yes.

ser
ly

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, again, my friend, I go back to what I was saying. I am the
Principal Private Secretary. I have come. There is an important
meeting. Why do I not go to my boss and say, "I am here?"

t -

EKOCHU:

The set up, Mr. Commissioner, at that time, is that the Principal
Private Secretary, the secretaries would not attend meetings
automatically without being told that, 'Come and attend this meeting:'
or write minutes about this meeting. So, unless you are called in, if
the President has already called in some people for a meeting, unless
you are called in to attend the meeting, you would not just walk in.

the.)
and
it i.

j to

you
I
. I

; so

it

the
DR. MAKUBUYA:

You do not just walk in?

EKOCHU:

You do not just walk in.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you know whether religious leaders sought audience about that
time - about February, 1977 - with the President?

EKOCHU:

I do not remember clearly but I remember that the religious leaders
wrote a memorandum to the President about the _general conditions in
was
th e coun try , and the outcry and the rest of it, which
.
. handed to
. the
P rest'd en t • And I believe they also sought audience with the· President.
b ~
What I do not remember now is whether they met the President_ e1ore
• tragic• d ay,. I do not remember very clearly. But definitely. I
this
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DR .MAKUBUYA:

l·."-.L1CHU:

Well, the President never attended any - I think, . if I remember
correctly. he never went to attend any church service but h~ sent
representatives especially on Independence_Day ~e. would decide on
which Minister would go to Rubaga, which Mm1ster would go to
Namirembe and which Minister would go to Kibuli.

DR MAl\.'UBuYA:

EKOCHU:

•v
ere asked about whether you • had
noticed any religious
1 OU
W
• ] p . ( $
• • • • m
• the 11•01 e you were Pnnc1pa nva e . ecretary and
d1scrammat1on
part of your answer you said you had attended mawulechs all _overthe
country. H ow Was the Pres idential attendances at church services?

And the President's Office attached equal importance to all the
religions?
At least, to the four religions I remember but I do not remember any
Minister representing the Government in the Orthodox. I do not
remember. At least, the Catholic Church, the Moslem Church and the
Church of Uganda, the Government attached importance to all these.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Did you notice any substantial involvement of foreign elements m
national affairs at the time you were Principal Private Secretary?

EKOCHU:

Involvement in the internal affairs?

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

EKOCHU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

EKOCHU:

Well, I do 801 know really in which extent; but I know that we had
Ambassadors and High Commissioners some of them representing
their countries resident in Kampala; others were resident either in
Nairobi or in some other places. And also we had Palestinian
Representative here at that time -during Idi Amin's time. And it was
during the war of 1979 when you could see physically, I think, the
Libyan Government sent troops here.
Did you notice that the incumbent being involved, attached great
importance to education and expertise? Did they trust such people.
deploy them and so on? What was the attitude of these gentlemen
towards education and people with expertise and so on?
Well, generally education was taken as a very important thing which
every Head of State should pay attention to. And they did what they
could to make sure that the schools were operating.
As to whether
they trusted the officials and the teachers involved in the teaching
system, it is very difficult to - because individual sort of cases
actually; it is difficult to make a general statement to say that they did
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DR. MAKUBUYA:

EKOCHU:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

~ome cases they knew that they had to have
o write certain things.
Of course, the last th'
your evidence, I thin~ng you have to do is this. Having listened on
and things like this .,pyou concede that there were abuses of power
possible ways of p;e a~ of our assignment here is to inquire into
the recurrence of t he aforesa1d
• matters.
How might we prev venting
t h
view?
en t e recurrence of the aforesaid matters, in your
It is so difficult to mak
view after the Co
. e _ageneral statement on this one. This, to my
these' violations 0 ;nmission, ma~ be, has found out the root causes of
the human
causes o f these things
h hnghts and abuse of power - the root
abl e to fimd out how or w at appened - then, perhaps' you will be
f
•
. we can prevent the reoccurrence of such acts. In
. act, m my own view, the ;ippointment of this Commission to inquire
mto all aspects in respect of violatioiis of human rights in this country,
open a new chapter in the history of this country. And it is my hope and, I believe, it is the hQR_e
of every Ugandan, young and old and
future generations - that the evidence which will be compiled by this
Commission and the recommendations which will be submitted to the
Government will remain a permanent reminder to all Ugandans that
we cannot escape to be answerable to whatever we do in our life time.
Yes, but you see being answerable is a final stage: it has occurred and
you are answerable for it. But I am asking your contribution towards
ensuring that they do not reoccur; so that we can avoid the question of
anybody being answerable.
As I said, it is difficult to say, "Let us do this, Mr. Commissioner,"
until we really come down to the causes of these problems in our
country.
But, I believe, that, if - let for, example, say that the
security organs we agree violated human rightsl and, unless, may be.
the Government in power and the Head of State can find w~ys ~d
means of controlling the security organs and frame laws which will
restrict the abuse of power by the security organs; and also the - for
I the State Research Department; if these people who were
e~amp ~• do this sort of job were carefully selected and they should
c osen o .
• t I to walk around with anywhere; there must be
not just be given p1s o_s
h. h hould govern the operations of the
some rules or regulations w ic s
security forces.
• • ner Makubuya will excuse me
Mr. Chairman, may be Comm1s~10t the last item and I had noted
because the witness has spoken a ok~ certain questions about this
• h •t up by as mg
may be we can fiims I
. I
mber that civil servants should
.
Ekochu,
you
said
reme
matter. Mr
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•
• politics. That was your statement. Okay?
not engage thcmsc 1ves t 11
EKOCHU:
COUNSEL:

EKOCHU·

COUNSEL:
EKOCHU:

Yes l did say so.
.d
far as Principal Private Secretary is concerned it
And you sat as
.
D"d
sa so?
should be a political appointment. I you y •
Yes I did say so, Learned Counsel.

coUNSI

EJ<OCH

Now, why did you say so?
1 said so because, when you are a Principal Private Secretary, you are
supposed to really be very close to the Head of State and to know ~II
that is happening within the Government and th~. State. But, in
practice, there are certain political things or dec1~1ons and certam
security matters where a Principal Private Secretary 1s completely kept
out. But, I believe that, if a Principal Private Secretary were appointed
on political grounds, he would be trusted enough to attend all the
meetings - political meetings; to attend all these whatever they may
be, Defence Council meetings and things like that. Because here you
are a Principal Private Secretary; you are supposed to know
everything; but, in practice, you may not be in a position to be aware
of what is actually happening in certain areas.

COUNSEL:

I see! Then how about the secretarial staff?

EKOCHU:

Well, the secretaries, if it were possible, may be, the secretaries to the
President they should have some sort of special appointment. In
actual fact, if it happens that when a President is overthrown, the
secretaries of the previous President do not remain there. Either some
of them are retired or posted to some other Ministries.

couN:

EKOC

COUl'

COUNSEL:

Now, this brings me to secret units. What would you say would be
the criteria of selecting these people? Would it be on political grounds
or they should be just civil servants of State?

EKOCHU:

The security service?

COUNSEL:

Well, things like State Research, General Service. I am asking you
this because, as you might have realized, in nineteen - during Obote
One, we had General Service; and, when the military came over they
left out the General Service; then they created their State Research.
When Amin was overthrown, State Research was also thrown out~
they then introduced - Binaisa introduced - NASA which continued to
Obote Two. Do you think a secret service of a country should change
by the fall of a regime?

EKOCHU:

What has happened in the past, the selection of the secret service 1s
based mainly on those who sympathize with the Government in
power. I do not know whether it will be easy to change this sort of
trend! But for example we have the C.I.D. in the Police. They deal
with this intelligence, security branch deals with almost similar thmgs.
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COLSSEL:

So what you .are saying is that these units have been just trying to
promote the idea - you said -of ways and power of an individual
leader?

EKOCHU:

They may not have succeeded in promoting that idea but they
supponed -because, since they are secret agents. they were the ones
who were able to give information to the Governments in power: who
is doing what. who is against who; who is doing what; so that
information came to be known to those in authority or those in power.

COUNSEL:

And are you saying they were agents or they were just for repression?
Their main function was repression of opposition.

EKOCHU:

I think, the basic reason why they were appointed is to keep the
Government informed of what is happening. But, as I said before. the
problem we have here in this country - and, perhaps, many other
countries - is that these people who join these organizations. the
majority of them may be boys who have left school or primary. or '0
Level', or 'A Level'.
They have no employment and they find
themselves lured to these organizations. Their aim may be basically
to get some income because, I believe. 'secret service' they are given
money for this and that. And so they are lured to that sort of thing.
They may not have the aim of suppressing anybody; but. having lived
in a station like Kampala and somebody is being given power. he has
got a pistol and the rest of it; I believe that anything can happen when
somebody has got all this authority with a firearm.
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to the
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MR.KAWANGA:

Yes. Perhaps, I might also ask just a few questions. You have
explored most of them. But you commented on the _lo~· l~v.el of
education of President ldi Amin and you talked about his mab1hty to
read documents; hence his tendency to give instructions verbally and
so on. Now would you go further or go to the extent of saying that
this sheer ignorance of lack of education was a serious handicap for
somebody who was at the helm of matters of State?

EKOCHU:

I believe that lack of formal education was a handicap.

15

m
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1

But I also
believe that Amin had natural intelligence to be able to sit in that
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. . ~1or some ti"me• But he did not have formal
education. I th'nk
1
pos1t1on
b
if he had formal education, he would have een a very complicated
person.
MR KAWANGA:

EKOCHU:

MR. KAWANGA:

EKOCHU:

COUNSEL:

should be some
So m other Words, You would think that . there
.
re;ommendation or some suggestion as to a hm1t of fonn_aleducation
that a person should have to be able to hold an office of this nature.
1 really do not know because we have had rulers with, very

E}(OCI-

MR. K.

rudimentary education in some parts of _the wor!d and they have
succeeded in this sort of thing - ruling their countries. But I believe
that some basic formal education is necessary for any leader.

EKOCJ

Well J have asked that preliminary question because I want to put
othe; question to you; for example there were statements like Golda
Meir should pull up her nickers; made public announcements announcement about claim to Kenya soil, which caused a lot of
political problems. I was wondering who was behind the making of
this kind of statements! Was this as a result of advice given to the
President? Was it thought out by himself and declared? What was the
origin of all this?

MR.K

The basic thing originated from Idi Amin himself. I do not know how
these things came into his mind! I have always been puzzled because
say take for example the expulsion of the Asians. He said they woke.
up. He was in Moroto. He said he dreamt that he had been instructed
by God that these Asians should leave the country. The things
originated from himself.
Were you with him in Moroto?

EKOCHU:

I was on that safari in Moroto actually.

MR. KAWANGA:

So he just thought it up and announced it?

EKOCHU:

He thought it up and he drove to Tororo - I think, it was in Tororo
where he made this announcement. It was in Tororo. He left us. I
think, he flew. We came by road. Then we heard the announcement
in Tororo that the Asians had to leave within 90 days.

EKOC

MR. 1

EKOc

EKO
f-vlR

MR. KAWANGA:

You said that there was supposed to be a Defence Council; but, in
practice, it never existed.
EKC

EKOCHU:

In fact, there was no formal membership of the Defence Council.
There were no names written down that so-and-so was a member of
the Defence Council and it consisted of so many members of this
cadre or whatever it is. That was not there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Similarly you said that Cabinet used to meet or to sit but the President
either he did not attend or he did not care about what happened?

EKOCHU:

That is true, Mr. Chairman.
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EKOCHU:

I agree with that entirely. 1 th'-'hU\., it was a serious handicap.

MR KAWANGA:

N?~I w~t to find out from you. Who originated the idea of a
nuhtary tnbunal, if you know?

n~ocHU:

I?~ tnot knf°w . but I believe they must have consulted either the
M m1ser. o 1ust1ce
at that f1me because, .m any case, there is some
.
legal thmg but it has got to be drafted.

MR KAWANGA:

But do you think the way the military tribunals functioned was a gross
abuse of power or would you just consider it a mistake or you think it
was all right?

EKOCHU:

I am not really - Mr. Chairman, you are a lawyer but I am not a
lawyer, so I really do not know because that thing was established, I
think - I believe, with the advice of the Ministry of Justice. And, I
think, they also appointed either a legal adviser or counsel or
whatever it is - whatever he was. So, if the proceedings were handled
properly and legally, may be it would have been a right thing to do; at
least, better than people being arrested and they just disappear.

MR.KAWANGA:

Now you heard of the mass murders during the Amin's early period,
when people were being killed in barracks and what not - or, perhaps,
I better ask? Did you hear of the mass murder in the country in the
earlier period?

EKOCHU:

I heard of the killings. I do not remember the mass murders as we
know it as it happened in Luwero. But I know that people were
murdered, locked up and disappeared. But I do not remember of any
specific mass murders in certain areas.

MR.KAWANGA:

Okay. Did you hear of the killing of the missing Americans' story?

EKOCHU:

Yes, I heard of the missing Americans story.
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Now do you think that th"
of Government or th is absence of consultationwith other organs
0
handicap to the ndm' . er _members of society also was a serious
miSlrationof this country?

MR.KAWANGA:
in

EKOCHU:

And you must have known that these had gone to investigate a report
of mass killings in the barracks.
I heard that these missing Americans had gone to Mbarara to
investigate on the report of some people who were murdered.

t
f

MR.KAWANGA:

EKOCHU:

dence which you handled - diplomatic - did
N?w' in your cor~esptoon
any degree of any importance as a national
this matter ever nse
issue or a political issue?
..
. e 1remember, I think, the American
Yes, it became a pohtical thssup. ident I did not attend the meeting,
Ambassador came to meet t e res
•
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but he came to prote~t.
MR KA\\'t\NGA •

But \\ hat was the reaction of the Head of State? Did you ever kno ,
him instructing people 10 stop this kind of thing happening?
\\

EKOCHU:

1 have never. during my ume. heard him gh·ing instructions to either
the army 10 stop all these things or to say that such a thing should not

EKOCHU:

MR. NAG

happen again. not to my knowledge.
MR. KAWANGA:

Okay. Finally. I want to ask this question ag~in just for emphasis
because it caused problems. You were refernng to Government's
spokesman's statements and military spokesman.

EKOCHU:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA·

Do you, by any chance, know who was drafting these statements'?

EKOCHU:

For example, say "military spokesman , it could originate from the
Secretary for Defence or it could actually originate from the Office of
the President.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! But then who would draft it? Were you ever asked to draft any
of these Government or military -

EKOCHU:

I am sure I must have been asked to - some time to draft some of these
statements.

MR. KAWANGA:

Do you remember one, for example?

EKOCHU:

It is so difficult, but, at least, all these statements, if they were drafted
in the President's Office, they should be in the President's Office
files.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see!

EKOCHU:

Yes.

EKOCH

MR.N.
MR. KAWANGA:

And those from the military spokesman!

EKOCHU:

For the military spokesman, they should be in the Ministry of
Defence. But there were some military spokesman things also drafted
in the President's Office. So those things whether they are military
spokesman or Government spokesman, they should be in the file in the
President's Office.

COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Ekochu, would you assist us? When you say a file in the
President's Office; there are so many files in President's office and
this Commission may actually have to go to the President's Office to
ask for these files. Could you assist us by telling us that such a kind
of thing could be found in such a file? You must be conversant with
these files.
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of sub~ugauon ram foreign powers!
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It is s~ difficult to remember who came in so easy and who did not at
that tune. Most of the Ambassadors and High Commissioners
represent~ and resident in Kampala or reside in Kampala were given
opportunity to - whenever they wanted to meet the President, were
given opportunity to - meet either Obote or Amin. It is rather difficult
to say that it is either may be this country had easier access.or what~
because, may be, they did not ask for regular meetings or something
of that nature. At the same time one, perhaps, could say that you can
judge this sort of trend which country is particularly close, may be by
the visits of the President outside the country. But, otherwise. it is
difficult to judge from these normal appointments to meet the
President by Ambassadors, because they were all accorded the
opportunity to meet him if they requested to.
In the minds of some people, there is a time when our country became
a colony of Tanzania; but, at that time - you were talki~g _about~979
and 1980, but at that time - certainly you were not Principal Pnvate
Secretary. And also you hear of times when we were supposed to be
very heavily influenced by Israel; and then, of course,_I am ~ot e~en
talking about giants behind them. It goes on. Bu_tto _meor. it m~gh~
not know what your view is! It is a \ ery
seem to some peop 1e. I do
r d
dangerous thing to happen because we are supposed to be no~-a ign~ •
uestion another way. At the time w en
So, may bepl _sh?uldl ppur:v:~ 1ecretary to these Presidents. were we
you were nncipa
truly a non-aligned State?
.
l ~ r any developing country to be
I think, it is . extremely. di:~~u ~h~n the country is poor. You h~ve
strictly non-ahgned, particu
y h
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to declare it as a po icy'
'.
And so the tendency is to dea
forces which are ready to assist you.
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more with such outside countries which are ready to assist
difficult ics.
• • You in
1R. AGE DA·

I et me, perhaps, he more specific. Did you feel, at any tiine
you were Principal Private Secretary. that there was a time wh When
.
.
en the
Republic of Libya had a very strong say m matters ot our State'! 1 .
ju~t using Lihya as an example: I shall use another country i:~
mmutc.

EKOCIHJ:

I think, what I have said before,. I believe
. . that Libya, during the t"une
of Idi Amin, was ready to ass1s~ Amm_ m m~~y ways. So Libya 1
believe had some great influence m certain dcc1s1ons.

MR NAGENDA:

And equally do you believe that there was a time perhaps, earlier on
for a brief period when Israel seemed to have quite a lot of inf1uence
in the running of this country?

EKOCHU:

The Israelis came in - I think, they were invited - and then later they
did some work in here: They built the Uganda Commercial Bank
Headquarters, Bugolobi Housing Estate. They were here physically,
in fact, quite many of them. They were staying at those flats - those
houses as you go to Entebbe Airport. All those were occupied by
Israelis. So they had some influence at that time with the Government
in power. I do not know what happened that made them to be sent
away! Amin found them and sent them away and then we had the
Palestinian Representatives here. But at one stage or another, Israel
also had some influence because they came physically to do some solid
things within the country here.

EKOCHU:

DR.LU

EKOCJI

OR. Ll

EKO
MR. NAGENDA:

Did you feel from your position as Principal Private Secretary that
either of these two countries which we are just using as an example
used their influences improperly?

EKOCHU:

I do not know. But at that time when they were here I personally
believe that they were helping the country out of some difficulties.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

Would you say whether it was a correct statement by Field Marshal
that he was not in the pockets of anybody'?

EKOCHU:

Jdi Amin could really say whatever he wanted to say if he was
convinced himself that, that was the correct thing to say. 1 think,
when he came into power, the Israelis were here. They were good
friends. And I do not know what happened. Then these people were
sent away. But strictly speaking, as I said before, one could say it in
that way publicly; but, I believe, there were some countries which
were influencing him in making certain decisions because he he\ieved
that he had some stand or some support from outside.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Ekochu,

you commented that Amin ruled this country by
telephone rather than the normal means that were known at the time.
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1J...OCHU:

And you expressed a view
secretary to draft
. that, when he called you or any other
th
way he wanted :ome mg he wanted and you did not draft it the
, e could call 0
reporters or member 0 f th
n ~ews reporters and some other
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We had several reporter .
.
to find out who all th s m the Presidential Unit at that time. I need
Reporters at that t' ese rep~rt~rs were - their names; but the Head of
was the Head of /::tp~as. - is _11Ma~anja-Njuki. Yes, Mayanja-Njuki
whenever the p .d .eSide~tialUmt. And he was almost available
res1 ent1alUmt was there.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Do you think you might h 1
of military s ok
e P us to know if we want to pursue the idea
P esman and government spokesman?

EKOCHU:

I would suggest in a
b t
way, we could get the list of all the reporters;
Cu ' ~y~ay •.Mr. Mayanja Njuki is available. He could also assist the
omm1ss1onm some of these press releases.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

EKOCHU:

Finally, _I~t me quote from a Kiganda saying that "Kabaka tatta,
omusaakinza yatta". That is the King does not kill but the "fans"
around him may be the killers. While we think about the root causes
• I •
0f th e v10
at1ons of human rights and abuses of office and power,
would you agree that it may be we should not blame mainly the
leade~s themselves but the people who were around them equally
contributed to the atrocities and abuses that occurred at the time that
we are investigating.

Mr. Commissioner, Sir, I am of the view and I agree that some of the
atrocities which were committed, they might have been committed
with the knowledge of the Head of State in power at the time; and
there are some of the atrocities which may have been committed by
those who were in authority without the knowledge of the Head of
State. One can say that we really squarely put the entire blame on the
Head of State for such atrocities but a Head of State, being the Head
of the Country is answerable to some of these things which happened;
because all those - they were heads of security forces or police or
where, they were appointed by his authority. So we can say we can
blame the Heads of State only but also blame those around him, who
had the power and the authority to do certain things. Ultimately the
Head of State - people would say, "During his tim~, these things
happened. Why did it happen?" And the Head of State is bound to be
pinned down; he is answerable for some of the things. He has to clear
himself, may be.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What I am driving at is, supposing all the servants and officers who
were around this President themselves were convinced that these were
bad leaders and they were misleading the country, and dec~ded
publicly to disassociate themselves from this leader ~nd he_ remamed
singled out as an individual, if it would have helped this Nat10n.

EKOCHU:

• •
Mr. Comm1ss10ner,

s·r1 , I think , I touched
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on this point before. What

t that time nobody had chance that to disassociate hims 1
happened a
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M t f
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with this kind of thing and remam m t e coun ry.
os. o the people
who remained in this country although they were not happy with What
was happening, most of people reall~ did ndo~speak_out publicly. The
civil servants who had the opportumty to 1sassoc1atethemselves did
not do so within Uganda here; they had to find a way out of Uganda
and then speak from outside.
AG. CHAIRMAN:

1 think, Mr. Counsel, we are contemplatin_g breaking for the
afternoon. I think, we adjourn for about 45 mmutes and then come
back. I think, Mr. Ekochu, we thank you very_much for the period
we have put you through, bringing you here twice and we'thank you
for the calmness and coolness with which you have answered our
questions. We regret whatever inconveniences we have had to cause
you; but, I think, for the good of our Nation you will not blame us for
it. But -

COUNSEL:

Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, definitely Mr. Ekochu will be required to
come back.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Well, Mr. Ekochu, I think, if we require you, you will not hesitate to
come back, I am sure.

EKOCHU:

I will come back here as long as you want me.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank,)ou. We are sorry we thought we had said good-bye to you
but had not thought you had something to say to us.

EKOCHU:

Mr. Chairman, honourable Members of the Commission, Learned
Counsel and all the people gathered here, I feel very grateful that I
have been given an opportunity to say what I wanted to say, to answer
your questions. I apologize may be I have not been able to give
satisfactory answers to certain questions; but I want to put on record
that whatever I have said I have said it freely and I have been able to
report before the Commission and testify; knowing that this
Commission is a very important Commission in the history of our
country. You may need some of us in the future if we still exist; and
any time, when some of us are required, we are willing to come. I
must congratulate you that I believe this is a Commission which will
be able to probe into these matters thoroughly until you come to the
end and conclusions, perhaps, give a report which the Government
will eventually act upon. I am very grateful and I wish you the best of
luck in your heavy task.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Ekochu.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Legal Counsel, now we start.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I am going to present witness Number 92. Would you
state your name please?

MR. SSEBUYIRA:

Besweri Ssebuyira.
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No 92·
• • MR. BESWERI SSEBUYIRA - SWORN

COUNSEL.

you are Besweri Ssebuyira?

.ssrBUYIRA:

Yes.

coUNS§L:

How old are you?

SSEBUYIRA:

I am working as N' h S
.
ig t upenntendent in Mulago Hospital.

COUNSEL:

Yes, how old are you?

SSEBUYIRA:

I am 57 years.

COUNSEL:

How long have you worked at Mulago?

SSEBUYIRA:

16 years now.

COUNSEL:

What did you train as?

SSEBUYIRA:

I trained as a Medical Assistant, State Registered Nurse and Health
Visitor.

COUNSEL:

Where was your training?

SSEBUYIRA:

Masaka and Britain.

COUNSEL:

You have since you qualified worked at Mulago?

SSEBUYIRA:

I worked in various places. Bombo Hospital, Kabale and Mulago.

COUNSEL:

When were you posted to Mulago?

SSEBUYIRA:

In 1971.

COUNSEL:

And you are assigned the duty of Night Superintendent?

SSEBUYIRA:

Night Superintendent, yes.

COUNSEL:

Since 1971?

SSEBUYIRA:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

What does a Night Superintendent do?

SSEBUYIRA:

. ht Super m·tendent is in-charge of the duties done during the
The mg
night pertaining to patients' care.
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COUNSEL:

You mean he represents the Hospital Superintendent?

SSEBlJYlRA:

I do yes.

SSE

COUNSEL:

During night?

co

SSEBUYIRA:

That is right.

SSI

COUNSltL:

Do you remember whether on 16th or 17th February 1977 you w.
ere c1
Night Superintendent at Mulago on duty?

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes, I was the one on duty at that time.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember anything important you want to report to the
Commission?

SSEBUYIRA:

When I arrived here on duty at around 6.30 in the evening, I received
directives to get casualty field emergency ready to receive some
casualties and also to get the mortuary ready just in case there are
some deaths who will be taken to mortuary during that time from six
onwards.

COUNSEL:

You mean you received this instructions at 6.00 p.m.?

SSEBUYIRA:

At 6.00 p.m. yes, when I came on duty.

COUNSEL:

You mean you report on duty at 6.00 p.m.?

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

<;:OUNSEL:

Normally you report on duty at 6.00 p.m.?

SSEBUYIRA:

During those days we were ordered to report on duty by 6.00 o'clock
but these days it has changed now to 8.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

So, you mean immediately you reported on duty you received this
message.

SSEBUYIRA:

I received that instruction, yes.

COUNSEL:

From whom did you receive the instructions?

SSEBUYIRA:

I do not remember very well but those are the directives from the
Medical Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Medical Superintendent then?

SSEBUYIRA:

I think he was Dr. Mawejje Bakojja, if I remember very well.

COUNSEL:

Well I am told Dr. Mawejje was outside the country, he was - is It

MusanaNyanzi?
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s•mBUYIR

~sEBUY1RA:

COU SEL:

Musana Nyanzi ,
.
\\ as his deputy.
So you do not rerne b
rn er frorn whorn
.
Those wer
.
you received the instructions'!
e written instruct·ions.
They Were written instructions?

SSEBU)1RA:

They were yes.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened d .
urmg the following hours?

SSEBUYIRA:

At around 8.00 o'cl k
th
oc two Doctors
ey were coming fro M
carne. They reported to me that
Hosp1ta
• I Doctors and th
m buya HosP1"t a1, they were not Mulago
examine the bodies at allt·trheyhad come to receive casualties and
a I they come w
.
near Iy the whole night Th
• e were there with them
where but they did
•
ey kept on telephoning whether Mbuya or
not tell me what th
was informed that th
.
ey were actually requesting. 1
brought in the hos it~re might be some bodies and casualties being
who were on duty;
• So I had alerted the nurses and all the doctors
0 get ready to get maximum help.

COUNSEL:

Be a bit slow. Now do you know those Doctors who reported to you?

SSEBUYIRA:

As I said they were not Mulago Hospital Doctors they were from
Mbuya.
'

COUNSEL:

Well I am asking you did you know them before or you did not?

SSEBUYIRA:

I knew one of them by face but I cannot tell his name now_

COUNSEL:

You mean these were soldier doctors?

SSEBUYIRA:

But they were not in uniform, they were working in Military Hospital
in Mbuya.

COUNSEL:

Now, okay, eventually is there anything which happened?

SSEBUYIRA:

At around 3. 00 or 3. 30 there about I received a telephone from
casualty that the Landrover had brought bodies. I w.en~to. casualty
and I directed the military men to go to the mortuary which 1s on the
2nd floor of the hospital.

COUNSEL:

SSEBUYIRA:
COUNSEL:
SSEBUYIRA:

· ~ rmed by the casualty that a certain Landrover had
Oh, you were m10
.
?
brought dead bo d1es or.
yes' that the land rover had brought dead bodies.
Did you see the Landrover?
Yes, I saw it.
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·sEL:

SSEBUYIRA:

coeNSEL:
SSEBlJYIRA;
COUNSEL:
SSEBUYIRA:

.
there? Who was in charge of that Landrov
\\'horn did you see
•
en
anted to talk to me. They just wanted me to h
Oh, they never w
. and that was all.
s ow
them where the mortuary is
Did you direct them to the mortuary?

ssi
cc
SS

I did and I opened the mortuary myself.

Yes?
And at the back of the Land.rover there were three bodies.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

C

SSEBUYIRA:

I knew the bodies.

s

COUNSEL:

You knew the bodies?

(

SSEBUYIRA:

I knew the bodies of Archbishop Luwum, Oryema and Ofumbi.

COUNSEL:

How did you know them? Did somebody say these are bodies of
Oryema and they identified them or by looking at the bodies?

SSEBUYIRA:

As I am a member of the Christian faith, I knew Bishop Luwum very
well.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SSEBUYIRA:

And as Mr. Oryema was Police Officer some years, I knew him too.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SSEBUYIRA:

And, Mr. Ofumbi, his face was familiar to me.

--COUNSEL:

So on looking at the bodies you recognized them?

SSEBUYIRA:

I did yes.

COUNSEL:

Would you give us some details about these bodies, please?

SSEBUYIRA:

The only detail I can give is that they were full of blood and_the limbs
of the Bishop, which I helped to lift were broken. The lower limbs
were broken.

COUNSEL:

Two one or what?

SSEBUYIRA:

Both were broken but the other two I did not help to lift so I just saw
them and the Bishop was in his robes.

COUNSEL:

Yes?
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,,EBUYIR
-·EBUYIRA:
s.s

The soldier asked me ·r h
Ig
h"
1
e could wash hi h
ave 1m water and he Wash .
s ands, one of the soldiers.
to write a statement that th ed ~is hands. Afterwards he asked me
put them in the mortu
e bodies were received by me and I have
I asked him whether I could check
the names, he barked~·
~n
write that the three bod_me t "who told you the names? So just
mortuary and they are k ies . have bee~ received in Mulago Hospital
and I gave it to him.
ept m the refrigerator." I wrote it, I signed it

coCNSEL:

Did you by any chan
k
ce as them how these people had died?

SSEBUYIRA:

No, no, no as I said they were a bit harsh.

COUNSEL:

So you never made any attempt?

SSEBUYIRA:

~o I did not. I was fearing seeing such important people the bodies
m such a terrible situation I could not attempt.
'

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what did you do?

SSEBUYIRA:

There were some soldiers outside, they stayed there I locked up the
mortuary and I went to my office.

COUNSEL:

Well, }'.OU as Medical Assistant, you are a Health Visitor and so forth
did you form an opinion as to how these people had met their death?

SSEBUYIRA:

Actually I cannot tell you because I did not thoroughly examine them.

COUNSEL:

They were not shown to you?

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So after that what did you do?

SSEBUYIRA:

After that I went to my office and early in the morning by 7 .30 or
7. 00 I saw the driver of the then Minister of Health, Mr. Kyemba

of

ry

And we pushed the .
m mto the cold chambe f
r o the mortuary
~?
•
Y

calling me to his house.

s
s

COUNSEL:

. ?
Did you go with the dnver.

SSEBUYIRA:

y
I ent with e nver
f=~ ;at I was also taken probably for prison or what.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

SSEBUYIRA:

ked me what happened. I told him how
I went to his home and he _as
ed He asked me, who were they and I
the three bodies were rece1v •

.

th d •
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and the other people who were around

. h Luwum, Mr. Oryema and Mr. Ofumbi }
told him that the Bihsop were some others, I said no there were. OnJie
asked me \\ hether t ere
Y
three.
COU 'SEL:

Then after that?

SSEBUYIRA:

After that he asked the driver to take rne
He did not ask me much •
back to the hospital.

cou

Did you go back to the hospital?

TSEL:

SSEBUYIRA:
COUNSEL:

ital yes. Taken back by the same driver.
I went back to the hosp •
Now after going back to the hospital what did you do?

SSEBUYIRA:

In the morning I reported to the Medical Superintendent in writing all
what happened.

COC~SEL:

So you wrote a handing over report sort of?

SSEBUYIRA:

A handing over report, yes.

COUNSEL:

And then after writing it?

SSEBUYIRA:

I handed it over and I went away.

COUNSEL:

So you do not know what followed after that?

SSEBUYIRA:

No.

COUNSEL:

So that is what you know about this affair?

SSEBUYIRA:

That is what I know.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember in 1976 you received a patient by the name Dora
Bloch?

SSEBUYIRA:

I heard of that story but during that time I was not on duty.
myself, I was not.

COUNSEL:

So you do not know what befell her?

SSEBUYIRA:

I just heard of it but I did not see.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What time do you normally knock off if you have been on duty at
night?

SSEBUYIRA:

My name is Ssebuyira.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What time do you normally knock off?
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Not

I heard of Makub uya.

;\G. CH IRMAN:

s~EBUYJRA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
ssEBUYIRA:

He is Dr. Makubuya,

Oh sorry, I go off at 8.00 o' I k

c oc or 8 •30.m the morning.

And on the 17th of F b
e ruary 1977 h .
'
w at tune did you leave duty?
I left a bit late, from 9 00 ,
•
•

o clock or something.

DR. .MAKUBUYA:

In the morning?

ssEBUYIRA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Why?

SSEBUYIRA:

First of all I had to go t th
. .
not come back until 8.~0 :~mister at around 7 .30 or 8.00 ~ I did
kind of report and 1 1 ft .
":'hen I came back I had to wnte that
1
1
e a Itt e bit late at that time.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I imagine
.
. . that the Landrover that you saw at Casualty at 3 30 am
was a mi 1itary landrover, was it?
•
• •

SSEBUYIRA:

It was yes• it was a green military landrover.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

These people told you to show them the mortuary and you took them
there. You opened the door yourself?

SSEBUYIRA:

I did yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What kind of bodies were kept in the mortuary on the second floor?

SSEBUYIRA:

Actually in this chamber there were some bodies I did not open
another chambers. I only opened the chambers which were empty.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where do the bodies that go to the second floor normally come from?

SSEBUYIRA:

From the hospital.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, and those people have not come from the hospital?

SSEBUYIRA:

Because of the directive I had received I could not do otherwise.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

you just obeyed the mstrucuons •

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is the procedure for entering.
are entering a body in the mortuary?

.

•

?

•

SSEBUYIRA:

?

You keep any records when you

they have a file.
The hospital bodies are a1ways -
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SSFBUYIRA:

Yes?

ssBBU)

So they go with their files.
pR.M/1

DR MAKUBUYA.

Yes?

SSEBUYIRA:

So I do not have a record myself only the report in the morning.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What does the files on these bodies say?

SSEBUYIRA:

It is the file which has all the complaints of the patient until he dies.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, what is the hospital record on those three bodies?

SSEBUYIRA:

I do not know but as those did not die in the hospital, I do not think
there was a hospital record as such.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

you just opened the door and let them in without writing anything?

SSEBUYIRA:

The only written statement I made is the one which I handed over to
the military men.

ssEBU
oR.M.

ssEBl

ssEB

DR. l
SSEI

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but if you had not written this statement what would the hospital
record have shown?

SSEBUYIRA:

As I said patients who die in the hospital have records but these who
did not die in the hospital are not normally kept in the mortuary.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Is there a mortuary register?

SSEBUYIRA:

There is a mortuary register kept by people working in the mortuary.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, were these entered in that one?

SSEBUYIRA:

I do not know.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You do not know?

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And did you ever talk to the Minister on telephone? Mr. Kyemba, did
you ever talk to him on telephone?

DR.

SSE

DR

SS

Dl

D

SSEBUYIRA:

May be during the night but I do not remember what really we
discussed with him during the night.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

So the first message from him to you was delivered by his driver?

SSEBUYIRA:

That is it.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How long did you stay in the Minister's home?
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About ten minute. or 15.
[)R. M KUB UY A:
""EBUYIRA:

~~

r,R MAKUBUYA:

About ten minutes?

Yes. It was not for a long time.
And what was he interested .
he interested in as far as? _

111

as far as you could gather? What was

ssFBUYIRA:
\\'hat
type of bodies were received and what were their names if I
l'llew them.
OR MAKUBUY A:

think

SSEBUYIRA:

DR MAKUBUYA:
SSEBU'\1RA:

er lo
DR MAKUBUYA:
ital

who

did

Yes?

How many were they and if at all I received any other casualties.
Yes?
I told him we did not receive any other casualties at all though we
were waiting for them as they had alerted us.
Yes, why should you accept summons from the Minister? You report
to the Medical Superintendent, the Minister's driver shows up why
should you go with him?

SSEBUYIRA:

The Minister, I knew him, the Minister is in charge of the Ministry.
so if he sends a driver that he wants me I have no objection.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but you have a boss, did you tell the Superintendent that you
were going?

SSEBUYIRA:

He had not come yet.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He had not come yet?

SSEBUYIRA:

No. As I said it was between 7.30 and 8.00.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

yes, your instructions to wait for these bodies had come from the
Medical Superintendent?

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

y
and the bodies have come why should you accept a summon from
a ~~irct party? You would just say "well, I am ~ery sorry" but I have
nothing to do with you, I will report to my Superintendent.

SSEBUYIRA:

• •
I said I knew the Minister, he used to come to the
The _Mm1st~rasth • ht and he used to ask me to go round with him.
hospital durmg e mg

DR. MAKUBUYA:

At night?
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SSFBl'\ IRA
DR l\tAKUBUYA:

MKWENZIRE

SS!;:BUYIRA:
KM"Vt'ENZIRE:

SSEBUYIRA:

Yes.

1<-AK·

Thank you.

ssEBl

.
have told us that when the bodies came you p
Mr Ssebuyira you
ut
•
. the freezers is that correct?
them a\\ay m
'
ssEB

It is correct. yes.

·on from another witness, one of the monu::i~
1
There 1s another Versle Commission that the bod'1es were •1rut1ally
••
-put
attendants who told th
fi
• t correct putting them on the floor irst and then some
on the floor, 1s 1
?
people coming to view them and then you.
May be somebody removed them from the cold freezers bu~ for me as
I said I left them in the cold chambers. May be somebod) else came
after me and he removed them because when I locked the door
something might have happened, I do not know.

KAKWENZIRE:

How many people normally work in the mortuary on duty at night?

SSEBUYIRA:

At night there is nobody.

KAKWENZIRE:

So in the morning who took over from you?

SSEBUYIRA:

They do not take over from me because I normally do not work in the
mortuary. That was just an instruction that I had to take bodies in the
mortuary.

KAKWENZIRE:

And then left?

SSEBUYIRA:

Then I left.

KAKWENZIRE:

Okay, you said you stayed around where you could have seen if there
were some activity very early in the morning?

SSEBUYIRA:

I stayed around just in my office. Not in the mortuary. my office is
on the fourth floor and the mortuary is on the second floor.

KAKWENZIRE:

Actually the witness said when he opened the mortuary the bodies
were on the floor.

SSEBUYIRA:

As I said may be somebody went there and he removed them and he
wanted to examine after I had left.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now did you by any chance recognize any of the soldiers who brought
the bodies or did anybody recognize somebody and told you that. that
is so and so?

SSEBUYIRA:

I did not know these soldiers. I could not tell. l could not even tell
anybody that there are those soldiers in the morning. l did not
recognizethem.

KAK
SSEl

SSf

Kl
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l-- K\\ F ?IRE:

But do

vJ nu l"Cl.:Oll •

.-.,FBlJYIRA:

As I

· .1

~

~

V
I

as
e
r

e
e

sa1u

c,ntzc them? Th·. .

.
is is difficult?

thcvJ were just •
.
. in uniform

•

CS.

ssEBUYIRA:

I did not know thcm. I
cou1d not know them

~ .\K \\ f 'N .• IRE:

There is nothin
.
•
g peculiar about any one of them?

ssFBUYIRA:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

But if they were
identify?
' say' paraded in front of you, would you bea bi e to

ssEBUYIRA:

No,
in such a state• when three bod·
• people in the country
and th ose soldiers were
as
.
ies O f big
1
look at them for a long't·
said, harsh I could not recognize them or
ime.
me not to mention the n
. The 0 ther one also barked at me forced
ames m the statement I had written to him.

K.AKWENZIRE:

Thank you.

MR KAWANGA:

Well, thank you very much M
•
We have kept you here
. . r. Ssebuyira. Thank you for coming.
waitmg for the whole day.

SSEBUYIRA:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

But we _are sorry we needed this a little bit of evidence. Thank you
for commg.

SSEBUYIRA:

Thank you very much.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Leading Counsel.

COUNSEL:

No, for today that is the end we shall tomorrow have another witness.
the Bishop of Namirembe.

e

is

MR. KAWANGA:

•

So in view of that we adjourn until tomorrow morning 9.30 in the
morning.

es

AG. CHAIRMAN
MR. KAWANGA:

Let us start today, 9th April, 1987. Counsel, I hope you are ready to
start.

e
COUNSEL:
t

Yes, Mr. Chairman. My next witness ~ho is ~itness No.93_ is the
Rt. Rev. Bishop Misaeri Kawuma, the Diocesan Bishop of Nam1rembe
Diocese -Anglican Church of Uganda.

Your Lordship, you are welcome to the Commission. We are pleased

AG. CHAIRMAN:

that you have found time to come.

1951

lHSHOP KAWUMA: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.

WITNESS N0.93: BISHOP MISAERI KAWUMA - SWORN
IN
My Lord, you are the Right Reverend Bishop Misaeri Kawuma?
cot1NSEL:
K.AWUMA:

COUNSEL:

A
Yes, I am.

And the Diocesan Bishop of Namirembe Diocese?

K.AWUMA:

Yes, I am.

COUNSEL:

How old are you my Lord?

K.AWUMA:

This is my 58th year.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, where were you born in Uganda?

K.AWUMA:

COUNSEL:

I was born in Uganda at a village called Namagoma near Nsangi.
My Lord, would you tell us your educational background?

K.AWUMA:

I went to several schools beginning with Nsangi Primary School, then
Makerere College School. Then I went to one of the best schools,
Busoga College, Mwiri. After Mwiri, I went to the Government
Teacher Training College in Mbarara which later became Kyarnbogo
to become a secondary school teacher. Then after that I taught for
eight years at Bishop's School Mukono. Then I went for further
training as a Minister in Church, ordained a Minister, this I did at
Buwalasi Theological College in Mbale and at Bishop Tucker College,
Mukono. (Interjection).

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Excuse me, Bishop, can you please go a bit slowly because we are
taking it verbatim.

KAWUMA:

A total of three years then after that, I trained to become a Minister in
Theology. I went to study in England, the Church sent me to Durham
University where I studied for three years and I did a general degree
in History, Theology and Politics and I graduated in 1968 with a B.A.

COUNSEL:

And you returned to Uganda?

KAWUMA:

I returned to Uganda and then worked for one year as Assistant
Provincial Secretary responsible mainly for refugees who \lyed m
Uganda then; there were many Rwandese, people from Congo. people
from Sudan, some Ethiopians and South African refugees.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

My Lord, as Assistant what?

1952

I was Assistant Provi .
after that l w . _nc1alSecretary ~
Churches Whi: _invtted and seconde~rthe Church of Uganda. Then
for Africa wh· ~ centred in Nairobi t to the All Africa Council of
refugees thro tc meant that I had t o work as Refugees Secretary
did for thr ugti the Church in most he r~p~nsibility to look after
ee Years.
countnes m Africa, a job which I
AG- CHAIRMAN:

When did you stan?

J(AWUMA:

I stanect in 1970 1971
•
and 1972 1
0 f B"
• ishop Tucker College M k • n 1972, I was appointed Principal
as Principal Until the d, u ono and I worked there for three years
•
en of 1975 h 1
A ss1stant
Bishop of N .
w en was then elected to be
Nsubuga, who was then t::"~~mbe, w~rking with Bishop Dunstan
e iocesan Bishop of Namirembe.
When was that?

COUNSEL:

I{AWUMA:

1975 I
•
1or six
•
h
B 1s op
&

then

was appointed b
J
.
a out une m the middle So I ran two offices
months I w p • .
•
fN :
as rmcipal for six months as well as Assistant
o amirembe.

COUNSEL:

When did you become the Diocesan Bishop of Namirembe?

KAWUMA:

I became the Diocesan Bishop of Namirembe in February 1985.

COUNSEL:

Would you please perhaps give us your territorial jurisdiction?

KAWUMA:

The Diocese of Namirembe covers about 120 miles one way and about
60 across. The length is rather a narrow area stretching from Ssese
Islands down to near Karuma Falls beyond Nakasongola and from
Mpigi to as far down as Namanve Forest and covers a greater parts of
Luwero Triangle and most of the Ssese Islands. So I have got a
combination of - (Interruption).

COUNSEL:

Yes, but this jurisdiction was given when you were Assistant Bishop,
was it extending far beyond what you have told us?

ools.

liege,

egree
B.A.

in
pJe
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r as the River Nile which
is the Diocese of Mukono.
went as &
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The RIYer 1 e v
•
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.
then. Then we worked
with the D10cesan
much bigger
.
. Bishop
Dunstan Nsubuga and the Diocesan Bishop of Mukono who 1s Bishop
Livingstone Mpalany1Nkoyoyo.
Yes.
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COUNSE

COUNSEL:

Are you aware that the Government set up this Commission of Inquiry
into the V10lationsof Human Rights?

KAWUMA:

Yes. I am very much aware.

COUNSI

Are you conversant with the terms of reference of this Commission?

KAWU!v

COUNSEL:
KAWUJ\1A:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

KAWUM

Not entirely. I will be glad to be further educated on that.
My Lord, this Commission is charged with probing into violations of
human rights in Uganda since 9th October, 1962 to 25th January,
1986. Among the things which this Commission is supposed to
inquire into are the mass murders, their causes, circumstances under
which they were caused, arbitrary arrest, imprisonment and abuse of
powers of detention by Government to people without trial and denial
of trial by impartial and independent courts, subjection of persons to
cruel, torture inhuman degrading treatment, discrimination based on
tribal, religion and political views and so many other things which we
can call violations of human rights committed by agents of
Government. My Lord, do you think you have anything where you
could start on this matter? I could direct you but may be you want to
choose to start somewhere.
I think I would just give you a briefing of how I came to know of the
injustices that went on in here. When I came back in 1972 from
Nairobi where I was working to come and work at Bishop Tucker, I
found the whole of Kampala deadly and closed up and full of papers
because by then the Asians had been ordered to leave Uganda within
90 days. There was a lot of panic and talk and people were busy
acquiring property from the departing Asians. Everybody thought he
was a foolish man who did not buy this cheap commodity that was
going around, although I did not think it was very wise to acquire
other people's property at such a cheap rate when they had worked for
it. So that is the first injustice I noticed that had crept in Uganda; that
people were acquiring things they did not actually work for which I
noticed as I came back, and spoke very clearly that a· man who had
lived here for all their lives, acquired property and worked hard had
been forced to leave Uganda within 90 days and not given time to
collect their property, and be free to go where they wanted to go. So
they were forced to go and lost a lot of property. I noticed the society
going wrong in that the Ugandans, as a whole, were very happy to
acquire what was not their own. So theft and robbery and injustice
were introduced through this act of acquiring what was not their own
and I think probably the consequent acquisition of property by power
and things that you did not work for, I have no doubt began to
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COUNSEL:
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Kampala from Nairobi?
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c early spoke to me.
Then as you settled . K
in
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is

right

As I s~ttled in Kampala. I be
everything seemed to be . gan to get used to society. At first,
they had not worked f, gomg well, people drove big cars for which
Asians had worked th or' they succeeded big factories which the
h
• cy earned big
.
t ey became very rich d .
. money which was not theirs and
own. But then graduallant _theyfelt the African was coming to his
remember is that so y f hmgs began to go sour and I think what I
.
me o the people • th G
..
either began to be e 11d
m e ovemment, M1msters
disappeared in O xpe e or exchanged for other Ministers or they
ne way or another, or ran into other countries and
g radually the Goverrunent
as far
by less abl
h
as 1 can understand, was taken over
O
e men w were not, according to my view qualified to
run th e Uganda
Goverrun t s0 th
•
'
d 1
en •
e thmgs began to go down lower
an ower, and the standards were regrettably getting disgraceful and
eventually this led to traditional chiefs and people with village powers
to lose all their power and power gradually moved into the hands of
th~ ~y,
and the Army became everything of course led by President
ld1 Amin who was the President then. So what the Army wanted was
done and was done with authority and with force and this went on
increasing at worrying degree. And it was sad for one to watch that
the standard of everything justice, police, army and everything at all
levels, hospital, schools, roads, getting lower and lower into their
grade. And what was sad was that there was nothing you could appeal
to, to get things better. As a Church, as far as I remember, we tried
to speak and tried to correct; now and then when we could we tried to
see the Ministers, sometimes the President where it was possible and
spoke our minds out, of course, there was no proper attention paid to
criticism that were given constructively, they were disregarded and
things got worse and worse day in and day out. If you went out of
ganda for one week, you came back and the standard had gone down
comparatively for many years backwards. It was like that for a long
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time.

COUNSEL:
KAWUMA:

.
.
kind of murder mass murders during this time?
Did you witness any
'
.
soldiers kill but many times I came across_dead
Yes. I did not see
b the side of the road or m the
bodies that either had b~en ~umpe~thythe1·rhands tied and so on. At
'all • Amm's time w1
jungle espec1 Y m
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ople who had been taken at night
that time, you could ~ainlyd ear p~ear somebody was arrested, you
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• st disappeare an
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• gain and that was. a worrying situatton
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him an )
d children were left behind many times the·
but women. mtentou~hedthey left everything as they had found thern1r
houses were no
of•the house, that. was the tren d to stan With
but except the owner
h
•
The ~an whom the governor or the powers t at were wanted, they
took and they silenced him by death •
COUNSEL:
MR. NAGENDA:

Now. 1 better take you back to some specific incidence and then later
on we shall come to others.
when the man
Excuse me, Clarification. The Bishop has informed that
l ft b ·
of the house had gone, the women and children were e ehmd, that
was the beginning of the trend. Perhaps he meant to say that trend
changed?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, would you continue with the trend as you witnessed it?

KAWUMA:

That went on for a bit of time and then later on as the regime became
more oppressive, when the owner of the house was taken, you know
they would come for the relatives as well or the wife and as a result
many, many people went out of Uganda when they can for their lives
when, they knew your relation was, if he was in a place of authority
and he was arrested and they know you were a friend of his, the
wisest thing to do was to get out of the country before they bounced
on you. That is what I mean.

COUNSEL:

Did you know Archbishop J anan Luwum?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I did, I think very well.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him?

KAWUMA:

I first met Archbishop Luwum at Buwalasi, The Theological College
where he was my Tutor for a whole year and he taught us preaching
and worship. Then before I completed, he was given a scholarship to
go and study in England. When he came back he was made the
Provincial Secretary and then made Bishop of Northern Uganda.
When I became the Principal of Bishop Tucker, it was during that
time that he was elected Archbishop of Uganda and as my Archbishop
and I being Principal who directly relate to Archbishop, we got to
know one another officially and as my former teacher very closely and
then later, when I was appointed Assistant Bishop of Namirembe I
came to live in a house which belongs to the Bishop of Namirembe;
where I live now and the Archbishop's house was next door. So
Janan Luwum, the Archbishop, was from 1975 until he died my
neighbour. So we knew him very closely and very well. I remember
one day I was travelling from Europe and the plane was late and my
wife did not know how to get me from the airport and there was no
car available, so Archbishop Luwum had a Moris Miner, small car,
and he started with my wife and came to collect me from the airport.
So it was that closeness and as you know neighbours, if we had some
nice food we were eating we could take a portion and take it to Janan
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cou TSEL:

K.AWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:
KAWUMA:

Did anythin h
•
g appen to Archbish
1s
, I am not talking about h
op Janan Luwum in February that
there any search wh· h w at happened to him after his arrest but is
Archbishop which yo •kc was conducted in the residence of the
u now of?
Yes. Just in the last week 1 .
Luwum had appointed
' thmk, he was arrested, Archbishop
for a course in ecum . mel together with another man to go to Rome
eruca studies d I
or Thursday before 1 ft
an was about to go and on Friday
1
think it was Mrs W e on Sunday, someone came to my house I
usual and she said the~o,?ga,_early in the morning much earlier than
over the wall d
a . soldiers, late in the night came and climbed
have done an:° hw:nt mto Archbishop Luwum's house and what they
.
w et er he is there, we do not know But now since
th mgs
are quiet I h d
•
that
.
. a ~ome through a path to come and inform you
some th mg senous is happening at our Archbishop's house."
Who is Mrs. Wesonga?
Mrs· ~esonga was the wife of the then Provincial Secretary who is
now Bishop Wesonga, Bishop of Mbale. So after she had told me
that, I went. I put on quickly then to go and see what had happened.
I found the gate open and Archbishop Luwum was standing just
outside his main door and certainly he looked worn out and frightened
and tears were slowly corning out of his eyes. He told me personally
that soldiers had come at night and they said they wanted me to open
for them because they had been sent and there was a man whose hands
were tied and they said he had told them that J anan Luwum had guns
in his garden. So they forced their way into the house and they put a
gun at his stomach and around him and they said "show us around the
house because we believe there are guns here". They took him in the
Chapel and everywhere. And Mary, his wife, was around and I
remember Mary saying that these men were very rude, they turned my
box upside down and I did not like it. So afterwards I forcefully said
to them that whatever you put out of the box you must put it back
before you go and they complied, they put the things back.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry Bishop.

This man with his hands tied, what was his name?

KAWUMA:

I am sorry I cannot quite re~embe~ the name n?w.

Then the
Archbishop said to me that this 1s a serious matter, will you please go
and inform Cardinal Nsubuga, tell him w~at has happened to us. ~o I
I informed Cardmal Nsubuga and Cardmal
drove to Ru b aga and
.
·
so
erything
he
was
doing
and
JUSt
came
straight.
Nsubuga d roppe d ev
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we came back to Janan Luwum's house gathered_and we were told the
whole stOI)' again and we had a prayer, C~rdmal Nsubuga prayed
Janan Luwum prayed. Certainly he was praymg for the men who
mistreated him because he prayed with love and forgiveness and what_
amazed me was that he showed no bitterness, although he disapproved
the way he was attacked as a leader of the church and afterwards 1
went to look for \ isas and so on to be able to go to Rome. When 1
came to say good-bye finally before I flew, he had gone somewhereso
the last time I saw Janan was at that prayer meeting between us and
Cardinal Nsubuga and Bishop Dunstan Nsubuga who also was there.

had

COUNSEL:
KA,"\'UMA:

How long did you stay in Rome?
When I was in Rome I heard from B.B.C that Janan had been
arrested.... In fact, I went and saw the Pope. I had a chance to see
the Pope then and told him what was happening here and asked him to
pray for us. The next morning someone heard - of the team we were
with - that Janan and two Ministers had been killed in a car accident.
They came and told me with my other Ugandan with whom we were.
And then certainly it was heard, we immediately knew it cannot have
been a car accident. We believed that Janan must have been
murdered. And then the worst began to happen: Many bishops Bishop K.ivengereand others - began to run out of the country. And
so when the course was over and I was planning to come back, Bishop
K.ivengerehelped me by sending me a message from Nairobi or from
London saying, 'You are advised not to return to Uganda yet. It is
dangerous. And the Government circles believe that you came to
Rome to take the letter that they presented to the President criticising
his policies. So you are a marked man. You better not go back.' So
for about three months I just could not go back; I had to stay in Rome
and in England. The Pope offered me assistance to stay in Rome; but,
because I cannot speak Italian, I had to prefer to go to England and
stayed there and they gave me a job to teach, in one of their
missionary colleges for some time.

COUNSEL:

When did you come back?

KAWUMA:

I came back about three months later.

COUNSEL:

Say about May or something like that!

KAWUMA:

About that. I received a message from the Provincial Secretary
saying, 'If you are to come back, you better come back now, .. because
I had worked with Bishop Nsubuga, to ass~re me, I must come back.
Somehow I contacted my wife on telephone to sound opinion whether
it was wise; and I said, 'I had been given a course for three years to
study here with a scholarship. Do you think I ought to go on with the
course or should I come home first?' "I think, you better study.
Carry on. Do not come home yet.'' But last time I rang she said,
'Yes, I think, if you came home and broke your course, it will be all
right. Come and see us.' So I knew for that time it was safe, at leasr,
as safe as it could be to come home. I did come home but very
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COUNSEL:

On your return, did you have
.
the late Archbishop?
an occasion to talk to Mary - the wife of

KAWUMA:

Oh, yes. many times. Yes.

COUNSEL:

What was her feeling about the death of her husband?

KAWUMA:

Shdewhasvery sad and she knew deeply that her husband was murdered
an t at was not a car accident.

COUNSEL:

Did you find out whether she was able to attend the burial of the
Archbishop?

KAWUMA:

I cannot remember whether she did; but, I think, she did. I am not
sure about that.

COUNSEL:

Now what followed - what relationship between the Church and the
Government followed after the death of the Archbishop? v-.·
as it a
good one?

KAWUMA:

It became harder and more sour, and, of course, knowing what had
happened, we had to be very, very careful about whatever we did and
whatever we said. And we knew we were marked men. But someho,,
the death of Janan strengthened each one of us into being much more
serious minded Christians; I think, it hardened our thoughts and minds
into the right direction. I think. we ~aine to a state when we said, ~ If
it is death it must be death for the nght reason, rather than stay alive
for the w'rong reason.'
And I know most of the bishops took they felt they stood firmly into what must be the truth and
some h ow
th'nk 1
, d h
they could not easily be shaken.
~o, I . 1 •• anan s ea~
hristians to stand for \\ hat the, must stand for. \\ e
streng thene. d• th e C one's Chnsuan1tv
. . .
.1s something
• •
that you ta k e
know re l 1g10n or
•
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COUNSEL:

Now did you say that, after the death of the Archbishop, some bishops

ran away?

1'.I\WUMA:

Yes, they did.

COLNSEL:

How many did run away?

XAWUMA:

I remember that our present Archbishop - Yona Okoth - had been

KA

arrested by Amin at one time; and so, after Janan had been killed and
he, having been the Provincial Secretary, he knew he was a ~arked
man. He found his way out and, I think, he went to Amenca or
Canada for a number of years. So did Bishop Benon Ogwal. He also
ran to Canada; and Bishop Otim, he ran to Nairobi and Bishop
Kivengere ran to America and England.
COUNSEL:

Now did you get a successor - that is a new Archbishop to replace the
dead one.

KAWUMA:

Yes, Archbishop Wani who was then the Bishop of West Nile and
Madi, was elected Archbishop - he was elected by the House of
Bishops; and I was there, although then I had not had to vote because
I was an Assistant Bishop; but my diocesan Bishop voted with the rest
of the people. But I was present at the voting.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say, "House of Bishops" was this a full House of
Bishops then?

KAWUMA:

Well, it was not full but there was a quorum; there was a majority
enough to execute business.

COUNSEL:

When you say there was a quorum, are you saying that the other
bishops were given notice and they failed to attend?

KAWUMA:

Well, it was clear that, if you run out of the country and you are in
Canada and America and so on, they could not attend; and, if they had
written a letter to say, 'Come and attend, probably it would have been
regarded as treason to write to somebody who is in exile In fact.
there was - I do not know whether it had become - a law here; you did
not have to communicate with a man in exile. It was regarded antiGovernment. So we did not, but we had a quorum to -

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me. Clarification Bishop. When you say there was quorum.
could you, please tell us how many bishops were there and who they
were?

KAWUMA:

I would not remember the names, but, I think, all the Bishops were
there except those who were in exile.

MR. NAGENDA:

co

About what - 18, 55 or what?
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KA\VUMA:
MR. NAGENDA:
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freedom of worship of th C death of the Archbishop affected the
e hurch of Uganda?
It must have done. Yes it did.
What was the voting - b. h
think, we should be told_ 1~ op - of those who were there? And, I
being there might have chane!~l C?unsel - be~ause even the 4, just by
we get an indicatio
1
g thmgs by votmg another way Could
n, P ease, of how the voting went?

KAWUMA:

When we vote in the H
f .
.
n
.
.
ouse O Bishops, It is confidential and you can
e~ehrgdiv~~ltness to anybody about what we do there; and, once it is
fiims e , 1t 1s always unanimous.

MR. NAGENDA:

I just wanted that put on record.

COUNSEL:

I see. _Now earlier during your evidence you said, when things started
becommg worse, you approached the Government, gave it advice here
and there. Now, after the death of the Archbishop, did the Church
continue to do that?

KAWUMA:

It did under guard though. It was good that Bishop Wani, in his

O\\'Il

way, was a strong character and he forcefully could go and speak to
Amin, much more so than probably anyone else could have done.
When he noticed he had to speak for the truth, it is amazing how
Wani stood up for it! I think, it was because he himself was deeply a
christian man and he never compromised when truth had to be faced.
He was my neighbour because he lived in the very house where Janan
lived and so I knew him and I had very close working relationship
with him as a brother in Christ. Many times we shared with him.
prayed with him before he took off_ errands and caution the
Government and Wani knew that many times this man walked_un?er
dangerous paths and what he did was certainly dangerous to his hfe:
but he was bold to go and speak out.
COUNSEL:

•

b

Did you o serve any
after this incident?

change in attendance to Church by the Christians
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K \\\'UMA:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

•
After
Janan h ad died ' the attendance Iwas
h amazingly
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coming
to
churc
1
t
an
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efore; even th'is
le
There were more peop
.
.
his
funeral
when
1t
was
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The
Governrnent
actuaIIy s tarted at
h .
k
said "No funeral." The people gathered t ere, sp? e strongly. They
~•er; not frightened. From that moment, I thm~, th~ ~hurch in
Uganda became much more strengthened; and I t_h_mk,1t 1s on thi!)
strengtI1 t hat the Church has •stood even the ,atroc1t1es that followed•
And, 1 think, Janan's death - like the marty~s death at Namugongo is
going to continue to strengthen then thhts church.
I ·rt~ink any
1 1t
chns• ·t·1an5 now living in Uganda knows w. ateverd comes, ·r
· affects
Christianity, the Christians in Uganda ~ill stan , even 1 _Jt_means
death. I think, it gave the stand that, tf you want the chnst1ans in
uganda you must be prepared to stand even for the worst. And, I
think, we are prepared for that. So Janan prepared us very strongly to
stand for worse if the worst that we have never seen comes. I hope
not.

Do you know whether the authority - Government - realized this
strengthening of the Church as a result of the death of the Archbishop;
and, if it did, what was its reaction?
I think, it did and many times there was a Minister of Religious
Affairs who they began to send here much more into things to find out
what was happening here. But, I think, some ways, Amin had several
- I do not know what to call it - lines in his own life. There were
lines which looked innocent and good and co-operating. So, after
Janan had died, he tried to use the line of co-operation to show that he
was a good man; and, of course, now and then he turned to other line
on being good to the churches as far as he could, although later he
began to curb down on the churches by cutting off some of them
especially the smaller ones by prohibiting them to practise in Uganda?

COUNSEL:

So there was prohibition of certain sects or churches in Uganda.

KAWUMA:

Yes there was.

COUNSEL:

What was your reaction to this step by Government?

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

We knew it was the beginning of what could have developed into a
more serious persecution to the churches. Of course, if you want to
cut down a big tree, you begin by the branches and later on you go to
the stem; and probably, if he had stayed longer, he may have ended up
in Christianity being either banned in Uganda or something like that.
Now what was the Church's stand on this ban by the Government?
Well, the church stood for freedom of worship and religion; but. I
think, the church again there could have stood out a little more
strongly if we were united. But because these smaller churches, when
they came in, they looked like thieves from the prominent big founded
churches. And, I think somehow there was a hidden joy. false joy.
evil joy among the bigger churches to say, 'Those who have been
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COUNSEL:

Now did th
e government encourage the
.
churches?
co-operation between

KAWUMA:

As I said Amin was d'ffi
•
a 1 1cult figure to understand. There are times
whe~ he even forced the churches to work together· for example in
Nam1rembe
h d
·
'
'
. , we a problems m the Province about land and so on;
and he JU~t called a Commission to say "I do not want churches to
speak agamst one another; you must get together. You must solve
your problems" and before he acted with a gun, the churches had to
work together and say, "We have agreed to work together." There
were times when he forced you to do the right thing and, of course,
there were times when he used his other powers to force you to do the
wrong thing.

COUNSEL:

Now, was any prominence given to any church by Government then?

KAWUMA:

I do not think purposely; I think, because the President was a moslem;
certainly moslem men had a little - it was a little easier probably for
them to reach Amin. Amin was a national option. I do not think he
went out of his way to say this religion against another, wh~t could
have developed into, later on - I do not know! ~ut probably 1t could
have developed into one religion eventually bemg the supre~e over
the others. But we had not got to that stage, at least, not officially.

COUNSEL:

But why do you say that, Bishop?

KAWUMA:

I oticed things were going, it looked as if Islam was
Because the way n
ak the upper hand over all the others, and
beginning gradually to t e b . g held here and you sort of suspected
• 1
tings that were em
ld
contmu_a mee
ot have been good for the churches cou
somethmg that would n
And I think God took step at
probably eventually have taken over. d '
'
the right time when he stopped the tren •
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C'Ol NSl l:

When did this happen?

k. \\\ UM t\:

I think, ~hen Amin was overthrown and a new regime had to begin.

COUNSEI:

Now, when you started, you started with the _issueof_the Departed
Asians, and their property. Was there any sharing of this property by
the churches?

KAWUMA:

Unfortunately, yes because some churches recei~ed fa~, houses, up
to now there are church organizations that are still carrymg on church
work within the Departed or the Exposed Asians Houses which they
did not work for and these were given by the Government that ruled
then. I think that was not just. And I think there the· church should
not have taken over this property if we knew deeply what we stood
for.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting, Bishop, that churches lined up for allocation of
these businesses?

KAWUMA:

Oh, yes, they did. They must have done; otherwise they would not
have got them.

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

I see! Now your diocese, did it get anything?
Namirembe Diocese officially has nothing that can be called Departed
Asians' Property. I think, our diocesan Bishop Nsubuga was very
clever never to claim anything for the diocese that I know of that
belonged to the Departed Asians, although they are many in Kampala.
Although we cannot claim to be saints over that; because there were
many things going very cheaply in Kampala of the Departed Asians:
typewriters, cars, televisions; and, as Christians in Namirembe
Diocese we bought and we earned these things just like anybody else,
although the diocese officially never acquired any property from the
departed Asians. But as individuals in the diocese we were equally
sinful over this matter.

COUNSEL:

Did you say that some churches got? Could you give us example of a
church - a religious organization - which obtained these property?

KAWUMA:

I think, I would rather leave that to the Commission to go and find
out.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Your Lordship, it is from witnesses like you that we receive this kind
of information; and, if you are in a position to say, we would be
grateful if you did.

KAWUMA:

The House of Bishops is meeting in two weeks' time; that will be put
to them to know who of the churches gained or profited from the
Departed Asians' Property.

MR. NAGENDA:

My Lord, I think, the Acting Chairman is being very polite. I would
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t-:\\\ll1A:

MR • \GENOA:
i,..AWUMA:

~1R "\ .\GENOA:

~a~. this Commission
mtom1ation 1 tl~. has not only th
bri .
•
link p •
c duty but h
ng It to us later. Mr oss1?ly what you ar t e_right to ask for this
Chairman I
e saying is that you will
You might · ..
' say we can insist
. .
insist and 1
.
•
this mfonnation .
can insist that there .is a bett
er way of getting
But are you , s·lr, saying th
at We Will
..
Why not? y
get this information?
.
• . ou have righ
surprised if you ct·d
t to get it and
I not; you will b d .
you should. I will be
e omg your job!
Are you asking us B"
write to th H
' ishop - if we ma
•
.
e ouse of Bishops!
Y put it politely that we should

KAWUMA:

you :Vri_te to the Archbisho
Corrumss1on that some of
p _and say: 'We understand as a
departed Asians. Could your. dioceses received property from the
to.
you, kmdly elaborate?• And he •1s supposed

\fR NAGENDA:

But that way wh at you are probabl
• •
Church; because is the A hb'
y saymg is that it was the Anglican
re 1shop go·
•
•
example, on the Catholic Ch
mg to give us mformation for
Adventists or whatever?
urch or the Moslems or the Seventh· Day

KA\VUMA:

I am sorry, I was narrow there· I
.
.
Anglican Church to which I belo '. was speaking mamly for the
the Cardinal to th G k
ng, and then you have got to write to
' h
e ree Orthodox Leader, to the Moslem Leader
and see wh at t ey have to say.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Well, your Lordship, I think, we shall take the advice you have given
us. We shall take the lead and we shall get to the information.

KA\VUMA:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

Now, my Lord, the Church of Namirembe, has it got land on which
Asians had settled?

KAWUMA:

Yes we have got plenty of land on which Asians had settled,
especially around the hospital. All that land just below the out-patient
clinic - all that land - was Namirembe's. But, when things were given
out, I understand, all that was given to the Moslem Supreme Council.
It is not ours. And by law, when a lodger goes, the owner of the land
should, by right, take the property. We did not want to grab. \Ve are
waiting for the proper law to take place; and, if the learned Justice
ever says, 'Those buildings belong to you.' we would be glad to ha Ye
them back; but after it has been legally taken over - has been legally

t

decided.
COUNSEL:

Did you find out why this property was given to the Uganda Moslem
Supreme Council?
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KAWUMA

There has been no way of finding out. We have written 10
Custodian Board and said. Eventually when legally this thing

~1:

been put rn, we want this to come back to Nam1rembe but, as far as 1
know • no decision
So they are not ours yet
· . hac, been taken as yet

although the land 1s certainly ours.

'

KAKWENZIRE

I am seeking clarification.

KAWUMA.

Yes, please

KAKWENZIRE,

Would you clarify for me?

KAWUMA:

You see, we loaned 1t - you know how you have land and you give_
what do you call it?

AG. CHA[RMAN.

Lease

KAWUMA:

Leased to them either for 45 or 99 years.

COUNSEL:

Do you get any rent or premium from this land?

KAWUMA:

I think, from these Departed Asians, I do not think anything comes to
the diocese now. No. But I could check on that.

COUNSEL:

How about those who are occupying the buildings?

KAWUMA:

I am sure, if they pay rent, they pay it to the people who got the

cou

property.
COUNSEL:

Have you tried to find out the legal position whether you can claim or
not?

KAWUMA:

Yes, we have written through our lawyer to the Custodian Board and
the government to say what needs to be done.

KAKWENZIRE:

How long was the lease?

KAWUMA:

It is either 45 or 99. I could check on that.

COUNSEL:

I see! So how do you sum up this Freedom of Worship in Uganda?

KAWUMA:

I think, I would say, apart from those churches that were banned then,
there was no clear cutting down on the freedom; and even if there
were intentions to do so, I think, the Government noticed very clearly
that it would have been futile should it go any further. I think.
anybody at that time, trying to cut down on Christianity, would have
lost entirely what he intended to do. And, I think, and l pray that that
is going to be the future trend of the Nation: • Touch Christianity and

AG. CHAIRMAN:

you are finished.'
ls that a wish or -

KA WUMA:

It is a prayer and a longing and, I am sure, the Lord will answer it.
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KAWUMA:
COUNSEL:
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e you oratorical ah
<:tuallythis threat. I think they
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I
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am a Christian and I k
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c~1st1anitythat is through Christ,
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that all should come in and sh s no other way and I pray that in love
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You see, my Lord 8 . h
wh· h
·
is op, you are s ·
IC was m the country .
aymg, as a result of repression
How were the summon - it _seemsyou say - the Church took a stand
s received by th
h .
•
churc hes - about say y·101 .
e aut onty - summons given in
'
ations of Human rights.
Could you make yo
.
ur question clearer, please!
The question is My Lord B'18h
witnessed repre~sion b
op, that_you.said since 1972 or so you
think you
'd h y government, violations of human rights and· I
sai , t e churches ed 0
'
condemning th • 1 .
us
say something about this h h
e vio ations of human nghts. May be this was done in
c urc es; su~ons
being given m churches. How were these
summons received by government?

!

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

I think in various ways. And I would think, somehow it must have
been got protected. When a clergy and bishops spoke, somehow the
government did not hit them straight; they must have hit their
followers. They sort of giving you a kind of protected freedom to
speak; and in fact, sometimes, if evils were committed, that is why I
saiQ., this man Amin had several lines; sometimes he could stand up
and support everything that a bishop could have said about killing
other people or taking their property or forcing them. He could speak
like a saint; and you could have said, this was said by a christian; and
he could go round the other side and do the opposite. That was the
problem with Amin. He spoke many times like a good man; and that
is why he took many by surprise when he turned to be what he was.
And so for leaders, when you spoke of the truth, he never came out
and said, Bishop Kawuma you said killing is bad; you ~~ a b_adman.
He could just say, as Bishop Kawuma was saying.' kill mg 1s a b~d
thing. It should not be continued; and if anybody ~Us an~body I will
punish him. So that way, this country knew the-nght thmg although
they did not do it.
Now

for development

- did the churches raise funds for the

development?

KAWUMA:

fund raising at different times; for building
yes' there we~e. a lot of
d astors houses; for pastors salaries
churches; repairmg chur~:~sn:d !ising. Actually by the time Amin
and so on. There was a
th
der of the day by all churches and
• • had become e or
d .
d
fell, fun ra1smg
.
.al gathering to go and fun raise.
the moslems. It was hke a s~ t when you go to a fund raising
Although it had got to a s:ge
a~uch as they thought was good to
function, people began to o er as
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come to a stage 'd·
where
show t Itat t I1ey were• r'1cl1·
, and it hud
.
. promises
at fund raising were never realised; they never pa1_' _n became a
custom that you can promise as much as you ea~, but It d'.d not matter
whether you pay it afterwards. That was trend it was gettmg to.
COUNSEL.

- I1op of Narnirernbe• I understand, there• was
No\\- . 8 1s
B· some
h ? incident at
Namugongo. Do you know where Namugongo is, is op.

kAWlJMA-

Very well, yes, I do. (Laughter).

COUNSEL:

How do you know Narnugongo?

KAWUMA:

Namugongo is one of those very special places for God's church 1n
Uganda. Because in the year 1886, about 24 young men who deeply
believed in God and what God said to them were challenged by the
then King to deny their christianity. They said, no. And they were
regarded as people who disobeyed the King; and they did disobey him
in that respect. So he ordered them because they had committed
treason to be killed by death. And how people who had committed
treason were killed, was by burning, they matched them to
Namugongo, carrying their own fire wood; they were dismembered
and died and killed by burning; and as I remember they died - they
were singing glory to God and praying forgiveness to those who were
killing them. And the chief executioner there was named Mukajanga.
But he did his job; but they died happily.
And that is where
Namugongo began. And as the church developed, we knew that this
place was a great place because it reflected the depth of christianity in
this country. And it showed, set the standard that when a man is a
christian one must be prepared not only to live for Christ but to die
for Him, if it became necessary. Therefore this place was developed
both for the Roman Catholic and the Anglicans and the Moslems
remembering their men who had been killed there as a strong pillar in
their faith. And that is why I know Namugongo for the Church of
Uganda; we have got a church there; we have got a Conference
Centre; and we have got a Clergy Training College which is called
"Uganda Martyrs Seminary, Namugongo" which now has about 45
students and about 5 or 6 teachers.

COUNSEL:

So would you say you call these places Holy Places?

KAWUMA:

I do; because of the holy thing that took place there.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now apart from the killings that were done a century ago is
there any other killings which you know that was committed at
Namugongo by Government forces?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I do. Because on May 21st, 1984, the government forces went
to Namugongo and attacked the Seminary both the Anglican Seminary
and the Roman Catholic Retreat Centre. And then from Kampala,
someone came and said, the soldiers have attacked Namugongo - the
lorries have gone to Namugongo and there has been shooting; and, of
course, in those days - this is during the former regime of Obote -
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\\ hen you heard that sold"
I
•
~
rers have
~~ ~itere. you ~~gan to be worrf~ne to a village and you had your
age, atroc1t1esfollowec1•
because Wheneverthey attacked
~d we were very concerned. , ;?d we knew that danger had come
Bishop and myself and a· h , •shop Nsubuga who was o·,oces •
d
'
is op Nko
an
o \\ e do? So we immediatel
yoyo got together and said what
P~ul Muwanga because he w~ ;:m ~~ saw the then Vice Pr~ident,
him, we have heard that "'
M1msterof Defence. And we told
,orces have g
wh O h ave managed to run
one to Namugongo but those
•
out tell us that th
th mgs
could have not been od
ere has been shootings and
the runners saying we b gl? • We also had a repon from one of
•
e 1eve the p • •
Godfrey Bazira has been killed S
rmc,pal who was Reverend
with Bishop Nsubuga and Bisho ~;hen we heard the r~port, 1 ;1ent
Paulo Muwanga to ask h"1 , p
oyoyo to see the Vice President
m ,or a cla "fi •
atrocities we have heard be st ed n •cation and also to ask that the
and others we hear had been
and to ~e assured that Rev. Bazira
know The Vice p ·d
ed were ahve or dead, we wanted to
•
res1 em asked us to o h0
th
.
inquire and find out what
g
m_e at he was gomg to
.
Then we did not
hear ,1or sometime
So we was actually
b k happemng.
.
h ailed •
•
came ac agam; and when we came back,
e c
m. three men; one of them was Minister Otai who was the
Deputy ~iruster of Defence, and of course, Vice President Muwanga
was there, and Dr. Sebuwufu who was again a Minister there· and
Captain Edward Otim who was there; and then the Vice Pre;ident
explained what happened, and he said, it was rumoured or it was
understood that there are bandits around Namugongo, so the
government sent its forces to go and find out what had happened; and
when they got there, they found - I mean the whole thing was upside
down - and they committed atrocities - he admitted that they had
committed atrocities there. That he had ordered the soldiers to vacate
the area. We asked him if we could go into the area and find out
what had happened to our students who were there. And a number of
students were collected on the lorry and taken to prison including the
wife of the Principal who was killed. So he gave us orders - I mean,
he directed to go to Makindye to get escort to go to Namugongo to
find out what had happened. We waited in Kibuye; and of course.
soldiers were most impersonal and most mechanical, we waited for a
long time until they gave us a group to go. On~ sol~i:r, actually who
had been ordered to go with us, came and said, Bishops, you ar_e
crazy· we are not going to Namugongo; those men are mad. There if
you ~o there you will be dead yoursel;,es. I advise you ~o and ,tell
him you are frightened you will not go . We found, he did not \\ ant
• , so they gave us
to risk his life when this man said, I am not gomg
"nl ·t was frightening. when we went to
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around the Seminary, memorial pince and we were harrowed to
dc-.cribc ,, hat we :,;aw. There were about three dead bodies we saw•
"e had cows on the fann: and thc..c;ccows had been cut into pieces~
the\' killed them and they cut off the meat they wanted and the rest
tllC) left them there. We had pigs; they killed pigs, they killed
chickens. You cannot believe what we saw. They collected all
pwperties from the house into a heap and burnt it - they threw
grenades on typewriters, duplicating machines. books, they just burnt
them like that. And they had dug trenches all round the Seminary; we
found one house near the Seminary where they had tied a man and
burnt the house down when the man was in. The thing was more than
you could think it could happen, could be done by their fellow human
beings. Ugandans over other Ugandans. So we took the body with
escorts to Mulago: and Mulago people said, we cannot examine the
body until we have got a police order. I went to the police and the
police gave me a letter to say, "You can examine it", and the doctor
examined it and gave his report - I mean - he said, this man had been
killed by gun shots.
AG. CHAIRMAN

Your Lordship, may we know what you are reading from?

KAWUMA:

I am readding from the examination, the Medical Officer of Health
City Council of Kampala, Box 70, Kampala.

J<AWUM
AG. CHAI

KAWUM

COUNSE
KAWUM

KAWU

Dear Sir,
EXHUMATION - AUTHORITY FOR BURIAL
The bearer, Bishop Misaeri Kawuma wants your perrruss1on to
examine the body of his relative, Rev. Bazira... from the City ....
Name: Godfrey ..... and so on. And cause of death: - shot to death.
I have got a photostat copy of this. And, Mr. Chairman, I can give it
to you afterwards.
AG. CHAIRMAN:

Well, I do not know what Leading Counsel -

COUNSEL:

Well, I would like to tender this in.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Alright.

COUNSEL:

Where is the original?

KAWUMA:

I have the original at the back here. I have the original.

COUNSEL:

I think the Commissioners

will be satisfied when they have seen the

original.
AG.

KAWUMA:

When you see the original you will be satisfied.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
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R WU.MA:
,\G.

That is right.

CHAIRMAN:

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:
KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

AG. CHAIRMAN:

And then we left the
Are '-'ou
...
.; Pr<>ducingth ·
have seen th
. . is as exhibit Nu b
retu th
e original; so we c
m er ... - the photo copy - we
rn e original to You.
an keep the photo copy. We shall
Okay, thank you.
It is exhibit No.JJ.
I mean, I do not know· I h
.
questions leading to _ sh~ll I ave said much; you may want to have
carry on?
May be before you go on - whe
how was it? Was it tied; was it ..~ you saw the body at Namugongo,

Yes, the body had a rope r
.
.
.
they must have killed him a ound Its :,va1st;which to us indicated that
th
this hole to make sure tha t e ~em~naryand pulled the body up into
students tell us wh0
t - to d1sgu1sewhat had happened. And the
parked th •
were there; that when the soldiers arrived they
eirkncarat the gate; they went in and said, we are looki~g for
band I·ts,. we
ow you are hid' b d'
all of the
•
mg an Its; tell us where they are. So
m ran mto the main building to hide away from the bullets
and crowded together. So one soldier came through the door and shot
through; an? a shot caught the late Godfrey Bazira into one of his legs
near the thigh. And also one of the girls called Betty Mulindwa.
Later on Bazira said, I am the warden here, leave the students; I am
answerable. So they came out, they pulled him out; and they asked all
the students to lie down. They took him and the soldiers that had
taken him hit him on the wound; to make things worse. They took
him away. When they brought him back, the students tell us, they
had hit him in the eye; and one of his eyes was lose, hanging out of its
socket under great pain; but still they forced him to walk on; later on
the students heard a shot; and may be that is what killed Bazira after
torturing him. Then they came and tortured the students; they pulled
out the girls who were studying there; unfortunately they raped some
of them and they took them under very shameful acts; and they wanted
to pull out the wife of the Principal they killed, Mrs. Faith Baz~ra; but
I think she caught on something and refused to get out. Bazira had
been married for a just six months and his wife was pregnant, Mrs.
Bazira Faith; and a soldier kicked her as they threw her on the lorry;
and we feared she would badly be damaged; but later on she ~as _taken
to the hospital and doctors managed to save the I_ife~f a child ms1de
the mother; and the mother has now a child and is ahve and goes on
II That was how the whole thing happened. We demanded that an
:~!;nation
of what had _happened be given. And the Vice President
wrote something to explam. · ·
•
here was a time when you went to see the
But perhaps at this stage, t M Ot . Mr Sebuwufu and so on; ther.
Vice President; there was bi r.
ai, No~ did you leave these people
they said, y~u should be ah~ to ;i~~ussed in that particular meeting
in the meetmg; was anyt mg
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before you left?
. ussion-, it was question and answer. What did You
There was no d1sc
.
? Wh t has happened? Off the men went; they were ordered to
know
a
•
an I think it was mamly
the v·ice P res1·ctent. When
go and so on. I me ,
h
ct·
we left they remained behind; they must ave 1scussed matters of
security known to them.
AG. CHAIRMAN

1 see. Thereafter you left and went to collect your dead body?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE.

Bishop you said that after your initial request, time past before you
got an ~wer; and then you had to come back?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

1 would like to know how many days past before an answer was

given.
KAWUMA:

I think it was two days, I think.

COUNSEL:

So you took two days before you were assisted to go to Namugongo?

KAWUMA:

Yes. On the first day we had come and nothing happened; on the
second day, yes, two days.

KAKWENZIRE.

Do you feel that it is after your initial request that Muwanga sent there
people to find out what happened; or a report had already come?

KAWUMA:

That I could never tell. I think our coming and the strength in which
we became very determined; and I think he noticed, it was serious and this is my guess - it must have been then that he sent men to check
on the atrocities that were being committed and asked the soldiers to
leave; they did not leave until after we had been to the Vice President.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you say, you demanded an explanation on these matters presumably, this is after you got back from Namugongo - when you
demanded this explanation. Of whom did you demand it?

KAWUMA:

The Vice President, the then the Minister of Defence.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he do it?

KAWUMA:

Yes, He put out a government statement which he read, it is like this~
"Press Release" - Government has learnt with deep regret the loss of
lives in Namugongo including that of the Principal of Church of
Uganda, Namugongo Seminary. After bandits had tried to attack and
blow up the satellite station at Mpoma, sections of armed forces were
deployed in pursuit. During this exercise, acts of lawlessness were
committed and, in certain cases resulting in loss of lives. Bandits
were dressed in unifonns similar to those of armed forces of Uganda;
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COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Chainnan I
' am tenderi ng •111that a5 exhibit.
Thank you. Do 0
y u have an original there?

KA\VUM:A:

Yes, I have the original.

CHAIRMAN:

No.34?

COUNSEL:

34. When you went to see the v·
.
that he could not go immed. I ice President, did he give a reason
1ate y to Namugongo?

KAWUMA:

Well, first he said you O d
course when we ~am g an find out what has happened. And, of
give ~y reason but I e back, the soldiers_had pulled out. He did not
find out what h d h am sure he was trymg to be briefed himself and
a appened before he went there.

COUNSEL:

Do you know w~ether your immediate going to Namugongo would
have saved some lives? Are you in a position to tell?

KAWUMA:

~he way ~e army was behaving, I do not think they would have saved
hfe by havmg two Bishops appearing before these army men for their
atrocities. I think if anything probably it would have made it worse.
If you just appear there, you do not just walk in there; you know thatI knew- but some of you do not know what it was like. If it was the
army, the best thing was to withdraw and offer the best. And the best
we could do, was to come and ask those who control them and ask
them to withdraw their atrocities. Actually, Mr. Chairman. perhaps, I
could add that after the whole thing had happened, we decided Bishop Nsubuga, at that time also, was acting as Archbishop because
Archbishop Yona Okoth, at that time, was in America when the whole
thing happened.
We sent him a telegram to tell him what had
happened.
And Bishop Nsubuga, together with us, completed a
detailed statement which we sent to government of what happened and
the atrocities and loss of property that had been committed. And we
took it to the Vice President and we also gave ~ copy to the Presi_dent;
which J have. It is a full statement signed by B1sh?P Nsubuga. Bishop
·
b and Acting Archbishop of the Provmce of Uganda; and
o f N amirem e
.shop Mpalanyi Nkoyoyo. And 1•f you l'k
1 e. I can
also b y me; an d BI
give you a copy of it.
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COl 'N.SFl~.

That is exhibit No.35.

MR NAGENDA:

Clarification. You said, Bishop Nsuhuga was Acting Archbishop?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGFNDA:

But you took' obviously protocol dictated that you should
get in touch
.
with the Archbishop where
he
was
and
you
told
him
what
you w~
.
.
doing. Did he reply? Did he commumcate back to you? And What
did he say?

KAWUMA:

No, he did not. And we thought being outside he did not want t0
send a telegram from outside. So we waited for him to come back.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes?

KAWUMA:

And he came back; we presented to him the whole thing
Unfortunately, he may have taken steps privately, but there was n~
obvious public thing he took up when he came back. We presented it
to him but that was all.

MR. NAGENDA:

But he must have said something to you when you presented to him
these things.

KAWUMA:

Well, he said, he was sorry.

MR. NAGENDA:

I shall come back to this, if I may later.

COUNSEL:

This Namugongo we are talking about, is it only a place for the
diocese of Namirembe or is for the Church?

KA WUMA:

It is for the whole Church of Uganda; but looked after under the
custodianship strictly of Namirembe Diocese.

KAKWENZIRE:

Please Leading Counsel, I think before we go further the Bishop
should tell us what happened to those people who were taken from
Namugongo.

KA WUMA:

Well, they were put into custody; some at Mukono and some at a
Police Station near the Municipal Council down here. And one
evening they summoned us to go and collect those who were at the
Police Station here; and we went and found them; some were looking
very frightened and, the girl who had been shot in the leg was very
seriously ill. So we took her to Mengo Hospital to be treated she was
there roughly for about two weeks. And we collected the girls from
Mukono; and after the evil treatment received from soldiers, we
quietly took them to medical doctors for treatment. there was one
man who had his neck strained; and he was also treated.

KAKWENZIRE:

So it had become a police case - was some further investigation done
or did you follow up with the police?
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K

K

~ \WlJMA:

J,..A1'.
\\ FN / IRE:

I would like to kn

d
ow Whether th
ma e s_tat_ements
and whether t ose who were taken to police custod
any_ cnmmal activity? I assu~;e were anybody charging them.wit~
station, you have allegedly
w_henyou are taken to the police
statements are tak en as to whatcommitted
•
. a cnme;
and subsequently
something like that done?
you did and why you are there. Was

I{AWUMA:

I am sure the police must have t
statements from them· but h aken some statements; they did take
be m some of the poli~e filw ere they are I do not know. They must
1 es.

JCAKWENZIRE:

Were they ever accused f
.
o any cnme specifically as they told you?

KAWUMA:

I think the main crime was th
accommodated bandit
b .
' . ey were suspected to have
.
. s_or emg bandits themselves. I did not read the
charge, all I have is this statement from the Vice President.

COUNSEL:

Did the police or military come to you for statements?

KAWUMA:

No. Apart from what I have at the police station where I took the
body of Godfrey Bazira.

COUNSEL:

While you were m Namugongo, did you visit the Mosque in
Namugongo?

KAWUMA:

Yes, we did. Inside there the soldiers had burnt some meat; some of
which was pigs meat which is actually - with our moslem brethren - a
pig is an animal you do not breed or eat. And if you burn it in the
mosque, it is an evil act; so it was a provocation by the army.

COUNSEL:

Then did you visit the Roman Catholic place?

KAWUMA:

Yes we visited the Roman Catholic place; and it is actually in my
stat~ment there they did destroy most of their property; they took_':hat
they can; burnt what they could not t~e ~w~y; stole a lot of med1cmes
and by then two of their men were still m1ssmg.

no
it

m
a

Unfortunateh·
.
J.
no. Wh
ar~ ah,·e, -and . o
en_you follow u
.
.
thmk our society\ udsee, Justice was no~t;1th the police, when you
profit to follow th. a come to a stage wh e order of the day. So I
you bury him and mgs to the police Wh ere you knew' it does not
You try
•
en one is d d
•
the order of the da
to avoid being kille
. ea , he 1s dead;
whole
Y• Because at least • . d agam. I think that was
•
Justice was not practised
.
on the

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

.
made a statement to government and you have
you said that you
t What was the reaction of government to that
exhibited that statemen •
statement?
.
t One of the things we said, all the
They said, they are_ gomg to ;c • destroyed; we demand replacement;
property of the seminary had een
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• 11, now that you said, you are responsible. And then When
espec1ah
) , the other time• I think
called
went t ere
. .the Vice President
.
. us at thwe
at
•
d
gave
us
ten
million
sh1llmgs
and
he
said,
that
Is
to help the
time an
.
.
.
.
College to start. The government 1s go1.ngto mvest1gateand find out
h0 w much loss you made and we are gomg to make good as far as We
That was the end of anything they ever gave. And I have neve
can.
. .
A d
11
r
heard anybody talking about investiga~mg. . n . actua y we askect
them in that paper to put up a commission of mqmry. to find out What
happened. It never happened. So that was the end of It.
COUNSEL:

With your investigations there, would you say, many people died at
Namugongo?

KAWUMA:

J think from what I could truly ascertain, I think, abo·ut 1O to 15

people died in the circumstances. Mr. Chairman, is it possible to ask
for a glass of water?
CHAIRMAN'.

In fact with that request, your Lordship, I think we shall have a break
of about 20 minutes and have a little more than water. (Laughter).

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Leading counsel, I think, we can resume from where we took off.

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

Now, my Lord Bishop, you should be testifying on the wanton
killings in Namugongo and the destruction of property and so forth;
and you have told us the reaction of Government and what you did.
Do you remember, my Lord, any other wanton killing you have seen
done by agencies of Government?
Yes, one incident that has just come back to me clearly was that of a
man called Henry Lugolobi who was an old-car dealer on Namirembe;
and a man who was greatly helping in the work of the church,
especially in the building of the Synod Hall which we are building
now. I remember he was arrested, we heard he had been arrested.
This was under the Government of ldi Amin. And with Bishop
Nsubuga and myself went to Kira Police Station to find out; because
we had heard that is where he was. And we found him there with his
hands tied and was with difficulty drinking a bottle of Mirinda. We
came back the next day to find out what had happened and the Police
there said, the army soldiers came and took him. For them the army
soldiers arrested him; they deposited him at the Kira Police Station;
and then, when they decided where they would take him next, they
came and collected him; and the police, I think, did not have a right to
ask where he was going. So they said, 'if you like, to Nakasero place
- Nakasero State Research.
So we went there and this time
Archbishop Janan Luwum came with us because that man he had a.
concern for the lives of the people; because Bishop Nsubuga went and
told him that one of our christians has been arrested. He said, 'Let us
go together and find out.' So we went to Nakasero State Research and
we got in there and the sight was frightening.
Because we were
surrounded by women who were holding pistols as if we ourselves we
were criminals. We were all three of us wearing cassocks; and these
women surrounded us with pistols and men in this sort of Kaunda
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• o, when we
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o not think that man is
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there. So that is what
th g was, as far as I could tell ended
was e strange thi
. . '
Amin . always went with the . d" .
ng about the killings with
being ended there.
Ill 1v1dualhe wanted and for the time
AG. CHAIRMAN:

I wanted to know in which ear thi
Y
s took place! Can you remember?

KAWUMA:

This was either 1976 or 1977, very close to that .

.KAK\VENZIRE:

Bishop where was his body found?

KA\VUMA:

In one of the forests in Kyaggwe area .

.KAKWENZIRE:

Who found the body?

.KAWUMA:

I d9 not exactly remember. What used to happen in those days, there
were -and I suspect there must have been - Government bad-doers.
What did they call them then? Informers of the Government, who
knew or who must have taken part in the killing; went around and said
to individuals, if you give me so much money, I will tell you where
the body is;' and give me twenty thousand, I will lead you where the
body is;' and he said, 'Oh.' in fact, he said, 'I will take you and I
will lead you to a man who knows where the body is;'_and, when you
get there, he may want another twenty thousand, after which he said,
'We think, it may be there;' and he runs away and you find that the
body was there. I think, may be, that is how it was found.

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

.
h
tarted your evidence, and you were talking
Now, Bishop, w en you s
. . . .
• ed Luwero
about disturbing the territorial Junsd1ct1on, you menuon
?
.
I L
Triangle do you have churches under you.
Triangle.
n uwero
•
th'nk there were about 40 to 45
Oh, yes, several churches: I :a \h~rches' I mean 'parishes'; but
churches altogether· When
y

1977

then there are many smaller churches, what we call congregatio
ns or
daughter churches.
COUNSEL:

Now, during the period this area assumed the name 'Lu
. .
. h
Wero
Tnangle', did you visit your chnsuans
m
t e area.?

KAWUMA:

At the begmning, w~en t~e troubles were beginning we paid visitsto
some of the areas with Bishop Nsubuga;
. and we hard
. several ston·es
of fear that was taking place. And , as time went on, 1t became harde
and harder to visit the areas; in fact, eventually, we were advisedn r
m
to visit any more because •1t was too dangerous.

COUNSEL:
KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:
KAWUMA:

Did you get reports about your - the people there?
Yes, now and again, you could get a man or a woman who had
escaped through a soldier's attack and he would come running and
give a story of what happened. He could say "we are running. They
came at night or during the day and my wife was in the garden and 1
was in the compound, and when the soldiers arrived, my wife and
children ran one way and I ran another; and I have been in the jungle
for two or three or one month, and I have just appeared into Kampala
to tell you what happened. I do not know where my children are
whether they are alive or not. I do not know." Some times one told
you, 'We were running together. My friend was shot. He fell dead.
I fell down as if I was dead. I crawled into the jungle and here I am."
So we did receive news but through people who had been in
hardships.
So yourself you did not witness any atrocities in the area?
No because I was not living there. I did not see them personally,
apart from, on the way to Luwero, you could see people being
mistreated at road blocks. That is all. And, of course, one of the
things that we saw, for a long time when the beginning was being
made, were army lorries, full of people's property: beds, blankets,
chairs, anything of the household you could think of; lorries were full
of them, taking them to the barracks, either at the Lubiri and so on;
and bicycles just lorries and lorries; open robbery and you knew
people had died. And even if you saw a lorry with your own bed on,
the best thing you would do was to keep quiet.

COUNSEL:

Now after the war, have you been able to visit your parishes in the
area?

KAWUMA:

Yes I have. Probably there is one incident I have remembered which
might interest you, that was when my car was stolen at gun-point. I
was travelling on Masaka Road from 11 miles at a place called Nsangi
and some men followed me; and they overtook me and parked in front
of me in the midst of the road and they said, 'Kawuma, get out of the
car.' Th~n a man in front came out with a big gun. He said, 'Get out
the car. ' I got out and, before, I knew, I was surrounded by four other
men, one with a pistol one side, another one with a pistol in the back.
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The man With th b.
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money came and say -B· h • Aod you heard people who wanted
that garage in Bomb~ Bais oksp,
we saw your car being dismantled in
• ,
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Let u
•
gomg.
Fortunately I·nsu
•
s go. And I said - I am not
ranee gave
'
another one. But those
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• e could see h.
b ·
.
men. He should not hav th
Is car emg dnven by army
would be dead.
e e strength to say, 'That is my car,' or he
DR. LUYOMBY A:

KAWUMA:

About what time was this car taken.?
The car was taken in 1978. Back to your question.

COUNSEL:

Ye~, my question was, after the war, have you been able to visit the
parishes and what have you found out?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I have been able to visit parishes; in fact, I go to Luwero, at
least, about two or three times a month. And it has been very sad to
see what happened: First, you would realize the number of people that
was killed by the presence of the many skeletons and bon'es which
were picked up at random everywhere you went; and also the
destruction of property and houses. There are many good homes I
had visited before as bishop; where, when you go back, were
demolished and on the ground and the area overgrown by grass. And
I have seen those who remained alive and happened to go back, living
in grass houses, the sort of houses that were built when people go to
"okwaabya olumbe," and they are living there, men and women who
had good homes. And probably more depressing is, when you talk~~
people at random and you say, 'Tell me what has happened to you.
He says, - I used to live here. My husband was m~dered. I have
seven children• I am trying to make twwo ends meet . One day I was
driving down ~o Luwero and I stopped to give. a lift to a woman,aln?t
.
knowmg
w h o sh e was. She said • -Look ' praise God for renewh · m
?'
• peace now. • "Now how did you go throug It. f
t
•
n
There
1s
t h e na I~ •
.
'bl
I was at home preparing a meal o
- Oh, Bishop, it was tern e.
d they said I was hiding bandits,
orridge
and
the
soldiers
came
an
. ' I ' .d -I did not know
P
"ld
ust be bandits.
sai ,
and that my c~I ' ren m ld. rs took the boiling porridge and poured
anything about it. The so ie
d .
my hand.' and when she
d d poure 1t on
,
•
h
irwt; put it on my ea an
d. and you knew what story she
1
pulled out the hand, it was all paras~:e ;as alive. And then she said,
has behind her. She was luc~j d by the soldiers and the other one I
'later on one of my son~ ~a~h~s: are the kind of stories that you fmd
do not know yet where is •
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everywhere; but the good thing is that they wear happy face
unless you ask, you may think, they have not suffered. ~~/ nd ,
suffering was terrible.
the
AG.CHAU:

COUNSEL:

KAWUMA:

COUNSEL:

Now earlier when you were giving us your C.V., you said that
worked in Nairobi in charge of Refugees in Africa. How have You
found the treatment of refugees in Uganda by Uganda authorities? You
Well, I think, of all the countries I visited where refugees are bein
accommodated, I think, RUganda,s treatment was best of all. Becaus!
here, on the streets of Kampala, you can never tell who a refugee i
After you have been to the Refugees High Commissioner's Offic:~
here near the Uganda Bookshop, when they get out, they look like the
rest of Ugandans; and you can never notice. And when you walk
around in the church they do not say, 'There is a refugee. That man
is -' you do not. They do not talk about it. They come and mix. I
think Ugandan society is so welcoming that you can get lost into it.
In other African countries where I have visited, refugees are very
conspicuous. They live in tWheir own houses and they look very
miserable people. Many of our refugees were from Rwanda and
certainly those have mixed very well and one hopes that eventually
they will disappear into the Ugandans and forget about their being
refugees. The others are Sudanese who were here for a long time
before the Southern Sudan was settled; and again, I think, they
received much more better treatment than other people. At the
moment, I think, it is mainly Ugandans and a few Ethiopians. But, I
think, on the whole, our treatment of them is good. It is not so much
what the Government does but what society - our society - accepts
strangers in their midst.

KAWUMP
AG. CHA'
MR NAC

KAWUlv
MR. NA

KAWU
MR.N

Now what would you say about the outcry that came with Rwandese
refugees from Western Uganda? Did you investigate this outcry?
K.AW{

KAWUMA:

Not strictly, but I know there were some problems there, of the way
they were looked after; and certainly that happened when you have got
strangers in one place being looked after by other people. You get
atrocities taking place. But I could not comment on that in detail
because I did not follow it in a very detailed way.

COUNSEL:

Now some evidence has been given here that churches here have been
changing attitudes to atrocities committed by the agencies of
Government, depending on who is in control. Do you agree with
that?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I think, we began to lose a sense of justice gradually, I think,
until you only become just if the man concerned is not your friend;
then you follow the legal implication of what is done. But, if he is
your friend, you find a way of getting him out of trouble. And, I
think, that has been our trend. Because society was going to that
degraded stage. I think, we have been behaving like that. Probably
here I could say the tendency is to talk about the leaders; but, I _thi~.
it is the Uganda society on the whole that had lost a sense of JUSUce
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because we came to a stage when we d'd
i not expect any more

G. cHA1RMAN:
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Okay.

J,.G, CHAIRMAN:

We often start with Cornrniss1oner
•
Nagenda.

MR NAGENDA:

Thank you Acting Chairman I ·11b
much, bishop, for coming ~o ta7~ toe delight~. 1:1ank you very
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Right.

MR.NAGENDA.

N?; l~

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

No~ was i~ the very short notice with which they were thrown out
which~specially concerned you; or are you saying that Asians should
not have been asked - non-citizen Asians should not have been asked to leave our country?

mej~st get some points clarified, please, if I may to start
wi . o~ t eel about the h~ty departure and the enforced departure
of the Asians and made some mteresting remarks about how this in a
wa~' rea~ly sho"'.ed f~rward what we are going to go through - ~ le
taking tlungs which did not belong to them.
P P

andese
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he way
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It is the inhuman way that they were thrown out because, I think, the
Government and the people of Uganda believed that those who were
not here as citizens and were taking many opportunities that would
have belonged to the nationals and were not - as far as in those days,
one could tell - deeply interested in ~tional building; because, I think,
quite a number of them were not/nationally interested; they were
interested in themselves and they amassed money here and sent it
outside; and they worked on not a strong Government here only to
bank their money in their own countries. I think those, if the nation
was to develop, had to eventually go. And, I think, the Government
had to study the policy of gradually a-skingthem to go. I think,_what
was wrong with the move was that it was done too suddenly, without
arrangement, abruptly and brought a lot of suffering and did not
consider human life and their property.

MR.NAGENDA:

you see, for .me, I am very interested that yo~ cl\Oseto start with th~
- people obtained things which did not belong to them,
year 1972
k
1 ten years when
because, for some of us, you could g~ babe nearTy - started taking
11him unless he is O ote wo
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•
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this away physically from people an a so cu
•
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that, in fact, the trend had started much earlier?
K.AWUMA:

Asian incident is out b
Yes, Sorry probably,. in my mind, the
& h
ecause1
1or t ree years and probabl
had been living outside the country
• so that p~nod
· in history Y
thre
years before that I had been studymg;
I kno;
oing down. But I personally saw this as the more
was a g
h h I I
marked
beginning in my own life, althoug ' w en oo~ed at it historicau
and from what the Nation has gone through: I thmk, the whole treny
f degradation began when Obote declared hunself President and d
o
• •
d h
th
h .
When
he suspended the Const1tut10n an w en . roug It he abolished
hereditary rulers like kings and so on. I thmk, that was numbe
0
in the going down of the Nation - where I do think we have n;t y:~
recovered from.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you. And then you talked quite graphically about pe
1
• they were not entit·1de , whieh they had t ..ope
driving big cars to which
i.
• d I
\.Cll\.en
over; and you said the trend contmue . ~uppose ~ou would include
in this trend people who gave themselves big plantations and ran them
without being entitled to them. Would that be so?

KAWUMA:

That is true. Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

you said that the churches - and I just want, at the moment, to deal
generally with this question because I will come back to it more
particular:ly; but you said that the churches - did their best, speaking
their minds. Now I noticed a witness we had three or four days
before - my friend Mr. Kyemba - in his audience; and he actuallywas
of the opinion that, apart from the Catholic Church and one or two
other people he mentioned - and I am glad to say that you are one of
them - that, in fact, the Churches did very badly in this way, that they
hardly spoke their minds at all; that they have very weak leadership.
What do you say to that?

KAWUMA:

I think that comment may be right up to a point and probably not quite
right at other points. I think, the Anglican Church gave as much
leadership as were able to give at that time. The nature of the
Anglican Church probably is different from the nature of the Catholic
Church in that the Anglican Church from the Reformation is knownto
be the Protestant Church 'Protestant' means somebody who says 'no',
where he thinks things are wrong. And our churches - the Protestant
Churches - are made of men and women who are protesters; they
protest on anything they suspect may be wrong. So, if you have got a
House of Bishops who are Anglicans, you have got 20 protesters there
who are bishops. On the other hand - probably, on the better side of
it -when you have got 20 Roman Catholics, you have got 20 bishops
who are tied together by promise and dedication into one body; who,
even if they differ, will not differ into the public as differing people.
They will follow the one agreed trend - and I may be misquoting them
here; they will follow the agreed trend -as an official church. It is not
t~e same wit~ the Anglican Church. If there are 20 bisho~ an\~
disagree, I will not say, 'because 20 bishops say so, I agree · 1 wi
go out and say, 'I - Bishop Kawuma, I disagree with what you are
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saying. 1 do not think . . . .
tl_1cologicalacumen
It is n~ht'. And bcca
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ir own
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• hop or that
mister
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. or the Presi"dent and e1ngin deep friendship
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person 1s very fai •
so on. And unless that
?Y his own personal inclination :-minded, he can easily be overtaken
if you met as a body he c Id n~ forget the rest of the others S
l• f •
'
OU
easily "d ·
· 0,
us. nend or_ his brother. All I am s; e. with t~e man either who is
easI)y committed among th A .
aymg, this weakness is more
Roman Catholic Church.
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MR NAGENDA:

Therefore, would you say . "
.
•
, m 1act, I will com b k
two names ma minute. But
Id
e ac to may be one or
atrocities that were committe;~u you therefore say that vis-a-viz the
the Catholics because of th y our Government, for over 20 years
contributed more towards figh/ whay you have described actually
mg t e wrongs?

KAWUMA:

I think I would agree that the Catholic Ch

h
t
1
h
•
•
urc
up much. more
s rong y w en atrocities were committed and m stood
f
he
h t th c hO 1•
any unes we waited to
ar w ~
e at ic Church was going to say. Also the Catholic
C~urch is much more known internationally because what the Catholic
Bishops here say the Catholic Bishops in Kenya will support and
above all, ~rom Rome - from the Pope -they have got the theologicai
understanding of oneness which we do not have. A Bishop in Uganda
may not care a bit what the Archbishop of Canterbury says; those are
his own opinions and I am a Bishop in Kampala or a Bishop in
Namirembe Diocese, this is my opinion, let London say what he says
but I do not care except a few things where I feel we are bound
together. • I think it is the theological understanding of our basis that
you need to take into account.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said that occasionally the closeness with which your own Bishops
might be to leaders leads them astray and with that in mind, I would
like to go back to this Namugongo question.
You said that
Archbishop Okoth was out of the country when these atrocities took
place to one of the most holy places of all re~igions - of the three
religions anyway _ that you quite properly sent him a message.

y
a

KAWUMA:

Bishop Nsubuga did.

e

MR.NAGENDA:
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•
hat he was going to do because
Yes, Bishop Nsubuga d1~ to sa~b~ ho to tell him about this thing
Bishop Nsubuga was Actmg Arc is Amp,I right or did I hear vou
oing to do.
.
and what you were g
form this Archbishop?
correctly say that there was no response

KAWUMA:

There was no official response from him.

MR.NAGENDA:

He did not answer your messag

KAWUMA:

No, not from America to start with - Yes.
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e in other words?

1R. 'AGENDA:

KAWUMA:

Is this not somethingvery shock.Ingthat the leader of his flock on such
a terrible thing which you have described to us here. which has got
tears, certainly to my eyes, that there was no response and, of course,
the public response is what we are looking for because you are a
public person, was this not shocking?
It was shocking from the outside. Probably I would say humanly I
speak as a leader, not having known in details what was taking place,
he may have been rightly hesitant to send a telegram from outside into
the country saying anything and probably to me it would have been
wise to wait and find out when he gets home - it was not very long
when he was outside.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, Bishop, he waited and came back. Again I asked you a
question of what did he do when you showed him the message which
you had sent to the Government, what did he do then?

KAWUMA:

When Bishop Nsubuga and I spoke to him he was personally sorry.
That is all that I remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

You actually said something quite graphic. You said anybody who
touches the Christian faith does so at his own peril. I took that to
mean somebody from outside the christian church but I personally
cannot see the christian church being touched from the inside. Would
you say that anybody who touches the christian faith also from the
inside does so at his own peril?

KAWUMA:

I think whoever touches the christian faith does so at his own peril,
whether from inside or from outside. In fact, if I attack the Christian
Church from inside as Bishop, I am more dangerous to the Church,
the Christian faith, than anybody from outside and so the
consequences to myself and to my followers.

MR. NAGENDA:

I hope the whole world listens to that sentence. On two or three
occasions actually all the Religious ·Leaders got together to attack the
iniquities of a system, when was this?

KAWUMA:

One was when Janan was killed, when all went together to Nile
Mansions to be questioned and also under the Government of the
former President Dr. Obote. We did and then got together to present
our protest about what was happening especially when things were
getting worse in Luwero and people were being killed. 1-remember
we went together as leaders to talk to the Government and we
compelled them that, please, do talk to the people fighting because too
many people have been killed. I remember one day I was - I do not
know why - but I think I was asked to speak about this point and
Bishop W esonga and I mentioned that there should be talk between the
Government and the outside fighting powers and I remember Dr.
Obote lost his temper and looking rather furious that anybody could
have ever suggested to talk and discuss things with bandits. And when
you think of the number of lives that would have been saved if they
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had talked to them

~tf~. l,

GE 'DA:

KA WU.MA:

.
• you wish they had listened.
Perhaps this may be
•
my next q
·
leaders. certainly Obote and A U~Shon. Did you ever feel that these
but also you have ment· d min as the people you have mentioned
ione the v· p •
at one •stage• '"as
eXtrcmely i
ice resident
n
'
. Paul Muwanga who'
people actually paid an
mportant. Did you think that these
you talked?
y attention to the Churches, did they care what
I would think beginning . h A . .
cared or not· 1
wit min, it is difficult to know whether he
actions he di • n some moments we thought he did but from the
d not actually show he really deeply did I think he was
b ent to eventual
destru t •
f
. .
•
• t he end With cOb
ion ° •the chnstlanity ' I think' it could have
been m
•
himself
was a •christ·a
fote,
A 1t-was even more difficult because he '
1
• • •
n o ng11can Church and when you spoke to
him m a group he looked many times very sympathetic listening
concerned ~nd wishing he could do better but I think at o~r meeting:
when the Bishops went to see him he confessed that the situation was
b~yond his control and if I could quote him, I remember the incident I
thmk at one time he said when they had stolen a bomber, one of these
tankers from the Barracks and burnt it on the way to Bomba, he said
that it was found out that the men who did that were from his own
army and discussing that he said he believed that within his own army
there were men who were beyond his control who hold guns but who
are not on his master roll and whom he feeds and so on and he does
not know what they are. In other words, it came to a point when
Obote himself was President but he was no longer able to be in
control because of the indiscipline which he himself initiated when he
began his regime.

MR. NAGENDA:

But we got a distinguished gentleman who was a Permanent Sec~e~~ry
who is called Mr. Ekochu, who said that because the respons1b1h~y
has to end up with the person in charge and if your Cler~y m
Namirembe Diocese behaves very badly in the end, you are gom_g_
to
be responsible for it because you are the person who is in the position
to discipline, is that not so?

KAWUMA:

I feel that very strongly and I agree with ~ou bu_tonly up to a pdoint
and I think this is where all Ugandans. mcludmg myself ~t~nh.:
•nk we all went down m our standards an
t 1
blame; because I th1 .
t Lutwa and others as scapegoat and
many times we use Amm, <?bo e, . ·t way all responsible because
•
way m a maJon Y
,
we forget we are m a
'
.
t Amin could not have got to
all fellow Ugandans have been dt!fer;:~unity
to follow. If Obote in
where he did, but he fou~d ahr~ i nd a community that had deeply
his coming the second time ~d o; have allowed that regime and
learnt from Amin, they wou hn d"d but we all began to comply.
undisciplined army to do what.; e~u ispeak too loudly they will not
We wanted foreign currenc~•b;a;e these things because when you do
give you trade, so you do no
So we did that and we got money and
they will not sign your cheque.
to blame, that we are the creators
•
nk
we
are
more
·
that we
what have you. I th I
had and if we continue to be Just
,
of the leaders that we have
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will never huild O good nation. I thmk we share the blame. It Illy
clergy becamt• a drunkard tomorrow he~ausc I wa~ n drnnkartl, I
would say you hnvc got the wrong type of clcr~y• It I began to he a
drunkard I would like the clergy to say that, Bishop, unless you stop
Jrinking tomorrow you will not be our Bishop then you got a right
clergy. If I drink and you drink then we are hoth to blame.
MR

1' \GI ND.\:

l\AWUMA:

Funny enough I was going to ask you that question. Arc there
facilities in the Anglican Church for getting rid of leaders who arc
hanning christianity'l
Yes there are. For Bishops, you get two-thirds of the House of
Bisl;ops voting and say you must get out and ofl you. go •. Por the
dioceses, if a diocesan synod said, we do not want this Bishop any
more, and two-thirds vote, they write to the Archbishop he has got to
act.

MR NAGENDA:

What about people who are bigger than Bishops? The Archbishops
can also be got rid of?

KAWUMA:

Yes. The Archbishop is a servant of the whole church through the
Provincial Synod. If the Provincial Synod said, we do not want the
Archbishop any more, two-thirds vote then we get rid of him.

KAWUM

MR. NA

KAWU

MR.N
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MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:

So, in fact, the synods get the people they deserve? What about
Muwanga? When you went to see him about Namugongo affair, you
told us about Amin and Obote, what about Muwanga, what did he say
when you told him what you had seen?
I think one thing I noticed about Muwanga as a leader, he always very
strongly stood behind his soldiers as their leader he never let them
down. When we told him about Namugongo, he said, "I trust my
soldiers they could not have done anything that is beyond control, but
I will investigate." And I think as a leader he was saying, if I said
they are awful, this bishop will go and say even Muwanga says you
are awful. so I think as a leader, he was protecting the men that he
led. I do not know what he said to them when he met them in private
whether he ever said to them that you really did bad, you should not
do it again. Some leaders have got a way of covering the people they
lead until they see them privately.
But am I right in saying that he actually said something more that
actually you were lucky he was there otherwise they would have
finished everybody. Did he not say this to you?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I think he implied that, trying to show, I think, to protect his
soldiers that if he had been the leader probably it would have been
worse, saying my men are more disciplined than you think.

MR. NAGENDA:

Oh! more disciplined than he 1s because he would have finished the
whole bunch? That seems to me I must say one of the most callous
statements that I have ever heard of and that the Vice-President
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. • though that even when you come
was able to play you off e 1g1ousLeaders that either Amin or Obote

Slatements that you put O ote ~~other• because one of the most famous
Obote II was Worse than~ V.:ich ac~uallywas to say, at one stage that
your colleagues went b kmm, 1 believe quite soon after that some of
on h
ac and said th t
•
... w en again they were fri hte
a no, w~ never said this and so
is It true?
g ned by the Vice-President Muwanga,
J,..\WUMA:

I do n~t ~emember that strictl .111
.
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about md1vidual prote t
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detail but agam as I have told you
some people could hs ant religious, an attachment to freedom this
.
ave attachment t0 h
h
,
sometimes may have closed h . . .
1m t an others which
t eu v1s1onto what was going on.

MR. NAGENDA:

I was also thinking in th •
that they were very uict:~ga rd of Moslems, my understanding was
they went back on w1at th henth~y wen~ t~ckled by Government that
ey ad signed, 1s 1ttrue?

KAWUMA:

At the death of Janan?

MR. NAGENDA·

Yes.

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think it was later.

KAWUMA:

I think wh~t the Commissioner is trying to say is a statement which
was made m 1982 and was signed by the Cardinal, the Archbishop of
th~ Church of Uganda and the Sheik Mufti, eventually some people
withdrew from what was said. It is a famous statement which was
saying "Uganda is bleeding to death" in 1982.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

KAWUMA:

Well, they withdrew, I have never found out why they did - I have
never had the opportunity to ....

MR. NAGENDA:

Surely, you were not forced to sign the original statement.

KAWUMA:

There was no force, it was by agreement.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, let me continue with clarification please. You said at one stage
that during Amin's time they would come and kill somebody, you
mentioned Mr. Henry Lugolobi and yet his wife was left in the house
and the other house was also not touched and I also remember the case
of Mr. Kalimuzo. Are you saying that this was an essential difference
between President Amin and President Obote?

KAWUMA:

I think it is a great difference especially Obot~ ~I, .and I th~nk the
.
Am'n as he was he had d1sc1phne. I thmk the
1
difference comes,
'
• ,
d Ami
British order of discipline carried on int? Amm s struc~re an d ~
knew who was who and what he was domg and where e was an a
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• 1 , 1 6 mkcn, 1hcy all said, yes Dwana. Hut Wh. .
soldiers once ;\mm l,ll_ r they lost the line of command anct chn
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regime of terror?

KAWUMA:

if it has b,.
..
When you eaIll -1 •a policy • it can only be
. a policy
d
~n
• P ar 1mm
• ent and passed and. written . own. But if it had
debated m
•
y
become a po I1c , 1•1 was a hidden pohcy. But 1t was clear .to rne, .It
sprang more Out of an •army that lack oneness.
h d It was. armies With'
In
•
hear
it
rumoured
that
when
a
man
1
armies.
.
h a ad 1eadmg positionhe
used to go home and recruit all his nep ews a~ so on, give them
guns without the top man in government knowmg. So there were
many men with armies within the Uganda Army. And what happens
whoever you are, you cannot control :Whatgoes on, whether policy or
not, I think atrocities went on and with also the great love of money
that had developed.

MR. NAGENDA:

But have you ever had an opportunity to look at some of the lJPC
points, that is when UPC came back to power in 1980? Have you
ever had a chance to look at some of their policy background?

KAWUMA:

Yes, I do not know which one you are referring to particularly.

MR. NAGENDA:

I was wondering whether you wanted to show that there might have
been an implied terror to curb the population?

KAWUMA:

I think publicly, as government they were careful not to say they were
going to do this.
But as I said because of the chaos of the
administration, anything began to happen and probably the worst
could have happened if they were not t~en out of power.

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:
MR. NAGENDA:
KAWUMA:

You talked to us at one stage about choosing as your Archbishop,
Bishop Wani?
Yes.
Why specifically Archbishop Wani at that time?
Then I was Assistant Bishop and W ani was one of the most senior
bishops as Bishop of West Nile and Madi and the Bishops with due
consideration probably found he was the man that could lead the
church in the circumstances that we were in soon after Janan had been
killed, and I do not know what controlled everyone's mind, they
certainly had a great fear of being bounced on straight. And when they
looked around to look for a man who could stand in the times as they
were, W ani stood up to be the man and certainly I think on the whole.
he did very well.
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c aesar let them bei e t 1erc 1s a rme. wh'tch says "Those that helong

would seem to imply tong
to Caesar and those to God to God" which
0
me that
' really mix
. the
two and what you
. the cIiurch should never
arc saying I th· k .
h
c osen because he wa. M . '
m , 1s that he was expediently
Amin. Then later w~ a adi and he could deal with Field Marshal
Leaders. Do you thint~h~h~ _leaders c~angcd, so did the Christian
t11ingto do?
IS is a very dishonourable, indeed ungodly
KAWUMA:
It

n

If that was all that governed h .
' . .
but I think it was more than that.
t e Bishops mmd 1t would have been evil

MR. NAGENDA:

You see we are here not
but we learn from you.
on1Y to hear what you have to say Bishop,

KAWUMA:

That is right.

e

MR NAGENDA:
If you are telling us that Wani was chosen at that time because he
c~uld do other jobs and I will not mention any other name because I
might be thought to have something against him, but should you not
say th~t there has been a tendency that the Church actually said let us
put this man m because he will deal with that, is that really true?
KAWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

Not whole truth.. I think that among the considerations could have
been one of the things that led the electorate to think. But if it was the
only thing, it could not have worked. Wani was a man who had
proved he was an old man, a man of experience, a truly committed
man to Jesus Christ as far as I know from his family and
surroundings, a man who grew up into the revival of East Africa and
he had a commitment to Christ which was not superficial although he
happened to be from West Nile and Madi, and if they had left him out
because he was from West Nile and Madi and probably distantly
related to Idi Amin, then the Church again would have been wrong.
You see, you yourself have been quite frank and you have said for
instance, that when Amin started closing down certain churches. the
bigger churches kept silent because they thought these_pe~ple h~d been
stealing their sheep. This should seem to be well m lme with that
Ugandan quality attached of people trying to grab as ~u_ch as they can
including sheep. Would you say that this ungodly activity 1s n?w less
than it used to be? In your view, the Churches started wllh the
improvement in our political situation?
Yes all the Churches that were banned have come bac~; in fact with
'
•
th an ever before • I think the more estahhshed.· churches
g reater
vigour
. . h
• they are a power to reckon \\ 1th. at t .e
b ginning to rea l1se
are. e_
h
hou ht - at least, the established churches thought if
begmmng t ey t
g.
ore strongly these churches would die off
they were elected a _httle m and this is' clear that these churches have
and the churches stnve :~\
know many of them personally are V~f)'
come and come to stay
. h. their own congregations. and I thmk
good established churches, wit m
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the Church, at least the Church of Uganda, is trying t? see how they
can relate. In fact, at our Christian Joint Counctl with Roman
Catholics, Anglicans and Orthodox, one of the points _wehave raised
was how we are going to relate with the newly establ~she~churches.
So there 1s a longing and recently we have been me:tmg m Kampala
on Namirembe Diocese with the Churches that are different so that to
see how we can work together.
MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:

This working together presumably would also extend to non-christian
faith, I see there are a lot of moslems downstairs and _Isaw you going
there talking to them because earlier, I was very worned when I asked
the question of Christianity and you said that Christianity was the only
way that you knew of going to God which would seem to exclude
enormous amount of human beings, Chinese, Indians and so on, and
personally I worry I do not know whether some of our problems in
this country have sprung from this division of people by religion,
which has given a chance to the dictators to really work better. Do
you think this is a true statement? Do you think the fact that you as
christians are now talking to other christians, but presumably not in
the same way to say Moslems that this had actually helped
dictatorship?
I think there is a way in which you can talk to other christians more
closely and more ultimately than you can talk to people who do not
believe in Jesus Christ. It is just imperative that the difference is
there. But also as christians, we have got a responsibility of love
because love knows no boundaries and Jesus Christ in his teaching, he
dwelt much on love and all his teaching is based on love; but he
specifically says "I am the way, the truth and the life". So you stand
in him and you begin to love other people and if you love them
intimately as a Christian, you come to the way because there is no
other way you can love them better. If I love them and I do not
persuade them to come to the way, my love would be half-half.
This will presumably go the Buddhists if they love you very much
they might try to take you to a different direction.

KAWUMA:

Well, but I agree with you and certainly we are developing
conversation or dialogue with many of them; I have got many moslem
friends and we talk at length but still I long and I wish they had
become christians.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now we go to the three men that you met with the Vice-President
when you talk about N amugongo.

COMMISSIONER:

They were four.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, they were four including the Vice-President, the others were; one
was Otai, I will not bother about him for today. The other one was
Captain Edward Otim, I will not bother about him I have never heard
of him, but the other one was Professor Sebuwufu.
What was
Professor Sebuwufu doing in this Company?
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}{ WllMA:
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KAWUMA:

I think he

was at that t •
irne a Minister.
Information. I
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you very much for that. That is why he was
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MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KAWUMA:

He was a Member
.
neighbouring Namugongo.
of Parliament in-charge of a constituency
I see, so he came as

.
a neighbour of Namugongo? It could have been.
Actually the actual Member of
.
.
the late John Sank o.
Parliament for this constituency was
But was Sonko then dead d h .
come?
an t at is why they called his neighbour to
No, he was not dead yet.
Did it surprise you to find Peter Sebuwufu there?
Well, the Vice-President wanted him to be there and he was there and
I think as a member of the ruling party and he was an MP so I was
not surprised.
•
Was he helpful to you in fact, was his presence there of any help to
you?
There was not much chance of anybody in the group saying anything.
it was an explanation. So we were only there to hear the explanation
being given.
Would you say that the way he looked was very sorrowful? Actually
it is a very unfair question, Bishop, I think I will ask Peter Sebuwufu
that when he comes here. A press release was given Exhibit No.34 by
Vice-President Muwanga about how those who were responsible
would be apprehended and that the pilgrimage could go 3.l1ead. First
of all, my friend the Acting Chairman who kno~s Muwa~ga better
than I do has seen his writing materials says that th~s was ':rmen on a
very shady piece of paper, did he give you the _1mpress1onthat_ he
rea 11
y care d at all about this Namugongo affair or he was JUSt
dismissing you?
h.
about Muwanga as a leader, because
Again, this was a stra~ge t mgre going wrong. we. with Bishop
many times when th~~gs :e one thing you could say about him is
Nsubuga, went to see 17 an_
sick· Muwanga could see you and
the accessibility' busy' . s eepmg:
for that I give him credit. And
could talk to you and give you time,
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so we felt that things were not very bad but at least, we had a man
rnther who could listen and once you have poured out your problems,
you knew somebody had heard about them and would speak and act
ahout them to the other powers, at least, that much Muwanga showed
care and so he was a man you could easily go to and talk to. What
amazed me was that may be again this was beyond his control, you
talked and he listened and he was ready to act hut things did not get
any better.
MR. NAGENDA:

They did not get any better?

KAWUMA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

In fact, on that occasion he actually said he would have behaved in a
much stronger way than his lieutenants, but were some people
apprehended as he promised? What happened after Narnugongo?

KAWUMA:

There was news on the radio that somebody had been arrested but that
is all, we did not hear any more.

MR. N
KAW

MR.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did the pilgrimage go ahead?

KA

KAWUMA:

Yes, it did and in fact, that is why I said that Ugandan christians after
they have been killed, we received a bigger population from all over
Uganda who came to the pilgrimage at that time than ever before.
Well, they were not put off, in fact, their fire lit even more brightly.

MR.

MR. NAGENDA:

You talked about the refugees in Uganda being in a better situation
than other places and you described very well how people do not point
them out when they see them they do not. You started off in Kenya,
did you not?

KAWUMA:

Kenya was just the Headquarters where I worked, co-ordinating all
churches in Africa who belong to all African Conference of Churches.

MR. NAGENDA:

We have recently heard of a very bad ill-treatment of Ugandans in
Kenya and I wondered whether you thought this was in keeping with
the way Kenya treated Ugandan refugees, for example?

KAWUMA:

In those days fortunately you hardly found a Ugandan refugee just
before Amin took over. If they went, they went as Ugandans who live
in Kenya and actually the relationship between Ugandans and Kenyans
was very good. We lived there with my friends for three years and
we never felt fighting because of our life or anything. I think it is a
pity that things have got a bit sour but I am sure, and I believe it must
be temporary because we need Kenya and Kenyans need us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, they need us and we need them. Lastly, Bishop, do you think as
a man of the Church and as a leader of your flock in Namirembe, and
therefore as somebody who has travelled quite a lot, do you think
Uganda today is better than it was in the years behind us?
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MR NAGENDA:

What_would you call somebod wh
.
.
than 1t had been would
Y . 0 said that m fact, Uganda is worse
'
you call him a liar?

KAWUMA:

He would not be telling the truth.

MR NAGENDA:

He would be a liar?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

:~~Id this be explained if this was a man, who dressed in the same
o ~s as you do as the protestant ethic, that never agree with each
oth er.

KAWUMA:

No, I think there is truth. Truth is truth whether you are an Anglican,
Mosle!11or pagan, truth is truth. If you come to Kampala today and
came m there one and half years ago and even a blind man could tell
Kampala is better, is more peaceful. If he had said in Northern
Uganda where his diocese is probably, if somebody had said things
are not peaceful there because there is war, I would have agreed with
him and that is why I long that even there, the peace that we are
experiencing in Kampala and the greater part of Uganda we have
experienced that. But to say the whole of Uganda is worse than it
was, I think it is not true.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think I am going to make a statement my be it is a question if I may.
but I think what might be worrying a lot of ordinary human beings _in
this country especially if they are christians, is that you go to a pomt
as again Mr. Kyemba put it, you go to a place like Luwero where the
suffering has been so fantastic and people of your calib~e and even
hi her say nothing for reasons which you have explamed to . us.
be~ause they are very friendly with this system. Then others ~o v.hen
. t in to become better and say the country is worse

o'!

but that
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E
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.
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That is not o ey talk about better the to what it has been. Some
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were and wand we compare how Go~a~1sonhas always been and will
. .
. e need to be grateful
as moved us from where we
it ~ a pity that in Northern U and uphold that the whole of Uganda
~ they are still fighting g~da people have not welcomed pea~
gandans dying for any rea~o e would hate to continue to see
peace to be spread and we a· n. We want peace. We would like that
it evenly throughout the
re praying that God finds a way or spread
country.
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n11sundcrstood. it is better for a man w 11~m you are speaking against
,
it· and for the future of your nation and I would long th
,
lOr ) ourse ,
at we
stand more in that position to speak the truth regardless of Who is
distorting it.
MR. NAGENDA:

1 hope this message would get very wide publicity, I think you are
right, Bishop.

KAKWENZIRE:

Bishop, you told the Con~~ission and I was glad to note that you are a
student of history and pohucs and theology.

COMMISSIONER:

It is the other way round.

KAKWENZIRE:

KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

Well, that is the area I was interested in, the politics and history
because I want us to address ourselves to Church and politics. Our
work is not only to observe what happened, who killed who, who
violated who; we are also trying to find out where we went wrong and
contributing forces that made it possible for people to violate human
rights with such impunity and as a teacher of history, the Church has
come in with lots of text books, the churches and the way they have
carried on in our past, the way they have been used as polarisationof
politics and the way they have perpetuated divisions rather than
forging unity. I would like you to comment on where you think the
church might have contributed towards our tragic history. I do not
know if I have been understood.
That is quite a wide question. Contribution is quite needed. I think
the Church would have helped greatly if we had been behaving m
unity but we acted separately in small groups trying to defend our own
interests as churches or as denominations. I think that is the greatest
weakness we ever had. Secondly, the Church, provided that particular
church was not under oppression, tended to keep quiet and not to sa)
out what was going wrong. So I think that is self interest. Further
still, the Church has not educated its followers in the proper political
behaviour. We have preached the Gospel but when it came to politics
we did not apply it. After a long time when politics began here at the
time of Independence, the Churches attitude was that politics is e,il.
keep out you cannot become a politician and a christian life and part
of one's life, if you have got a good politician, you have got a good
church and politicians are members of the church most of them. So.
if we had taken politics seriously in our sun11110,nsand talk to them
politically, probably we would have contributed better: but we tended
to shy away from politics especially the Anglican Church.
Bishop, 1 do not even want to adopt your view that you shied from
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KAWUMA:

KAK\VENZIRE:

KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

POiitics; on th
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participants
I think
holtcS, UPC Protestants?
those were I th. k
::t;rs
really and' I thi1:k ~~~~st:re good ~ervants but they are bad
ollowers used all sorts
ey came m, those who wanted to
beca~se you are an Anglicanofat~~to get followers, if I could win you
you m. If l could get , . because you are an Anglican I got
C~tholic and I needed a fe~o~omto UPC ~ecause you are a Roman
thmk the leader in politics d"dman Cat~ohcs to give us a push - but I
party by making it into reli i I not reah~e t?at he is ruining his own
be related but it mu t
g ous .- ?arty mclmed thing. I think it must
s not be rehg1ou I
•
from a narrow age you
v
.
s Y partisan, and that is difficult
'
ery easily go one way or the other.
I agree with you, but even I am
to be when you say th t
more so perturbed that it so continues
That is not somethin a you touch_christianity and you are finished.
the most unbel. . g to be taken hghtly and I think that is why even
and attending t~e~mg Presidents hop around churches attending this
the churches, :. o~~ even when de~p down they are not followers of
.
P mcip es • So you still remain a force and indeed I
b e 11eve you are a for
• my view,
.
'
.
ce and , m
you are going' to be the
instruments
of
change
N
d
.
• ow, o you have some plans - since you are
saymg you are moving closer to politics, and I agree with you, you
cannot s~ut your eyes to politics if you want to find a solution. Are
yo~ ?1ovmg now closer to realising that you are part and parcel of
politics and you are going to play a positive role in trying to find an
answer?
I think I would say, yes, especially in the Joint Christian Council of
the Roman Catholics, the Anglicans and Greek Orthodox and other
churches that will come in. I think we are moving there. In my own
Diocese, we are and we are grateful that, the administration of the
nation is coming closer through the village councils of the nine
people. I think in there you get to know the people who are singing
for you, sometimes they are members of the church, sometimes they
are lay readers, some are members of Mothers Union. So you feel
you can work with them on national projects. But for a long time
here, Government policies have been out of the blue and the ordinary
person has not participated. So the christian influence w~ how to get
in. For instance, when I have my Diocesan Council meetmg, I would
ask somebody who understands politics as it goes today,_t~ come and
t lk to the Council so that these can go back and say, this 1s what the
a
t ·
I think what the people need is to understand what
Goverrunen 1s.
d.
,
h G
runent policy is and be able to put it into the or mary man s
t e over nd th Church can help a lot in this if the Church
language a
e
. .
understands what the pohc1es are.
.
rch leadership over the past years has been
On Church leadership, chu ht was acceptable rather than wh~t you
subjected to what you th~ug I think if one would say' lookmg at
thought was the most smted.
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whom you are choosing ~a he your Ar_chbishop,if .you chose a •nan
•s closer
to the President or• whoh1shfromh'the same ethnic group
W I10 le
,
you are safe. I was just wonden~g w et er t 1s would have been th
cholce of Bishops. What I mean 1s, to b~ chosen an Archbishopw~
normally a decision by Bishops but has this been the consensus of the
christians you represented?
KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

KAWUMA:

When it becomes to Archbishop's choice, the Church has invested•1
authority into a collective body of Bishops. Before Bishops go in ~~
they behave properly, they are supposed to have l~stened to the:r
Diocesan people to see where and what they would l_1ke. When You
go in you do not just wake up and go to the Council and you ask
man 'whom you know, knows the attitude of your people and then y a
'
.
go with
that. That is why I beheve
that th c_B'1sh ops who wentou
to
choose the Archbishop, they must have done this.
Yes ' I am asking you to be very sincere
in the choice of some
. .
Archbishops, would it have been the chnstian consensus where the
christians are listening?
If the Bishops who represented the christians in Uganda, an
Archbishop in the past as they did, and the christians believe that the
Bishops carried their thinking then they must have done, I think the
christians when, whoever was elected was, did not protest, then•-you
take it for granted that they must have chosen the right Archbishop.
That is why I say that it is a collective responsibility if they had to say
"no", but for none of the Archbishops have they ever said no. So, we
take it that they are very happy. So you train your community to say
"no" if they mean no.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, not so often that we must say no in that language. I have
personally observed some Bishops who became partisans, people
whose political views clearly surfaced, you could tell this is a UPC or
a DP, as a Bishop in which case it would jeopardise the stability
among the people he leads if they do not share his political views. In
your church laid ethics, are Bishops supposed to be vividly political?

KAWUMA:

A Bishop is not supposed. There is no legislation but I think if
anybody did, Bishop Wani was very clear on that, he said Bishops are
not expected in his time to belong to any political party. They are
fathers of the people. Deep down they may like one way or the other
but principally, they have got to be fathers of everybody and that is
the line I follow. I love all political parties, I do not belong to any
and I do not hate them. I look at the policy and I say, I like that
policy better than that one but I do not have to align myself to any
policy and I think that would be and should be and I am sure we need
to be like a mother to a son, to get witnesses than· probably become
more inclined to one group than another.
And servants come
1
obviously _so in the public and it is a pity when that happens and
muSt adffilt when it happens, the Church is falling and that bishop
whoe~er he may be is failing his own church and his own nation. If
he tned one way or the other and probably that is where you as a
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community would
to0
come up and sa a· h
. much you arc bcin
a . Y' is op Kawuma, you are siding
Bish~p do not continue:,f:h rt,t~ and that will not help the Church,
glad if someone came to sa
at you better step down. I would he
me that.
Y' you have gone wrong to come and tell
KAKWENZIRE:
l

• If

KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

The newspapers becam
Church Leadership in e ve~ open when it came to attacking the
wealth; this is in parf P~rt,cular reference to their acquisition of
cannot recall off hand ~u ~r ref~rence to the Protestant Church. I
is getting far too rem~ ~\ rom time to time we hear of a bishop who
I think incidents havv rom the people he is supposed to represent.
spending much time i: acorn_e.to you that some bishops who are
cars There was
h cqumng wealth and driving Mercedes Benz
•
one w o was tt k d •
things happen and
a ac e m the newspapers. When such
a body of Bish ?come to your notice what do you do collectively as
ops.
When we meet as a H
f .
rebuke and . . .
ouse o 8 ishops, confidentially we comment and
cnttcise one another very deeply· and I know of meetings
we have had
•
. where we have seriously
talked' even to the people being
near sheddmg tears
because of the cnttc1sms
.. .
.
that have been given to
then:i. But agam, let me talk about this business like acquiring of
p~operty, I think, part of the problem is the system in that when a
b~shop or a clergyman is retired, he has got no provision to enable
hnn to get on ~fter retir_ement,he has got time, he puts one leg ..... he
puts one leg mto busmess to be able to live after he is retired!
Because you have been driving a car and when you retire the car is
gone; you have been living in a good diocesan house when the
diocese is gone there is no; you have been getting a salary ~d you get
a pension which is worth to pay one loaf of bread or two - that kind of
thing, and I think some of the bishops and clergy are tempted to want
to stand for themselves that churches that do not provide for their
bishops or their clergy at retirement seriously, I think also need to be
challenged to look into this more carefully because they drive the
bishops and the clergy into being more business minded. Because if I
retire tomorrow and I did not have a house and my shoe was tom and
there is no salary, you will meet me on the street of Kampala and say
"this Bishop is shaming us his shirt is even torn; what was he doing
when he was bishop? He did not even put any money aside!" I think
that there is that to be considered as well, but you can overdo it and
the overdoing of it is evil. Thank you.

Okay, on refugees you quite rightly said that Uganda society has been
very receptive to refugees, but I think what you would also have put
across and which I am sure came to your notice because I know you
serve on the Refugee Advisory Committee, and I am sure you have
from time to time _ I also serve on that committee currently - you ~ust
have come across protests, and these protests, as I observ_ed while I
.ttee refugees complain not about society or the
serve on th at Comnu
•
•
• l
f
.
·th but they complain about officials m paces o
people t hey Iive w1
.
I
. G
ent in institutions of higher learning, etc. etc.
work ' m. overrun h.
• hi. ht on what you nouce
•
to h ave been
would hke you to ig ig
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KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

KAWUMA:
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overnment. May be t at 1s
difficult ,or t e g always wherever he 1s,
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country 1s
•

e serving on that Church of Uganda Refug
I happened to b
ee
Committee in 1982, and we did reach a consensus that the matter
should be taken up by the Chu_rc~ ~d the. Chur.ch should make a
statement and stand out not as md1v1duals hke Bishop K1venjereor
ther christians who spoke loudly; and I was asked to draft a
~ocument to be put to the House of Bishops, and we worked on the
document as the committee but somehow I later learnt t~at the agenda
for the House of Bishops had been too crowded, and I thmk I am right
to assert that there was not collective church stand on this issue, even
when people complained that in those respective areas some of the
Banyarwanda' s iron roofs went to be used for some local church
schools and some churches, and that in fact the local churches had
been not forthcoming. I was perturbed that this is the case where the
church could have also made a stand as a defender of human rights.
Thank you, I am sorry that your paper from the Committee, I think,
was never properly discussed and this just shows lack of concern for
human rights for other people. Well, I am sorry that happened and I
wish we had shown more concern when the thing happened, as a
House of Bishops collectively.

KAKWENZIRE:

Lastly, I remember seeing you on a Television interview during
Lutwa' s government when you seemed to be in favour of anny
struggle; Am I right?

KAWUMA:

Armed struggle?

KAKWENZIRE:

May be I got you wrong
courage; you seemed to be
after you have talked, after
solution, you cannot blame

KAWUMA:

I think there is a time in life when force has to be used.

KAKWENZIRE:

I think that is the word you used.
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but I seem to have admired your very
talking - I may have got you wrong - that
you have tried this and that for search for
those who are fighting; am I correct?

KA
DR.

And especially in defence! If
woul_dsay 'please, let g~• an~o~ came and got my child by the neck, I
and
• to killyou refuse I would grab your hand.
b if I see you are gomg
low so that you let your h d
my son I probably give you a big
will be forced to do something
an. go,wand if•that will not work probably I
wrong when you are apply· .
orse m defence. I think force is
•
mg
It to the·
.
against you ' but J'ust because you w t innocent who have done nothing
force you have.
an power you oppress them by the
KAKWENZIRE:

the

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.
I think Dr Makubuya Kh'dh
1
•

DR. MAKUBUY A:

ee

KAWUMA:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

u has some questions also.

Well, my Lord Bishop I
but I w Id ·11
' am sorry you have been detained for so long,
• ou Stl request you - {_Interruptions)- yes my Lord as I was
saymg· I wo Id k
·
'
'
, . u as you to stdl bear with us so that we can complete
th1•
S, I will take you to the incident of the 21st May, 1984, the attack
of Uganda Martyrs Seminary at Namugongo.
Yes.
I think there is something for the record which you should be clearing.
After everything was said, the Chief of Staff was on record about twice
saying that they were justified in launching this attack because - and he
was making some reference to the Bible that even Jesus when he found
money changers in the church and so on, he used the whip to drive
them out, that kind of thing. The implication of this kind of
justification of the attack is that there was some substance in their
allegt1tion that this place was either infested by bandits or was helping
bandits and things like these. I think you knew Rev. Bazira very well,
you were in close touch with the Uganda Martyrs Seminary; did you
know anything about this?

KAWUMA:

No I knew Bazira well and I know his wife very well, in fact, she is
lik~ a daughter in our hands even up to now. I would have known if
he had contacts; as far as I know fully, Bazira had nothing to do with
bandits as they were called at that time.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The other thing has to do with the shillings ten mill_iongiven to you by
the then Vice President.

KAWUMA:

By the Government.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

By the Government?

KAWUMA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I am not sure w hat this sum was supposed to be for!

KAWUMA:

•
artial replacement for property that had
The statement said to replace - p II I think in the file I have got the
been destroyed by th e A~y; actua y' _ it is a purple thing, it is there.
voucher on which they paid the money
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They said part paymentDR. MAKUBUYA:

They said it is part payment for -

KAWUMA:

It was payment s:,,0 r what had been destroyed,
h and more thought would

.
by the government to see how t ey can replace what w
be given
'bT
that they had d estroyed the
as
destroyed;
accepting respons1
I ity
community.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, without justification, of course!

KAWUMA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
KAWUMA:

KAKWENZIRE:

If they were justified in doing it they would not have given a cent?

Yes, I think here I have got - "Ministryb of
. Defence, Kampala·
, the
Church of Uganda, Kampala; 31st, 5th - emg payment in respect of
replacement of properties l~st as per memo. o~ 31st. ~ay" - probably
this was their memo - and 1t records ten m1lhon sh1llmgs and signed
Secretary for Defence, Ministry of Defence; and all that goes with it
This is a question that has come to my mind after this letter, reference
to this Bishops letter to Amin. Why was there no concerted protest
during Obote II from your Church of Uganda? I am thinking about
when we had Archbishop Okoth here saying that it was a war situation
during Obote II. Did you experience instance of division way in 1970
to make a concerted protest such as you did in 1979?

KAWUMA:

I would not call that a protest but difference of opinions which many
times take place, details of which I cannot disclose, but I think the
Protestant view of political outlook at some times made it difficult to
have a united effort against what was going on, for example, in Luwero
and other places. You just felt you did not get the support you needed
if you want to stand out. That is our weakness as the Anglican Church
I think and in some other ways is our strength.

MR. KAWANGA:

Well, my Lord Bishop, we are very grateful that you have agreed to
come. It is, of course, your civic duties but we are extremely grateful
that you have taken off time to come and be with us and answer our
questions. You have had to drink part of our water in the process but I
think this you have done for God and your country and it appears that
we have got somebody who happens to have gone to your school also
sometime. He is sometimes very proud of this fact. I was at one time
almost feeling exclaimed that it appears that because the former
President came from Mwiri that he picked up the motto from his school
and made it a national motto but it also appears to be ·quite a suitable
motto for our country, thank you very much for coming.

KAWUMA:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

1 dare say that after this very intellectual period that we have had I thinkwe
better retire and call •1t a day. I th.mk, Counsel, we can resume tomorrow
, at
9.30 a.m.
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